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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

PARLIAMENT has not been conspicuous for

energy of late, and it is likely that the week
will end as it began, in a general air of lan-

guorous lassitude. The Committee of the Cabinet

has been considering the right handling of certain

important Bills, pending which the House has been
marking time. The Revenue Bill showed a tendency
to drag, and no very overwhelming desire for its

smooth and rapid progression was manifested. This
somnolent mood may, however, break into something
less placid over the official Opposition amendment to

the Plural Voting Bill. Mr. Crooks' Minimum Wage
resolution ruffled it for an appreciable space, and then
minds (if not heads) nodded once more. A genera-
tion ago such a resolution would have been opposed
" on principle," whatever that might mean in such a
connection. To-day everyone admits that a mini-
mum wage of 30s. would be "most desirable," and
then calmly proceeds to ask whether it is practicable
and in the interest of the workers. The " social con-
science " has come to stay, and has transcended all

party distinctions.

The suspicion that Canada is being treated de haui
en bas by the British Government, and that Mr. Win-
ston Churchill is a belated reincarnation of Lord
North, has raised a storm which, centring in Ottawa,
has reverberated from Halifax to Vancouver. The
Canadian Press teems with discussions, rallying cries,

pacifications, and miscellaneous advice. The Ottawa
Citizen taunts the Canadian Liberals with not know-
ing the difference between a dinghy and a dread-

nought. The Winnipeg Tribune counsels modera-t

tion. The Toronto Globe is inflammatory. The
London Advertiser takes up the cudgels for Canadian
manufacturers and working meri whom it sees

branded with the stamp of inferiority. And through
the hubbub of comment and outcry comes the reason-*

able voice of the Montreal Herald (Liberal), telling

Canadians that " it will not be comportable with

Canada's dignity, nor make for the strengthening of

the Imperial tie, if we become so supercritical of what
the members of the British Government say regard-

ing us, that they will be afraid to open their mouths
.... for fear of their motives being misinterpreted."

President Woodrow Wilson is making history

somewhat rapidly, and his deliverance at the Demo-i
cratic Congress is likely to have deep-going conse-

quences. An interesting sidelight is thrown upon his

personality by a writer in the Ohio State Journal, who
comments upon the conference between the President
and Senator La Follette, who had not visited the
White House for three years. " Such an experience,"

says this writer, " would not be possible under a poli^

tical regime inspired by a clamour for official plunder
and the flesh-pots of politics. But, above these con-
siderations, these great, earnest, candid men can meet
to talk over the public welfare without suspecting each
other of seeking a selfish advantage."

The Belgian political strike, involving 500,000
workers, appears distinctly barbarous to a people like

ourselves, who look with suspicion upon anything like
" unconstitutional " procedure. One is apt to forget
that there are Constitutions which make constitutional

protest impossible, and that the Belgian electoral

system is one of them ; also that ever since 1 893 the
Belgian democracy has used every peaceful means in

its power to secure its end. To act constitutionally

in this case means to attempt to use the very machinery
which is the cause of the trouble as a means to remove
it—an obviously impossible proposition. It were
short of the mark, however, to see in this strike merely
a crusade for " One man, one vote." It is Democracy
against Clericalism ; the bursting of a long pent-up
flood of resentment and wrath ; the meeting of two op-i

posing principles and " life-systems." That the strike

is doomed to failure is a foregone conclusion. For
one thing, the State owns the railways, and the
Government will see to it that they and the port of
Antwerp are kept open. For another, such a strike is

bound to deplete Labour to the point of inanition
before it has so much as scratched the hide of Capital

" Latin America for Latin Americans " is becoming
something more than an idle tag in the great Re-
publics of the South; Projects of militarisation are in

the air, and writers in the South American Press cry
shame upon the short-sighted policy of statesmen
whose horizon is bounded by the commercial well-
being of their people, whereas the very existence of
Latin America depends upon "ah alliance of the
Latin American nations," based upon a uniting and
consolidating of military forces. The Preusa (Buenos
Aires), one of the most influential organs of South
America, stands for a progressive naval policy, and
shrewdly points to the United States as an example
of a peace-loving nation up to the knees in military
preparation. " The States which are most avowedly
pacifist are also most generous in their military
expenditure," declares the Preusa. This new move-
ment, led by the Argentine Republic, is fraught with
momentous possibilities, and will cause a flutter among
European capitalists.
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THE BATTLE OF WATERLOO > ^ ^ BY
HILAIRE BELLOC
Upon the next day, June 17th, this is what hap-

pened :—
The Prussians, defeated at Ligny, retired towards

Brussels ; so by a parallel line did Wellington with his

Anglo-Gcrman-Dutch force. The two halves of the

line Napoleon had pierced were each in being, and
each remained in the neighbourhood of the other as

it fell back. After the Prussians, to watch them and
see what they were doing and whither they retired,

Napoleon sent Grouchy with a very large body of

men ; weakening his army (lessened as it already was
after the losses of the two battles) by nearly a third.

Grouchy's instructions were, of course, not only to

watch the Prussians, but to prevent them joining

WelHngton, who was retiring by that parallel line, only
a few miles off. On that Saturday evening the Prus-

sians drew up round a little town called Wavre, due
south-east of Brussels, while, only eight or nine miles

off, Wellington put his army in line that same evening
upon a low ridge in front of the village of Waterloo,
which is very little short of due south of Brussels. The
two commanders, whose united forces amounted to

close upon the double of the whole French Army (and
much more, of course, than double what Napoleon
commanded, now that Grouchy was away), awaited
the attack of the morrow; but the only one im-
mediately in front of Napoleon was Wellington, in his

position on the ridge.

Napoleon delivered his main attack upon the line

Wellington had taken up a little after one o'clock in

the afternoon. The same morning the Prussians had
begun to advance their troops across country from
Wavre westward towards the Waterloo ridge, in aid of

Wellington. If Wellington had not had a promise
that the Prussians would do this he would not, of
course, have risked an engagement, for his British

and Dutch and German troops, all combined, were
somewhat inferior in numbers, and greatly inferior

in guns, to the force with which Napoleon faced him.
The Prussians could not bring the whole of their

great force across country to help Wellington in one
body. They could only bring it bit by bit, and it was
their freshest and first army corps, the Fourth, which
Blucher thus led to the aid of Wellington upon that
morning of Sunday, June i8th.

Napoleon then b^an the attack on Wellington's
as yet unaided line a little after one. The success or
failure of this attack would depend upon three things

:

the pKiwer of WelHngton's command to hang on until

the Prussians should arrive upon the scene, the hour
by which the Prussians could manage to come, and
Grouchy's ability or inability to intercept the Prus-
ians, and prevent them coming up at all. Neither
irouchy nor Napoleon knew on the Sunday morning
whither the main Prussian body had retired or whether
they were near Wellington or far off. If Grouchy
•lould discover in time that the Prussians had retired
n Wavre, and should step in between them and Wel-
ngton, it was hopeless for Wellington to fight. Even

if Grouchy did not find out what the Prussians had
done, and allowed the Prussians to come up un-
molested, it was essential that they should come up
pretty early in the day; and Welhngton would not
have accepted battle with an inferior force unless he
had been distinctly promised that Blucher would
appear upon the field somewhere between one or two

PART IL

o'clock. As a fact, Blucher did not appear with the
first of his troops until between four and five, and they
did not begin to make an impression until somewhat
later.

Meanwhile, from one o'clock, when the big artillery

attack began—at the latest, from half-past one, when
the first infantry attack was delivered—Wellington's
line on the ridge had to stand the assaults of the
French. There was at least four hours' fighting
before the relief afforded by the arrival of the Prus-
sians began to be felt. That arrival made, of course,
all the difference to what was left of the day. Napo-
leon's forces were increasingly taken up with this
new pressure upon their right flank. The whole of
the north-eastern horn of the battle was pushed in

.Giofe'n)
-^BRUSSELS
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CharleroiJ
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to meet the increasing force of the Prussian attack,
and still the Anglo-Dutch line on the hill held. Just
before sunset a last desperate attempt was made to
break that line by a charge of the Guard. This
charge failed, largely through the action of the Com-
mander of the 5 2nd, Colboume, afterwards Lord
Seaton; and before it was twilight tlie combined
pressure of the Prussians upon the French right flank,

with the failure of their attempt to break the Anglo-
Dutch line, had decided the action. The whole
French line gave way, and a httle before darkness

-

the retreat of Napoleon's forces became a rout, which
was pursued for more than twelve miles through the
night towards the French frontier.

That, as best as I can tell it within a very short
compass, is the strategical and tactical story of the
Battle of Waterloo, and the more people will keep
in mind those main lines, the better for popular his-

tory.

It is of some interest, though of no practical value,

to consider what would have happened if, for any
one of the three reasons I have mentioned, Napoleon
had succeeded upon the field of Waterloo. Suppose,
that is, that Grouchy had found out the line of the
Prussicin retreat ; or supposing the Prussians had
not come up in time (they were badly late as it was),
or supposing Wellington's line had not held.

Well, as to the first two suppositions, the answer is

not very difficult. If Grouchy had found out that
Blucher had retired upon Wavre and was close in

the neighbourhood of Wellington, why, then he
would have " held " the Prussians, and Wellington
would never have fought the action of Waterloo at
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all. The Prussians would have retired upon Brussels,

and Welhngton wxiuld have retreated again to effect

his junction with them iai front of or behind that

town. If, again, Blucher had come up later than he

did, Wellington would have broken contact, and put

an end to the battle. He was, as a fact, engaged

in the preliminaries of this, on the supposition that

the Prussians might fail, when their pressure began

to be felt ; and he would have been a very bad

general, instead of a good one, if he had hesitated for

a moment upon that conclusion, supposing tlie Prus-

sians to have failed him.

As to the last supposition—what would have hap-

pened if the Anglo-Dutch line had broken before the

Prussians came up? I think the answer is this:

Napoleon would have reached Brussels. The Prus-

sians would have retired upon Cologne ; but the

forces converging upon France were far too consider-

able to have permitted Napoleon any enduring suc-

cess. He would, I think, quite certainly have been

beaten in some final manner witliin a very few
months of that occupation of Brussels ; nor do I think

that he could possibly have recovered at home during

the short intervening space of time the prestige which

the retreat from Russia, the destruction of the Grand
Army, and the catastrophe of Leipzig had ruined for

ever.

CATHEAD'S PROPHECY
O King, I stood upon the outer rath

In the wild airs of night, and marked the stars.

The wandering moons, pointing with fingers pale

Down the vast spaces of the windless deep.

Chanted tlieir secret runes. I, Cathbad, heard:

They told me Deirdre's tale—a tale whereat

Many shall weep when Deirdre's self shall be

As dust upon the indifferent wind. I saw
The story of her days, who lies this night

In her first baby slumber, knowing not

She shall be sought by kings. Her face shall bring

Exile on princes, and the sound of wars

Shall follow her. Deirdre, O King, shall be
A flame of beauty in the wastes of time,

Lovely and perilous. For her shall fall

Great heroes and bright candles of the Gael

;

Her eyes shall lead them over alien seas,

Her voice entreat them down the ways of Death.

And at the last, O King, a lonely grave

Shall be her share—a little grave apart

Hide her sad beauty from the eyes of men

;

Above her passionate heart tlie swinging tides

Shall fret the salt sea-sand, and o'er her rest

Wild winds of ocean raise the funeral keen.

Ruth Duffin.

UTERARY COMPETITION.
The Editor of Everyman offers a prize of Two

Guineas for the Best Essay on "The Woman
Teacher—Her Life and Labour," the essay not to

exceed 1,800 words. All entries for this competition
should be addressed to the

Competition Editor,

ai, Royal Terrace,

Edinburgh,

and must reach hiin not later than May ist. It is

recommended that essays be typewritten.

THE CALL
By WILL OGILVIE

For nearly three years he had lived in Scotland, pick-

ing up, one by one, the broken threads of an existence

which he had abandoned almost in boyhood ; when tlic

memories born of his ten years' exile forced them-
selves upon him—as they did at times—he set them
firmly aside. He had made his choice, and he meant
to abide by it.

At first, in tlie glamour of new friendships, in the

glow of renewed acquaintance with the sports and
pastimes of his youth, the cry for widtr spaces and
more understanding comradeship was stifled in his

heart. Then came a close and intimate sorrow, a

period of soul-sickness and despair ; and then, again,

at the door of his heart the old, insistent knocking,

and the loud, incessant call that would not be denied.

As the winter waned he sat by his fire, gazing

dreamily into the towers of flame, and seeing there

the rose-red camp-fires of the Past. In the dim hour
before the lamps he boarded the golden ship of

Fancy, and crossed in the shadow of its purple sail the

wide seas of the world. The familiar surroundings of

his new life grew faint, and faded away. In their

place was the glitter of innumerable stars through
pointed gum-leaves, the enwrapping mystery of a

Southern night. Only a few feet from him the forest

of scrub closed in, dark and impenetrable, full of the

silence that is louder than sound. Against the back-
ground of trees the myall-logs burned redly.

His ears were full of the distant melody of horse-

bells; a horse, parted frcto its companions, nciglied

across the darkness—and across the world.

The dim outhnes of many cattle lying at rest

forced themselves upon his vision. A myall-log
dipped in the centre, crashed down, and broke into

sudden flame, driving the shadows back upon the
forest and glinting on the horns of the nearest steers.

One beast rose, restless, stretched itself, and wandered
moodily off camp ; another followed, and another.

The man stirred uneasily in his chair, and woke
with a start to the familiar surroundings of his room.
He sighed as Memory, passing, brushed him with
her warm, soft wing.

He was awake now, wide awake ; but the tinkling

horse-bells did not cease to sound. Their melody,
mingled with the voices of old comrades, permeated
every tinghng sense. Through the sounds a Bush
Wind blew softly, full of tlie wail of weird things
known only to Nature's sorrow.

Night after night the Bush called to him in his

dreams, and all the day her half-forgotten glamour
wrapped him round. His sports seemed trivial and
tame, his labour insufficient. More and more he
hated the narrow fields, the uneventful ways, the
sights and sounds of a life so planned and ordered
that its very order seemed a menace of misfortune,
so guarded and remote that it seemed to be in the
imminent shadow of danger.
Longing gave place to fear. The call became more

than a love-summons, it became a command, even a
threat; a bugle call demanding instant obedience.
And it was under the spell of this strange,, absorbing
fear that the ship was chosen and the die was cast.

To-night his caiiip-firc flashes, far out beside a
Western river, a golden sword-blade on the darkness.
He is one with the wind-swept gum-boughs, and
kin to the ghttering stars. The voices of the great,
mysterious Bush play on his thralled heart to-night

—

and for ever. He dare not leave her ; nor would he if

he dared.
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THE USE OF BOOKS TO WORKING MEN
BY J. R. CLYNES, M.P.
In the matter of making ex-cellcnt use of brain and

time, one of tlie best things which workmen could

do is this: give to good book-reading during the

coming years all the precious time they waste on

staring at the flashy headlines and absorbing the

worthless parade of newspaper rubbish which make up

much of the news of the day. Let a working man
ask himself what he remembers of the things he read

in the papers last week, and what tliere is worth re-

membering till next week.

There is a probability of Parliament being called

upon during the present Session to deal with another

Education Bill, and it is said that, unlike previous

ventures in this field of political action, the new Bill

,will arouse no sectarian conflict, but will be framed

to enable the workers' children to secure the best

education, and reach positions which are now im-

po^ible to them. I do not hesitate to say that Par-

liament would do more good if the Session were used

in passing a law to compel working men to read

Shakespeare, Shaw, Balzac, and William Morris. It

is a good thing to educate the children, but a bad
thing to let the parents cease to think, or think in the

wrong way.
Any fundamental or substantial change in the

economic structure which will help the working class

to rise above their present level may be a long way off,

and any mere change in our educational system to

afford a better ladder for a few to climb to higher posi-

tions will leave unchanged the great mass, who will not

be rescued by extended Universities and the better

training of teachers. Much as I would welcome educa-

tional reform, I would more readily welcome a change

in the disposition of workmen which would cause

them to make a better use of their time now. Good
book-reading would be no cure for labour un-

rest. Lalxiur unrest would be increased, though
better expressed and more scientifically directed if

worl-cmen used to a greater extent the intellectual

levers of Ruskin, Dickens, Meredith, and Maseficld

—

to throw in only a few uneven names.
Reading may not make thinkers, but it broadens

knowledge and ripens men's capacity for action. It

enlarges the toleration of masses of men, and it

supplies many a joyful recompense after the labours

of the day.

To those who adduce the difficulty of cost when
tliinking of books of popular present-day writers, the

answer is that the older masters, who remain masters,

afford books in plenty that are almost as cheap as

waste-paper.

A book to a workman who is devoted to reading is

not what it is to a reviewer or an author. Many a

good book is as a gateway leading from a long round
of drudgery and effort to obtain the means of daily

bread. I would not have books intended to make
men content with evil conditions, or submissive to

them. The more men read usefully and well, the less

will they yield to cither an excess of authority or to

under-payment in the matter of reward for their work.
Workmen need not now regard books as things

devoted to the doings of society, or the interests of

the nobility or well-to-do. Many of the best literary

efforts illtnnine the daily lives of common folks, with-
out whose srr^•icc the rest of men and monarchs would
not be sure of their daily bread. Let everj' workman
who wants to feel the breeze of the sea and know the

lives and understand the tribulations and pleasures

of our fisher-folks read Stephen Reynolds' " Poor
Man's House," and he will only set it aside as a book
to be read again.

The long hours or bad conditions under which many
men are employed may incline some to say that book-

reading is a continuation of men's labour. They are

wrong ; for any time given to the task will yield

greater return, in better forms of pay, than they can

secure by any similar time placed at the disposal of

an employer. Most manual work is monotonous, dis-

tasteful, or irksome. The subdivision of labour, pro-

duction by piece-work, the use of machinery, and the

pressure and speed incidental to modern trade and
commerce are all very exacting. These are additional

reasons why a man should taste some joys of exist-

ence by means of the mental recreation and pleasure

which so many great minds can readily afford him.

By years of effort workmen are able to get little

improvements in their condition, but these scarcely

enlarge the margin of household comforts to

an extent which compares with increasing necessities.

The one department in wliich all workmen should en-

sure increase is the department of thought and out-

looTc.

I am not arguing for a fireside life at a time when
the season may call for a healthy country ramble, but

many such a ramble would be the better if the work-

man carried with him Whitman's " Song of the Open
Road." If the road is impossible, because the man
is already tired with work, or for reasons of time or

money, it will cost him little to sit and secure the

delights of Belloc's " Path to Rome." To read it will

the better fit him for any future journey, and enable

him to see himself and nature on a larger scale.

In a recent number of E\ERYMAN the book of Mr.

W. R. Lawson, dealing with our schools, was referred

to. Most things, it was argued, were wrong with out

education. Committees all over the country were dis-

appointed with the results of the arduous labours of

schoolmasters and the enormous expenditure incurred

in our educational system. Even those who, with

good reason, assert the existence of the difficulty show
some diffidence when asked for a remedy ; but there

should be no diffidence in directing the energies of

organisations and men, to encouraging book-reading
as indispensable to the life of many who are guilty

of a corroding neglect.

There are men who sneer at the small talk of

women, and who consider that their conversation is

made up of chatter about fashions, dress, or domestic
trifles of no account. Have these men kept tlicir

ears open when many of their fellows are talking ?

At what level is their^conversation ? How often do
they hear them talking about the things that matter,

or of the great stores of knowledge and life-action

which lie upon the shelves of libraries, and which are

so seldom seen in the homes of the most useful social

servants and wealth-producers in the country .' Tl>e

smallest talk of women is less pitiable, and certainly

more excusable, tlian the talk of many men. This
reflection cannot apply to thousands of honourable
exceptions ; but it does apply to many who, despite

every hardship, could make far better use of their

reading time. Working men want many things

which books could help them to get. And,, if not, a

good book was never a bad ornament
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WOMEN AT WORK By Margaret Hamilton
Vlll.—THE SWEATED WORKER

The question of vomen's employniciit, wilh Us attendant problems of the rate of wages, hours 0/

labour, and the inevitable competition with nien workers, is a biiruinn one, affecting as it docs the

welfare of the entire community. The Editor invites his readers' views on this all-important subject.

The case of the sweated worker cries out for im-

mediate attention, and is of clamant importance to

the community at large The majority of women
employed in the sweated trades work in their homes
under conditions of unspeakable misery and squalor.

The children before and after school are pressed into

the service, but the united earnings of an entire family,

working all day and half the night, do not permit of

the purchase of sufhcient food—^let alone the common
decencies of everyday life. " The Song of the Shirt,"

Tom Hood's immortal tragedy, is being enacted here

in our city of to-day, and it is not women only who
pay the price, working their fingers to the bone, but

the little children, whose eyes, that should smile on
the glad world, grow dim, whose limbs are stunted,

whose hearts are bowed down with the cruel dis-

cipline of work.

And now let us see the number and variety of

sweated trades in London only. It has been said of

late that sweeping reforms have taken place in the

dressmaking business, that the better-class firms have
their goods made on the premises, in large, airy, and
commodious workrooms. In many cases this is true.

There still remains the fact, however, that iii the East
End women are employed to make ladies' skirts

(lined) at 2s. 6d. a dozen, while long coats, cut in the

latest fashion, are paid for at /d. apiece.

Nor is this the lowest figure. In the course of their

investigations the British Federation for the Emanci-
pation of Sweated Women discovered that coats are

put out at the rate of 46. each, and that trousers are

paid for at id. a pair. One unfortunate creature that

the society's officers interviewed worked at this rate

eighteen hours out of the twenty-four in the endea-

vour to keep herself and her four children. These
trousers are sold in the retail shops at los. to 13s. a

pair, and some of the coats find their way into fashion-

able establishments in the West End, where they are

marked from two to three guineas.

The tailoring trade, however, does not touch the

lowest depths of penury. In a room in Hoxton,
stripped of every remnant of wainscotting, torn off for

fuel, with pieces even hacked off the door, in the vain

attempt to get a little warmth from the sullen, smok-
ing grate, I found a mother and three children, the

eldest six and the youngest three. Their little faces

pinched, their eyes heavy, their fingers moved with a
dexterity and swiftness wonderful to see. The baby
handed lengths of wire to the mother; the other two
were more advanced, and contributed a fair share to

the weekly exchequer. They were making artificial

violets, and the contrast between the dainty little

blossoms in deep purple and pale mauve and the
wretchedness of the apartment struck home like a
knife.

Sixpence a gross was the payment the flower-

makers received—sixpence for one hundred and forty-

four! You can see flowers identical in shape and
pattern in the shop windows to-day—masses of soft

colour, graceful, innocent-looking things. After I

left the Hoxton garret I felt an impulse of loathing
towards them. Day in, day out the mother sat, and
the heap of spring-like blossoms grew beside her. The
children had a respite sometimes. The eldest was
driven off to school by an inspector ; the younger

babies went early to bed. But the poor mother
worked on, with nothing to hope for, to live for, but
the children whom at such a sacrifice she worked to

feed.

The art of buttonhole-making is one acquired in its

perfection by long practice and experience
;
yet at

this moment girls and women work buttonholes in

shirts at the same rate per gross as the violet-

maker receives. The calico is hard, and wears the

fingers, rasping the flesh ; but the sweater has little

care for the flesh of his victims. He farms out his

work, and receives with the left hand 100 per cent, in

excess of what he pays with the right.

The list is not yet finished. The cards of hooks
and eyes, all neatly stitched in place, and numbering
384 eyes and as many hooks—we have all bought
them, and never given a thought as to who stitched

them there, or what they were paid for doing. A
penny a card is the price, and in some instances the

worker has to find the thread. Children's clothes are

made at a figure that, at first sight, seems impossible.

The small boy's sailor suit that most young mothers
have attempted at some time, cutting out with pride,

and stitching away with love and happiness—two-

pence is what the woman in the slum receives for the
whole thing, and her earnings average from 4s. to 5 s.

a week.
There is no respite for the sweated worker. She

dare not idle for an hour. She has no time to clean

the wretched room in which she slaves ; the children

must go unkempt; herself in rags. The one breath-

ing space she gets is when she takes the weekly toll

of work and receives the few poor shillings she has
slaved to earn. She dare not stop, because, if once
she ceases, the home, held together on so frail a tenure,

will go. The children, deprived of the scanty food
procured, fall sick. Worse than all, she may lose the

employment that demands so terrible a bondage.
For, no matter how low the pay, how severe the con-

ditions of the sweated worker, there is always an army
of unemployed pressing from behind, and for every

one that falls out, overtaxed and overstrained, there

are fifty to take her place.

The majority of sweated workers are married
women. The young girls employed, as a rule, com-
mence by helping their mother, and, having once
accepted the treadmill of ceaseless effort, find it difli-

cult to break away. They have no chance in which to

apply for work in a factory, and a situation as domestic

servant is for them an impossible paradise. Without
training, insufficiently fed, indescribably housed, the

sweated worker is chained to her task as surely as the

galley slaves of old.

Box-making is one of the few industries of the East
End that is not confined to the home. The wages
earned, though low, compare favourably with those

above quoted. Of late years the rate has gone up
from I id. to a minimum of 3d. an hour. This is owing
to the strenuous efforts of the Box-makers' Union,
which has laboured unceasingly to improve the condi-

tions and increase the pay of the women workers. The
hours are fifty-eight a week, and a quick, clever hand
can earn from 14s. upwards, according to the class of

work she adopts. Fancy boxes, the dainty sort of

things you buy your chocolates in, are paid for at a
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higher rate, as are cigarette and cardboard cases for

holding scent.
" My young man's out of work, so what am I to do ?

"

I have heard the phrase time and again from a woman
iworkihg her fingers to the bone at a starvation rate.

The husband—her young man, as she calls him—is on
the tramp, looking for a job. There must be a meal
ready for him when he returns, a handful of fire in the

grate, a cup of tea upon the hob. And the children,

how can they go without food? What can the poor
mother know or care of Trade Union rates? One's
heart bleeds for them as they answer your questions.

They must work early and work late, losing their youth,

their looks, their very womanhood, in the insuperable

task of earning the daily bread.

Combination is the best remedy for sweating.

Hampered, as the pioneers of the -women's unions un-
doubtedly are, by the factor of the married woman,
the strides they have already made are considerable.

Even the chain-makers of Cradley Heath have
ameliorated to some extent the misery of their lives

by combination, while the women upholsterers have
secured a notable advance in wages and shorter hours
of work per week.
Some of the less-known trades are terribly under-

[jaid. Who would have supposed that the innocent-
ooking doll, reposing in a shop window, admired and
loved by all the children who pass, was in any way
connected with the horrors of this system? Yet the
modelling and making of dolls' heads is a recognised
branch of East End industry. Sixpence a dozen is

the price—a price that seems to recur throughout the
annals of the patient slaves with an appaUing
regularity.

If the toys of a happy and innocent childhood are
not free from the taint of the sweater, what is to be
said of funeral trappings—the last offerings of respect

and veneration human nature can pay to the beloved
dead? Four and sixpence a week is the average
amount earned by workers employed at making coffin

and hearse furniture—furniture, let it be reahswl, sold
by the sweater at a huge profit either to a middleman
or direct to firms of undertakers
You are fond of a pretty blouse, and note a shop

that is selling them cheap. Cheap or dear, the risk is

run that the garment is sewn with a woman's tears.

Three-halfpence apiece is the sum paid for the plainer
kind, rising to 2d. and 3d. for the more elaborate
variety. Bedspreads command a higher tariff; they
are paid for at 4^d. apiece.

We all of us know and appreciate those handy
boxes of hairpins of assorted size and shape. Women,
[working hard all day, manage to make the munificent
sum of 4s. weekly, and boxing them

!

Four shillings! That, with the help of the chil-

dren and, on occasions, of the husband, may mount up
by another 3s., making in all a family exchequer of
some 7s. Out of this pittance the rent has to be paid,
the food bought, some show of clothing purchased, an
occasional pair of shoes or boots bought cheap at a
stall on Saturday night. A desperate struggle, a
hand-to-hand fight to keep body and soul together.
Such a combat, indeed, as would never be continued
but for the generosity of neighbours, the unfailing
kindliness of the poor to the poor. Is the top floor

front in funds and cooking a dinner, she cannot enjoy
it unless the lodger below, less fortunate than herself,
shares the repast. There is a communism in the slums
undreamt of in more prosperous sections of society.
In times of trouble, when the landlord, impatient for
his rent, distrains on the poor bits of furniture left in
the garret, friends gather round and help the family
to tide over the time until a few necessary articles can

be purchased. Sickness enlists faithful service ; hours
stolen from sleep are lavished on the sufferer; such
apologies for luxuries as can be obtained are offered

to the invalid.

So wonderful is the sympathy the poor possess, soi

keen their enthusiasm for helping each other in the
struggle towards better things, that from their pit-

tance they will subscribe freely and generously when
occasion arises, without a thought of their own neces-

sities. At the time of the great dock strike collec-

tions were made for the men in all parts of London.
Nowhere was the response more eagerly met than in

the East End of London. In the districts of Hoxton
and Bethnal Green no less than £30 was raised

—

in

farthings \

But for the fellowship that exists among the very
poor they could hardly endure their existence. Every-
where the trail of the sweater is discovered—the paper
bag in which you buy your eggs or carry home the
feather for your new hat may have been made at star-

vation rates. Sixpence-—once again the sum appears
—is the price per thousand, and in some instances

paste has to be provided at the workers' expense. At
the time that beaded shoes were fashionable, pd. a
dozen pairs was the highest figure, and in many cases
the pattern was intricate, and strained the eyes as well

as tiring the hand. Match-boxes fetch 3d. a gross

;

buttons are carded at 3s. per 100 gross.

If women would combine—women of all classes and
occupations—to bring this system of sweating to an
end, how many lives would be brightened, how many
lives would be spared. A small amount of capital

would be sufficient to enable the sweated workers in

the flower-making and kindred industries to start a co-

ojjerative workshop, and, instead of starving for the
sweater, work for themselves, and supply the ware-
houses and shops direct.

But without such help and assistance the sweated
workers can do very httle. Those unions, as I have
shown, have made considerable headway against the
sweater, but, as I pointed out, there still remains
a vast army of women, with " eyelids heavy and red,"

who, from the dawn of the morning till dark at night,

sit over their task, the crack of the whips of hunger
and destitution in their ears.

Slaves of as cruel a system as ever white man im-
posed on black, they are silent for the most part, and
piteously uncomplaining.

" I've only three left now, miss," said a sad-eyed
woman when I asked after her poor, sickly little chil-

dren. " I had eight once, but bad times came, and they
died one after the other. I was out of work at the
time, and my young man was in hospital. But I'm
domg better now, and we're getting on fine."

Her smile hurt one ; her courage was a reproach.
Getting on fine—with five children in the grave and
a sick husband and three babies to support! The
attic was terribly bare and gaunt, but the truckle bed
was clean ; the table had been scrubbed and the
floor swept. She had been working since five that
morning, and when I saw her it was past two. She'
had snatched but a few minutes to give the children
their dinner of bread and dripping, and to eat a crust

herself. And the net result of her labour was exactly
6d. She had stitched seventy-five sacks, for which
she was paid at the rate of 4d. for fifty

!

Fourpence for fifty, and she was going on fine I In-
calculable heroism that can find a gleam of brightness
in a Hfe so drear! Seventy-five sacks, and she hopet
to complete the hundred by the end of the afternoon.
And for this she wore out her life, stitching in the
bleak attic, while the children huddled round the dying
fire.
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COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD
X 1 1 .

—

Australia

When it is remembered that Australia covers

2,948,366 square miles, forming more than one-fourth

of the whole area of the British Empire, and that,

although live-thirteenths of its area lie within the

tropic of Capricorn, it exhibits almost every variety

of climatic conditions, it will be seen that a compre-

hensive and summary exposition is extremely difficult,

if not impossible. Larger than the United States

without Arctic Alaska, and more than three-fourths

of Europe, and about twenty-five times as large as

the United Kingdom, Australia is habitable by white

men in every part, not excluding the so-called

Australian desert. Three distinctive geographical

features will strike the observer at his first look at a
good map. The coastal line is remarkably small in

proportion to the whole area, there are no consider-

able ranges of high snow mountains, and there are

neither lakes of any size nor rivers connecting the

coast-line with the interior. The last two charac-

teristics bring one face to face with the crucial problem
of irrigation. The future of Australia hinges upon
the question of water conservation, and, though it is a

land of short memories for misfortunes, the recent

unprecedented succession of good seasons has not

availed to make thoughtful men forget the desolating

seven years' drought of fifteen years ago. At pre-

sent most agriculturalists pin their faith to artesian

water bores. Subterranean water is found over huge
areas, and scientists surmise an inexhaustible supply.

Such borings are expensive, however, and the nature

of the springs still obscure. Moreover, as one goes
farther inland, the water contains too much soda for

purposes of irrigation, and grows increasingly brackish

towards the heart of the great " desert."

II.

The configuration of Australia has been compared
to an inverted saucer. There is, to begin with, an
outer coastal rim, some forty miles deep, of rich

alluvial soil. Broken by Spencer's Gulf, and de-

generating into sandhills on the edge of the Bight, this

belt reappears on the western coast and runs north-

ward. Above it there rises the great dividing range,

at no point more than 250 miles from the sea, and
falling precipitously seawards in places, with bold,

wild escarpments. Starting at tlie northernmost point

of Australia, Cape York, it runs southward, achieves
mingled charm and grandeur in the Barrier ranges of

Queensland and the Blue Mountains of New South
Wales, and reaches its greatest elevation in Mount
Kozsciusko, king of the Australian Alps and chief

centre of winter sports. It breaks off at the boundary
of Victoria and New South Wales, and, while it reap-

pears in the west, it does not follow the alluvial rim
northward. Behind the dividing ridge is the great
central plain, forming the bottom of the saucer. Fol-
lowing tlie three divisions, we get three types of

country—green pastures and well-wooded slopes on
the coastal rim, rolling downs and dense, high forest

land on the range, and a treeless plain in the centre,

unattractive to the eye, but a serious rival to the
.wheat-fields of Canada. On the south coast one
might imagine oneself in pastoral England. On the
uplands the eucalyptus stands in free, open spaces,

and rank creepers hug the roots of towering trees ; the
desert plain is instinct with the blankness and lone-

liness of vast spaces in a wild and virgin land.

By E. Hermann
III.

The dividing range explains the climate, or rather
climates, of Austraha. The sea breezes strike the
eastern shore, hence the abundant rainfall along the
coast. They are checked by the range, hence the
scanty rainfall on the plains, which depend on the
monsoons and western trade winds. Thus, while the
rainfall in Sydney has averaged fifty inches over forty-

two years, that of Western New South Wales
averaged only nine. Add to this tlie lack of lakes,

rivers, and snow mountains on the plain, and the mag-
nitude of the irrigation problem jumps into instant

view. So formidable is the drought spectre that it

was declared a few years ago that Australia could
never support a population at all commensurate to its

size. But this gloomy armchair theory collapsed at

the first impact of solid facts, as demonstrated, for

example, by a writer in the Australian journal. Life.
To begin with, he showed by a most ingenious map
that the maritime belt alone would hold more than all

Europe, minus Russia, and, further, that the rest of
Australia contained more than twice the amount of

land, with a rainfall of over twenty inches—that is, a
rainfall allowing of excellent agricultural results—than
Canada. Moreover, agriculture can be carried on
with a rainfall of only twelve inches, while fifteen

inches yield distinctly good returns, which adds half a
million square miles to the credit balance of Australia.

The gloomy theorists also left the quite extraordinary
recuperative power of Australian soil and stock out
of their reckoning.

IV.
With the granting of responsible government to the

several States, Australia passed from the amorphous
agglomeration of a "colony" to the articulated

organism of a nation. The people gripped the land,

and in doing so discovered their power of grip. They
did not excogitate theories of State Sociahsm, but
they realised by degrees that the most important of
Australia's undeveloped resources was its population,
and that a man is of more value than a sheep. That
they gave an idealistic and spiritual connotation to

that value cannot be asserted ; but they recognised
from the start that a man's body and brain and powers
of enjoying the good things of life, material and
artistic, are bigger assets than wool and coal and
precious ore. The Federation of 1901 at once
strengthened and controlled this new national spirit,

giving it increased volume, but pruning its

excrescences. To the Federal Senate and House of
Representatives came men who were " big guns " in

their own State, but had never realised that the con-
flicting claims of neighbour States affected the pro-
blems of each, and that a wise and generous dove-
tailing of interests was the only chance of solid suc-
cess. The reaction upon State Parliaments was
marked, and the Australian M.P. of to-day has a
wider outlook and far more tolerance and general
savoir-faire than his predecessor.

V.
To speak of Australian politics is to say " Labour

Government " in these days. The Australian Labour
party is Federalist in sympathy, has learnt to think
imperially, and is solidly protectionist. It is not anti-

Capitalist as a whole, believes in a modified form of
conscription, and has little patience with Socialism
of the doctrinaire type. Above all, it represents the
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people in the most full and real sense. It grew out of

that new ideal of social progress which responsible

government had called into being, and out of that

characteristically Australian preference of ease to

wealth which is largely the outcome of climatic con-

ditions. Averse to any " high-falutin' " idealism or

abstract social doctrines, the common-sense AustraHan
worker decided that work at fair wages, pleasant,

healthy conditions, and ample leisure were vastly pre-

ferable to enormous returns at the price of sweated
or excessive labour ; and he took care to send men to

Parliament who woukl stand for this ideal. That the

Labour party has made mistakes will be readily ad-

mitted. It has tended to perpetuate the Caucus—

a

necessary evil in the day of a party's weakness, but a

f>ernicious incubus in the day of its strength. It was
at one time guilty of a selfish and short-sighted im-
migration, or rather anti-immigration, policy—now a
thing of the past. Its narrow definition of " Labour,"
and its exclusive insistence upon the rights of one
class, entailed undeserved and unnecessary hardship
upon the small tradesman and manufacturer. But,

whatever its sins of commission and omission, its

reign has synchronised with a period of unpre-
cedented national prosperity, and, as a matter of fact,

there is less paternal legislation in Australia to-day
than in the home country. Wages Boards, Industrial
Courts, and Trades Halls look formidable on paper,
but it must not be forgotten that in a new and sparsely
populated country legislation must needs be called in
to do what is effected by economic compulsion in older
countries, and in reality the Australian industrial law
is no more stringent than, if as stringent as, our own.

It remains, however, that the Australian has an
enviable faith in legislation, and uses it freely and
audaciously pro bono publico.

VI.
The Labour party is commonly identified with what

is known as the White Australia pohcy ; but there are,

in fact, very few thoughtful and unprejudiced men in

Australia, whatever their political convictions, who do
not stand for the ideal of a White Australia. To make
the question of imported coloured labour an
economic one is to miss the real issue. No one denies
that the country could be developed far more rapidly

with the aid of coloured labour; but Australia has
made up her mind' that no economic advantage can
compensate for the degradation of both coloured and
white which such slave-labour brings, and that a White
Australia means political, social, and moral salvation,

and is worth any sacrifice. And events have proved
that the sacrifice was not nearly as great as was antici-

pated. When the Kanakas were deported from the
sugar district of Queensland, mill-owners declared
that the industry would be ruined, in spite of the com-
pensating Government bounty. Instead of this, the
yield rose by 593,340 tons within a year. As a matter
of hard fact, there is hardly a spot in Australia where
the white man cannot work and thrive.

VII.
One of the unhealthy symptoms of Australian de-

velopment is the growth of large cities on or near the
coast-line, and the drift of the population to these
centres. There are few really progressive country
towns, and the State capitals are tending towards an
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undesirable congestion. Of all the State capitals,

Sydney captures the imagination most completely.

Brisbane has its own charm—mostly a matter of

gorgeous flowering shrubs clustering round wooden

houses on " stilts," and undulating river-banks, every

hillside hung with villas, glorious to see from a launch

when the purple Judas-tree is in bloom. Melbourne is

reminiscent of an American city, with its chequer-

board street-planning, its bustle, and its taut, well-

groomed women. Adelaide is a sleepy city of gardens

and churches, with a comfortable air of unostentatious

well-to-do-ness. Fremantle is a derelict city, the

stream of life having deflected to Perth, which is the

real capital of Western Austraha, and has not a few

attractions, notably a bracing climate, with cool

nights, even at the height of summer. But one has

seen them all before—or, at any rate, something like

them.
Sydney suggests nothing but itself. And this is

not merely due to the fact that Sydney Harbour is

one of the seven beauties of the world, and that no

invasion of fat Philistinism can make its garden

suburbs anything but interesting. It is rather that

Sydney exhibits more explicitly than any of the other

centres the emergence of a new type of life and char-

acter, fundamentally British, yet strangely un-British.

It is a type not a little Greek—modern Greek, that is,

and one had almost said Levantine^in its relaxed

and seductive grace, hedonistic tendency, artistic in-

stincts, and scant capacity for moral indignation. Yet
it is even more unlike any Southern type than it is

unlike the British. It is, in fact, a new thing—

a

strangely intricate and fascinating woof of irridescent

threads on a warp of British homespun. It is a young,

yeasting life poised on the perilous edge of a tran-

sition, pregnant with every eventuality, and not with-

out indications of disaster ahead. What part the new
capital of Canberra will play in this evolution is an
interesting but futile speculation. We are being told

that Canberra will be smokeless, dustless, slumless,

odourless, mudless, and free from deleterious gases

;

that its streets will be as spotless as a Dutch kitchen,

and its buildings hermetically sealed against dust;

and that it will combine beauty with efficiency. What-
ever type such a nuisanceless city may produce, it is

fairly safe to predict that its denizens are not likely

to err on the side of strenuousness and self-denial.

VIII.

Misprized for generations, and used as little more
than a dumping-ground for our failures and derelicts

(a heartless policy from whatever point considered.

INDEX AND BINDING CASES OF VOL. I.

The Publishers, after careful consideration, have
decided not to issue the Index in the form of a supple-

ment to the present number, as originally intended.

Only a certain proportion of readers would have any
use for the Index, so it has been decided to issue the

Title-page and Index to Vol. I. as a separate publica-

tion, which will be sent post free to any reader on
application accompanied by 4d. in stamps.

Cases for binding can be obtained at is. 6d. each,

post free is. 8d. The first volume of Everyman will be
ready next week, handsomely bound in cloth, price

3s. 6d. net, carriage paid 4s. Numerous applications

have already been received, and all those desirous of

obtaining the first of what should prove a long series of

interesting volumes should write at once to the

EVERV.MAN Publishing Dcpt., Aldine House, Bedford
Street, W.C.

and a foolish one as well), Australia is at last being

recognised as a country of unparalleled resources and
possibilities. No area of equal size contains so much
wealth and such a variety of wealth, and the

Government is doing much to develop these rich

resources.

A policy of close settlement is rigorously pursued

;

railways and forest telephones go with, or rather pre-

cede, the settler ; irrigation works are multiplied ; ex-

pert instruction and advice are extended to agricul-t

turalists and pastoralists ; an up-to-date system of

national education, with free entry for clergy of all

denominations, is the rule, and free railway passes are

granted to scholars living at a distance. A more
stringent grading of wheat and a closer supervision of

dairy output are still desiderata, but there are indica-i

tions of an improvement in both these directions*

Whetlier, with all these promises of a great future,

Australia will merit its title of " God's own country
"

depends on its men. The nation is still in the crucible.

Saxon and Celt, Teuton and .Scandinavian have con^

tributed the main elements of that seething mass

—

the first two in great preponderance. What will

emerge is in the lap of the gods. We see but indica-

tions.

The up-country worker, be he boss or " hand,"

gives one side of the medal ; the easy-going, pleasure-*

loving harbour-lounger another. There is a strange

mixture of fierce independence and the habit of
" leaning "—be it against a wall or a Governments
One can trace the beginnings of an indigenous art

and literature and a nascent interest in the spiritual

world. Perhaps the least auspicious symptoms are an
insane lust of pleasure and a Gallio-like mood, fostered

by languorous suns. This tepid temper emerges in

the characteristic answer of the Australian school-

boy, who, on being asked which he preferred, Puritan

or Cavalier, admitted that the Puritans were
altogether too rehgious, but added, with calm objec-

tivity, that he guessed even thai was better than too

much drink.

Certain it is that Australia's greatest and most im-

mediate need is more population. It is hard to realise,

indeed, that the present population of all Australia is

less than that of London. And, whatever else may
go to the shaping of the Australia that is to be, hex

future depends very largely on the kind of human
material the Mother-country will contribute to het
fabric within this generation.

"ONCE, MY PLAYMATE."

A Japanese Child-Verse.

RiYOSHI was my greatest friend.

But now he never comes to me

;

Yet when I go my nets to mend

I hear him calling, out at sea.

So when the waves come up the bay

I tell them all about my fun,

And whisper secrets every day

;

The waves run back when I have done.

And sometimes, when I'm gone to bed.

The waves bring secrets back to me.

And tell me what Riyoshi said.

And how he always waits for me.

Austin Priestkian.
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ARNOLD BENNETT > > > By Richard Curlb
I.

Whenever I take up one of Mr. Bennett's novels I

feel at once the enormous sense of relief which comes
from the knowledge that one won't be bothered by
some fevered ethical problem. For Mr. Bennett has
not this passion for reforming the world which has
seized hold of so many of our best writers. His view
of the novel is really a much wider one. In his hands
it actually is a great slice of existence. He is not
there to prove a case, to show up something or other,

to preach in the guise of fiction ; he is there to unroll

the mysterious and trivial lives of ordinary people. In

his three most famous works, " The Old Wives' Tale,"
" Clayhanger," and " Hilda Lessways," this reahstic,

impersonal, unexaggerated method becomes very
impressive. One just seems to be watching familiar

figures passing through the long years of their

rather futile and weary lives. The illusion is so

powerful as to be almost mesmeric. The air of

genuine reality is astonishingly convincing. It's not
so much that the people themselves are real (they are,

but not overwhelmingly) as that the whole thing is

so real, so perfectly balanced, such a complete struc-

ture of even and tireless imagination. I think that

one is apt to accept all this in Mr. Bennett's work
too much as a matter of course. It's so obviously

sound that one is inclined just to say, " That's pre-

cisely the sort of life these people would live," without
realising how very remarkable is the art that can in-

duce this feeling of certainty.

,
II.

For Mr. Bennett conceals himself with rare cun-
ning. His work is seldom tuned to a higher key than
that of balanced narrative. He avoids purple patches,

all showing of himself, all philosophic outbursts. And
yet he deals with the hidden secrets of the heart.

Much more does he resemble Balzac than
Dumas. As a story-teller, pure and simple, he can be
very effective (witness such a book as " Buried
'Alive ") ; but in his finest work he is something much
grander—the designer of prose epics. For this is his

foremost quality, that his great novels read like epics.

They cover all the years of life, all the changes, all

the history. In his canvasses people appear and die

out, people grow old, people are bom, and with it all

one sees ever the unchanging face of time. There
appears no valid reason why a novel by Mr. Bennett
should not cover a hundred years and twenty thousand
pages. If it did, I'm certain it wouldn't cease to be
absorbing, just because I'm certain that life itself

wouldn't cease to be absorbing.

III.

And Mr. Bennett is not a mere humdrum observer.

He is far too taken up with life to be that. He writes

with assured vivacity, with intense zest, and he makes
us understand things through the glow of his own
comprehension. His books, in spite of their subdued
tones and their moderation, are nevertheless tonics

against ennui. For he causes very commonplace
affairs, very usual people, to be exciting. It's easy
enough to make the South Sea Islands thrilhng, but
it's not so easy to make the Potteries thrilling. But
that's what Mr. Bennett has accomplished, and there

lies one of his triumphs. Who can read about old

Mr. Shushions, about Clayhanger's love affair, about
Sophia's desertion, about .Sarah Galley's illness, about
Hilda's awakening, without feeling moved ? These
are just random examples. And it is not only the

personality of the people ; it is the personality of the"

place. That curious atmosphere of the Five Towns
is a creation—one is sensible of its dogged, old-

fashioned, " canny," sordid spirit—a hard atmo-
sphere, but deeply individual.

IV.

Perhaps it is a mistake to dwell so long on these

three books, considering the vast body of Mr.
Bennett's other work. For he must be the author of

something like forty volumes. He, himself, divides

his work into novels, fantasias, short stories, belles-

lettres, drama—a formidable list. Some of it is on a

distinguished level and some of it is not ; but all of

it has been dimmed more or less (dimmed in a literary

sense, though probably not in a commercial one) by
the shining brightness of his three masterpieces. A
comparatively unknown work like "Leonora," for

instance, is really a capital novel, and would have
made for most people a considerable and deser\'ed

reputation. And then there are such books as "Anna
of the Five Towns," " The Card," and so on. . . ;

As a critic, Mr. Bennett, it is well known, used to

write week after week in the New Age, under the

pseudonym of "Jacob Tonson." His criticisms were
particularly just, perspicacious, and unfjinatical,

although, in my opinion, he was now and then carried

too far by the glamour of the ultra-modem. This lack

of fanaticism is, of course, obvious in all that he does.

He is that scarce and valuable thing, an original man
without cranks. All his work is irradiated by a splen-

did sanity. And thus in his criticism one always knew
what to expect—freedom from the stupidities of con-

vention, and, generally speaking, a vital appreciation

of literature. If only someone could induce Mr.

Bennett to republish a selection of these New Age
papers he would be doing a service.

V.
A minute ago I was mentioning the name of Balzac,

and really one might institute a suggestive com-
parison between Balzac and Mr. Bennett. For there

is affinity between them, though I daresay it wouldn't

stand too precise an analysis. It's the affinity of a

sort of universal inquisitiveness in regard to life, and
of a colossal, concrete energy. Mr. Bennett's attitude

to his characters is, in some ways, very like that of

Balzac. Both men give one the impression of being

interested in their creations to an extent far beyond
any mere literary interest. One can easily picture

Mr. Bennett wishing to consult Clayhanger on some
point or other, just as one can realise how natural it

was for Balzac to murmur on his death-bed that be
would have been saved had a certain doctor of his

novels been present This unfeigned interest in their

creations is one of the chief reasons that render the

novels of Balzac and of Mr. Bennett so engrossingly

and so intimately alive.

VI.

And, like Balzac, Mr. Bennett is a realist of a type

that is romantic without being at all poetical—a man-
of-the-world attitude not too common amongst
authors. Certainly he has not Balzac's teeming brain,

and he is not so creative an artist ; but, all the same,

he approaches much nearer to Balzac in his outlook

and in his technique than he does to the Russians for

whom he has such enthusiasm. For he has none o!

the Slavonic melancholy, and his psychology is in-

variably normal. Like Balzac, he is touched by the

prodigality of life without being oppressed by its
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disasters. He is far more the recorder than the

theoriser, far more the studious dissector than the

compassionate sympathiser.
" Clayhangcr " and " Hilda Lcssways " await their

sequel, and meanwhile Mr. Bennett has written an
entertaining book on tlie United States, and started

a new series of adventures of " the card." One cannot
help doubting the wisdom of such unceasing pro-

ductive energy. There were signs of stalencss in
*' Hilda Lessways." Everyone has to pay the penalty

of staggering labour if that labour is quite unremit-

ting. Now that Mr. Bennett's fame is so secure, so

well-founded, should he not devote liimself entirely

to that work in which his highest ability is most
evident and most unchallenged ?

LITERARY NOTES
No musician, not even Beethoven, has been written
about so much as Richard Wagner, the centenary of

whose birth will be auspiciously commemorated next
month. The literary cairn to the composer of " Lohen-
grin " and " Tannhauser " is now of formidable pro-
portions. Recently I had occasion to look through
the bibliography of Wagner, and was surprised at the
number of works bearing upon practically every aspect
of his career. Of course, the fact ought not to go un-
recorded that Wagner himself bore no small part in

the rearing of the cairn. Ten substantial volumes of

criticism, all of which have been long available to

English readers, and an autobiography which extends
to nearly a thousand pages, afford a fair idea of his

literary industry.

• • • • •

And this bibliography is by no means closed.

Englj^ Wagner literature is to receive important
additions next month. There is, first of all, a new
study of " Wagner : as Man and Artist," by Mr. Ernest
Newman, which Messrs. Dent are to publish. Then
we are to have a biography from the pen of Mr. John
Runciman, with whose trenchant musical criticisms

readers of the Saturday Review are familiar. Messrs.

Bell will publish the book. Lastly, Mr. G. D. Gribble
is bringing out, through Messrs. Everett, " The Master
Works of Richard Wagner: a Study of their Plots,

Legendary Sources, and Musical Characteristics." I

ought to add that Messrs. Smith, Elder have just pub-
lished " The Ring of the Nibelung of Richard
Wagner," a translation of the poem by Randle Fynes
which attempts to reproduce the spirit rather than the

letter of the original.

• • • • •

" Katharine Tynan," who is now living near her
birthplace in Co. Dublin, is announced to have com-
pleted a first volume of reminiscences, in which the

subject of Home Rule bulks largely. The industry of

tliis gifted poet and popular novelist is really amazing.
Her first book, which contained verse, was published in

1885, and since then she has written about sixty works,

mostly novels, which surely gives her an indisputable

claim to be regarded as the most prolific among
British women writers. Andrew Lang wrote about the

same number of volumes, but he was as versatile as

he was industrious.

• • • • •

There has been quite a record demand for Dr.

'Alfred Russcl Wallace's new book, "Social Environ-
ment and Moral Progress." I am not surprised, for

not only has the author been a close student of social

science for many years, and is therefore well entitled

to expound it, but he has written the book when verg-

ing on the age of ninety. This fact of itself would, I
imagine, create a demand for tlie book. Is there
another man alive who has written a book at so ad-

vanced an age ?

• • * • •

Messrs. Harrap have launched a new scries of his-

tories, the first volume of which (" Ancient Greece ")

is ready. " Great Nations " is tlic title of the new
series, which will endeavour to revive the real life

of the past, and show how the great men and women
of other ages still deeply influence the present by their

deeds and thoughts. Political and military events will

receive their proper place and proportions in the struc-

tural framework, but more attention will be given to
great achievements in art, literature, science, and other
civiUsing influences. Each volume will run to about
450 pages, and will be sold at /s. 6d. net.

• •»**»
We are shortly to have a biography of Matthew

Gregory Lewis, better known as " Monk Lewis," a
sobriquet earned by a rather unsavoury romance,
" Ambrosio ; or, the Monk," which was published in

1795, when the author was only twentj'. Lewis's
career ought to provide first-class biographical mate-
rial. He met Goethe at Weimar, was the friend of
Byron, Shelley, and .Scott, and wrote many sensational
plays and novels. Then he entered Parliament, made
two voyages to the West Indies, and became the owner
of two large estates in Jamaica. lie died in 1 818 of
yellow fever in the Gulf of Florida, and was buried
at sea. Lewis's " Life and Correspondence " was pub^
hshed in 1839, and is long out of print. There is

room, therefore, for a new biography.

• • « • • .

Messrs. Sampson Low announce a work which
promises to be rather interesting. It is entitled " Major
Greville, V.C. : a Tale of the Great Boer War," and
has been written by Senator G. G. Munink, a Boer
who fought against Great Britain, and was taken
prisoner. He was even reported to have lost his life

at Elandslaagte. Lord Selborne and other eminent
men have read the manuscript, and express warm
approval of the novel, the most striking chapters of
which are said to be those in which the author de-
scribes, from the Boer side, the fiercest battles in the
war.

• • • • •

Next month will witness the issue of the first

number of a new literary and artistic monthly. The
Blue Review will be edited by Mr. Middlcton Murry,
who has gathered round liim some able contributors.

Mr. Gilbert Cannan, Mr. Frank .Swinncrton, and Mr.
Hugh Walpole are to be associated with the literary

side of the journal. Artistic criticism will be in the
hands of Mr. Albert Rothenstein, and \lx. Edward J.
Dent will be responsible for the musical criticism. Mn
Martin Seeker will publish the journal, which, I trust,

will have a prosperous career.

» • « • •

A work which will assist writers and public speakers
who are often at a loss for the exact word to use is

always sure of a welcome. Something of the kind
has been brought out by Messrs. Putnam. " Synonyms,
Autonyms, and Associated Words " is a manual of

reference which ought to afford practical guidance in

the expression of ideas through the use of an exact
and varied vocabulary. Mr. Louis A. Flemming, the

compiler, has conbivcd to arrange the contents so

that by turning to the word that one thinks of first,

it is possible to find almost instantly any word that

may be desired. X. Y. Z.
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
Charlotte Brontes "Jane Eyre

»> #

The publication of " Jane Eyre " dates a new era

in literature. The leading fictionists of the 'forties

had tabooed uncovenanted love from the master
motives of the English novel. The plot was cribbed,

cabin'd, and confmed until Charlotte Bronte took

possession of the reading world with a whirlwind. The
little governess, who had lived the greater part of her

life in the lonely parsonage of Haworth, surrounded
by the wide and lonely stretch of moorland that swept
right up to the village, as if resenting the encroach-

ment of mankind upon its solitudes, produced a work
of fiction unique and challenging; a work that owed
its inspiration to none of the founts of literary great-

ness, that launched a challenge in the world, flung

down a gauntlet that has proved the herald of innumer-
able figlits.

Charlotte Bronte was the first novelist who dared to

portray the force of passion in a woman, strong and
unafraid, pure and unashamed. The very strength of

Jane's love for Rochester convinces one from the

moment suspicion first enters the mind as to the

identity of the woman hidden in the locked room, that,

though she loves him, she will not yield to him. When
the inevitable moment of discovery is reached, and
suspicion is realised in the fact that the secret woman
is Rochester's wife, Jane justifies our faith, and though
her heart breaks she will not allow the issue between
right and wrong for a moment to confuse her judg-

ment. The medium the author chose for the por-

traiture of passion was an insignificant little creature,

insignificant from a physical standpoint, but with an
incomparable vividity of spirit, vitality of character,

and unconquerable will. It is the triumph, of char-

acter, the vindication of th^^ aristocracy of tempera-

ment tliat is the salt of humiriity.

The book was greeted with a storm of execration,

Charlotte was accused of an attempt to undermine
morality, and the relations between Rochester and

Jane were hotly canvassed. But the innate power of

genius surmounted in triumph all obstacles, and " Jane
Eyre," in face of the masterpieces with which it was
contemporary, scored a success Vt'hich remains unim-
paired to this day.

But it is not in the portrayal of passion alone, in

the protest of woman's right to feel and to express

the strongest and most potent of emotions, that Char-
lotte Bronte is remarkable. Her presentment of the

suffering of Jane, the imaginative, highly strung child

of intense nervous susceptibility under the rul^ of

Mrs. Reed, is a revelation of child psychology. No-
where else do we find such an intimate knowledge of

the power the " terror that walks in darkness " exer-

cises over a young mind. Take the inimitable descrip-

tion of Jane's sufferings when, by order of her aunt,

she is locked in the red room as punishment for her

contumacy in resenting the tyranny of her cousins,

John and Eliza.

"Daylight began to forsake the red room; it was
past four o'clock, and the beclouded afternoon was
tending to drear twilight. I heard the rain still beat-

ing continuously on the staircase window, and the
wind howling in the grove behind the hall; I grew
by degrees cold as a stone, and then my courage sank.

I . , . And now, as I sat looking at the white bed and
overshadowed walls—occasionally also turning a fasci-

nated eye towards a dimly gleaming mirror—I began
to recall what I had heard of dead men . . ; . revisit-

ing the earth to punish the perjured and revenge the

oppressed; ... my heart beat thick, my head grew
hot ; a sound filled my cars which I deemed the rush-

ing of wings : something seemed near me ; I rushed

to the door and shook the lock in desperate effort."

It will be remembered that Bessie, the kindly nurse-

maid, hurries to Jane and unlocked the door. Mrs.

Reed—the embodiment of our childish belief of ogres

and their desperate power—thrust the child back into

the haunted chamber, and the little creature, engulfed

in a sea of icy terror, falls into a fit.

The author is not always in a tense mood ; she occa-

sionally relaxes, and, with a quiet humour that finds

its fullest expression in the characters of the inimit-

able curates in "Shirley," falls into a lighter vein.

There is bitter satire as well as humour in the sketch

of Mr. Brocklehurst. Take the memorable interview

between him and poor Jane

:

"
' Do you say your prayers night and morning ?

'

continued my interrogator.
"

' Yes, sir.'
"

' Do you read your Bible ?

'

"
' Sometimes.'

" ' With pleasure ? Are you fond of it ?
'

"
' I like Revelation, and the Book of Daniel, and

Genesis and Samuel, and a little bit of Exodus, and
some parts of Kings and Chronicles, and Job and
Jonah.'

"

One can see the small child, with the grave face

and earnest eyes, quietly studying the man with the
large features and pompous soul.

"
' And the Psalms ? I hope you like them ?

'

"
' No, sir.'

"
' No ? Oh, shocking ! I have a little boy, younger

than you, who knows six psalms by heart. And when
you ask him which he would rather have, a ginger-

bread nut to eat, or a verse of a psalm to learn, he
says :

" Oh, the verse of a psalm ! Angels sing

psalms," says he. " I wish to be a little angel here
below " ; he then gets two nuts in recompense for his

infant piety.'

"

The life at Lowood in the Institute over which
" Brocklehurst " is written large wrings the soul. So
vivid, so vital is the creation of Jane, that we see her,

understand her, agonise over her childish sorrows,

rejoice in her simplicity of spirit and warmth of heart

that confines such ardent pleasure in the quiet things

of hfe. Rochester, we know, is melodrama pure and
simple, but melodrama infused with flashes of reahty.

His courtship of Jane is relieved by touches of pure
comedy, and the proposal in the garden is written

with a charm and tenderness that blots out remem-
brance of stilted sentences and turgid phrases.

" A waft of wind came sweeping down the laurel

walk and trembled through the boughs of the

chestnuts ; it wandered away—away—to an indefinite

distance; it died. The nightingale's song was then

the only voice of the hour ; in listening to it I again

wept. Mr. Rochester sat quiet, looking at me gently

and seriously. Some time passed before he spoke ; he

at last said

:

"
' Come to my side, Jane, and let us explain and

understand one another.'
"

' I will never again come to your side ; I am torn

away now, and cannot return.'

• EveTj-man's Library.
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"
' But, Jane, I summon you as my wife ; it is you

only I intend to marry. . .
.'

" ' You, Jane. I must have you for my own, entirely

my own.'

'

Unable to believe him, she questions again and yet

again, and, when at last she yields, does so in a pas-

sion of surrender.

The culmination of Jane's love, as will be remem-
bered, results in the tragic denouement upon her wed-
ding morning. The author keeps alive an under-
current of suspense, winding in and out the thread of

the story, the dull, grey thread of tragedy against the
glowing colours of romance. And then, at the rails of

the altar, where Rochester, daring everything, admit-
ting nothing, has taken the girl he desires more than
all else, she learns the truth.

It is on the return of the wedding party when he
invites them all—the solicitor, the brother-in-law, and
poor Jane herself, to visit the mad woman who is his

wife, that Rochester suddenly rises to reality. He
is infused with the fire of genius, and stands out for
all time as counsel for the defence on the charge of
unlawful but consuming passion.

" This is my wife," said he. " Such is the sole con-
jugal embrace I am ever to know—such are the
endearments which are to solace my leisure hours!
And //lis is what I wish to have " Guying his hand on
my shoulder) :

" This young girl, who stands so grave
and quiet at the mouth of hell, looking collectedly at
the gambols of a demon, . . . look at the difference

!

Compare these clear eyes with the red balls yonder

—

this face with that mask—this form with that bulk

;

then judge me, priest of the Gospel and man of the
law, and remember, ' with what judgment ye judge
ye shall be judged !

"

It is a masterly touch tliat makes Jane feel no sense
of injury or indignation against him. Consumed with
misery, doomed to see the ruin of a woman's tenderest
hopes, .she finds it in her heart to feel for Rochester
such a gush of compassion, of tender pity, and healing
regret, as washes out the sting of bitterness, and leaves
only a vast sorrow behind. Again and again he
pleads with her that she is the one woman meant for

his wife, advancing every argument and appeal likely

to influence her. Each time she repulses him, and
finally, unable to bear the strain of conflict any longer,

steals away as friendless, and even more penniless
than when she entered his house.

Her meeting with Diana and Mary Rivers, and
their brother, St John, is told in a convincing fashion
that robs it of any appearance of strained effect ; in-

deed, the most remarkable thing about " Jane Eyre "

is that the palpable improbabilities and occasional
infringements of taste that occur in the course of the
narrative do not seem to matter in the least. The
effect of St. John's influence on Jane, the narrowing
sense that springs from his personality, the limitations

he imposes on her outlook in life are wonderfully
suggestive.

But Jane's inherent vitality asserts itself; she
breaks away from him and makes her way back to her
" master," and discovers he is desolate indeed.

His wife is removed, by a novelist's pardonable
licence, having set fire to the hall, and Rochester, true
to his character of melodramatic hero, loses his sight
in attempting to rescue her. And so the story closes,

and Jarie finds a home in the heart of the man she
has loved.

" I know what it is to live entirely for and with
•what I love best on earth. I hold myself supremely
blessed—^blessed beyond what language can express

;

because I am my husband's life as fully as he is mine.

No woman was ever nearer to her mate than I am

:

ever more absolutely bone of his bone, and flesh of his

flesh." And in those poignant words lie the eternal

vindication of Jane Eyre—and her author.

PROFESSOR GILBERT MURRAY
George Gilbert Aime Murray was born in 1866
in Sydney, New South Wales, his father, the late Sir

Terence Aubrey Murray, being President of the

Legislative Council of New South Wales. Leaving
Australia at the early age of eleven, he was educated
at the Merchant Taylor's School, London, and entered

"St. John's College, Oxford, where he had a distin-

guished student career. He was elected Fellow of

New College in 1888, and a year after appointed
Professor of Greek at the University of Glasgow. In

1908 he became Regius Professor of Greek at Oxford,
an appointment he still holds.

Professor Murray soon made his mark as a writer

of rare and individual insight bottomed in consum-
mate scholarship. His earliest work, " A History of

Ancient Greek Literature," was followed by two plays—
" Carlyon Sahib " and " Andromeda "—both pub-

lished and acted. Joint author of " Liberalism and
the Empire," he soon returned to his first love, and
gave us a succession of characteristically " live " trans-

lations of Greek dramas, most, if not all, of which
were staged in due course, mainly at the Court
Theatre. The present writer remembers an accom-
plished and meticulous Greek scholar, who could
" taste " the subtlest gradations of the original, going
as near enthusiasm as a somewhat cold and phleg-
matic habit would allow him in his appreciations of
Professor Murray's Englishing of the " Hippolytus

"

and "Bacchae."

But it is with his " Rise of the Greek Epic," now in

its second edition, and his latest book, " Four Stages
of Greek Rehgion," that Professor Murray has
gripped the larger public; not, indeed, by "playing
down " to it, but by seizing upon the universal and
human in the world of Greek thought and culture. In
brief, his books are alive, and life must ever call to
life. He gives us not the glory that was Greece, but
the glory by which Greece still lives, and which, in

dying, she bequeathed to her conquerors. Professor
Murray writes out of a sensitive and recreating imagi-
nation, flashing a penetrative light into those dark
caverns of Greek life which the torch of mere index-
learning cannot reach. He tells us that his " Four
Stages of Greek Religion " aims largely at the " filling

of interstices " left dark by other interpreters ; but
how much does such a filling of interstices contribute
to the understanding of the whole? A mere brief

flash—a single, vital phrase, perhaps—and a whole
continent of obscure interpretation lies open to the
light. Nowhere is this luciferous quality so apparent
as in Professor Murray's treatment of the Hellenistic
age—that age of sick disillusionment and " failure of
nerve," to use Professor Bury's memorable phrase,
when the Greek soul, bankrupt of its Olympians,
sought blind and desperate alliances with every form
of emotional mysticism. Compared to the feat of
vitalising this blank and sterile period, the handling of
the final struggle between Paganism and Christianity
is comparatively easy. But here also there is the
fresh evocative touch that makes familiar country a
new creation. Professor Murray stands as the type
of a new scholarship which is not an esoteric profes-
sorial amusement, but part of the very stuff of life.

E. H.
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THE NECKLACE > ^ ^ By Guy de Maupassant
She was one of those pretty and charming girls, bom,
as if by an error of destiny, into a working-class

family. She had no dowry, no expectations, and
allowed herself to be married to a petty clerk in the

Office of Public Education.

Not being able to adorn herself, she was plainly

dressed, and as unhappy as one out of her element, for

women have neither caste nor family, their beauty,

their grace, and their charm making up for birth and
parentage. Their natural delicacy, their instinctive

elegance, their vivacity of spirit, are their only

criterion, and this makes the daughters of the people
the equals of the grandest ladies.

She suffered continually, feeling herself born for

every delicacy and luxury. She suffered from the

shabbiness of her home, the bareness of the walls, the
worn chairs, the ugliness of the upholstery. All these

things, which another woman in her station would not
even have noticed, tortured and annoyed her. The
sight of the little Breton girl who cleaned her small
house awakened in her vain regrets and lost dreams.
She dreamt of silent halls carpeted with Eastern rugs,

and lighted with tall bronze candelabra, and two tall

footmen in knee-breeches dozing in two large arm-
chairs, drowsy with the warmth of the stove. She
dreamt of spacious drawing-rooms upholstered in old

silk, of fine cabinets containing the choicest bric-a-

brac, and of elegant little perfumed rooms suitable

for five o'clock gossip with the most intimate friends.

When she sat down to dinner at the round table,

with a cloth three days old, opposite her husband, who
uncovered the tureen, declaring delightedly, " Ah

!

What good soup ! I know nothing better than that,"

she would dream of fine dinners, with glittering plate,

and tapestries peopHng the walls with ancient per-
sonages, and strange birds in the midst of a forest in

fairyland ; she would dream of exquisite dishes served
in beautiful vessels.

She had no dresses, no trinkets, nothing. And she
loved but those ; felt she was made for them. She
had a rich friend, a convent companion, whom she ho
longer visited, as she suffered so much on her return.

She would cry the whole day, of chagrin, regret,

despair, and sorrow.

Now, one evening her husband returned home,
highly elated, holding a large envelope in his hand.

" See," said he, " here is something for you."

She quickly tore the paper and drew out a printed
card, which bore these words:

—

"The Minister of Public Education and Mme.
Georges Ramponneau request the pleasure of M. and
Mme. Loisel's company on the evening of Monday,
18th January, at the Minister's residence."

Instead of being delighted, as her husband had
hoped, she threw the invitation spitefully on the table,

muttering

:

" What do you think I can do with that ?

"

" But, my dear, I thought you would have been
pleased. You never go out, and this is really a
splendid chance for you. I have had a lot of trouble
to get it. Everybody wants an invitation ; it is very
select, and it is not every clerk who gets one. The
whole official world will be there."

She looked at him angrily, and declared with
impatience

:

" What have I to put on my back that I could go
there with ?

"

He had not thought of this, and stammered

:

" There's the dress with which you go to the theatre.

It seems very nice. I
"

He stopped, astonished and bewildered at seeing

her crying. Two large tears rolled slowly down from
the corners of her eyes to the corners of her mouth.
He stuttered

:

" What's wrong ? What's wrong ?
"

Then, with a strong effort, having conquered her
feelings, she replied, in a calm voice, while drying her

cheeks

:

" Nothing. Only I have no dress, and, conse-

quently, do not wish to go to this entertainment. Give
the card to some friend whose wife is better dressed
than I am."

He was grieved, and continued:
" Let us see, Matilda. How much would it cost to

get a suitable dress, one that could also be used on
other occasions ; something nice and simple ?

"

She thought for a few seconds, calculating and
thinking of a sum she could ask without risking an
immediate refusal and a startled exclamation from the

economical clerk.

At length she answered, hesitatingly:
" I do not know exactly, but I think that with 400

francs I might manage."

He paled a little, for he had reserved exactly this

sum to buy a gun and make up a sporting party
among some friends who were going to shoot larks

on the plain at Nanterre.

Nevertheless, he said:

" Good. I shall give you the 400 francs. But you
must get a really pretty dress."

The day of the ball drew near, and Madame Loisel
seemed sad, uneasy, and anxious. Her dress, never-
theless, was ready. Her husband said to her one
evening

:

" What's wrong ? You have been quite strange
these last three days."

And she replied:

" I'm annoyed at having no jewellery, not a stone,

nothing to wear. I shall have such a poor appear-
ance. I almost wish I were not going to that party."

Then he said

:

" But you can wear some natural flowers. They are
very smart at this season. For ten francs you could
get two or three magnificent roses."

She was not, however, convinced.
" No. There is nothing more humiliating than to

have a poor appearance among rich women."
Then her husband cried

:

" But you are stupid ! Why not go to Madame
Forrestier and ask her to lend you some jewellery?

You know her well enough to take such a liberty."

She gave a cry of joy.
" That's true. I had not thought of that."

On the morrow she visited her friend and related

her distress.

Madame Forrestier went to her wardrobe, took out
a large box, brought it, and opened it, saying to

Madame Loisel:
" Choose, my dear."

She looked first at some bracelets, then at a rope of

pearls, then at a Venetian cross of gold and stones of

exquisite workmanship.
She tried on the ornaments in front of the mirror,

hesitatingly, not being able to decide which to take,

which to leave, always asking again

:
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" Have you nothing else ?
"

" Yes. Look for yourself. I do not know exactly

what will please you."

All at once she discovered in a box of black satin a

superb diamond necklace, and her heart began to beat

violently. Her hands trembled as she took it. She
put it around her neck on the top of her dress, and
looked at herself in ecstasy.

Then she asked, hesitatingly, full of dread

:

" Could you lend me that ? It would do alone."
" Oh, yes ; certainly."

She fell on her friend's neck and kissed her
effusively, then went off with her treasure.

The day of the party arrived. Madame Loisel was
a great success. She was the prettiest of all, elegant,

graceful, smiling, and transported with joy. Every-
one admired her. The Minister took notice of her.

She danced enthusiastically, passionately, intoxi-

cated with the pleasure of it, no longer thinking of

anything in the triumph of her beauty, in the glory
of her success, in a sort of mist of happiness created
by all this homage, all this admiration.

She left about four in the morning. Her husband,
since midnight, had been dozing in a small drawing-
room with three other gentlemen whose wives were
also enjoying themselves.

He threw the wraps which he had brought for her
departure over her shoulders—plain garments of every-
day life, the poorness of which contrasted with the
elegance of the ball dress. She felt this, and wished
to hurry away, in order not to be noticed by the other
women, who were wrapped in rich furs.

Loisel stopped her.
" Wait now. You will catch cold outside. I am

going to call a cab."

But she would not listen, and went quickly down
the staircase. When they had reached the street he
could not find a cab, and they went to look for one,
calling after the cabmen who were passing at a
distance.

They went down towards the Seine, despairing and
shivering with cold. At last, on the embankment, they
found one of those old growlers that are never seen
in Paris until night comes, as if they were ashamed of
their wretchedness during the day.

It conducted them to, their door, in the rue des
Martyrs, and they mounted sadly to their home. For
her it was ended. And he was thinking of the fact
that he must be at the office at nine o'clock.

She took off the cloak that covered her shoulders
before the glass in order once again to see herself in
her glory. But suddenly she uttered a cry. She had
no longer the necklace around her neck.

Her husband asked:
" What is it that's wrong ?

"

She turned towards him distracted.
" I have—I have—I have lost Madame Forrestier's

necklace."

He jumped up dismayed.
" What ! How ? It isn't possible !

"

They searched in the folds of the dress, in the folds
of the cloak, in the pockets, everywhere. They could
not find it anywhere.
He asked

:

" Are you quite sure you had it when you left the
ball.?"

" Yes. I felt it in the vestibule of the residence."
" But if you had lost it in the street we would have

heard it fall. It must be in the cab."
"Yes. That's probable. Did you take the

number ?

"

" No. And you, did you notice it ?
"

" No."

They looked at each other dejectedly. At last

Loisel said:

" I shall go over the road we came on foot and see
if I cannot find it."

He went out. She remained in her ball dress,

without strength to lie down, sitting dully on a chair,

spiritless and unable to think.

Her husband returned about seven o'clock. He
had found nothing.

He went to the pohce office, to the newspapers in

order to offer a reward, to the cab companies' offices,

everywhere that one could think of.

She remained the whole day in the same state of
collapse caused by this fearful catastrophe.

Loisel returned in the evening with a pale, drawn
face ; he had discovered nothing.

"We must," said he, "write your friend that you
have broken the clasp of the necklace, and that we are
having it repaired. That will give us time to get it

back again."

She wrote to his dictation.

At the end of the week they had lost all hope.
And Loisel, aged by five years, declared :

" We must think how we can replace this necklace. •

The next day they took the box that had enclosed
it and went to the jeweller whose name was inside.

He consulted his books.
" It was not I, madame, who sold this necklace ; I

merely furnished the case."

Then they went from jeweller to jeweller, search-
ing for a similar necklace to the other, racking their

brains, both sick with sorrow and anguish.

They found, in a shop in the Palais Royal, a necklet
of diamonds that seemed to them exactly the same as
that for which they were searching. It was priced at

40,000 francs. They could have it for 36,000.

They asked the jeweller not to part with it for three
days. And they made it a condition that he would
take it back for 34,000 francs if the other were found
before the end of February.

Loisel possessed 18,000 francs that his father had
left him. He borrowed the remainder.

He borrowed, asking a thousand francs from one,
five hundred from another, five louis from this one,
three louis from that one. He granted bills, made
ruinous pledges, and did business with usurers of all

descriptions. He mortgaged the whole course of his

existence, risked his signature, without knowing even
if he could honour it, and, haunted with nightmare of
the future, by the dark misery that was going to fall

on him, by the prospect of all the physical privations
and all the mental tortures, he went to fetch the new
necklace, depositing 36,000 francs on the jeweller's

counter.

When Madame Loisel took back the necklace to
Madame Forrestier, the latter said to her in an icy
tone:

" You might ha\e brought it back sooner. I might
have needed it myself."

She did not, however, open the case, as her friend
had dreaded. If she had noticed the substitution
what would she have thought ? What would she have
said ? Would she not have taken her for a thief ?

Madame Loisel now knew what it was to lead a
penurious life. She took up her part, nevertheless,

at once heroically. This terrible debt must be paid.

She would pay it. They dispensed with the maud and
changed their house, taking an attic under the roofs.
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She became acquainted with the rough work of the

house, the odious drudgery of the kitchen. She
washed the dishes, wearing her pink nails on the

greasy pots and bottoms of the saucepans. She
washed the dirty linen, the shirts and the dusters, and
put them out on the line to dry. She went down to

the street each morning with the dust-bin, and carried

up the water, stopping at each landing to take a

breath. And, dressed like a working woman, with a

basket on her arm, she went marketing, to the

fruiterer, the grocer, and the butcher, husbanding, sou
by sou, her wretched income.

It was necessary to meet bills every month, renew
others, and to obtain extensions.

Her husband worked in the evenings, making out

accounts for a tradesman, and often at night he would
do copying work for five sous a page.

This life lasted for ten years.

At the end of ten years they had paid up every-

thing, including the charge for interest and the

accumulation of super-interest

Madame Loisel had now an aged appearance.

With the household drudgery she had become a

strong, hard, rough woman. Unkempt, with rough
hands and her skirts tucked up, and speaking loudly,

she would wash the floors. Sometimes, when her hus-

band was at the ofhce, she would sit at the window and
dream of that evening at the ballj when she had been
so beautiful and so admired.

Now, one Sunday, when she had gone for a walk in

the Champs Elysees for a change after the drudgery
of the week, she noticed, all at once, a woman who was
taking a child for a walk. It was Madame Forrestier,

still young, still beautiful, still attractive.

Madame Loisel felt moved. Would she speak to

her? Yes, certainly. Now that she had paid every-

thing, she could tell her all about it Why not ?

She approached her.
" Good morning, Jeanne."

The other did not recognise her, and, astonished at

being addressed thus familiarly by this common-look-
ing woman, stammered

:

" But—madame—I do not know you. . ? t You must
be mistaken."

" No. I'm Matilda Loisel."

Her friend uttered a cry.
" Oh ! My poor Matilda, how you are changed 1.7."

"Yes, I have had hard times since I saw you last,

and, really, it was all on your account."
" My account ? . . . How that ?

"

" You will remember the diamond necklace xou lent

me to go to the Minister's ball ?
"

"Yes; what about it?"
" Well, I lost it"
" What ! I'm sure you brought it back to me."
" I really brought back another one exactly the

same. And we have been paying for it these ten

years. You can understand that for us, who have
nothing, this was not an easy matter. ... At last it's

finished, and I'm thankful it's done with."

Madame Forrestier stopped.
" You say you bought a diamond necklace to replace

mine ?
"

"Yes. You never noticed it, then; they were so

exactly the same."

And she smiled with pleasure and pride.

Madame Forrestier, greatly moved, took her by
both hands.

" Oh ! My poor Matilda ! But mine were imita-

tion. They were .worth at most five hundred
francs !

"
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CORRESPONDENCE

IS THE HUMAN BRAIN DEGENERATING?
To the Editor of Evervman.

Sir,—Your correspondent Mr. Hubert Bland, in

his article on " The Degeneration of the Human
Brain," seems to assume that intellect is evolutionary
and cumulative, and says that if " most clever men
married clever women .... something would be done
towards the increase of brain-power, both in quantity
and quality." This is not so. However clever the
child of a genius may be, it can never reach the intel-

lectual height of its parent. As a proof of this state-

ment we find that the world's geniuses have sprung
from common or normal stock in nearly all cases, and
that while their children have in nearly all cases been
clever, and even experts in a particular line, yet they
have never displayed the genius of their parents.

Hereditary, certainly, genius may be, but not cumu-
lative.—I am, sir, etc., W. H. DarraCOTT.
Walthamstow, E., April nth, 1913.

WAS EURIPIDES A WOMAN-HATER?
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—As a student of criticisms of Euripides, may
I be allowed to quote some opinions which contradict

Prof. Phillimore's conception of Euripides' teaching
concerning women? For instance, the head master
of the King's School, Ely, E. H. Blakeney, who was
a distinguished Greek scholar, says, in his preface to
" Alcestis "

:
" Euripides has been called a woman-

hater, perhaps with some show of reason. But, after

all, one may take leave now and then to doubt the
poet's own sincerity in this regard, while, in many
instances, much of his invective is due to rhetorical

exaggerations, dramatic necessity, or the circum-
stances of the play. It is, of course, obviously unfair

and unjust to accredit a dramatic poet with the senti-

ments of his characters."

The comment of Sophocles on the statement that
Euripides hated women was, " In his tragedies, yes.

Certain it is that, woman-hater or no woman-hater,
scarcely any poet has drawn pure, self-sacrificing,

affectionate women with truer grace or simpler tender-
ness than the author of the ' Alcestis ' and the
' Iphigenia.' "—I am, sir, etc., L. J. PlENRY.

Salford.

EDUCATIONAL REFORM.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Dr. Priestman deplores the condition of our
elementary education, and quite rightly, too, for who,
after carefully considering the returns for all the
output on the part of educationists throughout the
country, can feel satisfied? He declares tliat "the
only path to social or any other regeneration " lies in

the education of our children. Here I quite agree
with Dr. Priestman, but is his suggested curriculum at

all likely to sweep away the defects of present-day
schemes? Is such a curriculum at all likely to bring
about the much-desired social regeneration? He
claims that the characteristics of every child can
alone be satisfied by the " spontaneous song, dance,
and dfamatic action." Of course, the characteristics

of every child should be satisfied, but surely a school
education, stretching over a period of nine years,
ought to do something more for a child than satisfy
his characteristics; and something more can be done
without turning Standard I. or any other standard into
a " prison house."
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MR. HEINPANP NEW BOOKS
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CLASSICAL LIBRARY
Edited by T. E. Page, M.A.. and W. H. D. Rouse, Litf.D.

A SERIES OF GRbEK AND LATIN TEXTS. WITH AN
UNGl.ISH TRANSLATION ON THE OPPOSITb PAGE.

Mr. Heinemann begs to announce the publication, this week,
of 5 new volumes

:

(1) THE APOSTOLIC FATHERS IL ( >) APPIAN IIL

(3) JULIAN I. (4) SOPHOCLES IL (5) QUINTUS SMYRNAEUS.
Full particulars post free on application to Sec, Room J.

WILLIAM HEINEMANN. 21, Bedford Street, W.C.

/^UTHORS' MSS. placed with 181 publishers and periodicals
We sell. 16-pp. i>rospectus free.—Cambridna^* at highest prices. You write

Literary Agency. 115. Strand, W C.

HAVE YOUR OWN BOOKPLATE. Artistic. Original.
Specially Desitined. Inclusive cost of Design. Block, and 100 Plates, from

17'6 upwards, according to style and detail. Marvellous \'alue. Specimens
submitted free.—HENRY D. WARD, 49, Great Portland Street, London. W.

THE LITERARY MONTHLY : A Journal of Life and Letters.
Price 2d. everywhere, or 3d. post free from editorial offi -e. 8. Broad Court

Chambers, Bow Street. London, W.C. April issue contains a brilliant study of
contemporary French literature, by Harold Bntterwortb ; a pen picture of
Winchester, and usual features.

" A PIECE OF NEW CLOTH. A story of Christian Social-
^*- ism. by James Adderley. Cioth, lAnet. "Of deep interest to all who

have the social problem at heart, and particularly well calculated 10 provoke
thought in those whose social conscience is still dormant.'*

—

Humiletic Review*
HUNTER & LONGHURST. 9, Paternoster Row.

THERE ARE PLENTY OF OPPORTUNITIES for making
money by Journalism and Short Stories, but you must know what to write,

how to write it. and whereto offer it when written. One of our ladystudents who
hatl never written anything previously, had nine articles acce[>ted by the " Daily
Express" by the time she had linished her course of lessons. Terms are easy
and low. Send penny stamp for free booklet. School of Authorship, 160, Fleet
Street. London. E.G.

You can test our NEW POSTAL LESSONS in

RUSSIAN
For the modest sum of ONE SHILLING.

Send P.O. 1/- and we will send you a wonderful Speci-

men Lesson, with details of all Correspondence Courses.

If you want to learn FRENCH, GERMAN, SPANISH,
ITAUAN, LATIN or GREEK, you cannot afford to

neglect the Eversley System, which is SIMPLE,
SCIENTIFIC and INTERESTING.

Write: Director, EVEHSLEY LANGUAGE INSTITUTE,
4.1, Great Tower Sir eL I ondon, E.C.

The education suggested by Dr. Priestman would
be excellent, provided that the child was to be pre-

pared for what Rousseau would be happy in calling

the " State of Nature," but, unfortunately, we are

born into a state of highly complex civihsation which
makes certain demands from all who enter. If school

life is to be of any use to a boy, it must prepare him
for the grim struggle he will be compellea to undergo
—otherwise it is of little use.

To prepare a boy for complete living is the work of

the schools of our country, and consequently a boy
ought to leave school, after spending nine years
within its walls, capable of applying himself to the

work by which he has chosen to cam the wherewithal
for hving, and also capable of spending his leisure

moments with pleasure and profit. To place a boy in

this very desirable position, methods of a drill char-

acter must be employed at some stage in the process,

and many psychologists are agreed that there is a
period when drill methods result in very little harm
and, I think, considerable good. The period to which
I am referring is that just preceding the period of

adolescence—the period of stabiHty. This is the

period when a boy can undergo a certain amount of

drudgery, which, if not mastered at this period, will be
wholly neglected, with the lamentable result that the

boy will never know the pleasure derivable from most
studies after the student has mastered many early and
necessary drudging lessons. I am not advocating a
period when the child may be treated harshly, for

from experience I know that the child, under a sym-
pathetic teacher, can be enjoying school life while, at

the same time, he is gaining acquaintance with facts

and memorising them, with the result that when he
comes to the age of reason he has a foundation of facts

(carefully selected) upon which to reason. While we
must remember what the child is we must keep in

mind what we would have him become.
Finally, sir, why should the school be a veritable '

fairyland ? Ought not boys from eleven to fourteen
to be encouraged to apply themselves to the perform-
ance of a difficult task? Why should we merely
satisfy his characteristics and then turn him into the
world? Should we not bridge the gulf between the
school and workshop routine? I agree with Dr.
Priestman when he condemns rigid routine for lower
classes, but certainly think it folly not to encourage
a boy, by all the means in our power, to apply himself
to a task the completion of which involves many hours
of not altogether pleasant labour.—I am, sir, etc.,

JS.

ENTERPRISE IN BUSINESS.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—The hope that one may look to EVERYMAN
for enlightenment on the fundamental questions of
the day is confirmed by the article in your last issue on
" Enterprise in Business—an Omission in the Socialist

Argument." The writer is as clear in his demonstra-
tion that enterprise is a quality independent of the
present economic system as he is direct in his expo-
sure of some common Socialist sophistries.

Now I have little doubt that among the readers of

Everyman there are many to whom the Socialist

argument appeals with great effect. Though not yet
sufficiently informed to reach a decision, they are

strongly influenced, and unless speedily shown where
lie its sophistries and fallacies will soon abandon their

present state of suspended judgment, throw in their

lot with the party of revolution, and do what they can
to make its principles and policy prevail. The ordi-

nary denunciations by Conservative and Liberal poli-
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ioiaus do not avail against the facile exposition, the
;idcnt conviction, and the abounding cntliusiasin of

i-abian authors and Labour leaders ; whilst, if serious

.ugunient in favour of the capitahst position exists, it

itainly is not greatly in evidence. Very welcome,
iiien, would be the appearance in EVERYMAN of a
reasoned statement of the issues, a reduction of the
roblem to its simplest terms, and a clear presentation
: the objections to the Sociahst solution.— 1 am, sir,

<;c., W. A. Finch.
Birstall, Leeds, March 31st, 191 3.

To the Editor of Everyman".

Sir,—May I compliment very highly tlie writer on
Uiis subject in your issue of March 28th ?

As the head of a large federation of traders, I have
for the last fifteen years been drawing attention to
the difference that enterprise makes between the
active and passive sections of the community ; and I

thank your contributor for his admirable putting of
tlie case. But when 1 come to his concluding section,

MJiere he attempts to prove that enterprise is com-
patible with and assisted by Socialism, without inform-
ing us what he means by the term, I differ, and I think
your contributor differs with himself; and I would
like very much to know how he reconciles such state-

ments as " well may the leaders of business be called

the captains of industry, and such captains of industry
must be prepared to face ruin and bankruptcy in the
industrial battle." There is not much of " the security
of Socialism " about these expressions.

Then we have an admission that politics and
economics may crush enterprise. But is not Socialism
more or less a doctrine of economics? And though
agreeing that the birth of enterprise is possible, the
crushing of it under any Socialism of which we have
xpcrience would be inevitable, as the wreckage of all

,.ch systems prove. The statement that enterprise

has been found compatible with most different political

conditions is not to the point. The value of enterprise

is mainly that it may become the possession of larger
numbers of individuals rather than of a few excep-
tions. I should not myself call scientific investigation
enterprise except under certain conditions ; and what
is meant by the modern State is not made quite clear.

If it refers to present conditions in this country, then
there is nothing that I can think of that needs so
much the check of business principles, which some
may call capitalism, as the enormous increase in local

and Imperial taxation that is at present proceeding.

The definition of Socialism given me the other day
cis that it was really individualism, because every

man possessed his own Socialism. But may I suggest
tliat we are all Socialists as well as all individualists

;

and that both terms represent half-truths intended to

balance each other in the steady progress which should
be deliberately conducted on the business principle of
seeing a net profit when tlie transaction is completed

;

not necessarily a profit of increased wealth in all cases,

but increased wealth is, no doubt, a compelling object

;

^'.id for the assurance of attaining that object, your
' ntributor even would change his viewpoint ; but the
world never has, and probably never will give that

assurance. But should it by any possibihty—of which
history gives no liint—be brought about, the security

would mean stagnation, and enterprise, without risk or
danger, would cease to have the meaning that your
contributor gives to it with such generosity and ability.

—I am, sir. etc., S. T. NICHOLSON.
Hull.

CAN YOU SPEAK WELL
IN PUBLIC?

An Indispensable Guide to the Art of

^Public Speaking.

To one man the chance of making a speech affords the oppor-
tunity for an enhanced reputation ; to another it is nothing but
a danger. For the man who stutters and stammers, and finally

sits down after a speech principally consisting of "urns" and
"ers " scarcely enhances his reputation as a keen-witted member
of the community, or as a man whose intelligence and resource
can be depended upon in a business crisis.

For that reason, the publication of "The Book of Public
Speaking " is an event of the greatest importance. For it is the
first comprehensive work upon this important subject ever pub-
lished in this country. It provides at once a collection of the
greatest speeches of the world's greatest orators, and at the same
time a reliable guide to the .^rt of Public Speaking, written by
men who are themselves famous as speakers of the highest merit.

How to Speak in Public.
These articles and their contributors include :

—

RL Hon. T. J. MACNAMARA, M P..

on " How to Make an Effective

Speech "

;

ARTHU.l BOURCHIER, MJL
(the well-known Actor),

on '

' How to Prepare and Deliver

a Speech "
;

J. L GRIFFITHS
(U.S.A. Consul-Gcneral, London),

on "After-Dinner Speaking";

A. C. BENSON, M.A. CV.O. F.R.H.S.

(President of Magdalene College,
Cambridge).

on " The Art of Lecturing "
;

ALBERT CREW
(barrister-at-Law),

on "The Conduct of and Pro-

cedure at Meetings" ;

GENERAL EDITOR,
A. C. FoxDavies (Barristet-at-Law).

But " The Book of Public Speaking " is of the greatest interest

even for the man who never has to speak in public, because it

presents for the first time an entirely new form of literature of

enthralling interest. Its handsome covers contain the cream of

the greatest speeches of modern times.

The World's Greatest Speeches.
There is hardly an orator of note of recent years who is not

represented in the work ; there is scarcely a subject of impor-
tance or of interest that is not dealt with in some one or more of

the speeches. Political Speeches, Religious Addresses, After-

Dinner Speeches, Scientific and Literary Lectures— all have been
brought together to form a work of enthralling interest to all

intelligent people. Among the great speakers whose speeches

are included in the work are ;
—

Lord Kosebery
Lord Beaconsfield

H. H. As juith

A. J. B.-iIfour

W. E. Gladstone
Sir Edward Clarke

Andrew Lang
D. Lloyd Geirge
Winston Churchill

Maik Twain
Speficer Leigh Hughes
Sir Henry living

Joseph Chamberlain
Max O'Rell
R. Waldo Emerson
Harold Cox
Woodrow Wilson
G. Bernard Shaw
Charles Dickens
John Bright

Chauncey Depew
Sir A. Conan Doyle
Sir Edward Grey
Earl Halsbury

Lord Fisher

Abraham Lincoln

Justin McCurlhy
Viscour.t Milner
M. Poincare
Whilel.aw Reid
Theo lore Roosevelt
Philip Siiowden
Ian Maclarcn
Augustine Birrell

Sir' A. W. P.ncto

Etc., etc.

For the Public Speaker.
The value of the work to the Public Speaker can hardly be

over-estimated. Each one of the speeches included in the work
serves as a model for the construction of a successful speech that

can be studied with advantage by the practised speaker and the

novice alike.

FREE BOOKLET.
The Publishers have prepared an interesting Illustrated

Booklet—which they will send free—describing the work and
their offer to deliver the complete work as published for a first

payment of is. 6d. only, the balance being paid by small monthly
payments.

To the Ca.vto.v Pubushixg Co., Ltd.,

244, Surrey Street, London, W.C.
Please send nie, free of charge and without any obligation on

my part, full particulars of "The Book of Public Speaking."

Name.

.

(Send this form or a postcard.)

Address •
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A NEW CONVERSATION BOOK FOR 1913.

"TIME IS MONEY."
MOTORISTS I TOURISTS ! Busy people in Koneral. whose time is money.
should not \isit Fmncc or Italy wittuiut iinnudi^tely procurinpt n coi-y of

Augusta Ayllffe's Languages for Busy People.
3/6 net. "TIME 18 fMON£Y." 3/6 act.

In French. Knglish. Italian (side by side).

(N.B.—The Italian translation is by Profei^sor Kniii:a "Davio, Rome.)
' A practical guide for foreigners without any ridiculous sentences.*'—Sew York Herald, Paiis.

** A little book calculated to prove very useful to the EngHsh traveller in France
ASd Italy, and vice-versa to natives of the&e Latin couuiries in ICnglaml."

—Daily Mail, Paris.
** Time Is Money *'

is exceptionally well adapted for the traveller, and for use as

S eonvensntional book for stndents of French. En^li^h, or Iialtaa. A most useful
section is the pages drv'oied to ifae translation ol the menu of one of the popular
Restaurants Duval Ln Pahs.
Of all Booksellers in France. Italy. Er.g'and. or direct by post from the Author

SXkd Publisher: Au^uiU Aylilfe. 53 rue d'Amsterdun, F&ria ; or Auguvta
AHiffe. Dursley. G!oa. EngUnd. for 3/7^.

DOOKS.—SECOND-HAND AT HALF PRICES. New at 25%^ discount. l.OO'.OOO volumes on every conceivable subject. Send for

Catalogues (post free), and state wants. Books sent on approval. Books
purchased. Best inices —W. & G. FOYLE. 121/3t Charing Cross Road. London.
W.C. CFhone: Gerrar-] Rl&O)

AN EXPEDITIOUS METHOD OF WRITING. FLterma.
i

Stk Edition. An Original System of Abbreviated Longhand Writint; for the use
of persons unacquaiiued with Shorthand. Of great value for making Private
Memoranda, taking Notes of Lectures, and the like. Price 9d. per copy, post free,

from J. F. SprifTS, 21. Pfttenio«tcr S4.. LoatloB. E.C Catalogue Free. Please tiamc Puffer.

JUST PUBLISHED,

SWINBURNE
An Estimate

By

JOHN DfilNKWATER

Crown 8vo. 5/- net

MORNING POST : "From beginning to

end of this delicate and charming

volume, passages will be found which

will reward a reader, even though

he may have been familiar with his

Swinburne for forty years."

AT ALL LIBRARIES AND BOOKSELLERS'.

A/IQQ CRITICISED AND REVISED. Write for terms to
iVlkJU. Mr. LEPECHT (Box N). Oaklea Cottage. Silverhill Park. St.

LeonardsK)n-Sea.

DLAYS WANTED ! — We are being constantly asked, by
* Managers and Producers, for good Plays and Sketches of every description.
Let us submit YOURS. Honourable dealing and lowest fees. Particulars free.—
CAMBRIDGE PLAY AGE^K;Y. Savoy House. Strand, W.C.

THE POETRY REVIEW. siEP^tSIJiluPs.
Published on tb3 1st uf each montti. fid. net.

The April issue contains:

—

A Survey of Canadian Poetrj'.by Bernard Muddiraan
of Ottawa; The Master: A poetic drama, by W. G. Hole; Matthew Arnold Re-
Valoed. by G. DiincaD Grey, LL.D.; The Tonic of Byron, by the Editor; A
Ballad, by the Duchess of Sutherland, etc.. etc., etc.

The Poetry Review appeals to all interested in Poetry and "The Vanishing
Gift." Any difficulty in obtaiiiiug copies should be reported, with details,

to the Secretary.

THE POETRY SOCIETY, CLUN HOUSE, SURREY STREET, LONDON, W.C.

THE CALL OF THE CITIZEN.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—In every article advocating the enfranchise-

ment of women much is made of the fact that women
are the mothers of mea My experience is that " the

bearers of the men who can and must defend their

country" do not care one jot whether they vote or

not It is,
' generally speaking, those " potential

mothers "—who will probably never be mothers, owing
to the excess of the female over the male population,

selfishness, physical unattractiveness, and other

reasons—who are so loud in clamouring for this vital

necessity on behalf of their child-bearing sisters!

I am also at a loss to discover the uplifting tendency
of woman's influence—so often spoken of by advo-

cates of women's suffrage—in the recent actions of the

militant section. More harm is done to innocent, and
also poor people, by intercepting their letters (which

may contain matter of an urgent nature) than will be
counterbalanced by the good that might accrue if

women were enfranchised for half a century. It is

callous, and it is cowardly. If the militant crusade

were an organisation to assist in the suppression of

the sweating system, slums, and other evils, it might
receive some sympathy ; but why is it necessary that

women should get the power to vote before they will

deign to use their energies in that direction ?

It is getting extremely awkward to distingtiish be-

tween those women who wish to be known as our
" equals," and the remainder — fortunately, the

majority—who are our superiors, for we do not wish
to treat the former class in a different way than our

male equals. Let them display their independence
and equality, and not cry out that the " mere man "

is less polite than he used to be. Apologising for

taking up so much of your valuable space, I am, sir,

etc., Voter.
Bournemouth.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I agree with " Lumen " that Lady Frances

Balfour's article, " The Call of the Citizen," is vitiated

by its omission of any reference to Suffragette mili-

tancy. He asks whether the militant tactics are due
to the greater knowledge and freedom extended to

women, and I should like, if I may, to say a few words
in reply.

There is a saying that " the appetite grows by what
it feeds on," and applying this to the position of

women, is it not possible that the greater knowledge
extended to them has opened their eyes to visions of

wider freedom still ahead ? Tired of broken promises

and vacillation on the part of Cabinet Ministers, the

militants have resorted to attacks upon property in

the hope of concentrating public attention upon the

question of the extension of the franchise to women, a
question which they consider vital to the interests of

the community. They must be admitted to have suc-

ceeded in this, but at the same time they have brought

upon themselves the fury of a large section of the

people.

They consider that the social, economic, and poli-

tical position of women is still very far from being

what it should be, and have resorted to their present

methods in order to force the pace. Whether their

methods will be successful in this time alone can

tell, but the Government does appear to be more
amenable to such pressure than to the simple justice

and logic of a case. Witness the Railway and other

strikes. The strikers might have waited until the

Greek Kalends to obtain a rise in wages or a settle-

ment of their claims, if they had not caused consider-
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able inconvenience to the public. And the strikers,

having the franchiscj have not the same excuse as the

women.
To ask constitutional Suffragists, who only suc-

eded in arousing a very mild interest in what had
ume to be regarded as quite an academic question,

until the advent of the militants ; to ask them to sup-

press militancy is to ask of them the impossible.

What the Government, with all its resources, and
some of them very ugly and barbaric resources, has
failed to do, the constitutional Suffragists cannot
possibly do. What they can do is to bring pressure

to bear upon the Government to introduce a Govern-
ment measure conferring votes upon women—the one
and only way to settle the matter.—I am, sir, etc.,

Henry Lynch.
New Southgate, April gth, 1913.

THE TYPIST.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I have read Margaret Hamilton's article on
" The Typist " in No. 25 of EVERYMAN, and would
hasten to point out one or two flagrant errors therein.

(i) " It is a notable fact," says the writer of this

article, " that the average intelligence of the typist is

lower than that of factory, shop, or domestic workers."

I would hke to ask her from whence or whom she has
derived this "fact" From some individuahst em-
ployer (whose name is legion) who requires the maxi-
mum amount of brains for the minimum salary ?

Often the munificent sum of 12s. 6d. a week inclusive

of overtime is considered quite a sinecure by these
gentlemen. That sum might procure an automaton,
^•nt it never will procure brains!

(2) Margaret Hamilton further states that "the
faculty of obser\-ation is developed in those callings

mentioned above, which call for individual enterprise,

judgment, and decision. The tapping of a typewriter
is neither inspiring nor stimulating; the intelligence

of the operator falls into a mechanical groove from
which it is with difficulty aroused." I wonder where
the average typist would be in these strenuous times
who has no " judgment, enterprise, or decision "

;

when she must perforce take down dictation under

MODERN FORTRESSES CAPTURED BY
ASSAULT.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—In one of your " Notes of the Week " in the

current issue of EVERYMAN you refer to the storm-

ing of Adrianople as " the solitary instance of a first-

class fortress being carried by assault." I think this

is an oversight. Kars, in 1877, ranked as a first-class

fortress. It was protected (in addition to older forti-

fications) by an outlying circle of- forts and redoubts

planned by European engineers, and the position

was, besides, naturally strong. After a brier bom-
bardment with forty-eight guns on November nth,
which produced no effect of importance, the Russians
decided to attempt an assault, and successfully

stormed the place by moonlight on the night of

November 17th. The attack cost them the loss of

over 2,000 men.
I think we are all apt to underestimate an earlier

exploit coming at the end of a long siege, the suc-

cessful assault of Sebastopol by the French and Eng-
Ksh troops. It was impossible to invest the place, and
its capture was effected by pushing the trenches close

up to the works that were die key of the southern

front, and carrying them by storm.—I am, sir, etc.,

London, April 7th, 1913. A. H. A.

THE ONLY MAGAZINE OF ITS KIND.
SECOND ISSUE NOW READY.

FAITH AND DOUBT
A Magazine of Discussion.

ILLUSTRATED. MONTHLY, PRICE 6d. NET.
(Pottsitc 2id.)

SOMB OP THB CONTENTS OP NO. 2 lAprll):

Prof. J. DICK FLEMING. D.D.
"What I Believe and Why -The
Divinity of Josus Christ."

Prof. J. WBIGUT BUCKHAM.
B.A., D.D.

Theology in the Poets."
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and Ibsen."

Bev. B. E. FAIDBAIBN.
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R. S. FOBMAN. B.A.
"What I Doubt, and Why -The
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Prof. WALTEB M. PA r ION.
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Religious Teachers."

Prof. WILUAM A. CURTIS.
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"Scholars of the Age-Bobert
Flint."
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"A Letter from Great Britain."

Etc.. etc., etc.
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0/ ail Booksellers.

THE SEMINARY PRESS,
21, Paternoster Square, London.

TTfPEWRITlNG : Authors' MS. accurately and rapidly copied.
* Shorthand-Typists providetf. Meetings, Lectures, Sermons reported,
METROPOLITA.N TYPING OFFICE, 27, Chancery Lane. Tel. Central 1565.

TTHE AUTHORS' ALLIANCE place MSS. promptly and on
* best terms. Literary work of all kinds dealt with by experts who place
Authors' interest first. Twenty years' experience.

—

1, Clement's Inn, W.C.

r)EVELOP YOUR WILL-POWER, Concentration, Self-
*^ Reliance and Personal Magnetism by "The St. Sellef Conrse.' (4 lessons.)
(Recommended by "Public Opinion." etc.) Fee 2,6. Parliciilars free.—THE
ST. SETTEF INSTITUTE (Dept. 3), PERTH. N.B.
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7 ONE MONTH by the celebraletl
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DOOKPLATES.—For Children or Adults. Send 3d. stamps for
'^ specimen Book of 80 choice inexpensive Designs supplied in any quantity,
gummed, with your name printed In,—LONDON ETCHING CO., LTD.,
3, Holbom Place, London, W.C.

TYPEWRITING of every description nnder expert literary super-
•^ vision, from 8d. per 1,000 words, paper included. — Dept. E. "THE
NATIONAL TYPEWRITING BUREAU. 199, Strand. W.C.

DOOKKEEPING SIMPLIFIED.—Send postcard to-day for^ particulars of the celebrated "New Rapid" Lessons, showing how to keep
any set of books in one month without mistake.— Secretary, 141, Holborn Hall
College. London, W.C. Telephone: 6111 Holborn.

XOO Copies i>m lO Minixlies
of handwriting, typing, mii^lc. f;recli:catiors. plans, etc.. in one cr
more <:olcur3, by any covlce. en the

PLEX DUPLICATOR.
ET«ry business man shoi:M IcTest !n one of thesp excellf^t devices,
which save both time and money. PLEX displaces all celatloef,
firaphg. stencil?, etc., and Is guarantecil climate-proof.

Complete o'jtfit. fot-'scsp size. 1^' ^^^^y^*.
Partlciilar^. List No. 42. an.l -rrecimrot tree. * «** CfreFirie.

A. H. QqADROPLEX. Ltd., 88. OoawaU Road. I.ONDOW.
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Saw/* Sur4

Before deciding on a new
suit—see how smart we
can make your old one.

The "Achille Serre Process" of cleaning

and tailor pressing restores the freshness

and shape of a suit like magic. All spots

and stains are removed and the suit is

returned looking as good as new.

It only takes FOUR DAYS—
and costs but 3/9.

We collect and deliver free from nearest Branch or

pay carriage one way on all orders sent direct.

Write /or Illustrated Booklet and address oj nearest
Branch or Agent.

Achille SerrcK
(Nettoyage a sec)

Hackney Wick, London, E. 'Phone 37io East.

Branches and Agencies Everywhere.
5S __^__

ARE YOUR NERVES HEALTHY?— If not, let me explain

an ineipensive. drusless treatment. Banishes depression, sleeplessness,

Irritability, tiaia-fag, lassitude. Renews youthfulness.—Write Specialist."

c/o EvERVMAN. Beilford Street, London, W.C.

HEIGHT INCREASED.—By adopting my simple system yoa
can put ini-hes on to your height in three months; no apparatus; no

medicines; ordinary habits retained.—Send two penny stamps for particulars to

Professor Prowse. 13. North End Chambers. Crovdon.

THE WILL and the WAY.
Where there's a will there's always a way. Everyone knows this,

and realises that it is the will that bothers most people. If they

could only develop their will-power, self-control, and self-reliance,

they knave they would find their way to success. There is an

easy, practical, scientiiic. sure means of developing your Will-Power,

In the Concentre Course—" Scientific Concentration." A great number

of students in c\*ery part of the civilised world are developing

their will by means of this famous system of training. They are

also developing, steadily and surely, their powers of Attention,

Observation, Memory Speaking. Thinking, and obtaining marvellous

control over both mind and botly. Every Concentro student receives

personal direction, according to their requirements, through the

Concentro Report system. Editors of well-known Journals recommend
"Scientific Concentration." Learn what it will do for you, by sendin*

to-day for their Free Booklet to the CONCENTRO CO., 46, Central
ButLmNGS. Wallsend. Newcastlf-on-Tvne.

OLD LONDON POSTCARDS reproduced from genuine old
prints, showing the Streets and Buildings 100 years ago. Sample packet,

7d., or the set of 30 2/6. post free.—London Etching Co., Ltd., 3, Holbom Place,

Hl«h Holbom. London. W.C.

A GENTLEMAN who has spent some years in Spain studying
the language, gives lessons in Stianish (either in classes of not more than

fen, or by individual tuition). Terms moderate.—Apply Box 408, Everymam,
Bedford Street. London, W.C.

westbourne park building society.
ABSOLUTE
SECURITY

FOR
8AVIN05.

INTEREST.— 3 to 5 per cent, according to class of
Investment— Paid Half-yearly— free from
Income Tax Deduction.

Pro'ippctn!!. etc., of—C. Iohnston BtiitT. F.C.I.S., See.

OfPct 136,We8reOURNE terrace. L'^ND.jN.W.

the most trying circumstances, in a hurried, disjointed

manner, her employer sometimes pacing his office

furiously, often smoking a pipe, not infrequently hoW-

ing a telephone conversation whilst he is dictating his

mail. It is for her to know what is at the back of her

employer's mind (to have that initiative which

Margaret Hamilton says the typist possesses in such

a very low degree), in order that the letters may clearly

and aptly express what her employer really wishes to

say : for woe betide the girl who types a literal tran-

scription of her shorthand notes

!

Granted that "the tapping of the typewriter is

neither stimulating nor inspiring," I absolutely dis-

claim that any machine has the power " to cause the

intelligence of the operator to fall into a mechanical

groove," even such, apparently to Miss Hamilton's

notion, insentient creatures as typists. Intelligence is

not an element present and absent at intervals. Where
it exists it is a permanent force.

(3) In regard to the dictaphone, Margaret Hamilton

is in gross error when she affirms that " the number

of typists able to realise how to use the instrument are

few and far between." The working of same could

not possibly be anything but simplicity itself, even to

the meanest intelligence. Many firms—indeed, most

of the larger business houses—use this instrument. I

know a firm who have at least forty dictaphones, and

the majority of the operators are juniors (who have

had no education beyond that of a board school), and

they manipulate the machine successfully, for salaries

ranging from los. to 15s. per week. Many expert

shorthand writers now find themselves, when seeking

a post, faced with the cry, " We are not prepared to

pay a large salary, as we use the dictaphone," render-

ing shorthand quite unnecessary.

Lastly, I fail to see why, "after a period of hard

work, the typist finds herself faced with a future arid

of ambition." Is the future of the typist any greyer

than that of any other working woman.' Indeed,

there are very many occupations where life is harder

and the conditions more unfavourable. If her future

be grey it is her own fault entirely, since happiness

is not the exclusive possession of any particular class.

Life holds as much for the typist as for other indi-

viduals.—I am, sir, etc., OLIVE Searle.

PAGANISM AND CHRISTIANITY.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—We have grown accustomed to hearing from

the pulpit the Greeks accused of sensuous enjoyment,

but when such accusations appear in EVERYMAN,
which professes to stand for the best that classical

Greek stood for, it is time to protest.

In Homer we are first introduced to the Greek as

Achaians, the period being about 1300 B.C. We find

them a highly civilised and cultured people dwelling

in the fertile regions of the Peloponnesus, and having

their stronghold at Mycenaj. In respect of the status

of their women their civilisation was in advance of

that of the classical period, and in some respects of

modern times also. They gave us the religion of the

hearth and abhorred polygamy, which was practised

by the Jews and barbarians around them.

Homer, in the parting between Andromache and
Hector, has given us an e.xample of married love

which the whole of literature has never surpassed.

In religion also the cultured Achaians were less

superstitious than the Hellenes of a later period.

They had advanced beyond the old beliefs. They
were greater than their gods, and knew it. But at

this point jye lose sight of them, except what the
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archasologist has discovered for us, for the Dorians

came and overthrew this fine civihsation and settled in

Sparta. Then came darkness and stagnation for

several centuries, until light began to break over

Attica, and Athens became the cradle of civilisation

and school of all the world. It is round this period

that the best literature of our time has gathered. It

is still too early for us to comprehend the magnitude
of our debt to classical Greece, or the work she accom-
plished during the short time that was allotted to her.
" We find it generally admitted that the seeds of

Western civilisation are mostly to be found in Greece,

and not elsewhere. Yet it is curious how seldom
Greek literature is regarded from this point of view as

an embodiment of the progressive spirit, an expres-

sion of the struggle of the humem soul towards free-

dom and ennoblement." " If we hold sacred the earliest

source of that virtue or manliness which is the morality

of the free European citizen, it is not to Palestine, but
to Greece, we must make our pilgrimage." " The ideal

of modern life may be summed up in the phrase,
' Christian Hellenism.' " The Greeks of the classical

period were far too busy working for posterity and
preparing the way for Christianity to be troubled with
ennui. How the sides of the Athenians would have
shook with laughter could Aristophanes or Euripides
have known that some barbarians of a grossly mate-
riahstic age would have accused them of ennui or sen-

suous enjoyment ! The Greeks were as far above us

intellectually as we are above the negroes. The most
important function of the State was to see that each
citizen had an opportunity of developing his capacities

to the utmost. Their capacity for enjoyment was,

therefore, greater than ours.

" The appreciation of good things and the power
to refuse them is characteristic of the spirit of pro-

gress. I think most scholars will admit that it is also

emmently trufe of Greek civilisation." " All great

schools of philosophy were in various degrees ascetic.

Greek asceticism was nearly always related to some
reasonable end, and sought the strengthening of both
body and mind." The quotations are from Pro-

fessors Gilbert Murray and Bernard Bosanquet.—

I

am, sir, etc., (Mrs.) J. STARK.
Thorntonhall.

THE GLORIOUS FREEDOM OF HALF-
TIMERDOM.

To the Editor of Everv.man.

Sir,—Mr. Herbert Leather would see, I think,

if he read my letter carefully, that " the glorious

freedom of hilf-timerdom " was used only in a com-
parative sense. There is nothing in the sentence to

suggest that I consider the half-time system " good."

I suggest that the child often thinks it good, which is

a different thing, and he does so, in many cases, be-

cause (i) he escapes self-suppression for a time; (2)

he is able to use his own eyes and his own tongue
; (3)

he is allowed to laugh, and even to sing
; (4) he may

stand or sit down without necessarily receiving a

command
; (5) instead of being a governed machine

with feelings, he is helping to govern a machine with-

out feelings—much pleasanter! (6) he can better

satisfy his energies, mental and physical, of output
and intake

; (7) he avoids the cane
; (8) he feels that

he has a position of trust and responsibility, and is

doing some good, if only to himself, by earning some-
thing.

No one in his senses can defend the half-time
system theoretically. Practically, it is essential to life

or existence for many families, and some mills or fac-

tories are hygienically better than some schools, in

Books worth reading

are worth housing in a
m

GUNN SECTIONAL
BOOKCASE

In a *GUNN ' your books are safe, orderly,

free from dust, and instantly get-at-able.
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treasured volumes go
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whilst such a home as the

'Gunn' Bookcase is at
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Grows with your Books.

A 'Gunn' never need look too
bifj for your books, never loo
SQi'ill—one section—the unit of
measure—with top and base,
forms a complete bookcase. As
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Booklet No. lOFiea.
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The Ideal Pen
for Busy/\en

j^
Is onqueationably the " Red Dwarf." For lensihy pro-
fessional work or hasty note-making it is e%'er ready
to write smoothly, rapidly, and wiihoJt siiotling.

THE PILLAR OF PERFECTION

5^9
^^ Small enough to fii the pocket, yet
'^ Possessing a large reservoir. li

recommeruiai by all who use it.

Mr. . PiEKPOKT MoROAN. the great finan
cler. says: *'l have recommended your 'Red
Dwarf* Stvlo. throughout the United States." i

Red Dwarf j
STYLOGRAPH

Kearney A-Co, 47. Da)«St., Ltv,

"I can thoroughly

recommend it to all

smokers." C. B. Fry

"Ingham's Unbay Pipe

Ua boon."
Walter Gallicran,

Every Pipe hia a Perfect Draw.

The Ucbay Fipe is excellent."
Albert Chevalier.

Prices in choice Briar, any shape.
»/e a e. 6/ a T/e

DMBIIT PIPB CO . aa,Tavl(toak BtrMti
Covent Garden, Londan. W.Oi

Sample l/I. post free.

TYPE-WRITING of every (Jescription carefully and proinptly
executed. 7d. per LOCK). Duplicating and Copying. Cambridge Local.—

Miss NANCY McFARLANE. 11. I'almeira Avenue. Westcliff. Essex.

which case the children bene&t (I have known many
such).

That a half-timer must have a clean sheet of health

before being allowed to work is entirely untrue. The
examination is usually most perfunctory.

The half-time system is thoroughly bad, wholly

wicked ; and Mr. Leather seems rather unkindly to

confuse me with the system !—I am, sir, etc.,

Austin Priestman,
Bradford, April 9th, 1913.

NEW GEORGIAN CLUB: The White House. Randolph
Crescent. W. — A quiet, comfortable Residence for Women of good

social status. Large house. Access to gardens. Rooms from 25s. weekly,
including baths, breakfast.and diimer. NoD-meiubers received at special rates.—
Apply Secretary.

•pyPEWRITING.—Literary and General MSS. 8d. per 1,000
^ ivords. Plays. IS. per 1.000 words. Paper and Carbon copy included.

"Everyman "readers very pleased.—C.A.Girton. 2. Grove Lane. Camberweli. S.E.

SHORTHAND.—A CLERGYMAN'S OPINION: "With the

entire charge of my large working-class congregation (of 2,500 people) I

ooald only take an occasional -^natch at your work, and it is wonderful how soon

I have become proficient. To me it was most fascinatinj^. and 1 think Sloan-

Duployan just perfect. I shall in future, as I have already done, speak to our
young people about it, especially whe e some of them spend months in prei>ara-

tion for oSGce work."—From Rev. T. A. Smyth. The Manse. Shaftesbury Square,

Belfast,
SLOAN-DUPLOYAN is acquired in a few weeks, and is guaranteed the most

rapid and reliable system in use to-day. Send for interesting illustrated hand-

bot^i with specimen lesson, free.—Sloan Shorthand Co., llamsgate.

THE LONGER YOU FAY KENT THE MORE MONEY YOU
WASTE. Apply to-day for " Every Man his own Landlord," which will be

sent post free to applicants mentioning this paper. Address—Managers, 246.

Bisbopsgate, E,C.

GLAISHERS' PUBLISHERS' REMAINDERS, Supplemen-
tary List No. 394 Now Ready. Including all the latest Remainder Book

Purcha<;es. priced at great reductions from the original cost. Gratis and post

free.—WILLIAM GLAISHER, Ltd., 26J, High Holborn, London, and at 14,

George Street, Croydon, Surrey,

INGHAM'S lim^^^ J^^toTIm^^e^s".

INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGES.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Samson, it is true, destroyed the temple, but
he, at the same time, put an end to his own life.

Should a simplified Latin or a bastard Esperanto suc-

ceed in vanquishing Esperanto (which is not likely),

an end will also be put to the idea of an international

language. The co -existence of two or more inter-

national languages will only aggravate the very evil

desired to be removed. Esperanto so completely
"fills the bill." Why spoil it? It will naturally

change with time, but the changes will be inter-

national. The various nations will not use it amongst
themselves (except for study and practice). Its field

being international conference, correspondence, and
reading, national idiosyncrasies will, therefore, have
but an infinitesimal influence upon its development.

—

I am, sir, etc., JACK EDWARDS.
Aberystwyth, April nth, 1913.

WAGES AND LABOUR CONDITIONS.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—For the purpose Miss Hamilton has in view,

it is quite necessary that wages and conditions cf

work should be considered together. For the pui-

ppse of social reform, however, wages and v,'ork condi-

tions should be regarded as two distinct problems.

By amending Factory and other Acts, Parliament can,

with absolute . certainty, prolong the life and add to

the health and happiness of the workers, especially

women and children. I do not say Parliament should
not interfere with wages, but the difficulty and un-
certainty of the result of such interference is very
great. It is safe to say that for one who would
advocate interference with wages there are one
hundred who, if they knew the facts, would favour
further amendments to the Factory and other Acts,

having the physical and moral welfar« of the worker
as the object in view.—I am, sir, etc.j J. E. Wates.

Brockley, London.

THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER'S

ASSURANCE.

Readers of "Everyman" arc desired to

specially note that all advertisements which

appear in this publication are the announce-

ments of reputable firms, consequently no

one need hesitate to communicate with any

of our advertisers.

The Advertisement Manager is prepared to

investigate the complaint of any reader,

should cause for the same arise at any time.

CARDINAL NEWMAN.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I am sorry to see in your current issue the
contemptuous reference made by Mr. Lilly to that
highly gifted speaker, sincere Christian, and very per-

fect gentleman, the late Rev. Hugh McNeile, D.D.,
for many years a beneficed clergyman in Liverpool,
and who was a Canon of Chester, and finally Dean of

Ripon. He was of sufficient importance in his day
to call for a leading article in the Times on the occa-
sion of his dfxease. Had Mr. Lilly known him at all

he could not have spoken of him but in terms of great
respect, although Dr. McNeile certainly held very
different theological views from those of the brilliant

and equally good and sincere Cardinal Newman.—

I

am, sir, etc.,
J. W. WHITE.

Hampton-on-Thames,
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TWO BOOKS ON INDIA

THE GORGEOUS EAST*
In " Pioneers in India " Sir Harry Johnston has given
us a very good specimen of popular history. These
stories of " real adventures " are always well, often
racily, told. The necessary explanations are suc-
cinct and informing, and contain almost all the mate-
rial of Indian history down to the beginning of the
nineteenth century. The oft-told tale of Clive is

iismissed shortly, as being too familiar, too near
lodern times, and not dealing v/ith tlie unexplored.
)n the other hand, the fantastic adventures of the
lerman-Italian, Varthema, are very fully narrated, as
ire Sir Thomas Roe's visit to the Great Mogul.

IN TRUST FOR CIVILISATION f
All Englishmen like books on India; most of all,

hose of us who have been connected with that
ountry either through personal experience or
irough a host of relatives and friends. We may add
.at this category has most need of instruction ; know-
edge based on a hmited and finished set of data is

apt to crystallise into an imperishable dogma. The
retired Indian civilian is one of the great disappoint-
ments of modern England. He goes out as a picked
man to do splendid and self-sacrificing work in one of
the finest Government services the world has ever
een, and he too often comes back with a mind rigidly

closed to new ideas of any sort, whether they bear on
east or west, on heaven or earth.

Sir Joseph Bampfylde Fuller's book is interesting
in every way, but one of the chief reasons of interest
is that its author is a tried and distinguished member
of the Indian Civil Service. Mental rigidity is by no
means one of his characteristics ; indeed, in a singu-
larly complete survey of modern India, with a good
deal of ancient history thrown in, he has shown a
breadth and originality of view that would be hard to
rxcel. He holds a brief for his country as a civilising

gency, and for his service as an inspired and efficient

mstrument. The protection afforded by the Eughsh
Fleet balances a few financial meannesses—amongst
which he reckons the upkeep—by India—of the India
Office, and the favours shown to Lancashire cotton at
he expense of Indian manufacturers. Indeed, many
mcidents of administration excite his keen criticism,

though most of them are connected with Imperial
arrangements. The eff'ects of Free Trade on India,
for instance, are condemned in many passages.

Sir Joseph Fuller believes in British rule in India,
but he also believes in the gradual development of an
Indian nation. He is strongly against premature con-
cessions in the sphere of politics, but he pleads for a
more systematic study and indulgence of national
(^ntiment. A strong vein of healthy scepticism per-
ides his observations and prognostications; he is

loubtful of education, and he considers that the caste
ystem is in some places growing stronger rather than
eaker, as the attempt to foist alien customs on a
:>ople inevitably results in a strengthening of
itional custom and tradition. He insists repeatedly

that the worst evil of India, even worse than her
marriage customs, is malaria. The illustrations and
the chapters on ethnology and physical geography are
excellent.

• "Pioneers in India." By Sir Harry Johnston, G.C.M.G.,
K.C.B. 6s. (Blackie.)

t "Tho Empire of India." By Sir J. Bampfylde Fuller,
K.C.S.I., C.I.K., of the Indian Civil Service (retired), rs. 6d.
net. (Pitman.)

HIDDEN POWER.
Remarkable Results Follow Experi-

ments of Clever Scientist.

Marvels of the Mind.

Initiation FREE to our Readers.

Thore aie hundreds, nay, thousands, of intelligent and capable
mpii an<l women to-day, living a life of mediocrity, obscurity and
failure, whoso "apparently ordained '* careers constitute a mono*
tonou3 succession of prolitloss toil, trouble and misery.

No doubt there are many ready to exclaim that all these things
must come to pas.s, but just ask yourself this question: la thero one
single sound reason why every human being should not attain sue-
cess and happiness? No—most emphatically thero is not.

Every human being is heir to a rich and glorious possession

—

boinj? sacred cherisherl gifts of inborn capac^ities and talents. Every-
one is born suitably equipped to play his or her role in the game of
life, and given opportunities which, when grasped, lead to un-
bounded success and perfect happiness.

Mr. Frank. Hartley, who has devoted the best years of his life to
this particular subject, positively denies that failure in any senso of
the term must necessarily exist. He maintains that the power to
B'.iG(X"ed lies within tho reach of all—it is, in fact, inherent ; a potent,
dormant force requiring but a certain amount of development and
training to manifest itself in every individual. Huncfrods upon
hundreds of people in every walk of life, who have followed hia
teaching and method, testify to the wonderful results which thia

truly remarkable man has enabled them to accomplish.

£1,000 GUARANTEE.
Just read the following letters of testimony and see what his

teaching has done for these people. Mr. Frank Hartley possesses
thousands upon thousands of similar eulogistic letters, and he will
hand a cheque for £1,000 to any London hospital fund, or other
charitable institution if anyone can prove that they are not abso-
lutely genuine. Tliejo letters are tho spontaneous expressions of
praise from educated men and women, and they are open to the
fullest investigation by any bon&-fido inquirer.

STUDENT No. 6,445.
"I may say I am highly delighted with your instructions, they ai<

doing wonders. Kindly send further, and oblige."

STUDENT No. 1,043.
"It is with a feeling of regret that I ask you to send on further

advice. I consider it the best investment I ever made."

STUDENT No. 3,419,
"I have studied your last, to my great benefit; I must add in

conclusion that I feel a totally new man."

STUDENT No. 5,231.
"I am progressing splendidly under your guidance; in fact, I feel

'another girl' altogether."

No ma.tter your age or position in life, whether you are engaged
in artistic pursuits, in commerce, in finance, you may be either
employer, employee, or independent; Mr. Frank Hartley can help
you attain success in the fullest sense of the word. Every word you
speak, every emanating thought, every moment you live can be
either right or wrong. The very way you shake hands, look, and
coiifluct yourself during an interview arc of vital importance. You
say these aro but trivial matters. True—but then life itself is made
up of little things, and the secret of success in every phase of life
lies in bringing your every wish, thought, and action into harmony
with your immediate surroundings and the hidden forces of nature.

A GENEROUS OFFER.
Mr. Frank Hartley has consented to send a free copy of hii

wonderful book, entitled "HOW FAILURE BECOMES IMPOS-
SIBLE," and initiate a number of our readers, free of charge, into
hi.s remarkable Infallible-success-mcthod, providing that applicant!
are in earnest and nilliug to make a slight effort in order to reach
the goal of their ambitions.

There is no ago limit, no question of position, or obstacle of any
kind. All you have to do is to write to Mr. Frank Hartley,
Room 80, London Institute of Menti-culture, 9, John Street,
Adolphi, fjondon, W.C., mention you are a reader of EvEBTMAif,
and ho will send you a freo copy of his wonderful book, full
particulars of his method, and show you what you must do in order
to attain Success, Power, Personal Influence, and Perfect Happiness.
Thero is nothing tedious, laborious, or arduous about his teaching,
there aro no irksome exercises to perform, or mystifying formulE of
any kind.

Wo hope that every reader, every lady and gentleman, who sees
this article will carefully read it, and not hesitate to write to Mr.
Hartley should the matter interest them in any way.— Advt.
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The Poor Law

Postal Training College

"A straightforward concern."
—John Bull.

OFFERS exceptional chances to intelligent

men and women to rapidly qualify for

offices under Local Government. The
College enjoys a unique position, and the

Principal and Staff are experts of long ex-

perience.

Complete postal training for Masters,

Matrons, Registrars, Stewards, Storekeepers,

Clerks, Rate Collectors, Relieving Officers, and

School Attendance Officers.

Special Courses for National Insurance

(1911) as Inspectors, Assistant Inspectors and
Health Officers; Labour Exchange (Board of

Trade), Managers, Clerks, Messengers, etc.

Students can also be prepared for Sanitary

Inspectors, Assistant Inspectors of Factories,

and Inspectors of Weights and Measures.

Every facility is offered to students, and all

text books, schedules, etc., are loaned free.

Write for The College Magazine, post free.

EUSTACE MILES, Esq., M.A., writes :—
"Thoroughly sound and conscientious

—

no hesitation in recommending College."

WHAT STUDENTS SAY:
" I wish here to express my best thanks

to yourself and tutors for the extreme kind-

ness and courtesy shown and the pains

taken to initiate me into the duties."

— T. Anderson, P.L.P.T. College Student,

Helensburgh.

" I have much pleasure in testifying that

a great part of my training was under the

Principal of this Institution, and I attribute

the success I have accomplished and my
present position to the training received at

his hands."—^. G. {Kent).

" As a former student, I can bear siuvere

testimony to the wonderful method of train-

ing, and my present position is due, to a

large extent, to the admirable training

received."—E. G., Assistant Master [Lancashire).

" I write expressly to thank you for the

able and satisfactory manner in which you
have conducted my training."

— W.G.O. (Romsey).

Address all coramanicatioBt, SECRETARY, P.L.P.T. COLLEGE,

77, THANET HOUSE, STRAND (1^
Opposlta tlieN

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
The Ixns of Court and Chancery (Macmillan,

IS. net). This is a most instructive and, at the same
time, entertaining volume, comprising six lectures

delivered by members of the Inns of Court and Chan-
cery in Middle Temple Hall last year. It is difficult to

say which of these lectures is the most interesting, but
perhaps to the layman the last, " Literary Men Con-
nected with the Inns of Court and Chancery," is more
appealing. It is with surprise that one learns how
intimately associated with the Inns practically all the

great writers of the past and present have been. We
find happy recollections of Macaulay and Disraeli,

Lamb, and, of course. Dr. Johnson. Then one is

vastly amused at the controversy, which has ap-<

parently been waged for many years, as to which of

tlie Inns was the one-time home of Geoffrey Chaucer.

Speght, writing in 1574, says, "It seemeth that

Chaucer was of the Inner Temple, for not many years

since Master Buckley did see a record in the same
house where Geoffrey Chaucer was fined two shillings

for beating a Franciscan friar in Fleet Street." The
lecturer, Mr. Blake Odgers, K.C., is of opinion that

this is just the sort of thing Chaucer would have done
had he been a member of either Temple I It is re-

freshing to learn that members of the Bar are, in

moments of stress, capable of beating a Franciscan

friar in Fleet Street! Mr. Odgers is profuse in his

anecdotes of famous men, and, turning the pages at

random, we find Henry Fielding, Goldsmith, Dickens,
Thackeray, Sir Philip Sidney, Tom Moore, Lord Hal-
dane, and others too numerous to mention. We are

given a pathetic insight into the life of Fielding. " He
joined the Western Circuit, and for a while regularly

attended the Wiltshire Sessions. But he was deep in

debt; he had a wife and children dependent on him,

and he had to devote himself to writing political

pamphlets, newspaper articles, and all kinds of literary

work. He worked hard ; he is described by
Thackeray as sittmg up late at night after a caroilse,

with inky ruffles, scribbling away something for one of

the papers, with the printer's boy fast asleep on the

stairs outside the door."

The remaining five lectures are not less interesting,

and will, doubtless, appeal to those who make a study
of the history of London. We are carried over the

centuries from the days of Csesar and the Romans to

Mr. Asquith. The book is vividly written from the

first page to the last. Messrs. Macmillan and Co. have
given to the public a compact and attractive volume,
which will be welcome on the bookshelves of laymen
and " Benchers " alike.

9 » •
Miss F. M. Mayor has had the courage to undertake

a somewhat difficult task—depicting the life of an idle

unmarried woman of the last generation from her child-

hood to her deathbed. The story, THE THIRD MiSS
Symons (Sidgwick and Jackson, Ltd., 3 s. 6d. net), is

necessarily somewhat devoid of incident ; but it is,

nevertheless, interesting from beginning to end, and
as a character study is extremely clever. One cannot
help pitying the lonely, unattractive woman who so

greatly desires the love and affection of her fellows

and is so incapable of arousing it. One feels im-

patient with her for her numerous shortcomings, but,

at the same time, is well able to comprehend how
impossible it was for her to be otherwise than slie is.

Her story is one which will appeal to students of

humaii nature, and which will bring home to everyone
how terribly cramped and drear must have been the

life of the woman of hej day, who had nothing to do
but (in the words of Mr. Masefield) "go passively, hke
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poultry, along tlie tramways of their parishes." Mr.

John Masefield's introduction shows a true apprecia-

tion of Miss Mayor's work. It is needless to say we
thoroujjhly enjoyed reading the book, and, if it left us

feeling rather sorrowful, at least one has the comfort

of hoping that tlic women of the present day are not

doomed to such a life as that of the third Miss
Synions. e » »
Admirers of the Rev. J. Adderley's writings will

welcome the second edition of A PIECE OF NEW
Cloth (^Hunter and Longhurst, is. net}. The story

fells of the struggles of a young Socialist parson, John
Seymour, to overcome the prejudices of his old mother
and father and to uplift the members of his father's

congregation. John is an earnest and clever ex-

ponent of tlie doctrines of free speech, and readers
will follow with interest the arguments which Mr.
Adderley so clearly and ably puts into the nrouth of

his characters. The book is written in a breezy and
refreshing manner, and there is a delightful chapter
in which is given a humorous account of a Primrose
League meeting, of which John's father, the old rector,

is chainnan (prompted by his wife!). We can re-

member having attended just such a meeting not so
very long ago in the grounds of a certain scion of
nobihty not far from London, and we remember the
difficulty we experienced in keeping our countenance
when tlic stale old platitudes were brought forward
with such triumph by the various speakers—so duti-

fully applauded by the yokels, led by the " gentry
"

who were keeping a watchful eye upon the audience.
Our sympathies are entirely enlisted on behalf of the
lero and his Socialist friends. Jack and Jill Dunkley.
The characters are well drawn and very true to life,

and the old rector and his wife are perfect portraits of
the old-fashioned clergy folk. The book is amusing
and, at the same time, shrewd and searching, and will

doubtless be of much interest to all those who seek
the solution of the social and religious problems of the
present day.

» » S'

.\ dreamer—in a log cabin ! This may sound
parado.xical, but in NEW LEAF MILLS (Harpers, 6s.)

Mr. W. D. Howells has very faithfully and sympa-
thetically chronicled the happy-go-lucky endeavours
of his hero to reahse his ideals—the forming of a
communal settlement in the backwoods of the New
World some sixty years ago.

Owen Powell is an incorrigible optimist, and hope-
lessly unfit to cope with the problem of earning a
decent liveliliood for himself and his wife, and chil-

dren, much less to take the practical leadership of the
uncouth men and women he finds himself among.

Procrastination is the downfall of his hopes. The
new house which is always on the verge of completion,
the paper mills which are to become the flourishing

centre of a new town—these, like everything else he
attempts, all end in smoke. It is characteristic that
he should design the "watermark" before even the
machinery for the paper-making is installed—or likely

to be. It is true the house is eventually so far ad-
vanced that his wife takes matters into her own hands,
and, despite tlie absence of plaster on the walls, insists

on moving in, contesting (with some excuse) that " the
rooms, with their neat lathing, like a succession of lat-

ticed bowers," were, if somewhat draughty, at any
rate preferable to the log cabin ! Poor Ann, she was
never able to sec things in the picturesque hght in

which they always appeared.to her husband, and it is

not to be wondered at that she should rebel against
the fate which kept her iii the backwoods when she
longed " to escape from her household back to the
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town, which seemed to her full of the things, the cane-

seat-chairs things, that made living worth while "
; and

those walls were never plastered, nor even the vines

trained over them—and she knew, poor thing, they

never would be. The miller, Jack Overdale, is a surly

individual, with a queer, childlike train of superstition

in his character, which is the cause of misunderstand-

ings between himself and Owen. Jack is a curious

personality, whose acquaintance we are glad to have
made, if only as representing a phase of human nature

not frequently met with. The characters are well

drawn, and show an unusual insight and appreciation

of men and women. One feels when laying down the

book that it might with advantage have been longer.

We should have liked to follow the history of our very

lovable hero in the new life which he adventures upon.

» 9 »

Mr. Redmayne opens his story, THE GULF
Between (Wells Gardner Darton, and Co., 6s.), in

the homely but not uninteresting atmosphere of a

German boarding-house, whose residents offer, with

their hostess, Frau Meyer, excellent opportunities for

amusing, if not very subtle, characterisation. On the

whole, German boarding-houses seem very like the

kind with which we are familiar in Bloomsbury. Thus
quite early in the narrative we learn of the tragedy of

the bath in regard to the hero, Mr. Klupps, who greatly

rejoiced when he learnt that this luxury was not re-

garded as an extra. Imagine his disappointment,

however, when, on presenting himself at the apart-

ment in the morning, he discovered that he had
omitted to give the necessary notice overnight, which
would have permitted of the servants removing the

cans of petroleum, the sanitary dustbin, and the other

impedimenta from the apartment One is reminded
of the story of the English working man who, on being
told that the new tenement he proposed occupying was
without a batli, asked plaintively, " Then where do we
keep the coal ? " However, the German boarding-
house has other points of resemblance to those in our
own land. As usual, there is one boarder, Kathleen
Vaughan, who commands the affection and admiration

of the others. The story of her love affair with a man
whom she discovers is already married, her renuncia-

tion and death, are cleverly worked out; but the

climax is a trifle strained, and one could have wished
that Mr. Redmayne had closed on the quiet and effec-

tive key in which he opened*

@ 9 9
In her new novel, THE WiNGS OF Pride (Harper's,

6s.), Miss Kennedy Mabie gives us a vivid and most
realistic insight into the working of the caucus on the

other side of the herring pond. We in England are

becoming sufficiently familiar with the evils of the
party machine, and the complete ascendency it has
gained over politics and politicians. The gradual
elimination of independence among the members of

the House of Commons has long been a matter of

grave misgiving to the student of national affairs.

In this book Miss Mabie shows us the system carried

out to its logical conclusion. There is, for instance,
" Boss " Kavanagh, the arch wirepuller, who holds

Lake City practically at ransom, and with the help

of his hirelings and creatures organises " jobs " at

enormous profit, practically without any risk of detec-

tion. Miss Mabie's analysis of " graft " is one of the

best that has yet been jjresented for the consideration

of English readers. But it is by no means the onTy
triumph she achieves. Her heroine is an admirable

presentation of a young woman, flushed with

the arrogance of youth, made humble by experience

in a land whose characteristic virtues do not certainly

tend in that direction. The struggle between
Ordway, the Hampden of Lake City, and his enemy,
the " boss," makes capital reading, and while one
is not so sure that Kavanagh would have been

defeated, we do not grudge the patriot his reward io

the capture of the heroine's affections.

9 9 9

Miss Augusta Ayliffe has published a very useful

and clever work, entitled TIME IS MONEY (Bloodworth
and Pepworth, Dursley, 3s. 6d. net). The book aims

at teaching languages to busy people, and " is in-

tended for those persons who jump into the train and
go half way round the world while the sleepy ones

are thinking the matter over and studying a bit of

French or Italian grammar before entertaining a

thought of going on the Continent." Miss Ayliffe sets

out the colloquialisms of the chief languages

—

English, French and Italian—notably avoiding the

parrot-like iterations and mechanical observations of

the stereotyped dialogue. One feature is noticeably

valuable. " Time is Money " teaches the traveller to

ask intelligibly for his food, and to understand the

menu placed before him. The actual carte de jour

of a French restaurant is reproduced, and simple but

telling instructions offered on it The book should

prove invaluable to all those who want to achieve

a workable knowledge of French or Italian in the

shortest possible time.
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

LORD ROBERTS' campaign of universal service

. has been the topic of the week ; and while one
party sees in him the honest instrument of a

malignant plot and the other the heroic leader of a

holy crusade, both agree in bearing tribute to the

veteran soldier's patriotic devotion and singleness of

purpose. " A simple-minded gentleman, as modest as

he is brave, and entirely free from Jesuitry and
disguise," says Mr. A. G. Gardiner, in the course of

a characteristic indictment of what he calls the
" adventure of conscription." " Nor is he a jingo.

He has done more fighting than any man living, but

he does not love fighting for its own sake. His defect

as a general is that he is too humane, too sensitive to

the suffering and misery of war." Over against this

the headlines of a vigorous article in the Observer

make interesting reading :
" The Pilgrimage of Faith

—Lord Roberts as a Revivalist—A People Sick of

the Palsy—The Sword of the Lord and of Gideon."
With regard to the probable effects of conscription

upon our democracy, there is a similarly picturesque

contrast of opinion. While one side declares that one
of the objects of the universal service movement is

the taming of a free democracy by the drill-sergeant,

the other sees in conscription a great levelling force,

and, indeed, the only remedy for the curse of caste

—

"a great University of life .... the beginning of

true democracy in its social bearing, the first real

antidote to that antipathy and friction of class which
are tearing the vitals of the State." It would be
interesting to trace this levelling influence in countries

that have conscription—and more interesting than
easy, one imagines.

The fall of Adrianople has plunged Constantinople
into a sombre and apprehensive mood, evoking not

only expressions of bitter regret, but revealing an
element of sober self-criticism which few suspected in

the " terrible " Turk. And while such self-criticism

may be traced in the Constantinople Press—the
Tasviri Efkyar, for instance, frankly admits bad
statesmanship in both external and internal affairs—it

is mainly expressed by private individuals. Thus, a
writer in the New York Literary Digest quotes an in-

telligent Turk in Constantinople as giving utterance to
the following shrewd diagnosis of the situation: "A
blind man is in no greater danger than one who closes

his eyes in face of vital facts. . . . We did not succeed
because, before drawing our swords, we did not waken
our mind and soul from the sleep of centuries. To
lose provinces is to grow smaller on the map. This
does not much frighten me. I am more afraid of
growing smaller in mind and soul. The other day a
friend was saying, ' How did it happen that we gave
up that large Rumelia in ten days ? ' ' No, my simple-
minded friend,' I said, ' not in ten days, not even in ten
years, but centuries ago we began to give those lands
back when we conquered and took them.' " The other
side of the picture is given in an interesting interview
with the Turkish Grand Vizier, reported in the Daily
Telegraph. The Grand Vizier emphatically denied
the assertion that the misfortunes of Turkey are due
to the failure of the Young Turks to redeem their

promises of reform. " If our ideal has not been realised

up to the present," he said, " it is because all our best

efforts have been paralysed by internal intrigues and
external complications. To-day ... we are thoroughly
decided to take in hand again the pursuit of our old
ideal, and in the realisation of this work of salvation

we shall not allow ourselves to be hindered by any
obstacle."

The proclamation of the Chinese Government
appointing April 27th to be observed by the Christian

Churches throughout the eighteen provinces as a day
of prayer for the new Republic, demonstrates how
largely the revolution was influenced by distinctively

Christian ideals. The question is a far wider one than
that of the beneficence, or otherwise, of direct mis-
sionary effort. Whatever view may be taken of the
specifically " missionary " aspect of the case, it remains
that the best mind of China—whether professedly

Christian or anti-Christian—has been leavened witn
ideals and aspirations imbibed largely at mission
schools, and that this official recognition of Christianity

marks the birth of a new civilisation.

South African agriculture has won a sensational
victory over the drought-spectre. A " rainless " wheat
—the Durum wheat of Italy—was grown successfully

at Lichtenburg, in the dry belt of the Transvaal, with-
out a single drop of rain falling upon it from seedtime
to harvest. Thanks to numerous experimental "dry
land stations," the old superstition of " no farm without
a water-furrow " has been abandoned, and in each of

the four provinces and Rhodesia thousands of acres of
land, once considered valueless, are being exploited
with excellent results. Another remarkable develop-
ment is the extermination of locusts by means of
poisoned grass, over which they cannot pass. At pre-
sent the only locusts available in the Transvaal are in

the natural history museum. Dr. Macdonald, of the
Union Department of Agriculture, and one of the most
competent exponents of the dry-farming movement,
with its system of "moisture-saving fallows," is at
present in England, and one may expect a diversion of,

at any rate, part of the present stream of emigrants
to South Africa, which bids fair to take ranl< as one
of the richest farming countries in the world.
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THE LLOYD GEORGE CRUSADE > > > BY
P. W. WILSON I.—THE DEMAND OF THE ABLE-BODIED WORKER

They who so emptily assert that no man is indis-

pensable, should be reminded that every man makes
a difference. If at this moment Mr. Lloyd George
(and his numerous biographers) were to be suddenly
obliterated, someone or other—say Mr. Churchill or

Mr. Herbert Samuel—would doubtless fill the

vacuum at the Treasury. The Government would
continue on its appointed way, and, not perhaps for

years, would it dawn upon the philosophers that the

most formidable agrarian revolt ever threatened
against English feudalism had been scotched by fate.

Everything for which a public man hves has been
staked by Mr. Lloyd George, as a year or two will

show, upon a Land, Housing and Wages Crusade of

amazing audacity. He may triumph ; he may be
annihilated, but either of these events must be classed

as history.

I.

I am not concerned to deny the soft impeachment
that for years past I have watched at close quarters

the evolution of Liberal policy. But it is not as a

blind defender, whether of parties or of statesmen,

that I would here discuss the ec»nomic crisis with

which the nation will be called upon to deal. All

sides admit that the years 1884 to 1904 were in the

main years of profound social slumber. Liberalism

imposed death duties. Unionism established County
Councils. Here and there minor adjustments were
effected. But, as Mr. Chamberlaip perceived, the

people were, in 1 902 and onwards, ripening for

change. In 1906, Mr. Chamberlain's hne of advance
—I say nothing of its merits—was, in fact, checked.

For good or for ill. Liberalism secured the initiative.

What followed? Let us see.

II.

I am not concerned with Imperial matters—the

reorganisation of South Africa, the wrestling with

Indian uneasiness, the German embroglio, Home
Rule, the new army. I want to get at the funda-
mental question, how far the condition of the people,

of which Carlyle wrote m Chartist times, has been
altered. We have read our Booth—our Masterman—

•

our Rowntree—our Webbs. Between 1906 and this

day of grace, what has actually been done which
makes a difference—a real and not a merely verbal

difference—to the mean street, the deserted village?

If I were writing a political pamphlet, I would point,

perhaps with some legitimate pride, to old age pen-
sions, feeding of some children, medical inspection

and occasional school clinics, an extension of work-
men's compensation, a court of criminal appeal, a

White Slave Bill, any amount of industrial inspection,

and, finally, insurance against sickness, and, in certain

trades, against unemployment. I might add that

some food taxes have been reduced, and also some
income tax. Extra burdens have in the main been
heaped upon the fairly rich. That is, broadly, the

result of these seven years, as it is set out in Liberal
literature. Things have also been assisted by a trade

boom, which is as much due to China and South
America as it is to Whitehall ; but' I am here only
dealing with the conscioits action of the State. Why
is it that this record, which—as set out by Mr. Asquith
at any rate—looks creditable so far as it goes, has left

the people restless, ready to down tools on the

slightest provocation, seething with unfulfilled hopes?

HI.
The reason is that statesmanship has been handling,

not the normal human being, but the exception. Men
and women over seventy years are a large class, but

they are not the main body of the industrial army.

A woman, at child-birth, deserves her thirty shillings

;

but her life as a whole remains, broadly, unrelieved

by the bounty. A man whose arm has been crippled

by a machine is entitled to special money, but his case

is, or ought to be, not one in a hundred. Children

should be fed before they are taught ; but they are

the future nation, not the nation that reads these

words and goes on strike. The prostitute is another

exception. So is the criminal. So, even in bad times,

is the unemployed workman. What we are faced by
to-day is the cry of the man who is neither aged nor

a child, neither criminal nor diseased, neither injured

nor out of work—^who has wages, a home, brains,

muscle, but who asks leave—/o live. This man reads

of garden cities which he never sees, of drama which
is beyond his purse, of dress and travel which are a

mockery to him and his wife ; he reads of this, not in

expensive newspapers, but in his halfpenny print ; in

the magazines which he can see gratis at any free

library ; in the very advertisements which face him
when he enters a tramcar. The camera brings home
to his mind the meaning of wealth, and Mr. Chiozza
Money's statistics back up the pictorial appeal.

Nothing that Parliament has yet accomplished touches

this man's trouble, except indirectly. He does not

consciously feel the relief of |d. off sugar and id.

off tea. It is a long time before he will be seventy
and get a pension. He doesn't want to be ill or a

cripple in order to obtain benefit. He gets impatient

with his trade union and its officials. Sometimes he
swings towards tariffs. Sometimes he lets off steam
at Brotherhood meetings. Sometimes he takes to

Syndicalism. It is this man whose case is before the

public. You may, of course, leave him to the play of

economic forces, which is the way of the older Cob-
denites and Mr. Harold Cox, only supplying the Poor
Law or its newer substitutes as ambulance for the
devil's hindmost. You may leave him to emigrate.

But the first fact about Mr. Lloyd George and his

crusade is that it abandons, definitely and for ever,

the policy of laissez-faire in its last stronghold, the
able-bodied workman's home.

Next week I will deal with the minimum-wage
movement for agriculture, and its assumed relation

to housing ; while there may be a further opportunity

for the delicate problem of site-value taxation. These
subjects, and all the varied alternatives which this

virgin territory for legislation offer, are now the

absorbing, cumulative issue in British politics.

LITERARY COMPETITION.
The Editor of Everyman offers a prize of Two

Guineas for the Best Essay on "The Woman
Teacher—Her Life and Labour," the essay not to

exceed 1,800 words. All entries for this competition-

should be addressed to the

Competition Editor,
21, Royal Terrace,

Edinburgh,

and must reach him not later than May ist. It is

recommended that essays hz typewritten.
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PACIFISM AND IMPERIALISM
ENRICO CORRADINI

BY

[OvE of the most sij;niricant and most ominous features

in the international situation is the sudden rise of Imperial-
ism in Italy. The war in Tripoli was only one of the symptoms
of this nationalist movement. Other symptoms are the
claims of Italy on the Ottoman coast, the anti-Austrian cam-
paign, and the growth of militarism in the press. We pub-
lish in this number a glorification of war by Signer Enrico
Corradini, who is generally considered as the most brilliant

exponent of the New Spirit, and as one of the leaders of

Young Italy.]

There are three kinds of pacifists.

Firstly, those of the plutocracy, who oppose war
because it is harmful to their interests.

Secondly, Socialists, who oppose international war
because it damages internal class-warfare.

And thirdly, idealists, who oppose war because they
believe in an ideal peace.

Taken altogether, these three kinds of pacifists

make no small stir. But, to begin with, the plutocrats

should be excluded from the group, because, if it

suited their interests, they would not hesitate to incite

one-half of the human race to go to war with the

other. They are not true advocates of peace, any
more than are the Socialists, who, if they could, would
turn the antagonism between one class and another
within the State into civil war.

There only remain the idealists, the honesty of

whose intentions is as unsurpassed as is the feeble-

ness of their argument. For they forget that the

whole world, including men and human societies, is

subject to natural laws, and can only act in conformity
with those laws. And they forget that both peace
and war—not peace alone, nor war alone—but both
peace and war—are two of those laws to which human
societies, peoples, and nations are subject.

In a recently published work* I wrote as follows :—
" Peace is the world's organising and conserving

force. War is its quickening force, and these two
forces work together in ways which, to any thoughtful

man, suggest the hand of Providence. The world is

kept in existence because it is being continually

renewed, and the same is true of the individual. In

fact, all living things continue to live because they are

renewed. That is to say, all living things tend to

decay and die, and are kept alive by a force which is

constantly renewing them. This is true both of

physical and social organisms, and war, whether it

manifests itself as war or as revolution, is the force

which revives our social organisms when, during a
period of peace, which means a period of conservation

and organisation, those organisms have tended to

decay and die, and consequently have become, little

by little, mere usurpers of the land in which they exist.

They are usurpers because every nation ought to

recognise that it has a duty towards its land—the
supreme duty of being productive. Wars of conquest
pour new life into a country, in so far as they drive

out those who, in view of this ethical relationship

between a country and its people, are usurpers, and
establish in their place a productive race.

" It is clear, then, that to the pacifists war is that
destructive monster which we can all recognise,
inasmuch as it destroys individual lives ; but that, on
the other hand, when it is rightly understood as part
of a greater scheme, it is seen to be a means of pre-
servation. Peace, the organising and conserving
force, and war, the renewing force, work together, I

• "Sopia le vie del Xuovo Impero." Milan, Treves, igii.

repeat, to preserve and continue all that ought to be
preserved and continued. The one is essential to the
other, and both together form that inexorable rhythm
of peace and war which is the rhythm of life itself."

During this year we have witnessed two wars
which give admirable proof of the truth of this theory.
I refer to the Italian war of conquest in Tripoh and to
the Balkan war.

As a result of her war Italy alienated the plutocratic
pacifists of all nations, irritated her own pacifist sub-
jects, the .Socialists, and was denounced by the idealist

pacifists in some little congress in Switzerland, as
usual, in the name of humanity, civihsation, progress,
the hberty of the people, and so on. But, in reality,

by making war on Turkey and by conquering Tripoli,
Italy has accomplished a task, not only of advantage to
herself, but of justice towards the world, and of advan-
tage to the world. It was a supremely just act in
accordance with natural laws. Italy has driven the
Turk out of Africa, and has taken the Government of
tlie Arabs into her own hands, and by doing so she has
established a productive people on a productive soil,

where before there were two peoples who had only
succeeded in making their land as unproductive as
they were themselves. Surely the Turks and the
Arabs were the true destroyers of humanity, civilisa-

tion, progress, and the liberties of the people, since
they had for centuries shut out other productive people
from the soil which they had themselves rendered
barren ! Italy has given back to Africa the rights of
a progressive people by making it possible for her to
be productive. My contention is that Italy kas
reinstated in Africa the just, the ethical relationship
between the land and the people who inhabit it. That
is to say, the relationship of a productive people to the
soil. In other words, the day will come when Itahan
Tripoli will be linked up with Enghsh Egypt and
French Tunis, and when the whole southern shore of
the Mediterranean will flourish with European vitality.

Will pacifists be as loud then as they are now in their

condemnation of Italy's war of conquest ?

The pacifist's plan, leave Africa to the Arab and the
Turk, and let us keep the peace, simply means an
unproductive people and a barren soil, and that ends
on the one hand in desert land and on the other in the
extermination of the race, possibly after a period of
cannibalism.

The same is true of the Balkan war. The four

Balkan allies are driving their unproductive Asiatic

enemy out of Europe, and are thereby performing a

just action, not merely as regards their own peoples,

but as regards the human race in general. The war
in Tripoli and the Balkan war are alike in their

aim, which is to free Europe and Africa from the

same enemy, whose very presence casts a bliglit upon
the soil, and dries up the springs of life like a devastat-

ing fire. The Mediterranean, encircled by the barren-

ness of Islam, was a truly terrible sight in the eyes of

the whole world. We have put an end to that barren-

ness in Africa, and that is the justification of our war
in Tripoli. Before very long that barrenness will

have lost its hold on Europe. And that will be the

justification of the Balkan "war. Then, finally, the

Asiatic shore must also be set free. Thus, thanks to

war, productive activities will be reinstated in place of

barren lethargy all round the Mediterranean, where
they formerly flourished; tliat is to say, an ethical
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r^ime will be established. I am sorry to have to

point out to all lovers of peace that this can only be
accomplished by war, and that it cannot be accom-
plished in any other way.
But pacifists may, if they choose, still prove that we

are wrong and that they are right^that we are wrong
in defending war in general, and the wars in Tripoli
and in the Balkan States in particular, and that they
are right in condemning the same. It is open to them
to prove, but it must be seriously proved, that the same
ends might be, and can be, attained by other means.

But, so far, nothing has been found which can
accomplish what war accomphshes ; it has not been
found yet, and there is no immediate, nor even distant,

prospect of its being found. Various means have been
discovered, and have been hailed with delight, it is

true, in theory, but, in practice, in real hfe, in dead
earnest, not one.

What of the Tribunal at the Hague? I will even
go so far as to postulate ideal conditions for the
Tribunal at the Hague. I will postulate a general
desire for peace among mankind. That would cer-

tainly put a stop to war, but it would not produce the
results which are produced by war. And herein lies

the subtle distinction. It was not merely a question
of preventing war from breaking out between
Italy and Turkey in Tripoli, but also of settling

a productive people in Tripoli in place of the
unproductive Turk. And the same applies to the
Balkan peninsula. Is there any peaceful method of

taking land from the nation to whom it belongs for

the good of humanit}' ? I think not. Will there ever
be ? I doubt it. And there will always be people who
ought to be deprived of their land because there will

always be people incapable of production, if only
\from natural decadence. I am sorry to distress any
advocate of peace, but it seems probable that, just as
death is the immortal counterpart of life, so w ar is the
immortal counterpart of peace.

WINDS OF DOCTRINE*
As the title suggests, this is not a systematic exposi-
tion of current philosopliies, but a collection of popular
critiques and appreciations, showing " the way of the
wind "—and a " snell," easterly wind it is, with not a
little of bleakness and salt in it—in a mind of singular
acuteness and force. For many years colleague of
the late William James at Harvard, Professor Santa-
yana has watched the rise and fall of philosophical
theories with .shrewd, appraising eyes, and his humour,
while not unkindly as a whole, never lacks a subacid
flavour.

His latest book will appeal to a large circle of
readers, for it treats of those " winds of doctrine

"

which, having swept through the schools, are now
stirring drawing-room curtains and ruffling the gentle
pools of after-dinner conversation. One remembers a
recent magazine illustration representing an up-to-
date Christmas dinner, and showing a lady in the act
of leaving the room while the repast was still in full

swing. Several guests expressed anxious solicitude,

but were reassured by the lady's mother, who informed
them that dear Beatrice had finished her nuts and
health 'biscuits, and was now going upstairs to study
Bergson and Nietzsche in her room. That lady is

even more at home in America than here, and she—or
rather the tendency she stands for—has a place in Dr.
Santayana's penetrative diagnosis of the present philo-
sophical situation. An age in which every man is his

* ''Winds of Doctrine: Studies in Contemporarv Opinion."
Ry Prof. G. Santayana.' 6s. net. (Messrs. J. M.' Dent and'
Sons.)

own philosopher, and whose vague intuitions and
vagrant moods aspire to the dignity of a " system," is

bound to excite so stinging and sardonic a humour as
that of our author, and his opening and closing chap-
ters on " The Intellectual Temper of tjie Age " and on
" The Genteel Tradition in American Philosophy

"

exhibit that humour somewhat at the expense of jus-

tice. But possibly a more nicely balanced reading of
the case would not hit the mark so closely as this merci-
less and mordant critique.

It is in his reading of the present state of Christian
thought and progress that one is inclined to quarrel
most seriously with Professor Santayana. When he
tells us, for instance, that " even prelates and mission-
aries are hardly sincere or conscious of an honest func-
tion, save as they devote themselves to social work,"
he is saying something which had considerable justi-

fication some years ago, when the so-called "institu-

tional " Church threatened to swamp the Holy As-
sembly, but which wears the air of a superannuated
cliche in an age whose outstanding religious charac-
teristic is a renascence of the spiritual and mystical.

He manifests a similar myopia when he .sees the weak-
ness of Modernism in its symbolical interpretation of
"the deluge, the resurrection, and the Sacraments,"
and finds the strength of Christianity in a bald liter-

alism. As a matter of fact, what kept Christianity
alive, humanly speaking, through its darkest periods,
was the mystical element in the Church, and the great
Christian Mystics—who, be it remembered, were also
the great practical philanthropists—always interpreted
these things symbolically. It would be nearer the
truth to say that Modernism has largely failed, not
because it believes certain miracles and dogmas to be
symbolic, but because it has not always belie\ed in the
absolute spiritual reality of the things symbolised,
tending rather to agree with Professor Santayana and
assign to them only a relative and utilitarian signifi-

cance.

The chapter on Bergson should not be missed by
enthusiastic Bergsonians. Indeed, it is true of the
whole of this book that it is those who most profoundly
disagree with its author's conclusions that ought to
read and ponder it most attentively. His critique of
Bergson is vulnerable to a more thorough analysis, but
as far as it goes it is acute and searching, and lays a
sure finger upon the salient weaknesses of the new
philosophy. Like most of Bergson's critics, he takes
up the cudgels for intellect versus intuition, but one
suspects all the time that he really denies the existence
of intuition—that, in. fact, it has no place in his scheme
of things. And one is inclined to find Berg.son's main
weakness not so much in his exaltation of intuition
over intellect as in his failure to demonstrate the
reality of intuition in any other than the vaguely
romantic or amateurishly occult sense in which the
Boston young lady uses the term. It is noteworthy
that Mr. Bertrand Russell's logical absolutism fares
no better at Professor Santayana's hands than Berg-
son's empiricism.

One is tempted to quote from almost every page of
this provocative—and, it must be confessed, provoking
—book. It is packed with witty and penetrative
things, and, granting Professor Santayana's postulate
of the relati\ity of all values, it is as cogent a critique

of modern thought-currents as could be compressed
within its limit. As a castigation of the pragmatism
that would exalt the private interests of man as an
explanation of the universe, it has a tonic and astringent
quality which should commend it to all thoughtful
readers. Professor Santayana's style is a beguiiement,
and comes to its full right m a delightful essav on'
Shelley. E. H.
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WOMEN AT WORK By Margaret Hamilton
IX.—THE DOMESTIC SERVANT

The question of women's employment, with its attendant problems of the rate of wages, hours of

labour, and the inevitable competition with men workers, is a burning one, affecting as it does the

welfare of the entire community. The Editor invites his readers' views on this all-important subject.

Of all branches of woman's employment there is none

that has provoked such discussion and controversy as

the condition of domestic ser\ants. Their faults, their

failings, the way they dress, the way they ought to

dress, has provided matter for newspaper corre-

spondence and roused the interest and the antagonism

of innumerable householders. At one time " fringes
"

were tabooed, a housemaid with curled hair was not

permissible, a parlourmaid dressed in white on her

Sunday out was regarded as a scandal, and a severe

eye was kept on the costume of the cook. Nowadays
this is altered ; domestics are given a free hand in the

selection of their gowns, and mistresses are thankful

if their maids do not too slavishly copy their confec-

tions. In some households a girl is permitted to

receive a friend on certain evenings, and the admission

of a sweetheart, if the couple are engaged, is not

denied Other families still strenuously enforce tlie

conventual rule ; no intercourse with relatives or

friends is allowed within their walls, and tlie suggestion

of a "general" giving tea to the man she hopes to

marry would inspire horror.

There are, it is estimated, over two millions of female

domestic servants in the United Kingdom. These
include the smart parlourmaid with the French cap

and muslin apron, the hardworking general servant,

the Uttle lodging-house marchioness, and the army of

cooks and housemaids. Under this heading also

comes the charwoman—those migratory ladies of the

broom and washtub who descend upon subiurban

households and battle with brushes and pails.

These figures do not take note of the small girls of

ten years and upward who run errands, mind other

people's babies, and perform odd jobs after school

hours, or in the dinner-hour. The number of servants,

however, by no means prove the popularity of

domestic service. The number has steadily decreased

of late years, the census returns of 1901 showing a far

larger proportion.

In the report of the Labour Department of the

Board of Trade we find it stated that " among working
girls there is a strong prejudice against service. Many
owe this to a short experience as an overworked
general servant, or else to the early experiences of

their mothers or neighbours. Domestic service will

probably be readjusted in many ways in the near
future, but even now prejudice and the mistakes of

the past have much to answer for in the present state

of affairs, and it is difficult to see how this prejudice

is to be overcome."

The rate of wages has of late increased with the

scarcity of the supply, and remembering that board,

lodging, washing, and in many cases beer, is included,

the scale of payment cannot be considered unsatis-

factory'. " The result of the inquiry is to show that

the average money wages of indoor servants in

London are £17 i6s., £1^ los. in the rest of England
and Wales, £iy 6s. in the three principal Scottish

towns ; while it has not been found possible to obtain

a return for Ireland."

And nov.- let us inquire into the reasons that make
for this distaste for service. Though the life of the
lodging-house domestic is arduous, and the general
servant has multifarious duties to perform, the con-

ditions of employment are not, generally speaking.

arduous or difficult The root cause of the dissatis-

faction may be said, broadly, to rest on the curtail-

ment of liberty, the loss of freedom, the sense that at

no time during the day can the work be said to be
done ! Other occupations call for laborious effort and
ceaseless activity during waking hours, but there

comes a time when the factory shuts, the shop puts

up its shutters, the office closes. The domestic knows
no such respite ; there is no space of time, from the

moment the alarm-clock strikes in the morning till

weary feet drag up the stairs at night, that she can
call her own.
Some mistresses, more considerate than others,

make no objection if a girl sits down to needlework
of an afternoon ; but the license is accorded as a
favour, she has no " right " to take the leisure. She
is, according to the bond, at the beck and call of her

employer the day through.

That domestics stay but a short time in situations

nowadays, compared with their periods of service in

former days, that the spirit of discontent and dis-

satisfaction is rife amongst them, only emphasises the

fact that this ear-marking of the hours of sunshine

touches the very quick of the matter. Mistresses are

prepared to increase wages, to lighten duties, but they

will not permit recognised periods of leisure which
their servants can employ as they see fit.

Many are the devices that have been suggested, and
tried, to solve the problem, and stem the stampede of

women to callings more laborious and less fitted to

feminine physique ; but there has yet to be discovered

a system that touches the vexed question. Communal
kitchens were hotly advocated some short time back.

The advantages of one kitchen, one block of flats, was
thoroughly emphasised, and, to my knowledge, a part

of the experiment was carried out Two shifts of

employees were engaged, working eight hours a day
each, and commimal breakfasts were prepared and
served at certain hours, as were luncheons, teas, and
dinners. The plan, however, did not work. No. I,

Albanian Mansions wanted underdone beef and baked
potatoes ; No. 2 clamoured for boiled mutton and
potatoes fried ; the flats immediately below insisted

on vegetarian dietary; and the ground-floor tenants,

being theatrical folk, outraged the entire block by
ordering breakfast when most folks had afternoon tea

!

The employees had as many and as contrary orders

as if each one was separately retained by a different

flat, and the purposed reform collapsed in ruins. The
system, however, somewhat modified, is, we believe,

worked with moderate success in certain Garden City
Colonies, though here the communal kitchen is

accompanied by a communal dining-hall, largely on
the lines of a boarding-house or hotel.

Attempts have also been made to work the " shift

"

system, whereby a servant is supplied for a certain

number of hours, on application to an agency that

guarantees efficiency. The results, however, have not
proved satisfactory. Mary Ann appeared at seven in

the morning and went at three in the afternoon, when
another Abigail took her place. Next day it was on
the cards that two entirely new and strange domestics
invaded your premises, entirely ignorant of your
fancies and dislikes. The expense proved much
greater than that attached to the employment of
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domestics on the ordinary scale, and ultimately the

experiment collapsed in ignominious failure.

The charwoman, however, has managed to solve the

difhculty—from her point of view—of both hours and
wages. Who has not suffered at the hands of the

mysterious female who breaks your china, upsets the

paraffin on your carpet, burns your chops and blackens
your potatoes ? They inevitably possess an ailing

relative, these ladies of the broom, who would appear
to suffer from all the manifold diseases of the human
frame, and the recitals of whose symptoms cause the
charlady a certain melancholy joy.

" Fits he has, ma'am," said a worthy woman of the

name of Gamble, " and congestion somethink cruel,

all along of his not domesticating of his food."

She was a little woman, with a meek voice but
ferocious will, and, having once entered the house,

literally encamped there, being determined not to

leave you "lonesome-like, with no one to work for

you," and had eventually to be bribed to leave. They
change but Httle with the passing of years. The
bonnet of to-day is the same as years back, and the

fashion of the many never changes. But the lady of

the broom has been overshadowed since the Insurance
Act became law, and, in some instances, they have
been crowded out altogether. In the heyday of her
prosperity, however, the charlady, at half a crovra a

day, was inevitably mistress of the situation. She
came at her own sweet will, and left when she was
inclined to, though, to do her justice, she generally

achieved to some very strenuous work.

The more valuable her services, the more tyrannous
her conduct, and this applies not only to the lady of

the broom, but to domestics generally. The old-

fashioned retainers, that nowadays seem to have died

out, ruled their mistresses with a rod of iron, and their

mantle has descended to the modern cook, who, if she
be reproved even in the mildest manner, is liable to

ruin the dinner, to justify herself with a burnt omelette
or a watery stew. I have known young married
women reduced to a pitiable condition of nervous
agitation at the prospect of having to complain to a
maid years her senior, who combined many good
qualities with a strain of obstinacy that would not let

her admit she was ever in the wrong. There is little

or no prospect of a comfortable old age for the

domestic. If she does not marry, but keeps in harness
all her life, save in exceptional cases, there is little

to hope for but the workhouse. In wealthy families,

where good wages are paid, a girl is able to put by a
certain portion of her earnings ; but it requires steady
discipline to save out of ;£^i6 a year, and when the

monthly holiday comes round there are many things

to buy, and perhaps the old people at home to keep.

Some few families pension off their staff, but the
servants thus assisted form but a small number in a
vast crowd.

The Domestic Servants' Benevolent Institution is

one of the few organisations that deal with this

problem. Its objects are : (i) to grant pensions when
past work

; (2) to assist domestic servants when out
of situations through no fault of their own.

The institution is assisted by gifts of money, but
payments are required from members of the institu-

tion. Which are within the reach of all classes of

domestic servants, viz., from 4s. to gs. per annum, or

life subscriptions from £;^ to £7. The amount of

annuity paid is from £'15 to £2^. Members are not
disqualified by marriage or change of occupation, and
are admitted up to the age of fifty, if of good health.

The majority of girls enter domestic service with
little or no training but that supplied at home or

at school. There are certain institutions that under-
take to train young servants, but the fees in the
majority of instances are prohibitive, and beginners
have to rely on what they learn in their first

place, supplemented by the scanty knowledge they
gain in classes on cookery and domestic economy at
the county schools.

If a girl be anxious to learn, and is quick and ready,
she can work her way up from small beginnings to a
situation demanding a good sum. Parlourmaids are
well paid, from ;£'20 up to as much as £35 in special

cases, and in families where many visitors are received
the " tips " form a considerable addition. The general
servant varies as much in the amount she can com-
mand as in the efficiency she can offer. It is an axiom
that one good domestic is worth three, and that once
you increase your staff from the original "general,"
you get less and less well served.

The continuous demand prevents the problem of
unemployment to any extent, though in cases where
a girl has been out of a situation for some little time
it is difficult for her to obtain another, more especially
because, as a class, they do not save, but spend their

wages very readily. The life does not afford great
variety or colour, and " the evening out " that is usually
allowed is eagerly looked forward to. It is noteworthy
that, as a class, servants do not make economical or
managing wives if they take husbands of the working
class. They have been used to the administration of

plentiful food and household stores of all descriptions,

and are at a loss to deal efficiently with less profuse
supplies. The charwoman variety is recruited from
other employments besides domestic ser\-ice. They
arrive at their empire of the broom by diverse routes.

Some of them have been workers at a laundry, others
found employment in factories of all descriptions,

being often the flotsam and jetsam of industrial life.

Some few spring from the lower middle class—wives
and daughters of small tradesmen fallen on evil days

—

and yet a small percentage have once occupied posi-
tions as housekeepers, cooks, having been well trained
in their respective duties.

Monotonous as the life perhaps is, and wearing as
are the hours, the fact remains that domestic service
is far better fitted, both to the physique and special
characteristics of women, than other employrvients that
necessitate separation from that atmosphere of home
wherein the qualities of woman find their best expres-
sion and encouragement

THE MOON-PATH
Rises the moon, and on the distant line,

Jagging the yellow-blue with serried edge,
Trees, and a tall church-steeple-wedge,
And a clock striking nine.

Stands there a house, a mirror for her queen.
Still mounts the moon and silent hangs aloft.

Great, mellow, rounded, soft,

And the air grows keen.

Arching her path, she crosses, and the blue
Yellows, and her face grows wanly pale.

Night after night she tells the tale

—

She's telling it anew.

Comes then the dawn, and snowflakes fall around

;

Falls down the Lamp towards the bitter west.

Rim is her race, and now to rest

—

The sun's above ground 1

E. W. Alexander.
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EMILE VANDERVELDE AND THE
BELGIAN STRIKE > > By Charles Sarolea

Europe is following with rapt attention and anxious
interest the vicissitudes of the tremendous struggle
which is paralysing the industries of the most indus-
trious and the most populous nation of the world. We
are all wondering what might happen if, on the one
hand, the whole army of Belgian workers were to be
eventually mobilised, and if, on the other hand, the
Conservative Government maintained its determination
not to give in. A similar struggle some years ago led

to armed conflict in the streets, and the last electoral

reform was only obtained at tlie cost of civil war and
bloodshed.

I.

There are many elements of danger in the present
crisis, but there is one important safeguard, namely,
the personality and statesmanship of the eminent
Socialist leader, whose name is inscribed at the head
of this page. Emile Vandervelde has steered the
Belgian Socialists through many a difficulty in the
past. It may be that the present difficulties may prove
greater than any hitherto encountered. But there are
many reasons to believe that once more his moral
authority, his clear vision, his diplomatic skill- will

prevail in the councils of his party.

II.

Twesty years ago I used to see a great deal of
Vandervelde in Brussels. On one occasion, which
proved to be historic, I had a sharp but courteous
encounter with him at a stormy gathering at the Uni-
versity of Brussels—a gathering which led to student
riots, to the closing of the old Liberal University
(which had committed the crime, unpardonable in

Socialist eyes, of offering me its Chair of Philosophy),
and which eventually led to the foundation of a rival

Socialist University of which Vandervelde is still

to-day the most brilliant ornament. In those early
days, both Vandervelde and the party which he was
already leading were young, and inspired with the
extravagant hopes of youth. Electoral reform had
just been granted. The Liberal party had been
crushed, and there were many who prophesied that the
Socialist party was going to take its place, and that,

before five years were over, Vandervelde would be
Prime Minister in a new Collectivist administration,

and perhaps president of a regenerate Belgian
Repubhc

!

It is true that Vandervelde has fought many a battle

against old King Leopold, but he is not yet President
of a Belgian Republic! Pessimists might even con-
tend that to-day it is the Socialist party that has
become older, and that with the advent of King
Albert it is the monarchy which has become rejuve-
nated. Nor can it be said that there are many pros-
pects of Vandervelde becoming Prime Minister in the
immediate future, nor even of his becoming a Sociahst
member in a Radical administration, like Millerand in
France, and John Burns in England. The Conserva-
tive Government has been at the helm for twenty-nine
years, probably the longest lease of power ever
granted to any party in the history of Parliamentary
Government. And that Belgian Conservative Govern-
ment may remain in power for many years to come

!

III.

And yet although Socialists have not become the
governing party in Belgium, although Emile Vander-

velde has not been asked to form or join any adminis-
tration, no one would say that he has disappointed the
expectations of those who, twenty years ago, cast his

political horoscope, and who predicted a brilliant

future for him. If he has not become Prime Minister
of Belgium, he has become something greater. He
has become, namely, one of the two or three control-

ling forces in Continental Socialism, one of the com-
manding personahties of the political world of to-day.

He is a powerful speaker. He possesses in a
supreme degree gifts which are generally mutually
exclusive. He is a formidable debater in Parliament,
and a magnificent platform orator, capable of swaying
popular audiences. But, above all, he is one of the
clearest brains in present-day politics. His books
have influenced countless thousands. At International

Congresses he is looked up to by " comrades " of
every country, and his name is one to conjure with.

Those who are acquainted with Continental Socialism
from the inside, know that if Jaure? may be considered
as the oratorical genius of the party, if Bebel has been
its organising genius, Vandervelde is pre-eminently
the controlling brain in the Socialist Triumvirate.

IV.

The continued leadership of Emile Vandervelde in

Belgian and International Socialism is a tribute not
only to himself but to his followers, and compels us
to revise all our preconceived notions on the relations

between leaders and men in modem democracy. We
are constantly being told that modern democracy is

devoured by ignoble envy, and must necessarily be a
leveller of all superiorities. Yet here we have poor
and illiterate Belgian workmen giving their confidence
and choosing for their chief, a man endowed with
every one of the advantages of which they themselves
are bereft, endowed with every superiority of wealth,

of leisure, of intellectual gifts, and of social standing.

Again, we are constantly told that a Socialist leader
must needs be a demagogue, that his main function is

to stir up the feehngs and the passions of the men.
Yet here we have a leader who is, above all, a pure
intellect, whose strength hes not on the hustings, but
in the library, who never appeals to passion, and always
appeals to argument, and zvhose policy for twenty
years has been, not to inf.ame, but to educate, to

moderate, and to restrain.

When the history of the Belgian Labour Party
comes to be written, it will appear that again and again
Vandervelde has been the sobering influence, that

again and again, but for him, civil war would have
been let loose. Belgian Socialists may protest against

that restraining policy, they may advocate a policy of
" Thorough." They may grumble, as Napoleon's Old
Guard would grumble: "ils grognaient mais ils

suivaient toujours." Emile Vandervelde's Socialist

Guard have grumbled, but for twenty years they have
followed him.

V.
In the early nineties, when Emile Vandervelde was

hailed as the Belgian Lassalle, I once took him to visit

the veteran statesman, Frere-Orban, who was the
Belgian Bismarck, or, rather, the Belgian Gladstone
(and, in my opinion, a much bigger man than Glad-
stone), who for more than half a century directed the
fortunes of the Liberal party. Fr^re-Orban had just
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been beaten in his own stronghold of Liege by Van-
dervelde's Socialist friends, and the Grand Old Man
had practically retired from politics. It was a curious

meeting ; Frcre-Orban was contemptuously con-

descending, Vandervelde was deferential and even
respectful. Vandervelde wanted to argue, Frere-

Orban refused to argue, and only shook his magnifi-

cent Olympian head. On the issue of the meeting, I

asked the statesman what he thought of his young
adversary. Frire-Orban summed up his opinion in

one phrase :
" He is undoubtedly amazingly clever, but

I do not trust him."

It was the first time I heard the phrase. Since then
I have heard it expressed again and again by Vander-
velde's political opponents. Those who are acquainted
with the Socialist leader know the unfairness of such a
judgment. It is too absurd for discussion. No man
has given more convincing and more continuous proofs
of his disinterestedness and integrity, of his single-

ness of purpose, of his lofty motives. Yet even absurd
judgment must be explained. And the explanation in

the present case can only be that, in the opinion of his

opponents, Vandervelde is so amazingly clever that it

seems inconceivable how he can have remained so long
in the grip of so superhcial a political doctrine. He is so
clear headed and cool headed that, in their opinion, he
ought to have long ago disentangled the confusions of
the Socialist fallacies. He is not a fanatic, and it

seems as if only a fanatic could have remained the
prisoner of so narrow a creed.

VI.

A few weeks ago, Emile Vandervelde wrote in

Everyman an incisive article on the Land Question.
It is a characteristic example of his work. It shows
both the strength and the weakness of the Belgian
thinker. It is lucid. It is admirably informed. It

states with scrupulous fairness the arguments on the
other side. Yet somehow one feels that something
essential is missing. It is true as far as it goes, but it

does not go far enough, and especially it does not go
deep enough, it does not go down to the bottom rock
of human nature.

Vandervelde's argument is generally restricted to
economics, it seldom touches on ethics, except for his

advocacy of temperance reform. It always enlightens
us. It does not inspire us with enthusiasm. It does
not touch the soul. He does not believe in the Gospel
according to St. Mark. But he continues to believe in
the Gospel according to St. Marx. He does not
beheve in the elemental facts of human motive, of
human instinct and aspiration, in the eternal verities

of family or property, of poetry or religion. He, lil<e

the naive and candid artisans of Belgium, still believes
that the millions can only be made happy, and must
infallibly be made happy, by Act of Parliament, by the
virtue of manhood suffrage and womanhood suffrage,
and by the automatic machinery of a State bureau-
cracy.

IS THE HUMAN BRAIN
DEGENERATING.?

A CRITICISM OF MR. BLAND
"The i priori method," says Mr. Bland, "is a per-
fectly sound and safe method if carefully pursued."
True, but the pity is that Mr. Bland has signally failed
to observe his own maxim. The principal canon for
the right use of the ^ priori method in such inquiries
IS constantly to check your deductions by comparison

with the facts, where facts are available. Now, de-
spite Mr. Bland, there are facts by which we can test
our conclusions in this matter, and a study of these
facts would show that his argument is of questionable
soundness.

The fault of Mr. Bland's theory is that, if true, it

proves too much. If we accept his reasoning, not only
must we believe that the human brain is now deteriorat-
ing, but that all the greatest brain-work of the world
has been done in periods of brain-degeneracy. The
eras of greatest and most fruitful intellectual activity

—the age of Pericles, the Itahan Renaissance, the age
of Elizabeth, the Teutonic Renaissance, the age of
mechanical invention and scientific progress—have all

been, times " when the struggle for life—actual, indi-
vidual life—(had) ceased to be severe enough to ensure
actual death to all those, and to the offspring of all

those," who had not the advantage of superior brains.

Hence, if we accept Mr. Bland's sweeping logic, the
fruits of these great and spacious days are the pro-
duct of brain-degeneracy

!

The truth, surely, is not far to seek. In order that
the higher activities of mind may arise at all, it is

necessary that the crude struggle for hfe should be
mitigated. So long as man's energies are absorbed
in the endeavour to defend himself against the attacks
of enemies, or in the constant, unremitting struggle to
provide the means of sustaining life, no great intellec-

tual advances are possible. Progress is infinitely

slow, and is confined almost entirely to the means of
supplying physical wants. It is only when man's con-
quest of his environment has proceeded far enough to
enable him to gather material resources sufficient to
keep at arm's length the fierce struggle for hfe that the
higher intellectual progress can begin. This applies
not only to progress in the arts, science, literature, and
philosophy, but even to those forms of material pro-
gress in which the fruit of inventive abihty is reaped
by Society rather than by the inventor. To this fact,

namely, that many modern inventions cannot yield an
immediate return to the individual inventors, as did the
simple contrivances of Mr. Bland's primeval man, is

due the frequently hard lot of the man of inventive
talent which Mr. Bland laments, and which can only
be remedied by an increase in that mutual aid and
co-operation which he seems to deplore as tending to
increase the number of persons of average or under-
average ability. \

It is true that mutual aid gives the average man
a better chance, but it is also true that many a
child of genius has been as much indebted to it for
the opportunity of reaching maturity as any vil-

lage idiot For, despite Mr. Bland's rhetoric, the
struggle for life is still keen enough to prevent many
men of genius, whose genius is not of the money-
making type, from securing not merely the easy-chairs
of life, but the very means of subsistence, and without
mutual aid the world would be robbed of the fruits of
their genius.

Mr. Bland proposes that Society should breed
brains. When he can give us some evidence of the
fitness of Society to undertake this task, it may be
worth consideration. Would the most brilliant and
conscientious "brain-breeder" have been able to
select suitable .parents to beget the author of the
"Contrat Social" and "Emile" ? Would he have
seen in the Cockney ostler and his consumptive wife
likely parents for the author of " Hyperion "

? Would
he have recognised in Sir Timothy Shelley the future
father of the author of " Alastor " ? Would he have
fixed upon the author of the "Curiosities of Litera-
ture " to beget the creator of the modern Conservative
party ? I am afraid not A. M. S.
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
The u4iNEiD j* ^ j* By Prof. J. S. Phillimore

Monarchies, new and old, need prestige, and the

poets, to whose divine simplicity, as to that of good
women and ol good priests, a certain snobbism belongs,

have rarely tailed to supply the commissioned
glamours. A sell-seeking despot like Cromwell could

command the too facile or fanatical pens of Milton,

Marvell, and the boy Dryden. When Octavian

founded, almost unwittingly, the beneficent autocracy

which we call the Roman Empire, he began, too, as a
" Lord General." This title is the aptest translation

that you could find for the word Imperator. He was
in no sense an usurper, nor was he, like Cromwell, the

too-powerful soldier of a new plutocracy, who, from
being their bully, became their master : his monarchy
meant protection for the poor against the rich. Even
had Augustus, whose worst vices were a cold-blooded-

ness which readily froze into cruelty and a quattro-

cento recklessness, cynical and ferocious, on the sen-

timental side, been as morally leprous with hypocrisy

as Cromwell, yet a poet might be pardoned for

idolising the prematurely wise head and the strong

hand which gave Italy peace after three generations

of civil war. And the poets were not of the old

order, nor Roman born. If our Parliament Were
abolished to-morrow, our literature would welcome
the new regime—say, a strong popular monarchy

—

quite gaily, save for a few elegant philippics from the

surviving Whigs whose family privileges would dis-

appear. Literature maintains few long loyalties.

And why, indeed, should an Apulian, an Umbrian, a

Venetian, have many tears to spend on the fallen

Senatorial Ohgarchy? The note of thankfulness,

appeasement, and renascence which rings in all the

Augustan poetry is no more a courtier's simulation

than the holiday mood of 1660 in England.

The national reconciling, consolidating tendency of

Augustus's principate required for its panegyrist one
in whom a proper sense of past, present, and future

should be most rarely tempered. Mere antiquarian

regrets, mere political modernism, mere windy
idealism—none of these could furnish the man who
was to express Rome as caput orbis, as fulchcrrima
veriim, as the Mother City. And what an analogy

leaps to Augustus and his work when we hear Virgil

described in Pope's sentence
:

" Virgil's great judgment
appears in putting things together ; and in his pick-

ing gold out of the dnnghill of the old Roman
writers" . Even such v/as Augustus's statesmanship.

And, again, when Dryden says of Virgil that he has
" all the majesty of a lawful prince," how he suggests

the very service which the Augustan poets, and Virgil

in chief, rendered sincerely to the new throne.

When Propertius, already cognisant of the advance
parts of " The ^Eneid," saluted the coming masterpiece

in his famous lines :

—

"Room for the Roman I Room, you Greeks I

For now a greater poet speaks

;

Such verso shall now be born
As puts Troy Tale to scorn"

—

he voiced a genuine enthusiasm of friendship and
admiration, but perhaps also of relief. All the poets

were so tired of hearing themselves invited to conse-

crate the new regime in Epic, regardless of their par-

ticular aptitudes for other literary forms. Here, at

last, was A'irgil, who would acquit all the rest

!

\'p\,-v iin- n poei: been challenged t'> ri=;r- to so great

an occasion. Rome was renewing herself in peace
under the wise and humane administration of one in

whom (as Brunetiere says of Louis XIV.) the nation

could recognise and admire its own best qualities

typified. The language was just topping the edge of

that plateau of perfection which runs along from
Cicero to Augustine. Poetry had been brought by
Catullus and Lucretius to that point just short of

absolute technical mastery. The little surviving

awkwardnesses seem to add a charm of self-uncon-

sciousness and freshness, which maturity itself can
hardly match : just the difference between the foliage

of ]\Iay and the foliage of June. Historians and anti-

quarians had been busy about the origins of Rome

;

others had prepared the Trojan legend for the poet's

hand, as old \'arro's homely, racy treatise had prepared

for the Gcorgics. Now at last, now for the first time,

it could truly be asserted that Latin workmanship in

language was superior to Greek. The period of 200
years' pupilage was over. The torch passed.

It is a thrice-told tale how Virgil, on his deathbed,

ordered his " .^Eneid " to be destroyed, and the Emperor
overruled his instructions, charging the two executors

to publish it as it was, with no more repointing than

was needed to save the unfinished parts of the struc-

ture from looking quite ruinous. The major part was
already finished; some books had been read to

Augustus years before. That Virgil should be so

disgusted with the results of eleven years' labour as to

wish it destroyed we may set down partly to his ex-

treme fastidiousness, which required endless processes

of reduction and refinement before the material

should be passed as finished, and partly to his eager,

curious, spiritual restlessness. " To change is to live,"

said Newman, " and to change often is to be perfect."

A wonderful change is visible between Virgil's playful
" Juvenilia " and " The .^Eneid." Only in a quite recent

study has the real significance of Virgil's conversion

from Epicureanism to a Stoico-Platonism been thrown
into due relief. As Mr. Garrod (in " English Litera-

ture and the Classics," Essay VI.) well observes, " It

would startle us to learn that Milton was a Puritan

in ' Paradise Lost ' and a Catholic in ' Paradise Re-
gained.' We should feel that here was a fact of

supreme importance for criticism. Well, the man who
wrote ' The vEneid ' is a man who has undergone a

conversion not much dissimilar to that which I am sup-

posing for IMilton."

Virgil's path had led him round such a curve that

the experiences of a dozen years ago were grown un-

true and unmeaning; liis mind had changed, and so

had even his manner as an artist: his ear now dis-

owned the music he had made in those bygone stages.

What was finished of his great poem now stood for a

dead self in which he took little interest.

Of " The .^neid," more than most poems, it may be
said that the best preparation for reading it is not to

study its real or supposed origins, but to follow up the

long and broad wake of glory which leads from us back
to him, and on which Dante is the great measuring-
point. If you cannot read both Dante and the Greek
models which Virgil used, then rather read Dante and
let the Greeks be. Approach him through Tenny-
son, through Milton, through .Spenser, but, above all,

approach him through Dryden. Dryden's " Discourse

on Epick Poetry " is delightful for all reasons, but the

singular charm of it is Dryden's frank confessions;
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what beauties he recognised, and especially attempted,
with better or worse success to his own thinking, to

reproduce; and by what expedients. The humblest
critic gets a better notion of an author's greatness by
trying his hand at practice of the craft, on however
small a scale, than by many readings. And when we
have a great critic who is also a great poet we may
learn secrets which the masters seldom betray. " / am
the first Englishman," he says, "perhaps, ivho made it

his design to copy him in his numbers, his choice of
words, and his placing them for the sweetness of the

sound." And again, " Taking all the materials of this

divine author, I have endeavoured to make Virgil speak
such English as he would himself have spoken, if he had
been born in England and in this present age."

This principle authorises a new translation as often
as any great enough change befalls our language and
the diction of poetry ; but, despite this, Dryden re-

mains incomparably the best medium for those to taste
him in who have not the Latin. For, though other
modern versions may aim at more detailed exactness
of rendering, Dryden alone carries the guns of a great
poet : he alone has the force to compensate for weak-
nesses by sometimes rising superior to his original

;

and, above all, he alone congenially recognises the
humour of Virgil. Were the Latin to be lost, Dryden's
" Virgil " would remain a first-rate poem, and he would
gain lustre by the advantage which Fitzgerald enjoys
in his " Rubaiyat."
And now let us survey in brief the enormous diffi-

culties which challenged Virgil's skill in management.
He must all the time be under fire of comparison with
Homer, picking his way between " Iliad " and
" Odyssey," sometimes translating, sometimes allud-

ing, but never ignoring. In purely epical qualities

nobody will rank him above Homer ; but he is richer

than Homer by the measure of what the Attic drama
had deduced from Homer. Indeed, the riches of
Virgil is the quality in which he remains unrivalled.

To expound him needs half a dozen different com-
mentators—a Servius to explain the local, ritual, anti-

quarian wealth of his Italian inheritance ; a Donatus
to exhibit his greatness from the point of view of
Rhetoric—and how many more ? You can take a de-
lightful experience by reading Virgil merely for the
sound, for the marvellous orchestration of vowels and
consonants. R. L. Stevenson's paper on " Some
Formal Elements of Style " will furnish the clue. But
to return. Whether he really set himself consciously
to portray Augustus in the feature of ^Eneas is doubt-
ful. Without that his difficulty was great enough.
Epic, when it reappeared after the great movement of

Tragedy was over, was Romantic Epic. Jason and
Medea beset his path. And yet he must make his

hero, not a romantic adventurer, but a pioneer, a
founder, a law-giver.

Was Dido meant to be a prototype of Cleopatra?
He confesses it to the initiated by the handshake
of an echoed phrase. That analogy could hardly be
escaped. He must, in any case, treat her as the be-
guiling enchantress, the incarnate temptation of a
mere private passion to deflect the chosen leader from
his duty and his destiny. " The ladies," says Drj'den,
will make a numerous party against JEneas for being
false in love" And all the romantic sentiment which
has belittled Virgil during the last century has centred
upon his desertion of Dido. Mr. Garrod (in the paper
already quoted) pleasantly contends that the subcon-
scious Celt in " The Mantuan " forced him to put Dido
in the right and ..^Lneas in the wrong, despite his pur-
pose. So the Alexandrians would have said, for

whom All for Love was a first principle, since they
had neither creed nor country ; so said mediaeval and

modern dilettantism, singing madrigals for the bower.
But not so Virgil. For his yEneas (whether or no he
is " a character of perfect virtue ") at least was not one
who would sacrifice all for a passionate kgo'isme a
deux.

But it was no light matter to make a religious hero
into a hero of Epic. Nobody has succeeded with
David, and there are points of contact between David
and iEneas. Certainly the mere consecration of de-
feat and failure (which Sophocles divined) gives us a

bias for Homer's Hector and for X'irgil's Turnus,
against which we have not the patriotic sympathy of

a Greek for Achilles, and a Roman for Apneas, to put
in counterpoise. The muse of Tragedy prefers St.

Helene to the Tuileries; she triumphs in morally re-

versing the verdict of fact. And thus far we are all

Celts.

To see that gorgeous episode of Dido in a true light

we must go back to that simple remark of Servius, who
says of Book IV., "The style is almost that of

Comedy: and naturally so, for it deals with love."

Does that strike you as cynical paradox ? If so, it is the
measure of perversion in your attitude. A pathetic

episode, but only an episode : for it concerns mere in-

dividual passion, proper in private persons, but not in

those who cannot call their lives their own, but are
dedicated to a divine mission; not to one who is in

Donatus's great phrase, " animum gercjis reipublicce

necessariuni" i.e., has about him the mind without
which the Republic cannot exist.

The Christian ages were not mistaken in feeling

that Virgil was instinct with potential Christianity. He
gathered up in his poem all the riches of fullness of the
old civilisation^ ready to be poured into a new channel

APRIL GOLD
Into the town, from heath and wold,

The quickening winds are borne
;

The meanest streets are paved with gold

This golden April mom.
The very rumble of the carts

Is melody to-day, .

And sunshine gilds the lowliest heart.

Fashioned of London clay.

The city sparrows' hungry din

Takes on a rural note

;

And wakes less hideous echoes in"

A happier huckster's throat

Forsaken babes that sprawl and dance.

Less pitiful are seen

:

And daffodils from smiling France

Still smile in Bethnal Green.

Out here, beneath the Bridge, behold

Where crept the sluggish Thames,

A molten tide of sheerest gold

Ablaze with flashing gems.

With dazzled eyes we turn away,

Elate and wondering. . . ^

Oh, God! To feel our hearts obev

The alchemy of Spring.

-Arthur Stanley.
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THE POETRY OF DONNE"
PROF. GEORGE SAINTSBURY

BY

There are some books of which it is at once the glory

and the disadvantage that their full excellence can
only be understood by experts, and of these Professor

Gricrson's " Donne " is certainly one. The amount
of pains which have been, and must have been, spent

upon the book is only paralleled by the need that

there was of the work being done. Although esti-

mates of the positive value of Donne as a poet have
varied very much, there has hardly been a time, even
in tlic most unhkely period, when he has not attracted

the admiration of tlie competent from the most
curiously different points of view. Yet his text and
canon have, without exception, been in the worst con-

dition suffered by any great English writer. He
would not apparently let us have any authentic printed

form ; while at the same time his immense popularity

and authority multiplied, beyond all reason and
measure, those manuscript copies which are almost
peculiar in their special kind to the earlier seventeenth
century, and which compensate the benefit of preserv-

ing things otlierwise likely to perish by the drawback
of preserving them with the most irresponsible varia-

tions, and not seldom with differences of attribution

of the most bewildering character. Whether a certain

poet wrote certain things, and, if he wrote them, in

what form he most probably let them go forth, are

questions which present themselves in the case of not
a few seventeenth-century writers ; but in none are

these questions of such importance, and in such a
tangled condition, as in the case of Donne.
With the problem, not of finally setthng all ques-

tions concerned {that would need a doubly "meta-
physical " aid), but of disentangling the tangle as

much as possible, and setting things clearly before the
student, Professor Grierson has busied himself.

Having first dealt with the matter incidentally in the
volume of a general history, Messrs. Blackwood's
" Periods of European Literature," which dealt with
the earlier seventeenth century, he was induced to

tackle the text itself, both in its printed and its MS.
forms. In one sense, of course, such a proceeding can
never be final. Probability is the utmost that can be
attained: and this probability will present itself dif-

ferently to different students of the facts. But the
important point is that, before Professor Grierson's

work, it was impossible, not merely for ordinary lovers

of poetry, but for professed students of it, to get at

the facts themselves without an immense and (except

in the case of those who had time, money, sufficient

equipment, and practised good will entirely at their

own disposal) an impossible effort. We had more
than one recent (or comparatively recent) edition of

Donne which possessed merit, but none which aimed
at presenting a full apparatus criticus as this does.

A book of this kind divides itself, as naturally as
some other things, into three parts. There are the
editor's critical remarks, which, of course, are, like all

critical remarks, for its readers to accept or not, as
they choose ; but which have, as all critical remarks
should have, an intrinsic interest and value. " Thus
'A appeared to B." Then there is the estimation of
genuineness, which, again, has a good deal of the per-
sonal in its equation. No sensible person will ever

: • Donne's Poetical Woris. Kdited by II. J. C. Grierson,
iCb&lmers Professor of English Literature in the University of

Aberdeen. Jwo vols. (Oxford: 1912.)

weigh internal against certain kinds of external evi-

dence ; but the extent to which strong internal

evidence may be set against weak external, and the
way in which internal evidence is to be estimated, will

always be problematic. But here an editor may, if he
takes the trouble, furnish inestimable assistance to

everyone who comes after him by stating the facts of

external evidence. And the value of such an edition

rises still further under the third head. A text made
out of the comparison of many different printed and
manuscript sources can never, of course, acquire the
satisfactory character of an autograph, or a book
corrected and passed by the author. But if the sources
are duly specified and critically arranged, if their

various readings are properly classified and cata-

logued, then everything is put into the student's

hands ; he is admitted ad cundcm with the editor

himself, and what he will do further is entirely within

his own discretion in the way of acceptance, rejection,

or alteration.

It is long since any edition of an English poet has
complied with the conditions indicated in the fore-

going remarks as has this of Professor Grierson's. One
may differ here and there with his criticisms ; may
feel inclined to add or subtract, or apply somewhat
different standards of authenticity from his ; may
occasionally find a phrase or a fact at which it would
be possible to cavil. For instance, he is, perhaps, not
fully illuminative on the point when he says that

Dryden, in applying for the first time the famous term
" metaphysical " to Donne, meant only " philosophi-
cal." Dryden, tliough perhaps a scholar rather at

second hand, was a better one than is sometimes
thought : and, as he has just pointedly contrasted
Donne with the poets wlio confined themselves to
"nature," it is clear that he used "metaphysical" in

its proper original sense of " extra- " or " post-
natitral." But this is the merest trifle. There remains
the fact, already referred to, that, by the most curious
consent of the most different persons, Donne is one of
the most remarkable, of English poets. There
remains, further, the fact that, according to some, he
is one of the most strictly and purely poetical of these
poets. There remains, thirdly, the fact that his text
was in, perhaps, the worst condition. From this last

state Professor Grierson has done more than all pre-
vious editors put together to rescue it and him. There
are some who think that a Professor of Literature
cannot possibly be better engaged than on such work,
which benefits not merely his immediate students, not
merely the company of students all over tlie country,
and, indeed, the world, but Literature itself. Such
"unlocking of the word-hoard" (in a much better
sense than the old one) may bring httle popularity and
less profit in the vulgar sense. They may be stinted

:

" but not the praise."

INDEX AND BINDING CASES OF VOL. I.

It has been decided to issue the Title-page and Index to Vol. 1.

as a separate publication, which will be sent post free to any
reader on application accompanied by 4d. in stamps. The first

volume of Everyman' is now ready, handsomely bound in cloth,

price 3s. 6d. net, carriage paid /,s. Cases for binding can be
obtained at is. 6d. each, post free is. Sd. Xumerous applica-
tions have already bi;en received, and all those desirous of
obtaining the first of what should prove a long scries of inter-

esting volumes should write at once to the Evekyman Publishing
Dept., AldJne ilouse, Bedford Street, WC.
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LITERARY NOTES
Certainly there has been no hurry in the prepara-

tion of the authorised biography of John Bright. That
statesman died twenty-four years ago, and it is only

now that his Life is announced as ready for pubhca-

tion. I am not aware who is responsible for such

dilatoriness, but it is in striking contrast to the expe-

dition with which the monumental biography of

Gladstone was got ready. The Liberal leader's death

took place in 1898, and before the end of IQ03 Lord
Morley's three bulky volumes were published. More-
over, if I remember correctly. Lord Morley did not

enter upon his biographical labours for a considerable

period after the death of his subject, so that the con-

trast is even more impressive than it seems.
• • • « •

There is this further to be said, that public interest

in Bright has, for obvious reasons, appreciably de-

chned during the long interval that has elapsed since

his death. The whole political outlook has changed.

Controversies in which he was most deeply concerned

have either been settled or have ceased for some
reason or other to interest us. To revive interest in

him will therefore be no easy matter, but if any
biographer is capable of doing this, it is Mr. G. M.
Trevelyan, whose brilliant pen has made the per-

sonality of Garibaldi and the causes for which he
fought intensely real for those of us who came after

the Itahan patriot's day. It is not often that a father

and a son attain eminence as biographers, but this

happens to be so in the case of Mr. Trevelyan, who is

the son of the biographer of Macaulay. Mr. Trevel-

yan's " Life of Bright " will be published by Messrs.

Constable next month.
• • • • •

About a year ago a slender volume of poems was
heralded by the critics as the work of one worthy of a

distinctive place among the best of our modern
singers. The author was Mr. Gilbert Thomas, a young
man but just out of his teens, and the volume bore

the title of " Birds of Passage." I am glad to note

that we are to have a new volume from Mr. Thomas's
pen. It will be entitled " The Wayside Altar," and
will be published shortly by Messrs. Chapman and
Hall. • • • * •

I should have thought it rather risky to publish a

three-volume biography of Lord Chancellor Hard-
wicke at this time of day, but the Cambridge Press

have had the courage. The work is entitled " The
Life and Corres^ndence of Philip Yorke, Lord
Chancellor Hardwicke," and the author is Mr. Philip

C. Yorke, whom I take to be a descendant. The one
thing that most people who are not lawyers remember
about Lord Hardwicke is that he was an ally of

Walpole, and that he abolished the notorious Fleet

marriages. The sketch of him in Campbell's " Lives

of the Lord Chancellor " is very inaccurate. As the

present work is based on original papers and docu-

ments illustrating both the career of Hardwicke him-

self, and the whole history of the Georgian period

from 1720 to 1764, it ought to be interesting.

• • » « •

The appearance in a revised and modernised form
of " The Love Letters of a Worldly Woman " recalls

a literary episode of some interest. The work was
written some twenty years ago by Mrs. W. K. Clifford,

the wife of the famous mathematician, and the

authoress of many charming stories, and went imme-
diately out of print. In America its success was even
greater than on this side of the Atlantic, and there

was a time when the book was sold at street corners.

On the Continent it also had considerable vogue, espe-

cially in France and Austria. With such phenomenal
success the wonder is that the book was not reprinted.

I cannot conceive of a publisher nowadays being so

unmindful of his own interests. But whatever the

reason, " The Love Letters of a Worldly Woman " is

being given a new lease of life m Messrs. Constable's

Pocket Edition Series.

• • • • •

I had occasion some time ago to remark upon the

astonishing literary vitality of Mr. A. C. Benson. Only
i the other week he gave us a delightful volume of

\

essays entitled " Along the Road," and now he has

j

got another book ready, which Mr. Murray is to pub-
hsh next month. It is called " Joyous Gard," and will

I

exhibit Mr. Benson once more in a contemplative

mood. The book recommends " a studied quietness

and a cheerful serenity of life
"—a most excellent

j

gospel, but somewhat difficult to practise in these

I

hurry-scurrying days.

I

• • • • •

I Sir Harry Johnston, whose interesting biography of

! Livingstone many of us have been reading lately, is

i
publishing through the Cambridge Press a work in

j

which he propounds a system of phonetic spelling,

I mainly in characters derived from the Latin alphabet.

;
Sir Harry has endea\oured to combine the best fea-

j

tures of the most noteworthy " Standard Alphabets
"

j

of British, Anglo-Indian, French, and German authori-

ties on phonetics, together with ideas of his own.
1 Phonetic spelling is a subject which is coming more
: and more to the front, and I shall be surprised if Sir
' Harry Johnston's book does not contain plenty of

material for reflection.

« • • • •

There has been but one English pope, and as the

policy of the Curia precludes all hope of another, it

is well that we should have a biography of Nicholas
Breakspear, that remarkable Englishman, whose
pontificate, bearing in mind the times in which he lived,

did honour to himself and to the country to which he
belonged. Messrs. Kegan Paul announce a Life of

Adrian IV., from the pen of the Rev. Horace K. Mann,
the last two volumes of whose " Lives of the Popes in

the Early Middle Ages " are now in the press.

• • • • •

Messrs. Macmillan make the interesting annouhce-
ment that they will issue next month the first three

volumes of " The Imperial Edition of the Works of

Gilbert Parker." The edition is to be completed in

eighteen volumes, and will contain six long novels,

ten short novels, and some seven volumes of short'

stories, with one volume bf verse, which includes, in

addition to a " Lover's Diary," published in 1 894, a
collection of poems entitled " Embers," printed pri-

vately, and not hitherto issued to the public. A
number of stories, published serially, but never re-

printed in volume form, will also be included. Sir

Gilbert Parker has written a general introduction ttf.

the whole edition, and a special introduction to^

each volume.
» • « • •

The same firm will also publish immediately the
" Life of Octavia Hill as Told in her Letters," edited

by her brother-in-law, Mr. C. Edmund Maurice. Miss
Hill, who died only last year, is best remembered by
her beneficent work among the London poor. In her

early days she laboured under Maurice, and was sup"

ported in her enterprises by Ruskin. The book ought
to throw an interesting sidelight upon the conditionj

of the homes of the London poor two generations ago.-

X. Y. Z.
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THE KINEMA ^ ^ ^ By Dr. Percy Dearmer
A FEW weeks ago in Everyman I referred to pic-

ture palaces, and hinted that neither word in this

title was well applied. They are, indeed, not palaces,

any more than they are amphitheatres or cathedrals,

and the objects exhibited in them have not the dignity

and beauty of a real picture. I doubt if kinemato-

graph shows can ever be beautiful, and it would be a

pity if people imagined they were developing a taste

for art because they frequented exhibitions of this

kind ; but none the less they may have a considerable

scientific usefulness, and their educational function

may prove to be very great.

By the way, what are we to call these things?
" Kinematograph " is impossible—one of those hope-

less words which only our scientific barbarians can

invent. " Living pictures " is two words, and there-

fore will not live ; besides, they are not living pictures.

Such titles as " theatre de luxe " are the mere vul-

garity of advertisement. " Biograph " is not so bad,

but it is rather flat. " Vitograph " is a horrid hybrid.

Now, it is the general public that is always the best

at finding names, and the people, if they succeed in

throwing off the yoke of the pedants, always give us

a good English word, which, though it may seem to

begin as slang, may end in the poet's vocabulary.

Such words are " tube " and " taxi," and I think in

time we shall get over our prejudice against " phone "

and " bike," and recognise that the genius of the Eng-
lish tongue has not done ill to their Greek originals.

Perhaps the public will end by coining some jesting

word like " flictures " ; it may settle down into

" kinnies," or it may be content to use three syllables

and say " kinema."

But if it does, I hope it will retain the proper

spelling and pronunciation so far, and not tolerate

the mispronunciation of "cinema." It is bad
enough to have a useless and ambiguous letter

like "c," but don't let us drag it into new words,

where it has no excuse. Lastly, if the word is to be
"kinema," we shall doubtless refuse (and rightly) to

listen to the schoolmasters, and shall pronounce it

" kinema," and not " kinema." The schoolmasters

have mispronounced Latin and Greek too long for us

to spoil what might be a decent English word at their

behest. So kinema let it be, unless EVERYMAN will

help with some better suggestions.

But this has been a long digression. I was about

to speak of the educational power of the kinema. It

will not take the place of art, it will not take the place

of books, it can never be a theatre, and the great

educational work which lies before the drama of the

future will be just as much needed as ever. But there

are some things which the kinema only can do. Those
wonderful films of African wild beasts now on view
in Holbom are an example. How delightful it is for

animal lovers to go into the forest to photograph
instead of to shoot, to bring back a film instead of a

skin !
" He is so fond of animals " used to mean that

a man devoted his life to hunting and killing animals

;

but now the real animal lover shows a far greater

skill, patience, and courage by lying in wait through
long nights and days in the lone places which the wild

things haunt. And, after all, if Browning be right in

thinking that the business of art is to make us see

what before we have only looked at, the kinema will

in some departments be accomplishing much the same
mission.

But the main educational value of this new thing

that is now spread all over the world is that it pro-

vides a form of amusement which is always, to some
extent, instructive, and which appeals to the un-

learned, and to boys and girls, and to savages. It

flourishes already among all the peoples of the earth

;

it has spread to the smallest towns
;
perhaps it will

soon be as familiar an object even in villages as the

public-house. It is becoming as universal as the inn,

and a good deal cheaper. True, it will not produce

the educated mind, any more than a newspaper can

;

it will not take the place of mental training and dis-

cipline, for it offers no discipline. But to those large

sections of our population who have had little possi-

bility of amusement except drinking, what a revolu-

tion of opportunity does the kinema give ! It is not,

to my mind, a very stirring form of amusement ; a

httle of it, one would think, should go a long way

;

and only when subjects of exceptional interest are on
view is it very much worth while. But, at least, it

makes no mental demands, and it is so cheap as to be
within everyone's reach, and, as a matter of fact,

people, and especially young people, do not seem to

tire of it.

Instead of drinking, instead of playing cards,

instead of gambling or pitch-and-toss, instead of

becoming cross because there is nothing to do,

people have now an attractive alternative at hand.

And that attractive alternative, though it does not

provide mental disciphne, does generally leave the

spectator with his mind a little widened, and often

in possession of some bit of knowledge which he did

not possess before. This is surely a great gain, and
may make a real difference in the future of mankind.
Instead of demoralising or merely time-wasting

amusements, we have something which is on the side

of education, and in some measure is a diffuser of

knowledge.

I can well imagine the lecturer, teacher, and
preacher finding a much greater educational value

than this in the kinema. The teacher or lecturer

always finds it difficult to make his audience realise

what he tries to explain, and the gift of awakening
the imagination of one's hearers can never be a

common one.

The preacher, too—how little his audience call

up before their eyes the pictures which he is trying

to describe to them! What an immense amount of

talking goes on which is never understood at all,

because it is so difficult to make anything clear, and
so few in the audience really know anything, and
so few speakers are endowed with magic! The
kinema is helping, and it will help more in the future.

If it is wisely controlled, and kept free from baseness,

and used for beautiful and good ends, this wonderful
invention may prove in its educational use a valuable

asset for civilisation, as well as a powerful counter-i

attraction to vacant, sensual, and demorahsing amuse-*

ments.
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KENSINGTON COLLEGE.

DIRECTOR'S TWENTY-SIXTH EASTER REPORT.

Five applications for the services of each qualified Student.

RAPIDLY GROWINQ DEMAND FOR LADY SECRETARIES.

Commercial Careers for 'Varsity and Public School Men.

We have been favoured by a copy

of this interesting document, from
which we learn that the past year

has been by far the most prosperous

in the history of the College. The
unique distinctions of the Gold

Medal and the Diploma of Honour
for Secretarial and Commercial
Training, awarded by the Jury of the

Festival of Empire, igii, to

Kensington College, have now
been duplicated by the Manchester
Winter Exhibition, 1912-13.

Duning the first two months of

term, an overwhelming number of

applications was received for the

services of Kensington College

Graduates. Owing to the supply

being unequal to the demand, it was
only possible to partially satisfy it.

Applications were for Resident

Private Secretaries, some from
Peeresses, one from an eminent
Professor, other inquiries were
from Clubs, Hospitals, well-known

Journalists and Authors, and several

from important City Companies.

In order to cope with the demand,
it has been necessary to advertise

again in the public Press, inviting

applications from ex-Students of the

College desirous of improving their

position, but, from their point of

view, it is doubtless satisfactory

to be able to state that prac-

tically no response has been re-

ceived; in fact, there is every

reason to believe that not a

single Graduate of Kensington Col-

lege is un(fmplovcd, and further,

that they have no wish to change

their present satisfactory appoint-

ments.

During recent years several Stu-

dents have been sent from College

to positions in England and abroad,
some even as far away as Japan,
where Kensington College Students

have started an English Ladies'

Club.

The question of Commercial
Careers for 'Varsity and Public

School men is now engaging public

attention. The College has during

Term been successful in securing

for a 'Varsity man an introduction

to an important position at a com-
mencing salary of ;^I50, leading up
to an Assistant Directorship at a

salary of ;^500 and upwards.

Kensington College is described

by Sir Samuel Evans as "a progres-

sive Institution." We may venture

to go further and style it an educa-

tional force that is probably doing
more for the progress of English

Commerce to-day than we can anti-

cipate from armaments. Practical

training for the practical duties of

life is the keynote of all work at this

powerful institution. So great is the

demand for the services of its

graduates that during the last

twenty-six years—in fact, ever since

it was established—every qualified

student has had a choice of at least

half a dozen dignified and remunera-
tive appointments from which to

select a congenial career; a striking

testimony to the efficiency of the

College training. The result of a

recent investigation by the College
Accountant shows that the applica-

tions from employers for the services

of the College Graduates exceeded
the number of candidates available

in the proportion of one hundred to

fifteen. In other words, fifteen stu-

dents had a choice of no fewer than

one hundred appointments between
them.

A College with such a record com-
mands the most serious considera-

tion of everyone, and a knowledge
of the secret of its success is a valu-

able asset to all who are interested

in the future of England's sons and
daughters. The utterances of

eminent men assist us to probe that

secret. The Earl of Lytton, when
the full facts about the College were
before him, found expression for his

surprise in the phrase, " Have every
hope all ye who enter here," an anti-

thetical variation of Dante's famous
inscription. Lord Lytton 's words
have been adopted as the motto of

the College. A Knight of the Legion
of Honour and an ex-President of

the British Chamber of Commerce
in Paris, when opening Winter
Term recently, said, "As an Institu-

tion for the training of our future

business men and women Kensing-
ton College stands first and fore-

most.". Comment upon such pro-

nouncements is superfluous; facts

about the Institution which inspired

them are more interesting and of

greater value.

Kensington College was estab-

lished twenty-six years ' ago, and
during the last few years it has been
located a short distance west of Pad-
dington Station, at the corner of

Gloucester Terrace and Bishop's
Road, one of the most fashionable
and healthy parts of the Metropolis.

These premises, opened by Her
Grace Katharine Duchess of West-
minster, stand in their own grounds,
every window faces trees or com-
mands a view of beautiful gardens-

—

an ideal situation for study. Modern
languages hold a leading place

among the subjects taught. Gratify-

ing successes at the Examinations
of the London Chamber of Com-
merce, the Royal Society of Arts,

and other public bodies, testify to

the thoroughness of the training in

all departments of the curriculum.

The College watches over stu-

dents' careers after they have left

the Institution, assisting them to

new appointments when necessary.

The Director is ever ready to give
his advice on the subject of a suit-

able career for boy or girl person-
ally or by post.

A card addressed to Miss E. V.
Munford, Secretary, Kensington
College, 34, Gloucester Gardens,
London, W., will bring by return
of post an Easter Report, an Illus-

trated Prospectus containing full

particulars of the Guaranteed Ap-
pointment System, and an Illus-

trated Souvenir of the 21st anniver-
sary, similar to those graciously
accepted by Her Majesty Queen
Alexandra, and Her Royal Highness
Princess Louise Duchess of Argyll.

Students are now being enrolled for next term in order of receipt of their application.

Candidates desirous of Training under the only Gold Medal system extant, for a variety of appointments from

which to select a congenial career, should write at once for Illustrated Prospectus and Souvenir, post free.

Tel. No.: Pad. 4348.

Mr. J. V. MUNFORD. F.R.CI.. M.R.S.A., Director,

34. Gloucester Gardens (Comer of Bishop's Road). Hyde Park, W.
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A LAY SERMON on the ART OF READING,
AND HOW TO DISTINGUISH A GOOD NOVEL FROM A BAD ONE

As was explained in the " Message of EVERYMAN,"
one of the main purposes of this new journal is to give

practical guidance to every student in his reading and
interpretation of the masterpieces of literature.

It will be admitted that if it were really possible to

give such practical guidance and helpful advice, if it

were really possible to devise a simple and scientific

method by which to develop our appreciation of what

is best in world literature, it would repay our utmost

efforts to master an instrument which would secure

such invaluable results. For, after all, to acquire a

critical judgment and appreciation of literature, to

distinguish a good book from a bad, a great book from

a mediocre one, must be the ultimate objett of all

literary education and culture. Even with the most
elaborate University machinery', and with the most
abundant stores of learning, if we have not acquired

such literary appreciation, we shall still remain un-

cultivated and illiterate. On the contrary, even with-

out any University apparatus and machinery, even if

we had been debarred from all opportunities of a
secondary or so-called higher education, and if, on the

other hand, we have acquired the gift of literary appre-

ciation, we shall thereby have achieved culture and
education in the most real and vital sense of the word.

I.

Let us then take some representative work of fic-

tion—for I shall restrict my analysis to the most
prolific and the most universal form of contemporary
literature—and let us approach some great novel both
with a receptive and appreciative and with a dis-

criminating and questioning mind. Before we can
even attempt to formulate a competent judgment on
that particular novel, it will be necessary to examine
it in succession in every one of the following aspects

:

(i) The subject and substance of the book ; (2) the

plot or the story (3) the style and language ; and (4)
the characters.

A.

—

The Subject.'

Considering first the subject and substance, it is

obvious that there must be vast differences between
one book and another.

(a) The subject may be trivial or it may be
momentous, and the importance of the work must
necessarily be estimated to some extent by the

importance of the subject itself. You will probably
find that the novels of Jane Austen, however perfect

they may be as pictures of certain types of eighteenth-

century English society, seldom touch the deeper
side of human life. On the contrary, you will find

novels like " Jane Eyre," like " Pere Goriot," like
" Don Quixote," are concerned with all the deeper
problems of human destiny.

(b) Again, the subject may be either of transient

or it may be of permanent interest. Thus the novels

of Beaconsfield or Trollope are concerned with certain

political or social conditions prevailing at a particular

time, and their interest gradually vanishes and
evaporates as the conditions which they describe are
themselves passing away. On the contrary, novels
like " Tom Jones," or " Crime and Punishment," or
" War and Peace," are concerned with the eternal veri-

ties, with the abiding element in humanity.

(c) Or again, the subject may be treated in a spirit

of human sympathy, it may be beneficent, inspiring,

healthy, and health-giving ; tliat is to say, it will be, in

the truest sense, moral. Or it may be treated in a
cynical spirit, it may be morbid, depressing, demoralis-

ing ; that is to say, it will be, in the truest sense, im-
moral. Thus there is a vital difference between th«!

healthy realism, let us say, of George Eliot or

Dickens, and the debased view of human life which
is the view of too many contemporary French novels

of the Zola or the Maupassant type.

B.

—

The Plot or the Story.
Passing on to the treatment of the plot or story,

again we shall have to answer very definite questions

which must affect our judgment of the literary valu«;

of a given novel.

(a) There may be. either one plot or two, or many.
Our interest will be either concentrated on one story,

as in most classical works of art, or it will be diffused

and dispersed over several stories. A duality or mul-
tiplicity of plots may sometimes, though rarely, add to

the literary value of a novel, as in " War and Peace,"
if the plots are correlated, if one plot is so used as to

set the other into stronger relief. On the other hand,
if there is no correlation between them, if our attention

is continually distracted, the multiplicity of the plots

must necessarily detract from the artistic value of the
novel.

(b) The plot may be simple and natural and
inevitable, or it may be artificial and far-fetched.

Some of the most perfect masterpieces of world litera-

ture have the simplest plot, and the maximum of effect

is produced with the minimum of effort: thus in the

novels of Jane Austen, George Eliot, or in the
supreme Russian story-teller, Turgeniev. On the
contrary, even a powerful masterpiece like " Les
Miserables " is marred by the bewildering complica-
tion or impossibility or improbability of the

story.

(c) Again, tlie story may either be skilfully or it may
be clumsily constructed. It may be harmonious in all

its parts, or it may be confused and chaotic. Events
may develop logically, progressively, in rapid succes-

sion ; the incidents may be ingeniously unfolded, and
our interest may be kept in su.spense until the end. On
the other hand, the story may be erratic and aimless,

rambling and discursive, wandering from the main
point, drawn out to inordinate length. We may fail

to see the forest for the trees.

(d) And, finally, the story of a novel may either

exist for its own sake, and without any ulterior pur-

pose, or the story may be kept in strict subordination
to the study of character. There may only be a suc-

cession of stirring episodes and romantic adventures,

as in the novels of Dumas. Or the events may be so
presented as to reveal human motive and character,

and the plot, as in the novels of Sir Walter Scott, may
be so constructed as to constantly bring out this action

and reaction of character and circumstance. It is

obvious that the latter plot, which subordinates inci-

dent to character, stands on a much higher artistic

plane. Whereas the novels of incident and adventure
are only intended to amuse, to relax, and to while

away an idle hour, the novel of character is pregnant
with meaning ; it reveals the inmost secrets of the

heart, teaches lessons of wisdom, and realises the ulti-

mate purpose of art.

{To be continued^
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CARAVAN DAYS > ^ > By George Goodchild
Those were happy days. How often have I sat in

this darkened room and wished my feet could shdc
backwards down the slope of time, that I might
live again those glorious years, tread again those
flower-strewn pathways, hear again the rattle of
harness and the creak of the axle.

There were many tears and many sorrows, but I

lived in those days, and that is something.
There were cold, cheerless winters, when the keen

air bit at my finger-tips and set the blood tingling in

my veins ; wet, miserable nights, when the ground was
turned to slush and the water squelched in my boots.
That the memory of those days should be so pleasant
is not a little perplexing. I suspect that time has
conjured with them in no small measure, garbed them
with a mystical glory that never really was theirs

—

exaggerated the joys and almost forgotten the
sorrows.

Jasper it is who shines brightest in my memory

—

Jasper and the things pertaining to him. Of the
precise manner of his genesis into our camp I am still

ignorant ; I was ill at the time. I have a hazy notion
that he nursed me through my delirium, a nasty night-
mare with drums and trumpets as its subject. There
were always drums and trumpets, all over the ceiling
and walls—trumpets of uncertain size, and drums that
swelled and swelled and then diminished into nothing-
ness.

Jasper I saw as through a mist. I knew it was not
my father, because the hands placed on my forehead
.were cooler than his could ever be. The face I could
not see, because the optic portion of my brain refused
a nearer focus than the opposite wall. At times my
attendant Phantom would assume the most alarming
proportions—grow so large that the whole caravan
was filled with him, and I knew that if he got any
bigger the walls must burst ; and then I would scream,
and down would come the cool hand again on my fore-
head.

There came a time when his features took more
definite form, and I saw him as he really was—a great,
broad-shouldered man in the midway of life, with grey
eyes and scholarly features ; no gipsy, that was obvious
to me.

He was pessimistic in temperament—the greatest
pessimist I ever knew. Nothing pleased him. He
viewed life through a distorting kaleidoscope, never
seeing it as it really was, magnifying the bad and
refusing to acknowledge the good; and yet he had
ideals—that was the strangest thing about him.
Meditating on this point, I arrived at the probable
solution. Those same ideals were in part responsible
for his pessimism. He had built them too high—so
high that, on seeking to determine their exact lati-

tude, he quite overlooked the materially beautiful.

High up in the clouds they were—enveloped in a
halo of uncertainty, but he never wished to drag them
down, and that is why I loved him.

Discussing the subject with me, he would smile
whimsically, and say, " Never you have ideals, Chris.
All your life is spent in the pursuit of a will-o'-the-
wisp a<;ross the desert of time—never realising that if
may «o/ be attained. Like the elusive tortoise of
legendary fame, it has gone a little further when you
arrive at where it was." Yet the things he spoke of
,so disparagingly he strove to instil into my own mind.
From him I learned to read and write, to decline Latin
nouns, and to recite "The Iliad" from the original
text. He would sit and talk to me of things beauti-

ful—great pictures by men long dead, gigantic sym-
phonies which lifted their tremulant voices in sweet
concord ; sculpture by the ancient Greeks—statues by
Praxiteles, whose marble limbs literally pulsated with
life; and then he would damn the whole thing by
some critical observation.

I gave him little enough in return for these wonders.
From me he learned to make clothes pegs, and cook-
ing pots from sheet-tin and solder. He had little skill

in these matters, and we would laugh at the products
of his labour—fat, clumsy pegs and saucepans which
leaked.

The extent of our peregrinations was Bristol to
Land's End. We traversed that glorious western
coast year after year, always the same route, always
the same camping ground. I see how beautiful were
those journeys now that I take a retrospective glance.
There were sweet flowers which grew wild along the
hedgerows ; honeysuckle which exhaled its perfumed
breath with delicious persistence ; foxgloves, a hundred
on one tall stalk, shaking with silent laughter in the
western wind^a tribute to creation.

Sometimes the wind blew in from the sea, some-
times from the land, but it was always good to breathe
it and to feel its gentle pressure on the face. There
were times when it blew hard—so hard that 1 thought
the hair would go from my head—I never wore a cap,
and Jasper would curse because the precious ashes
would fly from his pipe. '

Late autumn—that was the best time, when the
earth discarded her bright costume to take upon her
broad shoulders more sober apparel. The days were
shorter and the evenings longer ; there was less work
to do—a great consideration to me, for I was always
lazy.

My father would retire early, but Jasper would
scrape together the remaining ashes of the fire and
begin to talk, at first intermittently, then in more de-
finite strain. He spoke of subjects in endless variety,
delved deep into the past, brought before my wonder-
ing eyes processions of well-remembered ancients,
whose hands wrought wonders when the world was
younger, and whose deathless memorials mark epochs
in the world's history. From Egypt I floated on wings
of imagination to Persia ; thence to Greece, where he
laid before me the panorama of its great history, in-

stilled into my mind the beauty of its arts ; then sent
me scuttling back over the centuries to more recent
times, changing his theme as his mood dictated. He
spoke of painting and music. On the latter subject he
was particularly voluble. "Music hasn't begun yet,
Chris," he whispered confidentially; "it never can
begin while we restrict our tonal catalogue to some
dozen octaves.

" I have heard a bird's song pitched so high ehat the
fiddle's top note were but bass to it ; sounds in nature
so low that you might score ledger lines in dozens
before you could fix their precise location. Can you
conceive a sweeter symphony than a nightingale sing-
ing to the whispering trees ? Your human creator of
symphonies fixes his melody or theme, and then en-,
deavours to weave around it an appropriate atmo-'
sphere. The nightingale ignores everything save its

own sweet carolling. The woods and the trees do the
j

rest, fixing a basis to the thing in their own incompar-
able fashion—a natural symphony; and they must
needs be concordant—the song and the atmosphere

—

because the one is part of the other."

He kicked the fire into a blaze, lighted his pipe, and
frowned. I knew he ^:as raking over the nasty things
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in his mind, and was' prepared for an outburst It

came.
" Creation serves us a dirty trick, doesn't it, Chris,

boy ? It sets our baby feet on this terrestrial sphere,

allots to us a few weary years of existence, and then

reveals to us, by means of indisputable tradition, that,

be we not righteous^a quality in direct opposition to

our natural inclinations—we must suflFer accordingly,

never deeming it fit or proper to inquire if it be our
pleasure to live at all."

" But, Jasper," I ejaculated, " that is the argument
of an unhealthy mind. There's plenty to live for.

Haven't you sufficient ' joie de vivre ' ?
"

"
' Joie de vivre ' !

" he interrupted ;
" a palatable

lie—a skeleton parading itself as the spirit of con-

tentedness. It never did exist, save in the lower
animal."

Argument was useless in the face of his present

mood, so I left him to find his own peace of mind, if

that were possible.

The autumn waned, and winter encroached on the

land. Day by day we journeyed" south, down those
long Devon lanes, now robbed of their summer glory

—over those great rolling hills but lately clad with
purple bloom. St. Ives was our destination. It was
less cold. There we would localise our wanderings
till spring came and went, and the swallow heralded
the summer's return.

So the years passed away. How many of them
there may have been I cannot say, nor do I wish to

ascertain. I would fain leave them as they are

—

shrouded with the cloak of delightful uncertainty. Of
the' happenings they contain, only the happiest sur-

vive, like holes in a black wall with the sun shining
tlirough.

Bristol marks the crisis of events. We had struck

our camp early in the morning—it was midsummer
day. There was no wind, and the heat of the previous
day still hung heavy in the air. We entered the town
from the western side, and meandered along the High
Street, Jasper driving and my father and I walking
behind. It was yet early, and business had not com-
menced.
From somewhere close at hand a bell struck the

hour. I counted the slow beats, almost unconsciously.

Eight! What a stifling day it would be. Already the
heat was unbearable.

On the curb two men were standing. I had seen
them before ; for the life of me I could not think where.

As we approached one whispered something to the
other, and they stepped over to us. The caravan
stopped, and Jasper descended from his seat, his facd
deathly pale.

They spoke in low tones, and I could not hear all

that was said, but I gathered the crux of the matter
from one dreadful word which fell on my ear

—

Murder.'
s : s ! I s

I was put in the witness box and asked innumerable
questions. What could I say, save that I knew him
to be a good man—thaUl loved him better than my
father? Shameless confession! Fearing lest any-
thing I might say should prejudice his case, I made
guarded replies to the questions asked, a useless pre-

caution. Nothing could make any difference. He
was found guilty on his own confession.

He had committed the capital crime, and must pay
the penalty—his own wife, too; but there were ex-

tenuating circumstances, so they condemned him to

penal servitude for hfe.

He stood there in the dock—a murderer, a common
felon. There was blood on his hands, and yet I cared
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not. He was good to me, and I'm glad to have known
him—glad to have been his friend.

As they led him away he turned and looked at me

—

a look of unspeakable weariness that released the

spring of my memory and sent my mind whirling back
over the period of our friendship, and then I under-
stood—understood his ever varying moods and wicked
pessimism.

"Joie de vivre"—how he had mocked at those
words. No wonder

!

CORRESPONDENCE

ENTERPRISE IN BUSINESS.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Your able article upon the question of Enter-
prise in Business deals with only one omission in the
Socialist argument. What of management, organisa-
tion, industry, initiative, to say nothing of character,

loyalty, and other individual merits, all of which are
more or less essential to success in modern business
practice? What is the corrosive irony of Mr. Wells
or the scintillating wit of Mr. G. Bernard Shaw but so
much stupidity to practical business men, who in most
cases are equally alive to the present social and
economic conditions? But the Socialism of the lead-
ing propagandist never has, and never will, come
to good business results. Why? Because its very
essence is antagonistic to disciphne, and without dis-

cipline all the essential qualities leading up to indivi-

dual efforts are handicapped in the race for efficiency.

It is the lack of discipline in every phase of juvenile
life—especially the discipline of apprenticeship

—

which is largely responsible for the chaotic condition
and helplessness of the working classes (so called)

to-day.

Why, the Scout movement, with its well-recognised
assistance in character building, is openly tabooed by
Socialists. The fact is that the moment Socialists give
cognisance to discipline, Socialism simultaneously
disappears. Your correspondent " Railway Worker "

points to the Post Office as an instance of public
ownership, but does he really look upon this institu-

tion as an example of practical Socialism ? Such an
idea is utterly absurd. Why, it is a very school of
discipline from beginning to end, and discipline, I

repeat, is incompatible with Socialism. Your corre-
spondent should be a good judge of railway efficiency,

but, surely, surely he cannot consistently claim that
because there are general managers who have gradu-
ated from the ranks that this is a triumph for
Socialism. It is rather a triumph of individual effort

—

a virtue wholly inconsistent with Socialism.
Then comes the usual reference to the co-operative

movement in farming, etc. There is no doubt that
the co-operative principle is successful to-day in farm-
ing, and notably in the production of milk, and we
shall very probably hear more of its success in due
course ; but co-operative farming is not Socialism. In
turning towards the industrial co-operative societies,

from an employee's point of view, it can scarcely be
argued that they have materially benefited by the
movenfient, for, judging by resolutions passed by their
union in conference recently, they are not so well off

as the employees of private firms. But perhaps " Rail-
way Worker " refers more especially to the dividend-
paying successes of the societies ; if so, I hope he will

not feel offended if I point out that they are not able
to serve the public better (and often not so well) in
the matter of value-giving as private traders, notwith-
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standing the low wages paid to their employees. The
success of the whole movement is almost entirely due
to the "dividend idea," which gives the management
a safe plan to work upon, and permits a large covering

profit to be made, because competition is practically

non-existent. "Who, then, pays for this privileged

position ? " Why, its supporters, of course. The foU

lowing little story is not without its bearing upon the

point. A certain old lady called at the butchery de^

partment of a large co-operative store and asked if she

could be supplied with a few bones for her dog. " Had
they any ? " Certainly they had, and the bones were

produced. " How much ? " queried the old lady.

" Nothing," said the salesman. Whereupon the loyal

co-operator sternly informed the salesman that she

would report him to the society. " What for ?

"

gasped the man. " What for, indeed ! Why, because

you have attempted to rob me of my dividend !

"

You see the old lady was obsessed with an idea, as,

indeed, many Socialists are, especially those who
stand to some disadvantage in not coming into more
practical touch with the actualities of business life,

which teaches so thoroughly the fact that there is a

world of difference between theory and practice.—

I

am, sir, etc., MANAGER FROM THE Ranks.
Glasgow.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—In last week's issue " Railway Worker " com-
mends the Post Office as a good example for private

enterprise to imitate. This is strange advice for a

worker to offer. Does he not know there are hun-<

dreds of postal servants profoundly dissatisfied with

their conditions of labour, and this notwithstanding

the fact that the service is run at a considerable profit ?

Every fair-minded man must admit that the efficiency

of the Post Office is largely due to private enterprise.

It seems to me that business enterprise is only possible

under a capitalist system. The Socialist State would
have to elect its railway managers, postal chiefs, and
directors of men of all grades by public election. Now,
we know from experience that the best men are not

always chosen by this means. It often happens the

most proficient and suitable men are cast aside with-"

out any valid reason. This would happen in the

Socialist State, with the result that men of business

enterprise would have to be content to grovel while

the incompetent would rule.—I am, sir, etc.,

Upper Tooting, S.W. INDIVIDUALIST.

THE ABOLITION OF THE WORKING
CLASSES.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—With regard to Mr. L. G. C. Money's article

on " The Work that Must be Done " I don't quite

follow his arguments and disagree with his dicta. The
working classes he defines as " a most ungentlemanly
institution." This reminds me of Sam Weller's story

of the cook who called the cats'-meat man no gentle-

man, and his retort that it was a self-evident proposi-

tion. Mr. Money seems to cast aside altogether, or

suppress, the fact that there is such a thing as brain

labour as well as manual labour. Scholarships were
never meant to be provided in order that the brightest

youngsters might " cheerfully climb out of work into

some soft-handed occupation."

I am astonished that Mr. Money should be seeking

in vain for a sight of the working classes. If he got
up early enough in the morning he would find tram-
loads of them, and, as to Kew Gardens on a Sunday,
perhaps few of them are horticulturists.

The parent, the "member of Parliament" who
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wTote to Mr. Money as to a career for his child, surely

did not expect a career without hard work—a " genteel

occupation." The middle classes, the trading classes,

the professional classes, must work nowadays with

their brains as hard—nay, harder—than the manual
workers. They have no eight hours' regulations, no
trade unions. The unions are crippling the good all-

round manual workers. I have lived for twenty years

in Jersey, in the Channel Islands. Here a carpenter

is an all-round man, and can turn his hand to any
branch of carpentering or joinery. In England a man
is boycotted by his union, forsooth, if he steps out of

his groove. All honour to the working classes, say I,

only give them a free hand. Their life has its com-
pensations. They have no appearances to keep up,

and get their pay regularly. Let the middle classes

do more of their own manual work. I am not above
blacking a pair of boots, fetching water, and sawing
logs for the fire. The present system of liigher educa-
tion is wrong. Teach the lower classes reading,

writing and arithmetic, and a trade.—I am, sir, etc.,

Jersey, April, 1913. ARTHUR HAILSTONE.

To the Editor oj Everv.ma.v.

Sir,—It would, indeed, be presumption on my part

if I attempted to criticise Mr. Chiozza Money's article

on a subject of which he is such an experienced autho-
rity. But, at the same time, as I realise the import-
ance of the good equipment of, and good provision for,

those engaged in producing the necessities of our
everyday hfe, I should like to thoroughly understand
his argument and the meaning of some of his remarks,

..which to me, at any rate, appear somewhat illogical.

Firstly, he mentions that many parents wish their

children to have " the right to avoid hard work," and
that there must be a large margin of persons " en-

gaged in avoiding necessary labour altogether," and
refers to " those who escape work."

In each case the " hard work," " necessary labour,"

and " work " referred to is manual labour.

Now, surely there is other work, and hard work, too,

besides manual labour? Does a clerk do no work?
'Am la" drone " because I don't mend roads or build

houses ? If I want to build a house it is just as neces-

sary to think how to build it and to draw the plan as it

is to put one brick on top of another. Is not this

also " Work that Must be Done "
?

Secondly, he states " that every addition to the
' classes ' . . . . means the performance of undue work
by others," and also that the " classes," by avoiding
manual labour, " leave for the labourers little more
than a bare subsistence "

; and, again, the labouring

boy asks himself, " Why pursue the excellent craft of

joinery when it means poor pay and unemployment,
while if you have a little common artfulness and care

to exercise it, you can earn far more and be much more
regularly employed in earning commissions ?

"

It naturally follows that if you overcrowd one class

of ;yorkers from the ranks of another class the com-
petition in the former class will increase, and conse-

quently the wages will decrease, while the competition
in the latter will decrease and the wages increase. In

this way it follows that a scarcity of one class of

workers is bound in time to adjust itself. Hov/, then,

can you complain of men leaving the craft of joinery

(which is evidently overcrowded, since it means poor
pay and unemployment) to join the ranks of those
earning commissions (which is evidently understocked
in comparison with joinery, since you get better pay
and are more regularly employed) ?

Thirdly, the tubes are not for the working classes.

How, then, is it that every one of the underground
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railways in London have workmen's trains running in

the morning ? You may, of course, travel for hours in
' the tubes without meeting labourers, if you choose the

West-End tubes, and travel in the middle of the morn-
ing or afternoon. It would surely be wiser to look for

them at the factories or the docks at that time.

Nor yet is Kew Gardens on a Sunday the rendez-

vous of the labouring classes in their "dirty clothes."

Few labourers live at Richmond or Kew, and Mr.
Chiozza Money is not, I presume, advocating unneces-

sary travelling on a Sunday. Victoria Park or South-

wark Park should be, I imagine, a more hkely place.

And, lastly, " boys and girls are not educated to fit

them to be useful producers." I must point out that

there are such institutions as industrial schools. I

have not the statistics for the British Isles (save that

in 1908-9 ;£^200,000 was spent on them), but in London
alone there are already nine of these schools. These
figures are, of course, very low when we consider our
enormous population, but still it is a beginning, and
shows that some, at least, realise the importance of

such education.—I am^ sir, etc.,

Tulse Hill, S.W. Edward A. Roe.

To the Editor of EVerym.\n.

Sir,—In your current issue Mr. Chiozza Money
suggests a uniform working day of five hours. May I

ask. Would the same wage be given to both the honest
and the dishonest worker? If so, what will become
.of justice? If not, what will become of Mr. Money's
prophecy as to the abolition of poverty?—I am, sir,

etc., J. H. Profit.
Leytonstone, N.E., April 12th, 1913.

To the Editor oj Everyman.

Sir,—I have been thinking over Mr. Chiozza
Money's article, with this result: I ask myself how
" The Work That Must Be Done " will ever get itself

done unless there is a perfect army of inspectors to see

that the workman, who is no longer a member of a
class, but a free and independent being, does his task

;

and I fear these inspectors will not be drawn from the

most estimable classes of society. Honest men would
not hke the job. Will lots be drawn, so that the most
disagreeable jobs will not be thrust upon anyone with-

out some show of justice? If a nobleman drew
sewer work, would he be allowed to swop for a con-
sideration ?

Horace is never tired of telling us that the v,'ay to

increase your wealth is to curb your desires. Care
follows growing riches and the hunger for more. Are
we really happier in the wearying pursuit of pleasure

and racket and bustle of modern life? Is leisure

worth having if we have never learnt how to employ
it ? But your last issue points to the true remedy for

our social ills in the sketch of Dr. Chalmers's work,
which a regenerate Scotland may be expected to carry
on in a spirit of truly national fellowship.—I am, sir,

etc., Senex.

To the Editor oJ Evervm.\n.

Sir,—Mr. Chiozza Money appears to think that the
sole object of leaving the mdustrial ranks is to avoid
work, whereas, of course, it is to secure better pay. The
community fixes the rate of remuneration according
to the service rendered to itself and the rarity of the
special kind of labour required. For instance, it will

pay fabulous sums to the singer who possesses a voice

that will charm more than any other, to the general

iwho has the capacity to plan and the skill to win
yictories, or to the administrator who can rule wisely

and well, though, according to Mr. Money, none of

these do any work that counts.

The higher the civiUsation the greater the realisa-<

tion of the fact that-head work is of more service to the

race than hand work, and hence is worthy of larger

remuneration.

Mr. Money includes transport workers amongst the

producing class, but, according to his definition, it

ought to be the horse or motor, rather than the man who
directs the one or controls the other, that should receive

the bigger pay, for it is surely he that has the " soft

job " and the horse that does the effective work. Of
course, the great fallacy of all those who, like Mr.

Money, try to set class against class by extolling the

manual worker and depreciating the brain worker is

the artificial division of workers into two groups. No
such separation is possible. Every hand worker must
use his brain, and every head worker must use his

hands. Only the greater the domination of the hands
by the brain, the larger the service to the community
of the work, and the more highly will it be paid. The
skilled artisan deserves and receives more than the

unskilled labourer, the organiser and controller of the

works more than the clerk or messenger, who only

does what he is told. The manufacturer is a producer

just as truly as the minder of the loom, the farmer as

the ploughman. All honest workers, whether they be
labourers, artisans, clerks, merchants, manufacturers,

farmers, lawyers, parsons, doctors, actors, authors, or

statesmen, are producers, in that they either themselves

aid in providing the necessaries of life or care for

those who do. There are those who prey upon the

workers, such as the financiers who make corners, the

professional gamblers, the charlatans, the professional

pohticians, e( hoc genus omne, who are not producers

but destroyers, and who should be swept from the face

of the earth. Wealth is unevenly distributed, and
often unwisely spent, and officialdom is tending to

absorb far too great a proportion of the national

wealth ; but surely the remedy is to remove the abuses

and not to aim at lowering the ideal of work.

Finally, I would ask Mr. Money whether he expects

the industrial workers to go to Kew Gardens on
Sundays in their working clothes, or does he consider

that there is some inherent distinction between the

man or woman who works chiefly with his hands, or

mainly with his brain, which makes it possible to

recognise them as groups apart ?—I am, sir, etc.,

H. J. Campbell.

To the Editor of Everym.^n.

Sir,—To make us a nation of " half-timers " would
be to make confusion worse confounded, for not only

would it do away with much of the economy of time

and labour that follows on specialisation, but it would
inevitably result in the deterioration of all the higher

kinds of work.—I am, sir, etc., H. J.
CAMPBELL.

April 13th, 1913.

IS THE HUMAN BRAIN DEGENERATING?
To the Editor oj Everyman.

Sir,—The conclusion Mr. Bland arrives at is that

human beings may be getting stronger, healthier,

more cultured, better trained, more moral and com-

punctious than they were in the past, but cleverer

—

assuredly, no. And why? Because man has ceased

to be primitive.

In the good old times a man had to be brainy.

Unless specially gifted in this way he could not be

sure of even the two dinners per week, and when a

dainty morsel crossed his path a highly developed
{Contin^'H on -page $6.)
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faculty for making a quick lunch was desirable if the

primitive inner man was to be saved from disappoint-

ment. That extra and deeper brain convolution which

enabled a man to stop a leak in the roof is necessarily

a thing of tlie past. Nowadays he would probably

get into trouble if caught on the roof, and his family

would certainly be uneasy as to his mental condition.

According to Mr. Bland's theory, one should have

expected the hard lot of the curate and the clerk to

give him some hope for the future. It is generally

admitted they are two wretchedly paid men. I take

it from the writer that they reproduce with astonish-

ing rapidity and rear ovprflowing famihes. That
being so, their struggle for bread, life, or existence,

which, after all, amount to much the same thing, must

be very real indeed. They must find it about as diffi-

cult as did their primitive forefathers to make both

ends meet. In the case of the clerk the quick-lunch

proclivity even does not seem to have been quite

eradicated.

Some people might feel inclined to point out to Mr.

Bland quite notable examples of brain development
within recent times—Edison, Kelvin, Lister, and Mar-
coni, for example. But these, perhaps, do not exhibit

that rich convolution of brain so much to be desired.

After reading Mr. Bland's article one is convinced

that the future hope of the world is not in man at all,

but in that despised creature, the fox, which is prover-

bially most cunning and resourceful, and has never

weakened these attributes by trifling with culture or

morality.—I am, sir, etc., P. D. MUNRO.
Glasgow,

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Surely Mr. Hubert Bland, in his interesting

article on the above subject, is unduly pessimistic?

We have only to review the mental work of, say, the

last hundred years to find his i priori conclusions

unsupported by facts. The evidence would seem to

point to a progressive rather than a retrogressive

movement in brain development ; and, curiously

enough, it is just in the matter of scientific inventive-

ness that this progressive development is most marked.
This comparatively short period has witnessed a

wealth of inventive and creative genius that has pro-

foundly modified our whole social life ; and this, too,

without the impulse of the extinction alternative.

Is the extinction alternative an essential incentive

to the kind of brain development required by modern
civilisation? The nature of the quest and struggle

for food of primitive man did certainly foster a species

of brain growth, but it was a species vastly inferior

and wholly inadequate to meet the demands of modern
conditions. In the struggle for existence the modern
man has not merely to circumvent his neighbour, but

his circumventing must be more complex and accom-
modate itself to our improved notions of justice and
humanity. While the primitive environment called

for animal vitality and a certain level of intelligence,

the modem environment demands of the would-be
" survivor " not only a higher level of perceptual
activity, but also of ideation and reflection. If the
penalty of failure be less violent than formerly, it is

at least unpleasant enough to make some "unfortu-
nates " prefer self-extinction to a security of the bare
necessities of life offered them by their now more
humane brothers.

As Mr. Bland rightly points out, modernly regarded,
the phrase " struggle for life " is a misnomer. It is

not now so much a struggle for life as a struggle for the
fullest life—or, as he himself puts it, " a scramble for

easy-chairs." But this " scramble " is by no means the

easy and comfortable process he would have us be-

lieve. One has only to turn one's hand to scientific

invention or any of the professions or arts to quickly

discover how much has already been done and how
much brain capacity is needed if it is to be of the

smallest " survival " value.

It is true that in this ill-orderpd world fortunes some-
times go by favour rather than by merit ; but it is by
no means the majority who are able to evade the rigid

and inflexible. test of economic law.

But, if Mr. Bland's diagnosis is faulty, is not his

remedy even more so ? Granting his dismal conclu-

sions, how can he hope for mentally or physically pro-

fitable results from unions in which the proper sex

affinity is absent? Since, as he himself admits, men
of conspicuous mental endowments almost invariably

prefer to marry women intellectually inferior, how is

the scientific brain culturist to overcome the difficulty?

The treatment in the case of the lower animals is

scarcely applicable here, since, broadly speaking, they
are less exclusive, sexually, than man—less exclusive

because the mind factor is less complex.—I am, sir,

etc., F. C. Cattell.
London, N, ,

To the Editor of EvERyMAN.

Sir,—In your excellent number of April i ith there

is one article which irritates me no less than it makes
me think. I refer to Mr. Hubert Bland's " Is the

Human Brain Degenerating ? " I thank Mr. Bland
for making me think, but I do tliank him for

irritating me.

His whole argument seems to hang on this, that

brain degeneration is identical with social deteriora-

tion. Now, I agree vrith him in making such an iden-

tity, but I do not believe that he has given the proper
value to each of his terms. According to him, if we
have no life " push," that must necessarily imply a col-

lective quantity of uncreative brain tissue, and vice

versA.

First of all, in connection with his sigh for more
creative capacity in brain power, Mr. Bland is a be-
liever in natural selection, and yet he bemoans educa-
tion as a factor in demolishing such selection. In this

I entirely disagree. Through the whole of our
modern education there is a growing passion for more
definite specialisation. And what is specialisation but
an outrageous form of natural selection? But more
important still, is not this lust for excelling in one par-
ticular branch 'of learning exactly the state of mind
conducive to creative results? Nowadays, it would
appear, we must learn to find the world in a little divi-

sion of its labour.

Secondly, Mr. Bland does not give a true meaning
to progress. Does it not strike us all that we are get-
ting past the days—thank heaven !—of selfish strife for

daily existence, nonsensical strife for the mere plea-

sure of striving? As the writer points out, we have
still a great deal of it. But why wish for more ? In
this great age of medicine those are not true optimists
who cry, " The weak to the wall ! Let us get back to
the pagan period !

" No, this is a new age, and I, for

one, cannot believe with Mr. Bland that it is not an
advanced age. It is, above all, an age of depth. We
have never been so near the heart of things before,

both scientifically and morally. I have dealt with the
former of these ; what of the latter ?

Mr. Bland is unpoetic. We do not wish our youth
to be so very sharp and self-centred. We want them
to be broad-minded, healthy, and righteous. Away
with groveUing cleverness ! Lead our children to the

(Coiitinutd OH fa^e 58.)
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HOW TO START IN JOURNALISM
By W. Aston Baslake

There is, perhaps, no field of intellectual activity

more universal in its appeal, or offering wider scope

for the lucrative employment of one's leisure or whole

time than the profession of journalism.

Most of us at one time or another feel a strong

desire to express ourselves in print, and those who
put the desire into practical elTect, and are fortunate

enough, or clever enough, to get their literary pro-

ductions accepted, experience a keen intellectual plea-

sure which is in itself a sufficient reward for their

labours.

But when to this pleasure is added the further satis-

faction of receiving a cheque—for However small an

amount—the beginner feels as a prospector might feel

when he unearths his first nugget—he feels that there

is an excellent chance of getting more nuggets from

the same source. Similarly the budding author feels

that having once produced a marketable commodity

from his own brain there is no reason why he should

not repeat the process.

But, as everyone must be aware, success at the first

attempt is the exception rather than the rule, and
the majority of those who have reached even the

lower steppes of the hill of Parnassus have done so

at the expense of much bitter disappointment and
weary waiting.

Their example need not, however, deter the aspirant

for similar success from making the attempt ; for if

the reasons for prehminary failure be summarised and
analysed, it will be found that in the majority of

cases they are the same. That is to say that one man
has failed at first from making precisely the same
mistakes as were made by hundreds of others. But
he has not had their experience to guide him, and so

has had to buy his own experience—at the same
price.

These mistakes are, however, avoidable by placing

one's self under the direction of a capable and expe-

rienced instructor. There is no better course of in-

struction in the art of successful journalism than that

provided by the Practical Correspondence College

—

the well-known institution situated in Thanet House,

Strand. The method employed is essentially practical

and thorough. The great success and popularity of

the College is sufficient evidence on this point. The
directors make a point of obtaining instructors who
are of acknowledged eminence in their respective pro-

fessions, and both the College and its numerous
students are to be congratulated in having the services

of Mr. T. Sharper Knovvlson to personally conduct

the Journalism Course. Mr. Knowlson's versatile

genius and varied experience peculiarly fit him for

setting the would-be writer on the right road to fame
and fortune, and enabling him to avoid the many
pitfalls which beset the path of the inexperienced.

The lessons are conducted entirely by corre-

spondence—an admirable plan, which enables the

student to do fuller justice to himself and to the in-

struction than would be possible by any other method.

The fees are extremely moderate, considering the

exceptional value of the instruction, and every effort

is made to enable the student to earn while learning.

Many of the students have earned more than the entire

fees before completing the course, and many others

are now adding substantially to their incomes by de-

voting a portion of their leisure to what is undoubtedly

one of the most delightful of all occupations.

The College will not accept a student unless reason-

ably sure of making him or her successful, and gives

a free preliminary criticism of his or her work to every

applicant. Full particulars may be obtained from the

Secretary, Practical Correspondence College, 77,

Thanet House, Strand, W.C.

TrainYour Talent
What is your talent : is it writing, or drawing, jr ideas ?

Train your talent—turn it to advantage. Don't waste your
time at the desk or the counter when there is better work to

be done and a bigger income to be gained. If you only knew
the many opportunities open to the trained man or woman
you would not hesitate to train your talent and a; ply it. We
can train and qualify you for better work and a better income
in your spare time at home ; you need not leave your present
situation until you have secured a better one.

You take no risk. Choose one of these

Five Well-paid Professions
which most interests you, and send to us for a FREE
ILLUSTRATED BOOK dealing with the facts and figures

of that profession. We know that if you will give us the
opportunity to lay our proofs before you, yo.u will realise that
you possess a bigger chance in life than you had ever hoped.
We can train and qualify you by correspondence in any of

the following highly-paid professions;

—

BLACK & WHITE ILLUS-
TRATING

JOURNALISM

ADVERTISEMENT WRITING
PRESS PHOTOGRAPHY
POSTER DESIGNING

state clearly which profession you wish to investigate. Out
system and methods are endorsed by all the leading news-
papers and journals.

IVKirE-SECRETARV,

PRACTICAL CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE,
77, Thanet House, Strand, W.C.
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—

Address, Mr. J. Charleston. B..\. (Hons, Oion. and Lond.), 14, Elsham Road,
Kensington, W,
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stars
;
give them a glimpse of God's immensities, and

there will be plenty of life push

!

To-day the concentrated, creative force of each unit

is focussed on the perfecting of a small part in the

complex whole, and in this we truly progress—those

of us (and there are not so few, Mr. Bland) who use

our brains at all.—I am, sir, etc.,

April 1 2th, 1913. John D'Aschennan.

To the Editor of Everym.an.

Sir,—It is hard to take the article under the above
heading seriously ; at the same time, I think it should

not be allowed to pass unchallenged, even at the risk

of being classed by Mr. Bland as an "average,

uninstructed person."

Mr. Bland's main hypothesis is that the brain can-

not improve except as the result of the daily fear of

death.

Surely this is a false hypothesis, and cannot pos-

sibly be accepted by anyone who considers the change
that has taken place in the world during the last cen-

tury. Besides, have the present rush and feverish

anxiety in the competition of business which we see

ruining the health of so many of the weaker of our

business men no place in the development of the brain ?

Is the rivalry amongst inventors in striving to conquer

the air and evolving marvellous machinery of all pos-

sible kinds of no value?

Again, let us take Mr. Bland's word-picture, in which

he so vividly portrays our forefathers engaged in

developing their brain capacity, and incidentally ours,

to which process Mr. Bland is so anxious, I suppose,

we should resort. I believe it is firmly estabHshed

that in those days the human skull was shallow and
incapable of containing the average brain of the day.

Also I believe I am right in asserting that, according

to the latest views on the subject, the size of the skull

must have increased before the brain capacity in-

creased. I think it is fair to assume that the converse

is true, and that as the brain " degenerates " so would
the skull become shallower. Is this so? I am glad

to think the evidence on this point is against Mr.
Bland. I notice that Mr. Bland mentions that when
our forefathers were developing their brain capacity
" dinner was an affair of every three days or so." This
suggests the awful thought that some of our more far-

seeing Suffragettes may be stealing a march on us
men.

I am glad to say I am an optimist as regards the

progress of man and the world, and am inclined to

think that opinions such as Mr. Bland expresses may,
if not checked, easily become the " father to the fact."

—I am^ sir, etc.,
'

J. H. TAYLOR.

Southsea, J» J» J»

WHITTIER'S LIFE AND WORK*
The writer of this book beheves that Whittier's career

is not known in this country, and she is hopeful that

her brief sketch may lead to a deeper appreciation of

his poems. The aim is laudable, but, in order to be

entirely successful, the authoress would have required

to have approached her subject in a more critical

spirit. She says: "Any criticism accentuating 'cul-

tured fastidiousness ' finds no place in the purpose of

this biography." That is rather an unfortunate re-

mark, for it is difficult to see how the book is to in-

crease the number of admirers of Whittier's poetry if

the exercise of the critical faculty is withheld. '

* "John Greenleaf Whittier : His Life and Work.
Georgioa King Lewis. 3s. 6d, net. (Headley./

By
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Manifestly, a book which is intended to appeal to

those who don't know Whittier ought to have sedu-
lously avoided anything in the nature of a panegyric.

But this is precisely the line the autlioress has taken.

Instead of providing the reader with a careful esti-

mate of Whittier, exhibiting his weak as well as his

strong points, she, for the most part, contents herself

with serving up the opinions of a number of Whittier's
admirers.

But while the book cannot claim to have critical

value nor even literary distinction, it furnishes a
gossipy narrative, recounting the main facts of Whit-
tier's life accurately and intelligently. There are also

numerous selectiqns from his poetry and his corre-
spondence. Much space is given to his friendship with
Lloyd Garrison, and we are afforded interesting

glimpses of WTiittier's long and stern battle against
the foes of emancipation. With the poet's religious

views Miss Lewis is thoroughly in sympathy. It is in

portraying this side of his character that she is most
successful. And that is no small gain, for, after all,

religion was the impelling force of Whittier's being.
The influence of his Quaker birth and upbringing

was manifest in all he did and in all he wrote. Miss
Lewis is on unassailable ground when she says :

—

"Whittier was a mystic and a seer. The invisible world
was the influence of his hfe; the spiritual world the reality.
Life was one beautiful whole; no hard and fast division of
secular and sacred troubled him. The fruit of the spirit

could grow out of every action : every meal was a sacrament,
every place was holy, every human being could be the temple
of the Holy Ghost."

For frontispiece there is a photogravure of the poet.
There are also illustrations of the Old Homestead at
Haverhill.

SCOTTISH CHURCH HISTORY,
1 690-

1 740
This is a book which it is not easy to review either

fairly or coherently. It purports to be an account of
the twenty-seven ministers of the Church of Scotland
who were Moderators of the General Assembly be-
tween 1690 and 1740. With the notable exception
of Carstares, not one of these Moderators has pre-
viously been made the subject of special study. Their
history is exceedingly obscure, and can only be pieced
together, and that in a fragmentary way, after much
laborious burrowing among musty volumes, pamphlets,
and documents.

In order, therefore, to review this book adequately,
one would require to do what Mr. Warrick has evi-

dently done—expend an enormous amount of time
and labour in gleaning facts from rare authorities.

Needless to say, we have not attempted so stupendous
a task ; but we have been able, nevertheless, to

traverse a portion of the ground, and have, of course,

scrutinised the sketch of Carstares, of whom an excel-
lent biography exists by his descendant, the late Prin-
cipal Story. The result of these investigations tends
to show that Mr. Warrick's knowledge of the period
is not only extensive, but amazingly exact. Some of
his portraits are shadowy, as indeed they were almost
bound to be, but the majority, thanks to his industry
and enthusiasm, are skilfully and vividly drawn. He
has produced a book which fully maintains the best
traditions of .Scottish ecclesiastical scholarship.

Was it worth while, it may be asked, to chronicle
the sayings and doings of these Moderators, all of
whom, with one exception, are unknown to fame .' Mr.

* "The Moderators of the Church of .Scotland from 1690 to
1-40." By Rev. John Warrick, M..\. los. 6d. net. ^Olipbant.)

" Popular ! it speaks for itself, sir^
everybody is having Hall's Distemper
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folk and people with fancy ideas, but now
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*' How TO DECORATE VOt'R HOME"—a book-
let that helps, by giving! beautiful examples In
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"THE WAY" through the labyrinth

to the TRUE GOAL OF LIFE
is clearly set forth in "GLAD TIDINGS I" a new book

By RADNOR H. HODGSON,
Contents.—"To You": "What is Man?"; "The Divine in Man"; **Th6
Carnal Man"; " Selfishness and Altruism "

; "Individuality"; "Self-Culture";
"Truth and Wisdom"; "The Great Illusion"; "The Great Purpose":
" Social Reform "; " Now and After."

A book with a mettace of sre&t hope to all men and women*

Price 1/- net. By post. tlH, from RADNOR H. HODGSON.
HEADLEY BROS. South View. Baildon. Yorks.

•THE AUTHORS' ALLIANCE place MSS. promptly and on
^ be5;t terms. Literary work of all kinds dealt with by experts who ptaco
Authors* interest first. Twenty years' experience.—2, Clement's Inn, W.C.

DOOKS.—SECOND-HAND AT HALF PRICES, New at 25%
*-' discount. 1,000,000 volumes on every conceivable subject. Send for
Catalogues (post free), and state wants. Books sent on approval. Books
purchased. Best prices —W. & G. FOYLE. 121, 3t Charing Cross Road. London,
W.C. rPhone: Gerrard 8180.)

DOOKPLATES.—For Children or Adults. Send 3d. stamps fot^ specimen Book of 80 choice inexpensive Desij^ns supplied in any quantity,
gummed, with your name printed in.—LONDON ETCHING CO.. LTD.,
3, llolborn Place, London. W.C.

CHORTHAND.—REPORTING IN CUBA.—"I have been able
'-' to take political speeches for important newsjiapers here, which other steno-
graphers using other systems have bten unable to take down correctly. The
Sloan-Duployan system is a complete success when used for the Spanish
langua-c."—From Mr. R, J. Gonzalez. P.O.. Box 1309. Havanna, Cuba.
SLOAN-DUPLOYAN is used in fourteen languages, is acquired in a few weeks,
and is tt'iaranteed the most rapid and reliable system in use to day. Interesting
illustrated handbook free. Sloan Shorthand Co.. l^msgate.

IWICC CRITICISED AND REVISED. Write for terms to
IVlkJkJ. Mr. LEPECHT (Box N). Oakica Cottage. Silverhill Paris, St.
Leonards-on-Sea.

AUTHOfiS EXPERIENCING DIFFICULTY IN FINDING
a publisher are mvited to submit thcT MSS.,
upon eilher general . r Sfecial subjects, to the

MUSEUM ARTS & LETTERS AS&^CIATIO.N. 18. Bury Street, W.C.
Advantageous lerms of issue accorded a*, authors whose works show promise..
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Warrick anticipates the question and, as we think, coii-

clusively answers it. The fifty years covered by this

book was a period of transition. It was devoid of
the glamour and interest which marked earlier and
later epochs, and possibly on that account has re-

ceived less attention. But no one can hope to master
fully the subsequent history of the Church of Scotland
without understanding the forces at work between"

1690 and 1740, and of the men who controlled them.
In 1690, as Mr. Warrick observes in an admirable

introduction, the Covenanting period was over. Pres-
byterianism had regained its place and power ; and it is

the chief claim to remembrance on the part of most of

the Moderators whose careers are here narrated that

they materially assisted in rooting the Scottish Church
more firmly than ever in the affections of the people.

The year 1740, on the other hand, witnessed the suc-

cessful inauguration of the Seceder movement and the

rise of the Moderates.
Many conflicting views prevail regarding the

spiritual con.dition of the Scottish Church during this

period. Mr. Warrick, who writes as a Free Church-
man, presents a broad survey of the facts, citing,

among other testimonies, those of evangelical divines

like Wodrow and Willison, of Dundee, and concludes

that the Revolution Church was full of spiritual life

and vigour, at least during its earlier years. He also

notes the literary barrenness of the Church at this

time. Though some of the Moderators were capable

scholars, not one of them has left a book which is

read to-day. Mr. Warrick says they were preoccupied

with the work of reorganising the worship and dis-

cipline of the Church. But surely the explanation

lies deeper.

The Revolution Church carried the practice of re-

electing its Moderators to a degree unsurpassed before

or since. Three of the twenty-seven Moderators
mentioned in this book—William Wisheart, William
Mitchell, and William Hamilton—held the office no
fewer than five times, while Carstares occupied the

chair of the General Assembly on four occasions. The
latter, as is well known, was one of the greatest of

Scottish ecclesiastics ; but how to explain the repeated

bestowal of the honour on the other three is not easy.

Either Wisheart, Mitchell, and Hamilton were more
singularly gifted than even Mr. Warrick's narrative

would lead us to suppose, or the Revolution Church
was wofully deficient in first-rate Churchmen.

It only remains to add that the volume is furnished

with excellent portraits of Carstares, Wisheart,

Hamilton, and other Moderators. W. F. G.

j^W t3^ v^

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
The Prayer Life : Its Philosophy and Practice,
by J. G. Tames, D.Lit, M.A. (National Free Church
Council, 2s. 6d. net), was written at the request of the

organisation under whose auspices it appears. It

aims at quickening in the Churches the spirit of

prayer, private and social. Dr. James, who is already

favourably known by his " Problems of Prayer," here

concentrates attention upon the philosophical and
theological aspects of the subject. After treating of

the teaching of the Bible on prayer and the psychology

of prayer, he devotes three chapters each to the philo-

sophy, the theology, and the practical aspects of his

theme. Though the hl^ok is ably and lucidly written,

we are inclined to think that the earlier sections are

too advanced for the class of reader for whom the

work is specially intended. The concluding chapters,

however, fulfil tiieir purpose admirably, and ought to

be pondered by all interested in the subject. Two
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prayers by R. L. Stevenson, we are glad to note, are
warmly commended. The Rev. H. Elvet Lewis con-
tributes a foreword, m » »

Out of the Blue (Longmans, Green and Co., 6s.),

by R. Gorell Barnes. This is a love story with an
idyUic setting in a coral island in the Indian Ocean.
There is tlie inevitable shipwreck, and the hero and
heroine are cast ashore on a desert island, which, like

the island one remembers with such affection in " The
Swiss Family Robinson," is prolific with everything
needful to man—and woman. The author, however,
does not overburden us with adventures in the new
and enforced home, realising, perhaps, that what is

acceptable in one's childhood one is apt to be some-
what sceptical of in later life. The peg upon which
the story hangs is the relation between James Graham
and Joan Elliott, who find themselves thus cut off from
civilisation, and falling in love. The situation is some-
what complicated by the fact that Graham has a wife

!

We will not spoil the story by saying what is the solu-

tion which is eventually reached, but leave it to the
reader to discover. The story, though it has dramatic
possibilities, does not ring quite true, and it occurs to
us that perhaps it would have been more convincing
had the author devoted fewer chapters to analysing
the feelings and varied sensations of his characters, and
given us a little more incident to while away the year
in the island. But perhaps Mr. Barnes has never been
cast away on a desert island, which would account for
a certain atmosphere of unreality which pervades the
book. » » ®

The smell of gunpowder and the reek of the battle-

field, the agonies of forced marches and the stem and
frequently brutal discipline of the British army in the
early part of last century, all this, and much more, is

brought vividly before us in the book which Messrs.
Smitli, Elder and Co. have recently published,
Wellington's Men (is. net.), being some soldier bio-

graphies, edited by Mr. W. H. Fitchett, B.A., LL.D.
The extracts, which are very admirably edited, are
taken from " the pages of battle literature written by
the hands of soldiers," and they bring before us in all

its horror the actual meaning of war from the stand-
point of the soldier fighting in the ranks. It is hard
to realise, when turning these pages full of thrilling

incident and heroic deeds, that the hands which wrote
it all down so vividly are now still for ever. It is won-
derful to feel we are actually face to face with the men
who made the history of that day, and to feel we are
reading at first hand the experiences of the soldiers

who fought in the Peninsula and who won Waterloo.
The account of that terrible retreat to Corunna is won-
derfully and strikingly brought before us. Who has
not felt the horror of that heroic march when reading
it in the cold and unsympathetic print of an orthodox
volume of history, but when it is told in the simple
words of a man who marched with Craufurd to Vigo,
then, indeed, one can begin to appreciate what war
meant to the soldier in the ranks—and to his wife.

There is a chapter on " Soldiers' Wives " which the
reader would do well to note carefully, so admirably
does it depict the devotion and quiet heroism with
which the women marched with the men and shared
all their hardships. The book is, however, not entirely
devoted to the dark side of those dreadful days. We
are occasionally enhvened with amusing accounts of
the idiosyncrasies of some of the great men themselves.
There are diverting instances of Wellington's irrita-

bility, as when he issued a general order that " British
officers would in future abstain from beating Marshals
of France," consequent upon the complaint of a French
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Marshal who had been knocked down by an English-

man on the boulevard, but was unable to identify his

aggressor! Then, again, there is the incident of the

ofhcer who lost his wig, and after a victorious battle

went frantically riding over the field, bald-headed, and
shouting, " A guinea to the man who will find my wig "

!

These little anecdotes are a welcome relief from the

tales of blood and suffering with which the book
abounds. The men, though brutal, and in many
instances seeming half savage, are nevertheless worthy
of an admiration that one wonders whether one could

so readily accord to the soldier of to-day. Their life

was harder—one doubts if the present generation

could stand a quarter what they had to bear—but it

was a life which made heroes—and heroes, too, who
thought nothing of what they did, but took it all in the

day's work. The book will fill a present need in

giving the student (too often addicted to taking his

history in pre-digested tabloid form) a human insight

into the everyday life of the men who made England.

» 9 »
Lop-Eared Dick (John Ouseley, Ltd., 6s.), by G.

F. Monckton. This is a "disjointed account of the

trials of a genial Cow-boy in a World of Widows and
W'ild Animals." The reader will doubtless be much
diverted by the adventures of the hero, which are

recounted in a number of short tales. Dick tells us

in his " appendage " that " this here book ain't nun of

my work. The man that dun it he can't spel and is

considrbbl of a Iyer, ... so wenn you rede this here

book, if it gives you a pane in your inside ware you
kepe yor laffs, . . . say the cusswords over him, not

over mee." We will not go so far as to say we said

cusswords over anybody—neither did we have a very

bad " pane " where we " kepe our laffs," though we will

admit we found " Concerning Bulldogs " rather funny.
" A Revolt of Women " is also quite amusing, but

we cannot say we were altogether sorry when we had
finished the book. It strikes us that Mr. Monckton is

aspiring to be a second " Artemus Ward," and if that

is so, our advice is that of Mr. Punch, " Don't."

» » »

Mr. Phillips Oppenheim is always readable. Almost

alone among those writers who appeal to the public

through the medium of the serial, his characterisation

is clever and occasionally subtle, and, as inevitably

happens when you find this in a writer, his plot is not

only credible, but workmanlike, and in its involutions

invariably original. The author knows how to intrigue

the interest, and to keep alive the reader's curiosity of

interest without losing sight of the story as a whole.

There are no sudden and disjointed effects in

The Temptation of Tavernake (Hodder and
Stoughton, 6s.). The episodes are striking and arrest-

ing, but they fit into the framework of the novel as

a whole, and the perspective is never thrown out by
a sudden and abrupt transition from a love scene to a

murder, a domestic interior to a midnight burglary.

Tavernake is a popular type of hero, the Napoleonic
man with a capacity for concentration " upon the

things of the passing moment, which was in itself im-
pressive, and which somehow disarmed criticism." The
opening scene, when he taxes the heroine with the

theft of a bracelet, is cleverly conceived and carried

out, and the girl herself is a more subtle type than we
usually find. The interest is kept up throughout the

book, and every now and again we chance on descrip-

tives notable for the \i'.-idity and colour. At times Air.

Oppenheim achieves a high level of word painting.

"A late spring—late, at any rate, in this quaint

corner of the world—stole like some wonderful
enchantment across the face of the moors and the

marshes. Yellow gorse starred with golden clumps tht

brown hillside ; and while lavender gleamed in patches

across the silver street marshes, the dead hedges came
blossoming into life. Crocuses, a long line of yellow

and purple crocuses, broke from waxy buds into star-

like blossoms along the front of Matthew Nicholls'

garden. And with the coming of spring Tavernake
suddenly found himself able to think of the past."

After reading this and similar passages one wishes

that Mr. Oppenheim, while we fully appreciate his

talent and capacity for originating and developing a

powerful plot, would turn his talents in the direction of

a quieter and at the same time a more spontaneous
channel. m » 9

The Blue Wolf (Hodder and Stoughton, 6s.) is

written with a swing. It is a story of Texas, and treats

of a big ranch and of the life of the Guachos. South

America is as yet fairly unexploited by the novelist,

except for those wild and whirling romances that

centre round presidential crises in one of the small

Republics that lend themselves so ably to the melo-

dramatic happenings. The chase of the blue wolf, the

animal that plays an actual and symbolic part in the

story, is powerfully described. The women, fresh,

healthy creatures, impress one with their vitality, and

the love interest is convincing and well sustained.

» 9
Mr. Robert Chambers paints with a magic brush.

In his latest volume, THE Gay REBELLION (Apple-

tons, 6s.), he portrays with a most delicious humour

both the suffragette movement and faddists in

Eugenics. America is pictured as under feminine

rule ; women reign supreme by means of the suffrage

strike, and marriages are few and far between. While

men refuse the vote, women decline to notice them.

Husbands, fathers, uncles, fiancis, bachelors—all are

excluded ; shut out from womanly smiles and feminine

fascinations. The Eugenists, as a side line, start the.

New Race University for the purpose of scientific

propagation, and lively girls capture athletic and
well-proportioned young men and hand them over to

the authorities of the institution. These are the

sentiments voiced by the movement :
" Mr. Langdon,

the day is past when women will either countenance

or take part in any disrespectful witticisms, slurs, or

jests at the expense of their own sex. Once—^and

that not very long ago—they did it." The farce,

sustained to the end, helps to make the book one of

the most amusing we have read for a long time.
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

SCUTARI continues to be the all-absorbing topic

of foreign politics. The Montenegrins have
secured the fortress at the cost of heroic sacrifice,

and they have made up their minds to retain it. They
are determined that Scutari shall be the capital of

Greater Montenegro. Austria is determined that it

shall be the capital of an autonomous Albania. Monte-
negro is under the indirect protectorate of Russia,

Albania is under the direct protectorate of Austria,

wTiich for years has subsidised Albanian Cathohc
churches. If Austria carries out her threats, war with

Russia is a certainty. There is one disquieting feature

of the Russian situation : at the time of the Japanese
war it was the Russian Government which was in

favour of hostilities, whilst the people were against it.

In the present case it is the Russian Government
which is pacific, and it is the Russian people that are

bellicose.

Without taking any sides- irt a complex, qnestion, it

is amusing to see the arguments adduced by the British

Press in favour of Scutari becoming the capital of

Albania. We are informed that the majority of the

population are of Albanian race, that only a small
mmority are Serbs, and that, therefore^ the Scutari dis-

trict ought to form part of Albania. Are tlie jour-

nalists who use this argument aware of. its grim irony'

and its profound immorality? A band of burglars

invade a country house, murder the majority of its

inhabitants, and say to them, "We are the majority,

therefore the house shall belong to us." Such is

exactly the relative position of the Serbs and the
Albanians. The Serbs resisted the Turks, remained
Christians, and refused to become renegades. The
Albanians submitted to the Turks, and for centuries

became the dreaded Janissaries, the henchmen and the
hangmen of the Sultan. For centuries they have lived

by murder. They are the last surviving tribes of
mountaineer brigands. We do not deny that they are
eminently picturesque, but to say that they have the

right over a territory simply because they have
massacred its inhabitants, is to carry a little too far the

right of occupancy and the principle of nationalities.

The Belgian strike has come to an ignominious end.

The Belgian leaders, to retrieve the position, affirm

that it has been eminently successful. It is true that

the Belgian Conservative Prime Minister has promised
that a joint committee of Parliament will be arranged
to consider the revision of the electoral law. If such a
platonic promise satisfies the Belgian workmen we can
only say that they are not difficult to please. In justice

to the leaders, it must be granted that, from the

beginning, they were against the strike, that: on no
one day was it anything like general^^ and that, even
without the present agreement, the strike would have
ended in a complete collapse. At the same time, one
cannot help contrasting the levity and the weakness of
the Belgian workmen with the grim determination of

the British workmen in the railway strike. The pre-

sent lamentable experience, however, may be of ser^

vice to the Belgians. It may teach them the very
necessary lesson that a general strike is too formid-^

able a weapon to be used unless there is a firm deter-

mination to hold out until the bitter end.

The Insurance Act is getting more and more of a
muddle, and it is about time that the country should
awaken to the realities of a scandalous situation.

Patience is not only a commendable Christian virtue,

but an indispensable political virtue, and we ought to

make full allowance in favour of those who have had
to organise a huge scheme of social reform. But when
patience is exercised at the expense of millions of

suffering fellow-citizens, it may be carried too far.

Mr. Rocklift, secretary of the Joint Committee of

Approved Societies, which is a committee representing

over seven millions of insured persons (more than half

the insured in the country), declares that tens of thou-

sands of insured persons are not obtaining anything,

like proper attention under the Act, and that many are

paying for a private doctor. The grievance is not
only that 386 doctors under the panel ha^'e over a
thousand patients each, and that a few doctors have
between five and seven thousand patients, but that an
insured person, once he has selected liis doctor, cannot
change him for another, even if he is getting- no treat-

ment at aU. Mr. Rodilift gives a few statistics show-
ing the enormous numbers which, some; doctors have
undertaken to treat
Doctors.

93 ••
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Dr. Liebknecht and. his Socialist colleagues are

doing splendid service in the Reichstag by throwing
fresh light on the world-wide organisadon; of, the Ger-
man Armaments Trust. It had long been known that

huge industrial concerns were directly interested in

artificially stirring up national feeling, and in running
up the mihtary and naval expenditure, and that the

Trust largely used the " armoured plate " press to

further their ends. The recent Knipp revelations have
already resulted in the changed attitude of German
public opinion witli regard to the new Military Bill.

The enthusiasm with wliich the German people five

weeks ago received it has vanished, and it may not
be too much to hope that wiser counsels may still pre-

vail, and that the Bill may. not pasa tlie Reichstag.

Notice.—In our next number we hope to

publish an article by Maurice Maeterlinck.

Patients. Doctoraii Patitr.ts.

1,500—2,000 3 .. .* 4,000^ 5,000
2,000^3,000 3 .. a • 5,000—7,000
3,000-4,000
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THE BIRTH OF A NEW CIVILISATION
By the Rev. Lord William Gascoyne Cecil

In the admirable article which appears in your paper

you speak of the Westernising movement in China.

This is not merely a question of temporary interest

to those who have mercantile dealings there ; certainly

it IS not a question which should be viewed with

amusement as a quaint abnormity like the bearded

woman at the fair, a freak development of civilisa-

tion ; it is, in truth, one of the great milestones that

mark the development of the world.

Of course, there is a humorous side to the whole

question ; the painful efforts of the Oriental mind to

understand the illogical systems of Western Govern-

ment are as comic as a Chinese gentleman dressing in

a frock-coat and trousers of brocaded silk. For as

the silk that his country produces does not suit the

hideous garment of the West, so neither do the great

Confucian tenets, which put especial value on educa-

tion, suit a democracy which gives equal rights to

the village idiot or the University professor. The
Chinese idea of democracy is perhaps an improve-

ment on the Western scheme. The voter must have

some claim to be an educated man before he can have

a share in the government of his country. In like

manner the Chinese have every nominal respect for

our slow Western methods of justice, yet when they

are in a hole they revert to the efficient Eastern state-

craft: they cut off the dangerous man's head first, so

that he can no longer do any damage to the Republic,

and then, to show their pupils they respect Western
methods, they hold a fair and just trial to see if he was
guilty. When one hears of the Chinese becoming
Western, the word " incongruous " keeps returning to

the mind.

Yes, incongruous, not inefficient ; they were that

before they westernised, but since they have western-

ised they seem more efficient. They carried out their

Revolution in a most efficient way, with a minimum of

fighting, and only a massacre here and there in parts

of the country, such as in the north-west, where those

in command must have had but little authority. When
they had defeated the Manchus, they did not make
the common Oriental mistake of driving their fallen

foes to despair, and so prolonging disorder and in-

curring heavy expense. With true wisdom they showed
mercy, with the result that the opposition to the

Revolution collapsed.

In some ways they are too efficient. Western
knowledge has taught them, for instance, that leprosy

is contagious, that it may be carried by flies to all

sorts of people who are not in direct contact with it

;

so one governor killed a whole colony of lepers—

a

very efficient way of stamping out disease, but hardly
congruous to our ideas of civilisation.

This incongruity makes one ask oneself. Will the

new civihsation really be Western? From the con-

ceited Anglo-Saxon's point of view nothing is worthy
of the name of civilisation except the civilisation to

which he belongs ; but, of course, that is not sound
reasoning. The world has seen many civihsations,

some with one characteristic and some with another,

and it is hard to say which is the strongest. Western
civilisation has great efficiency in mechanics ; but it

has no respect for authority or antiquity, and thus

lacks tlie clement of durability. It is always changing

;

in fact, that is its ideal. As we say in many an after-

dinner speech, " We are progressive." That is all very

well when you start with having a sufficient mass of

abuses to abolish ; but when you have aboHshed all

the abuses, the spirit of change will induce you to.

found other abuses. Change is all very well till you

have reached efficiency ; but a civilisation which has

change as one of its characteristics is apt to run past

efficiency.

The Eastern civilisation is just the opposite. It

respects authority and values antiquity, and the ques-

tion is, when the Easterner tastes the Western civih-

sation, with its kaleidoscopic changes, whether he will

not prefer to go back a little to the Eastern principle

and find again a world which does not always

change.

Probably we are seeing the birth-pains of a new
civilisation, for 35 it is certain that England will never

become Chinese, it is most improbable that China will

ever become Anglo-Saxon, and therefore a compro-

mise will have to be found somewhere. What will

that compromise be?

Pessimists have already settled that the new
civihsation will surely be a mixture of Eastern and
Western vices, a very devil among civilisations—an

efficient devil, very probably, with longer horns and a

more mischievously poisonous tail than China has yet

seen, but essentially a devil. A French diplomatist

took that line in conversation the other day. We
Anglo-Saxons were the fishermen who had uncorked

the bottle and let out the jinnee, and he asked why our

educators could not have left the Chinese alone. His

whole tone was, "There! You have gone and

done it !

"

Optimists, especially if they come from the other

side of the Atlantic, are, on the other hand, in no

doubt as to what is going to happen. China is going

to become an Asiatic United States, with a George
Washington, in the person of Sun Yat Sen, and all the

other incidents of American oratory. In some
American schools in China, when we were there, they

were teaching the science of history as it is under-

stood in America ; but one felt that those olive-hued,

impassive faces must have quite a different national

history to the vigorous and energetic races of North
America.

Probably the new ci\'ilisation will contain good and
bad elements, coming from both East and West ; but

the national individuality of China will make itself felt,

and the Eastern civilisation will be this incongruous

thing, a Western civilisation which is essentially

Chinese. One thing seems certain, that this new civi-

lisation will be dominant in the Far East, and will

probably become prominent in all the sub-tropical

countries -of the world.

The Chinaman, after all, prospers in the sub-tropical

region, though he can live anywhere ; in fact, he be-

comes happy in just that latitude in which the Anglo-
Saxon begins to become unhappy ; and as he is

essentially a civilised man, he probably will become
the great vehicle for civilisation in all the regions

where the white man can only be a temporai-y

resident.

That is why it becomes so important to consider

what this civilisation is going to be. The Chinaman
is not " a nigger " ; he is a thinker, an organiser, and,
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above all, a worker. One has only to look at the way
he succeeds in Tonkin and the Straits Settlements to

see that his future belongs to a much wider world than

to China.

It seems as if he were going to be the apostle of

authority and education, obey the powers that be, and
learn Western knowledge. But he also may exaggerate

the methods of municipal dishonesty which are

characteristic of our Western life in so many countries.

We understand all about graft and illegal commission,

but do we understand the Chinese " squeeze " ? He
will teach as well as learn.

Certainly I think it very foolish of Western thinkers

to ignore the developments in China. I do not think

we had any right to open up the country with our

army and navy and with our trade, unless we were

prepared to teach her the good side of our civilisa-

tion ; and just at this moment we can do so very much.

All these young Chinese thinkers are trying to under-

stand Western civilisation, and to accommodate it to

the conditions of Chinese nationality. Now, if we
could but show them the true aspects of our civilisa-

tion, what a lot of misery we might save millions upon
millions of people hereafter! Even if we are pessi-

mists, we might put knobs on the devil's horns and
just blunt the point of his tail.

But if we are optimists, what dreams may we not

dream, especially when we read such a book as

Milman's " Latin Christianity "
! May not the Mon-

golian world be as much higher in moral standard to

the Anglo-Saxon world as the Anglo-Saxon has been

to the mediaeval Latin world, and the mediaeval to the

Pagan world?

As a Christian, one can see in the entry of a new
race into the Christian thought a revivifying influence

in a system which in some respects is showing weak-

ness. Every national mind sees a new aspect of the

truth, and we badly need the eyes of the Chinese

thinker to set another and a hoher view of Chris-

tianity.

Of course, the ideal way to help China is not only

to send missions to her, much less gunboats to compel

her to take the opium she does not want, but to give

her educators, enlightened men, who will teach her

the truth.

The Americans see this, and they are founding

universities all over China ; and I am much afraid the

future Chinese History of China will have a chapter

comparing the English and American methods, and
that chapter will not be very pleasant reading for an
Englishman.

If you doubt this, go to Liverpool Street and buy
a ticket for Peking. The journey is very comfortable,

and there is an excellent hotel. And then go from
Peking down to Hankow, take the boat and slip down
the river to Nanking, and so to Shanghai ; and, as you
go, ask to see all the English and all the American
mission stations. I am certain—though you will be
proud of the English missionary—you will feel rather

ashamed of his station.

I have tried to persuade ray fellow-countrymen to

build a university in Central China, where the young
Chinese would learn the truth about the Western
thought ; and tliey would be then in a position to help

their fellow-countrymen.

Of course, this can be recommended for Christian

and philanthropic reasons ; but it is also a good busi-

ness proposition for England. The young Chinese
who have studied in an English university will be more
disposed to trade with England. But, so far, the

scheme has not met with adequate support.

WILLIAM COBBETT: A GREAT
ENGLISHMAN

By F. E. GREEN.

Stout of limb, girt in his dust-coloured coat and drab

breeches, with round and ruddy face, combative he

stands before us, a live man, a figure breathing of

Enghsh manhood from his bull neck, his strong,

argumentative chin, his firm upper lip and fine shaped

moutli, his pugnacious nose, to his clear eye, fired by

a passion for justice, and lightened by a rapier glance

of irony. .Thus does his striking personality with

characteristic insistence stride through the pages of

Mr. Lewis Melville's fascinating book, " The Life and
Letters of Wilham Cobbett," issued by Mr. John Lane
last month.

It is a pity that the life of so great and typical an

Englishman should have to be, issued at a price

(32 s. net) beyond the means of most students of

hterature. Indeed, destiny has been somewhat
ironical in its treatment of this great publicist, who.

was the first journalist to introduce a cheap journal in

this country in the form of Twopenny Trash, in

defiance, too, of a Government supported by a

shilling newspaper electorate. In our own genera-

tion, it was not until Messrs. Dent issued the

Everyman edition of " Rural Rides " that we could

buy a cheap edition of this incomparable work.

There are two other " live " books of Cobbett's still

circulated by publishers, and these are " Advice to

Young Men" (1829) and "Cobbett's Grammar"
(18 1 8). At second-hand bookstalls you can still pick"

up copies of Cobbett's exceedingly racy " Legacy to

Parsons" (1835) and his trenchant "History of the

Protestant Reformation" (1824).

Cobbett, apparently, had no feelings of revolt in his

nature as a boy. Like the sons of most of our
peasantry, he saw the world—that is, England—as a
jolly fine place for adventures. He was quite content

to take things as they were. His grandfather was a

day-labourer ; his father started as a labourer and
became a small farmer, keeping at Farnham a public-

house, " The Jolly Farmer." Here WiUiam was bom,
as anyone may learn by reading the large inscription

painted with pride on the face of this inn.

At the age of eleven William was lured away from
home by a chance description of that gardener's para-
dise—Kew. He set out to walk there with 6|d. in

his pocket, and near the end of his journey, at Rich-
mond, the expenditure of 3d. of his capital on " The
Tale of a Tub '^ sent him supperless to bed behind a
haystack, where he read until he could see no longer.

This superb piece of satiric writing may have given
this healthy-minded boy a taste for literature.

Thus, through a garden gate, Cobbett entered
Grub Street.

He did not learn Enghsh grammar until he was
twenty-three. He mastered syntax whilst he was a

soldier stationed at Nova Scotia, and mark you, oh,

pampered collegians, he had to learn it in the guard-
room, by the light of one common fire, surrounded by
noisy, quarrelsome, half-drunken comrades! In this

we get an instance, together with the young man's
forswearing all alcoholic liquors and cards during his

eight years' service, of Cobbett's bull-dog determina-
tion of purpose.

In two years Cobbett became sergeant-major, and
even instructor to and writer of despatches for his

officers. He was a Tory, which meant that he held
by tradition certain ideals of England and English
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government. A man of shining honesty, he imagined

that a government of men wlio had been given every

opportunity of culture in life must be incorruptible.

Like most soldiers, he had not begun to think politi-

cally. His disillusionment began when he landed in

England, and tried to bring to light before a court

martial the corrupt practices of certain officers in the

commissariat department who plundered the poor

private soldier.

Then he went to America after his romantic

marriage, and soon became famous as a truculent

defender of Monarchy. His innate Enghsh patriotism

and combativeness made him stand up for English

institutions when he heard them abused by republicans.

He did not particularly mind hearing foreigners run

down England, but he had John Bull's strong aversion

to hearmg an Englisliman do so abroad.

When he returned to England he was feted by the

Tory Ministers, and could have had anything he liked

to demand. He was offered the control of a Govern-

ment journal. But no party could trammel this

invincible Free Lance. '' No Government was ever

rich enough," as Mr. Melville has truly said, " to buy
him."

Though his faith in Pitt and the Tory party was
soon shaken, Cobbett never became a Whig. If as

anything, we may describe him as the first great

Independent Labour representative that ever ap-

peared in the House of Commons. It was inconceiv-

able that tins sturdy champion of the rural poor should

remain long a supporter of a Prime Minister who, at

about this time (as we learn from the Hammonds'
"Village Labourer"), relinquished a Poor Law Bill

because he owned himself " inexperienced in country

affairs and in the condition of the poor "

!

But Cobbett was soon to pay the penalty of his

refusal to come to heel at the dictate of a political

party. The great Free Lance, which could sell 30,000

copies of his Political Register, whilst the Morning
Post could sell only 1,250, must be broken. An
indictment for sedition descended upon Cobbett
when he poured his vitriolic irony on the heads of

the Government for inflicting 500 lashes on the bare

backs of English soldiers whilst a German legion

stood on guard.

By imposing a savage fine of ;£'i,ooo and keeping

him within prison walls for two years the Government
thought they had completely broken this Free Lance.

They ruined him financially, it is true, but they never

broke the power of that lance which sharpened its

point upon prison walls. It struck deeper than ever

into the vitals of oppression and corruption.

Once more, twenty years afterwards, the Govern-
ment tried him for sedition—tried the man that

Brougliara, as Minister, appealed to in order to subdue,

by the power of his pen, the Luddite riots. This

time Cobbett left the Court triumphant, and became
the First Man in the reign of the First Gentleman
of Europe. Thereafter the • Government left him
alone,

Cobbett's style was hammered out of his character.

Therein lay its success. He was sincere, simple,

colloquial, and personal—outrageously personal. In

the use of the invective lay his great strength. He
had th£ common sense of the Englishman who knows
that if he is to be listened to, it was no use writing

like Adam .Smith, Ricardo, or Godwin.
Had he lived in this kid-gloved age, Cobbett would

not have been tolerated at our London School of

Economics, nor would the Fabian Society ever have
asked him to write a tract. Cobbett knew nothing
about Political Economy, though he may have

imagined he did, and he was far too personal to suit

the amenities of modern propagandist societies.

Listen to this diatribe, taken from the " Rural

Rides." After showing that " honest labourers were
far worse off than felons," he breaks out with:

" Oh ! you wish to keep up the price of corn for the

good of the poor devils of 'abourers who have hardly

a rag to cover them ! Admirable feeling, tender-

hearted souls! Did not—oh, oh! did not care even
about the farmers ! It was only for the sake of the

poor naked devils of labourers. . . . This was the only

reason for their wanting corn to sell at a high

price! . . .

" There is in the men calling themselves ' English

country gentlemen ' something superlatively base.

They are, I sincerely believe, the most cruel, the

most unfeeling, the most brutally insolent ; but I

know, I can prove, I can safely take my oath, that

they are the most base of all the creatures that God
ever shaped to disgrace the human shape."

Cobbett understood that it was no use to write in

an academic way about landlordism. He knew that

the most successful way to destroy landlordism was

to show up the baseness of landlords. Yet this

truculent pamphleteer was one of the wisest and the

most affectionate of husbands and fathers. The
gentle-hearted Miss Mitford shows us this in her

description of Cobbett's home life at Botley. And
those of us who love " Rural Rides " get an illuminat-

ing index to Cobbett's domestic character in that

charming passage describing a ride from Winchester

to Burghclere (see Everyman " Rural Rides," vol. i.,

page 295).

Cobbett had been a little put out (on an empty

stomach) at Richard's portmanteau breaking loose

from his saddle. "I jumped off, saying, 'Here, I'll

carry it myself.' And then I began to take' off the

remaining strap, pulling with great violence and great

haste. Just at this time my eyes met his, in which I

saw great surprise ; and, feeling the just rebuke,

feeling heartily ashamed of myself, I instantly

changed my tone and manner. . . . Now, if such was

the effect produced on me by the want of food for

only two or three hours, me, who had dined well the

day before and eaten toast and butter the over-night

;

... if the not having breakfasted could, and under

such circumstances, make me what you may call

' cross ' to a child like this, whom I must necessarily

love so much, and to whom I never speak but in the

kindest manner . . . how great are the allowances

that we ought to make for the poor creatures who, in

this once happy and now miserable country, are

doomed to lead a life of constant labour and half-

starvation !

"

Behind Cobbett's bracing egotism always loomed
the spectre of the army of the dispossessed.

LITERARY COMPETITION
The Editor of Everym.^n offers a prize of Two

Guineas for the Best Essay on " The Working of

the Medical Insurance Act : Critic'sms and Sug-

gestions," the essay not to exceed 1,800 words. All

entries for this competition should be addressed to tlie

Competition Editor,

21, Royal Terrace,

Edinburgh,

and must reach him not later than June ist. It is

recommended that the essays be typewritten.
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WOMEN AT WORK By Margaret Hamilton
X.—THE CANVASSER

The question of women's employment, with its attendant problems of the rate of wages, hours of
labour, and the inevitable competition with men workers, is a burning one, affecting as it does the

welfare of the entire community. The Editor invites his readers' views on this all important subject.

One of the most extraordinary developments that has
taken place of recent years in regard to woman's work
has been tlie enrolling of some tens of thousands of

the sex in the great army of canvassers who are at

work all day, and every day, selling, or trying to sell,

a huge variety of articles, from pianos to india-rubber
stamps, and from sewing machines to jewellery. So
far as I am aware, there are no statistics available as to

the exact number of women who are earning their

living in this way, but to judge from the innumerable
calls that the suburban householder receives daily from
all sorts and conditions of women canvassers, and from
the fact that tliey are as persistent in their visitations

at the ordinary City office, there must be many, very
many thousands of young girls and young women who
have been compelled to adopt this most arduous occu-
pation, in its way the hardest, most vexatious and
dispiriting that a human being can follow.

I suppose one ought not to be very surprised at this

fact As a general rule women are infinitely superior
to men where this kind of work is concerned. To use
an Americanism, they beat the mere man "to a
frazzle " when it is a question of selling anything to
anybody. Their tact, their shrewd intuition, and more
equable tempers give them enormous advantages.
Moreover, the instinctive chivalry that even the hardest
hearted employer feels for the weaker sex makes it

difficult for him to turn empty away that tired-looking,
Vorn young girl who has brought him a new Shake-
speare to subscribe for, or who is eager to put his name
down amongst the list of donors to a charity. A mere
man would be promptly " turned down." But it goes
against the grain to refuse a woman unless the request
is quite outrageous. No doubt it was a recognition of
that fact which has led to the employment on so huge
a scale of the woman canvasser.

Like many other interesting innovations, the woman
canvasser had her rise in America, and it was in sell-

ing books on the subscription basis that she achieved
her most brilliant successes. Here, at home, it is on
what is called the "advertisement side" of certain
enterprising newspapers that she has scored most
heavily. And deservedly so. There are journals to-

day reaping revenues that run into thousands a year,
which have been won for them by smart lady can-
vassers ; canvassers who do the thing on a grand
scale, driving round to the best shops up West in a
well-appointed coupe or motor car, and taking care,

we may be sure, to see no one but the manager or the
heads of departments. These are ladies who would
disdain the title of " canvasser." Probably they never
mention so mundane a subject as an order for space,
but the recognition of their intelligent and apprecia-
tive " write ups " in the papers they represent in-

variably takes that form. Their intimate knowledge
of all the latest developments of fashion, their quick
perception of anything new that is coming along,
above all the fact that most of them contrive somehow
or other to know everybody who is anybody, together
with the fact that they can write brightly and well
on the various questions that interest women, render
them invaluable to fashionable organs as "business
getters." Frequently they are paid on commission
alone, with a liberal allowance for expenses. Often

the first item will bring them in some hundreds a
year. There is one organ well known to the writer,

of great repute though attenuated circulation, which
enjoys an income of some thousands per annum, due
largely to the personality, energy, and cleverness of

the brilliant lady who presides over its advertising

pages. Personally popular, and a shrewd judge of

men and things, her opinion is eagerly sought by many
of the heads of the great houses " up West," and, to

use another Americanism, " what she says, goes." She
is an invaluable asset to the paper she represents, and,
as part of her work is to go everywhere, and be seen
by everybody, we may take it that she has a fairly

good time of it. The social whirl, the very latest

fashionable distraction, all the most brilliant events

of the London season, these are not only her plea-

sures but her business also, and the paper she repre-

sents benefits to tlie tune of some thousands a year,

peiid for advertisements, which, whatever other journal

is passed over, musi be given to the weekly to which
this bright particular star is attached.

Contrast with this lady, brilliant, well dressed,
eminently successful, her sisters at the other end of
the ladder. The difference is indeed a marked one.

Let us take the case of a girl known to the writer

of this article—an exceptionally smart canvasser and
hard worker. Her method is simple but ingenious.

She calls on the better class of suburban householders,
and succeeds, by dint of cleverness and persistence,

in getting through to the mistress, to whom she
promptly makes a present of a little pad. No doubt,
she goes on to say, the lady would like a stamp of her
name or initials also. Deftly and swiftly she sets the
type up. If she is lucky, and the cliildren of the house
are with their mother when she calls, then their de-
hght is unbounded, and immediately she is requested
to set up stamps for the children's names also. In that

case victory is assured, for, of course, without ink,

neither the' children's names nor their mother's can
be stamped anywhere, and ink is no/ given away, -but

sold at the rate of is. a bottle. In nine cases out of
ten this strategy is successful, and the ink finds a
purchaser.

The wages earned by these suburban can^'assers are
wretchedly inadequate, often miserable in the ex-
treme, such as even the dock labourer, to say nothing
of the domestic servant, would turn their nose up at.

In one case details of which have just been given
me, girls were engaged by a certain firm to canvass
for the enlargements of photographs. They were to

call on likely people in the suburbs, and to offer

enlargements of the photographs of relatives, etc., at

a moderate charge. The pay was as follows : There
was a salary of los. per week, together with a bonus
of 3d. on every enlargement of a photo from ordinary
to cabinet size, and of is. from cabinet to full-size.

My information is that none of the girls who accepted
this offer were able to make more than 17s. per week.
Of course, if we contrast this form of canvassing with

that of "'touting " for advertisements, we may see at

once the advantage which the latter possesses. An
advertisement canvasser is entitled to a commission on
his " renewals." That is to say, when once a firm comes
into a paper, and, finding the experiment profitable,
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repeats it, the canvasser who introduced the order can
claim a commission on the repeat But, of course, the
suburban householder, who requires the lineaments
of his grandfather elaborated, does not repeat, and
there is no commission on renewal to be hoped for.

iWhat is the result ? The earnings of these girls, can-
vassing up and down the suburbs, are cruelly meagre.
iThey are out from early morning till late at night
Their expenditure on 'bus and tram fares is con-
siderable. Wlien midday comes, they can afford, alas

!

only a cup of tea and a piece of cake. They leave

Lyons' or the A. B. C. positively hungry. Perhaps sick

even for the .want of good, nourishing food ; but they
.must pull themselves together, so that the next pos-
sible customer they call on does not " turn them down."
It is just that " extra little bit of ginger that pulls the
orders," a very clever canvasser once said in my
hearing. He was right He lunched every day at

Romano's, and took care to do himself well. His very
laugh was infectious. His look spelt confidence. Yes,
I could see the customers surrendering to his well
fortified affability. Then I thought of the peaked-
faced girls trudging up and down the suburban streets,

hungry and dispirited, unable to take an order, and,
oh so tired!

When it comes to this sort of canvassing, when the
boots are down at heel, and the pavement is hot and
dusty, and the throat parched, a man will do better
•under such an ordeal than his womanly competitors.
To begin with, he has greater reserves of energy to
call up, and, driven into a corner, makes the better
fight of it I have known men and women canvassers
go out on the same propositioa The women were by
far the more assiduous. They worked right through
the week steadily and persistently. The men, on the
other hand, left the actual work to the last couple of
days. Then they put out all their strength, and pulled
double the business of the women.

Men, too, have another advantage over women
canvassers. While the latter are tactful, eloquent
talkers, tjutet, insistent, and persuasive, they have not
often the strange quality of geniality that some men
possess. Geniality we have got to think of as a'

rich man's gift ; but many a poor canvasser has cap-
tured an order througli it. I remember well hearing a
canvasser of my acquaintance relate how he went
swaggering into the shop of a rich tradesman, to
whom he put up his proposition. " Is that all .?

" replied
Dives. " Why, bless my soul, I'd thought you'd come
to buy my business." The canvasser, of the male
gender, was unabashed. " I should like to," he said

;

" but just now I can't afford it." Against his will, the
principal gave a sepulchral laugh, and the canvasser
knew that the order was captured 1

On the other hand, women canvassers are infinitely
more con.scientious, hard-working, and reliable.

It is, I suppose, this quality of reliability that they
possess in so high a degree as compared with male
canvassers that lias led to women being employed so
largely in this direction. One of the most interesting
developments that this same quality has led to—

a

development that somehow one does not like to think
about overmuch—is the increasing employment of
women as debt collectors and process servers. It is

not nice, of course, to reflect that the modest-looking,
soft-voiced young lady, who has called without an
invitation on the elusive owner of that house in the
square where they stay so exceedingly late of a
night, and make such a noise occasionally over those
card games they delight in—it is not very nice, I say,
to reflect that this young lady has a writ or a judg-
ment summons for the owner of the said house, and

has followed him through all sorts of neighbourhoods
and vicissitudes until he has been duly served. Still, it

is found in actual practice that women do this sort

of work more faithfully, more assiduously than men,
and that they are infinitely more successful in obtain-

ing results. The first essential of a good canvasser
is to get through to the principal that he or she de-

sires to interview. Here women are infinitely more
successful than men. " Is it about advertisements ?

"

is a phrase that many a canvasser of the male sex
has heard from the office boy, with a sinking heart,

a feeling of suppressed rage. Inevitably the answer
is in the affirmative, and inevitably he does tiot see

his man. There is nothing doing. Somehow women
are cleverer at overcoming these difficulties. Perhaps
the office boy, like the Lord Chancellor in lolanthe, is

"rather susceptible." Perhaps he thinks the lady is

a distant cousin of the manager. Anyway, the lady
canvasser laughs at bolts and bars, and gets through
under circumstances that would deter the most resolute
" business getter " of the other sex.

Of course there are other developments of her can-

vassing from which one does not shrink so much. Many
of the West End houses have skilled " demonstrators

"

at work all day showing off their blouses or corsets to

the very best advantage, and getting customers, we
may be sure, when nothing else would suffice. This
quite recent development has already " caught on

"

considerably, and brings the girls engaged good earn-

ings in the form of commission, their gross receipts far

exceeding the emoluments offered by other firms trad-

ing in less expensive articles. Not long ago, for in-

stance, a well-known firm of sweet manufacturers
offered for picked lady canvassers 30s. a week and a
commission of 2| per cent Of course, when one recol-

lects how very heavy the canvasser's expenses neces-
sarily are, we see at once that the terms are hardly

equivalent to the wages of a typist or of a domestic
servant. But they are princely compared to some of

the earnings of the humbler class of canvassers. The
earnings of women who call at house after house in

the suburbs trying to sell tea or to obtain orders
for sewmg machines or wringers are wretchedly low,

hard and dispiriting as their work may be ; and
if any of my readers should by any chance be driven
to adopt canvassing as a livelihood, let them take
good care to have only expensive articles to sell

I suppose one of the most profitable developments
in connection with the canvassing activities of women
is that part of them devoted to obtaining subscriptions
for charities, hospitals, and the like. Women are
extraordinarily' successful in this direction, and, quite
properly, are very well paid indeed. So much so,

that the various institutions which employ them
have incurred criticism from time to time for
paying so large a proportion of their receipts away in

this direction. But the labourer is worthy of her
hire, even though she does not serve Mammon ; and
one is glad to reflect that, at all events, in one depart-
ment of her work she is well remunerated. For Mut
most pari, alas ! one has to think of her as ill-fed, badly
clothed, with thin boots, and an aching heart, calling

on herself for efforts that I, at all events, am old-

fashioned enough to believe should be spared mothers
and sisters of a great, a prosperous, and a proud people.

The index to the first vohtme of Evekyuan- is now ready, and
will be sent posit free to any reader on application, accompanied
by 4d. in stamps. Cases for binding can be obtained at is. 6d.
each, post free is. 8d. ; also Vol. I. of Everyman, handsomely
bound in cloth, price 33. 6d., carriage paid 43. Those de&ironi
of obtaining the above should write at once to the Evekymait
Publishing Department, Aldine House, Bedford Street, W.C,
as numerous applications have aJready been received.
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THE LLOYD GEORGE CRUSADE ^ ^ ^ BY
P. W. WILSON II.—THE WAGE PROBLEM
In explaining the attitude of Mr. Lloyd George to-

wards the wage problem I may recall the fact that
year by year the Labour party submits to Parliament
its resolution jn fuvour of a minimum of 30s. a week.
After an hour or two of amiable conversation, the
benches being for the most part empty, the subject is

dropped and the statistics roll on for another twelve
months. This is the pitiful answer of Parliament to

tfje cry that the homes of the people are undermain-
tained. Moreover, Mr. Lloyd George and the
Socialists agree in urging that the remedy lies deeper
than strikes and arbitration. Here and there
negotiation may level up some sweated industry,

but this is mere adjustment, hardly amounting in the
aggregate to a defence of the status quo, especially if

boom prices be taken into the reckoning. Prosperity
doubtless brings employment, but it is Uie Nemesis of
prosperity that on the same wage the employed person
is actually worse off than he would be if at work during
a slump. If we are to set on one side the Sociahst
policy of general nationalisation, what is the alter-

«iative remedy for inadequate wages ?

Mr. Lloyd George was bred in a village. He has
witnessed at first hand the recruitment of the labour
market from the countryside. He holds that wage
scales throughout modern industry are determined
broadly by the remuneration of the agricultural

labourer. The railwayman is modestly paid because
-jvery rural station is a feeder whereby village lads

to whom i6s. a week is wealth can be drawn into the
system. You cannot impose a minimum of 30s. a
week on railways until something like this sum is paid
upon the farm. The same reasoning applies to the
police, to the docker, to the building trades—indeed,
more or less to the whole range of employment. In
past years it was the Irish immigrant—exiled and
embittered—who furnished a reservoir of labour at

low wages. The agrarian revolution in Ireland has
altered that, and what Mr. Lloyd George advocates
for Great Britain is a revolution, essentially similar,

though widely diverse in its legislative expression—

a

revolution which would shatter the magnetism of a
mere i6s. a week as railway porter and turn the
countryside into an arena which young men and
women will only leave when offered a substantial com-
pensation elsewhere.

How to raise agricultural wages is thus the central

problem of social reform, as it is regarded by the
Lloyd George Crusaders. Methods, both direct and
indirect, are suggested. Lord Henry Bentinck
frankly advocates an extension of Trade Boards to

agriculture.

He points out that in Dorsetshire thirty-six

.i&bourers at 1 6s. a week are required to work 1,000
acres of the kind of land which in Durham, where
mines are contiguous, is worked successfully by nine-
teen labourers at 22s. a week. Owing to various cir-

cumstances the Durham farmer has had to pay an
additional 6s., but he has obtained for this sum a
labourer of double the efficiency in comparison with
Dorset. The reason is simple. Scarcity of cottages
is admitted, and this scarcity means that young men
migrate, leaving the veterans to garrison the soil. The
veterans cannot fight the battle for a living wage,
first, because they are not always economically worth
£\ a weekj and, secondly, because they are tied to the

farmer by a double bond—he is their landlord as well

as their employer. If on the countryside you had
abundance of cottages, held independently, whether
of landowner or of the farmer, and reinforced by allot-

ments, the result would be a race of capable young
labourers, secure against eviction, who would be able

to claim their price. To get such cottages requires,

first, the right to take over land at Budget valuation

;

secondly, a building loan from the State ; and thirdly,

cheap and scientific construction. There has just

been concluded at the Board of Agriculture a com-
plete inquiry into buildings for small holdings and
agricultural labourers. This inquiry shows that for

;£^I50 a decent cottage, with three bedrooms, not ill-

designed from the aesthetic standpoint, can be pro-

vided. Every £\ 50 so devoted works out at about 2s. a
week in rent—this inclusive of sinking fund—so that

for ;^I50 cottages at 3 s. a week are now rendered pos-
sible, as in Sweden—this without resort to wood or
concrete for walls. In Ireland the cottages have been
given to the people at little over half their cost price.

In Great Britain there is no reason why a loan of, say,

£'15,000,000 should not be represented by assets fully

equal to its par value, and be repaid within the life-

time of the fabric. Such a loan would furnish about
100,000 cottages. For some years to come it would
steady the building industry, and, by furnishing alter-

native employment on the countryside, would set in

motion the rise in wages for agricultural labour which
more permanent causes would afterwards sustain.

Such a 100,000 homes, to be independent of the farmer
and of the landowner, must be under the control, not
of the County Council, which the farmer and the land-

owner dominate, but of the Small Holdings Commis-
sioners or other central authority. Tenants might be
allowed to purchase their cottages on strictly business
terms, with the proviso that the State shall have the
option to repurchase in all cases where the owner
wishes to sell. Experience has, however, shown that

in England ownership has no magical superiority over
tenure at a reasonable rental, with security against

disturbance.

The wage value of the cottage is enhanced with
every small holding that commences a successful

career. Such small holding adds one to the number
of competing employers, and in many cases it rescues

a unit from the ranks of the employed. At present
the Act has placed about 160,000 acres under
small holdings, an achievement still far below the
possibilities.

Want of space forbids that I should here enter
into other questions, like agricultural organisation,

credit banks, and so forth. I will only remark that the
productiveness of the soil must, in the long run, go far

to determine the wages derived therefrom, and that in

many counties it has yet to be realised that agriculture

is at once a business and a science. The broad argu-
ment here is that at present low wages mean low
rents, and low rents mean a famine in dwellings.

What the Lloyd Georgeites desire is to reverse the

vicious circle, securing by means of cottages valuable

men on the land who are worth good wages, and so,

by means of good wages, stimulating the further de-
mand for cottages.

How land taxation would affect this problem is a

question for separate treatment.
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GEORGE BORROW > ^ o. By E. Hermann
The man who would attempt to explain or analyse
the charm of Borrow might as well undertake to catch
the ocean wave in a net. Who can decompose an
enchantment that owes little to verbal cunning, and
still less to artistic ecstasy, moral passion, or intellec-

tual strength—a charm which is a mysterious con-
tagion, an irrational and dizzy joy, a weijd and intoxi-

cating delight, and which crumbles at the first applica-

tion of the critical calculus? Mr. Birrell is entirely

right when he assures us that Borrovians are born, not
made. The true Borrovian simply loves George
Borrow, accepting him as a man accepts the woman
he loves, and joyfully forgiving a hundred con-
trarieties, vagaries, caprices, and cruelties. Men blown
together from all parts of the globe will wax com-
radely over a talk about " Lavengro " or " The Bible
in Spain," as men of antipodean temperament and
character will discover a thousand affinities if they
have once lit their dreams at the same woman's eyes.

Nor does it need the witching hour of night, when
the spirit of frank confidence descends upon the most
reticent, to loosen the Borrovian's tongue. His love
will stand the ordeal of the sun—it is, indeed, essen-
tially a thing for daylight wear and for the open
air. If Borrow was anything he was a genuine " open-
air man," and for a really satisfactory talk about Isopel
Berners, the Flaming Tinman, Ursula the wife of
Sylvester, the Old Woman on London Bridge, the
Bruisers of England, and all those other Borrovian
folk whom we know so much better than our fellow-

workers in shop or office, give us a ramble along the
open road. I do not know what sore-hearted woman
it was who said that she had rather be loved than
respected. If such a wistful conviction ever came to

the unbeloved Vagabond of Oulton Broad, death has
given him in overflowing measure what hfe so per-

sistently withheld.

George Borrow's life-tragedy began early. A weird,
futile, morose child, hving in a dream world, and divid-

ing his time between black fits of unchildlike melan-
choly and an alarming taste for low company, some
inscrutable destiny had pitchforked him into as re-

spectable and conventional a family as could be found
anywhere in England. Between him and his father,

from whom he inherited his strong physique, un-
quenchable love of fighting and anti-Catholic preju-
dices, there was an early-ripened misunderstanding,
which gathered bitterness as the years went on, and
brought a constant nagging pain. What man who has
read Borrow with any sort of understanding will ever
forget that pitiless picture of himself and his dying
father in " Lavengro "—a cold, hard, word-etching,
with every line bitten clean and true, and rivalled only
by Defoe for its compelhng power of sheer, naked
authenticity. The son's voluble, yet far from willing
answers to the father's monotonous and inquisitorial
" Well ? " suggest a hell of quiet torture. As one
reads, the calm but unequivocally hostile quahty of
that " Well ? " scrapes and rasps upon the mind to the
point of physical paia It is a masterpiece of vital evo-
cation with the utmost economy of verbal machinery.

Aftet his father's death Borrow came to London,
convinced, as many before him, that London was there
for his conquering. London all but conquered him.
His translations from all the languages whose acquire-
ment had beguiled the tedium of his early years found
no market. He had to sharpen his literary tools on
the chronicles of notorious highwaymen and other
gaol-birds. And at the lastj even hack-work did not

avail to keep body and soul together, and he turned
his back upon cities and chose the roving life which
was his final step to greatness. He bought the stock-
in-trade of a gipsy tinker, and, with cart and donkey,
embarked on the hfe of a nomad. Strong as a giant,
and full of courage and the spirit of adventure, a lover
of the open air, and of everything in man or beast
that was picturesque and out of the common—how
could he fail to suck some happiness out of a life such
as that ? His eyes took a keen hold on all he saw, and
they remembered well

; years after, in " Lavengro "

and elsewhere, he recalled the strange company he
consorted with then with a vivid accuracy that
startles and charms. Moreover, it was then he met
Isopel Berners—the woman all Borrovians love as if

they had drowsed through honey-sweet hours with her
in the dingle, and questioned the stars by her side.

Borrow counted the love of this strange, fierce, deep-
hearted girl as water spilt upon the ground, and tor-

tured her into flight to an unknown land, and he knew
not what horrible fate. But if the thought of her
stung like fire afterwards, he must have drunk deep
draughts of enchantment over the camp fire in the
dingle.

There followed closely shrouded years of humilia-
tion and disappointment, and then his wonderful
linguistic gifts secured to him the strangely incon-
gruous position of translator and colporteur to the
British and Foreign Bible Society. With all

their reputed narrowness, the directors of the Bible
Society knew how to appreciate this most unconven-
tional missionary ; and George Borrow performed his

duties not only with characteristic vigour, but with a
scrupulous fidelity in rendering accounts. Having per-
formed the miracle of learning Manchu in three or four
weeks, and translating part of the Bible into that lan-

guage, he went as a colporteur to Spain and Portugal,
and thus " The Bible in Spain " came into being. This
book is the favourite of most Borrovians, not a few
exalting it to the great detriment of " Lavengro." But
one would be inclined to quarrel with such a judgment.
" The Bible in Spain " has the magic of spontaneity.

It carries one along with a glorious stride—a breathless
contagion of life and motion. " Lavengro " bears the
mark of deliberate and irksome toil ; but for depth of

suggestion and evocative power it stands supreme.
There followed long, dreary years of comparative

failure, disillusionment, and much bitter railing against
injustice and lack of appreciation. Gradually Borrow
sank into the dreary loneliness of disappointment.
Finally he settled down in an old farmhouse on
Oulton Broad—a recluse and somewhat of an ogre
to the simple country folk around him, who feared
and avoided him. There he died, alone. From there

his body was despatched by train in a deal box hur-
riedly put together by the village carpenter.

I have said that a tramp in the open is best for a
really good talk about "Lavengro." But better still

is a tramp in the open with " Lavengro " in one's

pocket and no talk at all. Alone on the open road,

a tramp for the time being, with the curious sense
of power and freedom that comes of utter loneliness

and lack of responsibility—it is then that the world
of the open road becomes real and enters into a man.
Then, if he opens his " Lavengro," though he be swel-

tering in a sun-baked, windless place, he will hear,

blowing through the wide, vague spaces of his soul
" the wind on the heath, brother ; the wind on th«

heath I"
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THE REAL NAPOLEON ** By Charles Sarolea
I.

There is probably no historical character on whom so
much has been written as on Napoleon. The last

twenty years especially have witnessed in every
country a veritable flood of Napoleonic literature. In
France Memoirs of Napoleon sell even better than
objectionable novels, and their market is world-wide.
Even in England there is an increasing output of

Napoleonic books, and the historical schools of our
Universities give precedence to the little Corsican over
the heroes of national history.

Amongst the innumerable volumes which have thus
been added to that Napoleonic literature one book
stands out as having completely changed our view of

the Emperor's personahty. I am referring to the

masterpiece of Monsieur Arthur-Levy, " Napoleon
Intime." " Napoleon Intimc " is the work of a distin-

guished business man, and not of a professional his-

torian, and for a long time professional and academic
historians have tried to ignore it. But its conclusions
have gradually made their way, and are to-day more
and more generally accepted by those best qualified

to judge. Quite recently the greatest historian of

contemporary France, Count Vandal, left on record his

appreciation of the unique value of Monsieur Levy's
research.

In order to put the character of Napoleon iii an
entirely different light, all that the author has had to

do has been to study his hero, not is' his public activi-

ties, but in his private life, in his home surroundings,

in his capacity as a son and a husband, as a brother
and a friend. We are often told that the private life

of a great man does not concern us, and English his-

torians do not like to pry into the intimacy of their

national heroes. For instance, the historians of Wel-
lington in their voluminous biographies carefully

refrain from telling us anything of the love affairs

of the Iron Duke. On the other hand, French his-

torians instinctively have always shown much less

reticence. They have always felt that it is the private

man that gives the key to the public man. Monsieur
Arthur-Levy has proved once more that the French
instinct is a right one, at least from the point of view
of historical truth, and that, so far as Napoleon is con-

cerned, whereas the soldier and Emperor is only an
actor playing a part on the stage of universal history,

his real personality and humanity are revealed to us in

his love letters, in his domestic correspondence, in the

intimacy of his home life.

II.

The main conclusion of Monsieur Arthur-Levy may
be summed up in the one contention that the truth

about Napoleon's character is exactly the reverse of

the truth which hitherto has been universally accepted.

It is universally assumed that Napoleon was,
above all, a man of blood and iron, that the intellec-

tual side of his nature and his formidable will power
had been developed at the expense of all human feel-

ing. Monsieur Levy, on the contrary, conclusively

proves that the emotional side of Napoleon's character
vras as strongly developed as the intellectual, that the

tender passions were as active and intense as the
manly passions, and that as a lover Napoleon might
almost be described as a sentimentalist.

Again, it is the universal opinion that Napoleon was
a kind of miracle, a " monstrum " in the Latin sense,

and a " Superman " in the Nietzschean sense ; that he
was a savage Corsican whom circumstances brought
to rule over a civilised community : in one word, that

he was not normal, but abnormal. Monsieur Levy,

on the contrary, proves that Napoleon is entirely nor-

mal ; that his greatness consists, not in his possessing -

quaUties of which the average man is deprived, but in

his possessing, in the highest degree and in their full-

ness, all the characteristics of the ordinary man.
t^ And, finally, it is the general opinion that Napoleon
recognised no rule but his own will ; that he trampled
down every law, human and divine ; that he was like

an elemental force of nature, uncontrolled and unre-
strained. Monsieur Arthur-Levy proves that Napo-
leon was bound by the rules and conventions of

commonplace morality ; that he possessed not only the
virtues which make the successful business man, hard
work, order, method, integrity, but also the domestic
and private virtues* integrity, filial piety, loyalty to

friends, honesty.

There, according to our author, lies the supreme
morality of Napoleon's career. He is not an except,

tion to the law, but he confirms it. He does not chal-

lenge morahty, but strengthens it. If so prodigious

and unique a career can at all be adduced as an
example and an illustration to point a lesson. Napo-
leon can only be adduced by those who believe in the
accepted foundations of moral and social life. Napo-
leon did not take any short cuts to power. He took
the royal road. He is not a hero according to the
heart of Nietzsche ; he is rather a hero of Plutarch.

One might almost say he is a! hero conforming to the

middle-class standard of Mr. Samuel Smiles. He
achieved greatness because he was a good son and a
loyal friend, an honest, hard-working bourgeois. And
he only forfeited greatness when, through the abuse
of power, he lost those qualities and virtues which had
raised him to the pinnacle. Considered in that light,

Napoleon may appear a less epic and a less poetic

figure, but he becomes more human, more intelligible,

more intensely interesting to the philosopher, because
more on a level with eternal human nature.

III.

Let us first consider Napoleon in his relation tcJ

women. We have had endless books on the love

intrigues of the Emperor. We are constantly told of

his cynicism, of his brutality, but we have had no
single exhaustive study on the one tnie love story of

his life, on his all-absorbing passion- for Josephine.

Yet there are few love stories more fascinating in the

annals of himian passion. And, by virtue of this one
central episode in his life. Napoleon is entitled to rank'

as one of the great lovers of literature. For, even
considered merely as literature, his love letters do take
a very high place. They are as eloquent as the
Letters of Mademoiselle de Lespinasse, and they
have a much more genuine ring. Lockhart, in his

biography (in " Everyman's Library "), which, after

eighty-five years, remains one of the best summary
accounts of Napoleon's career, may object to their
" indelicacy," but he forgets that a Southern Corsican
temperament and a Revolutionary age were not
exactly conducive to reticence and restraint.

Very often in the biography of statesmen and
rulers and thinkers we find that Love and ambition are

mutually exclusive. Love plays little part in the lives

of Lord Bacon, of William Pitt, of Frederick the

Great, as it plays no part whatever in the lives of the

supreme philosophers, inveterate bachelors, such as

Descartes, Spinoza, and Kant. On the contrary. Love
has been the one supreme event in Napoleon's youth.

In love, I repeat it, Napoleon is a sentimentalist. His
passion for Josephine burst out at twenty-six years of

age with all tlie violence of a first love, and for ,the
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time being fills his whole nature. His military

triumphs are all laid at the feet of the adored. But,

alas! that first love was also destined to be the last,

and that great romance was also destined to be a great
tragedy. For the passion of Napoleon was not re-

quited. The Creole Society woman, the " mondaine "

and " demi-mondaine " despised the little, lean,

haggard, upstart Corsican. Josephine was not only
frivolous and heartless ; she is now proved to have
been unfaithful almost on the morrow of her marriage.

She is primarily answerable for the sad change which
took place in Napoleon's attitude to women, and in his

attitude to life. He left Italy a naive enthusiast. He
returned from Egypt a disillusioned cynic. He forgave
Josephine, as he generally forgave those who
wronged him, because magnanimity was part of his

nature, but he could not forget her betrayal. The evil

done was irreparable. Josephine had inflicted an in-

curable wound. Henceforth the character of Napoleon
is hardened, and is impervious to the softer emotions.

Henceforth the epigram which we find in his early

Dialogue on Love truly expresses his attitude :
" I

believe that Love is harmful both to Society and to the

individual. I believe that Love does more evil than
good " (Yung, " Bonaparte and his Times," page 75).

.{To 6e continued^

MR. F. R. BENSON AND THE
STRATFORD FESTIVAL

I.

This week and next, and the two weeks after, all good,
wise people steal a couple of days from their business
and go to Stratford-on-Avon, for there Mr. F. R.
Benson holds his annual Shakespeare Festival, and
every man and woman with tlie dust of cities upon
them can get a breath of the atmosphere of merry
England to last them the whole year after. There is

nothing like it to be found anywhere else, and it is the
best spring tonic you can have. And there is no mere
fake or clumsy imitation about it. You pass down the
streets of the old town, streaming with flags, enter the
theatre for the play, and afterwards walk by the still

banks of the Avon, and the feeling you get is not that
of the revival of some dusty ghostliness raked out
from forgotten corners, but of the abounding energy
of creative life springing up anew. No one who has
only read about the Festival in the papers can have
any idea of its intense vitality. It is not a mere
scholastic or antiquarian outing. It is as bright and
fresh as the dew in the morning, and as gay as
spring flowers. Good EVERYMAN, I beseech you, go
there and be made young again, if you are old, or go
and keep your youth, if age hath not yet staled you.

II.

The strong note of enthusiasm characteristic of the
Festival is due to one man. That man is F. R. Benson,
the lightest-hearted, hardest-working, choicest spirit

there. You will see him with the children—oh, not a
heart more overflowing with enjoyment than his ! you
will see him on the stage—Shylock, Benedick, Mal-
volio, Henry V. ; you will see him (if you cire lucky)
in his dressing-room talking with infinite patience to all

sorts of men—" from the four corners of the earth they
come "

; you will see him in the streets nodding to the
townsmen and at home with them. A wonderful man,
who sheds the fire of his optimism and imagination on
alL You will talk to him and hardly believe your
ears, for here is a man grown old in the service of his

art, who has sounded the depths of disappointment
and stood to lose all that he had, who, speaks like a

boy with the world before him, unheeding, because
unknowing, the formidable obstacles in his path. He
will talk to you with simple eagerness which will make
you forget your own difficulties. The good times for

the drama are to come, he will say. We are yet only
at the beginning. This Stratford Festival—why, the

Festival spirit is coming back into the whole of Eng-
land I What you see at Stratford you will see in every
town. Dancing, happy children, men and women for-

getting their cares, gaiety and brightness once more
irradiating life—that is what he prophesies. And he
gets his belief, his courage, his whole philosophy from
Shakespeare.

jjj

Yes, Shakespeare is the key to this man. He is so

steeped in him, so drenched in his spirit, that, instead

of an actor, a mere mime, he has become a prophet and
a poet. He is himself a creator. At Stratford you do
not think of the plays as "revivals." They are new,
they are Benson's. He makes them as up to date as

Shaw. Not that you will find any new interpretation,

business, or " decoration " in them. Everything is as

old-fashioned as the forty-year-old scenery. But the

spirit, the " go," the original living mind, that is what
transforms the whole. The Memorial Theatre is a
beastly theatre—yes, bea-stly is the only word ; but
when you are there you don't care about that. You
don't look at the theatre

;
you look at the scene on

the stage—-at Illyria, Messina, Verona, at the fairy-

land of Puck. You let yourself be taken out of the

Marconi world into a region where controversies are

over and forgotten.

" This mu.sic crept to me upon the waters,
Allaying both their fury and their passion,

With its sweet air."

IV.
The Benson Company play as though Shakespeare

were their ordinary speech. The poetry comes off

their tongues as though they had made it. They move
about amid familiar scenes, and are as much at home
in the courts of old EngHsh kings and on the coast of

Bohemia as we are in the Strand. And they don't

mind showing how much they are at home and how
much they enjoy being there. There is no shyness
about them. Polonius well described them when he
spoke of " the best actors in the world." Truly,

nothing is too heavy for them, and nothing too light.

V.
The Shakespeare Memorial Theatre is the only en-

dowed theatre in this country. In it all the plays of

Shakespeare except three have been produced, and
other dramatists also, from Marlowe to Shaw, and from
Ben Jonson to Stephen Phillips, have been repre-

sented. In Mr. Benson's hands it is a centre of in-

spiration for noble living, and its influence is increasing

yearly in extent. Now in the spring, and again in the

summer, it attracts great numbers who find it a means
of imperishable delight. AH lovers of England hold

it in honour. As I write this at the beginning of the

Festival I hear the call of " The Piper," the play which
belongs specially to Stratford and the Festival, for it

was first produced there, and it is Mr. Benson the

wizard, the man with the pipe, who charms us and
draws us after him :

—

" Out of your cage,
Come out of your cage,

And take your soul on a pilgrimage I

Pease in your shoes, an if you must 1

But out and away, before you're dust

:

Scribe and Stay-at-home,
Saint and sage,
Out of your cage.

Out of your cage !
"

C. B. PURDOM.
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JOSEPH DE MAISTRE ON THE INEQUALITY OF THE SEXES

Lettre a Mademoiselle Constance de Maistre.

Tu me demandes, ma chere enfant, apres avoir lu

mon sermon sur la science des femnics, d'oii vient
qu'elles sont condamnees a la mediocrite? Tu me
demandes eji cela la raison d'une chose qui n'cxiste

pas et que je n'ai jamais dite. Les femmes ne sont
nullement condamnees a la mediocrite, elles peuvent
meme pretcndre au sublime, mais au sublime feminin.
Chaque etre doit se tenir a sa place, et ne pas
affecter d'autres perfections que celles qui lui

appartiennent.

Si une belle dame m'avait demande il y a

viagt ans :
" Ne croyez-vous pas, monsieur, qu'une

dame pourrait etre un grand general comme un
homme ? " je n'aurais pas manque de lui re-

pondre: "Sans doute, madame, si vous comman-
diez une armee, I'ennemi se jetterait a vos genoux,
comme j'y suis moi-meme

; personne n'oserait tirer,

et vous ejitreriez dans la capitale ennemie au son du
violon et des tambourins." . Si elle m'avait dit: "Qui
m'empeche d'en ' savoir en astronomie autant que
Newton ? " je lui aurais repondu tout aussi sincere-

raent :
" Rien du tout, ma divine beaute. Prenez le

telescope, les astres tfendront a grand honneur d'etre
lorgnes par vos beaux yeux, et ils s'empresseront de
vous dire tous leurs secrets." Voila comment on parle
aux femmes en vers et meme en prose. Mais celle qui
prend cela pour argent comptant est bien sotte.

Cojnme tu te trompes, ma chere enfant, en me parlant
du merite un peu vulgairc d'iire mere! Avoir des
enfants, ce n'est que de la peine ; mais le grand
honneur est de faire des hommes, et c'est ce que les

femmes font mieux que nous. Crois-tu que j'aurais

beaucoup d'obligations a ta mere si elle avait compose
un roman au lieu de me donner ton frere ? Mais le

merite, ce n'est pas de le mettre au monde et le poser
dans son berceau : c'est d'en faire un brave jeune
homme, qui croit en Dieu et n'a pas peur du canon.
Le merite de la femme est de regler sa maison,

de rendre son mari heureux, de le consoler, de
I'encourager, et d'elever ses enfants, c'est-a-dire de
faire des hommes ; voila le grand accouchement, qui
n'a pas ete maudit comme I'autre. Au reste, ma chere
enfant, il ne faut rien exagerer

;
je crois que les

femmes en general ne doivent point se hvrer a des
connaissances qui contrarient leurs devoirs ; mais je

suis fort eloigne de croire qu'elles doivent etre par-
faitement ignorantes. Je ne veux pas qu'elles croient
que Pekin est en France, ni qu'Alexandre le Grand
demanda en mariage la fille de Louis XIV. La saine
litterature, les moralistes, les grands orateurs, etc.,

suffisent pour donner aux femmes la culture dont
elles ont besoin.

Quand tu paries de I'education des femmes qui
oteint le genie, tu ne fais pas attention que ce n'est

pas I'education qui produit la faiblesse, mais que c'est

la faiblesse qui souffre cette education. S'il y avait

un pays d'amazdnes qui 'se procurassent une colonic
de petits gar^ons pour les elever comme on eleve les

femmes, bientot les hommes prendraient la premiere
place, et donneraient le fouet aux amazones. En un
mot, la femme ne peut etre superieure que comme
femme, mais d^s qu'elle veut emuler I'homme, ce n'est

qu'un singe.

Adieu, petit singe. Je t'aime prcsque autant que
Biribt, qui a cependant une reputation immense a

Saint Petersbourg.

Letter to Mademoiselle Constance dc Maistre.

You ask me, my dear child, after reading ray lay
sermon on tlie education of woman, how it is that
they are condemned to mediocrity? Tliere you ask
me to prove something which does not exist, and
something which I never said. Women are not at
all condemned to mediocrity ; they may even aspire
to sublimity, but only to fcruininc sublimity. We should
all keep our own places, and only affect those quali-

ties which belong to us.

Had a beautiful lady asked me twenty years ago,
" Do you not believe, sir, that a lady could be as great
a general as a man ? " I should not have failed to
repl}-, " Undoubtedly, madam, if you commanded an
armj', the enemy would throw themselves at your feet,

as I do. Nobody would dare to shoot, and you would
enter into the enemy's capital to the sound of the
violin and tambourins." If she had asked me, " What
prevents me from knowing as much about astronomy
as Newton ? " I should have told her just as sincerely,

"Nothing at all, my heavenly beauty! Take the
telescope ; the stars would consider it a great honour
to be ogled at by your lovely eyes, and would hasten
to tell you all their secrets." That is how one talks

to women in verse and in prose. But she who takes
that as ready money is truly foolish. What a mistake
you make, my dear child, in speaking to me of "the
rather vulgar merit of being a mother." Merely to
have children may require nothing but trouble, but
the great honour is to make men, and that is what
women can do better than ourselves. Do you think
I should have been very much obliged to your mother
if she had composed a novel instead of giving me your
brother? But the credit lies not in bringing him into

the world and placing him in his cradle ; it is in

making an honest young man of him, one who behVves
in God and has no fear of cannon.

Woman's mission is to regulate the house, lo make
her husband happy, to console him, to encourage him,
and to rear up his children—that is to say, to make
men; that is the great "travail," which has not been
cursed as the other.

At the same time, my dear child, cne nni;t exag-
gerate nothing. I believe that wonien in general
ought never to devote then-jselVes to knowledge con-
trary to their duty. But I am far from believing that
they ought to be perfectly ignorant. I do not wish
them to believe that Pekin is in France, or that
Alexander the Great asked to marry Louis XIV.'s
daughter. Wholesome literature, moralists, great
orators, etc., suffice to give women the culture they
require.

When you speak of the present education of women
destroying genius you forget that it is not the educa-
tion which produces the weakness, but it is the weak-
ness which produces the education. If there existed

^ country of Amazons who liad provided themselves
with a colony of small boys, and who had educated
them as we educate women, the men would soon take
the upper hand and whip the Amazons. In short,

woman cannot be superior except as woman,
for as soon as she tries to rival man she is only a
monkey

!

Adieu, little monkey. I jove j'ou almost as much
as I love Biribi, who at present has a boundless
reputation in St. Petersburg.
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
Nathaniel Hawthorne's " Blithedale Romance." * By C. Sheridan Jones

It needs, perhaps, some little courage, when one is

writing of a supreme genius like Nathaniel Hawthorne,

to pass over what is usually regarded as the greatest

exemplification of his art, at once so elusive, so dis-

tinctive, sb peculiarly his own, and to offer the reader

instead a work far less thumbed, though, as I venture

to think, not less treasured by those who know its

charm. " The Scarlet Letter " has been translated

into almost every language ; its readers are legion.

"The Blithedale Romance," on the other hand, has

never achieved the insult of popularity, and is known
only to a few. Yet in that very fact lies the justifica-

tion of my choice. For once let its quaint, compelling

power, its freshness, its grip, above all, to use a bad
because a vague word, its modernity, win the attention

of a larger circle and soothe their jaded spirits, then,

even as we all of us prefer a love tale to a sermon, so

shall all of us come to think of " The Blithedale

Romance " as Hawthorne's most enduring achieve-

ment.

I suppose there is in the lives of most people, worth
counting, at least one little green patch of youth and
romance, when we dreamed and had visions of the

delectable mountains, and looked beyond the unlovely,

sordid realities of life. Such a period is usually brief

—

"Brief as first love "—but it leaves on a man an
impress that lasts his life through, and will never let

him sink below a certain level. It is just that spring-

time pf the mind that Hawthorne caught and preserved

for us in his great romance. Hawthorne was one of a

httle company of Socialists, or, to be meticulously cor-

rect, Communists, who, over half a century ago,

repaired to Brook Farm, Rocksbury, U.S.A., to attempt
something which has been vulgarised into absurdity

since by the now misleading title of the simple life.

The history of the nineteenth century is strewn with

the broken hopes of these toy Utopias, by which, from
Salt Lake City down to Letchworth, mankind has
sought to gratify that innate sense of perfection which
leads him to revolt agairjst our drab, imperfect, and
creaking civilisation. At Blithedale, as Hawthorne
re-named Brook Farm, one feels that such an attempt
had a golden chance. The Utopians had plenty of

grit They were mellow, but rtot soft ; keen, but not

fanatical, and some at least had a saving sense of

humour, and smiled when one of the comrades in a

fever of nature-worship declared that " we can never

call ourselves really regenerated men till a February
north-easter is as grateful to us as the softest breeze

in. June." They had to teach them how to get to

work, and farm the land, stout Silas Foster, whp
mingled little in the conversation of the elect,

" hut when he did speak it was much to the purpose."

Which man among you," quoth he, "is the best

judge of swine?

"

"Pigs! Good heavens! have we come out from
among the swinish multitude for this ? " Still, the land

was good. The labourers were willing, and had too

great a breadth of mind to indulge in the petty •

jealousies and bickerings that have wrecked many such

an attempt. They got to work with a will, resolved

that " as the basis of our institution we should offer

up the earnest toil of our bodies as a prayer, no less

than as an effort, for the advancement of our race."

Standing out from among the knot of dreamers of

Blithedale was Zenobia, who is presented to the reader

• E-erymans Library.

with consummate skill. She is the best portrait, I have
always thought, that fiction affords of a type that many
fictionists have attempted—-that of " the high-spirited

woman bruising herself against the limitations of hci

This is how she appeared to Miles Coverdale,sex.

the narrator of the story, when he reached Blithedale :

" She was dressed as simply as possible, in an
American print, but with a silken kerchief, between
which and her gown there was one glimpse of a white

shoulder. It struck me as a great piece of good for-

tune that there should be just that glimpse. Her hair,

which was dark, glossy, and of singular abundance,

was put up rather soberly and primly, without curls

or other ornament, except a single flower. It was an

exotic of rare beauty, and as fresh as if the hothouse

gardener had just clipped it from the stem. That
flower struck deep into my memory. I can both see

and smell it at this moment. So brilliant, so rare, so

costly, as it must have been, and yet enduring only for

a day, it was more indicative of the pride and pomp
which had a luxuriant growth in Zenobia's character

than if a great diamond sparkled among her hair. . .

."

Zenobia is young, -rich, aristocratic, with just that

touch of enigmatic mystery as to her origin and position

that gives piquancy to the figure.

Xhat night, the first at Blithedale, another girl

arrives to take her place in the life of the colony—
a desolate, shrinking figure, she comes unannounced
and unasked, accompanied by Hollingsworth the

Philanthftpist—to throw herself at the feet of Zenobia,

and to beg shelter and a home ; a poor, shivering, sad,

depressed figure, Priscilla by name, " with whom it was
hardly possible to help being angry in sheer despair

of doing anything for her comfort." A perfect foil,

in fact, to the brilliant, strong, clever, capable Zenobia,

who shone in the kitchen as in the drawing-room.

But what of the man HoOingsworth, who accom-
panied Priscilla, and who tells his friends that an " old

man brought her to my lodging, and told me to convey
.her here, where, so I thought, she had friends " ?

" I never could tolerate a philanthropist before,"

says Zenobia, and Hollingsworth is the only sort of

person one can forgive for answering to that descrip-

tion. He had that strange tenderness that goes some-
times with huge strength, " a tenderness few men could

resist, and no women "
: a man of enormous, elemental

force, filled with a furious, a blind, an all-consuming

compassion for the weak, the desolate, the lonely and
oppressed. Obsessed with their sufferings, he cannot
rest or sleep till he has toiled, pleaded, begged, and
thundered for them, and, just as the late Joseph Cowen,
when asked why he did more for the PoUsh insurgents

than for anybody else, answered, " Because they are

the most forlorn," so Hollingsworth's mind is possessed

of the great idea of helping convicts ; of building a

prison for them that all the world should recognise

as the model institution for their treatment, by which
alone they could be reclaimed
Many and varied are the combats that the disputants

wage at Blithedale, and wonderfully dramatic are the

conflicts that these three temperaments strike out from
each other, and from Miles Coverdale. I can only

find space for one. It is when Hollingsworth lets him-
self go, with torrential eloquence, on the subject of

woman, dismaying his advanced friends by a tre-

mendously vigorous defence of the old-fashioned,

conventional view. " Man is a wretch without
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woman ; but woman is a monster—and, thank heaven,

an almost impossible and imaginary monster—without

man as her acknowledged principle ! . . . Were there

any possible prospect of woman's taking the social

stand—poor, miserable, abortive creatures, who only

dream of such things because they have missed

woman's peculiar happiness. . . . were there a chance

of their attaining the end which these petticoated mon-

strosities have in view, I would call my own sex to

use its physical force, that unmistakable evidence of

sovereignty, to scourge them back within their proper

bounds."

But women's rights and discussions thereon play

little part in the story, which unravels a tangled scheme

as it develops. For Zenobia and Priscilla, both of

whom love Holhngsworth, both of whom elect to

abandon Bhthedale colony for the great new convict

estabhshment that his genius is to rear in its place,

are, it seems, half-sisters. The old man who sent

Priscilla down to Blithedale was their father. He
acted in a vain endeavour to equahse matters between

these two children, one of whom had inherited the

wealth, the independence of spirit, the brilliance that

marked his youth, and the other the plaintive resigna-

tion of an enfeebled and disgraced old age. But the

sisters are, of course, never equal, and Zenobia towers

above Priscilla, and, for all the latter's simpUcity and

pathos, carries off our affection. In one respect only

does she lose to Priscilla—the. thing that she cares for

most in the world—Hollingsworth's love. This Priscilla

gains by her very weakness of spirit and body; a

weakness that renders her the tool of an unscrupulous,

spirituahstic charlatan, whose life has been inextricably

mixed up with Zenobia's also. From that fate Hol-

lingsworth rescues Priscilla finally, and takes her back

to Blithedale—to renounce the splendid Zenobia for

ever, to fling her from him, in fact, with all the

brutality that fanaticism had bred in his soul, which

could be iron as well as tender.

The final scene is driven home with immense

force. Hollingsworth throws Zenobia off, and Pris-

cilla, with heart smiting her, flings herself at the older

woman's feet, and begs her love and forgiveness.

Zenobia dies by her own hand that night, but Pris-

cilla lives on for a worse fate. Ten years later Miles

Coverdale goes back to Blithedale, and meets her and

her husband.
"

' I have come, Hollingsworth,' said I, ' to view your

grand edifice for the reformation of criminals. Is it

finished yet?'
" ' No, nor yet begun,' answered he, without raismg

his eyes. ' A very small one answers all my purposes.'

"Priscilla threw me an upbraiding glance. But I

spoke again with a bitter and revengeful emotion, as

if flinging a poisoned arrow at Hollingsworth's heart.

' Up to this moment,' I enquired, ' how many criminals

have you reformed? '.

"* Not one! ' said Hollingsworth, with his eyes still

fixed on the ground. ' Ever since we parted I have

been busy with a single murderer.'

" Then the tears gushed into my eyes, and I forgave

him, for I remembered the wild energy, the passionate

shriek with which Zenobia had spoken these words,
' Tell him that he has murdered me !

'
' Tell him that

I'll haunt him !

' and I knew what murderer he meant,

and whose vindictive shadow dogged the side where

Priscilla was not.'

"

I always think this picture of the strong man, so

eloquent, so resolute, so invincible, so indomitable in

his purpose, broken, crushed, silent, and to be so for

ever, is one of the most terrific warnings that literature

has uttered to the soul of man.

1.7 *ROME AND AN EXCURSION
Amateur ecclesiology is an English mark. We meet

people every day who count their cathedrals seen as,

in another age and clime, they would have counted

their scalps. And it is notorious that few English-

men, when stranded in a foreign village, can resist

the temptation of visiting the local church, however

modem, ugly, or neglected. Consequently we possess

an extensive and distinguished literature on eccle-

siastical architecture and symbolism. Not that our

ecclesiophile is, as a rule, in the least learned in these

y>bjects, or endowed with any conspicuous measure

of taste ; he is wilUng to learn, he is always beginning

to learn, and he seldom attains to anything but a

highly edifying state of chaos.

Mr. Bumpus has written a book that is not abso-

lutely for the beginner. He is a zealot of his subject,

into which he plunges with commendable impatience,

and he does not often pause to explain technicalities

or to give his disciples breathing-space. Moreover,

and this is his best quality as a cicerone, he has his

strong, nay violent, sympathies and antipathies. An
excellent quahty, we have said, but disconcerting to,

the adepts of Baedeker. Still, his book is to be

strongly recommended to all who want to know more

intimately the principal and some other churches of

Rome and certain South Itahan churches. The ex-

cellent illustrations, for one thing, are thoroughly rele-

vant to the text. Only—a little previous knowledge

and a certain seriousness of aim are demanded of the

reader ; Mr. Bumpus is not always lucid, and we have

found ourselves forced to read sentences as many as

three times before we grasped his real meaning.

The section devoted to St. Peter's is probably the

best, as well as the most important, of the liook. After

that we should rank those on San Lorenzo fuori le

Mura, a church that is comparatively neglected by
foreigners, and on the wonderful San Clemente. San

Paolo fuori le Mura gives Mr. Bumpus fine scope

for his more fiercely critical qualities. Of the archi-

tect Poletti, of the basilica as it stands to-day, he

writes :
" We have nothing to thank this architect for,

except his retention of the apse and the eastern re-

mains ; and perhaps for keeping the general

arrangement of five aisles." ' The last clause is a very

distinctly saving one, for, as Mr. Bumpus, two pages

later, very properly observes :
" The effect of the

forest of Corinthian columns, viewed from the north

or south-east angles of the nave, is truly magnificent

;

indeed, I know hardly anytliing more impressive as

a coup d'osil in architecture than the double rows of

pillars down the immense nave of San Paolo fuori le,.

Mura at Rome."
Mr. Bumpus is almost equally puzzled how to de-

liver his final judgment about St. Peter's ; after

deprecating the expression of private and personal

impressions, he gives us the received opinion, in which

he partakes, that the great church is full of the defects

of its origin, but, once allowed to permeate tlie

esthetic consciousness, becomes for every serious

critic the supreme achievement of human art. This

refers only to the interior, though even here our author

points with tlie reproving finger of love to blemish

after blemish-,, externally the defect is undeniable.

The facade having been properly pulverised, Mr.

'Bumpus continues, " which facade itself in its turn is

overtopped by the shapeless masses of the Vatican,

which looks hke a union workhouse built on top of a

railway station, and a gigantic printing office super-

imposed as an attic and an afterthought."

* "The Cathedrals and Churches of Rome and Southern Italy."

By T. Francis Bumpus. 163. net. (T. Werner Laurie.)
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THE MANNEQUIN ** * By V. Blasco Ibanez
Nine years had passed since Louis Santurce
separated from his wife. Since that day he had only
seen her by glimpses, a lovely vision veiled in silks

and muslins, flashing past him in a fashionable car-
riage, or occasionally, as he looked down from the top
gallery of the Theatre Royal, he had recognised her
in a box far below, the centre of a crowd of men, all

competing for the chance to whisper in her ear and
advertise their intimacy to an admiring world.

These meetings—if one can call them meetings

—

had finally quenched the last sparks of his dead pas-
sion, and, hke a convalescent fearing a relapse, he had
persistently avoided her

;
yet now, in spite of every-

thing, here he was going to meet her, to see her, to

speak to her, in that grand Castellana palace whose
insolent luxury bore public witness to his own dis-

honour.

Each jolt of the cab seemed to shake out memories
of the past from every comer of his mind. That
earlier life, which he had no desire to remember, obsti-

nately unrolled itself before his closed eyes ; their

honeymoon, the honeymoon of a petty Government
clerk married to a woman of beauty and breeding, the
daughter of a family that had known better days ; the
bliss of their first year of poverty sweetened by love

;

after that the complaints of Henrietta as she began
to rebel against her narrow lot ; her dumb rage when
every man she met told her she was beautiful, and she
knew that she was badly dressed; quarrels breaking
out between him and her on the smallest pretext

;

midnight recriminations in their bed-chamber; the
growth of suspicions which gradually undermined the
husband's faith in his wife ; then his sudden and un-
expected promotion in the office, and an equally
sudden change at home, where, to his surprise, new
luxuries made their appearance ; at first these novel-
ties were introduced somewhat shyly, as if in fear of

scandal, but sooft they were flaunted boldly, as if in

open mockery of the blindness of her husband and
the whole household. At last came the bitter day
when Louis received the damning proof of his dis-

grace. He writhed with shame at the thought of his

own weakness. He was no coward, so he assured
himself, but he had either lacked will or loved her too
well ; and so, when, by odious spying, he had con-
vinced himself of his dishonour, he could do no more
than raise his clenched fist to strike that fair face of
hers, the waxen face of a beautiful doll, and then^
refrain from striking. It needed all his resolution to

turn her out of the house, and the moment the door
closed behind her he had wept like a deserted child.

Then came complete solitude, the deadness of
isolation, broken only by newspaper paragraphs that

made his wounds bleed afresh. His wife was making
the tour of Europe in the style of a princess ; she had
been " launched " by a millionaire ; she had found her
true life, the life for which she was born. - For a whole
winter she was the talk of Paris ; the papers were full

of the new beauty from Spain ; fashionable watering-
places rang with her triumphs; men coveted the
honour of ruining themselves for her ; and various
duels and romantic suicides wove a halo of legend
round her name. After three years of continuous
triumph, she came back to Madrid, her beauty only
enhanced by the fresh charm of having seen the
world. Her protector at this time was the richest-

merchant in Spain ; in his magnificent palace she was
the queen of a court where only men had the entree,
and where all men, ambassadorsj financiersj and states-

men alike, contended for her smile as the highest
decoration that could be conferred. So great was
her power that Louis himself had reason to think he
felt it in the offers which came to him of certain poli-
tical posts that did not naturally fall to his depart-
ment. Tormented, like other Government clerks, by
the perpetual fear of losing his place, he was unable
to refuse these offers, though he guessed well enough
that they came from the hidden hand of Henrietta.
Condemned to toil for bare bread, he had the shame
of knowing in his secret soul that he owed his place,
not to his merits, but to the beauty of his wife. All
that he could find strength to do was to turn his back
on her, if he chanced to meet her out walking, that
her triumphant dishonour might not stare him in the
face

;
yet, even as he fled, he was pursued by the look

of surprise in her eyes—eyes that for a moment lost

the bold assurance of the successful demi-mondaine.
One day he received an unexpected visit—from his

wife's confessor, of all men in the world! This sin-i

gular visitor proved to be a mild old priest, who came
in timidly, and was evidently shy about his errand.
It was he who now sat beside him in the cab. He was
precisely the sort of confessor she would choose ! So
amiable, so considerate, so unassuming! The first

time, when he let out who had sent him, Louis had
angrily retorted, " Be damned to her insolence, and to
yours, too, for coming here

!

" But, quite unper-
turbed, the worthy old man went on talking like a
schoolboy anxious to say his lesson quick before he
forgets it ; and he discoursed piously to the indignant
husband of Mary Magdalene, who had sinned, and of
our Lord, who, sinner though she was, had pardoned
her ; and then, dropping the cleric and speaking in his

ordinary tones, he told him of the chait^e that had
come over Henrietta. She had fallen ill, oh! dread-
fully ill, of a most cruel disease that was eating her
life away. It was cancer, and only by constant injec-

tions of morphia could she be saved from breaking
down utterly and screaming in her paroxysms of
agony. Her misery had turned her eyes to God.
She repented for the past ; she wished to see him. . .

,

And on hearing this his coward heart leapt with
joy, the weak man's joy at knowing himself avenged.
Cancer ! She was dying a living death ; she, so proud
of her beauty! Oh, what a sweet revenge! . . . No,
he would not go to see her. It was no use for the
priest to argue about that. . . . But he might come
and see him when he liked, and give him the latest

news about his wife's illness. That was a thing he
had no objection to whatever. And his secret soul
rejoiced in his cruelty.

After that the priest visited him almost every even-
ing, smoked a cigarette or two and talked of Hen"
rietta, and sometimes they went for a walk through
the outskirts of Madrid just like a pair of old friends.

The disease made rapid progress. Henrietta knew
that she was dying. She longed to see him and im-
plore his pardon. She begged for him as a sick,

spoilt child begs for a toy, until even the Other Man,
her powerful protector, omnipotent to the world, yet
docile to her, entreated the priest to bring Henrietta's
husband to the house. And the worthy old con-
fessor spoke with real enthusiasm of madame's touch-
ing conversion, even though he had to admit that she
was still a slave to that accursed love of luxury, the
perdition of so many souls.

Although kept a prisoner to her house by the dis-

ease, during her moments of respite, when the cruel
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pain did not keep her frantically tossing from side to

side, she buried herself in fashion plates and cata-

logues from Paris, she wrote to her dressmakers, and

seldom was there a week in which boxes did not arrive

full of the latest novelties, dresses, hats, and jewellery,

which she gloated over and played with for a day in

her locked chamber, only to toss them like broken

toys into a corner, or hide them away for ever in one

of her innumerable wardrobes. The Other Man bore

all these caprices, anything, everything, if only to

make Henrietta smile.

Bit by bit these strange confidences brought Louis

into close touch with his wife's existence. He fol-

lowed, from a distance, the course of her disease, and
there was no day that his mind was not full of the

woman from whom he had separated himself for ever.

One evening the priest arrived in great anxiety.

Madame was most surely at the point of death. She
was crying out for her husband by name. It was
nothing less than a crime to deny the last consolations

to a dying woman, and he would not permit it, not if

he had to drag Louis there by main force. And
Louis, overmastered by the old man's will, let himself

be dragged off and forced into a cab. He cursed him-
self for his weakness, yet he could not turn back. . . .

A coward ! always a coward

!

The cab stopped in front of the Castellana House,
one of the finest palaces in Madrid, and Louis fol-

lowed close behind fhe priest's black cassock up the

steps. How often had he flung a glance of hatred
there as he passed by ! Now he felt nothing, neithei:

hatred nor pain ; only a keen sense of curiosity, like

the discoverer of a new country tasting by anticipa-

tion the marvels he expects to see.

Inside the house it was the same with him ; nothing
but curiosity and surprise. . . . Ah^ wretch! How
often in the dreams 6f his nerveless soul had he seen
himself entering that house, like a stage husband,
weapon in hand, to slay the faithless wife, and then, in

a sort of wild beast fury, cut and slash the costly

couches, the rich hangings, and the soft carpets. And
now the softness that he felt under his feet, the
beautiful colours that slid past his eyes, the flowers

whose perfume greeted him from every corner, filled

him with a sort of emasculate intoxication, and he felt

an impulse to fling himself on those couches and take
possession of them as if they were his, because they
were his wife's. Now he comprehended the meaning
of wealth, and the powerful grip it takes of its

slaves.

Already they had reached the first floor, and so far

there had been absolutely nothing to show that he
was in the house of death. He saw servants, behind
whose impassable masks he thought he detected an
air of insolent curiosity. A waiting-maid gave him a
bow and an enigmatical smile. Was it sympathy or
only contempt for " the husband of madame "

? Pass-
ing a room, he fancied he caught a glimpse of a well-

dressed man hiding inside. No doubt that was the
Other Man ! Louis felt abashed before this new,
grand world he had entered, and then his arm was
taken by his guide, and he found himself gently
pushed forward through a door. He was in madame's
chamber, a darkened room, across which shone the
broad ray of a single sunbeam, admitted through the
crevice of a window shutter.

Right in the middle of the sunbeam's path stood a
woman,' erect, slender, rosy, in a lovely evening dress,

her pearly shoulders rising out of a cloud of soft frills,

her bosom and her hair ablaze with jewels.

Louis recoiled in horrified protest against the trap
laid for him. Was that a dying woman ? Had they
brought him there to insult him ?

" Louis .... Louis . . .
," cried a weak voice behind

him, a tender, childish voice, which recalled from out

of the past the sweetest moments of his life.

His eyes, growing accustomed to the half-light, dis-

cerned at the back of the room an object with steps

up to it, monumental and imposing as a high altar. It

was a bed, and in it lay a white figure, its curves dimly
outlined under the coverings.

He looked again at the woman in the sunbeam, who
stood, apparently awaiting him, slender and rigid, her
eyes staring vaguely, as if through a mist of tears. It

was but a mannequin, an artistic mannequin, modelled
into a marvellous likeness of his wife. .She had had
it made so that she might be better able to judge of

the new dresses which she was perpetually receiving

from Paris. The lifeless doll was her puppet, to stand
in her place in the private exhibitions of wealth and
elegance that were the sole consolation of the rich

woman's sufferings.
" Louis .... Louis . . .

," the little voice called again
from the depths of the bed.

Sadly Louis went to her, to find himself caught in

the embrace of arms which clasped him convulsively,

and to feel an ardent mouth seeking for his mouth,
imploring pardon, while his cheek received the hot

caress of tears.
" Say you forgive me, Louis ! Say so, and perhaps

I sha'n't die !

"

And the husband, whose instinct had been to repel

her, ended by yielding himself to the embrace of those
arms, and repeating unconsciously the pet names and
phrases of their happy days. His eyes, growing more
used to the darkness, gradually took in the details of

his wife's face.
" Louis, my Louis," said she, smiling through her

tears, " how do you think I'm looking .? I'm not so

pretty now as when we were happy together ....
before I'd quite gone out of my senses. Tell me, for

God's sake, how do I look ?
"

Her husband gazed at her in dismay. Beautiful,

beautiful always, with that infantile and simple charm,
which made her so dangerous. Death was not there
yet ; only underneath the sweet perfume of that per-

fect body and that gorgeous bed some subtle, far-

away effluvium seemed to insinuate itself, some taint

of dead matter that told of internal decay and made
itself felt in her very kisses.

Louis became conscious that there was someone
behind him. A few feet away stood a man watching
them with a hesitating look, as if drawn to the spot
by an impulse too strong to be resisted, yet of which
he must feel ashamed. Henrietta's husband recog-
nised, as half Spain would have recognised, the
austere face of a certain elderly gentleman, a states-

man of sound, public principles, a great champion of

moral order.
" Tell him to go away, Louis," cried the sick woman.

"What's that man doing here? I only want you. I

only want my husband. Forgive me .... it was
luxury, accursed luxury. I wanted money, lots of
money .... but for love, only you."

Henrietta wept as she showed her penitence, and
he, the Other Man, wept too, helpless and humbled
before her contempt.

Louis, who had so often thought of him with bursta
of fury, and at first sight wanted to fly at his throaf,

now began to look at him with sympathy, and even
respect. He loved her, too ! And their common love,

instead of making them enemies, brought the husband
and the Other Man together in a strange bond.

" Tell him to go ! Tell him to go !
" repeated the

sick woman with infantile obstinacy. And the hus-

band looked at the great man apologetically, as if to
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make excuse for his wife, who hardly knew what she

was saying.
" Come, madame," said the voice of the priest from

the end of the room. " Think of your soul and of

God. Do not fall into the sin of pride." '

The two men, the husband and the protector, ended
by sitting down together at the bedside of the sick

woman. The pain made her cry out ; the anodyne
was needed, and the two men anxiously hastened to

procure her relief. Their hands met more than once
while they were acting as Henrietta's nurses, and no
instinctive repulsion drew them apart; instead, each
helped the other with a brotherly readiness.

llouis found himself momently more in sympathy
with this kindly man, so simple-mannered, in spite of

his millions, who wept even more sincerely over his

wife than he did himself. During the night, when
the sick woman was resting under the influence of the

morphia, the two men, overpoweringly influenced by
their watch beside the sufferer, conversed in a low.

voice, without their words showing the least vestige

of ancient rancour.

At daybreak Henrietta died, the words "Pardon!
Pardon !

" on her lips. But her last look was not given
to her husband. She, the beautiful, brainless bird,

took flight into eternity, her eyes caressing the manne-
quin of the eternal smile and the glassy stare, her dear
idol standing upright there in the simbeam's path and
rearing its empty head, ablaze with brilliants, in the

heavenly radiance of the dawn.

—

Translated by R. B. Townshend,.

LITERARY NOTES
A WARM welcome, I should say, awaits a volume of
Disraeli's poHtical writings which Mr. Murray is bring-
ing out as a supplement to the authorised " Life," two
volumes of which have been published. Disraeli in

his earher years plied a busy and withal pungent
journalistic pen. Some of his more important articles

appeared in the Times and the Morning Post, the
authorship of which has hitherto remained a secret.

These contributions will be included in the volume,
together with the well-known "Runnymede Letters,"

the "Vindication of the English Constitution," and
other matter of literary and historical interest Pos-
sibly the volume may not show us Disraeli in any fresh

light, but, inasmuch as it contains writings of his which
have not come under the eye of the present generation,
it can hardly be without biographic value.

» • » • •

If we are not conversant with every detail of the
Panama Canal and its potential value long before it

opens, it won't be the fault of the journahsts who have
been " writing it up " for a considerable time. Re-
cently I noted the fact that the literature on the sub-
ject is growing fast. Two volumes have appeared
during the past few weeks, and now I am notified of a
third. The writer is Miss Winifred James, who is well
known by her " Letters to My Son." Miss James has
just returned from a long voyage to the West Indies
and Panama, where, among many interesting sights,

she saw the canal in the making. The volume, which
bears the somewhat vague title of " The Mulberry
Tree," is to be published by Messrs. Chapman and
Hall.

• • • • •

When Livingstone returned from Africa in 1 864, in

order chiefly to write his book, " The Zambesi and its

Tributaries," he was invited by Mr. W. F. Webb, who
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had accompanied him on one of his journeys, to reside

at Newstead Abbey. The invitation was accepted,
and in that " splendid old mansion," with its memories
of Byron, the explorer spent some of the happiest days
of his life. His associations with the place are recalled

in a book which one of Mr. Webb's daughters is pub-
lishing, under the title of " Livingstone and Newstead."
One of the rooms in the Sussex tower of Newstead
is called the " Livingstone Room."

• • • « •

In " The Old Road," Mr. Hilaire Belloc proved his

power of investing topographical description with at

once the charm of historical association and the human
interest of its present-day aspect. His latest volume,
which Messrs. Constable are publishing, is on similar

lines. " The Stane Street," as it is appropriately

called, traces the old road from London Bridge to

Chichester in its progress through some of the most
beautiful bits of country in England. The volume is

to have illustrations in black and white by Mr. Wilham
Hyde.

• • • » *

The late Sir Hugh Macdonell had so long and varied
a diplomatic career that I shall be surprised if the

volume of reminiscences which his widow is bringing
out does not prove both entertaining and instructive.

Sir Hugh was British Minister to Brazil, Derunark, and
Portugal, and he held secretaryships at Rome, Berlin,

Madrid, Munich, and Buenos Ayres. Moreover, he
came into contact with many famous men and women,
and saw much of the life of the South American re-

pubhcs hfty years ago. Lady Macdonell's book will

be entitled " Reminiscences of Diplomatic Life."

• • « « «

Messrs. Constable announce a volume of essays
entitled " Sidelights," from the pen of Lady Blenner-
hassett, the widow of the well-known political writer.

The contents consist of a series of historical vignettes
and character studies, which are said to exhibit Lady
Blennerhassett as at once a well-informed and capable
descriptive writer. The same firm is publishing an
account of the Mexican Revolution of 1910, from the
pen of an eye-witness-—Mr. Hugh B. C. Pollard.

• • • « •

To my mind the popularisation of theological litera-

ture is one of the problems of the publishing world.
I am glad, therefore, to note that Messrs. Macmillan
are about to wrestle with it,- and shall await with in-

terest the result. The lirm has in preparation a
" Shilhng Theological Library," which is intended to
bring within the reach of everyone a number of works
by well-known authors not readily accessible in their

present form. A few books will be included that have
already been reissued in shilling form, such as Dean
Farrar's " Eternal Hope," but to these will be added
other volumes by such writers of a past generation as
Charles Kingsley ("Village Sermons," etc.). Dean
Church, Bishop Westcott, Dr. Hort, and Phillips

Brooks. These are all writers, or, rather, preachers,
that count, and if their works do not appeal to the
shilling public, certainly no others will.

• • • • •

Mr. Werner Laurie will have ready next month
" The Correspondence of Goldwin Smith," selected and
edited by his literary executor and secretary, Mr.
Arnold Haultain, who has added a bibliography of
Goldwin Smith's various writings. The correspondence
includes letters from Lord Rosebery, Mr. Chamberlain,
Gladstone, Bright, the late Lord Sahsbury, and many
other celebrities. X. Y. Z.
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AT ALL BOOKSELLERS'.

A LAY SERMON ON THE ART
OF READING

And how to Distinguish a Good Novel from a. Bad On«
(Concluded.)

C—The Study of Style.

After the subject and the plot you will have to

examine the qualities and defects of the style. I am
quite aware that of all the elements of the literary

art, style is by far the most subtle and the most elusive.

Indeed, the more perfect the style, the more elusive

it is likely to be. As in the case of those incomparable

masters of the written word, Charles Lamb and Robert

Louis Stevenson, the fascination of the style may be

inseparably bound up with the personality of the

writer.

(a) At the same time, it is always advisable, and
even necessary, to take a systematic survey of the

general characteristics of the style of any particular

novel. That style may be clear or it may be obscure,

it may be terse or it may be prosy and overlaid with

detail, it may be rythmical or it may be unmusical, it

may be vivid and metaphorical or it may be abstract.

Its vocabulary may be simple, drawing mainly on the

well of English undefiled, or its vocabulary may be

erudite, drawing mainly on words of Latin and French

origin.

(b) But after studying those general characteristics

of style which are common to all literary work, we
shall, above all, have to ask ourselves for each par-

ticular novel, whether the style is appropriate to the

special subject or to the characters of the book. Some
writers maJce all their characters speak in the same
uniform or monotonous way. Mr. Bernard Shaw
makes even his dull people burst out in brilliant

epigram. Other writers, like Jane Austen, make even
their rustics use "elegant" phraseology. But the

really great artists—George Eliot, Balzac, Tolstoy

—

who-have the sense of life and the sense of reality, will

choose the accent, the vocabulary, the mannerisms,

even the dialect best adapted to the individuaUty of

each character ; whether we take Mrs. Tulliver in the
" Mill on the Floss," or Mme. Cibot in " Cousin Pons,"

or Countess Rostoff in " War and Peace," it is impos-

sible to mistake the peculiarities of their language.

D.

—

The Study of the Characters.
Last, not least, we have minutely to analyse the

chief characters of the novel
(a) The characters may be either unreal, lay figures,

of which the author merely pulls the wires, mere
mouthpieces expressing the opinions of the writer, as

in many didactic novels written with a purpose. Or the

characters will be true to life, veritable creations of art,

each stamped with a complex individuality of its own.
(b) Again, characters may be interesting, arresting

;

they may have a strong and original personality, as

almost every character of Tolstoy or Balzac or

Thackeray. Or the characters may be commonplace
and superficial, as many of the types of Jane Austen,
and not a few of the female characters of Sir Walter
Scott.

(c) Again, characters may be unchanging and
stereotyped from beginning to end. They may learn

nothing from the successes or failures of life. Or they
may develop and grow ; they may gradually be formed
and transformed by experience. Thus we see " Cousin
Pons " slowly disillusioned by the wickedness and sel-

fishness of his mean and sordid surroundings. Thus
we see Natasha, in " War and Peace," transformed by
suffering into an entirely different woman from the

impulsive and light-hearted girl at the beginning.
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Thus we see even the. wildly idealistic Don Quixote
imperceptibly influenced by the practical common
sense of Sancho Panza.

(d) And, finally, the characters may all go their own
separate ways ; they may move independently -of each
other. Or one character may continuously act and re-

act on the other. The art of the novel writer largely

consists in so bringing his characters together that
their mutual relations and conflicts shall reveal their

personality, and so to arrange his plot that circum-
stances and events will bring out those vices and
virtues which the artist intends to stamp on our
imagination. .,

To sura up my argument, and to present tlie sub-
ject more vividly and more concretely to the reader, I

would hke to state in tabular form some of the most
important points which have to come up for considera-
tion in any systematic study of the novel :

—

3
—Study of the Subject.

(a) Is the subject trivial and commonplace, or is

it vital and universal?

(b) Is the subject of transient or is it of per-
manent importance?

(c) Is the author sympathetic or unsympathetic
to his subject ?

2.

—

Study of the Plot or Story.
(a) Is the interest concentrated on one plot, or

is it distracted by a duality or multiplicity of
plots ?

(b) Is the plot natural or artificial and far-

fetched?

(c) Is the plot skilfully or clumsily constructed?
(d) Is the purpose aimless and purposeless, or is

it so constructed as to reveal the characters of the
novel ?

2,.—Style.

(a) Is the style clear or obscure, simple or in-

volved, vivid or abstract, terse or prolix?
lb) Is the style or dialogue appropriate both to

the subject and to the characters?

4.

—

Study of Character.
(a) .-^re the characters mere lay figures and

literary automata, or are the characters true to
life?

(b) Are the characters commonplace and unin-
teresting, or have they a marked personality?

(c) .A-re the characters invariable all through the
novel, or do they grow and develop with the
unfolding of the plot?

(d) Do the characters move independently the
one of the other, or is there mutual action and
reaction ?

III.

We have briefly outlined some of the essential
points which have to be analysed before we can even
attempt to formulate a competent judgment on the
literary value of a novel. The method which I have
defmed may sound, at first sight, mechanical and
scholastic. It may seem a hopelessly inadequate
means of getting at the inner meaning of a literary
masterpiece. And it is true, no doubt, that even the
best method is necessarily a very imperfect instru-
ment, and that tlie value of the instrument must
largely depend on the brain which uses it. I can only
say that, having tried some such definite method for
many years in tlie teaching of thousands of young
men 'and women, I have invariably derived the most
practical and the most excellent results. Again and
again my pupils have admitted to me that it was this
systematic analysis of literary masterpieces, on the
lines described, which first trained their critical
faculty, which first opened their eyes to the beauties
and miperfections of literary masterpieces.

CAN YOU SPEAK WELL
IN PUBLIC?

An Indispensable Guide to the Art of
Public Speaking.

To one man the chance of making a speech affords the oppor-
tunity for an enhanced reputation ; to another it is nothing but
a dangej-. For the man who stutters and stammers, and finally
sits down after a speech principally consisting of "ums" and
"ers" scarcely enhances his reputation as a keen-witted member
of the community, or as a man whose intelligence and resource
can be depended upon in a business crisis.

For that reason, the publication of "The Book of Public
Speaking " is an event of the greatest in>portance. For it is the
first comprehensive work upon this important subject ever pub-
lished in this country. It provides at once a collection of the
greatest speeches of the world's greatest orators, and at the same
time a reliable guide to the Art of Public Speaking, written by
men who are themselves famous as speakers of the highest merit.

How to Speak in Public.
These articles and their contributors include :

—

RL Hon. T. J. MACNAMARA, M.P.,

on "How to Make an Effective

Speech "
;

ARTHUR BOURCHIER, MJL
(the well-known Actor),

on "How to Prepare and Deliver
a Speech "

;

J. L. GRIFniHS
(U.S.A, Consul-Gcneral, London),

on " After-Dinner Speaking";

But " The Book of Public Speaking -' is of the greatest interest
even for the man who never has to speak in public, because it

presents for the first time an entirely new form of literature of
enthralling interest. Its handsome covers contain the cream of
the greatest speeches of modern times.

The World's Greatest Speeches.
There is hardly an orator of note of recent years who is not

represented in the work ; there is scarcely a subject of impor-
tance or of interest that is not dealt with in some one or more of
the speeches. Political Speeches, Religious -Addresses, After-
Dinner Speeches, Scientific and Literary Lectures— all have been
brought together to form a work of enthralling interest to all
intelligent people. Among the great speakers whose speeches
are included in the work are :

—

A. C. BENSON, MA, CV.O, F.R.H.S.

(Presidenl oJ Magdalene College,
Cambridge),

on " The Art of Lecturing "
;

ALBERT CREW
(Barrister-at-Law)

,

on "The Conduct of and Pro-
cedure at Meetings"

;

GENERAL EDITOR,
A. C. Fox-Davies (Barrister-at-Law)

Lord Rosebery
Lord Beaconsfield

H. H. Asquilh
A. J. Balfour

W. E. Gladstone
Sir Edward Clarke
Andrew Lang
D. Lloyd Ge'irge
Winston Churchill
Mark Twa n
Spencer Leigh Hughes
Sir Henry Irving

Joseph Chamberlain
Max O'Rell
R. Waklo Emerson
Harold Cox
Woodrow Wilson
G. Bernard Shaw
Charles Dickens
John Bright

Chaunccy Depew
Sir A. Conan Doyle
Sir Edward Grey
Earl Halsbury

Lord Fisher
Abraham Lincoln
Justin McCarthy
Viscount .Milner

M. Poincare
Whitelaw Reid
TlieoJore Roosevelt
Philip Snowden
Ian Maclaren
.\ugustine Birrell

Sir A. W. P;nero
Etc., etc.

For the Public Speaker.
The value of the work to the Public Speaker ran hardly bo

over-estimated. Each one of the speeches included in the work
serves as a model for the construction of a successful speech that
can be studied with advantage by the practised speaker and the
novice alike.

FREE BOOKLET.
The Publishers have prepared an interesting Illustrated

Booklet—which they will send free—describing the work and
their offer to deliver the complete work as published for a first
payment of is. 6d. only, the balance being paid by small monthly
payments.

To the Caxton Publishing Co., Ltd.,
244, Surrey Street, London, W.C.

Please send me, free of charge and without any obligation on
my part, full particulars of "The Book of Public Speaking."

Name.
(Send this form or a po3tcar4.)

Address..
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Hints to those who like

to look smartly dressed.
Dirt and signs of wear make any suit

—

however expensive—appear dowdy and old.

Yon start collecting these "signs" from the first

day yon use a suit The process is gradual, so that

you may not notice it—your friends do, though*

If you would have the maximum service from your
suit, you should send it to Achille Serre, who
specialize in the treatment of Men's Clothes ajid

make old suits look new, and new suits keep new.

3/9 is our fixed charge.

Write for Ittusirated Booklet and address of nearest
Branch or Agent, who will colUct and deliver free.
Carriage paid one way on all orders sent direct.

Achille SerTCK
(Nettoyace a sec)

Hackney Wick, London, E.

S9

'Pkone 3710 East.

Branches and Agencies Everyaihert.

PLEASE WATCH THIS ADVT. WEEKLY
and see how useful this table would be

IN YOUR HOME.
AN ipEAL

GIFT

A DAINTY
AND

IN^EX-

PENSIVE "^^ -^^^ LUXUHY.
FOR MBALS IN BED.

The 'CARBREK' General Utility TABLE.
Thousands to tiso in all parts. Space permits indication of only a few

of its manifold uses. Absolutely indispensable in every household for
cards, tnusio, needlework, writing, meals in bed, toilet, etc. A most
cbanalntf and acceptable gift. Adjustable in height, tilting polished
oak top, reversible bock ledge. 25/-, packed free.

Before purchasing, send a postcard for The Carbrek No. 1 Booklet.
a most dainty brochure, with artistic illustrations in colour, post free.

CAROLERS,
Ailfeiv Ca.vendlslx Stz-eet, r^ondon, lar.

P.STADLISItRD OVBR BO YBAnS.

CORRESPONDENCE
Notice to Correspondents.—Owing to the large number

of letters received it is necessary for correspondents to write
briefly »/ their letters are to appear.

PAGANISM AND CHRISTIANITY.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Your correspondent, Mrs. J. Stark, is surely
claiming too much for Greece and leaving quite out of
account some unpleasant realities in. the picture of old-

world pagan life. iHer enthusiasm for her idealised

Plellenic world betrays her into strange exaggera-
tions, as, for instance, such a statement as that " the
Greeks were as far above us intellectually as we are
above the negroes."

" The most important function of the State," she
tells us, " was to see that each citizen had an oppor-
tunity of developing his capacities to the utmost." She
does not say " each man and woman," and she omits
to remind us—perhaps she has herself not realised

—

that the citizens were a small class, whose leisure and
opportunities for culture and enjoyment depended on
the existence of a large slave population. In the
great days of the Athenian State there were probably
three slaves to every free citizen. There was a
flourishing slave trade throughout the Hellenic East
All the fine talk of freedom had no application to

these " hewers of wood and drawers of water," and the
greatest of Greek philosophers argued that certain

men were made by nature to be slaves, others to be
free.

It is surely misleading to dwell on the undoubted
excellences of the Greek and leave out of account the
other elements in Greek pagan life that were factors

in the destiny of the race. Your correspondent's
letter is a protest against the assertion that the Greek
was prone to sensuous enjoyment. But this is the
plain fact. The privileged class of slave-owning citi-

zens, with their ample leisure and keen sense of
physical beauty, and no ideals such as tend to safe-

guard Christian peoples, accepted sensuality as a part
of normal human life, despite the protests of some of
their philosophers. Monogamy existed, it is true, but
there was a wide licence even for the married citizen,

and, while the Wife was uneducated, the hetaira had
often a smattering of literary culture as part of her
equipment Vice of a more odious kind, such as we
do not even name, was rife among the men. It is

attributed to some of those whose names were remem-
bered in connection with heroic deeds, and this with-

out any idea that it was a stain on their characters.

As Lecky says in his " History of European Morals,"
there were practices among pagans that centuries of

Christendom have made us regard as all but impossible

horrors. We know from what remains of Greek
comedy, and from the representations of comic actors

*

on the vases, what brutal unveiled foulness was char-

acteristic of this department of the theatre.

And we know from the story of the downfall of

Greece how soon true patriotism, citizenship, and man-
liness departed from the Greek race ; how the cities no
longer sent out their citizens to war, but trusted their

defence to slaves and mercenaries ; how easily poli-

ticians were bribed, and how the name of the rhetor

became a byword of reproach.

The Greek has been a contributor to the sum of

European civihsation. No one denies this. But it

was from Palestine and from Nazareth that the best

and highest teaching came to us. It was not from the

Greek that the world learned the Fatherhood of God
and the brotherhood of men. It was not from the

Greek that we derived the idea of a freedom that is
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the birthright of every class and every individual. It

was not from the Greek we learned our Christian

code of honour to womanhood. War is still a blot on
our civilisation, but even here the Christian ideal has
changed the whole aspect of the conflict between
nations. For the Greek victor the defeated side had
no rights. Reckless and vengeful slaughters were the

sequel of victory. Prisoners might be massacred or

enslaved for life. Women were valuable booty.

Under Christian influence even war has lost its worst
horrors, and the Red Cross flag, flying in token of the
duty of all to respect and succour the victims of the
strife, whether friend or foe, is the symbol of one more
of the triumphs of Christianity.—I am, sir, etc.,

London. A. Hilliard Atteridge.

IS THE HUMAN BRAIN" DEGENERATING?
To the Editor of Everym.'\n.

Sir,—Mr. Bland, in his article, seems to find the
cause of brain development wholly in the stress of life

common to all biological species, to bee as to man.

Is that quite assured? Did we seek cause for the
marked individual development in such valid instances
as, say, those of Bums, Goethe, and Shakespeare, it

would seem certain we should have to recognise a
factor of an entirely opposite character, hedonic, in

fact. Even in so unpromising an instance as the case
of Carlyle there lies, in that singular episode of " Teu-
felsdrochk made immortal by a kiss " (in the " Two-
good-and-Blumine business "), more than a suspicion of

hedonic juice about that sudden bite at half-ripe

fruit

If "struggle," indeed, be a factor—and I do not
presume to gainsay that—may it not be necessarily in

an equation with "joy," strong interaction between
pain and pleasure being an indispensable dual condi-
tion ?

The bee matriarchy, with its incessant labour
and lethal proclivities, has developed instinct to a mar-
vellous perfection approximating human intelligence,

but it has not developed a brain of cerebral or other
distinction. This is the more notable since in its

sexual economy it appears in all respects the opposite

of mankind—in which the male has subjugated the
female peculiarly and, perhaps, more completely than
in any other species. In this present question, as well

as in others current to-day, one thing most urgently
needed is sane authentic statement of the first prin-

ciples of sexual economy in the case of komo sapiens.

—I am, sir, etc., JOHN C. NORWOOD.
Glasgow.

AUSTRALIA.
To the Editor of Everym.w.

Sir,—May I encroach on your valuable space to

point out two errors made by Mr. Hermann in his

interesting article on Australia, published in your issue

of April 1 8th?

In talking of the various State capitals, he says:
" Fremantle is a derehct city, the stream of life

having deflected to Perth, which is the real capital of
Western Australia. . .

."

Apparently he is ignorant of the fact that, firstly,

Perth has been the capital of Western Australia ever
since the foundation of the colony, and, secondly, that

Fremantle, so far from being "derelict," has a popu-
lation of some 25,000 souls, and is one of the busiest
ports in the Commonwealth.—I am, sir, etc.,

Londoa Mervyn Davies.

HOW PHOTOGRAHPY
CAN BE MADE TO PAY

By T. G. Rutherford.

THIS is the age of pictures, and photography is playing
by far the biggest part in the production of those' pic-
tures. Slowly but surely the picture pap»T is grow^

ing. The sales of papers like the Daily Sketch and the
Daily Mirror have grown to huge proportions. .Staid, old-
established journals like the Daily Telegraph ntjw publish
photogmphs where, a few years back, nothing but reading
matter appeared. In Fleet Street there ia talk of a new all-
picture Sunday paper being launched. The big weeklies,
like the Sphere, the Graphic, the Sketch, Country Life, the
Taller, Bystander, and others, are crammed, full of photo-
graphic pictures. The Illustrated Loudon News gave away
a facsimile of its first issue the other day. That issue con-
sisted almost entirely of type matter, peppered ever so spar-
ingly with little wood-block pictures. The current issue of
the Illustrated London News contains a few bare inches of
type matter, and all the rest is made-up of pictures'—mostly
photographs.

Only this week one of the most celebrated music-hall
rnanagers said that the present-day music-hall was being
killed by the cinematograph pictures. Picture palaces are
cropping up in every street, and are filled to overflowing.
But the supply Jails a long way short of the demand.

True, there are plenty of photographs to be had, but nott
nearly enough of the right kind. If you could see an Art
Editor at work you would soon know why so many pictures
are unsuitable. One after another they come, dull, unin-
teresting, hackneyed, until the Editorial e5'e lights upon a
print that has obvious news interest. Instantly it is seized
upon and rushed off to the block makers, and the lucky
producer sees his picture in print, and, moreover, gets well
paid for it.

Any man, or any woman, with a camera can make money
provided they will only take the trouble to get the right
sort of prints. There is only one way open to acquire this
knowledge, and that is by training and working under the
direction of men who know, by their daily work, what
subjects are wanted and why they possess value.
The amateur photographer can only obtain this know-

ledge through the Press Photography Course of the Prac-
tical Correspondence College, 77, Thanet House, Strand;.
W.C. This course has been prepared by a man who really
understands the work, and has made a notable success with
his pictures. It is conducted by experts in photographic
work who are in touch with the illustrated press and know
intimately the ever-changing requirement?. Students receive
long personal letters on their work, criticisms of their prints,
and assistance that cannot be obtained through any other
channel. They are shown how to make their pictures profit-
aisle, what kind of subjects to take, how to take tliem, and
why they should be taken.

The lessons are chock full of hints, instruction, and
reasons why things should be done. Information of this sort
cannot be published in book form for obvious reasons, and
even if it were, the average amateur could not apply it unless
he was constantly in touch with the instructor.

The P.C.C. has been established so long, and has been
so successful with its students, that it does not care to enrol
anyone who has no chance of making money by the course.
It asks, therefore, that prospective students shoiild .send halff

a dozen of their average photographs to the College, so that
an estimate can be formed of the capabilities of the would-be
student.

These prints are criticised and returned directly, and am
illustrated book, telling all about the course, is forwarded*
at the same time. The fees are low, but it must be distinctly
understood that the college will not enrol any student unless,
the Directors consider that his work is up to the standari^
required.
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WONDERFUL NEW MEDICINE

SUPPLIED TO ROYALTY.

Quickly Renews Vigour and Vitality,

and Restores Health and Strength.

Thousands of readers will be glad to learn of a wonderful new
medical discovery which quickly renews vigour and vitality, over-

comes the weakness of old age, and restores the full powers of

superb manhood and glorious womanhood.

This new remedy (called Osogen) is composed of Sequard serum

and the Glycerophosphates so often prescribed by Sir William

Broadbent, K.C.V.O., M.D.. F R.S., Physician to His late Majesty

King Edward VII. It is supplied to Royalty, and thousands of

medical men recognise its wonderful curative and vigour-giving

power in cases of

Lost Vitality

Premature Old Age

General Debility

"Run Down "Feeling

Lo3s of WiU Power

Want of Self-Confidence

Lassitude

Weak Memory

Neurasthenia

Anaemia

Kidney Disorders

Osogen is of marvellous value to the aged, or the prematurely

aged and weak from overwork or illness. Those easily fatigued can

undergo the most strenuous exertion with ease if a small quantity is

taken before commencing work. When tired or worn out, a few

drops quickly cause a return of energy and revival of spirits.

A correspondent from Gainsborough writes

:

"Osogen is marvellous. After using only a little more
than one bottle I already feel 10 years younger. My sleep

is sound and dreamless, and^ am stronger in every way."

DON'T STAY WEAK!
There is no need for any man or woman to slay weak. Osoaen will give yon

strength and vigour, a flawless dige live system, rich blood, and a reserve fund

of vitality sufficient to meet all demands.

By the laws of nature you should be strong, active, and healthy until you are

eighty. If you are weak, nervous, and debilitated let Osogen give you a new
nerve and vital power. Obtain a boitle or more by using the coupon below.

Take a few drops daily and watch results.

Quickly you will foel its effect. A sensation of strength will take the place of

that "tired feeling " Depression will vanish and self-confidence will be restored.

You will again possess the health and powers that mark a manly man or
fascinating woman.

SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION OF " OSOGEN."
Because hundreds of inquiries are still coming to hand, it has bpen decided to

allot a further limited supply of Osogen for distribution. 5.000 bottles (2s. 9d.

sUe) have been set aside, and any reader who has not yet tested Osogen is entitled

to one of these bottles.

You can obtain one of these 2s. 9d. size bottles of Osogen by posting tha

coupon below with a Is. 3d P.O. to the Osogen Co.

The bottle is not a mere trial size, but a full seven days* treatment
ike price of which is 2s 9d.

To avoid a break in the treatment foreign and colonial readers are advised to

send 123. 6d., when a full Us. size, in addition to the 2s. 9d. size offered, will

be sent.

To obtain the first ?s. 9d. size bottle of Osogen by return write your name and
address on the coupon below, and post with Is. 3d. P.0> to 40. The Osogen
Laboratories, b8. Chancery Lane, London. W.C.

"OSOGEN" SPECIAL COUPON.

To 40. THE OSOGEN LABORATORIES.
83, Chancery Lane. LoadoD. W.C.

I have never used " Osogen." Please send me a full 2s. 9d. size

bottle and descriptive literature. I enclose Is. 3d.

Name

Address

N.B.—Only one bottle to each family at the Is. 3d. price. Further
supplies post free 2s. 9d. per bottle, or 3 times Zs. 9d. size. lis.

Everyman.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Will you allow me to suggest a small correc-

tion for Mr. E. Hermann's able article on Australia?

Artesian water subsists only under land which is not

likely to become arable for many years, and, conse-

quently, the person who " pins his faith " to artesian

water bores is not the agriculturist, but the pastoralist

or " squatter "
; in the immediate future the former is

more likely to be benefited by dry-farming, which de-

pends on the conservation of rain-water in the soil, and
by irrigation from the storage of river-water. It is

questionable whether artesian water will ever have
an effect on agriculture at all proportional to its im-

portance to the pastoralist.

This said, I should like to congratulate your con-

tributor on the penetration displayed in his judgments
and the felicity of his phrasing. As regards the life

and character of Sydney, he has contrived to say

le mot juste in a way that has never before found ex-

pression. A man hailing from that city, who is an
intimate friend of mine—one notices that this is a

formula often used in the public Press to avoid an
appearance of egotism—was so moved by Mr. Her-
mann's words that he cross-examined his fellow-

lodgers in a certain house to see if their conception

of himself in particular afforded corroborative evidence

of the statements made in general by Mr. Hermann.
The verdicts on the various counts were as follows :

—

" Relaxed and seductive grace " — exemphfied

;

hedonistic tendency " and " artistic instincts "—both
Strongly exemplified ;

" scant capacity for moral indig-

nation "—exemplified ;
" fundamentally British, yet

strangely un-British," but " more unlike any southern

type than it is unlike the British "—these characteris-

tics were allowed, as was also the "fierce inde-

pendence," coupled with a tendency to "leaning"
against walls. Governments, or even other people on
occasion. The " subject " under investigation^ pri-

vately and severally informed certain members of his

jury that these latter traits, in his opinion, were not

unknown in England, more noticeably among the

female sex. However, as to the portents of disaster

inherent, according to Mr. Hermann, in all these cate-

gories, he maintained that indulgence in alarm is pure
waste of emotion. The Australian, though tolerant,

has never given sign of weakness of will or moral
fibre, and however languorous in attitude he may seem
it is only " in loco," for in reality he is constantly doing
or enduring with the best. He has as keen a sense

of what matters as any one alive, and if that involves

strenuousness, or grit, or the breaking of records in

club-swinging, like Mr. T. Burrows, he will generally

deliver the goods.—Yours, etc., E. R. GarNSEY.
Authors' Club.

ENTERPRISE IN BUSINESS.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I was much interested in the letters of my
friend, Mr. Finch, and of Mr. Nicholson, which ap-

peared in your last issue under the heading of " Enter-

prise in Business." Mr. Finch asks you for a clear

presentation of the objections to the Socialist solution

of the social question, stating that this would be useful

to those who are interested in the subject. Now the

matter appeals to me in an altogether different light

Those of us who have studied the question to any
extent at all, and are following contemporary events

throughout the world, whether we be Socialists or not,

know full well that some form of collectivism is in the

end inevitable. The tendency to association, as op-

posed to competition, is everywhere apparent, and
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thus it seems to me that, instead of seeking for the

objections to Socialism, we might rather assist in its

proper and most desirable development. We should

thus be doing more useful service than in seeking to

pick out the objections to what must at some future

time come, whether we desire it or not, because evolu-

tion will have its course, despite what a few indivi-

duals might themselves desire ; and mutual aid, in

other words the ideal of Socialism, is the great factor

in evolution, as eminent students have shown us.

The majority of anti-Socialists are, 1 believe, willing

to admit that the ideal of Socialism is desirable of at-

tainment, but hold that economically it is impractic-

able and unworkable. But I prefer to believe with

Mr. Philip Snowden when he uttered the now memor-
able words, " What is morally right cannot be
economically wrong." When more people see this

the Socialist State will not be very far distant.—I am,
sir, etc., GEORGE A. GREENWOOD.

Batley Carr, Batley.

To the Editor cj Evervmax.

Sir,—As an ordinary working man, unversed in

many of the arguments used by your contributors to

this discussion, may 1 state some aspects of the case as

they appeal to me ? " Enterprise in Business " may
mean much, but it surely means a continuation of the
present capitalist system, which, by a simple test, has
failed, in my opinion. The failure is illustrated by the
wreckage and waste of human hfe which is so evident
in the midst of civilisation to-day, especially in Chris-

tian countries. " Enterprise in Business " means busi-

ness with a big B. The big B in business, all

through the history of commercial development in

civilised countries, has usually meant the profits for the
few, the strong triumphant over the weak, the oppres-
sion of the poor by the rich, and the negation of all

efforts towards international brotherhood. Socialism
alone, to my perhaps limited outlook, appears the only
system whereby it is claimed that security to every man
for the means of livelihood is assured in a civilised

community.
It would be better for all society, as now consti-

tuted, to come fo an end if its weaker members are

to continue to linger out the wretched existence to

which so many millions are condemned.
The capitalist system, with its " Enterprise in Busi-

ness," appears to be oblivious of the fate of these mil-

lions, and its upholders display a like apathy in regard
to their condition, except in so far as their actions

jeopardise the profits of " enterprise."
" Enterprise in Business " means more wretchedness

for these submerged members of socifety. Socialism
offers the only hope of solving the problem presented
by this vast mass of suffering humanity. Your con-
tributor, Margaret Hamilton, shows to what a depth
" Enterprise in Business " can descend. I presume
the " sweaters " she mentions in this week's article

would be, and are, called enterprising captains of

industry when they have " made their pile " and are re-

ceived in some sections of Christian ( ?) society. Is a
system that allows such atrocities to be perpetrated in

its name worthy of further defence ?—I am, sir, etc.,

Shirley, near Birmingham. A. Stokes.

THE. USE OF BOOKS TO WORKING MEN.
To the Editor 0} Evervm.w.

Sir,—May I take the liberty of writing a few words
in connection with Mr. J. R. Clynes's article, " The Use
of Books to Working Men " ? On seeing this title I

expected to find a sympathetic and reasonable study
of this branch of the poor man's life ; on the contrary,
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I found ah exjjosition which, for inconsistency, for

prejudice, and utter blindness of judgment, would be
hard to exceed.

Does Mr. dynes really think that for the working
man, when " really tired of work, to sit and secure the

dehghts of a ' Path to Rome,' " would solace that man
for his hours of sweated slavery, his blood-pittance of,

perhaps, 1 2s. a week on which to keep a wife and dozen
little ones? If this is the remedy for treating the

great question of "the eternal poor," then by all

means let us encourage the distribution of free

libraries in England's worst districts, where the work-
ing man may obtain Shakespeare or Balzac to while
away his leisure hours.

" To elevate, educate," by all means ; but the intel-

lectual powers lie low when the body is half-clad and
half-starved. Feed and clothe the body ; then the

natural improving and elevating of the mind will

follow.

I notice that Mr. Clynes points out the one danger
of his proposal, in that labour unrest would be in-

creased ; but this, according to him, we must not
allow. The animal must keep to his servile state,

though he become a perfect Cicero of knowledge.
I would recommend Mr. Clynes to read the oppos-

ing article on the following page, " The Sweated
Worker "—read of women stitching buttonholes at 6d.

a gross, and making suits and coats for 2d. or 4d.

each.

That the possibiHty of, and even desire for, cultiure

amongst the working classes is great I do not deny. I

have seen a labourer reading " Pickwick Papers " in a
tramcar with as much zest as might Mr. J. R. Clynes
himself ; but let the social betterment of the poor
come first, and the helping hand held out to " feed,

clothe, and love."—I am, sir, etc., D. M. T.

Finsbury Park.
,

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—It is amazing tlmt Mr. Clynes should com-
mence an article which expounds such a valuable

thesis with a suggestion thai shows him to ignore

one of the first principles of education, viz., that if

any subject is to be studied to real and lasting

benefit, then the student must have a real affection

for that subject Mr. Clynes would like to see Parha-
ment pass a law compelling all working men to read
"Shakespeare, Shaw, Balzac, and Morris."

Now, leaving aside the fact that this would be a
mental and physical impossibihty to the majority of
working men, is it not a truism that coercion is the

quickest road to hatred ? I can imagine nothing more
likely to cause working men to hate the very name of

these writers than the practical enforcement of Mr.
Clynes's suggestion.

Nevertheless, it is highly desirable that the nation's

Senate should bear their part in encouraging the work-
ing man's studies. Much has been done by Univer-
sity extension lectures, by work similar to that of

Morley College, etc., but now it would certainly be to

everybody's advantage if Parliament would follow up
the lead thus given.

May I suggest that, instead of passing a coercive

law. Parliament would fulfil Mr. Clynes's demands in a
much better way by appointing a Literary Commission
to organise a system of permanent public literary dis-

putations. Let them be established in every town,

with subdivisions if necessary. Let every inducement
be given to any man who desires to improve himself,

e.g., in the way of prizes for essays or speeches, the

publication of any creditable productions of the men
themselves, etc. And let those who manage the insti-

tution remember that all knowledge and upraising and
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iexpansion of mind does not necessarily come from
book-learning. Many a working man could learn a

far deeper lesson from Watts's picture of the " Court
of Death " than from all the plays of Shakespeare.

It will be seen that what I recommend is a kind of

authorised popular Polytechnic, or a National Forum.
No doubt the details of such a scheme would be multi-

tudinous, and the work required to inaugurate it

tremendous. Nevertlieless, I am convinced that the

principle of this idea is the only one by means of

which Parliament can hojje to give any real encourage-
ment to the working man's studies.— I am, sir, etc.,

John B. Howard.

PHILLIMORE ON CROMWELL.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Dear Sir,—My scanty education at an elementary
school left me with somewhat distorted ideas of Crom-
well, which facile priests and fanatical partisans had
taken pains to inculcate. In maturer years I became
acquainted with the " divine simplicity " of Carlyle,

^and since have been further influenced by the " com-
missioned glamour " of such writers as S. R. Gardiner,
Frederic Harrison, John Morley, and Lord Rosebery.
I am now wondering what must be the state of mind
of a learned professor who cannot write a brief article

on The .^neid for EVERYMAN without dragging in

the Great Englishman to bespatter him with such
epithets as "' self-seeking despot," " bully," and
"morally leprous with hypocrisy." And he talks of
" a certain snobbism " too !—I am, sir, etc.,

April 28, 19 1
3. Commonwealth.

^^r ^^' t^^

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
" My songs are not of great things, nor of sorrowful things

either

;

But only of what my life brings, and it brings to me of
neither.''

With this great thought Mr. John Spencer Muirhcad
opens the " proem " to THE QuiET SPIRIT (Simpkin,
Marshall and Co., 2s. 6d.). The verses in this volume
are not characterised by grace of expression or clarity

of thought. Mr. Muirhead's metaphors are sadly
mixed, and his pictures are obviously out of perspec-
tive. We are introduced to what may be " futurist

"

poetry, but which carries no conviction to anyone used
to the phraseology of the present. The poet is offering

himself a choice of a vantage ground from which to

observe the Spring! He debates if he shall make
" a nest within a reedy brake," or, failing this delect-

able situation, offers himself a quaint alternative,

" Or I shall see with quiet eye.

The dappled paddock loping by."

We had always supposed in our ignorance that
" paddock " was a term applied to green fields or pas-
tures. How Mr. Muirhead could have seen a paddock
" lope " we do not know," and perhaps it would not be
kind to ask him to explain.

9 » m
It is rarely one finds the high level reached in Mrs.

Belloc Lowndes' latest volume, STUDIES IN LovE AND
IN Terror (Methuen, 6s.), sustained through a
number of short stories. The most powerful, and at
the sanie time the most dramatic, is "The Price of
Admiralty." The story is laid in a small town on the
sea-coast of France, where the French fleet of sub-
marines is stationed for manoeuvres. The character of
Jacques de Wissant, the Mayor of the town, is won-
derfully depicted. A man of sharply defined limita-
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tions, narrow affections, and overweening ambition,

the pivot of his character is pride, a pride which enables

him to sustain the self-control almost inhuman in its

inflexibility. His wife, Claire, has never cared for him

;

his coldness repels her so that she shuts away the

emotional side of her natiu-e, and at the best an armed
truce exists between them. She falls in love with Com-
mander Dupre, of the submarine " Neptune," who re-

sponds with ardour. They realise that danger exists

in their continued friendship, and decide to separate

for ever. On the last day of his stay at the town, she

consents to go for a trip in the submarine that he
commands. It is against the regulations of the service,

and secrecy has to be observed. She tells her husband
that she is spending the day with her sister Madeline.

The adventure culminates in a tragedy, the submarine
goes down, every hand on board is killed. Jacques
learns the truth from Madeline, and having lost all

hope, snatches at the one thing left to him—his pride^

He insists that Madeline shall go to Italy.
" You must carry out your plan, my poor Madeline.

You must go away to-night. . . . You must do this. . .

for Claire's sake, and for the sake of Claire's children.

You have but sufficient self-control to endure suspense

calmly, secretly, . . . and perhaps "—he waited a
moment—"the truth will never be known, or only

known to a very few people—people who, as you sayj

will understand."

He gives it out publicly that Claire has accompanied
her. And then, having arranged to cover up any
possible scandal on his wife's name, hurries off to

the Admiral in command of the Fleet, and insists that

the bodies of the victims shall be recovered from the

vessel secretly and by night. The Admiral consents.

Claire's honour is saved, the children freed for ever

from the slightest whisper against their mother's fame.

Poor Claire is buried in the coffin with Dupre. It is

given out publicly that she died of scarlet fever in Italy,

attended by her devoted sister Madeline, and the

Mayor of Falaise returns to the narrow course of his

official way ! The author has the power of making the

reader visualise the scenes that she depicts. The tense-

ness of her dramatic situations makes one catch the

breath, and wait for the solution of the matter with

quickened pulse and a real sense and excitement and
perturbation. The book is one of the most vivid and
dramatic that has been published for a long time.

9 » »
"I am a watcher of life." With this remarkable

announcement the latest book of Mr. Harry Tighe is

opened. A WATCHER OF LIFE (Ouseley, 6s,) is a

pretentious and at the same time a very silly book,

written in the form that was popular some twenty years

ago, based upon a far-fetched and frankly ridiculous

plot and crowded with irrelevant incidents and impos-

sible people. The bold bad baronet, Sir Patrick, falls

hopelessly in love with one Rita Haulterman. This
lady is apparently unable to use plain English, so she

scatters French phrases up and down the book at all

and every opportunity. The wife of Sir Patrick suffers

from a morbid imagination and a diseased body.

These deficiencies are counterbalanced by an ample
fortune, which provides the bold bad baronet with the

means to escape from her society and to enjoy the

beauties of Europe. For some reason, totally inex-

plicable to the reader, Rosamund pretends to be dead ;

her husband accepts the intimation with placid in-

difference, and without unduly concerning himself with

the formalities of death certificates or anything else.

He does not question the statement of her death, but

forthwith marries Rita, and the unfortunate Rosamund
wakes from a cataleptic trance to find her position i?
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usurped. Far from resenting the stranger's intrusion,

she apologises humbly, even abjectly, for her continued

existence, and, realising that she somewhat embarrasses

her rival, considerately commits suicide, being in the

second instance really dead. The style is slipshod, the

sentiments mawkish. Mr. Tighe has not fulfilled the

promise of better things suggested by " The Model in

Green." » » »
The Burning Question (Putnams, 6s.) discusses

the rival claims of a woman's duty as wife and mother
with the gratification of her artistic instinct. Miss
Grace Litchfield feels compelled to thrust her heroine
from a comfortable home with a dear httle child and
a loving and indulgent husband into the stress of com-
petition with poorer and less favourably circumstanced
violinists. Sh& runs away, determined to make a name
as a fiddler. Her husband not unnaturally pursues her,

and to escape him she assumes the identity of a woman
who is drowned, leaving her unfortunate husband to

suppose that she has committed suicide. After two or
three years he marries a healthy, normal girl, who is

the one believable character in the book. An hour
after his marriage, Olive, the wife, reappears, and in-

timates that she has come to stay. The world has
declined to listen to her fiddling, and she has come
back full of concern for her own health, and deter-

mined to make things generally speaking unpleasant.

In real life, if it is possible to conceive of this night-

mare being translated into fact, the husband must
inevitably have insisted on her immediate departure,
realising that though he had to part from the woman
he had just married, there was no reason why he should
live with his wife. Miss Litchfield proceeds on the
lines of transpontine melodrama. Olive, the wife, re-

mains in his house, which, we are quite sure, she mis-
manages, and pretends to look after the child. And
at the end of three years they are living on terms of
the greatest affection and intimacy.

Meanwhile Joyce marries a curate, who is dragged
into the story at the last moment.

9 9 9
Mr. Herbert Malleson has written an entertaining

volume of tales of gipsy life, NAPOLEON BoswELL
(Smith, Elder and Co., 6s.) Boney, the young
'Romany hero, is well drawn, and altogether a refresh-

ing study. We are given an amusing insight into the
somewhat precarious method by which he and his

relations gain their livelihood, and the extraordinary
cleverness with which they invariably manage to cir-

cumvent the machinations of their arch enemy, the
" man in blue," not to mention the gamekeeper. The
character of Napoleon, the elder, is very well por-
trayed, and in the first tale, " The Luck of the Whip,"
we are given an instance of the curiously superstitious

thread wliich seems to run through the Romany race.

We could wish that the author had been a little more
painstaking in his rendering of the accent of the
gipsies. It strikes us that the real Romany is rather

less Cockney in his speech than Mr. Malleson leads

us to believe, but apart from this the book reads con-
vincingly, and brings before our eyes a vivid picture

of the adventures of the road. The accounts of the
horse fairs are very good reading, and Boney's frantic

ride on a vicious, kicking horse to fetch his father

from the fair is an exciting moment. We must confess
we held our breath as we followed that young, lithe,

brown figure tearing down the road in a cloud of
dust, mounted on a huge brown beast, which hammered
the road in a fury. Was it possible those little hands
could hold him in? Would he be found a huddled,
lifeless heap by the wayside, or would he prove the
master. "The Raiment of Captivity" is well worth
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reading, and the hero's love story is daintily told.

Gertie is a charming study of a gipsy girl,

and Ophelia, the ugly duckling, is well depicted.

The reader who is a lover of his Borrow will probably
find the book has many shortcomings, but if he is

willing to overlook these, he will, we believe,

thoroughly enjoy this volume of tales of the Brother-

hood of the Road.
» 9 •

It is always irritating to find a book the scene of

which is laid in the present day giving a chapter

headed " Twenty-five Years After " devoted to the

supposed results of the manner in which various politi-

cal and religious subjects have been treated in the

opening. When the last chapter treats of the fortunes

of the hero and heroine alone in later life it is annoy-
ing enough, but life is too short to worry over what
has never happened and never will. Such a book is

A Builder of Ships (Hodder and Stoughton, 6s.),

by Charles M. Sheldon. The book treats of an Ameri-
can shipbuilder and his son. They are building war-
ships for their Government, and are " converted " in

the middle of the undertaking. They feel that

war is wrong, and that all implements of war should

be destroyed. They have a contract to fulfil, however,

and how they get out of the difficulty the reader must
discover. The vivid part of the book is the account
of a terrible fire in a block of tenement dwell-

ings and a factory, the owner of which is Brandon
Gushing, the shipbuilder. There are hundreds of

deaths, and Brandon is held responsible, because he
had supplied no fire escapes, although the legal notice

had been served upon him. There is a really dramatic

trial, in which Brandon comes out in a surprising hght.

The earlier clmpters are decidedly better written than
the latter, as the story somewhat fizzles out after the

first few episodes. Hermosa, the heroine, is quite

unreal ; in fact, Mr. Sheldon is not very successful

in his characterisation of any of the women. Mr.
Sheldon is careless in his grammar, and occasionally

makes somewhat stringent calls on our imagination.

For instance, such a sentence as " he went back to his

desk and confronted himself" is startling, to say the

least of it. Again, we are told about a negro porter

who gives some harrowing evidence with an " ashea
face."

9 9 9

Mr. Ridgwell CuUum has the faculty of grip-

ping his readers with the sense of the weird in

nature. His latest book, The Brooding Wild
{Chapman and Hall, 2s. net), is the story of two
trappers in the wilds of Canada, and the extraordinary
influence which is exercised over them by the White
Squaw. The account of their long journey in search

of the legendary Queen of the Moosefoot Indians is

told with a wonderful vividness. We feel the snap
of the sparkling, frosty air, with the sun shining on
the vast e.xpanse of snow. We can hear the whisper-
ing of the runners as the sledge is swiftly drawn by
the panting dogs, and a sense of the weird
creeps over us as we read. We feel afraid to

breathe or speak aloud—all is still with a silence

which can be felt, but which may at any instant be
broken by something terrible. We try to shake off

the feeling, but even the dogs seem aware there is

something—something which is full of danger, but
which they cannot face. Undoubtedly the author
knows how to impress his readers with the fear of the
wild. The story ends tragically and quite unex-
pectedly, and the mystery is well sustained right

throughout. The characters of Nick and Ralph are

well drawn, and the manner ifi which they are vic-

timised by the half-breed, Victor, is carefully thought

out. When we say that Mr. Cullum's descriptives make
us long to throw down the book and set forth with

a train of huskies into the limitless, snowbound
" beyond," there is nothing more to add.

» • •
An Inn upon the Road, by Miss Janet Dodge

(Sidgwick and Jackson, Ltd., 6s.), may be described
as an episode in the life of a young girl, Natalie Her-
bert, the daughter of a selfish, " persistently young,"
mother, Marianna, who spends all her energies in

keeping her daughter out of all the enjoyments and
sensible occupations, for which she longs. ?"he author
explains that love is not always the ultimate aim of

life, but is very often only an inn upon the road of

adventure, at which the wayfarer stays for a while

and then passes on, without obtaining the fruition of

love. Natahe is a careful study of a girl who is always
groping after the solution of herself. She is as puzzled

over her own ambitions and temperament as ever her

own mother could be, who never attempts to under-
stand and sympathise with her, but engages her ener-

gies simply in attracting to herself all the young men
whom Natalie brings home. The description of the

interview with her daughter, when she breaks the news
of her third marriage, is cleverly handled. Marianna
is a very understandable and yet repellent character.

Conrad, Natalie's lover, is well drawn, though one
could wish he was a little less phlegmatic. The book
is a notable success, and should run into many editions.

For ourselves, we can say with sincerity we are glad to

have read it.

» • •

Punch has come to be regarded almost as a national

institution. Representative of the type of humour that

appeals to the Englishman, the matter of the price has

alone prevented many readers from becoming regular

subscribers. The proprietors, realising this, have de-

cided to offer special terms to new subscribers, and
have arranged to supply the paper at a greatly reduced
figure. Sixty-five issues of Punch and the Punch
Almanack can be obtained for the subscription of

1 3S. 6d. The reduction in the cost is considerable, and
the figure named is extraordinarily small.
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF TPIE WEEK.

ONCE again the imperturbable good temper of

the police turned what might easily have been

a repetition of that " bloody Sunday " of 1 887,

which fructified the Social Democratic movement with

the blood of its martyrs, into a rough-and-ready but

relatively harmless scrimmage, ending in a general

"trek" homewards. As usual, the cause of the dis-

turbance was an irresponsible and unauthorised inciter

of the mob ; and once more the curious impotence of

the authorised leader over against the self-constituted

demagogue was made apparent. It remains, however,

that a large section of the British public is smarting

under what looks like the beginning of a somewhat
un-British policy of police suppression. The recent

police raid upon the Suffragist headquarters and the

confiscation or prohibition of publications will doubt-

less be welcomed by many whom the militant policy

has filled with apprehension ; but the thoughtful

obsen^er, whatever be his attitude on the question of

Women's Suffrage, will see the shadow of a grave

menace in these suppressive and prohibitive measures.

Free speech and a free Press has not only been the

glory of Britain ; they have also been her surest safe-

guards against rebellion and anarchy. Bereft of the

escape valve of free utterance, the rel>ellious elements

must ferment and breed the poison of that fierce and
furtive revolt which makes the Continental rebel the

enemy of society where, given the safety valve of

expression, he would have been but a healthy irritant.

Unless we completely misread the lessons of history,

this suppressive policy will breed a crop of riots and
rebellions such as we have been spared this long while

past

China has naturally loomed big in the public eye
during the past few weeks. Among the many in-

teresting contributions made to our understanding of

a complicated and pregnant situation, none has struck

us as more clear-sighted than that made by Lord
William Gascoyne-Cecil in the columns of the daily

Press. He rightly points out that, while China's re-

quest for the prayers of Christendom was more im-

mediately actuated by patriotic ambitions, notably the

desire for recognition as a nation, it is ultimately part

and parcel of an as yet inarticulate but very real

moral and spiritual aspiration, finding expression in.

the anti-opium agitation and similar movements. He
also reminds us that the present revolution is moulded,

not upon English, but American ideals. Owing to a
short-sighted missionary pohcy which did not include

the higher education of the young Chinaman, it is the

Americanised Chinaman who counts in China to-day.

And the China of to-day, be it remembered, is on the

verge of one of those great storms which are so apt

to follow on the heels of what promised to be an
age of gold. On the very Sunday set apart for these

Christian prayers, Constitutionalism was made a mere
farce by the signing of the sextuple—or rather, as it

is now, the quintuple—loan agreement. And again

it has been the United States who, in refusing to have
anything to do with this agreement, have opened a
door of mutual friendship and advantage to the yeast-

ing young Repubhc—" tie only door," says President

Wilson characteristically, " by which we care to

enter." Britain has lost a great opportunity of mould-
ing the young mind of a people on whom very much
of the future depends. She will be wise in using the

present attitude of wistful aspiraJnons which charac-

terises thousands of thoughtful young Chinamen tO'

retrieve what she has missed.

The French League of the Young Republic has

discovered the convincing value of tlie sweating

exhibition, and at the present moment the Sweaters'

Museum is the latest thing in Paris. There the gay
and well-to-do buyers of sweated goods can see what
their purchases spell in terms of himian tears and
blood. The exhibition is run very much on the lines

of the English one for which the Principed of Aber-
deen University was so largely responsible. A
dramatic touch is supplied by a little curtained recess

at the far end of the room, into which you are bidden

to enter. It contains a mirror bearing the legend,

"Who is to blame?"

There has died at a New York nursing home for

poor negroes, at the age of close upon a hundred,

Harriet Tubman Davies, the Moses of the Negroes

—

one of the most picturesque figures in the Civil War.
A child of thirteen, she called a brutal slave overseer

to account (hence her title of the Moses of the Negro),

and was promptly knocked down by him, and that so

violently as to inflict a cerebral injury, from the effects

of which she. did not fully recover for many years.

Her extraordinary cunning and enormous physical

strength made her the central figure in many thrilling

exploits, which make good reading. Many great

men of the period, including Emerson, John Brown,
Horace Mann, Garrison, and others, held her in high

and friendly esteem.

The latest development of the cinematographic art

is Kinoplastikon, now on view at the Scala Theatre,

London. It is a process by which hving stereoscopic

pictures are shown without a screen. The illusion of

watching living actors performing as on a real stage

needs only the aid of a perfected system of gramo-
phones to make it complete. Even at the present

stage Kinoplastikon is yet in its earliest infancy. The
fact that the actors make their entrances and exits by

the wings adds a startling touch of actuahty to this

screenless kincma.
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THE GENERAL STRIKE IN BELGIUM
By EMILE VANDERVELDE, M.P. (Leader of the Belgian Socialist Party.)

The Belgian General Strike is over. It has been
what the proletariat wished it to be, formidable and
pacific. From the first day 300,000 men had stopped
work. They very soon became 400,000, and for

nearly two weeks this enormous mass remained im-
mobile, impassive, without any violence being com-
mitted, without " order " being disturbed for one single

moment.
As for the results which have been achieved, in

order -to appreciate their value we must go back to

the beginning of the crisis and recall its main
stages.

According to the Belgian Constitution, all men of

twenty-five years of age are electors, but—as in

Saxony—the rich, or rather the well-to-do, have two
or three votes, whereas the poor have only one vote.

It is in order to secure the abolition of the plural \T>te

that for twenty years Socialists have used every
means of propaganda and persuasion. At the last

General Election (June, 1912) they hoped to have
done with the Clerical majorit}', and to realise elec-

toral reform through the understanding of the Oppo-
sition parties. That hope was not realised, owing
to the treason, from class instinct, of a certain number
of three-vote electors, v;ho had been in the habit of

voting for the Liberals.

From the month of July, and during the nine

months which followed, the whole effort of the Labour
party was devoted to strike preparations. A fund for

purposes of propaganda was established by the co-

operatives, the workers' syndicates, and the various

political groups ; manifestos and propagandist tracts

were issued fortnightly and scattered broadcast all

over the country, and the big syndicates decided to

devote a considerable part of their funds to the
maintenance of the strike. The bourgeois supporters

of Universal Suffrage were asked to undertake to aid

the strikers financially, or to receive their children

into their homes. Above all, the working classes

were called upon to limit their expenditure, and the
result of their self-denial was organised into a reserve

fund, with a view to accumulating sufficient to

keep 300,000 to 400,000 strikers afloat for several

weeks.

This self-denial, particularly in the two great in-

dustrial provinces of Liege and Hainault, assumed
such proportions as speedily to have a most depress-

ing influence upon the retail trade. The preparation
for the strike alone caused the takings of the small

traders to fall by thirty, forty, and even fifty per cent.

in many cases. Commercial travellers gave vent to

bitter complainings, and the Excise Department
registered an appreciable loss in the income from beer
duties. On the other hand, when, on February 12th,

1913, after the -Housq had refused to consider our
motion to revise the Constitution, the strike was fixed

for April 14th, the mere fact of this decision produced
a profound disturbance in the course of industrial

business. Many heads of commercial houses were
afraid of accepting orders which they were not sure

of being able to e^cute, or saw competitors Of other
countries being preferred to them. In the port of

Antwerp, especially, there was a general complaint
that many ships, alarmed by the prospect of a strike,

had turned their course away towards Hamburg or

Rotterdam.

Briefly, the crisis, called fortli at a given moment,
became so acute that the most urgent efforts were
made on the bourgeois side to arrive at a com-
promise.

It was well known that for some time already the

majority of the members of the Government had
grudgingly pledged themselves, thanks to the in-

fluence of the King, to effect a revision of the elec-

toral system somewhere in the near future ; that the

delay merely meant that they were trying to gain time

until they had doubled the cape of the elections of

1914, and that nothing would have pleased them better

meanwhile than to consider this problem of electoral

reform, if they had not been afraid lest in so doing

they should alienate the reactionary elements of the

extreme Right.

With a view to inducing them to say in public what
they were saying already in the lobby, Liberal

Deputies and merchants' and manufacturers' associa-

tions intervened, but without success. The mayors
of the nine county towns interposed in their turn be-

tween the Chief of the Government and the leaders

of the Labour party, asking of the latter to abandon
the strike and of the former to address themselves

to the problem of Constitutional revision, and for

one moment it seemed that their efforts would be
crowned with success, for on Februarj' 29th, M. de

Broqueville, the head of the C9.binet, authorised the

mayors to communicate to the Labour party " the

impression that if the declaration of the strike be
rescinded the Government would not refuse to make
a step in the direction of conciliation and appease-
ment."

When they heard these declarations, the Socialist

leaders were convinced that the action of the

Government in authorising the mayors to bring them a
message such as this meant that, bent on saving its

face, it had resolved to satisfy their demands. It is

certain, moreover, that this was also the conviction of

the mayors and, in all probability, the intention of

M. de Broqueville.

But the mayors, and perhaps the head of the

Cabinet also, had reckoned without the extreme
elements of the Clerical-Conservative party. Hardly
had the thirty or forty Deputies hostile to all electoral

reform who sat on the Government benches got wind
of what had passed, than a storm of protest arose
against those Ministers who were suspected of having
wanted to make terms with the Socialists. They were
urged to let the matter drop, and, in order to preserve
the unity of his party, the Chief of the Cabinet was
constrained to sacrifice his conciliatory intention to the
ill-will of his political associates.

When, on March 13th, the Liberal leader, M.
Hymans, asked the Government what it was going to

do, M. de Broqueville replied with a few vague
phrases, implying the possibility of a revision of the
Constitution after the elections of 19 14, and the
prospect of the appointment of a Commission con-
cerning itself exclusively with the problem of munici-
pal and county elections.

The mayors obviously had been cheated. The
Chief of the Cabinet had not broken his promises,
because he had made no formal promises. But he
had left room for hope. He had given them the
right to liofK;. And what is more, he had
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been warned by the mayor of Brussels, M. Max, that

it would be a vain and even a perilous thing to

attempt to limit the consideration of the question to

tlie local electorate. " In the course of a discussion

with M. Emile Vandervelde," M. Max wrote to M. de
Broqueville as late as March 8th, " I consulted him
about this proposal. He replied without any hesitation

that he considered such a course would be disastrous

;

that it would prove a bitter disillusionment to

the Labour party and be the signal of a fresh

uprising."

In saying this, I have proved only too reliable a

prophet. The declaration of the Government
aroused a wave of indignation in Labour circles. In
vain the majority of Labour leaders tried to preach
patience. They bid their followers observe how, in

spite of the burking of plain issues on the part of the

Government, the cause of electoral revision had made
immense progress during the past nine months, that

public opinion was already conquered, that electoral

reform was now only a question of time, and that,

under these conditions, it was no longer necessary to

have recourse to that counsel of despair, a general

strike. Nothing, however, came of their persuasions.

By an overwhelming majority, the Congress of

March 23rd fixed the beginning of the strike for

'April 14th, and on the day appointed the great cessa-

tion from work began, with admirable concord and
with an impressive calmness of temper.

Two days after^vards the Houses of Parliament,

which had given themselves a month's holiday, re-

sumed their deliberations. Under the influence of

the strike, the order of the day was suspended. A
debate ensued, in the course of which the Chief of

the Cabinet, heckled by Socialist Deputies, protested

his unaltered sentiments of conciliation, renewed his

promise to appoint a Commission to deal with the

problem of the local electorate, and added, to the

general surprise, that if this Commission, in which all

parties would be represented, would come to complete

agreement uf)on a definite proposal, such a proposal

could, in the course of events, be extended to the

legislative electorate also.

We lost no time in emphasising the significance of

this sensational pronouncement, and, on the morrow,

a Liberal Deputy, M. Masson, moved that the House
should take note of this declaration of the Govern-
ment, pointing out that, after all, it implied the con-

sideration of the whole of the problem of electoral

reform. Three days after, on April 22nd, the House
voted imanimously for M. Masson's motion, as slightly

amended by the Right Wing, and the Strike Com-
mittee proposed a return to work.

Without wishing to exaggerate the importance of

tliis Parliamentary result, it is certain that the

cause of Revision is now well in train. The only

remaining question is whether it will take place

immediately before or immediately after the elec-

tions of 1914.

What is, however, of infinitely greater importance,

in my view, is that the struggle in which we have
been engaged has demonstrated that a general strike

for the end of obtaining a definite reform can be abso-

lutely peaceful and orderly, and attain satisfactory

results, without in any way going beyond the limits of

the law, when it is carefully prepared cind when it is

carried on by a disciplined proletariat which knows
what it wants and wants it with determination.

From this point of view, we hope that the experi-

ence which we have just passed through in Belgium
will not be lost on the other sections of the Inter-

national Labour and Socialist party.

The LLOYD GEORGE CRUSADE
III.

—

The Tax.'vtion of L.\nd

By P. W. WILSON.

In this third article I am to define the part played
by taxation of land in the social programme of the
Chancellor of the Exchequer. This year's Revenue
Bill is a signal for tlie renewal of this controversyj
dealing as it will with the valuation of farms. So-
called single-taxers, hke Mr. Wedgwood and Mr.
Outhwaite, have from the first complained that the
Btidget made a mistake in including the cost of

hedges, ditches, and other unexhausted improvements
in the site value of agricultural land, and the Revenue
Bill is to furnish, where necessary, a new valuation,

from which such items will be eliminated. The critics

tell us that, if you subtract from the value of a farm
the present worth of buildings, fences, and drainage,
you may arrive at a minus quantity ; but this prospect
does not daunt the land-taxers, who argue that, in a

well-ordered country, there will always be a reserve

of unfavourable land, of no capital value which will

furnish an automatic outlet for marginal labour.

Whatever weight we attach to this contentionj the
fact remains that Mr. Lloyd George proposes this year
to create a standard of net site valuation which at a
future date will enable him or any other Chancellor
of the Exchequer to levy a national tax at a uniform
figure for town and country. The land-taxers claim

that id. in the £ would yield about 20 millions—

a

figure admittedly speculative—and they dream of so.

achieving a free breakfast table, an enriched system
of education, and national main roads. But what they

really want is not revenue as such, so much as a

liberated market in land—the breaking up of large

estates—and the better use of land for small holdings,

garden suburbs, and allotments. The Budget, with

its tentative duty on undeveloped land near towns,

has already brought a good deal of land under the

hammer. The beauty of the land tax is that it cuts

at a stroke through the Gordian knot of legal agree-

ments which fix the whole burden of rating on the

unfortunate occupier ; but I submit none the less that

Mr. Lloyd George to-day contemplates a somewha*
different approach to the problem which we are con
sidering. The immediate task is rating reform rathei

than a land tax.

Policy has to be considered in electoral terms, and,

humanly speaking. Liberalism, deprived under Home
Rule of the Irish, depends on holding the towns and
gaining in the counties. Takej then, the case of a

man who farms a hundred acres of, say, £$0 an acre

capital value, or ;£^30 net. A penny in the £ on that

farm means ;£^I2 10s. a year. You may tell the man
that his landlord will pay, and that the money, so

collected Imperially, will be distributed subsequently

in rehef of rates. But the case is not an easy one
to drive home against the prejudices and the sus-

picions of the countryside, especially in those rural

constituencies where land is held by the small man
on freehold. Rating, however, is a different matter.

Everybody agrees that reform is here long overdue.

And, as I shall speedily show, the reform naturally

presents itself not as a new tax, but as a relief from
old ones.

The first fundamental fact is that, having secured

.a national valuation, we can now sweep away local

assessments. Much the most serious abuse in local

government, especially in rural areas, has been the

fact that property has been assessed by the guardians,

a body supposed to be elected for an entirely different
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purpose, and composed oftentimes of men whose

status is such that they cannot hold the balance even

as between the lord in hi|. castle and the grocer in

his little village shop. " Valuation by a central

authority like the Treasury will have the immediate

effect of raising the assessments of large country

houses and the adjoining amenities. One more func-

tion will fall frtKn the Guardians, who will thus be

one step nearer an unrcgretted extinction.

Some people imagine that Budget valuation means

site valuation only. This is an error, and my above

point amounts only to this—that Budget Valuation

means umform- valuation, as between area and area,

and as between rich and poor. As a matter of fact,

there is not one Budget valuation, but several. The
Budget gives you not only site value, but total value

—

using the term quite popularly—which would include

buildings. Thus, under the Budget assessments, a

local authority could, if it wished, continue to levy

rates as at present on hcwses as well as sites—on

machinery in factories—on signal-boxes on railways.

And Mr. Lloyd George has clearly indicated that his

Elan will be one of locd option. ' He will not say to

.iverpool or Glasgow or Middlesex, You shall re-

lieve improvements of rates. He will only say. You
may if you like. The effect of this will be a new and

vital issue in local politics—something tangible, which

the ratepayers will have to decide for themselves. It

is not quite so simple as some land-taxers imagine.

To say that no rates are to be paid on the fabric of

Chatsworth or Arundel Castle is not to assist the

poor! Again, to charge rates only on the prairie

assessment of railways would be to put some milhons

a year into' the pockets of the companies. It may
be right to do this, but the immediate effect would

be to raise the capital value of railways by, say, 60

millions—I do not pretend to have worked out the

exact figure—which, on nationahsation, would have to

be added to the purchase price paid by the State.

Such rating reform as I have outhned would be

accompanied by a general simplification, which would

include Exchequer grants, now amounting to about

10 millions. It is here, of course, that we touch the

economic aspect of Lord Haldane's Education Cam-
paign. That must be a partnership between the

Treasury and local authorities. Education is sup-

posed to stand a little apart from the Lloyd George

Crusade. Some regard it as a rival, but, if the

patience of EvEPA'MAN is not exhausted, I will in a

concluding article describe the bearing of one scheme,

so far as it is defined, on the other. It is a subject not

free from serious difficulty.

THE ROAD THAT LEADS TO
NOWHERE

By LLEWEX MACARTNEY.
" —Tliose things and I ; in sound I speak

—

Their sound is but their stir, they speak by silences."

,

—Francis Tuompson.

Some way behind Childerton village—beyond where
the last group of cottages straggle apart from the

others on the Winchester road—unmolested and
unfrequented, there it lies, the Road that Leads to

Nowhere.

The hard-headed, practical Hampshire villagers

never come dov.n it, for their business takes them in

other directions, and they have no time for dreaming.

Village yokels and farmers' boys stray across it some-

times in their search for plovers' eggs. I encountered

one of them once. He had discovered a nest with

three eggs close by a tuft of furze, and was regarding

it with unseeing eyes. " 'Ta'an't nobbut a haap of

stoans and muck," he said dispassionately, and went
his way, his hands full of eggs.

Generally the Road that Leads to Nowhere is left

to idlers such as you and me to wander down at our

own sweet will, and yet at times one meets strange

folk there. /

Strangers who come from the jar and whirr of

great London find it attractive by reason of its inde-

finitencss, for it wanders gently up from the main
road, across the chalky, furze-dotted common land,

and spreads itself only to lose itself over the rolling

downs, behind which you may see the sun rise every

morning, for the Road runs eastward, and is for that

reason most lovely in the light of the early morning,

and only less lovely in the evening, when the long

shadows lie upon it.

Are we right in calling it the Road that Leads to

Nowhere ? I wonder. For in the morning the Road
runs on till it seems to join the pathway made by the

sun's first rays, which lead to the very heart of the sun
himself. In the evening the sun has gone and the

path has faded, and then it is that the silence of the

Road begins to speak to those who care to listen. The
silence has a message for many people, but some are

too deaf to hear, and some are too tired. Not long

since a worker from the great city to whom the Road
had made a strong appeal answered that appeal, and
came to stay in the village for rest and change. He
hurried from the cottage where he was staying

towards the Road, in order to spend the sunset hour
there, but long before the daylight had faded he was
back at the cottage again. " I have waited for this

evening walk for the last six months," he said, "and
now the time has come I cannot bear it. The silence

is too great !

"

The next morning he went at sunrise, and all was
different, for the great silence of the Road is broken
then by the call of the birds. Larks spring by hun-
dreds from the ground and fill the air with their songs

;

finches and yellow-hammers chirrup to each other

from broken patches of hawthorn bush ; and those to

whom the plover's cry is not melancholy can watch
him as he wheels and circles overhead, showing now
the bright and now the darjj* side of his plumage.
Indeed, there is life enough onThe Road for those who
care to look for it. And the silence of the evening
hour as well ? What of it ? Just this, that since dif-

ferent localities tend to produce different trains of

thought, so the silence of the Road has a special

message for those who are prepared to hear it.

Listen! It is the evening hour, and you have
drifted down the Road that Lea.ds to Nowhere. Hark

!

The church clock has ceased striking, the village is at

rest, the great silence is falling round you. Hush!
Do nothing to disturb it. Let your eyes wander down
the dim, familiar track, and your thoughts, it may be,

will wander down another track, misty, undefined,

and fascinating
;
you know it—the Road that Leads

to Nowhere in the mind. Follow it out undisturbed

;

let the vague, delicious sensations of the brain float

around you unchecked—the silence is speaking to

you.

Could we but fathom the depths of the silence that

falls upon us outwardly and inwardly we should find

maybe our dim consciousness would turn to sure

reality, the Nowhere would change into the Every-

where, and as the pathway of Gold would lead us to

the Sun, so the Great Everywhere would bring us to

God.
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By Claude Tillier

La Philosophie de mon Oncle Benjamin

J'AI quarante ans ; j'ai d^ja passe par quatre pro-

fessions ; j'cii 6te maitxe d'etudes, soldat, maitre

d'ecole, et me voila joumalisle. J'ai ete stir la terre

€t sur I'ocean, sous la tente et au coin, de I'atre, entre

les barrcaux d'une prison et au milieu des espaces

libres de ce monde
;

j'ai obei et j'ai commande
;

j'ai

eu des moments d'opulence et des annees de misere.

On m'a aime et on m'a hai ; on m'a applaudi et on
m'a tourne en derision. J'ai ete fils et pere, amant et

epoux ; j'ai passe par la saison des fleurs et par celle

des fruits, comme disent les poctes. Je n'ai trouve

dans aucim de ces etats que j'eusse beaucoup k me
feliciter d'etre enferme dans la peau d'un homme,
plutot que dans celle d'un loup ou d'un renard,

plutot que dans la coquille d'une huitre, dans I'ecorce

d'un arbre, ou dans la pellicule d'une pomme de terre.

Peut-etre si j'etais rentier, rentier a cinquante mille

francs surtout, je penserais differemment.

En attendant, mon opinion est que Thomme est une
machine qui a ete faite expres pour la douleur ; il n'a

que cinq sens pour percevoir le plaisir, et la souffrance

lui arrive par toute la surface de son corps ; en quel-

que endroit qu'on le pique, il saigne ; en quelque

endroit qu'on le brule, il vient une vesicule. Les
poumons, le foie, les entrailles ne peuvent lui donner
aucune jouissance ; cependant le poumon s'enflamme

et le fait tousser ; le foie s'obstrue et lui donne la

fievre ; les entrailles se tordent et font la colique.

Vous n'avez pas un nerf, un muscle, un tendon sous

la peau qui ne puisse vous faire crier de douleur.

Votre organisation se detraque a chaque instant

comme tme mauvaise pendule. Vous allez au bal, une
entorse vous saisit au pied, et il faut vous rapporter

chez vous, sur un matelas ; aujourd'hui, vous etes un
grand ecrivain, un grand philosophe, un grand poete

;

un fil de votre cerveau se casse, on aura beau vous
saigner, vous mettre de la glace sur la tete, demain
vous ne serez qu'un pauvre fou.

La douleur se tient derriere tous yos plaisirs ; vous
etes ^ I'ombre de votre jardin, et vous vous ecriez,

" Oh, la belle rose
!

" et la^ose vous pique ;
" Oh, le beau

fruit
!

" il y a une gugpe dSdans, et le fruit vous mord.
Vous dites, " Dieu nous a fait pour le servir et

I'aimer." Cela n'est pas \Tai ; il vous a fait pour
souffrir. L'homme qui ne souffre pas est une machine
mal faite, une creature manquee, un estropie moral,

un avorton de la nature.

La mort n'est pas seulement la fin de la vie, elle

en est le remede.

On n'est nulle part aussi bien que dans un cercueil.

Si vous m'en croyez, au lieu d'un paletot neuf, .allez-

vous commander un cercueil. C'est le seul habit qui

ne gene pas.

The Philosophy of Uncle Benjamin
" I AM forty years of age, and liave already passed
through four professions ; I have been tutor in a col-

lege, a soldier, a schoolmaster, and now I am a journalist

I have been on land and sea, I have lived under,

a tent, by the fireside corner, behind the bars of al

prison, and in the free, open spaces of the world ; T
have obeyed and I have commanded ; I have had
moments of opulence and years of misery. Some have
loved me, and some have hated me ; they have
applauded me, and also held me up to derision. I

have been a son and a father, a lover and a husband

;

and, as the poets say, I have passed through the!

season of flowers and through the season of fruit.

Under none of these conditions have I been able to

congratulate myself that I have been enclosed in the

skin of a man rather than in that of a wolf, or a fox,

or in the shell of an oyster, in the bark of a tree or in

the pellicle of a potato. Perhaps if I had been a'

landed proprietor, especially a proprietor with an in-

come of ;^2,ooo, I might think differently.
' As things are, my opinion is that man is a machine,

made expressly to suffer pain ; he has only been given

five senses to perceive pleasure, but he can feel pain

over the whole surface of his body. Prick him, and
he bleeds ; burn his skin, and a blister appears. His

^

lungs, liver and intestines give him no pleasure ; oii
\

the contrary, his lungs get inflamed, and cause him
to cough ; his liver becomes obstructed, and gives him
fever ; a twist of the intestines, and colic supervenes.

You have not a nerve, a muscle, or a tendon that

cannot make you cry out with pain.

"Your organism gets out of order every moment,
like a badly made clock. You go to a dance, and you
twist your ankle, and have to go home to bed

;
you

may be a celebrated writer or poet or philosopher,

but, if an artery bursts in your brain, they may bleed

you and put ice on your head, but to-morrow you will

be nothing but a poor fool. Pain stands behind all

your pleasures.
" You are perhaps in the shade of your garden, and

you say, ' Oh, what a lovely rose
!

'—and the rose'

pricks you. ' Oh, what beautiful fruit
!

'—there is st

wasp in it, and the fruit bites you.
" Some may say that God has made us in order to'

serve Him and love Him. That is not true. You
have been made in order to suffer ; and the man who":

does not suffer is a badly made machine, a failure, ai

moral disfiguration, an abortion of nature.
" Death is not only the end of hfe, but its remedy-

Nowhere can one be so comfortable as in one's cofliri.

Believe me when I say that, instead of getting a

new coat, order a coffin. It will be much more com^
fortable."

ANNOUNCEMENT OF A NEW SERIES OF COMPETITIONS
It is one of the objects of Kvkryman, expressed in the sub-title
of the paper, to get at the facts of national life. We speak glibly
of the classes and the masses, lumping them together as if they
were abstract entities ; but we know very little of the concrete
conditions of life of those classes and those masses. One of the
most urgent desiderata of social science is an accurate knowledge
of those conditions, with their infinite variations in time and
space, atcording to professions and surroundings.
With a view to furthering such knowledge, we offer a prize

of Three Guineas each for the best contribution, not exceeding
a,ooo words, on any one of the six following subjects:—

1. The Civil Servant. 2. The Anglican Clergyman,
3. The Forel(<n Missionary. 4, The Male Teacher.
5, The Compositor. 6. The Miner,

The papers should be descriptive rather than controversial, and
we would recommend a division into paragraphs, with a view
to inducing orderly sequence. We would also recommend a brief
synopsis summing up the main points dealt with. It is desirable

that the competitions be written from direct observation. The
experience of a miner will be more welcome than a contributioa
by a politician who once in his life vi.?ited a coal-mine.

Entries should be clearly written, and preferably typewritten',

should bear the number of the Competition, and should reach
the

Competition Editos, "Evervma.n,"
ai. Royal Terrace,

1
Edinburgh,

1 by July 1st. Other subjects will be announced later on.
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LISELOTTE: a German Princess at the Court of Louis XIV.

By the Editor. parti.

I.

AnofT the end of the seventeenth century there lived at

the Courts of Versailles and St. Cloud a German Prin-

cess, the second wife of the only brother of Louis XIV.,
who had made herself the butt of universal ridicule.

Strikingly ugly, tactless in manner, coarse in speech,

cynical and sarcastic, she was despised and derided by
the courtiers, she was ill-used by her husband, she was
out of favour with Louis, she was hated by the King's

morganatic wife, Mme. de Maintenon, the uncrowned
Queen of France. In the busy throng which filled the

galleries of the huge palace, she lived, in the recess of

her private apartments, an existence of almost com-
plete solitude, and eventually she was reduced to the

company of her dogs, which she preferred to the society

of a Court which she abhorred. Her chief occupation

in life for thirty years was to write interminable letters

to her relatives and friends in Germany, and in those

letters she would not, like her contemporary, Mme. de

Sevignd, pour out the fulness of an affectionate heart;

she only sought an outlet for the malignant passions

that oppressed her. Little did the courtiers suspect

that the ungainly, massive, unpopular Princess was to

be the ancestress of half the Imperial and Royal houses
of Europe, and that she v\-ould appear to posterity as

one of the most remarkable women of her age. Still

less did they suspect that their own reputations would
be at the mercy of a woman whom they reviled, and that

she was drawing the features of their moral characters

in indelible lines for all times to come.

r
The voluminous correspondence of Elizabeth Char-

lotte, Duchess of Orleans, better known to French his-

torians as "Madame," and known to German historians

under the endearing nickname of "Liselotte," form with

the " Memoires " of Saint Simon the most important
historical document for the last thirty years of the reign

of Louis XIV. From a purely literary point of view, the

Memoirs of Saint Simon are, no doubt, vastly superior,

and it would be absurd to compare the finished, incisive

pen-portraits of the greatest memoir writer of all ages
with the slovenly, formless outpourings of Liselotte.

But from a purely historical point of view, the Corre-
spondence of "Madame" has even greater value than
the " Memoires," for these only received their final form-

fifty years after the events they narrated, and the his-

torian writes mainly from hearsay, and indirect report.

On the contrary, the letters of Liselotte were written

day after day under the direct impression of the events
she described. She possessed, moreover, unique
opportunities of knowing the chief personages of the
times, and she was a far better observer, as well as a
more intelligent one, than the narrow-minded Duke.
And, finally, being a German of the Germans, and thus
observing the Court of Versailles, as it were, from the
outside, her judgment was more detached, as well as
more penetrating.

Whilst there exist considerable differences and dis-

agreements between the " Memoires " and the " Corre-
spondence," at the same time there also exists a strik-

ing parallelism bettveen them. Both writings owe their

origin to the same circumstances, namely, to the fact
that Saint Simon and Liselotte were both seeking, in

their productions, an occupation for their enforced leisure

and an outlet for their passions, their grievances and
disappointments. Both had to hide their writings from
their contemporaries. Both writers are bent on depict-
ing the darker side of Court life. Both look on the
chief characters and events of their generation from the
same angle.

(And both the " Memoires " and the " Correspon-
dence " have been buried for several generations in the

secret archives of France and Germany. It is only in

our own day that M. de Boislisle has been able to give us
a complete edition of Saint Simon. As for the three or
four hundred letters which make up the "Correspon-
dence" of "Madame," they are still partly unpub-
lished. No doubt, publication after publication have
appeared at different times. The Literary Society of

Stuttgart has published no less than seven volumes.
The great historian Ranke has edited a whole volume
as an appendix to his French History. But a consider-
able fraction of the letters are still hidden in various
German private and public libraries, and we are still

waiting for the enterprising editor who will give us the
complete and standard edition. The extraordinary
success which has recently attended the publication by
the " Langewiesche Buchhandlung " of a most interest-
ing selection from the "Correspondence "—no less than
twenty-five thousand copies have been sold—testifies to
the growing public interest in one of the most remark-
able characters and one of the most valuable historical
documents of modern times.)

III.

The young German girl, who arrived in 1672 at the
Court of Versailles, at nineteen years of age, as the bride
of " Monsieur " Duke of Orleans, and only brother of
Louis XIV., belonged to one of the poorest but one of
the most illustrious dynasties of the Empire. Her
father, Charles Louis, Elector Palatine, had recovered
his principality on the Peace of Westphalia in 1648.
Her grandfather, the head of the Protestant Union
during the Thirty Years' War, and the ephemeral and
ill-fated King of Bohemia, was a descendant of William
of Orange, and the husband of Elizabeth Stuart,
daughter of King James I. of England. It is not
generally known that, through this marriage, Mary
Stuart has become the ancestress in direct line of prac-
tically every European dynasty,—of the German and
Austrian Emperors, of the Kings of England, of France,
Spain, Belgium, and Bulgaria. An uncle of Liselotte,

Prince Rupert, had distinguished himself in the English
service. Another uncle married the notorious Anna of
Gonzague, the "Princess Palatine." Her Aunt Sophia
was the mother of King George I. of England.
The rich valleys and vine-clad hills of the Rhine Pala-

tinate had been left at the end of the Thirty Years' War
in a frightful state of devastation. The population had
reverted to barbarism and cannibalism. The political

anarchy and the moral confusion were as great as the
material ruin. All laws and traditions were in abeyance,
and were over-ruled by the tyranny and personal caprice
of petty princes. We shall find Liselotte passing merci-
less judgment on the manners and morals of the Court
of Versailles, but the morals of the paternal Court of

Heidelberg were not much better. Her father, being
unable to agree with the wife whom he married in 1650,
dissolved the marriage on his own authority in 1658,
and, having the supreme control of the Church as well

as of the State, he forced his subjects to recognise his

.bigamous union with Louise von Degenfeldt. The
Church Courts accepted the strange situation, even as

Luther had sanctioned the bigamous marriage of Philip

of Hesse. Poor Louise proved a most compliant and
long-suffering wife, and she bore her lord fourteen

children. For many years the two wives lived together

in Heidelberg, and the little Court was the theatre of

endless domestic quarrels.

It was fortunate for Liselotte that at the early age
of seven sl^e was removed from those strange family
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feurroundings and was entrusted to the afTectionate care

of her Aunt Sophia of Hanover. One of her first letters,

written when she was seven years of age, informs us

that in 1659 she visited her grandmother, Elizabeth

Stuart, who lived as an exile in Holland. The ex-Queen
of Bohemia presented her grand-daughter with a little

dog, with a dancing-master, and a language-master.
She also made her a promise of a singing-master.

The four years spent at the Court of Hanover were
the foor happiest years of Liselotte's life. Until the

end of her days she will revert to that blissful period,

and she will retain a passionate affection, not only for her

Aunt Sophia, but for all those who took part in her

early education.

In 1663, her father, Charles Louis, finally succeeded
in getting rid of his first wife, and in securing her
removal to Cassel. Liselotte could now safely return

to the paternal home, where she grew up with a numer-
ous progeny of illegitimate step-brothers and step-

sisters. It is characteristic of her good nature that she
always maintained the most cordial relations with all her

father's second family. Indeed, she grew to love her
step-brothers better than her lawful brother, the future

Elector Palatine.

IV.

Life at the Court of Heidelberg was a queer mixture
of dullness and pomposity, of pride and poverty, of free-

dom and tyranny. Charles Louis was a martinet, and a

pedant, thrifty and stingy, indulgent to himself, im-
placably severe to his children and to his subjects. Being
a good manager, he soon succeeded in restoring the

prosperity of his country; but his political position

remained difficult and precarious between the German
Emperor, who was his nominal sovereign, and the King
of France, who possessed the controlling power in the
German Federation. Every means was deemed legiti-

mate by Louis XIV. to increase his influence. He did
with the German Courts what he had done so success-
fully at the Court of Charles II. He used in turn the

intrigues of his diplomacy, the power of money, and the

fascination of beauty. Pensions were lavished on im-
poverished princes. French mistresses and French
dandng-masters were freely sent and exploited for

political purposes.

It was the need of strengthening his political position

as well as the desire to get his daughter out of the way
that determined the Elector to seek a matrimonial
alliance with the French Court, on the sudden death, in

1671, of Henrietta of England, wife of the Duke of

Orleans.

Little did the Elector Palatine foresee that the mar-
riage of his daughter would prove to his country, not

a source of strength, but a cause of disaster, that

Louis XIV. would use the claims of Liselotte as a pre-

text for invading her father's country, that the

Palatinate would be pillaged once more by hordes of

soldiers, that the Palace of Heidelberg would be burned
to the ground, and that all those horrors would be per-

petrated on the pretence of asserting the rights of the

Duchess of Orleans. He might have been put on his

guard by the very eagerness with which the German
marriage was welcomed by Louis XIV. The proud
King would not have been so keen to accept the pro-

posal if he had not already harboured political designs
of his own. Not only was he then bent on extending
his influence in Germany, not only was he coveting, like

his predecessor Francis I., the crown and sceptre of

the Holy German Empire, but he was determined to

use Liselotte as a pawn in the game of politics, and
eventually to establish a claim to the succession of the

Palatinate.

But those consequences of the German marriage were
still distant and remote, hidden in the womb of Destiny.
In the meantime, to all outward appearances, Elizabeth
Charlotte was making a brilliant match. The marriage
contract was arranged on terms the most favourable to

the Elector Palatine. What was a most important '

matter for an avaricious Prince like the Elector,

encumbered with a numerous progeny, a dowry, was
not insisted on, and even the nominal sum which had
been promised was only paid after many years' delay.

And not only did Liselotte enter France without a

dowry, she did not even receive a trousseau. It was a

matter of deep humiliation to the proud young Princess

that her father sent her to Saint Germain with a most
inadequately supplied wardrobe. The sole condition

which Louis XIV. insisted on was a change of religion,

and that was more easily obtained from the Palatine

Prince than an adequate provision of money. A
Duchess of Orleans must needs be a Catholic. Charles

Louis, although one of the leaders of the Protestant

party, thought, with Henry IV., that Paris and the

Palais Royal and the Palace of Saint Cloud were well

worth a Mass. To save appearances, and to make
matters easier for her father, poor Liselotte had to act

her part in an ignoble comedy. Nothing was said in

the marriage contract about a change of religion, and
she was supposed to be converted of her own free will.

It was arranged that on her arrival in France a letter

was to be dictated to her, in which she was to announce

to the Elector her voluntary conversion. Her father

was to send in reply a letter expressing his righteous

indignation at his daughter's apostasy from the true

Protestant faith. . . .

After all, we need not wonder at Liselotte's strange

conversion. It was only an application of the old

Lutheran principle adopted from the very beginning

of the Reformation:—"Cujus regio, illius religio."

Religious allegiance followed political allegiance, and

spiritual interests were subordinated to reasons of State.

The husband to whom the simple German girl was
married had a most detestable reputation. Public

rumour accused him of having poisoned his first wife,

Henrietta of England, whose sudden death has been

immortalised in the "Oraison funebre " of Bossuet.

"Madame se meurt! Madame est tnorte!" And
although that accusation has been disproved, the evil

repute of " Monsieur " was otherwise amply deserved.

All spirit and manliness had been crushed out of him
by Cardinal Mazarin. The younger brothers of the

French Kings had often given trouble in previous

generations. In recent times Gaston of Orleans had
been one of the leaders of the Civil War. Mazarin,
therefore, had been above all careful to make "Mon-
sieur " a harmless fool and a compliant tool of his elder

brother. He had only succeeded too well.

"Phillipe, Duke of Orleans," says Saint Simon, "was
a little round man, who seemed mounted on stilts, so
high were his heels. Always decked out like a woman,
covered with rings, bracelets, with jewels everywhere,
and a long wig brought forward and powdered, with
ribbons wherever they could be placed, highly perfumed
and in all things scrupulously clean, he was accused of
putting on a very little rouge. The nose was very
long, his eyes and mouth fine, the face full, but long."

" Madame " herself points out the striking contrast
between the Duke of Orleans and Louis XIV., entirely

to the disadvantage of her husband. "One would
never have taken the King and ' Monsieur ' for two
brothers. The King was tall, whilst My Lord was short.

He had purely effeminate inclinations, was fond of dress,

was careful of his complexion, loved every kind of
female occupation and ceremony. The King was quite
the opposite. He did not care for dress. He had only
manly tastes. He was fond of shooting, and liked to

talk about war. ' Monsieur ' hehavcd well on the

battlefield, but he did not care to talk about military

matters. ' Monsieur ' loved to have ladies as play-

mates, and delighted In their company. The King
preferred to see ladies more privately, and not in all

honour like ' Monsieur.' "

(To be conlinued.)
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MRS. SIDNEY WEBB ^ ^ ^ By C. M. Lloyd
" The world," says Emerson, "' belongs to the ener-

getic man. His will gives him new eyes. He sees

expedients and means where we saw none." No
living person better proves the truth of that dictum

than Mrs. .Sidney Webb. The quality of supreme

energy is in all her activities; it is the keynote of her

character. It comes out whether she is at play or at

work—striding furiously over Alpine passes or plot-

ting in her study the details of some social reform.

Nay, it comes out, one may almost say, when she is

at rest, for she wakes every morning between four

and five o'clock, and, while ordinary mortals are

lapped in unconsciousness, this superhuman woman
has her brain at work upon some lecture campaign,

the outline of a pamphlet, or the founding of a weekly

review.

But there are two other things to be said about

Mrs. Webb's energy. The first is that, for the prac-

tical purposes to which it is devoted, it is literally

doubled by her marriage. For twenty years she has

done all her work, wntten her books, organised her

campaigns, side by side with a husband who is as

active and tireless as herself. To such a combination,

twin wills ever acquiring "new eyes," ever "seeing

expedients and means," an astute political opponent

has with some justice given the title of " the most

dangerous pair of Socialists in England." The
second thing is that Mrs. Webb has in a remarkable

degree the power of communicating her energy to

others. She is not only constantly at work herself

;

she impels all around her to work. Her mere pre-

sence at a committee banishes slackness ; even at

dinner with her one is stimulated to eat faster! As

to that, indeed, rapid eating is a lesson soon learned

by her friends, for she herself is pitilessly abstinent,

and regards a meal as, so to speak, a regrettable neces-

sity. Many an unwary one has been hurried off

reluctant from the cheerful board to what he thinks

an untimely renewal of violent mental activity.

Her disciples, those whom she inspires to work and

scheme with her, are won and held by no feminine

arts of cajolery (for in truth her temperament and

her intellect are far more a man's than a woman's) ; it

is some subtle yet intensely rational influence in her

that compels not simply admiration but imitation. It

is partly perhaps that her own belief in her work is

infectious. This belief is boundless, as also is her

pleasure in it (she will sometimes laugh at it gleefully

like a child, in sheer joy of the thing), and un-

doubtedly many who see and hear her are stirred by

her dazzling, optimistic faith.

* * * *

If this natural energy is the driving force in the

woman, it is her other quality of thoroughness which

gives the finish and the solid value to her work, which

inspires those vv'ho- help in it, and those who look on

at it alike, with so great a sense of confidence. You
may not agree with her aims.-you may not admire her

achievements, but you cannot deny that all is well

done, accurate, thorough. She does not build her

social theories on vague generalisations. The con-

tributions of the Webbs to sociology—The History of

Trade Unionism, Industrial Democracy, English

Poor Law Policy, English Local Government—and

the rest—are all monuments of patient research. The
Poor Law Commission, of which Mrs. Webb was a

member, based its momentous report on such ex-

haustive investigations as no Royal Commission had
ever made before, investigations pushed into every

nook and cranny of the kingdom.

How far this passion for thoroughness is inborn in

any individual, and how far a product of training, is a

matter for speculation. Mrs. Webb, at least, is one
whose early circumstances and upbringing fortified

her against all vague or slovenly modes of thought.

The daughter and close companion of Richard

Potter, a great capitalist entrepreneur of his day, at

one time chairman of the Great Western Railway, and

afterwards president of the Grand Trunk Railway of

Canada, she found herself in constant touch with cap-

tains of industry, business organisers, high financiers

—men who built their industry and their finance on
hard facts and the accurate and detailed knowledge
of facts. As the friend and favourite pupil of Herbert

Spencer, she served an apprenticeship to philosophy

under a master who, whatever his faults, certainly did

not construct his systems on an absence of data. But,

even so, Beatrice Potter was not content merely to

read and listen, and it was the determination to have
some first-hand knowledge which led her, more than

twenty years ago (in the days when such things were

less fashionable than now), to go down to live and
work as a seamstress in the sweating dens of East

London. ^ ^j # ^^

An ingenious journalist, in describing a public

meeting addressed by her a year or two ago, asserted

that Mrs. Webb's secret lay in her commanding nose,

the nose of a Cassar. Others have compared her to

Napoleon in her ruthless energy, her capacity for

command, and even her disdain of the pleasures of the

table. But whatever characteristics she may possess

in common with those masters of the world, she is

certainly unlike them in her attitude towards herself.

She is utterly devoid of egotism. Even her enemies

admit that she is supremely disinterested. Neither

she nor her husband ever sought power for its own
sake, still less for the sake of any material gain. They
could say, indeed, as Napoleon said, looking back on
his life, " I had the taste for foundation, not the taste

for property." But they could not finish the sentence,

as Napoleon did, by saying, " My property con.sisted

in glory and celebrity "
; they would have to say, " My

property consisted in devotion to the public service."

It is this selflessness, joined with a clear and peculiarly

unsentimental mind, that makes Mrs. Webb seem a

little cold, almost a little inhuman. She has a

Japanese readiness to spend her whole self dispas-

sionately (and to demand a like sacrifice from others)

for her ideal of the Common Good.
« * * «

There are Social Reformers who love to picture tlie

world as a May-day of merriment, with "cakes and

ale " for all, with no policemen and not too much
government. They quarrel with Mrs. Webb because

she exalts Efficiency and forgets Freedom. But she

would answer that she does not forget freedom ; only

that, without such an organisation of society as will

make for a far higher efficiency, both collective and

individual, you will not have real freedom, but a dis-

hevelled anarchy. Her aim is to make of the State a

great and finely adjusted engine for achieving the

purposes of civilisation, of humanity, or, if you will,

of God.

The index to the first volume of Everyjlvn is now ready, and

will be sent post free to any reader on application, accompanied

bv 4d. in stamps. Cases for binding can be obtained at is. 6d.

each, post free is. 8d. ; also Vol. I. of Eveevmak, handsomely,

bound in cloih, price 33. 6d., carriage paid 43. Those desirous

of obtaining the above should write at once to the Everyi.uN'

Publishing Department, Aldine House, Bedford Street^, W.C.,
as numerous applications have already been received.
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THE REAL NAPOLEON » By Charles Sarolea
PART II.

It is especially in his relations to his mother, his

brothers and sisters that Napoleon's character reveals

itself. A great deal of irrelevant nonsense has been

written about his " Corsican clanuishness." It would
be more correct to say that he had a Frenchman's
sense of what is due to the family. In this respect

his letters of 1795 and 1796 are most interesting read-

ing. When he is appointed to the command of Paris,

and when his financial difficulties are at an end/ his

first thought is for those who are near and dear to him.

The following extracts from his correspondence, which
I take from Mr. Levy's volume, are just the kind of

notes which one would expect from an exemplary
French bourgeois.

He writes, on October 1 8th, 1 795 : " A certain citizen.

Billon, who, I am told, is known to you, wishes to

marry Paulette ; that citizen is without means. I have
written to mamma that she must not think of it. I

shall make fuller inquiries to-day."

On November i st :
" Lucien is War Commissioner

of the army of the Rhine. Louis is staying with me.
I think he is writing to you.

" Farewell, my dear friend. Give my love to your
wife and Desiree."

On November 9th :
" The family are in need of

nothing. I have sent them money, bank-notes, etc."

On November 17th: " It is just possible that I may
get the family to come. Give me a more .detailed

account of your doings and of those of your wife and
Eugenie. The only hardship I feel is that you are far

from here and I am deprived of your company."
December 31st: " Yau ought to have no uneasiness

whatever about the family. They are abundantly
provided with everything. Jerome arrived yesterday

with a general (Augereau). I am going to enrol him
in a college, where he will be well looked after."

He was a model son, although he never was a

favourite with his mother, altliough she often took his

brothers' side, although she never believed in him as

the humblest of his soldiers did believe in his star,

although even at the Imperial Court she went on
saving money against the catastrophe which she was
always anticipating. On his father's death—he died
prematurely, like Napoleon himself, from the here-

ditary disease, cancer of the stomach—he was the

providence of his relatives. As a young man of nine-

teen he supported his younger brother Lucien on his

meagre lieutenant's pay, and he imposed upon him-
self the hardest privations.

He not only looked after the material interests of

his sisters, trying to establish them in life, but almost
before he attained his majority he had assumed full

responsibility as head of the family. He showed
infinite patience to the vagaries of his sisters, to the

absurd demands of his brothers ; and he used to say
that he had more trouble in ruling his relations than
in ruling his Empire. His sisters claimed all the
privileges of members of the Imperial family, -without

accepting any duties or restraints. Pauline behaved
like a courtesan, and she shocked even immoral Italy

with the scandal of her extravagant amours. His
brothers claimed the thrones of Europe as their due
inheritance, and at the same time they pretended to

govern without any regard to the policy of the Empire.
It may be objected that although Napoleon may

have been exemplary in the narrow circle of the
family, it is not proved thereby that he was bound by
the rules of ordinary human morality. After all, even
monsters like Fouche, Napoleon's Minister of Policej

who, as a Terrorist, sent thousands to the guillotine,

are often found to practise the domestic virtues. The
simple answer to this objection is that Napoleon's

obedience to moral rule was not confined to the narrow
circle of the home, but that in every other sphere he
revealed the commonplace, human characteristics. He
was equally admirable as a student at college, as a

friend, and as a citizen.

To confine ourselves only to two of the elemental

virtues, he was supremely generous and magnanimous,
and he was unflinchingly honest. He never forgot a

benefit conferred, and in his last will, written on the

rock of St. Helena, he remembered acts of kindness

received in his early years. He again and again

forgot and forgave injuries, and he possessed none of

the Corsican's traditional vindictiveness. It was this

very generosity which probably proved ultimately

fatal to him, which was the cause of his imprisonment
and induced him to surrender to the Enghsh. Being
magnanimous himself, he assumed magnanimity in his

enemies. But perhaps the most startling quality in

young Bonaparte is his almost superhuman honesty.

In Italy, when everybody was grabbing round him,

he alone kept his hands clean. His financial integrity

during the Italian campaign in 1 796 and 1 797 is truly

heroic. He was in supreme command of the Army.
He had been given absolute political and diplomatic
power. Hundreds of millions of francs passed
through his hands. In Paris, Barras and Fouche
were amassing huge fortunes. In Italy every general
was guilty of extortion and peculation with the con-
nivance of authority. Napoleon alone would not
demean himself, and would not accept any "commis-
sions " or perquisites. He remained rigidly honest,

and returned to Paris a poor man. His schemes
nearly failed for want of money at the crisis of his

career, at a time when every political support had to

be bought. Bonaparte may have thought that, after

all, honesty was the best policy. He may have re-

membered that part of the strength of Robespierre
was his incorruptibility. But this does not in the
slightest degree detract from the credit which is due
to his magnificent integrity.

The reader may well ask how it is that this interpre-

tation of Napoleon's personality is so generally
ignored, and why even his admirers so entirely over-
look the "bourgeois" side of his character. The
simple explanation is that there are two Napoleoxis,
and there is little in common between them. There
is the young general and First Magistrate of the
Republic, and there is the Emperor. There is the
hero who achieved greatness, and there is the ruler

who was corrupted by greatness. The character of
Bonaparte was very soon destroyed and transformed
by the necessities of statecraft, and still more by the
use and abuse of despotism, by the poisonous atmo-
sphere of servility and flattery. But surely the true
character of the man is his original character. Surely
when we want to describe the constitution of an indi-i

vidual we do not take it after it has been ruined by
disease ; we take it in its strength and power. Simi-
larly, if we want to know tlie real Napoleon, wc must
study him in his radiant youth, in the epic years of
Italy and Egypt, as he appeared to a dazzled world,
tlae conqueror of Italy, the champion of the Revolu-
tion, the restorer of order and liberty. The true
Napoleon is the slim, nervous, haggard soldier of

1796, the young man who saved France, not the obese
and self-indulgent despot who oppressed Europe.
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CONSIDERATIONS TOUCHING OUR
FUTURE STATE. By Maurice Maeterlinck

From his volume, " La Morte " (Fasqiielle), By permission of the Author

The Survival of Consciousness.
How is the fact to be explained that upon this con-
sciousness which is to Uve on after us the eternity

which precedes our birth has left no trace ? Had we
no consciousness in that eternity, or did we lose it

when our life on earth began; and was that catas-

trophe which causes all the terror death has for us

brought about at the moment of our birth ? We can-

not refuse to admit that that eternity claims the same
fights over us as the eternity which follows our
decease. We are children of the first as of the
second, and of necessity we participate in both. If

you maintain that you will exist to all eternity you
must admit that you have existed from all eternity

;

it is impossible to conceive the one without being
forced to conceive the other. If nothing has an end,

nothing has a beginning, seeing that this beginning
would be the end of something. Now, although I

have existed from all eternity, I have no consciousness
of my previous existence, while I must bear with me
through the boundless space of ages without end the
infinitesimal consciousness acquired during the
moment of time which elapses between my birth and
my death. My real ego, which is henceforth to be
feternai, would then only date from my short sojourn

ion this earth. And the whole of the previous eternity,

which has exactly the same value as the eternity to

come, since they are identical, would be of no account,

and be cast into the void ! Whence comes the pecu-
liar privilege granted to a few insignificant days on a

planet of no importance ?

Our Position as Regards these Eternities.
In tlieir number and magnitude mysteries are as

boundless as tlie Universe. If man should one day
draw near those mysteries which seem to him now
the greatest and most inaccessible, as, for instance,

the origin and purpose of life, behind them, like ever-

lasting mountains, he would at once see others rismg
as great and as insurmoimtable ; and so on indefi-

nitely. As regards the knowledge needful for the

holding of the key to the Universe, he would always
find himself at the same point of central ignorance,

mind infinitely' vaster and more pehetratmg than we
do. Everything that its miraculously increased power

discovered woSd meet with barriers no less impass-

able than the present ones. All is boundless in that

o^eternilv"'^
bnnnds. We shall be for ever prisoners

Let us make a final survey of the ground we have
covered. We have put aside both the religious solu-

tions of the question and the theory of total annihila-

tion. Annihilation is impossible from the material

point of view ; religious solutions occupy a doorless

and windowless stronghold impenetTable to human
reason.

Next there is the hypothesis of the survival of the

'ego, freed from the body, yet preserving full and per-

fect consciousness of its own identity. We have seen

that this hypothesis, if we keep within its narrowest

limits, has only a slight element of probability and a

doubtful amount of desirability, although the fact that

it discards the body, source of all our ills, makes tlie

state of existence which it conceives seem less to be

feared than our present one. On the other hand, the

moment we attempt to extend or enlarge it, so that it

may seem less barbarous or less primitive, we get
back to the hypothesis of universal consciousness or
of modified consciousness, which, together with t^iat

of continued existence without any form of conscious-
ness, precludes all further supposition, and exhausts
the possible forecasts of the imagination

Continued existence without any form of conscious-
ness would be the same thing for us as annihilation
pure and simple, and therefore would be no more to

be feared than the latter, that is to say, than a dream-
less sleep which would know no awakening. The
hypothesis is undeniably more acceptable than that
of annihilation, but it prematurely and very daringly
disposes of the questions of universal consciousness
and modified consciousness.

The question is to know how we are going to re-

gard eternity. Is it an unchanging and unchangeable
eternity, perfect and at its zenith from everlasting,

and is it a purposeless Universe which our reason is

to conceive when the utmost bound of thought has
been reached 1 Do we believe that at our death the
illusion of movement and progress which we behold
from the remote depths of this life of ours will sud-
denly fade away.^ If so, it becomes inevitable that
the moment we breathe our last we shall be absorbed
into what, for lack of a better expression, we call the
universal consciousness.

Or, on the other hand, do we think that death will

show us that the illusion is not that of the senses but
of the reason, and that in an undeniably living world,
in spite of our prenatal eternity, we have not under-
gone every kind of experience ; that is to say, that
movement and evolution still continue, and will never
and nowhere cease? In that case we must perforce
admit the hypothesis of modified or progressive con-
sciousness. Both these views are fundamentally and
equally unintelligible, but yet tenable, and, although
irreconcilable, they agree in this one point—that end-
less pain and hopeless misery are equally and ever-
lastingly excluded from each.

The hypothesis of modified consciousness does not
entail the loss of the small amount of consciousness
almost negllgiuie, iC auanuuilb n, siiijvs ii, aiier-aj*--

solves it in eternity. It is naturally impossible to

support this hypothesis with satisfactory proofs ; but

it is not easy to demolish it like the preceding ones.

If it is allowable to speak of the probably true, when
ui^ i^i.ij. Clival ,.^ 1VX.W,. ;„ cu-^ „.^ cannot see the
truth, this is the most probably true of the provisional
hypotheses, and gives magnificent openings for the
most plausible, varied and seductive dreams. Will
this ego of ours, or soul, or mind, or whatever name
we give to the thing which is to survive us and yet
to remain ourself, regain on leaving our body the in-

numerable lives it must have lived since the aeons
which had no beginning .' Will it go on growing
and assimilating all it will come into touch with in.

etemity dur'ng the aeons which will have no end ?

Will it linger for some time about our earth, leading
in regions invisible to our eyes a more and more noble
and happy life, as theosophists and spiritualists

maintain ^ Or will it go on to other planetary sys-
tems, emigrate to other worlds of which our senses
do not even suspect the existence?
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
*'The Ordeal oe Richard Fkvkrel," by George Meredith

This masterpiece of Meredith's is pre-eminently an
epic of youth. The freshness, tlie audacity, the un-

conquerable courage of life's springtime bloom in the

pages of " Richard Feverel." The hero has all the

frankness and a touch of the healthy egotism of the

British youth. He captures one from the start with

his love of adventure, sudden outbursts of high

spirit ; above all, his capacity for friendship.

Meredith shares with Dickens the rare capacity for

reading a boy's secret wishes, understanding the de-

sires and ambitions of his heart. It has been said

that the Richard of later years fulfilled none of the

promise of his schooldays, and that, lilte David
Copperfield, the man shows no trace of the boy.

.Something of this we feel when, after RicTiard's mar-
riage with Lucy, in defiance of his father's commands,
he falls back on a policy of procrastination utterly at

variance with the headstrong fervour characteristic of

his boyish escapades, and of the unembarrassed can-

dour with which he confesses to them.

It will be remembered that Richard was the victim

of a system. His father. Sir Austin, believed in re-

ducing everything to the level of a formula. He wished
his boy early to learn life's lessons, and to read into

them the finality of a proposition of Euclid. He
leaves out the accident of emotion, however, and his

schemes for the apotheosis of his son are upset by
Dick's meeting with the daughter of a farmer, and, of

Meredith's many brilliant women, the one that stands

out as the most convincing and appealing is Lucy
Feverel, as fresh and fragrant a creature as ever was
created.

With a sublime acceptance of his genius, Meredith
flings down a challenge in the title of the chapter

dedicated to the lovers' first encounter. Hq calls this
" Ferdinand and Miranda," and never since the love

scenes in " The Tempest " has anything more ex-

quisite been written. The flush of ecstasy touches
the words with rose, and as we read we hear the lark

singing in the blue of the middle lieaven, and the

reeds by the water side quiver in the breeze.
" The youth looked on her with a glowing eye. It

was the First Woman to him.
" And she—>p:yikinrl was aJJ Cajihaa tQ.h£r^§4vioS
" So to each other said their changing eyes in the

moment they stood together; he pale, and she

blushing.
" She was, indeed, sweetly fair, and would have

been held fair among rival damsels. On a magic
shore, and to _g. vtjHth p'^^c^j'"^ hy -^ t-Mrtam rt-r.iri«

-WCTT-zin ai iow dirawn to the head, he, it might be

guessed, could fly fast and far with her. . . . The wide

summer hat, nodding over her forehead to her brows,

seemed to flow with the flowing heavy curls, and those

fire-threaded, mellow curls, only half curls, waves of

hair call them, rippling at the ends, went like a sunny,

red-veined torrent down her back almost to her

waist : a glorious vision to the youth, who embraced it

as a flower of beauty and read not a feature. . . . For-

ward and back love's electric messenger rushed from

heart to heart, knocking at each till it surged tumul-

tuously against the bars of its prison, crying out for its

mate. They stood trembling in unison, a lovely

couple unto these fair heavens of the morning."

From this exquisite duet it is but a step to the

cleclaration of their passion. There follows a clan-

destine marriage. Sir Austin is impossible and im-

placable. Richard feels that now, if ever, he should
justify his father's system—the system tliat prepared
him to judge things by their internal worth rather than
their face value. And Lucy, for all she is a farmer's

daughter, possesses a radiant spirit, an exquisite

serenity of soul, in keeping with lier fragrant beauty.

And on the marriage ensues tlie tragedy. Two
young things launched in a great adventure, the hus-
band feels his responsibility to his wife pull against

his duty to his father. .Sir Austin, with his diabolical

system that seeks to reduce human nature to the le\el

of a science, will only pardon his son on conditions.

And the terms he makes is that Richard must consent
to pass through a period of probation before he can
earn forgiveness. He is to leave his young wife, part
from the woman he loves with the strongest fibres of

his nature, until such time as it shall please the " scien-

tific humanist " to permit their reunion.

At first Richard flatly refuses the command. Lucj',

under the counsel of Cousin Adrian, " the wise youth
''

who fulfils the function of an epigrammatic Greek
chorus throughout the story, weakens his resolve. The
exquisite art of Meredith is nowhere better shown
than in the confidences between the young girl and tlie

man of the world. She falls an easy prey to his sug-
gestion, forms a passionate determination to justify

Richard's choice in Sir Austin's eye?, and uses all her
influence to send her husband from her.

And this brings us to the second act. Richard con-
sents to go, and sets the seal of weakness on his

character. The chapters dealing with his subsequent
life in London are as fresh and as true as if they were
written yesterday. Richard's opinions of men and
things, tlie women he encounters, the experiences he
meets, are told witli a brilliancy of style that sets the
novel on a pinnacle of artistic achievement.

Lack of space prevents our touching, save in the
briefest fashion, on the daring episode between
Richard and the woman whom Mrs. Berry—most in-

imitable of landladies—calls " Belladonna." The
name describes her ; she is one of those feline

creatures that are born to prey upon the vanity of

hbHh rgyhiT^Wifgr-^giyiA g^ii-it With bisappomiiirenr
and disillusion, surrenders to the woman's cliarms.

The culmination of the scene that leads up to
Richard's downfall is rendered with a force that
sweeps everything before it.

not divine sorrow but a devouring jealousy sprang

like fire in his breast, and set him rocking with horrid

pain. He went closer to her pale, beseeching face

Her eyes drew him down. . . .

"
' Lost, Richard ! Lost for ever ! Give me up !

'

" He cried :
' I never will

!

' and strained her in his

arms, and kissed her passionately on the lips. . . ,

" Not a word of love between them

!

"Was ever hero in this fashion won? "

The Belladonna was acting under the directions of

a nobleman, by name Mountfalcon, and one of her

friends.

My lord, meeting Lucy in the Isle of Wight, loses

his head over her beauty, and later, to do him credit,

feels for her a real emotion and respect. Finding

{CcKtinucd en fc^e no.)
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KENSINGTON COLLEGE.

DIRECTOR'S TWENTY-SIXTH EASTER REPORT.

Five applications for the services of each qualified Student.

RAPIDLY GROWING DEMAND FOR LADY SECRETARIES.

Commercial Careers for 'Varsity and Public School Men.

We have been favoured by a copy

of this interesting document, from

which we learn that the past year

has been by far the most prosperous

in the history of the College. The
unique distinctions of the Gold

Medial and the Diploma of Honour
for Secretarial and Commercial

Training, awarded by the Jury of the

Festival of Empire, igii, to

Kensington .College, have now
been duplicated by the Manchester

Winter Exhibition, 1912-13.

During the first two months of

term, an overwhelming number of

applications was received for the

services of Kensington College

Graduates. Owing to the supply

being unequal to the demand, it was
only possible to partially satisfy it.

Applications were for Resident

Private Secretaries, some from

Peeresses, one from an eminent

Professor, other inquiries were

from Clubs, Hospitals, well-known

Journalists and Authors, and several

from important City Companies.

In order to cope with the demand,

it has been necessary to advertise

again in the public Press, inviting

applications from ex-Students of the

College desirous of improving their

position, but, from their point of

view, it is doubtless satisfactory

to be able to state that prac-

tically no response has been re-

ceived; in fact, there is every

reason to believe that not a

single Graduate of Kensington Col-

lege is unrmployed, and furtlicr,

that tlic-y ha\e no wish to change

their present satisfactor)- appoint-

ments.

During recent years several Stu-

dents have been sent from College

to positions in England and abroad,

some even as far away as Japan,
where Kensington College Students

have started an English Ladies'

Club.

The question of Commercial
Careers for 'Varsity and Public

School men is now engaging public

attention. The College has during

Term been successful in securing

for a 'Varsity man an introduction

to an important position at a com-
mencing salary of /^i.so, leading up
to an Assistant E)irectorship at a

salary of £5°'^ ^'^'^ upwards.

Kensington College is described

by Sir Samuel Evans as "a progres-

sive Institution." We may venture

to go further and style it an educa-

tional force that is probably doing
more for the progress of English

Commerce to-day than we can anti-

cipate from armaments. Practical

training for the practical duties of

life is the keynote of all work at this

powerful institution. So great is the

demand for the services of its

graduates that during the last

twenty-six years—in fact, ever since

it was established—every qualified

student has had a choice of at least

half a dozen dignified and remunera-
tive appointments from which to

select a congenial career; a striking

testimony to the efficiency of the

College training. The result of a

recent investigation by the' College

Accountant shows that the applica-

tions from employers for the services

of the College Graduates exceeded
the number of candidates available

in the proportion of one hundred to

fifteen. In other words, fifteen stu-

dents had a choice of no fewer than

one hundred appointments between
them.

A College with such a record com-
mands the most serious considera-

tion of everyone, and a knowledge
of the secret of its success is a valu-

able asset to all who are interested

in the future of England's sons and
daughters. The utterances of

eminent men assist us to probe that

secret. The Earl of Lytton, whea
the full facts about the College were
before him, found expression for his

surprise in the phrase, " Have every

hope all ye who enter here," an anti-

thetical variation of Dante's famous
inscription. Lord Lytton's words
have been adopted as the motto of

the College. A Knight of the Legion
of Honour and an ex-President of

the British Chamber of Commerce
in Paris, when opening Winter
Term recently, said, "As an Institu-

tion for the training of our future

business men and women Kensing-
ton College stands first and fore-

most." Comment upon such pro-

nouncements is superfluous; facts

about the Institution which inspired

them are more interesting and of

greater value.

Kensington College was estab-

lished twenty-six years ago, and
during the last few years it has beeri

located a short distance west of Pad-
dington Station, at the corner of

Gloucester Terrace and Bishop's
Road, one of the most fashionable

and healthy parts of the Metropolis.

These premises, opened by Her
Grace Katharine Duchess of West-
minster, stand in their own grounds,
every window faces trees or com-
mands a view of beautiful gardens—

-

an ideal situation for study. Modern
languages hold a leading place

among the subjects taught. Gratify-

ing successes at the Examinations
of the London Chamber of Com-
merce, the Royal Society of Arts,

and other public bodies, testify to

the thoroughness of the training in

all departments of the curriculum.

The College watches over stu-

dents' careers after they have left

the Institution, assisting them to

new appointments when necessary.

The Director is ever ready to give

his advice on the subject of a suit-

able career for boy or girl person-

ally or by post.

A card addressed to Miss E. V.
Munford, Secretary, Kensington
College, 34, Gloucester Gardens,
London, W., will bring by return

of post an Easter Report, an Illus-

trated Prospectus containing full

particulars of the Guaranteed Ap-
pointment System, and an Illus-

trated Souvenir of the 21st anniver-
sary, similar to those graciously
accepted by Her Majesty Queen
Alexandra, and Her Royal Highness
Princess Louise Duchess of -Argyll.

Students are now being enrolled for next term in order of receipt of their application.

• Candidates desirous of Training under the only Gold Medal system extant, for a variety of appointments from

which to select a congenial career, should write at once for Illustrated Prospectus and Souvenir, post free.

Tel. No.: Pad. 4348.

Mr. J. V. MUNFORD. F.R.C.I., M.R.S.A.. Director,

34, Gloucester Gardens (Corner of Bishop's Road), Hyde Park, W.
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Richard has left his wife, he designs to capture her for
himself, and instructs the Belladonna to make Richard
her own. But tiie latter makes the mistake of caring
for Dick too much to ruin him ; she refuses to estabhsh
permanent relations between them, and discreetly dis-
appears. Richard, half mad with misery and remorse,
is free to return to his wife and child ; for by this time
Sir Austin has been ameliorated by the advent of a
thoroughly human and undoubtedly scientific grand-
son.

And then comes the final step in the tragedy. Bella-
donna tells Richard the part Lord Mountfalcon
played, and Richard vows he sliall pay for it. He will
fight a duel and wipe out the insult by an appeal to
arms.

On tlie eve of his departure to meet Mountfalcon
on the Continent, he comes home^home to the wife
he has forsaken, the child he has never seen. And
the meeting between the man and woman is one of
the most wonderful scenes ever written.

Lucy, do you know why I came to you to-
night?'

" She moved her lips, repeating his words.
Lucy, have you guessed why I did not come

before? • • . I did not come because I was not worthy
of my wife ! Do you understand ?

" ' Darling !

' she faltered plaintively, , . .
' what

have I done to make you angry with me ?
'

"
' O beloved !

' cried he, the tears bursting out of
his eyes.

"
' O beloved !

' was all he could say, kissing her
hands passionately. ...

But you love me ? Richard ! my husband ! you
love me ? '

"

He answers the appeal in broken words and tremu-
lous caresses, and then, driven on by the whips of
remorse and self-scorn, torn by the conflicting emo-
tions of love and revenge, he tells her he must leave
her and the child ; and the faithful Berry, who has .

followed Lucy with devotion ever since her marriage,
discovers the poor young mother sitting on the -floor,

senseless, her child in her lap.

The conclusion of the book cuts to the very quick
of the soul. It is exquisitely painful to read, and
arouses a passion of regret that in itself is a tribute to
the genius of the man who could conceive it. Richard
avenges his honour, fights his duel, is dangerously
wounded, and is brought back to England raving in

delirium. For a time the reader fears Richard will

pass from his ordeal to death. But a worse fate re-

mains for him ; and the climax comes with a force of
a personal loss upon the reader.

It is Lucy who dies. And the description of her
end whips smarting tears to the eyes and brings a
surge of pity and regret to the heart.

" Her last hold of reason was a thought for Richard.
. . . Had she seen her husband a day or two before

—

but no, there was a new system to interdict that, or
had she not so violently controlled her nature as she
did, I believe she might have been saved. . . . Her
cries at one time were dreadfully loud. .She screamed
that she was ' drowning in fire,' and that her husband

!

would not come to save her. We deadened the sound
|

as much as we could, but it was impossible to prevent
j

Richard from hearing. . . . Whenever she called, he
|

answered. You could not hear them without
!

weeping." '

" Have you noticed the expression in the eyes of
|

blind men? That is just how Richard looks, as he
i

lies there silent in his bed, striving to image her on I

his brain."
t

We feel, as wc close the book, that for Richard !

life's ordeal has but just commenced.

9. I9'3

SEX AND THE DRAMA
A REPLY

By D. E. OLIVER
The appeal to history upon this subject in a recent
issue of Everyman by Arthur Owen Orrett—evoked
in some measure by my book concerning " The Eng-
lish Stage," which he honours me by quoting—proves,
albeit most wittily, little beyond the simple fact that
dramatists from .^schylus to Galsworthy have, more
or less in accordance with the conventions of their day,
written about the eternal theme of vice and virtue in
sexual relationships. Most folks agree that ethical
standards change with changing time. The ideals of
to-day may become the realities of to-morrow. The
moral code of fifty years hence will, in all probabihty,
differ considerably from that of 1913. Compare, for
example, the recommendations set forth in the
Majority Report of the recent Divorce Commission
with those outlined in the Minority Report.

" Is there any future for the sexless drama ? " writes
Mr. Orrett. Obviously not. Some relationship be-
tween the sexes, individual or collective, actual or
implied, must of necessity be a factor of greater or
less importance in every play. However, to do Mr.
Orrett justice, he makes his position clear enough
when he asks if there is " no room for plays of which
the mainspring is ambition, or political upheaval, or
financial crisis, or social wrong and economic helpless-
ness ? " To this I reply, " Aye ! room enough'and to
spare."

Shaw, Galsv/orthy, and Barker may fairly be con-
sidered the pioneers, as far as this country is con-
cerned, of a new dramatic movement, and they cer-
taitily deal, upon the whole, with real problems, both
social and economic, in as sincere, searching, and
sympathetic a manner as stage convention and a ridicu-
lous censorship allow. It is beside the question for
Mr. Orrett to twit me with the fact that in " The
Eldest Son" Galsworthy departs from the standard
subject of " The Silver Box," " Strife," and " Justice,"
because these very sex problems—or shall we say
with him "sex-obsessions" ?—are so closely inter-
woven with the texture of modern society, and can be
unravelled only so far as we are prepared to change
existing conditions, or, in other words, to attack the
root of our social evils.

When I wrote that the Victorian dramatists were
content with eternally ringing the changes upon the
theme of wife, husband, and the other fellow, the usual
gamut of sex-dramas, or the copybook sentiment of the
" teacup and saucer " school, I was not so much con-
cerned as to the virihty or utility of sex-drama so
called, but rather more keenly intent upon proving the
utter unreality of it all.

" The great dramatist," says Shaw, " has something
better to do than amuse either himself or his audi-
ence. He has to interpret life." It is common know-
ledge that Shakespeare promulgated the same truth
when he wrote his famous vade meaim for players.
Now, to hold the mirror up to nature, or to concern
themselves with the verities or realities of life, was
the last thing that entered the minds of our mid-Vic-
torian makers of " sausage-drama " (I congratulate Mr.
Orrett—verily a good and happy phrase), or even that
of the latter Victorians, whose aim was primarily to be
"theatrical." Rarely, save by accident, were they at
all natural. They studied stage exigencies rather
than attempted delineations of real life.

In considering, therefore, the question so ably raised
by Mr. Orrett, it is important to rrmomhi^r tli.-it no
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objection on the part of any earnest social reformer

is offered to plays dealing with licit or illicit sexual

relationship, always provided the problem is tackled

in sincerity and truth.

Musical comedy, in common with the Restoration

drama, treats the matter of irregular sexual relations as

a huge joke. Pinero dramatises sex questions

seriously enough at times, but rarely, as Mr. Orrett

truly remarks, goes to the kernel. Shaw, on the other

hand, under the cover of brilliant dialogue and pene-
trating witticism, probes deep down to the seat of dis-

orders, showing men and women to be, more often

than otherwise, the victims of a vicious environment
wliich is the natural sequel of society as at present

constituted.

I am not sure that I quite agree with Mr. Orrett in

regarding "Candida" as a better play than
"Widowers' Houses" ; but, even so, the main point
whicli the dramatist wishes to urgg is the iniquity of

our denial to woman of that political equahty with
man which more than any other cause keeps her in

economic bondage to him, and compels her in very
sooth to make marriage a trade.

What, then, is the cause of that sexual looseness
which keeps the divorce and coroners' courts busy, and
incidentally provides the usual stock-in-trade of the
average " commercial" playwright, who, doubtless with
Mr. Orrett, regards the sex-motive as normal in drama ?

Is it not that modern capitahsm breeds everywhere
a class of rich drones leading aimless lives of luxury
and pleasure, and who frequently seek refuge from a
nauseating ennui in the stimulus of illicit or abnormal
sexual connections ? To support these idlers in a life

of vacuous and vicious indulgence millions of men,
women, and children are condemned to labour long
hours for miserable pay under conditions which, in

spite of much beneficent ameliorative legislation, con-
tribute day by day to the black harvest of destitution,
disease, crime, prostitution, and premature death
which year by year our social system entails.

Have we a dramatist who dares tell the truth ? That
is the question. There are some playwrights un-
doubtedly prepared to do this, but two great obstacles
block the way to any real advance in sincere, search-
ing but sympathetic exploitation of social and economic
difficulties as themes for the dramatist. One arises

from the common acceptation of the theatre as in the
main a source of mere amusement, and therefore
primarily a commercial speculation ; the other and,
alas! more formidable barrier, which every sincere
dramatist detests, is that effete and ridiculous censor-
ship which the dull, listless apathy of a sheep-like
British public alone tolerates and endures.

jt J^

IN MEMORIAM: GEORGE MEREDITH
Died May 18, 1909

Prophet of love's ideal in human kind,

Dauntless unraveller of the twisted skein,

You wove your web of happiness and pain
And hope's frail thread to which we erst were blind.

A soul undaunted, beaten by the wind,
Ever you strove the loftier heights to gain ;

But now we name you with the illustrious slain,

Yielding, with heads bowed down and hearts resigned,

To this the Universal Conqueror's claim

;

Not in the pain of unattained desire,

But in the wonder of the task complete,
Because you taught our spirits to aspire.

We lay this trophy humbly at your feet

—

The deathless glory of an honoured name.

Horace Shipp.
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THE SPIDER * > > By Andre Theuriet
Did you ever notice in autumn, when the trelhses are

festooned with npe grapes and the leaves on the
bushes are turning red, large, delicate spiderwebs,
whose design is both perfectly geometrical and also

artistic, fraJ, transparent traceries like the haiest of lace,

strung with dewdrops like the tiniest of pearls and
lasting barely for a day ? These elaborate, diaphan-
ous embroidenes, to which the peasants near me give

the beautiful name of airanteles, are the work of an
industrious spider whicn has a plump, round body
adorned with a pale gold cross and bears the scientific

name of ifeire diadime. This spider has a perfect

passion for work, and her mariners are so original

as perpetually to pique my curiosity. I say, " her
"

manners, because it is the female of this species of

arachnida that plays the most interesting part ; she
alone is the spinner, and works from dawn to dark
to earn her living by the sword. The male is merely
a thm, slender insect, who spends his brief existence in

wandering about on the edges of the webs, timidly
making proffer of his services as a husband, and often
risking his skin in this perilous profession. When he
makes his awkward advances on the web spun by the
lady of the house he cautiously shakes one of her
threads as an announcement of his presence and then
retires precipitately if he perceives that the spinster is

too much absorbed in her industry to be in the mood
for gallantries. When, by chance, the lady is willing

and the ardent swain finds that his hour has come, she
condescends to receive him, and they become a happy
pair on the spot Their love-making is short and
there is no lingering over it The moment it is

accomplished, the lady, who looks on every minute
as precious, considers her lover a thing of no value

and brutally turns him out. But, on the other hand,
if he has arrived at the wrong moment, and persists

with a foolish obstinacy, woe betide him ! In the

twinkling of an eye she seizes him bodily and winds
a network of her threads around him, and the would-
be lover is devoured on the spot by the scornful and
ruthless amazon.
Two years ago I came early to the Riviera, and I

was living in a villa halfway up the hill between La
Turbia and Rocabruna. It was the middle of

October, and a great year for the diadem spiders.

Their webs stretched along every road between the

branches of the roses and the spiked leaves of the

aloes, and I spent many a long hour watching the

habits of the laborious web-spinners.

One morning I set out on foot to breakfast in

Mentone, and, on my way, near the forks of the road
from Monte Carlo to Rocabruna, I halted to look at

an epeira busy at her work of spinning. The spider

had already set up the polygonal circumference. of

her tracery and stretched the threads radiating to it

from the centre. Now, with intense earnestness, head
down and abdomen up, she was spinning the con-

centric circles of her network, and I was admiring the

swift deftness with which she pulled out her thread,

stretched it with one of her feet, and glued it firmly

to each successive radius. At this moment I heard
a step behind me, and a voice said, " A brave
spider, monsieur, and not in the least afraid of

work."

I turned round, and saw before me a man neither

young nor old, tall and thin, with blue eyes having a

somewhat sleepy expression in them. Long, grizzled

whiskers adorned his face, which certainly might be
called distinguished, but seemed faded, not to say

wasted. An ulster, half-unbuttoned, disclosed that he
was in evening dress, and had probably been up aD
night. He had tlie address of a gentleman, but the
haggard features, the faded complexion, and a cer-
tain febrile nervousness about him betrayed an
internal wastage, due to the corrosive effect of some
inveterate and imcontrollable passion.

" Yes," repeated my unknown friend, lightly raising^

his hat, "a valiant httle animal, this spider! She
never is fool enough to throw the handle after the
hatchet. ... Only fancy, monsieur, that last night,
starting for Monte Carlo . .

."

He must have noticed my glance at his coat and
his white tie, for he interrupted him.self with the ghost
of a pale smile.

" You are surprised to see me in evening dress at
this hour of the morning .' I have been spending the
night below there, first at the ' big place ' and then at
the club. . . . And, to be frank with you, I'd have
done better to go home !

"

I was right ; my unknown friend cherished in his
bosom the most besetting of passions, the love of
gaming. He had the nervous loquacity of the
gambler, and the usual mania for holding forth to the
first-comer on his good or bad luck.

"The whole night," he repeated, "I had the luck
dead against me. Not one of my numbers came up.
Now, yesterday evening, as I was starting, I passed
by here and saw this very spider sitting in the middle
of her perfect web. I don't know what possessed me,
but with one wave of my stick I stupidly destroyed
the frail tracery spread out there in the sunset light.

... It brought me no luck, for, as I told you, I found
my luck was clean out! ... A regular Waterloo,
what!"
He broke off to watch the insect busy over her task.

" Admirable little creature !
" cried he. " There she

is, courageously repairing my misdeed of yesterday;
she does not lose heart ; she gives me a lesson. . . ,

I was intending to go home first and refresh myself

;

but I should have to endure the questionings and
lamentations of my family, and that would turn the
luck against me afresh. I have some louis still in my
pocket, and, besides, I can always borrow from
Charles, the hotel-keeper, at the Cafe de Paris.

Would you oblige me ?
"

He took a pencil and card from his pocket and
scribbled a few words on it ; then he turned to me :

" You see that rose-coloured villa nestling ampng
the lemon orchards? . . . That's my house. If you
would kindly go up there and give the card to my
servant, and say that it is from Count Paprocki. . . .

That will set my wife at ease, and I can go back to

roulette with a clear conscience. Au revoir, monsieur,
and many thanks. . . . Ah, excuse me."

He had twisted a piece of paper into a cone, and,
before I could make out what he w-as up to, he had
deftly caught the spider in the middle of her net,

popped her into it, and very carefully stowed her
away in his pocket.

" That will be my mascot," said he.

He put his heels together, bowed, twirled round
and started back to Monte Carlo.

All that remained for me to do was to acquit myself
of the commission so oddly entrusted to me. I went
up the lemon avenue and rang at the rose-coloured
villa. As I handed Count Paprocki's card to the

footman, I saw the curtain of a ground-floor window
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drawn partly aside; I had a glimpse oT the pale,

anxious face of a young woman ; then the curtain

was drawn again, and I set out once more for

Memtone.

Two days later, at Monte Carlo, as I was walking
in the garden in front of the Casino, I found myself
again in the presence of Count Paprocki. He was
coming down the Casino steps with a triumphant air.

He knew me and, coming up, offered his hand.

"Thank you once more, monsieur! You see be-

fore you a man who can win all the money he wants.

I was right not to lose heart, and the spider brought
me luck. I have just played the maximum on zero,

and zero came up twice running. These two days
the luck has never left me. . . . So, in memory of

this brave spider, I have had a pin made just like

her."

He pointed to a pin in his scarf, the head of which
was an ifeire diadhnc, and then, with a bow, he went
his way, triumphantly swinging his stick.

Twice or thrice afterwards I saw him from a dis-

tance in the gaming-rooms ; then I was suddenly
called away to Paris, and left La Turbia before the

end of the season.

The next October saw me there again, and one
morning, walking along the road to Rocabruna, I

recognised the rose-coloured villa with its lemon-
shaded alleys. The shutters were up and the garden
seemed deserted ; but what caught my eye was a new
white cross of marble at the entrance to the avenue,
with no inscription visible save two initials and a
date.

I saw a man breaking stones beside the road, and
asked him what the monument was for.

" That," answered he, " is the tomb of a count who
lived in the villa there on your right A fine fellow,

monsieur, who had but one fault, he was too fond of

play. And he was a little off his head. Just fancy

!

He couldn't see a spider when he was going to play

without putting it into his pocket. He said the

creatures helped him to win. All the same, he was
completely ruined. One morning, on his way home,
he sat down just there and coolly blew out his brains.

He left his wife and children nothing but eyes to weep
with. Poor lady, she had that cross put up to him,

nevertheless, before they went away."

I went up to the cross. The newly cut surface of

the marble sparkled in the sun, and across one of its

angles on efeire diadhne was weaving her web with
calm deliberation. Backwards and- forwards she
travelled in perfect confidence. You would have
sworn she knew that now she had nothing to fear

from the dead gambler below, with his mad fancy
for collecting spiders in the guise of mascots.

—

Translated by R. B. Toivnshend,

THE MUSE IN EXILE*
Those who have stood with Mr. William Watson
beside " Wordsworth's Grave," listening to the Rotha
as it whispers its shy secrets to the hills, will lay down
his new volume of poems with surprise and disappoint-
ment. .Hitherto, Mr. Watson has brought us peace

;

now he brings us a sword, and he has even steeped
its blade in acid. Once he led us beside still waters

;

now he comes, armed to the teeth, thrusting his

• "The Muse in Exile." By William Watson. 3s. 6d. net.
(London ; Herbert Jenkins, Ltd.

J

weapons of satire and scorn, right and left, into the
ranks of his readers, and routing out unfortunate
critics and politicians from their citadels of assumed
authority. In a word, Mr. Watson is labouring under
a delusion ; and, if we except a few love songs and
nature poems, which breathe the familiar austerity of
charm, the whole of the present volume, including the
introductory essay, which has been delivered as a
lecture to American audiences, lies, in unrelieved
gloom, beneath its shadow. .

The misconception which oppresses—and, indeed,
one might almost say paralyses—Mr. Watson's mind
is the idea that England is on the decline through
her absolute apathy towards poetry, and this, he main-
tains, is due to the wilful betrayal of the reviewers,
who, with mutinous hands, have torn into shreds the
old standards of literary criticism.

" Verse—a light handful—verse again I bring

;

Verse that perhaps had glowed with lustier hues
Amid more fostering air : for it was born
In the penurious sunshine of an Age
That does not stone her prophets, but, alas,

Turns, to their next of kin, the singers, oft

An ear of stone : in bare, bleak truth an Age
That banishes the poets, as he of old,

The great child of the soul of Socrates,
Out of his visionary commonwealth
Banished them ; for she drives them coldly forth
From where alone they yearn to live—her heart

;

Scourges them with the scourge of apathy,
From out her bosom's rich metropolis.
To a distaiu, dreary province of her thoughts,
A region grey and pale."

That is the main burden both of the verse and the
prose contained in this volume ; and it must be
admitted that it makes cheerless reading. The more
one cries for the star, the more discontented is one
likely to become with the earth ; and we choose to
think that it is the very intensity with which Mr.
Watson yearns for an England where, from end to

end of the land, poetry shall be duly honoured by all

classes that causes him to exaggerate the present com-
parative indifference with which it is regarded. That
it w regarded with comparative indifference no com-
petent judge would deny ; but those who have their

fingers well on the pulse of the literary world can
testify that the emphasis lies on the " comparative."
Society has been remoulding itself to such a radical

extent during the last twenty-five years that it would
probably be impossible for any man of letters to loom
so largely in the public eye to-day as did some of the
giants of the Victorian age in their day—even had
we any such giants. But it is certainly a fact that we
have, at the present time, a select band of true, if not
outstanding, poets, whose work never lacks quite a
reasonable measure of appreciation. Mr. Watson him-
self has always had a loyal audience ; and the names
of other poets readily occur to the mind whose volumes
are awaited by a considerable public with eager
interest ; while those who keep a weather-eye
upon the literary horizon report fairer conditions

ahead.

No ! Things are not so bad, after all ! Clouds may
gather across Parnassus, as across Helvellyn ; but the
spirit of poetry is eternal and inextinguishable as the
sun. We close this volume with the feeling that it

is Mr. Watson's own muse that is in exile ; and, with

the gracious memory of his former work fragrant and
fresh in the mind, we hope that a full flood-tide of

inspiration will very quickly surge in and rescue it

from the unfertile shores where it would seem for the

moment to lie captive.

Gilbert Thomas.
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LITERARY NOTES
What, I wonder, is going to be the future of the Blue
Revieiv? This is a new literary monthly, the first

number of which appeared on May ist. Considering
that not a few magazines (some of them old-estab-

lished and ably conducted) have ceased publication
during the past few years, one may be forgiven for

being sceptical about new ventures of this sort. But
I make an exception in the case of the Blue Review,
which marks a new development in the management
of English literary magazines. It will be conducted
on co-operative principles. The idea is not exactly
original, for certain French magazines are success-

fully worked on these lines. Indeed, it is this fact

which has emboldened a band of young English
writers to try the experiment.

* * » «

The contributors to the Blue Review have bound
themselves to write regularly for the magazine, with-

out payment, for a period of nine months, at the end
of which time a profit-sharing scheme comes into

operation. Under tiws scheme all the profits, after

the deduction of working expenses, will be divided
among the contributors. Of course, it does not neces-

sarily follow that .what has succeeded in France will

succeed here, but, on the whole, I am inclined to be
optimistic, more especially as the Blue Review has
made an excellent start.

» « « » *

My recent paragraph on Dr. Russel Wallace's lite-

rary performance at the age of ninety has brought me
a letter calling attention to an equally remarkable
case. I refer to Mr. A. B. Todd, the doyen of Scot-

tish journalists. Mr. Todd, who is now in his ninety-

second year, was a nonagenarian when he corrected

the proofs of his " Covenanting Pilgrimages

"

(Oliphant, Anderson and Ferrier), a book which ex-

hibits more of the Covenanting spirit than any other

work with which I am acquainted. I am glad to

learn that Mr. Todd, despite his ninety-two years, is

still doing a considerable amount of literary and jour-

nalistic jvork.
« « « « •

A paragraph is going tlie rounds to the effect that

Mr. A. J. Balfour's irregular attendance at the House
of Commons is due to the fact that he is busy writing

a book on political economy. It may be so, but I

suspect the real reason is that the ex-Premier is

grappling with the subject-matter of his Gifford Lec-
tures, which are to be delivered at no distant date. In

this matter Mr. Balfour is following in the footsteps

of his political adversary. Lord Haldane, who, ten

years ago, delivered a brilliant course of Gifford lec-

tures, which were afterwards published under the title

of " The Pathway to Reality."

» « * « »

One of the best selling books at present is " Later
Reminiscences," by the widow of the late Principal

Story, of Glasgow University. Dr. Story was for

more than a generation a leader in the Established

Church of Scotland, and at all times a redoubtable

ecclesiastic. As a royal chaplain he was a yearly

visitor at Balmoral in Queen Victoria's time, and, as

minister for nearly thirty years'of the beautiful parish

of Roseneath, on tlie Clyde, he was an intimate friend

of the Argyll family. A long list of distinguished

people, beginning with Mrs. Oliphant, visited the

Roseneath manse, and it is no exaggeration to say

that Dr. and Mrs. Story, for a considerable period,

met a great many people who were well worth know-
ing. Mrs. Story had^ therefore, plenty of excellent
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material for a book of the anecdotal order, and she has
iiade good use of it. The work is being widely quoted,

cind I am not surprised.

* « • * •

Mr. Murray is publishing immediately a half-crown

edition of a Httle book, the demand for which has
never ceased since its publication some fifteen years

..go. This is " The Five Windows of the Soul," being
: popular account of the human senses by the late Mr,
li. H. Aitken, who had many friends both in India
aid in this country. It is a book of marked origi-

nality, and stimulating in the highest degree. Among
those who, like myself, had the privilege of knowing
Mr. Aitken, he was regarded as a man of virile intel-

lect and winsome personality—a man whose excessive

modesty and distrust of his own abilities kept him from
playing a notable part as a thinker and as a writer.

He was cultured in the best sense of the word, his

knowledge being wide, exact, and always available,

while his style exhibited a literary finish which was
surprising in one who wrote comparatively little.

* » « * «

The centenary of the birth of Robert Murray
M'Cheyne, the famous Scottish preacher, occurs on
May 2 1 St. M'Cheyne was only thirty when he died,

but he lived long enough to exert an evangelical in-

fluence tliat is felt to this day. His biography, written

by Dr. Andrew Bonar, was published along with a

election of his sermons and addresses in 1844 under
he title of " Memoir and Remains of Robert Murray
I'Cheyne." Nearly 170,000 copies of this work have

been sold, while large editions of the Life (without

the Sermons) have also been called for. A centenary
edition of the Life has just been published by Messrs.

Olipliant, Anderson and Ferrier, while a centenary
edition of the " Memoir and Remains " will be issued

by the same firm in a few days. For the latter, Prin-

cipal Whyte, of New College, Edinburgh, has written

a commendatory note.

» « » « «

" The Tragedy of Education " is the title of a little

volume which Messrs. Constable are publishing

liortly. The author, Mr. Edmond Holmes, a well-

known educationist, starts with the assumption that

much of the present-day system of education must
inevitably be consigned to the melting-pot. He not
only discusses the defects of existing educational

methods, but the means by which, in his opinion, they
may be remedied. The book also outlines the work
done by Madame Montessori, whose system is attract-

ing so much attention at the present time. Mr.
Holmes' work ought to prove helpful in guiding the

iiovement for reform towards a wise issue.

Motley recounted brilliantly the history of the rise

f the Dutch Republic. Now we are to have a work
racing the growth of the factors that led to its final

falla. century later. The book is entitled "The Fall

of the Dutch Republic," the author is Mr. H. W. van
Loon, and the publishers are Messrs. Constable.

» » * »

Messrs. -Jack announce " The Battlefields of Scot-

land." Xhe northern kingdom is rich in battlefields,

ind I am surprised. the subject has not attracted some
rilliant pen ere now. The author is Mr. T. C. F.

iJrotchie, who professes to deal in picturesque fashion
• ith those scenes which witnessed the long and bitter

struggle for national and religious freedom. Mr.
Brotchie illustrates his volume with a series of draw-
ngs, the result of a tour of the .Scottish battlefields.

X. Y. Z.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Notice to Correspondents.—Owing to the large number

of letters received it is necessary for correspondents to writ*

briefly if their letters are to appear.

IS THE HUMAN BRAIN DEGENERATING?
To the Editor oj Everyman.

Sir,—" This scientific and sociological clairvoyance

is a kind of parlour game for literary persons which
is more amusing than profitable." So says Mr.

Sidney Low in his article, " Is Our Civilisation

Dying?" in the Fortnightly Review for April, in

reference to a recent book by one Dr. Hubbard on the

lines of Mr. Hubert Bland's article, " Is the Human
Brain Degenerating? " Mr. Low's comment is equally

applicable to the latter : it is " a parlour game for

literary persons."

The " rules " of the game are these :

—

1. Two clever parents produce clever offspring.

2. One stupid parent spoils all.

3. You are required to answer the following ques-

tions :

—

id) John Shakespeare having been something of a

fool, what sort of person was his son William?
{b") William's children having prov-ed to be

nobodies, what sort of person was Ann Hathaway,
(i) if WilHam was the clever fellow he is reputed to

have been, (2) if he was the ignoramus the Baconians

say he was?

4. The answers must be more or less in accordance

with rules i and 2, but the wittiest answer wins. If

the party cannot agree on the winner, the matter is

referred to Mr. Bland, whose decision is final.

I submit the following answers:

—

{a) A bigger.

(/>) (i) An idiot.

(2) A fit wife for such a noodle.

Some of your readers may like to join in the fun.

The game is also profitable—if it sends you to

your biographical books of reference. By the time

you have looked up the parentage of any half-dozen

of the world's greatest literary men, you will have
come to the humble, un-Bland-like conclusion that

genius, that wonderful flower, bloweth, if not where
it listeth, yet in most unexpected places ; that it is

not altogether " the result of certain external con-

ditions," but is due, in part at least, to " some inward
impulsion, some mysterious hfe-force, coming we
know not whence, going we know not whither."

Mr. Bland was obviously holding a brief. Let us

hear the advocate on the other side—say Mr. Sidney
Low.—I am, sir, etc., • EDWIN Sykes.

Huddersfield.

To the Editor of Everyman'.

Sir,—It is astounding to realise the blind optimism

of your correspondents on the above subject.

If I may assume that Mr. Bland is referring to

mental brain-power—a purely abstract thing—not to

physical brain or brawn^ that is found in the human
skull, as a teacher, I am amazed that, at a time when
we are officially told that England is going behind

every other nation in Europe on the question of edu-

cation, it could be said brain power is developing.

Every thoughtful teacher in England knows that

brain power, which is the result of natural intelli-

gence, is lying idle through a false conception of

education. It is brawn, not brain power, that is

exercised. We can't have our cake and eat it. The
reason for the loss of brain power in England is a

simple matter of logic. " It is no trifle that is at stake,"
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said Epictetus, at a time like the present, "when the
young bloods among the Pagans were lying idle, and
they had no higher conception of life than " bread
and games." " The thing is, are you in your senses or
are you not ? " History has answered the question.

Work and genius are indissolubly connected.
Edison, on being asked to what he attributed his

genius, replied :
" It was two per cent, genius and

ninety-eight per cent, hard work." Every mental
effort has its development in brain power. If the
effort, strenuous and continuous, be not made. Nature
does not build up the power to think or to reason.

One of the first psychological axioms we learnt at

college in the past was, " Never do anything for

children that they can do for themselves. Show them
the way, then leave them to climb it alone." The
modern child does not know practically the meaning
of the word " task."

The Germans, we read, are the "brainiest people
in Europe." If they are, they undoubtedly make
their own brains. The methods of training in ele-

mentary schools in Germany to-day are, in vital

matters, exactly those which we followed in the past
instinctively, in training according to Nature's laws
which she has written on the human heart. If we
follow the promptings of Nature in secular education,
that is, the secular work, that equips mankind with
trained mental gifts, we find that the moral laws are
a natural corollary of true education.—I am, sir, etc..

Stoke Newington, N. A SECULAR TEACHER.

ENTERPRISE IN BUSINESS.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Although I had not the good fortune to read
the article in EVERYMAN on "Socialism and Busi-
ness Enterprise," there are one or two points in con-
nection with Mr. W. A. Finch's letter of recent date
which seem to call for some' further explanation.

Mr. Finch is evidently very much concerned about
those people who are wavering, as it were, on the
brink of Socialism, and who must be saved at any cost
from taking a plunge into the depths of the doctrines
of revolution.

Now, as I am sure that all of us who have already
taken the plunge will be filled with alarm on reading
Mr. Finch's letter, with its suggestions of hidden
perils, he will be performing a great service by point-
ing out some of those dangers in o^^^-^^-^"--^^ "^^^_

tnevably damned, that haply he may save others from
a like awful fate.

In order to avoid any chance of misunderstand-
?, perhaps^ k^j^^,iy><^jtY^^=tate at once and_ plainly

.;i reality. First, they desire that every man, "wornan,
and child shall be properly housed, clothed, and fed.
Has Mr. Finch any quarrel to pick with that? Then
they say that the benefits of education and culture
should be open to everyone, and not, as at present,
the monopoly of those " who toil not, neither do they
spm." Moreover, these same Socialists look with
horror on the long roll of crime, prostitution, child
labour, and other evils which they believe to be the
inevitable result of a (misnamed) society, where every
man's hand is against his neighbour's. To them the
sacrifice of human beings, body and soul, on the altar
of progress is revolting, and contrary to all the teach-
ings of all the world's greatest philosophers and
moralists, including that Christ in whom men profess
to beheve, but to whom they render only lip-service.
In short, the Socialists are struggling towards a great

THE MAN WHO IS CURING THE
NATION'S EYESIGHT.

Famous London Specialist's Wonderful Discovery.

PARTICULARS NOW AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC.

A well-known London specialist has made a remark-
able discovery, which already is making a sensation
wherever the result of its use is known.

It is nothing less than the discovery of a wonderfully
simple yet scientific method for restoring tired, old eyes
to their once youthful, clear-seeing power.

Everybody who for the first time is told about the new
discovery is eagerly asking, "Will it do my sight
good?

"

The answer in practically every case is, "Yes."
As Mr. Levison, the discoverer of this wonderful

method of eyesight restoration, says, "Every sufferer

may cure his or her own trouble at home inexpensively
and speedily by following out the simple instructions
I give, which are so simple that a chikl could under-
stand, yet so effective as to be of benefit no matter how
bad the sight may be."
Mr. Levison's discovery enables the weak-sighted to

check the ever-growing worse condition of their trouble,
and build up the eyesight in perfect strength to see
clearly at any age. Mr. Levison does not claim his
discovery as a "cure-all," but whenever a cure is possible
the Levison treatment will accomplish it.

.Most successful has the new discovery proved in the
cure of

1. Failing or Weakening ?•

Eyesight. S.

2. Long- Sierhtedness. 9.

a. Short Sightedness. 10.

4. Old Sight and Bliirrine. 11.

5. TwitchinK Eyas. 12.

6. Hot Eyes.

Particularly those who are somewhat advanced in

years find benefit from Mr. Levison's method, and
already a great many men and women of fifty, sixty, or
seventy years write him stating they can once again see
clearly. Their tired eyes are re-strengthened, and they
need no longer have recourse to their old glasses,

Mr. Levison has thought how he could best reply to
the great number of eyesight sufferers who have written
to him in order to let them know exactly wliat his dis-
covery is, and how it may be adopted, and he has now
prepared printed particulars which clearly set out what
this wonderful method is, and what it will do for those

"'Cb^ies of'tTiese particulars may be obtained either by
calling on Mr. L.evison personally or by writing to him
at The L.evison Eyesight Institute, 64, Wigmorc Street,
London, W.

_
Naturally, Mr. Levison has already communicated his

discovery to the scientific Press, and that p_ld-estjj^i\;j|p>/l

warmTy''approves of his' clever discovery, and advises
all who have weak or failing sight to write to him for
the particulars he is for the time being prepared to send
to anyone who will write him enclosing a penny stamp
for reply.. For your convenience the Coupon below may
be filled in and posted for the particulars of the new
discovery which restores weak or failing sight.

Cut out and forward for Free Book on Mr. Levison's
Wonderful Eyesight Discovery,

Watery Eyes.
Discharging Eyes.
Unequal Power of Eyes.
Aching Eyes.
Red and inflamed Eyes.
Eyesight Headaches.

To IMr. JOHN LEVISOIV,
64, Wigmore St., Cavendish Sq., London, W.

Please send me full particulars of your eyesight discovery.
I enclose Id. stamp for postage.

Name

Address ,,

E.M.. 9/5/13.
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THE PEN
If you would own a pen that is

built for service—designed to give

celerity in writing and facility in

filling—a pen that can be depended

upon always—buyTheW.H.S. Pen.

It is instantly responsive—never jibs—and

has a delightful touch. It fills in five

seconds, without a filler. It saves time,

eliminates trouble, avoids mess, and is

guaranteed to give two years of writing joy.

There are 72 styles of The W.H.S. Pen to choose

from : every hand and handwriting can be exactly
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with iridium. Buy one to-day 1

Have you seen the new model ?

Of Your Stationer

" Popular ! it speaks for itself, sir

—

everybody is having HzJl's Distemper
walls now. We used to use it most among the artistic

folk and people with fancy ideas, but now
it is Hall's Distemper everywhere."

And no wonder I The English public, proverbi-

ally proud of thes homes, have learned that

behind the artistic idea

HALL'S
DlSTtni't.K

(REG. Trade mark)

gives solid practical advantages,

(uch as are offered in no other

wall covering,

•uiWc'e.'"*^i«!)>fi8ra ,.j'cbiflb{...<«iftll

does not crack, blister, nor peel off.

Unlike wallpaper it never fades

nor changes colour.

It is instant death to all insect and
germ life, and gives clean, healthy

walls which may be washed by
lightly sponging with warm water.

" How TO DECORATE YOUR HOME"—a book-
let that helps, by elvinft beautiful examples in

colours, and useful hlnt&, free by poil on
application to the Sole Manufacturers :—

SISSONS BROTHERS & CO., Ltd., HULL
/,ondon Office: 199^. Borough High Street. S.E.

Liverpool: 65. Mount I'lesiEant.

Glasgow: 11.^. Bath Street.
ReadlDfi: 6. Gun Street.

and beautiful ideal, which may be called tlie King-
dom of God, and for the realisation of which they

claim the assistance of all good and noble men and
women.
As a last word, and as I know that Mr. Finch will

say that our ideal is beyond reach, that Christ was an

idle dreamer, with no practical knowledge of the

world, and that the methods we propose " will not

work," I ask him to take a walk through some of the

slums of East London, and then teU us solemnly

and truly if he considers that the present system

works. Further, I would respectfully present for his

careful and thoughtful examination the proposition

that, in order to attain these ideals, it is only neces-

sary to make men believe in them, and that is pre-

cisely what we Socialists are trying to do, thereby

apparently causing Mr. Finch much uneasiness.

With many apologies for taking up so much of

your valuable space, I am, sir, etc.,

Addiscombe, Croydon. R. C. DooDY.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—The disciphne which your correspondent,
" Manager from the Ranks," deplores being absent is

a different thing from the discipline originally under-

stood by the word. To-day it does not mean conform-

ing to rules necessary for the welfare of the commu-
nity, but obedience to certain economic canons, of

which, seeing that so large a number of the population

are always on the verge of starvation, the least that

can be said is that they are both cruel and false. These
canons, teaching, as they do, that the worker can ex-

pect a bare subsistence only, are commonly supposed

to hold the secret of national prosperity; and it is

obedience to this doctrine which passes muster as

discipline. Shade of Philosophy !
" Manager " says

that the evil conditions of the workers are due to lack

of discipline, i.e., they do not submit with sufficient

docility to the rule and system which give to the em-
ployer and organiser all the rare and refreshing fruits

of intellectual and material production, and to the

employed (the disciplined) a minimum immunity from

pauperism.

It must be borne in mind that the happier position

of the employer and the organiser is not due to a

natural superiority in intellectual capacity. They are

no more naturally bom intellectual aristocrats than

ence"'Ts''yiIp^^^
naturally bom servitor. The differ-

grabbing i3.Stiiei'' y^Qi'lh''^sAvc-^ti9psk.9f4 WSifl^Xr.

These facilities offer to the one opportunities to enter

positions where moderate efficiency is rewarded with

all the soHd delights that _^^rp Vfifehjj^fj^ach of the well-

being' permitted to hve—and being disciplined.—

I

am, sir, etc.,
" DISCIPLINED."

Jarrow-on-Tyne,

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Will you permit me to controvert some of the

statements raised in your issue for April 25th by a

" Manager from the Ranks " and " Individualist " ?

Your correspondents assert that IndividuaHsm is

the only system capable of providing efficient " organi-

sation, management, industry, initiative, to say

nothing of character, loyalty, and other individual

merits."

Let me state the problem. Given a country and

a people, how can we—the people—organise the

activities of the whole people so as to produce the

highest welfare of all?

Individualistic method: Liverpool has 15,000
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dockers. Number required daily— 8,ocxD to io,ooc.

Result : chaos ; at least 5,000 unemployed daily

;

cheap labour ; appalling suffering and degradation of

character and efficiency.

Socialistic method: all industry so organised—
shorter hours, sessional trades, etc., etc.—that every

man would be employed, and would earn a full week's

wages all the year round.

As to Initiative, the genius must invent, or write, or

compose. The best work is done for little or no
money. Under Socialism every person would have
the opportunity of working and developing his capa-

cities to tlie fullest. Given security for a decent exist-

ence, most men and women would scom to work for

the mere purpose of gain. Ft is only the competitive

scramble for a living which makes people seemingly

avaricious. Socialism would make life secure, and so

set free the loigher instinct of helpfulness.

It is admitted tliat Responsibility builds up
Character. At present the majority of people have
few opportunities of exercising and developing Re-
sponsibility. Their activities are ordered by the

owners of land and capital, who permit the workers
to live under a roof, and to work. The millions

dare not live, work, think, and read as they would
like to do. Socialism means Liberty for aU individuals

—liberty to live and work,'liberty to enjoy fair wages,

liberty to express thoughts, hberty to develop one's

individuality to the fullest, so long as one does not

encroach on the equal liberty of the others.

Under Individualism you cannot be moral. If you
do not directly lie, rob, bear false witness, murder,

it is only because someone else does it for you. Rent
is robbery ; interest is robbery ; unearned increment

is robbery ;
goods bought cheap at the cost of human

life is murder ; your whole life is a cowardly com-
promise. Socialism would harmonise principle and
-practice.

I have not attempted to prove how Socialism

would do these things. I am prepared to do so at

the proper time. What I have shown is that Indi-

viduaHsm does not provide for the highest welfare of

all people.—I am, sir, etc.,

Harold A. M. Brangham.
Golder's Green, N.W.

PACIFISM AND IMPERIALISM.
To the Editor of Everyman'.

Sir,—The article on " Pacifism and Imperiahsm," by
Enrico Corradini, in your issue of April 25th, seems
open to criticism on many aspects, which I have
neither the time nor space to deal with now. His
classification, for instance, of pacifists is absurd; he
has forgotten the fourth and most important class,

viz., those who are pacifists from an economic and
social point of view, without either sentimentality or

bombast. I can only deal here with his principal point.

The main proposition which this writer appears to

maintain may be summed up in his sentence, " Wars
of conquest pour new life into a countrj'," etc. But
do they? He instances Italy's conquest of Tripoli,

but Tripoli had been conquered by war many times

before, and where was the new life ? The Turks con-
quered Tripoli by war, and where was the new life

then? "and so on. What he appears to mean is that

when Italy conquers a country new hfe is poured in.

This seems to resemble the ideas of jingo English-
men, who imagine that Providence designed tlie

British nation to conquer all sorts of foreign countries

for tliose countries' good.
A war of conquest may be followed by an inflow of

new life and energy into the conquered country, and it

A, IVemarKable Letter
from an I-minent A.nat;?nii9t.

43. RnsscJl Square. Lottdon.
Dear Mr, Cox,-~Your lessons, or, rather, the ex^lmuUioiiof

your ideas as to the irainitifi of the power 0/ ineniory, havj
given nic the most ititcnsc pleasure, and I KSOW that you
have tiot down to rockbottotn trttth in \onr ideas, and thai
you have developed the OSE correct plan to which to wnrk
for the purpose of memory traininn. Yon need have no /car
with regard to the correctness of your physioloijy, which t.s

correct in every detail, and your sy.stein is, I ant sure, the
correct method ofthoroughly impiuding upon the brain cells
and causing tlient to react in response to the impulses sent
to them. You see thai you call into play the work of the
nerve endings in the cells by force of will in the .satnc
manner in which they would be called into play by the
senses through the organs of the eyes, ears, ami fingers, and
the iniPnlses/oPs in the brain without being sent out aginn
and dissipated in the use of those organs , which is natuniUy
more or less of a drain upon the body.
Your system also compels concentration in three or per-

haps more distinct ways, and I have always been of
opinion that the reason of all Poor memory was the inability
to concentrate, and you have been able to explain in a very
few words a threefold means of concentration which must
be more than threefold more value t... '. m^ans.

I am quite sure iliat your sysieni / '-l result in a
strengthening of the nerve tissuc.-i at the act of
storing impressions in the brain, and a.-; use develops any
tissjic, so it will develop brain tissue also.
In each of us is the power ofmemory. It is only atrophied

for want of exercise. It is a Physiological law that wJuit is
not tiscil begins immediately to atroPhy, and we have
allowed matty of our powers to atrophy by lack of use,
particularly the Power of storing impressions.

I am quite sure also that your system will be of the very
greatest assistance in maintaining and even in restoring the
health of the physical tissues.— Yours siiuzerely, J. J . MA Y.

MEM ORY
"NATURE'S PERFECT PROCESS" (Copyright)
evclved by G. H. Cox and invariably u£ed by nature when

concentration of Brain Power is required.
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gummed, with your name printed in.—LONDON ETCHING CO., LTD.,
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CHORTHAND.—AN OFFICER'S OPINION. Captain E. A.
'-' Saunders. D.S.O,. K. Cambridge Terrace. Hyde Park. W.. states: "I
myself have learnt Pitman's and two other systems of shorthand, at different
times, before taking up this Sloan-Duployan system, and 1 unhesitatinj^ly state
that I have found the last system the most satisfactory. I hold no brief for
Sloan-Duployan. and this opinion is therefore the outcome of my own unbiassed
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and is guaranteed the most rapid and reliable system in use to-day. Send for
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may not. That is the danger of allowing such a
means to such a precarious end. This writer's main
proposition is only true on chance occasions, and, like

all such appeals to physical force, is capable of

unUmited and very dangerous extension.

The only other point I can refer to here is this. It

is not necessary to have a war of conquest to pour new
life into a country. Consider how British—and other

—capital has poured new hfe into the Argentine with-

out any war of conquest. The only wars in that

region of South America among the governing powers
are deterrents, not aids to business, and these powers
are beginning to see the folly of such wars.

Enrico Corradine's arguments appear to be just the
same old arguments in a new " Imperial " form, and, if

he has an influence on Italian thought, I regret it is

not devoted to other and, to my mind, better ends.

—

I am, sir, etc., W. Edward Meads.
Bexhill-on-Sea, April 27th, 1913.

To the Editor of Evervm.\n.

Sir,—Signor Corradini's article on " Pacifism and
Imperiahsm " so aptly exposes the mind of the so-

called Imperialist all over the world, and is so full of

florid generalities, half truths, and misapplied analo-

gies, that I suspect your letter-bag will be filled with

attacks on one or other of the pseudo-arguments used
by the writer. I would, however, presume on your
generosity to place before your readers the views of a
plain man on the subject.

Firstly, the three kinds of pacifists. I quite agree
that war is harmful to the interests of the large

majority of financiers and plutocrats, and that if it

were otherwise the probaVjility that they would be-

come war advocates is proved by the armour-plate
ring scandals now being exposed in Germany.
As regards the sole reason put forward to explain

the attitude of Socialists to war, I do not think Signor
Corradini will find one man in a thousand to take his

statement seriously. Little as I may accept the

Socialist programme as a practicable or advantageous
policy, there, is no doubt in my mind or in that of the
majority of unbiassed inquirers that Socialists through-

out the world are dominated by the desire to secure
better life conditions for the majority. That being
so, it would be necessary for your contributor first to

prove that war was other than harmful or merely in-

effectual in its results on the life of that majority be-

fore he could put forv-ard the shadow of a reason for

stating that Socialists were acting falsely to their ideals

in opposing warfare, or that they do so solely in the

interests of class-warfare.

The long argument that war is the quickening force

of the world, as peace is its organising and conserving
force, is plainly founded upon an amazing misconcep-
tion of the teachings of biology. To attempt to

uphold so untenable a theory as that war between
nations is in these days merely a further illustration

of the world-old law of the survival of the fittest

would seem impossible except to one blinded by the
glamour of a recent war.

As regards individuals, war is, of course, the decay
or destruction of the fittest. No country sends its

weakest or consumptive or feeble-minded citizens to

fight its battles. No, such citizens remain at home to

reproduce their defects in the next generation while

the .stronger and sounder units go forth to possible

and sometimes certain destruction.

To the statement that " war, whether it manifests

itself as war or as revolution, is the force which re-

vives our social organisms," it is only necessary to ask
its application to the continual wars and revolutions
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of some of the Republics in South America. I quite

agree with Signer Corradini that revolutions, taken

in the bulk, where they are revolutions against a form

of tyranny, do revive social organisms, and that wars

undertaken for the same purpose, such as the Itahan

war of unity fifty years ago and the presenc Balkan

war, answer his assumption, but I totally deny his

statement as an absolute result of war in every form

cr for any object.

I should also like to ask your contributor whether

he considers the Turkish war of conquest, which added

the Balkans to the Turkish Empire in Europe, is an

exception to his unqualified statement that " wars of

conquest pour new life into a country " and establish

a productive race in the place of those who, according

to this proposition, must be an unproductive race

because they have been conquered.

Finally, as to the writer's justification of the Italian

war in Tripoli on the ground that Italy has, by estab-

lishing itself as conqueror of Tripoli, accomplished a

task of justice and of advantage to the world by re-

placing the unproductive Turk and Arab by the pro-

ductive Italian. If the Italians had been frustrated in

their task by a powerful Turkish navy they would pre-

sumably then have been proved to have no claim to

be a more productive race than the Turks. This is an
absurd conclusion, and therefore the original premises

cannot have been sound.

Also, surely there are more productive races than

the Italians. They cannot claim so great a produc-

tivity as the German race, or so successful a colonising

ability as the English. Therefore, I presume, Signor

Corradini would consider either or both England and
Germany would be justified, if not theoretically com-
pelled, to undertake the reconquest of Tripoli from
Italy, or the conquest of Italy itself, in the same world

interests by which he seeks to justify the Italian raid

on the Tripolitan shores.

I am sorry to trespass so greatly on your space, but
would be giad, indeed, to read your contributor's reply

to the points raised in this letter.— I am, sir, etc.,

April 26th, 1913. Victor Molloy.

THE ABOLITION OF THE WORKING
CLASSES.

To the Editor of Every.man.

Sir,—I have been struck by the reflectless scep-

ticism and the antagonistic spirit by which the corre-

spondents of your cur-rent issue of EVERYMAN have
replied to the excellent and provokingly plucky article

of Mr. Money's on the abohtion of the working classes.

One writer says the middle classes have the hardest

work and no trades unions, which strikes me as being

rather cool and green—a green Hailstone from the

prolific isle of Jersey. I should suppose that if that

writer works very long hours he reaps the full benefit

of it, at least I hope he does.
" Now surely," writes another, " there is other work,

and hard work, too, besides manual labour? Does a

clerk do no work ? Am I a ' drone ' because I don't

mend roads or build houses? If I want to build a

house it is just as necessary to think how to build it

and to draw the plan as it is to put one brick on top
of another. Is not this also ' Work That Must Be
Done'?'" Is it not surprising, Mr. Editor, that your
correspondent should ask such a question? I would
suggest to the writer of these questions that he try

and read Mr. Money's article with sympathy, which I

more naturally do, as I am an ordinary working man,
and then he will readily see that Mr. Money has no
idea of excluding these as workers of the work that

must be done.

PROBLEMS OF
PROGRESS.

By H. VINCENT.

The road to Prosperity is, as everybody knows, not

the straight, smooth, long road of our desires; it is a

devious, rough, and sometimes dillicult road to follow.

Yet I venture to think that the majority of "side-

tracked " wayfarers upon that road have something
other than the road to blame; often, I think, themselves.

Nothing is more piteous than the man—or the woman
—who is "in the rut," a-rusting upon some dismal

byway of commerce; yet being more the result of fault

than of opportunities.

It cannot be too often said that there arc as many
opportunities in the world to-day as at any stage of the

world's history; even more, the busy business world is

full of chances to "get on "; full of the beginnings

which, rightly used, end in prosperity.

Every year extends the sphere of business; every year

adds to its activities, and every extension brings a fre.sh

crowd of chances to the men and women who want to

"get on."

Advertising is one of the most notable recent

examples of a new plan of business-creating occupation,

and good opportunities for thousands.

Ten or twelve years ago, advertising was, to a great

extent, in its infancy in this country; we were only on

the verge of those developments which to-day afford a

lucrative occupation for many workers.

It is to such professions as these, that the man or

woman "in a rut" should turn in search of progress;

for then progress is possible. _
An easy and safe avenue of approach is supplied by

the excellent and practical course of correspondence

instruction in advertisement-writing and designing

which the Practical Correspondence College offers. The
Practical Correspondence College is an institution which

has already proved of immense value to men and women
all over the country, who, refusing to "rust " in the by-

way of business, at a starvation wage, have sought a

field where their brains could be used to profitable

account.

I know one young fellow— a shop assistant in the pro-

vinces some six years ago—now occupies a manager's
position in one of the biggest and most successful adver-

tising firms.

He was trained to success by the P.C.C.

I know another who not four years ago was working
very hard in uncongenial employment at a very small

salary. To-day he is acting' as advertising representa-

tive for a thriving newspaper.

He also was trained to success by the P.C.C.

I could multiply these cases a hundredfold, and not

exhaust one half of the remarkable instances of how a

P.C.C. training can lift a man up from obscurity and
poverty to a good position and a lucrative income.

To the man or woman, then, with the ambition to

prosper and the energy to devote a little spare time to

preparing themselves for betterment I can indicate no
better course of action than to write to the Secretary of

the Practical Correspondence College for a copy of

"Brains and Ink," an illustrated and thoroughly inter-

esting booklet on the possibilities of the advertising pro-

fession and the means which the P.C.C. place at its

students' disposal to aid them in qualifying for a well-

paid position in that well-paid profession.

"Brains and Ink " will be sent post free upon request.

Address, the Secretary, Practical Correspondence Col-

lege, 77, Thanet House, Strand, London, \\'.C.
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It is marvellous what sympathy does in the criticism

of work, play, books, science, art, and in fact any-

thing; and it is, indeed, in these social questions of

ours needed more than anything else.

The next correspondent asks, "May I ask would

the same wages be given to the honest and dishonest

worker "
? Well, sir, I have in this active present time

known of cases where the dishonest worker received

more than the honest one in the same business ; and
will any capable thinker say that justice in the matter

of wages is the order of our day ? I think Mr. Profit

must drop his " justice," f6r the question is. What has

•^not wliat will—become of it? And as to equation

in the distribution of wages, I will proffer one sugges-

tion in answer to him and to your correspondent
" Senex's " query as to his imaginary army of inspec-

tors. We will suppose that "a body of workmen form

themselves into a company for the purpose of carry-

ing on a specific business, themselves doing all the

work necessary to that business, and on conditions

of equal wages and equal sharing of the profits and
responsibilities of that business. Will they not be-

come all inspectors without any additional expense,

and would not the lazy and dishonest bounder have a

bad time of it ?—nay, I think they would make a better

man of him. •

Now, a body of workmen have as much right as any
other corporation of men to establish a business on
equal rights of work, remuneration, distribution of

profits, and in committee of responsible government;
if this is admissible, I cannot see for the very life of me
why it is not as just for the whole nation to do it, be-

cause in that there is this further advantage, that, if in

any department of the State a member of that specific

corporation shows an inaptitude for its work, he can
with advantage be transferred to another for which his

faculties are better adapted. This is only one reason,

but a multitude of others will suggest themselves to

the practical mind.
Bums has told us, " A king can mak a belted knight,

a marquis, duke, an' a' that; but an honest man's
aboon his might," and what he applies to his Majesty's

prerogative applies also to his Parliament. No, it

cannot make us honest; but it is that other magical
and merciful power which Napoleon began to realise

in his days of captivity—a power which he recognised

as holding the greatest dominion on earth—the love of

the homeless Man of Nazareth, Emanuel—God with

us; that love which makes Christianity a "self-deny-

ing ordinance," and whose symbol is the Cross. When
that comes amongst us we shall soon right ourselves.

There will be no want, but work with peace and
pleasure.—I am, sir, etc., William R. Lethaby,

THE USE OF BOOKS TO WORKING MEN.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Dear Sir,—I have read with much interest and
sympathy the article by Mr.

J. R. Clynes, M.P., on the
" Use of Books to Working Men," which appeared in

your issue of the 18th. If there is a blessing on him
who makes two blades of grass grow where only one
grew before, and Dean Swift said there was, he is a
happy man, too, who can teach others to care for good
reading and open a door for them to the palace of books.

As Mr. Clynes says, " ^.lany a good book is as a gate-

way leading from a long round of drudgery and effort

to obtain the means of daily bread," and nothing is

truer than that " the one department in which all work-
men should ensure increase is the department of
thought and outlook." The article brought at once
to my mind the National Home-Reading Union, with
which I have been associated for many years, and the

very valuable work it is seeking to do in kindling fresh

interest in books and helping people to read in the
most profitable way. Many working men have but
little time for reading : they cannot afford to waste it

on second-rate books. For such there could be np
better adviser and helper than this Union, with its

widely varied lists of recommended books, its maga-
zines with suggestive articles upon them, and, above
all, its reading circles for mutual stimulus and help.
" It has been the making of my mind," a village cobbler
once said, speaking of his association with the I 'nion,

and this is typical of the Union's work and inflm nee.

I have nothing to add to Mr. Clynes' arguments with
regard to the value of books to working men—he
touches all aspects of the question, and makes the
case clear and unanswerable—but I should be glad if

you could kindly find room for this letter with refer-

ence to the very useful Association I have described.

—

I am, sir, etc.^ J. ScOTT LiDGETT.
f

THE DAPPLED PADDOCK.
To the Editor 0/ Everym.w.

Sir,—I was astonished to find your revicT^'cr

waxing scornful in EVERYMAN of the 2nd inst anent
Mr. Spencer Muirhead's Hnes :

—

"Or I shall see with quiet eye
The dappled paddock loping by."

It seems to me that he remarked truly that in his

ignorance he supposed a " paddock " was a term
applied to fields or pastures. Of course it has this

meaning, but is it not also an old English word for a
frog or a toad? Does your reviewer know that

exquisite child's grace of Robert Herrick's? Surely
the use of the word " paddocks " does not convey the
idea of fields or pastures in the following :

—

'

"Here a little child I stand,
iHeaviug up my either hand

;

Cold as paddocks though they be.
Here I lift them up to Thee
For a benison to fall

On our meat and on us all."

In the light of this meaning, I submit that tlie phrase
" the dappled paddock loping by " is a very happy
description of the speckled frog jumping through the
green, newly spnmg grass, and I am surprised to find

in the pages of your excellent paper a disparaging
remark regarding the couplet, which a httle thought
or inquiry would doubtless have prevented.—I am, sir,

etc.^ W. NowLAN Sherlock.
Liverpool, May_4thj 19 13.

PHILLIMORE ON CROMWELL.
To the Editor of Evervm.\n.

Sir,—Prof. Phillimore, in his article on the JEndd
in your issue of the 25th ult, would seem to have need-

lessly gone-out of his way to express his antipathy to

Puritanism, and to assert, as though it were common
knowledge, that Cromwell and Milton were rogues of

a very base sort.

His phrase, " as morally leprous with hypocrisy as

Cromwell," will surely cause some resentment in those

who, recognising the narrow outlook of Cromwell, yet

see through all his life a lofty aim and an admirable

singleness of purpose.

To understand his life one must grasp the intense

religious faith he held, and of which his political

actions were a direct outcome. The sober and serious

mind of the Puritan, embittered by the remorseless

persecution of Laud, and narrowed by seeing all his

hopes of a Puritan England passing away, had con-

ceived an intense conviction of his individual respon-

(Cantiniitd on fa^! ^-A)
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A GREAT PHYSICIAN
SAYS

"7f%°l °^^^^ Diseases are caused by the pores becoming clogged, thus shutting up in the blood the
** /o Poison and impurities which Nature intended they should eliminate."— Erasmus Wilson, M.D.

'"'CENTURY THERMAL BATH
OPENS THE PORES and sweats all the poison out of the blood, leaving

it pure and healthy.

In the cure of RHEUMATISM, Kidney and all Blood Diseases, there is no
treatment so sure and speedy as the Hot Air Bath.

S. CDTHBERT'S, ROKER, S0NDERLAND.
May 22nd, 1911.

" Dear Sir,—In 1901 1 bought one ofyour ' Thermal Cabinet Baths,' and have had
on an average one bath a week since. Previously, from the age 0} nine (when I had
Rheumatic Fever) up to forty-two, I was more or Uss in the Doctor's hands, suffering

from Rheumatism i?i various parts of the body. I was also never free from Indigestion.

Since using your Bath I have not had a Doctor once, and have now perfect Digestion.

I have every reason to be thankful for having bought one of your Baths. Please send me
a Bi- bottle ofyour Liquid Sulphur.—Yours truly,

Inaido of Outmldo Hamtar. (Signed) " H. J. LOVEJOV (Rev.)."

Vapour Baths energise, invigorate, vitalise ; they are a luxury beyond the conception of all those who have not

taken them by means of the Century Cabinet. Scientifically constructed, self-purifying, strong, compact ; folded.

It occupies only two-inch space ; has head steamer whereby the head and face get same treatment as the body. The
top is constructed of four flaps, patented ; regulates temperature at will of bather.

The Century Cabinet is sold complete with Heater and Vaporiser at 85/-, BO/-, 63/- and 70/- (Cheaper Cabinets

25/-). We allow 30 days' trial, to be returned at our expense, if, after testing it, it is not found as represented. We make
this oflfer so that you shall be sure of having the BEST BATH CABINET MADE. Write for Catalogue No. 708, CDEC
and Samples of Goods sent, also valuable book: " Health, Strength, Hygiene," and Medical Testimony, rilfct
Thousands of Century Cabinets in use. Agents wanted. Please mention Everyman.

CENTURY THERMAL BATH CABINET, Ltd. CVoV), 205, Regent Street, London, W.

HAVE YOUR OWN BOOKPLATE. Artistic. Original.

Specially Designed. Inclusive cost of Design, Block, and 100 Plates, from
17/6 upwards, according to style and detail. Marvellous valne. Specimens
•ubmitted free.—HENRY D. WARD. 49. Great Portland Street, London, W.

ARE YOUR NERVES HEALTHY?— If not, let me explain
an inexpensive, drugless treatment. Banishes depression, sleeplessness.

Irritability, brain-fag. lassitude. Renews youthfulness.—Write "Specialist."
o/o Everyman, Bedford Street, London, W.C.

"Typewriting : Authors' MS. accurately and rapidly copied.
* Shorthand-Typists provided. Meetings, Lectures, Sermons reported.
METROPOLITAN TYPING OFFICE, 27, Chancery Lane. Tel. Central 1565.

ttFiaitdi80 words per
minute in

ONE MONTH by the celebrated 8LOAN-
DUPLOYAN lugh-speed avstem, saving a year's

study. Used in Parliament. Illustrated handbook and
LESSON free.—SHORTHAND ASSOCIATION, 269,
Holborn Hall, London, W.C. {Tel. 6iii Holbom.)

r)EVELOP your will-power, Concentration. Self-
*^ Reliance and Personal Magnetism by "The St. Settef Course." (4 lessons.)
(Recommended by *' Public Opinion." etc.) Fee 2/6. Particulars free.—THE
ST. SETTEF INSTITUTE (Dept. 5). PERTH. N.B.

r^LAISHERS' PUBLISHERS' REMAINDERS. Supplemen-
^^ tary List No. 394 Now Ready. Including all the latest Remainder Book
Purchases, priced at great reductions from the original cost. Gratis and post
free.—WILLIAM GLAISIIER. Ltd.. 263. High Holborn, London, and at K,
George Street, Croydon, Surrey.

A UTHORS wishing to sell MSS. should write to Advisory
Department. Dept.

House, i'lcydell Street, Fleet Street. E.C.
Murray fit Evenden, Ltd., Publishers, Pleydell

pOCKROACHES AND BLACKBEETLES cleared by Blattis.
^^ " I find Blattis most successful." Guaranteed by E. Howarth. K.Z.S.
Recommended by Dr. 11. Woodward, F.R.S. Supplied to the Royal Household.
Hr,rrr.ie<;, (q pet.,. Tlns. 1/3, 2/3, 4/6. post free. Also Camphis, the effective

iroyer, I/- perpacket.—HOWARTH & FAIR, 471. Crocksmore Road,
y Liverpool Branch : 107. Smithdown Road.

FIGURE DRAWING
Taught in a series of Postal Lessons at a Moderate Fee by means of the

Huline«^Sydney System
The method of traininfi enaWes the Student to draw the Human Figure
accurately, and from memory, in a comparatively short time. Send a staxnp for
Illustrated Booklet to The Director,

HULME-SYDNEY CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL STUDIOS,
8. Gisburn Mansions, Hornsey, London, N.

TYPEWRITERS! ! !—Bargainsin all makes, new,rebuilt or second-
^ hand, to suit every man. Absolute Reliabilitv Guaranteed. We buy. sell.

exchange and repair.—A. R. QUADRUPLEX. LTD., 88. Goswell Road. E.C.

T^HERE ARE PLENTY OF OPPORTUNITIES for making
^ money by Journalism and Short Storiesi but you must hnow what to write,
how to write it. and whereto offer it when written. One of our lady students who
had never written anything previously, had nine articles accepted by the " Daily
Express" by ihe time she had finished her course of lessons. Terms are easy
and low. Send penny stamp for free booklet. School of Authorship. 160, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

npyPE-VVRITING of every description carefully and promptly
•^ executed, 7d. per 1,000. Duplicating and Copyinj*. Cambridge Local.

—

Miss NANCY McFARLANE, U, Palmeira Avenue, Westcliff. Esses.

TTHE AUTHORS' ALLIANCE place MSS. promptly and on
* best terms. Literary work of all kinds dealt with by experts who place
Authors' interest first. Twenty years' experience.—2, Clement's Inn, W.C.

ly/lCC CRITICISED AND REVISED. Write for terms to
IVlOiJ. Mr. LEPECHT (Box N). Oaklea Cottage. Siherlii!! Park. St.
Leonards-on-Sea.

WHY RENT A HOUSE? You would not rent'anything else in
everyday use. You would buy it outright, and yo%ican hity your houae

whether you have capital or not. Send for " Every Man his own Landlord"
post free on application to M3na{;^rs.246. Bishopsgate. E.C. Mention Everyman^

lOO Copies in XO JViinutea
of handwriting, typing, niiif^ic, spccificatio:i5, plans, etc.. ! one or
more colours, by any novice, cjd llic

PLEX DUPLICATOR.
Every business man should Invent I:) o:\r (if ihcsc txcellent devices,
which save botli time .nnd money. l'LE>C (li5i)l:iccs all fielatinc?.

firapha, stencils, etc.. and is fiuar.intce.i clim.ilc.iToof.
Complete outfit, foolsc.ip size, 1*1/ _-_, •> ...

PartIcularf;,List .Mo. 42. an.) •^norimcns free. *«'/ cctnr-cte-

Mnn(>y rcfimd.*-! if not ^Mir f.ictorr.
A.R. QOADRUPLEX. Ltd.. G8. Peswell Kri . LON DOI^. E C.
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sibility to God, and saw the divine leading in every
aspect of his hfc ; and this was no mere dogma, but a
very vivid part of his inmost hfe.

Such was Cromwell's faith when the outbreak of

the Civil War called him from his farm in the Fens

;

and in his rapid rise in the Army, and later in the Par-
liament, he felt himself individually called by God to

save England and the religion he believed to be the
highest one. To us it may seem a pathetically narrow
conception of life that only the Puritans should be the
chosen people of God ; but it is well to remember that
men had been forced by the events happening all

round them to think of liberty and Puritanism and of
the High Church of Laud and tyranny. Granted its

narrowness, there was no trace of selhsh ambition in

the Puritans, still less of " leprous hypocrisy." Crom-
.well's aim was pure and high, and though his religious

convictions were responsible for some tragic mistakes,
they also enabled him to live a straight and upright
life through a time of very great temptations; and
though these convictions caused him to be harsh and
cruel to his former oppressors, he believed he did it

to the " glory of God."
His words, " God knows I would have been glad to

•have lived under my woodside and to have kept a
flock of sheep rather than to have undertaken this

government " ; and again, as he was dying, " I would be
,willing to live, to be of further service to God and His
people, but my work is done. Yet God will be with
His people," give a just view of a great man, to whom
England (and Prof. Phillimore) owes much.—I am, sir,

etc., Fairplay.
Sudbury, April 30thj 19 13.

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
'The Adventuress, by George Willoughby (Max
Goschen, 6s.). This is an attractive volume of short
stories which should appeal to those of our readers
who prefer their reading in breathless spasms to the
quieter form of narrative. The tales are decidedly
well written, and range over a large section of the
human em.otions. They can hardly be described as

anything more than light sketches, however, and com-
prise chiefly episodes in the lives of the various char-

acters which may be regarded more or less as " turn-

ing-points " in their affairs. The first story in the
book, which gives its name to the whole collection of

sketches, is written with a notable delicacy, but, at the
same time, gives a clear insight into the character of

the heroine, Nina. This lady, while apparently in love

with one man, does not regard it as at all out of the

way to go out to supper and a midnight drive with
the fiance of her friend, and subsequently to fall

asleep, after a highly emotional evening, clutching a
letter from her legitimate lover and to dream sweet
dreams of him, quite forgetting her latest flame, who is

driving away in the cab which brought her home,
hugging himself in the belief he has made a conquest.

The stories are not all in this vein, however, and there

is one, " The Sea Captain," which cannot fail to appeal

to our readers, revealing, as it does, how terribly diffi-

cult it is sometimes to get away from environment, and
that one's so-called "freewill" is so frequently open
to question. The characters of the mother and
daughter in this tale are cleverly depicted.
" Savoir Faire " is distinctly amusing, and shows how
the lives of three people might have been affected if a

lady's dressing-bag had not gone astray. It does not
seem to be necessary to mention any other of the

stories, as the three we refer to are fairly comprehen-

sive, and will give the reader a tolerable inkling of
what to e.xpect from Mr. Willoughby's latest volume.

• • •

The Lost Mameluke, by David M. Beddoe
(J. M. Dent and Sons, 6s.), is a tale of Egypt at the
time of the Napoleonic invasion. The story grips one
from the first, and the plot is carefully thought out, and
of real interest. For the benefit of the uninitiated

it would perhaps be as well to explain that the Mame-
lukes were slave soldiers who had got the upper hand
and ruled Egypt for some centuries prior to the time
of the story. They were very valiant and brave men,
incomparable horsemen and swordsmen, and, under
the sway of the Beys, governed Egypt with a hand of

iron. The author could hardly have chosen a more
picturesque setting for his story than this of the
country of the Nile, and his descriptions of the
fierce fights and battles are vivid in the extreme.
The story concerns the fortunes of a certain Eng-
lishman who has turned Mussulmsin, and serves

under Murad Bey, a powerful ruler of certain pro-
vinces, who is at continual warfare with his rival,

Ibrahim Bey, but who always manages to keep the
upper hand until the awakening comes and Napoleon
and his army utterly defeat the brave Mamelukes.
This Englisliman, Stephen Hales, has a son who is

supposed to have been drowned at an early age, but
who has really been stolen by a servant with a
grudge against his master. The boy is brought up
as a Mussulman and taught by an old Sheik,

who hopes to train him to become a Sheik also.

Margaret, Stephen's Christian wife, leaves her hus-

band upon his becoming a Mussulman and goes into

partnership with a delightful old Frenchman, Jules

Lefebvre, who keeps a silk store. How she eventually

finds her son, and what happens when she does, it

would be unfair to disclose. The lost Mameluke is an
English friend of Murad Bey, who has mysteriously

disappeared for about fifteen years. There had been
a terrible misunderstanding and bitter quarrel be-

between Murad and Mustapha, who is cruelly bastina-

doed, with the result that he becomes a cripple. In
the character of a beggar he haunts the streets of

Cairo, seeking an opportunity to revenge himself on
his friend, whom he believes has wronged him.

Radounan, the eunuch, who is the friend and confi-

dante of Murad, eventually finds him, and the two are

reconciled.

The author has the faculty of bringing vivid pictures

before the eyes of his readers, and the whole story

is written with a spirit and dash that is most refresh-

ing. We trust our readers will enjoy the book as

thoroughly as we did.

» » •

Breathless excitement and dramatic incident is the

keynote of RALPH RAYMOND, by Ernest Mansfield

(Stanley Paul and Co., 6s.). The opening chapter

reveals the sumptuous offices of a mighty City

magnate, into which the hero boldly thrusts himself

with a determination that will brook no denial. He
has a tremendous venture on hand, no less than two
mines he has discovered in India, rich in rubies and
gold, and he desires Lionel Roy to finance these

undertakings. Roy takes a fancy to Raymond,
invites him home, agrees to finance the companies

—

and introduces Ralph to his daughter Berice. The
result is love at first sight. Raymond goes away to

return in a few years a successful man. He takes

Berice by storm, and is accepted. So far their love

story runs smoothly, but tragedy is only waiting an

(Canliuuti on f-Tge i2(>.)
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DANTE AND AQUINAS
By Rev. P. H. WIGKSTEED. Crown 8vo, 6s. net.

ATHEN^UM : "Mr. Wicksteed prove* himself an admirable guide. He gives a good summary account of Aristotle's

teaching and its varied fortunes till it conquered the schools in the middle of the thirteenth century, and received
its final form, so far as the mediasval world was concerned, at the hands of Albert and St. Thomas. We can
recommend it as a disinterested treatment of the scholastic philosophy of Aquinas."

SWINBURNE
By JOHN DRINKWATER. Crown 800, 5s. net.

MORNING POST: "From beginning to end of this delicate and charming volume passages will be found which
will reward a reader even though he may have been familiar with his Swinburne for forty yeturs."

THE MYSTIC WAY
A Study in Christian Origins.

By EVELYN UNDERHILL. I2s. 6d. net.

THE TIMES : " Miss Underbill's book is a triumph of erudition, gracefully and skilfully marshalled and attractively

presented."

DREAMS ^UiWAY OF DREAMS
By REGINALD L. HINE. Crorvn 800, 5s. net.

A Study of dreams in general, their significance, their dramatic, imaginative and practical value.

ART TREASURES
OF

GREAT BRITAIN
EDITED BY C. H. COLLINS-BAKER
1/- NET ^^^'s. 1/- NET

PARTMONTHLY MONTHLY

A SERIES DESIGNED WITH A VIEW TO PROVIDING
THE ART-LOVER WITH A REPRESENTATIVE COL-
LECTION OF BEAUTIFUL REPRODUCTIONS OF THE
ART TREASURES OF GREAT BRITAIN. EACH PLATE
IS ACCOMPANIED BY A DESCRIPTIVE, CRITICAL
NOTE BY THE EDITOR.

CONTENTS OF PART 4.

Heracles ........ Scopas
The' Blood of the Redeemer ... Giovanni Bellini

Portrait of a Lady- .... • Goya Lucientes
Moonrise on the Marshes of the Yare . John Crome
A Music Le'ison ...... Franli Potter
The Holy Family > MicheluHgelo
The MuBic Lesson (Chelsea Porcelain).

PLEASE SF.SD FOR PROSPECTUS.

137, ALDINE HOUSE,

3 NEW NOVELS.
THE CHARMING
OF ESTERGEL.

By GRACE RHYS, Ss.
Author of "The Wooing of Sheila," etc.

Times.—"Full of a galloping movement that is over-
mastering."
Morning Post.—" We recommend our readers to get the

book for themselves."
Pall Mall.—" A very fine piece of work."

THE LOST
MAMELUKE.

By DAVID M. BEDDOE. 68.

A thrilling, vigorous narrative of Egypt in the days of the
Mameluke ascendancy.

DAISY DARLEY;
or. The Fairy Gold of Fleet Street.

By W. P. RYAN. Bs.

Daily Chronicle.—"This is a rare book; a really dis-

tinguished achievement."
Daily News.—"A clever, attractive book. Mr. Ryan

has made a genuine success in his delightful sketches of

the subsidiary characters."

BEDFORD STREET, W.C.
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opportunity to step io, and now is her turn. Gerald
Fraser, a young barrister, is deteimined to have Berice

lumself, and he hits upon a truly diabolical method of

riddipfj himself of two rivals at one blow. He shoots

Captain Lennox, one of Berice's admirers, and con-

trives that suspicion falls upon Raymond, who is

arrested and tried, but the jury disagree. While
Ralph is awaiting his second trial, Berice arranges his

escape, which is safely negotiated, and Raymond is

shipped to Australia. After a terrible experience at

sea, he eventually lands in Australia, where he joins in

a gold " rash." Berice meanwhile is under the im-

pression he has been murdered at sea, and at last

yields to the importunings of Gerald, and becomes
engaged to him. At the last moment, however, she

learns lier lover is alive, and he is brought back to

England to stand his trial. What happened at the

trial, and how tlie guilty one is brought to justice, we
will not reveal ; but the reader need rest under no
apprehension that he will be bored for lack of in-

terest. Mr. Mansfield, it may be presumed, is desirous

of affording his public entertainment, and there can
be no possible doubt that he has amply achieved this.

SSi 9i 9
ZOE THE Gypsy, by.Hugh Naybard (Murray and

Evenden, 2s. net). We must confess to disappoint-

ment over this book. From the author's previous

achievements we had expected better things. The book
is purposeless and feeble, and has not even the excuse
of being humorous. The plot is disconnected and far-

fetched, and the characters do not live, but move
stiffly. Zoe, who turns out to be the daughter of the

man who appears to be in love with her, is less un-

real than the majority of the characters, but we can-

not say we felt a great interest in her. The account
of the bull fight is the only part of the book which is

tolerable reading, and that is somewhat revolting,

though it carries more conviction than any other

incident » 9 »
Mr. Vincent Brown brings to his works a quality

of detachment, a capacity for viewing men and women
at an angle unknown to the majority. His theory of

moral values is startling, and occasionally uncon-
vincing. The point of view from which a person or an
act is regarded would seem to him the vital considera-

tion. It is not sufficient to feel compassion for a thief

caught in the act ; the emotion roused must be one of

poignant pity that the culprit should ever have been
tempted, a pity that seeks to blot out all moral
disadvantage and induces an attitude almost

apologetic. To judge the motive of any act is to ape
the function of a god. To blame the theft and not

the thief is the utmost we can hope for from poor
human nature. To go beyond this is to run the risk

of falling into the quagmire of expediency, where the

outlines of both right and wrong grow blurred and
the moral sense finally becomes amorphous. Amos
Dalyn, the preacher of Bethsaida, is permeated with

a sense of his own deficiency and an engulfing pity

for the world in general, and his wife in particular.

A handsome woman of some five-and-thirty, she and
her husband separated some short time after their

marriage, when her charms, distinctly of the flesh, had
begun to awaken doubts in Amos, whose dreamy and
unpractical temperament had roused Caroline's most
antagonistic instincts. The wife drifts into a life of self-

indulgence, preferring the sordid shifts and debasing
episodes of a casual existence to life witli Amos. And
we cannot wholly blame her. A man who at times is

unable to appreciate the difference between real life

and dream life, whose fear of judging others drives

him into a morbid fear of inflicting pain, is hardly a

stimulating companion. As inevitably happens, this

shrinking from decisive action, even in self-defence,

encourages Caroline's egotism. She swoops down
on Bethsaida, demands further suppUes from
Amos' scant resources, and finally involves him
in utter ruin and disgrace. She secures a

valuable collection of watches from a house in the

neighbourhood, loses her nerve, and finally hands
them over to her husband, who wanders about the

country with them in his pocket, quite unable to come
to a decision as to what he shall do. We are re-

minded of the lady sketched by George Moore in
" Evelyn Innes," who suffered agonies when she was
called on to make the slightest choice, and took to her

bed worn out with the strain of deciding between
the merits of boiled sole or fried plaice. In the

ultimate, Amos is accused of the theft, being dis-

covered in the grounds of the house, feebly trying

to fijid his way. He is found guilty, and serves a

sentence of six months' imprisonment. He comes out

of prison, and is joined by his little girl—whom he
has never dared publicly to acknowledge as his

daughter. The future of Amos, we conjecture, will

be a replica of his past. He is a person of devastating

amiability, who carries with him the moral infection

of weakness and intolerable pacifism. We recall with

regret Mr. Brown's earlier methods. The splendid

isolation of the woman in "The Magdalene's

Husband " dwarfs into utter and abject insignificance

the feckless creature shown to us in CONSIDER THIS
Man (Chapman and Hall, 6s.).
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Here s MY Barber
I don't have to wait for him

^hc waits for me—always

ready to give me a surpassingly

smooth, comfortable shave, at

any time of the day or night.

ONE OUTFIT WILL LAST A LIFETIME. THERE IS NO CONSTANT EXPENSE

FOR NEW BLADES-THERE IS NO GRINDING OR HONING EXPENSE EITHER

mg

ITS SHAVING EASE.

The CLEMAK is the simplest

and most perfect shavi

device known to civilisation

There is nothing to get out

of order—no screwing,

fixing or adjusting to

waste your time. The
blade is adjusted at the

only right angle autc

matically. You simply

press the knob and this

fine, smooth, sure, safe,

speedy, clean "barber"
is ready to give you the

best shave — not once but

every day of the year.

o

THE PERFECT BLADE.

CLEMAK Blades retain their

exceptionally keen shaving

edges because they are

manufactured from
the finest quality

Sheffield Razof
Steel, hardened and

tempered by our

new secret electrical

process.

The CLEMAK Stropping
Machine (price 3'6, including;

good leather strop) compels
you to strop at the correct

angle and pressure and en-

sures a clean blade for every

shave.

EVERYBODY'S USING IT.

:>h
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IT

NOV
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NEW MODEL SET & Twelve Blades

COMBINATION OUTFIT, Stropping
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Clemak and Twelve Blades 10/6
' ' ' Matle as wallami aha¥»a aa well aa any Guinea

Raxor. '

'

OF ALL STORES, CUTLERS, etc.,

or post free from the

CLEMAK RAZOR CO., 17, Billiter Street,

LONDON.

^ Please

f^ post free \)Our

^^ revised edition of
"His First Shace," the

humorojs booklet illaslratng

in colours the most popular

Clemak Oulfili and useful Hints on

Shooing.

N</^Naane

N^Address

POST'
IT NOW
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" Bohn's Popular Library makes an excellent start. It

contains no rubbish, and it cannot do other than meet
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Westminster Gazette.
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

THE outstanding event of the week has been the

easing of the European situation. King
Nicolas has agreed to surrender Scutari, and

Turkey has joined the great Powers in giving her
assent to the draft-treaty of peace. The only re-

maining difficulty is Greece, who naturally wishes to

be reassured concerning the islands and the southern
Albanian frontier. There is little doubt, however,

that under her present competent leadership the

matter will be settled without disturbing the present

trend towards peace. It is safe to say that any of the

Allies who fall out of line now will come under the

most effective ban of Europe, and speedily be shown
which way prudence lies. How long such moral com-
pulsion can secure peace is another question.

The Australian Labour party is once more demon-
strating its Imperial sympathies and its keen interest

in national defence. The Australian Labourite,

while he lays all the emphasis upon industried reform
that his profession demands, stands in sheer contrast to

his English and Contiiiental brother in his dislike of

theoretical Socialism, his talent for foreign affairs, and
his broad-gauged Imperial outlook. Whatever weak-
nesses the Fisher regime may have in the eyes of the

Opposition—and extravagance seems to be the main
charge brought against it by cautious Liberals

—

Tolstoyian principles and preoccupation with domestic

affairs are not among them. National Defence has all

along formed a very solid plank in the Labour plat-

form, and now a scheme for the organisation of sea

forces is well in hand, the programme including a

number of cruisers, destroyers, and submarines, a

supply ship, a naval college, a shipbuilding yard, and
an aviation school. A floating dock and two naval

ports are in process of construction, and a wireless rim
has been carried more than half-way around the

12,000-mile coast

In a very interesting article on the Albanian pro-

blem, by Chedo Miyatovich, appearing in Tuesday's
Daily Telegraph, we are given a glimpse of Albanian
ideals and aspirations from the inside. " The
Albanians," says the writer, with a certain engaging
naivete, " are not only the bravest of men, but very
intelligent and rather gifted. They have a great sense

of honour, and even among the wildest of them the

women are held in sacred respect." He goes on to

give a picture of the type of king Albania is looking
for, " Rut the future of Albania will depend far more
on the character and ability of her first king than on
any written Constitution. The first King of Albania
must be in appearance and in character a fine soldier,

a real knight, ' sans peur et sans reproche.' The
Albanians, a fighting race and born soldiers, would
follow only a man who is himself a good soldier. But that

is not all that is wanted. That Royal soldier must be
a statesman too. He must be dignified, a bom king,

yet at the same time quite democratic, accessible to

every man and helpful to everybody. It is desirable

that he should be well connected with the dynasties of
the Great Powers, and that he should have a fair

personal fortune. But these two last conditions are
not absolutely indispensable. More desirable is it that
he should be a man capable of inspiring the people
with confidence in his devotion to their interests, and
tlie Powers with confidence in his loyalty and honesty.

Old London will soon be as completely submerged
as Pompeii. Drastic changes are in the air, and every
cpring-time rings the death-knell to a number of old
landmarks. Fleet Street has once again fallen a
victim to the puller-down, and this time it is the
famous Bolt-in-tun, once a Carmehte House, but most
of the time a tavern, and now almost the last survival

of the old-time London coaching inn. A change of

a different kind is likely to be brought about by the
concentration of the thirty-two Colleges of London
University in Bloomsburj'. This may mean the trans-

formation of Bloomsbury into a London Quartier
Latin—a students' paradise, with no proctors to grieve
the sensitive soul of the undergraduate with awkward
inquiries and irksome rules. .Some two or three thou-
sand men and girls between the ages of eighteen and
twenty-two are to enjoy a glorious liberty and perfect

freedom of intercourse within this new University
Quarter, and while some cautious Conservatives shake
their heads over it, no trouble is anticipated by the
enthusiastic promoters of the concentration scheme.

During the past month several religious periodicals

have given special prominence to the problem of the
work of the Church in the countryside, and the point

of general interest emerging from the discussion is

our practical ignorance of the conditions of British

village life. We have a number of sane and compe-
tent investigators of the conditions of city life, but
our practical knowledge of the conditions which
govern life in our country districts—and these
conditions vary considerably—is surprisingly meagre.
What is wanted is a Charles Booth who will give us
the life and labour of the people of the countrysides
of Great Britain. A number of really reliable

commissioners who would inquire with practical

thorouglmess into the actual conditions, not only of

the farm labourer, but of the small shopkeeper, the
tradesman, and, in fact, of every individual who lives

in a village community, might supply such data to

the social reformer as would make his work a far less

haphazard and discouraging task than it often is at

present.
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CANADA AND CANADIAN POLICY
A Nation and a Navy j» j» > By Augustus Bridle

I.

Two political leaders unalterably opposed and
absolutely dissimilar stand out before public expec-

tation in that part of the Empire beginning at Prince

Edward Island and ending at the Island of Van-
couver. One is Right Hon. Robert Laird Borden,

Premier of Canada since September 21st, 191 1; the

other is Sir Wilfrid Laurier, Premier of Canada until

that date from June, 1896. The difference between
these two leaders, if it could be fairly determined,

constitutes Canada's position in the Empire of to-day.

And it was not so in 1896, when Laurier became
Premier, nor in 1897, when Borden became leader of

the Conservative party. Then the divergence was
local. Now it is Imperial. And the struggle over the

'Naval Bill in the Parliament of 1912-13 has put an
accent on Imperial issues in Canada as no election

and no political struggle has done since Confedera-
!tion.

In a nutshell, the struggle resolves itself into

whether Canada shall contribute 35,000,000 dollars

for a probable three " Dreadnoughts " to the Imperial

Navy, or whether she shall spend that immediate
amount of money in building warships in Canada, to

be manned and maintained by Canadians. There is

no question abcut spending the money for the pur-

pose of naval defence. The problem is altogether as

to the best means of doing it.

Empire, like other vast institutions, is largely a

series of accidents. It is something of an accident

that the Liberal party in Canada is opposed to a con-

tribution, and the Conservative party in favour of it.

The reverse might have been true. In 1899 the

Liberals senfe^ Canadian contingents to the South
'African War—to crush a people who desired a certain

kind of autonomy. In 191 3 Canadian Liberals, for

the sake of their interpretation of autonomy, resist

(the attempts of the Conservatives to pass a Bill

Hooking to the unity and preservation of the Empire
in a time of war.

II.

Are Canadian Liberals less Imperially patriotic in

i 1913 than they were in 1900? Is Sir Wilfrid Laurier
iless of an Imperialist now than he was when the Par-
iliament of Canada, controlled by his party, sent
Canadian contingents to help conquer the Boers ?

Probably not. Sir Wilfrid, who is, as he has long
been, the most conspicuous figure in Canadian poli-

tical life, reiterated to the writer just a few days ago
that he became a Liberal by reading British Consti-
tutional history. He made the same statement in

[I895, when leader of the Opposition. He has not
changed—his Liberalism is of a British origin.

But there are those who affirm that Sir Wilfrid,

,

undoubtedly always a Liberal, has never been an
Imperialist. The present attitude of his party con-
firms that view. Is it right—or wrong ? The answer
is largely one of definition.

Ar^d there is no issue that has ever been so
mysteriously bedevilled in Canada as what people
choose to call Imperialism. I am quite sure Sir
Wilfrid considers himself an Imperialist. So does
Mr. Borden. So—once in a while, at least—does
Henri Bourassa, the brilhant Nationalist leader, who,
at the time of the Boer War, broke with the Liberal
party and founded Nationalism ; at the election of

191 1 cast in his lot with the Conservatives to defeat

Laurier ; and afterwards backed the Conservatives,!'

largely because he and his followers disbelieved ia

both the Naval Bill and the Laurier Canadian Navy,
j

There is but one party—if such it may be called—

I

that puts a clear accent on anything like Canadian'

independence. That is the Nationalist party, or

phantom, whichever you choose. They are a'

minority of French-Canadians. And it is because'

of the balance of power which that party held in 191 1,,

and the probable balance that it still retains, that Mr.

Borden has in his Cabinet a Nationalist wing, and in

his Naval Bill no explicit declaration of a permanent
policy respecting contributions to the British Navy.

Such is the delicate relation between local and
Imperial policies in Canada.

III.

Now, to determine the pecuhar significance of this

struggle over the Naval Bill in the affairs of Empire,
it must be clearly understood how each party derives

its point of view. In all Canadian political history

since Confederation there has never been such a con-

test as for weeks past has raged on Parliament Hill

between Conservatives and Liberals. Never has

been such a deadlock. Never such a rallying of

forces. Never such positions of no compromise on a
question that has nothing whatever to do with tariffs,

or trade, or immigration, or agriculture, or manufac-
turing, or the building of railways, or any of the chief

problems that are supposed to engage the attention

of a young autonomous country within a vast Empire.

The odd thing about it is that most of the political

struggles in Canada have been over tariffs, and some
over railways. It was a transcontinental railway

scandal that in 1873 drove John A. Macdonald and
the Conservatives out of office and put in Alexander
Mackenzie. It was a tariff issue in 1878 that put Mac-i

kenzie out and Macdonald in as the practical author
of the National Policy, designed to build up Canadian
industries at the comparative expense of all compet-
ing industrialisms, including that of Great Britain. It

was a tariff issue again in 1887, and again in 1891,
that enabled Sir John Macdonald at one and the same
time to oppose any form of commercial union with the

United States, and to wave the old flag in the cause
of a united Empire. So that the Conservative party
from 1878 till 1 891 achieved the paradox by putting-

the accent on both nationalism in manufactures and
Imperialism in sentiment.

IV.

It was the Liberal party in Canada, from the time
of the National Policy until the return of Laurier to

power in 1896, and for some httle time afterwards,

that professed, not less attachment to the British con-
nection, but more preference for freer, if not abso-
lutely free, trade between Canada and the United
State?. Time worked some transitions. In the first

place it was a political accident that enabled Mac-
donald to take up the National Policy before George
Brown had time to reach it—when he was heading in

that direction. It may have been less of accident and
more of intention that caused the Liberals after 1896
to say less about free trade and more about a reason-
able tariff for revenue.

And the tariff grevv steadily higher ; trade grew and
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population multiplied; railways were flung with pro-

digal magnificence across unoccupied areas; national

sentiment, such as there was, began to develop ; and,

from being a bi-lingual country with a French root,

Canada became a cosmop>olitan country, with most of

the languages of Europe and some of Asia. It was
the Conservative Government that fathered the first

transcontinental railway, the C.P.R.—in the interests

of Canada, the Empire, and the Conservative party.

It was the Liberal Government that fathered the

second, the Grand Trunk Pacific, not yet completed

;

and fostered the third, the Canadian Northern, still

in process of extension.

Under the Liberals the era of the race of railways

and the planting of peoples came to its height. With
unparalleled advantages of great natural resources, of

incomparable land, of an aggressive people, and an
age of material progress in the world at large, Canada
was able to force her way to the front among all the

over-seas dominions, and to practise the arts of peace

on a scale that, in ratio to population, has never been
equalled anywhere else in the world.

V.

But up till 1909 it had never been profoundly neces-

sary for a Canadian political leader to declare him-

self emphatically on the questiorl of a navy. What
need had Canada of a navy? What need of direct

contributions to an Imperial navy? Relatively

—

none.
" It ain't a navy we want," growled a lanky

Westerner the other day on Parliament Hill ;
" what

we want is more railroads arid reciprocity. T' 'ell

with the navy !

"

This epigrammatic sentiment has been more blandly

expressed by adherents of both parties in Canada, and
it has been tacitly practised by masters of industry

and national expansion. At the same time, the trade

of Canada has been carried over the seas in perfect

safety, without Canadian men-of-war or a dollar of

direct contribution to the building of " Dreadnoughts."

Canadian railways have been built and extended,

steamship hnes developed, and immigration in-

creased, much owing to the lavish borrowings of

British capital by Canadians. Without preaching

Empire on a basis of either sentiment or trade, Cana-
dian expansionists, under a Liberal regime, have been
consoHdating the ties of Empire. And it jyas good
national business so to do.

VI.

But it has always been a sort of unwritten axiom in

Canada that the greatest over-seas dominion is essen-

tially a land of agriculturists. The colossal expan-
sion of industries and trade and population was made
possible because of the farmer, especially in the West.
The production of wheat has increased in a ratio that

made it possible to coin the flamboyant phrase,
" Granary of the Empire." This phrase has been
lavishly and magnificently worked in Great Britain

for the sake of booming immigration.

At the same time, the multiplication of farmers in

a vast area of land contiguous to a huge natural

market made it a serious business with Canadian
statesmen and politicians to consider the welfare of

people whose produce was sent thousands of miles

overland from West to East to the markets of Great
Britain, and whose manufactured goods travel thou-
sands of miles overland from the factories of the
East. A measure of reciprocity began to look like a

good stroke of business. It was the Liberals return-

ing to their old love.

ETHICS IN AN AGE OF
LOCOMOTION

By G. F. BARBOUR, D.Phil.

I.

" In thousands of years, when, seen from the distance,

only the broad lines of the present age will still be
visible, our wars and our revolutions will count for

little, even supposing they are remembered at all ; but
the steam-engine, and the procession of inventions of

every kind that accompanied it, will perhaps be
spoken of as we speak of the chipped stone of pre-

historic times : it will serve to define an age."

In these words the characteristic feature of our time

hcis been defined by its most brilliant thinker, M.
Bergson ; and although the idea is not unfamiliar—.

some might say it is a truism— it has implications that

are not always realised. For let us place beside it

another truism, that moral problems are constituted

both for individuals and for groups of men by outward
conditions, not in themselves directly moral. We then
see that, if the steam-engine and its electrical rivals

and successors form the chief fact of our age, the

proper use of these manifold inventions may well

be its chief moral problem. And if for the present we
confine our attention to modem inventions as a means
of transmitting men and ideas from one part of the
globe to another, it can hardly surprise us that the
present ethical task of mankind is largely determined
by the great modem increase of locomotion.

It is true that we often speak and write (though
perhaps not quite so often as our parents did) of the
modern annihilation of space as being, beyond ques-
tion or criticism, part of the general and triumphant
progress of mankind. The wealth, both material and
spiritual, of distant countries is brought to our doors

;

and this commerce of things and ideas adds enor-

mously to the interest and variety of life-—in the case,

at least, of those who are fortunate enough to be able

to take advantage of it. Severed friends can com^
municate quickly and cheaply, where before com-
munication was almost entirely cut off; so that it is

now possible for those whose work takes them to

distant parts of the earth to retain many close ties with

the homeland that they have left. All this, and much
more, is true. But it is so habitually before our minds
that it needs no repetition ; while it may be worth
while to turn to the other side of the picture, not
because we have a preference for dark colours, but
because it is well to recognise them when they are

present.

II.

In this respect there is a close analogy between
medical and moral problems. Of all the achievements
of civilisation, there is none of which v»e are more
justly proud than those of medical science. Here at

least we are sure that the science and skill of the white
man has benefitted the whole human race. Yet even
here there is another tale to tell ; and Sir Harry John-
ston has lately told it in an essay which gives a ghastly

catalogue of the diseases which the white man, in his

passion for transporting other races as well as his own,
has introduced mto countries and continents where
they were previously unknown. So it appears at

times as if the healing inventions of civilisation were
in danger of being outstripped by those locomotive
inventions which have so gravely increased the

problem which medical science is set to solve.

In the sphere of morals and customs a parallel

process goes on. It is indeed true that ethical thought
tends, like science, to become international, and there
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is at least the possibility that it may pass swiftly from
land to land. But it often seems hard to bring this

possibility into action—curiously hard, until we re-

member how pccuhar and native to itself are the best

customs of each people, and how slowly we adopt,

or even understand, those of others. This fact, that

it is always easier to copy the bad than the good
customs of strangers, at once makes it clear why the

mingling of races is often so dangerous morally, and
why the meeting-points of the continents have so often

been centres of corruption.

So it comes about that the increase of travel, which
follows a period of good government and peace,

brings not only opportunities of moral enrichment (as

when the Persian rule in the sixth century B.C. first

brought the idealism of the East to Egypt and thence

to Greece, or when the pax Romana opened a path
for the advance of Christianity), but also a consider-

able degree of danger. In the fusion of ethical stan-

dards, there is always a possibility of their total

collapse ; and that possibility is one which our age is

especially called to guard against.

III.

But, in addition to the fusion of different races and
ideals, we are also confronted by the instances in

which races remain obstinately unfriendly and
suspicious, although modern transit has brought them
into close outward neighbourhood. Thence arises the

"race problem," which is so widespread and in some
lands so menacing. Europeans have penetrated

'Africa and Asia : they have taken Africans to

America, whither Asiatics, are now following. These
great movements, with many minor ones, have caused

a new intensity of racial rivalry and bitterness—

a

strange result in an age which claims to have deserted

religious dogma in order to return to the ethic of the

gospels.

Further, it seems probable that this process of race-

mingling will be continuous rather than intermittent.

In the past it has proceeded spasmodically. Obscure
causes set some warlike race in motion, impelling

them to attack a country more favoured than their

own. This gave rise to migration, and then followed

conquest ; but, although the confusion and suffering so

caused might be long drawn out, a new equilibrium

and a new stabihty emerged. For the conquerors

either imposed their language and customs on the con-

quered or adopted those of the latter, and so the two
.were gradually welded into one nation.

But strong forces were needed to start the process.

The Aryans who invaded India in early times, or

the Gauls and Goths who poured down upon the lands

around the Mediterranean, must have been driven by
some impulse of no common strength to cross the

mountains which barred their way to the southern

plains. And so most migrations and conquests were
followed by an interval long enough to allow a new
order to emerge in the subjugated country. But
great racial movements, once intermittent and
attended by many difficulties, have now become out-

wardly easy, and hence seem likely to prove con-

tinuous. It no longer needs exceptional enterprise

and resolution for a large body of people to move to

a distant land. There are now no Alps to cross:

they have been penetrated in advance by tunnels.

Or, if the ocean be the barrier, the steamship-agent
is everywhere, and his mission in life is to show, how it

has been robbed of its terrors.

Hence it seems probable that, except in those cases

where strong legal barriers are set up against immi-
gration, instead of the torrent-like migrations of the

old world, fierce while they lasted, but subsiding as

quickly as they rose, the world will in future see a
gradual, steady inter-penetration of different peoples.

But this more continuous, less dramatic, form of race-

movement, while it is happily free from the grosser

turbulence and violence of the old, has difficulties of

its own, one or two of these we have just glanced at.

IV.

Other branches of the same subject suggest them-

selves. It is tempting to diverge into a discussion

of the psychical effect of the quick movements
and transferences of modern life. For the individual

is affected as well as the nation, arid that though he
never crosses the frontier of his native land. Qean
Hcnson has said that one of the greatest difficulties of

the modern preacher is that he can seldom keep his

audience long enough to influence them profoundly,

so constant are the comings and goings of our modern
city-dwellers. But this remark is capable of a wider

application; until we find ourselves questioning

whether the modern gain in width and variety of

experience is not often more than counter-balanced

by the loss of that stability of character and
'centrality of conviction which demands a settled

environment for its growth. But these questionings

all run up into the larger doubt whether we have not

ourselves been mastered by those very instruments

which we have evolved for the mastering of Nature.

It may be that this is Nature's revenge on her too

daring child,—or, if man cannot be too daring, then on
the child who has forgotten that the secret of his true

life lies in the supremacy of Spirit, and not merely
of inventive intellect, over the powers of the natural

world.

Certain it is that, as regards a great part of civilised

life, " things are in the saddle, and ride mankind."
The words are truer than when Emerson wrote them

;

and they lead us to ask whether a reaction will come,
and a return to other ideals. Perhaps to some they
wuU bring a longing for a science, which the Greeks
would have named " architectonic," which should open
our eyes to the proportions of things, and teach us the

due—the truly human—use of our new-found control

over the material. Such a science of life would teach

us that man shows himself truly master of space and
what it contains, not so much when he " annihilates

"

it by liis inventions, which may but bring him into a

new subjection, as when he transcends its limitations

by his power of finding significance in all places and
all circumstances.

But this train of thought is carrying us into cloud-

land, whereas it was the object of this paper to remain
on the prosaic ground of fact. The fact that man
moves about on the surface of his planet with a speed
and a persistence unknown in the past is both obvious
and prosaic

; yet we have seen that it possesses a grave
ethical significance, and that it is moulding, and will

mould yet more decisively, our life and its tasks. So it

is that our inventors and engineers—nay,our chauffeurs

and airmen—have shown themselves strong enough
to dictate the problem which moralists, educationalists

and statesmen must strive for the next generation or

two to answer.

EDITORIAL NOTICE.
We hope to begin in our next issue a New Series of

J

special interest—

"

Great Cities of the World"— on

the same lines as our parallel series, "Great Countnes oE

the Wodd."
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WOMEN AT WORK By Margaret Hamilton
XI.—THE WOMAN IN POLITICS

The question of women's employtiient, with its attendant problems of the rate of wages, hours of

labour, an(l the inevitable competition with men workers, is a burning one, affecting as it does the

welfare of the entire community. The Editor invites his readers' views on this all-important subject.

The democratisation of politics has opened the doors

to feminine activities, and allowed woman to play a

prominent part in the affairs of government. From
time immemorial she has been a factor in things poli-

tical, a secret but determining force ; but to-day, with

flags flying and banners spread, she has taken the

field, and, in those departments to which she is ad-

mitted, has shown a marked capacity for administra-

tion and control.

Feminine tact and tlie power of persuasion have
always made her invaluable to Parliamentary candi-

dates. It is an axiom that one woman canvasser is

worth three men, and a refractory voter who has re-

sisted the persuasions of innumerable male callers will

yield to the blandishments of a pretty woman and
meekly accompany her to the poll.

The beautiful Duchess of Devonshire, who pro-

mised the blacksmith a kiss for a vote, and won what
appeared a hopeless contest by the bribe, has her

modern prototype. Society women, in smart motors
and exquisite gowns, smile at slum dwellers and go
into ecstasies over poor little ragged babies at elec-

tion times, however oblivious they may be of their

existence at other seasons. But, for the most part,

women take these things seriously nowadays, and are

far from content to play a minor part.

Recalling the thunders of denunciation that the sug-

gestion of women as members of representative bodies

have from time to time called forth, it is interesting to

note the important part tliat tliey have played in the

careers of some of our most famous statesmen and
notable pohticians. Mrs. Gladstone was the confi-

dante of her husband's ambitions, the sharer of his

secrets, with whom he took counsel as to his most
cherished schemes. She made it her business to shut

out from his knowledge all household disturbances or

domestic jars, careful to preserve his peace of mind
and equanimity of spirit, no matter at what cost. She
accompanied him on his political campaigns, was in-

variably present in the Ladies' Gallery of the House
of Commons when he made one of his important
speeches, and was ready and waiting, serene and
smiling, to accompany him home after a stormy
debate.

Lady Beaconsfield, wife to the great statesman's

rival, played as important a part in her husband's
career as did Mrs. Gladstone. A simple woman, un-

distinguished by brilliancy of intellect or subtlety of

comprehension, she possessed a power of affection, a

wealth of devotion inexpressibly sustaining to the rest-

less temperament of her famous husband. It is told

of her that, driving with him one night to the House
in the days when he was known as Disraeli, the car-

riage door was accidentally shut upon her hand,
smashing her fingers. She endured the most terrible

agony> but controlled herself with such courage that

not a cry of pain broke from her lips. Disraeli was
to make a great speech that night, and, had he learnt

of the accident, would infallibly have been unnerved
and unequal to the task. Not till the debate was
over and he had scored a brilhant triumph did he learn

what had occurred. One can imagine with what a
wealth of gratitude and tender reproach he greeted
her. One can conjure up the vision of her smiling
through her tears.

Widely divergent in character and attainment, these

two men, giants of their generation, were alike in

their simple, unaffected recognition of the debt
they owed to the unselfishness and devotion of their

womenkind.
One of the most touching sights of modern times

was the spectacle of Mr. Henry Fawcett, the blind

Postmaster-General, leaning on the arm of his wife,

who jed him from the carriage into the House night

after night. She acted as his secretary, and was his

chosen confidante and counsellor. To deny a woman
of Mrs. Fawcett's force of intellect and practical

knowledge of affairs the right to take an active part

in the governing of the country was an anomaly that

the Local Government Act of 1889 was framed to

destroy.

By the provisions of this Act the County Councils

were constituted, and, though it was designed to in-

clude the admission of women as members, owing to

a technical error in tlie wording of the clause, the pro-

vision was defeated, and, though women were elected,

they were not allowed to sit, save under the penalty

of a heavy fine. Since that date the Act has been
amended, and at the present moment women can sit,

and do sit, side by side with men in the Council

Chamber, though it is a notable fact that the number
of female candidates is extraordinarily small.

The Borough Councils have attracted a larger

number of enterprising women, who have done good
work in securing the abolition of slums and improv-

ing the housing conditions of the poor generally.

Women have always been eligible to serve as Poor-
law Guardians, and some of the finest and most last-

ing work in social reform are due to their efforts. But
the activities of the political woman of to-day demand
wider scope than that afforded by the patient service

and quiet endeavour necessary to the proper perform-
ance of the duties of a guardian of the poor ! Man is

at times an illogical animal, and, while loudly declaim-^

ing that women shall not vote, contentedly permits

her to play a considerable part in matters of local

legislation.

Women councillors are concerned .with framing
regulations as to housing, the making of roads, the

improvement of drainage, the licensing of music-halls,

the administration of the Shop Hours Act, and of the
tramway systems. They are part and parcel of the

bodies empowered to inspect slaughter-houses,

dairies, to check adulteration of food, and to secure

decent conditions in public lodging-houses. Undsr
their control are the infirmaries, the workhouses, the

granting and withholding of small luxuries to the

aged, the boarding out of young children. Man does
not shrink from allowing the political woman to in-

spect his meat, control a part of his amusements, look

after his aged poor, or arrange for his infant dere-

licts. She can help to decide whether or no he can
take a tram and what he shall pay for his journey, the

width of his roads, the elevation of his houses—the

very hours at which he may or may not buy tlie 'baccy

for his pipe. All these things, and more also, he
places in her hands, but, having given her power and
authority over him to a fuller extent than the majority

realise, like the Bishop of Rumtyfoo, he draws the line

'at unexpected places and refuses to give her a Parn
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liamentary vote—having already permitted her to

exercise local franchise.

It is no part of the writer's aim in this article to

argue for or against the granting of Votes for Women,
but the fact remains that, having admitted the femi-

nine element in constructive politics to the extent

shown above, it is a farce to refuse the symbol of the

power already given.

That woman is able not only to combine but to

subordinate individual aims to a general object has

been shown in a striking fashion during the recent

increase in the price of food. The women of France
took drastic steps and put a stop to the shopkeepers'

exaction. They formed a Consumers' League, ad-

vanced on the markets of Paris and the principal pro-

vincial towns, interviewed the trembling purveyors of

edibles, and proceeded to dictate their terms. If the

tradesman accepted their offer and abated his price

well and good, peace was restored; if not, these

notable and excellent housewives took a short way
'with recalcitrants and effectively demolished their

stalls. The whole thing was carried through with the

neatness and dexterity for which the feminine genius

is remarkable, and prices fell and tradesmen cowered
before their masterly and sagacious tactics.

It is that same quickness for detail and accuracy of

observation that makes the political woman so success-

ful a speaker. Less florid than the average man,
more fluent, and free from redundancy, her criticism is

sharp and to the point ; and though, as a rule, her point

of view is less original than her masculine neigh-
bour's, and the matter of her speech less provocative

of thought, the manner of its delivery, tl.r conciseness

of its statement, reaches a level that leaves the average
man far behind.

There are a number of committees in London
concerned with the problem of the woman in industry,

and for the pohtically ambitious there is no field where
a better training in public speaking and the arts of

administration and organisation is afforded. There
are a large number of periodicals devoted to the dis-

cussion of industrial questions, and of these the
majority are nm by women, who have already made
a steady advance in the political world.

Each day finds a new organisation founded by the
woman in politics, and having for its aims and objects

the carrying out of a definite programme either of

construction or destruction. And this brings me to

the discussion of the woman mihtant, the revolutionary

who has abandoned a constructive programme for a
policy of demolition.

The constitutional Suffragettes have included many
notable women. Mrs. Fawcett for years was the
guiding spirit of the movement, and with her were
closely associated Lady Henry Somerset, one of the
greatest women orators, and Lady Wynford Phillips.

At the present moment there are twenty-one suffrage

societies in England, and of these seven are militant
The first societies were formed as far back as 1867,
drawn from famihes associated with both political

parties. Thirteen Women's .Suffrage Bills have been
introduced in the House of Commons. Of these,

seven have passed second reading. It is claimed that
there had been a majority in the House of Commons
in favour of Votes for Women since 1886, but that it

has never become law owing to the manoeuvres of the
various Governments in power, the Bill having been
blocked, postponed, crowded out, and so never
advanced beyond the stage of second reading.

Public meetings in favour of the extension of the
franchise rapidly increased. It is roughly estimated
that in 191 1 these amounted to some 5,000, a number
which was nearly doubled in 19 12. One of the most

remarkable demonstrations ever witnessed in London
was the procession of some 40,000 women from the
Embankment to the Albert Hall, of all ages and con-
ditions.

The woman in pohtics uvally springs from the
upper and middle classes. 1,/ie working woman, the
mother of a family, the wife of a labounng man, has'

no time to make speeches, hsten to arguments, or in-

dulge in propaganda. Only when she is moved by
the sense of pressing necessity for immediate action
does she move aside from her arduous path. Witness
the records of some of the smaller unions that have
been organised in the teeth of the most adverse
circumstances, and sustained only by heroic self-sacri-

fice. These things apart, the woman worker is not
attracted by pohtics ; a vote is to her emptied of con-
cern. The prospect of an added shilling to Bill's

wages is a far more vital matter.

Whether, if the militant Suffragettes made the
betterment of industrial conditions a plank in their

platform, they would succeed in enlisting the help and
enthusiasm of the woman of the working class is open
to question. Personally, I do not think it likely.

"God bless you, miss," said a cheery charwoman,
the mother of five sturdy babies, and wife to a slow-
brained but irreproachable bricklayer, " they must
have somewhere to talk by theirselves, men must. If

it ain't Parliament, it's the pub—same thing! They
likes to have their say without our hearing of them,
and so long as they bring their wages home reg'lar, let

'em have it, I say. It don't interfere with us, and it

amuses them—men must have somewhere to talk by
theirselves."

The function of Parliament, as expressed by this

good lady, is one held by the majority of women in the
East End.

" Vote !
" said an irate housewife to me, when I

meekly solicited her help in regard to her husband,
" no, that he shan't ! Ten year an' more we've lived
here, and twelve year in the next street, and never
has he done anything so disrespectable as to vote !

"

I retired before this amazing testimony to the dis-

reputability of pohtics, and left the lady in possession
of the field.

The political woman, whether in the suffrage move-
ment or elsewhere, can generally earn a fair income if

she be a good speaker. This, of course, does not apply
to Councillors, but to the political free lance, who for
a fixed sum is ready to speak with eloquence on Tariff
Reform, Free Trade, for or against the Insurance Tax,
or on any subject that is on the tapis, and in which
she believes, for, and this is an important point to
note, the woman in politics is, as a rule, uncompromis-
ingly honest. She must speak from conviction or not
at all, and her presence in a movement, as on the
council of a public body, inevitably makes for purity
and the disappearance of corruption.

The Suffrage Societies of England are officered by
women, and the journals connected with the associa-
tions are edited and managed almost entirely without
male aid. It is a tribute to the capacity and industry
•of woman that in nearly every case these papers and
periodicals have achieved a triumphant success, both
from a financial and journalistic point of view. It

remains to be seen whether the propaganda will prove
as triumphant as their circulation.

The vote is but the symbol of the power a public
woman already possesses. It has yet to be decided'
if man, who has already given her power over his
trams, will permanently deny her access to a ticket!
Whether or no she gains the shadow, she is already in
possession of the substance.

The woman in politics has come to stay

!
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NIETZSCHE ^ > ^ By Charles Sarolea
The English reader is now in possession of a com-
plete translation of Nietzsche, in the admirable edition

published by T. N. Fouhs, ahd edited by Oscar Levy,
of which the eighteenth and concluding volume has
just appeared. To the uninitiated I would recom-
mend as an introductory study: (i) Professor Lichten-

berger's volume; (2)
" Ludovici Nietzsche " (is., Con-

stable), with a suggestive preface by Dr. Levy ; (3)

the very useful summary of Mr. Miigge—an excellent

number in an excellent series (Messrs. Jack's
" People's Books " ; (4) Dr. Barry's chapter in the
" Heralds of Revxilt," giving the Cdtholic point of

view; (5) Mrs. Forster-Nietzsche : "The Young
Nietzsche "

; and (6) An essay by the present writer,

published as far back as 1897, and which, therefore,

may at least claim the distinction of having been one
of the first to draw attention in Great Britain to the

great German writer. But a searching estimate of

Nietzsche in English still remains to be written. And
there is only one man that could write it, and that man
is Mr. Gilbert K. Chesterton. I confidently prophesy
that a study of Nietzsche, if he has the courage to

undertake it, will be Mr. Chesterton's greatest book.

He will find in the German heretic a foe worthy of his

steel.

I.

Like the history of most great thinkers, like the his-

tory of Kant and Schopenhauer, the biography of

Nietzsche is totally barren of incident, and can be dis-

posed of in a few lines. Born in 1844, apparently of

noble Polish extraction ("Nizky," in Pohsh means
humble), the son of a clergyman, and the descendant

on both sides of a long line of clergymen, the future

"Anti-Christ" spent an exemplary, studious, and
strenuous youth. After serving his time in the army
—he was considered one of the best riders of his regi-

ment—and after a brilliant University career at Bonn
and Leipzig, he was appointed, at twenty-four years

of age. Professor of Greek in the University of Bale.

His academic activity extended over eleven years, and
was only interrupted in 1 870 by a few months' service

in the Ambulance Corps, during the Franco-German
War,

His first book, "The Birth of Tragedy," appeared

in 1 87 1. Like most of his books, it was pubhshed at

his own expense, and, like most of his books, it did

not find a public. The three first parts of his master-

piece, "Thus Spake Zarathustra," were such a

desperate failure that Nietzsche only ventured to print

fifty copies of the fourth and concluding part, and he

pri!ited them merely for private circulation amongst
his friends, but he only disposed of seven copies

!

In 1 879 he resigned, owing to ill-health, with a pen-

sion of £120. After his retirement he spent a nomadic
life wandering from Nice to Venice, and from the En-
gadine to Sicily, ever in quest of health and sunshine,

racked by neuralgia and insomnia, still preaching in

the desert, still plunging deeper and deeper into soli-

tude. And as the world refused to listen to him,

Nietzsche became more and more convinced of the

value of his message. His last book, " Ecce Homo,"
an autobiography, contains all the premonitory symp-
toms of the threatening tragedy. It is mainly com-
posed of such headings as the following:

—"Why I

am so Wise," " Why I am so Clever," " Why I Write
such Excellent Books," and " Why I am a Fatalist."

Alas! fatality was soon to shatter the wise and
clever man who wrote those excellent books. In 1889
Nietzsche went mad. For eleven years he lingered

on in private institutions and in the house of his old

mother at Naumburg. He died in igoo, when his

name and fame had radiated over the civilised world,

and when the young generation in Germany was hail-

ing him as the herald of a new age. England, as

usually happens in the case of Continental thinkers,

was the last European country to feel his influence

;

but in recent years that influence has been rapidly

gaining ground, even in England, a fact abundantly
proved by the great and startling success of the com-
plete edition of his works.

II.

Most writers on Nietzsche—and they are legion—

•

begin with extolling him as a prophet or abusing him
as a lunatic. I submit that before we extol or abuse,

our first duty is to understand. And we can no longer

evade that duty. We cannot afford any longer to

ignore or dismiss the most powerful force in Conti-

nental literature, on the vain pretence that the author
was mad, as if the greatest French thinker of the

eighteenth century, Rousseau, and the greatest

thinker of the nineteenth century, Auguste Comte,
had not fallen victims to the same disease.

And, on the whole, Nietzsche is not difficult to

understand, although there has arisen a host of com-
mentators to obscure his meaning, although Nietzsche
himself delights in expressing himself in the form of

cryptic and mystic aphorism, although he continuously

contradicts himself. But apart from those difficulties,

his message is strikingly simple and his personality

is singularly transparent. And his message and his

personality are one. He is a convincing illustration

of Fichte's dictum, that any great system of philosophy
is the outcome, not of the inteOect, but of a man's cha-

racter. Nietzsche is not a metaphysician like Hegel,
whom he abhorred. He is not a " logic-grinder," like

Mill, whom he despised. He is a morahst, like the

French, whom he loved. His culture and learning were
French even more than German. He was steeped in

Montaigne, to whom he has paid a glowing tribute in
" Schopenhauer as Educationalist." He was a careful

student of the great French classics of the seventeenth
and eighteenth century. He read and annotated
Guyau, with whom he had many points in common.
By a curious coincidence, a few years before the

advent of Nietzsche, a great French thinker had antici-

pated every one of Nietzsche's doctrines, and had
expressed them in one of the most striking books of

the French language. And by an even more curious

paradox, whilst every European critic devotes himself

to-day to the interpretation cji Nietzsche's philosophy,

they system.atically ignore—as Nietzsche himself

ignored—the masterpiece of the Frenchmcin.

III.

Let us, then, first keep in mind that Nietzsche is not

a metaphysician or a logician, but he is pre-eminently a

morahst. His one aim is to revise our moral values

and to establish new values in their place. For
Nietzsche does both. There are two poles to his

thought. He is an iconoclast, but he is also a hero

worshipper. He is a herald of revolt, but he is also a

constructive thinker. Even in his earliest work,
" Thoughts out of Season," whilst he destroys the two
popular idols of the day, the theologian and the his-

torian, he sets up two new heroes, Schopenhauer and
Wagner.

IV.

We have said that Nietzsche's philosophy is strik-

ingly simple. Its whole kernel can be expressed in
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two words. He is a systematic pagan, and he is an

uncompromising aristocrat. As a pagan, he is a con-

sistent enemy of Christianity. As an aristocrat, he is

a bitter opponent of democracy. He proclaims that

anti-Christ has appeared in his own person. He hails

the advent of the Superman.
First, he is a pagan, a pagan of Greece, or, rather,

a pagan of the Renascence, and, as a pagan, he con-

siders Christianity the real enemy. Christianity

denies life ; Nietzsche asserts it. Christianity mainly

thinks of the future world ; Nietzsche has his feet

firmly planted on Mother Earth. Christianity glori-

fies meekness and humility ; Nietzsche glorifies pride

and self-assertion. Christianity defends the poor and
the weak ; Nietzsche contends that the strong alone

have a right to live. Christianity blesses the peace-

makers ; Nietzsche extols the warriors. Christianity

is the religion of human suffering ; Nietzsche is a wor-

shipper of life and proclaims the joyful science, " die

frohliche Wissenschaft," the " Gaya Scienza."

It is impossible within the limits of a short article

to discuss Nietzsche's view of Christianity. We are

concerned here not with discussion, but with exposi-

tion. At an early opportunity we hope to deal at some
length in the columns of EVERYMAN with Nietzsche's

criticism of Christianity. For the present, let it be
sufficient to say that no theologian would be prepared

to accept his interpretation of the Christian religion.

The everlasting conflict of spirit against sense and
brutal force, which is the essence of Christianity,

is hardly conducive to passivity. It is, on the

contrary, a consistent discipline in modern heroism.

There is not much meekness about the Jesuits or

the warrior Popes. Nor is there much melancholy
about St. Francis of Assisi or St. Theresa. The
only smihng countenance in a hospital is the Sister

of Mercy. The only active resisters under the

despotism of Henry VIII. were Sir Thomas More and
a broken octogenarian priest, Cardinal Fisher.

V.
The same fundamental instinct or principle, the

same defiant optimism, the same exultatibn in the

pride of life which makes Nietzsche into an opponent
of Christianity, also makes him into an opponent of

democracy. The same belief in force, in the will to

power, which makes Nietzsche into a pagan also makes
him into an aristocrat. For the political expression

of Christianity must needs be democracy. We are

democrats because we are Christians, because we
believe in the essential dignity of man. On the con-

trary, the political outcome of paganism must needs
be despotism and aristocracy. We believe in

despotism and aristocracy because we believe in the

natural inequality of man, because we believe in force

and pride and self-assertion, in the power of the

strong to oppress the weak. Nietzsche is against the

oppressed and for the oppressor ; for the Superman,
against humanity. For in Nietzsche's view an
aristocracy is the ultimate purpose of life.

But Nietzsche is not an aristocrat, like the ordi-

nary Darwinian. He does not believe in the survival

of the fittest like the typical evolutionist. He does
not believe that a survival of the fittest will come
about mechanically by the mere play of blind forces.

Regression is as natural as progression. No one has
pointed this out more convincingly than Huxley in

his "Evolution and Ethics." The progress of the
race is not natural, but artificial, and accidental and
precarious. Therefore Nietzsche believes in artificial

selection. The Superman is not born, he must be
bred. Nietzsche is the spiritual father and forerunner
of the Eugenists.

And he is also the spiritual father of the Imperial-

ists and "latter-day Militarists. The gospel of the in-

equality of the individual implies the gospel of the

incquahty of race. The gospel of Nietzsche has not

only been anticipated by Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, but

by his much more influential German namesake, Mr.

Houston Stuart Chamberlain, the author whose books
the Kaiser liberally distributed amongst his generals

and advisers. The doctrine of force^ the belief in the

German people as the salt of the earth, the self-gratifi-

cation of the modern Teuton, can be traced directly to

the influence of Zarathustra, and it is significant that

the latest German exponent of Imperialism, General

von Bernhardi, should have selected an aphorism of

Nietzsche as the quintessence of his political philo-

sophy.

" War and courage have achieved more great things than
the love of our neighbour. It is not your sympathy, but your
bravery, which has hitherto saved the shipwrecked of exist-

ence.
"* What is good? ' you ask. ' To be braced is good.'"*

VI. . ,

Quite apart from any elements of truth contained

in Nietzsche's Ethics, the first reason for his popu-

larity is, no doubt, the perfection of his form and
style. Nietzsche is one of the supreme masters of

language, in a literature which counts very few masters

of language, and the beauty of his style is transparent

even in the disguise of a foreign translation.

The second reason is that Nietzsche, who imagined
that he was fighting against the times, was in reality

thinking with the times, and he has met with a ready
response, in the dominant instincts of the present age,

in the aggressive materialism, in the race for wealth

and power. The Supermen and the Super-races of

to-day only too cordially accept a philosophy which
seems to justify extortion, aggression, and oppression

in the name of a supreme moral principle.

The third and most important reason, and the real

secret of Nietzsche's influence, is the fine quality of his

moral personality. However much we may be repelled

by the thinker, we are attracted by the magnetism of

the man, by his noble courage, by his splendid inte-

grity, by his love of truth, his hatred of cant. Even
though he has himself misunderstood Christianity, he
has done a great deal to bring us back to the funda-

mental ideals of the Christian religion. He has done
a great deal to undermine that superficial and " rose-

water " view of Christianity current in official and
academic Protestant circles. He has done a great

deal to convince us that whatever may be the essence

of Christianity, it has nothing in common with that

silly and pedantic game which, for half a century, has
made Eternal Religion depend on the conclusions of
" Higher Criticism," and which has made theology and
philosophy the handmaidens of archaeology and
philology.

Nietzsche is a formidable foe of Christianity, but
he is a magnanimous foe, who certainly brings us

nearer to a comprehension of the inmost meaning of

the very doctrines he attacks. And it is quite possible

that the Christian champion of the future may incor-

porate Nietzsche in his apologetics, even as St
Thomas Aquinas incorporated Aristotle, even as

Pascal incorporated Montaigne. It was in the fitness

of things that Nietzsche should be the descendant of

a long line of Protestant ministers. For, indeed, he
is the last of the true German Protestants, ever ready
to protest and to defy and to challenge. He is the
noblest of modern German heretics.

• Nietzsche's "Thus Spake Zarathustra," First Part, loth
Speech.
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CONSIDERATIONS TOUCHING OUR
FUTURE STATE. part II. By Maurice Maeterlinck

From his volume, "La ilorte" (Fasquellc). By permission of tJic Author

1.

lAs soon as man ventures too far into the regions be-

yond the tomb, lie strikes against strange obstacles

and breaks his wings. If we admit that our ego does

not remain for ever what it was at the moment of our

death, we cannot then conceive that at a given

moment it ceases, stops all development and growth,

reaxrhes its perfection and fullness, to be no longer

aught but a Jcind of stray, unchangeable, in suspen-

sion in eternity, a finite thing in the midst of what
will never end. That were indeed the only true and
veritable death ; and the more terrible in tliat it would
put an end to a Ufe and mind without parallel, by the

side of which those that we possess here on earth

would not weigh even as much as a drop of water in

comparison with the ocean, or a grain of sand against

a mountain chain. In a word, either we believe that

pur evolution will one day cease, which is an incom-

prehensible end, and an inconceivable kind of death,

or we admit that it will have no end, and hence, being

infinite, it takes all the characteristics of the Infinite,

and must be lost and merged in it. Indeed, this is

the ultimate conclusion of theosophy, spiritualism, and
aH religions by which man, in his supreme state of

bliss, is absorbed into God. And this again is an in-

comprehensible end ; but it is at least life. And then,

weighing incomprehensible against incomprehensible,

after doing everything humanly possible to under-

stand one riddle or another, let us preferably choose

the greatest and therefore the most probable, the one

which contains all the others, and beyond which there

is nothing left. Otherwise questions rise up again at

every step, and fhe answers are always deferred.

'And questions and answers lead us to the brink of

the same inevitable abyss. Since we must arrive at

it sooner or later, why not approach it straightway.'

'All that happens to us in the meantime has doubtless

its effect upon us, but it does not hold us back, since it

is not eternal.

So we are now brought face to face with the

inystery of universal consciousness.

II.

Though we are not capable of tmderstanding the

working of an Infinite which reflects on itself in order to

apprehend itself, and consequently define itself and
separate itself from other things, this is no sufiicient

reason for declaring it an impossibility.for if we rejected

all those realities and impossibilities which we do not

understand there would be nothing left of what con-

stitutes our life. If this consciousness exists under

the form which we conceive, it is clear that we shall

have our part and place in it. If anywhere there is

consciousness, or some thing replacing consciousness,

we shall exist in that consciousness or that

thing, since we cannot be elsewhere. And since

Ihat consciousness or thing in which we shall exist

cainnot be in a state of misery—for it is impossible

tiiat the Infinite exists only to cause its own misery

—

we also shall not be in a state of misery. Lastly, if

the Infinite into which we are to be launched has no
consciousness of any kind, nor anything to take its

place, it must be because consciousness or its possible

equivalent is not indispensable to eternal bliss.

III.

This is, roughly, I think, tiie assurance that may for

the moment be given to the soul, anxious in view of

the unfathomable space into which death will soon

launch it. Accepting this assurance, it may hope for

all that it has dreamt of, it will perhaps be less

afraid of what it feared. If it prefers to remain in

suspense, to admit no one c£ the hypotheses I have

put forward, to the best of my ability and without

partiality, it still seems difficult not to welcome at

least the great certainty to be found at the bottom of

each, namely, that the Infinite wishes us no ill, seeing

that if it were to bring everlasting torment to the

least among us it would be bringing torment to some-

thing, it cannot separate from itself, and consequently

to the whole of itself.

IV.

I have added nothing to the sum of human know-
ledge. I have onl)' attempted to separate the possibly

true from the certainly false ; for, even if one does not

know where truth is to be found, one still learns where

it is not. Perhaps, moreover, in our search for this

undiscoverable truth, our eyes will have grown accus-

tomed, by gazing upon it, to pierce the terror of that

last hour. There are, no doubt, many things left that

others will say with more force and more brilliance.

Yet let us not hope that on this earth anyone will

pronounce the word that will put an end to our ques-

tionings. On the contrary, it is highly probable that

nobody in this world, nor perhaps in the world to

come, will discover the great secret of the Universe.

And, if we only reflect, it is well that it should be so.

We have not only to resign ourselves to live in the

incomprehensible, but to rejoice at the impossibility

of getting beyond it. If there wgre no more un-

solvable problems nor unsearchable riddles, the Infi-

nite would not be infinite ; and then we should indeed

have to curse bitterly that fate which set us in a

Universe proportioned to our understanding. The
entire existing world would be nothing more than a

prison with no outlet, cin irreparable evil and blunder.

The unknown and the unknowable are, and possibly

always will be, necessary to our happiness. In any
case, I would not wish for my worst enemy, were his

power of thought a thousand times greater and more
lofty than mine, that he should be condemned to

dwell for ever in a world of which he had surprised

one essential secret, and of which, while .still a man,
he had begun to have some understanding.

—

Trans-
lated by M. D. Honey.
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
" The Cloister and thic Hearth," 'bv Charles Reade

The oac great epic of that most fascinating period,

the Middle Ages, which our language affords, " The
Cloister and the Hearth," stands supreme as the most
masterly achievement of Charles Reade, a novelist

whose claims to greatness, it has always seemed to

me, have never been fully recognised. Swinburne,
indeed, gave the palm to that remarkable novel,
" Griffith Gaunt " ; but then Swinburne, like other

supreme poets, was but a poor critic (witness his dis-

paragement of Whitman), and there can be no doubt
whatever that the mature judgment of posterity will

place the masterpiece we have selected this week as

towering above all other works from the same hand.
Reade wrote many novels ; some that were, if truth be
told, a little dull and prosy ; many that were brilliant,

fascinating, astonishingly clever. In one only did he
uirpass himself and delinitely take his place among
the immortals. This he achieved with a work that

,3Vill last as long as our language itself, and will move
generations unborn to laughter, to pitying tears, and
to that thrill of breathless excitement which no one
could rouse like he. Reade, in a word, succeeded in

"The Cloister, and the Hearth" in performing that

supreme miracle of literary production. He gave the
world a work that somehow we feel was greater than
its author.

It was in the pages of a long defunct journal called

Ottce a Week, and under the title of " A Good Fight,"

that the story first appeared, embellished with some
wonderful illustrations from the pencil of Charles
Keane. y\ccording to the legend, the circulation of

Once a Week rose 20,000 on its appearance ; but differ-

ences developed between Reade and the editor, who
insisted, among other things, on the usual happy end-
ing, and the author closed the story abruptly, with a
pang of suppressed rage that many a lesser serial

writer has been made to feel. There was, however, a
special reason for Reade's anger, for the story illus-

trated, though, as we shall see, with a curious differ-

ence, the tragedy of his own life, and for that very
reason he assented, with the worst grace, to the
editorial mandate, which was as foolish from a busi-

ness as it was impossible from an artistic point of view.

Much time elapsed before the novel was developed
and perfected into its present form ; but, just as the
sixteen years that Gray spent over the Elegy were
more than justified, so, too, was Charles Reade in

devoting months and years of his life to a work that

in its complete form has not a rival in the whole realm
of our literature.

.The writing of "The Cloister and the Hearth"
imposed a strain on tlie author that none of his other
works required of him, and he vowed that, once
finished, he would never again go outside his own age
for material. He had taken the Middle Ages, it has
been said, not because he loved, but because he knew
them best. Probably, however, the one followed on the
other. In any case, there is no doubt that he saturated
himself, not only in the literature of that elusive and
much-misunderstood period, but he did not rest con-
tent till he had mastered almost every phase, every
bypath of its wonderfully \ ivid and extraordinarily
arresting life. He captured the very spirit of the Middle
Ages, and he made those times live for us again. To
read "The Cloister and the Hearth" is to turn your
hack on the twemtieth century, with its drabness, its

imperfections, its inefficiency, its mystifying lack of

fellowship, which permeates all classes, and to be back
in an environment, repulsive indeed, from a thousand
points of view, tinged, and more than tinged, with

cruelty, lacking things that nine-tenths of us could not

do without, but so, as one thinks, in tune with the

soul of man, and infinitely resplendent with colour,

with the gorgeous pageants of .State, with the crowded
processions that thronged the roads, with the feasts

and the fighting and the triumphs, in all of which
the common people shared. With one swift touch

does Reade bring them before -our eyes. Phillip, Earl
of Holland, is entertaining all and sundry in a magni-
ficent style the while he decides in a competition

"for the best specimens of orfevrerie in two kinds, re-

ligious unci secular : item, for the best paintings in white

of egg, oils, and tempera ; these to be on panel, silk,

or metal, as the artists chose; item, for the best trans-

parent painting on glass ; item, for the be>t illuminating
and border-painting on vellum: item, for the fairest

writing on vellum. The burgomaster? of the several

towns were commanded to aid all the poorer competitors
by receiving their specimens, and sending them with

due care to Rotterdam at the expense of their several

burghs."

Gerard, the hero, is a competitor, and when he goes
to enter the gate of the courtyard he finds a young girl

and her father, whose cousin is within, refused admis-

sion.
'•' I am a competitor, sir,' he says.

''What is your name? ' and the man eyed him sus-

piciously.
'•

' Gerard, the son of Elias.'

'•The janitor inspected the slip of parchment he held
in his hand

:

"'Gerard Eliassoen can enter.'

'•'With my comjjany, these two?'
"'Nay, these are not your- company ; they came before

you.'
'" W'hat matter? They are my friends, and without

them 1 go not in.'

'"Slav without, then..'

'•'That 1 will not.'

"'That we will see.'

"'We will, and speedily.' And with this, Gerard
raised a voice of astounding volume and power, and
shouted so that the whole street rang

:

"
' Ho ! Philip, Earl ov Holland !

'

"'Are you mad? ' cried the porter.
"' Here is oxk of your varlets defies vou.'
"'Hush, hush!'
'"And will not let your gltsts pass in.'

'"Hush, murder! The Duke's there. Vva. dead,'
cried the janitor, quaking.

" Then suddenly trying to overpower Gerard's thunder,
he shouted with all his lungs:
"'Open the g.vte, ye knaves! Way there for

Gerard Eliassoex and his compaxvI {The fiends

go Avith him.')."

Here we have the Middle Ages brought before us
in a flash in all their simplicity, directness, and
strength. Had the incident occurred to-day, of course,

Gerard would have been powerless. He would have
had to fill up a form, which would have been referred

in turn to a sub-committee, who would have reported,

say, six months later. But in those days it sufficed, as

we have seen, for a man to lift up his voice to gain his

just point. Democracy and the ballot-box have
altered all that.

There is another magnificent scene, where the two
comrades are trapped in a mill, and on guard in the
upper apartment against a band of robbers who are
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coming on them from below. One they kill, and
Gerard, the artist, thus illuminates his face

:

" Of the staring eyeballs he m.ide globes of fire ; the

teeth he left white, for so -they were more terrible; but
the palate and tongue he tipped with fire, and made one
lurid cavern of the red depths the chapfallen jaw re-

vealed ; and on the brow he wrote in burning letters
' La .Mort.' "

The corpse they hang up, and it strikes the oncom-
ing band with terror.

At last Gerard reaches Rome, and persuades his

comrade to go back to poor Margaret. Denys finds

that she is about to be a mother, and that she has had
no news of Gerard till he brings her her lover's letter.

The story then rapidly develops. I have said that it

resembles in some respects the tragedy of Reade's
own hfe, which was that the beautiful and accom-
plished woman, whom he loved with all his soul, and
who lies buried with him, could not become his wife.

Gerard's fate was that he could not marry Margaret.
While he is away, some of his family convey false

news to him—•that Margaret is dead. He plunges at

once into a sea of dissipation. Recovering from that,

he enters a monastery and becomes a monk. This is

how he visits his wrath on the family that he has so

loved when he learns that he has been deceived. That
family are all waiting, as it happens, for Margciret to

share their meal with them, when there enters:

"A Dominican friar livid with rage. He was at

the table in a moment, threw his tall body over the
narrow table, and with two hands hovering over the

shrinking heads of Cornells and Sybrandt (the two
brothers who had deceived him), like eagles over a

quarry, he cursed them by name, soul and body, in this

world and the next. It was an age eloquent in curses

;

and this curse was so full, so minute, so blighting,

blasting, withering, and tremendous, that I am afraid

to put all the words on paper. 'Cursed be the lips,' he
shrieked, ' which spoke the lie that Margaret was dead

;

may they rot before the grave and kiss white hot iron in

hell thereafter ; doubly cursed be the hands that changed
those letters, and be they struck off by the hangman's
knife and handle hell fire for ever; thrice accursed be
the cruel hearts that did conceive that damned lie, to

part true love for ever ; may they sicken and wither on
earth, joyless, loveless, hopeless; and wither to dust

before their time; and burn in eternal fire.' He cursed

the meat at their mouths, and every atom of their

bodies, from their hair to the sole of their feet. Then,
turning from the cowering, shuddering pair, he tore a
letter out of his bosom and flung it down before his

father."

Gerard lives on to forgive the two evil brothers who
had altered the letter, and to know his httle son, that

son who became the great Erasmus ; he became him-

self a great force and a mighty orator in the Church,

and saw poor Margaret grow to know something like

resignation. Gerard performed the last offices of the

Church over her when she died. It is a dreadful

story, one of the most poignant that has ever been
penned, and in nothing more masterly than that the

author makes both hero and heroine live on and
achieve, maimed creatures though they are.

But I think the most consummate touch of pathos

in the work is the fate that overtakes, not Gerard, but

anotlier. The two evil brothers, who ruined his life,

always counted on getting the old people's hoard of

savings when they died. But the old mother, who
had nursed them in their first sleep, tends them in their

last, and follows them to the grave. She hves on

beyond all her children, to nurse and tend the grand-

children that come after, and, in the exacting daily

service that is the lot of woman, she lives to forget

much, so that her darhng Gerard and his tragic story

;is as something that has never been.

C. Sheridan Jones.

BLUEBELLS
A CVRPET of wonderful blue-mauve has been laid in

woodland and coppice—a faery haze that mocks one
with a sense of unreality. Everyone must have seen
it with a sense of delight and enchantment, for the
aerial colour and the dreamy, intoxicating scent of
wild hyacinths arrest one like a miracle. We re-

member once sailing round Carlingford Loch, and at

the foot of the Mourne Mountains we saw the distant

bluebells as a rich mist. On approaching we witnessed
one of the loveliest pictures imaginable by an artist

mind—stretches and stretches of bluebells under the
tall trees and in the mountain shadows ; and, since the
green was above the blue, we got a curious impres-
sion of a topsy-turvy world, where the sky was down
instead of up. At our very feet the bluebells spraing

in myriads, and wandered on in countless multitudes,

rising and falling v<ith every undulation, lifting sud-

denly in a bank of mauve mist, and farther away
breaking through an undergrowth— a bewitching
glimpse of colour, impalpable and entrancing.

Yet our artists and poets have strangely neglected

this beauty of the bluebell. It is true that Ruskin
praised the garden hyacinth and advised a man to sell

his coat to buy one. The Autocrat of the Breakfast

Table also proclaimed the blue hyacinth as his

favourite flower. But there is one great feature of

wild hyacinths which their cultured sisters have lost

altogether—a wonderful quality which belongs to no;

other flower. For bluebells are spoilt by being

gathered. Children by the roadside offer us bunched
handfuls for a copper, but all their charm has gone.

People thus taking the flowers cii masse (and generally

cramming them into a jam-jar) destroy at once the aery

impression, and one gets instead a solid and substan-

tial colour from which all enchantment has fled.

Placed loosely and carelessly in a tapering vase, ond
gets the effect of emerald and sapphire in a fountain

of gems. But the real ecstasy of bluebells as they

grow in the woods is precisely that feeling of hazy un-

reality, of misty dreams. There is a suggestion of

rapid, swirling movement, a mazy motion ; it gives one
a sense of dancing, of a flower waltz. No other flower,

wild or cultivated, possesses this sensation of glamour,

of unsubstantiality, of dizzy speed. It is like a fairy

ballroom. But to seize and bunch the flowers

together is to rob them of this exquisite and luxurious

charm.
Whilst watching their dreamy waltzing beneath the

forest trees one can imagine he hears the subtle

chimes of innumerable peals of bells—sweet, high-

pitched polyphonic music, lighter than the thinnest

spray and rhythmic with the cadences of the dance.

J. W. Marriott.
j» j» jt

SPRING
Last evening we gathered hawthorn—the first of the

year.

It was beautiful tcfind its delicate, white, clustered

masses ; while its fragrance floated around on the

wings of dreams, so subtle, so alluring.

We found violets, too, pale, divinely tinted, modest
little faces hidden deftly among the willow and star-

grass, eluding- all but the determined seekers.

The winter has been so dark and dreary ; the hedges
seemed so long in wakening to the vibrant touch of

Spring. But now it is here—they are all smiling

beneath the sun's warmth, and the cuckoo's cry, faint

and sweetly persistent, sounds musically across the

sandhills, and I love it all so much.
DOROTHV EVRE.
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LISELOTTE:
By the Editor.

A German Princess at the Court of Louis XIV.

PART II.

I.

With characteristic outspokenness, "Madame"
admits that "Monsieur" was sorely disappointed on
first meeting her. He expected a plain bride, but the
reality exceeded his anticipations. "When I reached
St. Germain, I felt as if I had dropped from the sky.
I put on as pleasant a face as I possibly could. I saw-
full well that I did not please My Lord and Master, but
there was no witchery in that, considering how ugly I

am. So I took the resolution to live with him so
amicably that he would get accustomed to my ugliness,
and put up with me, which, in fact, is what actually
happened."

However, the first years of the marriage were not
unhappy. "Monsieur," if not affectionate, was deferen-
tial. "dMadame " was sensible, and indulged her hus-
band's weaknesses. Both agreed to differ. "Madame"
received many a pleasant visit from her friends and
relatives in Germany. Both- her brother, Charles Louis,
and her beloved aunt, Sophia of Hanover, came to \'er-
sailles, witnessed Liselotte's growing favour, and
basked in her popularity. The birth of three children
proved a firm bond between a couple who otherwise had
nothing in common.

II.

After about six years of married life, relations became
gradually strained. But even then "Madame" found
ample compensation in the friendship of the King.
Louis found pleasure in the sallies of his sister-in-law.
He appreciated her outspokenness, her sound judg-
ment and common sense. He relished her quaint
language and her strong German accent. He delighted
in taking her out hunting, In making her his confidential
adviser. On the other hand, "Madame " felt unbounded
admiration for his Majesty. If we are to believe the
gossip of the Court, as we find it retailed in the Memoirs
of the times, in the "Correspondence" of Mme. de
S6vigne, and if we read between the lines of
"Madame's" Letters, she very soon got to feel some-
thing more than friendship and admiration for Louis.
It was the King who had fallen in love with the first

Duchess of Orleans : now it was the second Duchess
who fell in love with the King. There is at least this

advantage in Mme. de Sevigne's version, endorsed as
it is by the most recent biographer of Liselotte, Mme.
Arvede Barine, that, if we accept her view, it becomes
much easier to understand the unbounded hatred which
Liselotte came to feel for Mme. de Maintenon. Tiiat

hatred was not due to an^ incompatibility of tempera-
ment, or to wounded vanity, rather did it originate in

female jealousy. The "Widow Scarron," the " Sultana,"
the "witch," had ousted Liselotte from the affections of

King Louis.

III.

After the birth of her daughter, in September, 1676,
a complete change took place in the relations of

"Madame," both to her husband and to her brother-in-

law. "Monsieur" fell more and more under the in-

fluence of his minions, and subjected his wife to petty

humiliations. The King ceased to pay her attentions.

He ceased to take out his sister-in-law for drives to

Marly and hunting parties in the forest of

Fontainebleau.

Uiselotte attributes the change to the intrigues of

the minions and of the odious "Sultana." The truth

is that the cause of the estrangement lay much deeper
than mere personal machinations.

In the first place, there were the racial differences

between the French character and the character of

Liselotte, which was thoroughly German. L'nlike most
Germans, who so easily merge their national peculiari-

ties, she refused to be assimilated, to adapt herself to
the atmosphere of the Court. She retained her idio-

syncrasies. With truly German tactlessness and indis-

cretion, she criticised every French custom and institu-

tion. Irrtbued with an overweening pride of birth, sh<
insisted on her prerogatives. She was intractable ir

matters of etiquette. She proclaimed the superiority
of the ancient German nobility over the upstart Frenqlt
"Noblesse." She even claimed superiority for German
sausages and German sauerkraut over the refinements
of the French cuisine. She was merciless in her judg-
ments of the leading personages at Court, and, as her
letters were periodically opened by the post and copied
in the "Black Cabinet," she made herself, in a very
short time, countless enemies.
Nor must we forget the fatal effect produced by her

outspokenness in matters of religion. " Madame " w-as
a most liberal Christian, and almost a freethinker. She
had remained at heart a Protestant, and her religious
heresies gave all the more offence and scandal, because
since the King's illness and operation the French Court
had become more and more devout and more and more
orthodox. Louis was already preparing for the
systematic expulsion of the Protestant element.

IV.

L'ntil the end of her life she remained convinced that

it was Mme. de Maintenon who was, above all, respon-
sible for her estrangement from the King. Her abhor-
rence for the Sultana, of the "witch," became a fixed
idea and obsession. Every trait of her character,
every strong feeling and passion combined to inspire
her with an ineradicable repulsion. The reserve and
discreet manner of the favourite was abhorrent to her
impulsive and outspoken disposition. Her pride of
birth despised the upstart governess and the widow of

a low-class poet and jester. But above all her jealousy
could not forgive Madame de Maintenon for having
alienated from her the one man she loved and admired.
When we read to-day the " Correspondence " of

Liselotte, we receive the impression that "Madame"
had only herself to blame, and that Mme. de Maintenon
was more sinned against than sinning. It was natural
enough that "Madame " should impute the responsibility

of all her grievances to the "Widow Scarron." Mme.
de Maintenon was supposed to be omnipotent, and there-

fore it was almost inevitable that she should be made
answerable for everything that happened. No doubt
the morganatic wife of Louis could not feel any sym-
pathy for the proud German. It would have been too
much to expect of her, that she should requite the

implacable hatred of " Madame " with kind offices of

friendship. But we have no reason to suppose that

Mme. de Maintenon went out of her way to do any
disservice to the King's sister-in-law. The hatred was
all on one side. Secure in the love of the King, Mme,
de Maintenon could afford to despise and ignore th«

passionate outbursts of her implacable and impotent
German enemy.

V.

Humiliated and persecuted by her husband, estranged
by the King, Liselotte found little consolation in her

children. She might have derived some satisfaction

from her only daughter, who was dutiful and affec-

tionate, but at eighteen years of age she was married
to the Duke of Lorraine, and was lost to her mother.

The tyranny of etiquette made it impossible for the one
to visit the other, except on conditions which were in<

acceptable to the King's Majesty.

Her only son, the famous and infamous Regent-thaf<

was-to-be, although clever, kind-hearted and respectfulj
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grew up to be as vicious, in another way, as his dc-
praveci father. Before he was twenty the corruption of
a perverse Court had tainted him to the marrow. But
what grieved her even more than the misconduct of the
Duke de Chartres was the misalliance which he was
prevailed upon to enter into with Mile, de Blois. That :

the great-grandson of a King of England and the

'

grandson of a King of France should agree to marry the
bastard daughter of Mme. de Montespan was the
crowning humiliation which embittered the remainder
of her days.

VI.
In 1699 "Monsieur" suddenly died of apoplexy,

after a violent fit of anger with his Royal brother, fol-

lowed by a too copious dinner. "Monsieur " had always
overtaxed his truly Royal stomach, which was as
characteristic of the Bourbons as the eagle nose, and
he fell a victim to his intemperance. The death of her
husband reduced Liselotte more than ever to the mercy
of Louis. The King, as always, proved generous.
Liselotte retained most of the pensions which had been
granted to the Duke of Orleans, and as her income was
henceforth at her own disposal, instead of being
squandered on her husband's favourites, she was now
much better off than in the lifetime of her lord and
master.

But it was one of the conditions of the King's favours
that " Madame " should make peace with Mme. de
Maintenon. The proud German Princess had to

humiliate herself before the ex-governess. The vindic-

tive woman had to forget and to forgive. The out-

spoken and impulsive character had to dissemble and to

restrain her outbursts of temper. The scene of recon-

ciliation, which has been graphically described by Saint

Simon, took place with a liberal display of goodwill on
the part of Mme. de Maintenon, and, on the part of

Liselotte, with abundant outbursts of repentance and
promises for the future. But the reconciliation proved
only superficial and ephemeral. Outward forms were
observed, but the hatred was more unrelenting than

ever, having gathered strength from the public

humiliation.

VII.
One may wonder, with her biographers, why Liselotte,

on the death of "Monsieur," did not retire to Germany,
or, as had been provided in her marriage contract, why
she did not take advantage of the seclusion and peace
of a convent, the favourite retreat and refuge of Royal
widows in those religious times. But various reasons

made her prefer the solitude of Versailles and St. Cloud.

Although not a tender mother, it is possible that she

did not want to part from her only son. Moreover, to

a heretic like Liselotte, the atmosphere of a convent was
uncongenial. Nor did she possess the financial means
to keep up her position in Germany, and she was too

proud to accept a subordinate place in her native

country, after having occupied an exalted position in

France. And, finally, she hoped for an imminent
change which might bring deliverance from the odious

tyranny of the ".Sultana." So many ladies had
possessed in turn the fickle heart of Louis. Why should

not a new favourite arise and take the place of the

"Widow Scarron "? Or why should she not herself be

restored to the Royal friendship? And thus did pride

and prejudice, maternal love and human illusion com-
bine to detain her in France, and thus, until the end

of her days, she continued to occupy with her dogs her

private apartments at Versailles and her palace at St.

Cloud.
VIII.

For fifteen years she had to wait for the great King
to disappear from a scene which he had filled for seventy-

two years, having ruled longer than any sovereign of

modern times ! When the change did come it was too

late. No doubt she breathed more freely when her

detested rival returned to St. Cyr, and took up once

more her natural vocation as a governess, after having
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been for thirty years the uncrowned Queen of France.

But Lisclotte sincerely regretted the old King. He had

been kind to her in her youth, and she had never ceased

to love him. Her son had now become Regent of

France, and she herself was now the first lady in the

realm. And she would have been more than woman if

her vanity had not been flattered under the changed

circumstances. On the other hand, she less than ever

approved of the ways of her family. Her son was

addicted to women and gambling. Her grand-

daughter, the Duchess of Berry, astonished even a

corrupt Court with her continuous scandals. Of real

political influence Liselotte had none. The Regent,

rather than listen to the counsels of his mother, pre-

ferred to follow the advice of the infamous Cardinal

du Bois, or of the upstart Edinburgh financier and

adventurer, John Law, of Lauriston, who, with his

Mississippi schemes, eventually ruined half the nobility

of Versailles, and turned Paris into a gambling den.

IX.

And even if Liselotte, after her long years of con-

straint and humiliation, had been disposed to rejoice in

her new position, her capacity of enjoyment was rapidly

giving way at the approach of age and illness. Her

health had been excellent as long as she had been able

to take exercise, but during the last years of Louis'

reign disfavour and seclusion, as well as the tyranny of

etiquette, had condemned her more and more to a

sedentary existence. Her form, which had always been

ample, now became every day more massive and un-

wieldy, and made motion increasingly difficult.
_
Her

intellect had lost none of its keenness and activity.

Under the freer atmosphere of the Regency, she in-

dulged to the full her natural bent for moralising and

speculating. She corresponded -with the greatest

philosopher of the age, Leibnitz, and with the rising

generation of German tliinkers. Whilst Louis XIV.

had become more and more devout with advancing age

and increasing infirmities, Liselotte became more and

more a freethinker, and railed more and more against

superstition and sacerdotal tyranny. - Her undaunted

spirit saw the approach of death without terror. Until

the end she plied her incisive pen, and continued to

entertain her German friends with her interminable

epistles. She died at seventy years of age, only pre-

ceding her son, the Regent, by one year. She had

spent exactly half a century in France. Since she left

Heidelberg, in 1672, she had never seen again the

smiling hills and vineyards of her native country that

she loved so well.
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THE MAN WITH THE BRAIN OF GOLD
By Alphonse Daudet

There was once a man who had a brain of gold
;
yes,

a brain all of gold. When he came into the world
the doctors thought the child would not live, so heavy
was his head and so huge his skull. He sur\ived,

however, and flourished in the sun like a beautiful

olive-tree : only his great head always embarrassed
him. And it was pitiable to see him, when walking,

knock his head against the furniture.

He often tumbled. One day he fell from the top

of a flight of steps and knocked his forehead against

one of them, which was of marble, when his cranium

clanged hke metal.

It was thought that he was dead, but on lifting him
up only a shght wound was found, and surrounding it

were two or three specks of gold clotted in his fair

hair. It was thus that his parents learnt that the child

had a golden brain.

The thing was kept secret, the poor little chap him-

self suspectmg nothing. From time to time he would
ask why he was not allowed to play with the boys in

the street.

"You would be stolen, my beautiful treasure,"

replied the mother. At that time the little chap was
very much afraid of the idea of being stolen ; and so,

without saying anything, he returned to play by him-

self, trailing himself sadly from one room to another.

At the early age of eighteen his parents revealed

to him the monstrous gift which destiny had bestowed
upon him ; and as they had brought him up, and
nourished him up to that time, they demanded of him
a little of his golcJ.

The youth did not hesitate. In that same hour

—

how, by what means, the legend does not tell—he

extracted from his skull a nugget of gold, a piece as

big as a walnut. This he fiercely flung on his mother's

lap ; then, dazzled by the riches which he carried in

his head, befooled by desires, drunk with his power,

he quitted the paternal roof, and went away into the

world, squandering his treasure.

From the way in which he lived his life, royally,

scattering his gold without counting it, one might have
thought that his brain was inexhaustible. In reality,

it was becoming used up, and in proportion one could

see his eyes grow dim and his cheeks become hollow.

At last, one day on the morning after a foolish

debauch, the unhappy man found himself alone among
the debris of the feast as the lights were waxing pale.

It was then that he discovered the enormous inroad

he had already made in his treasure. From that day
his was a new existence. The man with the golden
brain went away to live in retirement by the work of

his hands. He became suspicious and fearful as a
miser, fleeing temptation, and trying to forget the fatal

riches which he no longer wished to touch.

Poor creature! A friend had followed him into

solitude, and this friend knew his secret. One night

the unfortunate man was awakened out of his sleep

by a pain in his head, a frightful pain.

He dressed himself distractedly, and saw, by the

rays of the moon, the friend who, in running away,
was hiding something under his cloak. One more
piece of brain was being filched from him.

Some time after, the man with the brain of gold fell

in love. And this time all was lost; He loved from
the bottom of his soul a httle blonde, who loved him

too, but who also loved ornaments, white plumes, and
smart shoes bedecked with dainty bows. In the hands
of this darling creature—half-bird, half-doll—his gold
pieces stood for all that was pleasurable. She had a
thousand caprices, and he could not say no to her. For
fear of giving her pain, he hid from her, even to the
end, the sad secret of his fortune.

" We are very rich !
" she would say.

The poor man would reply, " Ah, yes, very rich !
"

and he would laugh lovingly at the little blue bird that

was innocently pecking at nis brain.

Sometimes, however, fear held him, when he
resolved to economise. But then the little woman
would come running to him and say, " My husband,
my very rich husband, buy me something beautiful

—

and very expensive." And he would buy her some-
thing beautiful and very expensive.

This lasted for two years ; then one morning the
little woman died—no one knew why—like a bird.

The treasure was coming to an end. With that which
remained to him the widower thought he would pro-
vide his beloved with a beautiful funeral. There
should be tolling of bells, heavy coaches draped with
black, horses adorned with plumes : nothing now
appeared to him too costly. What mattered his gold
to him now! He gave of it to the Church, to the
bearers, to the dealers in artificial flowers. He gave
it everywhere without bargaining, so that on leaving
the cemetery there remained to him almost nothing
of his marvellous brain—in fact, only a few grains
clinging to the walls of his skull.

He was seen walking the streets with an abstracted
air, his hands before him, stumbhng like a drunken
man. That evening, when the shops were lighted up,
he stopped before a large shop-window, in which a
medley of dresses and of finery was displayed in the
light, and stayed for a long time looking at a pair of
blue satin shoes, trimmed with swan's-down.

" I know someone whom these shoes will please,"

he smilingly remarked, remembering no longer that
the little woman was dead.

He entered for the purpose of buying them. From
the back of her shop the shopkeeper heard a bittar

cry, and ran forward, but drew back in fear upon
seeing a man leaning against the counter, regarding it

dolefully, with a stupefied air. He held in one hand
the blue shoes bordered with swan's-down, and pre-

sented tlie other, all bloody, but with scrapings of gold
clinging to the nails. This is the legend of the man
with the brain of gold.
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By Louis Adolphe Thiers

La Mort de Napoleon.
Enfin s'ouvrit cette annee 1821, qui devait etre pour
Napoleon la derni^re de sa grande existence. Au
commencement de Janvier il eprouva une amelioration
de quelques jours, mais qui ne se soutint pas. " C'est

un repit d'une semaine ou deux, dit-il, apres quoi la

maladie reprendra son cours."

II dicta encore a Marchand quelques pages sur

Cesar, et ce furent les dernieres. A peu pres a cette

^poque on apprit par les journaux la mort de sa soeur

Elisa. II y fut trcs-sensible. C'etait la premiere per-

sonne de sa famille qui mourait depuis qu'il avait

I'age de raison. " Allans, dit-il, die me montre le

chemin ; il faiit la suivre'' Bientot les symptomes
qui s'^taient deja produits reparurent avec toute leur

force. Napoleon avait le teint livide, le regard tou-

jours puissant, mais les yeux caves, les jambes enflees,

les extremites froides, I'estomac d'une susceptibilite

telle qu'il rejetait tous les aliments avec accompagne-
ment de- matieres noiratres. Le mois de fevrier

s'ecoula ainsi sans aucune amelioration, et en ame-
nant au contraire des symptomes plus graves. Ne
digerant aucun aliment, I'auguste malade s'affaiblis-

sait chaque jour. Une soif ardente commenqait a le

tourmenter; son pouls si lent s'animait et devenait
fievreux. II aurait voulu de I'air, et il ne pouvait en
supporter I'impression. La lumiere le fatiguait ; il ne
quittait plus les deux petites chambres ou etaient

tendus ses deux lits de campagne, et se faisait

transporter de I'un a I'autre. II ne dictait plus, mais
il se faisait lire Homere et les guerres d'Annibal dans
Tite-Live, ne pouvant se les faire lire dans Lolybe
qu'il u'avait pu se procurer.

Le mois de mars amena un etat plus grave encore,

et le 1 7, desirant respirer librement, il se fit mettre en
voiture, mais a peine en plein air il faillit s'evanouir, et

fut replace dans le lit ou il devait expirer. " Je ne suis

plus, dit-il, ce fier Napoleon que le monde a tant vu a

cheval. Les monarques qui me persecutent peuvent

se rassurer, je leur rendrai bientot la securite." . . .

Les fideles serviteurs de Napoleon ne le quittaient

pas. Marchand et Montholon veillaient jour et nuit a

son chevet, et il leur en temoignait une extreme grati-

tude. Le grand marechal demandant pour sa femme
la permission de le visiter :

" Je ne suis pas bon a voir,

avait-il repondu. Je recevrai madame Bertrand quand
je serai mieux. Dites-lui que je la remercie du devoue-
ment qui I'a retenue six annees dans ce desert."

II etait ainsi arrive aux derniers jours d'avril,

n'ayant aucune esperance, n'en cherchant aucune, et

regardant sa fin comme tres-prochaine. II resolut

alors de faire son testament.

i i • • • >

II consacra plusieurs jours a arreter ces dispositions,

puis a les ecrire, et s'interrompit a diverses reprises,

vaincu par la fatigue et les souffrances. Enfin il en
vint a bout, et, fidele a son esprit d'ordre, il fit rediger

un proces verbal de la remise a ses executeurs testa-

mentaires de son testament et de tout ce qu'il posse-

dait, afin qu'aucune contestation ne put s'elever apres

sa mort. II recommanda qu'on observat ti ses

funerairies les rites du culte catholique, et que sa salle

a manger, dans laquelle on lui disait la messe, fiit con-

verge en chapelle ardente. Le docteur Antomarchi,
ecoutant ces prescriptions adressees a I'abbe Vignale,
ne put se defendre d'un sourire. Napoleon trouva
que c'etait manqucr de respect a son autorite, a son
genie, a sa mort. " Jeune homme, lui dit-il d'un ton

severe, vous avez peut-etre trop d'esprit pour croire en
Dieu : je n'en suis pas Ik. . . . N'est pas aihk qui veut"

Cette leqon severe donnee en des tcrmes dignes du
grand homme expirant, remplit d'embarras le jeune

medecin, qui se confondit en excuses, et fit profession

des croyances morales les plus saines.

The Death of Napoleon.

The year 1821 came at last, that year that was to

terminate the wondrous career of Napoleon. At the

commencement of January his health improved, but

only for a few days. " It is a respite," he said, " of a

'

week or two, and then the disease will resume its

course."

He then dictated a few pages touching Cajsar to

Marchand ; they were the last he wrote. About the

same time he saw the death of his sister Eliza

announced in the papers. It pained him deeply. She
was the first person of his family that had died since

he had attained the use of reason. " .She has shown
me the way," he said ;

" I must follow." The symp-
toms of his disease returned now with greater violence

than ever. Nap>oleon's complexion became livid, his

glance was expressive of as much power as ever, but
his eyes were sunken, his legs swelled, his extremities

became cold, and his stomach rejected every species

of food, and these ejections were accompaniqd by a
discharge of blackish matter. February brought no
other change thail an increased intensity of the symp-
toms. Not being able to digest any food, the august
invalid became weaker every day. He was tormented
by intense thirst, and his pulse, once so slow, beat with
feverish rapidity. He wished for air, though he could
not endure it when admitted. The light pained him,
and he now never left his rooms, in which were his two
camp-beds, being removed occasionally from one to

the other. He did not dictate any more, but had
Homer read to him, and the account of Hannibal's
war in Livy, not having been able to procure Polybius.

His health became still worse in March, and on the
17th, thinldng that during a short drive he could
breathe more freely, he was put into a carriage ; but
when brought into the air he very nearly fainted, and
was borne back to the bed in which he was to die. " I

am no longer," he said, " that proud Napoleon whom
the world has so often seen on horseback. The
monarchs who persecute me may set their minds at

rest ; I shall soon remove every cause of fear."

Napoleon's faithful servants never left him. Mont-
holon and Marchand remained day and night by his

bedside, an attention for which he showed himself
profoundly grateful. The great marshal asking
permission for his wife to visit him ;

" I am not fit to be
seen," he said ;

" I shall receive Madame Bertrand
when I am better. Tell her that I thank her for the
devotion that has kept her for six years in this

desert."

Having now reached the last days of April witliout

any renewal of hope, or wishing for it, and considering
his end as very near, he determined to make his will.

• -. SI I I

Napoleon devoted several days to making these

arrangements and committing them to writing. His
labour suffered frequent interruptions from pain and
weariness. All was arranged at length, and, with his

usual love of order, he had a legal document drawn up
of the transfer of his will, and all that he possessed^
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' to his testamentaxy executors, that there might be no
! cause of dispute after his death. He desired that the
, rites of the Catholic faith should be observed at his
i burial, and that the dining-room in which he was

i

accustomed to hear mass should be converted into a
chapelle ardcnte. Dr. Antomarchi oould not help
smiling as he heard these orders given to the Abbe

\
Vignale. Napoleon considered this as a want of

respect to his authority, his genius, and his death.
" Young man," he said in a severe tone, " perhaps you

I

are too clever to believe in God ; I am not in that
position

—

<i man cannot becoirte an atheist merely by
\
wishing it" This severe lesson, spoken in terms

j

worthy of a great man at the point of death, over-
1 whelmed the young doctor with confusion ; he made a

\

thousand excuses, and made profession of the most

I

satisfactory moral principles.

CORRESPONDENCE
Notice to Correspondents.—Owing to the large number

of letters received it is necessary for correspondents to writa
briefly if their letters are to appear.

ENTERPRISE IN BUSINESS.
[

To the Editor of Everyman.

i

Sir,—Air. W. A. Finch asks for a "reasoned state-

ment " of the issues between Socialism and the pre-
sent system as regards business.

Clearly, Socialism has more to do with business than,
I what its name might seem to imply, society.

i

Well, the answer to Mr. Finch comes in the very

I

number of E\"ERYMAN in which he puts his request.

The '' business principle " of the present time is that

I
of " seeing a net profit when the transaction is com-
pleted ; not necessarily a profit of increased wealth in

• all cases, but increased wealth is no doubt a compeUing
I object."

This is in a letter from Mr. S. T. Nicholson.

It is exactly on this point of the need of " seeing a
net profit " being the compelling force of enterprise
which the Socialists do not or will not admit, and yet
fail to show why not, and also entirely fail to provide
any efficient substitute for it in their system if they
admit its need.

The nearest thing to a substitute I can find in

Socialist writings is a dependence upon the natural
animal liking for enterprise which exists in human
beings. But I should like to ask any Socialists who de-
pend upon this, Which of the animals ever continued
to have efficient enterprise, or did not degenerate in a
few generations, if they had no compulsion and diffi-

culty in providing food for themselves and their

families ?

The domestic animals form no subject for an
answer to this question, for they have compulsions
alternative to those necessary to provide food, or, if

they have not, they degenerate, as in the case of every
spoilt pet dog.

The Socialists have failed so far to show that their
system is not degenerate, while the present system of
business has not yet been shown to be degenerate.—

-

I am, sir, etc., ERNEST LoxLEY.
London, E.C.

To the Editor of Evervm.^n.

Sir,—In response to his request for explanations,
perhaps a very few words by way of supplement to

my recent letter may serve to make my position clear

and, at the same time, to mollify Mr. Doody.
Instead of being, as he assumes, " very much con-
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cerned about those people who are wavering, as it

were, on the brink of Socialism, and who must be
saved at any cost," it happens that I have for some
time past ranged myself among those who, "though
not yet sufficiently informed to reach a decision, arc

strongly influenced, and, unless speedily shown where
lie its sophistries and fallacies, will soon abandon their

present state of suspended judgment, throw in their

lot with the party of revolution, and do what they can,"

as Mr. Doody and my young friend, Mr. Greenwood,
are already doing—" to make its principles and policy

prevail." Hence my appeal, for such it was.

I may be reminded, of course, that already in

Everyman, at the hands of such an eminent litterateur

as Mr. Belloc, the fundamental misconceptions of the

Socialists have been exposed. Now, Mr. Belloc's fine

phrase, " the Servile State," and his indignation

against the unnatural crime of dispossessing the

already dispossessed, and handing over the land to the

pohticians, might vastly gratify those on the look-out
for catch words. But if one proceeds to inquire how
far the masses are to-day from the Servile State, or
to what extent the ordinary politician meddles with
Post Office administration or State Education, it

becomes clear that Mr. Belloc has himself erected the
windmills against which he tilts.

I therefore still await, and trust that EVERYMAN
may yet secure, a clear statement of the case for the
opponents of Socialism, for "if serious argumenf in

favour of the capitalist position exists, it certainly is

not greatly in evidence."—I am, sir, etc.,

Leeds, May 12th, 1913. W. A. FiNCH.
[This correspondence is now closed.

—

Editor.]

GEORGE BORROW.
To the Editor of Everymam.

Sir,—E. Hermann's sketch of Borrow is very in-

teresting, and one or two of the phrases are clear-cut

gems, yet it does not appear to me to have placed
Borrow in the right hght, especially in his relation to

Isopel Berners ; she, as well as he, realised the inevit-

ability of parting, and wherever she went I should
think she was quite capable of taking care of herself.

Rather than counting her love as water spilt upon
the ground, I think it showed a strength of character in

him far beyond the average man, for if ever a man
craved for love and sympathy I should think it was
Borrow, but, weighing it up in those dark, wind-swept
silences, he realised his position as a nomadic wan-
derer, yet with forces working within him that would
one day cause him to alter the whole routine of his

life ; and can anyone fancy Isopel Berners setthng

down into the conventional life of an early Victorian

home? Again, E. Hermann says nothing about that

wonderful book, "Wild Wales, its People and
Language." In it we get not only a fine description

of his experiences in Wales, but also an insight to his

comparatively happy home-life, so that I think E. Her-
mann's description is not only inadequate, but tails off

very flat ; but perhaps he was only allowed a page,

and could not give fuller details ; if so, I am sorr)',

and should like to read more about Borrow in your
most excellent paper.— I am, sir, etc.,

Norvi'ich, May 5th. JOHN PACKER.

COBBETT'S "HISTORY OF THE
REFORMATION."

To the Editor of Everym.an.

Sir,—I was rather amu.sed to read in the apprecia-

tion of William Cobbett la.st week by Mr. F. E. Green,
the statement that while two of Cobbett's " live

"
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books are still circulated by publishers, " at second-
hand bookstalls you can still pick up copies of Cob-
bett's . . . trenchant ' History of the Protestant Re-
formation ' (1824)."

If this means that it is only in such places one can
get it, Mr. F. E. Green must be unaware of the fact

that this work of Cobbett's is in circulation at first-

hand by the thousand and tens of thousands ; in fact,

it is immensely popular, and, I should say, is far more
widely known and read than any of his other books.
Abbot Gasquet has edited and prefaced an edition

(Washbourne's), and the copy I have is among the fif-

teenth thousand. As for the sixpenny edition

(Duffy's), the latest impression bears on its title-page

the words 6oth thousand.

I am speaking of what I know of its popularity in

Catholic circles ; naturally, it does not commend itself

to " the other side "—for obvious reasons.—I am, sir,

etc., Henry Grey Graham.
Motherwell, May 5 th.

CONSCRIPTION AND THE WORKERS.
To the Editor of Evi;ryman.

Sir,—Commenting on the notion that conscription

would be " a great levelling force, and indeed the only
remedy for the curse of caste," you say in a recent

issue :
" It would be interesting to trace this levelling

influence in countries that have conscription—and
more interesting than easy, one imagines." Now, I

happen to have made a special study (partly on the

spot) of conscription in Australia and New Zealand,
and I write to assure you that, although in those

countries the system of forced enhstment has taken
a far less exacting form than its advocates propose for

this country, and applies only to youths under twenty-
one, it has during the short time it has been in force

caused a great accentuation of class distinctions, and
has pressed much more hardly upon the workers than
upon the more fortunate classes.

This has been strikingly evident in the case of the

senior cadet training in Australia. Youths attending

secondary schools, most of whom belong to the upper
and middle classes, take their statutory drill in the

school cadet corps as part of the curriculum. Working
lads, on the other hand, are obliged to go to parade
after the close of their day's work, and sometimes to

sacrifice time which they would otherwise devote to

the care and support of a widowed mother, or other

dependent relatives. Others, whose work is partly

done in evenings, must lose wages. This unequal
treatment, though not designed—it is from the

Government's point of view merely a matter of official

convenience—is bitterly resented by those who suffer

from it, and by workers' organisations.

It might have been expected that a system which a

Labour Government had a hand in framing would
have been genuinely democratic. Yet we find the

Sydney Worker, though a supporter of the Govern-
ment, writing that " the devil of caste distinctions has

already got into it "—the " citizen " army—" and the

relations of subordination and authority are beginning

to manifest themselves in acts of a disgusting tyranny."

Labour organisations in different parts of the Com-
monwealth have expressed their dissatisfaction with

the Act, and at the recent annual conference of the

Queensland section of the Australian Workers' Union
it was resolved :

—

"That this conference emphatically recommends to the

Federal Government the immediate alteration of the Federal
Defence Act by an amending clause that will absolutely pro-

hibit at any time the employment of the Federal military

forces, arms, or accoutrements, against the citizens of the

Commonwealth during strikes or internal disturbances.
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Furthermore, that unless such amending clause be forthwith
enacted, this conference shall use its utmost endeavours to
effect a repeal of the Federal Defence Act."

In New Zealand the workers are even more strongly
and unitedly against the system. The national confer-
ence which lately effected a combination of the two
wings of the Labour party unanimously declared that
"mihtarism has always been against the interests of
the workers," and therefore demanded the immediate
repeal of the Act. The Passive Resisters' Union,
which consists of youths who are pledged to resist com-
pulsion to the uttermost, and many of whose members
have already been imprisoned for obeying their con-
sciences rather than the law, is almost entirely a work-
ing-class organisation. If a youth is fined for refusing
to serve, the fine may be recovered by attachment of
his wages—a special punitive measure which obviously
can only be applied to wage-earners. The Passive
Resisters' Union is meeting this trouble by encourag-
ing those so penalised to cease work, and by allowing
them strike pay.

In New Zealand also, as in Australia, there is no
legislative safeguard against the conscript forces being
used in industrial disputes. In both countries the
great majority of those punished for non-compliance
belong to the working classes, and in both countries

it has become evident in different ways that freedom
of speech—that great safeguard of the masses against

oppression—is seriously menaced by military power.^

—

I am, sir, etc., S. V. BraCHER.
Upper Bedford Place, W.C.

I.S THE HUMAN BRAIN DEGENERATING .'

To the Editor 0/ Evervm.a.n.

.Sir,—The least that could be expected in an article

under the above heading Is that some argument in

support of the theory advanced would be produced,
that this argument would have been supported by
evidence of the strongest type, and that the conclu-

sions from the data furnished would have been incon-

trovertible. The question has, however, been
answered in the affirmative, and the evidence is

frankly admitted to be non-existent. There has
never yet been a true statement that lacked proof of

its truth.

The principal premise in the article is that self-pre-

servation causes mental development. There is in-

stanced the primitive man who invents weapons and
thus develops an additional brain convolution. If

brain power is gained that way, intellectual progress
to-day is very rapid. The whole point is how long
did primitive man take to do these things ; what time
elapsed from the moment he sat on a rock to the
moment he constructed a chair? ^Eons or after-

noons ?

This is the greatest inventive age the world has
ever seen, and the difference between this and all

former ages in this particular is that inventions of
to-day are of the creative and not of the consecutive
order. The affirmative argument does not succeed on
this ground.

It is also argued that the possession of brain power
is evidenced in primeval man in his ability to kill his
fellows.

_
The first man who realised it was not neces-

sary to kill to live made a gigantic intellectual stride,
ihink of it—a reversion of all preconceived thought.
Yet it is at this precise moment that the writer sees the
first mental retrogression. Presumably a further de-
orioration of brain power coincided with the enuncia-
ion of the .Sinaic law, with the institution of Chris-
lanity, with the promulgation of the doctrines of
Socialism, with the founding of the first hospital.
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The argiuueut tliat " there ii no stciiggle for Hfe, no

struggle which secures life to tlie cleverer and denies

it to the more foolish," is also unsound, if the primitive

view of life as mere existence is abandoned. The
savage removed an opponent to the grave ; the

civilised man removes him to the workhouse or the

gutter. In botli cases tlie opposition ceases. (It

should be noted that the savage certainly did not kill

all his enemies.') The battle is one of brains instead

of beef. A further intellectual advance will be made
when' every child commences life with an equal chance,

and when it will be impossible for a tramp and a mil-

lionaire to be found, to exist even, in the same world.

Of course, we are told mental deterioration is to be

stopped by a process of selection. We are to beheve

that the union of clever parents will produce clever

children. Is this so ? The past does not prove it.

Can it be that all the clever men of history married

\ery inferior wives ? In India the people arc divided

into castes, intermarriage is unknown
;
yet one caste

is not mentally superior, as it ought to be, to those

beneath it. It appears true that certain physical pro-

perties can be bred^ but that mental qualities are of too

elusive a nature to submit to a similar process.

Finally, just as the desire to kill has gone, so the

desire that exists to-day to get wealth, or the fuller

means of life as most apprehend tliem at present, will

go, and in its place will be the desire to ameliorate for

all the conditions of life. Brains will concentrate on
this highest work to bring to all people a time when
pain and sorrow and sighing shall be unknown.—I am,
sir, etc., S. \\' . NICHOLSON.

Baldock.
. ,

THE TYPIST.

To the Editor oj Evervmax.

Sir,.—It is interesting to find a discussion going on
in Everyman on the subject of typing as a profes-

sion, for, while there are many people who will take an
interest in chain-makers or teachers, they seem hardly

to realise that there are such people as typists.

The question has been raised as to whetlier the

typist's work is " mechanical " or not. Without pre-

tending to solve this problem, which appears to need
tactful treatment, I should like to put forward a few
considerations, based on actual experience.

If we consider all work as divided into two classes

:

(i) the original, artistic, individual; (2) the mechani-
cal, routine, impersonal, I think we shall be obliged to

put typing, like all other office work,, into the second

category. In any employment that needs an
"original" worker—for instance, sick-nursing or

teaching—^the diiferences between one pei-sonaUty

5^nd another enter into the work, are essential to it

But in a " mechanical " occupation, such as tending a

box-making machine or adding up accounts, tlie work
can be passed from one person to another without any

bad result. In an office the men who dictate the

letters are doing more or less original work ; the girls

who " take down " the letters and type tliem out are

doing mechanical work.

When the first factory workers tried to persuade

the millowners to make their day's work a little less

long, they were sometimes met with the answer that

the macliines needed no rest, and why should the

workers ? Now, that shows up one of the weaknesses

of the industrial revolution, and we typists are a result

of that movement, and come under its curse as well as

its blessing.

Many employers look upon a typist simply as part

of her machine—with a file inside her head. This

accounts for the long hours often worked by typists,
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and the strain to which we are often subjected by
being made to work in a hurry. I think that people

who have never worked a typewriter have, as a rule,

very little idea of the effort, physical and mental,

which is involved in typing letters at full speed all

day long.

Personally, I should never encourage a girl to enter

this profession, not only on account of the long hours

and nervous strain, but because the rate of remunera-

tion is so low. If I may be allowed to quote my own
case, I may say that, with a University education, good
training, and two languages, I cannot earn more than

35 s. a week, and this is considered an extremely hand-

some salary.

The only remedy for these grievances, as far as I

can see, is a kind of Malthusian one. At present the

profession is so overcrowded that a Trade Union
would not do much good, for employers could always,

I believe, get plenty of blackleg labour. The enor-

mous number of typists makes competition for posts

very keen and tends to bring down wages. It is pos-

sible, of course, that an extension of the Trade Boards
Act to typing might give us a minimum wage, which

need not mean a uniform rate over the whole profes-

sion, but which might do some good. Faihng a de-

crease in numbers or the establishment of a minimum
wage, I can only look to the invention cf a machine
that will type.

This is a subject on which I could write volumes,

but this is probably already more than enough.— I am,

sir, etc., Y. M. A.

THE ABOLITION OF THE WORKING
CLASSES.

To the Editor of Evervmak.

Sir,—Mr. Chiozza Money's second article appears

a little disappointing after his first able and interest-

ing one. He started with a great problem, which one

anticipated he would have solved somewhat dif-

ferently—that some 25,000,000, the greater part of

whom are soft-handed, as he suggestively puts it, leave

some 10,000,000 horny hand^ of toil, or '' the working
classes," so called. To abolish these last would appear

to be a simple sum in proportion. If such a vast

number of the soft-handed have been created, why
should not the remainder be likewise created by the

same process or means? What have been those

means that have already brought about such a remark-
able result? It seems to come almost under one
answer, mechanism. But for this most of those who
now have a physically easy time would still be
strenuous toilers; the majority of us would still be
" the working classes." Mr. Chiozza Money's remedy
would be to shorten the working day. This will un-

doubtedly come about once the wants of the working
classes are increased sufficientlvj and this, as Buckle,

the historian, so illuminatingly put it, can only be
brought about by education. It is education which
increases human wants, and, still more, it increases

also the supply of wants, and so will ultimately abolish

the physically " working classes."

One wonders if the ever-increasing soft-handed
masses reahse these causes that are at work to-day
and ever have been since the common cart-wheel was
invented, reducing physical labour more and more into

intellectual labour, perhaps tlie hardest of all labour.

One wonders if the working and soft-handed classes

realise how physical labour all round would be in-

creased by a sudden cessation of all mechanism.
The commonest want, food that comes to our

mouths, came by the plough and the sickle, long ante-

cedent to the knife and fork; but the amount cf
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mechanism in use to-day to bring each of us the com-
monest commodity or the rarest is almost unthinkable.

Every increase in such processes will ultimately abolish

the so-called " working classes."—I am, sir, etc.,

London, S.W. T. R. Bridgwater.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—I am glad that my articles under the above

heading produced so many interesting and valuable

letters. It is, of course, impossible for me to reply to

all of them, and I will confine myself to the chief point

which, as it appears to me, escapes the attention of

some of your correspondents. It is this : that so-

called " mental " work usually calls for much less

mental effort than commonly so-called " manual

"

work. I do not, of course, refer to the high

quahties demanded by some kinds of direc-

tion, or by design, or artistry, or engineering in its

broadest sense. I refer to the routine work per-

formed by " brain " workers, such as clerks, agents,

travellers, traders, etc. A little reflection will show
your correspondents that it requires far more brain

work (i) to build a good brick wall in English bond
than to make entries in a ledger

; (2) to make a piece

of framed joinery than to sell goods on commission

;

(3) to do the electric wiring of an ordinary house than

to buy goods at wholesale prices and to sell them over

the counter at retail prices. Indeed, I might go fur-

ther, and point out that the "manual" operations I

have just named call not only for more mental effort,

but for a higher order of mental effort, than the alleged

brainworks with which I have contrasted them.

For the rest, may I be permitted to refer your

readers who desire to follow up the subject at greater

length, to the essay entitled " Work in the Great

State," which I contributed to the volum.e entitled

"The Great State," edited by Mr. H. G. Wells?—

I

am, sir, etc., L. G. Chiozza Money.

PACIFISM AND IMPERIALISM.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Your contributor, Signor Enrico Corradini, in

his attempt to prove the necessity of war, makes two
groundless assumptions.

1. " All living things," he says, "tend to decay and
die, and are kept alive by a force which is constantly

renewing them." So far, so good. That renewing

force in social organisms he declares to be war ; but

he does not attempt to prove it, he merely contents

himself with giving two illustrations in support of his

theory. In fact, he himself furnishes his readers, in

the very same paragraph, with a refutation of his un-

warranted assumption. " Wars of conquest pour new
life into a country, in so far as they drive out those

who, in view of this ethical relationship between a

country and its people, are usurpers, and establish in

their place a productive race." War, then, he admits

in these words, does not put new life into a moribund
people, but merely drives them out of their land to

go elsewhere, and pursue the self-same policy.

2. Signor Corradini also assumes that the ag-

gressors in any war are a live people, that the de-

fenders are " usurpers " of the land in which they live,

and that the former, when victorious, after dis-

possessing their victims of their land, turn that land

to productive uses. Is this so? I think not. Take
the case of the Norman Conquest of England.

William the Conqueror, to achieve his purpose—the

conquest of England^-devastated the part of the

country between York and the Tees. Town and
village were burnt ; cattle and implements of industry

were destroyed. " The famine which followed," says

Green, " is said to have swept off more than a hundred
thousand victims." Were the people thus maltreated

usurpers of the land in which they lived ? Were they

driven off that a productive race might take their

place ? Half a century later," the same writer goes on
to say, " the land still lay bare of culture and deserted

of men for sixty miles northward of York."

Was the American Civil War of 1861-65 a force to

revive any social organism ? Did it drive any unpro-

ductive people from their land to be replaced by a

productive one ? Did the Crimean War drive out any
" usurpers and establish in their place a productive

race?"
Examples like these may be given freely to show

that, comparatively speaking, seldom has any war
achieved what your contributor believes to be the pur-

pose of war.

War, he also says, is one of the "laws to which
human society, nations, and peoples are subject." If

he means that we are prone to war, I admit that there

is some truth in his statement. But if he means

—

as I understand him to mean—that we are under the

power of war, just as the English nation, for instance,

is under the power of its Parliament, then I think

that he is quite mistaken. For we are not compelled

to wage war any more than we are compelled to

assault the first person we meet on going out of the

house.

Does Signor Enrico Corradini really believe that

Providence, in its superintendence of mankind, de-

cides when and between whom there shall be war?
Does he entirely disbelieve in free will? One or two
sentences of his article lead us to believe that he does.

—I am, sir, etc., Wm. Arnold Hawkins.
Staffs.

PAGANISM AND CHRISTIANITY.
To the Editor of Everyman. —

Sir,—May I be allowed to offer a few remarks on
the letter of Mr. A. Hilliard AtteridgL in your issue

of May 2nd ?

In order to point out one of the factors on which
the writer considers the superiority of present-day

civilisation is based, he says that " the citizens were

a small class, whose leisure and opportunities for cul-

tured enjoyment depended on the existence of a large

slave population. In the great days of the Athenian

State there were probably three slaves to every free

citizen." The aim of the writer is evidently to prove

that at the present day slavery does not exist, and
that every man—and woman—has the opportunity of

developing his capacities to the utmost, and, there-

fore, the actual state of society is intellectually and
morally far beyond that of the Greeks.

Now, sir, this asserted condition of freedom does not

exist at the present day. It is true that no man is

legally the property of another, but, to all intents and
purposes, the great majority of members of the com-
munity belong, body and soul, to the comparatively

few of a privileged class. They work long hours in

order to earn their daily bread-—in many cases a bare

pittance—and when they are no longer fit to do this

they are left to a doled-out charity or—to starve. It

is bare-faced hypocrisy to maintain that their state is

any better than that of the Greek slaves—in many
cases it is worse, for the ancient slave was always of

a certain value to his master, and it was in the inte-

rest of the latter to see that this value did not de-

crease. What does it matter to the capitalist of the

present day whether the value of his hands goes down
or not, he can generally get a further supply without

much difficulty.

(Continued on fagt 154. J
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WitlTE FOR FREE PARTICULARS AND PROSPECTUS TO-DAY, BEFORE ALL THE COURSES ARE ALLOTTED.

A MAGNIFICENT ofier is made to-day by Mr. T. P.

O'Connor's well-known journal, T.P.^s Weekly.
The Pelman Course of Mind Training is undoubtedly the surest

means that can be offered to any man or woman of attaining

success in any business or profession.

Over 200,000 men and women have already improved their

positions in life by means of the inental faculties and powers
developed by this wonderful system.

It is this very same Course that has been secured by T.P.'s

Weekly at a reduction of 40 per cent, on the fees charged by the
Pelman School of Mind itself.

A prospectus has been prepared giving full particulars of this

unique arrangement. Readers of EvERvrjLiN are advised to

write at once for this prospectus of particulars to the Manager,
T.P.'s Weekly, 29, Henrietta Street, London, W.C. It will be
sent gratis and post free to any address. But write at once
before the number of Courses have all been allotted.

Over 200,000 Men and Women Trained for
Success.

For some long period it has been the ambition of the manage-
ment of T.P.'s Weekly to add a Mind and Memory Training
Course to the several courses already established under the
auspices of this Journal.
The Pelman Course holds the field unchallenged as far as

Mind Training is concerned.
The 200,000 and over Pelman students testify to this, so do the

leading journals and newspapers who have investigaitod the
system, so do such famous and successful men as

—Sir Hiram Maxim,
—Mr. A. W. Gamase,
—Mr. H. Gordon Seifridge,
—Mr. John Sinclair, M.A.,

Director of Education, London Cenlral Y.M.C.A-,

—Dr. Chas. H. Heydemann, Ph.D.,
— Mr. F. W. Kaiser,

Manager of the Hotel Cecil,

and many others.

"I have very little doubt in my mind," says Mr. T. P.

O'Connor, M.P., "that not one person in a thousand who takes

the Course but will find it a distinct benefit, as many thousands
have done before him. The Pelman System is not only unique
in itself, but deserves well of the country and of the world."

REDUCED TERMS
only obtainable through "T.P.'s."

It was Therefore decided to negotiate with the Principal of the
Pelman School with a view to obtaining concessions which
would allow readers of T.P.'s Weekly and their friends—indeed
anyone who makes application through T.P.'s Weekly—^to take
the famous Pelman Course on exceptionally favourable terms.
These negotiations have resulted in the remarkable enterprise

announced above.
That is to say, T.P.'s Weekly are now enabled to oSer the

newly revised and enlarged Pelman Course of Mind and Memory
Training at specially reduced terms.
These terms can only be obtained through T.P.'s Weekly.

They are not obtainable from the Pelman School. To pxartici-

pate in the benefit of this arrangement you must apply direct to
the address given in the next column.

VALUABLE BENEFITS YOU WILL GAIN.
What docs the Pelman Course do for you?
It develops in your mind latent energies and powers that

Sarry those who have developed them straight and unswervingly
to success.

It strengthens in your mind the qualities of

—

—Otissrvation.
—Concentration.
—Perception.
—Ambition.
—Organising Power.
—Forcefulness.
—Creative Po-wer.
—A Never Forgetting

Memory.

—Original Ideation.
—Sound Judgment.
—Swift Decision.
—Personal Magnetism.
—Self-Confidence.
—Persuasive Speech.
—Driving Power.
—Business Tact.

Thus it is that amongst those who have taken the Pelman
Course are many who hold most responsible and highly re-

munerated posts. They have risen from quite humble and
subordinate positions. The qualities developed by the Pelman
Course have enabled them to rise from one higher position to

another, and to gain and hold their present important posts.

Many of these successful men have written attributing the great

advance they have made mainly to the mental training gained
from a Course of Pelman. The Pelman System trains you to

think most efficiently and forcefully ; it doubles and even trebles

the income-earning power of your mind ; it gives you that
initiative and dynamic power that achieves everything that is

worth achieving ; it concentrates and directs your faculties,

energies, and powers along the line that brings to you the most
profitable results. It gets you out of the rut and starts you along
the high road that leads straight to successful achievement.

IMPROVES YOUR POSITION IN LIFF.

Whatever your present position in life, the Pelman Course will

enable you to improve it, and the magnificent offer of T.P.'s
Weekly gives you the opportunity of taking this Course at much
less than the usual cost.

Under the arrangement made by T.P.'s Weekly the Pelman
School will give every student enrolled the full 12-lesson Course
in the same manner as though the usual fee had been paid.
The following facts should be noted as proving the enormous
value of T. P.'s great offer.

(,i) The 12 Pelman lessons are fascinating to follow and prac-
tically profitable in their results. They are founded on
20 years' working experience in remedying weakness in
concentration, memory, will power, and other mental
qualities.

(2) Most striking letters are printed by permission in the
prospectus of particulars sent you free on application
to-day to the following address. These letters are from
men and women who have taken the Course and found
it of inestimable value. These letters should be read by
every reader desiring greater success.

(3) The Directors and Stafi of the Pelman School are per-
sonally known to the management of T.P.'s Weekly. Their
experience in training the mind for greater power and
efficiency is unequalled in the world.

(4) An hour or so of your spare time spent every week in
training your mind on the Pelman plan will produce mar-
vellous results. Whatever your age or position you will
find this Course of value and use beyond all estimation.

Post this Coupon To-day.
Write for particulars to-day of T.P.'s great offer. Write at

once before all the Courses have been allotted. Fill in this
Coupon and post now to the Manager of T.P.'s Weekly, 29,
Henrietta Street, London, W.C. By return you will receive,
gratis and post free, full particulars of this nxagnificcnt offer,
enabling you to increase the efficiency of your mind, and to
multiply the income-earning value of your brain.

£ TP% Great Offe/ Free Coupon.
To the Manager,

T.P.s Weekly.
29, Henrietta Street, London, W.C.

Please send to the following address, gratis and post free,

full particulars of T.P.'s Weekly offer of the Pelman Course
of Mind and Memory Training on specially reduced terms,
together with form' of application for my use should I decide
to take the Course

Name "

Address

[E.U.16/S/13]

Occupation

Tht signing and sending of this coupon to the offices 0/ "T.P.'s
Wukly" enables you, without obligation on your part, to receive the
complete Pelman Course at specially reduced Jees should you decide
to take a Course after reading the particulars.
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Mr. Atteridge further goes on to state that the

Greeks trusted the defence of their cities to slaves and

mercenaries, and attributes to this a share in the dowri-

fall of the race. This may possibly be true ; but, if it

is, then one can only remark that the same fate will

overtake England, for to whom is the defence of the

country entrusted if not to paid soldiers, which is a

euphemistic name for mercenaries. What an outcry

is made by the parties representing the so-called moral

forces of the nation when the word " conscription "—

-

which, after all, means democratic national defence—is

uttered !—I am, sir, etc., C. J.
ADAMS.

Croydon.
LThir correspondence is now closed.—^EorrOR.]
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ADDmss -

THE DAPPLED PADDOCK.
To the Editor of Evervm.\n.

Sir,—I am pained that your reviewer of my book,
" The Quiet Spirit," in your issue of May 2nd, should

have been led by what he not incorrectly calls his

ignorance into ascribing to me an addiction to

" Futurism " (whatever that may be).

Although he says it would be unkind to ask me tOj

explain the word "paddock," I really think it would:

be an act of kindness to him to do so. " Paddock," in

English, means " toad " or " frog."

" For who that's but a queen, fair, sober, wise.

Would from a paddock, from a bat, a gib.

Such dear discernings hide?"
—Hamlet, Act 111., Scene IV., line 190.

"Paddock calls."

'^Macbeth, Act I., Scene I., line 9.

"Here, a little ohild, I stand,

Heaving up my either hand.

Cold as paddocks tho' they be."

—Herrict, «A Child's Grace."

"O thae ftiddoci pies!
"

—Bon Gualtier, "The Queen in France."

I give the first few literary examples that occur to

me. Every schoolboy, at least north of the Tweedj
knows what a " puddock " is.

"^

As it appears that your reviewer, having hit upon
the incongruity of a racecourse paddock loping by on

the second page of my book, has read no further, and
on this somewhat slender acquaintance has proceeded

to condemn the whole, I thiiik/in fairness, I may ask

you<o publish this letter.—I am, sir, etc.,

Glasgow, May 8th, 1913. J. S. MUIRHEAD.

THE USE OF BOOKS TO WORKING MEN.
To the Editor of Evervm.\n.

Sir,—I have just read a letter from D. M. T. re

article on above subject by J. R. Clynes, M.P., which
appeared in your issue of April i8th. How D. M. T.

can construe the meaning he does from such an article

I cannot imagine.

He asks :
" Does Mr. Clynes really think that for a

working man, when really tired of work, to sit and
secure the delights of a ' Path to Rome ' would solace

that man for the hours of sweated slavery, his blood

pittance of perhaps 12s. a week on which to keep a

wife and dozen little ones ? " Certainly not ! How
can the writer think this when Mr. Clynes declares

that he " would not have books intended to make men
content with evil conditions or submissive to them.

The more men read usefully and well the less well

they yield ... to under-payment in the matter of

reward for their work."

Again, does D. M. T. suggest that when a "man
is really tired wi/fi work, that such a man has neces-

sarily been a victim of the sweating system? Many
a man has been " tired of work," but at the same
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time has received adequate remuneration for such

work. Also does not D. M. T. let his imagination run

riot when he pictures a man and wife with a " dozen

little ones"? If such a couple had a dozen children,

!(n»e of them would be anything but "' little."

How does D. M. T. reconcile the sentence in his

letter, "that labour unrest would be increased,"

with the one in Mr. Clynes' article, namely,
" Labour unrest would be increased, though better ex-

pressed and more scientifically directed if workmen
used to greater extent the intellectual levers of

Ruskin," etc. I see nothing here to suggest that Mr.

Clynes disapproves of labour unrest.

I quite agree with D. M. T. when he says that " the

intellectual powers lie low when the body is half clad

and half starved," but this is no reason why such

powers, small though they be, should not be utilised to

the best tidvantage.

Let D. M. T. read the article again carefully, and
he will see that the writer does not" for one moment
suggest that the reading of books compensate a man
for any loss of physical force, but only help to im-

prove and brighten many a life which would other-

wise be monotonous, dull, and irksome.— I am, sir,

etc., E. Wainwright Ffoulkes.
May 3, 191 3.

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
The authors of THE DANCING CHILD (Chapman and
Hall, 6s.) have followed the popular craze for a

heroine of the music-halls. As a rule, the child dances

into the notice of the reader to the strains of a piano

organ, her performance is witnessed by a passing im-

presario, who there and then trains her, and launches

her on the stream of success, whereon she sails to an
ultimate marriage with a member of the aristocracy.

The latest novel of this kind opens with a new gambit.

Katie, the small person in question, is Irish, and her

dances are light and airy as the summer breeze. She
is discovered by Mrs. Chapman, an unutterably

selfish woman, who, dishking work herself, decides

that Katie shall work for her. She has left her hus-

band, disgusted with his poverty, and has taken a

situation in Ireland. The characterisation of this

woman is distinctly clever. She is introduced to us as

a spectator in the gallery of a theatre watching the

performance of a child genius who does wonderful

things in the dancing line. Then and there she forms

a resolution of finding and training a similar genius,

and Fortune throws Katie in her way. Utterly alone

in the world, the child accepts the fact of Ethel's adop-

tion without question or complaint ; the secret of the

woman's influence marks a departure from the

ordinary conventional novel. Katie is managed
through her love for the fairies, Mrs. Chapman in-

spiring the child with the belief that the " little

people " have adopted her as their instrument. There
:s a strain of fantasy throughout the story that re-

deems it from the commonplace. The style is fresh

and original, and on tlie whole the authors are to

be congratulated on their success.

9 9 9

Agnes and Egerton Castle are notable for distinc-

tion of phrase and a quiet reserve of style. CHANCE
THE Piper (Smith, Elder and Co., 6s.) exhibits the
characteristics of these authors, and the collection of

short stories published under the above title are
eminently readable and occasionally subtle. The
most dramatic is entitled " Moon's Gibbet.' This is a

j\. RemarKable Letter
from an Kminent V\nat3mist,

43, Russell Square, London.
Dear Mr. Cax,— Yoitr lesfions,or, rather, the explanaiion of

your ideas as ii> the traininii of the poiver of tnemory, havj
tiiz'cn me the uiost intense pleasure, tind J KNOW thitt yoit
have Kot clown to rockbottotn truth in vour ideas, and that
you have dez^elopetl the OA7i cortect plan to which to ivorU
/or the purPosi.' of memory irainin;'.. You need have no fvar
with I euard to the correctness of your physii lo^y, xe'iich is
correct in every d''iail, arul youf system is, I am sure, the
correct met-Jtod of thoroughly inipintiinfi upon the btain cells

and causing them to react inresfonse to t- e imPnlses sent
iu them. Yon sec that you call into play the worJi of the
nerve endings in the cells by force of will in th^ t-ame
manner in xvh ch they would be called into play by the
senses thrmiti/i the ort'ans of the eyes, ears, and fintiers. and
the inipulsesiops in the brain without beinu sent out attain
and dissipated in the use of those orfjans, which is naturally
more or less of a drain upnn the body.
Your system also compels conceniraiion in three or Per-

haps more distinct ways, and I have always been of
opinion that the reason of all poor memory was the inabilify
to concentrate, ami ynu have been able to explain in a very
few ttO'ds a threefold means of conce itratinn which must
be Tuore than threefold more va'.uc than a sintile means.

I am quite sure that your system fmrsued will result in a
strenfitheninti of the nerve tissues involved in the act of
storing* impressions in the brain, and as use develops any
tissue, so it will develop brain tissue also.
In each of us is the t^oj er of memory. It is only atrophied

for want of exercise. It is a physioU'Hical laiv that wlutt is
not used begins immediately to atrophy, and we have
allowed tuauy of <.«( potvers to atrophy by lack 0/ xtse,

particularly the Power of storing impressions.
I am qn-ite snre also that you-r system will i>c of the very

/greatest assistance in maintaining and even in restoi ing the
health of the physical in^ssucs.—Yours sincerely, J. J. .MA Y.

mmmmMY
"MATiJRE'S PERFECT PROCESS" (Copyright)
e'.'oKed by G. H. Cox and invariably used by nature when

concentration of Brain Power is reciuired.

All Subjects. Cannct faiL Easily applied at ONCE. A oaTural rift.

Keccmiacnded by Physicians, Doctors, Oerfymea, Ujversity Exaaiiaera
and others. EVERY Musician can play troia MEMORY.

EVERYONE can itreastbcD GENERAL MEMORY by this lysteai.

.A,ll who need memory should write, stating subject requtred
for. GEO. H. COX (Musi^ Master, Tettenhill Cullcijct.

Address—Farrinstord. Tettenh;;U l^oad. Wolverhamptoa.
Prospectus anil iuU p«xtica!ari free oa applicatioii.

arthand
ONE MONTH by the

80 words per
minute in

celebrated SLOAN-
DUPLOYAN high-speed system, saving a year's

study. Used in Parliament. Ulustra'cd handbook and
LESSON free.—SHORTHANU ASSOCIATION, 269,
Hoiborn Hall, London, W.C. (/>/. oiii Ilo':oorn.)

'T'YPE-WRITING of every description carefully and promptly
* executed, 7d. per 1.000. Duplicating and Copying. Cambridge Local.—
Miss N.i^NCY McFARLANE. 11. Palmeira Avenue. Westcliff. Essex.

1\/ICC CRITICISED AND REVISED. Write for terms to
IVlOkJ. Mr. LEPECHT (Bo% N). Oaklea CoHai;e. Silverhiil Park, St,
Leonards-on-Sea.

WHY RENT A HOUSE? You would not rent anything else in
fjveryday use. You would buy it outri).;ht.|and you can buy your house

whether yau have capital or not. Send for " Every Man !iis own Landlord"
post free on application to Managers. 246, Bishopsgale, E.G. Mention Hveryltiatt^

DEVELOP YOUR WILL-POWER, Concentration. Self-
Reliance and Personal Magnetism by "The St. Settef Course.-' <4 lessons.)

(Recommended by "Public Opinion," etc.) Fee 2/5. Parliculars free.—THE
ST. .SET I'EF INSTITUTE (Dept. 5). PERTH. N.B.

GLAISHERS' PUBLISHERS' REMAINDERS. Supplemen-
tary List No. 394 Now Ready. Including all the latest Remamder Book

Purchases, priced at great reductions from the original cost. Gratis and ppst
free.—WILLIAM GLAISHER, Ltd., 265. High Hoiborn, London, and at 14,

George Street. Croydon. Surrey.

AUTHORS wishing to sell MSS. should write to Advisory
Department, Dept. I, Murray & Evenden, Ltd., Publishers, PJeydell

House, Pleydell Street, Fleet Street. E,C.

XOO Copies in XO IVEinutea
of handwrillng. typing, rausic, specifications, rian?, etc., la one DC
more colours, by aoy novice, nn the

PLEX DUPLICATOR.
Every business man should invest in one of thf -se excellent dfvlces,
which save both time and money. I'LEX disijlaces all £«latincs.
graphs, stencils, etc., and Is guardntecd cli:iiat«-proor.

Complete outfit, foolscap size, 1^/. »i<nni**«
Particulars. List No. 42. and sppcimcns fr«. *«'/ ca™P'"o-

Monrv rcfiinilo^i if not ^.itififactory.

A.R.QUADRUPLBX,Lt<i..S8. Oqrwell Rd. LONDON. B.C.
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A THOROUGH SCIENTIFIC SURVEY OF

THE PRINCIPLES OF MENTAL ACTIVITY

AND HOW TO STRENGTHEN AND APPLY THESE TO
Professional Life. Business Life, and the thousand and one things that
constitute our daily activities, is Riven in the World-Famous Course

—

" Scientific Concentration." It teaches you the laws of Attention,
Observation, Memor>-, Fatigue. Habit and WiU-Power, and Thought-
Conlrol. and shows you how to develop and apply these to your daily
rot]uiremcnis. "Scientific Concentration" makes you aitentive. makes
you obser\*c and remember, develop?; your Will-Power. Self-Reltance,
and Thought-Control to an enormous extent. It banishes Self-Cousciousness.
elin:i;iaies Worry, helps you to coinuer Bad Habits, and is an invaluable
guide to success to any pursuii. "Scientific Concentration'* is practised
by a larRe body of students of every class, in every part of the
ctntiscd world; and is recommended by the Editors of the following
wellkno%vn Journals :

—
" Public Opinion," "The Guardian." "Christian

Commonwealth," " Review of Reviews," "Great Thoughts," "John
Bull." Learn what "Scientific Concentration" will do for ynu. Send
to-day for Free Booklet to the

CONCENTRO CO., 46, CENTRAL BUILDINGS.
WALLSEND, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

POOKS.-SECOND-HAND AT HALF PRICES, New at 25%
*-' discount. I.O00,OOD volumes on every conceivable subject. Send for
Catalojiucs (post frce>, and state wants. Books sent on approval. Books
purcha.5ed. Best prices —W. & G- FOVLE. Ul/3. Charing Cross Road, London.
W.C. Ci'hone: Gerrard SISO.)

Insist! Insist!! Insist!!!
on having a RENOLD Chain fitted on
your cycle.

Don't be persuaded that there is a chain
jusl-as-sood and cheaper than the

Lower priced chains there may be, but just-as-good
—there is no chain just-as-fiood as the Renold.
Made by skilled and experienced labour from the

finest material procurable, strenuously tested, and
microscopically accurate (no part of the chain vary-
ing from absolute correctness by more than ji^o part

of an inch).

a is acknowledged by all^ authorities ihe
World's Preeminent cycle cfuiin.

Of all Dealers—One Quality—5/6
(Filting and postage extra.)

Cvcle chain booklet containing useful hints, free.

HANS RENOLD Ltd., Dept. 14, MANCHESTER.

nrVPEWRlTING of every description under expert literary super-
* vision, from 8d. per 1.000 words, paper included. — Dept. E. THE
N*.\TIONAL TVPEWRITING BURIiAU. 199, Strand. W.C.

pOOKPLATES.—For Children or Adults. Send 3d. stamps (ov
*-* specimen Book of 83 choice inexpensive Desifins supplied in any quantity,
Rummed, with your name printed in.—LONDON ETCHING CO.. LTD.,
3. Holborn Place. London. W.C.

CTAMMErUNG AND ALL DEFECTS IN SPEECH effectually
*^ CORED by correspondence or personally. The "Practical Guide" is lent

to inquirers, post free.—N. H, Mason, 30, Fleet Street, Loudon, E.C.

Every owaer, or prospective owner of a gramophone, should read

HINTS ABOUT the GRAMOPHONE
Considered as a Musical Instrument.

Cr. 8»o, 68 pp. "t Ida POST
ROWELL and SONS, PRICE I/O FREE.

62-68. Rosebcry Avenue, London. E.C. (Mention this Pater.

TO NEW WRITERS. Novels, etc., promptly placed with
* London Publishers at best possible terms. Prospectus and Testimonials
free.—The Surrey Literary Agency. Stratbmore. Wesibury Road, New Maiden.
Surrey.

CHORTHAND.—IRISH C.\NADIAN'S STATEMENT: "I
*^ have come home from Canada for a few weeks' holiday, during which I have
learnt Sloan-Duployan shorthand, and fiaiaed a diploma for HO words a minute.
Sloan-Duployan will always find nie advocating the many advantages it possesses
over other systems. It may interest you to know that Sloan-Duployan is

the premier system in Canada and L*.S.A."--From Mr. Cornelius O'Leary.
St. Luke's P.O.. Cork. SLOAN-DUPLOYAN shorthand is acquired in a few
weeks and is guaranteed the most rapid and reliable system in use to-day. Send
for free illustrated handbook, containing lesson, specimens, etc.—Sloan Short-
hand Co.. Ramsgate.

"TO PLAY-WRITERS.—Manuscript Plays wanted for publica-
* tion in book form. No fees. Send MS. to Publisher, 34. Maiden Lane.
Strand. W.C,

WESTBOURNE PARK BUILDING SOCIETY.
ABSOLUTE
SKCi; KITY

FOR
SAVlNnS.

INTEREST.— 3 to 5 per cent, according to class of
in\'estmcnt— Paid Half-yearly— free from
Income Tax Dctluction.

P:o^j/^ctm. etc. oF c. Johnston Hirt. F.C.T.S., 5>go.

Ojfice: 136, WESTBOURME TERRACE. LONDON, W.

tale that contains the shuddering suggestion of horror
necessary to your true ghost story. It treats of a man
already hanged who was rescued from the gallows
swinging in chains that creaked with every motion of
the midnight air. To the gallows comes his father,

where he chances on the teller of the tale, a young
surveyor who is making observations on the moor.
Together the two men cut down the murderer, and
with frantic haste revive the spark of hfe not yet ex-
tinct within him. Urged by the force of the old
man's will, the surveyor carries home the victim of the
gallows and assists in his further recovery. Their
efforts are interrupted by a knocking at the door, the
surveyor is hustled into another room, and a stormy
interview ensues. At the conclusion of the conversa-
tion the surveyor discovers the caller has disappeared

;

the son, once more attired in the ghastly dress of the

gallows, his head and face covered with the black cap,

his limbs fettered with chains, is stretched upon the

bed. He is dead, the old man explains, and together
they return with their burden to Moon's Gibbet. The
surveyor goes back to the cottage for his instruments,

and there, seated before the hre, he finds the son of

the old man—alive! And he knows he has assisted,

all unwitting, in a murder. There is much, as we have
said, that is dramatic in this volume, but we miss the

touch of romance and the flutter of fancy that

distinguish Mr. Castle's earlier work, and while

appreciating the stories of his more recent manner,'

we would gladly welcome one of his old-time tales.

The Destroying Angel (Grant Richards, 6s.) is

a lurid novel, centring round a beautiful and tragic

adventuress. We have met the type many times

before ; it is eternal, and we suppose will outlast the

most original and individual creations of fiction. The
hero, by name Whitaker, discovers the lady in the act

of swallowing oxalic acid. He rescues her, in the

usual approved fashion, and is obliging enough to

marry her that she may suffer no inconvenience from
the lack of a duly respectable name. Meanwhile
Whitaker has been condemned to death by a doctor.

He suffers from those mysterious diseases known only

to fictionists, and attains a marvellous cure, which per-

mits him to perform feats of herculean strength. He
goes into the wilds in pursuit of his health, and returns

to find Mary a famous actress! The end of this

amazing book is of a wild and whirling description.

Mary, who is playing the leading part in a drama,
finds herself faced by a theatrical manager who,
desperate with love for her, aims a pistol at her

heart. She is rescued by the frantic leap of

Whitaker's friend Ember from a box to the stage.

• • •

Mrs. Henry de la Pasture is invariably successful in

depicting scenes of domestic life. There is a fresh-

ness and charm about her work that intrigues the

interest, and is restful to the reader of many mediocre
novels. In MICHAEL FerrYS (Smith, Elder and Co.,

6s.) she has departed from her usual methods. The
story is practically a prolonged discussion on religion,

and lengthy philosophical arguments impede the

action of the drama and block the stage. It is only

those fortunate persons with assured incomes and
plenty of leisure that are able to devote such a very

long time to the dissection of motive, and the analysis

of souls. Now and again the author harks back
to her earlier manner, and we get a touch of the

breezy humour of " Deborah." We are grateful for

this relief, but most ardently hope that Mrs. de la

Pasture will not again es.say a treatise on theology.
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The heroine of RuE AND RosES (Heinemann, 55.) is

pre-eminently a Puritan. She has an innate shrinking

from the physical side of life, and realises material

facts with a shock that for the time seems to paralyse

her capacity for discrimination. In an eloquent

introduction, Mr. W. L. Courtney describes Anna as

"doomed to be the Eternal Virgin, the predestinate

Spinster. In a world in which the feminine race

largely predominates there are not lovers and hus-

bands enough to go round, and she must remain out-

side that charmed circle—the leaping flames of love

and passion, which seem to embrace all the world ex-

cept herself." We do not agree with this estimate of

the character of the girl with the "strange wonderful
smile." Renunciation, we are told, becomes Anna's
ideal, and renunciation carried to the point of mutila-

tion is not the ideal of a virgin, but of the Calvinist

predestined to a fierce immolation that stings and
sears the beholders. The book is interesting and
intensely provocative of thought. Miss Angela
Langer writes with a charm attenuated but fragrant,

and her simplicity of phrasing creates an effect in

harmony with the personality of the heroine. Anrla is

not a success as a sweetheart—that goes without
saying—and one feels that the letter from her lover, in

which he finally sets her in a world apart, is the only

possible solution of the matter. Anna, with her

intense capacity for self-deception, her almost morbid
powers of introspection, would break the heart of any
man. She suffers from anaemia of the emotions, and
the fierce virginal flame that Mr. Courtney claims for

her could never have burnt in so pallid a spirit. Re-
nunciation is the go.spel she preaches, but it is a re-

nunciation of one who has never possessed what she

lays down. » » »
Messrs. Murray and Evenden, Ltd., have just pub-

lished another military novel from the pen of Mr.

Stephen Knott, ONCE ROUND (6s.). The scene is

laid in the Midlands, where the hero's regiment is

quartered. Mr. Knott gives a vivid and amusing in-

sight into the lives of the subalterns in His Majesty's

Army, both in and out of barracks, and the book con-

tains many entertaining yarns of soldier life. The
love story of Toby and Sylvia is rather tangled, but it

eventually smoothes itself out and ends happily for

everyone concerned, including the various ladies to

whom the incorrigible Toby has " engaged " himself

provisionally with such commendable courage. We
cannot help feeling that Mr. Knott is rather hard on
the " self-made " man, and venture to suggest that

there are other and more amiable sides to the

character of such men than he would lead us to believe,

but, apart from this, the book is well deserving of

praise. The " ragging " scene is cleverly written, and
we can assure the author that we thoroughly sympa-
thise with the " scoundrelly Courtier," and feel that

if we had been placed in his position we should have
done exactly the same, with the reservation that we
should have probably been rather more violent in our

treatment of Mullin, the outsider. Mr. Knott pre-

faces his book with a quotation from the " Knife-

grinder "—" Story ? Lord bless you ! I have none to

tell, sir." With this we venture to disagree. Mr.
Knott has a story, and he tells it very well.

9 » »
A story of blackmail and intrigue, melodramatic

happenings and sensational incidents, told in a notably

restrained style, with touches of real literary excel-

lence. Such is Patchwork Comedy (G. P. Put-

nam Sons,. 6s.). Mr. Humfrey Jordan has a gift of

characterisation. His sketches of the Carfew Father
and .Son are admirably executed ; we almost believe

PROBLEMS OF
PROGRESS.

By H. VINCENT.

The road to Prosperity is, as everybody knows, not

the straight, smooth, long road of our desires; it is a

devious, rough, and sometimes difficult road to follow.

Yet I venture to think that the majority of "side

tracked " wayfarers upon that road have something
other than the road to blame; often, I think, themselves.

Nothing is more piteous than the man—or tlie woman
—who is "in the rut," a-rusting upon some dismal

byway of commerce; yet being more the result of fault

than of opportunities.

It cannot be too often said that there are as many
opportunities in the world to-day as at any stage of the

world's history; even more, the busy business world is

full of chances to "get on "; full of the beginnings
which, rightly used, end in prosperity.

Every year extends the sphere of business; every year

adds to its activities, and every extension brings a fresh

crowd of chances to the men and women who want to

"get on."

Advertising is one of the most notable recent

examples of a new plan of business-creating occupation^

and good opportunities for thousands.

Ten or twelve years ago, advertising was, to a great

extent, in its infancy in this country; we were only on

the verge of those developments which to-day afford a

lucrative occupation for many workers.

It is to such professions as these, that th'e man or

woman "in a rut" should turn in search of progress;

for then progress is possible.

An easy and safe avenue of approach is supplied by
the excellent and practical course of correspondence

instruction in advertisement-writing and designing

which the Practical Correspondence College offer.s. The
Practical Correspondence College is an institution w hich

has already proved of immense value to men and women
all over the country, who, refusing to "rust " in the by-

way of business, at a starvation wage, have sought a

field where their brains could be used to profitable

account.

I know one young fellow— a shop assistant in the pro-

vinces some six years ago—now occupies a manager's
position in one of the biggest and most successful adver-

tising firms. '<^av

He was trained to success by the P.C.C.

I know another who not four years ago v\ as working
.very hard in uncongenial employment at a very small

salary. To-day he is acting as advertising representa-

tive for a thriving newspaper.

He also was trained to success by the P.C.C.

I could multiply these cases a hundredfold, and not

exhaust one half of the remarkable instances of how a

P.C.C. training can lift a man up from obscurity and
poverty to a good position and a lucrative income.

To the man or woman, then, with the ambition to

prosper and the energy to devote a little spare time to

preparing themselves for betterment I can indicate no
better course of action than to write to the Secretary of

the Practical Correspondence College for a copy of

"Brains and Ink," an illustrated and thoroughly inter-

esting booklet on the possibilities of the advertising pro-

fession and the means which the P.C.C. place at its

students' disposal to aid them in qualifying for a well-

paid position in that well-paid profession.

"Brains and Ink " will be sent post free upon request.

Address, the Secretary, Practical Correspondence Gol-

lege, 77, Thanet House, Strand, London, W.C
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in their existence, and are inclined to regard the scenes

of wild and whirling sensation through which they
pass as aberrations of these otherwise entirely agree-

able gentlemen. We cannot take the plot seriously

;

the notion that two hard-headed men would strip

themselves to the extent portrayed in the novel, in

order to appease the. ferocious demands of an extor-

tionate blackmailer, does not hold water for a moment.
We prefer to look on " Patchwork " as a fantasy, irt

which the figures play their parts with provocative

charm. We wish an author of such attainments
would choose a less trite background on which to

embroider his fantastic creations.

9 » 9
The Black Bean (Heath, Cranton and Ouseley,

'6s.) is a story of love and racing. The story goes at

a quick pace, and- carries the reader along. There are
certain touches of descriptive that show a quick eye
for detail and a capacity for visualising certain scenes
and bringing them vividly before the reader. No one
ever tires of hearing how the favourite lost the great
race, snatched within sight of the winning-post by
the dark horse of the hero ; and those who like the rush
and stir of the racecourse in fiction will find plenty to

amuse and interest them in " Thormanby's " last book.

@ • 9
London Voices (Chapman and Hall, 6s.) recalls

'the twang of the gramophone rather than the real,

right thing. Mr. Keble Howard never comes within a

mile of your true Cockney. His men and women are

marionettes, who dance—not to the strains of the
street organ, but to an electric piano. Clever but
never convincing, the reader feels he is the spectator

of a peep-show, a peep-show that suggests a play, and
has no resemblance to the drama of real life. Eternally
mechanical, you have only to test the reality of the
street loafers by a walk down Hoxton Street ; you will

hear many amusing things, swift flashes of humour,
brutality of expression, unadulterated vulgarity, but
never so much as the faintest echo of what the author
calls " London Voices."

9 9 9
Stories of violinists are perennially popular and

occasionally suggestive. Miss Ethel Sidgwick has
given us a clever study of temperament in SUCCES-
SION (Sidgwick and Jackson, 6s.). The hero is

neither neurotic nor saccharine. He possesses indeed
the essential qualities of the healthy human boy, and
is by way of hiding his talent rather than burning
[with desire to exploit it. This is the note the author
strikes throughout. Life is the drama ; that Antoine
is a musical genius is but one of the strands of the
iplot. And by doing this Miss Sidgwick avoids one
[Of the pitfalls into which the musical novelist is so
.often betrayed. The red-haired heroine of " Illumi-

nation," Harold Frederic's clever book, who plays the
soul out of the young clergyman and weaves her spells

about him through the witchery of her touch on the
piano, is never a human reality. She is a piano-player,
and life, we feel, to her—and to the author—is subordi-
nate to the movement of a sonata or the rhytlim of a
polonaise. The same holds good of Marion Craw-
ford's " Soprano." Brilliant in dialogue and charac-
terisation, the prima donna is inevitably the operatic
singer, never the woman ; and though the atmosphere
pf the stage and of the concert-room is permissible
and desirable in dealing with events and persons
purely of the dramatic, the theatric note is always
ptruck. But these things are but the background
|for the essential human drama of Miss Sidgwick's
(novel, and the ultimate tragedy which releases the

hero from his martyrdom to music is the culmination

of the subtle but unceasing struggle portrayed

throughout the book—the struggle as to whether
Antoine, the child of many fears and hopes, shall

justify his genius and the ambitions of his relatives,

and set the world afure with his fame and Uve the

life of a normal individual. M. Lemaure, the

grandfather, who manages the boy with such con-

summate tact, is carefully thought out, with deft

touches that make the portrait hve. " M. Lemaure,
who had hardly noticed Antoine in his distraction,

presently caught sight of him, and, with a barely

visible sign, brought him to his side. Having him
there, he used him to rest a hand upon, and the boy
knew, by the hand's weight, he was tired. Once,
when Antoine glanced upon something in the

dialogue, he caught his eye. The look was one of

understanding, though_he did not smile. Thereupon,
the first ray of reality pierced Antoine's nightmare.

He had been longing for weeks for this one person

;

now he felt that, somewhere in the distance, a grand-
father might exist."

Poor child, oppressed by that nightmare ! We owe
the author a debt of gratitude when, at the last, she
lets Antoine break through.

•^ 4^ ^
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THE STORY OF
TWO "SWANS"

ivhich cost their respective' owners half a guinea each

I am just an ordinary ten-and-sixpenny

" Swan " Fountain Pen. My master \va£_a

school-boy when he bought me. I have

lived in his waistcoat pocket for almost six-

teen years ; have passed all his examinations

for him ; ha\ e travelled thousands gf miles

with him ; and hnve even been with him to

the Arctic. I have been pulled out of my
warm pocket to make notes in a snow hut,

as we rested on one of our sledge journeys

;

and once I fell out and lay for a whole night

on the ice and thought I was lost ; but an

Eskimo picked me up in the morning. He
wiped the snow off me, and looked at me
very carefully; then he said something to

himself which I recognised as "the little

something that writes," and marched me
straight hoine to my master.

And so we have lived together, my master

and I, like bosom friends.

This morning we were working together

when he dropped me, and before he knew it

he had trodden on me. So here I am, laid

on the shelf, within ten days of my sixteenth

birthday. I hope to be at work again soon,

for I heard my master say something about

fitting me with a new barrel, for my nib is

as good as ever.—Yours truly, "3012."

r.S.—My diet always consists of " SWAN "

ink and " Swan "' ink only.

Dear Brother " 301 2,"

t see that you have been writing a fine

letter about your achievements—now let inc

have a turn. You can brag about your

adveirtures, but, atthiugh I'm only a "man
in the street, ' or, rather, "on the road," I am
just as much a 10/6 'Swan" as you are.

For twelve years I have worked. At the

office, hard at it the whole day long, only

stopping for meals (I. too, need "filling"

you know), a slave myself though making

things run ever so srr.oothly for my mister.

I have done military duty at camp under all

sorts of hard conditions, and the more

peaceful one of "taking down" sermons at

church. I have written much sweet music

and things still sweeter in the shape of

missives to "his girl"(ch! but I was very

nearly sacrificed once when these two dear

people embraced at parting—they forgot I

was in between).

In a hot boiler house, amidst clouds of

steam, I have made records, and then gone

out in the snow and made more. In tram,

motor-bus, train, and even on a cycle I ha\e

done my duty, and not failed on the top of

Skiddaw or at the bottom of a coal mine.

Not bad for this old nib, is it.' And there's

life in the old dog yet, I can tell you.

I feed on "Swan" ink, of course—have

done ever since I got sense—and I reckon

that if you or I don't get under the garden

roller or drop from a first-floor window on to

the pavement, a "jubilee " of service will in

due course be celebrated by youiself and

(Signed) Your brother " 3013."

IS NOT SERVICE SUCH AS THIS
WORTH YOUR WHILE?

Prices ^*

10/6
upwards ^^^A^

Sold by

Stationers
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Jewellers.
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

THE delegates of the belligerent Balkan nations
are meeting again in London- to arrange the
preliminaries of peace. Never did an inter-

national conference have a more complicated task
submitted to it. It will require infinite firmness and
ingenuity on the part of the Great Powers, and
infinite moderation and self-restraint on the part of

the Balkan peoples, to reconcile their conflicting

interests and ambitions. Where everytliing hangs in

the balance, it is hopeless to speculate. At tlie same
time, the broad outlines of any reasonable and per-

manent settlement are fairly obvious. The source
of all past 2ind future trouble lies in the racial

antagonism's of the Balkan nations. It must there-

fore be the object 'of the European concert to

establish an equilibrium between the opposing
national forces, and to prevent any one Balkan nation
from establishing its supremacy over the others. In
the interests of future peace, in order to maintain
the balance of power within tlie Balkan Peninsula,

and in order to counteract the formidable expansion
of the Slav element, it is not desirable that Bulgaria,

as was at one time expected, should get the lion's

share. Some compensation will have to be given to

Roumania, and a very large increase of territory will

probably have to be granted to Greece, which ought
to become mistress of Salonica. In this way, with
the establishment of an autonomous Albania, three

non - Slav nationalities, Roumania, Greece, and
Albania, will hold in check the three Slav nationali-

ties of Montenegro, Servia and Bulgaria. Unless
some such equilibrium be established, the Peace
Settlement will be eminently precarious. All the

more so because Servian and Montenegrin ambitions
will still remain unfulfilled and because Albania is

likely for generations to be a smouldering volcano.

The Government have suffered a severe defeat at
the Newmarket by-election, the Unionists securing a
majority of 851. The defeated candidate, Mr. George
NichoUs, speaking to a representative of the Daily
ChronicU, attributes his defeat mainly to the bad
administration of the Insurance Act. " We should
have won," said Mr. NichoUs, " had it not been
for the way in which the Insurance Act has been
administered in Cambridgeshire. This had more to
do with my defeat than anything eke." Such an
admission on the part of a Liberal candidate goes
a long way to justify the severe stricttu-es which have
been passed on the gross mismanagement in connec-
tion with the Insurance Act, and the election ought
to be a warning to the Government to put their house
in order.

The tide of emigration continues unabated.
Thousands every week continue to leave London,
Liverpool and Glasgow for Canada and Australia^
There is every indication that the year 1913 will beat
every record in the recent history of emigration, and
that before December 300,000 will have left these
shores. And what is even more ominous than the
quantity of the emigration is its quality. It is the
young men, the enterprising and the energetic, that
are leaving. It is the old men, the women and the
children that are left behind. Some of the most
beautiful districts of Scotland are being depleted.
Whole cities, like the old county town of Jedburgh,
are left desolate, and houses are crumbling in even
in the main . streets. In view of .the unprecedented
nature of the emigration phenomenon at a period of
booming trade and of universal prosperity, EVERY-
MAN will open a discussion which will be started next
week by Mr. Chiozza Money, M.P.

It is a sign of thC; times that the Public Health
Congress in Paris was so largely occupied with what
is called industrial hygiene—a subject which practi-
cally did not exist fifty years ago. One of the most
brilliant papers in this section, and one of particular
interest to the layman, was read by a young English
medico. Dr. Shufflebotham, of Newcastle-under-
Lyme. Dr. Shufflebotham has specialised in indus-
trial diseases, and his paper dealt with occupational
fatigue, a most important factor in industrial and
general efficiency, and one to which present-day
psychologists, notably Dr. Miinsterberg, have given
considerable attention. Dr. Shufflebotham empha-
sised the fact that public opinion can yet do much
to ameliorate the conditions of labour from the health
point of view, and pointed out tliat not only excessive
or insufficient heating, but also the less noticed defect
of insufficient lighting, was responsible for a large
proportion of industrial accident?. He laid special
stress upon the utter inadequacy of the common
miner's lamp, wluch, after being used for some time,
is reduced to a very low power.

The Yellow Press of America is making the most
of the awkward entanglement which the Cajifornian
anti-Japanese legislation lias created, and its head-
lines reek of war. Mr. Daniels, Secretary oi the
Navy, is making valiant efforts to counteract these
endless war rumours, and spares no pains in doing
so. Thus he explained to a group of correspondents
how the fact of a cruiser having been sent for a
trial run to San Francisco, in order to test the quality
of some Alaskan coal, appeared in the Yellow Press
as :

" U.S. ship ' Maryland.' stripped for action, makes
forced speed to San Francisco. Prepare for battle."
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IRISH PROTESTANTS AND HOME RULE
BY J. M. HONE

Inaugu ration of Protestant Campaign
Shortly before Christmas last year a meeting was
held in the City of London, at which Mr. Stephen
Gwynn, Mr. Bernard Shaw, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,

and other distinguished men spoke as Irish Protestants

in favour of Home Rule. It was the inauguration of

a Protestant campaign against the attitude of North-
East Ulster. Again, a few weeks ago another meet-

ing for the same purpose took place in Dublin, with

Mr. W. B. Yeats as the principal speaker. This move-
ment, if it be watched by the British public, will reveal

the fact that the " aristocracy " of Irish Protestantism

is Nationalist, at least outside of Trinity College ; if

one wants to hear the Irish problem discussed with

intellectual sincerity one must listen to the Protestant

Home Ruler—or, conversely, to the Catholic Unionist
(the best speeches against Home Rule made in the

recent Parliamentciry debates were those of Irish

Catholic Unionists). Protestant Home Rulers, there-

fore, do not pretend that anything like a conversion en

masse of Irish Protestants to Nationalism is either

taking place or hkely in the near future to take place.

The pronouncements of the Irish Protestant Church
bodies, and the attitude of that part of Ulster in which
the Protestant colony is concentrated are definite and
decided. Irish Protestants in the mass are still

Unionist, and " Ulster " is the most significant fact in

the Irish situation to-day, because " Ulster " is more
determined not to have Home Rule than Nationalist

Ireland is determined to have it.

I.

Irish Nationality Established by Irish
Protestants

Irish ProtesFtant Home Rulers, however, believe

that their co-religionists will not merely evade perse-

cution, but will profit under Home Rule : they do not

profess to be altruists. History bears out this view.

The great epoch of the Irish Protestants (or Anglo-
Irish) was the epoch of Grattan's Parliament. The
oratory and architecture which made Dublin famous
at the end of the eighteenth century were the achieve-

ment of the ancestors of the Irish Unionists, not of the

ancestors of the Irish Nationalists.

One may go further and say that the modern
"idea" of Irish Nationality was established by Irish

Protestants. The Roman Catholic Church favoured
the union ; the Orangemen were against it. Most
of the great Irish leaders in the eighteenth and nine-

teenth centuries were Protestants—Swift, Grattan,

Tone, Emmet, Davis, John Mitchell, Isaac Butt,

Charles Stewart Parnell. If Mr. Bernard Shaw and
Mr. W. B. Yeats may not be described as " Irish

leaders," they are the two Irishmen whose names are

most widely known outside of these countries.

Were Trinity College Nationalist, one might say
that all the intellect of Protestant Ireland was for

Home Rule. And into Trinity College patriotism is

penetrating. The attempt of the Ulster Unionists to

exclude this seat of learning from the provisions of

the Home Rule Bill provoked the active opposition of

a minority of Fellows and graduates, led by Dr.

MahafTy. Dr. Mahaffy, whom one shoukl have classed

with Mr. Shaw and Mr. Yeats as an Irishman with an
assured European reputation, is not a Home Ruler

;

but he believes that Trinity College and Protestantism

have a leading role, an Irish r6Ie, to play in the Ireland

of the future.

11.

Home Rule to Benefit Irish Protestantism

But what precisely is meant by Irish Protestantism?

Do our Home Rulers use the word in its pohtical and
local sense, as connoting the alien race or class that

was once described as " Ascendancy " ? When they

say that Home Rule will benefit Irish Protestantism,

do they mean that under Home Rule we shall again

see the " English in Ireland " getting a share in

government out of proportion to their numbers, if not

out of proportion to their wealth and intelligence?

It is not necessary to draw this conclusion. Mr.

Shaw's idea seems to be (see the Home Rule Preface to
" John Bull's Other Island ") that the Roman Catholics

of Ireland, having got rid of one " foreign domination,"

that of London, will then (under Home Rule) estab-

lish the Protestants in power with a view to the destruc-

tion of another " foreign domination," that of Rome.
"They (the Irish Protestants) will take an energetic

part in the national government, which will be sorely

in need of Parliamentary and official forces inde-

pendent of Rome. They will get not only the Pro-

testant votes, but the votes of Catholics in that spirit

of toleration which is everywhere extended to heresies

that happen to be politically serviceable to the ortho-

dox." When Ireland is free of London and Rome
alike, then tlie Protestant-Catholic line of cleavage

will lose its political, social, and racial characters.

But Mr. Yeats, Mr. Shaw, and their like can scarcely

be described as representative Irish Protestants, for

Protestant Christianity is still a very living faith in

Ireland. " What right have these people to speak for

the Protestants ? Do they go to Church ? " an Ulster-

man once naively asked the present writer in argu-

ment. There is something in it. One can, however,

point to a few clergymen of the Disestablished Church
of Ireland who entertain Home Rule opinions, and
who, when they say that Home Rule will benefit Pro-

testantism, are thinking (we may assume) chiefly of

their Church. There can be no doubt that the Pro-

testant faith would have made more headway among
the native Irish if it had not been associated in the

Kelt's mind with confiscation and political injustice.

But the opportunity was let slip after the days of

Bishop Bedell—he who translated the Bible into Irish,

and was " keened " at burial by Kelts. " May he rest

in peace, the last of the English!" It will scarcely

be recovered. Strong Nationalists have often had
political occasion to quarrel with the Roman Catholic

Church ; heresy was rampant among the United Irish-

men, the Young Irelanders, and the Fenians ; but the

Protestant Church has not directly profited. The
Roman Catholic in Ireland, as elsewhere, who rev^olts

against " the priest," turns not " Protestant," but

agnostic. Mr. George Moore was a solitary exception
;

when angry at the want of patriotism of the Roman
Catholic Bishops, he entered the Protestant Church

—

but Mr. Moore will only do those things that are

inimitable.

III.

Irish :Protestants who Approve of Priest's
Power

It should be remarked, however, that there are Irish

Protestants who deny that the power of the priest is
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'excessive. We know many I.rish Protestants whose
strongest objection to Home Rule is precisely that in

a self-governed Ireland the political influence of the

Roman Catholic Church will vanish. Conservatives

first of all, such Protestants hold that the priest is a

bulwark against Socialism, and nothing would be more
calculated to confirm them in their Unionism than
the anti-clerical argument for Home Rule. Nor is it

possible to think that the rich manufacturers of Bel-

fast, educated men, believe as fanatically as they pre-

tend in the wickedness of the Pope. It is possible to

suspect that they dislike Trade Unionism, and do
want to keep their Protestant and Catholic workmen
apart. Again, one knows of Irish Protestants—a very

few—who approve of the priests' power, but think

that Home Rule will strengthen it, and want Home
Rule for that reason.

We have no idea what view, if any, the Pope takes

of Irish politics to-day. It is, however, an historical

fact that the result of the Battle of the Boyne caused

rejoicings at the Vatican, and later history, too, dis-

plays Rome as hostile to Irish national aspirations. The
writer once heard an educated orator tell an Orange
audience that he would defend Unionism against any
man—"even the Pope, if he came to this market-

place." That orator was trusting in a people's ignor-

ance, appealing to a people's .prejudice. What Ire-

land, south as well as north, most wants is neither

Home Rule nor the Union, neither clericalism nor

anti-clericalism, nor, again, an artificial union of class,

creed and race, but intellectual sincerity ; she needs

that her leaders of opinion shall cease to use argu-

ments upon others that do not convince themselves.

The same criticism applies, no doubt, to Great Britain

and to all countries ; but one has this belief—or

patriotic illusion—that the Irish, hke the Latin peoples,

will not hate the truth when they are told it.

SOME THOUGHTS ON THE
SUFFRAGE QUESTION

By E. H. SHILLITO, B.A.

At the present time it is difficult for sane, clear-

minded people to say whose actions one regards with

the greater amazement : those of the suffragists who,

by their blind policy and their refusal to face human
nature as it is, have thrown away an opportunity of

gaining the franchise, which is not likely to recur

again at an early date ; or those of the statesmen who
liave allowed the action of a few thousand out of the

milUons of women in the country to change their views

on this important question.

The present position is one of extreme delicacy_and

danger ; what may be the outcome of the collision of

these two strong opposing forces it is difficult to say.

On the one hand, we have a band of women, a small

band certJiinly, who are wilhng to sacrifice even, life

itself, if necessary, to gain the vote. On tlie other

hand are a number of statesmen, who, guided by pre-

judice, petty irritation, or fear of the unknown, are

determined not to be intimidated into surrender. It

is an interesting situation, and one wonders what will

be the result The strength of the women lies in the

fact that justice and right are on their side. If a demo-
cratic government is acknowledged to be the right

method of ruling these islands, there is no valid argu-

ment for excluding women from the franchise. The
tactics of the militants are undoubtedly mistaken ; it

is manifestly an absurdity for the weaker sex to try

to gain anything by physical force, as in this they

are undoubtedly inferior to men. The appeal of

women for equal rights with men can only be success-

ful in a state where mere brute strength has ceased to

be the criterion of a human being's value. Possibly

these mihtants have done useful work in making
women's suffrage a living possibility instead of a mere
theoretical subject for students' essays ; but no person

can deny that recently they have done far more harm
than good to their own cause.

Little has been done for the woman's suffrage cause,

too, by the members of the peaceful societies who have
claimed, without considering the facts of the case, a

Government measure. Even in their ardent zeal for

an important cause, it would have been well to realise

that the franchise has to be granted by a Parliament
bound by the conventions and rules of ordinary Par-

liamentary procedure. A Government divided against

itself on any question obviously caniK)t introduce a
measure deahng with that disputed subject.

These errors, however, are technical rather than
fundamental, caused by an excess of enthusiasm, which
has, for the time being, obscured vision. Such errors

have been made over and over again by members of

the other sex, and have notliing peculicirly feminine
in them. But, as in the case of a lady doctor, mistakes
of this kind in a woman are generally taken to be
a result of her sex, so manifestly unfair is the judg-
ment on women who enter fields hitherto unexplored
by them.
Behind these ladies whose zeal ofttimes outruns dis-

cretion, however, is a large and increasing army of

educated and working women, who are directly or
indirectly working for the vote. This fact, coupled
with the justice of the claim, ensures success sooner
or later ; how long the delay will be, who can say ?

With regard to the Government, it is difficult to

reahse that a body of statesmen could be so influenced

by the annoying actions of a nimiber of fanatics as

our present M.P.'s have been. In May, 191 1, Sir George
Kemp's Bill was carried at the Second Reading by a
majority of 167 ; in May, 191 3, Dickinson's Bill is de-
feated by a majority of 47, which statistics mean that

107 statesmen have changed their convictions owing
to the action of the militants. Truly a reflection on
statesmanship! There may be some truth in the
asseveration of the women that not until this year has
a Women's Suffrage Bill ever been considered as any-
thing but a little amusement pour passer le temps, and
that men who voted for a Bill that had no chance of

becoming law would not do so for one that was really

regarded seriously. For a Liberal Government, too,

as a question of practical politics, tlie point arises

whether the addition of women to the voting register,

on any basis whatever, would not increase the forces

of their opponents. Their hands are also somewhat
tied by a Prime Minister who is consistently opposed
to the granting of the suffrage to woman, and who has
behaved most generously in defiance of his own con-

victions.

It is surely time, however, that this question should

be settled on its own merits, that party and all other

prejudice should be put on one side, and the justice

of the women's claim considered. And surely to this

there can be only one answer. Gamaliel's words to

the Sanhedrim at Jerusalem, when the rulers were
disturbed by the activity of the early Christians, ex-

pressed a truth that all statesmen would be wise to

realise. " If this counsel be the work of men, it will

be overthrown ; but if it be of God, ye will not be able

to overthrow them." Justice has always been held to

be one of the greatest attributes of the Deity, and,

without any irreverence, all claims for justice- may be
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said to be " of God." Nothing can finally put an end

to such demands. Nothing will end the campaign of

women for their rights as citizens but the granting of

the vote. One only hopes that statesmen will reahse

this before any irreparable damage has been done

—

if, indeed, it has not already been done.

Nothing reveals true greatness of character so clearly

as the willingness to give in at the right moment. It

is the supreme test of a ruler, whether it be the humble

master of the schoolroom, the mistress of the home, or

the great statesman whose word sways and influences

thousands. In weak natures, obstinacy is invariably one

of the most marked charaeteristics, a quality that out-

wardly resembles, but is really totally different from the

tenacity of purpose that defies and overcomes difficul-

ties. One has only to go back to the history of our

own country to see how the weakest kings have in-

variably been the greatest tyrants: how, in spite of

all warnings and demands on the part of their sub-

jects, they have insisted on their own way, and have

sooner or later brought themselves or the country to

disaster. The Stuarts, with all their personal charm
and the fascination they had, and still have for many
of the English people, failed in this—they did not know
when to give in. Relying on their belief in the divine

right of kings, they resisted the just claims of the

people, and paid the penalty, as all such rulers must
George III., through lack of this insight, lost for us

the great colony across the seas : he refused to ackndw-
Icdge that the claim of the colonists was a right one,

and to realise thai nothing can pacify the demand
for justice except the granting of it. An example of

wise statesmanship was shown by the Duke of Wel-
lington in the year 1832, when the Great Reform Bill

that enfranchised half a million men was before the

country. This Bill had already been thrown out by
the House of Lords, a rejection that caused the famous
riots of that year. The Duke, who was personally

opposed to the Bill, realising that resistance to such

demands was futile, wisely left the Upper House,
taking with him a number of his followers, so that the

Bill was carried. Would that our present statesmen
would follow his example

!

But beyond the claim for mere justice, the women's
demand has a deeper inner significance. Lately, in

connection with the discussion on the W^hite Slave
Traffic, a searchlight has been thrown on one of the

darkest sides of human life. It is to lessen sin, sorrow,

and suffering that we ask for the vote. We long for

a day when no woman v/ill be obliged to sell herself

for gold. Indirectly, the possession of the vote will

raise women, socially, economically, and morally, and
the men of the country will rise with them. As
Sir Edward Grey said in his masterly speech,

the indirect influence of the vote is greater than the
direct.

The best men, as a rule, set women on a pedestal

:

the worst consider them as creatures made for their

own pleasures. Neither are right.
" Oh, if you ever marry," said Mrs. Falconer to John

Gray in " The Choir Invisible," " don't make the mis-
take of treating the woman as an ideal ! Treat her in

every way as a human being exactly like yourself!
With the same weaknesses, the same struggles, the
same temptations!" Every thinking woman would
echo that cry. We want to work side by side with
men, either as wives in the home, or fellow-workers in

the world : not antagonistic, but sympathetic, each sex
doing the work the other cannot do.

Let our statesmen beware lest in their short-sighted
refusal to grant what is obviously a right they in-

stigate that greatest of all evils, a sex-war

!

MR. WHIBLEY'S BIOGRAPHICAL
STUDIES*

Mr. Whibley is so practised a literary hand that the"

appearance of his name on the title-page of a volum«

of essays usually betokens a feast of good things. Nor
is there any disappointment in the present instance^i

for, with one exception, the eight studies which com-
prise this volume deal with personages of the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries, a period which the author

has made peculiarly his own. We do not know that

Mr. Whibley has ever published anything quite so

good ; certainly he has never excelled these brilliant

essays. Accomplished scholarship, grace of style, and
wise and withal charitable interpretation of human
character are apparent on every page.

By far the longest study is that with which the

volume opens. It consists of three essays, which
recount the life-story of Sir Thomas Overbury—that

pathetic figure " whose haggard ghost still walks in

the secret places of the Tower." The first treats of

Overbury's rise and fall, the second of his imprison-

ment and tragic death, and the third of his literary

achievement as set forth in his " Characters." It is

usual to associate the " Character " as a literary

convention, mainly with the name of Samuel Butler,

who, as Mr. Whibley points out, made most effective

use of it in political controversy. But it is to Overbury
that we owe the beginning of the " Character." His
work, our author shows, formed a chapter in the his-

tory of literature, for it was the first of its kind to be
composed in English.

In the sixteenth century no figure was more familiar

to the courts and colleges of Europe than the travel-

ling Scot Mr. Whibley here presents us with masterly

portraits of two of the most famous—George
Buchanan and James Crichton, better known as the
" Admirable." Buchanan's services to humanism and
literature are skilfully summed up. We do not re-

member having seen him compared with Rabelais,

but certainly the resemblance which Mr. Whibley
establishes is striking. The judgment of Crichton is,

in the main, conventional. " He was something of a

coxcomb. There is the truth in six words."

Of John Stow, the Elizabethan chronicler, whose
" Survey of London " contains much curious anti-

quarian lore, we have an interesting sketch, which the
author winds up by bemoaning the vanishing of much
that gave London for centuries an attractive archi-

tectural character of its own.
" London is the Paradise of tlie County Counoillor, anil

if only the financiers are amiable, in fifty years there wil!

be no ancient stone standing on another. Not only wil! th<

liouses of London disappear before the greed of the specu-
lative builder; the streets themselves will be lost in straight,

cut boulevards."

The remaining essays discourse pleasantly regard-

ing Edward Hall, " the eloquent panegyrist of Henry
VIII."

; John Tiptoft Earl of Worcester, who seems
to have had his counterpart, in later ages, in the
" Bloody Mackenzie," the persecutor of the Cove-
iianters, for Tiptoft was an " accomplished scholar,

munificent patron of learning, and the Butcher of

England " ; Margaret, Duchess of Newcastle, who
seems to have been a wit and a Blue-stocking born
out of due season ; and Sir Thomas Browne, the genial

author of the " Religio Medici," a work to which, as

well as to the author, Mr. Whibley does full justice.

Should the book come to a second edition, the curious
slip on page 174 ought to be corrected.

* "Essays ia Biography." By Charles Whibley. 53. aet.

(Constable.)
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HISTORIC CITIES OF THE WORLD
I.

—

Paris j» > j» By The Editor
PART I.

My dear "Everyman,"—The hearty welcome
which you have extended to the series of sketciies

on the " Countries of the World " encourages me to

submit to you another series on the " Historic Cities

of the World." Such a subject ought to be of even
greater educational interest than the previous one.

For if it be desirable to extend our knowledge of

other nations, so as to widen our horizon and to

develop the European spirit, what may be called the

Catholic and Universal spirit, it is even more
important from a practical and moral point of view
to develop the civic spirit, to foster the love of the

city. And this can best be done by showing what
the city has accomplished for humanity in the past.

It is my firm conviction that the city has done a

great deal more than either nation or empire, and
that, therefore, to develop the civic spirit is vastly

more important than to develop the national or
Imperial spirit. Whoever studies the history of

Athens and Rome, of Florence and Venice, of

Nuremberg and Cologne, of Bruges and Antwerp,
of London and Edinburgh, must come to the conclu-

sion that it is mainly the city that has built up
civilisation.

We shall start this new series with the world city,

Paris. So wonderful have been the developments of

democratic travel that Everyman can now afford

to go to Paris. To go to Paris is as easy and as

cheap as to go to Edinburgh. This Whitsuntide,
thousands of Londoners have run across the Channel
for the week-end at the total cost of 26s. Everyman
has the chance, and Everyman ought to use it.

The tragedy of it is that ninety-five per cent, of those
who do go to the world city do not even realise

the magnificent advantages which are within their

reach. For the enormous majority of visitors to Paris
it is only a pleasant trip, and nothing more. It is

not the educational discipline which it might be and
which it ought to be.

And this is not for lack of knowledge of the
language, which, however useful, is not essential ; it

is mainly for total lack of guidance. It is true the
tourist has at his disposal hundreds of popular guide-
books to Paris. Unfortunately those " guide-books "

do not guide him, but misguide him. Nothing could
well be more superficial, more artificial, more con-
ventional than the information given by even the
best of them. Take Baedeker—probably the most
perfect guide-book to Paris, of which an excellent
new edition has just appeared (Fisher Unwin, 6s.)

—

how little does it tell us of the realities of Parisian
life, of the conditions under which the French milhons
work, of their national characteristics. To read
Baedeker, or Murray, or Joanne, one would irnagine
that the British nation are the most artistic nation in
the world, the most passionately and the most exclu-
sively devoted to the fine arts. One would imagine
that to look at pictures, to visit museums, is the one
thing worth living for, and worth going to Paris for.

There is no more melancholy sight than to see the
herds of tourists driven through the Louvre by a
Cook's agent, and looking with pathetic docility at
the pictures which Cook or Baedeker tells them to
look at. The thousands who are never tired of doing
a Catholic cathedral never think of attending a

Catholic service, which alone would reveal to them
the meaning of that cathedral. The tliousands who
are never tired of visiting museums, academies, or

salons never think of looking at the scenes of real

life which tliose pictures illustrate.

In giving a survey of the historic cities of the world,

we shall therefore only make passmg reference to

the conventional " sights " described m the conven-

tional guide-books. We shall assume that Every-

man is not only interested in the monuments of Paris,

but in the men who built the monuments, that he
is not only interested in tlie dead past, but in the

hving present, that he is not only interested in the

gossip or scandal of royalty, but in the hves of suffer-

ing humanity. We shall draw Everyman's atten-

tion to the inequalities of wealth, to the distribution

of population, to the human arnl social aspects of

each district, to the Fair and the Market-place, to

the Slum and the Rookery, to the Pawnshop and the

Police Court ; in short, to the conditions under which
the toiling millions earn their precarious existence.

I.

In its relation to France, Paris occupies an
altogether unique position. It is the one centre of

national life in a sense no other capital is. It

absorbs in itself all the national activities in a sense

which no other capital does. Suppress Rome, and
there still remain Florence, the artistic capital ; Milan,

the industrial capital ; Venice and Genoa, the com-
mercial capitals. Suppress Berlin, and there still

remain Leipzig and Cologne and Miinich and Diissel-

dorf. Suppress London, and the shipping and the
trade and the industries and the artistic and intel-

lectual activities of the British people still continue
in Liverpool and Glasgow, in Manchester and
Birmingham, in Oxford and Edinburgh. But destroy
Paris, and you strike at the very heart and brain of

the French people. For many centuries Paris has
concentrated the Government and the industries, the
wealth and the art and the intellect of the French
people.

Paris is the harmonious synthesis of many contrasts
and many contradictions. Paris is the city of the
past, and the hstless tourist in quest of amusement
is haunted at every street comer by the most
venerable memories of civilisation. But if Paris is

the City of tradition, the City of Emperor Julian and
St. Louis, of the Renascence Monarchy, she is also

the City of revolution, the Mecca of Triumphant
Democracy. The civic motto of Paris fittingly

expresses the political destiny of the capital:
" Fluctuat nee mergitur "—

" always tossed on tem-
pestuous waves, yet never submerged "

!

Paris is supreme in the arts of peace, but it is also
the strongest military fortress of the world, and on
its capacity to repel the foreign invader depends
national security. Paris is the capital of literature

and art. But it is also a beehive of industry. It is

also the first commercial harbour of France.

Paris is the city of leisure. Whatever a millionaire

has earned in the Argentine, or San Francisco, or
Siberia, he comes to spend here. But that city of
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leisure is also a city of strenuous labour, and the

highest of all forms of labour—scientific labour—is

better organised here than anywhere else. Paris is

a city of pleasure, and, to outward appearance, light-

hearted and frivolous, yet it is also intensely earnest,

and few capitals evoke so many tragedies. In few

cities are men more weighed down under the burden

pf so many anxious responsibilities.

No cit}' is more characteristically French. She is

the exquisite flower and culminating blossom of Latin

culture. Yet Paris is also pre-eminently cosmopolitan,

and her attractive power represents the mysterious

fascination and magnetism of the French genius.

Generation after generation travellers have felt with

the Roman Emperor Julian, and have sung the praise

of his ' beloved Lutetia." There are living, even

to-day, 600,000 foreigners inside and outside her

walls. London and New York may far outnumber

her, but Paris remains the city of light and leading.

Ever>" event has a wider echo here than in any other

capital. Any revolution which originates in Paris is

likely to spread in stormy waves to the extreme ends

of the world. Every drama enacted on the Parisian

stage stands a good chance of becoming a world

drama.

In studying so infinitely complex a world as Paris,

within the few days which the average tourist has at

his disposal, it is no doubt advisable to adopt some
method. It may be more pleasant to wander about

aimlessly as our fancy leads us ; still, for the traveller

who wants to make the most of his opportunity, and
to whom trav<^l is not merely a relaxation and a luxury,

but an education, some systematic plan is certainly

advisable. The academic student who still believes

that the past has a prior claim on his attention will

prefer to explore in their historic sequence the ancient

Lutetia, of Caesar and Julian, the Mediaeval, Gothic

and scholastic and Ecclesiastical Paris, the Paris of

the Renascence, the Paris of Louis XIV., the Paris

of the Revolution and the Empire. On the other

hand, the student of present-day conditions will

prefer to examine the various social conglomerations

which constitute the world city, the city of labour and
democracy in the east end, the city of wealth and
leisure in the west end, the city of pleasure in the

north, the city of knowledge and learning in the south,

the city of trade in the centre, and the original his-

toric city of Notre Dame and the Saint Chapelle and
the Palais in the island of the Cite.

I have often found it extremely useful for didactic

purposes to adopt some such sociological divisions.

But for our present purpose, in attempting a brief

systematic survey of the French capital, it will be
more practical to accept the existing administrative

districts. Since 1859 Paris, within the boundaries of

the old fortifications of 1840, is divided into twenty
independent cities (arrondissements) and eighty dis-

tricts (quartiers), and the succession of those twenty
cities forms a spiral twice revolving round its centre.

The centre is constituted by the first four arron-

dissements. The next seven arrondissements form
an inner circle. The remaining nine arrondissements

form an outer circle, and constitute the eccentric and
outlying districts. I believe that, on the whole, the

simplest plan for the student is to follow that political

spiral. I am quite aware that any purely administra-

tive divisions have something artificial, but, after all,

those twenty cities have now had a corporate life for

more than half a century, and although they are only
known by abstract numbers, they yet constitute living

civit units ; they possess a moral and political per-

sonality.

II.

It will be best to take the first two arroridissements

together. They are bounded by the Seine on the

south, by the Grands Boulevards on the north, by the

Boulevard de Sobastopol on the east, and they are

separated by the rue des Petits Champs and the rue

Etienne Marcel. In area they are the two smallest

divisions of Paris, yet they contain the chief organs

of economic life and the majority of the most impor-

tant " sights " of the capital. There are few spots on

earth outside Rome where so much history, so much
art, so much beauty, are concentrated in so narrow a

space as in the first arrondissement, of which the

second arrondissement is only the hinterland. Here

are crowded together the Louvre, the Palais de Jus-

tice, with the Tuileries, the Place Vendome, the

national theatre (la Comedie Fran^aise), the National

Library, the Palais Royal, the Post Office, the Ex-

change, the central market-place of Paris (les Halles),

as well as the great stores and the luxurious shops dear

to fashion.

Although the most animated quarter of Paris,

although throbbing with a feverish life which cori-
.

tinues for twenty-two hours in the day, this district is

not Parisian; it is not French. It is pre-eminently

cosmopolitan. It is the realm of the tourist. It be-

longs to the alien nomad. Few Parisians reside here.

The population is a population of waiters and ser-

vants, hotel-keepers and shopkeepers catering for the

foreign mob.
Most educated tourists make it a point of duty to

visit the Comedie Franqaise—the " House of Moliere,"

the home of the classic drama. I am afraid such a

visit is rather a sacrifice to convention than a means

of education. An appreciation of Corneille and

Racine and Moliere requires a very different initiation

into the mysteries of the French language from that

which is generally received at school. To be quite

candid, rather than take the traveller to hear classic

comedy or tragedy at the Theatre Franqais, I would

rather take him to the open-air comedies of the

market-place or to the domestic tragedies of the

police courts. A visit to the Halles between five and

seven in the morning—the Parisian is a much earlier

riser than the Londoner—and a visit to the Palais de

Justice will teach the tourist more about French

character than any number of nights at the " Theatre."

The brightness and excitability and loquacity of the

women at the Halles, the atmosphere of sentiment in

the Inns of Court, the rhetoric and the passion of the

advocates, will reveal in a few hours, better than any-

thing else, the gulf which divides the French tempera-

ment, from the British.

(To be continued^

APPASSIONATA
Night was drawing her silvery stars one by one into

the deep blue of the sky, when I went out alone to the

vvilderness to meet my love.

I had waited so long in the silence, but no awaken-

ing call had come to me out of the lonely void until

this night.

Far away I wandered towards the voice that was
echoing a"cross the parched sands.

Earth trembled at his approach, and a light wind
stirred my hair as he came swiftly over the sand.

He was beside me.

Silently I lifted my eyes to his, and in that long,

lingering look, memories of strange things—of lives

together in the dim past, came before us, and I under-

stood how I had heard him call out of the great soli-

I tude. Dorothy Eyre.
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CANADA AND CANADIAN POLICY
A Nation and a Navy ^ ^ j-

PART II.

By Augustus Bridle

The election of 1911 was fought mainly on the

basis of reciprocity. Already, however, one Naval

Bill had passed Parliament. The Laurier navy of

three cruisers bought from Great Britain was
inaugurated as " a sop to the jingoes "—so said Con-

servatives. It was intended as a nucleus. It is a

nucleus still. The idea was clear enough—a Cana-

dian navy manned and maintained, if not built, by
Canadians. It was the intention to extend the

idea into ah ultimate Canadian navy—built by
CiMiadians.

But reciprocity loomed up and shouldered the Cana-
dian navy aside. The Conservative party flung itself

strongly against reciprocity. The alarm of possible

annexation to the United States was raised, and it

, was very effective. The Nationalist party threw in its

lot with the Conservatives to defeat, not so much
reciprocity as the Canadian navy. There began to

be a stampede. The Empire was in some danger.

The old flag must be maintained and very much
waved. It was the return of the Conservative party

to its old love—the Old Flag.

And the old flag won, even without counting the

Nationalists and their balance of power. Canada
turned down reciprocity on a basis of sentiment, with-

out much regard to the mere matter of trade.

Whether wisely or not is for those to determine who
understand how far the United States, under the pre-

sent Democratic Government, is beginning to

throw down walls which the United States itself

built up.

Meanwhile the Conservative party, opposed more
in igii to a Canadian navy than it had been in 1909,
carried out its promise of igii to confer with the
Admiralty. The Hon. Mr. Borden and three of his

Ministers last June went to England to find out from
Mr. Churchill and his colleagues what the Canadian
Government might do to begin repaying Great
Britain for the safety accorded Canadian trade by
the Imperial Navy.
They came back armed with a mem'orandum. That

memorandum was kept carefully in camera until the
assembling of Parliament in November. Parliament
was some weeks old before Mr. Borden chose to
divulge what the memorandum was, and to base upon
it his Government's draft of the Naval Bill, involving
a cash contribution of 35,000,000 dollars to the
Admiralty for the purchase of suitable vessels, to be
built, manned, and maintained by Great Britain. The
memorandum and the Government draft of the Naval
Bill both predicated an " emergency."

In the debate on the memorandum Sir Wilfrid
Laurier enunciated the view of his party—that there
was and is no emergency calling for a cash contribu-
tion to the British Navy. It was argued by the Premier
and Mr. Foster, Minister of Trade and Commerce,
both of whom in 1909 had not been opposed to some
form of Canadian navy, that the Admiralty had
defined an emergency; or was it more succinctly a
need? For a long while in the earlier stages of the
'Bill the discussion centred about the "emergency."
Much national wit was expended by the Liberals to
show that an " emergency " which could be relieved by
the construction of three "Dreadnoughts" within a
period of years was a new sort of emergency indeed,

j

The Premier was pressed to declare whether or not

this was one or merely the first of regular and per-

manent contributions to the Imperial navy. He chose

to stand by the express wording of the flill. The
Opposition hinted at " Taxation without Representa-

tion." An Imperial Council was -/oreshadowed by
some. Others reverted to the " Boston Tea Party."

.Sir Wilfrid Laurier, in a burst of characteristic and
adroit eloquence, declared that if England could be
shown to be in danger from two or more of the great

Powers, he and his followers would vote as much as

four times $35,000,000 to aid in the defence of the

Empire. Hence, Liberals are not anti-Imperialists.

Premier Borden made it clear that he and his

Ministers agreed with the Admiralty that " Dread'
noughts " could not be conveniently built in Canada,
but that certain subsidiary and auxihary craft might
be. Hence, Conservatives are not anti-Autonomists.

On February 28th the Bill was referred to a Com-
mittee of the Whole. After discussion on the cost of

certain types of vessels. Clause i was voted, and the
House adjourned, pending information promised by
the Government as to cost. March 3rd the House
again went into Committee, and the cost-discussion was
resumed. Three hours later Hon. Robert Rogers,
Minister of Public Works, raised the objection that the
discussion was out of order. The Opposition asked
for an adjournment—it was then 2 a.m. This was
refused unless Clause 2 should be passed.

And for weeks thereafter, mainly day and night
without ceasing, in relays skilfully organised by the
Opposition from the rank and file. Clause 2 was dis-

cussed. The Government members kept silence. They
alleged obstruction ; Opposition members were
endeavouring to talk out the Bill.

The longer they talked, the more disorganised
Parliament became ; and the more sharply and vividly
the real issue between the parties began to emerge.
March loth the Premier threw a "bombshell," based
upon cabled advice from Mr. Churchill, that Canada
could not construct war vessels of the type demanded
by the Admiralty. From this bombshell the Opposi-
tion devised a whole fusillade of bombs, saddling upon
the Admiralty the accusation of Canadian incompe-
tency. Parliament began to revert to the old taunt of
" Coloniahsm " and " Downing Street." Much Liberal
indignation. Much reassertion by the Conservatives
that close attachment to Great Britain carried no
allegation of incompetency.

Closure was threatened. But tlicrc was in the
Parliament of Canada no Closure Bill. The threat of
closure still further consolidated the Liberals. They
denounced it as tyranny, and the whole attempt of the
Conservatives to force the Bill through the House by
means of a majority, and without a real mandate from
the people, as the work of an oligarchy opposed to the
interests of true autonomy.

And so the matter grew. History, not content with
repeating itself in party politics, invented new differ-

ences of opinions and new arguments over the Empire.
And the Naval Bill of 191 2 will go down into Canadian
history as the most remarkable contribution to the
definition of Canada's status within the Empire ever
made since the day of Confederation.
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RICHARD WAGNER By
J.
Cuthbert Hadden

It is a hundred years this week since the greatest

master of music-drama was born. Richard Wagner is

a name now as familiar as that of Beethoven or Mozart,

and to some of far more importance. The whirhgig

of Time brings strange revenges ! At this centenary

period nothing can well be more curious, or indeed

more instructive, than to compare Wagner's position

to-day with that to which the vast majority of his con-

temporaries assigned him. Fifty or sixty years ago
he was regarded generally as a musical madman, a

mountebank, a crazy iconoclast who had arisen to

throw all established art forms and traditions to the

wmds, to trample under his feet the classical masters

of the art.

Caricaturists joined with critics in deriding him and
all his works ; and, indeed, if Wagner could have
been killed by ridicule, his centenary would have been
passed by the musical world unheeded. Wagner him-
self, it has been said, must have been irresistible for

the caricaturist. The long head, the prominent nose,

the aggressive chin, the odd head-gear, the extrava-

gant trappings of silk and satin, would be enough to

make the most difficult caricaturist happy.
Of course, the caricaturists took their cue from the

critics, from the musical amateurs, and even from
Wagner's brother composers. The views of the latter

were well represented by Rossini, who had been
tempted to go and hear " Tannhauser," though he
never went to the Opera. " It is too elaborate to be
judged after a single hearing," he said ;

" but so far

as I am concerned, I shall not give it a second." Later,

when " Lohengrin " appeared, Rossini was found
holding the score upside down, trying it that way, he
explained, because he could make nothing of it the
usual way!
The subject of "Tannhauser" was found "dis-

tressing and harassing " ; the music formless and
devoid of melody. Prosper Merimee, the author of
" Carmen," did not hesitate to say that he could com-
pose something as good after hearing his cat walk
over the piano keyboard. " Lohengrin " was declared

to be " the apogee of hideousness ; a distracting and
altogether distressing noise ; a mere blaring of brass."

John Hullah called it " an opera without music." To
Gustav Engel it seemed like " blubbering baby talk."

When Wagner first sought to place " Tristan," it was
everywhere declined as " impossible." When it was
produced in London, one surprised critic expressed his

wonder that the physical resources of the artistes

endured the strain. Even as late as 1871, when this

splendid work was staged at Mannheim, -several

citizens of good standing declined to sit at Wagner's
table at the banquet which followed ; they did not
wish to be viewed as belonging to the stricter com-
munion. Tolstoy condemned " The Ring " as bad
art, and Max Nordau found it (and Wagner generally)

"a bleating echo from the far-away past." Nordau even
went so far as to say that the W^agner cult was a

symptom of the disordered nerves of France and
Germany after the war of 1870!

There is no denying that Wagner the man, as dis-

tinct from Wagner the composer, was neither a very
estimable nor a very lovable personality. His rela-

tions with women were not beyond reproach.

Three women entered largely into and influenced his

life : Minna Planer, his first wife ; Mathilde Wesen-
donck, the wife of a friend ; and Cosima Liszt,

Wagner's second wife. The relations between him
and his Erst wife were quite commonplace, and not at

all in the nature of a " problem." He was a complel e
Bohemian ; she as complete a Philistine.

Wagner disgusted even his admirers by his

borrowings. "Money-making," he said once, "is not
my business in the world, but creating, and to enabli i

me to do that undisturbed, the world would reallj

have to care." In plain terms, the world ought to pro
vide him with a handsome subsidy!
There is something rather ignoble in the bare idea

;

it becomes still more ignoble when considered in the
light of Wagner's personal luxuries. He liked
domestic comforts, had an artist's fondness for rich

colours, harmonious decoration, out-of-the-way furni-

ture, well-bound books and music. He must have rich

garments, especially for indoor wear. He always wore
silk next his skin, and he paid the most absurd prices

to a Viennese dressmaker for dressing-gowns from his

own elaborate designs. Even when relentlessly pur-
sued by his creditors he lived as expensively as ever.

The curiously interesting point is that Wagner held
all this luxury to be a necessity to him. He knew that
his habits were expensive, and he knew also that the
world would, to say the least, be unsympathetic in the
matter. Hence, in a letter of 1854 to Liszt, he wrote

:

" How can I expect a Philistine to comprehend the
transcendent part of my nature, which in the conditions
of my life impelled me to satisfy an immense inner
desire by such external means as must to him appear
dangerous and certainly unsympathetic? No one
knows the needs of people like us." In another letter

he says he cannot sleep on straw and drink bad
whisky. " I must be coaxed in one way or another if

my niind is to accomplish the terribly difiicult task of
creating a non-existent world."
There is much more of this sort of thing in his corre-

spondence, and it will hardly be denied that there is

an unmanly weakness about it. Bach had difficulty

in making ends meet, but he bore it uncomplainingly.
Mozart was so poor that he had to be buried in a
pauper's grave. Yet we have " Don Giovanni " and
" Figaro." Schubert, who said pathetically that his
music was the product of his genius and his misery,
was always in financial straits. Beethoven, too, was
perpetually beset by "the eternal pence problem."
Chopin deplored that he had to play in public for
money. Brahms did not consider it a useless discipline
that he had once to accompany the singers at a Cafe
chantant and play dance music.

There is always this to be said for Wagner, that
in his borrowings and his costly personal indulgences
he had^iot so much his own personal ends in view as
the " cause " of music-drama with which he had
identified himself. From his belief in this cause he
never wavered. He looked on his music as part of the
world itself, as something outside its creator. This
was never more evident than his refusal to transfer
the projected festivals at Beyreuth to Berlin, when
Beyreuth was likely to fail him for want of funds. At
Berlin the undertaking had been guaranteed, and
Wagner himself would have been a considerable finan-
cial gainer. But be wanted to address the whole of
the German public and not a section of it in a large
city, and he stuck to Beyreuth as a neutral centre for
the whole of Germany. He may have been wrong,
but one cannot but respect him for his whole-hearted
devotion to his own " cause," and that devotion may
be accepted as in itself the keynote of actions which
would otherwise be inexcusable and charged with a
lack of self-respect.
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THE CHURCH UNION
QUESTION IN SCOTLAND

By HECTOR MACPHERSON
In one of his facetious moods, Matthew Arnold re-

marked that " Presbyterianism is bom to separation

as the sparks fly upwards." The history of Presby-

terianism in the eighteenth century certainly gives

point to the remark of Arnold. Thus we find a stern

Cameronian leaving his protest against " all sectarian

errors, heresies, and blasphemies, particularly against

Arianism, Erastianism, Socinianism, Quakerism,

Deism, Bourignism, Familism, Scepticism, Arminian-

ism, Lutheranism, Brovraism, Baxterism, Anabaptism,

Millennarianism, Pelagianism, Campbellianism, and
Independency." In the " Heart of Midlothian," Scott

makes David Deans declare his independence of all

sects. " I will," says David, " be led by the nose by
none. I have my name as a Christian from no vessel

of clay." In Scotland, ecclesiastical controversies die

hard, and for many years the national Church founded

at the Reformation was split into fragments. By-and-
by tendencies toward union began to manifest them-

selves. The two main bodieSj which had separated

from the Establishment on the question of patronage,

united. The union of the Frees and U.P.'s further

testified to the desire for unity. It should be remarked
that the tendency towards union received a check from
the Disruption. Here, too, as in the case of the earHer

secessions, the cause of separation was not, as Arnold
imagined, a love of contention and hair-splitting, but
patronage, which, as Macaulay has remarked, was the

real cause of our ecclesiastical separations. With the

abolition of patronage it was expected that the breach

caused in the Auld Kirk would be healed, but old con-

troversies rankle long, and even yet some of the bitter-

ness of the Disruption time remains to keep good men
from ecclesiastically seeing eye to eye. For years

there has existed in both Churches, the Auld Kirk and
the Disruption Church, a desire for reunion, a desire

which has been strengthened by the famous " Wee
Free " case.

Once again the question of union occupies the fore-

most place in the minds of Scottish ecclesiastics. The
fact that a new generation has grown up comparatively

free of the bitter feelings of the past gives to the nego-
tiations of the present a hopeful touch. Still obstacles

remain. In both Churches are extremists, whose minds
are anchored in the past. In the Auld Kirk are those

who still hold fast by what is called the Disestabhsh-
ment principle, and in the United Free Church those

who refuse to surrender the Voluntary principle. At the

time of the House of Lords' decision, I unearthed the
famous deliverance of Professor Flint, that Establish-

ment is not a principle but an expedient, and since

then the deliverance has played a conspicuous part in

the controversy. The truth is, the principle upon which
the Church of Scotland rests is not Establishment but
National Recognition of Religion on the lines of Spiri-

tual Independence. The Parliament of 1567 estab-

lished the Kirk, but that Act did not make the Kirk
subordinate to the State. National religion existed

from 1 560, and found expression in the various General
Assemblies before it was established. The verdict of
history is that at the Reformation the Church rested

upon the principle of National religion, and its Spiri-

tual Independence was recognised, not created, by the
State.

Those, therefore, in the Auld Kirk who cling to

Establishment as a matter of principle find no coun-
tenance for their views in the ecclesiastical history cf

Scotland. A similar remark applies to those who, oS
the basis of what they call the Voluntary principle,

make Disestablishment an essential condition of union.

The curious thing is that the founders of the Secession

and the Disruption Churches were not opposed to.

Establishment. Erskine and Chalmers, in regard to

the wisdom and necessity of religious establishments,

were of the same mind ; both left the Church of their

fathers, not because it was established, but because the

State had encroached upon the spiritual functions of

the Church. But for the breach of the Act of Union
in the time of Queen Anne, when patronage was
passed, there would have been no .Secession and no
Disruption. Despairing of the abolition of patronage,

and breathing more freely in a Church unconnected

with the State, United Presbyterians and a section of

the Disruption Church reached the view that not only

was the State connection injurious to religion, but was
essentially wrong. Note the difference between the

views of Erskine and Chalmers and their followers.

Whereas the early .Secession and Disruption leaders

only wanted the purification of the Establishment, their

latter-day followers demand its abolition. It is not too

much to say that had patronage been abolished, or

had never been imposed, there would have been no
Secession and no Disruption.

In resisting the Erastianism of the Establishment

in the old days, the followers of the Erskines did noble

work. The cause of freedom, political as well as eccle-

siastical, owes much to the United Presbyterians, with

their democratic ideals. The Voluntary controversy

was aided by the phase of Liberalism, which domi-
nated the public mind in the early nineteenth century.

As I have said elsewhere, " It is easy to trace causes

which led to agitation against Establishment principles

as such. As a reaction against .State despotism in the

secular sphere, there grew up a system of political

philosophy whose fimdamental principle was the reduc-

tion of State control to a minimum. Beyond securing

for the individual protection and freedom to work out
his own salvation, the State had no further function.

Consequently, it was entirely wrong for the State in

any way to support religion, which, as being a matter
for the individual, should be left in the sphere of con-
science. Accept this philosophy of the .State, and the
logical outcome is the Disestablishment movement,
which naturally became a prominent plank in the
Liberal programme."
The proposals of the Established Church Com-

mittee go far to remove the taint of Erastianism.

Freed from State control, the United Church will

be enabled to devote its undivided energies to

the grave problems which confront Scotland.

Theoretically, large numbers of people favour the

Republican form of Government, but they support the
Monarchical form, despite its irrational hereditary

basis, because it works well. They have no
intention of reviving the old Republican agitation.

They have no desire, like Charles Lamb's China-
man, to burn down their house in order to roast their

pig. After all, sentiment counts for much in national

affairs, and, apart from that, when it is considered

that union between the Churches on a basis free from
State control would stop the dissipation of re-

ligious energy at present caused by our divisions,

no patriotic Scot should be found opposing the move-
ment. The old cry of Erastianism has lostits vitality*

The danger of the Church is not Erastianism, but
Agnosticism. In face of the new enemy, Presbyte-

rians, clerical and lay, would do well to cease their

ecclesiastical Iiair-splitting, and march shoulder to

shoulder against the common foe.
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
"The Imitation of Christ" j« j» By Monsignor R. H. Benson

After the Psalms of David, there is probably no book
in the whole range of devotional literature which is so

widely known, so universally used by persons of the

most completely divergent theological views, and so

tenderly loved, as Thomas a Kempis's " Imitatio

Christi." The causes of this extraordinary popularity

are several. First, it is not controversial. It is, of

course, wholly and convincedly Catholic ; it was
written at a time when practically no form of Chris-

tianity other than Catholicism was known in Europe

;

the Catholic creed and Catholic devotion are taken for

granted. One complete section of the book—often

omitted, however, in Protestant adaptations—treats of

the Holy Eucharist and the doctrines of Sacrifice and
Sacrament both learnedly and devoutly ; yet the
author does not argue greatly concerning these things,

still less does he controvert views opposed to those
which he himself held. There is, therefore, through-
out the book an atmosphere of complete rest and
serenity. Secondly, the book treats of the spiritual

life in its deepest, and therefore its simplest, realm.

Christianity, it has been said, is Christ. It is not, that

is to say, primarily a code of laws or observances,
though laws and observances are necessary for its

setting forth ; it is not, fundamentally, a series of
dogmas, though dogmas are necessary for the scientific

statement of the truths which it, or any religion, con-
tains ; it is not essentially a series of devotional acts,

though devotional acts are necessary for the expres-
sion and continuance of the spirit which underlies
them. But Christianity is the Person of Christ, from
whom Christian laws take their rise, of whom dogma
speaks, and to whom devotion is directed. It is, then,
directly to the Person of Christ that Thomas a Kempis
leads his readers, setting that Divine Figure before
them, certainly as their Saviour and their God, yet
supremely as their Model. He is presented there, under
the guise of His humanity, as the Perfect Man, by the
imitation of whom can, alone, be found that peace
which He promises ; as the Master who Himself trod
the road along which His disciples must follow ; as the
Teacher of the soul who, in dialogue after dialogue, de-
scribes how obstacles must be overcome, how graces
must be used, how the experiences of life must be
met—how, in short, those supreme relations towards
God and man, of which both the law and the Gospel
speak, must be transformed by religion after Christ's
own pattern and precepts.

II.

The book is sometimes described as a masterpiece
of mysticism. This is perfectly true if the word is

used in its simplest sense. It scarcely resembles at all

the mystical writings of such persons as St. John of
the Cross, or St. Teresa ; these treat of a way of initia-

tion—of modes of purgation, illumination, and union

—

founded indeed upon an imitation of Christ, and in-

tended to lead to the same end as that to which
Thomas a Kempis aspires, yet ranged under com-
pletely different niodes and images, and discussing
en route a number of considerations^experiences,
phenomena, introspections, and spiritual conditions

—

to which our author seldom, if ever, even refers. Such
writers as these Spanish mystics present the spiritual
life—the one under a parable of a rugged mountain

that must be ascended, set about by precipices, bat-

tered by winds, engulfed in darkness, night upoo
night, with scarcely a glimmer between ; the other,

as an interior fortress, intricately built and fenced, in-

habited by distractions, yet ruled by the Sovereign
Lord who awaits the coming of His bride in the

chamber He has set aside for Him and her. Such
writers as these analyse the inner life of a Christian

with marvellous insight and knowledge, yet by the
very wealth and variety of their intuitions and illumi-

nations terrify sometimes those simple souls who
desire what they, too, desired so fervently. But
Thomas a Kempis leads such souls as these rather to

a little walled garden In the sunlight—such a garden
as even the poorest may possess if he has but the
will for it ; and there brings the timid, loving soul to

the feet of a Brother who is yet a Master, of a Master
who yet is God. Certainly he, too, leads the soul to,

the highest from the lowest ; there is not a step on
the Way of Sorrows—the Royal Road of the Cross as
he names it—which he would have us miss or avoid

;

there is not the smallest and most minute act of kind-
ness to a neighbour, of mollification towards self, or of
love towards God, that has not its lesson in his

teaching
;
yet he deals with souls, not as a guide brings

the traveller over the hills of death and storm, or as
another may conduct a visitor through halls where the
men-at-arms brawl and the dogs bay up to the bride-
chamber in the heart of the castle, but rather as a
mother, infinitely tender, yet no less resolute, discip-
lines her children, even while she smiles at them, over
their lessons on a summer's day. He presents the soul
to Jesus Christ, and Jesus Christ to the soul; and
there the two speak together. The Divine Figure is

infinitely pathetic, yet almost intolerably strong ; the
soul is infinitely desirous—(of desiring, if of nothing
else)—yet knows herself unbearably weak. He bears
upon Himself the marks of His Passion beneath the
brightness of His glory ; she bears beneath the rags
of her unrighteousness and the scars of her sinning the
lineaments of a saint in making. Here, then, the two
speak together : He urges her to the highest, and shows
how this may be attained only by submitting to the
lowest ; He does not spare her when she needs rebuke,
yet never forgets to give her courage even in the midst
of pain ; and she, acknowledging her unworthiness,
not only of glory, but even grace, grasps by the very
knowledge of her weakness and the remembrance o£
her falls that grace which alone can lead to glory.

III.

A third reason for the popularity of the book,
amongst even those who do not accept Catholic
authority, may be found in its relation to the Bible.
Its direct and explicit quotations from that source are
comparatively few, yet, in itself, it may be described
as being a strong solution of Scripture. It resembles
in this respect a mediaeval church, which, although it

has few actual texts carved or painted upon the walls,
yet in wall and window, in carving and fresco and
glass, presents, under another form, the essence of the
story of God's dealings with men, crowned and con-
summated in the great Rood above the doors that
lead to the high altar. In the case of the " Imitation "

it is the mystical, ascetic, and ethical teaching of the
Scriptures that is so presented; Upon one page it

would seem as if Solomon were once more uttering
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pioverbs ; upon another as if David were singing to

his harp ; from another the Shepherd of Gahlee Him-
seh" seems to be reiterating, througli the dehcate de-

liberation of the autlior's stj'le, the deep principles of

»he Beatitudes, the poignant warnings to those who
rejected or misinterpreted Him, and the subhme and

moving discourses of the Upper Chamber. Yet above

all towers the Figure of the Crucified, drawing all to

Himself, uniting into a common system of devotion

and spiritual wisdom the utterance of prophet and

king and seer and saint, by placing in their centre

the keystone of His Cross. That Cross has budded
and blossomed indeed into beauty ; its arms and head

break out into gilding and flowers and angels' heads

;

yet in its midst, as in the record of Scripture itself,

hangs the grim and blood-stained Victim of Calvary.

IV.

Lastly, the book bases its universal appeal upon the

extraordinary- knowledge which its author sRows, not

rnerel}' of those outward aspects of human nature that

are within the reach of the most boisterous of

optimists or the most superficial of cynics, but of that

inner reality of it—that strange cauldron of motive

and negligence, of self-seeking and altruism, of gene-

rosity and prudence—-in short, of self as contem-

plated by self, the moment of whose first discovery

is the supreme crisis of conscious life. In this book,

Ihen, the mind that has passed inwards for the first

time, and found itself in a realm where all is strange

and bewildering, where at one instant self-sacrifice

seems the dominant motive, and, at the next, self-

assertion ; when the soul, tormented by impulses

which she cannot explain, now raised to an ecstasy of

self-abnegation, now rolling herself in the gutter, be-

lieves herself alone in her experience, wonders afresh

at God and man, and, most of all, at herself—in this

book she finds a record of all that she has gone
through, a prediction of her future, which little by little

she verifies, and a promise of a Secret which, if she

will but faithfully adhere to it, shall bring her safe

out of all her trouble.

V.

It is the extraordinary human knowledge of the

book—no less than its divine wisdom—that is the key
to its success, and, above all, of its power of reassur-

ance. As when a sick man visiting a doctor, and
learning from him, after five minutes' conversation,

that his sensations, after all, are not unique ; that he
is suffering from a perfectly familiar illness, that his

symptoms are thus and thus . . ; finds, in the very re-

counting to him by his physician of all his trouble, an
amazing strength and encouragement ; so, too, when
a soul, first conscious of ill-health and egotism, first

aware, in fact, of itself through unfamiliar discomfort,

/turns to the " Imitatio Christi," she finds, in the miriute-

,ness with which her own state is described, in the
steady and accurate probing to which she is subjected,

and the instant response of every nerve, as, one by
"one, each is touched by a skilled finger, a confidence,

and, indeed, an alleviation, she could never have won
from a merely unintelligible course of diet or medicine
dictated for her obedience.

VI.

, iThe book, therefore, will remain always as a monu-
ment of spiritual teaching, for it is not with phases
jor movements or fashions that it deals, but with the
jinimutable laws of interior humanity. Even if Chris-

itiatiity itself were, but a phase, even if Theism were
'no ffiore than a movement, and immortality but a

pleasant dream ; even so, since, at its deepest* the
soul is " the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever," the
" Imitation" could never wholly die, since it displays the
constitution of that soul with an accuracy that can
never be surpassed. And, from this very accuracy in

undeniable facts, it supplies a kind of strong, if

slender, apologetic for Christianity, a probability for

its truth in matters that are for some minds doubtful,
if not unknown. For it is hard to think that a man
so clear-sighted as was its author in the verifiable

realms of psychology and humanity, so unerring in his

knowledge of human frailty and human aspiration,

could, after all, be utterly deceived in the remedies he
proposes for the one, and the rewards he promises to

the other.

VII.

Of the author himself comparatively little is known,
beyond the unsurpassable revelation he has made
of his own soul. He was a priest and a ReligiouSj at
first one of the " Brothers of the Common Life " ; his

parents lived at Kempen (whence he took his name),
near Cologne ; later he joined the order of " Canons
Regular " at Mount Saint Agnes, near Zwolle, and
ultimately was elected prior. He " finished " this book
of his in the year 1441 A.D. ; but fragments of it are
extant nearly twenty years earlier. Other works have
also been attributed to his pen, and, especially, a
certain series of meditations on the Life of Christ as
recorded in the Gospels; but for his authorship of
these the evidence is neither so strong, nor so ancient,
nor so widespread as is that on which it is believed
that he wrote the "Imitation." Translations of his
book were freely and rapidly made from the Latin in
which it was written into various European tongues.

It is remarkable how entirely absent from this book
are all hints of the stirring events in the world at the
period in which it was composed. It has all the peace
of the cloister, and the serenity of a soul that loves
the cloistered life, and makes no account of the super-
ficial world of external event Yet it is none the less
profound—in fact, it is all the more profound for that
very reason, since the man who wrote it knew well
that it is in the world of spirit that real history is

made, that here alone are the conflicts that count, that
here alone irremediable disaster and inalienable vic-
tory are reached, since the Kingdom of God is within
us, and " cometh not with obsenation."

ANNOUNCEMENT OF A NEW SERIES OF
COMPETITIONS

It is one of the objects of Eveevmax, expressed in the sub-title
of the paper, to get at the facts of national life. We speak glibly
of the classes and the masses, lumping them together as if they
were abstract entities ; but we know very little of the concrete
conditions of life of those classes and those masses. One of the
most urgent desiderata of social science is an accurate knowledge
of those conditions, with their infinite variations in time and
space, according to professions and surroundings.
With a view to furthering such knowledge, we offer a prize

of Three Guineas each for the best contribution, not exceeding
3,000 words, on any one of the six following subjects :

—
1. The Civil SerT.iint. 4. Ths Male Teacher.

2. The Anglican Clergyman. 5. The Compositor.

3. The Foreign Missionary. 6. The Miner.

The papers should be descriptive rather than controversial, and
we would recommend a division into paragraphs, with a view
to inducing orderly sequence. We would also recommend a brief

synopsis summing up the main points dealt with. It is desirable

tiiat the competitions be written from direct observation. The
experience of a miner will be more welcome than a contribution

by a politician who once in his life visited a coal-mine.

Entries should be clearly written, and preferably typewritten,

should bear the number of the Competition, and should reach
tlie Competition Editos, " Evervjiak,"

ai. Royal Terrace,
Edinburgh,

by July 1st. Other subjects will be announced later on.
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A REPUBLIC OF BOOKS > > > BY
ERNEST RHYS

I.

The average man, tlie man who does not read any-

thing but newspapers, thinks of books as the sealed

packets of an exotic inteUigence, which it will not do
him much good to open. lie knows nothing of the

fine salt-reek in the pages of Hakluyt or the

heartening strain of the ballad-book :

—

.

"It fell about the Lammas-tide,
When the moor-men win their hay.'' . , .

But by this neglect he leaves unused his sixth sense

that quickens all the others, that can add rooms to his

house and a region to his brain. If over-night he

has been in Nantucket with the American Farmer, De
Crfevecceur, or walking the Edinburgh Canongate
with Sir Walter Scott, he has a fresh vista to his street

when he turns out in the morning ; and at its end rises

the new Pantheon.
II.

In this faith, six or seven years ago we set out to

build a city of the New Republic—a Library-in-Being

that should have faith in the power of the Book, and
keep in view the play of literature upon life. It did not

much signify where we began, so long as we took for the

beginning a handful of old authors who had stood the

racket of time and the changes of fashion, for, once
they had been fixed upon, their elective affinities would
do the rest. We pitched, as it happened, first on Bos-

well, since his Doctor Johnson is not only a man, but

a whole region of human nature, with London and
Fleet Street for a background, and his great biography
for a sign. A better inductor to the commonwealth
could hardly be desired. He starts up in the book,

more alive than most of us who think we live, as on
one Monday morning—to be exact, October 4th,

1779—the Doctor was not yet out of bed, but " he
sent for me to his bedside," says Boswell ; and seemed
" as pleased as if he had been in the gaiety of youth,

and called out briskly, ' Frank, go and get coffee, and
let us breakfast in splendour ! '

" A few days later

and a little discussion of the Art of Coaxing a Fire

leads to a bit of folk-lore, and then brings Johnson
to the word, " Be as wise as you can." This is from
the life, and human nature is re-kindled in the page.
Another page, and Dr. Johnson recommends to Bos-
well a Greek Lexicon, a Translation of the first book
of the Iliad, and Hesiod. In fact, while he was a
great viveur, a man who lived for life, and never
bookish in the dull way, he loved a cordial writer, said
" the chief glory of every people arises from its

authors," and waxed eloquent over the life and death
of words, " some budding, some falling away."
We did not wish to construct, however, a Dr. John-

son Academy of Letters, nor a Boswell group in the
Senate. Our hbrarious intrigues were pohtic, but not
scientific, and we tried to keep in mind the sort of
young man who, in a confidential letter, wrote to say
that "his speciality was the universe." So we went
on boldly, knitting up antiquity with new time, and
adding Athens to London, and Emerson to Lord
Verulam, and in our second relay contrived even to

make near neighbours of Plato's " Repubhc " and that
most engaging book of wit and wisdomj "The Auto-
crat of the Breakfast Table."

III.

From the last we took a parable—that of the
traftscendent desire in men for more than meat or

drink. There are books that create this craving ; and
if biography is good for this, so is fiction. A good
novel is an admirable provoker—familiar history

itself, it leads to history. We soon had Balzac on the

string, opening the great human comedy as he con-

ceived it with his Pcau de Chagrin, which is the fable

of Everyman's strife with death and time ; just as

Everyman looks for his own plight of memory and age
in Rip Van Winkle or in Colonel Newcome. Balzac
holds a master-key to the treasury of the republic.

What did he say in the confession *f faith that opens
his encyclopaedia of human nature? "I attach to

common, everyday facts and acts of mere individual

lives, and to their causes and principles, the importance
which historians have hitherto ascribed to the events
of public national life." He expanded this idea in

constructing his history. He wished, in fact, to con-«
struct a republic all of his ov/n making. " My work,"
said he, proudly, " has its geography, as it has its

genealogy and its famihes, its places and things—its

heraldry, its nobles and commoners, workmen and
peasants, senators and dandies ; its army, too—in

short, a whole world of its own."

What Balzac tried to do in his single discharge, it

ought to be possible to carry out in the wider circles

of human interest. So we felt and believed. Pepys's
Diary sits in a circle : you do not get far in its pages
without being infected by the gossip curiosity. What
of the plays he went to?

—
"Bartholomew's Fair," by

Ben Jonson, which he saw more than once ; or Beau-
mont and Fletcher's "Philaster," or Shakespeare's
" Twelfth Night"

IV.

Pepys, though living under Charles II., and aware
of Nell Gwynn, did very well as a citizen of the literary

commonwealth ; and it was easy, when the London
theatres were in demand, to move from Enghsh to
Greek drama. .<Eschylus and Sophocles soon followed,
and we found it illuminating to put Ibsen by Euripides.
We would have followed Aristophanes with George
Bernard Shaw, and Shaw with Synge, but for absurd
restrictions of copyright, which are in the present sense
feudal, and against which the republican spirit in books
mutinies. But we were able to map out other town-
lots with some completeness. We could have Grote's
" Greece," and Finlay's, to eke out our spiritual Athens.
We could build around Gibbon's "Rome" with Sis-

mondi's "Italian Republics," and Macchiavelli could
have his supplement, and his counterblast, in Mazzini.
As the State developed, it became clear that the value
of the structural idea on which it was ultimately to
rest had not been exaggerated. Our silent republi-
catis had a colony in every quarter of the world, and
seemed of themselves to make their own groups and
installations, as if to reaffirm Emerson's theory of a
new dynamic quality of mind that travelled by day and
night, moving in concentric circles. By their law of
interfusion, the spirit in great authors found out the
congenial spirit in their readers, and the acquisition
of truth and reality in any quarter was " so much good
to the commonwealth of souls."

V.

Take, for instance, the province of Philosophy—the.

one portion of the commonalty, which the average mati
is likely to neglect, who finds soon^th.itig alarming ia.
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the idea of Plato, and something disturbing in the

mere notion of a book by Rene Descartes. Yet who
that picks up an account of the life Descartes spent
as a soldier in the Low Countries—camp life with a
mixture of fighting and high thinking, with a discus-

sion perhaps on military strategies and mathematics,
leading on to a question of astronomy and the struc-

ture of the stars, and the divine proportions of the
human body—but, if he have any zest, will be bound
to explore the Meditations and the Discourse on
Method for himself ?

In 16
1
9 their author joined ihe army of

Maximilian on the Danube, and there, as he tells

us, he passed the greatest day of his life, "being
full of enthusiasm, and having discovered the basis

of true science." That is a personal revelation to draw
the spirit of a Descartes close to those other free
spirits, books and men, on whose effect the fortune
of the literary state, invisible and spiritual, rests. From
Descartes it is an inevitable step that takes one to a
volume of Spinoza, or to a Bishop Berkeley who saw
the external world as dependent for its very existence
upon the ideal. To compare Berkeley's " New Theory
of Vision " with the pages in which Rene Descartes
discussed the ideas of corporeal and incorporeal sub-
stance and the ideas of place and space is to arrive
at a new sensation of the world by which man is

environed and the modes by which he is conditioned.
There, indeed, is a road well worth the taking ; and
the map of the country, when you scan it, is simple,
with divisions plain to be seen. To go to Rome in
Shakespeare's play, or to Paris in " Cesar Birotteau,"
to take up the Little Flowers -of St. Francis, or the
Speeches of Abraham Lincoln, was clue enough to its

lines—quite sufficient, we believed, to bring any man
and every man within the sphere of influence. Once
within that gate, he was lost, and saved: the silent
republicans had him at their mercy. He must submit
to their law, and become wise as Plato, multiple as
Shakespeare in spite of himself.

j» j» o«

THE RECALL
By MARY BRADFORD WHITING

His life had been spent in India—his working life,

that is to say. As a subaltern of eighteen he had said
good-bye to home and friends, and set sail for the
mysterious, exotic land which had summoned so many
of his race to her service. A hard hfe, but a success-
ful one as such lives go. Lean and sinewy in build,
with generations of plain living and high thinking in
his blood, he had worked unceasingly, winning honour
if not honours, and possessing in full measure the
answer of a good conscience if he had but little

material treasure.

No hated Sahib, this, but a leader loved and feared
by his men ; and thus it came to pass that when his
time for i^etirement came, a neighbouring Rajah, eager
for the prestige of his troops, offered him a small for-
tune if he would undertake their training. But all

through those long years of blighting sun and dust-
laden wind, the steely-eyed, unemotional Scotsman had
had his inward gaze fixed upon a vision, and the ear of
his soul had caught echoes from a far-off land. Never
once, in any day of all that span of years, had the
vision been dim to him. He had but to shut out the
hard, blue sky, the ghtter and the dazzle, the gaudy
colouring, and the tropical glamour of the scene
around him to be back in his Highland home—in the
deep glen clothed with woods, where the bracken grew

up and up above his head, and wild brown streams
raced madly over the stones, and the sweet dim
fragrance of moss and fern scented all the air on the
wide stretch of moorland, carpeted with heather and
thyme, and bounded on the far horizon by a shadowy
host of dreaming hills. He had but to deafen him-
self to tlie harsh creak of the bullock carts, the fierce

screams of the parrots, to the chatter and the cries of
the motley crowd around him, to hear the rush of the
burn, the sough of the wind in the pines, the call of the
grouse and the swirl of blackcock on the wing.
Wealth on the one hand—wealth and perhaps

fame ; and on the other, a vision and an echo. How
could he hesitate? Man's life consisteth not in the
abundance of the things that he possesseth, nor does
any man subsist on bread alone. Another must train
the troops, another reap the rich reward. His term of
service was ended. He had the right to do as he
willed with the remnant of his life, and where his heart
was there should his body be also. The bugle from
his Highland hills sounded the recall, and, turning his

back on the tempting offers made to him, he obeyed
its bidding as gladly as though it summoned him to a
lovers' tryst.

And what when he returned? Oki friends were
gone, parents lay sleeping in their graves, the family
home had passed into ahen hands, the hoot of the
motor was heard far up the dim recesses of the glen,

and wealthy strangers shot over the moors that his

ancestors had owned for centuries. Yet never once
did he regret his choice—^never once through the short
tale of years that remained to him ! His whole being
was filled with a peace too deep for words. He was
part of the soil that he trod. The air and the dew,
the charging squadrons of the storm, the low-lying
mists, the clear saffron of the dawn, the far-flung

splendours of the sunset—all these were woven into

his life as they had been woven into the lives of his

forefathers. The memory of the East, its glories and
its terrors, its pleasures and its pains, had dropped from
his mind like a troubled dream. He was made one
with his surroundings, and not even Death had the
power to wrest him apart from them.

In the burial-ground of his race he lies—deep in the
woods where rabbits scuttle through the rustling

bracken, where the perching feet of birds rest upon
the graves of the sleepers. Stone after stone bears
the record of that honoured race : Donald—Malcolm

—

Fergus—Nigel. All these and many another went
out to toil and fight, to serve their country in lands
beyond the seas, to uphold the British Raj, to keep
the flag flying at lonely posts of Empire. And all

these, too, and many another, heard in tliose distant

lands the recall sounded from their Highland hills,

and, as children come home at eventide, they came
back across the world that they might sleep their last

sleep in the arms of their Motherland.

LITERARY COMPETITION
The Editor of Everyman offers a prize of Two

Guineas for the Best Essay on "The Working of

the Medical Insurance Act : Criticisms and Sug-

gestions," the essay not to exceed 1,800 words. All
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Competition Editor,

21, Royal Terrace,

Edinburgh,

and must reach him not later than June ist. It is

recommended that the essays be t3?pewritten.
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The health WIZARD of St. JAMES' STREET
WHY PEOPLE TRAVEL FROM THE ENDS OF THE EARTH TO
BE CURED OF THEIR COMPLAINTS BY A REMARKABLE LAYMAN

A CRITICAL EXPLANATION BY DR. ROBERTSON WALLACE, M.B., CM.,
Author of " The Constitution of Man."

that Is all that

Sandow
_ Is it not wonderful that the most consulted and suc-
cessful health adyiser upon all manner of complaints is

not a doctor?
There is no use denying the fact that here in London,

in the midst of the world's most famous specialists and
consultants, there resides a man whose practice extends
far beyond that of the most successful medical
specialists.

To this health genius—for the results he obtains war-
rant the title—come seekers after health from India,
from Africa, from the United States, from far Australia,
just as from Manchester, Brighton, Hampstead, Ealing,
or Grosvenor Square. He teaches them the way to cast
oflf the shackles of the long-suffered Dyspepsia, In-

somnia, Neurasthenia, Obesity, or to eradicate the
results of Malaria or "Indian Liver" contracted by
residence in tropical parts, or to overcome whatever the
particular weakness may be, in such a manner as is at
one and the same time the wonder, the envy, and the
admiration of the orthodox medical man.
And yet his method does not encroach upon the field

of the doctor, for not a bottle of medicine—not a pilule

—does he prescribe; in fact, medical men consult him
themselves and send patients to him.

5,000 WONDERFUL CURES IN TWELVE
MONTHS.

Eugen Sandow is, indeed, a health wizard.
In one short twelve months more than 5,000 ailing

people, the majority of whom have proved the despair
of some local practitioner, who have perhaps gone the

round of the specialists and passed through various
treatments more or less elaborate at home or in some
expensive foreign spa, here are these cases, the b^tes

noires of the profession, cured by Mr. Sandow.
And what lies behind this success? Why is it that the

best informed people go to Sandow and are cured?
To my mind there are two reasons for Mr.- Sandow's

successful cure of the ailing.

To take the first. Mr. Sandow chooses his patients.

You may go to him or write to him, but it does not follow

he will accept you for treatment. He accepts only those

whom he believes his method will radically cure. It

may be in the course of a year he is not compelled to

reject many, for his successful cures range through the

whole gamut of functional derangements, from the

dyspeptic to the neurotic. Thus from the very first the

patient who is fortunate enough to be accepted by Mr.
Sandow starts off on the health road with the immensely
valuable impetus of practically knowing his cure will be
accomplished.

MAKING THE BODY HEAL ITSELF.
Mr. Sandow, if it may be so described, has redis-

covered the keynote of all therapeutics—the art or science

of enabling the bodv to cure itself.

overcome the stagnation that is illness-

lies behind the hugely successful practice Mr.
has built.

He discovered that the exercise involved in ordinary
games, athletics, and sports, whilst excellent for the

robust, is more often than not harmful to the out-of-

health man or woman, and of no curative value. At
the same time, he made a science of curative exercise

specially directed in each case to eradication of the

causes of specific troubles.

His treatment is sympathetic, adapted to the special

requirements of the individual, ideal for the society or
professional man or woman, the busy City man and his

wife, or for workers of all classes. So gently and yet

so permanently effective is his treatment that one cannot
withhold the advice to those disappointed with the
efficacy of the medicine bottle or other treatment—:" Go
to Sandow." It is infinitely wiser than self-drugging.

Whether your trouble is indigestion, constipation,

kidney or liver disorder, anaemia, insomnia and bad
circulation, lack of tone, rheumatism, sciatica, or gout,

Mr. Sandow will consider your case, and, wise man, he
will accept you for treatment only if he believes -your

case will be thoroughly benefited.

Those who live in London or who can spare the time
for a journey to town naturally call on Mr. Sandow, and
interesting and valuable indeed is a few minutes' face-

to-face talk over one's condition with this giant of the

healing profession, who seems intuitively to grasp one's

trouble and know how to point the way to its cure.

His skilful aid, however, is not debarred those who
cannot come to him in person, for they may equally well

consult him by means of the post, for he has a charac-
teristically thorough organisation for dealing with the

hosts of letters on health troubles that reach him from
all parts of the world in such a way that each receives

careful personal attention.

Mr. Sandow, de.spite the numbers who wish to

consult him, is not an inaccessible specialist. His
Institute and his consulting rooms at 32, St. James'
Street, London, W., are open at all times for those who
wish for health, and, what is more, he makes no charge
whatsoever for a first consultation and advice.

There is a series of books which, I understand, he is

willing to forward to all who apply for them. Here is

a list of these valuable and interesting books :

•" Indigestion—" Constipation.

"

—" Liverishness."—"Nervous Troubles."—" Sleeplessness."—'"Spinal Curvature."—" Rheumatism."
Simply fill in the form

for return postage.

Gout.
—"Sciatica."—" Heart Affections."—" Corpulence.

"

—" Under-development."
—"Weak Chest and Lungs."
—"Figure Culture."

below and enclose id. stamp
The knowledge of how to direct natural movements to

Mr. Sandow's great success in overcoming: illness and restoring: perfect health is at the disposal
all who call upon him at 32, St. Jame«' Street, London, S.W., or who forward the form below.

of

FILL IN AND FORWARD TO EUGEN SANDOW. 32, St. James' Street, London, S.W.
I enclose Id. stamp for postage.

Please forward me your book upon
,

(Here fill in nature of complaint.)

Name
(state whether Mr., Mrs.t Miss, Rev. or title.)

A ny fiirfherjrarticulars
may be given in an
accompany ins letter.

Address

.

AGE. OCCUPATION.
Everrnian, 23/^13.
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MY UNCLE SOSTHENE
GUY DE MAUPASSANT

BY

I.

My uncle Sosthene was a freethinker, such as many
are, a freethinker to the point of foolishness. One is

often religious in the same way. The sight of a priest

threw him into an inconceivable fury ; he would show
his fist, cry shame on him, and touch iron behind his

back, which indicates a belief, the belief in the evil

eye. Now, when it concerns irrational beliefs, it is

necessary to keep every one, or to have none at all.

I, who am also a freethinker, that is to say, a rebel

against all the dogmas that have invented the fear

of death, am not angry at the temples, be they

Catholic, Apostolic, Roman, Protestant, Russian,

Greek, Buddhist, Jewish, or Mussulman. And then,

too, I have a way of considering and explaining them.

A temple is but homage to the unknown. The more

the thought is enlarged, the more the unknown
diminishes, the more the temples fall to pieces. But

instead of putting censers there, I should place tele-

scopes, and microscopes, and electrical appliances.

There

!

My uncle and I differed on almost every point. He
was a patriot, and I am not, because patriotism is but

another religion. It is the germ of warfare.

My uncle was a Freemason. As for me, I denounce
the Freemasons as more nonsensical than the old

saints. That is my opinion, and I maintain it. If we
must have a religion, then the old one would be suffi-

cient for me.
Those fools do nothing but imitate the parsons,

rhey have a triangle for a symbol instead of a cross.

They have churches that they call lodges, with a lot

Df different ceremonies ; the Scottish ritual, the French
ritual, the Grand-Oriental, a lot of palavers fit to make
you split your sides laughing.

Then what is it they wish ? • To help each other,

through tickling the palm of the hand. I do not see

harm in it They have put into practice the Christian

injunction :
" Help one another." The only difference

consists in the tickling. But is it worth while to make
such ceremonies, in order to lend a poor devil a hun-

dred sous .' The priests, for whom almsgiving and
charity are a trade, inscribe at the head of their

epistles, three letters: J. M. J. The Freemasons put

three at the end of their name. Back to back, com-
rades.

My uncle answered me: "Honestly, we exalt re-

ligion against religion. We make freethought the

weapon that will kill clericalism. Freemasonry is the

citadel where all the demolishers of the divinities are

enrolled."

I replied :
" But, my dear uncle " (in my heart I said,

" Old fool ! "), " that is exactly what I reproach you
with. In place of destroying, you organise competi-

tion, which but lowers the values, that is all. And,
further, if you did not admit any but freethinkers

amongst you, I should understand ; but you receive

everyone. You have the Catholics in a body, even the

leaders of the sect. Pius IX. was one of you, before

being Pope. If you call a society thus constituted a
citadel against clericalism, I find your citadel weak."

Then my uncle, winking his eye, added

:

" Our real activity, our most formidable activity,

•takes place in politics. We undermine the monarchi-
cal spirit in a sure and continuous way."

This time I burst out :

" Ah ! Yes, you are rogues

!

If you tell me that Freemasonry is an instrument at

elections, I agree with you ; that it serves as an imple-

ment to secure voles for candidates of all opinions, I

should not deny it ; that it has no other function than
to fool the good people, to form them into regiments,

in order to make them go to the ballot-box, as soldiers

are sent under fire, I should be of your opinion ; that

it is useful, even indispensable to all political ambi-
tions, because it changes each of its members into an
election agent, I should exclaim :

' 'Tis as clear as the

sun
!

' But if you pretend to me that it serves to under-

mine the monarchical spirit, I laugh in your face."

Consider this vast anxl mysterious democratic asso-

ciation with me for a little, that has had as Grand
Master in France, the Prince Napoleon under the

Empire ; that has for Grand Master in Germany, the

Heir Apparent ; in Russia, the Czar's brother ; in

which King Humbert, and the Prince of Wales, and
all the crowned heads of the world take part !

"

This time my uncle whispered in m^' ear :
" That is

true ; 'but all these princes serve our purposes without
a doubt."

" But reciprocally, is that not so?"
And I added to myself :

" A lot of ninnies !

"

. II.

But you should have seen my uncle Sosthene give a

dinner to a Freemason!
First they met each other, and touched hands, with

a mysterious air, quite funny
;
you could see that they

devoted themselves to a series of secret pressures.

When I wanted to put my uncle in a rage, I had only

to remind him that dogs have also a way, quite Free-
masonlike, of recognising each other.

Then my uncle would take his friend into a corner,

as if he had some important things to confide in him ;

then at table, face to face, they had a way of holding
themselves, so as to exchange looks, to drink with a

glance of the eye, as if to repeat to themselves with-

out ceasing :
" We belong to them, eh !

"

And to think that there are some millions in the

world who amuse themselves with affectations like

these ! I should rather be a Jesuit yet
Now there was in our town an old Jesuit, who was

my uncle Sosthene's pet aversion. Each time he met
him, or, if he only noticed him at a distance, he mur-
mured, " Villain, begone !

" Then, taking me by the

arm, he would whisper in my ear :
" You will see, that

scoundrel there will do me an injury some day or

other. I feel it"

My uncle spoke truly. And this is how the acci-

dent occurred through my fault

We were nearing Holy Week, when my uncle took
a fancy to organise a meat dinner for Good Friday,

a regular dinner, with pork sausages and saveloys. I

opposed it as much as I could. I said, " I shall eat
meat, as I always do on that day, but quite alone, at

home. Your celebration is idiotic. Why celebrate .'

So that you may annoy the people that do not eat
meat .'

"

But my uncle remained firm. He invited three

friends to the first restaurant in the town ; and, as it

was he who paid, I did not refuse to celebrate any
longer.

For about four hours we occupied a prominent
place in the Cafe Penelopej one of the most fre-
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quented; and my uncle read out the menu in a loud

voice.

We sat down at the table at six o'clock. At ten

we were still eating ; and we had drunk eighteen
bottles of light wine at five, besides four of cham-
pagne. Then my uncle proposed what he called the
" Archbishop's Round." Six small glasses filled with
different hqueurs are placed in a line in front of you

;

then you must empty them, one after die other, while
one of your friends counts up to twenty. It was
stupid ; but my uncle Sosthene thought that it was
" the thing."

At eleven o'clock he was drunk as a lord. He had
to be carried off in a cab, and put to bed ; and already
it could be seen that his celebration was going to

turn into a severe attack of indigestion.

III.

As I returned to my lodgings, drunk myself, but
with a gay mtoxication, a Machiavellian fancy, and one
that satisfied all my ideas of scepticism, crossed my
mind.

I adjusted my scarf, put on a desperate air, and went
and rang like a madman at the old Jesuit's door. He
was deaf ; he kept me waiting. But as I shook the
whole house with my kicks, he at last appeared at

his window, in a cotton night-cap, and asked :
" What

is it that you want .'
"

I cried :

" Quick, quick, ray reverend father, open
to me ; it is a despairing invahd who claims your
saintly ministrations !

"

The good man put on his trousers at once and came
down without his cassock. I told him, in a panting
voice, that my uncle, a freethinker, suddenly seized
by a terrible indisposition, that seemed to indicate a
very grave illness, had been obsessed by a great fear

of death, and that he desired to see him, to talk with
him, to listen to his counsels, to understand the creeds
better, to draw near again to the Church, and, without
doubt, to confess himself, then receive the Sacrament,
in order to take the dread step, at peace with himself.

And I added, in a critical tone :
" He wishes it, any-

way. If it does not do him any good, it will certainly

not do him any harm."
The old Jesuit, all trembling, bewildered, enrap-

tured, said :
" Wait for me a moment, my child, I

come." But I continued :
" Pardon, my reverend

father, but I cannot accompany you ; my convictions
will not admit it. I even refused to come and seek
you ; I beg you, therefore, not to admit that you have
seen me, but that you were informed of my uncle's

illness by a kind of revelation."

The good man agreed to this, and went at a quick
pace, to ring at my uncle Sosthene's door. The ser-

vant who took care of the invalid soon opened it, and
I saw the black cassock disappear int9 that fortress

of freethought.

I hid myself in a neighbouring doorway, in order
to await events. Had he been well, my uncle would
have knocked the Jesuit on the head, but I knew he
was incapable of moving an arm, and, I asked myself
with delirious glee, what improbable scene was going
to be enacted between those two antagonists ? What
a contest. What explanations? What astonish-

ment? What confusion? And what would be the
end of this extraordinary situation, that the indigna-
tion of my uncle would render more tragic still

!

I laughed all alone, until I had to hold my sides. I

repeated, in a semi-tone, " Ah ! a good joke, a good
joke!"

It was cold, however, and I could see that the Jesuit
was remaining a long time. I said to myself :

" They
are explaining."

One hour passed, then two, then three. The

reverend father did not come out. What had
happened to him? Had my uncle died in a fit on
seeing him ? Or had he really killed the man in the
cassock? Or had they actually eaten each other?
This last supposition appeared to me the least prob-
able, my uncle seeming to me at present incapable of
absorbing even another gramme of food. The day
dawned.

Troubled, and not daring to enter in turn, I remem-
bered that one of my friends lived exactly opposite.
I went to his house ; I told him of the affair, which
astonished and made him laugh, and I lay in ambush
at his window.

At nine o'clock, he took my place, and I slept a
little. At two o'clock I took his place in turn. We
were terribly annoyed.
At six o'clock the Jesuit came out with a peaceful

and satisfied appearance, and we saw him depart with
an easy step.

IV.

Then, timid and ashamed, I rang at my uncle's door.
The servant appeared. I dared not question her, but
went upstairs, saying nothing.

My uncle Sosthene, pale, wasted, downcast, the eyes
dull, the arms inert, lay in bed. A little image of
piety was fixed on the curtain with a pin.

The room smelt strongly of indigestion.

I said :
" Well, uncle, so you're in bed ? That's not

at all good ?
"

He replied, in a dejected voice :
" Oh, my dear child,

I have been very ill. I have just escaped death."
" How's that, uncle ?

"

" I do not know
; it is indeed astonishing. But, what

is more strange, is that the Jesuit father who has just
left, you know the brave man that I could not bear
very well, he had a revelation of my condition, and
he came to find me out."

I was seized by a terrible desire to laugh.
"Ah! really?"
"Yes, he came. He heard a voice that said unto

him, to arise and come, because I was about to die. It

is a revelation."

I pretended to sneeze, in order not to burst out
laughing. I had the inclination to roll on the ground.

But in a moment I replied, in an indignant tone, in

spite of some bursts of mirth :
" And you received

him, uncle, you? A freethinker? A Preeimason?
You did not throw him out ?

"

He appeared confused, and stammered :
" Just

listen, it was so wonderful, so wonderful, so providen-
tial! And then he spoke to me of my father. He
knew my father formerly."

" Your father, uncle ?

"

" Yes, it seems he knew my father."
" But that is not a reason for receiving a Jesuit."
" I know that well, but I was ill ! And he took care

of me with great devotion the whole night. He was
perfection. It is he who has saved me. All these
people are a little bit of a doctor."

" Ah ! He took care of you the whole night. But
you told me that he only left here just now."

" Yes, that is true. As he appeared excellent in my
estimation, I kept him to lunch. He ate there, near
my bed, on a little table, while I took a cup of tea."

" And ... did he eat meat ?

"

My uncle made an angry movement, as if I had just

committed a dreadful indiscretion ; and he added

:

" Don't joke, Gaston, there are many pleasantries

that are out of place. The man has on this occasion
been more devoted to me than any parent ; I require

that his convictions be respected."

This time I was astounded. I answered, however

:

" Very well, uncle, and after lunch what did you do ?
"
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"We played a game of besique, then he said his

breviary, while I read a httle book that he had on hinij

that was not badly written at all."

"A holy book, uncle?"
" Yes, and no, or rather no. It is a history of their

missions in Central Africa. It is more a book of

travel and adventure. It is very fine what these men
have done out there."

I began to see that it was turning out badly. I

rose :
" Well, adieu, uncle. I see that you are desert-

ing Freemasonry for religion. You are a renegade."

He was still a little confused, and murmured: "But
religion is a kind of Freemasonry."

I asked :
" When does your Jesuit come back ?

"

My uncle hesitated. " I—I don't know, perhaps

to-morrow—it is not certain
"

And I went out, absolutely stunned.

My joke had turned out badly 1 My uncle is radi-

cally converted. So far, it matters httle. Clerical or

Freemason, for me it is six of one and half a dozen of

the other ; but the worst is, that he has just made his

will
;

yes, made his will, and disinherited me, sir, in

favour of the Jesuit father.

—

Translated by W. W.
Tujibridge.

J^ * S

LITERARY NOTES
Messrs. Funk and Wagnall's New Standard Dic-

tionary—a practically new creation from cover to

cover—^bids fair to be the last word in the art of

popular lexicography. This immense undertaking

will run to nearly 3,000 pages, and contain more than

450,000 terms. Perplexed newspaper readers who
stand aghast before such terms as cattalo, citrange,

zebrass, decathlon, pulmotor, aerofoil, and such like

words of the hour will find clear and concise defini-

tions of these twentieth-century terms in the New
Standard Dictionary, which also claims for itself the

simplest and most uniform system of classification and
reference. The illustrations, to the nvunber of more
than 7,000, and including many fine plates, will be a

strong feature, special care being taken to illustrate the

latest thing in aviation, railroad equipment, wireless

telephony and telegraphy, and other recent inven-

tions. In the natural history illustrations all living

animals will be drawn to scale, and the inclusion of

many reproductions of famous pictures will supply

another distinctive touch. On the literary side the

inclusion of 7,500 separate lists of synonyms and the

discussion of more than 33,000 synonyms, as well as

the special stress laid on dialect—a specialist being

engaged for Irish terms only—should prove a source

of attraction. More than 300 specialists and editors

have been at work for years on this gigantic under-

taking, and no pains have been spared to make it a

unique departure in dictionary-making.

* » « • •

The one sensational event of the slack pubhshing

season has doubtless been the publication of Mr.

Arthur Ransome's study of Oscar Wilde at the

popular price of i s. Originally issued by Mr. Seeker,

it was soon withdrawn, and the author thereupon

transferred it to Messrs. Methuen, who decided to

issue it at the price of a popular reprint. Orders for

no less than 10,000 copies were received before publi-

cation, justifying this surprising adventure. This is,

of course, largely a sucds de scandale. Wilde's tragic

history has gained him more vogue than his inimitable

cleverness ever brought him in the heyday of his

popularity, and the recent revival of a pitiful affair in

the Law Courts has given a fresh fillip to curiosity.
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Nevertheless, both the book and subject are of more
than sensational interest. It takes us back to a time

when Hterature, from being the arena of the great

Victorian titans, had become a paradise of fetits-

maitres who cultivated the exotic and bizarre in word-

carving and phrase-turning with the solemn dignity

of hierophants. The great Victorians had been
oppressively strenuous and solemn, the decadents were
no less oppressive and solemn in their assiduous quest
of the flippant and the obverse. Yet we owe them a
considerable debt. Whatever affections and insinceri-

ties were theirs, they sought beauty in language with
a passionate and selfish devotion, and their generation
needed to be recalled to that worship. With all their

sham aestheticism and moral nastinesses, they were
the precursors of much that is fine and valid in the
literature of to-day.

• • • * •

It was Wilde's proudest boast that he was " a lord

of language," and no one can read " De Profandis

"

without paying homage to his verbal mastery. Yet,
as one greater than he—Walter Pater—he wrote Eng-
lish as if it were a dead language. This deadness was
Qommon charaeteristic of the period. One doubts if a
craftsmanship so deliberate as that of Pater and Wilde
(and one must reluctantly include R. L. S. in this cate-

gory, however far removed from it he is otherwise) can
produce anything but dead loveliness. One need
only to contrast the style of Defoe, of Swift, or, to

come to modern times, of Balzac in France and Mark
Rutherford in England, with the style of Pater or
Stevenson to realise the truth of it. Stevenson's style

is the garment of his thought—a perfectly wrought
garment of creaseless fit, but still only a dead encase-
ment ; the style of Balzac and Mark Rutherford is the
very flesh of their thought, and it belongs to life even
more than to literature.

Complaints of the decline of book-reading are in the
air. To go by all accounts, the number of non-fiction

readers is steadily decreasing, while the- number of
fiction readers is becoming increasingly fickle. But
while it is no doubt true that the reader

—

i.e., the non-
fiction book-reader—is tending to disappear, books on
social questions, both in the way of radical criticism

of social conditions and of constructive social better-
ment, are gaining an ever-growing public. The spirit

of social revolt and that of social service have kept
pace in rapid growth during the past few years, the
tendency being towards the disappearance of a merely
negative revolt and the growth of a constructive
humanitarian spirit.

• * • »

With the lengthening of the sunny days, however,
the open-air book is displacing the sociological manual.
Nature books figure largely in publishers' announce-
ments, and while the would-be naturalist will find any
number of interesting and not too technical manuals to

guide him in his researches among insects, plants, or
whatever else be his choice, the lover of the wind in

the trees and the blue wine of the running wave will, in

the end, turn from the many charming plein-air books
of the season back to Borrow and Jefferies and Alex-
ander Smith, and, if he be wise, to Fiona Macleod.
The present-day nature book is pleasant enough, and
often rich in the harvest of a quiet eye

;
yet one feels

that the modem wanderer does, as a task and as a cult,

what Borrow did for the sheer, headlong, natural love
of the thing. And that makes all the difference.
Moreover, the trail of the specialist is over many of
the new nature books. One writer looks for churches,
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another for old inn signs, a third for mosses, when he
ought not to be looking for anything but let the soiil

of all things come to him. Or, what is worse (from
the nature lover's point of view), he may look for the

sign-manual of the conscienceless and greedy land-

lord in the thatch and brick of every old wayside cot-

tage—another instance of the invasion of the new
social spirit. One welcomes this growing sensitive-

ness to human pain and wrong, but .... there's the

wind on the heath, brother, and it, too, is one of the
inalienable rights of man which cannot be filched from
him with impunity.

• » • • •
°

And tallcing of Borrow reminds one of the coming
celebrations at Norwich, where, on July 5 th, the i loth

anniversary of his birth will be celebrated. There
will be the usual reception and speeches, and a Bor-

rovian touch will be added by the Gypsy and Folk
Lore Club, which will hold a week-end camp on
Mousehold Heath, immortalised by the potent and
sensitive brush of Old Crome. It is intended to raise

a permanent memorial to Borrow, Mr. Frank J.

Ferrall, of Guilderoy, Yarmouth, acting as treasurer.

CORRESPONDENCE
Notice to Correspondents.—Owing to the large number

of letters received it is necessary for correspondents to writ*

briefly if their letters are to appear.

IS THE HUMAN BRAIN DEGENERATING?
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Most of your correspondents who have criti-

cised Mr. Bland's article on this subject seem to me
to have rather missed his point. The basis of his

argument was not that struggling for life developed

brain in the struggler. Though training and general

conditions of life may cultivate talents, these acquired

changes cannot be transmitted to the offspring, so have

no irLfluence on the evolution of the race.

The factors of evolution are variation and selection.

In every generation of any species there will be
variety. Some will be more clever than their parents,

some more dull, some will have this ability enhanced

or suppressed, some that. Then, since the total num-
ber is too large for the available food and other neces-

sities, there is a struggle for existence, in which those

fittest for their environment (of which their fellows

form a part) will survive, and the less gifted be killed

or starved before reaching maturity. Thus, the only

ones left to produce the next generation will be those

possessed of the most strength or reasoning power. This
succeeding generation will also have its variations,

but the average will be just a little higher than that

of the last, because it has been born from the best of

it. Thus, by a weeding out of the less brainy at every

generation, intellect is slowly increased in the race.

Mr. Bland asks which gardener does the best weeding.

Nature or the conditions of to-day ? He then explains

how the little weeding there is to-day is of a very hap-
hazard kind.

To say that the recent leaps of invention and iri-

dustry are due to brain evolution is wrong. There is

probably no appreciable human evolution for better or

worse within the historical period. Our material pro-

gress is the result of the accumulated store of know-
ledge and ideas to which each generation adds its own
fraction ; for these things can be passed on to our

children by means of words and books and the works
of men, though not by the act of giving birth.
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Neither do men of great genius point to racial

advance. They are only the few very varied ones of

their day, who nave placed comer-stones in the edifice

of human thouglit, and so achieved notoriety.

Mr. Bland touches on the other way of weeding out,

that of keeping the unfit from reproduction, which, of

course, is just as effective as killing them off before

they reach adolescence, and a deal more humane.
With Nature the most beautiful animals can most
easily win mates, so beauty is evolved ; and we know
that with Man this is also to some extent true. Could
not intellect be involved in as painless a way?
Eugenists believe it could. At present we could dare

no more than the segregat'on of the feeble-minded

;

but surely we have sufficient brains to gain the know-
ledge that will save our brains. It would be sad to let

some other kind of animal catch up Man and wrench
from him the dominion of the earth. Yet that may
happen—millions of years hence.—I am, sir, etc.,

Manchester. BRIAN BRUCE-WALKER.

To the Editor of Everym.an.

Sir,—One needs only to read the articles and corre-

spondence contributed on this subject thus far to see

how utterly confused are the ideas obtaining upon the

question of the brain and brain functions. - But before

we can judge of brain degeneracy we must be quite

clear as to what those attributes of mind are which
we connect with brain function, also how brain condi-

tions act, and are in turn acted upon by the mind.

We shall not then be found declaring that the brain

is degenerating when we only mean that intellectuality

of a certain kind is degenerating. " Nor shall we talk

of the evolution of any particular convolution in any
fancied sense when we speak of its ushering in the

advent of some great step in the ascent of man, but

seek to identify such convolution in something hke a

palpable way. We should also be spared the rather

ludicrous spectacle of one intellectual person using the

word " brain " to express his meaning whilst another

equally intellectual says " brawn " ought to have been
used.

If we ask what is the cause of this confusion, we
shall be able to get the true answer from no less an
authority than the co-discoverer with Darwin of the

Theory of Evolution, Alfred Russel Wallace, and I

would, as a humble individual who has given con-

siderable attention to these matters for himself, com-
mend to the notice of your readers one chapter in this

author's book, " The Wonderful Century—Its Suc-

cesses and Its Failures." This chapter is entitled " The
Neglect of Phrenology," this neglect being one of the

failures to be set over against the extraordinary suc-

cesses of the last century.

This indubitable authority upon all kinds of natural

phenomena thus speaks of the brain and brain func-

tions (p. 191):

—

" The front of the brain is the seat of our percepi
tive and reflective faculties, the top of our higher
sentiments, the back and sides of our animal instincts.

-. . . The form of the skull during life corresponds so

closely to that of the brain that it is possible to deter-

mine the proportionate development of the various

parts of the latter by an examination of the former."
He also concludes the chapter as follows :

—

" In the coming century Phrenology will assuredly
gain acceptance. It will prove itself to be the true
science of Mind. Its practical uses in Education, in

self-discipline, in the reformatory treatment of crimi-

nals, and in the remedial treatment of the insane, will

give it one of the highest place? in the hierarchy of
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A postcard brings it.
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the sciences ; and its persistent neglect and obloquy

during the last sixty years will be referred to as an

example of the almost incredible narrowness and pre-

judice which prevailed among men of science at the

very time when they were making such splendid

advances in other fields of thought and discovery."

These ar6 the words of " one who knows," surely.

—

I am, sir, etc., F. C. Barratt.
Margate.

To the Editor of Everyman.

SlR,^Mr. H. Bland says that " Progressive evolu-

tion is not brought about by some inward impulsion,

some mysterious life-force, ... it is the result of cer-

tain external conditions."

Permit me to say that it is the reciprocity between

both the inward and outward life-forces that affects

dilution and growth.

An acorn will not grow if sown in a desert, nor will

a stone manifest itself as a tree when embedded in

the choicest and richest life-giving loam. Evolution

proceeds by means of involution on each plane of

our living, and it is the cumulative effect of that which

is involved which helps us further forward and capaci-

tates us to take in more.

Where the necessary substance, fertiliser, or exer-

cise is not forthcoming, on whichever plane it may be,

evolution on that plane stagnates, does not proceed,

as is the case with the savage tribes of to-day.

The sharpness and cunning which crude and half-

savage conditions of life, together with a low standard

of morahty, call forth, and which, in a great measure,

poverty, arduous toil, and competition foster, is not

intellectualism ; this quahty of mind is bred by other

means and requires other conditions, and a culture

which first coaxes into life, then smiles upon it and
strengthens it, without blasting and bruising it at

every stage of its unfoJdment.

I think, too, that astrological influences count

largely in the development and formation of character,

as well as physique, and often counteract and modify

both heredity and environment, and, to a certain

extent, explain the great difference (mentally,

morally, and physically) which often exists between

parents and children, and also between brothers and
sisters ; and I think it is by reason of astrological in-

fluences that so many great men have arisen from out

the "most adverse circumstances to a noble career and
life, while those born amid the most helpful conditions

have either not risen higher or have fallen lower.

Allow me to remark also that involution is not a

process of cramming ; the things involved must be
assimilated, understanded, recognised.

I should say that there are four factors which count

in progressive evolution

:

1. The individuality of the himian-ego itself.

2. Astrological influences.

3. Parental chastity or otherwise pre-natally.

4. The physical form which the ego-soul takes on
from its physical parents, which may, as far as this

life is concerned, sometimes be a somewhat ill-fitting

garment for its particular type of soul.—I am, sir, etc.,

Teignmouth, S. Devon. F. H.

(This correspondence is now closed.

—

Editos.)

THE PROBLEM OF THE WORKER.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Dear Sir,—^Your correspondent, Mr. Lethaby,

states that a body of workmen have as much right as

any other corporation of men to establish a business
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and take the profits thereof. Of course they have!

Why have they not done it? Instead of this incessant

talking and quarrelling witli existing conditions, why
have not the working men combined, in however small

a way, for a start to produce what people want, and

divide the whole profits. (They have already done
this in a way so far as distnbution is concerned.) So
long as price is right and the work is good the buyer
is satisfied, and would probably prefer to encourage

a producing guild of workers.

Oh, some say, they have no capital. Nonsense!
The Trade Unions have ample capital for such a de-

parture. It is wonderful how little capital is needed
if men are honest and trustworthy.

In the space of a few years I have seen an illiterate

man of fifty, who up to that time had never more than

30s. a week wages, build up a large business. True,

he was a good and hard worker, which most people

are not.

The fact is, both the idea of universal arrangement
of work to suit every man and communistic pro-

duction mean direction and absolute control.

The only real trial of the first took place under a
despot in Peru, and to run a co^jimunity as a business

in which all the producers shared they must do so,

first, according to the value of their work ; or, second,

at equal rates, without regard to the value of the work
produced by each.

In the present state of human nature an autocratic

governing body would be necessary to carry this out.

Whether there is one despot or despotism by a

Board matters nothing. The people would have to

do what they did not wish to, just as they do now.
A beneficent despotism would, it is always admitted,

be the best system.

Otrtside of that, individualism was a rough and ready
way of raising the standard of human achievement

;

Socialism—even so far as we have it—means taxing
the fit for the maintenance of the unfit, and a premium
on the propagation of the unfit at the expense of the

fit. The effect of Individualism is just the reverse.

For twenty-five years Individualism has been discour-

aged, discipline and obedience have not been taught,

manners have been neglected, and immediate material

good put forward in place of high ideals and forma-
tion of character.

The ignorant voter has controlled the politician only
anxious to keep in pov.-er, and to do so the politician

has to give the ignorant voter what he wants, not what
he needs. Free bread and games have never been
the means of building up free and strong men.
Freedom of opportunity is all that a strong man

asks, whether he is of high or low birth. To be
boarded, lodged, and directed by a Government is the
refuge of the weakling.—I am, sir, etc.,

C. Stansfield Hicks.
Essex, May 13th, 1913.

To the Kditor 0} Everv.man.

SlTi,—Re " The Abolition of the Working Classes,"

your correspondent, W. R. Lethaby, writes of "the
right of a body of workmen to establish a business," etc.

Of course they have ! Let them do it ! They have
the funds (Trades Union). Let them show the world
what "can be done.

Many will say it is already done by the co-operators.
But do they really compete on level terms with shop-
keepers, and can they as manufacturers turn out as
good quality cocoa, soap, etc., as the largest manufac-
turers, who spend tens of thousands on advertising, at
an equal price ? No, decidedly not

!

Can the State give justice to all parties in anything

CAN YOU SPEAK WELL
IN PUBLIC?

An Indispensable Guide to the Art of

Public Speaking.

To one man the chance of making a speech affords the oppor-
tunity for an enhanced reputation ; to another it is nothing but
a danger. For the man who stutter.s and stanuuers, and finally

sits down after a speech principally consisting of "urns" and
"ers" scarcely enhances his reputation as a keen-witted member'
of the community, or as a man whose intelligence and resource

can be depended upon in a business crisis.

For that reason, the publication of "The Book of Public

Speaking " is an event of the greatest importance. For it is the:

first comprehensive work upon this important subject ever pub-'

lished in this country. It provides at once a collection of the

greatest speeches of the world's greatest orators, and at the same,

time a reliable guide to the Art of Public Speaking, written by;

men who are themselves famous as speakers of the highest merit.

How to Speak in Public.

These articles and their contributors include :

—

m. Hod. T.J. MACNAIUARA, IHP.,

on "How to Make an Eflecti^-e

Speecli " ;

ARTHUR BOURCHIER. M.A.
(the well-known Actoi),

on " How to Prepare and Deliver

a Speech "
;

J. L GRIFFFFHS
(U.S.A. Consul-Gcneral, London),

on "After-Dinner Speaking";

But " The Book of Public Speaking " is of the greatest interest

even for the man who never has to speak in public, because it

presents for the first time an entirely new form of literature of

enthralling interest. Its handsome covers contain the cream of

the greatest speeches of modern times.

The World's Greatest Speeches.
There is hardly an orator of note of recent j'ears who is not

represented in the work ; there is scarcely a subject of impor-

tance or of interest that is not dealt with in some one or more of

the" speeches. Political Speeches, Religious Addresses, After-

Dinner Speeches, Scientific and Literary Lectures— all have been
brought together to form a work of enthralling interest to all

intelligent people. Among the great speakers whose speeches

are included in tlio work are :
—

A. C. BENSON, MJU CV.O.. F.R.H.S

(President oi Magdalene College,
Cambridge),

on " The Art ol Lecturing " ;

ALBERT CREW
(Barribter-at-Law),

on "The Conduct of and Pro-

cedure at Meetings "
;

GENERAL EDITOR,

A. C. FoxDavies (Barristet-at.Law).

Lord Rosebery
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Andrew Lang
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For the Public Speaker.
The value of the work to the Public Speaker can hardly be

over-estimated. Each one of the speeches included in the work
serves as a model for the construction of a successful speech that

can be studied with advantage by the practised speaker and the

novice alike.

FREE BOOKLET.
The Publishers have prepared an interesting Illustrated

Booklet—which they will send free—describing the work and
their offer to deliver the complete work as published for a first

payment of is. 6d. only, the balance being paid by small monthly,
payments.

To the Caxton Pibiishing Co., Ltd.,

244, Surrey Street, London, W.C.
Please send me, free of charge and without any obligation otl

my part, full particulars of "The Book of Public Speaking."'

'Same.
(Send this form or a postcard.)

Address..
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they do? Ask the sub-postmasters about the sale of

insurance stamps ! Ask the Inland Revenue man who
dealt with Old Age Pension claims ! Ask the Second
Division clerks, who know their work better than the

First Division University Class!

What I think is necessary is to take away from the

State what is already State monopoly.—I am, sir, etc.,

Southampton.

PACIFISM AND IMPERIALISM.
To the Editor oj Everyman.

Sir,—Signor Corradini's article under the above
heading is no doubt intentionally provocative, con-
formably to its function of advocating a doctrine

opposed to popular views, but he vitiates the whole of

his otherwise interesting argument by his opening
sentences, which are a challenge to reason.

He says, " There are three kinds of pacifists," and
proceeds to name three types, which most people will

recognise at once as impossibihsts, neglecting alto-

gether the kind of pacifist which forms the greater

proportion of those owning the title.

The first, the plutocracy, he himself actually ex-

dudes, on quite sufficient grounds, in the next para-

graph.

The second, the Socialists, are such a hetero-

geneous group—in England at any rate—that it is a

gross assumption to lump them together as he does

in this connection. The reason he assigns for their

opposition to war is too manifestly a partisan sneer to

carry much weight in what purports to be a philosophi-

cal argument.
With regard to his third type, the idealists, none but

the extremely fatuous would regard war as anything

but a glorious and all-absorbing duty when the ques-

tion of resisting unjustified aggression is concerned.

When it is a question of overcoming opposition to the

enterprise and commercial expansion necessary to the

continued existence of a nation, the idealist-pacifist

will ever, by the nature of things, be found in a futile

minority in that nation.

The great majority of pacifists simply hold that

armed warfare is, in itself, an outrageous state of

things—not one to be glorified—and that it should

only be resorted to in extremities, and when the other

manifold resources of civilisation are unavailing to

avert disaster.

The glorification of the thing in itself is as sense-

less as the cult of any other form of violence, say the

use of the lash for certain criminal offences.

If we must have the thing, well we must put up with

it for the present in default of a better solution of

our difficulties, but for heaven's sake don't let us make
a god of international hooHganism !—I am, sir, etc.,

W. H. Matthews.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Does not Signor Corradini take things a little

too much for granted in his interesting article on
" Pacifism and Imperialism " ?

He contends that "war is the quickening force of

the world," and to prove his point, he refers to the

Turco-Italian and Balkan wars, maintaining that dis-

tricts which under Turkish sovereignity have been

unproductive and barren, will become fertile and fruit-

ful under the new regime. Personally, I think it is

premature to form an opinion either one way or the

other as to this ; however, be that as it may, the argu-

ment does not seem to me to have very much force as

a point in favour of the principle of war, as it was by

a mere chance that progress, and not reaction, was
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triumphant. Surely it stands to reason that had the

Turks conquered, as was at one time anticipated, the

Balkan States would have been compelled to take

upon themselves the yoke of Ottoman, taisscz-fairc

incompetence, and civilisation would have been as ad-

versely affected as by the Allies' victory she has

benefited.

No one deplores the results of the Balkan and
Turco-Italian conflicts, but these results can scarcely

be accepted as a justification of the principle of

war.

And how would Signor Corradini support his theory

in the case of a war between nations so highly produc-

tive and progressive as, say, Great Britain and Ger-
many ? Here there is no room for " quickening," and
the result of a war would be industrial and financial

chaos, by which the hands of the clock of progress,

far from being quickened, would be very consider-

ably set back!— I am, sir, etc.,

Chingford. THEODORE ESMOND.

Jo the Editor of Evuryman.

Sir,—I must thank your contributor, Signor Enrico
Corradini, and the correspondents on the above sub-

ject for stating their several cases so distinctly as to

introduce me immediately to the fallacy of each.

^ly difference with Signor Corradini is a rather fine,

but, I think, an important one. He says that war is

the renewing force of human society, pouring new
life into lazy countries (obviously he is assuming that

the man best able to till the soil is the one best able

to take it in war), and is therefore desirable. The
pacifists say that war is murder and therefore un-

desirable.

I wish to advance that war is not necessarily a

renewing force of human society, that it is nearly

always a devastating and destroying force, and that

the good soldier is not always a good workman

;

but that war is in some cases desirable, neverthe-

less, for quite another reason—that it is an ancient

and natural expression of certain forces in a healthy

man's heart, that in some cases it is the only possible

means for the achievement of an ideal or the e.x-

tcrminating of an injustice, and, therefore, that if, for

instance, many men were the slaves of a few tyrants

and war were the only way to freedom, then war would
be just.

The open sky and the glory of God call every man
who has a suffering brother to fight, to die, if that is

the only way, for him.—I am, sir, etc.,

Bradford. H. BURROWS.

THE LLOYD GEORGE CRUSADE.
To the Editor of Everv.mas'.

Sir,—Mr. P. W. Wilson suggests that to assess only

the land value of our railways for rating purposes
" would be to put some millions a year into the pockets

of the companies," which he thinks would affect the

price to be paid by the State in the event of
" nationalisation."

He seems to overlook the fact that the wages bill

of the railways generally is smaller by miUions of

pounds than it ought to be ; and that when the cause
of this—the c.xodus of ill-paid labour from the rural

districts—has been removed by the rating and taxing
of land values, the companies will need a fund upon
which to draw for the proper remuneration of those
whom they employ.

Again, if we relieve Chat'sworth House at the ex-
pense of Chatsworth Fark^ and supplement the

\
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amount collected out of the much under-assessed

land if Devonshire House, Piccadilly, it would
seeii. o shall assist, iii several ways, the poorer

ratepayers in the Chatsworth district.—1 am, sir, etc.,

Kent, May 13th, 191 3. F. A. E. Waterfield.

THE BIRTH OF A NEW CRTLISATION.
To the Editor oj Evervm.an.

Dear Sir,—I have read with considerabie interest

Rev. Lord William Cecil's article entitled " The Birth

jof a New Civilisation." May I suggest the modification

of the title by the omission of the word " New " ? If

you will pardon the paradox, China, it seems to me,
has existed until recently only in a state of refined

barbarism, and such a state of existence, whether con-

sidered from the Western or any other standpoint, is

always directly opposed to civilisation.

Lord William would infer, I take it, that such hor-

rible rites as those observed by the various tribes in

India until a comparatively recent date were the prac-

tices of a civilised race (Eastern variety, of course!).

I regret that for me such an opinion is quite un-
tenable.

He further asserts that civilisation, having " change
"

{i.e., " progress ") as its ideal, is undesirable, inasmuch
as it is apt thereby " to nm past efficiency." I have
not yet read of a civilisation which ever approached
true efficiency, far less ran past it.

The superior (or most progressive) civilisation has
invariably asserted itself over the inferior (or less pro-

gressive) civilisations. Consequently, the aspiration to

a standstill civilisation by China, as approved by your
able writer, would.mean to her, not permanent stability
<—^not even retrogression—but sure disaster.

China, sir, thanks primarily to English mission work,
has decided for civilisation in its only true sense, i.e.,

progress, and is quitting, not entering, the domains
of inactivity and indifference.—I am, sir, etc.,

F. W. GiDLEY.
Charing Cross, S.W., May 5th, 1913.

A PROTESTANT PROTEST ON THE
ROMANIST BIAS OF "EVERYMAN."

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I have taken in EVERYMAN since its first

number appeared I have seen from time to time

your answer to the charge that your paper has a bias

in favour of Roman Catholicism. I have always dis-

credited such suspicions as being both ungenerous and
unjust ; for some good folk the scent of Romanism is

everywhere. Now, however, judging from your own
article, " Liselottc," in your last week's issue, I am
reluctantly compelled to come to the conclusion that

there is something in the surmise, for you take the, as

I consider it, unfair opportunity of having a fling at

Protestantism and the Reformation. Speaking of the

iniarriage of the father of Liselotte with Louise von
Degenfeldt, you say. " Flaving the supreme control

of the Church as well as of the State, he forced his

subjects to recognise his bigamous union with Louise

von Degenfeldt. The Church Courts accepted the

strange situation, even as Luther had sanctioned the

bigamous marriage of Philip of Hesse." Now, you
must know that there is another side to this question

of Luther sanctioning what you term the bigamous
marriage of Philip of Hesse. What I complain about

is your dragging in Luther's name in this connection

with the too obvious purpose of discrediting his

character.

Then, again, further on you say, "It was only an
application of the old Lutheran principle adopted

from the beginning of the Reformation
—'Cujus

regio, illius religio.' Religious allegiance followed

political allegiance, and spiritual interests were subor-

dinated to reasons of State."

A more flagrant perversion of the facts of history in

regard to the Reformation and the Reformers it would

be hard to match. But let that pass. Again, what I

complain of is your evident attempt to discredit the

Reformation and Protestantism by your own reading

of history, and in other equally unfair ways I have

noticed in your paper. I, for one, shall be compelled

to drop your paper, and to warn my Protestant friends

against its unfair controversial tactics.—I am, sir. etc.,

Wilts, May loth, 1913. (Rev.) F. DOCKER.

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
The Pioneers (Messrs. Hodder and Stoughton, 6s.).

This is an intensely interesting novel, and it has the

somewhat unusual merit of retaining the reader's in-

terest and sympathy, in spite of the fact that it is

obviously written with a purpose. The scene of the

story is laid in Canada, and the authcxr has managed
to catch the spirit of the tireless pioneers who are

striving to wrench a living from the " Thirsty Land."

Dexter Hayden has left home and determined to

make for himself a home in the wilderness. He pro-

ceeds to build a " soddy," or house, made of cut sods,

and here he takes up his abode and makes many
valiant but, alas! fruitless fights against stem and
relentless nature. Miss Sarah Comstock has de-

picted her characters with care and understanding,

and the unfolding of Dexter's personality as the story

progresses is sympathetically portrayed. "A vast,

greyish-brown stretch, unbroken, infinite ; seared,

lashed, buried for ages by merciless sun and wind and
snow in turn ; left to eternal barrenness by a forgetful

God." It is out of this that Dexter determines to hew
a green and happy horiiestead, but everything seems

to go against him. His first crop is blown out of the

parched earth before it has hardly taken root; his

second and third crops are burnt to death by the sun.

His house, so hardly built, and tlie furniture, so lov-

ingly fashioned (even though it be from old boxes and
boards)—all fhis, including his stock, is burnt by a

prairie fire. He nearly loses his wife, who is starving

herself so that she may add to the pitiful savings whicli

they are contriving to collect for an irrigating plant.

The reader will observe that the book is rather a sad

one, and though it has not the proverbial happy end-

ing, at any rate things look a little brighter than at the

beginning. But, then, the lot of the pioneer can never

be an easy one, though it may well be heroic, and that

is undoubtedly what Dexter and his wife are—heroic

fighters against almo'st hopeless odds.

• • •

The Soldier's Friend, Sarah Robinson, with

a Foreword by Field-Marshal Earl Roberts, V.C,
K.G. (T. Fisher Unwin, 3s. 6d net). This is a record

of the Hfe and works of Miss Sarah Robinson, who
for practically the whole of her life has worked
amongst soldiers and sailors, striving to imbue them
with a high moral and religious standard. The
volume is an extremely interesting one, revealing, as

it does, the difficulties with which Miss Robinson had
to cope in her earlier years, both with the Govern-

ment and the men, in her endeavours to set up mission

ha"s in and around the garrison towns of Aldershot

and Portsmouth. In spite of enormous disadvan-

(Continuid on fage 188.^
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THE ART THAT PAYS.
50 Summer Scholarships in Black-& -White Designing and Commercial Illustration

open to " Everyman " readers without Entrance Fee.

Artists snap
fingers.

for his work.

ART in advertising offers a splendid field

to all who are willing to learn the few

practical requirements of the work. Men like

Walter Crane, Bernard Partridge, Simpson,

E. J. Sullivan, Hubert Herkomer, Charles E.

Dawson and others who matter

Pict^r/pauTtTng. i" the Art world design adver-

tisements not merely because

it is more profitable than picture painting, but

because they know it's better for our walls and
magazines to be covered with designs that are

good in line and colour than with advertisements

that are bald, crude and vulgar.

9 ® ®

pORMERLY the artist was the rich man's

lackey. Only the wealthy could buy pic-

tures, and the poor painter had to sell his work
or perish. To-day the artist can snap

his fingers at the retired usurer or

mill-owner, because

there is a new and

widening market
Artists can now do

better than paint portraits of obese

magnates, or " pretty landscapes
"

in gilded frames to cumber up the

stuffy dining-rooms of dull-eyed

dukes. They may draw pictures

for the people—their fellows in the workaday
world.

MORE and better drawings are wanted daily, new
periodicals keep adding to the countless oppor-

tunities for the man or woman who can draw for

reproduction—these periodicals arise to meet the
needs of the enormously increasing number of adver-

tisers. They succeed or fail accord-
ing to the quantity and merits of
their illustrations. Cut out the

pictures and tear the cover off a popular magazine
such as Nash's and see what it looks like. Who would
buy it without its pictures ?

Advertisers now have such a lively appreciation of
the value of illustrations that, in London alone, they
spend thousands of pounds a day upon the kind
of work that Everyman readers could soon learn
to do".

» e »

ARTISTS usually sell their work by post, saving
time and embarrassment of verbal bargain-

ing. By post anyone with a taste for drawing
can enjoy the advantages of a London training at
home.

When the
Student has
earned £10.

The Practical Correspondence Col-
lege—the All-Briiish Art Sclwol
with the world-wide reputation—
offers the Full Course of Instruc-

tion in Black and White at half fees to the first 50
readers to pass a postal examination. The balance
of fees is only payable when the student has earned
Ten Pounds. Our interests are mutual, for we succeed
or fail with the student.

• ®

IF the Course fails to help the student to earn ;£'io,

then the student is under no obligation to com-
plete payment of fees.

The College stakes 200 guineas upon the success of
the 50 Everyman Scholarship holders.

Earning while Most students are helped to
Learning. gam while they learn, and easily

dispose of their work.

Any reader with a taste for drawing, common sense,

and ambition, stands a chance of being
launched at unprecedented terms right

into the most interesting and lucrative

of the artistic professions either as a
profitable spare-time pursuit or a regular
occupation.

• « •

Can yon draw a Boxing
Glove or the

Post-Impressionist Cat ?

Thousands of
Pounds Daily.

NO preliminary training or expenses
are necessary. Awards will be

made in the order in which specimen
sketches are received. Send as soon
as possible, but not later than June 30,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for

full particulars of the world's most
successful Course of Home Study
in Applied Art at the most fav^our-

able terms ever offered.

» • •

nPHE subjects taught include

:

Drawing for reproduction, book cover, adfc/iise-
vient designs, lettering, perspective, /me, wash and body
colour sketches, splatter work, time and labour-saving
devices, originating saleable designs, establishing a

connection, commercial corrcspon-
Subjects Taught, dence, dealing wtth printers,

publishers and advertisers, how, when,
and where to sell designs to the best advantage.

Correspondence must not be addressed to the
editor of Everyman, but to the Secretary, Practical
Correspondence College, J7, Thanet House, Strand,
London, W.C*

• 9 »

IT costs nothing and you risk nothing by entering
for this unique scholarship. The exclusive and

confidential lessons are superbly illustrated. Students'
exercises are criticised and difficulties explained
away by personal correspondence.

If you can draw well enough to amuse your
friends, you should begin at once to learn how to
turn your Talent into Guineas.
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HOW TO STUDY
Rapidly, Effectively & Scientifically,

with the Miuimum of Fatigue.

To study rapidly and effectively you must understand how to
pay attention, how to observe, how to employ your memory so
that you may remember what you read. You must know how to
develop your Will-power so as to enlist its valuable aid when your
Will fl,igs. You must know how to control your thoughts so as to
inhibit alien ideas, and to shut out distracting influences. You
must know how to guard against Fatigue, for to engage in study
when your mind is fatigued is to make your study of no value.
Vou are taught how to secure the above in an easy, sure, and
scientirx manner in the World-Famous Course— "Scientific
Concentration." the finest all-round Mental-Training you can
undertake. It will revolutionise your outlook on life and make
you much more efficient in study, or in your Profession or
Business. In every part of the civilised world men and women
in ever>- walk of life testify to this. " Scientific Concentration "

is higlily recommended by the late Mr. W. T. Stead (Editor of th«
"Review of Reviews"). "The Guardian," "Christian Common-
wealth," ' Public Opinion," " Great Thoughts," etc. Learn all
about this splendid All-Round Mental-Training by sending to-day
for their Free Descriptive Booklet to the Concentro Co.,
46 Central Bdildings. Wallsbnd, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

r)EVELOP YOUR WILL-POWER, Concentration. Sel(-
~^ Reliance and Personal Magnetism by "The St. Settef Course." (4 lessons.)
(Recommended by "Public Opinion." etc.) Fee 2/6. Particulars free.—THE
ST. SETTEF INSTITUTE (Dept. 5). PERTH, N.B.

QLAISHERS' PUBLISHERS' REMAINDERS. Supplemen-
*~* tarj- List No. 394 Now Ready. Including all the latest Remainder Book
Purchases, priced at great reductions from the original cost. Gratis and post
free.—WILLI,\M GLAISHER. Ltd., 265, High Holborn, London, and at 14,
George Street, Croydon. Surrey.

A UTHORS wishing to sell MSS. should write to Advisory
*^ Department. Dept. 1, Murray & Evenden. Ltd.. Publishers, Pleydell
House, Pleydell Street, Fleet Street. E.C.

"THE AUTHORS' ALLIANCE place MSS. promptly and on
* best terms. Literary work of all kinds dealt with by experts who place
Authors' interest first, Twenty years' eiiierienoe.—2, Clement's Inn. W.C.

THE DISABILITIES OF AN IMPERFECT EDUCATION
* can lie spceilily removed by our special course of postal tuition. Remark-

able resnhs. Send stamp to day for our eiplanatory booklet 126.—BROAD-
BENT'S COLLEGE, Burnley.

QHORTHAND.—ANOTHER CLERGYMAN'S EXPERIENCE:~ "The system. Indeed, is a pleasure to learn and write. Formerly I wrote
Pitman's, but always found the reading a severe tax on the memory, but the
Sloan-Duployan can be read with ease and certainty after any length of time.
My son wished to learn shorthand, and we tried two or three systems, but foimd
S.-D. far superior."—From Rev. T. I. Price. The Green, Seaton Carew.
SLOAN-DUPLOYAN SHORTHAND is acquired in a few weeks, and is guaran-
teed the most rapid and reliable system in use to-day. Send for free illustrated
handbook, containing lesson, specimens, etc.—Sloan Shorthand Co.. Ramsgate.

DROTHER RICHARD'S BOOKSHELF.—No. 3. "Modem
*-' Wars and. the Peace Ideal," by Norman Anoell. Price Id. Now ready.
No. 4. ' HopB for the Worker." by Chiozz* Monev, M.P. Price Id. Ready
June 19:h. PRIZES FOR BEST ESSAYS. London Agents: MURRAY.
EVENDEN & CO., Pleydell House. Fleet Street. Agents wanted. W. H.
Smith & Sons.

THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER'S

ASSURANCE.

Readers of "Everyman" are desired to

specially note that all advertisements which

appear in this publication are the announce-

ments of reputable firms, consequently no

one need hesitate to communicate with any
of our advertisers.

The Advertisement Manager is prepared to

investigate the complaint of any reader,

should cause for the same arise at any time.

tages Miss Robinson has succeeded in the mission she
undertook. She is loved by all with whom she has
come in contact, and she has undoubtedly had a large
share in breaking down the public opinion which for
so many years was so dead set against soldiers in their
private capacity. The indefatigable energy she
showed in the founding of the Soldiers' Institute at
Portsmouth is worthy of all praise, and those who are
interested in knowing the inner history of its inaugura-
tion will welcome this book with avidity. There are
many interesting and sometimes diverting anecdotes
to be found in this volume, and the following is one of
these which it would not be inappropriate to quote :—

<

"I remember G , a proud, handsome, big
cavalry man, coming in for refreshment Some talk
was going on among a group of men about the Bible.
One remarked it was too dry to read, when a Chris-
tian worker said, ' Why, it is full of good stories ; let

me read one,' and read the story of the Prodigal Son
without comment G was vexed, and accused
this friend of making up that story just to have a hit
at him ; but when shown it in the Bible he seemed
quite overcome, and said, ' Then I'll give in.'

"

Just at this time, when militarism is so much before
the public, THE SOLDIER'S FRIEND is particularly
apposite, if only because it shows the human side of
the soldier of to-day as seen by one who knows him
intimately, and who has faithfully and lovingly served
him for many years.

» • •

Mr. Thomas Holmes's work as a police-court nlis-

sionary is too well known to need any introductioa
He has perhaps a greater knowledge of the problemj
of the criminal classes than any other man of the
present day, and what makes him so valuable an
authority is that while his practical capacity for
dealing with unpleasant facts remains undoubted, the
depth of his charity, his peculiar qualities of self-

sacrifice, bring him into close touch with the waifs
and strays of humanity. LONDON'S UNDERWORLD
(Dent and Sons, 6s.) is the title of his latest book,
written with an insight into human nature, a clarity

of vision and a sympathy of understanding which
render it unique. " The odds and ends of humanity,
though plentiful in London's great city, have for
many years largely constituted my circle of friends
and acquaintances." In that phrase, perhaps, lies

something of the secret of Mr. Holmes's power. He
is in very truth a friend of these people. They come
to him with their troubles, their cares, reveal to him
the secret sin or sorrow gnawing at their souls ; and
to those who have fallen by the wayside, outcast
through poverty and the blows of circumstance, his
help is never failing. Hear what he has to tell us
of some of them. " Here is the paralysed womcin of

35 who has for twenty years lain in bed the while
her sister has worked incessantly to maintain her I

Here is my widow friend who, after working fifteen

hours daily for years, was dragged from the Lea.
As she sits and listens her hands are making match
boxes, and throwing them over her shoulder, one,
two, three, four I right, left ! they go to the imaginary
heaps upon the imaginary beds, while blighted
children are crawling upon the floor looking up at

me with big eyes. Here is my patient old friend who
makes ' white flowers,' although she is eighty years
of age, and still keeps at it, though, thank God, she
gets the old age pension." One can only read these
pages and marvel at the courage of the man who
never loses his faith in human nature—ay, even
though he has gone down to the depths and witnessed
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scenes of shuddering misery such as the prosperous

and well fed can never even picture. Throughout
the book the same note sounds clear and triumphant.
-" I have learned that the greatest factors in life are

kindly sympathy, brotherly love, a willingness to

beheve the best of the worst, and to have an infinite

faith in the ultimate triumph of good !

"

We can only say in conclusion that such a book
as this is of priceless value, and should be read by
all who value and regard the truth, told with infinite

pity and understanding.

• 9

The longing of a woman for a child has-been the

theme of many novels. Miss Clara Viebig handles

it with conspicuous power and insight in her latest

book. The Son of His Mother (John Lane, 6s.).

Kate SchHeben has everything that money can bring
her, a devoted husband and luxurious house. All

these things are hers, but for the lack of the little feet

that turn a house into a home, her money and her

jewels, her carriages and horses are as dust and ashes.

She is ready to barter them all for a baby. As time
passes on her husband shares her regret ; he finds

himself envying the poorest workman, and pictures

how different life would be were he to have a son of

his own. The woman's nerves break under the strain,

and, fearful that some calamity should overtake her,

her husband absents himself from business and leaves

the little German town where they have lived so long

and goes to Switzerland. And then ensues the

climax ; the husband of a peasant is shot for smug-
gling, and a short time after his execution his fifth

child, a boy, is born. The mother has known hunger
and hardship all her life, and she realises how difficult,

almost impossible, it will be to find food for the new-
comer. The scene between the two women is

dramatic. On the one side the peasant instinct, with
all the inarticulate resentment of her type, aflame with

the injustice of Ufe, yet denied the expression of her

feelings ; on the other the wealthy wife of the pros-

perous merchant, perfectly dressed, exquisitely man-
nered; the finished product of a refining civihsation.

'And between them is the child, the baby whom Kate
longs to have, and from whom the mother cannot

find it in her heart to part. Not until the money,
is counted out before her eyes does the peasant yield,

and then, in a sudden outburst of elemental rage,

as she sees the strange woman carrying off her child,

she lets fly a knife in the hope that it may kill her.

The child of their adoption is not a success. It is

a case of a son of the wild brought home to the

fireside, and eternally fretting for the open spaces
of the earth. Wolfgang ultimately discovers that his

father and mother are his only by adoption, and
fiercely resents the discovery. He dies of what the

doctors term heart disease, but what in reality is a

vast soul sickness for his own people, his own mother
and the mountains that were the cradle of his race.

And poor Kate and her respectable husband cannot
find it in them to regret his loss.

A clever book, full of intimate touches and flashes

of rare insight.
' 9 9 »

A Balkan Prince (Everett, 2s. net) is a medley
of war, intrigue, aviators, and mysterious jewels! It

has no great claims to interest or to amuse. Its style

is commonplace, and at times degenerates into the
.slipshod. A certain element of popularity may be
derived by Mr. Charles Roberts from the fact that the
story is laid in the present day and the scenes taken
from the Balkan War.
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Martha-BY-THE-Day (Putnam, 2s.) is a kindly
Irish charwoman, who plays the role of good fairy

lo the heroine, by name Claire, a young person
with a certain amount of freshness and charm.
Martha obtains for her a position as governess, and
the accounts of Claire's battles with her young charge,
a small scallywag of a boy, are admirably written.
Miss Julie M. Lippman writes of children as only one
who is on intimate terms with them can write. It

•would be interesting if this author were to give us a
child's book. We should be certain that the small
heroine andi^a-o would not belong to the sentimental
good}--goody type, nor yet to the modern and inquir-

ing infant phenomena of contemporary fiction. Claire
marries the uiKle of her charge, and we are not dis-

posed to quarrel with the conventionally happy end-
ing of a simple but quite delrgphtful book.

» » •
A story of the Bush, of the wild, free life of the

open spaces of the earth, Lu OF THE RANGES
(Heinemann, 6s.) is marked by a dramatic power and
force that single it out from the many books written

rotmd the Colonies, yet possessing a flavour that marks
them as undeniably home grown. The author has
the sense of loneliness—the lonehness born of vast
solitudes, when the landscape seems invested with an
actual personality, and the trees for the moment
become laughing demons or stealthy spies, vanguard
of a vast host of malign beings. " A veritable cliild

of the Bush, she was inured to heat and cold, to

hard work and a spare diet, to an almost incredible

isolation. But now loneliness had for the first time
become tangible, while appetite had grown to starva-

tion—a creature of giant strides, with huge, tearing

hands. Miss Eleanor Mordaunt has the art

not only of visualising scenes with such imminent
force that the reader feels the shock of reahty, but
of sensating the emotions she -describes, so that

in reading of Lu's sufferings one insensibly shudders,
and glances round in sudden apprehension at the
stealthy silence. The girl's devotion to her brother
is not of the ordinary milk and water type of sisterly

affection. Lu is as fierce in her love as in her
antagonisms, and sometimes the wildness of the

spirit caged in her slim little body and tense face

finds expression in a mood of almost elemental
savagery. The death of the little brother is a
mistake. It is bad art to create only to destroy, and
Win was too strong a force in Lu's life to have been
removed. The girl's relations with Julian Orde, the
sudden surrender of the fierce virginity of mind and
body she had maintained in the teeth of adverse
circumstances, is admirably told, as are the chapters
dealing with her subsequent developrnent, and the

birth of her child. We could have wished, however,
that the author could have found out another way
for her social rehabilitation other than through her
genius for the dance! Surely a story of the Bush
should be immune from the invasion of the dancin'g

mania! This, after all, however, is but a blemish
on a finely written book,, full of strong situations.

» 9 »
Mr. Maurice Hewlett has left the pleasant country

of romance, where dusky woods slope to the high
road of adventure, and has strayed into the shadow-
land of fantasy, where things seen merge into things

felt, and the mind usurps the functions of the senses.

As ever, his style is matchless ; he uses words after

the fashion of a swordsman flashing here and there

with his weapon, holding his audience enraptured with
sleight of fence, as, they watched the shimmering light

play on his blade, or follow with straining eyes the

sudden declension into darkness. Of the sketches

in the present volume, LovE OF PROSERPINE (Mac-
millan and .Co., 5s)—of which the author says he can-

not say whetfer or no they are true—the most charm-
ing is " Harkness's Fancy." The scene in the forest

is almost as vivid as the immortal chapter in " Forest

Lovers," when Prosper le Gai, waiting for the monk
to take vengeance on the evil woman, watches the

moon rise behind the trees, until he returns, to resume
the fight that ends in his death ! Almost, but not quite

as vivid. The human element is wanting, the allur-

ing creature of fantasy has none of the rare charm,
the glamour of Prosper's child-wife. " A radiant young
female thing, fiercely favoured, smiling with a fierce

joy, with a set gleam of fierce light in her narrowed
eyes. . . . Her hair, loose and fanned out behind her

head, was of the colour of natural silk, but diaphanous
as well as burnished, so that while the surfaces glit-

tered like spun glass, the deeps of it were translucent

and showed the fire behind." Monstrous fine writing

this, as throughout the volume, but lacking the tang
oi'lhs forest, the scent of romance, that makes the

author's early works so intimate a joy to read.

® 9
The issue of Messrs. Williams and Norgate's Home

University Library of Modem Knowledge marks an
important era in publishing' The volumes are in

every case brought right up to date, and the articles

are written by men in the front rau.k of scientific and
literary attainments. Many books of reference con-
tain much that is antiquated, and too often the infor-

mation is beset with technical terms that make it diffi-

cult reading for the student The Home Library
presents none of these difficulties, and we. confi-

dently recommend it to our readers.

s> ® 9
The Pitman centenary is to be celebrated both in

London and Bath on May 23rd and 24th. Meetings
will be held at Stationers' Hall, and the proceedings
will be opened by speeches from well-knowTi

journalists and men of letters. In these days of rush

and hurry, when letters must be written at express

speed or not at all, it is as well to realise the im-
mense debt both the. commercial and newspaper
world owe to the inventor of shorthand. The
centenary of Sir H. Isaac Pitman promises to be a
most interesting function.
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

IF we were to trust to the big headlines in the dctily

Press, the outstanding event of the week has been
the marriage of the Kaiser's only daughter with

the eldest son of the Duke of Cumberland. It is very

pleasant, and indeed very romantic, to be told that the

bridegroom has found a ducal crown on his dinner-

plate ; it is even more pleasant to be informed that

the marriage marks the end of a long-standing feud

between two German dynasties, and if the German
people are happy in the glorification of their royalty

and in the demonstrations of their loyalty, we heartily

sympathise with their rejoicings. But surely at the

beginning of the twentieth century it is a little late

in the day to attribute such paramount importance to

royal marriages. If matrimonial relations between
princes could make peace between nations, perpetual

peace would henceforth be assured, for in this strange

pohtical world of to-day practically all princes are

closely related by marriage, and German dynasties

occupy two-thirds of the thrones of Europe. With
those necessary reservations, and when due allowance

is made for the gushing entl of snobbism and
flunkeyism, still there is one 1\ : the German cele-

brations which is of most happy augury for the future,

namely, the presence of King George and his consort,

and the warm welcome extended to botli by the

German people. This cordial reception is at least an
indication that more cordial relations have taken the

place of the strained relations which so recently

existed between the British and the German people.

Alas! hardly is the peace with Turkey in sight,

when Europe is threatened with a new war, between
Bulgaria on the one hand and Greece and Servia on
the other. The allies, as was to be expected, are

quarrelling over the spoils. Neither Greece nor Servia

will concede the lion's •share 4o Bulgaiia. Little

M •
'

' en forced to surrender Scutari, but

G: ender Sakmica, and Servia will not

surrcuvkr Aioiia.stir. As was hinted in these columns

last week, tliere is only one way out of the difficulty,

namely, tlie establishment of a balance of .power

withm the Balkans. But Bulgaria, apparently, will

not readily submit to such an equilibrium. The writer •

of these lines some years ago, in a piixaie audience,

comphmented a Bulgarian Prime Minister on the pros-

perity of '" '

' '1 him of the

iprosperitj- ixBC Minister

indignantly protehled, and i Bulgaria did

not wish tohe the Be/giufH ( iis, but wanted
to be the Prussia of the Balkans. Perhaps Europe
has quite enough of one military power like Prussia.

We do not want a duplicate of the Hohenzollem
Monarchy in the south-east of Europe.

What is really the most important event of the

vjeck has scarcely been alluded to in the Enghsh
papers, while it has been extensively discussed in the

German papers : we are referring to the outbreak of

military riots on tiie French.frontier. We have been

repeatedly told that the French people are in favour

of the proposed three years' service ; but the outbursts

of Toul scarcely support that contention. Obviously,

neither the French people nor the French army want
the .three years' ser\-icc. Whether they are right or

wrong, in view of tlie formidable menace of the new
German military law, is another question. But the

military riots on the French frontier prove at least

two things. In the first place they are a final reply

to the German contention that there is a war fever

raging in France. And in the second place they are

a convincing proof that, rather than submit to the

.demands of the military party, the French people are

as hkely to wage war against their own Government
as against the Germans. And it may be suggested

that if the millions of Germans who profess themselves

Socialists and pacifists showed the same spirited

temper as the French soldiers at Toul, the chances of

international peace would be more assured than they

are at present. But even German Socialists are so

law-abiding and so docile that they are not disposed to

rise even against unjust laws. And German soldiers

are so inured to discipline and authority that no Toul
incidents are to be feared in the near future.

One of the -most significant incidents of the Berlin

celebrations is the fact tliat the Czar had to travel

from St. Petersburg in an armoured train, and that the

best way which the Kaiser could de\^se to insure the

safety of his guest was to drive him in Ids own motor
car through the streets of Berlin. The incident comes
as an unpleasant reminder that everything is not well

in the Russian Empire. Russia is just now passing

through an unexampled period of .prosperity. Her
.industries aae developir\g at a prodigious rate. Her
exchequer is full to overflowing. Her population,

which already amounts to 170,000^000, shows an un-

usual ina-case of more than 3,000,000. But, alas! it

is not political hberty which is taking advantage of

this pihenomenal pjrosperity ; rather is it political re-

action. If the Treasury is filled to overflowing, so are

the prisons. Political executions have multiplied ten-

fold. Will the advisers of ^the Czar not take warning
from recent history ? \\'hoever knows the character

of the Russian people also knows that if the lessons

of the la-st civil war are lost on the Russian rulers, a

new civil war, more formidable than the first, will put

an end, once for all, to the abuses of autocracy.
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THE NEW EMIGRATION .^ ^ > BY
L. G. CHIOZZA MONEY, M.P.

L—THE COLONIAL ADVERTISING FOR OUR PEOPLE
1910 and 191 1 and 1912, emigration increased enor-

mously, reaching in the last year named the extra-

ordinary and unprecedented figure of 268,000.

III.

The fact is that the new emigration is not a flight

from bad times, but the deliberate transplanting of

people who, weighing the respective advantages of the

Mother Country and her Colonies, decide to seek fresh

fields and pastures new. People of this mind are best

able to go when trade is good, and when they can save

some money to help them in their new venture. Thus,
the better trade of the last few years, instead of check-

ing emigration, has helped the efforts of the Colonial

emigration agents.

In 1913 emigration is still increasing, and as far as

we can judge from facts so far ascertainable, it is likely

that we shall export no less than 300,000 people this

year. The population of Scotland will again fall. The
population of Ireland will again fall. The population

of England and Wales will probably increase by no
more than 100,000 people

!

j

The point of view of the British Dominions is easily

understood. Their Governments control enormous and
rich territories which cry aloud for development. They
occupy great areas on our maps, but in point of popula-
tion they are still very small. Let us remind ourselves

of the facts of the case. Here is an approximate esti-

mate of the population of the Empire in 191 1

:

The British Empire's Population in 1911.

(1) United Kingdom 45,000,000

(2) Self-Governing Dominions: {whites Only)
'

Canada 6,950,000 7,150,000
Newfoundland 250,000 250,000
Australia 4,400,000 4,500,000
New Zealand 950,000 1,000,000
South Africa 1,400,000 6,100,000

I.

In recent years the world has witnessed a remarkable

economic and political development in the deliberate

organisation of population by "new " countries. Time
was when a country in the making either fought shy

of immigrants altogether, or at most was content to

give a cold welcome to such people as came uninvited

to her shores. To-day the ambitious junior States of

tlie world are ill-content with slow development, and
they adopt commercial methods in seeking inhabitants

for their wide and sparsely peopled territories. The
new policy has had a profound effect upon the British

Empire and upon the national economy of the United
Kingdom, and it is high time that the British people

took stock of the position and realised what is going

on.

Broadly stated, the situation at this moment is this.

Both Ireland and Scotland are losing by emigration

viore than they gain by excess of births over deaths.

England and Wales are still increasing in popula-

tion, but emigration is increasing so rapidly that we
are threatened zvith the danger that they will follow
the sad example of Ireland and Scotland.

It is not a matter of bad trade or lack of employ-
ment. Twenty or thirty years ago British emigration

was often attributable to lean periods of trade. Thus,
when in 1879 trade was so bad that nearly eleven per

cent, of our Trade Unionists were out of work, emigra-

tion rose to 126,000 as compared with 58,000 in 1878,

and in the succeeding years a population which had
been visited by such bad times freely emigrated. Later
on, in the 'nineties, the tide of emigration considerably

slackened, and we find that in 1899, which was a year

of very good trade, the number of emigrants was only

46,000, a negligible quantity in view of the fact that

the excess of births over deaths at that time was over

400,000.

II.

For the years after 1900, however, there is a dif-

ferent tale to tell. Then began the active endeavours
of Canada to obtain more people. Very large sums
were voted for the purpose, expensive emigration offices

were opened in the United Kingdom, and all sorts of

temptations offered to British working men to desert

the Old World for the New. By 1902 emigration had
risen to 102,000, or almost as much as in the bad times

of 1879. In 1907, which was a year of very good
trade and employment, the number of emigrants rose

to 235,000. But let me give the facts in tabular form
to make them clearer

:

Emigration, 1900- 19 12.

Y«ar Emigrants. Year. Emigraots

1900 ... 71,000 1909 ... ... 140,000
1905 ... ... 139,000 1910 ... ... 234,000
1906 ... ... 195,000 1911 ... ... 262,000
1907 ... ... 235,000 1912 ... ... 268,000
1908 ... 91,000

Observe that in 1908 there was a great slump in

emigration, showing that the new emigration is not
caused by bad trade. In 1907, with good trade, there
was great emigration ; in igo8, with bad trade and an
unemployment rate of nearly 9 per cent., emigration
fell to 91,000. Note, again, that in the succeeding
year, 1909, with trade sUghtly better, emigration again
increasedj and that as our trade and prosperity grew in

(3) Other British Possessions :

India
Rest of Empire

13,950,000 19,000,000

315,000,000
35,000,000

Grand Total

IV.

350,000.000

414.000,000

All the self-governing Dominions together are seen
to possess about 19,000,000 of people, and of these only

about 14,000,000 are of the white races, British or

other. So far, Canada has outstripped the rest in

building up a population, and that is because she was
the first to lay herself out to attract immigrants. For
many years Australia deliberately practised a policy of

exclusion, until it dawned upon her people that that

policy placed her in a position of great and growing
danger. Australia is a great continent containing a
mere handful of people—fewer than there are in the

London County Council area—and these are very
largely concentrated in two great cities, Sydney and
Melbourne, which between them contain about
1,000,000 whites out of the total of 4,400,000 in all

Australia ! The modern Australian sees clearly that

if Australia does not come to be populated by whites
she will be overrun by Asiatics. This realisation has
caused Australia to follow in the footsteps of Canada,
and to take special steps to secure from tlie United
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Kingdom a share of her surplus population.

The United Kingdom is now honeycombed with

agents who advertise the Colonies after the manner of

soap or whisky. I have before me, as I write, a beau-

tiful pictorial calendar, headed " Canada : The Most
Fertile Country in the World," which tells the reader in

large type that he can have 160 acres of Canadian land

for nothing, accompanying the offer with such alluring

lines as " Free Farms of the Richest and most Produc-

tive Soil in the World "
;

" Free to Every Man, a Fair

Chance in Canada's Golden West"; "Canada's front

door is wide open to British Agriculturists. Wealth
and welcome await those who come." The calendar

goes on to offer descriptive literature and maps to any
applicant. It gives the names and addresses of five

official emigration offices in England, two in Scotland,

and two in Ireland. In town and country alike it is

difficult to escape this advertising. I have seen it in

rural districts at the end of harvest time, and I have
noted that Australia has been widely using the pro-

vincial hoardings for some really beautiful pictorial

advertisements. In a recent official report on
emigration, written by a special Commissioner in the

United Kingdom, I see Canadian immigration expen-
diture described as " a National advertising bill," and
the claim made that " the Dominion Treasury makes a

profit on every immigrant from his arrival in the

country." I believe that to be true ; but ivhat of the

land vuhich loses zvhat Canada " makes "

?

V.
We must grant that it is a happy thing for the

British Empire that its far-flung territories should be
peopled. The Empire must be regarded as a trust,

and it is impossible to stand in the way of its develop-
ment, even if we were unwise enough to wish to do
so. It must also be granted that when the nation is

increasing at the rate of something like 400,000 or

500,000 a year, it can well afford to spare a proportion of

its natural increase in order to build up and strengthen
the Britains over the Seas. There are, however, other
considerations to bear in mind, both national and Im-
perial, and the time has come when we have very
seriously to ask ourselves: has Colonial success in

advertising for our people reached a point at which it

has become a positive danger to the Mother Country,
and therefore to the Empire at large? Our emigrants
are not lost to the British Empire, for of the 268,000
who left us in 191 2, as many as 219,000 went to places
beneath the British f-ag. The issue we have to judge,
therefore, is whether the Dominions are being
strengthened at the undue expense of the heart of the
Empire. It is a question of degree.

{To be continued^

FROM HEINE
Oh, once I dreamed of love's consuming flame,

Of myrtle, mignonette, and beauteous hair,

Of sweetest lips and wild and bitter speech,
Of gloomy songs, each set to gloomy air.

Faded and gone those early dreams long since,

And vanished even my dearest, fondest dream

;

Remains to me but what in passion fierce

I poured forth once in many a moving rhyme.

Thou, orphaned song, alone thou didst remain

;

Go fortli now, too, my long-lost dream to seek,

And shouldst thou find the airy shade again,

A ghostly greeting from its author speak.

S. F. BUTCHART.

INDUSTRIAL SCIENTIFIC
MANAGEMENT
By JOSEPH FEES.

A GOOD many years ago an American mechanic stated

publicly that if he could have one-half of all he could

save in the management of " engineering and other

works of which he had knowledge, he would, within

twenty years, become the richest man in the world.

Since then another American—Mr. Taylor—has

developed the same idea, and has produced a system

which he terms " Scientific ^Management," under which

he claims that, by the mere application of certain

formula: and ruleg, the cost of the production of com-
modities may be diminished from 30 down to almost

vanishing point. This has been achieved by discover-

ing experimentally what may be termed the line of

least resistance in the production of each commodity
and relentlessly pursuing it.

This system means an enormously greater output

per man and per machine. It is merely the applica-

tion of common sense to the methods of manufacture,

and the carrying out of the fundamental principles of

economic production.

It is said that the new Science is warmly endorsed
by the capitalist employers throughout the United
States. On the other hand, organised labour is

bitterly opposed to it and regards it as Labour's in-

veterate enemy. Moreover, it is certain that any
attempt to introduce it generally in this country, will

arouse the most bitter antagonism of the Trade and
Labour Lfnions throughout Great Britain.

And yet Mr. Taylor claims to be doing a great work
for the benefit of society, and believes his system will

help to unite Capital and Labour more closely. Why,
then, should Labour oppose him? The subject affords

a most interesting study, and a useful illustration of

the essentially antagonistic elements existing in our
present industrial system, which are the root causes

of the seemingly eternal conflict between Capital and
Labour.
The object of Mr. Taylor's science is to enable an

employer to secure a much larger return from each
workman and machine than at present. Consequently,
the present annual output of each factory will be
obtained with fewer hands and at a greatly reduced
cost. The general adoption of " Scientific Manage-
ment " must, therefore, result in a wholesale discharge

of operatives in all industries. This is, of course, the

logical end of the continued application of Science
and Invention to Production, viz., the elimination of

the human factor in production. From the stand-

point of economic production, Mr. Taylor is eminently
right, for the aim of economic production is to achieve
the greatest possible result with the least possible

expenditure of energy.

I.

But economic production is, after all, but a means
to an end. What is this end ? .Selfish individuals will,

perhaps, regard it as the mere making of profits, and,

no doubt, under our present economic system, this end
is fully attained.

On the other hand, the economist, the statesman
and the humanist must take a very different and
broader view. Looked at from the standpoint of

social well-being, the essential object of production is

the maintenance and well-being of all the members
of society rather than of the few.

Now it is very certain that this object will not be
obtained under present conditions by the new
" Science." On the contrary, the existing inequality
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in the distribution of wealth would be greatly

augmented.
In order to demonstrate this, let us consider the

examples given in The Xation of August 3rd. Accord-

ing to those, the new Science is to increase the effi-

ciency of Labour as follows :

—

(1) Bricklaying: 120 bricks per man per hour increased to

350 bricks per man per hour.

(3) Cotton goods manufacture; Increase of output, 100 per

cent.

(3) Handling pig-iron: 12J tons per man per day increased

to 47 tons per man per day.

(4) Machine factory work: Increase of production from 400

to i.Soo per cent.

(5) Shovelling: 16 tons per man per day increased to 59.

Now, it is certain that wages will not be iricreased

to anything like the same percentage as the increase

in product and profit, otherwise there would be little

temptation for employers to adopt the new method.

In one example given in The Nation, that of " Scienti-

fic
" shovelling, wages rose from $1.15 to $1.88 per

day, whilst the cost of production fell from $00.72 to

$00.33 per ton. But it must be remembered that

although the rate of wages is increased, the number

of employees is greatly diminished, so that the total

sums paid weekly in wages are very seriously reduced.

Take bricklaying, for example. Here one man is

to lay 350 bricks instead of 120 per hour. This is an

increase of efficiency of nearly 300 per cent. On the

other hand, wages, according to the example, are not

likely to be increased over 60 per cent. If, therefore,

the demand for bricklaying under the new system re-

mains on an average what it is, only one-third of the

number of bricklayers will be employed, and their

wages will only be about 60 per cent, higher. Hence,

in this particular industry, the total wages paid under

ordinary conditions will be reduced from 40 per cent,

to 50 per cent. In other industries the results are

sven more startling.

II.

It is just here that the inevitable conflict com-

mences. Production is maintained by reason of

demand, and demand is maintained by consumption.

But consumption diminishes as purchasing power is

curtailed, for demand can only be effective when
accompanied by purchasing power. Now, the great

demand for general commodities comes from the wage-

earners in all countries. Hence, when the volume of

wages is diminished, demand is necessarily reduced,

and we are face to face with one of the most startling

paradoxes presented by our economic system. The
tendency of industrial ejficiency is, therefore, to re-

duce, and, ultimately, destroy, the demand for the

very things ivhich it is its object to increase.
" Scientific Managertient " seems, therefore, to spell

ruin and disaster to the wage-earners and to the com-
munity at large. It means that unless the demand for

all commodities can be greatly increased, two-thirds

of the bricklayers, one-half of the cotton operatives,

nearly three-fourths of the iron-workers, four-fifths of

the machinists, and over 70 per cent, of those engaged
in shovelling will be thrown out of employment. But
what prospects are there for an increased demand
under increased efficiency? Apparently it will mean
a greatly decreased demand ; this necessitates our in-

quiring what becomes of the money which the new
management is to save by cutting down the number
of employees?
A Rockefeller can only eat one meal at a time, and

three or four meals per day, even if his digestion per-
mits this. On the other hand, wealth, concentrated
in the hands of a few, usually leads to a greater demand
for servants and members of the serving class. It

must also be remembered that although the demand
for motor cars and similar evidences of wealth will'

increase, this by no means implies an increase in the^

number of persons employed in such industries. The
new science applies with equal force to the production

of articles of luxury and ostentation as to cotton and'

iron goods. It seems clear, therefore, that the imme-
diate application of the higher efficiency system will

mean a wholesale discharge ai skilled workmen and
factory operatives, followed by an increased demand
for waiters, servants, chauffeurs, butlers, footmen, and,

most probably, doctors and nurses. There will also

be a greater demand for members of the theatrical

and music-hall professions and professional society

entertainers. Evidently Mr. Taylor's new science will

be of little value in these professions.

III.

It may be laid down as a principle that the physical,

material and moral health of a nation is dependent
upon a just distribution of its wealth, and this should

be as even and as e.xtensive as possible, consistent

with the highest development of each and every mem-
ber of society. Moreover, under such a system, every

man would, by the mere acts of living and consuming
(together with his family), create a sufficient demand
for commodities as would provide himself with regular

employment.
Our present economic system is absolutely opposed

to this principle. It produces inequality, and breeds
discord, hatred and conflict. It sets class against class.

One part of the system is in direct opposition to

another part. As previously affirmed, production is

dependent upon demand. But demand can only be-
come effective so long as the masses have something
to purchase with. And this necessitates their sharing
justly in the distribution of the annual produce.

The essay in The Nation may be divided into two
parts. The first is a description of what is meant by
" Scientific Management " ; the second consists of a
soliloquy on the results. I do not pose as an authority

on slave-driving, and therefore would not object to
" Scientific Management " if the result is to be greater
production with no greater effort ; or the same produc-
tion with less effort. Henry George has put it,

" Man
tries to satisfy his desires by the least possible exer-
tion." If " Scientific Management " can increase his

satisfaction by saving his exertion—so far so good.
But the problem will not be solved at this point. If

the mass of men are merely to be regarded as wealth-
producing machines, to be sifted and sorted so that
only the best are to be used, and, when used, to be
kept at the highest possible pitch of output, those that
are not used being cast upon the scrap-heap, then I;

hope and believe that the mass of mankind will not
stand it. A more equitable distribution of wealth will

never be secured by the most scientific management of
industry. Nor can we hope to establish a "high form
of co-operation" between all concerned in industry
such as is hinted at in the concluding paragraph of the
article in The Nation, so long as the present system
of unrestricted and untaxed private ownership of land,

is allowed to continue. That system is both irrational

and immoral, and must finally give way to a true
science, which will harmonise with our own science of
ethics. That science will enable mankind "to pro-
duce incessantly with the least possible amount o£
labour the greatest possible variety and quantity o£

wealth," and will automatically distribute it in such a
way as "to realise for each member of society the
greatest amount of physical, moral, and intellectual

well-being, and, for the raccj the highest perfection
and glory."
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HISTORIC CITIES OF THE WORLD
I.

—

Paris j» > j» By The Editor
PART II.

The Arrondissement du Temple, or the IlIrd (the

Parisian generally drops the substantive, and desig-

nates the divisions of the city merely by their num-
ber), is one of the most interesting both to the student

of history and to the student of social conditions. Its

iK)rth-eastem extremity was the headquarters of the

Knights Templars, once the proudest and richest

religious Mihtia of Christeiidom, and on the same

site stood the prison of the Temple, where Louis XVI.
spent the last months of his tragic life. The Centre

of the Arrondissement, the Marais (the Marsh), was

during the seventeenth century the fashionable

quarter, and its narrow streets still contain some of

the finest historical houses of the city. It is quite in

the fitness of things that the beautiful Hotel Carna-

valet, which for twenty years was the home of

Madame de Sevigne, should shelter the museum of

the history of Paris—a museum, by the way, which

ought to rouse the envy of all patriotic Londoners,

and the extraordinary popularity of which shows how
keenly the Parisians are interested in the annals of

their city.

The most beautiful spot of the Marais is the Place

des Vosges. For administrative purposes it is just

outside the IlIrd Arrondissement, but historically it

forms an integral part of it. This dignified square is

almost the only f)art of Paris which has retained the

old-world atmosphere. Planned by Henry IV.,

inaugurated by his widow, Marie de Medicis, it was,

under the name of Place Royale, the centre of social

life in the golden age of the Monarchy.

The glories of the Marais are gone for ever. The
stately mansions are inhabited by the lower middle

class and by artisans. Its palaces have become

Government offices, like the Palais Soubise, which is

now the Government Printing Works. It is a strange

social phenomenon, this periodical migration of wealth

and fashion from East to West, following the sun in

his course. It is strikingly illustrated in the history of

Paris. We see the French aristocracy moving in the

seventeenth century to the Place Royale, and in the

eighteenth from the Place Royale to the Palais

Royal ; in the early nineteenth from the Palais Royal

to the Boulevard St. Germain, and finally deserting

in the twentieth century the noble Faubourg for the

plutocratic quarters of the Arc de Triomphe.

I The Marais has become one of the beehives of

Parisian labour, and many of the industries are home
industries. If we could visit the humble and over-

crowded flats of the IlIrd Arrondissement, we could

form some idea of the skill and taste of the metro-

politan artisan, which have made the Articles de

Paris famous all the world over. That skill is the

xesult of a long tradition, and it has been sedulously

developed by the fostering care of the State, which

has established in this neighbourhood one of the

/inest industrial museums of the world—Le Conserva-

toire des Arts et Metiers.
' We have seen in a previous paper that there is no
poverty in the first arrondissement. There is very

mtle in the second. It makes its first appearance in

(he third. It has its chosen temple in the Mont-de-

Piitt, or public pawnshop. The tourist ought on no
account to avoid a visit to tihis extraordinary place.

It is true that the conventional guide-books only

make a contemptuous reference to it, but to the stu-

dent of social life I do not know whether there exists

any more arresting sight in the metropohs. It is true

the Mont-de-Piete evokes mainly sad and sordid

associations, yet I do not know where there exists a

more beneficial institution in tiie city. Advancing
loans at an interest varying between six to seven per

cent., it saves hundreds of thousands of all classes

from the clutches of the moneylender. I am not

familiar with the private pawnshops of the United
Kingdom, but I imagine that, if such an establishment

were introduced in London, it would not be less

serviceable. There seems to be little hkelihood of

our having a Mont-de-Piete on this side of the

Channel in the near future. Nations are ever ready

to copy their most stupid fashions, but they are often

little disposed to adopt what is best in their institu-

tions.

There are some curious aggregates of population in

the IlIrd Arrondissement, such as colonies of Polish

Jews, mostly cap-makers ; or colonies of Belgians,

largely cabinet-makers. One-third of the fifty

thousand masons of Paris are also concentrated here

:

a formidable destructive and constructive guild, which

once every thirty years demolishes the great city, to

build it anew.
IL

I am not sure whether the IVth Arrondissement

does not surpass all others in historical interest, for

in addition to the venerable Tour de St. Jacques,

erected in 1522, in addition to the wonderful library

of the Arsenal, it contains two out of the three most
important monuments of the capital—Notre Dame
and the Hotel de Ville.

The Hotel de Ville has been, ever since 1789, the

stronghold of democracy. To tell its history would be

to tell the political history of the city, from the day
when the first Commune was established during the

Hundred Years' War by Etienne Marcel, the father

of all modern revolutionists, down to the days when
the last Commune, in a frenzy of destruction, burned
the palace of the people. The Hotel de Ville is situ-

ated in the heart of the Faubourg St. Antoine. Here
the Parisians, again and again, have risen in their

wrath and erected barricades against their oppressors.

From here they started to storm the Bastille—which
for generations stood on the eastern extremity, a grim
menace to popular liberty. The square in front of

the Hotel de Ville is now one of the most spacious

public spaces of the city, and commands an admirable
view of the Seine and of the island of the city. It

was once the sinister Place de Greve, the scene of

public executions. From here Madame de Sevigne
witnessed the execution of the Marquise de Brin-

villiers, the most successful poisoner of all times.

The Faubourg St. Antoine is an ever-smouldering
volcano, and it is not to be wondered at that the
Government of the day should consistently try to cur-

tail the political powers of the Municipality. Even
under the Third Republic, the people of Paris do not
enjoy self-government. And although the Mayor of

Paris is not merely the ornamental figure-head which
the Lord Mayor of London is, still, the reality of

political pov^'cr is vested in the Prefect of Police and in
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the Prefect of the Seine, and the doings of the Munici-
pahty are closely watched and constantly checked by
the Central Government.
The historical importance of the Hotel de Ville is

only equalled by Notre Dame. As the one building
has been identified with the Civic Life of the capital,

so the other has been identified with its Religious Life.
In the Middle Ages, as every student of Victor Hugo's
rnasterpiece knows, the Cathedral was the heart of the
city. It stood as the symbol of the omnipotence of
the Catholic Church. For the Catholic Church was
actually omnipotent in Paris for many centuries. We
are too much inclined to think of Paris as the centre
of the old monarchy. As a matter of fact, the kings
never quite felt at home in the restless metropolis, and
again and again they migrated to Fontainebleau or
Saint Germain, to the Chateaux of the Loire or to
Versailles, and the last King by right divine only re-
entered Paris on a fatal day in October to become the
prisoner of the people. On the contrary, the Catholic
Church always did feel at home in the capital. Any
map of Paris will convince us that the "modern
Babylon " once was a holy city ; that for ages Paris
was pre-eminently a city of churches and abbeys

—

Abbey of St. Germain, Abbey of St. Victor, Abbey of
St. Denis, Abbey of St. Martin ; and that even to-day
there are probably inside Paris more convents than in
any other capital outside Rome or Moscow.

III.

In crossing the Seine and in passing from the IVth
to the Vth Arrondissement, we enter the Latin
quarter, rising on the slopes of the hill of Sainte Gene-
vieve. After the He de la Cite, it is the oldest part of
Paris, containing its most important Roman ruins, the
remains of Roman baths in the gardens of the Musee

de Cluny and the remains of a Roman amphitheatre
in the Rue Monge.

If the quarter to the north of the Grand Boulevards
is pre-eminently the city of pleasure, the quarter to the
south of the Boulevard St. Germain is pre-eminently
the city of learning. It has been so ever since the

twelfth century, when Duns Scotus and St. Thomas
Aquinas inspired the old Sorbonne. We see every-
where booksellers and educational institutions, cafes,

hotels, and lodgings for the twenty thousand students
who have gathered here from every part of the world.

In the neighbourhood of the schools the many con-
vents round the hospital of Val de Grace, as well as

the Pantheon-—once the church of the patron saint of
Paris, Sainte Genevieve—are there to remind us that
the Latin quarter is still as much a religious as a
scholastic city.

The Latin quarter is almost as cosmopolitan as the
West End. You will find here colonies of North and
South Americans, of Italians and Spaniards, of Rou-
manians and Servians, of Poles and Russians—those
Russian students being mostly Revolutionists, living

in dire poverty. There are several thousands of them.
A few years ago the French Government appointed
a professor of the Russian language in the Sorbonne.
The study of Russian obviously did not appeal to the
Parisian student, for, with great difficulty, the French
professor could only muster a few casual hearers. One
day it occurred to him that, instead of giving Russian
lectures to French students, he might give French
lectures to Russian students. The idea was carried
out, and there was such an invasion of Russian bar-
barians that even the largest auditorium could scarcely

hold them.
Germany might dispute the claim of the University

of Paris as the first University of the West ; but the
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Sorbonne is certainly the most democratic and the

most hospitable. I wonder how many tourists are

aware that they can enter the imposing pile of the

Sorbonne, with its miles of corridors and its spacious

lecture-rooms, and that they can attend most of the

lectures, dropping in at any time and without paying

a fee. Paris is probably the one place in Europe where

higher education is practically free, and where you can

receive gratuitous lessons from teachers of world-wide

fame, whether in the fine arts or in the practical

sciences or in the Russian or Chinese languages.

In the Vth Arrondissement, for the first time, we
come across a phenomenon which is more character-

istic of Paris than London, namely, the extraordinary

interpenetration of wealth and poverty. You may
have just visited a palatial building, and, in turning a

corner, you suddenly find yourself in squalid surround-

ings. For the quarter of schools is also a quarter of

slums and rookeries. The student himself, and espe-

cially the foreign student, is not generally blessed with

the goods of this world, and, hke St. Francis, he has

taken " Holy Poverty " as his spouse. Plain living arid

high thinking are nowhere more frequent than in

" modern Babylon." You will find in the Latin quarter

men of European reputation living in garrets in which

a Scottish student would scorn to live. But not only

are the student colonies often poor, but they are

situated in close proximity to one of the most sordid

districts of the metropolis, namely, in the neighbour-

hood of the "Jardin des Plantes," or Zoological

Gardens and Botanical Museum. There are no less

than 30,000 two-room lodgings in this part, which is

a striking illustration of the contrasts of Parisian life.

Nothing more unlike the atmosphere of Oxford could

well be imagined than the haunts behind the

Pantheon. Yet I must confess that I prefer those

squalid surroundings of the Parisian student to the

luxurious surroundings of the Oxford student ; and I

am convinced that it is an invaluable discipline for the

young Parisian to be thus acquainted from his earliest

years with the distressing problems of modern city life.

^r^ ^3^ %^^

THE KINEMATOGRAPH AND
THE DRAMA

From an Artistic Point of View

By ARTHUR OWEN ORRETT
The average Englishman is perpetually bubbling over

with fatuous tags intended to demonstrate his broad-

mindedness. A few years ago a favourite one was,
" There's many a play that would do a man more good

than a lot of sermons." Now, alas! the theatre has

fallen from its high estate, and one frequently hears,

" There are lots of plays acted on films that are every

bit as good as plays in a regular theatre."

What must be the state of mind of a man who would

rather see three or four plays (and a few odds and

ends) on a film than a play at a theatre ? First, there

is the mental confusion which must be caused by the

mere number of the plots and stories. Then he must

like crude and violent plays, for only great artists can

write plays in dumb-show that are not crude and

violent, and we know that there is not yet any demand
for great artists as scenario-writers for films. The
subtle conflict between the poet and the clergyman

in " Candida " could not be shown on the film. If the

attempt were made, the audience could not but con-

clude, when Marchbanks eventually stings the other

to violencej that the aEsa,ult was entirely unprovoked.

" Rosmersholm " on the film would be ludicrous.

Yeats's " Deirdre " would be undistinguishable from
Synge's, and Synge's from " A. E.'s "

; all would be
equally dull. " Hamlet " would be quite meaningless.

Thirdly, there is the question of the personality of

the actor. The film-actor must act extravagantly in

order to supply a clue to the plot in his every move-
ment. He must do this, too, in cold blood, before the

indifferent eye of the kinematograph operator. Surely

never was such a nightmare! An actor sentenced to

rehearsal for life, to whom tlie sweets of applause are

eternally denied ! In such circumstances, how can
acting be other than mechanical? Apart from this,

what amount of personality can be shown on a photo-

graph ? for the kinematograph is simply the Franken-
stein of photography. One need not have a fanatical

admiration for present-day actors to assert that a very

great many of them have characteristics which the

kinema would fail to reveal, and that we should be the

poorer thereby. No kinema could portray the tem-
pestuous power of Mrs. Patrick Campbell, or reproduce

the facile grace and charm of Miss Marie Tempest.

The man, then, who prefers the kinema to the

theatre cares neither for good plays nor for good
acting. Obviously, therefore, the drama was crippled

by his patronage, which lasted just so long as he had
no other entertainment provided for him. Before the

days of music-halls and kinematographs he had, of

necessity, to be a playgoer, and he kept the drama
down to his level. His taste manufactured vulgar act-

ing, timid management, and vapid plays. At last the

bubble burst. New avenues of amusement were found
for him, and almost simultaneously plays and acting

began to improve. Management naturally did not
improve. Many provincial theatres practically closed

their doors to drama. In fact, the drama may be said

no longer to exist in any but the largest of English

provincial towns. In London it is different. West-
End theatre-going is a cult, and the very provincial

who would not bother about seeing a play in his own
town will greatly inconvenience himself in order to see

the same play performed by " the London Company."
London is the last citadel of the vulgarly romantic

drama, and not until it falls can the dramatist start

with a clean sheet.

When this citadel shall have fallen, the dramatist

will be able to write for a public that delights in the

dramatic art, and he will not be tempted to write down
to a public to whom the theatre is a cult, a habit, a

relaxation, an escape from the rain ; nor, most im-
portant of all, to a public forced to witness a play
through sheer lack of an alternative.

This is the way in which the kinematograph is going
to help the drama—by weeding out those of its patrons

who are a drag on it. The cheery optimists who main-
tain that the film and the stage-play will advance side

by side to better things are—just optimists. The film

and the drama are poles apart.

In a protest against elaborate stage-setting in the
theatre, Mr. W. B. Yeats insists that each art should
concentrate on its own characteristics. When the

theatrical producer goes in for realism, he says, he
competes with the easel-painter, and the easel-painter

can always beat him, because he is practising his owii

art against a man whose art is something quite dif-

ferent, namely, the production of a picture which will

have the effect of reality to a mass of people sitting

around a hall. This may be an extreme view, but it

is moderation itself compared with the belief that any
monstrosity of the photographer's craft can portray
human character and destiny with beauty and sim-

plicity, or even with reality.
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REV. R.
J.
CAMPBELL ^ -» > By E. Hermann

It is some fifteen years ago now since Sir William

Robertson Nicoll discovered in an obscurely situated

Congregational church in Brighton a young preacher

who had something to say on the mystery of pain

—

something so vital and noteworthy that Claudius Clear

forthwith informed the editor of the British Weekly
that this intense young gospeller with the early

whitened hair and the wistful eye of grey was a man
for whom the hour lay waiting. The years passed,

the little backway church grew too small to hold the

crowds that thronged to hear this Nonconformist
Robertson, and the congregation had to migrate to a

larger building. Campbell of Brighton had become
a word to conjure with, and it did not take any great

gift of divination to prophesy that soon Brighton
would know him no more. Then the dying eyes of

Joseph Parker, ranging far over all the ranks of elo-

quent and forceful preachers for one who might, per-

chance, wield the Ulysses-bow that had slipped from
his hands unstrung, alighted on R. J.

Campbell. Mr.

Campbell was called to take Dr. Parker's place during
his last long illness, and the increasing crowds that

made the City Temple one of the sights of London
began to buzz about its doors. When Dr. Parker
finally passed into the long silence, there was no doubt
in anyone's mind that the great man's successor had
been found.

There is a well-known photograph of Mr. Campbell
in a severe and hieratic-looking cassock, and appre-

hensive Puritans, looking at that harmless garment,

whisper with bated breath that there was a time when
Mr. Campbell had almost become an Anglican. Of
Scotch descent, and born a Free Methodist, Mr. Camp-
bell's boyhood was spent among the Presbyterians of

the Black North of Ireland. In his later teens, how-
ever, he was confirmed as a member of the Church of

England, and in i8gi he entered Christ Church, Ox-
ford, with a view to taking Orders. The austere and
rarefied piety of Dean Paget captivated his soul, and
opened it to High Church influences. It was almost

inevitable that a type of saintliness so surrendered and
exalted, yet so restrained and urbane, should be a

spiritual enchantment to a young soul fresh from a

cruder and more turbulent atmosphere, and its in-

fluence accounts for much that is best in the Campbell
of to-day. But soon a critical reading of Church his-

tory revealed to him that, whatever way his religious

tastes and affinities pointed to, his convictions were
ion the side of the despised Nonconformists. The out-

come of this was a memorable talk with Bishop Gore,

extending over the best part of a day, and a sorrowful

but impregnable determination that the dream of

taking Anglican Orders must be abandoned. So
Campbell turned his back upon the spiritual beauty
jof the Church of Keble and Paget, and left Oxford
to become the pastor of an all but derelict Noncon-
formist chapel in the Church-proud town of Brighton.

To attain to anything like a just appreciation of

Mr. Campbell's genius is one of the most difficult of

tasks. On the surface of it, it would seem to be an
easy, matter to get a true and clear-cut picture of so

salient and arresting a figure. In truth, it is exceed-
ingly difficult. To begin with, he stands in a ghost-
haunted place. Who that has listened with sensitive

ear to the magnificent contrapuntal word-music which
made up the oratory of Joseph Parker can escape the
tenacious, imperious, obsessive wraith that haunts the
City Temple? As one sits waiting for the preacher
to begin, another voice takes up the strain—a voice of

soul-shaking quality—whose thunderous pungency
summons the blood and whose magic whisper spells

rapture. Joseph Parker was a great preacher, not

merely by right of a superb and matchless eloquence,

but by the diviner right of a vision that saw deep into

the dark places of Scripture and into the haunted

caverns of the soul, and brought light out of darkness.

The rolling music of his words was but the garment

of the great creative silence where unspoken things

lie warm. While the ghostly echoes of his matchless

voice are still launching themselves upon the great

spaces his successor begins to speak. Is he a great

preacher too? His voice is spare, his delivery unre-

markable. He does not enchant, beguile, entrain. It

takes some time for the ghostly obsession of a greater

than he to lose his grip upon one's mind. It often

takes a long time before the genius of this romantic

intuitionalist breaks upon one's dull senses. But, once

it does, there is no doubt as to the preacher's right to

stand in so consecrated a place.

There is a second circumstance which makes it

difficult to see the naked soul of the preacher. It is

the popular identification of Mr. Campbell with the

New Theology. No subscriber to cast-iron creeds has

ever placed so heavy a millstone about his neck or

bound himself with chains so hampering and galling

as Mr. Campbell did when he wrote a book which
labelled him in the eyes of a half-educated public.

It is not merely that Mr. Campbell is far wiser and
greater than his book. It is that his true crown does
not lie in the realm of theological discussion at all,

but in the empyrean of spiritual intuition. He is not

a theologian who happens also to be a preacher. He
is a preacher of a certain high, rare, potent type who
happens to have written a book upon theology. Dr.

Parker laid it down once that every congregation is a

seance. So it is, when there is a spiritual clairvoyant

in the pulpit.

And, like all preachers of this clairvoyant order, Mr.
Campbell cannot be interpreted in vacuo. He must
always be taken in connection with that great con-
gregation of questing and bewildered souls whose in-

articulate cravings he interprets to themselves. In

this preacher's voice a thousand dumb mouths find

speech, a thousand secrets are revealed. And the un-
veiling and interpreting is not the cold accomplish-
ment of the expert ; it is the piercing insight of the

loving heart. He is not a virtuoso in soul-reading ; he
is an enthusiast in soul-healing. Sympathy is real and
vital in him. It is potent and convincing. Terrible is

the loneHness of a great city. More terrible the loneli-

ness of a God-haunted soul. Small wonder that the

preacher who can walk with his hearers in those weird
regions and through the black defiles of sorrow, shame
and despair evokes an almost passionate admiration,

an almost unreserved devotion.

A cold examination of his preaching may leave

one with the Philistine's question, "Tell us wherein
thy strength lieth ? " Judged by formal canons, there

are greater than he. Judged by depth even of psycho-
logical insight, it were not difficult to find those who
excel him. But for the revealing and compelling

power of a fearless and devoted sympathy, for the

magic of evoking a spiritual atmosphere, of naturalis-

ing the unseen on the hard stones of city streeets, he
stands supreme. His spell defies analysis. It owes
nothing to oratory and little to dialectic. It is as
elusive as the mist and as mysterious as the win^
among the reeds.
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
** Esther Waters," by George Moore

It is surely one of the most interesting ironies of con-

temporary literature that the novel which, more than

any other written in our time, ideahses and glorifies

tl>e simple beauties and strength of motherhood
should have come to us from the pen of a novelist

whose genius is generally associated witli works
answering to the generic description of decadent. Mr.

Grant Allen, one recollects, was fond of relating that,

out of the many fictional efforts that won for him a

wide public, one, and one only, was written to please

himself, " The Woman Who Did," a disappointing

work, quite the dullest he ever penned. One may
be pardoned for imagining that Mr. George Moore
was possibly a great deal more moved and interested

by the ratiocinations and the tedious psychological

analysis of the peccant but brilliant Evelyn Innes

than by the sorrows of that untutored daughter of the

people, Esther Waters. For our part, however, while

Evelyn bores us to extinction, Esther Waters has an

arresting, a compelling attraction tliat no other

heroine of modern fiction, not even the immortal

Tess, wields over us. Esther is not cast in the heroic

mould. That is to say that she is not strikingly

handsome, nor resourceful, still less original or clever.

But the simple, awful tragedy of her Hfe, a tragedy

that thousands upon thousands of women endure, in

mute sorrow and silent despair, rouses in her quahties

that, for all her Umitations, her frailty, her crushed

and stunted nature, raise her to a height that leaves

us breathless and abashed, marvelling at the great

reserves of strength that a " common woman " can
command.
The story of Esther Waters is an every-day drama.

Esther is a domestic servant. " In grimy lodgmg-
houses she worked from early morning till late at

night, scrubbing grates, preparing bacon and eggs,

cooking chops, and making beds. She had become
one of those London girls to whom rest, not to say

pleasure, is unknov/n, who, if they should sit down
for a few moments, hear the mistress's voice, ' Now,
Eliza, have you nothing to do that you are sitting there

idle?"'

She has a sordid, a brutal home, relieved in part

by the love of her mother, but rendered intolerable by
an inhuman stepfather, who tells her to "get out"
when she cannot find a place. At last she gets a

regular situation—one at Woodview Lodge, a great

house near Brighton, whose master, Mr. Barfield, a

careless, rather dissipated man of the world, keeps a

famous racing stable and a huge establishment, and
whose wife, known as "The Saint," belongs to the

Plymouth Brethren, Esther's own sect, for she is

deeply religious, albeit unlettered and untaught. A
lifelong friendship is born between the two women.
" It was one of Mrs. Barfield's practices to have the

women servants for half an hour every Sunday after-

noon in the library and instruct them in the life of

Christ," and in the new, strange atmosphere of the

great house, given over to racing, sport, and a happy,

genial profanity, Esther, alone among the servants,

delights in the meetings

:

"She answered her mistrcEs's questions in sweet light-

heartedness of spirit, pleasing her with her knowledge
of- the Holy Book. But in turn the servants had begun
to read verses aloud from the New Testament, and
Esther saw that her secret would be torn from her.

Sarah bad read a verse, and Mrs. Barfield had explained

it, and now Margaret was reading. Esther listened,

thinking if she might plead illness and escape from the

room ; but she could not suminon sufficient presence of

mind, and while she was still agitated and debating with

herself, Mrs. Barfield called to her to continue. She
hung dov.n her head, suffocated with shame of the expo-
Burc, and when Mrs. Barfield told her again to continue

the reading Esther shook hfer head.
'•' Can you not read, Esther?' she heard a kind voice

saying ; and the sound of this Toice loosed the feelings

long pent up, and the girl, giving way utterly, burst

into passionate weeping. She was alone with bf,r suflEer-

ing, conscious of nothing else, until a kind hand led

her from the room, and that hand soothed away the

bitterness of the tittering which reached her ears as the

door closed. It was hard to persuade her to speak, but
even the first words showed that there was more on the
girl's heart than could be told in a few minutes. Mrs.
Barfield determined to take the matter at once in hand ;

she dismissed the other servants, and returned to the
library with Esther, and in that dim room of little green
sofas, bookless shelves and birdcages, the women

—

mistress and maid—sealed the bond of friendship which
was to last for life."

Mrs. Barfield teaches her servant to read and much
else ; but, alas ! there ' soon comes an end to their

friendship. It is a strange environment that the
young girl, with her simple tastes and primitive faith,

is thrown into, with the little jockey boys, who look
so ugly and ill-fed, and who talked, as did all the

servants eternally, of odds and races ; but she was
happy.

"The simplest human sentiments were abiding prin-

ciples in Esther—love of God, and love of God in the

home. But above this Protestantism was human nature
;

and at this time Esther was, alx)ve all else, a young
girl. Her twentieth year thrilled within her; she was no
longer weary with work, and new, rich blood, filled her
veins. She sang at her work, gladdened by the sights

and sounds of the yard : the young rooks cawing lustily

in the evergreens, the gajdoner passing to and fro

with plants in his hands, the white cats licking them-
selves in the sun, or running to meet the young ladies

who brought them plates of mUk."

Thus her life passed—until the man entered.

William Latch is the son of the austere old house-
keeper, who is " down on " Esther at first, but learns

to treat her kindly even when her graceless scamp
of a son, who has disgusted her by taking a groom's
place at Woodview, repeats to Esther an old story.

" In the evenings when their work was done, Esther
and her lover lingered about the farm buildings listen-

ing to the rooks, seeing the lights die in the west

;

and in the summer darkness about nine she tripped by
his side when he took the letters to post. The wheat
stacks were thatching, and in the rick-yard, in the car-

penter's shop, and in the whist of the woods they talked
of love and marriage. They lay together in the warm
valleys, listening to the tinkling of the sheep bell, and
one evening, putting Jiis pipe aside, William threw his

arm round her, whispering that she was his wife. The
words were delicious in her fainting ears, and her will

died in what seemed like irresistible destiny. She could
not struggle with him, though she knew that her fate

depended upon her resistance, and, swooning away, she
awoke in pain, powerless to free herself. . . . Soon
after thoughts betook themselves on their painful way,
and the stars were shining when he followed her across
the downs, beseeching her to listen. But she fled along
the grey road, and upstairs to her room."

It is easy to guess the sequel. William does not
stay at Woodview, and when the hour of trial comes,
poor Esther is turned out, her kind mistress giving her

a reference. Tiie child is born in the lying-in hospital,

which Esther leaves almost penniless aad unfriended,
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her mottier dead, hex family gone to Australia, and

with scarcely a soul in London to help her.

The chapters that follow are incomparably the

greatest in the book. They tell with wonderful force

and convincing reahsm of poor Esther's desperate

straits and still more desperate struggles. Sometimes

without a crust, sometimes without a shelter, she fights

on for the sake of her child, working hours
_

at tlie

wash-tub, acting as wet nurse to a rich lady's child

when her own lies ailing, with her past always crop-

ping up to be flung in her face, but still taking courage

to endure. The events, perhaps, are very trite ; the

narrative has been rehearsed a thousand times by all

sorts and conditions of women. But it is a great one

all the same. All the cruelties, all the sordidness, all

the mean suspicions of our civilisation, are brought

out in the; tellmg ; but Esther triumphs over them all.

After many vicissitudes, she secures a good place

with a considerate mistress, and the child thrives and

is well. More, Esther is even engaged to a pious

young man, who condescends to overlook her past,

when—she meets William! At first she repulses

him. Then the old love returns. She listens and

relents, accepts his excuses, and a little later they are

made man and wife, and ensconced in possession of

an old-fashioned public-house down Fulham way.

William makes a good husband, for the carelessness

of youth has left him, and he really loves Esther, who
for' the first time in her life tastes real happiness,

despite the fact that her life soon brings her in con-

tact with some of the worst results of betting and

gambling, which are depicted with extraordinary

skill.

The King's Head is a racing " pub," frequented by

punters, bookies, jockeys—all the embodiments to

Esther of evil and destructive forces. But she has

her husband and her boy, and she is happy. Very
beautifully indicated is her placid love, which redeems

the breezy squalor of the " public." A Httle later that

refuge is lost to them. William has to become a book-

maker himself, and shout the odds on the course. Still

Esther is happy. Those she loves best in the world

are with her, and, like a true woman, that contents

her.

But the happiness does not last long. WiUiam falls

ill, ails for months, then dies, and poor Esther is left

again penniless, to provide for her boy as best she can.

She goes back to Woodview, now stripped of its

former glory, to live alone with her old mistress, and
to help her lad, who has a situation in London—a dull,

drab life, and yet made glorious by the fact that it

was consecrated to one supreme object—an object

brought home to us witli irresistible force by the last

picture with which the work closes. Esther and Mrs.

Barfield are waiting, waiting outside the house for

someone they are expecting, waiting for Esther's

son:

—

"A tall soldier came through the gate. He wore a
long red cloak, and a small cap jauntily set on the side

of his close-clipped head. Esther uttered a little exclama-
tion, and ran to meet him. He took his mother in his

arms, kissed her, and together they walked towards
Mrs. Barfield. All was forgotten in the happiness of
the moment—the long fight for his life, and the pos-
sibility that any moment might declare him to be mere
food for powder and shot. She was only conscious that

she had accomplished her woman's work—she had
brought him up to man's estate ; and that was her

.sufficient reward."

It is on that note that the book closes, and we end
it feeling that, in an age which has deafened us with
its assertions of every phase of feminine aberration,
it has been a great thing to have met, even in fiction,

a true woman, faithfully portrayed.

THE FIRST RUNG
By MUNROE CLARK.

The night before, he got out his new things, gave an

c.Ktra twist to his home-made trouser-press, and went

to bed dreaming of managing directorships and the

majestic solitude of the manager's office. He woke
early, very early. But he got up straight away,

wrestled with the press, and was pleased, on the

whole, with the knife-edge crease it had produced.

At breakfast he read the football page with the air

of a Sultan, and when his Big Sister stood by his side

to serve the bacon he engrossed himself in the " On
'Change " column, oblivious of the wink she passed oa

to her father.

When it was time to go he took down his soft felt

hat—a bowler, he had thought, proclaimed " office-

boy" to every casual passer-by—and, with an airy

" So-long," shut the door quickly after him in order

to get away from the salvo of " Good lucks " which had

so much annoyed him when he was taking his exams.

He would not take a car. No, he wasn't going to

start that game : so he stepped out, and tried to look

as if he had been at it for years, and was quite hope-

lessly bored. He was annoyed when he found he had
arrived a quarter of an hour too early, and was just

going off for a stroll when the " cleaner " came along

and unlocked the door for him.
" Are you the new young gentleman, then ?

" asked
she, in a motherly tone. This touched him on the

raw. Without answering, he looked around him with

a critical air, as who should say, " This doesn't seem
as decent a hole as my last place." The woman re-

garded him with a smile, a suggestion of which he
just caught.

" Lor' bless yer ! the freshness'U soon wear off," she

said.

After a morning of humble initiation, he came home
with a rush, ate a huge dinner, and ordered two cups

of coffee. Over these his mother ventured that he was
" launched into the battle of life."

" Oh, cut the sentiment, flease! " he implored, and
just then the Big Sister came in.

" Well, how's things, kid ?
" she flung at him, whip-

ping out innumerable hatpins.
" His Lordship does not desire his affairs to be dis-

cussed," said Mater.

The Big Sister thought a moment
" Why, of course not, if you will keep sentimentalis-

ing," she said, for she knew her mother.

Then Pater ventured that " it was evidently a naval

battle," and was promptly sat on.
" Well, anyhow," said Mater, " you've got to work

now—a sight harder than you did at school."

He arrived at the office five minutes late. Going
to his desk he picked up some papers with an air of

nonchalant interest, and looked up at his neighbour.
" Anything fresh ? " he asked in a blas6 tone.

"Here, take these letters to the post, and get five

shillings' worth of penny stamps," said that gentleman
with a frown.

And in the evening he called for Someone, and they

went to the Pictures. Now, Someone understood, and
he didn't mind telling Her his inmost thoughts. She
could sympathise with him, and didn't seem at all

bored at his recital of hopes and prospects.

When he had seen her home he went back to

supper. Pater glanced at his watch as he came in,

and he sat down at the table, which everybody had
already left.

Then he went upstairs to the trouser-press.
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G. BERNARD SHAW ^ ^ ^ By Richard Curle
Of all claims to distinction, perhaps Mr. Shaw would
•cherish most that of being a middle-class Socialist.

For it is this attitude which permeates his work, an
i*ggressive attitude that will not be gainsaid, and
will not let you take it for granted. Mr. Shaw has
the pugnacity of a prophet who must be telling you
home-truths lest worse should follow. He is violently

dogmatic against all forms of dogma, or, as he himself

puts it,
" The golden rule is that there is no golden

rule." That is all very well, but what is to prevent

one questioning the first golden rule ? This is just

the sort of pitfall one must beware of in reading Mr.

Shaw. He is so keen, able, and pellucid that one is

apt to take his assertions as indisputable facts rather

than as mere statements of opinion. He is invigorat-

ing because he is so reasonable. Not outwardly

emotional, he has really a wide sympathy for unhappi-

ness and failure. He is not at all a sentimental

English democrat like Mr. Chesterton—he would
argue that the main reason why poverty and misery

should be abolished is that they are bad for society.

He is the logical extremist, but he is too much of the

Fabian to carry all his convictions into practice. The
result is that he gives one a sense of caution in the

midst of his fiery language. He can write " The Revo-
lutionist's Handbook," but he would never dream of

being a revolutionary.

This is decidedly a long preliminary to a short

discussion of Mr. Shaw's work, but really it is neces-

sary to clear the ground. For Mr. Shaw's plays are

almost as much pamphlets as works of art. He has

Ibsen's habit of formulating his own theories in the

guise of universal problems, but he has not Ibsen's

power of high and bitter seriousness. Or, rather, one
feels that his seriousness is always being masked
under a sardonic mantle, as if he knew that to be
openly grave would be the end to deep gravity of

purpose. However that may be, his plays do lack the

final impressiveness of obvious sincerity. They are

too " smart," too breathless in their witticisms. And,
for some reason or other, they have a horrible trick of

sinking into sheer buffoonery.

I.

The truth is, brilliance is a curse to a literary man

—

it is the whisper of the devil, the most subtle and
irresistible of temptations. These scintillating writers

are for ever spoiling their work by mannerism and
artificiality. Air. Shaw, for instance, like Mr. Chester-

ton, cannot escape from his own riotous personality.

.

He repeats himself in a hundred transparent disguises.

His characters do not, by any means, lack every atom
of reality as do the characters of Mr. Chesterton, but,

on the other hand, they lack a great deal of the

reality which they ought properly to have. Take, let

us say. Major Barbara (" Major Barbara "), Ann,
Tanner, 'Enery Straker (" Man and Superman "),

Lady Cicely (" Captain Brassbound's Conversion "),

Raina, Bluntschli (" Arms and the Man "), Valentine,

the old waiter (" You Never Can Tell "), Charteris

("The Philanderer"), Candida (" Candida"), are they

not one and all of tKem close relations of Mr. Bernard

Shaw? Of course they are! That is why they are

so sparkling, so unexpected—and that is why they are

so unconvincing. There is an elf-like quality in Mr.

Shaw's figures, a quality of surprise which is charming

and yet enervating. But his technical ability is so

pronounced, his skill in dialogue so finished, that he

does convey an air of considerable reality. And that

is not all. He has a conception of personality up to

a certam point, but it is a conception that generally

suggests a problem—one of Mr. Shaw's problems. His
people and his plays soon bore one, just as an argu-

ment soon bores one. They only hve in the light of

crises or polemics—they are without the calm force

of ordinary and passionate existence.

II.

One of Mr. Shaw's main dislikes is romance

—

romantic love, and so on. It is hard to say how far

this is an inherent distaste for sentiment, and how far

it is merely a reasoned fear of the emotions. It is

not savage, like the sex-hatred of Schopenhauer or

Strindberg ; it is mocking. Mr. Shaw despises the

vast influence of such fleeting desires, their vast and
ill-regulated influence. And yet theoretically dis-

trustful of marriage, he is, practically, in its favour.

There comes in his common sense, overriding the

ardent dreams of the perfect Socialist. He has
grasped human nature sufficiently to realise its usual

limits, to realise its slow progress, its ingrained, inde-

structible instincts. And, in spite of his sneers, he
does comprehend the tragic force of love, though he
may bewail its futility. The passionate scenes in

such plays as " You Never Can Tell " and " Man and
Superman " are actually passionate. Suddenly the

bantering tone drops, the lovers look at one another

with real, burning eyes. It is in scenes like these that

Mr. Shaw shows us power, as apart from infinite

nimbleness.

III.

This cleverness of his has, naturall)', its points,

though, on the whole, it strikes one as so misguided.

It gives his work ease, variety of situation, a polished

atmosphere. The Ireland of " John Bull's Other
Island " does appear quite as Irish as the Ireland of

Synge's plays ; the Bulgaria of " Arms and the Mar;

"

does suggest the savage feeling of the Balkans. Mr.
Shaw is, indeed, a distinguished and conscious artist,

and, if he were only less of a wit and less of a
pamphleteer, he would be still more of an artist. For
it is not that he impresses his personality on his work
(everyone does that), which is so damaging, but that

he impresses his idiosyncrasies, his eccentricities, his

crotchets. No doubt he has built up his huge and
enthusiastic public on them, but, in the end, they will

do him immense harm. Already he strikes one as

being old-fashioned. He keeps on destroying dead
things, of discussing settled issues. The rebellious

daughter has had her day ; marriage is no longer

looked upon as divine in itself. It is quite true that it

is probably Mr. Shaw's teaching that has brought
about much of this change, but that is not the point

here. The point is, that it dates his work, so to speak,

and makes it dusty. Moreover, he is still, in each new
play, thrashing out the same problems. But we want
something else. Stories of true passion are never old

because they are alwaj-s repeating themselves, stories

with actual vitality are never old because people don't

really alter in most things. But who cares for Pea-

cock's tirades against paper money? And soon all

these designing and emancipated females of Mr.
Shaw's plays will share a similar fate. They will die

from inanition, they will die because no one will be
able to understand the hubbub they caused. Thus
will Mr. Shaw's glory as a pioneer dim his fame as an
artist.
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IV.

In criticism Mr. Shaw is often very astute. His
connection with the Saturday Review as dramatic
critic gave him a practical knowledge of the different

schools (you can read a selection of his weekly articles

in two volumes) ; his book on Wagner proves that he is

a student of music ; his book on Ibsen proves that he
is a student of literature. And yet his criticism is too

clever and concise to be satisfying. It has the dazzle

of a piercing light, and some of its hardness. Never-
theless, Mr. Shaw is singularly just. A great many
people have fallen foul of him owing to his remarks
on Shakespeare, quite misreading what he has said.

No one better than Mr. Shaw realises the supreme
beauty of Shakespeare's language, and no one is more
disgusted at the fulsome praise that has been poured
on everything Shakespeare ever wrote. There, once
again, Mr. Shaw is helped by his common sense. He
will not have Shakespeare paraded as a demi-god. It

is a reasonable attitude.

But I must stop. Much remains to be said which
has to be left unsaid. For the very mention of Mr.
Shaw's name is sufficient to call up a whole range of

subjects which it would require a volume to deal with.

WOMAN IN THE FINANCIAL
WORLD

By LUCY H. YATES. ^^

" Of honourable women not a few " the City of

London may make proud boast. But while she owns
a steadily growing army of moderate wage-earners,
who fill in the great mesh of industry with a network
of fine threads, any of which, if taken individually, may
seem of slight value, but which, taken collectively, re-

present a vast sum total of labour and of money, some
few of her women workers stand out above the rest

for character and achievement, for singularity of posi-

tion or boldness of enterprise. And among these
none are more noteworthy than the handful that have
invaded the financial world, and whose success has
amply justified their venture.

I.

By virtue of singularity alone the one woman stock-

broker should take premier position among the women
of the City. It is perhaps rather strange that while
there is nothing in the business of stockbroking that

is beyond the ability of any well-educated woman to

grasp, and while many women have a distinct liking

for finance and figures, there should be still only one
name to place under this heading. True, women are
excluded from membership of the Stock Exchange
simply by reason of sex; yet, by dealing on half-

profits through others who are members, it is quite
possible to make a very excellent business and in-i

come, and the work is agreeable, if responsible.

Twenty-five years ago one woman courageously
embarked in an attempt to compete on this veritable
Tom Tiddler's ground, with quite a small capital, and
she has retired from the field with an excellent reputa-
tion and with profits that are by no means despicable,
to, be succeeded by another woman, who holds her
position still without a rival. In the case of Miss Bell,
the pioneer, natural aptitude and undoubted capacity
made for success in the face of keen competition,
while she had the great advantage of an education
that in many respects .would have been exactly the
same had she been of the other sex. In the case of

Mrs. Brooke, her successor, the advantages are a

social connection among influential people which en-

sures her a clientele to begin with, and the ground
already prepared and made ready for her by Miss

Bell's industry, not to mention the aid of a secretary,

also a woman, whose knowledge of markets and of the

whole business of stockbroking and insurance can be
equalled by few men.

Mrs. Brooke, speaking of her business at the pre-

sent time, says, " There is an interesting career in the

financial world for women. They have more intui-

tion than men, and, as a rule, are more persuasive and
more inclined to put themselves in the place of their

client. They are not lacking in caution, and are quite

able to make as good bargains. My experience is that

women are more disposed to gamble than men, and
on that account, as a stockbroker, one needs to be
level-headed. Of course, I am greatly handicapped
in not being able to work directly with the Slock
Exchange, and in having to employ others who are

members to act for me." In spite of handicaps, how-
ever, Mrs. Brooke admits that she is flourishing, and
that her business is increasing apace.

II.

The one woman stockbroker has for near neighbour
in the City an almost equally busy lady who is a
fully qualified chartered accountant. But accountancy
has for years attracted women as a profession, and
Miss Harris Smith is by no means alone in her glory.

They are rarer in the City, it is true ; but when we
move out on to the Strand and westwards, we find

several who have established themselves, and done so

well that they have been able to make a competence
and retire to enjoy it. Since they have been admitted
to examinations and degrees on the same terms as

men, the profession will, in all likelihood, continue to

attract girls and women who have the mathematical
gift. While waiting for clients, the accountant gener-
ally fills in time and adds to her income by taking
pupils.

III.

While a few banks employ women in behind-the-
scenes work, only one bank exists as yet for the trans-

action of business among women, managed and staffed

entirely by women. This is a branch of Farrow's
Bank, established some three or four years ago in New
Bridge Street Its first manager. Miss May Bateman,
was much liked, and spoke of her work as being in

every way identical with that of the ordinary bank, and
her salary as comparing well with that paid to men for

the same services.

Her successor, Miss Kate Reilly, had previously
held a Government post and been for some twelve
years in the counting-house of a newspaper
office, where all the cheque transactions passed
through her hands. The position in this case re-

quires not only a good knowledge of money dealings
of every kind, but a good general all-round knowledge
of market movements and investment business, as the
manager of a woman's bank is, or so it seems, expected
to be able to give advice on matters other than bank-
ing pure and simple.

Not so directly concerned with finance or accounts
as the women whose names have just been mentioned^
but occupying positions unique for influence, are twa
others—Mrs. Shelley Gulick, who is inspector o^
agents for the great Commercial Union Assurance
Company, and whose ser\'ices are remunerated
precisely as if she were a man, and Miss E'
Brodstone, of the Union Cold Storage Company,
whose work isj I believe, to a large extent at least;

honorary.
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The Death of Napoleon j» j* a* By Louis Adolphe Thiers

(Concluded.)

La fin d'avril etait arrivee, et a chaque instant le

mal devenait plus menagant et plus douloureux.
Napoleon prenait de temps en temps quelques
gouttes d'une eau fraiche qu'on avait trouvee au
pied du pic de Diane, dans la position ou il aurait

voulu que sa demeure fiit placee, et il en ressentait un

Eeu de bien. "Je desire, dit-il, etre enterre sur les

ords de la Seine, si c'est jamais possible, ou a Ajaccio
dans I'heritage de ma famille, ou enfin si ma captivite

doit durcr pour mon cadavre, au pied de la fontaine a
laquelle j'ai du quelque soulagemcnt." On le lui

promit avec des larmes, car on ne lui cachait plus un
etat qu'il voyait si bien. " Vous allez, dit-il a ses amis
qui I'entouraient, retourner en Europe. Vous y re-

viendrez avec le reflet de ma gloire, avec I'honneur
d'un noble devouement. Vous y serez consideres et

heureux. Moi je vais rejoindre Kleber, Desaix,
Lannes, Massena, Bessieres, Duroc, Ney ! .... lis

viendront a ma rencontre . . . . ils ressentiront encore
une fois I'ivresse de la gloire humaine." Le i mai
I'agonie sembla s'annoncer, et les souffrances devin-
rent presque continuelles. Le 2, le 3, Napoleon parut
consume par fievre, et en proie a des spasmes violents.

Des que la souffrance lui laissait quelque repit, son
esprit se reveillait radieux, et il montrait autant de
lucidite que de screnite. Dans I'un de ces intervalles

il dicta, sous le titre de premiere et seconde reverie,

deux notes sur la defense de la France en cas d'in-

vasion. Le 3, le delire commenqa, et k travers ses

paroles entrecoupees on saisit ces mots :
" Mon fils . . .

i'armee . . . Desaix. . . . On eut dit a une certaine

agitation qu'il avait une derniere vision de la bataille

de Marengo regagnee par Desaix. Le 4, I'agonie

dure sans interruption, et la noble figure du heros parut

cruellement tourmentee. Le temps etait horrible, car

c'etait la mauvaise saison de Sainte-Helene. Des
rafales de vent et de pluie deracinerent quelques'uns
des arbres recemment plantes. Enfin le 5 mai on ne
douta plus que le dernier jour de cette existence extra-

ordinaire ne fut arrive. Les officiers cinglais

places a I'exterieur recueillaient avec un interet

respectueux ce que les domestiques leur apprenaient

des progres de I'agonie. Vers la fin du jour

la douleur s'afFaissant avec la vie, le refroidisse-

ment devenant general, la mort sembla s'emparer
de sa glorieuse victime. Ce jour-la le temps etait re-

devenu calme et serein. Vers cinq heures quarante-
cinq minutes, juste au moment oii le soleil se couchait
dans des flots de lumiere, et ou le canon anglais don-
nait le signal de la retraite, les nombreux t6moins qui
obsers-aient le mourant s'apergurent qu'il ne respirait

plus, et s'ecrierent qu'il etait mort. lis couvrirent ses

mains de baisers respectueux, et Marchand qui avait

emporte a Sainte-Helene le manteau que le Premier
Consul portait a Marengo, en revetit son corps, en ne
laissant a decouvert que sa noble tete.

Aux convulsions de I'agonie, toujours si penibles a
voir, avait succede un calme plein de majeste. Cette
figure d'une si rare beaute, revenue a la maigreur de sa

{'euncsse et revetue du manteau de Marengo, sem-
ilait avoir rendu k ceux qui la contemplaient le

general Bonaparte dans toute sa gloire.

Le gouvcmcur, le commissaire franqais voulurent

repaitre leurs yeux de ce spectacle, et montrerent de-

vant cette mort aussi extraordinaire que la vie qu'elle

tcrminait, Ic respect qu'ils lui devaient.

The end of April had Eirrived, and every moment
increased his danger and suffering. Napoleon was
relieved by occasionally drinking some drops of fresh

water brought from the foot of the peak of Diana,
the spot where he had wished to have a dwelling
erected. " I wish," he said, " if it is possible, that I

should be buried on the banks of the Seine, or at

Ajaccio, in my family domain, or, should my body be
fated to continue a prisoner, at the foot of the fountain
whose waters have afforded me some relief." This
his friends promised with tears, for they no longer
concealed from him a state he so well understood
himself. " You will return to Europe," he said to

those surrounding him. "You will return bearing
with you the reflection of my glory, with the honour
of your own fidelity. You will be esteemed and
happy. I go to meet Kleber, Desaix, Lannes,
Massena, Bessieres, Duroc, Ney! They will come to

meet me. They will experience once more the intoxi-

cation of human glory." On the 1st May the agony
seemed to commence, and he was in* constant fever,

and suffered from continual spasms. Whenever his

sufferings abated, his mind was as radiant as ever,

and he spoke with clearness and serenity. During
one of these intervals he dictated, under the title

of first and second reverie, two notes on the defence
of France in case of an invasion. On the 3rd he
became delirious, and mid his ravings, these words
were distinguishable :

" My son ! The army ! Desaix !

"

It would seem as though he had a last vision of the
battle of Marengo recovered by Desaix. The agony
continued during the whole of the 4th, and the noble
countenance of the hero was terribly distorted. The
weather was terrible ; it was the bad season at St.

Helena. Sudden gusts of wind tore up some of the
planted trees. On the 5th May there was no doubt
that the last day of his extraordinary life had
dawned. The English officers, assembled outside,

listened with respectful interest to the accounts the
servants gave of his agony. Towards the decline of
the day his life and sufferings decreased together

;

the cold extending from the extremities became
general, and death seemed about to seize his glorious

victim. The weather had become calm and serene.

About a quarter to six, when the sun was setting

in waves of light, and the English cannon gave the
signal for retiring, those around the bed perceived
that the patient did not breathe, and cried out that
he was dead. They covered his hands with kisses,

and Marchand, who had brought to St. Helena the
cloak the First Consul had worn at Marengo, laid

it over his body, leaving only his noble head
uncovered.

The convulsions of the death agony, always so

painful to witness, were succeeded by a majestic
tranquillity of expression. That figure, so wondrously
beautiful, now restored to the slenderness of youth,
and clad in the mantle of Marengo, seemed
to present again to the witnesses of that touching
scene General Bonaparte in the meridian of his

glory.

The governor and the French envoy wished to feed

their eyes on this spectacle, but showed all due respect

in presence of a death that was as extraordinary as

the life it terminated.
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9f"EVERYMAN
CONTINENTAL TOURS

Unique Holiday Announcement

ARRANGEMENTS MADE FOR OUR READERS' BENEFIT.
Continental Travel is no small part of the mental equipment of the cultured man or woman.
To wander along the streets of an unfamiliar city—to stand for the first time amidst the

solemn grandeur of a range of mountain peaks—to discover the traces of History in ancient

Towns and time-worn Buildings—to note with interest and delight the difference in the

customs, language, thought and sentiment of nations—these are but a few of the factors which

combine in making a Continental Holiday one of educational value and mental improvement.

A holiday amidst the glorious mountains and valleys of

Switzerland ; in the picturesque valleys of Normandy ; in quaint
Holland, gay Ostend, or the picturesque Ardennes; in the gay cos-

mopolitan capital, Paris— this is the Pro-
gramme for the readers of Evekvman.

Who has not longed to spend a holiday
abroad ? To acquire the culture that travel

alone is able to impart ? To charm the

senses with all the delights it offers? To
wander in strange and wonderful countries,

seeing new sceues and participating in new
experiences ?

THE INFLUENCE OF TRAVEL.
Few there are who wholly realise how

travel stimulates the imagination, broadens
the outlook and enriches the mind. Only
those who have viited foreign lands know
of the real enjoyment that this detachment
from the ordinary affords.

It is often imagined that the expense of a
Continental Holiday is beyond the resources

of an ordinary purse — tliat there will be
difficulties because the tourist does not speak
the language of the country he wishes to

visit— tiiat there will be harassing worries about tickets, trains,

hotel accommodation and the hundred and one details which

beset the traveller.

" The travelled mind i» the catholic
tnind, educated from exclusiveness
and egotism."

It is because " Everyman " realises all this that we have arranged
for our readers' holidays on the Continent on new and unique lines,

bringing travel and all that travel means within the reach of

every reader. In arranging these tours ill

conjanc'.ion wltb a Private Touring
Company infinite pains have been taken to

plan and arrange for the complete enjoyment
of every tourist who comes with us ; we shall

regard you as our guests and try to perform
all the courtesies and attentions that a host
owes to those he entertains.

The culture and breadth of outlook
that travel gives i< so marked that it

i* esteemed as the greatest of all edu-
cators as well as the purest of alljoys.

EVERYMAN, I WILL GO WITH THEE,

AND BE THY GUIDE,

IN THY MOST NEED

TO GO BY THY SIDE."

A REAL, HAPPY HOLIDAY.
Our conductors are courteous English

gentlemen (not mere guides) whose aim is

to enable you to get all that a holiday
abroad can offer. They strive to make the
tours the most enjoyable holidays ; drives,

river trips, visits to world-famous places of

interest, and over all that spirit of comrade-
ship that makes a holiday so much more than
a time of mere sight-seeing. We promise you
areallyhappy holiday with con;,'enial friends,

and at charges that are exceedingly moderate.
Everything will be done for you, down

to the smallest detail, and our inclusive charge covers everything.
We extend to you a very hearty invitation to come with us, and

offer you the choice of many charming tours.

For the Forthcoming Season we have arranged many very interesting "Everyman" Tours.

A Fortnight's Conducted Tour to the Cities of Historic Flanders and the Valleys of the Belgian
Ardennes, with visits to every place of interest in Bruges, Ghent, and Brussels; a Trip to the Field

of Waterloo ; E.x^cursions to Antwerp and Tervueren ; Steamer Trips on the River Meuse (the Belgian
Rhine) to Dtnant and Hastiere ; a Visit to the marvellous Grottoes of Han ; Drives through the Valleys

of the Meuse and Lease. The entire inclusive cost amounting to no more than 8^ guineas.

A Fortnight's Conducted Tour to Rouen and the Yalley of the Seine and Paris. A Tour of unique
interest, combining the fascination of a Mediaeval Town with beautiful River Trips on the River Seine,

and a week in gay, laughing Paris.

A Fortnight in Lucerne and Qrlndelwald, wth ten magnificent Excursions—perhaps the finest and most
comprehensive holiday to be obtained in Switzerland.

A Fortnight's Tour to Montreux-Territet, on the lovely Lake of Geneva close to Byron's Castle of Chillon,

and in view of the famous snow-capped Dents du Midi.

A Fortnight's Tour to Territet and Chamonix, with nine Excursions. This Tour provides a delightful

contrast between the picturesque Town on the Lake and the Mountain Valley of Chamonix, nestling

beneath the shadow of the Mont Blanc Range.

A Week's Conducted Tour to Holland and the Zuyder Zee, the country of which the Dutch boast thai
" God made the sea ; we made the land "—the quaint, curious little country teeming with historic associations,

whose towns and people offer unique attcactians for the Tourist in search of the quaint and picturesque.

These and many more equally absorbing holidays

have been arranged by Everyman with a special regard

for our readers' particular tastes. In spite of all the

advantages over the usual " Conducted Tours," our

exceptional facilities enable us to take readers on our

Tours at exceedingly moderate rates, so much so that an

EvERVM.\N hoUday on the Continent will acti:ally cost

you less than a holiday at an English resort.

THE "EVERYMAN" HOLmAY BOOKLET.
We have prepared a special Ilkistrated Holiday Book

containing all particulars of our Tours and all prices. A
postcard brings you this choice little book, which contains

a fund of information and sotne delightful views.

As only a limited number of tourists can be taken,

early application for the book is essential. Address

:

The Tours Dept., " EVERYMAN,"
Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.
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TUYET * J^ J^ By Jules CLARETIE (of the Academle Framaise)

The incidents in this charming story took place during the
Paris Exhibition of 18S9. The Tonkinois, subjects of the French
Republic, caused great interest to visitors to their native village

in the Kihibition by their strange appearance, their native huts,
pagodas, etc.

—

Tramlalor's note.

I.

" So Paris is fine ; it pleases you, eh ?
"

The little boy from Tongking, shaking his head
affirmatively, smiled sweetly and knowingly, and
showed on his yellow face very white teeth, free from
betel-nut ; and, repeating what he had just said, " Yes,

Paris is fine, very," it seemed to me that fairy visions

wert passing over his dark and deep-set eyes, like

fleeting images in a dark room. What he had seen

of Paris was little, however ; houses, and more houses ;

streets, heaps of stones hurriedly observed through

the window of a fiacre; some churches, the gilt

cupola of the Invalides, which rose up close to the

Tongking village, erected for one summer on the

Esplanade. Round this bit of land, where bamboo
huts recalled the houses of his native land to him, he

also saw the crowd of Parisians incessantly moving,

visitors, Cockneys, foreigners— the human tide

moving along with a noise like a rolling wave. . . .

It was while buying a dish encrusted with mother-

of-pearl at one of these little stalls in the Tongking
village that I first saw him. Two people were seated

behind the counter ; he and a poor, dull-eyed fellow,

very thin and sad, with teeth much blackened by the

eatmg of betel-nut, who did not know a word of

French and looked at the passing crowd with melan-

choly visage.

As I was about to pay for the dish, I perceived in a

corner a porcelain bowl which seemed curious, and
which I took up to examine. . . .

" That is a test cup," the child said, " and it tells a

story."

I looked at the little boy, who seemed disposed to

chat, and who, in his quaint accent, in which the

French " r's " were prononced with difficulty, the letter

" r " not being known in his language, said

:

"Oh, yes, sir, it is a legend." This Httle fellow,

who, with eyes on a level with his head under a low-

crowned forehead, resembled vaguely those Chinese

or Japanese babies that the Japanese curiosity dealers

sell, seemed to me as wise as a rabbi when he added

:

" The fisherman on this bowl is Lee Mong. Since

he was six he had been fishing in the River Qui-Son.

While fishing he meditated and had attained to

supreme wisdom." (I smiled.) When he was ninety-

eight the Emperor asked Lee Mong if, instead of

always fishing in the River Qui-Son, he would not

help him to govern mankind."
" Men are more difficult to catch than fish," I said.

Without answering my remark, he continued :

" Lee Mong, the fisherman, became a great man,

and, when 128, he died by drowning with the third

Emperor of China."
" Was he drowned by accident ?

"

" By accident."
" And did he govern mankind well .'

" The child

smiled.
" As to that, sir, I do not know. I have told you

what I have been told," and he remained dumb, like

a guide who has rattled off his tale.

" How much for the bowl t
" I asked.

"Two francs—but," he added, "that is not my
business."

And as I tendered him the money, Linh (that was
the child's name) said in a tone of pride in refusing

it, and pointing to the dealer- crouching in the corner:
" He sells these things. I am the interpreter."

What ! Interpreter at fourteen years of age .'

Functionary, and paid by France! Paid to translate

to his countrymen the foolish questions of the

visitors! This child, the only tie which bound
together these poor foreign workmen who had been
brought from the other end of the world to amuse an
idle crowd curious to have a nearer view of a people
dressed in black gowns, with their hair rolled up
under woollen turbans! Yes, little Linh had come
from afar. He had crossed the ocean and slept for

days and nights on a big ship. He had been enrolled

almost like a soldier and received eighty francs per

month, which he would draw in a lump sum when he
returned. . . . His father, the honest silk merchant of

Hanoi, had said, " It is good, very good, that our chil-

dren should travel. Linh will grow learned. He will

see the French at home, who are a strong race,

stronger than ours .... and when he comes back he
will fill a position in the service of the Resident-

General !

"

II.

The noise of Paris had at first deafened Linh more
than the noise of the ocean, but, little by little, Paris

attracted and charmed him, seeming to the child an
enormous toy, a paradise of stone. He had been to

the top of the pagoda of Angkor in the Exhibition,

and from there, as if from the crow's-nest of a ship,

he had looked at Paris, so big, with so many
steeples, towers, gilt crosses, which sparkled. . . .

Every fortnight since the opening of the Exhibi-

tion Linh wrote a long letter to his parents at
" Hanoi, on the border of the lake, near the cocoa-

tree." He wrote it at night in his cabin, when silence

had fallen on the Exhibition grounds and the bugle

of the spahis had sounded " Lights out " ; in the cabin

in which, cross-legged, Buddhist priests traced out

prayers. He told his mother, father, and sisters about

all the beautiful things he had seen in Paris. .
'.

. But,

in the succession of mars^els that Paris revealed to

him, something was lacking to his insatiable curiosity.

... It was that astonishing, unknown, and fairy-like

thing about which he had heard so much, which nobody
at Tongking, neither his father nor his father's father,

had ever seen : snow, tiiyet, the white snow which
changed trees, fields, houses, and dwelling-places into

marble landscapes. The snow! He had often

dreamt about it in his little home at Hanoi, and when
looking at engravings in French books, at the coloured

pictures in Japanese albums, his infantile eyes had
remained abstracted before this exquisite whiteness

spread over roads and on the mountains. " Tuyet!"
. . . To see the snow falling was Linh's incessant

longing. If one asked him if he was happy in Paris

he would say, " Yes, sir
;

yes, madam ;
" but if one

asked him, " What would you like to see very much ?
"

a lightning glance w-ould shine in his yellow eyes, his

laughing lips would droop as if made suddenly sad by
an unrealisable dream, and he would timidly reply,

" Tuyei ! Tuyet ! To see the snow !

"

" Sir," he said to me one day, with his bright smile,

and somewhat mockingly, " Do you know, I think I

shall see it."

" See what ?
"

"The snow. Yes. Tuyet! I have written to my
parents to let me remain in Paris. Either I .shall go
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to the colonial school in Paris or I shall remain as

interpreter in the office of a mercantile agent who has

a shop at Hanoi and knows the Resident-General
very well. He has promised to speak to the Foreign

Minister, to the Secretary of State, and, if my parents

are willing " (he had a loving smile on his face at this

point), " if they will let me—and they will—I shall see

it. I shall see—the snow i

"

III.

The Exhibition was nearly over. Those summer
months, full of fairy-like enchantments, had gone
quickly. The people from Java wrapped themselves

in thick woollen cloaks, and no longer walked about
with bare feet The little dancing-girls from Kam-
pong looked, wrapped in their shawls, like adders

buried in woollen blankets. The east, the extreme
east on the Esplanade, grew a sad, shivering, and a

frozen east. And now the cold blasts of November
made the draperies of the recently opened pagoda
flap. Linh now wore over his black dress a sort of

double cloak of green silk, very warm, and, as it rained

sometimes, he always went about under an umbrella

almost as big as himself, and of which he seemed very

proud—an umbrella a hundred times finer than was
sold at Hanoi, a French umbrella, with which he would
make himself look fine in the rue Jean-Dupuis or the

rue du Cuivre.

Oh, no! he was not going back to Tongking yet.

He should remain in Paris. . . . His parents had not

yet replied to his request to stay, and if the answer
did not arrive in Paris before the date of the depar-

ture of his companions, he would be obliged to leave

Paris with the priests. I learnt three days afterwards

that a scheme to give his companions the slip was
already at work in Linh's brain, and that one morning,

when the roll-call was made of native workmen,
priests, and interpreters who were to take train and
depart, Linh did not answer to his name. He had
gone off in any direction in which his steps led him
in Paris. His heart certainly beat ; he was a bit afraid

to find himself alone, lost in the streets of Paris,

among all those unknown people, of whom some in

fun called out to him, " Ching ! Ching !
" He asked

himself what was to become of him. Suddenly the

idea occurred to him to seek a shelter at the commis-
sion agent's who wanted to keep Linh and to take

him as a clerk in his business. Yes, that was what he
would do. He called a cab.

" Rue des Petites Ecuries, No. 10," he said. M.
Lecrosnier, the agent, was much astonished to see the

child arrive at his office. He, with sweet naivete and
his smiling frankness, told him of his adventure. He
had let the others go without him .... there was
not another boat to Hanoi, and nobody would wish
him, little Linh, to go all alone. So he remained.

IV.

He went into the commission agent's office, and, at

the end of a week, the little yellow-skinned boy from
Tongking, as a strange Parisian clerk, was unrecog-

nisable as the boy in the Tongking village. He re-

mained bent over ledgers with green' leather backs
and red labels. He had divested himself of his

Asiatic dress, his long robe, his black turban and white
trousers, and he now dressed like everybody else. . . .

At tim?s Linh felt a sad longing to see his home again,

where his comrades who had but lately left him had
now arrived. His sisters wrote to him. Tung, one
of these, always asked, " Well, are you happy .' Have
you seen the snow yet? Can you tell us what it is

like when you return?" Linh smiled. No, he had

not seen it. He was in despair. Had he not been
told that some winters no snow fell ? There was fog,

yes, a yellow and depressing fog, which seized one by
the throat, like a marsh miasma, but no snow.

"Tuyet! Tuyetl"

Perhaps he would not see it. The cold was sharp,

however, and, worse, damp and unhealthy. Little

Linh slept on the top floor in a well-furnished room,

light and bright, which his employer had had arranged

for him. At first he was happy and free, bei^ng able

to think, to dream at his ease, and to sleep in a good'

French bed. But now at night he felt slight shivers,!

and it seemed to him as if something like a dry hand
pressed upon his neck. He coughed a little and
breathed at times with difficulty. Now he shivered,

and, next, he was stifled by the heat of his white sheets,

" Are you ill, Linh .'
" M. Lecrosnier asked him.

" No, sir ; oh, no !

"

He did not dare to say he was unwell. . . . He
feared lest he should be sent to Tongking like a use-

less cask
;
yet, perhaps, at the bottom of his heart, a

secret wish to leave began to take shape. His master,

who heard him cough, was not without his fears. The
child was brought down to sleep in the agent's own'

bedroom. A doctor was called in, who pronounced
it bronchitis, which, owing to the bad time of the yearj

might take a malignant turn. Linh got thin, and
grew sad ; his frail body was shaken badly by fits of|

coughing. He kept to his bedroom, and was for-'

bidden to leave it. . . . How long the days seemed to

the little sick boy! Certainly Mme. Lecrosnier came
from time to time to see and console him and speak to

him like a mother. But her visits were short, and
reminded him only of that other mother who was far

away. Mme. Lecrosnier grew anxious about his

health. The bronchitis increased, and all remedies
failed. He smiled when told he would soon be better,

and said

:

j

"Yes, I know. What I require is my native sun-

shine!"
He no longer wished to see the snow, but the sun

of Asia, which produces big fruit and such beautiful

flowers. But still the dream persisted in this soul iri

a sick body. Growing worse from day to day, he had
taken to his bed, and when he had been a whole day,

in it he said, with his mocking smile, very softly : 1

" Oh ! I shall not see tuyet."

Little Linh had guessed right. The doctor grew
anxious, wished that spring would come, so that the
child might be sent home. . . . But the illness had
gone too far; the cough was racking and fever con-
tinuous. 1

" Still," Linh said, always smiling, " if I could but
have seen the snow ! It must be so beautiful !

"
\

One morning Mme. Lecrosnier bought him a paper-ij

weight on which, in a glass bowl, was shown a card-'

board picture painted white and cut out to represent a'

snowy landscape. The child took the bowl in his

burning hands and said :

" It is nice to the skin ! 'Tis cold 1

"

" Reverse it," said Mme. Lecrosnier.
" So !

" said Linh.

He then beheld on this landscape light specks, quitCj

white, which moved about the bowl like atoms. In'

the landscape there was such a little being, a monk,'
who was quite white, and standing under a pine-ttee

still green. The pine-tree and the monk were almost
hidden by these white flakes, which raced about as if

possessed as Linh shook the bowl.
" That," said Mme. Lecrosnier, " is the snow !

"

"That? Tuyet!" Linh looked, was interested,

amused, and delighted. .Why did they not give him
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this to take home on the day he had run away so as

not to return home? It was really very pretty, all this

whiteness, this race between the white flakes and the
little man covered with snow, whose black dress re-

minded him of his priests' dresses. . . . That day and
on following days he remained in bed, turning and
reversing his glass ball and watching the snow
falling. . . .

" Linh is beyond recovery," said the doctor one
morning in despair.

" Beyond recovery ?
" said Mme. Lecrosnier, and it

seemed to her as if something was being taken from
her that was hers.

V.

Linh, however, pretended he was not ill He only

said he should like to sleep for a long, long time. He
was tired. He did not wish to get up or go out. But
one morning he uttered a shout of joy, a shout which
stopped short in his ulcerated throat. He raised him-

self on his elbows and pointed with his thin arm to

the white roofs and Venetian shutters opposite covered

with snow. It had fallen in the night, and was still

snowing a little, its white flakes flying about in the

wind, and sometimes sticking on the sick boy's

windows, as if to show itself and say, " Here I am !

"

"Tuyei! Tuyet!" and he was so happy, saying

over and over again the same word. " Tuyet! "...
All day, while the snow fell, Linh lay in bed with his

head turned to the window, his little head in which
the yellow tints had grown paler, with eyes wide open
and a slow, painful breathing between his dry lips.

" How pretty, how beautiful it is !

"

Yet he had a vague feeling of regret and deception,

and his thoughts were far away in the land where the

bamboo-trees sang at night and wherg snow was un-

known He saw again, in a confused vision, in a

feverish hallucination, the little house at Hanoi and
his people seated on mats round a smoking teapot,

which also sang like the bamboo-trees ; and he heard

his mother and sisters talking about him to his father,

who did not answer :
" When will our Linh come

home .' Do the French mean to keep him ? " And
suddenly it seemed to Linh that the bright vision

faded, blotted out by a cloud, hidden from sight by
the white flakes which flew about like a whirlwind.

Then the thought occurred to Linh that snow was
white, like a shroud. ... A shroud! And, during

the drowsiness that falling snow induces, Linh heard

distinctly the sound of a hammer on the other side of

the street The packing-case maker went on nailing

his boxes, and Linh, without seeing them, guessed
what they were, with their inscriptions :

" Bahia,"
" Costa Rica." And he also, like a case left to its

fate, would be nailed down in a case of light wood, to

carry him away, as he knew the dead were carried in

Europe, in a long box. Then a shiver shook his frail

body, and fear seized upon him.

"Not that! Not that!" he would cry, and his

voice, almost voiceless,, could not make itself heard.

That noise, the sound of the hammer, and those light

cases terrified him. The doctor looked on the scene,

and Mme. Lecrosnier stood beside him, very pale.

" Hanoi ! Hanoi !
" the child muttered in a voice

already from the Beyond, from the snowless land to

which his soul was winging. " The lake ! the cocoa-

tree!" Once a.gain he said, "Tuyet! and, seeking

in a mechanical way for something near him, his hand
met Mme. Lecrosnier's, which was trembling. He
took it, pressed it, tried to lift it to his lips ; then he
let his weary head fall on the white pillow, and, with

great tenderness, he seemed to fall asleep, to expire,
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saying in a whisper, which a phantom might have

heard

:

"Mama!'-'
There was snow Gti the windows of the cold room

next day, and the crystals, sticking to the panes, looked

like strange, white, fixed eyes looking at Linh, laid

out on his bed, still with a smile on his closed lips

;

little Linh carried off by a breath, like a flake of snow
borne upon the wind, the snow—his waking dream !

—

Translated by Frank Weaver.

CORRESPONDENCE
Notice to Correspondents.—Owing to the large number

0/ letters received it is neccssat-y for correspondents to write

briefly if their letters are to appear.

THE SUFFRAGE QUESTION.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—It is curious that so clear-minded a writer as

the author of " Some Thoughts on the Suffrage Ques-

tion " should open her article in the way she does. In

the last sentence of the first paragraph she refers to
" those of the statesmen who have allowed the action

of a few thousand out of the millions of women in the

country to change their views on this important ques-

tion." There is clearly a confusion of thought here—
these statesmen have not changed their views on the

question of women's suffrage—they have merely

changed their tactics (or their policy) for the time

being. It is surely high time the militants were taught

that the Government is not to be coerced into granting

them the vote because of their violence and impor-

tunity. Even were it obvious that the majority of the

women of this country were in favour of the enfran-

chisement of women, it would still be an egregious

act of political folly to surrender to the hysterical

band of female firebrands at the present time. Every
man knows that, in his dealings with the opposite sex,

sooner or later there comes a time when his will has
to be enforced, and what obtains in the social relations

of the sexes has its analogy in the body corporate to-

day. Whatever the merits of " The Cause," the law
and order of the country must be preserved at all

costs ; otherwise what guarantee can there be for the

future that similar methods of rapine and outrage will

not be employed to further causes of questionable
worthiness ?—I am, sir, etc., E. P. THOMAS.

Chinley, May 24th, 1913.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Your contributor, Miss (I presume) Shillito,

hke all other contributors to the Press, decries mili-

tancy. How is it that a defence of the militant so
rarely appears in the Press? I have been driven to

the conclusion that the lack of such defences is the
result of deliberate suppression.

Will you allow me to ask your readers two
questions ?

Firstly, what has militancy done for the cause of

women's suffrage? Seven years ago the question of
women's suffrage was merely an interesting one to be
discussed at debating societies ; it was never men-
tioned in the Press, and was regarded with amusement
in the House of Commons. Now it is in the front
rank of political controversy, every newspaper gives
the latest news of the movement, and even devotes
posters to it, and the discussions on it in the House are
carried on in a most serious and sincere manner.
When we think that for fifty years constitutional
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methods have been used, we must admit that the ques-

tion has been brought to the forefront by mihtancy. I

beheve that militancy has increased the number both
of pro's and of anti's, but that the former have in-

creased far more rapidly than the latter.

Secondly, what is militancy ?

It is an effect, and to cure an effect the cause must
be removed. The cause is a great injustice, and there-

fore let those of us who cannot see eye to eye with

the militants, neglect militancy, and say, " We are to-

day breeding in Britain a type of woman who, for

some cause or other, rebels against law and order.

Let us remove the cause."—I am, sir, etc.,

South Kensington. S. F. CAMPBELL.

To the Editor of Evervm.\m.

Sir,—I find it impossible to resist the temptation

to point out to your readers some of the points on
which I consider the writer of " Some Thoughts on the

Suffrage Question " in your issue of to-day has come
to incorrect conclusions.

It is doubtful whether or not she suggests in her
first paragraph that millions of the women in the

country are in favour of the suffrage being extended
to them ; but it is the only hint she makes as to what
proportion of the population of this country, male and
female, are in favour of women's suffrage.

The weakness of the cause hangs almost entirely on
this fact, that it is only supported by a very small

minority in all classes, but especially is this so in the

working class. I quote the following facts from an
edition of the Manchester Evening News, which
appeared while the last Wom.an's Suffrage Bill was
before Parliament. A postal canvass of men and
women voters was taken in March last in two Parlia-

mentary constituencies, i.e., N. St. Pancras (Mr.

Dickinson's) and Worcester (Mr. Goulding's) :

—

Total Replies.
Electorate. For Woman's a™-.,;««.

Men and Women. Suffrage.
Agamst.

N. St. Pancras ... 9.524 1,119 3,33/
Worcester 10,022 1,204 4,0/0

Women Elector*
on Register.

N. St. Pancras ... 1,172 200 378
Worcester 1,622 307 588

It is needless to add comment to these figures, and
hardly necessary to point out that those in favour
of the extension of the suffrage would be the most
likely to reply.

According to these figures, the extension of the

suffrage to women is most certainly not a democratic
step, nor can any academic argument or justice make
it democratic ; Mr. Belloc very rightly corrects the

war cry to " Votes for Ladies."

To add but one more comment, may I ask, sir, what
is this White Slave Traffic of which we hear so much?
Is it some new and growing e\il for which women
hold a quick and certain remedy (which for some
Teason is not disclosed)? or is it an old crime which
all righteous men have hated since and even before
the time of David, and which is a source of dread to

the fathers of families (who, by the way, have the
vote) ?

I should like to add many further comments, but,

instead, must apologise for taking such liberties with
your valuable space, and conclude by pointing out
that perhaps the wisdom of Gamaliel has not been lost

on certain statesmen who consider that the violence of

its own partisans is already overthrowing tliis work of

man.—I am, sir, etc., C.

Marple, May 23rd, 19 13.
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'ANOTHER PROTESTANT PROTEST.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Adverting to the letter written by the Rev.

F. Docker, I firmly hold the opinion that throughout

you have been as scrupulously fair as is humanly pos-

sible. I am a Protestant, and I appreciate the Re-

formation at its full value. The case Mr. Docker cites

is admittedly difficult—he urges one side, and you
have stated another, and I am not sure that the matter

deserves any further notice. His point is that you
are discrediting Luther's character, the Reformation

and Protestantism, but I fear he fails to prove his

assertion. Let me hint that we cannot afford to be
dogmatic, because the fads of history are not suffi-

ciently numerous, nor are we adequately acquainted

with die human motive or the purpose of God behind

them—we need " mehr Licht," and to drop your paper

and warn one's friends will not help to bring it.— I am,
sir, etc., W. D. S.

London, N., May 24th, 19 13.

To the Editor of Evervm.4.\.

Sir,—As a reader from the beginning, I was truly

sorry to read the very unwarranted explosion in

Everyman of the 23rd inst, by the Rev. F. Docker,
on your casual remarks in the excellent articles on
" Liselotte " re the peculiar matrimonial episodes of

the sovereign Electorsof Hesse and the Palatinate : you
only used the one to illustrate the other, and left the
undoubted facts to speak for themselves. Every
honest man regrets the complaisance of such a great
man as Luther. The times were difficult, and Luther's
back was to the wall, and he could not afford to quarrel

with an important champion, or, at least, a reliable

supporter. The more's the pity. These Electors were
decent men, compared with a " Bluebeard " hke our
Henry VIII., who can only be called a royal ruffian

of tlie worst type, pnce Mr. Froude!

No doubt the Pope would have willingly helped
Henry to get rid of Catherine, but he stood in awe of

her nephew, Charles V. His Holiness was in the same
tight corner as Luther! If you'd been the partisan,

the rev. gentleman hints, or more than hints at, you
might have also reminded us of Calvin's ever-to-be

regretted and dastardly conduct re burning of poor
Servetus, and sundry other lapses of the reformers, but
you were not on the war-path to expose the reformers

or anybody.

Let us not be hard on these poor Electors and their

lapses, as the best of us are warped and even cruel

when our own sweet inchnations are in question ! Wit-
ness the deplorable bias of the great and good John
Milton, who contended in his strange tract, " Tetra-
chordon," that he, a private scholar, could, ipso facto,

divorce his vagrant wife on some-like modern Ameri-
can complaints and trivialities ; in a word, to whittle

away the law of Moses and the express and emphatic
declaration of Christ Himself! All honour to the
Church of Rome for still, in this weak and flabby
age, resolutely standing up for the solemnity of

the marriage tie, unless when concussed by royal

power.

Pray go on and prosper with your clever and
original EVERYMAN—a real new departure in high-
class cheap hterature. I hope that the rev. gentleman
will think better, and continue a reader, if he wishes,
like your humble servant, his views enlarged.— I am,
^'''' ^^*^-' Presbyterian.

Xorham-on-Tweed, May 24th, 19 13.
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To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Mr. Docker seems still to cherish the some-
what antiquated idea that in matters of rehgious con-

troversy it is not historical truUi which matters so

much as which side you happen to be on. Perhaps

the rev. gentleman will be kind enough to tell us upon
what ground, as a Christian minister, he regards the

marriage of Philip of Hesse as otherwise than

bigamous ? Or perhaps he will furnish us with proof

positive tliat the principle of the Reformation was
anything but that of " Cujus rcgio, illius religio."

No, sir, I venture to say that in these days it is

impossible for any man, of whatever religious creed he
be, to boldly adopt a brief in tolo for whatever leader

has ever professed his faith. Truth is of more im-

portance than partisanship, and facts will help a true

cause more than any amount of special pleading.

Everyman is a real hve paper, therefore Mr. Docker
must expect that it will treat of these questions not

from the standpoint of " what is most convenient from

this or that point of view," but from the standpoint of
" what is historical fact, so far as ascertained to this

date."

I have carefully read this excellent and valuable

paper since its first pubhcation, and I have failed to

notice the " equally unfair ways " in which Protes-

tantism or anything else is discredited in its columns.

Perhaps Mr. Docker will substantiate this accusation

if he can.—I am, sir, etc., JOHN B. HOWARD.
N. Brixton, S.W., May 24th, 1913.

CANADA AND CANADIAN POLICY.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—In his article on " Canada and Canadian
Policy," Mr. Bridle, in his antithetical statement re-

garding the attitude of the Liberal party in Canada
in 1899 and 191 3, makes an egregious blunder, surely.

He says: "In 1899 the Liberals sent Canadian con-

tingents to the South African war—to crush a people

who desired a certain kind of autonomy." That state-

ment might be pardoned in a superficial student,

but in a person who seems to speak with the weight
of personal contact with Sir Wilfrid Laurier it be-

tokens a wrong reading of fairly recent history. One
cannot recount the causes that led up to the Raid, and
later to the war, but nothing can be clearer than that

both were, in a large measure, due to the blindness of

the rulers of the Republic in basing their political

existence upon flagrant injustice to the majority of

white men in its borders. In its way the Boer Republic
was as corrupt as Turkey, and it tried to maintain the

country as a closed corporation against those who, by
every moral right, ought to have shared in equal
privileges, since they contributed the largest amount
of its wealth. Readers of the life of Cecil Rhodes (as

delineated by Sir Lewis Mitchell, Sir T. E. Fuller, and
Phillip Jourdan) will have been struck with the hercu-

lean efforts made by the great Englishman to get the

Republic to work on common lines with the other South
African countries. He did not want to interfere with

the internal economy only in so far as it inflicted, by a

process of vindictive discrimination, grave disabilities

upon the British Colonies and against all white men
who were not burghers.

There was no intention to crush a people who be-
Ueved in autonomy. Before the Raid, Mr. Lionel
Phillips, in a speech at the opening of the Chamber of

Mines, said, " All we want in this country is purity of

administration and an equitable share and voice in its

affairs. Nothing is further from my heart than a desire

to see an upheaval^ which would be disastrous from
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every point of view." (Ccdl Rhodes. Fuller, p. 192.)

Cecil Rhodes tells us distinctly tliat " the Republic

was not to be overthrown. A conference was to be

called, the High Commissioner to be the convener.

The independence of the Boers was to be guaranteed

in return for redress of grievances " (Life by Sir Lewis

Mitchell. Vol. II., p. 144).

Every fair and peaceful method was tried to obtain

equal justice ; the Raid showed that force (the last

appeal even of civihsed man) was liable to be resorted

to in the event of continued failure, but Kruger refused

to read the signs of the times. Against men of poh-

tical insight, hke Joubert and others of like mind, he

stood stolid for unyielding and corrupt administration.

In this no doubt he was aided and abetted by a Euro-

pean power. For at a speech on the Kaiser's birth-

day Kruger used these significant words :
" I know I

may count on the Germans in future. ... I feel certain

that when the time comes for the Republic to wear
larger clothes Germany will have done much to bring

it about ! . .
." At length came the day when the Trans-

vaal appealed to the sword, to the arbitrament of

battle. So it was not " to crush a people who desired

a certain kind of autonomy " that the Liberals of

Canada sent to South Africa their flesh and blood, but

for the overthrowing of a corrupt oligarchy who had
become blinded to the great principles of justice and
equal treatment, and had had the brazen effrontery

to invade the land of its suzerain power.

If Mr. Bridle calls the adherence to the violation of all

moral bases for a civilised state "a certain kind of

autonomy," then his little analogy between 1899 and

1913, when Canadian Liberals, "for the sake of their

interpretation of autonomy," resist the Naval Bill, be-

comes the merest trifling with words and the great

principles which those words express. It is certainly

"unworthy one who pyoses as a guide in the creation of

public opinion.—I ajn, sir, etc.,

Lewis Davies.
Merthyr Vale, May 19th, 1913.

THE EMIGRATION PHENOMENON.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—In your note, on page 162 of the issue of

May 23rd, you strike a pessimistic note (" ominous " is

your word), for which I contend there is no jtistihca-

tion in the facts, and you lead your readers to false

inferences which may be mischievous. They may be
mischievous because they lead to the formation of a

pubhc opinion which may be mistaken, and therefore

unwise in legislative effect. It is true that hundreds
of thousands are emigrating to our Colonies. But
how otherwise are our Colonies to develop? Would
you have the Colonies peopled by. foreigners rather

than by Britishers ? And do not our children who go
to develop our Colonies open up new markets for our
manufactures and new resources for our succour ?

The President of the Local Government Board
recently stated that in the last decade the reduction

in mortality—the saving of life—in this kingdom had
equaHsed the loss in population sustained by us

through emigration. So Old England is not "going
to the dogs," apparently, though thousands of its sons
and daughters are going to the Colonies.

There are doubtless isolated and antiquated dis-

tricts, in which enterprise has been non-existent, which
are losing their population to the Colonies, but what
matters that? In Lancashire and Yorkshire and
South Wales particularly—to my knowledge—there is

a great dearth in houses suitable for the industrial

classes. There are more people than there are houses
available. At least this proves that the Old Country
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DO YOU POSSESS AN
ENCYCLOPEDIA?

A RemarKable Offer.

FIRST PAYMENT 2/6 ONLY.
Knowledge is increasing so rapidly and in so many difierent

directions that the busy man is coming to depend more and more
upon a good Encyclop.Tedia in which he can turn up all that is

known upon any subject he is interested in. But it is essential

that the information given should be absolutely reliable, and
that the " Illustrated Chambers's Encyclopa--dia " is the only work
at a moderate price that really serves this purpose is obvious
from the following few names, taken from a list of over 1,000

famous contributors:—

1,000 Expert Contributors.
Prince Kropotkine, Viscount lialdane, S. Baring-Gould, Sir

W. M. Conway, Sidney Lee, Andrew Lang, Lord Avebury, Pro-

fessor Vambery, Sir Charles Warren, Professor A. B. W.
Kennedy, Professor Saintsbury, Duke of Argyll, Watts Dunton,
Goldwin Smith, Mrs. Fawcelt, LL.D., Austin Dobson, Edmund
Gosse, F. A. Gasquet, O.S.B., Bramwell Booth, Justin McCarthy,
Sir W. F. Butler, Professor Caird, Dr. Andrew Wilson, Sir J.
A. H. Murray, G. J. Holyoake, Herbert Spencer, Sir John
Murray, Sir Edward Grey, K.G., Mrs. Annie Besant, Sir

Clements Markham, Andrew Carnegie, Professor Cheyne.

Every subject is fully dealt with. In the case of the political

and sociological matter the information here embodied is not
otherwise obtainable save by consultation of hundreds of Blue
Books and expensive Government publications. The articles on
the Sciences—mental, moral, physical, natural, and of their

various branches—are written by professors of those sciences in

our great Universities.

The ° Illustrated Chambers's " (Latest Edition) is a treasury of
compact information and a reliable guide on subjects Literary,

Political, Historical, Theological, Scientific, Musical, Artistic,

Philosophical, and General. It is international in character. It

consists of

Ten Handsome Half-Leather Volumes, 200,000 subjects,

with cross references, 8,000 pages of new, clear type, written

by 1,000 contributors of world-wide distinction. There are

4,000 engravings. Superbly reproduced, and 50 magnificent
maps. There are also over 50 coloured plates, the finest

ever produced in connection with any work of reference.
Five thousand biographies of famous men and women are
also included, with the histories of all the great movements
with which many of them were associated.

Let the Children use It.

The boy or girl who has access to a reliable Encyclopaedia
and who is encouraged to use it on every possible occasion has
a tremendous advantage over one not so situated. It is proverbial
that the knowledge thus deliberately acquired is the knowledge
that stays ; and the youth who supplements the home lessons
with additional readings on every subject is the well-informed
man or woman who achieves distinction in later life.

Two Opinions.
LORD CVRZON OF KEVLESTON Writes—

"I have always regarded 'Chambers's Encyclopaedia' as the
most concise, scholarly and useful compendium of universal
knowledge anywhere to be found within a similar compass."

HILAIRE "BELLOC. Esq.. Writes—
"'Chambers's Encyclopaedia' has been my principal book of

reference for the last fifteen years. I have found it much the

most accurate of such works, more trustworthy than others, and
more comprehensive. ... I have never found it to fail."

A FREE BOOK.
To THE Caxton Publishing Company, Ltd.,

244, Surrey Street, London, W.C.

Please send me, Post Free, and without any obligation on my
•part. Illustrated Booklet describing "The Illustrated Chambers's
Encyclopaedia," and full particulars of your offer to deliver the

complete work for a first payment of is. 6d., the balance being

paid by small monthly payments.

Name
(Send this form or a postcard.)

Address

flourishes. And then look at the Trade Statistics, and

the Savings Banks records, and the new Investment

returns, and the small margin of unemployment.

There is need for reform in many directions. But

do not let us embark upon it on false or mistaken pre-

misses, lest evil result where good was intended.

Rather let the people know " the truth, the whole

truth, and nothing but the truth."—I am, sir, etc.,

J.
Redman Ormerod.

Liverpool, May 25th, 19 13.

THE NEEDS'^QF THE COUNTRYSIDE.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Your observatior;»s on the needs of the

countryside as to Church wUf.k seem so syrnpathetic

and apposite that I am temptedi^'J^o a remark or two

thereon. '"~='*-x^ .

Residence of many years in a large s"9S|P°"'
^''"

its advantages of organisation, prepares one i'S^ ^.
'^^^^'

prehensiveness of outlook and a degree of opti.P'^™

in these matters.

Changing circumstances, however, leading to resi-

dence in the " country," the " truly rural," not twenty
miles from the great capital, and this no distasteful

prospect, now offer fresh fields of observation. First im-

pressions of the new hfe were distinctly pleasing and
hopeful, to be followed shortly by the firm conviction

that things " are not what they seem," either in matters

social, religious, or any direction affecting the well-

being or better life of the people in this and similar

rural situations.

With a population approximating 500 adults, to-,

gether with the usual accompanying " rising flock," there

appears to be room for development, but after a care-

ful and unprejudiced study I am forced to believe that

the slumland of modern life, of which so much is heard,

offers no more disagreeable prospect than does the

existence of these people in their everyday life and
surroundings. Possessing, locally, the advantage of a

spiritual guide drawn from one of the best families, he
having as helpmeet a lady whose position is a power-

ful factor in the situation, inasmuch that at the

moment the public eye is fixed upon her as the creator

of models of the most exalted type of devotion, lov-

ableness, and the many other virtues, creations of the

ever-prolific idealist, one is led to hope for large

things of promise, and what do we find ? That those

who, possessing opportunity many would give their

lives to attain, discard them, having practically no in-

terest or knowledge either of the lives or aims of the
" flock," nor are they concerned with its development,

physically, morally, and only in very remote sense

spiritually.

True, they freely issue all the old-time warnings of

the " wrath to come," together with copious exhorta-

tions on the whole duty of man, forgetful of the in-

fluence of example.

Well indeed may we hear so often of the waning
power of the Church, when the way is left so encourag-

ingly open to the full growth of immoral weedlings.

The only distraction offered to these " neglected

fledglings," many, I know, with yearnings, sometimes

expressed, but oftener, in incomprehensible fear of the

powers that be, only whispered, while it need scarcely

be mentioned that any daring to move for other pro-

vision than is offered is anathema—the only outlet for

the expectant energy is the " Village Pub," as tisual

prolific in number and facility—not a single organised,

elevated, or educational influence being known.

We must, of course, except those httle ordinations

reserved for the righteous of the inner sanctum, which,

with a strange perversity of idea^ are so demonstrably
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insisted upon and observed. I could enlarge, but pro-

bably many similar instances are already known. At the

same time, it must be admitted that such conditions,

all too common, are a disgrace to our " Christian " in-

fluences, and, even from the commonest humanitarian

standpoint, are indefensible.

Is no improvement possible? Cannot our spiritual

pastors and masters believe that much of the present

unrest and dissatisfaction is the result of the conclu-

sions that existing methods have been " weighed and

found wanting " ?

Unless and until the Church realises that only by a

faithful following of the examples of their Master

("Ye have made My House a den of thieves") can

there be hope for her or her dependants, she will con-

tinue to lose her hold, while evil, hydra-headed, is

assisted and assured in the failure to carry out her

mission. This, I feel assured, will be the conviction of

all who review the subject with unprejudiced mind,

even though the admission is made with all regret.

Matters may, let us hope will, improve, but it seems
as though " the people " would need to work out their

own salvation, and then! with what result? or who
shall be blamed for the disappearance of the manufac-
tured ideals ? " I asked for bread, and ye gave me a

stone." Meanwhile, each may make the most of oppor-

tunity, and by combining for mutual progress help to

lift some of the worst conditions of the social morass.

We have " Leagues " whose name is Legion—Social

Purity, Dumb Animal, and others, to cover almost

every condition and class. Is it not possible to cul-

tivate a " Social Progress " League, founded, it may be,

on time-tried precept, and with a simple object—the

betterment of our social environment? There is cer-

tainly room, and need. Let us strive to enlist the co-

operation of the more exalted, who, seeking fresh fields

to conquer, may become interested, and in recollecting

that charity begins at home, we may help to improve
our " Fatherland," while yet our opportunity remains.

Who will begin the movement ? I, for one, would
be happy in taking some humble part.—I am, sir, etc.,

"Verbum Sapienti."

NIETZSCHE.
To the Editor of Evervmam.

Sir,—The article written by Charles Sarolea on
Nietzsche and his teaching is in the main true of

the man, and a fairly accurate exposition of his

philosophy, but is not entirely free of prejudice.

Nietzsche saw with unerring penetration the preg-

nable point in Christian morality; and he, attacked
it with all the force of his revolutionary and defiant

nature.

He was the scion of a traditionally religious house,
and I believe that it is to the eternal loss of Christen-

dom that he chose to become an opponent instead

of a reformer of Christian morality.

The core of the Christian religion is " love "
; the

basis of Nietzschism is " power." I believe that the
first will inevitably become an absorbent of the second
to the incalculable strengthening of the influence of

Christianity. An ideal Christian morality should not
only appeal to the weak but to the strong, to the
courageous and the daring, as well as to the meek
and humble, to the leaders of the people as to the
people- in the mass.

Shall we agree to study Nietzsche in the light of
our conception of Christian morality, and perhaps
we who call ourselves C^hristians may be called upon
to revalue our values.—I am, sir, etc.,

Baldock.
J. HAMILTON.

THE TEMPLE OF THE MIND
Preliminary particulars of an important work

on Mental Science to be published
immedieUely. Unique facilities ex-

tended to " Everyman " readers

to secure advance copies.

There is no need to dilate upon the question of Mind Training
to readers of Evkrvman ; it is well known that they are especially
alive to the enormous possibilities ahead of the serious Student
of Mind Culture. Never have there been so niany opportunities
for easily and economically pursuing this fascinating and profit-

able study. There are to-day many eminent public-spirited men
devoting their lives to spreading the message of Efficiency and
Success to this generation, and the results of their labours ar«
clearly apparent in the altered mental outlook of the masses.
Men and women are no longer content to " rub along " in the

groove in which circumstances have origfnally placed them ; they
realise that, in spite of external appearances, every man and
woman is born, not with the chance, but the means, to surely and
certainly achieve Success. It is not intended to convey that th«
slum child is necessarily a future millionaire ; such a contention
is obviously absurd. Success is comparative ; if the individual can
be taught to increase his or her mental efficiency to an extent that
will bring an increase of earning power, at the rate of 50, 100,
or 200 per cent., that person is learning the lesson of Success.

HOW IS SUCCESS TO BE WON ?
The MIND is the great driving power of all achievement in

the twentieth century, and it is upon the correct development and
training of the MIND that material success depends.
The name of Frank Hartley needs no introduction to readers

of this journal. A large number of Everyman readers are already
enrolled among his hundreds of enthusiastic students, all over
the world. They have recognised the advantages to be obtained
from the Hartley Course of Menti-Culture, which distinguish
it from all other systems.

THE HARTLEY COURSE OF MENTI CULTURE.
It is not sufficient to merely improve your memory, or to

acquire Concentration, or the art of thinking and acting logically
—not one of these important functions is sufficient in itself.

Sound mind training must be comprehensive, scientific, and
practical. The Hartley method has been proved to embrace all
the essential features. Mr. Hartley, after his first hundred pupils
had completed their training, was able to make the following
statement :

—
" While naturally the chief cause of my satisfaction

was that 98 per cent, reported complete satis/action
with the results they had achieved, it was intensified
when the cases were more closely scrutinised. Nearly
every pupil, in sending in his final report, laid stress
on the fact that his training, in addition to effecting
enormous general improvement, had corrected some
particular weakness, or developed a mental faculty
which was hitherto dormant."

Herein lies the chief reason for Mr. Hartley's success in Menti.
Culture ; he not only teaches a sound and successful method, but
at the same time each student is unconsciously taught how to
correctly assimilate every principle that is revealed to him.

THE NEW BOOK.
In order that no reader of Everyman may be without the

opportunity of learning the fullest particulars concerning the
Hartley method of Menti-Culture, a new edition of Mr. Hartley's
book is now being printed. It is aptly called "THE TEMPLE
OF THE MIND," and besides many cjiapters of intense interest,
it will contain several beautiful illustrations. The first edition
will only be a few hundred copies, and, at present, these will be
reserved for Everysian readers. To still further extend the
utmost help to readers, in addition to the distribution of the
book, another concession is made. To those who apply in time
and follow the instructions below, the first LESSON will be sent
FREE.

It will be readily understood that, in order to protect himself
from insincere inquiries, some simple condition must be made.
In order to obtain a cgpy of "THE TEMPLE OF THE MIND "

and the FREE LESSON, simply write Mr. Frank Hartley, Room
92, London Institute of Menti-Culture, g, John Street, Adelphi,
London, W.C, enclosing sixpence (in stamps or postal order)
towards defraying the cost of postage and clerical expenses, and
you will receive the book and lesson at once. It should be par-
ticularly noted that the small sum asked is merely a test of the
bona fides of the inquirer, and is not the price of the book and
lesson, which are free, and also that the inquirer is under no
obligation of any kind, as Mr. Hartley undertakes to refund tha
small sum asked, upon request.
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A CORRECTION.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Dear Sir,—^In the " Masterpiece for the Week,"

viz., "The Cloister and the Hearth," in your issue

dated May 16th, your contributor confuses two inci-

dents. He describes as magnificent the scene where

the iico comrades are trapped in a mi//. This should

read, " in an inn," or, in the words of the tale, " a road-

side auberge." It is much later and some time after

Denys has been forcibly jjressed into the service of

the Bastard of Burgundy that Gerard, as a result of

seeking shelter, finds himself trapped' in the top floor

of a mill with a truckle bed for company, which,

fortunately, he does not use, as later he discovers that

the bed is hinged at the foot, and that, presumably on

a bolt being drawn, the head of the bed hangs down a

cavity, which extends to the bottom of the building.

He escapes, according to the tale, by leaping out of the

window, and with the assistance of a straw rope,

holding on to one of the arms of the mill when at the

highest point of its career and allowing it to carry him

until he jumps or rolls oijf at its lowest point. He has

his revenge upon his rascally hosts by setting fire to

the mill whilst they have gone upstairs to find out why
he did not fall with his psaltery, which fell when the

bed was let down.—I am, yours, etc..

West Hampstead, N.W. Henry Buskin;

"THE CLOISTER AND THE HEARTH."
To the Ediior of Everyman.

Sir,—I read with curiosity the article on the above

by Mr. Jones to see if he would draw attention to one

little piece of anachronism on the part of him who is

said to " have captured the very spirit of the Middle

Ages."
In chapter xxxii. Denys describes the midnight revel

in; the monastery. The monks were having a high

time of it, staking their very rosaries
—

" some had

played cards with a gorgeous pack where St. Theresa

and St. Catherine, etc., bedizened with gold, stood for

the four queens." This took place some time between

1 46 1 and 1483. St. Theresa was not born until 15 1 5 !

To say that Reade captured the spirit of the Middle

Ages is a statement demanding greater evidence than

is prm'ided by the production of such a misrepre-

senting book as "The Cloister and the Hearth,"

ANNOUNCEMENT OF A NEW SERIES OF
COMPETITIONS

It is one of the objects of E\'E»YMAf^, expressed in the sub-title

of the paper, to get at the facts of national life. We speak glibly

of the classes and the masses, lumping them together as if they

were abstract entities ; but we know very little of the concrete

conditions of life of those classes and those masses. One of the

most urgent desiderata of social science is an accurate knowledge
of those conditions, with their infinite variations in time and
space, according- to professions and surronndings.

With a view to furthering such knowledge, we offer a prize

of Three Guineas each for the best contribution, not exceeding

2,000 words, on any one of the six following subjects:—
i. The Civil Serrant. 4. The Male Teacher.

2. The Anglican Cler(?ynian. 5. The Compositor.

3. The Foreign Missionary. 6. The Miner.

The papers should be descriptive rather than controversial, and
we would recommend a division into paragraphs, with a view
to inducing orderly sequence. We would also recommend a brief

synopsis summing up the main points dealt with. It is desirable

that the competitions be written from direct obser\'ation. The
experience of a miner will be more welcome than a contribution

by a politician who once in his life visited a coal-mine.

Entries should be clearly written, and preferably typewritten,

should beat the number of the Competition, and should reach

the CbuBETiTiON EniToa, "Everymaj;,"
2I-, Royal Terrace,

Edinburgh,

by July ist. Other subjects will be announced later on.

whereby he showed himself utterly unqualified by Einti-

Catholic prejudice to see things as things were seen in

the Middle Ages.—I am, sir, etc.,

Helensburgh. Angus Mackintosh.

THE BIRTH OF A NEW CIVILISATION.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Dear Sir,—The delightful article by the Rev. Lord
W. Gascoyne-Cecil contains the statement that
" Western civilisation has no respect for authority or

antiquity, and thus lacks the element of durability."

Another view of Western civilisation, as seen in Eng-
land, suggests that, because it has so much respect for

authority and antiquity, we have been spared the

horrors of a " French Revolution," and are still a Con-
servative people in spite of a succession of Liberal

administrations.

It is also suggested that the new civilisation coming
via China will " obey the powers that be," and perhaps

teach the world what the " Chinese " " squeeze " is.

One wonders what the difference is between this parti-

cular " squeeze " and the one given by the various

vested interests so prolific in England ; for instance,

the squeeze of the Church, the law, medicine, land-

owners, the plutocratic hustler, etc. Are these not

the powers that be ? Ought the democracy to refrain

from hugging them in return? Alas! the democratic

squeeze is so vulgar.—I am, sir, etc., J. A. Skeet.
Croydon.

*3* *^ •^

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
It is but seldom in these days of problem novels

and sensation stories that we meet with a study of

middle age. The modern type has crowded out

that of a former generation, and if a woman
verging on fifty be introduced, as a rule, it is to play

a subsidiary, if not a humorous, part. In VIRGINIA
(Heinemann, 6s.) Miss Ellen Glasgow has drawn a

charmingly pathetic figure, a woman who has seen the

world, her world, change before her eyes, and dis-

covers, with a sense of poignant tragedy, that her

children, her friends, and, finally, her husband, have
outgrown her, outworn her sympathies, left far be-

hind her understanding. Virginia comes from the

Southern States of America, instinct with all the cour-

tesy and gentle breeding typical of the days before

the Civil War. She is taught that self-control and
self-restraint are the two salient qualities necessary

for a perfect gentlewoman, and the fruit of her train-

ing is shown at each crisis of her life. She marries

Oliver Treadwell, who develops into a popular play-

wright, and incidentally falls in love witli the actress

who plays the lead in his comedies. In the inter\-iew

between the wife and the other woman the author

reaches a high level of art. The temptation to make
the scene a strong and emotional one was almost over-

whelming, but with the delicacy of instinct perceptible

in her heroine. Miss Glasgow realises that, though

tragic, the situation has in it the qualities of farce.

Two women and one man—one of the oldest and most

painful tangles in the world. Virginia reahses in a

flash that she is powerless ; her sweet gradousness, the

fragrance of her personality, go down before the

crude vitality, the vividity of Margaret Oldcastle. She

realises the battle is lost before the combat is begun,

and quits the arena, leaving her rival in possession of

the field. She does not reproach her husband ; she

even feels for him something of the maternal pity that

is inseparable from women of her type. She does not

(Continued on fage 220.)
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50 Summer Scholarships in Black-&-White Designing and CommerciaJ Art

Open to " Everyman " Readers without Entrance Fee.

THOROUGH TUITION BY POST UNTIL PROFICIENT

ART in advertising offers a splendid field

to all who are willing to learn the few

practical requirements of the work. Men like

Walter Crane, Bernard Partridge, Simpson,

E. J. Sullivan, Hubert Herkomer, Charles E.

Dawson and others who matter

Pic?:rPaSn«. in the Art world design adver-

tisements not merely because

it is more profitable than picture painting, but

because they know it's better for our walls and

magazines to be covered with designs that are

good in line and colour than with advertisements

that are bald, crude and vulgar.

When the
Student has
earned SIO.

The Practical Correspondence Col-

-the All-British Art Schoo.

the world-wide reputation—
lege

with

9 » »

rich man s

A Posl-

Jmprcssionist

Cat.

"PORMERLY the artist was the

lackey. Only the wealthy could

buy pictures, and the poor painter

had to sell his work or perish.

To-day the artist can snap his

fingers at the retired usurer or

mill-owner, because
Artists snap there is a new and

fingers.
. , . 1widenmg market

for his work. Artists can now do

better than paint portraits of obese

magnates, or " pretty landscapes
"

in gilded frames to cumber up the

stuffy dining-rooms of dull-eyed

dukes. They may draw pictures

for the people—their fellows in the workaday

world.
9 » 9

MORE and better drawings are wanted daily, new
periodicals keep adding to the countless oppor-

tunities for the man or woman who can draw for

reproduction—these periodicals arise to meet the

needs of the enormously increasing number of adver-

tisers. They succeed or fail accord-

ing to the quantity and merits of

their illustrations. Cut out the

pictures and tear the cover off a popular magazine
such as Nash's and see what it looks like. Who would
buy it without its pictures ?

Advertisers now have such a lively appreciation of
the value of illustrations that, in London alone, they
spend thousands of pounds a day upon the kind
of work that EVERYMAN readers could soon learn

to do.'

9 9 9

ARTISTS usually sell their work by post, saving
time and embarrassment of verbal bargain-

ing. By post anyone with a taste for drawing
can enjoy the advantages of a London training at
home.

offers the Full Course of Instruc-

tion in Black and White at half fees to the first 50
readers to pass a postal examination. The balance

of fees is only payable when the student has earned

Ten Pounds. Our interests are mutual, for we succeed

or fail with the student.

9 9 9

IF the Course fails to help the student to earn ;f 10,

then the student is under no obligation to com-
plete payment of fees.

The College stakes 200 guineas upon the success of

the 50 EvERV.MAN Scholarship holders.

Earning while Most Students are helped to
Learning. gam while they learn, and easily

dispose of their work.

Any reader with a taste for drawing, common sense,

and ambition, stands a chance of being
launched at unprecedented terms right

into the most interesting and lucrative

of the artistic professions either as a
profitable spare-time pursuit or a regular

occupation.

9 9 9

If you can droKi siell enough to

ajnuse your friends, you should

begin at once to learn Imw to

turn your Talent into Guineas,

Thousands of
Pounds Daily.

NO preliminary training or expenses
are necessary. Awards will be

made in the order in which specimen
sketches are received. Send as soon
as possible, but not later than June 30,

stamped, self-addressed envelope for

full particulars of the world's most
successful Course of Home Study
in Applied Art at the most favour-

able terms ever offered.

9 9 9

'T'HE subjects taught include

:

Drawing for reprodttction, book cover, advertise-

)nent designs, lettering, perspective, line, wash and body
colour sketches, splatter work, time and labour-saving

devices, originating saleable designs, eiiablishing a
connection, commercial correspond

Subjects Taught, dence, dealing with printers,

publishers and advertisers, how, when,
and where to sell designs to the best advantage.

Correspondence must not be addressed to the

editor of EVERYMAN, but to the Secretary, Practical

Correspondence College, yy, Thanet House, Strand,
London, W.Ci

9 9 9

IT costs nothing and you risk nothing by entering
for this unique scholarship. The exclusive and

confidential lessons are superbly illustrated. Students'
exercises are criticised and difficulties explained
away by personal correspondence.

The number of Scholarships available is strictly

limited and the sooner you send for the Free Test papei
the greater will be the chance of your success.
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of handwrit in fj. lypiiig. music, si>«cificaUons, ylaiis. etc.. in one or

more co'.O'-irs. hy any novice, en the

PLEX DUPLICATOS.
Every buitlness man slioul.l invest in one o( llier.c pxrellent ilevlces,

which save both time anj money. PLHX disi'laces all ifelatiues,

firatihs, stencils, etc.. and is gnarantecd cliinatd-prooi.

lomi.lote oulfit. roolscap siie. 15;, complete.
Particulars. List \o. «. and specimens free. '"'

Mo-K-y lefnn lei if not sitisfactory.

A R QUADRUPLEX HJ..8S, Oo«w»li K •.. LONDON. BO.

HEIGHT INCREASED.—By adopting my simple system you
can put inches on to your hcitslil in tliree months; no apparatus: no

medicines : ordinary habits retained.—Send two penny stamps for particulars to

Profe.ssor I'rowse. 13. North Knd Chambers, Croydon.

COCKRO.\CHES AND BLACKBEETLES cleared by Blattis.
"

I fitid Blattis most successful." Guaranteed by E. Howarth, F.2.S.

Recommended by Dr. H. Woodward, F.R.S. Supplied to the Royal Household.

Harmless to pets. Tins, 1/3, 2 3, 4/fi. post free. Also CamiAis. the etfcctive

Moth destroyer. 1/. per packet.—HOWARTH & FAIR, 471. Crocksmore Road.

Sheffield. Liverpool Branch : 107, Sn-.ithdown Road.

yVPEWRITERS!!!—Bargainsin all makes, new, rebuilt or second-
^ hand. 10 suit every man. Absolute Reliability Guaranteed. We buy. sell,

exchange and repair.—A. R. QUADRUPLEX, LTD., 88, Goswell Road, E,C.

BOOKPL.\TES,— For Children or Adults. Send 3d. stamps for

specimen Book of 80 choice ineitpensive Desisns supplied in any quantity,

gummed, wish your name printed in.—LONDON ETCHING CO., LTD..
3, Holborn Mace. London, W.C.

STAMMERING AND ALL DEFECTS IN SPEECH effectually

CURED by correspondence or personally. The "Piactical Guide" is lent

to inquirers, post free.—N. H, Mason, 30, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

IV/ICC CRITICISED AND REVISED. Write for terms to
IVlOiJ. Mr. LEPECHT (Box N), Oaklea Cottage, Silverhill Park. St.

Leonards-on-Sea.

PRENCH CONVERSATION GUARANTEED IN FEW
* WEEKS. Private Lessons, 1/3 hour. Pronunciation, Translations.—Mile.

Dubois- Lens, Parisian Lady Professor. Diplom^e University, Paris.—145. Oxford
Street, W. _^^___^^__^^_^^^
TYPEWRITING.—Literary and Dramatic MSS., 8d. per 1,000

words. Carbon-copies, Id. extra per 1,000 words.—C. A. GIRTON, Z,

Gro\*e Lane, Camkerwell. S.E.

SOCIAL INTERCOURSE TS THE NATURAL HERITAGE
of every well-educated man and woman. If you suffer from imperfect

education send stamp to-day for explanatory booklet 126 and terms.—BROAD-
BENTS COLLEGE, Burnley.

BROTHER RICHARD'S BOOKSHELF.—No. 3. "Modem
Wars and the Peace Ideal." by Norm.\n Angell. Price Id. Now ready.

No. 4. "Hop"! for the Worker." by CmozzA Money. M. P. Price Id. Ready
June 19ih. PRIZES FOR BEST ESSAYS, London Agents: MURRAY.
EVENDEN & CO., Pleydeli House, Fleet Street. Agents wanted, W. H.
StrflTH & Sons,

FOR SALE.

—

£5 Jubilee Coin, 2 S. American Doubloons
(1803 Hspan.. 1833 Chile), several articles Jewellery, Gold Watch, Chain,

and Trnikots.—Offers to D. M. Graham. Auctioneer, Forfar, N.B., Trustee, who
holds the ai tides speci6c-d.

DEVELOP YOUR WILL-POWER, Concentration, Self-

Reliance and Personal Magnetism by " The St. Setlef Course." (4 lessons.)

(Recommended by " Public Opinion." etc.) Fee 2/6. Particulars free.—THE
ST. SETIEF INSTITUTE (Dept. 5). PERTH, N.B.

THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER'S

ASSURANCE.

Readers of "Everyman" are desired to

specially note that all advertisements which

appear in this publication are the announce-

ments of reputable firms, consequently no

one need hesitate to communicate with any

of our advertisers.

As evidence of this fact it may be mentioned

that Messrs. J. Foot & Sons, Ltd,, of 171

New Bond Street, who are regular adver-

tisers in our columns, have received in-

structions from the Physicians attending on

H.R.H. the Duchess of Connaught to supply

one of their Adjustable Rest Chairs for

the use of Her Royal Highness during

convalescence.

oppose his suit for divorce, and returns to the country
home where she has spent the long years of her mar-
ried life, feeling there is nothing left for her to live

for. Her daughters have outgrown her need ; one has
her husband, the other her career. There is left only
her son. And at the last he does not fail her ; life

Still contains happiness. She finds awaiting her a
letter written from England, where the young man
lis enjoying himself ; he has learnt of what has hap-
pened, and understands something of what she must
be feeling. He writes to tell her he is coming back
to her, the mother who has idolised him, and the book
closes on the note of quiet content. " Virginia " is a
notable achievement of literary charm.

9 9 9

The Bastard (Heath, Cranton, and Ouseley, 6s.)

is a bustling story, and goes with a certain swing. A
romance of Georgian days, there is little to suggest the

period either in descriptive or atmosphere ; there are
occasional lapses into dialect, or perhaps we should
say idiosyncrasies of speech, but these are not typical

of any time. Miss Mary Husband Morris has the
redeeming quality of telling her story in a simple and
straightforward style, and for this she is to be com-
mended. The opening situation is well conceived, if

the treatment is a touch bizarre. John, the illegitimate

child of the Squire's son, is brought to the Lodge,
where he makes unchildlike comments on his father

and grandfather. John is not believable, either as a
child or at a later period ; indeed, the characterisation

generally is not distinctive, though Harry is con-
vincingly, if mechanically, portrayed. Miss Morris
possesses the talent of story-telling, and, if she de-
velops her powers of observation and tries to acquire
a more polished style, should achieve something of
less transitory interest than her latest novel.

9 9 9
There is nothing striking about DADDY LONGLEGS

(Hodder and Stoughton, 6s.). Miss Jean Webster,
however, has acliieved a book that is likely to be
popular with schoolgirls. Young people invariably

enjoy stories of life in an Institution, provided the

heroine possesses a healthy spice of mischief and
realises the desirability of breaking rules. Jerusha
Abbott, familiarly known as Judy, writes a series of

letters to the trustee who has sent her to college,

one Jervis Smith, a member of the committee of the
Orphanage where she was brought up. Some of the

letters are interesting, and impress one as being the

real views of a young girl brought into contact with a
fresh phase of life. Others are machine-made, and
show a painful straining after humour. Still, Miss
Webster's audience is not likely to be highly critical

;

they will enjoy Judy, and enter into all her schemes,
and they will not be disposed to quarrel with the end-
ing, that from the first page of the book loomed before
the reader as inevitable. Judy marries " Daddy Long-
legs," the trustee who has presided over her destiny
from the first.

9 9 9

Mr. Benson Hayes has written a story of Italian life

in a quiet and effective fashion. There are times
when he gives us very pleasing pictures, and his feel-

ing for nature is intimate and delicate. " As the wind-
ing road twists and turns, the traveller first catches

a glimpse of a wealth of olives, a distant mass of

sheeny silver mingling with the blue of the sky. Soon
after, the bell tower of the cathedral, a marvel of

harmonious line and tint, rises above the clustering,

tremulous foliage. Then the graceful, slender

branches divide and define themselves, and the pure
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outlines of the Gothic cloisters appear between the

pale, quivering leaves, seen through a veil of softest,

finest lace-work, flecked here and there, at the sunset

hour, by touches of warm and golden light." The
opening scene is graphically written. We are taken

into the middle of a Roman law court, and listen to the

judge trying the merits of various cases. The heroine,

Elsa Bell, is called upon to give evidence as to which

is the aggrieved party in a dispute between a coster-

monger and a carter. Incidentally, she intrigues the

interest of the judge, who hopelessly offends her by a

reproof, not wholly undeserved, for loquacity. She
disobeys the instruction of the court by disappearing

from his jurisdiction, and her subsequent adventures

make humorous reading. Ultimately she is discovered,

but she is not sentenced for " contempt." The judge
decides he will look after her himself in future, and she

feels no strong conviction against accepting his pro-

posals. From an Umbrian City (Heath, Cranton
and Ouseley, 5s. net) is a dainty trifle, admirably
written.

9 9 9

Infant prodigies have surely had their day, and it is

with much misgiving that we find Mr. Raymond Paton
reviving these phenomena in The DRUMMER OF THE
Dawn (Chapman and Hall, 6s.). Philip, or "Tin-
whumpinny," as he is nicknamed, is an impossible

child. He could, we feel, have been lovable if he
had not been addicted to making prosy and quite

unnatural remarks. His views upon God, men and
things are certainly original, but, coming from the

mouth of a child, are entirely unconvincing, and fill

the reader with an intense desire to spank the budding
" genius." Philip is the illegitimate son of a drunken
mother and a repulsive father, who goes about the

country selling " ole clothes " and " bones and bottles,"

and occasionally varying this entertaining perform-
ance by levying blackmail upon Lady Marion, Philip's

mother. Though intended to inspire terror, he merely
excites humour. The devices adopted to make this

absurd puppet horrible are outworn and threadbare.
" Bones," chanted he, in his unendurable voice, " any

bones ?

"

" Old clothes," rasped the creature in a deeper
note. " I want your old clothes."

Philip's aunt and mother, we regret to state, are

burnt alive, and the prodigy is cast on the mercies

of the world! He is subsequently adopted by the

benevolent old gentleman of fiction, whom he doubt-
less bores—as he has bored us. It needs talent of a

subtle order successfully to create a childish hero, and
that talent Mr. Paton most distinctly does not possess.

9 9 9

Sanctuary, by Laurence Morton (Messrs.

Jarrold, 2S. 6d. net). This is a charming little book,
a book to keep and to grow fond of, to take up at odd
moments and read in the garden, or in bed, or by the

fireside, at all times and seasons. Mr. Morton knows
and understands the value of the unconsidered trifles

of life, and the intimate affection which every one of

us has for some inanimate thing which has perhaps
been our companion for many years, whether it be a
battered old school-book, or a picture, or even a chair

into whose welcoming arms we have often thankfully
thrown our tired selves. The first of these "confi-

dential talks " is instinct with understanding and sym-
pathy. " Fairy Lore," " The Cult of the Needle," " A
Box of Photographs " are written in a style that makes
us realise how large a part trifles play in the home lives

of so many, and how hard and cut-and-dried would
be those lives without these intimate touches.

Our best advertitemsnt it the cycliit using a

Th« price ta a Uttio more than is a«kr:d for other ch«iast but Um
quality is worlds b*tter.

ONE QUALITY—ONE PI%ICE-6/6 (Fitting extra).

ffritt for eur int«r«stint bjoiUt, " 1 hs Engint Room of thj CycU."
contaning a Perpetual Time-to-LightuP Tahlt.

H%N3 RENOLD LTD. fOept. t4), MANCHESTER.

A DVICE ON DIET,— If you are not so well or vigorous as voa
•** would like to be, write to

—

Thomas Macinivre, Diet Specialist. Culler-
coats, Northumberland.

*T*YPEWRITING of every description under expert literary super-
* vision, from 8d. per 1,000 words, paper included. — Dcpl. E. THE
NATIONAL TYPEWRITING BUREAU. 199. Strand. W.C.

T EARN FRENCH by Rosenblum's Anglo-French Journal, Id.,
'—' monthly. l}d. post free from Rosenblum's Language Institute. 26. Hi£h
Holborn. London, W.C. T.P.'x Weekly says: "Admirably adapted for students
of French."

DOOKKEEPING SIMPLIFIED.—Send postcard to-day for
'-' particulars of the celebrated "New Rapid" Lessons, showing how to keep
any set of books in one month without mistake.—Secretary. 141, Holbora HaU
CoUeee, London. W.C. Telephone: 6111 Holborn.

OAVE YOUR OWN BOOKPLATE. Artistic. Original.
* * Specially Designed. Inclusive cost of Design, Block, and 100 Plates, from
17/6 upwards, according to style and detail. Marvellous value. Specimens
submitted free.—HENRY D. WARD, 49, Great Portland Street, London, W.

TTYPEWRITING : Authors' MS. accurately and rapidly copied.
* Shorthand-Typists provided. Meetings, Lectures, Sermons reported.
METROPOLITAN TYPING OFFICE, 27. Chancery Lane. Tel. Central 1565.

A HOUSE FOR 6d. A DAY.—Sixpence a day paid for five** years will enable you to secure a house worth £^300 in any part of tho
United Kingdom. Full particulars on application to J. J. Green, 243, Bishops-
gate, London, E.G. Mention Everyman.

•THE WOMEN'S FREEDOM LEAGUE begs to announce a
* Lectureby Mrs. Charlotte Perkins Oilman, on "Assorted Sin^;," on Monday,
June 2nd. at Portman Rooms, Baker Street (entrance in Dorset Street). The
Chair will be taken at 8 o'clock by Mrs. Despard. Discussion invited. Tickets
2/6 (numbered and reserved), and 1/- (reserved), from W. F. L. Office. 1, Robert
Street, Adelphi, W.C, and at Hall doors on night of lecture.

80 words per
'minute In

ONE MONTH by the celebrated SLOAN-
DUPLOYAN high-speed system, saving a year's

study. Used in Parliament, illustrated handbook and
LESSON free.—SHORTHAND ASSOCIATION^, 269,
Holborn Hall, London, W-C. (7>/. 6rii llolbom.)

DLAYS WANTED ! — We are being constantly asked, by
^ Managers and Producers, for good Plays and Sketches of every description.
Let us submit YOURS. Honourable dealing and lowest fees. Particulars free.

—

CAMBRIDGE PLAY AGENCY. Savoy House. Strand. W.C.

r)ANTE. MAZZINI, KINGSLEY, TOYNBEE, and HOLY-
L-' OAKE. Penny Studies and Biographies by Gertrude To>nbee. Albert
Mansbridge, etc. The five. Sixpence post free.—Co-partnership Publishers, 73.
Southampton Row, W.C.

A UTHORS' MSS. placed with 181 Publishers and Periodicals at** highest prices. You write—we sell. 16pp. Prospectus free.—Cambridge
Literary Agency, 115, Strand, W.C.
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HINTS ABOUT the GRAMOPHONE
Considered as a Musical Instrument.

Cr. 8to, 68 pp.

ROWELL and SONS, PRICE
62-6ft. Roiebery Avenue, London, E.G.

1/6
POST
FREE.
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TOURS.
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LAC CHAMPEX Tour, 20 days for /9 193. 6d. Paris, Montrenx,
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Tours, f5 5s. ONLY ADDRESS—GEORGE LUNN'S TOURS, LTD., 23,
Old Jewry, E.G.
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A story of domestic life, simply yet graphically told,

as at once intimate and stimulating. The situations

arising out of the conflict of personality, the emotional
antagonisms of everyday life, viewed through the

medium of good prose, have an attraction that the

sensational melodrama and the tale of wild adventure

do not know. Miss Vera Nikto writes of life in

the Caucasus. A MERE WOMAN (Duckworth, 6s.) is

no chronicle of stirring scenes and hairbreadth escapes

ifrom treacherous outlaw^ midnight rides over a snow-
clad country ; but a tale of temperament. Sonia—we
could wish tlie author had selected a less hackneyed
oame—is sent to live with lier aunt, and the sketch

;of village life is told with a freshness out of the

common. Sonia meets with drama, but the crises are

arrived at naturally, and the emotion is never forced.

IA touch of the bizarre now and again appears in the

narrative, but for the first half it is well constructed

•and proceeds on even lines. It is towards the middle
of the book tliat tlie author throws over her scheme,
and plunges Sonia into a whirl of lovers, love, and
'intrigue, and transforms her, quite unreasonably, from
a simple, charming girl into a woman who desires

•luxury, and does not much mind what she pays for

it. The declension from the domestic interior to the
heated atmosphere of a boudoir is startling and
disappointing. Sonia the heroine of a liaison is not
so convincing—certainly not—or so wholesome as the
girl we meet in tlie opening of the book.
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

AS usual, his Majesty has approved the bestowal
of a number of honours on the occasion of his

birthday. The Prime Minister's list is widely
representative, and contains no sensational features,

unless the omission of new peerages may be counted
as one. The inclusion of Dr. J. M. Barrie among the

list of new baronets is of interest, as being the first

instance on record of a dramatist receiving that

honour. Dr. Barrie, it will be remembered, declined

the knighthood some years ago. Dr. McClure, of

Mill Hill, represents Nonconformist higher educa-

tion. He is not only a head master of the best

modern type ; he is also an authority on Church
music, and has, perhaps, done more than any other

single man to raise the quality of the musical part of

Nonconformist worship. He deserves to take his place

beside Dr. A. W. Ward, of Cambridge, the only other

representative of Education upon the list.

There is no doubt that the ending of the war with
Turkey is largely owing to .Sir Edward Grey's sharp
and decisive intervention. But for his energetic

action the Conference of the Concert would still be
marking—or, rather, wasting—time in fruitless

negotiations. A writer in the Daily Chronicle calls

Sir Edward Grey's action a triumph in conciliation,

and gives, inter alia, this brief characterisation of an
attractive personality :

" This was Sir Edward's initial

advantage, that he was the spokesman of Great
Britain. His second was and is simply that he is him-
self. By that I mean that his personality, and repu-

tation, and the sort of impression he had created

during the past seven and a half years, and the posi-

tive achievements of his diplomacy, made Europe
turn to him, as the quiet, practical, straightforward,

and dependable man is always turned to at a time of

crisis. . . . There is about him an atmosphere of sin-

cerity and straightforwardness. It is this atmosphere
which has made him among his p'wn countrymen the

most trusted, although the least known man in British"

public life ; and it is this which has inspired in all the
Chancelleries of Europe a profound confidence in his
integrity of speech and intention."

Mr. Balfour's speech on rehgious education on the
occasion of a crowded meeting in support of the
National Society lacked neither acuteness nor vigour.
Perhaps the most characteristic passage was the one
in which, after having expressed his joy over the
growing approximation of all denominations, he went
on to assert that this wholesome frame of mind (the
desire to emphasise common points rather than dif-

ferences) no longer took what he called the simple
form of saying, " Well, if Christians differ .... the
State has only to make some kind of distillation from
the various creeds, get at what is common to all of
them, put it in a separate vessel, and say that is what
every taxpayer may be asked to contribute to with-
out injuring his conscience." " That," said Mr. Bal-
four, " is preposterous doctrine. It may have been
tolerable in the Middle Ages that there should be a
forced contribution for an undivided Church which
had, or conceived it had, divine sanction and a history
going back far beyond the history of any secular

State. But the idea that in the twentieth century you
are going to have a forcible levy in order to teach at

the public expense something which a department
and the Law Courts between them might extract

from an Act of Parliament as being the common
elements of Christianity is an absurd doctrine." How-
ever diametrically opposed one's conception of re-

ligious instruction may be to that of the National
Society, few thoughtful students of the situation will

much longer deny that the only way out of the
impasse is some form of " Right of Entry " for clergy

of all denominations, such as has been worked so suc-

cessfully in Australia.

A corresponSent in the Pall Mall Gazette quotes
George Meredith's view of the burning question of
conscription, as given to an interviewer in 1904, when
Meredith said that " the fear of death is the real cause
of the English objection to conscription. Men come
to me and say their trade would suffer, or they could
not spare two years from their apprenticeship. Their
real meaning is they are afraid of being called out and
getting shot at So they pay others to do the killing
and dying for them. Every manly nation submits to
universal service. In the present state of the world it

counts among the necessities for safety. But nothing
short of an invasion and the capture of London—some
great intestinal disturbance—would induce England
to think of it seriously. As it is, 80,000 Germans
could march through England from end to end.
Many would then be ready to die, but the sacrifice

would be fruitless." This is the second Meredithian
utterance on the subject quoted by supporters of con-
scription, and might well serve to initiate a "silly

season " correspondence on " Are we as a Nation
Afraid?" There can be little doubt, however, that
fear of death—that inevitable accompaniment of
Western civilisation—is a factor in the outcry against
conscription.

Is there to be another Poet Laureate ? The quesn
tion was asked with emphasis at the death of Tenny-
son, when both Mr. Gladstone and Lord Rosebery de-

clined to make an appointment for an office which
many judged to be out of consonance with modem
conceptions of the dignity of literature, and is, indeed|

reminiscent of the days when the man of letters was
dependent on his patron^
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THE COMING CATASTROPHE IN INDIA
BY H. MAYERS HYNDMAN'
It is extremely difficult to induce our countrymen to

pay any contmuous attention to the affairs of our

Indian Empire. This is even more true to-day than

it was forty years ago. Nothing short of a famine

of quite exceptional horror, or a series of assassinations

of more than ordinary significance, can rouse the public

here at home to the dangers which permanently

threaten our domination in that vast and populous

country. Even the recent dynamite attack upon the

Viceroy at Delhi has produced very little effect

;

though, if a similar desperate attempt had been made
upon the Czar of Russia by an organised secret society

—a potentate who rules over less than half the number
of people we directly and indirectly control in Hin-
dostan—it would certainly have been more than a

nine days' wonder.
As to " Indian Unrest " in general, which, but a few

short years ago, created so great a stir at home, as

being quite possibly the forerunner of a serious

catastrophe, the fear of that has quite died down,
together with the memory of all the significant inci-

dents by which it was accompanied. The King-
Emperor and his Royal Consort were well received

on their visit, the native princes are efTusively loyal,

the advance of Russia from the Khanates need no
longer be apprehended, and the Budget shows a large

surplus. What is even more important, " disloyal

"

(which anywhere else in the world we should call

patriotic) speech and writing have been suppressed,

inconvenient critics have been put in gaol, with or

without trial, and quite a large number of vigorous

opponents have been carefully convinced that silence

is more profitable than words. So all is for the best

in the best of Empires possible. That is the opinion

not only of Anglo-Indian officialdom, with all its very

wide ramifications, secret and open, but even of so

much of our Press as still remains independent and
untrustified.

I.

Britain's Disastrous Influence

Yet the real condition of India at the present

moment is not in the least better than it was at the
height of the scare. Rather the contrary. Those who
imagine that the propaganda against foreign rule has
been put an end to are just as much living in a fool's

paradise as the wiseacres at home, who think that

young Indian students in England are rendered
earnest admirers of our methods by the subsidised

shepherding of Mr. Mallet. I happened to be in the

chair when Begim Chandra Pal delivered a stirring

oration in Caxton Hall, which assuredly left nothing
to desire in point of revolutionary fervour or scathing
criticism. The hall was crowded with young Indians,

who cheered him to the echo. It is said that Mr.
Chandra Pal has modified his views somewhat since

his return to India. It may be so. But I am quite

certain that the real feelings of himself and of the
young men who applauded him are in direct opposition

to the continuance. Just as I have not the slightest

doubt that the whole Mahratta country at bottom sym-
pathrses with Bal Gungunder Tilak and the larger por-
tion of Bengal with Sarvarkar.
Why not ? British rule in India is un^^ympathetic and

unjust ; harsh and tyrannical politically, and ruinous
economically. We have done all in our power to crush
Indian initiative, to destroy Indian culture, to stunt
• A reply to Mr. Ilyndman's article, by Mr. VV. S. Lilly, will

appear in next week's issue.

Indian agriculture and manufacture, and to drive away
the wealth of the peninsula to Great Britain ; until

Hindostan, directly under our domination, has become
the greatest pauper warren ever known throughout his-

tory. Instead of recognising, as the great men of the

East India Company, with all their faults, were proud
to recognise, that Hindostan is a land of fine peoples,

of noble races who have led the world in many de-

partments of art, science, law, finance, morals, religion,

and industry, and are capable of doing even more in

the future than their ancestors did in the past, we, as

a nation, since 1857 have looked down upon these, out

fellow-subjects, and have treated them, and treat them
to-day, as inferior mortals. Until the Bengalis, the

mildest and most peaceful race on the planet, were
goaded into assassination by our abominable misrule,

we spoke of them all as the most contemptible of

cowards and meanest of men, forgetful of the service

of the Bengal Sepoys in establishing British rule, and
their splendid intrepidity at the siege of Bhurtpore and
elsewhere.

II.

The Bleeding of India

Worse than this, we have from the first systematic-

ally bled India of her wealth. " India must be bled,"

said the late Lord Salisbury, who, to do him justice,

was ready to do his best to staunch the bleeding by the

reconstitution of native rule, but was thwarted by the
Anglo-Indian bureaucracy in India and the dominant
class at home. Bled India has been, and is to-day, by
a drain of commercial produce, to pay interest, home
charges, remittances, military depots, etc., in Great
Britain, to an extent fully sufficient to account for the
frightful impoverishment and great development of

plague and the disease of poverty throughout British

territory. Foreign rule is always bad for the subju-

gated people, even when unaccompanied by wholesale
economic deductions from the wealth of the con-
quered. But when, in addition to all the inevitable

evils of Europeanisation, a magnificent territory suffers

for more than a hundred and fifty years from sys-

tematic and deliberate extortion from the poorest of

its people—the yearly drain to England exceeds on
the average by 50 per cent, the total ruinously collected

Land Revenue—then the injury done by such
monstrous tyranny is incalculable. And the fact that

the bulk of Englishmen may wish to be just to India,

and believe that their rule is beneficial to Indians,

does not mitigate the evil which they do.

III.

Government by State Capitalists

But Lord M-orley told us some six years ago that

India is " governed on .Socialist principles." No more
gross misrepresentation was ever made, even by a
bureaucratic Radical. India is governed on the worst
possible State capitalist principles. The land, the

forests, the mines, the railways, the irrigation works,
are all owned and managed by the despotic foreigners

in the interest, not of the Indians, but of the Govern-
ment imposed upon them from without. They have
no control whatever over their own resources, and this

Government—it is a shame to us Englishmen at home
that it should be so—while it starves the people's

bodies and grudges every farthing spent on Indian
education, thinks nothing of spending some £'6,000,000

or ;f7,ooo,ooo on two new capitals for the grasping
foreigners at Delhi and at Dacca. I regard our pre-
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sent rule in India as one of the greatest crimes ever

committed in all the long history of man's depredations

upon man.
But it is pretended that we have seen the error of

our ways, and that the pohcy now being followed in

Hindostan means real relief to the oppressed peoples

and races who are learning to forget tlieir internecine

feuds in common hatred of us. Not a bit of it. The
object of the British in India is the same as that of

the Austrians fifty and sixty years ago in Italy, to

bribe as many capable Indians as they can by posts

in the Government itself, and by favoured treatment

in other ways to support the system which is ruining

their fellow-countrymen. The result, I venture to pre-

dict, will be the same in a period of crisis. The Indian

officials, like the Indian troops, will quickly side with

their own folk when they think there is any hope of

success.

IV.

Is there a Remedy ?

And the remedy ? There is, and can be, no remedy
which looks to the perpetuation of the present domina-
tion. We have done mischief enough already. It is

against the interest, not only of India, but of England,

that we should continue our fatal rule. The alterna-

tive now is the same as it was when 1 began writing

and speaking upon the question of India more than

thirty years ago. Shall we prepare, late in the day as

it now is, to retire peacefully from a position that we
have neither the right nor the power to maintain, by
building up Indian organisations to take our place, as

many of the ablest of Anglo-Indians have suggested,

from Mountstuart Elphinstone onwards ? Or shall we,

by fooHshly imagining that we can always continue

our regime of wrong and rapine, work up deliberately

to a crash which will upset a great deal more than

British rule in Hindostan ?

The decision should he with the democracy of this

island. But that is never consulted. Our masters,

whom we pay to be our servants, carefully conceal

from us the warnings they receive from all the Pro-

vinces of growing disaffection and suspected secret

propaganda of revolt. In Indian affairs, as in foreign

affairs, the one idea of our " statesmen " of to-day is

to deceive the Enghsh people to their hurt.

DEM UNBEKANNT EN GOTT
From Nietzsche

Once m6re, before I farther wend,
And all my glances forward send,

I raise in lonehness my hand
Aloft to thee, to whom I flee,

To whom in heart-felt passion I

Have many an altar set on high,

That to all eternity,

Thy voice again might summon me.

Deeply thereon appears engrained

The one phrase :
" To the unknown God."

His own am I, though 'mid the crowd
Of wantons yet I have remained;

I'm His, and yet the chains I feel

That in the combat conquer mcj

And still, howe'er I try to flee,

Constrain me to His will.

Thee will I know, thou unknown God,

Who deep into my soul hast sown
Thy seed, and through my life hast blown
In storm ; Intangible, to me akin.

Thee will I know, and service with Thee win!

S. F. BUTCHART,

THE NEW EMIGRATION
i II.

—

Striking at the Heart of the Empire.

i By L. G. CHIOZZA MONEY.

Last week I showed how, through the bold policy of

;
advertising for our people, the British dominions be-

I

yond the seas are robbing us of population, and we
saw that, from the British colonial point of view, we

j

cannot be surprised that colonial Governments should

endeavour to increase their exceedingly small popu-
lations. We have now to consider the matter on the

broadest grounds, not only from the point of view of

the United Kingdom, but from that of the Empire at

large.

I I.

First, let us remind ourselves of the course of the

birth-rate and the death-rate in the United Kingdom.
: If we go back to 1885, the British birth-rate was over

31 per 1,000 of the population. If that birth-rate

: obtained to-day, the present year would see bom in

\
the United Kingdom about 1,400,000 people. The
birth-rate, however, has fallen to about 23 per 1,000, so

;

that, instead of expecting 1,400,0100 births, we have
only to look for about 1,050,000.

I Against the decrease in the birth-rate we have

}

happily to put a fall in the death-rate from about 19

I

per 1,000 of the population in 1885 to about 14 per

i,oco at the present time. It therefore comes about
that through this compensation the excess of births

over deaths this year will be very much the same as in

1885, in spite of the fall in the birth-rate. In the fol-

lowing statement the facts for the United Kingdom
are carried to 1911, and those for England and Wales
to 1912:

—

The "Natural Increase" of t^^e United
Kingdom.

Year. Binbs. Deaths.
Excess of Births
over Deaths.

1S85 1.136.331 688.065 448,266

1895 1.154.898 735,244 419,654

1900 1,159,922 757,732 402.190

1905 1.163.535 669.638 493,897

1910 1.123.010 630.620 492,390

1911 1.104.986 672.138 432.848

England and Wales Only.

1910
1911
1912

896.962
881.241

872.767

483,247
527.864
486.967

413.713
353.377
385,800

The importance of these vital facts cannot be
exaggerated. We see that the fall in the death-rate

has so far compensated for the fall in the birth-rate,

but a moment's thought will show that that compen-
sation cannot go much further. We ought to be able

to bring the death-rate down to 10 per 1,000, or less,

and, if we did, we should save an army of lives every

year. Unfortunately, however, the birth-rate con-

tinues to fall, and it is now only about 23 per 1,000.

We have seen in the case of France how the birth-

rate of a modem civilisation may fall until the popu-

lation comes to a standstill without the assistance of

emigration.

But, supposing the fall in the birth-rate to go n<5

further, what is likely to happen in the present year .'

There may be about 1,050,000 births, while the deaths

will probably be about 650,000, leaving a natural

increase of population of about 400,000.

If, therefore, emigration, as is quite probable, reaches

300,000, cur population will increase in the year by
only ico,ooo, or at the rate of 1,000,000 per decade, as
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against an increase of nearly 4,000,000 in the decade
between the last two censuses.

Having reached this point, it will be seen that it

needs but a slight further fall in the birth-rate, accom-
panied by a slight further increase in the emigration
rate, to bring our population to a standstill, and but
slight further increases to cause England and Wales
to follow the example of Scotland and Ireland and
actually lose population.

II.

I know of no series of facts demanding the closer

attention of the nation. We are threatened with a
blow at the heart of the Empire which would weaken
the economy of the United Kingdom, and, by weaken-
ing it, strike at the Empire itself.

When we granted old-age pensions to persons aged
seventy and upwards in the United Kingdom we were
astonished to find that the number of pension claims
in Ireland far exceeded our expectations. What was
it that we had forgotten.'' It was simply this—

a

thing of profound significance in its relation to the
problem we are discussing. For many years young
Irishmen and Irishmen in their prime had been fleeing

from their country to America and elsewhere, leaving
behind them the old people. Consequently, when it

came to granting old-age pensions, there was found
in Ireland an undue and accusing proportion of those
eligible for old-age pensions.

We must try to realise that the same thing is hap-
pening now in Scotland and in England and in Wales.
Few men over forty-five, and scarcely any over fifty-

five, are answering to the call of " 160 beautiful acres
for nothing." It is the young, it is the best, of our
working population in town and in countr}' who are
week by week crowding the emigrant ships. At this

moment the great steamship companies are booked
up for months ahead in respect of all their third-class

accommodation to Canada. A single day sees 3.000
people fleeing from Scotland! Young men and
young women are leaving us for ever in an endless
stream. Do we realise what the departure of
300,000 persons in a year means ? Three hundred
thousand is three-fourths of the population of Shef-

j

field. As I once asked the Sheffield people, what '

would be said if in a single year Sheffield disappeared
from the map of England? But what we are losing
this year is more than a Sheffield, for Sheffield con-
sists of old and young, of rich and poor, and all sorts
and conditions of men,women, and children. The yearly
army of 300,000 British emigrants in 191 3 is not an
average lot, but a picked lot—not a chance dip, but a
selection of good lives from our tozvns and villages.

III.

If the thing goes further, the consequences will be
very serious, and the whole body of the nation will
feel them. Ever>' social problem will be aggravated.
The national production will fall, because there will be
fewer to produce, and because those left to produce will

be of a reduced average efficiency through tiie loss of
picked men. Although women are emigrating as well
as men, the m.en, of course, are in the great majority,
arid therefore the feminine surplus, already great,
will increase ever}- year, with social effects of the most
lamentable character. The rate of sickness experi-
ence under the National Insurance Act will rise
through the increased average age of the community.
The claims for old-age pensions will increase. The
cost ofIhese and other increased social charges will have
to be borne by a smaller number of people, who will
thus feel an ever-growing burden. The power to sus-
tain armaments will decrease, and the naval burden

will be increasingly serious. Indeed, there b nor
department of the national life and national aflfainl
which will not be profoundly affected

IV.

All this matters a great deal to the United Kingdom,
but it matters no less to the British Empire. The
United Kingdom is the necessary head and front of
the Empire, and to weaken it is to weaken the Empire
at large. The British Dominions, therefore, must
think seriously what they are doing before they carryl
their advertising operations beyond the point at whicW
our population is in danger of reduction. It may be'
thought by the superficial observer that the EmpireJ
cannot suffer if so many people are taken from one'
part of it and planted out in other parts, but that is a'

careless view. The British Empire is scattered all
over the globe, and to add a few millions to outlying
States, and to deduct those millions from the centre,'
is to weaken the Empire for purposes of defence, for
it is very difficult for scattered States to maintain sea
power in common, while land forces scattered up and
down the Empire are powerless to help each other
without the maintenance of common sea power. The
integrity of the Empire now depends, and must for
long depend, upon the maintenance of central Imperial
power in the British Isles. The maintenance of that
power is impossible unless the United Kingdom not
only keeps its present population, but makes increase.
The 100,000 to 150,000 increase of 1913 is not
enough

; the least fiigure which is consistent with our
proper economic and political progress is 250,000 a
year, and I should not quarrel with the irian who
thought 250,000 too few.

y.

Is there a remedy ? Having frankly stated a \iew
which I have not formed lightly, but which has grown
in me with ever-increasing conviction for some con-
siderable time past, let me state what I believe to be
the remedy.

I believe that the United Kingdom can easily sup-
port more than twice its present population at a ver}'
much higher standard of comfort than now obtains,
and it ought to be quite unneoessarv- for a man to leave
these shores for the uncertain climate of the Western
Prairie or Australia. It is true that we have not the
wide territories of the great Dominions, but we have
a much more important thing from an economic point
of view, and that is cheap coal in such quantities as
they do not possess. The possession of cheap coal
means the power to do industrial work very much
more economically than it can be done in the colonies.
National organisation—national organisation of land,
of transport, and of power—can enlarge our indus-
tries far beyond their present limits. But something
more is wanted, and that is the organisation of social
life, the beautification of towns, the erection of beauti-
ful and attractive dwellings for the working classes.
A nation which houses its people in beauty and com-
fort, and enforces a minimum standard of existence,
need not fear that they will easily leave it to
enter upon such a tremendous speculation as emigra-
tion to the unknozvn "wilderness.

The Editor desires to direct special attention to the
contents of No. 35 of Everyman'. This issue will contain
a special portrait of Sir J. M. Barrie, the latest addition
to the ranks of literary baronets, with a character sketcli
written from an intimate point of view, and of vivid
interest to the many admirers of the author of "The
Little Minister" and "What Everv Woman Knows."
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HISTORIC CITIES OF THE WORLD
I.

—

Paris j» > j* By The Editor

PART III.

I.

In the Sixth Arrondisscment we arc still in tlie Latin

quarter, in a quarter of colleges and convents, of

museums and academics. The Picture Gallery of the

Luxembourg, the Fine Arts School, the Medical

School and the Mining School, the Palace of the In-

stitute are all concentrated in tliis part. But whereas
the Fifth Arrondisscment is mainly tenanted by
students, the Sixth is mainly inhabited by teachers and
men of letters, by civil servants and priests, and it is

probably the composition of its population which
gives the district that atmosphere of respectability and
dignity and of almost sacerdotal repose which is in

such striking contrast with the noise and bustle of the

Boulevard St. Michel.

As we are still in the City of Learning, so we
are still in the City of the Past. The Sixth is

rich in historical monuments and associations. The
tourist will visit in succession the church and
seminary of St Sulpice, the nursery of the

Parisian clergy, and closely associated with the

history of the Gallican Church ; the French
Academy, identified with three centuries of French
literary history ; the Palace of the Luxembourg, once
the official residence of Bonaparte, first Consul of the

Republic, now the Palace of the Senate ; and last, not

least, the Church of St. Germain des Pres, the oldest

church of Paris in Romanesque style. In the neigh-

bourhood, the Rue du Pre aux Clercs, or " clerics'

meadow," evokes the many battles fought between
the friars of St. Germain and the riotous hordes of

mediaeval scholars, who, although living in an age of

authority, were much less law-abiding, and probably

less industrious, than the much-maligned Parisian

student of to-day.

The Sixth Arrondisscment contains many points of

attraction for the cultured tourist. The Jardin du
Luxembourg, already glorified in the seventeenth

century by Moliere, is one of the most exquisite parks

of the capital. The arcades of the Odeon, under the

national and State-supported theatre of the same
name, are one of the favourite haunts of the book-
lover. The thrifty student can here at leisure prac-

tise the difficult art of reading a book without cutting

its pages, and of absorbing its contents without having
to pay for it.

There is much less poverty in the Sixth than in the

Fifth Arrondisscment There are only a few
rookeries round the Mint in the Cour du Dragon

—

appropriately named, for its inhabitants are in the

jaws of the dragon of misery. There lives, in this

neighbourhood, quite a tribe of second-hand book-

sellers, the tenants of those bookstalls extending for

a mile on the parapets of the Seine, which are

one of the features of old Paris. Those bookstalls on
the quays are a survival of a bygone age, when
scholars with short purses could make wonderful bar-

gains, and would pick up rare first editions for a few
pence.

Latter-day bibliophiles have ceased to find those

wonderful troves, but they are amply compensated
in their erudite exploration of the quays by the

glorious surroundings, by the Palace of the Louvre,
overlooking the Seine, by the beautiful vista on both

! sides, and especially by the splendour of the river, not

j

defiled, as in London, by tlie smoke and grime of

i

factories.

II.

Each district of Paris has its particular feature.

We found the Fifth a district of great poverty, and
the Sixth one of cultured ease ; and we shall find the
Eighth a centre of international plutocracy. The
Seventh has a dignity all its own. It is the geo-
graphical centre of the old-world aristocracy, of the

Faubourg St Germain, still surrounded with the halo
of pre-revolutionary and imperial days.

Some of the old ducal and princely mansions still

remain, but their number diminishes from year to

year. This quarter more than others is suffering from
the mania of destruction and reconstruction, which is

so rapidly pulling down the old Paris. Only a few
months ago one of the most interesting relics of old

Paris, the Abbaye au Bois, sacred to genius and
beauty, to Chateaubriand and Mme. Recamier, and
one of the last salons in the history of French litera-

ture, was demolished to make way for the new Boule-
vard Raspail, and to-day only the name of the Rue
Recamier is there to remind us of the brilhant society

which enjoyed the hospitality and worshipped at the
shrine of tlie adorable Julie.

If the Seventh Arrondisscment is reminiscent of

the old aristocracy, so it is reminiscent of modern
politics. Here are gathered the most important
Ministries, including the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,

the Foreign Embassies, the Chamber of Deputies,

the Legion of Honour, the Invalidcs, the tomb of

Napoleon, the Church of St Louis—a temple originally

erected by the great King, but dedicated by fate to the
glory of the great Emperor—the Champ de Mars

—

the site of the Federation celebrations of 1790,
and now the site of the French World Fairs—the
Eiffel Tower—which from every point dominates the
Metropolis—and finally the palace of the Archbishop
of Paris.

The old archiepiscopal residence may have been
more appropriately situated near Notre Dame, in

the heart of the ancient Cite, but the tenure of its

occupants was tragically precarious. Three Arch-
bishops of Paris were murdered within a period of

twenty-five years, and when the Communards sacked
and burnt the palace and murdered their shepherd, the
Government of the day were well advised to transfer

the ecclesiastical headquarters out of reach of the Fau-
bourg St. Antoine to the quiet precincts of the
Faubourg St Germain.

III.

T\k Eighth Arrondisscment is the plutocratic quar-

ter—the home of the American millionaire, of the

Russian prince, of the Jewish financier. A casual

glance at a directory reveals that the majority of

names are foreign. It is a district of luxurious man-
sions, of magnificent avenues, of splendid vistas, the

Avenue des Champs Elysees being probably the finest

urban prospect in Europe, only rivalled, perhaps, by
the view of the Pont Alexandre, the gorgeous bridge

which commemorates the Franco-Russian alliance.

The Eighth Arrondisscment is also a district of
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Palaces and aristocratic churches: the Palace of the

Elysee, the residence of the President of the French
Republic, the Palace of the British Embassy, the

Palace of the Fine Arts, where permanent exhibitions

and the annual salons are held, the churches of the

Russian, American, and English colonies, the Church
of La Madeleine, one of the most ornamented and cer-

tainly the most pagan in Paris, so pagan in architecture

that it is difficult to distinguish the temple where the

rich pray on their knees on Sunday, from the Bourse,

that other temple in the vicinity, where they prey on
their neighbours the remaining days of the week.

At the eastern extremity of the Eighth Arrondisse-

ment, near the Gare du I'Ouest, there exists a second
cosmopolis, which ministers to the passions of the first

:

a Demi-Monde . which is the social produce of the

Grand Monde.
of the Demi-Monde is appro-

Quartier de I'Europe, because
ladies of all European nations,

and because the names of its streets are borrowed
from all the capitals of the Continent. The sirens

who have taken possession of this district warn
the tourist that the City of Wealth is bordering on the

City of Pleasure, and that we are in the neighbourhood
of Modern Babylon.

IV.

For in the Ninth Arrondissement we are in the

very heart of the City of Pleasure. It is the centre of

theatres, of cafes, concerts, and music halls, many of

them situated to the north of the Grands Boulevards,
amidst a maze of doubtful streets, which have given
the Quartier St. Georges as unenviable a reputation

as the Quartier de I'Europe. The district is fittingly

named after the Opera House, for the "Opera," an
architectural masterpiece in a meretricious and gaudy

That cosmopolis
priately called the

it is inhabited by

style, but still a masterpiece, is its one conspicuous

and characteristic building.

At the same time those Puritans who would be
inclined to preach on the perversity of Modern Baby-
lon, and on the depravity of the modern Frenchman,
ought to remember that this arrondissement is not,

any more than the Eighth or than the First, appro-
priated by Frenchmen, but that it is mainly given up
to the alien. Paris may be the City of Leisure and
Pleasure, but it is also the City of Labour and the City
of Learning.
And there is this difference : that whilst the City

of Labour and the City of Learning are mainly
French, the City of Pleasure is mainly the resort
of the foreigner. And, although we are authori-

tatively told by many guide-books that the Parisian
seldom lives at home, and spends most of his time
at the cafe, we should certainly find, if a statistical in-

vestigation of the crowds frequenting the cafes were to

be made, that only a minority would be of French
nationality.

And, whilst admitting that the Eighth Arrondisse-
ment is not a fitting pilgrimage for Puritans, but rather
a haunt of Bohemians and artists, we ought not to

forget that even it is not entirely given up to pleasure.

It is a very important centre of business, and it is also

the headquarters of Parisian journahsm—it is the
Fleet Street of Paris.

The offices of the most important papers are on
the Boulevards and in the Rue Drouot and Mont-
martre. And the presence of the ubiquitous journalist,

who, in Paris, as in other capitals, is more or
less a denizen of Bohemia, still further contributes
to making the Ninth Arrondissement one of the
most animated parts of the metropolis, throbbing
from the late morning till dawn with a feverish life.
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CHARACTER SKETCH OF GOETHE
No less than three books on Goethe have been issued

in the course of the last few months, and the fact is

sufficient evidence that the Cult of the Olympian
Jupiter of Weimar, which was first inaugurated eighty

years ago by Carlyle, is in no danger of dying out in

England. Prof. Hume Brown has given us a pene-

trating and judicious study of Goethe's youth, such

as one had a right to expect from the eminent

Scottish historian.* Mr. Joseph McCabe has given

us a comprehensive survey of Goethe's life, and an

objective and critical appreciation of his personality.t

Both are in profound sympathy with their subject, but

neither is a blind hero-worshipper. In Mr. McCabe's

life we are not only introduced to the scientist who is

ever in quest of new worlds to conquer, we are also

made acquainted with the pagan Epicure ever

engaged in amorous experiments! We are not only

introduced to the sublime poet and prophet, we are

also introduced to the incurable Egotist, who could

only find time to visit his old mother once every ten

years, whilst, as boon companion of a petty German

Prince, he always found time for his pleasures. We
are not only admitted to contemplate the pomp and

majesty of his world-wide fame. We are also ad-

mitted to the sordid circumstances of Goethe's
" home." And our awe and reverence are turned into

pity. We pity the miserable husband of a drunken

and epileptic wife rescued from the gutter ; we pity

even more the unhappy father of a degraded son, who

inherited all the vices of one parent vrithout inherit-

ing the genius of the other.

I.

The first quality which strikes us in Goethe, and

which dazzled his contemporaries, and continues to

dazzle posterity, is his universahty. He appears to us

as one of the most receptive, one of the most encyclo-

paedic intellects of modem times. A scientist and a

biologist, a pioneer of the theory of evolution, a physi-

cist and originator of a new theory of colour, a man
of affairs, a man of the world and a courtier, a philo-

sopher, a lyrical poet, a tragic, comic, satiric, epic and

didactic poet, a novelist and an historian, he has

attempted every form of literature, he has touched

upon every chord of the human soul.

It is true that, in considering this universality of

Goethe, it behoves us to make some qualifications.

His human sympathies are by no means as universal

as his intellectual sympathies. He has no love for

the common people. He has the aloofness of the

aristocrat. He has a Nietzschean contempt for the

herd. He takes little interest in the religious aspira-

tions of mankind or in the struggles of human free-

dom. The French Revolution remains to him a sealed

book, and his history of the campaign in France is

almost ludicrously disappointing.

With regard to what has been called his "intel-

lectual universality," the elements which compose it

cannot be reduced to unity and harmony. It would

be difficult to co-ordinate them into a higher synthesis,

for that «Kf-versality is at the same time rf/-versity

and mutability. Goethe is essentially changeable and
elusive. In his works we find combined the antipodes

of human thought. There is little in common between
the poet of Goetz von Berlichingen and Werther on
the one hand and the poet of Tasso and Iphigenia on

• "The Yonth of Goethe.' By P. Hume Brown. 8s. net.

(Murray.)

t "Goethe, the Man and his Character." By Joseph McCabe.
15s. net (Evelcigh Nash.)

the other hand. The intellect of Goethe is like a
crystal with a thousand facets reflecting all the colours

of the rainbow.

And it may well be asked, therefore, whether this

encyclopasdic diversity can aptly be called uni-

versality. Universality must ultimately result in

Unity and Harmony, and it is impossible to assert

that Goethe's mind ever achieved Unity and Har-
mony, that it was ever controlled by one dominant
thought.

At any rate, whether a defect or a quality, there can
be no doubt that this encyclopaedic diversity has
turned, to the great advantage of his glory. It is pre-

cisely because Goethe is an elusive Proteus that all

doctrines may equally claim him. Romanticists turn

with predilection to the creator of Werther or the

first " Faust." Classicists admire the plastic beauty
of Tasso and Iphigenia. The cosmopolitan sees in

Goethe, the Weltbiirger, the citizen of the world, the

incarnation of "die Weltweisheit." The patriot

acclaims in him the poet who has sung the myths and
legends dear to the German race. The sensuous and
voluptuous libertine is enchanted by the eroticism of

the " Roman Elegies." The domesticated reader is

drawn by that chaste idyll, Herman and Dorothea.

The Spinozist and Pantheist are attracted by the

general tendencies of his philosophy. The Christian

is at liberty to interpret " Faust " in a sense which

is favourable to his religion. The Liberal politician

can point to the author of Goetz and Egmont. The
Conservative and Reactionary can claim all the works
of Goethe's maturity, when the poet had become the

perfect courtier.

n.
There is a second quality which Goethe possesses

in a supreme degree, and by which he is distinguished

from his contemporaries, namely, mental sanity and
serenity. Most of his fellow-poets reveal some morbid
characteristics, are afflicted with some Weltschmerz,

with some internal spiritual malady. They live in an
atmosphere of strife and discord. The marvellous

vitality of Goethe has escaped from the contagion.

Like his fellow-poets, he passed through the crisis of

the "Sturm und Drang." But it seems as if he had
only known it in order to give to his experiences a

final artistic expression. He communicated the
" Wertherian malady " to a whole generation, but he
himself emerged triumphant and unscathed. The
hurricane which wrecked so many powerful intellects

spared his own. After the Italian journey he never

ceased by example and precept to recommend har-

mony and balance, and he became so completely the

perfect type of intellectual and artistic sanity that the

world has forgotten the Bohemian days of Frank-

furt and Leipzig, the merry days of Weimar, the

repulsive vulgarity of his drunken mistress and wife,

the degradation of his son, and has agreed only to

contemplate the Olympian majesty of Weimar.-

Whether the repose and sanity of Goethe were un-

mixed virtues, or whether they were partly the result

of indifference, of impassivity or selfishness, is

another question. Certain it is that there is no other

trait in Goethe's personality which has done more to

raise him in the esteem of posterity. He has proved

to the world that internal discord and distraction and
morbid exaltation are not the necessary appanage of

genius, and that, on the contrary, the most powerful

genius is also the most sane, the most balanced, the

most self-possessed, the most harmonious.
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III.

Without going here into the purely formal and
artistic qualities of Goethe's works, there is one
fact which, perhaps more than any other, im-

pressed itself on the imagination of the world,

and that is the realisation of his own per-

sonality, the achievement of his own destiny. Of
all his poems the rarest and most perfect is the

poem of his life. Hitherto no such life had ever been

allotted to a favourite of the Muses. He seemed to

have received a bountiful abundance of all the gifts

of the fairies—superb health, comfort, and wealth, the

love of an adoring mother and sister, the loyalty of

illustrious friends, the favour of princes, the homage
of women, and the admiration of men. To him was
opened every province of human activity. He ex-

hausted every form of enjoyment. His life until the

end was hke the unfolding of a glorious version of a

happy dream. At eighty years of age he remained the

one surviving giant of the golden age of German
literature. In his lifetime he was considered by
Europe, as well as by Germany, as the most glorious

exemplar of his race, and the city of his adoption had
become a pilgrimage attracting worshippers from all

parts of Europe. Death was merciful to him. The
last act of his life was as beautiful as the others. It

was not preceded by the gradual dissolution of his

physical and intellectual strength ; rather was it like

the burning out of a flame. He passed away in an
apotheosis, and the last words uttered by the dying

poet, " Mehr Licht, mehr Licht "—" More Light, more
Light "—have become for all future generations the

final expression of his philosophy and the symbol of

his personality.

^ J» >

LITERARY NOTES
Where are the magazines of yesteryear? The
announcement that Harper's, so long identified with

the great house of that name, is to change hands
serves to remind us of the many famous monthhes
that have drooped and died, to our sorrow, this last

decade or so. Where, for instance, is Longman's
Magazine, in which poor Andrew of the brindled hair

discoursed so charmingly " At the Sign of the Ship " ?

Where is that Argosy which sailed once upon a time

under Mrs. Henry Wood, to say nothing of that

Temple Bar which delighted our youth? And now
Harper's is going

—

Harper's which gave us " Trilby,"

and some of her clever creator's most fascinating

sketches, to say nothing of Mary Wilkins' charming
stories or those of Richard Harding Davis. But stay,

what is this? We are wrong. It is only Harper's
Weekly that is leaving the old firm for the capable
hands of Mr. Norman Hapgood. The monthly is

still with us, so all's well with the world.

Sir J. M. Barrie, the latest baronet of literature, has

been this week one of the most interested and con-

stant spectators of the Chesterton-Isaacs trial, and,

despite the sweltering heat of the crowded court, has
spent several hours listening intently to the rather

prolix, if sensational, evidence. Noted trials, by the

way, seem to exercise a potent fascination alike over
authors and actors, and it is rare that the curtain is

rung up on any Old Bailey drama worth hearing that

the audience does not include some half dozen of
them as spectators. It was a distinguished actor,

who, hearing him make one of his great efforts in

court, hit off in a phrase a certain peculiarity of Sir

Edward Clarke's oratory that had puzzled many ob-

servers. " He speaks like an actor," he said, " with
the gesture first, and the word afterwards." A true

bill, as those who have watched Sir Edward will

agree. « « « » «

The death of Lord Avebury removes from oui

midst one of the most potent forces for culture that

our generation has known. The author of " The
Pleasures of Life " had the great satisfaction of

interesting in literature more thousands of men and
women, to whom books had previously made no
appeal, than any other man of his time, and his sug-

gested " Hundred Best Books " opened a fascinating

and stimulating discussion, echoes of which still

break upon our ears. Lord Avebury's own works
achieved huge sales. One is in its two hundred and
fifty-ninth thousand, and still going strong. This is

nearly the record—nearly, but not quite. We believe

that the work with absolutely the largest number of

readers on record is one by Dr. James Cantlie, co-

author of that fascinating volume " Sun Yat Sen and
the Chinese Revolution," and dealing with first aid

to the wounded. Next comes " Black Beauty," pub-
lished by Jarrold's, whose "Mystery of a Hansom
Cab " makes a good third.

« * * • «

We note that an esteemed contemporary declares

that public opinion demands something more of a

Laureaute nowadays than the turning out of

innocuous verses on special occasions. He must
represent, as Wordsworth and Tennyson represented,

the high-water mark of the poetry of his age. True,
O King ; but where does public opinion suggest that

we should find such a one? The Globe strongly

backs Mr. Kipling for the vacancy, and that the author

of " Recessional " comes nearer to being a poet and
a national poet than any other living writer of verse

seems to us incontrovertible. But will he do as

Laureate ? We fancy ourselves reading a list of ques-

tions addressed to our already sufficiently harassed
Prime Minister as to whether the Rudyard had been
Kipling in his official capacity, or merely as a private

person. No ; the suggestion, interesting though it

be, is likely to remain—a suggestion. But that is no
reason why readers of EVERYMAN should not dis-

cuss it. <, » , , ,

The fact that the Pall Mall Gazette actually dares
to suggest that the Laureateship should be bestowed
upon a lady, none other, of course, than Mrs. Meynell,
reminds us that we have travelled far indeed from
the days when Robert Southey told Charlotte Bronte
that a woman had no business to have inky fingers.

In fact, whereas it used to be the fashion years ago
for women novelists to adopt a male nom de plume,
so warmly have the public cottoned to the idea of

the lady seriahst that a mere man journalist told the
writer the other day that he thought of adopting a

feminine pseudonym, some such high-sounding title as

the authors of society romances loved to confer on
their heroines years ago, as, for instance, Lady
Ermyntrude de Vere or Evangeline Strode. But has
it really come to that?

• » * » *

The question of literary pseudonyms is always
interesting. Some of the most popular writers of our
time have owed not a little to the potency of some
happy, if enigmatic, nom de plume. We remember,
for instance, Mademoiselle Ixe, not to mention
" Ouida " or Fiona MacLeod, and whose identity only
death revealed. Again, " Max O'Rell " was a happy
inspiration, and Mark Twain—but we must not em-
phasise the obvious.
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THE POSITION OF THE ENGLISH AUTHOR
BY WALTER M. GALLICHAN

I—SOCIALLY
Some years ago I was walking in the country with
an author, a younger man than myself, who an-
nounced that he was more in sympathy with the
traditions, the ideals, and the manners of the upper
class Lham with those of the middle section of the
community, including the professional " intellectuals"

who write books.
" There's one thing about authorship," he said with

conviction
;
" it is a passport into good society."

My sardonic chuckle somewhat astonished him.
" You don't think so ? " he asked.
" Certainly not. ' Society,' using the word in your

sense, does not want to know authors as authors.
' Society ' disapproves of artists of every species. You
are thinking of a few literary lions, who are some-
times on view in the drawing-rooms of the high-bom
and the wealthy. But. those lions, my dear fellow,

are rarely there because they are literary artists. Out-
side of literary circles it is no distinction tio be a fine

writer. The author who is ' received ' in English
aristocratic and landed gentry company is not often

there through his claim as an artist He is there

because he was born in one of those classes, or

because he has a seat in Parliament, or because he
is rich or socially influential. His art gives him
scarcely any prestige in ' society,' nor, indeed, amongst
the community at large. We don't Uke authors and
artists merely on account of their artistic achievements.

When we accept them it is for other reasons."

I did not convince my friend. Since that conver-

sation he has written many books and gained a recog-

nised place in his profession. Some of his works have
been lavishly praised. I do not know what efforts

he has made to penetrate the sacred portals of " good
society," but I know that he still frequents the sym-
posia of impecunious " intellectuals," and that Mayfair

knows him not.

I.

Generally speaking, the author in this country does

not yearn for recognition in the social sense. I am
not referring to socially ambitious literary tradesmen,

tainted with the snobbery of their compatriots, but to

authors who take their art seriously, and are without

any ambition greater than attaining excellence in their

work. Such writers are as aloof from " society " as

small shopkeepers. And, unlike the small shop-

keeper, they have no desire to enter it It is well, for

the upper ten, the smart set, and the sporting set will

have nothing to do with them.

The other day a man of letters, whose wife is a

highly distinguished writer, came up to me in a club

and hailed me as a prophet
" Do you remember, some time ago, when I was

going down into the country to live, telling me that

the ' good families ' would not seek our company ."

Well, you were right Nobody who was anybody
was interested in us. In the same village was a very

gifted painter. Some of the ' good families ' had
never heard of him. When someone revealed his

fame they said, ' If he is famous why does he live in a
little cottage ? '

"

This comment is pregnant. It reveals the common
British attitude towards the artistic class. If the
writers and the painter in this charming Philistine vil-

lage had possessed conventional credentials above and
beyond their acknowledged power of expressing
beautiful things, the doors of county society would
have been wide open to them.

II.

I am citing concrete instances to make good my
contention that Great Britain, of all civilised coun-
tries known to me, cares the least for letters and the
arts. Here, then, is another instance. An author,
who describes himself as "a minor novelist," called

upon me lately and said that he intended to live in

France for the future. Now, this novelist has not only
won a success of esteem among critics and brother
writers ; he has also contrived to make a fair income
by his novels. But the atmosphere of Philistine dis-

like in which he finds himself as a novelist in Eng-
land, impels him to seek a home where the level of in-

telligence is higher, and where the man who follows

an art conscientiously is valued for that alone, whether
he is patrician or vulgar, rich or poor.

It was not always so in our country. Unless I am
deceived by my reading, there was more general
esteem for the makers of art in the days of Johnson,
Reynolds, Goldsmith, and Garrick than exists to-day.

The new conditions have arisen with the decay of

cultured ancient families, the enormous increase of

illiterate plutocrats, a growing vulgarity of life and
aspiration, and a setting up of commercial standards
and valuations. The worth of things in cash is all

that counts nowadays. Commerce has enslaved, cor-

rupted, and overwhelmed us. If the artist is a man of
property he is considered successful as an author, or a
painter, or a musician. This is the absolute criterion.

The impecunious poet, or dramatist, or composer, no
matter how divine may be his faculty of expression, is

ignored socially by his compatriots. Why doesn't he
"push," "hustle," and advertise like the rest of the
throng who are making piles of money by shcu-p

methods in business .-'

III.

And there is lamentably true counsel in the gibe.

For it is well known by those who observe, that even
the true artists amongst us often remain undiscovered

on their merits alone. They must be " boosted,"

"puffed," "boomed," like a new soap or pill. The
public is too unintelligent to discover talent There
must be flamboyant " expert publicity."

Socially, the literary artist has no status. He is

almost a pariah. He finds no sympathy and no under-

standing of his aims and endeavours, except in his own
class. And his own class is extremely circumscribed

in England. Those who speak his own language are

few indeed. Often he is one of the loneliest souls in

the community. His books are read by his fellow-

writers, by professional reviewers, by publishers'
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readers on the watch for potential " sellers " for tlieir

firms, and by a scanty following of admirers who have

the sense to recognise his gifts. That is all. His

guerdon is the satisfaction yielded by sincere work.

He is wise if he realises that he will never be regarded

by his neighbours as a useful member of the com-

munity nor as a man worth knowing.

II.—FINANCIALLY
When we pass to the consideration of the position of

the serious author as a paid professional man we unfold

a dreary tale of penury. The emotional sufferings of

the artist are inevitable. They are always acuter than

the pains and sorrows of men and women of less imagi-

nation and sensibility. The artist rejoices exceedingly,

and derives raptures from things that hardly stir the

senses and emotions of his less impressionable fellow-

men. But he has to bear more than the normal heri-

tage of spiritual tribulation, and to this are often

added the cares of a sterilising poverty. An acquaint-

ance with need may be salutary, even in the case of

the most sensitive author, for experience is one of the

Muses. But a prolonged conflict with poverty is

devastating to an artist. " Indigence is the death of

the soul," wrote George Gissing.

I.

A writer constantly beset by the sordid cares of

poverty must tend to view life in grey tones.

Pecuniary anxiety is quite incompatible with that zest

for living that the artist should experience at least in

the same degree as he feels grief. The outlook for

the young author who respects his art and refuses to

prostitute his gifts, is fraught with the menace of actual

want. A first book may gain verj^ high critical

esteem and be announced as a literary success
;
yet

the writer may receive only a few pounds in royalties

for his labour of months. There are recognised

novelists whose incomes are barely a hundred

pounds a year. They earn about fifty pounds from

a novel and produce two books in twelve months. I

am not referring to unpopular inferior writers, whose
work has a meagre commercial value, but to minor

authors of distinction in the artistic sense.

I know an author who has not made more than

twenty-five pounds from the total sales of four novels.

And yet a leading daily paper, not given to senti-

mental literary appreciations, acclaimed him some
time ago as a novelist of the first rank.

The author who aims at creating literature, instead

of turning out literary shoddy, is, financially speaking,

often the worst paid man in the community.

n.
Whatever authors may think of their treatment at

the hands of publishers, it is a fact that publishers

often make the barest profit from a book that has

aroused the enthusiasm of critics ; and in some in-

stances such volumes show a loss. Testifying from

twenty-five years' experience as an author, and from

the evidence that I have gained as a literary agent, I

can only compare the lot of many conscientious and
able- writers with that of the sweated worker in the

meanest of industries.

Readers are singularly ill-informed as to ,the

raonetar}' position of accredited authors. Even well-

known writers who have won a position, frequently

receive not more than tliree hundred pounds for a

book that has absorbed their chief energy during six

or eight months of toil ; while many brilliant literary

men consider themselves fortunate if they make half

that sum. There can be no comparison between

these rewards and those of any other professional man
of equal ability. It is a fact that many books of

merit do not yield one penny piece to the authors.

It is also true that much of the finest work is never

published at all.

III.

I shall be asked, " What is the cause ?
" and, " What

is the remedy .' " The principal cause why mamy
excellent authors never escape from Grub Street is

that the average Englishman rarely reads books.

Unless he can borrow books he does not read any-

thing but newspapers. A rich man will give splendid

hospitality to his friend, an author, and spend the

price of a set of his books on wines and cigars ; but

he rarely buys a single copy of his friend's works.

Most people, if they buy a book at all, grudge the

expense ruefully, and resolve to be more careful

another time. Books are regarded as sheer lu.xuries

by people who expend hundreds of pounds yearly on
their wine-cellars.

I have no ready method for inducing my com-
patriots to acquire a passion for reading worthy

books. That is the perennial problem for authors,

publishers, and booksellers. I have some theories,

that is all.

The hard case of the author is often ascribed to

the rapacity of the publisher. Undoubtedly there

have been, and still are, publishers who drive grinding

bargains with inexperienced writers, but their number

is dwindling. The average publisher is a keen busi-

ness man, " out " to do the best that he can for him-

self. He is not invariably a shameless exploiter of

unwary geniuses. Publishers certainly take risks with

untried and young writers, and sometimes they have

reason to regret buying the " literary book " tha*:

adorns their list with extracts from adulatory reviews.

If a writer sets out to develop his aptitude and give

only of his best powers, he must either be prepared to

face need for some years at least, or find a wealthy

man who will subsidise him till he has a secure posi-

tion. I am writing seriously. Why should not a rich

man derive as much pleasure and excitement from

running a young author of real promise as from nm-
nlng a racehorse .' The matter could be put on a

business basis. Let the speculator claim a per-

centage of the author's income as soon as he is fairly

established as a " seller " at libraries.

In this article I have dealt only with writers of

genuine aesthetic merit and high endeavour. It is

these who have harrowing tales to recount, and not

the purveyors of popular serial tales and meretricious

volumes of fiction that sell in tens of thousands.

FROM BALZAC.

Writers, ofTicIals, the Church from its pulpits, the

Press in its columns -all to whom chance has given

any kind of influence over the masses—ought to pro-

claim it again and again : "Hoarding is a social crime."
—The Member for Arcis.

We must not expect that dilTerent natures should

resemble each other in the expression of their feelings,

any more than we look for the same fruits from different

trees.

—

S^atrix,
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SHADOW-GOBLINS* > ^ > By A. C. Mason
Peterkin stole away from the great lawn where all

the guests were enjoying themselves. He did not like

gentlemen to pick him up and ladies to lift him on
their knees. It was very kind of them, but, deep in

his childish brain, he objected, and longed to leave
everything for his own friends and playmates, the
flowers and the birds. He was a strange little boy, and
loved to wander in remote parts of the grounds where
everything was wild. He went there now, towards the
big pond with the fish in it, and the fir-trees round the
banks. Here he would often sit for hours, watching,
when the sky was cloudy, the shadow-goblins race over
the water, hurrying after something they could never
catch. His nurse, when she found out where he went,
had frightened him with stories of the shadow-goblins,
how they pinched little boys and sometimes smothered
them. She hoped by these means to make him afraid

of the pond ; but instead of fearing it, he grew to love
it more than ever, although on very gloomy days, when
the water looked black and the shadow-goblins loitered

on the surface, he felt that he would like to run as fast

as he could indoors again and tell his mother every-
thing. But he never did so. His mother was too
clever and always too busy to have his small con-
fidences. Therefore the shadow-goblins remained his

secret, to be watched at furtive intervals and be
observed in silence save for the questions of the breeze
and the songs of birds.

On his way to the pond, a butterfly asked him to

follow, and away he ran after it. The butterfly settled

on a rose, to refresh itself, and he watched it.

His eyes were very wide as the butterfly drank, wings
a-quiver, for he was thinking about the story of the
angel who was very, very tired and could find nowhere
to sleep. At last the angel saw a rose, which alone
of all the flowers offered her shelter. She slept, and
awakening, wondered how she could repay the rose's

kindness.

But here Peterkin could not remember what
happened. He still watched the butterfly, and
wondered if butterflies and angels were much alike

;

he could easily imagine the butterfly asleep beneath
the petals of a rose. Then, as he looked, the butterfly

flattened its wings and fluttered away, alighting on a
beautiful pale rose-bud a little further on. Peterkin
followed, and all at once he knew that butterflies and
angels were each other, for this rose was a moss-rose,

and he now remembered the end of the tale. Grateful
for the shelter so sweetly offered, the angel gave the
rose a coat of moss, so that this kindest and most
gracious of all roses should be distinguished from the

others.

Peterkin was so excited after remembering this

legend, that he looked under several moss-roses
very carefully, hoping to find an angel sleeping. He
was disappointed, but felt happier when he remem-
bered it was still daylight, and angels would not be
sleepy yet. He would wait until it was nearer their

bedtime. Soon after this, the butterfly fluttered away
again, and lost itself in a bed of pansies.

Peterkin missed the butterfly, but forgot to look for

it. There were so many other beautiful things in that

wild garden, so much to interest him. The bees ! they
were having a splendid game, hurrying in and out of

the flowers, gathering honey with which to feed their

queen. It was kind of them to work so hard for her,

* The author dedicates this story to all those parents and
ethers who try to control and guide children by frightening
Ihem.

but he hoped that soon they would have stored enough
food, and could then build her a nicer palace than the
funny straw one at the other end of the garden. He
knew the bees, and the bees knew liim. One settled
on his hand and walked about, then flew off to a lily

and went inside, right up to the top of it. Peterkin
tip-toed very softly to the hly, and drew it down
until he could peep in and watch the bee crawling
round and round. It was all very Tjeautiful, and he
wondered if God lived on honey and the angels
brought it to Him.
Soon he returned to the roses, because he loved

them best. Touching one, so that he could smell its

fragrance, a drop of dew rolled out from amidst the
blend of petals. At once Peterkin was sympathetic.
He knew the rose was crying, and he knew the cause

:

it was because it had not offered to let the angel sleep
beneath its leaves, and it had been sorrowful ever
since. He understood perfectly, for, sometimes, when
he forgot to be polite or felt cross or tired, he was
miserable himself and cried.

A thrush began to sing its prayers somewhere in

the trees overhead. Looking up, at last he saw it,

perched on the topmost branch. Too happy to move,
he waited for the answering prayer. And presently
he heard its full, glorious notes throbbing through the
air from a distance. He listened for a long time, until,

suddenly, as it had started, the thrush above him
ceased to pray. Then the bird went to bed, and
Peterkin knew that the angels must be going to bed
as well. Very quietly he moved back to the moss-
roses, and peeped under their leaves. He sought
one after the other, hoping for his desire, longing to

talk with an angel about Heaven. But he grew tired,

and was very disappointed, for he could not find any.

Still he persevered, until at length it became more
difficult for him to see: the shade beneath the roses

was denser, and he knew that even were an angel
nestling there, it would be hard to find her.

It was cold. Standing up, Peterkin looked round
him, and felt lonely. Dusk was near, and all at once
he spied the shadow-goblins creeping over the
ground. He had never seen them so large, never
before seen them so terrifying, and he was frightened.

The garden was still ; the song of birds had died with
the throstle's hymn, and everything was hushed. He
was very frightened, and ran as fast as he could to

get away from those wicked shadow-goblins, who
pinched little boys and sometimes smothered them.
Without knowing it he ran towards the pool, stopping

breathless when he saw the water. Although there

were no ripples, although it looked so dark, yet he
was not afraid of it. He only feared the shadow-
goblins.

He loved the lake, and knew it would protect

him ; the lake was his friend. At the edge he
knelt down, looking for the silver fish ; but instead of

the fisli, he saw another little boy looking up at him,

as if asking him to go and play. He was glad to see

him, and wanted to join him very much, because he
was frightened and lonely. For a moment he hesi-

tated, but one glance round determined him. Very
near, almost within reach, a shadow-goblm crept

—

silently, stealthily, filling him with dread. He paused
no longer, but, looking down into the water, held out

his hands to the little boy he still saw there.

Later, rain-drops fell from the fringe of a passing

cloud, mingling witli the waters of tlie pool—angels'

tears indeed.
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"THE CONTINENTAL SUNDAY"
REV. JAMES ADDERLEY

BY

iThis is a plea for the dispassionate consideration of

the Continental Sunday. I think we must confess

that, with all our enthusiasm for the British Sunday
cind our contempt for that of our neighbours', we have
not succeeded in doing anything very much better

than they in securing one day's rest in seven. And,
first, of our own Sunday. Is it not time that we more
frankly allowed that the old-fashioned Sabbatarian
argument will not hold water .' Can these statements

be denied ? (i) That, historically speaking, the Chris-

tian Sunday is not the same thing as the Jewish
Sabbath

; (2) that our Lord's attitude towards the

Sabbath was revolutionary, in the sense that He went
against the religious view of His day, which is the

view that modern Sabbatarians want to rehabilitate

and fasten on to the Christian Sunday ; (3) that St.

Paul knew nothing of a Christian Sabbath on the first

day of the week
; (4) that the " first day of the week "

was a day of joy and worship, and had no connection
with the Sabbath

; (5) that even when Constantine,

in the fourth century, combined the Mithra Festival

and the Christian Lord's Day and decreed a holiday,

he did not forbid some work, and therefore was not
reconstituting the Sabbath; (6) that the first

Reformers were opposed to making Sunday a
Sabbath, as savouring of Judaism.

I.

If all this is allowed, we are enabled to start afresh
in modern times to make our Sunday useful and
health-giving. We can take what we like in the
Sabbatarian idea and leave what we do not like, with-
out any sense of disobedience to Divine law. We can
get at the spirit without being at pains to attain uni-

formity in the letter. Catholics can insist on their

Mass, Protestants on something else, while Secularists

and all can agree in securing a seventh day rest. Peace
will never come so long as Christians try to force a
law which they thinic is Divine upon people who either

suspect that the law is not Divine, or reject the God
whose law it is supposed to be. We all agree that we
want a weekly rest. Why should we quarrel over the
particular day, and why should we try to coerce our
fellows in the name of religion ? We do not dream of

doing this about any other religious duty, not even
about religious duties the sanction for which is un-
doubted. Why should we choose the one religious

practice the sanction for which is extremely doubtful
and impose it on others J

I know that.it is argued that the Sabbatarian idea
of Sunday is the only bit of religion left in many cases,

and that it would be perilous to disturb it. But does
any good ever come from obscurantism? Have we
any right to deceive ignorant people and make sad
those whom the Lord has not made sad ? This we do
if we transfer the restrictions of the Hebrew Sabbath
to the Christian Sunday. Of course, it is right to be
very tender with old-established prejudices, and, as
Robertson of Brighton pointed out long ago, it would
be as wrong to ride roughshod over a Scotchman's
feelings about Sunday as it would be to do the same
over an Italian peasant's Mariolatry. But there is no
need to ride roughshod over anybody. We want
liberty and common sense. We need to learn from all

quarters in this as in everything else.

"11.
And this brings me to the Continental Sunday.

I am not going to argue for the imposition of the

French Sunday or the German Sunday upon English
people, but I do believe that we can learn from
them in some directions how to improve our own.
In the first place, we should leave off making
wholesale condemnations. We should divide the

subject of our criticism, and know exactly what
it is we are judging at one particular time. For
example, to coinpare the Sunday morning of the

Grand Prix with the same morning at St. Paul's

Cathedral is no more fair than to compare the Ober-
ammergau Passion play with the Brick Lane bird

market. If we compare the churchgoing public of

Paris with the churchgoing public of London, I think

the balance weighs in favour of the former. If we
compare the occupation of the French, German, and
Belgian townspeople between church hours with the

occupation of the Scottish people at the same time, I

should again say that the foreigners have my vote. I

once spent a Sunday in France with ordinary middle-

class and working people, and it compared very

favourably with the many Sundays I have spent under
similar circumstances in Birmingham. We all went
to Mass in the morning. In a truly Christian way, I

was offered the " Pain benit," though a Protestant.

After church, some of the men sat on a committee to

deal with sick and poor relief, while the boys went to

their club and played games. In the afternoon there

was a fete at the neighbouring town, and everybody
seemed to be thoroughly happy. No doubt many of

them went to Vespers or Benediction in the evening,

though I could not stay.

III.

Now, what happens in England under the same
conditions? In the morning probably nothing
happens, for these kind of people are in bed, if

Britons. But, granting that they get up for an
"early morning school" or Matins, is their worship
as much like what we read of in the Acts as that

of my French friends? It is more likely that

they go to an evening sen-ice only. All the rest of

the day is spent in hanging about dull and empty
streets. There are no amusements, scarcely any
music, no cafes. The only objection to these things

is the Sabbatarian objection that some Divine law
would be infringed if they were open, and this, as we
have seen, is very doubtful. Would it not be much
better for all parties if we agreed to drop the religious

argument and adopt the purely philanthropic one, that

the " Sabbath was made for man " ? Let us all com-
bine on the securing of one day's rest in seven for

ever>' worker. By this means we are much more likely

to secure liberty for the Christian to keep a good
Sunday, and, at the same time, we shall not be irritat-

ing the Secularists by trj'ing to impose upon them a
law which they see no reason for obeying. The
Secularists have surely as much right to have their

opinions respected as the Mohammedans or the Jews
under British rule. We do not interfere with these in

India or in London. This does not mean that all

Sunday restrictions are to be done avva}'. It means
that we should approach the subject as citizens first,

sympathising with the prejudices of all parties, and,

fastening on the points where we all agree, rather

than endeavouring to force our own point of view as

Christians on the masses who are not so. We must
do this quite openly and honestl)', not trying to

squeeze in a little Christianity mixed up with the,
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philanlliropy and statecraft, or trying to capture the

Secularist by pretending to believe in a seventh day

rest for liis body, wliile secretly we want to run him

into our Bethels by shutting up all other doors but

these. Above all, let us avoid that cant about
" charity " which concedes the Sunday cinematograph,

provided the proceeds are gr\ en to us. Ihis hypocrisy

comes from mixing up religion and politics. If it is

wrong to have picture shows on Sunday, it is wrong,

whatever the financial object. It is not really wrong ;

but we have not the courage to say so.

Now, if we will treat the subject as citizens, we shall

soon find the way clear to benefiting all alike, whether

Christians or not. This is the policy of our Conti-

nental brethren, and the result is most satisfactory to

all parties. They begin by recognising facts. It

would be perfectly useless to try to shut up the

restaurants or all the places of amusement on Sun-

days. They therefore devote their energies to reforms

in regard to opening other shops or factories. But

even here they are not in too much of a hurry, and

they insist on the one day a week before attempting

to make it necessarily Sunday. At the same time,

having regard to the religious people, they do secure

time for churchgoing to a very large number of people.

This is the important point : it is " churchgoing " they

want to protect, and not Sunday idleness. And here,

too, the Roman Catholic autliorities are sensible in

recognising facts. They make arrangements by

which those occupied on Sunday mornings can fulfil

their religious obligations in the week, or can have

them modified during busy seasons. Another thing

to be noticed is this. The Sunday closing laws are

no more " Sabbatarian " in Protestant countries than

in Catholic ones. In fact, there are, so far as I can

see, more restrictions in Paris than in Berlin. But in

all of these cities there is an elasticity and a common
sense that is most refreshing, and, what is best of all,

practically succeeds in securing to the hard-worked

man more rest than he gets in England. Of course,

when I say " rest " in this connection, I do not mean
" doing nothing." I take the essence of rest to consist

in " change."
IV.

Let me conclude with setting out the chief features

of Sunday law in Germany, France, and Belgium,

so that my readers can judge for themselves

whether, things boing what they are in those countries

and in ours, the " Continental Sunday," as it is at

present, does not suit the modern situation more

rationally than the British one. In France. By law

all factories and shops are closed on Sundays, but the

exemptions are many and various. Factories where it

is necessary to keep furnaces going, and where the

men work in shifts, and in some other cases are

exempted. So are all theatres, restaurants, tobacco

shops, and places where food and drink arc sold.

Some places of business are exempt from Sunday
closing on certain days, or for a certain time of the

day. But for all these (except, I think, the theatres)

one day'srfest in seven is secured for all employees.

The museums and art galleries are closed on Mon-
days. The natioiral tlicatres are able to give one day's

rest in seven, owing to the fact that they vary their

programme every night and work in shifts. It does

not seem clear that the scene-shifters and suchlike in

places of amusement, or the waiters in caf6s are uni-

formly allowed this one day's rest. But at least it

would be agreed that the French law has resulted in

the closing of an enormous number of places, and in

the one day's rest for an enormous number of persons.

A great deal of official insj>ection is nccessarj', and a

great deal of vigilance on the part of trade unions, but,

on the whole, it seems to work well, and the tendency
is to extend the law, so that in lime the anomalies and
injustices will be minimised.

V.
In GcriiiaH)'. By Imperial law—^i.e., all over the

Empire, (a) Shops. Work is forbidden on Christ-

mas Day, Easter Day. On other Sundays no
more than five hours' work is allowed, except

where there is other local State regulation. The
maximum five hours must not coincide with the

hours of Divine service. (Jb) Fa<torits, mills, etc.

Ordinary workers must- not be employed during

Sunday. Twenty-four hours must be completely free

from work. Exceptions are made for men watching
furnaces, etc., and there is further protection for

juveniles, {c) Exeviptiotis. Hotels, restaurants, rail-

ways, trams, theatres, dispensaries are exempted, but

labourers employed in these are given a free day
during the week. Local laws in some States go
further than the Imperial law, and further restrictions

are in contemplation by Imperial law, reducing the

hours from five to three in shops.

I am told that there is unquestionably very much
Ij-ss Sunday labour in Berlin than there used to be.

Of course, in this Protestant city, the theatres are open
as in Paris. In fact, whereas the opera is closed in

Paris, it is open in Berlin.

VL
In Belgium. (1) Sunday is the normal day of rest.

Six days' labour only is the rule. (This does not

apply to domestic servants, members of a family who
work for their parents, and certain trades, such as

water transit, fishing, etc.) (2) The exceptions are

many and various—e.g., urgent cases, where work
must be finished at once, eatables and perishable

goods, caretakers, etc. (3) Workmen can be employed

thirteen days in fourteen, or six and a half days in

seven in certain trades, such as hotels, tobacco, flowers,

chemists, baths, newspapers, carriages, light and water

supply, transport. The one day's rest in fourteen, or

the two half-day's, need not necessarily be on Sun-

days. The half-holiday must be before or after i p.m.,

and work on that day must not exceed five hours. The
rest-day is enforced by a strict system of fines, varying

from iO francs to 5,000 for repeated offences, involving

a very elaborate system of inspection.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF A NEW SERIES OF
COMPETITIONS

Ir is one of the objects of Everv.m.*x, expressed in the sub-title

of the paper, to get at the facts of nationa! life. NVe speak glibly

of the classes and the masses, lumping them together as if they

were abstract entities ; but we know very little o( the concrete

conditions of life of those classes and those masses. One of the

most urgent desiderata of social science is an accurate knowledge

of those conditions, with their infinite variations in time and
space, according to professions and surroundings.

With a view to furthering such knowledge, we offer a prize

of Three Guineas each for the best contribution, not exceeding

2,000 words, on any one of the six following subjects:—
1. The Civil Servant. 4. The Male Teacher.

2. The Anglican Clergyman. 5. The Compositor.

3. The Foreign Missronary. 6. The Miner.

The papers should be descriptive raUicr than conttovcrsial, and
we would recommend a division into paragraphs, with a view

to inducing orderly sequence. We would also recommend a brief

svnopsis summing up the main points dealt with. It is desirable

that the competitions be written from direct observation. The
experience of a miner will be more welcome than a contribution

by a politician who once in his life visited a coal-mine.

ICntries should be clearly written, and preferably typewritten,

should bear the number of the Competition, and should reach

the CoMrKirrioN Kditor, *Kvkrvman,"
21, Royal Terrace,

lidinburgh,

by July lit. Other subjects will be announced later on.
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"EVERYMAN"
CONTINENTAL TOURS
Instant Success of our Unique Holiday

Announcement.
A GRATIFYING RESPONSE.
We are particularly gratified at the great response

to the Unique Holiday Plans which we unfolded to our
readers last week. From all parts of the United King-
dom applications have come for the Everyman Tours
Book; indeed, the response has been so widespread that
there is the clearest indication that the Everyman
Tours fulfil a real and long-felt want.

A UNIQUE HOLIDAY.
It is because we have struck a new note in foreign

travel that we are confidently expecting large and suc-
cessful parties at the various holiday centres which
have been selected for our Tours this

summer. From the time the party
leaves London until the visitors bid
each other "good-bye," all are looked
after by a cultured and experienced
conductor, and everything possible
is done for the comfort and enjoy-
ment of each member of the party.
All that is most interesting and de-
lightful in the places visited is

shown. The whole conception and
atmosphere of the Tour is friendly,

refined and congenial—a combina-
tion which will secure for our readers
the maximum amount of pleasure which a holiday can
provide.

PICTURESQUE SCENERY AND
MEDIAEVAL CITIES.

Wherever our readers travel—whether amidst beauti-
ful mountain or river scenery, or in the fascinating edu-
cative environment of mediaeval cities—they will have
nothing but the happiest experiences, and the happiest
of memories will remain after the holiday has passed.
The rnediaeval cities of Flanders, redolent with artistic

and historic associations, alternating with the pictur-
esque valleys of the Ardennes, the quaint, old-world
towns of Holland, the ancient streets of Rouen, and the
bright, sparkling boulevards of Paris, arc some of the
places which our readers will visit. In Switzerland four
of the loveliest centres have been chosen for our Tours

—

the beautiful lakeside towns of Lucerne and Territet,
and the mountain villages of Grindelwald and Chamonix,
the one at the foot of the towering Wetterhorn and the
Other nestling beneath the mighty Mont Blanc range.

NORMANDY AND PARIS.
One of the Tours which is especially attracting our

readers is the fortnight's Tour to Rouen and Paris, the
alternation of the mediaeval city, with its magnificent
Gothic buildings and its historic associations, and
the picturesque scenery of the Seine, with the gay,

"Everyman, I will

go with thee. And be

thy guide. In thy

most need to go by

thy side."

brilliant atmosphere of Paris, being exceptionally de-
lightful and interesting.

ROUEN, THE CRADLE OF THE
ENGLISH RACE.

Here in Rouen is the beginning of English history.

The foundations of the Empire came from the ancient
capital of Normandy, and days of sight-seeing, wander-
ing along quaint, old-world streets, visiting the majestic
Cathedral, the beautifuld Gothic churches of St. Ouen
and St. Maclou, the places where William the Conqueror
died and where the gentle Maid of Orleans was cruelly

put to death, are pleasantly followed by drives and
steamer excursions in the Valley of
the Seine to such delightful spots as
Bonsecours, Caudebec (beloved of

artists), Les Andelys and the famed
Chateau Gaillard, and St. Adrien,
with its picturesque church cut into

the solid rock. _.. ,

PARIS.
And then to Paris \ Paris, the gay,

brilliant, beautiful centre of modern
civilisation ! Paris, the city of a

thousand lights, of merry laughter, of
bewildering, cosmopolitan crowds.

The week in the bright city passes all too soon—days
of sight-seeing, mornings in the busy streets, afternoons
in the Bois de Boulogne or at St. Cloud or at Ver-
sailles, evenings on the Boulevards spent in watching
the eyer-passing, laughing throng.

THE RECKONING.
The whole of this fortnight's Tour, crammed with

fresh interest and delight from beginning to end, costs,

inclusive of travelling, hotels (three meals being pro-
vided each day), all excursions, and the services of the,

conductor, the astonishingly low sum of 8^ guineas, and
another 8s. 6d. provides all gratuities and conveyance
of luggage between stations and hotels for the fortnight

BOOK NOW!
This is but one of a large and comprehensive pro-,

gramme of Tours. In inviting you to join one of the;

parties, we urge you to book at once. The parties,

will soon be filled, and, once the number is complete,
no more can he taken for that Tour.

THE " EVERYMAN" HOLIDAY BOOKLET.
We have prepared a special Illustrated Holiday Book

containing all particulars of our Tours and all prices. A
postcard brings you this choice little book, which con-
tains a fund of information and some delightful views.

Address: The Tours Dept., "EVERYMAN," Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.
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EVERYMAN'S FRENCH PAGE
MIRABEAU

II etait n6 gentilhomme, d'une fcimille antique,

refugiee et etablie en Provence, mais originaire

d'ltalie. La souche 6tait toscane. Cette famille

6tait de celles que Florence avait rejetees de son sein

dans les orages de sa liberie, et dont le Dante re-

proche en vers si &pres I'exil et la persecution a sa

patrie. Le sang de Machiavel et le g^nie remuant
des republiques italiennes se retrouvaient dans tous

les individus de cette race. Les proportions de leurs

Smes sont au-dessus de leur destin6e. Vices, pas-

sions, vertus, tout y est hors de ligne. Les femmes
y sont angeliques ou perverses, les hommes sublimes

6u depraves, la langue meme y est accentuee et gran-

diose comme les caracteres. II y a dans leurs cor-

respondances les plus familieres la coloration et la

vibration des langues heroiques de I'ltalie.

L'6ducation de Mirabeau fut rude et froide comme
la main de son p^re, qu'on appelait /'ami des kommes,
mais que son esprit inquiet et sa vanite egoiste ren-

dirent le persecuteur de sa femme et le tyran de ses

enfants. Pour toute vertu, on ne lui enseigna que
I'honneur.

Entre de bonne heure au service, il ne prit des

mceurs militaires que le gout du libertinage et du jeu.

La main de son pere I'atteignait partout, non pour le

relever, mais pour r6craser davantage sous les conse-

quences de ses fautes. Sa jeunesse se passe dans les

prisons d'Etat, ses passions s'y enveniment dans la

solitude, son genie s'y aiguise contre les fers de ses

cachots, son S.me y perd la pudeur, qui survit rarement
\ I'infamie de ces chatimente precoces.

Retire de prison, pour tenter, de I'aveu de son p^re,

un mariage difficile avec mademoiselle de Marignan,
riche heriti^re d'une des grandes maisons de Pro-
vence, il s'exerce, comme un lutteur, aux ruses et aux
audaces de la politique sur ce petit theatre d'Aix.

Astuce, seduction, bravoure, il deploie toutes les

ressources de sa nature pour reussir : il reussit ; mais
a peine est-il marie que de nouvelles persecutions le

poursuivent, et que le chateau-fort de Pontarlier se

referme sur lui.

Un amour que les " Lettres i Sophie " ont

rendu immortel lui en ouvre les portes. II enleve

madame de Monnier a son vieil epoux. Les amants
heureux quelques mois se refugient en HoUande. On
les atteint, on les separe, on les enferme, I'une au
couvent, I'autre au donjon de Vincennes. L'amour, qui,

comme le feu dans les veines de la terre, se decouvre
toujours dans quelque repli de la destinee des grands
hommes, allume en un seul et ardent foyer toutes les

passions de Mirabeau. Dans la vengeance, c'est

l'amour outrage qu'il satisfait ; dans la liberte, c'est

l'amour qu'il rejoint et qu'il delivre ; dans I'etude, c'est

encore l'amour qu'il illustre. Entre obscur dans son
cachot, il en sort ecrivain, orateur, homme d'Etat, mais
perverti, pr^t k tout, meme a se vendre, pour acheter

de la fortune et de la celebrit6. Le drame de la vie

est con^u dans sa tete ; il ne lui faut plus qu'une scene,

et le temps la lui prepare. Dans I'intervalle du peu
d'annees qui s'ecoule pour lui entre sa sortie du
donjon de Vincennes et la tribune de I'Assemblee

nationale, il entasse des travaux polemiques qui

auraient lasse tout autre homme, et qui le tiennent

seulement en haleine.

MIRABEAU
He was born a nobleman and of ancient lineage,
refugee and established in Provence, but of Italian
origin

: the progenitors were Tuscan. The family
was one of those whom Florence had cast from her
bosom in the stormy excesses of her liberty, and for
which Dante reproaches his country in such bi.ter

strains for her exiles and persecutions. The blood of
MachiavelU and the restless genius of the Italian

repubhcs were found in all the individuals of this

race. The proportions of their souls exceed their
destiny : vices, passions, virtues are all in excess. The
women are angelic or perverse, the men sublime or
depraved, and their language is as emphatic and lofty

as their aspirations. There is in their most familiar
correspondence the colour and tone of the heroic
tongues of Italy.

Mirabeau's education was as rough and frigid as
the hand of his father, who was styled the friend of
man, but whose restless spirit and selfish vanity ren-
dered him the persecutor of his wife and the tyrant of
his family. The only virtue he was taught was honoiu".

Entering the army at an early age, he acquired nothing
of military habits except a love of licentiousness and
gambling. The hand of his father was felt every-
where, not to aid him in rising, but to crush him still

lower under the consequences of his errors: his

youth was passed in State prisons ; his passions,
becoming envenomed by solitude, and his intellect

being rendered more acute by contact with the
irons of his dungeon, his mind lost that modesty
which rarely survives the infamy of such precocious
punishments.

Released from gaol, in order, with his father's con-
sent, to attempt to form a marriage, beset with diffi-

culties, with Mademoiselle de Marignan, a rich

heiress of one of the greatest families of Provence, he
gets accustomed, as a wrestler, to all the stratagems
and daring schemes of politics on the small stage of
Aix. Cunning, seduction, courage, he used every
resource of his nature to succeed, and he succeeded

;

but he was hardly married before fresh persecutions
beset him, and the stronghold of Pontarlier closed its

gates on him. A passion, which his " Lettres k
Sophie " has rendered immortal, opened its gates and
freed him. He carried off Madame de Monnier from
her aged husband. The lovers, happy for some
months, took refuge in Holland ; they were seized
there, separated and shut up, the one in a convent and
the other in the dungeon of Vincennes. Love, which,
like fire in the veins of the earth, is always detected
in some crevice of a great man's destiny, lighted up
in a single and ardent blaze all Mirabeau's passions.

In his vengeance it was outraged love that he
appeased ; in liberty, it was love which he sought and
liberated ; in study, it was love which he illustrated.

Entering his cell obscure, he quitted it a writer, an
orator, a statesman, but perverted—ripe for anything,
even to sell himself, in order to buy fortune and
celebrity. The drama of life was conceived in his

head ; he wanted but the stage, and that time was
preparing for him. During the few short years which
elapsed for him between his leaving the keep of Vin-
cennes and the tribune of the National Assembly he
employed himself with polemic labours which would
have weighed down another man, but which only
kept him active.
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
Galt's "Annals of the Parish" o» j» j» By Hector Macpherson

An Edinburgh reviewer, writing on Gait's master-

piece on its appearance, said :
" Before the novehst

of the north had conjured away our sympathies from

inexorable fathers, wilful daughters, waiting maids,

ensigns, rope ladders, and post-chaises ; ruined the

market for sentiment, shrieks, and swoons ; sent into

abeyance the whole class of Strephons and Phil-

hisses, the Lydias and Edwins, and made obsolete

even the Lovelaces and Grandisons—what chance of

escaping derision would have been the man's who
should have proposed to wcrk up into a novel such

raw and crude materials as the everyday incidents

of a remote Scottish parish ? " The reviewer goes

on to say that Gait owes allegiance to Scott, and that

the " Annals of the Parish " would not have been

written had the Waverley Novels not appeared.

That Scott provoked a reaction against the spas-

modic, sentimental, and melodramatic novel of the

eighteenth century is admitted, but it is quite a mis-

take to say that he was the founder of the realistic

school to which Gait undoubtedly belonged. So far

from Gait being an imitator of Scott, the " Annals of

the Parish " was written and offered to Constable

three years before the. appearance of the Waverley
Novels. The manuscript was rejected on the ground

that Scottish novels would not succeed.

It is not difficult to understand the decision of Con-
stable, as at that time Scottish literature was not much
in demand. A publisher of wide experience, he was
in a position to gauge the public taste in the matter

of novel-reading. The Union, beneficial to Scotland

in many ways, had a detrimental effect upon native

literature. England set the fashion. Leading
Scotsmen like Hume, Adam Smith, and Robertson,

ashamed of their native language and conscious of

the backwardness of their country in all that per-

tained to culture, shook themselves free of the least

suspicion of provincialism. To be citizens of the

great world of letters was of greater value than to be
patriotic Scots. In the eyes of Hume the common
people were the " vulgar "

: their sayings and doings

were of no account to the cultured cosmopolitans who
from Edinburgh dominated literary Scotland. As
Lord Rosebery has remarked, " from the time of the

Union of the Crowns, and still more from the legis-

lative Union, Scotland had lapsed into obscurity. She
had, indeed, her Robertsons and her Humes writing

history to general admiration, but no trace of Scottish

authorship was discernible in their works ; indeed,

every flavour of national idiom was carefully ex-

cluded." The revival of the national spirit in litera-

ture we owe to Burns and Scott, the one in poetry, the

other in fiction. After the appearance of the

Waverley Novels no publisher could say that tales

dealing with Scottish life could not succeed. The
change in the pubHc taste justified Gait in publishing

the " Annals of the Parish," which has long since

taken its place as a Scottish classic.

Gait owed nothing to Scott. True, Scott, like Gait,

is very much at home in dealing with Scottish humble
life, but the dominant note of the Waverley Novels
is Rofnanticism. The realistic touches are subor-

dinated to the general design, which is national, not

provincial, historic, not domestic. Master of what he
himself calls the " bow-wow " style, Scott had no taste

for the microscopic methods of Gait. In dealing with

the commonplace side of life, another novelist, Susan
Ferrier, had achieved a reputation for character

drawing, but her sphere of observation and treatment
was conlined to the higher middle classes, especially

the vulgar section. With great satirical power and
fine command of humour and insight she has left pic-

tures of Scottish middle-class society in the early nine-

teenth century life-like in their reahsm.

Gait struck quite another and distinctive note in

Scottish fiction. In his autobiographical sketch he
outlines the ideas which were in his mind when he
began the " Annals of the Parish." He says :

" When
very young I wished to write a book that would be for

Scotland what the " Vicar of Wakefield " is for Eng-
land, and early began to observe and to conjecture in

what respects the minister of a rural parish differed

from the general inhabitants of the country." As an
artistic creation Mr. Micah Balwhiddcr may well be
placed alongside of Dr. Primrose. Apart from Gait's

;,
success in his portrait of the parish minister, he de-
serves commendation for his courage in giving a life-

like delineation of an evangelistic pastor. In his time,

when Moderatism was in fashion, it was considered
the correct thing to caricature the evangelical type of

clergymen. There is no plot in the novel
;
yet so

delightfully drawn is the character of the worthy
divine, with his quaint simplicity, his simple piety, his

innocent self-importance and kindhness of heart, that

he endears himself to the reader, whose interest in his

fifty years of faithful service is maintained to the end.

Lord Jeffrey, in his review of the " Annals of the
Parish," notes a feature of the book which greatly
explains its fascination—what has been aptly called

the " juxtaposition of the pathetic and the humorous,
the tragic and the commonplace, which we meet with
frequently in the world." As Jeffrey puts it,

" The
natural and tranquil manner in which he (Mr. Bal-
whidder) puts down great things by the side of little,

and considers as exactly on the same level the burst-
ing of the parish mill-dam and the commencement
of the American troubles—the victory of Admiral
Rodney and the donation of ;^50 to the kirk session-
illustrates in a very pleasing way that law of intellec-

tual as well as of physical optics by which small things
at hand appear uniformly greater than larger ones at

a distance."

The charm of the " Annals of the Parish " lies in

the inimitable way in which Gait has blended the
delineation of Mr. Balwhidder's pathos, humour, and
simplicity. As illustrative of this take the picture of
a parish rake who had been over a love affair,

and who, after long service in the army, was
found in Chelsea Hospital :

" And who should this old
man be but the very identical Rab Rickerton that was
act and part in Meg Clark's disowned bairn, but had
turned out a good soldier, and so in his old days was
indoor pensioner and very comfortable ; and he said
that he had spent his youth in the devil's service and
his manhood in the king's, but his old age was given
to that of his Maker, which I was blythe and thank-
ful to hear, and he inquired about many a one in the
parish, the blooming and the green of his time, but
they were all dead and buried ; and he had a contrite

and penitent spirit, and read his Bible every day,
delighting most in the Book of Joshua, the Chronicles,

and the Kings."
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As a master of patlios, Gait is seen to advantage

in his description of Mrs. Malcolm, the widow of a

Clyde shipmaster, who was lost at sea :
" She was a

genty body, calm and methodical. From morning to

night she sat at her wheel, spinning the finest lint,

which suited well with her pale hands. She never

changed her widow's weeds, and she was aye as if she

had just been ta'en out of a bandbox. The tear was
often in her e'e when the bairns were at school ; but

when they came home her spirit was lighted up with

gladness, although, poor woman, she had many a time

very little to give them."

Apart from its fictional interest, the novel has great

value as mirroring the social and economic conditions

of the time. It pictures life in the reign of George the

Third, when Scotland was in transition from the purely

rural to the manufacturing and commercial stage. Into

the quaint rural parish came the disturbing and dis-

tracting influences of new methods and new ideals

;

and the charm of the novel largely consists in tracing

the effects of the new regime upon the minds of the

simple-minded pastor and parishioners. The curious

thing is that Gait never meant his book to be received

as a novel. He meant it to be, as he himself says, " a

kind of treatise on the history of society in the West
of Scotland during the reign of George the Third,"

but he goes on to remark that "the public consider

it as a novel, and it is of no use to think of altering

the impression with which it has been received." A
treatise on social conditions it certainly is, so minute
and accurate that, as has been well said, it might
almost be printed as an appendix to the old Statistical

account of the parishes of Scotland drawn up by the

ministers ; but the marvellous way in which Gait has

subordinated dry economic details to the human
element makes his novel a study in psychology as well

as sociology. The rise of industrialism, with its in-

fluences upon the habits of the people, is described

with masterly touches, and while revealing the sordid

side of village life indulges in none of the forbidding

details of the pessimistic school. Sir George Douglas
describes Gait as the forerunner of the realistic move-
ment in Scottish fiction, and rightly remarks that " The
Provost " and " The Annals " might almost belong to

the age of Tourguenieff and Mr. Henry James. Be-
tween them, Scott and Gait have given Scottish life

and character a lasting place in fiction. What the one
did for the Highlands, the other did for the Lowlands.
Gait is the novelist of the commercial, professional, and
industrial classes, while Scott represents the feudal

class, with its peasantry racy of the soil.

It is remarkable that Gait has had no successor.

Certainly the time is ripe for the appearance of a

candidate for his mantle. We are in the midst of the

industrial revolution, the beginning of which in Gait's

day had a marked effect upon Scottish village life.

Never was there ampler material for a successful Scot-

tish novel on the lines of the " Annals of the Parish."

As I have said in my " Intellectual Development of

Scotland " :
" The complexity of modern life, the

feverish struggle for existence and success, the thirst

for pleasure, the disintegration of religious beliefs, the

smug respectability of the middle classes, the Sociahs-

tic aspirations of the working classes, the awful con-

trast between riches and poverty—these things which
characterise the Scotland of to-day afford ample scope
for a Scottish novelist who has the courage, not to

pander to the sentimental side of his countrymen, but
to paint a true picture of the time." The hour awaits

the novelist who, after the style of Gait, will epitomise

the social and industrial history of the Scotland of

to-day as revealed in the beliefs, hopes, and fears of

the common people.

QUEEN ALEXANDRA'S CRIPPLES
TO THE RICH

A Plea for more Country Homes like that founded 6j>

Sir William Trcloar at Alton

Children dear, who run and play,

(Ah, we watch !) for us the way
Seems so long ; will you to-day

Think perhaps of how we too

Should so love to race like you?
Can our dream at last come true—
Country home, all peace within it.

Sweet flowers round it, birds about it,

JAll for us ?—Oh, who'll begin it ?

—

Is it true?—Or must we stay

Here, where streets are close and grey,

Shut in London town, without it ?

Even the great Lord Mayor can't quite

Build it all ; or, if he might,

Thinks perhaps 'twould not be rightj

Since we're all kin, here on earth,

Not to let you, born for mirth.

Share the claim, that's yours from birth

Of your sisters and your brothers.

Oft we wish, who have no money.
Each of us could help the others

;

But our pain seems all we're worth

—

Pain and hunger, dust and dearth

—

Life is not all bread and honey!

You have your own tasks to do?

—

You are sometimes hurt ?—We knew
That before ; but if we grew
Straight and strong, we shouldn't mind
Half so much when life's unkind.

We are crippled, left behind.

In the life you share together.

Trees of apples, birds that eat them,
Bees that buzz among the heather.

Streams that thro' the meadows wind

—

These in books alone we find

:

In the country you may meet them!

We are glad that you have seen

Lakes of blue and meadows green,

Where the daisies laugh between ;

But, if you are kind to-day,

Folk who cannot walk, yet may
Lie among the wild flowers gay.

Watch the streamlet kiss the flowers.

Where to silver thread it narrows,

Rest in honeysuckle bowers

—

Children dear, oh, can it mean
You'll obey God's thought, that's been
Mindful of the fallen sparrows?

He who counts poor feathered things,

Hurt and lamed in legs or wings.

That the tempest earthward flings,

—

He who took the whole Vvorld's pain

Deep into His heart again.

Bears it still, and not in vain

—

He perhaps in tenderest fashion

To your loving hearts hath spoken
With that voice of His compassion,
" More than many sparrows, please.

Count these crippled children, these

Birds whose joy-wings are not broken !

"

r—Annie Matheson.
'
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CORRESPONDENCE
NoTicu TO ConRESPOviDENrs.—Owing to the lartio nimibcr

tif letters rcceivi'il it is necessary /or correspotulents to write
briefly ff titcir letters are to appear.

RICHARD WAGNER THE MAN.
To the Editor of Evervmax.

Sir,—In the course of an article on Richard Wagner
in your issue of May 23rd, Air. Cuthbert Haddcn
writes :

" There is no denying that Wagner the man,
as distinct from Wagner the composer, was neither a
very estimable nor a very lovable personality. His
relations with women were not beyond reproach "

;

which has much the same spirit of meanness about it

that was intended by the critics and caricaturists of

the middle of last century mentioned by Mr. Hadden
in the first part of the article.

It is remarkable that with such books as Glasenapps'
" Life " and the " Richard Wagner—Mathilda Wescn-
donck " correspondence before the public, writers still

insist on Wagner's immorality ; which is, in short, what
Mr. Hadden does.

The Wesendonck letters alone, once and for all

time, show the world with unmistakable clearness
Wagner the man. Ashton Ellis, who translated the
letters some eight years ago, very beautifully and
sympathetically, in the introductory, speaking of Frau
Wesendonck, says :

" No one admitted to the honour
of Frau Wesendonck's society during the last twenty
years of her life—and here I speak from personal
experience, however slight—could for a moment be-
lieve her to have ever been the heroine of what the
baser sort imply when they speak of a ' Tristan and
Isolde romance.'

"

" This placid, sweet Madonna, the perfect emblem
of a pearl, not opal, her eyes still dreaming of Nir-
vana—no! emphatically no! she could not have been
swayed by carnal passion. And tiiese letters, in bulk
and in detail, most flatly contradict that implication

;

Ijay, more—they prove the justice of my old con-
tention, not mine alone, that the second act of Wagner's
drama excludes all possibility of his Tristan,

his Isolde, being victims to a coarse desire. In these
letters all is pure and spiritual, a Dante and a Beatrice :

so initst it have been in their intercourse. For my
own impression of their recipient—^whom I first met in

the sad year at Bayreuth, when the master was no
more—it was that of the silver moon reflecting a sun
that has set long since. Not a word ever fell from her
hps of such a love as is revealed here ; but every accent
of her voice, the gathering moisture in her eye, spelt

worship, and from her it was I earliest learnt a truth
which added years have simply verified: that in

Richard Wagner we have more than a great—a pro-
foundly good man."
May I further trespass on your space with a very

few words from this wonderful woman herself.' In
a letter to Ashton Ellis, she writes: "The tie that
bound him to Mathildc Wesendonck, whom he then
called his ' Muse,' was of so high, pure, noble, and
ideal a nature that, alas! it will only be valued by
those that in their own noble chc.s/s find the same
elevation and selfishness of mind."— I am, sir, etc.,

Leonard Spalding.
London, S.W., May 27th, 19 13.

OSCAR WILDE—A REMONSTRANCE.
To the Editor oj Everv.man.

Sir,—Pray grant me leave to enter a caveat against
a statement made by the writer of your " Literary
Notes " in EVERYMAN of :May 23rd last, for the benefit
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of those of your readers who are, as yet, unfamiliar
with the work of the late Oscar Wilde. Your reviewer
therein declares that both Wilde and Walter Pater (not
to mention R. L. Stevenson) " wrote EngUsh as if it

were a dead language," and that their craftsmanship
produced nothing but a " dead loveliness." Does he
really mean this?

Leaving Pater's "Renaissance" Essays to take
care of themselves, surely no modern prose-writer

of genius ever wrote more vivid, bracing, and Uving
English than did the brilliant but ill-starred " lord of
language," who was Sebastian Melmoth. From
" Ravenna " to the famous " Badlad," every line Wilde
wrote was, at any rate, intensely " alive " and stimu-

lating. A " lifeless " author could never have achieved
the extraordinary success which Wilde's work has
achieved, and more than ever enjoys at this moment,
all over the Continent of Europe. In Germany, France,

and Russia this is particularly so. The fact that his

temporary brain-storms made him a pariah is " nothing
against his prose," and if your reviewer will but turn

once more to the essay on " The Decay of Lying,"

or " The Happy Prince " and other fairy tales, to
" The Soul of Man," or " The Importance of .Being
Earnest," he will surely make the amende honor-

able to the literary genius of one whose work, after

a twenty years' test, can no longer be claimed a

succes de scandale, and whose prose is being proved
not so much " dead " as undying.—I am, sir, etc.,

R. N. Green-Armytage.
Weston-super-Mare, May 28th, 191 3.

OK

IRISH PROTESTANTS AND HOME RULE.
To the Editor of Evervm.\n.

Sir,—Your contributor, Mr. J. M. Hone, in his

article on "Irish Protestants and Home Rule," says

it is a " fact that the ' aristocracy ' of Irish Protes-

tantism is Nationahst, at least outside of Trinity

College." Again, " Were Trinity College Nationalist,

one might say that all the intellect of Protestant Ire-

land was for Home Rule."

I am afraid these statements are made for English^

consumption, for every Irishman, down to the pauper

in the workhouse, knows that nine out of every ten

educated Irishmen are Unionists. The whole force

and basis of Home Rule rests on the ignorant and
uneducated voters. I may explain here that by
" educated " I mean those who are in the habit of

reading and thinking for themselves, and by " unedu-

cated " those who are not. Messrs. Gwynn, Shaw,
Moore, Yeats, etc., are not forces in the matter at all.

We, the Unionists, look on them as clever cranks, and
they are merely tools in the hands of the real

Nationalists. Home Rule was but the pious aspira-

tion of a few enthusiasts till it was married to the

land question by Davitt, much against Pamell's

desire. When the farmer, the real source of power,

through the ballot-box, found tiiat his rent was re-

duced and that Home Rule promised him a further

and greater reduction, he became an enthusiastic

Home Ruler. Ireland returned eighty Home Rulers,

and is now within measurable distance of Home
Rule, This is the real genesis of Home Rule, and
every practical man in Ireland knows it. To put the

matter in another way. If the uneducated voters

were struck off the registers, in all Ireland, from Cork
to Antrim, not one single Nationalist member would
have a chance of re-election. Mr. Hone thinks that

Trinity College is the enemy, but I assert that, if

"Trinity" was also struck off the registers, there

would still remain an enormous majority for the

Union. I am sorry that I cannot sign my real name.
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as, in the event of Home Rule, it might expose me to

unpleasant consequences. I have already suffered

for my opinions.—I am, sir, etc.,

An Irish Reader of " Everyman."

To the Editor oj Evervm.w.

.Sir,—Mr. Hone's article on Irish Protestants con-

tains some statements calculated to stagger humanity,

or at least Irish opinion.

(i) That the aristocracy of Irish Protestantism is

Nationalist, at least outside Trinity College.

(2) Were Trinity College Nationalist, one might
say all the intellect of Protestant Ireland was for

Home Rule.

(3) Bernard Shaw and W. B. Yeats are the two
Irishmen most widely known outside these countries.

As a non-Catholic Home Ruler I, and many
commonplace persons like myself, might be pleased

to think, on Mr. Hone's authority, that we belong to

the aristocracy of Irish Protestantism, or, that if we
had Trinity College (where there are many differ-

ences of opmion among fellows and students) that we
should constitute the intellect of Protestant Ireland.

Bernard Shaw and \V. B. Yeats the most widely
known Irishmen outside these countries ! Possibly in

the literary, dramatic, and artistic worlds—a small

and select fraction of the masses vitally interested in

social and pohtical movements ; but I, for one, and
many others who have taken a lifelong interest in

Irish politics, don't know whether they are Home
Rulers or not. I hope they are.

Now that Home Rule is in the ascendant there are
many Home Rulers who were never heard of as such
before, and there has always bfeen a class who call

themselves Home Rulers, but whose Home Rule con-
sists in criticising and carping at tlie only party who
have done and are doing efficient political spadcwork,
in belitthng the v/orkers, damning them with faint

praise, and voting we know not how.
Is it not a fallacy to judge the merits or demerits of

political and social reforms by claiming that intellect

and education are on this or that side? Common
sense is not the exclusive possession of the so-called
educated classes, and on such vital questions as
Tariff Reform there is no unanimity among those
who have had a university education. I live in a dis-

trict where the Catholic population is to the Protes-
tant as 5 to 2. Measured by house value, exclusive
of labourers' houses, the wealth of the Protestants is

five times that of the Catholics. The Protestants and
a very few Catholics are anti-Home Rulers. Their
politics are not a question of religion, but of economic
and social circumstances.
The well-to-do have all they want—good houses,

ample or sufficient incomes. The poorer class want
better wages, better houses, better schools, libraries,
baths, wash-houses, open spaces, and all the advan-
tages that it is in the power of local authorities to give
them, and they want them at the expense of the richer
:]ass, if possible.

Froude, describing one of his hosts, said " he was a
Tory of the Tories, a man with whom the destinies
had dealt kindly, in whose eyes, therefore, all exist-
mg arrangements were as they should be, and those
who wished to meddle with them were enemies of the
human' race."

So it is here, largely through Ireland, and England
also.

Those who have all they want think the world goes
very wen._ They want no change for themselves, and
Dften don't know enough of their poorer neighbours'
circumstances to understand why they should
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Mr. Heinemann's New Books

THE MEN AROUND THE
KA.ISER. By FREDKRIC W. WILE
(Correspontlent of " Daily Mail" in Berlin). With
Ponraits. 6s. net.

"This book will enable its readers to acquire a glimpse of

most things tliat are believed, hoped, aimed at, or being done
in modern Germany."

—

Daily Telegraph,

By ANGELARUE AND ROSES.
LANGER. Introduction by W. L. COURTNEY.
5s. net.

" A story that has been felt all through, and the result is

that its simple chromcle is deeply and lastingly impressive."—Daily Telegraph,

MADAME ROYALE. a Biography
of the Duchesse d'Angouleme. By ERNEST
D.\UDET. lOs. net.

DAUBER. By JOHN MASEFIELD (Author

of "The Everlasting Mercy "). 3s. 6d. net.
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LATEST 68. NOVELS.
N.B.—Mr. Heinemann announces " THE SIXTY-
FIRST SECOND," a Detective Story by OWEN

JOHNSON.

THE 61st SECOND . '. Owen Johnson

JAMES HURD - • - R,0, Prou-se

THE KINGDOM - - . HaroU E, Goad

LU OF THE RANGES Eleanor Mordannt

VIRGINIA • • - - . Ellen Glasgow

GOSLINGS- .... J.D,Beresfoyd
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LATEST 28. net NOVELS.

New Editions of three Popuhir Novel* by
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The Novels of E. F. BENSON.
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Also Novels by Robert Hichens, Duncan Schwann,
Eleanor Mordaunt, etc.

Ser.i for List of Cheaper Novels.

WILLIAM HEINEMANN, 21, Bedford Slreet, LONDON, W.C.

The equalisation of incomes by the shifting of

taxation will be quite as burning a question and as

popular a policy in Ireland as in England. Neither
religious opinions, nor a university education, nor
special intellectual attainments are required to decide
such questions, nor will they be asked for.—I am. sir,

^^*T^ , T ,, ^1 An Irishman.
Dublin, May 25th, 19 13.

A DUTCH PROTEST.
To the 'Editor o] Everym.w.

Sir,—I have been a regular reader of EVERYMAN
since it was first published. I was not a little sur-

prised and shocked to read " The Protestant Protest

on the Romanist Bias of EVERYMAN," by your cor-

respondent, Mr. F. Docker. I have always admired
the fair and impartial way in which EVERYMAN has
opened its columns to so many eminent authors and
thinkers. I, for one, should be heartily sorry it

Everyman were going to follow the advice of Mr.

F. Docker, especially as there are in Holland besides

myself many readers who like to remain " au

courant " of contemporary English literature by
means of a high-class English periodical, unbiased

by party spirit or bigotry.—I am, sir, etc.,

Maastricht (Holland). MAURICE EndepoLS.

SOME THOUGHTS ON THE SUFFRAGE
QUESTION.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I have lived my youth in the country and my
early manhood in the town, in a busy commercial and
industrial centre and in the university. In all my
experiences the women's movement towards the vote

is based on the activities of three types of woman. I

say " type "—there are individual exceptions ! In

the first place, there is the militant ; in the second
place, there is the university woman, who revels in

academic discussion ; and, in the last place, there is

the high society woman who has nothing to do. Your
correspondent rather wildly prophesies, " Let our

statesmen beware lest .... they instigate a sex-war."

In the event of these words being realised, these three

types will strike, for it will be a long time ere the

leaders of the movement can break up the millions-

aye, the millions of happy families—who care nothing

about the vote. You must be lords of life and limb

before you can ruthlessly break up families, for that,

I presume, would be the sordid aim of a sex-war.

The loss of these three types would be a blessing to

men and women, and the sooner they volunteer and
go to the front and see the ruthless impossibility of

this ridiculous threat, the better.

The woman who can breed men can fight. But she

will never join in a sex-war. The woman of the

countryside, having bred our best men in business

and politics and in all the various aspects of our life,

will not be there. The wife of the miner, of the mill-

hand, and of the sailor will not be there, and witliout

these a sex-war would be ridiculous. Statesmanship

is quite as discerning as it ever was, and that is a

blessing.—I am, sir, etc., D x. JONES.

Cardiganshire, May 26th, 1913.

To the Editor of Evervm.w.

Sir,—Mr. (or is it Miss ?) Shillito gives a reader the

impression that all worth considering is the suffrage

question as it is interpreted by the " small band of

women willing to sacrifice even life itself to gain the

vote." He (assuming it is Mr. Shillito) overrates
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enormously the importance to the community of those
women who vainly imagine that Englishmen, as a
whole, are likely to be influenced by mysterious antics.

The suffrage question, as it is understood by myself
and thousands of others, is not at present one of sex
at all. For more years than one likes to think a battle

has been going on to educate people's minds against
a deeply rooted superstition, viz., that property, per
se, gives its possessor a greater right to legislate than
that of a fellow-citizen, possibly more intelligent,

whose property is intangible. That battle has gone
on and is going on, and universal manhood suffrage
without property and residential qualification is still

a long way off. When this anomaly has been recti-

fied it will be quite time enough to raise the sex ques-
tion of voting. The importing of this bone of con-
tention has had the effect (as was probably intended)
of drawing off people's minds from the issue as to

whether humanity or property was to be first con-
sidered in legislative action. Hence, apart from any
other reason, it is well that our present Parliament
have shelved this premature, much-advertised, much-
overrated measure.

I have had the privilege of being associated in its

early days with a great movement for the protection of
women and g;irls, and in that connection met many
devoted, public-spirited women, whose very presence
seemed to lift to a higher plane the thoughts and
deeds of those amongst whom they worked. Among
many, many of these women, whom I have known to

work devotedly and unobtrusively for their own sex
and for humanity at large, I cannot recollect one who
ever expressed a desire for tub-thumping and atti-

tudinising in public halls or police courts. But the
good work done by these women and their example is

far beyond what the so-called minds of many " mili-

tants " are capable of imagining. With a fairly open
mind seeking enlightenment, I went in the autumn to
a " militants' " meeting, addressed by Mrs. Brailsford
and Miss Annie Kenney. Of eloquence there was
plenty, and real oratory a good deal, but of logical

argument, reason, historical accuracy not a jot, and I

came away feeling that the good sense of the millions

of women in England would cause this fungus growth
to wither away even as mushrooms die off after a
forced growth. One word more. Mr. (or Miss)
Shillito gives a mock heroic warning to our statesmen
lest they instigate that greatest of all evils, a sex-war.
Let Mr. (or Miss) Shillito look to it that this militancy
(sic), which has already done so much to weaken the
chivalrous regard and innate reverence which every
right-thinking man feels towards a potential wife and
motlier is not replaced by a sex feeling, unbridled and
uncurbed.

Public opinion in England has been purified during
the last twenty-five years by the continual efforts of

numbers of devoted women, in whom militancy ex-
cites only disgust and aversion. But a lax adminis-
tration of existing laws, as apphed to the protection of

women and girls, would be a fatal price to pay for the
doubtful blessing of a vote given by a neurotic woman
for a noisy, sexless legislator.—I am, sir, etc

,

Edinburgh. HENRY WEAVER.

THE KINEMATOGRAPH AND THE DRAMA.
To the "Editor of Evervm.an.

Sir,—Your correspondent's criticism of the film
actor is, to say the least, unjust. To anybody who
has followed at all closely the progress of the kine-
matograph industry it is apparent that, among other
things, the quality of tlie acting in film plays has im-
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highest prices. You write—we sell. 16pp. Prospectus free.—Cambridge
Literarj- Agencv, 115. Strand, W.C.

MARRIOTT WATSON'S
NEW NOVEL

ROSALIND IN ARDEN
will be published in a few

days. ORDER NOW.

PRICE SIX SHILLINGS.

RECENT SUCCESSFUL NOVELS.

THE CHARMING OF ESTERCEL. By
Grace Rhys, Author of " The Wooing of

Sheila." 6S.
^fanchester Guardian.—" The real hero Tamburlaiae is not a man.

but a horse—quite the most wonderful horse of fiction, none excepted."

DAISY DARLEY; or. The Fairy Gold
of Fleet Street. By w. p. ryan. 6s.

Daily Chronicle.—" This is a rare book ; a really distinguished
achievement."

THE LOST MAMELUKE. By David m.
Beddoe. 6s.

standard.—" ' The Lost Mameluke ' is certainly a book to be read."

Pall Mall.—" Mr. Beddoe has a powerful, vivid imagination, and his
descriptions of tht gorgeous Mamelukes at play on horse and foot recall

some of the most thrilling pages of Sir Walter Scott."

PRICE SIX SHILLINGS EACH.

J. M. DENT & SONS, Ltd., 137, Aldine House, Bedford S:reel, W.C.

proved, until now it is, in some cases, well nigh
perfect, and in all cases well up to the level of " good."
It may interest Mr. Orrett to know that it is the aim
of every film actor to avoid just that very extravagant
and mechanical acting which he deplores, and that it

is the aim of the modern picture playwright to devise
scenes which depend for their effective interpretation

more upon subtle and expressive acting than upon
elaborate and ludicrous gesticulation.

Both the playwright and the actor have, it may
safely be said, to a great extent realised their ideals.

For months past the acting of some of the American
companies in particular has been superlatively good:
as a matter of fact, most of the " stars " in these com-
panies are actors and actresses who were formerly
well known on the legitimate stage. In England, too

(where the level of the acting has slowly but steadily

risen until now it promises to equal, if not to surpass,

that of the foreign companies), there have been in-

stances of leading actors performing for the kinema,
Mr. Orrett surely does not think that men like, say,

Mr. Forbes-Robertson are going to indulge in " ex-

travagant and mechanical acting " ? Mr. Forbes-
Robertson, or, to take another instance. Sir Herbert
Tree, would consent to act for the kinematograph only

if they were convinced that by so doing they would be
doing nothing derogatory to their art.

Mr. Orrett's statement that " there is not yet any
demand for great artists as scenario-writers for films

"

is entirely wrong. There is a demand ; film-producing

companies realise that they must supply the best they

can procure ; and, mainly as an inducement to

eminent writers who have not as yet considered

scenario-writing to be a sufficiently lucrative employ-
ment, the " Cines " Company of Rome are offering a

prize of ;^l,ooo for the best scenario in a forthcoming
competition.

As regards the artistic side of film-producing, I

might mention that the world-famous R.A., Sir Hubert
von Herkomer, has entered the business. Films pro-

duced under his supervision are to be seen in the neai

future.

Again, Mr. Orrett's statement that the kinemato-
graph is helping the drama by weeding out the patrons

that are a drag upon it is really an insult to the great

mass of the public which frequents picture palaces.

Seeing that the kinematograph is steadily bettering

the tone of its pictures, and, consequently, the taste

of its audience, it is much more likely to help the

drama by creating a public which will be more able

to appreciate a good play than it was before the

coming of the kinematograph.—I am, sir, etc.,

London, W., May 30th, 191 3. S. L. JACOBS.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—From an artistic point of view, the popular

kinematograph entertainment can only be regarded

with abhorrence. The wonder is that so little has been
said against this form of amusement compared with

the disproportionate amount of praise which has been
bestowed on it.

Can any person of taste overlook the blemishes

which mar the pictures shown at the majority of

picture palaces ? Can anyone fail to see their crudity ?

How is it possible to produce anything but broad

effects by the medium of portrayed movement alone,

when even that passing craze, the wordless play, needs

copious interpretation by a synopsis of the plot ? The
much-vaunted " Sumurun " is mechanical and dull

compared with Mr. Barrie's little gem, " The Twelve-

Pound Look." Yet " Sumurun " would hot lose much
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by reproduction on the kinema, but a motion-picture

of- " The Twelve-Pound Look " would be impossible.

The screen admits only of stereotyped methods of

expressing emotions, which must be exaggerated to

be noticed. Shades of feeling are impracticable, and

that test of the true actor—vocal expression of con-

trolled emotion—is alike unknown to the screen and
the wordless play.

It is a pity that the popular inartistic productions

should find such a huge public, but as your contributor

rightly points out, there is compensation in the help

they afford in lifting the stage out of the depths of

melodrama (whose main support was the kinema
patron) by purging the modern theatre audience of

the undesirable element that has retarded the produc-

tion of plays of real artistic merit.

We should not, however, class the kinema with the

music-hall. The humour of a screen-play is infinitely

below the humour of scores of music-hall turns, which
in many cases rises to the level of pure wit, and even

of clever satire. The music-hall is far above the aver-

age kinema, both in comedy and in tragedy, and is

often the home of good, satisfying music.

It may be too much to hope that the sensational

and inane picture-play will die a speedy death (it is

too remunerative to be allowed to do so) ; but its

worthlessness may be emphasised, and children may
be discouraged from supporting any but the best, and
this, at least, would be a progressive move.—I am, sir,

etc., John X^arlton.
Hornsey, N., May 31st, 191 3.

GEORGE BORROW.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I have read with keen interest E. Hermann's
admirable character sketch of George Borrow, which
appeared in a recent issue. He does well to place so

much importance on the irresistible charm of Sorrow's

style, which, for directness and limpid clearness, is

not altogether unlike Mark Rutherford's.

But I should like to draw attention to one point

barely touched upon by your contributor, and that is

Sorrow's intercourse with gypsies and his unique

knowledge of their language. I wonder how many
intelligent readers of EVERYMAN know that a

language—not a dialect of, nor in any wise connected
with English or Gaelic—flourishes, unheard of, in our

midst. "My curiosity being aroused when reading
" Lavengro," I ventured to question a member of one
of those nomadic tribes who roam about in the " ultima
thule of civilisation," as Samuel Smiles calls Caithness,

concerning this gypsy language, of which, hitherto, I

had never heard. By dint of diplomacy and persever-

ance I elicited from him about a hundred words (which
I noted down, phonetically), and I was agreeably sur-

prised to find that some of these were also used in
" Lavengro " with precisely the same meaning.
Regarding the origin and the mode of acquiring this

language, all that I managed to draw out was that it

came from Egypt long ago, and that it was a " gift

"

left to gypsies.

I doubt not but that the brilliantly versatile Editor
of Everyman or some interested reader can shed
light on this extremely fascinating philological ques-
tion.—I am, sir, etc., D. B. G.

Caithness.

CONSCRIPTION AND THE WORKERS.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—In a previous number of your paper I notice
that Mr. Bracher, in his letter on " Conscription and
the Workers," quotes a resolution which was passed at
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Now Ready
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Now Ready
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Now Ready
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CZAR FERDINAND AND HIS PEOPLE.
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THE RENAISSANCE AND ITS MAKERS.

By J. D. SYMON and S. L. BENSOSAN.

\\l)cn I am weary and life monotonous, said a great writer, I

turn again for zest and refreshment to the story of the Child-

hood of the Modern World—the Renaissance. I am at once in

a world of hope, the pulse throbs i]uick with expectation. 1 am
in the company of mighty personalities—men large in endea-

vour and with noble utterances in deed, in speech, and in

painting. 1 breathe a large air. . . . It is to this fascina-

ting world that Mr. Svmon and Mr. Bensusan introduce us in

"The Ruuaissance and its Makers."

Illustrated in Colour and Black. Blnitlng by Jos. Simpson, lO.'S nst.

At all BoakEOllcrs and Libraries.

Land3ii : T. C. & E. C. JACK, 67, Lonj Acre, W.C. ; aaJ EJiabargh.

^/FQ«^ CRITICISED AND REVISED. Write for terms to

iVlOO. Mr. LPPECHT (Box N). Oaklea Cottage, Silverhill Park, St.

Leonards-on-Sea.

AUTHORS wishing to sell MSB. should write to Advisory

Department. Dept. 1, Murray & Eveoden, Ltd.. Publishers, Pleydell

House. Pleydell Street. Fleet Street. E.C.
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the recent annual conference of the Queensland sec-

tion of the Australian Workers' Union. This resolution

recommended the alteration of the Federal Defence

Act by an amending clause prohibiting the use of the

Federal military forces during strikes or internal

disturbances.

In this connection, may I be allowed to point out

that the National Service League, which is working

for compulsory military training in this country,

advocates that such traimng should be carried out for

and in the Territorial Force, and that the regulations

regarding that Force lay down that it shall not be used

as a military body in aid of the civil power in the

preservation of peace ?—I am, sir, etc.,

A. Keene (Colonel).

THEOLOGY AND IDEALISM*
There are indications of a renewal of friendship be-

tween Theology and Idealism. In the 'eighties of last

century, when the voice of Science, in pronouncing on

ultimate questions, was much more confident than it is

to-day, the theologian, imder stress of weather, so to

speak, was glad to seek the shelter of Hegelianism.

That shelter seemed a safe and roomy place, where

all the interests he cared for were secure. Then came
what Professor W. P. Paterson has called the

"Ritschlian revision," answering to a certain feeling

of uneasiness that was springing up in the theologian's

mind. The Hegelian interpretation of Christianity

yielded results that were imposing enough from some

points of view, but which seemed surprisingly meagre

when looked at in the light of religious experience.

Theology came to distrust what might be called the

Aeroplane Apologetic, and, at the call of Ritschlian-

ism, Pragmatism, and allied movements, sought the

high-road of fact, history and the moral certainties.

After attempting to mount up with wings as eagles,

it became her ambition to walk without fainting.

But on the dustiest highway the sunlight falls.

Theology cannot live without the vision of the

heights ; it must at least lift up its eyes to the hills.

One hears, therefore, to-day of the " revival of mysti-

cism," of Theology finding its way to the school of

Eucken, and listening to his clear call to men to dis-

engage themselves from the details of living, and to

yield to the sway and uplift of the spiritual life, while,

in " Foundations," the most recent Oxford manifesto

on Theology, Mr. Moberly, in his chapter on "God
and the Absolute," declares that Theology has most

to learn from Idealism. It is his conviction that James

and Bergson are " moving on by-paths," and that it is

the great ideahst thinkers who are " on the highway

of philosophic progress." "It is with the type ol

philosophy known as 'Absolutism' that the theo-

logian has really to reckon." If Mr. Moberly had had

the opportunity of consulting Mr. Bosanquet's second

series of Gifford Lectures before writing these words,

they might have been even more emphatic. His in-

debtedness to the first series is amply acknowledged.

If Theology, then, is realising afresh the significance

of Idedism, no one has contributed more to this than

Mr. Bosanquet The volume tmder notice may be

truly described as the most serious effort yet made by

Idealism to face the problems of the religious life. And
this may be said without forgetting for a moment the

work of Green and Edward Caird, or, it may be added,

the debt that Mr. Bosanquet owes to these thinkers.

^The Valae and Destiny of the Individual." The Gifiord

Lectures. Delivered in Edinburgh University. By B. Bosanquet,

LL.D . D.C.L. (London : Macmillan and Co. 1913.)
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Candour is one of the most engaging features of Mr.
Bosanquet's work. He has been round all the schools.

He is not afraid to lay bare the processes of his own
thinking, to share his scruples, hesitations and hopes
as well as his conclusions. The very titles of the

divisions and chapters indicate the spirit in which the
work is undertaken. " The Moulding of Souls," " The
Miracle of the Will," " The Hazards and Hardships of

Finite Selfhood," "The Security and Stability of

Finite Selfhood," " The Gates of the Future," are

titles that show more than the author's literary apti-

tude, they reveal his serious purpose. That purpose
is to outline a view of the universe that shall do
justice to the religious consciousness. Religion for

Mr. Bosanquet is no side-issue. It is life's prime con-
cern. It holds the secret of man's worth and destiny.

And it is open to thought, because logic is no mere
exercise in dialectics, but tlie very spirit of life itself,

the impulse under which the self comes to its own,
and comes to feel at home in the universe. Mr.
Bosanquet watches the history of the self from the
moment when, in some way inexplicable, it announces
its presence as a spiritual fact, to the moment when, in

the midst of its struggles in the " world of claims and
counter-claims," it fmds emancipation in religion, and,
with that emancipation, learns the secret of love and
humility. It comes to itself and its own in a " world
of spiritual membership," the features of which are
described by Mr. Bosanquet in terms that are

curiously and significantly reminiscent of St. Paul. It

certainly is more suggestive of the Pauline world of

grace than of any other. It cannot be said, of course,

that the old difficulties that attend Idealism, from the
point of .view of Theology, are absent from Mr.
Bosanquet's volimie. He has his school's ancient
grudge against Theism. To Christian Theism, even at

its highest, Idealism has all along felt itself unable, on
intellectual grounds, to give assent. It is here that the
final adjustment must be made between Theology and
Idealism, for Theology has " no wings to fly from God,"
even in the direction of the absolute. In his effort

to make the doctrine of the absolute attractive to the
religious consciousness, Mr. Bosanquet will be held
by many to have failed. Few will question the
sincerity and power of the effort, or deny the author's

extraordinary sensitiveness to the present religious

situation.

Ji J^ Ji

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
A Garden of Spices (Hodder and Stoughton, 6s.)

is written with a simplicity and freshness reminiscent
of the country about which Mr. Keith Fraser tells us.

Only an intimate lover of gardens could have written
this book of sweet memories. There is a close

knowledge of the charm of every flower ; one realises

that the author recognises in them distinct qualities,

almost, one had said, personalities. " Roses and stocks
are blooming all around me. Sweet peas are fluttering

like butterflies in the breeze, stately Madonna lilies

stand sentinels by the gate. In the evening, when
the tide is low, and the bees have ceased their

humming, and the moon shines in a silver pathway
over the sea, I still lie here, in an atmosphere heavy
with the fragrance of night-scented stocks, and even-
ing primroses opening their pale chalices to the moon-
beams. It is a garden of sweet scents." Against this

background of spicy odours a simple story is enacted.
The characterisation is excellent, and the author is to
he commended on the names he bestows on the prin-
cipals in this dainty idyll. Elspcth exactly suggests

neck and every purpose.

"HORBROCOLLaRS
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^ itylet and siving lull detailt. Kindly mcniron thii fegy^
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I ADIES AND GENTLEMEN who move in good society, and
*—

• feel the disadvantages of a neglected education, should send ttamp to-day
for our explanatory booklet 126 and tenns. — BROADBENT'S COLLEGE,
Bmnley.
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HOW TO STUDY
Rapidly, Effectively & Scientifically,

with the Minimum of Fatigue.

To study rapidly and effectively you must understand how to

pay attention, how to observe, how to employ your memory so
that you may remen\b?r what you read. You must know how to
develop your WiU-power so as to enlist its valuable aid when your
Will flags. You must know how to control your thoughts so as to
inhibit alien ideas, and to shut out distracting influences. You
must know how to guard against Fatigue, for to engnge in study
when your mind is fatigued is to make your study of no value.

Y'ou are taught how to secure the above in an easy, sure, and
scientific manner in the VVorld-Famous Course — " Scientific

Concentration," the finest all-round Mental-Training you can
undertake. It will revolutionise your outlook on life and make
you much more efficient in study, or in your Profession or
Business. In every part of the civilised world men and women
in every walk of life testify to this. "Scientific Concentration "

is higliiy recommended bj' the late Mr. W. T. Stead (Editor of th6
"Review of Reviews"), "The Guardian," "Christian Common-
wealth,"' Public Opinion, " " Great Thoughts," etc. Learn all

about this splendid All-Round Mental-Training by sending to-day
for their Free Descriptive Booklet to the Concentro Co.,
46 Central Buildings, Wallsend, Newcastle-on-Tvne.
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iDOOKPLATES.—For Children or Adults. Send 3d. stamps for
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3, Holborn Place. London, W.C.

CTAMMERING AND ALL DEFECTS IN SPEECH effectually^ CURED by correspondence or personally. The "Practical Guide" is lent
to inquirers, post free.—N. H. Mason. 30. Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Learn to
SKETCH

in2hours
... An entirely new metliod of drawing has been invented by A. A,

Braun, Director of the Association of Designers, Artists, and Illus-

trators (the well-known commercial studio). The A.B.C. or Hiero-

glyphic System of Drawing, which is taught by correspondence,

enables students to produce creditable sketches after the Hrst

lesson. The complete Course contains hundreds of original devices

(the outcome of experience) for obtaining immediate facility in remu-
nerative commercial drawing. Write to-day, enclosing Id. postage for

Booklet T, with full details and opinions of leading illustrators, to

A. B.C. SCHOOL OF DRAWING; 45, Chancery Lane, London.

THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER'S

ASSURANCE.

Readers of "Everyman" are desired to

specially note that all advertisements which

appear in this publication are the announce-

ments of reputable firms, consequently no

one need hesitate to communicate with any

of our advertisers.

The Advertisement Manager is prepared to

investigate the complaint ol any reader,
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the personality of its heroine, and Janet the nurse-
housekeeper is hit oflF in a phrase. She is a dragon!
One realises all that can be said when Mr. Fraser
tells us that "in her pocket she carried a pair of
leathern tawse, and she believed in no spoiling of the
child by sparing of the rod."

9 9*
Once again we are introduced to a dancing girl.

Miss Kate Horn, however, modifies the conventional
type, and COLUMBINE AT THE Fair (Stanley Paul
and Co., 6s.) feels no joy in the twinkling of her pretty
feet. Effie is a morbid soul, and that the author
should have placed her on the stage and made no
allowance for the healthy effect on morbidity by that
rough-and-ready criticism that appertains to the
theatre seems to us to be a glaring defect in charac-
terisation. The heroine is a Puritan of a virulent type.

And by Puritan we mean that she feels that in accept-
ing the simple joys of life she countenances hidden
evils. And that all the time she dances she hears the

voices of the underworld calling her, and that when
in pure ecstasy of art she performs a particularly grace-
ful dance, she is, in effect, offering oblations to the

god Pan. She meets with quite a nice man, by name
Andrew Granate. He wishes to make her his wife,

and after she has accepted his proposal, desires to kiss

her. She rushes from him and from the theatre,

apparently, also, from the god Pan, and takes a situa-

tion as mother's help. The conclusion of the story

is banal. Effie rescues a small child from hre, is very
much disfigured by the burns, and marries a blind

man, who cannot see her marred appearance. She
feels utter and complete satisfaction, however, inas-

much as she has lost all pov/er to dance—a priggish

and most unconvincing suggestion.

9 9 9
Madame Marie Von Vorst has a distinct faculty for

visualisation scenes, and with a few deft touches she
brings a living picture before the eyes of her readers.

In The Broken Bell (Messrs. Constable, 5s. net)

she conjures up delightful scenes which captivate the
fancy and stand out like a cameo, perfect in every
line. The scene of the novel is laid in Italy, and we
cannot resist quoting from the description of a little

village in the Apennines :
" Pieve seemed deserted,

but full of sweet sounds, for she heard the doves coo
from under the roof and the lowing of the cattle, and
the bleating of the lambs as they came flocking down
the street, their sharp feet pattering on the stones.

The dust rose in a cloud as the shepherd girls trotted

behind their flocks, their wooden shoes striking the

stones with the tiny feet of the sheep and the softer

footsteps of the cattle. Maria had left her carriage,

and from the steps of the inn looked down on the

herds. Behind her, into a large clean kitchen, the door
was open." The author does not overcrowd her story

with unnecessary characters, with the result that the

reader is able to appreciate to the full the individuality

of each. Maria Sant Alcione is tlie wife of an Italian

count, whose constant amours are a source of trouble

to her. She finally decides, after the death of

their child, to go on a pilgrimage into the mountains,

and there she meets the Marchese Delia Gandara.
How she is tempted and how she overcomes that

temptation it would be a pity to reveal. Suffice it

to say the book is charming and well worth reading,

in spite of the fact that the end is weak and incon-

clusive. 9 9 9

The House of Sands (Martin Seeker, 6s.) is con-

cerned with the doings of certain people in the reign

(Continued on fagi 254.J
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50 SUMMER SCHOLARSHIPS
WITHOUT ENTRANCE FEE IN

Free-Lance Journalism and Short Story Writing,

FOR READERS OF "EVERYMAN."

By ELIZABETH STEWART.
" VrTTHAT to do with our sons and

Y^ daughters?" has long been a

familiar question. Is it not

time to change the query to

" What will they do with themselves ? "
;

for Surely nothing worthy the name of

work can be forced from unwilling

hands, much less wrung from an un-

willing brain.

The writer speaks, therefore, to those

who have not yet chosen their work

;

to those also who, having had their

work chosen for them, are finding in

their daily tasks a species of penal

servitude.

To the former I would say, " The
world is certainly all before you, but

the world is pretty full. Look well

about you, and choose for your work-

place a field where you will have room
to sow and to reap." To the latter my
word is more emphatic. "Discontent

may be the seed of salvation. To ' be

content with such things as you have

'

is a command that can only be rightly

read in the light of reason. Content-

ment is doubtless a grand virtue, but

its grandeur depends on the quality of

your possessions."

Remember that it is your duty to see

to it that the things you have are the

best you can get through the careful

expenditure of your talents.

Get this Best and then be content.

There are false economists abroad

who rail at our bitter bread, offer to glut

us with the fat of the land—and thrust

into our hands, at a given price, a stone.

Bitter bread there is in plenty, and
stones there are in almost equal abun-

dance, gilded, sugar-coated stones, fair

enough to the eye, but stones all the

same.

"Be famous," "Be rich," cry the

tempters, and, judging by results, there

are many thousands of discontented

men and women ready at all times to

snatch the false opportunity.

The writer does not invite you to be
famous or to be rich ; but she offers

sweet bread for bitter, and suggests that

you be reasonable.

The sweet bread takes the form of

good, honest, remunerative work, work
which awaits you as soon as you are
equipped for it, work for which the
Practical Correspondence College, 77,
Thanet House, Strand, is able and
ready to equip you.

The work is Journalism and S.S.

Writing, and you would do well to give

earnest" attention to these four state-

ments with regard to this Profession :
—

To do interesting and profitable work
necessitates the loUowing qualifica-

tions :
—

I. Common sense.

a. A knack (cultivated) of seeing

the interesting side of things.

3. A knowledge of everyday lan-

guage is more important than
" fine writing " and the pedantic
" prize essay " style.

4. Practical Training in Press
Work.

The openings in Journalism are more
numerous, more interesting, and, above
all, more lucrative than most people
realise. As a spare-time hobby or a
regular occupation, you can earn from
7s. fid. to £2 2s. per hour if you know
what to write and where to sell articles,

gossip, short stories, and the interesting

little paragraphs which constitute one-

quarter of the contents of dailies and
weeklies.

A young friend of the present writer,

of twenty-two years of age, who began
work for the Press three years ago, now
earns the comfortable income of

;£2,ooo a year. She had no introduc-

tions or influence ; her success is solely

the result of her knowing how to do just

the work that's wanted. She works no
harder than the average woman teacher,

but she makes every stroke of her pen
tell, and every Editor she works for

knows exactly what to expect from her
;

he knows she is in every way depend-
able.

FIFTY SCHOLARSHIPS.
The P.C.C. Course of Journalism and

Short Story Writing is now offered to

the fifty Everyman readers who show
sufficient aptitude for the work to make
it worth while to train them at the

nominal terms offered. You can earn
while you learn in your spare time, for

a Home Study Course of training is

entirely by correspondence. The Course
is personally conducted by a successful

Author-Journalist of International repu-

tation.

You will be in a class by yourself, for

the personal letters of criticism and
advice will be confidential and exclu-

sive to you. It will be exactly suited to

your aims and needs, and begins just

where any previous training left off,

and continues until you are too busy
writing for the Press to need any further

lessons.

Your first attempts will be sympa-
thetically criticised by an expert who

has won his experience unaided in the

long, tedious way of finding things out

for himself. Struggling alone, facing

one disappointment after another, you
may spend years of heartaching effort

in learning just the practical technique
of the profession that the Course teaeh^s

in a few easy-to-follow, but vastly in-

teresting, lessons.

The fifty Scholarship Winners will

obtain the full Course of Postal Tuition

at half fees.' (The remainder is only
payable when the student has earned

_;£20 by her pen.) You do not merely
earn back very much more than the cost

of Tuition, and, incidentally, receive a

splendid full Course of Training free,

but will acquire the practical knowledge
that may be worth from 7s. fid. to £2 2S.

an hour for a most interesting and dis-

tinguished profession.

No examination papers can be re-

ceived after June 30th.

DO NOT DELAY.
Send a postcard at once for the

examination form, so that you can de-

vote a little spare time and thought to

answering the test questions. Address,
" The Secretary, Practical Correspon-
dence College, 77, Thanet House,
Strand, W.C' This is a golden oppor-
tunity which may make all the differ-

ence to your future success. You m.iy

have missed chances before ; don't mifs

this one. Send off the postcard now
before you forget it.

In addition to the Examination
Paper, the College will send gratis a
copy of a useful little book, and fullest

particulars of the Course and Scholar-

ships.

It costs nothing to enter: you risk

nothing more than three-halfpence for

postage. You commit yourself to
nothing, and you stand a good chance
of success.

No matter how little you may kijow
now. Correspondence Teaching will be-

gin just where you need it to begin, and
take you as far as you need to go. The
work of the College is to train, en-

courage, and help students to succeed..

No other Institution has by corre-

spondence helped so many men and
women, in all parts of the world, to

train their talents to earn money. No
other Institution enjoys such wide and
intimate acquaintance with publishers,

editors, printers, and advertisers. This
opens the door of employment to the

students.
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of Charles II. There is a lovely lady who is ardently

worshipped by a noble youth, Captain Chartcris,

whose footsteps are dogged by the most unforeseen

and unhappy circumstances. The Laird of Sands is

a mystemious person, who has, for some reason best

known to the King, been banished from the Court,

and who follows the highly lucrative calling of

smuggling wine from France, and fills in his spare

moments making love to the heroine and estranging

her from her lover, altogether an amiable, if some-

what mistaken, individual. Mr. L. M. Watt does not

forget to bring in an intrigue concerned with Mon-
mouth—what historical novel of that period would
be complete without this, whetlier authenticated or

not? The dialogue is somewhat faulty, and it strikes

us that it is not quite true to the period, lapsing

occasionally into absolute Cockney, when not in

Scotch of the broadest character. The characters are

not portrayed with any degree of originality, and the

story itself is of a rather hackneyed type. Neverthe-

less,' the reader will probably find he can while away
a pleasant enough hour with the book during the

summer holidays, if he does not desire to be burdened
with deep reading. » © »

It is a difficult task to write a book about the human
boy that shall at once be credible and entertaining.

Many are the authors who have tried, but few indeed

are those who have come within measurable distance

of success. Mr. Ascott Hope, in HALF AND HALF
Tragedy (A. and C. Black, 6s.), has given us a

number of quite readable stories, mostly about boys,

in and out of school ; but his creations lack the divine

fire that transforms the mere literary puppet into a

living, breathing reahty. We are never cheated into

the belief that Mr. Hope's heroes are the real, right

thing. They speak with an exactitude of language

foreign to the schoolboy, and have a regard for

phrasing that is almost priggish. We are all ready to

-yield to the fascination of a good school story—wit-

ness the evergreen popularity of " Tom Brown,"

though even in that classic one is tempted at times to

grow impatient with the sickly saintliness of Arthur,

and Tom never quite recaptures the first flush of

popularity extended to him when, as an outcast with

Martin, the madman, and his iidus Achates, East,

he kept the authorities at bay. One feels there is a

subtle falling off when he becomes progressively

virtuous, and at the end of the book he has grown
almost out of knowledge. It is this fault we find with

the young heroes of Mr. Hope's volume. They are

prone to preach, and are more than a little priggish.

If the author would draw more from life, and rely less

on the finished product of his imagination, he should

give us a more tangible presentment of that curious,

savage, entertaining creature—the British schoolboy.

9> » »

Among John Lane's new books we have a notable

novel entitled THE Governor (6s.). The author,

.Karin Michaelis Stangeland, has been fortuna.te

enough to find a translator able to express in virile

•English the stinging precision of his phrase. There

is a force, almost a savagery in the language, that hits

out with the emphasis of a blow. The appeal is direct,

the style barbaric, the whole effect is impressive

—

almost breathless. It is rare indeed to find a book

so distinctive, so immediately effective. Take this

paragraph, following on the initial statement that

Van Ruyter, known as "Van Devil," lord of Seven

Isles, went out into the morning :
" He did not follow

^

the level and trodden paths, but preferred the secret

>vays, where he might chance upon something that had

been hidden, forgotten, or left unnoticed. He liked

to creep along the bottoms of ditches, or in the shadow
of thorn-hedges, and between the high boundary-
dykes of the fields, so that he might come upon
his workpeople from the rear.

"And then they tasted his dog-whip.
" It was said that the cord was always sticky with

blood, so furiously did he apply it."

There lies in those few paragraphs an entire series

of pictures. The author has more effectively limned
the man than if he wrote page upon page of analysis

of motive, dissection of thought. One can hear the

crack of the whip, perceive the brutal figure stalking

his prey. The story, written of primitive man and
primitive woman, is notable throughout for this quality

of hard hitting. The scenes sketched are forceful,

at times almost ghastly in their descriptions of

elemental passion, written with a pen dipped, one feels,

in blood and tears, yet instinct with such power that

from the first word to the last one needs must read.

• » •

There is very much that is pathetic and something
at least of power in UNPOSTED LETTERS (Mills and
Boon, 6s.). We learn, in the preface signed
" Bertram," that the author, a journalist, died suddenly,

leaving to his friend the task of going through his

papers and publishing anything worth preserving.

Whether or no this be a device of anonymity, after

the fashion of " The Englishwoman's Love Letters,"

we do not know, but if so, the suggestion is well sus-

tained, and some portion of the letters are well wortt

reading. The author is a consumptive, and for that

reason, and in the full knowledge of the suffering his

decision entails, decides to part for ever from the

woman he loves, and whom he had thought to make
his wife, the mother of his children. The woman
marries, and suggests they shall be friends. The
author sees such a course would be impossible.
" Sequels," a,s somebody observed, " are a mistake in

life as well as in literature," and he, or she, who meets

an old love " after long years of grief and pain " is apt

to feel that memories infinitely precious have been
desecrated, old ideals mishandled. The book as a

whole lacks humour, and for that reason one more
than suspects the ingenious anonymity suggested.
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

AFTER a long period of slackness, holiday-

making and general lassitude, Parliament is

fronting the real tasks of the Session, only a

fortnight before midsummer. Everything points to a

certain inevitable disquietude and nervousness. There

seems to be a general fear of disorganisation—a fear

which was realised by the recent adjournment "of the

debate on the Finance Bill. With the Home Rule Bill

in immediate question again, the extraordinary

lethargy of the earlier part of the Session has given

place to strenuous vigilance, of which the despatch of

an urgent whip to the Irish Nationalist members is a

symptom. Men of all parties will be keenly interested

in the fortunes of the Government under a variety of

depressing circumstances. The recent by-elections,

the unpopularity of the Insurance Act with a large

section of the people, the postponement of the land

campaign, and the prolonging of what the Wesi-

minsier Gazette calls "the Marconi atmosphere," are

all significant factors in the present political situation,

and it will need all the virility and verve of ^he Govern-

ment to weather this cape of storms. On the subject

of the termination or otherwise of the Marconi enquiry

Liberal organs are divided. While the Westminstet

Gazette urges a speedy closure of this "campaign of

personalities," the Nation pleads that Sir Albert

Spicer's draft report be not " cut and amended out of

all recognition " by Liberal members, lest the whole
business should " assume the air of a party ' hush-up

'

which would make matters very awkward for every-

body concerned. This danger ought to be avoided at

all costs."

A writer in the Spectator says some shrewd and
pertinent things regarding the present panic caused
by the tide of colonial emigration. While admitting
the serious depletion of .Scotljmd, he points out that a

very different condition apphes to England, where we
have an enormous increase in the urban populations.

Whatever is true of Scotland, in England and Wales
emigration has not yet overtaken the natural increase

in the population. Taking London as a typical

example, this writer points out that the papulation of

Greater London has increased by close upon a million

within ten years, and that it is -still growing. Thus,

in the week ending May 17th there were 2,347 births

in Greater London, as agjiinst 1,596 deaths. This
means that in spite of the alleged decliiiing birth-rate,

there is an e.xcess of 750 births over deaths in Greater

London alone, and the same is true of nearly all the

large towns. It comes to this, therefore, that instead

of fearing emigration, the question we have to face in

England is how to deal with the tremendous growth
of our urban population. The population of England
and Wales has been increasing by leaps and bounds
since the beginning of the nineteenth century, and the

increase has never been greater than during the first

decade of the twentieth century. The moral is, don't

worry about emigration. There is land awaiting our

people in Canada and Australia, and it is important

that these dominions should be peopled by Britishers.

By all means try and solve the problem of getting

people to return to the untilled acres of England, but
the fact remains that if every one of these acres were
under cultivation by as many people as it could sup-

port, we should still fail to overtake the present growth
of our urban population.

In view of the menace of an increasing White Slave

Traffic, Chicago's experiment of a " Morals Court

"

will be followed with keen interest by humanitarians

and social reformers all over the world. This court is

to deal with " all cases that have to do with violations

of the city ordinances regarding the social evil," and
its special object is "to deal mercifully and helpfully

with girls gone wrong." Its methods are to be " as

scientific and humane as the average police-court

methods are clumsy and brutal " ; women are to be
spared as far as possible the shame of public exposure,

and women probation officers and physicians are

attached to the court. American journals are loud in

their commendation of this venture which, if it prove
even a moderate success, will be the pioneer of similar

movements all over the world. One paper, however,

the New World, a Catholic newspaper, published in

Chicago, is more than doubtful of the soundness of

this experiment, and its strictures are worth quoting:

" It is all very well to say that the court is intended

to ' give every one a chance
'

; to afford those who have
fallen from the path of virtue another opportunity with
a change in life, but this is scarcely to be obtained
by bLizoning to the world tbe names and the sins of

the fallen or degraded, with pictures of the court flanked

by sanctimonious individuals pei^orming the work of

moral regeneration. According to one of the printed

accounts, a young girl who had been before the court

for wayward conduct was ' sentenced ' to be sent home,
but the victim of the moral-court proceedings replied that
the publicity given her case by the activities of the
sociologist reformers, the proceedings of the court and
the newspapers, made it impossible for her ever to enter

her home again or rejoin the family. Is not this a case

of the cure being worse than the disea.se? Are we not
entering upon an era of too many public nostrums, too
many quack ' reform ' doctrinaires, too much smug
notoriety-seeking and high-falutin in the administration
of the law?"

These criticisms might be applied with advantage to

that section of our community that believes in dealing

with all social problems through the agency of inspec-

tors retained to visit the homes of the poor and report

upon them.
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ENGLAND AND INDIA
A Reply to Mr. Hyndman j^ j» j» By W. S. Lilly

PART L

I.

I HAVE just been reading Mr. Hyndman's paper, " The
Coming Catastrophe in India," and, with the permis-

sion of the Editor of E VERY-MAX, I should Hke to

make a few remarks upon it. My object is to point

put what is true and what is not true in Mr. Hynd-
man's statements. And my quaUfication for doing so

is that I spent in India some of the best years of my
life, in circumstances pecuHarly favourable for study-

ing all round—so to speak—the questions on which

Mr. Hyndman touches ; and that since I left the

country, I have constantly kept myself in touch with

the problems, legislative, administrative, and political,

which have arisen there.

In Defence of the British Raj.

But before I proceed to the task to which I have set

myself, I must take leave to deprecate the style in which

Mr. Hyndman writes. He is too trenchant, nay, too

vituperative, for fair discussion : too disdainful of

facts, too wedded to theories ; he is, in a word, too

doctrinaire. Thus, he assures us that " the opinion

concerning India, not only of Anglo-Indian official-

dom, but even of such of the Press as still remains

independent and untrustified "—this last word appears

to be a contribution of Mr. Hyndman's to the English

tongue
—

" is that all is for the best in the best of

Empires possible." I have a considerable acquaint-

ance among Indian officials, and I cannot call to mind
one who holds that view, or anything like it, nor do

I remember to have seen it expressed in any journal.

Again, he tells us that India " for more than a hundred

and fifty years has suffered from systematic and de-

liberate extortion from the poorest of its people." This

language, if applied to the claims sometimes made by
Mogul Emperors and by the more powerful of the

Hindu dynasties, upon the industry of their subjects,

might, perhaps, be defended. It is utterly indefensible

regarding the taxation levied by the British Raj, which,

according to the accepted theory, is the lord paramount
or overlord of the soil. There is neither extortion

nor anything even distantly resembling it. More than

a hundred years ago the assessment was fixed per-

manently upon certain tracts of land. It is fixed

periodically on the rest of British India, and, speaking
generally, it represents half the letting value of the

ground. It is absurd to speak of this as extortion.

You might as well call it burglary. Once more, Mr.

Hyndman avers that " India is governed on the worst

State capitalist principles." I confess I do not know
what " the worst State capitalist principles " are. But,

as a matter of fact, the British Raj—with drawbacks
of which I shall speak later on—has laboured per-

sistently and successfully to promote the material

prosperity of India. It is to England that India owes
the greatest irrigation works the world has ever seen

;

and Sir William Lee Warner is well warranted when
he w rites in the Citizen of India, " There is no direc-

tion in which British enterprise and capital are not
pushing their way in order to extend the manufactures
of India, and thus to open up to its vast population new
trader and industries." Lastly, Mr. Hyndman tells

us that he regards our present rule in India as " one
of the greatest crimes ever committed in all the long
history of man's depredations upon man." One really

rubs one's eyes as one reads this, and asks whether

Mr. Hyndman has ever studied the annals of India.

Certain it is that, for well nigh a thousand years prior

to its conquest by the British, India was a perpetual

battlefield. The eventual triumph of British arms
brought to the country such unbroken peace as it had
not known since the days immediately before the in-

vasion of Alexander. And, witli whatever ill success,

here and there, it has been the constant aim of the

British Raj to diffuse throughout the country the

blessings of peace. The tranquillity and order and
material prosperity which we have introduced into a

country where we found chronic war and wrong and
robbery endemic are a most just title to empire. We
are the rulers of India by the right divine that we rule

it best. But of this I shall have to speak later on.

The Curse of Free Trade
So much must suffice in correction of some of the

things which Mr. Hyndman has said in excessu suo.

I suppose he could not help saying them. His way
of writing is always excessive. And that is a pity,

for such absurd exaggerations as those which I have
just noticed detract from the weight justly due to the

more valuable portion of his article—the portion

where he complains that, for political purposes, that

is to say, for the ends and exigencies of our party

system, Indian interests have been sacrificed to

BritisL He asserts that "we have done all in our

power to crush India's initiative, to destroy Indian

culture, to stunt Indian agriculture and manufactures,

and to drive away the wealth of the peninsula to Great

Britain." Now, this indictment, though vitiated by
Mr. Hyndman's habitual excess, contains a lament-

able amount of truth. The arts and industries of

India have suffered from the British connection, be-

cause its rulers have been more concerned with vote-

mongering at home than with the interests of our

great dependency. Within the memory of men still

living, weaving was a prosperous occupation in India,

and millions lived by it. That industry has been de-

stroyed by the deluging of the country with cheap

—

or, rather, low-priced—and worthless Manchester
goods made by machinery, and by the refusal of pro-

tection to the Indian weavers. The iron industry of

the country has similarly suffered for the same reason.

Indian cutlery, padlocks, swords, nails, and hooks are

superseded by the far inferior work imported from
England, duty free. The muslin of Dacca, the pot-

tery of Sind, the silk brocade of Ahmedabad—splen-

did achievements of industrial art—have almost dis-

appeared from the same cause. The curse of Free

Trade, which lies so heavy on England, extends to

India also. Again, there can be no question that

Mr. Hyndman is right in calling attention to the im-

poverishment of India by the withdrawal of one-third

of the net revenue " to pay interest, home charges,

remittances, military depots, etc., in Great Britain." It

cannot be denied that this is a steady drain on the

resources of the country. But it must be remembered
that a large portion of it is necessitated to meet the

interest on money invested by Englishmen in Indian

railways guaranteed by Government, some of which

are run at a loss. There have, however, been quite

indefensible charges on the revenues of India. Such
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—to give a flagrant instance—was the debiting to that
country of a part of the cost of the Abyssinian war of
1867. The true principle, which ought to be un-
swervingly followed, has been well expressed by Sir

Henry Brackenbury :

—

"The foreign policy of India ife directed entirely by
Her Majesty's Government, and it is the part of British
policy, generally, to secure Great Britain's rule over her
Empire. If we desire to maintain British rule in India
only for India's sake, then I think it would be fair to

. make India pay, to the uttermost farthing, everything
that it could be shown was due to Britian's rule over
India. But I cannot but feel that England's interest,

or Britain's interest, in keeping India under British rule
if enormous. India affords employment to thousands
of Britons ; India employs millions of English capital

;

and Indian commerce has been of immense value to
Great Britain. Therefore, it seems to me that India,
being held by Great Britain, not only for India's sake,
but for Great Britain's sake, the latter should pay a
share of the expenditure for this purpose."

India for the Indians
And now let us consider the remedy which Mr.

Hyndman advocates for the evilSj real and imaginary,
which he deplores. It is that we English should
" retire peacefully from a position which we have
neither the right nor power to maintain," and should
abandon India to the Indians. People who write in

this way may truly be said to darken counsel by words
without knowledge. They appear to suppose that
" the Indians " are a homogeneous people, like the
English or the French. As I have written else-

where :

—

'India for the Indians. What Indians? The word

—

which, by the way, is English, and has no Hindu equiva-
lent—is in the highest degree vague. India is a vast
tract of country—we may almost call it a continent. It

is inhabited by well-nigh three hundred millions of
people, speaking five hundred and thirty-nine diflFerent

languages or dialects. Of these, nearly sixty millions
are Mohammedans, on the whole a homogeneous com-
munity. The rest comprises various nationalities very
widely differing in race, in religion, in customs, in

traditions, in manners, in aspirations. They are united
by no national feeling—how should such a feeling exist

,
between Pathans and Tamulians, Sikhs and Burmese,
Rajputs and Mahrattas? They care for nothing, as a
rule, outside of their own family or caste. The great
majority of them are Pagans—I use the word in no
offensive sense, and for want of a better—of one kind or
another. Some three millions—that appears to be the
outside estimate—are Christians of sorts. And there are
not quitea hundred thousand Parsis. To talk of the
inhabitants of India as a nation is the greatest of
absurdities. The various classes of the population have
nothing in common, except, as in the case of Hindus and
Mohammedans, hatred against one another. This is, of
course, the natural, the inevitable, outcome of the his-

tory of India. The present of that country, as of all

countries, is made and moulded of things past."

Such are the people of India. Does the cry of

"India for the Indians," which Mr. Hyndman en-
'dorses, mean that the government of that country
should be relinquished by the English and scrambled
for by these jarring elements of the population ? Of
course it does not mean that. What it really does
mean I will consider in a further article.

Competition on the Life and Work of the

Woman Teacher
Owing to the very large response to our suggestion for

this competition we have not yet been able to publish the

lesult. An unusually large number of excellent papers

have been received, and the process of selection has taken

longer than anticipated. We hope, however, to publish

»he result before the end of the month.

HISTORIC CITIES OF THE
WORLD

I.

—

Paris By The Editor

PART IV.*

I.

We have examined in our three previous articles the
nine central districts of Paris. The eleven remaining
ones are the eccentric districts. As wc arc getting
away from the centre of civilisation, poverty is

gradually encroaching. It may be said that amongst
those eleven districts, which occupy three-fourths of
the area of Paris, only two arc well-to-do, the Six-
teenth Arrondissement and the west end of the
Seventeenth. The Sixteenth includes the pleasant
suburbs of Passy and Autcuil, between the Seine and
the Bois du Boulogne, and contains no poverty spots.
In the Seventeenth we have another instance of that
interpenetration of wealth and poverty which we
have observed elsewhere. Its western extremity is a
quarter of luxurious mansions ; the eastern quarter,
or the Batignolles, contains such horrible slums as the
Cite du Nord, in the Rue Boulay.

II.

Paris is not only the first harbour of France ; she
is also the most important industrial centre. Every
one of the eccentric districts contains some important
local industry : engineering and publishing works in

the south-west ; cabinet-making in the Faubourg St.

Antoine; tanneries in the south-east. And, as one
would expect in a three millioned-souled mctropohs,
every one of those industries is subject to cycles of
prosperity and depression, to constant fluctuations of
high and low wages. And those fluctuations neces-
sarily mean casual labour and unemployment, and
casual labour and unemployment necessarily mean
destitution.

III.

Poverty, no doubt, does not assume in Paris the
gigantic proportions which it does assume in London.
It is not ubiquitous. It is not beyond redemption.
You feel that it is partly accidental, and that charity
and social effort might cope with it, and in no other
city is charity so ingenious, so unremitting, so
strenuous. There are hundreds of hospitals and
homes and shelters and asylums and refuges. Still,

the amount of poverty in Paris remains appalling.

And the contrast between the Elysium in the Eighth
Arrondissement and the Inferno of the Thirteenth
and Twentieth districts is a disgrace to modern
civilisation.

All the poor quarters of Paris present some common
features: the cafe concert, the dancing hall, the
brothel, the rookery, which, by some curious perver-
sion of language, is called a Cite : the Cite Dore, Cite
Jeanne d'Arc—a noble name for a most infamous
slum! The horse-flesh butchers are a frequent ap-
pendage of poverty, and their presence is a safe in-

dication of the state of destitution. The great liorse-

flesh market of Villejuif, in the Thirteenth, is also one
of the most degrading parts of the Capital.

But the most infallible index to poverty is the
quantity of dram-shops in any given neighbourhood.
They have multiplied in recent years in alarming
proportions, and it is even more difficult to check
their growth in Paris than in London. For tlie mar-

• See our map of the arrondisscments and population of Paris
in No. 34.
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chand de vin is the supreme electioneering agent,

and is an even more formidable political power than
the British publican. The licensed trade in drink

has been a curse in Great Britain ; Free Trade in

drink has been no less a curse in France. It has
transformed one of the most temperate nations in

Europe into one of the most intemperate.

IV.

But although some common features are to be
found in all the poor districts, it would be a mistake
to suppose that a drab monotony is a characteristic of
Parisian poverty. On the contrary, to the penetrating
observer of social conditions, there is much greater
variety in the poor quarters than in the wealthy. For
it is a universal law of human nature that our capacity
of diversifying our sufferings is much greater than our
capacity of diversifying our enjoyments.

Tiie quality and character of the prevailing poverty
in each district are determined by the nature of the
employment, and by the conditions of the neighbour-
hood. The neighbourhood of military barracks, like

the Ecole Militaire, or of a great hospital, like the
Salpetriere and Sainte Anne, the banks of canals, like

the Canal de la Villette, the low banks of the Seine,
which are inundated each winter, as they are at

Crenelle and Javel, the proximity of the large goods
stations, of the slaughter-houses of La Villette, all

have their special population. Again, the human
groupings are totally different, according as the indus-
tries are skilled or unskilled, uplifting or demoralising,
sedentary or nomadic. The metallurgists, the engi-

neers, and the printers in the south-west of Paris arc
an elite of labourers, very different from the butchers
of La Villette and the horseflesh dealers of the Porte
dTvry, from the navvies and dockers of the Halle des
Vins, and from the rag-pickers and tinkers of the
Thirteenth Arrondissement.

V.

There are many plague-spots in the eccentric dis-

tricts known to every social worker. There are slums
in the neighbourhood of the Hopital St. Louis
(Tenth); there are some in the Charonne quarter
(Eleventh) ; there are some in the Plaisance (Four-
teenth). There are many rookeries in the He aux
Singes at Javel (Fifteenth), in the Cite du Nord
(Seventeenth), and in Montmartre, about the Rue
Ordener (Eighteenth), and in Belleville (Nineteenth).

But of all the poverty-stricken areas of Paris, by
far the worst are the Thirteenth and the Twentieth.
Few tourists who visit the Thirteenth would suspect
that those fine avenues, those hills and valleys, are the
abode of sordid destitution and revolting vice. In the
neighbourhood of the Place d'ltalie, so called from
the Italian models who inhabit this district, vice still

presents some redeemable features, but in the horse-
flesh market of Villejuif, in the neighbourhood of the
Rue Jeanne d'Arc, one meets some of the worst
ruffians of the metropolis. And as for the Twentieth
Arrondissement, it is as bad as the Thirteenth, and it

is less picturesque and less interesting. There is

nothing more melancholy and depressing in the whole
of Paris than the miles of squalid streets which traverse
this district from north to south. If the western ex-
tremity of the Twentieth, the cemetery of Pere
Lacha'ise, may be called the City of the Dead, the
eastern part may well be called the City of Crime.
For crime has its special and select haunts in the
nfietTopolis. And it has spread in recent years with
appalling rapitlity, partly owing to the cowardice and
scntimcntalism of the Parisian juries, partly owing to

the curse of drink, partly owing to the diffusion of
that dangerous detective literature which glorifies the
burglar and the murderer into a hero. And crime is

more gregarious in Paris than elsewhere. It is also
more endemic and epidemic. There are scores of
streets which have a sinister reputation, which are well
known to the police, where tiie criminal is compara-
tively immune as long as he does not emerge from
his lair to strike terror into the world city.

VI.

If the Thirteenth and Twentieth Arrondissements
are the most degraded of the poorer districts of Paris,

the Eighteenth, or Montmartre, is by far the most in-

teresting, the most varied. It is also the only one
which may be said to have a history, for the " Mount
of Mars " or the " Mount of Martyrs "—both etymolo-
gies may be accepted— is one of the most ancient parts

of Paris, and already in the days of the Romans the hill

of Montmartre was a strategic point of vantage.
To-day the Mount of Martyrs has become one of the
chosen centres of the Bohemian and of the pleasure
seeker, a centre of music-halls, a gathering place of

artists and men of letters, especially of those who have
been failures. And, like so many other parts of Paris,

Montmartre is a City of Contrasts. It is the City of the
Unfortunate Female and of the " Moulin Rouge," but
it is also the City of the " Sacre Coeur." Surely it is

not one of the least perplexing ironies of recent French
history that this licentious and libertine Republic of
Bohemia should have been selected as the site of one
of the most impressive Basilicas of Christendom.
From the heights of Montmartre the " Sacre
Coeur " seems to look down, in apparent impo-
tence, yet sublimely defiant, on the City of Unbelief
and \'ice and Pleasure, as if the Roman Catholic
Church were determined to render visible to all the
world that duahty which is one of the most striking

characteristics of Paris, and as if she wanted to demon-
strate that, in her view, Modern Babylon ought
still to be considered as the religious Metropolis
of the West.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF A NEW SERIES OF
COMPETITIONS

It is one of the objects of Everyman, expressed ia the sub-title

of the paper, to get at the facts of national life. We speak glibly

of the classes and the masses, lumping them together as if they

were abstract entities ; but we know very little of the concrete

conditions of life of those classes and those masses. One of the

most urgent desiderata of social science is an accurate knowledge
of those conditions, with their infinite variations in time and
space, according to professions and surroundings.

With a view to furthering such knowledge, we offer a prize

of Three Guineas each for the best contribution, not exceeding

2,000 words, on any one of the six following subjects :
—

1. The Civil Servant. 4. The Male Teacher.

2. The Anglican Clergyman. 5. The Compositor.

3. The Foreign Missionary, 6. The Miner,

The papers should be descriptive rather than controversial, and
we would recommend a division into paragraphs, with a view
to inducing orderly sequence. We would also recommend a brief

sjTiopsis summing up the main points dealt with. It is desirable

that the competitions be written from direct observation. The
experience of a miner will be more welcome than a contribution

by a politician who once in his life visited a coal-mine.

Entries should be clearly written, and preferably typewritten,

should bear the number of the Competition, and should reach
the

Competition Editob, "Evebvm.i.v,"

ai. Royal Terrace,

Edinburgh,

by July ist. Other subjects will be announced later oa.
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MARIE ANTOINETTE BEFORE THE
REVOLUTION > > > By Charles Sarolea
Mr. Fraxcis Bickley and Lady Younghusband
have added two more volumes to the vast accumulated
literature on Marie Antoinette.* The French Queen
has inspired many a masterpiece, but no one would
accord that distinction to these latest biographies. Of
Mr. Bickley's little book, the less said the better. As
for Lady Younghusband's book, it is uncritical, and
makes no attempt to sift tlie evidence. It is clumsily
composed, and makes no pretence of being a coherent
narrative. Yet, with all its shortcomings, the volume
is full of interesting matter, and the critic almost feels

a pang of remorse for having to judge harshly a dis-

tinguished author who gives him the welcome oppor-
tunity of considering once more the strange and
tragic fortunes of the most ill-fated of sovereigns.

I.

Marie Antoinette is not only a fascinating subject,
she is also a perplexing historical problem. It seems
almost impossible to reconcile the character which
\*as given her in her lifetime with the portrait which
has been drawn of her after her death. Whilst she
ruled she was the best-hated woman of France

:

hated by the Court, hated by the upper classes, hated
by the bourgeoisie, hated by the common people.
She was made mainly responsible for most of the
evils which befell a distracted country. Her martyr-
dom was sufficient to transform those almost universal
feelings of hatred into almost equally unanimous
feelings of sympathy, love, and admiration. She
seems to have cast an incantation over every one of
her historians. Carlyle becomes almost as rhetorical

as Burke. Goncourt, most realistic and most cynical
of French novelists, becomes a sentimental idealist as

soon as he attempts to portray his heroine. M. de
Nolhac, although he sees all her faults, condones them
all. Mr. Hilaire Belloc is one of the few recent his-

torians who has escaped the spell of the martyred
Queen. He emphasises her failings, her frivolity, her
pride, her selfishness, her indiscretion. But even he
refuses to pronounce a verdict, even he pleads the
extenuating circumstances of an inexorable destiny.
And the " leitmotiv " of Belloc's striking monograph
is simply this: Marie Antoinette's life was a succes-
sion of mysterious coincidences which fatally led her
on to her doom.

IL
Bom on All Souls' Day, 1755, on the day of the

destruction of Lisbon, one of the great catastrophes of

history, brought up strictly at the Court of Vienna by
a stern mother, the Austrian princess was destined,

almost from the cradle, for the most illustrious throne
of Christendom. Her marriage was to seal for ever
the alliance between France and Austria. It is true

that the Habsburg dynasty had been for centuries the

enemy of the Bourbon dynasty, but there had arisen

since Louis XIV. another hereditary enemy far more
odious and far more formidable than Austria, namely,
England ; England which had humiliated French
armies in every part of the world ; England which, by
the treaty of Paris, had robbed France of her fairest

dominions. It was against England that the new

• "Marie .^toinette." By Francis Bickley. 5s. net. (Lon-
don : T. N. Fonlis.)

* Marie Antoinette: Her Early Youth.' Py Lady Yonnghus-
band. zos. 6d. iMacmillan).

alliance was directed. Marie Antoinette arrived iii

France at fourteen years of age, and was received with
universal acclamation. But her very first entrance into;

Paris was the occasion of a ghastly tragedy. On the

Place Louis XV., which was one day to become the

Place de la Revolution, and where twenty-tliree years
after the Queen was to ascend the scaffold, one hun-
dred and thirty-two people were trampled to death,

and twelve hundred were wounded.

When those tragic festivities came to an end, the
child Marie Antoinette found herself transported with-

out transition or preparation in a hotbed of corruption

and intrigue. The grandfather of her husband, the
sinister old voluptuary, Louis XV., took advantage of
the nuptial celebrations to introduce to tlie Court the
latest and most scandalous addition to his harem. The
prostitute Du Barry was presented and given a place
of honour, and when the innocent Austrian child in-

quired which was the high Court office to which the
strange lady had been appointed, the answer was that
her office was to " amuse " his Majesty.

The young girl soon learned the odious truth, and
both her pride and her innocence revolted. She
refused to recognise Madame Du Barry, and hence-
forth the whole cabal of the new favourite was up in
arms against her. Morally, we must sympathise with
the young Princess, but politically her behaviour was
an irretrievable blunder. The enmity of tlie young
mistress of the old King was to be the first link in the
chain of fatality.

III.

The second link in the chain of fatality was the
political wisdom of an imperious mother forcing itself

on the loyalty and filial piety of her daughter.

For four years Marie Antoinette remained the
Princess Royal of France, and both before her acces-
sion to the throne and after, she received the constant
advice of Maria Theresa. The Austrian Empress
sent to Paris the ablest of her diplomats, Count Mercy
Argenteau, both as her own confidential agent and as
counsellor to her daughter. Mercy Argenteau's cor-

respondence with the mother and the daughter re-

mains to this day the most important historical source
and the most valuable human document for the bio-

grapher of Marie Antoinette. In any other circum-
stances the counsels of so capable a mother and of so
trustworthy and so acute an adviser would have been
an invaluable benefit, but, under the peculiar condi-
tions in which Marie Antoinette was placed at the
Court of France, those counsels proved to be one of

the causes of her ruin. For the one idea of Maria
Theresa was to promote the Austrian policy, which
was soon found to be entirely disastrous, and which, as

years went by, became more and more odious. What
proved even more fatal, to further her purpose
Maria Theresa persistently induced her daughter
to enter the political arena, for which, by tempera-
ment, she was absolutely unfitted.

TV.

In 1774, at nineteen years of age, Marie Antoinette

was crowned, or, to be more accurate, she ascended
the throne. According to the strange anti-feminist

French theory, a French Queen could not be crowned
or "consecrated." The King alone was anointed
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with the sacred oil. The King alone was ruler by

the grace of God, and the Queen was only his

consort.

The whole French nation was eagerly expecting

an heir to continue the most august and most ancient

dynasty of Europe. The young Queen herself was
yearning for the child which was to satisfy her

maternal instinct, and which was to consolidate her

position in her adoptive country and bring to her the

affections of the French people. It was soon dis-

covered that Louis XVI. could not make her a

mother.

Even the most superficial study of Marie Antoinette's

character proves that tliis circumstance was largely

responsible for her subsequent conduct. If from the

first Marie Antoinette could have had children, she

would probably have become an excellent mother, she

would have revealed the domestic virtues charac-

teristic of her race, and she would certainly have

avoided the follies which disgraced her early years.

As it was, not being absorbed by her maternal duties,

and seeking an outlet for her superabundant vitality,

she plunged into a vortex of amusements, disregard-

ing every convention and etiquette, flirting with her

brother-in-law, Count d'Artois, a notorious debauchee,

appearing in the disguise of a domino at promiscuous

dances, holding up her husband as a butt to public

ridicule, and assisting to discredit the monarchy by
her reckless behaviour. Fate would not allow her to

become a m.other. She became instead a Queen of

Fashion, a Queen of the Ballroom, a Queen of Cards,

and, in the words of her own brother. Emperor Joseph

II., she transformed the palace of Versailles into a

gambling den.

V.

It was soon discovered that the inter\^ention ot

science might remove the impediment which pre-

vented Louis XVI. from having children. He sub-

mitted to an operation, and on December 19th,

1778, Marie Antoinette had her first child. At
once she decided to reform her ways. It was
observed that the frivolous, vain, reckless pleasure-

seeker had become an exemplary mother. But,

alas! reform had come too late. The Queen had
irretrievably alienated the sympathies of all classes

of the population. Moreover, the reform did not

last.

All the old failings of her character soon reap-

peared on the surface. She became more extra-

vagant than ev&T. In spite of the desperate state

of the national finances, she induced her husband to

buy for her the palace of Saint Cloud. She extended
the Trianon. She prided herself more than ever on
being the queen of fashion, the arbiter of elegance,

and in starting the most ridiculous vagaries in dress.

She paid a thousand francs for a feather. The exp)en-

diture for her wardrobe increased from 1 20,ooo francs

in 177G to 252,000 francs in 1785.

She played parts with incredible unconsciousness

in a revolutionary comedy, hke " The Mariage de
Figaro," which aimed at undermining the Old Regime.
.Worst of all, she espoused more indiscreetly than ever

the interests of Austrian policy, and she caused

millions of French money to be sent as an indemnity

to the Austrian capital.

About 1785 her unpopularity had reached a climax.

A sensational and scandalous trial, probably the most
important political trial of all European modem liis-

tory, was to bring that unpopularity to a final test.

The Diamond Necklace Case was to be the last link in

the chain of fatahty, before the final catastrophe of

the French Revolution.

VI.

For more than a hundred years publicists and his-

torians all over Europe have been busy devising a

solution of the diamond necklace mystery, and trying

to disentangle the conflicting mass of evidence. Re-
cent investigations have illumined most of its dark
places. Divested of minor side issues, the Diamond
Necklace Case to-day appears very simple, as simple

as a classical drama in which all the unities are

observed, and where we have mainly to deal with the

elemental passions of man.

The dramatis personae are an adventuress and a
jeweller, a cardinal and a queen. The adventuress,

the Countess de la Motte, is the prime mover in the

plot, and she engineers the whole intrigue with

diabolical cleverness. The Jew Boehmer, the Car-
dinal de Rohan, and Marie Antoinette are but tools in

her hands. The plot can be summed up in a few lines.

On the one hand, the Hebrew jeweller wants to sell a
diamond necklace of priceless value. On the other

hand, the adventuress wants to appropriate the won-
derful prize. It is obvious that, left to her own de-

vices, the Countess de la Motte could never have got
possession of the necklace. She could only secure it

through the influence of Cardinal de Rohan, who
alone could inspire sufficient confidence in the jeweller,

and induce him to paxt with his treasure. She there-

fore persuaded the Cardinal that Marie Antoinette

eagerly wanted the necklace, that she dared not buy
it openly for fear of public opinion, that she would
be grateful if the Cardinal were discreetly to

negotiate the purchase, and that this would be the

best means of recovering the good graces of the

Queen.

The plot succeeds, the Cardinal falls an easy prey,

and buys the necklace on behalf of the Queen. The
necklace is transferred to Countess de la Motte, and
disposed of in London by her accomplice. The theft

is discovered, and the jeweller, pressing for payment,

reveals that an adventuress, surrounded by a band of

malefactors, has used the name,- impersonated the

character, and forged the handwriting of the

Queen of France. Louis XVI., in an evi\ hour,

and in an impulse of righteous indignation, decides

to avenge the honour of the Queen and the majesty

of the throne. The Cardinal is arrested and is

brought to trial before the High Court of Parlia-

ment. The whole nation takes sides, but it takes

sides against Marie Antoinette. The Parliament

uses an unique opportunity of humiliating the

monarchy. The Church is determined to defend the

privileges of the ecclesiastical order. The higher

nobility consider it their duty to defend one of their

own class. The trial lasts three hundred days, and for

three hundred days the Court, the Church, the nobility

are dragged in the mud. The adventuress is con-

demned, but her credulous victim is acquitted. The
acquittal of the Cardinal is the condemnation of the

Queen.
It has been well said that the diamond necklace

trial sounded the knell of the old monarchy, that it

was the beginning of the French Revolution. And it

is now easy to see, in the light of later events, that

when the catastrophe did come, Marie Antoinette was
bound to be the first victim. The very weakness of

her husb3.nd and her strength of will were to be turned

against her. As it was obvious to all that Louis XVI.
was but an instrument in her hands, she alone was to

be held accountable for all the calamities which befell

the monarchy and the nation, she alone was to be made
responsible for the opposition to the Revolution, and
the armed intervention of Europe.
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SIR
J.

M. BARRIE, Bart. ^ ^ By E. Hermann
I.

'A CASUAL onlooker who, like most onlookers, saw
least of the game, watched Sir J. M. Barrie take his

LL.D. degree, and came back to his friends with a

fearfully and wonderfully made report. He described

tlie great writer correctly enough as a very small,

slight, frail-looking man with a very large head, sad

eyes, and the general expression and demeanour of

one who had resigned himself to a chronic state of

convalescence. Having laid this fairly sound founda-

tion, he went on to say that it was quite clear and

patent to all who had eyes in their head that J. M.
Barrie lived in a state of perpetual boredom, that

the mere act of existing was a fag to him, that he

honestly believed he would die if he ventured upon
anything resembling conversation, and that he had an

air of passing through the world as a fastidious young
lady might pick her way over a muddy crossing.

Above all else, J. M. Barrie was lackadaisical: no
single word fitted him better than that.

Now, as a matter of fact, no word of any kind

could be more wildly inappropriate than just that word
lackadaisical. The first look at the still and weary

face might suggest some degree of indifference to

life : a second look will invariably convince him who
can be convinced that a very strenuous and keen-

edged spirit lives behind those quiet, brooding eyes.

The impression is that of a man whose inner life is

vigorous and profound, glorious with adventure, and

.

brilliant with a thousand reverberating lights of the

imagination. One has a sense of a strong, resolute

soul, of passionate interests and of piercing vision.

Those mournful eyes take a keen hold of what they

see. They have seen much and forgotten nothing.

One admits that he takes things very quietly, says

little, and appears to care even less ; but that is how
men who live in his deep-going fashion take all but

the biggest things of life.

11.

J. M. Barrie is, one imagines, good company. A
man who can smoke without addressing you or even

looking at you for hours together is fine company for

many moods, and the author of " A Window in

Thrums " is a grand man to be silent with. But that

means that when he talks it's the kind of simple but

significant talk that is quite unquotable and yet clings

to the memory ; and those who have known him as a

talker bear that out. I maintain that he is, above all

things, a man to see a cricket match with,—but I with-

draw that assertion, for he who goes to a cricket match

with J. M. will, unless he be dead of soul indeed, see

very little of the game and very much of J. M. Barrie.

I once was close to him in a particularly interesting

match. He had come by train with the rest of the

crowd, toiled up from the station with them, the most
inconspicuous figure in that dusty multitude—lain

down on the grass, and lost himself in the game. I

watched him all unbeknown to himself. He did not

smoke, he did not address a single remark to his

companion, to the best of my knowledge. He betrayed

no excitement, though the game was unusually excit-

ing, and stolid men were yelling themselves hoarse.

He simply lay and watched, with the soul of a true

cricket-lover in his eyes ; lay motionless, yet thrilled

to the quick. I watched the play of that still face,

and when the match was over I could give no rational

account of it. I had been dimly aware of chaps in

flannels running about—that was all. J. M. Barrie used

I to be an excellent player in his time, and, in spite of

I

his absorbed silence at this particular match, one
1 fancies cricket is one of the few things that would

j

loosen his tongue, and that on such occasions his talk

I

would be uncommonly good.

HI.

J. M. Barrie was born at Kirriemuir in i860. His
mother was an Ogilvy, steeped in " Auld Licht " tradi-

tions, and it was from her lips he first heard the tales

and chronicles that were the stuff his " kailyard

"

books were made of. From Kirriemuir he went for

his later education to the Dumfries Academy, and in

Dumfries he often saw Thomas Carlyle, whose sister,

Mrs. Aitken, was living in the town. Indeed, one is

not likely to go far wrong in saying that Carlyle was
tlie one abiding memory of Dumfries for him. Like
most boys destined to become " literary gents," he did

not greatly distinguish himself in class. His bent soon
showed itself, however, and he contributed accounts

of school cricket matches to local papers, and even
ventured upon a letter signed " Paterfamilias," in

which he advocated longer holidays for schoolboys. At
eighteen he went up to Edinburgh University, where
he came under the spell of David Masson and Alex-
ander Campbell Fraser. Of the former he wrote in
" An Edinburgh Eleven "

:
" There are men who are

good to think of, and as a rule we know them only by
their books, and something of our pride in life would
go with their fall. To have one such professor at a
time is the most a University can hope of human
nature." " An Edinburgh Eleven " is one of the books
that are good to read, because it is wrought out of a
joyous appreciation of happy days. Uneventful days
they were, as most happy times must needs be un-

eventful. " Happy are the people that have no his

tory."

IV.

While at the 'Varsity Barrie had written nothing,

if one excepts a certain amount of reviewing for the

Courant, now defunct, and at the time edited by a
townsman of his, Mr. W. R. Lawson. After graduat-

ing M.A. in 1882, he waited on, gathering material for

a book upon the Elizabethan satirists, until he hap-
pened upon an advertisement for a leader-writer at a
salary of three guineas a week. The paper in question

was the 'Notlingham Journal, and eventually he ac-

cepted the appointment, and put in three humdrum,
hard-working years at Nottingham. He was given a
free hand as to choice of subject, and wrote not only
leaders, but all manner of articles, grave and gay, find-

ing all the excitement and recreation he needed in the

variety of his work. In 1884 an article of his was
accepted by Mr. Greenwood for the St. James's
Gazette, and in the following year Barrie left Notting-

ham and came up to London. Between that time and
1887 he wTote a good deal, but remained anonymous
and unknown until 1887, when .Sir (then Dr.) W.
Robertson Nicoll induced him to write a series of

sketches for the British Weekly. These appeared
over the name of " Gavin Ogilvy," and created a great

deal of attention. Very soon the author's real name
became public property, and Barrie had his foot firmly

on the ladder of fame. " Better Dead," a satire on
London life, was published in the same year, and
1888 saw "Auld Licht Idylls," which the first pub-
lisher to whom it was submitted rejected, on the

ground that it would never be a success. It proved an
immediate and a steadily increasing success ; but it
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was with " A Window in Thrums," pubUshed in the

following year, that Barrie finally " arrived." Staid

and sober judges praised it in the most superlative

terms. Jaded novel-readers devoured it, and many a

man who sat down, at first describing it as " quaint

"

and " so Scotch, don't you know," finished it with a

sense of having, in the midst of the sordid disillusion-

ments of modern life, touched once again the ivory

gates and golden. The author became one of the

literary personalities of London, and was widely

paragraphed, in proportion as his steadfast reticence

gave the paragraphist's imagination free play. Re-
strained, self-contained, disconcertingly taciturn, he
stimulated the curiosity of the literary lion-hunters,

who pretended to be delighted with his gift for silence,

and to find evidences of genius in his complete con-

ventionajity of manner and speech.

V.

We say, with good reason, that we have become
tired of the " kailyard " school of Scottish fiction. But
if Barrie were once again to take us back to Thrums,
who would not delight to go with him } For the

reader with a soul, " A Window in Thrums " will

always remain one of those books which one re-reads

every year or so, and about which one feels inclined

to say less from year to year. It takes one into a

simple, kindly, humorous, human world of Scottish

country folk—a world full of little narrownesses,

obstinacies, prejudices, feuds, and foibles, but a world

in which fame, money, self-gratification, and the thou-

sand other idols of the market-place count for nothing,

or little, and in which conscience, truth, faithfulness,

friendship, love, and God count for everything. The
folk that come and go about Jess's window may be
limited in their outlook and obtuse in some of their

perceptions, but they know pain when they see it

;

they are at home in the deep place where sin and for-

giveness meet ; above all, they are sensitive to the

Unseen. And in this book they are convincingly

alive, and we feel their impact upon us. And there

comes upon one the silence that is bred of first-hand

contact with the deep sanctities of life.

VI.

Already in the " kailyard " books there emerges a

hint of that inborn sense of dramatic values which

made Barrie such a consummate playwright in after

days. This dramatic sense is to me the only blot upon

even the " Window in Thrums." One feels at certain

points—not often, but here and there—that the

author has got outside of his characters and is stage-

managing them. There is yet another flaw—a latent

trend towards deliberate e.xploitation of sentiment

—

which breaks the enchantment of immediacy. " My
God !

" says one of his characters in a fit of self-

analysis. " I could write an article on my mother's

coffin." It was with a strange stab of pain that the

true lovers of J. M. Barrie hailed his " Margaret

Ogilvy," a book whose many beauties cannot

compensate for its betrayal of some of the most

sacred. iaccuda of life. Yet one's prejudice—is it

merely a prejudice?—against the breaking of re-

ticence cannot blind one to the force of certain unfor-

gettable passages in that revealing book—^passages

which have no exact parallel in recent literature.

Here is the most poignant and haunting of them :

—

" My sister, who wa.s then pa.ssing out of her teens,

came to me with a very anxious face, and wringing her

hands, and she told me to go ben to my mother and
• say to her that she still had another boy. I went ben
excitedly, but the room was dark, and when I heard the

'door shut and no sound come from the bed, I was afraid

and I stood still. I suppose I was breathing hard, or

perhaps I was crying ; for after a time I heard a listless

voice that had never been listless before say, ' Is that

you? ' I think it hurt me, for I made no answer, and
then the voice said more anxiously, 'Is that you?'
again. I thought it was the dead boy she was speaking
to, and I said in a little lonely voice, ' No, it's no him;
it's just me.' Then I heard a cry and my mother turned
in her bed, and though it was dark I knew she was
holding out her arms."

VII.

Sir J. M. Barrie's first dramatic venture in conjunc-

tion with Mr. Marriott Watson—a heavy romantic

drama introducing historical personages—was fore-

doomed to failure. Only a few weeks later, however,

he succeeded moderately with the skit, " Ibsen's

Ghost," and not long after " Walker, London," took

the play-going public by storm. " The Professor's

Love Story " maintained the success, and would have
been still better had the element of farce been
omitted—a spasmodic inclination towards farce is one
of Barrie's few dramatic vices. The announcement
of " The Little Minister " filled competent judges with

apprehension. Nothing is easier than to turn a good
novel into a bad play, and dramatisations of novels

are proverbially unsuccessful. " The Little Minister
"

was a brilhant exception, however. With inerrant

instinct the story was altered to suit dramatic re-

quirements, and the result was a live play in which
every character told and every phrase was an integral

part of the whole. The minor characters were
delightfully individuahsed— Barrie is a miniatur-

ist par excellence—-without overshadowing the leading

figures, and the whole was a masterpiece of technical

craftsmanship.

VIII.

But Sir J. M. Barrie will remain to most of us the

creator of Peter Pan. Which of us has ever felt quite

the same since Peter Pan came floating in at our

window and took us to the Never-Never land, which

we had dreamt of all our lives, but never hoped to

reach ? We thought we had outgrown pirates

(idiotic delusion!), but when we were introduced to

the pirates of " Peter Pan " we knew we hadn't grown
into them yet. We may toil all day long at some
horribly useless and uninteresting occupation in the

city, but every now and then of an evening we go with

Peter, and are taught fairy philosophy, and pluck

handfuls of moonshine, and are at home among the

leaping fish and nesting birds. We have somehow
slipped through the stile of time and into the magic
mind of childhood, and all because J. M. Barrie

wouldn't, or couldn't, grow up. Strange to say, his

shyness makes him awkward with children. Yet there

is a likely tale of how he once broke through his

reserve and found his way into the hearts of a couple

of boys, and how, after a while, he asked them what
they meant to be when they were men, and they told

him, adding, " And what do you mean to be ?

"

Who was it said that R. L. S. wrote as a man
for boys, and Barrie writes as a boy for men ?

True enough it is. Stevenson may have been a
cheerier soul than Barrie will ever be, yet to the latter

belongs the enviable happiness of not being able to

sing a dirge to " the lad that is gone." He must have
had his soberings and disillusionments. What man
who first saw life through a window in Thrums could

come up to London, and to Fleet Street, without

suffering sharp and bitter disillusionments? Yet
somehow—one likes to think it was Thrums and Mar-
garet Ogilvy that did it—he remained the eternal boy
who gave us Peter Pan. But not a few of us re-

member Thrums, and wish him back there long

before the gloaming that brings all things home.
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MAXIMILIEN ROBESPIERRE.

Dans I'ombre encore, et derriere les chefs de
I'Assemblee nationale, un homine, presque inconnu,
comraen^ait a se mouvoir, agite d'une pensee inquiete
qui semblait lui interdire le silence et le repos ; il ten-

tait en toute occasion la parole, et s'attaquait indif-

fereniment a tous les orateurs, meme a Mirabeau.
Humilie par les sarcasmes, etouffe par les murmures,
desavoue par tous les partis, disparaissant entre les

grands athletes qui fixaient I'attention publique, il

etait sans cesse vaincu, jamais lasse. On eut dit qu'un
genie intime et prophetique lui revclait d'avance la

vanite de tous ces talents, la toute-puissance de la

volonte et de la patience, et qu'une voix entendue de
lui seul lui disait dans Tame, " Ces hommes qui te

meprisent t'appartiennent ; tous les detours de cette

Revolution qui ne veut pas te voir viendront aboutir a
toi, car tu t'es place sur sa route comma I'ineyitable

exc^s auquel aboutit toute impulsion !
" Cat homma,

c'etait Robespierre.

II y a des abimes qu'on n'ose pas sonder et des
caracteres qu'on ne veut pas approfondir, de peur d'y

trouver trop de tenebres et trop d'horreur ; mais I'his-

toire, qui a I'oeil impassible du temps, ne doit pas
s'arreter a ces terreurs, elle doit comprendre ce

qu'elle se charge da raconter.

Maximilien Robespierre etait ne a Arras d'une
famille pauvre, honnete et respectee ; son pere,

inort en Allemagne, etait d'origine anglaise. Cela
explique ce qu'il y avait da puritain dans cette nature.

L'eveque d'Arras avait fait las frais de son education.

Le jeune Maximilien s'etait distingue, au sortir du
college, par une vie studiause et par das moeurs
austeres. Les lettres et le barreau partageaient son
temps. La philosophic de Jean-Jacques Rousseau
avait penetre profondement son intelligence ; cette

philosophic, en tombant dans une volonte active,

n'etait pas restee une lettre morte ; elle etait devenue
en lui un .dogma, une foi, un fanatisme. Dans I'ame
forte d'un sectaire toute conviction devient secte.

Robespierre etait la Luther de la politique ; il couvait
dans robscurite la pensee confuse de la renovation du
monde social et du monde religieux, comme un reve
qui obsedait inutilement sa jeunesse, quand la

Revolution vint lui offrir ce que la destinee ofFre

toujours a ceux qui epient sa marche, I'occasion. II

la saisit. II fut nomme depute du tiers aux etats-

generaux. Seul paut-etra de tous ces hommes qui

ouvraient a Versailles la premiere scene de ca drama
immense, il entrevoyait le denoumenL Comma I'ame
humaine, dont les philosophes ignorant le siege dans
le corps humain, la pensee da tout un pauple repose
quelquefois dans I'individu le plus ignore d'une vasta
foula. II ne faut mepriser personne. Robespierre
n'avait rien, ni dans la naissance, ni dans le genie, ni

dans rexterieur, qui le designat a I'attention des
hommes. Aucun eclat n'etait sorti de lui, son pale
talent n'avait rayonne que dans le barreau ou dans
les academies de sa province

; quelques discours
verbeux, remplis d'une philosophie sans muscles et

presque pastorale, quelques poesies froides et

affectees avaiant inutilement affiche son nom dans
I'insignifiance des recuails litteraires du temps ; il

etait plus qu'inconnu, il etait mediocre et dedaigne.
Ses traits n'avaient rien de ce qui fait arreter le

regard quand il flotte sur une grande assemblee ; rien

n'etait ecrit en caracteres physiques sur cette puissance
tout interieure : il etait le dernier mot da la Revolu-
tion, mais personne ne pouvait le lire.

MAXIMILIEN ROBESPIERRE.
Still Ln the shade, and behind the leaders of the
National Assembly, a man abnost unknown began to
move, agitated by uneasy thoughts, which seemed to

forbid him to be silent and quiet ; he spoke on all

occasions, and attacked all speakers indifferently, in-

cluding Mirabeau himself. Humiliated by sarcasm,
silenced by murmurs, disowned by all parties, lost
amongst the eminent champions who fixed public
attention, he was incessantly beaten, but never
dispirited. It would seem as if an inward and pro-
phetic genius revealed to him the vanity of all talent,
and the omnipotence of a firm will and unwearied
patience, and that a voice said to him, " These men
who despise thee are thine ; stages of this Revolution
which now will not deign to look upon thee will
eventually terminate in thee, for thou hast placed thy-
self in the way like the inevitable excess, in which all
impulse ends." That man was Robespierre.

There are abysses that we dare not sound, and
characters we desire not to fathom, for fear of finding
in them too many shadows and too much horror ; but
history, which has the unflinching eye of time, must
not be chilled by these terrors ; she must understand
whilst she undertakes to recount

Maximilien Robespierre was born at Arras, of a
poor but honest and respectable family; his father,
who died in Germany, was of English origin. This
may explain the shade of Puritanism in his character.
The Bishop^f Arras defrayed tlie cost of his educa-
tion. On leaving college young Maximilien distin-
guished himself by a studious life and austere
manners. Literature and the Bar divided his time.
The philosophy of Jean Jacques Rousseau pene-
trated deeply into his mind ; that philosophy, falling
upon an active imagination, did not remain a dead
letter ; it became in him a dogma, a faith, a
fanaticism. In the strong mind of a sectarian
all conviction produces a sect. Robespierre was
the Luther of politics, and in obscurity he
brooded over the confused thoughts of a renova-
tion of the social world and the religious world
as a dream which unavaihngly beset his youth,
when the Revolution came to offer him what destiny
always offers to those who watch her progress,
opportunity. He seized it. He was named deputy
of the third estate in the States-General. Alone, per-
haps, among all these men who opened at \'ersaille3
the first scene of this vast drama, he foresaw the ter-
mination

; like the soul, whose seat in the human frame
philosophers have failed to discover, the thought of an
entire people sometimes concentrates itself in the
individual the least known in a vast crowd. We
should despise no man. Robespierre had nothing

—

neither birth, nor genius, nor appearance—which
drew men's attention to him. There was nothing
conspicuous about him ; his limited talent had
only shone at the Bar or in provincial academies

;

a few verbose harangues, filled with a tame
and almost rustic philosophy, some fragments
of cold and affected poetry, had vainly displayed his
name in the insignificance of the hterary productions
of the day: ha was more than unknown, he was
mediocre and contemned. There was no sign in
visible characters of this power which was all within

;

he was the last word of the Revolution, but no one
could read it
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
George Eliot's "Adam Bede"*

It has been said that the genius of George Eliot found
most complete expression in " Middlemarch," and
that, as a whole, the level of its achievement is better

sustained tlian in any of her other works must be
conceded. The variety of types, the swift charac-
terisation, the unerring psychology of the men and
women who tlirong its pages, is unequalled throughout
her novels. There is, however, in " Adam Bede " a
simplicity, an intimate and appealing charm, that
brings the storj- home to us more closely than the more
brilliant novel. No one has portrayed village life, vil-

lage gossip, more convincingly than George Eliot. She
belongs to that school of romance that, not content
with the psychology of one type, the dissection of

motive, the analysis of cause and effect, inc-ludes within
its scope a number and variety of men and women
each with their own drama, their own ambitions and
disappointments.
Hetty Sorrel stands as the type for young

femininity, as yet unversed in womanly wiles, vain
.with a child's vanity, greedy of pleasure, but greedy
also to win the good opinions of her fellows, and for

that reason possessed of an attraction that, taken in

conjunction with her beauty, wins her the suffrages of

the many readers who have followed her story, and
whose hearts have ached for her pitiful fate.

Arthur is a conventional study, with little moral
fibre, and more than his share of masculine vanity.

He only once rises to a certain height of strength,

where he fights Adam in the wood, after the latter has
discovered his entanglement with Hetty. Here, again,

George Eliot is supremely right. Arthur is an every-
day sort of person, with a certain lovableness about
him, an apparent sympathy, a surface good nature
that makes him shrink from giving pain to others or

inflicting it on himself. Dislike of unpleasant things
is the secret of his undoing : he dreaded hurting Hetty
and himself in the inevitable explanation that must
have followed on the announcement that he regarded
the " incident as closed," and in characteristic fashion
slipped off in secret to Ireland—beyond the reach of

poor Hetty and her woe. And as inevitably happens
to the man who shirks facts through fear o^ pain

—

either to himself or others—the result was the infliction

of tenfold greater agony on those he desired to spare.

Mrs. Poyser, with her caustic wit and genial con-
tempt for the male sex, is one of the most perfect

studies of the author. Her stinging criticism of the
man who, like the cock, thought the sun got up to hear
him crow, is unequalled for pungency of humour, and
her general attitude to the men folk of the farm is a

perpetual joy. She is an excellent foil to Adam's
mother, a woman of the Gummidge type, who is never
so ITappy as when she is miserable.

But, clever as are the portraits of the village folk,

they may serve to focus the interest in the frail

figure of the heroine. Almost alone among women
novelists, George Eliot paints a girl who, innocent
and virginal, yields to the attraction of sex ; Hetty,
without question or hesitation, confides herself

to the hands of Arthur, the local squire, and the
suggestion of overwhelming love or passion is

not urged in her behalf. Accustomed to an
admiration seasoned only by Mrs. Poyser's caustic

comments, it is small wonder that she thinks

• Ereryman's Librirv, 13. net.

herself a fitting mate for the first man of a
different social caste with whom she comes in

contact Adam Bede, the village carpenter, has
worshipped her from a child, seasoning his devotion
with a certain grave criticism of her kittenish delight

in her own grace. He is a fine type of a race now
rapidly passing into extinction. The peasant in the
days of which George EUot writes was not faced
with the problems that confront the dweller in our
villages to-day. But, making full allowance for his

admirable qualities, one understands just how he
failed to capture Hetty's heart. It was not entirely

the fact that Arthur was a gentleman that outweighed
Adam in her eyes. There was a lack of spontaneity
in the village carpenter. He had none of the exuber-
ance of youth, was prone to look upon Hetty's sudden
and unexpected moods of joy and ecstasies of delight

in simple things as a symptom of a dislike for graver
matters that might develop into an attitude of light-

mindedness !

Take this picture of the poor, pretty little girl,

who, fearful of being discovered in the act of admiring
her fresh young beauty, carefully locks the door before
she permits herself the delight of dressing up, a delight

common to all young things, and harmless, as is all

healthy human vanity.

"She was going to let down her hair and make
herself look like that picture of a lady in Miss Lydia
Donnithorne's dressing-room. It was soon done, and
the dark, hyacinthine curves fell on her neck. It was
not heavy, massive, merely rippling hair, but soft and
silken, running at every opportunity into delicate
rings ; . . . even the old mottled glass couldn't help
sending back a lovely image, none the less lovely
because Hetty's stays were not of white satin—such
as, I feel sure, heroines must generally wear—but of a
dark greenish cotton texture."

There was a special reason that night why Hetty
found an added pleasure in her beauty. Arthur
Donnithome had met her for the first time since she
emerged from childhood, and the admiration that his

eyes had expressed at their meeting had grown into a
stronger feeling, until, yielding to the irresistible

witchery of her womanhood, he had lost his head and
passionately kissed her.

" Hetty looked at herself to-night with quite a
different sensation from what she had ever felt

before ; there was an invisible spectator, whose eye
rested on her like morning on the flowers. His soft

voice was saying over and over again those pretty
things she had heard in the woods ; his arms round
her, and the delicate rose-scent of his hair was with
her still ; . . . the vainest woman is never thoroughly
conscious of her own beauty till she is loved by the
man who sets her own passion vibrating in return."

To this pretty creature sunning herself like a bird
in the radiance of her charms comes Dinah, the good
woman of the piece. I often wonder whether George
Eliot realised how painfully unprepossessing this

young woman appears. It has always seemed to me
that she lavished on the woman Methodist preacher a
vain wealth of care in endeavouring to imbue her with
that passionate instinct for religious devotion that
before now has moved men to perform miracles. But
not even the genius of George Eliot could, I think,

make Dinah a living and pulsating being. She
appears as a priggish, cold-blooded abstraction, potiT'-
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ing on Hetty's warm vitality a cold stream of platitude

that mu5t, one feels, have turned the young girl's

heart to stone.

Tlic contrast between the two women is one that I

do not think the author realised. Dinah at the best

commands respect ; Hetty captures our love, and
through all her weakness and her folly, her childish

caprice and ingratitude, the love remains.

Never has tlie poignancy of a situation, tragic as

any in the history of human nature, been more

graphically portrayed. Hetty is faced with the know-

ledge tliat she is about to have a child. Arthur, witli

the easy repentance of his type, has decided it would

be better and fairer to the girl if he saw no more of

her. He departs to Ireland ignorant of the fact, and

the girl, who has grown to regard him as tlie one

thing in life, finds herself left desolate and afraid.

Impossible to confide in her aunt. Mrs. Poyser, most

inimitable of women, would have handled her in

stringent fashion ; to Adam, her lifelong worshipper,

she dare not turn, and Dinah has never succeeded in

gaining her confidence. With the stubborn resolution

of all weak, hunted things, Hetty leaves her home. It

has been urged that so frail a thing as she could never

have borne the burden of her secret, that she must

have confided in someone more capable of endurance

than herself ; but in this George Eliot seems to nie

to have shown marvellous insight into feminine

psychology. Weak things are always secretive, and

the capacity for silence shown by a young girl left

without resource and literally with her back to the wall

has more than once been exemplified in the annals of

our courts. She was so sure of Adam's love that she

might have been excused had she turned to him for

consolation, and that she resisted the temptation must

be counted to her favour in the welter of suffering

that followed.

In an exquisite description of Adam and Hetty in

the fruit gardens, George Eliot gives us a passage

keyed to an emotional tensity that stirs one to the

keenest remembrance. The author is a magician

that opens the doors of memory and revivifies emo-

tions long hidden, experiences almost extinct.

" He could glance at her continually as she bent

over the fruit, while the level evening sunbeams stole

through the thick apple-tree boughs, and rested on

her round cheek and neck as if they, too, were in love

with her. It was to Adam the time that a man can

least forget in after life—the time when he believes

that the first woman he has ever loved betrays by a

slight something—a word, a tone, a glance, the

quivering of an eye or an eyelid—that she is at least

beginning to love him in return."

Adam never forgot that hour. One feels that in his

after life, when Dinah, fulfilling the secret hopes of

her soul, had married him, the vision of Hetty stand-

ing in the sunshine, while the green boughs waved

above her head, framing the rose-flushed, exquisite

face, must at times have blotted out the white-capped

head of his wife, and that the swift smile of his love

must have emphasised "the mud-grey eyes" of the

Methodist preacher.

Hetty's wanderings, tiie desolation which engulfed

her, the madness of despair that shut out the acute-

ness of her physical sufferings, is painted in colours

that can never fade. Hunted from place to place,

conscious of curious eyes that noted the difference in

the poor slender figure, incapable of framing a

credible story that would account for her condition,

Hetty gives birth to a child. The extremity of her

suffering, without help or human aid, blots out all

moral consciousness, and, unable to combat with the

blows ol late, she smothers the httle creature m

a wood. The author treats the situation in simple,

frank fashion. She does not portray a heroine of rare

fidelity of soul or nobility of character, who, misus-

picious and trustful, is betrayed and abandoned. Hetty

has no great qualities of mind, no marked generosity

of impulse. She is a type one meets and recognises

every day ; a type tliat in favourable circumstances

would develop into a satisfactory mother and com-

placent wife, but who in the crisis of her fate is not

strong enough to suffer. It is the humanness of the

story tliat grips the reader ; a weak girl witli all the

forces of the world, her world, arrayed against her,

not a helping hand held out, Hetty's pilgrhnagc

might well be tlie talc of many another as young, as

helpless as she, to whom in the day of their darkest

anguish the heavens were as brass, and the wliole

world an ache and a reproach.

One wishes George Eliot, in the prison scene be-

tween Dinah and Hetty, after the latter is arrested,

had sunk the instinct of the preacher to capture a lost

soul, in the compassion of one woman for another

in her blackest hour. Hetty breaks down, and

in broken language confesses the truth, and describes

how she hid the baby in a hole under a nut tree

and covered it with grass and chips; but that tlie

mother instinct that had been so cruelly tortured led

her back. "I knew the way to the place, . . . the

place against the nut tree ; and I could hear it cry at

every step. ... I thought it was alive. ... I don't

know whether I was frightened or glad. ... I don't

know what I felt. I only know I was in the w ood and

heard the cry. I don't know what I felt till I saw tlie

baby was gone ; . . . my heart went like a stone :
I

couldn't wish or try for anything ; it seemed like I

should stay there for ever, and nothing 'ud ever

change. But they came and took me away."

It has always seemed to me that with Hetty's con-

fession the story ends. The poor little butterfly, hope-

lessly broken on life's wheel, brings the curtain down
upon the tragedy with her shuddering appeal. AH
that follows—the melodrama of the trial, Arthur's

frantic and inartistic arrival with a reprieve, Hetty's

transportation and ultimate death—seems to me vague

and unreal. The most poignant note is struck in the

poor child's broken plea

:

" Dinali, do you think God will take away that

cry and the place in the wood? . .
."

So real, so vivid is tlie tragic figure that one re-

echoes the prayer, with tears in the eyes, and a break"

at the heart.

Margaret Hamilton.

THE TEN MOST POPULAR ARTICLES
IN "EVERYMAN"

We propose opening a Referendum upon the ten most

popular articles which have appeared in the first twenty,

six numbers of Everv.man. Readers are invited io send

in a list of the ten articles which have been of the greatest

interest to them, placing them in what they regard as theii

order of merit, and we offer two prizes of £2 and £t
respectively for the two lists corresponding most closely to

the ten articles receiving the largest number of votes from

our readers. Lists, marked " Everym.\n Referendum,"

should reach the Competition Editor, 21, Royal Terrace,

Edinburgh, by July 1st.

Vol. I. of EvERVMAK, handsomely bound in cloth, price

3s. 6d., carriage paid 4s., will be forwarded on application

to the Everyman Publishinj^ Depiulmcnt, Aldinc House,

Bedford .Street, W.C. Cases for binding can also be obtained

at IS. 6d. each, jMSt free is. 8d.
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THE INNER LIGHT *** By Darrell Figgis

I.

The Renascence of Mysticism

Ir is not easy to realise iiovv far we have moved, in

the spiritual attitude towards Life, during a matter

of two or three decades. It is the proud trick of every

age to imagine that the future will date from its

peculiar way of thinking ; and probably there have
been few periods when this attitude was more assured

than in the latter half of the nineteenth century. Any
attempt to take what may permissibly be called an
immaterial view of this substantial globe and its

affairs was to meet a scorn that was as withering as it

proposed to be final. The gesture with which the

spiritual inclinations of men were dismissed was a

very authoritative affair. The Art of the period (Art
being es.sentially a religious impulse—or, rather, the

divination and ordering of certain things from which
religions derive themselves) became stuffy in conse-

quence ; and Science, masking a living earth in set

terms, took what appeared to be a permanent ascend-

ance. And yet what a difference has come about in

a few years! Science has itself dropped its masks
and set terms, admitting them to be unreal. Physicists

have surrendered the central mask of matter, and
shown us an amazing world of appearances at the
meeting-place of driving forces. The very mathe-
maticians have begun to frame a conceptual fourth

dimension, with the chemist to aid him as he watches
the strange behaviour of left-handed and right-handed
crystals. And so everywhere a change has come (or,

one may say, is slowly coming) ; and philosophers like

Bergson, Eucken, and James (in a bewilderingly

direct way) are concerning themselves with a world
beyond appearances, for the discovery of which our
best guide is within us.

It i? her place in this general movement that makes
Miss Evelyn Underbill's two books so important.
" The Mystic Way," that has just been published

(Dent, 1 2s. 6d. net), is in the way of a personal thesis,

following upon her monumental book on " Mysticism
"

(Methuen, 15s. net), published two years ago. Both
are scholarly' rather than adventurous ; but the last

lives for the sake of its thesis, whereas the first is an
indispensable handbook to its subject. The very fault

of "The Mystic Way" is the very virtue of "Mysti-
cism," for a book that sets out to take within its

sur%'ey the whole field of mysticism, in each of its

stages and in all of its forms, has clearly to be depen-
dent on the results of extensive reading. Beginning
at the very outset of all such inquiries, what she justly

calls " The Point of Departure," " Mysticism " covers

the whole of the relations of its subject with the intel-

lectual and emotional activities of man, and then
proceeds to outhne the progress of the secret path
along which the mystic must develop.

II.

Mysticism versus Magic
" Mysticism " is thus the only book of its kind in

English, and there is no chapter in its nearly six

hundred pages that is not full of suggestion and help.

Especially good, and as salutary as good, is the
chapter on " Mysticism and Magic." It will seem
strange to say that a chapter is good that yet misses
the essence of a very essential question ; but the fact

is that Miss Underbill, despite what will seem to

many a misapprehension, is on the lines of a just

severance between the by-products and true growth
of spiritual progress. It 15 told of the Sufist mystic,

Jelalu' d' Din Rumi, that one of his pupils came to

him despondently, saying that he had endured much
spiritual discipline, but that his servant maid, though
she had endured no such discipline, had come into
the possession of such psychic gifts as he had never
been able to exercise, jelalu' d' Din Rumi's reply
went at once to the centre of the whole question. He
said that spiritual progress was not necessarily accom-
panied by psychic gifts ; and that psychic gifts were
often indeed a great hindrance to spiritual progress
inasmuch as they caused their possessor to be pre-

occupied with themselves. There is a deep, assured
wisdom in that attitude. It neglects neitiier side.

Miss Underbill, too, admits the virtue of much that
she falsely includes under the name of Magic. That
the world beyond worlds, towards which, and under
the light of which, spiritual development tends, which
is, in fact, the goal and lawgiver of mystical progress,
should, under certain circumstances, called out by cer-

tain symbols and powers, be induced to demonstrate
itself to the physical senses, is not so very odd a pro-
position if the reality of that world includes and
embraces the false show of this. And that is the basis
of Magic. Yet Miss Underbill's attitude is a wise one
for many reasons. First, because, though the severe
course of spiritual progress allows of little deception,
magic is full of the possibihties of fraud. Secondly,
because magical properties, even when most assured
of faith, are almost as irrelevant to the true soul-

thrift as the so-called facts of the materialist. They
are both in the outer courts of the temple of the
throbbing universe. And in her attitude towards
this, the pivot of much in mysticism, one may catch
the colour of her attitude towards the whole field. It

is impossible to mention in the space of one article

the scope of so justly encyclopredic a book. It is

enough to say that it is the outstanding indispensable
book to the student who is at the same time pro-
foundly concerned with his place in the drift and
destiny of things.

III.

The Mystic Way
Out of " Alysticism " " The Mystic Way " grows

like a selected plant out of a bed that could sustain
many plants of differing colour and shape. It is, in

fact, an individual book : a declaration of personal
faith. Its faults are its limitations. In certain parts
of the book she leans, very much to our surprise, on
just that magical explanation of difficult things that
she seemed to hold in such just disapprobation in her
earlier book. The whole of her chapter on " The
Johannine Mystic " is marked by that. In other parts
she neglects altogether the juster portions of that
Magic, such as the strange manifestations of Earth
that men living dose to reality so often experience,
and which are a very part of spiritual development.
A thinker whom in her earlier book she classes among
the " Magicians," Rudolf Steiner, could have afforded
her some very striking helps to the teaching of Christ
had she been willing to accept the non-systematic
approach towards that teaching. And her attitude

here is the less easy to be understood because the
whole theme of "The Mystic Way" is that Chriit
did not come to establish a system but to expound a
way of living, to open out the true secret spiritual

path : with the obvious corollary that His follower^

are they who exemplify that beauty and discipline o^
experience, and most assuredly not they who givd'
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their adherence to any kind or manner of system,
organisation, or creed.

IV.

Christ, the Mystic
It is not, to be true, a strikingly new thing to say,

though it certainly is a strikingly necessary thing to

say. The force of her remarkable book is in the
exposition of the hfe of Christ in the light of that fact.

She shows how Christ passed along each step of that

mystic way, from the awakening, through purgation,

illumination, the dark night of the soul, to the hfe of

union and completeness. There are some parts of

that exposition that make fascinating reading because
they throw a broad ray of light over much that was
hid. There are other parts, such as her account of

the events of the crucifixion, that are puzzling

because of her seeming evasion of the full force,

one way or another, of central difficulties to material

science.

In spite of these natural disagreements, her exposi-

tion is a striking one ; and it is most striking when
she comes to the spiritual development of Paul, where
each of the steps are seen to be reproduced in the

order in which they were experienced by Christ

Himself. And so, as she proceeds with her account

of the spiritual experiences in the chief examples of

Christian beauty of life, the same order of progress

is seen to be faithfully reproduced. It makes a

fascinating study; and it will prove not less than
fascinating to those who do not agree with the severe

line that Miss Underbill decrees for that order of

progress, or her strange preoccupation with intel-

lectual processes—in spite of her expressed distrust

of the findings of the intellect.

THE SURPLUSAGE OF WOMEN
Dear Sir,—Mr. Chiozza Money, in his articles on

" The New Emigration," informs us that the " feminine

surplusage, already great, will increase every year,

with social effects of the most lamentable character."

Surely this problem of the surplusage of women
deserves more than a passing reference, for there are

few problems which raise more formidable issues. By
a wonderful and mysterious provision of Nature, the

sexes are nearly equally balanced in numbers. That
providential balance has been once or twice upset in

the past through protracted wars like the CrusaJdes, or

like the Napoleonic and revolutionary wars. To-day
it is being completely upset in the British Isles through
wholesale emigration, with the result that there will

soon be nearly a million more women than men.
The consequences are manifold, and nearly all of

them are disastrous.

(1) Marriage was already very difficult owing to

the insecurity of industrial conditions, owing to the
increasing pressure of" life in large towns, and owing
to the increasing reluctance of the younger genera-
tion to undertake parental responsibility. Those diffi-

culties will be enormously increased, and marriage will

become even more of a trade than it was in the past.

(See Miss Cicely Hamilton's book, " Marriage as a
Trade," is.)

(2) As there are not enough men to go round,
women will be increasingly induced, and, indeed, com-
pelled, to marry inferior men, and the quality of the
race will be accordingly reduced.

(3) Hundreds of thousands of women, being unable
to establish a home, will be more and more driven into
the industrial market in competition with men. This

is seen in almost every profession, but especially in
such professions as those of teachers, clerks, steno-
graphers. This competition is not only disastrous to
women, it is perhaps even more disastrous to men, for
celibate women, having fewer wants, having a lower
standard of life, and also being partly able to depend
for their support on their parents, must inevitably
reduce wages, and must almost invariably tend to play
the demoralising part of " blacklegs " in the industrial
market. The invasion of this army of women workers
is, therefore, nothing short of a social calamity, and a
few years of female rivalry must undo the work of
generations of trade-union efforts.

(4) Women, being unable to fulfil their natural
destiny, are becoming more and more highly strung,
unbalanced, and neurotic. Many of the methods of
the present militant suffragists are the result of a new
form of hysteria, which itself is the result of the
surplusage of women. To consider suffragism mainly
as a political question is to take an entirely super-
ficial view of the facts. Suffragism and militancy are
essentially the outcome of industrial phenomena, as
has been very eloquently stated by Mrs. Baillie
Reynolds, in a recent letter to the Daily Mail. They
are primarily the outcome of the new conditions
created by the competition of women in the industrial
market. There is no militancy in France, although
the position of women in France is admittedly better
than in this country.

(5) Owing to the disastrous scarcity of males, and
the consequent difficulty of marriage, women are
compelled to multiply their opportunities, and to create
them where they do not exist. The phenomenon de-
scribed by Mr. Bernard Shaw in " Man and Super-
man " IS becoming more and more general. It is not
the male who is chasing tJie female, it is the female
who IS chasing the male. This is delicate ground,
but there can be no doubt that the present artificial
relations of the sexes are dangerous to public morality.—I am, sir, etc., y\ £>_

"EVERYMAN" TOURS.
The success of these tours, arranged with a special
regard for the taste and convenience of the readers
of Everyman, is bringing each day so many applica-
tions, that before long certain of the tours will
be fully booked up, to the inevitable disappointment
of those who have not decided in time to take
advantage of the opportunities afforded for a pleasant
holiday in congenial companionship. The scope and
variety of the itineraries should afford every reader
an opportunity for selecting the special country or
place they most desire to visit Switzerland, France,
Belgium, and Holland afford a wide margin of choice,
and the places mapped out for each tour are those
likely to appeal to people of cultured taste rather than
to the bustling tourist eager to see as much as
possible for his money. Show me a man or woman
who likes my favourite books, said a writer, my
favourite pictures, my favourite paper, and you will
show me a congenial companion, who, given oppor-
tunity, may become a friend. The readers of EVERY-
MAN will welcome this opportunity of meeting tho.se
who share their tastes and enthusiasms. Each party will
be accompanied, not by an automatic conductor, but
by a guide at once cultured and sympathetic, who will

take a personal interest in each individual in his
charge. Full information will be given on application
to Tours Department. EVERYMAN, Aldine House,
Bedford Street, London.
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THE CURE OF CONSUMPTION.
DR. EDWIN W. ALABONE'S TREATMENT.

^H A short time ago we brought before our readers'
^^ notice the remarkable resuhs that had been obtained

by the adoption of Dr. Alabone's inhalation treatment

for the Cure of Consumption and Asthma. Since

then, innumerable testimonies have come to hand
rendering it an established fact that the curability of

these diseases is not only possible, but that under the
" Alabone Treatment " a very large majority of cases

perfectly recover, and remain well. The statistics are

certainly of a most encouraging nature, for, taking the

results of the treatment in a hundred cases, many of

which were in the last stage of tlie disease, and had
been given up by well-known specialists as absolutely

hopeless, we find that at least from thirty to forty cases

recover—a truly remarkable average.

When we return to the results achieved by the open-

air treatment we are faced with bitter disappointment.

Certainly a large number of Consumptives are sent

away from Sanatoria as cured, but on enquiry it is

L. found that the disease recurs in a shorter or longer^ interval, whilst those who get worse are sent home to

die. The statistics of these institutions are therefore

perfectly misleading, as has been pointed out by no
less an authority than Carl Pearson, of the London
University. He naturally uses strong language in his

criticisms—in fact, stated that one book written by two
well-known specialists should be withdrawn from cir-

culation, which was done. It is, therefore, little wonder
that the public and the profession consider this no cure

for Consumption.
Now, to make a statement is one thing, to prove such

a statement true is quite another ; let us, therefore,

turn to the proofs of the inadequacy of Sanatoria to

cure Consumption, and then to the proofs of the effi-

cacy of the Alabone treatment.

A medical man, himself cured by Dr. Alabone,

speaking of the methods adopted in Sanatoria, writes

:

" So many cases of the so-called open-air cure, in which
patients have only returned home worse than they left,

have come under my notice that I am annoyed anyone
can be found to place confidence in such treatment."

Another physician, in writing to express his grati-

tude for recovery from phthisis under Dr. Alabone's

specific treatment, says that he is at a loss to find words
to express his feelings in returning thanks for the great

benefit he has received from Dr. Alabone's treatment.

He is now completely cured, but in his letter he is care-

ful to point out that at the time he commenced the

treatment he was in a most serious condition, his lungs

being extensively diseased.

Sir,—I have some thirty patients in all stages of

phthisis undergoing Dr. Alabone's treatment—some
very bad, so that I should not be surprised if I had
lost one or two, but at present I have lost none. The
improvement in them is most marked and surprising.

I do not think there is any doubt of the efficacy of his

treatment in stopping the advancement of the disease.

'It has in my hands been very successful in many cases.

—I am, }'ours faithfully,

W. F. , M.D., L.R.C.P., L.M.Edin.
It has been stated by some people that Dr.

Alabone, seeing he so strongly condemns the open-air

cure measures for treating phthisis, does not approve
of consumptives being exposed to the open air. In all

fairness to Dr. Alabone we hasten to say that such
statements are untrue, and we again draw attention to

the fact that this eminent speciaHst was the first person
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(many years before the ad\ent of Sanatoria) to advo-

cate the abohtion of the old custom of confining per-

sons afflicted with consumption in overheated and
almost air-tight rooms, which practice, as any of our

readers would easily understand, was absolutely

dangerous to the sufferers. At the same tmie. Dr.

Alabone pointed out the advisabihty of consumptives

being out of doors whenever the zoeather was favour-

able, recommending lined hammocks. In inclement

weather he suggested that patients should remain in-

doors with windows open, but all possibilities of

draught being precluded. The above-mentioned facts

explain away entirely any suggestions as to Dr,

Alabone disapproving of fresh air for persons suffer-

ing from tuberculosis.

It is not at all surprising that Dr. Alabone should

condemn the measures employed in our Sanatoria. In

those institutions the patients are exposed to all condi-

tions of weather—damp, fog, snow, and other unsuit-

able conditions. We think that every right-minded

person will agree that such practices are unwarrant-

able, and constitute a real danger to the lives of the

patients.

From the very considerable amount of evidence

before us, we therefore fully and unhesitatingly

endorse the wish expressed in a letter which has been

received from a physician who enjoys a wide practice.

What he writes in regard to the " Alabone Treatment
"

for consumption, and which is verj' much to the point,

is as follows :
" I trust the time is not far distant when

Dr. Edwin W^. Alabone's discovery will be unani-

mously adopted by our profession. Such a procedure

would be a boon to many sufferers v.ho now look for-

ward to a lingering death."

It is satisfactory to be able to record the fact tliat a

considerable number of physicians have adopted this

treatment with their patients, and have obtained from
it the most satisfactory results—results, we venture to

affirm, which have been attained by no other system
known. Boards of Guardians are also discussing the

advisability of introducing it into their infirmaries,

many having witnessed its extraordinary success with

members of their own famihes.

Nurses at Sanatoria and Hospitals who were
stricken down by Phthisis, and who, after undergoing
open-air treatment, were pronounced incurable, have
been cured and resumed their usual avocations.

We recommend our readers to obtain a copy of Dr.

Alabone's work, entitled " The Cure of Consumption,
Chronic Bronchitis, Asthma, and Catarrh." This work
has had an enormous sale. The following works cire

also of special interest to those personally concerned
in the curative treatment of this disease—they can be
obtained from the author, Lynton House, Highbury
Quadrant, London, N.

—
" Testimonials of Patients,

with Comments on the Open-Air Treatment," price

IS.; "Infamous Conduct," price 6d. ; "How the Cure
of Consumption is Suppressed," price is. ; and " Facts
Regarding the Open-Air Treatment, price is., by
Edwin W. Alabone, M.D., Phil. D.Sc, ex-M.R.C.S.,
Eng., F.R.M.S., etc.

We would mention, and it will undoubtedly be valu-

able information to some of our readers, that the
" Alabone " system of treatment for Bronchitis,

Asthma, Catarrh, can be carried out at patients' own
homes, Dr. Alabone having recently invented a smaller

machine which is quite portable.
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RAVAGEAU > ^ > By Andre Theuriet
It was in the days when I was a keen sportsman that

I made friends with Michel Tringucsse, the shepherd
of the Vivey waste. This grey, rolHng moorland
stretches its stony barrenness from the last villages of

the mountain of Langres to the first rise of the forest-

clad slopes of Burgundy. Here and there an old bush
of blackthorn or a wild pear-tree breaks the everlasting

bareness, and serves as a guide-post to the traveller

who ventures to make a short cut across the waste.

No road crosses it : each man must pick his path for

himself ; and it needs long habit, or a special instinct,

not to get lost. At set of sun this desert tract does

not lack a wild beauty of its own ; round its horizon

dim, far-off forests w-eave their violet fringes ; stunted

junipers cast long dark bars of shadow across its

empurpled undulations ; and just as the sun dis-

appears, all the colours melt into a velvet grey of a

mysterious softness that belongs to the land of dreams.

But in winter the face of the waste land grows cruel,

the north wind raves unceasingly over the frost-bitten

herbage, the bushes are stiff with rime, and from the

bare and naked woods the evening silence is broken
by the long-drawn howl of the wolf.

Tringuesse, the shepherd, was king of the Vivey
waste. At all times of the year I met him there in

his bell-shaped felt hat, wrapping his brown woollen

cloak around his lean frame as he drove his flock to

some problematical pasturage. Fifty years of hard-

ship had left him small claims to beauty, with his

frowning brows, his small, foxy eyes, sharp, thin nose,

and straggling red beard ; but his long watches on the

waste had not only made him an observer of nature,

but had given his mind a philosophical and analytical

turn. He was familiar with the many medicinal herbs

that the forest produces, and he could use them to

cure animals, and sometimes even men, with the result

that the peasants round held him for a magician. He
was ready to make a joke of this accusation, and did

so on his own initiative while I was smoking a pipe

with him.
" A magician, indeed !

" he exclaimed, jeeringly ;

"well, I'm a bit more of one than they are, for they

are more stupid than my sheep there. When they are

in need they just come cringing and whining to me
;

as soon as I have put them right they treat me as a

wicked sorcerer, and for twopence they would burn me
alive as in the old days. Doesn't it strike you, mon-
sieur, that animals often have more feeling and less

vice than men ? To my mind, if there is a heaven,

some brutes have a better right to be in paradise than

lots of Christians. Look you here, for ten years I had
a dog by the name of Ravageau, who was my mate

and companion, and had more sense and more feehng

than the best man going. He was a Great Dane
crossed with a French Mastiff, as big as a young
donkey, as active as a squirrel, and as strong as a bull.

His stiff, iron-grey hair was like a fleece, his big head
tapered to a fine muzzle with terrible jaws, and his

reddish-yellow eyes shone like coals of fire. He could

break a wolf's back with one shake, as if it were a

rabbit's. And for all that, he was quiet, nothing of

the savage about him ; he just looked at the sheep,

and they did what he wanted.

"That dog and I were chums. You just think

of it; for ten years we never were out of

each other's sight. We slept side by side, we
ate the same bread, and finished up always with

a bit of a talk together. We understood each

other right well: he knew the meaning of my words

and signs, while, what with long practice and attention,

I had learned his dog-language ; for these animals,
monsieur, talk just like us. They have their way of
expressing their ideas and their wishes, their sorrows
and their joys, by barks, sung, you might almost call

it, sharply or softly, short or long drawn out, accord-
ing to the feeling in their hearts or the idea running
in their heads.

" Well, the years went slipping along like the beads
on a rosary, and Ravageau began to get old. In our
trade, where we sleep on the hard ground, and have
to stand the rough changes of the seasons, and to be
constantly on the watch, one grows old faster. So, as

Ravageau was getting on, I thought to get me a young
dog who might serve an apprenticeship under him,
arid become a help to him, and finally replace him
when the old chap came to the end of his tether. I

had at the time a shepherd boy who kept the flock

with me. One day he brought me a four months' old
Spaniel pup, sharp and intelligent, who promised to

turn out a useful dog. We christened him Roussillon,

because of his reddish-brown coat, and I introduced
him to Ravageau. My word! the meeting was none
too friendly. At first, the Great Dane looked askance
at this stranger coming to poke his nose into his busi-

ness. He walked round him, showing his teeth, with
a low growl, and snuffed at him suspiciously. It

seemed, however, that the result of the examination
was in favour of the little spaniel, for after a minute
or two Ravageau arched his back, with his legs

gathered under him, looked playfully at Roussillon,

and, with a gay bounce and a short bark, invited him
to have a game of play. The puppy, being at the

right age to love play, and to mzke friends quickly,

accepted with joy.
" By the end of the day they were on the best of

terms, and Ravageau cuddled Roussillon up to him,

and licked his young companion most lovingly. By
the next day he had frankly adopted him, and the

apprenticeship began. When the flock scattered out

too much, and part of it seemed to want to work off

into the woods, Ravageau gave his pupil a knowing
look, with his head turned in the direction of the sheep,

and let out a warning bark at them. The untrained

spaniel did not understand, so the old dog ran by
himself after the stragglers, turned them, and brought
them back in two shakes ; and then, when the flock

was moving along properly again, he came back
triumphantly to his little friend, and gave two or three

bow-wow-wows, as if telling him :
' There, that's how

it's done !

'

" Roussillon's education took time, for he was both
young, a loiterer, and very inattentive. Ravageau did

not weary of it. He would patiently begin all over

again, and took no end of trouble to teach his appren-

tice the tricks of the trade. He never lost his temper,

but, on the contrary, seemed all the fonder of his com-
rade. 'Tis the way of the world : those who give most
trouble are the best loved, and women lavish caresses

on the children who have been the hardest to rear.

Ravageau's affection for Roussillon was truly delight-

ful to watch. He never touched his mess till the

spaniel had finished. At night, in the fold, he
stretched himself on the straw, and, with a little whine,

invited his protege to come and shelter between his

paws ; and he did not go to sleep till the little one,

cuddled up warm against his body, was snoring peace-

fully.

" Three months rolled away thus, and we were in
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mid-October. The leaves turned red, the nights

grew cold ; but we were still keeping the sheep up on

the waste, waiting for the first frosts before coming

down to the fields and wintering at the village. One
night, as the shepherd boy and 1 were sleeping side

by side in our shepherd's cot on wheels, with Rava-

geau and Roussillon under it, I was roughly wakened
by the furious baying of the Great Dane. ' De-

canille
!

' cried I to the boy, who was rubbing his

eyes, ' that means something out of the common.' I

caught up my crook, and we sprang out. The sky

was clear with myriads of stars, and the last of an old

moon was sinking towards the woods. The sheep
were bunched together, trembling and bleating in a

distressful manner, while Ravageau and Roussillon,

walking stiffly on their toes, were growling, each
louder than the other.

" They smell the wolf,' I whispered to the boy

;

' you stay here in the fold and keep your eye open
while I go and see what's up outside.'

" I took both dogs and went cautiously outside the

fence. Suddenly, by a gleam of light from the sink-

ing moon, I caught a glimpse of the marauders who
were the cause of all this fuss, and I plastered myself

against the fence corner. Wolves they were, a pair

of them. Silent, with long, stealthy steps, snuffing the

wind, they made for the fold, their eyes shining hke
glow-worms in the darkness.

'
I cast a glance at Ravageau ; he was nobly shel-

tering the spaniel between his great legs, and only

waited for the signal from me to attack. Already I

could hear the breath of the two wolves coming close.

' Seek 'em, Ravageau !

' With one bound the dog
sprang upon one of the robbers, while I made play on
the other with my crook. He caught the wolf by the

middle of the back and threw him, and those great

jaws of his did grand work, for the wolf howled like a

soul in torment Ah, the brave Ravageau ! He took
the accursed beast by the throat and choked him dead.

The wolf hadn't time to let out another squeak ; up
went his toes, and it was all over with him. The other
wolf had bolted like a coward. ' Good riddance,'

thought I, and was turning to go in again when I saw
Ravageau, evidently in distress, snuffing to right and
left with plaintive whines, and I understood at once
that he was looking for Roussillon, who, in the scrim-

mage, had been quite forgotten.
• " ' Roussillon, hey, Roussillon !

' But I whistled

for him in vain. The spaniel was gone, nor had the
boy seen anything of him.

" ' Oh, well,' said I, ' he'll turn up to-morrow. Let's

go back to bed,' and we went to sleep again. But
next day, when we rose in the early day to let out
the sheep, lo ! someone else was missing. Ravageau
didn't answer when I called him. During the night
he had jumped the fence and gone off to look for his

little friend.
" All day long we looked for him in vain, and we

were growing terribly anxious, when towards sunset
we heard a woeful howl from the side of the Char-
bonniere woods.

" ' That's he,' cried I. ' Stay you here ; I'm off to

see . . .
.' and I ran straight to the thicket whence at

intervals issued distressful howls, hke the cries of a
woman in travail. Guided by the noise, I made my
way through the brambles to an old charcoal-burning
place, and there, monsieur, what do you think I saw .'

Ravageau sitting on his haunches, his bristles up, his

eyes showing the whites, his head turned to the sky,

and howling like a mad thing. On the trampled
earth, almost under his feet, were broken bones and
blood, scraps of red-brown hair, the remains of a
mangled carcasci and that was all that was left of

Roussillon. Poor little dog! Whilst Ravageau was
busy with the one wolf he had been carried off by the

other robber, who had torn him to pieces and made
mincemeat of him. Ravageau's misery was heart-

breaking. It was no use my calling him away. He
refused to leave the spot, and I found the only way
to bring him along was to gather up the bones in my
cloak. Then he followed me like a lamb, with droop-
ing head, his tail between his legs, moaning and
snuffing sadly at the bundle which contained the
remains of the unhappy Roussillon.

" A week later we moved down to Vivcy for the

winter. But the spaniel's death had been a bad blow
to Ravageau. He grew uneasy, cross, and quarrel-

some, and he could not stand the sight of the village

curs. One day he bit one of them which happened to

be owned by the mayor's wife. The mayor was
furious, declared that our great dog had gone mad,
and ordered him to be destroyed.

" The forester put a couple of bullets into his head,
and that was the end of the brave Ravageau, whose
murderers did but hasten his reunion with his little

dear friend Roussillon in the paradise of dogs."

—

Translated by R. B. Toivnshend.

^F^ %£^ ^r^

PROVERBS
(Selected)

'A ROBIN REDBREAST in a cage
Puts all heaven in a rage.

A horse misused upon the road
Calls to heaven for human blood

;

Every wolf's and lion's howl
Raises from hell a human soul

;

Each outcry of the hunted hare
A fibre from the brain doth tear

;

A skylark wounded on the wing
Doth make a cherub cease to sing.

He who shall hurt the little wren
Shall never be beloved by men

;

He who the ox to wrath has moved
Shall never be by woman loved

;

He who torments the chafer's sprite

.Weaves a bower in endless night.

The caterpillar on the leaf

Repeats to thee thy mother's grief

;

The wild deer wandering here and there

Keep the human soul from care

;

Every tear from every eye
Becomes a babe in eternity.

He who mocks the mfant's faith

Shall be mocked in age and death ;

He who shall teach the child to doubt
The rotting grave shall ne'er get out

;

He who respects the infant's faith

Triumphs over hell and death
;

The babe is more than swaddling band*
Throughout all these human lands

;

Tools were made and born were hands,

Every farmer understands.

We are led to believe a lie

iWhen we see zviiA not through the eye.

William Blactl
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THE SCHOOLS AND THE
CHILDREN

By P. W. WILSON.
Lord Haldane, with his henchman, Mr. Pease, is

the Minister who is chiefly responsible for inspiring

the new Education Policy, but the Treasury, which
means Mr. Lloyd George, comes in, because in politics

education equals money. There was a Teacher who
said that it was a bad bargain to gain the whole world
and lose one's soul ; schools and colleges are, or should

be, gardens for the ripening of the soul; how much
are we prepared to pay?

In 190 1 -2 the public expenditure on education was:

From Taxes. From Rates. Total.

England and Wales... £9,869,000 ,£"6,485,000 /;i6,354,000

Scotland 1,359,000 1,053,000 2,412,000

Ireland 1,374,000 (NegUgible) 1,374,000

£12,602,000 £7,538,000 £20,140,000

The estimated expenditure to-day is

:

From Taxes. From Rates.

England and Wales... £14,700,000 £15,000,000
Scotland 2,500,000 1,600,000
Ireland 2,000,000 (Negligible)

Total.

£29,700,000
4,100,00c

2,000,000

£19,200,000 £16,600,000 £35,800,000

Under-educated Ireland
Our first comment must be upon the under-educa-

tion of Ireland. While the school rates for England
have more than doubled and the Scottish rate has

increased by over 50 per cent., Ireland does not yet

rate herself at all for education. Bureaucracy at

Dublin Castle, wedded to frank denominationalism
in the schools themselves, is responsible for this result,

and education must be the first test of statesmanship

for a Dublin Parliament. . It may mean a conflict with

the ratepayer. It may also mean a struggle with the

hierarchy.

Turning back to England, the next thing that we
notice is that the finance of education raises the whole
tangled problem of Exchequer contributions to local

authorities. It is certainly Mr. Lloyd George's inten-

tion to clear up this muddle, and the first difficulty

is the Navy. In 1909, the Admiralty received about

forty-four millions, but Mr. McKenna, who was then

First Lord, estimated that in two years this figure

would be reduced to forty millions. Instead of this

reduction, we have seen, under Mr. Churchill, a rise of

naval expenditure to forty-five and a half millions,

and this has meant that while, owing to good trade,

there is just enough money for the social programme
as defined in 1909, rating reform, which must be eased

by grants, has had to wait. This is the meaning of

Lord Haldane's plea for schools as well as ships—

a

remarkable plea from an Imperialist.

Lord Haldane's Educational Diocese
Again, if Lord Haldane is right in wishing to group

the schools in a kind of secular diocese, with a univer-

sity as cathedral, we are at once confronted by the

problem of rating areas. Greater Birmingham,

Greater London, a united Manchester and Salford,

the consolidated Potteries—all these actual or pro-

posed revisions of boundaries have a meaning for the

schools as well as for the trams, the idea being that

the training college as we have known it should be

merged in or superseded by the provincial university.

These noteworthy proposals may imply a greater

measure of departmental control over universities.

Already we see Parliament urging the Board of Edu-

cation to intervene in the squabbles of Bristol Univer-

sity—this by right of the public grant wliich that
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university receives. And there is the more formidable
case of Oxford, which has challenged public opinion
.by refusing divinity degrees to Nonconformists. How
far departmental supervision of universities is good
or bad time alone will show.
We come now to the schools. The rescue of the

agricultural labourer from feudal servitude must
clearly be accompanied by the capture of the village

school from clerical control. It is not so much the
fabric that matters. School buildings have been, on
the whole, greatly improved. The real mischief is

the appointment and dismissal of the village teacher
by the village clergyman, acting through the managers.
This has become simply a piece of petty patronage,
wholly divorced from the realities of religion, faith, or
morals. Appointment of teachers by the local educa-
tion authority is the first essential of reform.

There is a close relation between the school and
unemployment. We are all agreed that the age of
attendance should be raised to a firm fourteen. Most
of us consider that for some years afterwards there
should be evening schools for young persons earning
wages. By this means it is hoped that they may be
directed into useful and continuous trades, so
diminishing the fluctuations of employment.

The Inclined Plane
It is at this point that we arrive at what Lord Crewe

has called the inchned plane. If it be a fact that
the governing classes, as hitherto understood, have
been weighed in the balances and found wanting, if

the men of Eton and Harrow and Winchester can no
longer expect to dominate the Imperial structure, then
it follows that the public services, the Army, the Navy,
the Churches, the friendly societies, and the great
industrial corporations, the teaching profession itself,

must be recruited from a new aristocracy, selected

from the average boy and girl, and, when selected,

trained to its proper function. Mr. Cockerton, duly
interpreting the law, confined elementary schools
to elementary work. The unity of education must
now be recognised. The boy or girl who remains in

the ranks of the manual workers must at least have a
schooling that is complete in itself. The lad o' pairts

must have the chance of proceeding further—to the
secondary school, which must become definitely an
integral wing of the national system. And so, on to

the universities.

The Financial Problem
The Budget now stands at 195 millions. It is quite

a mistake to imagine that this immense sum is raised

entirely by taxation. Thirty millions comes from the
postal services. And, reckoning terminable loans, ten
millions go to reducing debt. Still, it is hardly a case
for imposing new burdens. An Education Bill is to

be introduced this Session, but it is to be held over.

There is the difficulty of the Irish vote, which is

denominational. There is the more permanent diffi-

culty of the Lancashire vote. But much the most
serious perplexity is money. Mr. Lloyd George has
to-day the advantage of a trade boom which is fabu-
lous in magnitude and duration. What will happen
when the lean years come? Can he so arrange his

financial reorganisation as to leave a margin and an
increasing margin for endowing the mind of the
nation ?

Events compel me to add a postscript. My article

on the minimum wage for labourers may have seemed
extravagant. Since it appeared, a Bill for this end
has been drafted by the Conservative Social Re-
formers

; Labour also has a measure on the anvil

;

and Mr. Lloyd George has invited all parties to co-
operate on this basis.

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE PROHLEM OF THE CRIPPLED CHH-D.

Sir,—I read with deep interest the touching verses of Misi
Matht\son, in the last issue of Evekvman", appealing on be-
half of the Crippled Children who have no means extended
to them to become cured of their terrible affliction.

If the future generation is to be bettered, if the British
Empire is to point with pride to her sturdy manhood and
her sha[jely womanhood, we must turn our eyes from the
horizon and look at objects close around us. Look upon the
thousands of Crippled Children—the tuberculous and pajii-

stricken youngsters in whose joints the exterminating bacilli

are nouri.shed and kept alive, in whose little brains all tb«
sunshine of childhood is replaced by the bitter darkness that
would assail a tortured old man whose cup of life had been
drained to its dregs.

In this direction lies one of the most important fields for
the Eugenist and the humanitarian^a field parching for the
rain of charity—such a charity that every donor of even one
small drop is ennobled by the nobility of the cause he assists.

You do not have to go out of your way to find this field.

You can help incalculably without moving from the chair
in which you are seated—help the one Institution in the
kingdom wherein such cases are exclusively dealt with—the
Cripples' Hospital and College at Alton, Hampshire.

Since the opening of this Institution no less than six hun-
dred and fifty children suffering from tuberculous disease of
the bones and joints have been discharged cured, and able
to take their places in the child life of the community. This
work could be greatly extended if there were more' accom-
modation for the Nursing Staff, and it is for this reason that
it has been decided to build a Nurses' Home, the necessity
for which has become imperative.
So large is the list of applicants that little sufferers are

at present waiting six months for admission, and their
chances of recovery are being thereby seriously jeopardised.
The forty cots now vacant could be at once filled, and

many more young lives saved^ if additional nurses could be
f*t£^g^d, and cucomrnodation -provided for them.
Her Majesty Queen Alexandra, who graciouslv takes a

keen interest in the welfare of the Institution, ha? generously
headed the list of subscribers to the Nurses' Home with a
contribution of ^100. In these circumstances I would
earnestly plead for your readers' help tcm-ards establishing
the Nurses' Home.
The urgent importance of this home will he readily seen

from the following facts detailing the work carrie<l on':
1. Over 650 cripple children suffering from tuberculous

disease of the bones have been cured at the Alton Hospital
since its foundation, the average of cures being (54.2 per
cent., a figure that is not approached by any insiitirtion in
the world dealing with this painful and deforming di-seaee.

2. Sixty crippled lads in the college are being taught a
trade to make themselves self-supporting.

3. The children and lads receive religions instruction
according to the faith of their parents.

4. Extreme poverty is no bar to admission.
5. It is the most economically managed special hospital

in the United Kindgom.
6. The work has the full sympathy and approval of the

rnedical profession, and is supervised by a medical board of
eighteen gentlemen of great experience in connection with
the treatment of crippled children.

7. The great London and provincial hospitals are unable
to cope with this disease, as the curative treatment is a
lengthy process, and they are therefore generally treated as
out-patients, with consequently unsatisfactory results.

The Hospital and College are truly national Institutions.
In addition to the large number received from London,
statistics show that 305 children and lads have up to the
present time been received into the Hospital and College
from other parts of the United Kingdom.
Will you help us to help these crippled children ? Will

your readers personally interest themselves to the extent of
ensuring the_ health and happiness of one crippled child?

Bis dat qui cito dat : therefore please send quicklv.

W. P. TREL'OAR.
PLEASE FILL IN AND FORWARD

to Sir WILLIAM TRELOAR, Bart., 61, Moorgafe Sireel, London, E-C

I enclose £ s. d. as a contribution towards the urgent
and important work of the Alton Cripples' Hospital.
Please acknowledge.

Name.

Address.

E.M. 13/6/13.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Notice to CoRRESPONorsTS.

—

Owing to the large number

of letters received it is necessary for correspomlents to write

briefly if their tetters are to appear.

PRIVATE USURY AND THE PUBLIC
PAWNSHOP.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir.—I was much interested in your description of

the Paris " Mont-de-Piete," or public pawnshop. It

is obviousl}- one of the most beneficial social institu-

tions of the French Republic. Founded in Paris be-

fore the French Revolution, the Mont-de-Piete has

been adopted by every big city, and, as you say, " it

has saved tens of thousands of all classes, but

especially of the poorer classes, from the clutches of

the moneylender."

The institution has been adopted by most Conti-

nental countries. Why, then, should it not be

adopted in Great Britain? Could no reader of

Everyman tell us whether it has ever been tried ?

'And if not, why should some enterprising municipality

not venture on so interesting a social experiment ? Or

would anybody be prepared to say that the evils of

private usury are less in our great cities than they are

in a thrifty countrj- like France?—I am, sir, etc.,

A Frenchman.

MR. HYNDMAN'S DELUSION.

To the Editor of Everym.\x.

Sir,—I agree with the view expressed by Mr.

Hyndman, in your issue of the 6th instant, that the

unrest in India has far from died down. Reasonable

exception may, however, be taken to his contention

that what is regarded by the Indian authorities as

disloyal speech and writing would be called patriotic

anyvvhere else in the world. I would ask him the

question I put five years ago to a lecturer in London

.who deprecated the stringent press laws in India—

;what alternative is a responsible Government to

follow? Should there be no laws or regulations to

control the public press, or are they to exist merely

to be ignored? If such a policy of " let alone " were

pursued for six months, the lawless sections of the

press would foment the present unrest and further

embarrass the task of government in India.

To say, as Mr. Hyndman has said, that British

"rule in India is unjust, is simply not true. It is a fact

of history that British rule has given India a system

of justice she never enjoyed before, and it " holds the

scales even " between the conflicting elements of the

'Indian population. Mr. Hyndman has forgotten that,

abo^e everything else, India is a complex polity, and

does not know its own mind. Until, therefore, it

realises a national consciousness, British rule in its

present form is the only rule possible in India, and is

best calculated to further Indian interests. I submit

that no public good is served by indulging in such an

•hysterical diatribe as this :
" I regard our present rule

in India as one of the greatest crimes ever com-

mitted." It is easy to destroy, difficult to construct

;

and the political fabric which Mr. Hyndman raises in

ithe concluding part of his article—viz., that the Eng-

|lish should " retire peacefully " from India—would not

commend itself to her true well-wishers. With all

itheir faults, we want the English to be at the helm of

affairs in India. For it is their very presence in our

midst that guarantees the best conditions of progress

lor those heterogeneous sections of the community

iwho make up the people of India. Leader after

leader has come forward before the Public Services

Commission to express the opinion that the essentially

British character of the administration must be pre-

served.

Mr. Hyndman is anxious to do the late Lord Salis-

bury justice. Then why does he repeatedly quote
those four solitary words—" India must be bled "

—

from a document which, as Sir John Rees observes

in " Modern India," was a wise and humane minute?
Reading Mr. Hyndman's letter, one might imagine
that India was going backward, instead of moving
forward, under the British rule. That is the burden
of his lay. But the facts rule him out of court. India

is an agricultural country, and a monumental work
has been done in recent years to ameliorate the con-

dition of the peasantry. The methods of collecting

land revenue have been made more elastic. The
administration of famine relief has been placed, on
a scientific basis. A great system of irrigation has

been inaugurated, bearing witness to the practical

genius of Europe. The establishment of co-operative

credit societies has met with an unexpected measure
of success. A world of achievement waits upon the

future efforts of the Indian reformer. But one cannot

desire the wheels of progress to move with accelerated

speed, and at the same time destroy the \ety

machinery by which alone that speed is rendered

possible. It is to be feared that, in relation to India,

Mr. Hyndman is a modern Diogenes ; but it is not in

his " tub " that the salvation of India is to be found.

—I am, sir, etc., P. C. Tarapore.
London, N.W., June pth, 1913.

CONSCRIPTION AND THE WORKERS.
To the Editor of Evervm.\x.

Sir,—If fear of death is a factor in the outcry

against conscription (as you suggest), it is because

the military death has specially repulsive features, and
because, so long as we avoid conscription, it is not

inevitable, as other deaths are. But why should the

exercise of one's choice be called " fear " ? Personally,

I do not suppose that people fear this death nearly

so much as the prospect of being crippled for life or
" bossed " for life. It is wiser to fear beforehand than

lament afterwards.

As a matter of fact, the middle classes have
nothing to gain by conscription, while the common
people have everything to lose. If the people under-

stand their best interests, the cowardice is entirely on

the part of those who submit to conscription. If they

do not, they stand to be fleeced by those who do, and
conscription is an attempt of this sort. Surely the

best policy for a nation is to be honest and just and
brave, but the conscriptionist movement is neither.

—

<

I am, sir, etc., GEO. Ed. Wymer.
Ilford, Essex, June 6th, 1913.

To the Editor of Evervm.w.

Sir,—Following upon the letter in which I showed
that the compulsorily enlisted soldiers of Australia

and New Zealand are legally liable to be called out

in the event of industrial disturbances, Colonel Keene
writes in your issue of June 6th to say that the pro-

posal of the National Service League in this country

IS that compulsory training "should be carried out

for and in the Territorial Force," and he adds that
" the regulations regarding that Force lay down that

it shall not be used as a military body in aid of the

civil power in the preservation of peace."

I shall be grateful if you will let me mention the

ver_\- simple and, one would have thought, obviou?

(C.'v.Hr.mJ .v: i-i^t i';'i.)
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HOLIDAYS ABROAD
THE SUCCESS OF '' EVERYMAN " TOURS

' Everyman, I will go with thee and be thy guide. In thy most need to go by thy side.

A MAN is ihe happier foi life from having made once an
sgreeable tour," says Sidney Smith, and it is for the pur-

pose of making such travel possible that livERVMAX has
instituted Continental tours for readers.

When we invited our readers to spend their holidays with us

en the Continent we anticipated that many would accept that

invitation, but we were scarcely prepared for such a spontaneous

and immediate re-

sponse as has actually

been made.
This gratifying re-

sponse is due to the

very attractive nature of

Everyman fours, and
because we are enabled
to make a Conti-

nental holiday no more
expensive than the

usual holiday at home.
The First E\ebvma\-

tour to Lucerne, Meir-

iogen, and Grindel-

wald leaves London
en July 4th. A week's
stay by the lovely

Lake of Lucerne, with
excursions to the Rigi

'df' and Stanserborn and
'•>ji to Andermatt, is fol-

lowed by a journey
over the beautiful

Bruoig Pass to Meir-

ingen. After visits to

the Gorge of the Aar
r.nd the wonderful

Reicbenbach Falls, the

journey is continued to

Urindelwald. Another
week is spent here.

With a further set of delightful excursions. The entire cost of

the holiday, from London back to London, including all excur-

sion;, gratuities, etc., is under £1;^.

FLANDERS AND THE ARDENNES
EVEKVMAN tours to Flanders and the Belgian Ardennes makes

8 most enjoyable holiday, combining Continental city life and the

charms of country life in the beautiful Ardennes. The first

week-end is spent in Bruges, Europe's most ancient city, and
probably the best example of a mediaeval city in the world.

Visits will be made to the Cathedral ; the Church of Notre Dame,
with the Michael Angclo statue, the famous Membling pictures

;

the Musee Communalc, with its unique art treasures ; to the

world-famous Belfry of Bruges, with its unparalleled chimes,

and to other places of great interest. On the Monday a steamer

trip to Sluis, vid the Damme Canal. Sluis is a characteristic,

little Dutch town, very quaint, and oddly picturesque.

Ghent is visited on the Tuesday, and an enjoyable day spent

in this famous old city. St. Bavon, the Cathedral, is one of the

most richly adorned churches in Belgium. It contains twelve

monumental tombs of bishops by the best sculptors of the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries, eight enormous candelabra, rich

stalls in mahogaiiy, magnificent marble altars, and numerous
masterpieces of Flemish paintings, including that gem by Hubert
and Jan Van Eyck, "Adoration of the Lamb," the noblest work
of the old Flemish school. It is impossible here to mention all

that is to be seen at Ghent, but Everyman tourists will see all

the best that can be seen in the time at their disposal.

Weduesday is devoted to Brussels, the capital of Belgium. The
(irande Place—to see which is alone worth a visit to Belgium-
is a magnificent square surrounded by some of the finest buildings
JD Europe. Tke Palais de Justice is a huge building at the

R. .rts. La Gkosse Horloge and
THE Town Belfry-.

extremity of the Rue de la Rcgtnce, and is the most magnificent

and colossal building in Europe. It took seventeen years to

build, cost two milUon pounds, and covers 6J acres.

Antwerp is visited on the Thursday. The principal places of

interest are t'he Place Verle, in which is a statue of Rubens,

and the Cathedral, which is one of the finest Gothic buildings in

Europe ; the Eglise St. Paul, with some superb paintings by
Rubens and Van Dyck ; the Eglise St. Jacques, a museum of art

treasures ; the Zoological Gardens, etc., etc.

On the Saturday Everyman party start for Namnr, the Gate-

way of the Ardennes. Namur is at the confluence of the Meuse
and Sambre. After lunch a beautiful steamer trip (3J hours) up
the Meuse to Dinant, where Sunday is spent. Dinant is charm-

ingly built along one of the banks of the Meuse at the foot of

an enormous rock, on the top of which is a fort reached by 408

steps cut out of the rock. A most delightful, quiet day is spent

in this beautiful spot.

Monday is devoted to a steamer trip up the Meuse to Hastiere.

On Tuesday Rocbefort and the wonderful Grotto of Han-sur-

Lesse is visited, and the next day is given up to drives through

the glorious Valleys of the Meuse and Lesse, whilst on Thursday

excursions to Falaen and the Castle of Montaigle are the order

of the day. Friday finds the party at gay Ostend, and Saturday

in London ; home again, after one of the most delightful holidays

possible to imagine.

-\nd the cost of the whole fortnight, including everything, is, to

the readers of Everyman, less than nine pounds.

OTHER COUNTRIES
These are onlj' two of the holiday tours arranged by Everyman.

Others, equally attractive, include:— A fortnight at Bruges, or

a week at Bruges and a week at Knock-sur-Mer. A fortnight's

conducted tour to Rouen and the Valley of the Seine and Paris.

A week's . conducted tour to Paris. A fortnight's tour to

Montreux-Territet. A fortnight's tour to Cbamonix and the

Mont Blanc Range. A week's conducted tour to Holland and the

Znyder-Zee, etc., etc.

Everyman parties leave London on convenient dates during

the latter part of June, during July, August, and September.

Our arrangements are not, of course, of an unlimited charac-

ter, so in order to avoid disappointment early bookings are

desirable and strongly recommended.

THE "EVERYMAN" TRAVEL BOOK
We have prepared a choice brochure, which contains full par-

ticulars of the various tours we have arranged for the present

year. It contains, also, a brief description of most tours, and

Bruges. The Qvai de Rosaiie.

interesting facts about the many excursions in connection w-ith' the

tours, as well as many illustrations. .\s the supply of this booklet

is limited, early application is necessarj-. Address your applica-

tion to Every.man Tours Department, Aldine House, Bedford
Street, Strand, London, W.C.
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'THE SECRET OF SUCCESS'
sftid LORD HALDANE, "is to ask the

highest, the best. It is possible, if you
have genius, to appeal to almost every-

body." This is the genius of the

HOME UNIVERSITY LIBRARY OF
MODERN KNOWLEDGE. It gives

only the best, it appeals to every-

body who wishes to be anybody.

70 Vols. DOW ready. Price Is. net each.

0/ •// booksellers. Writt for Illustrated Detcrlptlvo
List, post tree, from

WILLIAMS & NORGATE, 14, Henrietta Street, W.C.

T^'PEWKITING.—Literary and Dramatic MSS., 8d. per 1,000
^ words. Poetry, Id. per folio (72 words). Carbon copy Id. culra.—C. A.

GlRTON. 2. Grove Lane. Caml ervvell. S.E.

CATALOGUE of Second-hand Books and Remainders. Post free

from Herbert T. Potter, New and Second-hand Bookseller. 12, High Street,

Mar>-lebone. London. W. Telephone : 5025. Mayfair.

AUTHORS -wanted, known and unknown, to communicate.
Even' description of literary work required. No fees whatever.—Write

for particulars, in first instance, to " Publishers," 462, Sells Advertising Offices,

Fleet Street. London. Special attention to new wrilers-

ANNUITIES.— If you contemplate purchasing an annuity, your
interests will be best served by corresponding with Ed. Humphries.

Renishaw, Chesterfield, gi\'lng full particulars. No obligation. Couneous and
prompt reply.

THE AUTHORS' ALLIANCE place MSS. promptly and on
best terms. Literary work of all kinds dealt with by experts who place

Authors' inti'rest first. Twenty years' eicperienoe.—2. Clenieill's Inn. W.C.

STAMMERING.—Descriptive booklet sent free to any sufferer

mentioning E\-ervm.*n, by W. A. YEARSLEY & T. E. BIRCH.
"Rosador," St. Annes-on-Sea. Gold Medal Speech Specialists.

TYPEWRITERS! !

!—Bargains in all makes, new,rebuiltorsecond-
hand to ^^uit every man. Absolute Reliability Guaranteed. We buy. sell,

exchange and repair.—A. R. 01 AUKl'PLEX, LTD.. S3. Coswcll Road. K.C.

MARRIOTT WATSON'S
NEW NOVEL

ROSALIND IM ARDEN
will be published in a few

days. ORDER NOW.

PRICE SIX SHILLINGS.

RECENT SUCCESSFUL NOVELS.

THE CHARMING OF ESTERCEL. By
Grace Rhys, Author of " The Wooing of

Sheila." 6S.
Manchester Gttardian.— ' The real hero Tamburlaine is not a man,

but a horse—quite the most wonderful horse of fiction, none excepted."

DAISY BARLEY; or. The Fairy Gold
of Fleet Street. ByW.p. Rvan. 6s.

Daily Chronicle.—"This is a rare book; a really distinguished

achievement."

THE LOST MAMELUKE. By David M
Beddoe. 6s.

standard.—" ' The Lost Mameluke ' is certainly a book to be read."

Pall Mall.—" Mr. Beddoe has a powerful, vivid imagination, and his

descriptions of the gorgeous Mamelukes at play on horse and foot recall

some of the most thrilling pages of Sir Walter Scott."

PRICE SIX SHILLINGS EACH.

J. M. DENT & SONS, Ltd., 137, Aldine Hoiue, Bedford Street, W.C.

fact that the National Service League has no power
to make promises on behalf of the present or any
future Government. A compulsorily enUsted force

that could not be used to put down strikes would be a
new thing in history. Even the Swiss army, which the

National Service League sometimes holds up as a

shining example, is no exception. When Mr. John
Ward, M.P., was in Switzerland, the trade union repre-

sentatives gave him a list of thirteen strikes in which
the " citizen army " had used their guns on their

fellow-workers, many of whom were wounded and
eight were killed. In some cases the soldiers, until

called on by the authorities, were themselves strikers.

Further, if the advocates of compulsion were
allowed to realise their ideals, the regular or expedi-

tionary army would be liable to be called away in toto

on Continental service, and the Territorial Force
would, therefore, have to be made available for use

in the event of internal disturbances. This would be
all the more necessary because such disturbances

would be more frequent and troublesome under con-

scription than they are in our present condition of

comparative freedom. Anarchism, Nihilism, and
Syndicalism are the products of repression and com-

pulsion. Moderate views, friendly feelings, and peace-

ful industry are the natural outcome of the liberty

which we inherited from our fathers and still have to

maintain and improve.

I am tempted to ask your indulgence for some
comment on your editorial opinion that the modern
fear of death is " a factor in the outcry against con-

scription," but I will content myself with pointing

out, firstly, that the demand for conscription,

coming, as it mainly does, from those who would not

be compelled to fight, is largely inspired by fear of

death or of pecuniary loss ; and, secondly, that when
conscription is established, and all the cowards are in

the army, there will always be men and lads who,

rather than comply, will face death itself or punish-

ments accounted worse than death.—I am, sir, etc.,

London, June 7th, 191 3. S. V. Bracher.

THE NEEDS OF THE COUNTRYSIDE.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Might I suggest that tlie organisation your

correspondent, " Verbum Sapiente," is looking for

already exists in the form of the Brotherhood move-

ment ? The Brotherhood movement is a religious and

social one. Its aims include the study of social

science and the promotion of social service. It is a

non-sectarian and non-party organisation. Although

up to the present the social service side has been

somewhat latent, the movement appears to be waking

up to a sense of its responsibilities and realising the

immense influence it may exert on the side of real

social service. I venture to think that in this great

movement your correspondent will find reflected his

highest and noblest ideals in the direction of true

Christianity and social ser\'ice.

Allow me to take this opportunity of thanking you

for your most excellent paper, and to wish it every

success.—I am, sir, etc., ERNEST BairsTOW.

Hahfax, June 3rd, 1913.

THE NEW EMIGRATION.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Is Mr. Chiozza Money aware that he under-

states his case in regard to the alarming fall in the

natural increase of population, i.e., excess of births

over deaths .' For while the fall in the birth-rate is

real, that in the death-rate is illusory. The death-rate
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is invariable, and amounts to exactly 100 per cent. A
fall in the (illusory and so called) death-rate only

shows an increase in life-duration, and this, again,

does not mean a beneficial influence on l^e birth-rate,

since longevity does not mean an increase of pro-

ductiveness, which is confined to a certain life period.

To get, therefore, at the exact fall in the natural

increase of population, no account should be taken of

the falhng death-rate, which is a fictitious factor. The
case is shocking enough as Mr. Chiozza Money paints

it ; in reality it is a good deal worse.

But what is the use .•' Nobody knows better than

Mr. Chiozza Money that there is no salvation for

West and Mid European civilisation except in a com-
plete and revolutionary change in our conceptions

and laws of property. If the West and Mid Euro-
pean countries have not the courage to institute this

change, and that soon, the enormously growing Slav

power will conquer them. Napoleon foresaw this.

This Slav element, in its turn, when enfeebled by over-

civihsation, will fall to the Mongol element. That is

the natural East to West trend of the whole of

recorded history.

Germany and Austria are v/ide awake to the Slav

danger ; they are even now taking active measures
and contemplating others, stronger ones. I can
assure you, speaking from personal knowledge, that

the great thinkers among the German-speaking
peoples are looking fearfully into the future, and that

the strong men of the Slavs count upon Mid and West
European falling birth-rate and emigration as their

powerful auxiliaries.—I am, sir, etc.,

Shanklin, June 6th, 1913. ?• W. VON HERBERT.

To the Editor of Everv.man.

Sir,—There must be a great number of your readers

who agree heartily with Mr. Chiozza Money as to the

gravity of this question. Surely, however, many of

them will feel that he takes a very narrow and circum-

scribed view of the problem with which the nation is

faced when he points to the industrial advantage we
possess in cheap coal, and leaves it to be inferred that

the remedy may be found mainly because of this ad-

vantage and the minimum standard of existence,

coupled with better housing, which he suggests will

follow.

He appears to lose sight cf the fact that freedom
attracts the best men more than even comfort and a

minimum standard of existence, whicli may often be
the maximum as well, and also that to depend almost

entirely on our industrial capacity, which inevitably

means town dwellers, instead of also upon a strong

and virile agricultural class, is to court a continuance
of all that is most harmful to the national welfare.

Has it ever occurred to him that our industrial

classes are not free, because they have no alternative

to working for wages? For the only possible alter-

native they can have except emigration is that they
should be able to grow their own food, and thus work
for themselves and their families, and it is this alter-

native which is barred to them in most cases. But we
are told, on the authority of Professor Long, that there
are millions of acres of land in this country waiting to

be cultivated, so that, if the conditions prevailing in

the homeland were right, it would be a long time
before our people would be forced " to enter upon
such a tremendous speculation as emigration to the
unknown wilderness" because they desired freedom
and had no alternative to working for wages, whicii
maybe were unobtainable.

Our commanding position in the industrial world is

all to the good, but it must surely be recognised by

Read these books of intense
human interest, Hopes, Ambi-
tions, Passions anil Follies
are vividiy portrayed by
artists of Keen and Sympa-

thetic observationm

The WOOINGS of

JEZEBEL PETTYFER
By Haldane Macfall. 6s.

" The Great Classic o{ the West Indies.

"

The Press say; "Grips ihe reader." "Will live in

the reader's memory." "This mar.'ellous tale."
" Wonderfully entertaining." " Immensely funny."

BLOOD and SAND
A Novel by VINCENT BLASCQ IBANEZ. Trans-
lated from the Spanish by Mrs. W. A. Gillespie. Bs.
" Is endlessly interesting in its pictures of the details

of the discipline and the accidents of ihepUtza dt: tnros.'"

— Scotsman.

The FIRE of HEAVEN
By ROSALIND DENIS-BEOWNE. Author of "A
Bird in the Hand." 3s. 6d.
" Vivacious and aatuca]."

—

Westminster Gazotte.
"Here.ve have scmetliing like real literature."—Eastbourne Gazette.

Put these on your Library List To-day.
LONDON: SIMPK'N. MABSHAU. BAMILTON. KENT & CO., UMITED.

The NEW EMIGRATION.

T^O understand how this may be

stopped by

Perpetual Leases,

giving Tenants Fixity of Tenure and of

RENT, read the works issued by the

REDEMPTION OF

LABOUR LEAGUE.

List ot Fublicaiions and Illustrated Leaflet of the

SHARNAL STREET, Kent, Small Holdings Colony,

where the Land is held by Tenants oa Leases for

10,000 Years,

free en application to the Hoc. Sees.

:

Chas. F. La.mele and Mark B. F. Major,
Redemption of Labour League,

7, Queen Street Place, London, E.G.

Fret copies of the works may be hod try Public Libraries

on application.
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BuyaCanada Life Annuity

and bid Good-bye to care

THOUSANDS of men and women in this country

have reason to bless the day that they bought a

Canada Life Annuity. They are enjoying life to the

lull, because they are entirely free from all financial

worry and anxiety. They are getting the best out of

life, because they are in receipt of a higher return on

their capital than could possibly be obtained in any other

way with anything like the same substantial security.

They know precisely how much their income is, and

therefore they can arrange the spending of it to the

very best advantage.

Buy a Canada Life Annuity yourself ;

make the most of your own life and
let the Autumn of your days be full

of happiness.

Write at once for full particulars to the Canada Life

—the oldest Colonial Life Assurance Company and

the Office that gives more generous annuity terms

than any Office of equal standing in this country.

Write to-night (stating age) to :
"

Canada Life Assurance Company
(Accumulated funds /lO, 000.000. Established 1SA7.J

CANADA LIFE BUILDING,

A 15, King St., Cheapside, London, E.G.

LEARN FRENCH by Rosenblum's Anglo-French Journal, Id.,

monthly. Ud. post free from Rosenblum's Language Institute. 26, High
Holborn, London. W.C. T.P.'s Weekly says: "Admirably adapted for students

of French."

'TYPEWRITING of every description under expert literary super-
* vision, from 8d. per I.OOO words, paper included. — Dept. E. THE
NATIONAL TYPEWRITING BUREAU. 199. Strand. W.C.

BOOKKEEPING SIMPLIFIED.—Send postcard to-day for

particulars of the celebrated "New Rapid" Lessons, showing how to keep
any set of books in one month without mistake.—Secretary, 141. Holborn Hall

College. London. W.C. Telephone: 6111 Holborn.

SjfVVE: £s 2s. eo.
by taking up the famous " St. Settef Cours of Wiil-CuUure." which con-
tains Inlorraatlon worth FIVE CUINBAS to you. By means of this

simple yet ingenious system your Will-Powercan be d.-veloped to double Ita

6resent strength in from 3 to 4 months. Your powers of Concentration,
lemory, Sell-Reliance, Observation and Personal Uagnetlsm

win also be enormously increased. "The St. Settef Course "is warmly re-

commended by "Public Opinion." "Pitman s Journal," "Great
Tboutfhta,""Tho Christian Age "" Young Man ." Bev. T. A. Seed,
eto. The fee for the whole Course Is only 2 6 (abroad 6d, extra). NO
FURTHER EXPENDITURE. The Course Is sent In plain, scaled
package. Enrol to-day. Next week will see you delifihtcd with your pro-
Cress. THE ST. Bl^TTEF INBTITUTB (Dept. S). PERTH, K.B.

COCKROACHES AND BLACKBEETLES cleared by Blattis.

"I find Blattis most successful." Guaranteed by E. Howarth, F.Z.S.
Recommended by Dr. H. Woodward. .F.R.S. Supplied to the Royal Household.
Harmless to pets. Tins. 1/3. 2'3. 4/6. post free. Also Camphis, the effective

Moth destroyer. 1/- per packet.—HOWARTH & FAIR. 471. Crooksmore Road,
Sbefiield. Liverpool Branch : 107. Smtthdown Road.

IV/iqC CRITICISED AND REVISED. Write for terms to
IVlkJiJ, Mr. LEPECHT (Box N). Oaklea Cottage, Silverhill Park, St.

Leonards-on-Sea.

AUTHORS wishing to sell MSS. should write to Advisory
Department. Dept. 1, Murray & Evenden. Ltd., Publishers, Pleydell

House, Pleydell Street. Fleet Street, E.G.

lOO Copies in XO IMCinutes
of handwrltlntt, typing, raustc. speci6catiOQs. plans, etc.. in ooe or
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people of all parties that the supreme question of the
moment is how to establish and maintain a proper
equihbrium between industry and agriculture in this

country.—We are, sir, etc.,

Chas. F. Lamble.
Mark B. F. Major.

Redemption of Labour League,

7, Queen Street Place, E.C., June 9th, 19 13.

"TRAFFIC IN WOMEN."
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Your correspondent " C." asks, " What is this

White Slave Traffic of which we hear so much .' Is it

some new and growing evil for which women hold a
quick and certain remedy j . ^ . or is it an old crime
which all righteous men have hated since, and even
before, the time of David, and which is a source of

dread to fathers of families, who, by the way, have
the vote ?

"

This gentleman's questions answer themselves ; but

I may perhaps be allowed to put the dots on the " i's."

This " old crime " has indeed been practised all down
the ages at the expense of women, and the record of

David himself, even in extreme old age, is singularly

unclean
;

yet he passes still for a " righteous man."

The traffic to-day exists mainly for the benefit of
" married men of past forty "—I quote from an
authority—who are, presumably, " fathers of families

"

as well as husbands of deceived wives. That they

have votes, and have not used them in any way for

the real protection of women and girls from this

horror, but rather the contrary, is surely an argument

for, rather than against, giving women themselves the

power to try what can be done. When I add that

girls have still to be supplied to the cantonments in

India, and that the tracie has in the last fifty years

become organised and syndicated, showing a profit of

six millions sterling per annum in the United States

alone, and that there is no law to touch the consumer,

the frequenter, the person who supplies the demand
and the profits, I think the case can stand and an
action will lie against the men of our and of every

other race—the most damning indictment ever

framed in all the sad history of women.—I am, sir,

etc., C. Nina Boyle,
Head of Political and Militant Department,

Women's Freedom League.

Adelphi, Strand, May 31st, 191 3.

P.S.—^May I add that it seems strange that the
" war-cry " (not ours, but the one " anti " men like to

assume is ours) " votes for ladies " should annoy these

gentlemen, seeing that their own democratic evolu-

tion began with " votes for gentlemen " ? C. N. B.

GOETHE AND THE COMMON PEOPLE.
To the Editor of Everym.\n.

Sir,—In the) course of his really admirable remarks
upon Goethe, your contributor makes a statement

which, unamplified as it is, is calculated to do an injury

to the character which he so ably sketches. I refer

to the sentence wherein it is said that " he (Goethe)

has no love for the common people. He has the aloof-

ness of the aristocrat. He , . . takes little interest

. . i in the struggles of human freedom." Now, in
" The Sorrows of Werter " (a work wherein, I imagine,

the deepest and most personal feelings of Goethe
are to be found) occurs the following passage, which
I beg leave to quote without comment :

" The common
people here, particularly the little children, already

know and love me ; yet when I first began to talk to

them, they doubted ray sincerity, and behaved rather
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rudely. I was not, however, too proud to court their

fayour, and soon verified an observation I had often
made : that characters of high rank are too apt to keep
their inferiors at a distance, as if their approaches
could possibly dimmish their dignity. But what
arrogance, what ignorance, does that NOBLE gentle-

man evince, who can condescend at times to be affable

with a commoner, and at other times neglect and
despise him ! This life will not admit of equality

;

but surely that man who thinks he derives conse-
quence and respect from keeping others at a distance

is as base-minded as the coward who shuns the enemy
for fear of an attack. One day that I visited the
fountain, I perceived a young woman on the lowest

step, with her pail beside her, anxiously waiting for

the assistance of one of her companions to place it on
her head. Immediately I accosted her: 'Give me
leave, my dear, to help it on.' She blushed, and
modestly replied, ' Oh, no, sir.' But I waived all cere-

mony, and helped her to hft the pail. She thanked
me with a smile, and I was amply rewarded with the

pleasure I received."— I am, sir, etc.,

W. A. DiCKINS.
Harringay Park, London, N., June 7th, 191 3.

THE INFLUENCE OF NIETZSCHE.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Dear Sir,—I have read with great interest Dr.
Sarolea's article on " Nietzsche " in a recent number
of Everyman. In some respects I quite agree with
the writer. He has done what all should do—said the

best he could!

My first acquaintance with Nietzschean literature

took place several years ago. I purchased and read
his book, " Beyond Good and Evil," but I was terribly

disappointed with it. Perhaps I expected too much.
Certainly I did not find what I had expected. As a

philosophical work, it is the huskiest that ever came
into my hands. True, here and there I found a few
grains of rare wisdom, but they were very few.

I do not, as many others have done, " begin with
extolling him as a prophet or abusing him as a
lunatic." He was neither the one nor the other. In a
sentence, he was the embodiment of egotism, the most
egotistical of egotists. This is his outstanding fault,

and one reason, perhaps the chief, of his not finding a
ready public. Throughout his works this feature is

ever uppermost : Nietzsche alone is right ; all the
rest of the world is wrong!
When Dr. Sarolea speaks of him as the "most

powerful force in Continental literature," he surely
cannot be serious. Nietzsche never was and never
will be that. To-day the two most powerful forces on
the Continent are Eucken and Bergson, and since

the days of Hegel and Kant there has been no force
to equal these.

One thing against Nietzsche is his venomous, ultra-

prejudiced attitude towards Christianity. Like his
contemporary, Haeckel, he will not even allow the
Christian doctrine a fair hearing. Englishmen ever
delight in being generous towards their foes. Where
Christianity is concerned Nietzsche is most un-
generous. "One should not go into churches," he
says, "if one wishes to breathe pure air." The itali-

cised " -pure" is evidence sufficient respecting the
attitude of his mind on this subject.

His contradictions, too, which are very numerous,
depreciate the value of his work as a philosophy.
This, however, is a common failing of prejudice and
egotism.

The gospel of Nietzsche is retrogressive, and would
tend towards lapsing back into barbarism if literally

=TTE =T»T= =T»T=
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adhered to. 'As Dr. Sarolea says, it is " the gospel of

the inequahty of race "—a gospel of militarism and
quasi-pseudo-imperialism. He was the champion of

the strong and the rich, the enemy of the weak and
the poor.

As regards his literary style, one cannot find fault

with that. It is as near perfection as that of most
philosophical writers. When Dr. Sarolea designates

him " one of the supreme masters of language," he
only does him bare justice. What little popularity

Nietzsche does enjoy is entirely owing to the beauty
and purity of his hterary style, and not to his philo-

sophical system, if, indeed, one can give it that flat-

tering designation.

One or two good points he most certainly has.

He is a most intense hater of cant. For this one
cannot help but admire him, however much one may
be in disagreement with his beliefs. He is courageous,

even to the verge of folly. He exposes with an in-

tense hatred that pedantic, ignorant, incongruous, and
vapid tomfoolery, that used to be called " the Chris-

tian Religion," but which is as far from Christianity

as hell from heaven ; and for this one caimot help

I

but admire him.

i

Nietzsche, however, will never be a great force in

\
English thought. He is too inconsistent, too cryptic,

j

too individualistic for the thinking Anglo-Saxon
! mind. He may have readers, although one rarely

meets them (I never yet met one) ; but they will read

and forget. His influence will last no longer in tliis

country than the dew lasts when once it is subjected

to the fierce rays of the sun.—I am, sir, etc^

Chas. H. Betts.
Authors' Club, London, S.W.,

May 20th, 19 1
3.
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To the Editor of Everyman.

Dear Sir,—Dr. Charles Sarolea, in the course of a
highly interesting and instructive article, states that

the gospel of Nietzsche v,'as anticipated by Mr.

Houston Stuart Chamberlain, whom he refers to as

the German namesake of Mr. Joseph Chamberlain.
My sole acquaintance with Mr. Chamberlain's work
is through the English translation of his " Foundations
of the Nineteenth Century," with Lord Redesdale's

introductory essay. I am, therefore, neither com-
petent nor anxious to determine the proportion of

English and German factors in Mr. Chamberlain's

personality. But it does seem desirable that the com-
prehensiveness of the Teutonism he exalts should be
noted. Under some such term as German he would
include Dante as freely as Barbarossa, Wilham the

Conqueror as Kaiser William, Anglo-Saxon as

Knickerbocker.
And still more desirable would it appear, when deal-

ing with any apparent similarity between the conclu-

sions of Chamberlain and tlie views of the self-styled

anti-Christ, Nietzsche, to recollect the former's pas-

sionate avowal of attachment to the Christ. It would
be foolish, of course, to ask that in an article on
Nietzsche, Dr. Sarolea should attempt to do full

justice to Mr. Chamberlain. Yet an author who de-

clares, " Whoever will follow Christ requires, above all,

courage, courage in its purest form, that inner courage
which is steeled and hardened anew every day, which
proves itself not merely in the intoxicating clash of

battle, but in bearing and enduring, and in the silent,

soundless struggle of every hour in the individual

heart," must be convicted of flagrant inconsistency
before he can be fathered with the gospel of

NietTische.

Further, whereas "in Nietzsche's Aiew an aristo-
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cracy is the ultimate purpose of life," if I have read

Air. Chamberlain aright, in his view an aristocratic

racfe has been, and will continue to be, an instrument in

tlie perfecting of life, a means to an end. Such a view,

I take it, is not antagonistic to that democracy so truly

said to be the political expression of Christianity, of

our belief in the essential dignity of man.
I\Iay I conclude with one word of gratitude for

Dr. Sarolea's very valuable final section, in which the

service rendered to Christianity by Nietzsche is made
clear?— I am, sir, etc., W. A. FiNCH.

Birstall, Leeds, May 19th, 1913.

OSCAR WILDE—A REMONSTRANCE.
To the Editor of Everv.mav.

Sir,—In connection with the point raised by Mr.
Armitage it may be wt>rth recording Oscar Wilde's
own opinion of his prose, as expressed to me when I

visited him in prison. " My prose," he said, " which,
with the exception of Walter Pater's, is the finest in

the English language."

.Strange to say, this was just after he had told me
that in prison he had discovered a beautiful thing
galled humility.— I am, sir, etc.,

Birmingham. JAMES AddERLEY.

^ J» J»

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
The Call of the Past (Sands and Co., 6s.) deals

with Wales. But though the country forms a pic-

turesque background, the author does not take us
beneath the surface of things. The pages of the
story bristle with Cymric names, but of the soul of

the people we learn nothing, though their prejudices
and curious inability to fight in the open are empha-
sised over and over again. It was George Meredith
who said that the Welshman never forgets that to this

very hour a son of Cymri hears the legions of
Llewellyn marching down the hills, and feels within
him stir the old antagonism against the Sassenach. It

is Meredith also who points out that this persistence
of memory renders the Welshman inoperative in

action ; he is content with past triumphs, or, rather,

with the legends of victory that have come down the
ages, and the pride engendered by these warlike tales

and exploits make him indifferent to the conditions of
to-day. In effect, the Welsh are a secret people ; they
will never come out into the open ; their military

tactics are akin to their political propaganda, for ever
they fall back and back again, luring the enemy on,

only to disappear before the onslaught, disdaining an
open fight, and finding refuge in the policy of per-
petual deferment. These characteristics are notably
present in Florcns Roch's romance. The veil is never
lifted, and the true opmions of GwenlHan, her ambi-
tions and her hopes, we do not learn. There is the
same curious lack of conviction in the description of
Gwenllian's attitude towards the pagan beliefs that
still linger in the hills of Wales. The heroine, we
are told, has occasional glimpses of a former exist-

ence, wherein the Druidical religion played a promi-
nent part ; but whether she desires to see the best
of that mystic cult incorporated in the religion of
Nonconformity as practised in Wales to-day, or
whether she desires utterly- to stamp the survival out,

we are not told. Once, and once only, does the
author give us a vivid picture of the Welsh as they truly

are, and that is in the account of the meeting at

the local chapel. Here the author shows us the real
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right thing. The congregation, swayed by the speaker's

eloquence in favour of a national ideal, rock them-
selves to and fro, uttering those strange cries in a
minor key, which, once heard, can never be forgotten.

But for this fugitive glimpse Mr Roch does not reveal

to us tlie Welshman as he is. A true story of the

Cymri has yet to be written, though, remembering
that the Welsh are indubitably the Secret People, one

,

doubts if that day will ever come.

» 9 9
The story of a lodging-house witlf various types of

inmates—the shabby genteel, the hopelessly im-
pecunious, the Bohemian, and the respectable^should
make a vivid narrative. We have seen what can be
'done with such material by Israel Zangwill in his

inimitable study of a modern Marchioness, but the
qualities that go to the portrayal of " Merely Mary
'Ann," and the shifting population that drifted in and
out the house where Launcelot lived, are lacking in

the author of THE TRANSFORMATION OF Timothy
(Mills and Boon, 6s.). Mr. Thomas Cobb writes with
a certain geniahty, but his reflections are somewhat
trite, his criticisms commonplace. Timothy, the jour-

nalist, does not convince us, either in the period when,
slipshod of dress, careless of manner, he drifts in and
out the story in an aimless fashion, or when, trans-

formed into a well-groomed, immaculately dressed
young man about town, he captures the heart of

Althea, the heroine. Mrs. Brown, who lodges in the
house of Althea's mother, is perhaps the best attempt
at portraiture. Mrs. Wimpernis, banished to a
nursing home, there to undergo an operation, leaves
the conduct of the establishment to her daughter

;

'Althea, much distressed, accepts the offer of Mrs.
Brown's assistance. The good lady explains that life

has left her with little but trivial items of interest.

She is starving for interest and occupation. " As soon
as I have done breakfast I look forward to dinner,
and when dinner is over I think of tea. After tea is

'the worst of all, e.xcept when I lie awake listening to

the clock striking at night." She pleads to be
allowed to superinten'3 the cooking of the major's
chop, and declares her soul will find satisfaction in the
adjustments of the window curtains. Althea grace-
fully gives way, and the story ends to the satisfaction

of the lodgers and the marriage of Timothy with the
girl he loves.

9 9> 9

Mr Hubert Bland is always stimulative and occa-

sionally controversial. He is, however, inevitably

delightful when he writes about women. In the days
gone by a profane journalist of our acquaintance de-

clared lie always knew whether or no " Hubert " of the

Sunday Chronicle were in love, as the criticisms in

his articles relating to the other sex always reflected

his mood. OLIVIA'S LATCHKEY (T. Werner Laurie, 6s.)

is " Hubert " at his best. He has an unerring faculty
for the important things that women leave unsaid,

and knows the exact value of a gesture! The
volume contains the correspondence of Mr. Stephen
"Yorke, a man about town, with Miss Olivia Brent,

aged twenty-three, without encumbrances and pos-

sessed of a small independent income. Olivia is an
prphan, and has passed a considerable portion of her

life under the protection of her aunt in the choking
atmosphere of a household restricted in ideas and ter-

ribly frightened of anything out of the common. She
ris fired with the ambition to break away and come to

London, and asks her friend whether it is possible for

her to li\e uncliaperoned in a small flat, or if she is

compelled to go into a boarding-house. It is hardly

necessary to state that she takes a flat and gathers

about her such of her friends as she knows in London.
These friends Stephen Yorke criticises. "It is as
well to begin as we mean to go on," he writes, " as a
certain sort of people say when they know they are
going to be disagreeable ; and if we are to be friends
we must each have the right to tell each other what
\ve each of us think of each other's friends. That
right is fundamental and elementarj-. . . . Friends
may not tell each other what (I mean all, of course)
they thirik of each other. No friendship would stand
that strain. I doubt if one could be friends even with
oneself if in some of one's introspective moods or
mumps one spoke out aloud or wrote down the
opinion one has of oneself." Mr. Bland goes on to
say that the utterance of a thought is the real birth
of it. A thought unspoken is an unborn baby
thought He tells us truly that two people may live

together comfortably enough, each thinking some
lamentable thing of the other, but that no great harm
ensues so long as neither speaks out. With unerring
discrimination he suggests that if one of them be a
woman she nearly always does speak out, and there
is an end. The point of view of the man in contrast
with that of a young woman is admirably and subtly
given. The portraits and impressions contained in

the volume are provocative and delightful. Olivia's
Latchkey is a book the modern woman should not
neglect. It is at once a justification and an apology
for her existence.

• • •

Barry and a Sinner (Smith, Elder and Co., 6s.'

is written in leisurely style, pricked with occasional

touches of humour. Mr. John Barnett tells the story

in the first person, and has chosen for the narrator a

conventional and somewhat unconvincing type. Gilly

Leviter is the ordinary' weak-willed,' semi-philo-

sophical, moral vagrant. He atones for his general
ineffectiveness by risking his life for the woman he
loves, and the fashion he affects for demonstration of

the fact that he possesses backbone is to plunge into a

burning house, and rescue his beloved from the de-

vouring flames. It is part of Gilly's ineffectiveness that

the object of his devotion dies in his arms, and he is

left hopelessly disfigured, and permanently impaired
from an active existence with only the remem-
brance of her smile to comfort him. Barry, his ftdiis

Achates, belongs to a type as conventional as the back-
boneless Gilly. He is a big Irishman, brimming over
with health and spirits, and with the national capacity

for falling in love. On the whole he is preferable to

his friend, though the latter inevitably suffers from
the fact that he is made the central figure of a drama
which in itself is not strong enough to excuse the weak
part played by the chief actor in the performance. The
author, we think, has made a mistake in using the first

person ; it is inevitably a test of literarj' ability that

few can pass. There can be only two reasons for using

this form : the story must either be of such vivid and
compelling interest that the narrator is of secondary
importance, or that narrator must be so subtly

sketched that the reader accepts without question his

version of affairs, and endorses his criticisms of the
characters that appear with him in the incidents por-

trayed. The finest example of the second method !>

Thackeray's " Henry Esmond," one of the master-

pieces of English literature.

We do not suggest that the author could hope tc

come within measurable distance of tliis work, but it ;.-

desirable that a novelist should set before him the

most notable achievements in the particular mode he
uses, and, before Mr. Barnett again uses the firs:

(Cantihued ok ^igi 286.,)
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[SECOND ANNOUNCEMENT.]

50 SUMMER SCHOLARSHIPS
WITHOUT ENTRANCE FEE IN

Free-Lance Journalism and Short Story Writing,
FOR READERS OF "EVERYMAN."

CLOSING DATE, JUNE 30.

t

Sc ^rtat }.a: bier, the interest ezoied in cur

tj^er cj jo Scholarships in Free-Lance

Jcurnatism, aniicunced in !asl weei s

issue, thai we are refrcducing Elizabeth

Stewart''s article again this week for the

^inejit cf those readers whose notice it es-

lapid, cut who are likely to be interested in

the fcssibilities cj earning gccd money by

• heir fen.

" YlTTilAT to do with our sons and
XX/ daughters ?" has long been a
"' familiar question. Is it not

time to change the query to
" What will they do with themselves ? "'

;

for surely nothing worthy the name of
work can be forced from unwilling
hands, much less wrung from an un-
willing brain.

The writer speaks, therefore, to those
who have not yet chosen their work

;

to those also who, having had their

work chosen for them, are finding in

their daily tasks a species of penal
servitude.

To the former I would say, " The
world is certainly all before you, but
the world is pretty full. Look well

about you, and choose for your work-
place a field where you will have room
to sow and to reap." To the latter my
word is more emphatic. "Discontent
may be the seed of salvation. To ' be
content with such things as you have

'

is a command that can only be rightly

read in the light of reason. Content-
ment is doubtless a grand virtue, but
its grandeur depends on the quality of

your possessions."

Remember that it is your duty to see

To it that the things you have are the
best you can get through the careful
expenditure of your talents.

Get this Best aud then be content.

There are false economists abroad
who rail at our bitter bread, offer to glut

us with the fat of the land—and thrust
into our hands, at a given price, a stone.

Bitter bread there is in plenty, and
stones there are in almost equal abun-
dance, gilded, sugar-coated stones, fair

enough to the eye, but stones all the
same.

• Be famous," " Be rich," cry the
tempters, and, judging by results, there
are, manj? thousands of discontented
men and women ready at all times to
snatch the false opportunity.

The writer docs not invite you to be
famous or to be rich ; but she offers
sweet bread for bitter, and suggests that
you be reasonable.

The sweet bread takes the form of
good, honest, remunerative work, work
which awaits you as soon as you are

equipped for it, work for which the
Practical Correspondence College, 77,
Thanet House, Strand, is able and
ready to equip you.

The work is Journalism and S.S.
Writing, Jind you would do well to give

earnest attention to these four state-

ments with regard to this Profession :
—

To do interesting and profitable work
necessitates the iollowing qualifica-

tions :
—

I. Common sense.

a. A knack (cultivated) of seeing
the interesting side of things.

3. A knowledge of everyday lan-
guage is more important than
'•fine writing" and the pedantic
" prize essay " style.

A- Practical Training in Press
\\ork.

The openings in Journalism are more
numerous, more interesting, and, above
all, more lucrative than most people
realise. As a spare-time hobby or a
regular occupation, you can earn from
7s. 6d. to £2 2s. per hour if you know
what to write and where to sell articles,
short stories, and the interesting
little paragraphs which constitute one-
quarter of the contents of dailies and
weeklies.

A young friend of the present writer,
of twenty-two years of age, who began
work for the Press three years ago, now
earns the comfortable income of
;^2,ooo a year. She had no introduc-
tions or influence ; her success is solely
the result of her knowing how to do just
the work that's wanted. She works no
harder than the average woman teacher,
but she makes every stroke of her pen
tell, and every Editor she works for
knows exactly what to expect from her

;

he knows she is dependable.

FIFTY SCHOLARSHIPS.
The P.C.C. Course of Journalism and

Short Story Writing is now offered to

the fifty EvERVM.W readers who show
sufficient aptitude for the work to make
it worth while to train them at the
nominal terms offered. You can earn
while you learn in your spare time, for

a Home Study Course of training is

entirely by correspondence. The Course
is personally conducted by a successful

Author-Journalist of International repu-
tation.

Vou will be in a class by yourself, for

the personal letters of criticism and
advice will be confidential and exclu-

sive to you. It will be exactly suited to

your aims and needs, and begins just

where any previous training left off,

and continues until you are too busy

writing for the Press to need any further
lessons.

Your first attempts will be sympa-
thetically criticised by an expert who
has won his experience unafded in the
long, tedious way of finding things out
for himself. Struggling alone, facing
one disappointment after another, you
niay spend years of heartaching effort
in learning just the practical technique
of the profession that the Course teaches
in a few easy-to-follow, but vastly in-

teresting, lessons.

The fifty Scholarship Winners will
obtain the full Course of Postal Tuition
at half fees. (The remainder is only pay-
able when the student has earned ^20
by his or her pen.) You do not merely
earn back very much more than the cost
of Tuition, and, incidentally, receive a
splendid full Course of Training free,
but will acquire the practical knowledge
that may be worth from 73. 6d. to £z 2S.

an hour for a most interesting and dis-
tinguished profession.

No examinatioji papers can he re-

ceived after June 30///.

DO NOT DELAY.
Setid a postcard at once for the

examination form, so that you can de-
vote a little spare time and thought to
answering the test questions, .\ddre55,
"The Secretary, Practical Correspon-
dence College, 77, Thanet House,
Strand, W^C." This is a golden oppor-
tunity which may make all the differ-

ence to your future success. You may
have missed chances before ; don't miss
this one. Send off the postcard now,
before you forget it.

In addition to the Examination
Paper, the College will send gratis a
copy of a useful little book, and particu-
lars of the Course and Scholarships.

It costs nothing to enter ; you risk
nothing more than three-halfpence for

postage. You commit yourself to
nothing, and you stand a good chance
oi success.

No matter how little you may know
now. Correspondence Teaching will be-
gin just where you need it to begin, and
take you as far as you need to go. The
work of the College is to train, en-
courage, and help students to succeed-
No other Institution has by corre-

spondence helped so many men and
women, in all parts of the world, to
train their talents to earn money. No
other Institution enjoys such wide and
intimate acquaintance with publishers,
editors, printers, and advertisers. This
opens, the door of employment to the
students. Euz.\beth' Stew.'IRT.,
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person in a novel we advise him to study the works

^•ritten in this style by the masters of our language.

9 9 9

SOXS AKD Lovers (Duckworth, 6s.) is written with

meticulous care and an eye for detail worthy of high

praise. Mr. D. H. Lawrence has taken for his tlieme

the contrasted outlook on life of two generations-

showing first the intimate, domestic life of the mother,

and the birth and growing up of her sons, and the sub-

sequent conflict which ensues between her and the girl

who would lay claim to the heart of her favourite,

Paul. There is a pathos about the following interview

between mother and son, when they are discussing

Miriam, which is very human. She has been upbraid-

ing Paul for neglecting her for the girl, and asks what

he can see in her, and what they find to talk about, and

he replies

:

" Why —painting—and books. You don't care

about Herbert Spencer."

"No," was the sad reply. "And you won't at my
age."

" \\ ell, but I do now—and Miriam does
" And how do you know that I shouldn't ? Do you

ever try me ?
"

" But you don't, mother ; you know you don't care

whether a picture's decerative or not ;
you don't care

what manner it is in."

" How do you know I don't care ? Do you ever try

me? Do }ou ever talk to me about these things to

try?"
" But it's not that that matters to you, mother ; you

know it's not"

"What is it then—what is it then, that matters to

me ? " she flashed. He knitted his brows with pain.

" You're old, -mother, and we're young."

The characters are well and sympathetically drawn,

and the plot of the story is consistently worked out.

The scene is laid in a colliery town in the Midlands,

and the life of the colliers is vividly sketched. Mr.

Lawrence writes convincingly, and impresses his

readers witli the conviction that he knows thoroughly

the people he writes about. Altogether the book is

one which should appeal to a large number of readers,

for it is full of human interest, and rings true

throughout
9 9 9

Uxpath'd Waters (John Lane, 6s.). This is a

book of strikingly original short stories by Mr.

Frank Harris. The first, " The Miracle of the Stig-

mata." is concerned with the later life of a " man
called Joshua, a carpenter and smith," who came from

Caesarea. Though we are not told in so many words,

the roan Joshua is obviously Jesus Christ Mr.

Harris sliows a daring spirit in dealing with the

matter in the way he has. In "The King of the

Jews " we are given an account of how one Simon
carried the Cross to Calvary, and the story loses

nothing of its pathos from the fact that it is told by
the lips of Simon himself. "An English Saint " is

perhaps one of the best of the stories. It shows with

a certain amount of cruelty how a naturally weak and

unintellectual man is moulded by the hands of a

woman, and how he passes through all the temptations

of this wicked world until, in the words of the Arch-

bishop who presides at his inauguration as a Bishop,
" perhaps he's as near a saint as we're likely to see."

'And that Bishop was a " stout, healthy, thrusting pre-

late and a man of the world, with a good-natured con-

tempt for Gerald." The other stories are all well

worth reading, one in particular, "The Ring," which
discloses tlie methods by which auctions are con-

ducted, and is certainly starthng, if not sensational.

Mr. Harris has left his best story to the end, and he is

perhaps wise in doing so, knowing that his readers

will lay down the book with a strong feeling of

pleasurable sorrow, slightly tinged with wonder. " The
Magic Glasses" is the title of this story, and it is

written with a delicacy of touch and a genuine feeling

of romance.
9 9 9

Emaux ET Camees, by Theophile Gautier, (6s.);

Confessions, by J. J.
Rousseau (2 vols., 6s. each)

;

Sous L'OEIL DES Barbares by Barres, are now added

to the " Maitres de Livre," published by Georges Cres

et Cie, 3 bis. Place de la Sorbonne, Paris.

These new editions of Theophile Gautier's and

Barres' masterpieces, and of Rousseau's uncxpurgated
" Confessions," are the latest additions to a now famous

series of French classics. That series, " Les Mattres

de Livre," edited by M. van Bever, and published by

Georges Cres, 3 bis. Place de la Sorbonne, Paris, is

one of the most interesting ventures in recent French

publishing. Being perfect examples of the French

printer's craft, the volumes aim at providing an

Edition de Luxe of representative classics at moderate

prices. The venture has been an extraordinary suc-

cess. All the previous volumes went out of print in a

few months and some of the older volumes have now
considerably increased in value—the second-hand

copies having risen from 6s. to £2.

'A Correction.—We are asked to state that Miss

Julie M. Lippman's book, MarthA-BY-THE-Day,
which was reviewed in our issue of May 23rd, is pub-

lished by Mr. Grant Richards, and not by Messrs.

Putnams, as inad\'ertently stated ; also that the price

is 2s. 6d.j and not 2s.

NOTICES

EDITORIAL COMMUNICATIONS

Communications for the literary department, books for review,

etc., must be addressed to

—

The Editor of "Everyman."

21, Royal Terrace. Edinburgh.

Owing to the very large number of contributions and articles

submitted, it is advisable that all MSB. should be typewritten.

The Editor cannot under any circumstances enter into corre-

spondence regarding unsolicited contributions. It must be under-

stood that these are sent at the author's risk, and that the Editor

is not responsible for their safe custody or return.

BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
All trade and business communications should be addressed to—

The Manager. Aldine House. Bedford Street, Strand. W.C.
Telephone No, 2452 Central. Telegraphic Address : " Templarian London,

ADVERTISEMENTS

Applications respecting advertisements should be addressed to

—

The Advertisement Manager of "Everyman."
Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION

United Kingdom, 12 months, 6s. 6d. ; 6 months, 3s. 3d. ; Foreign,

8s. Sd.for 12 montlis ; 4s. Id. for 6 months, post free. Remit-

tances should be crossed London Coi-ntv and Westminster

Bank, and m.ide payable to Messrs. J. M. DENT & Sons, Ltd.,

Bedford Street, London, W.C.
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"EVERYMAN" FICTION
THE FICTIONAL WORKS IN "EVERYMAN'S
LIBRARY" HAVE SURVIVED THE CRITICAL

FIRE OF THE AGES. IN ADDITION TO BEING

WORKS OF LITERATURE THEY POSSESS ALL

THE QUALITIES OF THE IDEAL NOVEL.

SOME OF THE VOLUMES:

Ainsworth's Tower of London.

Austen's (Jane) Novels (5 vols.)

Balzac's Wwks (12 vols.)

Blackmore's Lorna Doone.

Borrow's Lavengro

Brontes' Novels (4 vols.)

Collins' The Woman in White.

Converse's " Long Will."

Cooper's Last of the Mohicans.

Defoe's Journal of the Plague Year.

Dickens' Works (20 vols.)

Dumas' Works (12 vols.)

Eliot's Novels (6 vols.)

Erckmann-Chatrian's The Conscript and

Waterloo.

Fielding's Tom Jones (2 vols.)

Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield.

Hawthorne's Scarlet Letter.

James' Richelieu.

Kingsley's Novels (4 vols.)

Kingsley's (Henry) Ravenshoe.

Lever's Harry Lorrequer.

Lytton's Last Days of Pompeii.

Manning's Sir Thomas More.

Marryat's (Charles) Novels (9 vols.)

Melville's Moby Dick.

Melville's (Whyte) The (jladiators.

Mulock's John Halifax.

Oliphant's Salem Chapel.

Reade s Peg Woffington.

Sand's The Devil's Pool.

Scott's Works (25 vols.)

Sterne's Tristram Shandy.

Thackeray's Novels (10 vols.)

Tolstoi's Novels (7 vols.)

Turgenev's Virgin Soil.

Wood's The Channings.

Yonge's Heir of Redcliffe.

Cloth,

1/- net.

SEND FOR FREE ANNOTATED CATALOGUE OF
640 VOLUMES, COVERING 13 DEPARTMENTS

OF LITERATURE.

Leather,

2/- net.

J. M. DENT & SONS, LTD.. 137, ALDINE HOUSE, BEDFORD STREET, W.C.
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KENSINGTON
COLLEGE

MR. JAMES MUNFORD, M.R.S.A., F.R.C.I., Director.

Cf)e

Diploma oT Ponour
for m

6oia mm\
awarded to Kensington College by the G)Uncil of

THE FESTIVAL OF EMPIRE 1911

FOR

COMMERCIAL and SECRETARIAL

TRAINING
was signed by

LORD PLYMOUTH, Chairman of the Council, and

MR. W. AUGUSTUS STEWARD, President of the Jury,

ON BEHALF OF THE COUNCIL, CONSISTING OF:

H.RH. PRINCESS LOUISE, DUCHESS OF ARGYLL.

HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF ARGYLL, P.O., K,T., G.C.M.G

HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF NORFOLK, K.G,, PX.

HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF WESTMINSTER, G.C.V.O,

HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE, P.C.

HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF FIFE, K.T., P.C.

THE RT. HON. EARL ROBERTS, P.C, K.P., ETC

THE RT. HON. THE EARL OF PLYMOUTH, P.C, D.L., J.P.

and a brilliant list of the ch'.ef members of the British aristocracy.

Students are 'now being enrolled for next

Term, and places are also being "booked for

next year. Applications for admission, which

should not be delayed, are considered in order

of receipt.

Candidates desirous of training under the

only Gold Medal system extant for a

Guaranteed Appointment should write at

once for Illustrated Prosj->ectus similar to that

graciously accepted by H.M. Queen Alexandra,

and for an Illustrated Souvenir of the Twenty-

first Anniversary, to

Miss EVA MUNFORD, Secretary, Kensington College,

34, Gloucester Gardens, Gloucester Terrace,

Hyde Park, W.
TeL No.: Pad. 4348.
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Wear our Hose as hard as you like, and if a hole
develops within TWO months of purchase »^ will

Replace them
absolutely FRE E!

1

Holeproof Hose. To save uncoiii^cnial

labour, to nuike life

happier and sv\.ceter

for i;vcry liunmn bcinji,

to iucicase tlic leisure

time ol' tlu- overworked
^thesc thii),iis arc the

objects vvliich inventoi>
have slrivca to attahu
Ilcll. the inventor of

the telephone, placed
all the world on chat-

ting terms over the

wires. He showed us
how to laugh at space.

Krfison applied electricity

and enables us to brighten tlic

darkest nij^ht. Airmen ha\e
mastered the art of i\\\ng so what

h there left

WHY, OUR GARMENTS STILL
WEAR OUT.

But your Hosiery need not ii yon will keep
pace with the times, forthcre is "now Hosiery

that is Holeproof. . .

WHY THIS HOSIERY IS
HOLEPROOif. .

The explanation of (ho durabilitv of ". V. & H. "
Holeproof

Hosiery is made here, so that every person can see for him-

self, or herself, the jienuiiieness of it, Yonr own br.ain will show you the

truth of it. This V. & H.' Hole.ar w! Hr«.ery is made in a nc\v »ay frorn

a specully privately manufactured y arn, Thlsy.irn IsUjhter m weight and

at the siuile time tougher and ^^^M^^^
slrouger than any other brand. It

is so pliable that it gives to contmued
pressure and wear, just as a sponge

may be depressed bv gripping in

tlichand. but still have no damage
done to its fabric. There is hardly

any spring or elastic stretch m
ordin.ary hose, even of the most
expensive liind. and this accounts

for the rapid appearance of holes

and lliiu places. . Luxuriously

comfortable, shapclv and well-

made. • V. & H.' Holeproof Hosiery

is a revelation to all.

Look at our "GUARANTEE"

Ticket which is sant with everv

pair we sell

TRY THEM FOR TWO MONTHS.
Then, if within that time a hole should appear, sand them back to

us at o^oe with ticket, and we will present you with new hose without

"""^oJJd. guarantee could be given with hose made in the ordin.ap- way.
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a liole That we Marantee for two whole months.

The^nfmt aud^easure of good wearing hose to men conveys a sense

of w^ll l.ein" and satisfaction all day long, wliile to business girls 'and busy

C«"riv "s? ?o wliom the weekly darning is a long and tiresome task, the

benelit is incalculable.

Everyone in the country will be

wearing" V.&H." Holeproof Hosiery

after we can get Ihcm just to TRY it

once. Orders are now pouring in

from the friends ol those who alreadjr

arc wearing the new " V. & H.

Holeproof Hose. • The price is—

TWO PAIRS Ladies' Stockings, J/10.

postage 3d.

TWO PAIRS Gents' Socks, 2/10.

postage 2d.

COLOURS stocked: Brown. Tan,

Saxe. lilack. Navy. Champagne,
Pearl Grcv and l.ijlht Mole.

SILK HOLEPROOF.
Sold under same guarantee as above.

Two pairs of Gent's Socks. 7/8, post-

age ""d Two pairs of Ladies' Stock-

ings. lO/lJ. postage 2d. Colours i

Ladies'—Cliampague, While. Nas-j-

Empire liluc. I'earl Grey, Tan, LlacJi
,
Men k

State Boot Size

-T.ln, N.u . r^ail Grcv.

Reinembct it is easier to TRV " V. S H," Holeproof Hosiery llian to dam
a batch of sock-sand stockings every week.

Please state bcwt size, write name and address pUlnly, and gO rW yOUf

posUI order now. Dont let good inventions pass you.
^

VAUGHAN & HEATHER, (oept i54

)

THE Mail Order House, QUEEN'S ROAD,

BRIGHTON.
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

THE events of the past week, interesting as they
have proved to be, have been quite over-
shadowed by the three conflicting reports

which, after many months of labour, have issued from
the Marconi Committee, and seldom, if ever, have the
authors of State papers found their conclusions can-
vassed and discussed with the same avidity and in-

terest as has been awarded to Sir Albert Spicer and
his colleagues. Probably no official document on re-

cord has excited the same heated controversy as that

in which the Committee have summarised their several

views of Ministerial dealings in American Marconis.
Those conclusions were to be the subject of the most
important debate that Parliament has known for many
a long day. Doubtless the fact that the Committee
have been throughout sharply divided, and that the
majority are dissenting from the findings of the chair-

man, Sir Albert Spicer, has added to the widespread
attention occasioned by the report—an attention all

the more remarkable as it followed close upon the
heels of an obvious decline in public regard for the
investigation proceeding at Westminster. It is clear,

however, that behind the weariness induced by the
prolongation of that inquiry there existed a large
amount of restiveness as to the conduct of the Minis-
ters concerned. This has found expression in several
quarters—notably at Leicester, where, despite the
union between Liberalism and Labour, a third candi-
date is now threatened.

So far as the actual matters discussed at St.

Stephen's are concerned, the most important event
has been the collapse of the Liberal "cave" against
the Welsh Disestablishment Bill, Mr. Gladstone
having definitely withdrawn, on behalf of the Liberal
Churchmen in the Plouse, further opposition to that
measure. At the same time, it is noticeable that there
is to be no relaxation of the official hostility to the
Bill, and Mr. Bonar Law's speech against it is, by
common consent, one o^ his most successful Parha-
mentary efforts.

The agitation regarding the alleged laxity which
governs the University of Bristol in granting
scholastic degrees still continues, and it is certain that
in times of less political trouble and complexity tlian

the present the complaints which are being urged
against the Governors of that institution would be the
subject of drastic Parliamentary inquiry. It is urged
that many of the honours bestowed by the University
have been conferred without any regard to the scholar-
ship of the recipients, who in some cases have proved
to be merely successful men of business, without any
pretensions whatever to literary or scientific attain-
ments. Obviously, this is a matter of grave import-
ance, not only as regards the University of Bristol

itself, but as affecting the nation as a whole. While it

is most desirable tliat there should be other seats of
learning than the ancient Universities, whose manage-
ment could place them more in touch with modern con-
ditions, it is on every ground deplorable that the new
Universities should be discredited, rightly or wrongly,
by the sort of charges that are being brought against
those who, as at Bristol, are responsible for the con-
duct of a new and, it is to be hoped, a great institution.

An authoritative inquiry, and an unbiased report are
on these grounds most desirable.

It is not a httle significant, as it is also, perhaps, a
trifle ironical, that the same week which witnessed the
opening of Sir Edward Carson's campaign against
Home Rule saw also the seizure of five separate con-
signments of arms, intended—so it is whispered—to
equip Ulster for resisting impending legislative enact-
ments. While 'Sir Edward is appealing to the con-
science and intellect of the electorate, his fellow-
countrymen of the north-east corner are evidently in-

tent on " keeping their powder dry." Quite seriously,

however, the seizure of these arms is an event whose
importance has yet to be grasped. What would our
fathers have thought of arms, not wooden rifles, being
found in large parcels, consigned, nobody knows pre-
cisely by whom or to whom ? No effort whatever has
yet been made to trace the responsibility either for the
despatch or the receipt of these munitions of war, and
that surely is the most perplexing feature ui what,
properly viewed, is a most disquieting business.

By far the most marked trial that has taken place
in England for many a long year came to a dramatic
conclusion on Tuesday, when Mr. Justice Phillimore
sentenced the Suffragette leaders to lengthy terms
of imprisonment in the third division, adding in lan-

guage remarkable for its emphasis, the unusual de-
claration that, " if the Home Secretary consults me, I

shall take upon myself the responsibility of saying
that, at any rate, the ringleaders of you should not be
released upon any consideration." This virtually

means that the W.S.P.U. will, hunger-strike or no
hunger-strike, be without the active aid of its leaders

for some time to come. Thus the trial marks a very
important stage in the history of the militant agita-

tion. Will the authorities accept the responsibility

suggested by the judge, and face the probable con-
sequences of a continued hunger strike by the leaders

of the movement, or will they yield to other considera-
tions and once again call the " Cat and Mouse Bill

"

to their aid, and thus extricate themselves from a diffi-

cult position? On the other hand, if the authorities

remain firm and refuse to release the prisoners under
any circumstances, will there be sufficient resilience and
resource on the part of the rank and file to continue the
perilous and exacting policy that these leaders have
initiated, or will the prosecution be justified by the

virtual collapse of the agitation ? Time will tell.
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THE CURSE OF USURY
Shall we Abolish the Pawnbroker ? By our Special Commissioner

The vivid and interesting account of municipal pawn-
broking in Paris, which recently appeared in EVERY-
MAN, has led to the suggestion that the adoption of

such a system here at home would prove an expedient

of great value in fighting that curse of usury which

still presses heavily upon tens of thousands of onr

countrymen. I have been at pains to ascertain,

partly by first-hand inquiry and partly by a careful

examination of the facts, how far the proposal is prac-

ticable.

First, let me say that there can be no question what-

ever as to the almost tragic importance that the sub-

ject possesses for the poor. The pawnshop is the

.workman's bank. We must dismiss utterly from our

minds the idea that only the thriftless and the idle

have recourse to it. The system of borrowing money
on pledged goods is considerably older than banking,

almost as ancient as banks, and is to-day carried on
throughout Great Britain on a scale that is simply

stupendous. Figures, we know, can be made to prove

anything, but those involved in the aggregate pawn-
ing transactions of the United Kingdom are literally

staggering. It has been estimated that the pledges

amount to

Ten per Cent, of the Population a Year,

that is, to 400,000,000 annually. The average value

of the pledges is about 4s., and this means that the

loans paid out every year across the counter of pawn-
broking establishments reach something like the

gigantic total of ;£'20,ooo,ooo. This estimate is not

exaggerated. As long ago as 1870 a Select Com-
mittee of the House of Commons learnt that in Liver-

pool alone g,088,000 pledges were taken annually,

and that 6,960,000 were made out in Glasgow, the

money lent in that city amounting to over one million

sterling. In the face of these figures it is idle to pre-

tend that the pawnbroker is a man who depends for

his trade upon one section of the community. The
fact is, of course, that, more than any other trades-

man, he has relations with representatives of every
social stratum, and one of the most remarkable features

of his business is that, while in one department a poor
woman may be pledging her blankets to get food, in

another a woman of the Smart Set may be leaving

her diamonds for money to meet her losses at bridge.

The same pawnbroker acts for both just as he acts

for the doctor who has to part, under temporary stress,

with his instruments, for the soldier who must pawn
his medal, for the artist who leaves his canvas, for the

navvy whose Sunday best is "put away," so that he
can travel to a distant spot where work waits him.
Clearly, therefore, the laws determining the condi-

tions under which pawnbroking is carried on are of

Profound Interest In all Classes.

What are those conditions? Determined by the

Act of 1870—which passed only in the teeth of the
very strongest protests from so good a Conservative
as the late Lord Salisbury—they placed the pawn-
broker in such a position that he is to-day able to

exact interest applied to which the words " harsh and
unconscion.'iblc " are mild expressions. The Act ren-
dered obligatory tlie cliarge of Jd. for the ticket

handed to the pawner, which on articles under 2s.

doubled in some cases the interest charged ; and if we
take that sum as the unit, as did the framers of the
measure, we are soon face to face with charges and

profits that almost take one's breath away. Accord-

ing to the Act,

"the pawnbroker is entitled to charge for this ticket

one halfpenny ; for profit on each two shillings or

part of two shillings lent ... for not more than one

calendar month, one halfpenny; and so on at the same

rate per calendar month. . .
."

But, be it noted, a large majority of pledges arc

redeemed within a week, and on these the profit and

charges

Work out at 2I6i per Cent, per Annum,
while, if we take loans under 2s., which are not un-

common in poor districts, we get the following rates of

interest :

—

Loan. Period. Per Cent, per Annual

23. Od Three days 505i
Is. 6d Three days 676

Is. Od One week 400

Is. Od Three days 1,014

In an age that has resounded with denunciations of

" unearned increment " it is almost amazing that

figures like these have failed to attract attention. But

the shibboleth has been accepted that the pawnshop
is only for the depraved and the vicious, and prac-

tically little attention has been given to the matter.

Turn for a moment from the operation of the

system here, and consider some of the alternatives

that are in force upon the Continent. Let it be said

at once tliat, so far as the rate of interest charged is

concerned, they contrast most favourably with our

own. In Madrid, so it is stated, 6 per cent, is charged

at the municipal pawnshops, in Brussels 7, and in

Berlin 12. It is, however, Paris that affords us per-

haps the most interesting example, in the famous

Mont de Piete, that survival of the old religious bank
which existed to fight usury. Started afresh after the

Revolution in 1 801,

It has Proved within Limits an Astonishing
Success.

The story of the Mont de Piete reads like a

romance. First, the profits go to the State and to

charity—to the Public Aid Department and to the

hospitals of Paris, which one year benefited to the tune

of ;^i4,ooo. Then its arrangements are, in many re-

spects, admirable. Its storage facilities are excellent.

For instance, it disinfects all the feather-bed mat-

tresses and blankets, etc., that are brought to it. Above
all, the rate of interest charged is trifling, compared
with the profits earned by our pawnbrokers, and it

encourages by all means in its power the redemption

of the goods on which it advances money. Again, as

it advances money only on very conservative esti-

mates, and to the value, as a rule, of two-thirds of the

article pawned, there is generally a large surplus to go
to the pawner when the pledge is sold.

This point is one of cardinal importance. The
gravest defect of our arrangements here in England
is that the pawnbroker sits beside the friendly

auctioneer and contrives to buy back the articles he
puts up for sale on low terms, so that the unfortunate

pawner is deprived of the surplus over and above the

pawnbroker's profit to which the law says he is

entitled.

So far, contrasting tlie two systems.

The Advantage Is Immeasurably with
the French,

and the question, of course, arises whether we should
not advocate the replacement of the present defective
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system by municipal pawnbroking, on the lines of tlie

Mont dc Piet^. Reluctantly, but none the less em-
phatically, I say No! For the facts leave no doubt
in my mind that, so far as poor, or, at all events, the
poorest, are concerned, the Mont de Piete, placed in

London, and in full working order, would leave their

needs absolutely untouched.
To commence with, the Mont de Piete makes no

advance under 2s. 6d., and the large majority of

pledges, as we have seen, are for even smaller

amounts. Go to a London pawnbroker's any Saturday
afternoon or evening, and you may see the mother of

a struggling household taking out the tablecloth that

the family may eat their Sunday dinner in decency,
or the child's best boots, or her husband's jacket and
vest. Probably they will be pawned again on the
follov/ing Tuesday, and the money—the 2s. or is. 6d.

she receives—will be spent in coal or tea, even, it may
be, in bread. Under the Parisian system, unless she
had more valuable articles, she could not get even
those necessities at times. It may be said, " There is

no reason why we should follow the French system
in this particular. If the L.C.C. ran municipal pawn-
shops, they could lend out any amount, however
trifling." But my investigations into the matter lead

me to the belief that they could not do anything of

the sort. For tho fact is that in accepting pledges of

small value the pawnbroker runs so considerable a
risk that he can only make the business pay by
charging rates of interest that no public authority
would dare to inflict, and in that fact we get the
explanation of the apparently rapacious profits that,

as I have shown, the law permits the pawnbroker to

make. I had very conclusive testimony on this head
from one of the most experienced pawnbrokers in the
whole of London, who gives out

No less than 38,000 pledges per annum.

According to this gentleman, half at least of the
pawnbroker's profits go in " out of times." A man
brings in a coat, and is lent 8s. on it. It is not re-

deemed, and being under los. cannot be sold at

auction, so is taken into stock and finally sold for 5 s.

On that transaction the pawnbroker receives no
interest whatever, and loses nearly half the principal

advanced. The fact is that advancing money on
goods of poor quality is speculative to a degree, and
can only be made to pay if high interest is charged.
Take that away, and the pawnbroker will cease to deal

in half-crowns, or even in half-sovereigns, and the
small, the infinitely small margin of credit that the

poor enjoy will disappear.

Again, the Mont de Piete insists on pawners being
kept waiting for two or three days after they have
redeemed their goods, and anyone pledging goods
over and above ten francs must produce evidence
of identification. One gets a vision of the irate

and harassed English housewife confronted with
these regulations. It is Saturday afternoon, and John
and she have planned an outing for Sunday. She has
called for her man's best suit, and has brought the

money—only to learn that it cannot be restored to her
until Tuesday. What would the good lady say?
No ; the wholesale substitution of the French

system for our own would drive the poor to have
recourse to unlicensed pawnbrokers, who already

flourish in sufficiently large numbers, and it would do
nothing, therefore, to lift the curse of usury off their

lives.

That does not mean, however, that we should rest

content with our present deplorable arrangements, and
I propose to indicate next week the practical steps that

we must take to secure reform.

HOW THE POOR LIVE
A Wharf Labourer's Story

By THOMAS HOLMES
I.

It was Christmas morning, 1912! The rain was de-
scending, and Bethnal Green was receiving a much-
needed cleansing. As no children and few adults were
abroad, the homes of the poor must have been
inconveniently crowded, for the public-houses were
closed.

I was quickly at my destination, and found myself
in the presence of the woman whose pitiful story had
drawn me from my home.
She was about fifty-nine years of age, and had just

returned from the hospital ; they had refused to
operate upon her for cancer, her case being considered
hopeless.

After comforting her as far as possible, I asked her
to give me some particulars of her life.

" I am a trouser machinist," she said. " I was mar-
ried when I was twenty years of age ; my husband
was a fish porter in BiUingsgate. Sometimes he earned
good money, sometimes very little ; when he was not
earning he was spending, for the public-house was too
handy while he was waiting for jobs. I had again
to take to my trade before I had been married six

months, so I got a machine, which enabled me to earn
I2s. or 14s. a week. The more I earned, the more
he spent, and ultimately I had to keep the home and
the four children by my own earnings.

" I had a hard life for twenty years, but when he
died and I was left alone I had more peace and fewer
worries.

" I kept my four children without any help from the
parish, and I have been the tenant of this house ever
since my husband died ; the rent is 13s., and there are
six rooms in it.

" I let the three top rooms to my married daughter
for 6s. 6d. a week ; she has seven children ; they ai*
all upstairs now. Can't you hear them?

" An old man and his wife have my little back room,'
and they pay me 2s. 3d. a week. That leaves me
4s. 3d. to pay. I have this one front room downstairs
for my bed and living-room, and a small kitchen, in

which I keep my machine and do my work, for the
Inspector will not allow me to machine trousers in a
bedroom.

" I managed pretty well till nine months ago, when
my cancer began. I have had to pawn many things
since my earnings fell off, and I do not suppose I shall

ever work my machine again ; but I must not sell it,"

she added very decisively.

" But," I said, " surely your daughter helps you

!

What is your son-in-law ?
"

" Help me ! Help me ! They would if they could
right enough, but they can't. Many's the time I

have helped them ; but now I can't help them any
more."

" What is his work ? " I again asked.
" He is a carman at a river wharf," she said. " A

good husband and father, a steady man, who brings

home his wages every week. He is upstairs now,
mending the children's boots, for they can't go out

in this rain."
" Call him down. Tell him I should like to talk to

him."

She rose, and went to the foot of the stairs and
called out: "Andrew! will you come down for a

minute ?
"
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II.

Andrew had no coat on, and his shirt sleeves were

rolled up ; he had evidently been at work. After wish-

ing him a " Merry Christmas," and asking him to join

me in a smoke, I told him that I would like some par-

ticulars of his life and work.

"Well," he said, "there is not much to tell that's

worth telling ; one week is the same as another ; it's

all work and bed ! I have got two days' holiday now,
so I'm mending all the boots ; but we shall have a

bit of a change this week-end, for I shall lose two
days' pay, and we shall have to go short of some-
thing. But we have to do that every holiday. What
else do you want to know ?

"

"Tell me, what wages do you earn, what time do
you leave in the morning, and what time do you get

home in the evening? "

" Very often," he said, " I have to be at the wharf
by four o'clock. Sometimes I am told to be there at

five o'cIoc'k, six o'clock, and sometimes I am not sent

out with my team till eight o'clock or nine o'clock. It

is the uncertainty that makes the v/orry, for should I

be a few minutes late some other man takes out my
team, and I am grassed for the day. But that does
hot happen often, for I am good at getting up in the
morning, and if I should not wake early my wife would
rouse me. I don't think she sleeps much after three

o'clock. The time I get home depends upon the time
I start out with my team. Sometimes I get home
about hve o'clock, sometimes at seven o'clock, and
sometimes not till midnight. My wages come to 303.

a week for twelve hours' work a day. If I work more
than twelve hours in one day I get overtime money

;

but I don't get much, for the manager contrives to

prevent it, for then I have time and a quarter. I could
do with a good bit of overtime, for we have nothing
to spare when we have paid our way."

"Now, go up to your boot-mending and the chil-

dren, and ask your wife if she will kindly come
down."

As Andcew went up the narrow stairs, he evidently
saw his wife standing at their room door, for I heard
him say, "Liza, he wants to see you now." So Liza
came down. I was going to wish her a
"Merry Christmas," but one look was sufficient to
deter me, for her face tcid of worry, suffering, and, I

am afraid, fasting. I could understand v.hy she was
so wakeful at three o'clocli in the morning. A more
pathetic-looking woman I had never seen. So I pressed
a Christmas-box, which made her smile wearily.

So the three of us sat, the mother dying of cancer
on the one side, and the ill-nourished mother of seven
children on the other, and we talked of her life, her
husband, her children, and the expenditure of the
money, and the future

!

" Yes !
" she said, " Andrew is a good husband ; he

never drinks or beats me, and he always brings his

full money home. Whatever we should do if he did
not I cannot tell ! We have seven children, and the
eldest is a girl of seventeen, who earns seven shillings

a week ; but she has to walk all the way to the City
Road and back, for she cannot afford to ride. I allow
her twopence every day for food, and she takes some
bread and margarine with her ; but she wears out a lot

of boots. She is not very strong. She often gets
very wet, and the doctor says she is cmaemic. But she
15 a good girl, and has just been confirmed.

.
" This is my eldest boy, fourteen years of age. You

see what a big strong lad he is. He eats all that we
can put before him ; but he has no mind at all. They
will not have him at school because he cannot learn.

He could not learn his letters. He cannot help in the
house, or mind the children, for he steals their food
from them. He cannot do the least errand for me. But
he is never ill, and almost lives out of doors. He is

not mischievous. What we shall do with him I can't
imagine !

"

" Tell me now," I said, " how you manage to keep
house, and how you spend your money."

" I will tell you as nearly as I can, but I cannot re-

member everything. Every Saturday my husband
brings home 30s. I give him 5s. back again, that is

8d. per day for his dinner and tea, and is. to buy a

bit of tobacco and to pay his club money.
"I pay 6s. 6d. rent; is. for coal, sometimes more;

gas costs another is. ; we are all insured, for which I

pay IS. ; we have two quartern loaves every day. so
bread comes to 6s. 5d. in the week ; we have half a
pound of margarine every day, and that amounts up
to IS. gd. ; I have two tins of condensed milk in the
week, so the milk costs us yd. per week ; our Sunday
joint and vegetables come to 2s. 8d. ; I have one pound
of tea at is. 4d. ; three pounds of sugar at 2^d. ; and
two pounds of rice at 2d. Sometimes I buy a penny-
worth of jam for my daughter's supper, for it helps

the bread and margarine down. I always try to get
a bit of fish for my husband's supper, for he must have
som.ething when he comes home. I usually get fresh

herrings, for they are cheap."

III.

I looked at the half-starved woman and wondered.
I thought of the children coming in from school, of
the wolfish lad who " eats aU that could be put before
him," and then I said, " What do you and the children

have for dinner?
"

" Sometimes boiled rice with sugar on it ; sometimes
I buy three-quarters of a pound of beef sausages."

" What do you pay for the sausages ?
"

" Threepence," she said. " They are fourpence a
pound."

" Does your big boy come into dinner when you
have sausages ?

"

" Oh, yes, he always comes in to meals."

"Then" there is not much left?"
" Oh, no ! Why, he could eat the lot !

"

" How many of you dine upon that three-quarters

of a pound of sausages?
"

" Five children and myself ; but I do not give any
to the youngest child."

" I am afraid there is not much left for you after

the children liave been served."
" Not much, sir ; but then, you see, I have done

growing."
" Yes, but you have not done working. You do the

washing and ironing for the family, I suppose ?
"

" Oh, yes ; soap costs me 5d. a week."
" Wait a bit," I said, " you are spending more than

your income
;

you have nothing left for clothing,

boots, towels, and house requisites. However do you
get them?"

" There is my daughter's seven shillings, but most
of that has to be spent on her, for she must go tidy

to work. Then I earn a shilling sometimes on my
machine when the children are gone to bed. I am
often weary and tired of it all. I have a hard life ; but
what's the use of complaining ? There's plenty worse
off, for Andrew does have regular work, and he is a
good husband."

So I left themf Andrew mending his children's

boots, his weary-faced v/ife at her endless tasks, the
widowed mother nursing her cancer, and the soulless

boy ready to eat everything put before him

!
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INDIA FOR THE INDIANS?
A Reply to Mr. HyxNdman j* j» > By W. S. Lilly

PART II.

A Misleading Sliibboleth

The cry of " India for the Indians " has been raised

by an extremely small fraction of the inhabitants of

that portion of the country which is directly under our

rule. The dwellers in British India number over two
hundred millions, and may be described, with more
accuracy than is usual in such generalisations, as " a

dense population of husbandmen." Only a twentieth

part of them live in town.s, most of which are over-

grown villages. Of cities there are very few. The
vast majority are in a state of abject poverty, as their

ancestors have been from time immemorial. Their

houses are small huts with only one vvindowless room.

The walls consist of coarse straw mats fastened to a

framework of bamboo or reeds, or of alternate rows

of straw and reeds plastered with mud. Their method
of cultivation is of the simplest. For example, their

ploughing has been described, not unjustly, as
" scratching the ground with a crooked stick." All

their energies are confined to the problem of sus-

taining life. All their interests are bounded by the

village community in which they dwell. It appears

from official returns that only eight and a half millions

of them can, in any degree, read and write their own
vernaculars. " India for the Indians " obviously does

not and cannot mean India for these masses who have

no political aspirations whatever, who have never so

much as heard of representative government, and who
are no more fitted for it than children in a nursery.

The Unspeakable Babu
What, then, does the cry of " India for the Indians

"

really mean ? It means India for the people who
raise the cry : the originators and fomentors of poli-

tical agitation in that country, who really have no
more right to speak for the people of India than the

three tailors of Tooley Street had to speak for the

people of England. In the whole of India there are

625,rxx) literates in English, and of these some
1 00,000 constitute the Babu class. And what they

represent is their own caste : the most aristocratic in

the world. So far from representing a popular move-

ment in India, as they have tried—and tried success-

fully—to persuade English demagogues, they are the

most unpopular class in Hindustan. But they are

dreaded as much as they are disliked, their English

education (so called) investing them with much
prestige. Their underlying aspiration is to be rid

of the impartial supervision of British officials, who
prevent their tyrannising over the lower castes and

classes. For, as the Times pointed out in a leading

article not long ago, "it is to these officials that the

toilers and tillers owe, too frequently in the teeth of

violent opposition from the Hindu politicians, every

measure which has been hitherto passed to promote

the interests of agriculture and to abate the rapacity

of the usurer and the landgrabber." Everyone who
has any direct and personal knowledge of India knows
that this is a true account of the Babus. But it may
not be amiss to supplement it by the description given

of them by M. Maindron, who is one of the most con-

siderable authorities on Hindustan :

—

"A Babu! What friend of India can hear the name
without trembling with anger? . . . The Babus are »
canaille which the feebleness of a humanitarian
administration forms in the schools of the grea? centres
of India. Pretended anarchists (anarchistes de facade)
and shameful traditionalists, repudiating the civilisation

of their own country for the nonce, in the hope of
rendering it permanent after the cataclysms which they
invoke, these Babus are the partisans of ' India for

the Indians.' They have made use of British teaching
to learn the means of ruining their educators. And
pending the expulsion of the English, they live on the
administration of England. They copy the English
clubs, they ape English customs. They become writers,

journalists, and clerks (ronds-de-cuir), for nothing
manly in the Englishman attracts them. They dread
English sports, from which their effeminacy and
cowardice keep them aloof. Like Panurge, whom they
resemble in more than one point, they have a natural
fear of hard knocks. Their weapon is the pen : a
weapon poisoned by delation, duplicity, calumny, and
intrigue."

Shall We Evacuate India?
Such are the Indians who want India for them-

selves. But if Mr. Hyndman thinks they will get it,

he is very much mistakea In the first place, the
British people, obeying, as Alexis de Toqueville has
well said, " an instinct which is not only heroic but
true, and a real motive of conservation," will assuredly
keep India at any cost. And, secondly, in the in-

credible, the impossible event of a British evacuation
of that country, assuredly the government of it

would not fall into the hands of the Babus. If any-
thing is certain, it is that the haughty Moslems, the
chivalrous and truth-loving Rajputs, the warlike
Sikhs, even the Eurasians and the native Christians,

would disdain the ignominious joke of the babbling
Babu. There is a striking passage in Baron von
Hiibner's most interesting book, " A travers I'Empire

Britannique," which is worth quoting in this connec-
tion. He relates that a well-known Brahmin in

Benares, a man in high position, and not an enthu-
siastic admirer of the British Raj, said to him in the

course of conversation, "Po you know what would
happen if the English should leave India ? Suppose
we went down into our parks and opened the cages

of our wild beasts : in a few minutes they would have
devoured us and one another, except the tiger, who
would survive ; that tiger will be Mohammedan." I

do not doubt the truth of this forecast. The sixty

millions of Mohammedans are dynamically the most
considerable of the jarring elements of the popula-

tion of British India. They are a homogeneous
people, closely united by their religion. They have
the traditions of a warlike race for long centuries

established in the seat of power, and they are quite

capable of again holding their own in it. Does Mr.

Hyndman or do the spurious humanitarians who
encourage Indian sedition, with its vapid tall talk and

cowardly murders, suppose that the substitution of a
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Mohammedan for a British Raj would be for the
advantage of the people of Hindustan ?

Pssudo-Representative Government
Again, it must not be forgotten that the native

princes, who rule directly over two-thirds of India,

view Babudom with the greatest disfavour, and would
suppress in their own dominions with the utmost rigour
any attempt to foment the unrest and disaffection

which it creates. One of the most considerable of them

—

the Nizam—wrote, not long ago, to the Viceroy, " Sedi-
tion should be localised and rooted out mercilessly."

Of course, that is easier said than done, becau.se for

the sedition which thv/arts and cripples the work of

the British Raj in India we are ourselves largely re-

sponsible. It is the outcome of a foohsh policy which
we have pursued in India for the better part of a

century. .Sir Evelyn Wood, a high authority, in his

very striking book, " The Revolt in Hindustan," tells

us that, in his opinion, one of the causes of the great
Mutiny was " the well-meant but mistaken attempt to

govern in accordance with systems prevailing in the

United Kingdom, millions of Asiatics, as numerous
as the people of Europe, and of as many different re-

ligions." Hoc fonte derivata clades. This is the real

source of the troubles which have come upon us in the

Indian Empire. They are of our own making. Since
the days when Lord—then Mr.—Macaulay was a mem-
ber of the Government of India, a main endeavour
of its rulers has been to Anglicise it. The not very
virile intelligence of the Governor-General under
whom he served—Lord William Bentinck—was won
over by his facile rhetoric, as the declaration in the
famous Proclamation of March 7th, 1835, showed:
" The great object of the British Government ought
to be the promotion of European literature and science

among the natives of India." In pursuance of this

"great object" the British Government has inflicted

numberless woes upon the country. It has attempted
to introduce political institutions of a representative

character, for which the people are quite unfit, as I

have before observed, and which are utterly distasteful

to them. Some* thousand municipalities have been
created throughout India, and I know not how many
local and district boards. The representative character

of these bodies is the emptiest of pretences. The people
whom they are supposed to represent know and care
nothing about them. The astute Hindus who get them-
selves elected, and who are largely vakils, tliat is, law-
yers, represent nothing but their own personal in-

terests, and their desire to gratify those interests by
such means as their ofncial position offers. One of the
wisest men who ever had a seat in the Viceroy's Coun-
cil foretold this result. "It would be a matter of
surprise to me," Sir Henry Maine said, " that municipal
ilnstitutions should flourish at all in India ; it would be
still more wonderful that they should, in any case, be
based upon a system of popular representation." " Such
institutions," he added, " have had in Europe an almost
unbroken career of two thousand years, and in India it

is proposed to create them !
" The pretence at repre-

sentative government which we find in Hindustan is

not only a folly, it is also a fraud.

The Farce of Education
The same must be said of what we are pleased to

call the " higher education " which we have given to

the peftple of India, and of which such proud boasting
is made, from time to time. In the first place, it is

not educadon at all. The object of education is the
formation of character. " I call therefore a complete
and generous education," says Milton, " that which fits

a man to perform justly, skilfully, and magnanimously
all the offices, both public and private, of peace and
war." But the " higher education " which we have
given to the young Indian does nothing of the kind.

It is an attempt—in Mill's graphic words—"to
force English ideas down his throat "—ideas which are
foreign from his mentality, and which it is extremely
difficult for him to assimilate. It empties him of

his traditional and ancestral beliefs, and gives him
nothing wherewith to replace them. The young Hindu
who has passed through a Government College leaves

it, as a rule, utterly sceptical and discontented, wholly
void of settled principles, religious or ethical. The
net result of his year of study—in most cases it would
be truer to say cramming—has really been to de-

nationalise him. I call such "education," as I have
called the bastard local self-government in India, a
fraud and a folly. It is a most egregious
folly. Sir George Birdwood, who knows India
as few men know it, has expressed his opinion
that " the so-called ' unrest ' in Bengal has a reality in

the legitimate discontent of the Anglicised rising

generation all over India." He adds, " Our system of

education has made their gods, and their splendid

literature, and their immemorial industrial arts, all lost

treasures to them ; and we have unfitted them for any
employment in their own country, while we have no
adequate employment to offer them in this country

;

and we deserve any revenge they may be moved to

have on us for the spiritual and material ruin we have
brought on them." Babudom, then, is an evil of our
own creation. It is the outcome of our insensate

attempt to Anglicise India. What the Babu is we
have made him. And, I am sorry to say, I see no
sign of any cessation of the fffocess which has pro-

duced him.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF A NEW SERIES OF
COMPETITIONS

It is one of the objects of Everyman, expressed in the sub-title

of the paper, to get at the facts of national life. We speak glibly

of the classes and the masses, lumping them together as if they
were abstract entities ; but we know very little of the concrete
conditions of life of those classes and those masses. One of the
most urgent desiderata of social science is an accurate knowledge
of those conditions, with their infinite variations in time and
space, according to professions and surroundings.
With a view to furthering such knowledge, we offer a prize

of Three Guineas each for the best contribution, not exceeding
3,000 words, on any one of the six following subjects :

—
1. The CItII Strrant. 4. The Male Teacher.

2. The Anglican Clergyman. 5. The Compositor.

3. The Forelga Missionary. 6. The Miner.

The papers should be descriptive rather than controversial, and
we would recommend a division into paragraphs, with a view
to inducing orderly sequence. We would also recommend a brief
synopsis summing up the main points dealt with. It is desirable
that the competitions be written from direct observation. Th«
experience of a miner will be more welcome than a contribution
by a politician who once in his life visited a coal-mine.

Entries should be clearly written, and preferably typewritten,
should bear the number of the Competition, and should reach

CoMPETiTioK Editor, "Everymaw,"
*t, Royal Terrace,

Ediaborgh,

by July 1st Other subjects will he anAoiuiced later on'.
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IVAN TURGENIEV •*•*' By Charles Sarolea
I.

Russian literature is the finest of all heroic literatures.

No other has raised to a higher level the dignity of a

novelist. The Russian novelist is at the same time

a man of thought and a man of action. He has a cure

of souls; he is an apostle. The Russian novel of the

nineteenth century, hke the French novel of the

eighteenth, has been the chief and almost the only

instrument of political and social freedom. The novel

in Russia takes the place of the newspaper, the pulpit,

and the platform, for under an autocratic Government
the Press is gagged, the Church has sold her birth-

right for a mess of pottage, and the Duma is of recent

growth.
Nothing is more sad or more tragic, more monoton-

ous, and at the same time more touching and more
glorious, than the hfe-story of Russian novehsts.

Nearly all these lives resemble one another. What a

lamentable list of martyrs! Radischef, one of the

first who dared to expose the horrors of serfdom,

exiled to Siberia by Catherine the Great and forced

into committing suicide! Pouchkine and Lermontoff

killed in a duel ! Griboiedoff assassinated ! Bielinski,

the greatest of critics, Solovioff, the greatest of philo-

sophers, and Tchekhof, the most celebrated of

novelists, carried off prematurely by a pitiless climate!

Herzen, Saltikoff, Tchernitchevski, and Kropotkine
condemned to exile! Dostoievski, sentenced to the

mines

—

damnatus ad metalla—and spending the best

of his years in the " House of the Dead." Plescheeff,

Pisareff, Maxime Gorki, put in prison ! All suspected,

hunted, and condemned under a hostile Government
to a life of sickness and misery.

On this list of martyrs, in this struggle for freedom
of thought and of conscience, Turgeniev occupies, in

spite of some adverse criticism, a place of honour. He
also knew what prison life meant. He was exiled to

his distant property. He was placed under police

vigilance, and if he suffered less than others from

the harshness of those in power it is because he put

the frontier between himself and the police. Far from
his country, he continued to fight the good fight.

II.

Bom in 1818, that is ten years before Tolstoy, in the

Province of Orel, in old Russia, and on the borders of

that black soil which is the granary of Europe, Tur-
geniev belonged to the illustrious liberal and liberating

generation of the 'forties. Attaining his intellectual

majority when the despotic power of Nicholas I. was
at its height, he bore the marks of that terrible regime,

and the misery of serfhood branded itself indelibly

upon his soul. Descended from the country aristo-

cracy, and bred of long lines of noblemen, he was the

last witness of feudal customs, and became the

acknowledged chronicler of a society now for ever

abolished. A sad childhood was his, whose memory
served to darken his whole life. His father was a rake.

His mother, a strange, despotic woman, who lorded it

over an estate of 5,000 souls, quarrelled with him, and
never forgave him for losing caste by becoming an
author, when he might have achieved a brilliant mili-

tary career in the Tchin. He received a double edu-

cation

—

h la France, at the hands of indifferent

preceptors and dancing masters, and i la Tartare,

that is, at the point of the lask At eighteen he was
glad to escape from the maternal home, with its

atmosphere of violence and servility, and to make his

way first to Moscow for a season of pleasure, then to

St, Petersburg to taste the comparative liberty of

student life. These were the darkest days of pohtical
despotism, and the temptation to breathe the air of
freer lands was very strong. At twenty Turgeniev
left Russia, and spent three years at the University
of Berlin. After Muscovite despotism the despotism
of Prussia seemed a deliverance.

This first absence of three years determined his

future life. On his return to Russia he could no
longer breathe his native air. At twenty-nine years
of age, in 1847, he returned to a wandering life, and
left his country for good, returning to it only for a
few weeks each year in order to settle his business
affairs. And if at first the love of his native land
seized upon tlie exile and brought him back for a
time to Spasshole, the tyrannical reign of Nicholas
did its best to kill these regrets. In 1852, the day
after the publication of the " Sportsman's Sketches,"
he received in prison, as does every ante bicn nie in

Russia, his baptism of liberty. His crime was the
discreet praise he had given to Gogol and his " Dead
Souls," just as Lermontoff had been punished for

praising Pouchkine. It was a warning. From hence-
forth Turgeniev was cured of his nostalgia. He be-
came more and more " westernised." P'or years he
wandered, across Europe in the pursuit of his artistic

ideal, and in the train of Madame Viardot, the famous
prima donna and sister of Malibran, to whom he
was united by a friendship which death alone
was to end. He resided alternately in Germany and
France, and built himself a villa at Baden-Baden.
He, the Scythian and the Tartar, became a type of the
uprooted absentee landlord. Far from Russia, he
understood her no more, and was no more understood
by her, and he lived to be misprized and disowned by
the coming generation of his compatriots.

After 1870 he left Germany, and settled perma-
nently in Paris, and France was grateful to the
stranger who preferred the hospitality of the Con-
quered to that of the Conqueror. An intimate friend

of Flaubert, who had organised in his honour the
famous dinners at Magny, of which Edmond de Gon-
court became the chronicler (see the Diary of the
Goncourts), translated by Merimee, extolled by About
and George Sand, by Taine and R^an, recognised

as a master by Zola and Daudet, Turgeniev became
almost a French classic, and the first on the lists of

the new realistic and naturalistic school. In spite of

such adulation and affection, exile was not good for

him. His popularity in France, besides being a little

artificial, could never reconcile him to his unpopularity

at home, and he carried in his heart till death the

wound struck by his alienated and ungrateful country^

His mental sufferings, his irregular life had prema-
turely undermined his vigorous constitution. Tur-^

geniev died in 1 868, after years of excruciating suffer-

ing caused by cancer of the spinal cord. By a strange

irony of fate, he who lived as a disregarded exile re-

turned after death to his native country, and Russia,

who had disowned him, gave to his dead body the

honours she had refused to his genius.

III.

It is important for an understanding of TurgenieV
to trace the main currents of his tortured existence,,

to remember at what date and under what influences

each of his books came into being, and, above all,

to recall the successive environments in which his

lot was cast: Old Russia, the Black Soil, Serfdom,
German Universities, the Russian Colony of Baden,

' the cosmopolitan society of Paris. For Tur-
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geniev was a chronicler. He could only describe

with microscopic minuteness what lie had seen, and
make the scenes he had actually passed through live

again. If he had had the magnifying imagination of

a Balzac or of a Dickens, he would have transformed
actuahly ; if he had had the historical imagination of

Walter Scott, he would have taken refuge in " the

past " ; if he had had the reforming and Christian

temperament of Tolstoy, his books would have been
speeches and discussions. But Turgeniev had none
of these. On the one hand he had scarcely any
creative faculty ; on the other hand, he was entirely

detached from all positive Christianity. He was a
complete Nihilist in religion, and even in politics he
disclaimed any didactic intention. Possessing to a
supreme degree the genius of observation and of psy-
chological analysis, he contented himself with repro-

ducing the reality which surrounded him, and the
society and personalities which he knew. This sur-

rounding reality, this society, and these personalities

he saw thus through an artistic temperament, which
received its profoundest impressions from its environ-
ment. To understand this temperament of his, iiis

moral physiognomy, his jarring discords, his eccentrici-

ties, his contrasts, one must transport oneself to the
Russia of former days.

Tradition has it that Turgeniev was a fatherly and
patriarchal "grand old man," six feet in height, with
white hair and a flowing beard, the soul of a child

in the body of a giant, full of kindness and good nature,

ingenuousness, and simplicity. In reahty, no one was
less ingenuous than Turgeniev, as Daudet and Zola
learnt to their sorrow. The simplicity of the Slav,

indeed, is very often mingled with the duplicity of the
Byzantine.

Turgeniev is full of contradictions and fundamen-
tally obscure ; and these contradictions explain the
contradictory judgments of which he has been the sub-

ject, especially in Russia, on the part of the Slavo-
philes, as well as the "Zapadniki." He is at once a
mystic and a inystifier, an enthusiast and a sceptic,

keen on revolution, and yet without illusions con-
cerning revolutionaries (" Fathers and Children ")

;

gentle and violent ; a believer in ideas, and yet know-
ing all the time that these ideas will be dissipated

in " Smoke." (" Smoke.")
Very intelligent, very yielding, and very feeble, he

was always influenced by his surroundings. Very
young and very old, at once barbaric and refined,

he is the product of a civilisation which, one
might say, was putrescent before it was ripe. When
it was the fashion to be Byronic, and to assume a
romantic pose, Turgeniev startled Herzen and Tolstoy
by his dandified affectation as he sported an eyeglass
in the Perspective Nevski. When he was in Germany
he was a Gallophobe. When he was in Paris he was
a Gallophile

;
yet he did not hesitate to write some

very bitter criticisms on the country of his adoption
to his friends in Russia.

In fine, his was a nature wavering and complex,
a character profoundly sympathetic, but undecided
and vacillating, a luminous intelligence, but lacking
focus. His virtues really belonged to him ; his faults

he owed to his education, and to the demoralising
conditions of his exiled and uprooted existence.
And as these conditions explained in a great mea-

sure the personahty of the novelist, they also explained
the physiognomy of his characters, the, atmosphere of
his work. That atmosphere is depressing, and the
physiognomy of the " heroes " is still more so. These
heroes have nothing heroic about them. They are
nearly all without energy, or they waste what energy
they have in words, or in evanescent accessions of

violence. They descant incessantly upon the Russian
genius, its destiny, and its superiority over the Euro-
pean genius ; but they submit to all the indignities of
the present moment. Nearly all are " Useless Men."
(See " The Diary of a Useless Man.") They go from
one extreme to another, not having their centre of
gravity within themselves. They ask from love both
the joys and the sufferings of life, but in that very love
they reveal the same want of character, of stability

and consistence.

Sometimes they sacrifice to a caprice the woman
they love; sometimes they commit suicide when
crossed in love, without any resource against tempta-
tion or misfortune. This paralysis of the will, this
" aboulie "—no one has described and diagnosed it

with a surer pendtration than Turgeniev, because he
himself was so profoundly affected by itTan-i be-
cause it is the constitutional malady of the Russian
soul. How can one escape being "aboulique" like

Roudine in a country where the will of one individual
can break everything and substitute itself for every-
thing? How can one help being fantastic like Irene
in a country where despotism and caprice reign ? How
can one avoid violence and Nihihsm like that of
Bnzaroff under a regime where nothing can be
obtained by reason and persuasion, and where one
must be either a victim or a despot?

IV.

As a writer, Turgeniev is without a rival. He is

the purest of stylists, the first classical prose writer of
his country. Like Pouchkine, he had the most inti-

niate knowledge and mastery of the resources and the
riches of the Russian tongue. I remember once, when
I was in the Crimea, and wishing to learn the Russian
language, I asked Maxime Gorki what would be the
best method to follow. Gorki, the least artistic, the
least westernised of writers, sent me first of all to
Turgeniev. It is a fact that foreigners begin their
study of Russian by reading Turgeniev. It is he
who initiates them into the secrets of the most com-
plex, the most finely graded, the most varied and most
suhile of modern languages—perhaps of all languages
tht sole heir to the genius of the Greek tongue.

But Turgeniev is still more ; he is a master of Euro-
pean literature. He has neither the inspiration of
Gogol, nor the epic grandeur or the prophetic breath
of Tolstoy, nor the profound tragedy of Dostoievski,
nor the democratic sentiment of Gorki and Tchekhof.
His horizon is as limited and monotonous as the hori-
zon of the steppes. He works with certain ever-
recurring types of lovers, proprietors, peasants, intel-

lectuals, and revolutionaries. If his talent remains
personal and original, if he has not (whatever may
be said against him) copied from his predecessors, he
is for ever copying himself. But in this limited world,
which is his own, Turgeniev is without a rival. The
best judges in all countries—Merimee, Taine, and
Hennequin in France ; Brandes in Denmark ; Henry
James in America ; Galsworthy in England,—have
recognised, in spite of the obscuring medium of trans-
lation, the mastery of his art. He has colour, mean-
ing, order, composition. He has moderation and pro-
portion. He knows how to sum up a situation

in a few lines, how to draw a character with a
few strokes. He has none of the tedious speeches
which make Dostoievski, and sometimes Tolstoy, so
difficult to read. He excels in telling a story. He
probably inspired Maupassant, and there is no doubt
that Tchekhof owed much to him.

As an artist Turgeniev seems to have profiteH by
all his experiences, even by the harshness of the
Censorship; and the failings of mankind ministered
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to his art no less tlian its virtues. Narrowly watched
by Censors, he was forced into those reticences and
reserves, and into that veiled delicacy of allusion

which heightens artistic effect. Being a pessimist, he
had no illusions about his characters, but maintained
throughout a Shakespearean objectivity towards
them. Had he been more optimistic and idealistic, and
more of a reformer, he would have interposed his own
reflections between his characters and the reader,

using them, too, as vehicles of his own favourite

doctrine. But being a fatalist, he believed in the

immutabihty of his characters, and made them all act

according to the strict logic of their temperaments.
It should be added that, though Turgeniev con-

templates the " Human Comedy " with the disillu-

sionised smile of the sceptic, his smile is often mixed
with tears, and his scepticism never excludes tender-
ness, emotion, and sympathy. So far from excluding
goodness and indulgence, his fatalism rather " implies

them ; for to him to understand all is to pardon all.

One pre-eminently Christian virtue has survived the

shipwreck of his Christianity—the virtue of resigna-

tion, and he has kept the best part of Christian piety,

which is pity. Like all great Russian writers, he has,

amid the loss of many beliefs, retained the religion of

human suffering.

V* *^ <^

LITERARY NOTES
The two great events of the spring publishing season
have been the Definitive Edition of the Works of

Francis Thompson, published in three attractive and
beautifully printed volumes by Messrs. Burns and
Oates, and the Collected Poems of Mrs. Ahce Mey-
nell, issued by the same firm a few weeks ago, and
already in its third large edition. We hope to notice

both tliese significant literary phenomena at greater

length in the near future. Meanwhile, what calls for

comment is tJie fact that poetry of the highest and
least immediately appealing type is iinding an in-

creasing public. Nothing could be further from the

popular exploitation of sentiment and exaggeration

of impressionism than Mrs. Meynell's pure and austere

Muse, yet her reticent and elusive verse has attained

a success which present-day imitators of Mr. Kipling

do not even trust themselves to dream of. Of Francis

Thompson one would like to say much. liis magni-
ficent and fastidious work has been little short of a
redemptive force in the history of modem poetry. A
comparison with Crashaw has been pressed until it

became glaringly untrue, yet for sheer religious

ecstasy and depth of " perception " (in Coventry Pat-

more's sense of the v/ord) there have only been two
poets in the whole of our literature—Crashaw and
Thompson. All who came between them fell short of

the highest potency of the terms. Of all things

written on Thompson, a verse, a short poem, evoked
by his line, "Remember -me, poor thief of song," and
published, if I mistake not, anonymously, clings to the

memory :

—

" Remember me, poor thief of song "
;

Ah, yes, dear brother, while the world remains,
If any of our age
Stood on the Angels' side,

Is it not thou ?

Forgiven now is every wrong

;

The mystery of all thy mortal pains

Is over. In thy page,
Almost beatified,

And on thy brow
Is delved the undefiled, the quenchless dream,
And through thy grandiose auriferous rhyme

There runs a shining seam
That shames the brazen penury of our time."

One has long taken the overwhelming preponderance
of fiction in our present-day literary output for

granted, but it was never quite so forcibly brought
home to the mind than in looking over the enlarged
edition of Dr. Baker's Guide to the Best Fiction in

English, just issued by Messrs. Routledge. This
literary guide-book contains not only the names of

7,000 works of fiction, ranging from tlie Anglo-Saxon
version of Apollonius to the latest Post-WcUs-ian
production, but a short note on each, giving the theme,
date, and other bibliographical infonnation, and in-

-cluding a brief characterisation of the style of the
book. It should save many a librarian's time and
temper, though one doubts if the class of reader who
expects a detailed description of every ephemeral
novel from his librarian will ever be induced to con-
sult such a work of reference. The work is very
thoroughly and competently done, the novels of living

writers occupying 127 pages. Over 130 pages treat of
translations of foreign novels, including Japanese,
modern Greek and Bulgarian, Bosnian and Yiddish
vvorks, the three last being represented by one transi

lation each.
• • • • •

It is pleasant to note that Messrs. Macraillan's ne\^
Shilling Theological Library, the first twelve
volimies of which are expected next month, will in-

clude not only time-honoured theological classics, but
modern works of such freshness, verve, and grip as

Mr. Wm. Temple's " The Faith and Modern Thought,"
Mr. Bernard Lucas's " The Faith of a Christian," and
the brilliant and thoughtful anonymous book, " Pro
Christo et Ecclesia."

• » » » » »

The American Bookman, always pre-eminently
readable, reminds us, in a bright article with illustra-

tions, that Mr. G. K. Chesterton once upon a time did
valiantly as illustrator of one of his own books, the
now almost forgotten " Greybeards at Play," with the
sub-title, " Literature and Art for Old Gentlemen."
To judge by the specimens given, G. K. C. has done
us all a grave wrong in allowing his pencil to remain
idle since then. His illustrations really illustrate with'

an effect even more startling than the Mr. Kipling's
" Just So " pictures. To be convinced of this the:

sceptic need only look at the picture of the philo-

sopher in tune with all nature, illustrating his touching
assertion that

"The aged pig will often wear
That sad sweet smile of mine."

• • « « •

Of books other than fiction tlie summer season
shows the usual dearth. Among the few notable pub-i

lications one might mention " Ireland under the Com-
monwealth," published by the University of Man-
chester Publications Committee. This work, which
runs to two volumes, incorporates the documents upon
which the late J. P. Prendergast based his well-known
account of the CromweOian settlement in Ireland, and
which are the only authoritative sources for a study of

this period. They are edited, with notes and his-

torical introduction, by Mr. Robert Dunlop, and will

help to further an adequate understanding of thej

whole Irish question, past and present.

• • • « «

Mr. A. J. Whyte's new annotated edition of Sort

dello is not the only indication of a persistent interest

in Browning. Miss Mayne, the author of a remark-

ably interesting and original biography of Byron, is

engaged upon a book on the female characters of

Browning, to be pilblished in tlie autumn by Messrs^

Chatto and Windus.
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THE NATIONAL THEATRE MOVEMENT
BY WILLIAM ARCHER
Though far from hopeless, the position of the

National Theatre enterprise, disclosed at the recent

Mansion House meeting, is ecjually far from satisfac-

tory. Very soon after the movement was definitely

set on foot, in 1908, the Committee was able to

announce that an anonymous donor, now known to be

Sir Carl Meyer, had started the subscription with a

munificent gift of £'70,000. This was not only en-

couraging in itself, but particularly satisfactory, inas-

much as the interest on this substantial sum furnished the

Committee with ample means for carrying on its cam-
paign. Everytliing, then, looked smiling. It seemed
incredible that other men of wealth and culture should

not be moved to emulate Sir Carl Meyer's generosity

;

and when once the quarter of a million required for

the site and the building was secured, it was con-

fidently believed that a wide popular subscription

would furnish the endowment-fund for a worthy
Shakespeare Memorial National Theatre, to be opened
in 19 1 6, with celebrations appropriate to the tercen-

tenary of the poet's death.

Five years have passed, and tliough strenuous efforts

have been made, and something, no doubt, has been
accomplished, the one outstanding fact is that not a

single man of means has come forward with a donation
in any way comparable to that of Sir Carl Meyer.
It seems to me, I own, that this is not only discourag-

ing from the point of view of the particular enterprise

in question, but thoroughly discreditable to what may
be called our intellectual patriotism. One is sick of

reiterating the obvious and shameful fact that the

England of Shakespeare is tlfe one great European
country which accords no national recognition to the

art which Shakespeare's genius placed in the fore-

front of her national glories. One is tired of pointing

out that only some half-dozen of his plays can really

be said to hold the stage at all, and that a foreigner
may live for months in th« city which gave birth to

this glorious literature without a single opportunity of

seeing a single specimen of it on the stage. These
melancholy paradoxes are accepted as tedious truisms

by persons who could, almost with one stroke of the

pen, relieve their country of so grave a reproach and
inferiority. Down to 1908, there was some excuse for

inertia, for there existed no definite scheme and
mechanism for the establishment of a National
Theatre. That difficulty has now been removed. The
mechanism, the organisation, is there ; all that is

wanted is the money—the price of something like 200
motor-cars—one-tenth part of the cost of a single

battleship. But no one, or two, or three men can be
found to provide this indispensable part of our
national equipment.

Does the fault lie with the Executive Committee?
Being myself one of its members, I could not, if I

Nvould, criticise it ; but if I felt that it was in any way
to blame, I would resign to-morrow and say so. It

is perhaps rather too large and not very homogeneous

;

but several of its members have worked for the cause
with untiring energy and devotion ; and I have the less

scruple in saying this, as I have myself been too much
away from England of late years to take much part
•in its proceedings. No serious share of the blame, I

am sure, lies at the door of the Committee. They
have simply been " up against " a dead wall of unin-
telligent apathy on the part of those who ought to

have competed for the honour of ranking as Founders
of the National Theatre.

Is there anything to be said in excuse for the

shyness of the millionaire? Yes, there is this to be
said, that he may well have been bewildered and put

off by the running-fire of foolish, and ungenerous, and
carping, and paralysing criticism to which the project

is constantly subjected at the hands of maUcious foes

and officious friends. We are told, in the first place,

that the national theatres of the Continent are mere
incubuses on hving.art. This is absolutely untrue.

They are not outpost theatres, and it is not desirable

that they should be. Here or there, one of them may
be allowed to stagnate and lose its vitality ; but in the

main they admirably perform their function of cul-

tivating the classical drama of the country, and bear-

ing constant testimony to the dignity and civic import-

ance of dramatic art Again, it is said that we are

beginning at the wrong end ; that we do not want a

monumental building to start with; that we have neither

the plays nor the actors to put into it ; that we ought
to begin with a repertory theatre on a small scale, and
perhaps work up to the great National Theatre of our
dreams. All these allegations have been considered

and disposed of again and again by those who have
seriously studied the question. We do want a noble
building, not only to testify to our pride in Shake-
speare and his art, but to be its own advertisement,

and proclaim to all the world that here the drama
is no mere article of commerce, but a great art cul-

tivated for its own sake. To say that, apart from the
classical drama, we have no plays worthy of such a

theatre, shows a ludicrous blindness to the most
palpable literary phenomenon of the period—the rise

of a vigorous living drama. To say that we lack

actors is an ignorant libel : talent abounds on dvery
hand, and the practical training of two or three seasons
would (under competent management) give us a com-
pany that need not fear comparison with that of any
National Theatre in Europe. As for the suggestion
of starting " in a small way," can we find encourage-
ment in the history of Lord Howard de W^alden's
experiment at the Haymarket, where the effort to

create a repertory theatre broke down before it v/as

even initiated ? Everyone who has studied the matter
knows that, under metropolitan conditions, the thing
must be done on a large scale, or it cannot be done at

all. Finally, the failure of the so-called Millionaires'

Theatre in New York is often alleged as a di.-courage-

ment, though the reason was obvious from the outset

—

namely, that the building was designed for an opera-
house rather than for a theatre. Mr. Granville Barker,
in my hearing, warned the founders, a year before it

opened, that it could not succeed ; but they were too

deeply committed to take his warning.

Is there no one in this enormously wealthy England
of ours who is fascinated by the opportunity of showing
the millionaires of New York that England is abreast
of them in liberality, and ahead of them in practical

sense? Is tliere no one who realises that £\'^o,ixia

could not possibly be employed in a more beneficent

and at the same time sporlsmanslike fashion than in

endowing the metropolis of the Empire with a per-
manent and worthy home for the art in which England
once excelled all the world, and might, but for adverse
economic conditions, again take the lead?
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ICH GROLLE NICHT

Ich groUe nicht, und wenn das Herz auch briclit,

Ewig verlornes Lieb! ich groUe nicht.

Wie du auch strahlst in Diamantcnpracht,

Es sallt kein Strahl iu dcines Hcrzens Nacht.

Das weiss ich liingst. Ich sah dich ja irn Traum,

Und sah die Naclit in deincs Herzens Raum,
Und sah die Schlang', die dir am Herzen frisst,

Ich sah, mein Lieb, wie sehr du elend bist.

Ja, du bist elend, und ich grolle nicht :

—

Mcin Lieb, wir sollen beide elend scin,

Bis uns der Tod das kranke Herze biichtj

Mein Lieb, wir sollen beide elend sein.

Unsichtbar zuckt auch Schmerz um deinea Mund,
Verborgne Thrane tribt des Auges Schein,

Der stolze Busen begt geheime Wund',—
Mein Lieb, wir sollen beide elend sein.

NIETZSCHE : Aphor. 40
"Die Frohliche Wissenschajt"

SOLDATEN und Fiihrer haben immer noch ein viel

hoheres Verhalten zu einandcr als Arbeiter und
Arbeitgeber. Einstweilen wenigstens steht alle

mihtarisch begriindete Kaltur noch hoch iiber ailer

segenannten industriellen Kultur: letztere in ihrer

jetzigen Gestalt ist iiberhaupt die geraeinste Daseins-
form, die es bisher gegeben hat. Hier wirkt eiiifach

das Gesetz der Not: man will leben und muss sich

verkaufen, aber man verachtet den, der diese Not
ausniitzt und sich den Arbeiter kauft. Es ist seltsam,
dass die Unterwerfung unter machtige, furchter-

regende, ja schreckliche Personen, unter Tyrannen
und Heerfiihrer, bei weitem nicht so peinlich

empfundcn wird als diese Unterwerfung unter

bekannte und uninteressantc Personen, wie es alle

Grossen der Industrie sind : in dem Arbeitgeber sieht

der Arbeiter gewohnlich nur einen listigen, aus-

saugenden, auf alle Not spekulierenden Hund von
Menschen, dessen Name, Gestalt, Sitte und Ruf ihm
ganz gleichgiiltig sind. Den Fabrikanten und Gross-

Unternehmern des Handels fehlten bisher wahr-
scheinlich allzusehr alle jene Formen und Abzeichen
der hoheren Rasse, welclie erst die Personen
interessant werden lassen ; hatten sie die Vornehmheit
des Geburts-Adels im Blick und in der Gebarde, so

gabe es vielleicht keinen Sozialismus der Massen.

Denn diese sind im Grunde bereit zur Skeaverei jeder

Art, vorausgesetzt, dass der Hohere iiber ihnen sich

bestandig als hoher, als zum Befehlen geboren
legitimiert— durch die vornehme Form ! Der
gemeinste Mann fiihlt, dass die Vornehmheit nicht

zu improvisieren ist, und dass er in ihr die Frucht

langer Zeiten zu ehren hat,—aber die Abwesenheit
der hoheren Form und die beriichtigte Fabrikanlen-

Vulgaritat mit roten, feisten Handen bringen ihn

auf den Gedanken, dass nur Zufall und Gliick hier

den Einen iiber den Anderen erhoben habe : wohlan,

so schliesst er bei sich, versuchen wir einmal den

Zufall und das Gliick! Werfen wir einmal die

Wiirfel!—und der Sozialismus beginnt.

ICH GROLLE NICHT
From Ilciite

I BEAR no grudge, though shattered is my heart,

love for ever lost, no grudge I bear

;

Even though thou shin'st in diamond splendour bright,

No ray of joy lights up thy heart's dark night.

I've known it long. I saw in dreaming sleep

Thy soul o'ercome with darkening sorrow deep,'

And saw the serpent gnawing at thy heart,

1 saw, my love, hov/ steeped in pain thou art

Yea, thou art wretched, and I hate thee not:

Beloved, misery must be our fate!

Till death brings to a close our sorrowing lot.

My loved one, misery must be our fate.

Around thy mouth quivers an unseen pain,

A hidden tear bedims thine eye's bright light

;

Thy proud breast cherishes a secret wound;

Love, tHou must share the darkness of my night.

S. F. BUTCHART.

NIETZSCHE : Aphor. 40

" The Joyful Wisdom"

Soldiers and their leaders have always a much higher

mode of comportment toward one another than work-

men and their employers. At present at least all mili-

tarily established civihsation still stands high above

all so-called industrial civilisation; the latter, in its

present form, is in general the meanest mode of exist-

ence that has ever been. It is simply the law of neces-

sity that operates here : people want to live, and have

to sell themselves; but they despise him who exploits

their necessity, and -purchases the workman. It is

curious that the subjection to powerful, fear-inspiring,

and even dreadful individuals, to tyrants and leaders

of armies, is not at all felt so painfully as the subjection

to such undistinguished and uninteresting persons as

the captains of industry ; in the employer the workman
usually sees merely a crafty, blood-sucking dog of a

man, speculating on every necessity, whose name, form,

character, and reputation are altogether indifferent to

him. It is probable that the manufacturers and great

magnates of commerce have hitherto lacked too much
all those forms and attributes of a superior race which

alone make persons interesting; if they had had the

nobility of the nobly born in their looks and bearing,

there would perhaps have been no socialism in the

masses of the people. For these are really ready for

slavery of every kind, provided that the superior class ,

above them constantly shows itself legitimately

superior, and born to co.mmand—^by its noble pre-

sence ! The commonest man feels that nobility is not

to be improvised, and that it is his part to honour it

as the fruit of protracted race-culture ; but the absence

of superior presence, and the notorious vulgarity of

manufacturers, with red, fat hands, brings up the

thought to him that it is only chance and fortune that

has here elevated the one above the other ; well, then

—so he reasons with himself—let us in our turn tempt

chance and fortune! Let us in our turn tlirow the

dice—and socialism commences.
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
Fanny Burney's ** Evelina " o* j» j» By Anna Branson

I.

In the London Chronicle for January 27-9, 1778,

Mr. Thomas Lowndes, of 7J, Fleet Street, advertised

as on sale at liis place of business " Evelina : or, A

,

Young Lady's Entrance into the World," in three

volumes, 1 2mo, price 7s. 6d. sewed, and 9s. bound.

There was no author's name printed on the title-page,

and soon all literary London was agog with curiosity.

Who could have written it? Richardson, Fielding,

Smollett, Sterne, and Goldsmith were dead ; Walpole's
" Castle of Otranto " and Johnson's " Rassclas " were

as far removed from " Evelina " as " Evelina " from the

'

" Plot, and elopement, passion, rape, and rapture

"

.with which the circulating libraries had perverted

public taste. Burke sat up all night to finish it; Sir

Joshua Reynolds could not paint for interest in

Evelina's career, and said he would give fifty pounds
to know the name of the author (Mr. Lowndes had
paid only twenty for the copyright !) ; and Dr. John-
son, in the pride of his dictatorship, declared that there

jvere passages in it which might do honour to Richard-

son, and that it was better than Fielding. When
Fanny Burney, who had created Evelina in her own
image, read this verdict in the garden at Chesington,

she exultantly "danced a jig to Mr. Crisp, without any
preparation, music, or explanation,—to his no small

amazement, and diversion." So she told Sir Walter

Scott forty-eight years afterwards.

II.

Few readers, save those with a decided -flair for

literary origins, nov.' read Richardson and Fielding

with keen interest ; but the charm of " Evelina " is

almost as potent as in t'ne days when it was first pub-
lished, because, as Mrs. Thrale said, " There's human
life in ' Evelina.' It's writ by some one that knows the

top and the bottom, the highest and the loivest of man-
kind." Dr. Johnson called Miss Burney a little charac-

ter-monger, and the epithet describes her genius

wonderfully. In delineating the foibles of her creations

she used description sparingly ; she let them speak for

themselves. It has been objected that they always

speak in character ; that Mr. Villars is always saying,
" God bless you, my child," Mr. Smith always deferring

smugly to the ladies, Mme. Duval eternally vulgar.

Lord Orville usually too good to be true. It was this

very accenting of salient characteristics in conversa-

tion that led Sheridan to beg her for a comedy, which
he promised to accept and present, " unsight, unseen,

and make lier a bow and my best thanks into the

bargain."

III.

Most readers of " Evelina " will agree with Dr. John-
son that Mr. Smith, whom American slang would dub
" a cheap sport," is the best piece of portraiture in the

book ; Dr. Johnson went further. " Harry Fielding

never drev.- so good a character," he said to Mrs.

Thrale. " Such a fine varnish of low politeness !

—

such a struggle to appear a gentleman ! Madam, there
is no character better drawn anywhere—in any book,
or by any author !

"

It was Mr. Smith who Polly Brang'nton assured
'Evelina was " quite like one of the quality, and dresses

as fine, and goes to balls and dances, and everything
quite in tasi-" !': -.vas Mr. Smith who, when the Miss

Branghtons borrowed his room over their father's shop
for a tea-party, said to Evelina

:

"Why, Ma'am, the truth is. Miss Biddy and Miss
Polly take no care of anything, else, I'm sure, they

should always be welcome to my room ; for I eim never

so happy as in obliging the ladies,—that's my charac-

ter. Ma'am ; but really, the last time they had it,

everything was made so greasy and so nasty, that,

upon my word, to a man who wishes to have things 'a

little genteel, it was quite cruel.

" Now as to you. Ma'am, it's quite another thing

;

for I should not mind if everything I had was spout,

for the sake of having the pleasure to oblige you ; and
I assure you. Ma'am, it makes me quite happy, that I

have a room good enough to receive you."

IV.

There are the hopeless family bickerings of tlie

Branghtons, Evelina's vulgar cousins, done to the very

life.

" Don't you think, Miss, it's very dull sitting upstairs

here ? we'd better go down to shop, and then we shall

see the people go by."
" Lord, Poll," said the brother, " you're always want-

ing to be staring and gaping ; and I'm sure you needn't

be so fond of showing yourself, for you're ugly enoagli

to frighten a horse."
"
^'gb'' indeed ! I wonder which is best, you or me.

But, I tell you what, Tom, you've no need to give

yourself such airs, for if you do, I'll tell Miss of you
know what "

" Indeed," cried I, " I do not desire to hear any
secrets."

" Oh, but I'm resolved I'll tell you, because Tom's
so very spiteful. You must know, Miss, 't'other

night
"

" Poll," Cried the brother, " if you tell of that, Miss
shall know all about your meeting young Brown—you
know when !—So I'll be quits with you, one way or

another."

V.

No less true to the life of the day and to exasperated
human nature of all days is the conversation in Mrs
Beaumont's drawing-room at Bristol Hot Wells. Lady
Louisa Larpent, 'a languishing, lackadaisical creature,

addresses Lord Merton.
" I a'n't half well ; it's quite horrid to have such

weak nerves. . . . I'm a sad weak creature,—don't you
think I am. My Lord ?

"

" O by no means," answered he ;
" your Ladyship

is merely delicate,—and devil take me if ever I had the

least passion for an Amazon !

"

" I have the honour to be quite of your Lordship's
opinion," said Mr. Lovel, looking maliciously at Mrs.
Selwyn, "for I have an insuperable aversion to

strength, either of body or mind, in a female."

"Faith, and so have I," said Mr. Coverley; "for
egad, I'd as soon see woman chop w-ood as hear her
chop logic."

" So would every man in his senses," said Lord
Merton ;

" for a woman wants nothing to recommend
her but beauty and good nature ; in everything else

she is either impertinent or unnatural. For my part,

deuce take me if I ever v.'ant to hear a word o^ -^^ -

from a woman as long as I live !

"

"It has always been agreed," said Mrs. Sei'.vyn,
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looking round her with the utmost contempt, " that no
man ought to be connected with a woman whose
understanding is superior to his own. Now I very
much fear, that to accommodate all this good company,
according to such a rule, wouIJ be utterly imprac-.
ticable, unless we should choose subjects from Swift's
hospital of idiots."

VI.

Least plausible of all the characters in the book is

Captain Mirvan, of the Royal Navy. His profanity,
Evelina declares, is more than she can transcribe;
his horseplay and rudeness are more than her readers
can believe. Various naval officers whom Miss Burney
met at Bath in the year following " Evelina's " success
complained that she had been unjust to their profes-
sion, but she defended herself stoutly. " The more I

see of sea-captains," she wrote, " the less reason I have
to be ashamed of Captain Mirvan ; for they have all

so irresistible a propensity to wanton mischief,—to
roasting beaux, and detesting old women, that I quite
rejoice I showed the book to no one ere printed, lest

I should have been prevailed upon to soften his
character."

The heroics of Sir John Behnont, when he at last

is brought face to face with his neglected daughter,
are much overdone to our modern taste. From his
" Lift up thy head,—if my sight has not blasted thee,

—

lift up thy head, thou image of my long-lost Caroline !

"

he goes in a crescendo of remorse to " Adieu, my child
;—be not angry,—I cannot stay with thee,—oh

Evehna ! thy countenance is a dagger to my heart
!

"

and he leaves the reader a Httle ashan>ed of having
witnessed such an unrestrained exhibition of stagey
distress.

VII.
" Evelina " ends, of course, in the happy-ever-after

style flattered by countless imitators. It is truly a
relief, after Lord Orville has tactlessly turned up on
every one of the numerous occasions when Evelina is

surrounded by the noisy Branghtons, or just escaping
from Sir Clement Willoughby's arms, or going to a
rendezvous with the melancholy Scot, Mr. Macartney,
to have him finally fall on his knees, and in due course
of time receive the joint blessings of Mr. Villars,

Sir John Belmont, and Mrs. Selwyn.
" To draw characters from nature, though not from

life, and to mark the manners of the times, is the
attempted plan of the following letters," Fanny Burney
wrote in the preface to "Evelina." The continuing
appeal of this her first novel is proof that she succeeded
in her attempt. More than that, she made the novel
respectable, after it had deteriorated from its promis-
ing beginnings into filth and folly unspeakable; and
by virtue of her sex and her success, she vanquished
the silly convention that it was " unbecoming a female "

(liow the eighteenth century loved that word!) to
write novels, so making the path smooth for Maria
Edgeworth, Jane Austen, Charlotte Bronte, and the
many other women who have been mighty with the
pen.

Competition on the Life and Work of the

Woman Teacher
Owing to the very large response to our suggestion for

this competition we have not yet been able to publish the

result. An unusually large number of excellent papers

have been received, and the process of selection has taken

longer than anticipated. AVe hope, however, to publish

llie result before the end of t!ie month.
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FOREST MUSIC
By J.

\V. ]\IARRIOTT

The subdued light of a forest at mid-day reminds

one of a cathedral—a great green cathedral with

Gothic arches and fantastic tracery ; but in the hour

before dusk these associations with sacred architec-

ture are more impressive still, and .one has an impulse

to doff tlie hat or to speak in whispers. The spilt sun-

light lies in great splashes on the mossy floors ; the

tree-trunks become pillars of wrought gold ; the sun-

set glows in crimson and orange through the foliage,

producing the effect of stained-glass windows. Above

all there is a pervading sense that the whole temple

is thrir.ingly alive and breathing a hallowed joy. Every

leaf is listening, every rafter is conscious and ex-

pectant, every column is dumb with sentient awe. The
trees of the field may clap their hands ; but the forest

is no place for applause. It is a sanctuary for rever-

ence and revelation and a cloistered calm.

The very music of tlie forest is cathedral music. We
do not mean the birds' songs. Every phase of Nature

has its distinctive music. Spring is a Serenade and

Autumn a Nocturne; the morning light is a Sonata,

tranquil and changeful ; there are Pastorales in the

rich meadow grass, and Barcarolles in the river's placid

motion towards the sea. Every bank of flowers is a

fairy chorus and every silver birch an Ariel-song. An
avenue of chestnuts is a Galop. . » . In the infinite

orchestra of Nature we may hear gay Gavottes, Inter-

mezzos, Fantasias, the whole blending in one gigantic

Fugue, whose diapason is the thunder of the seas.

There is music everywhere—lyric, idyllic, epic—enter-

ing the gates of sight as well as of sound. For do

not painters speak of their " harmonies " ? Were not

Turner's visions aptly described as "colour-sym-

phonies " ? Has not Whistler painted nocturnes in

silver and grey? An ingenious musician has recently

attempted to interpret his themes in colour; why
should we not transpose natural colours into music?

The mystic does it incessantly and inevitably, while

an experience from " The Dream of Gerontius " is

more remarkable still:

—

" I cannot of that niu?.ic rightly say

Whether I hear, or touch, or taste the tones."

And why not " see " them too ? But the reverse is

equally possible, and one perceives a burst of light

like a burst of song. A pear-tree bursts into blossom

as a lark bursts into rapturous carolhng at dawn. A
garden breaks into flowers as a nation breaks into

hurrahs of victory. For him who converts sight into

music, the mountains and hills break forth into sing-

ing ; and there is a great poetic image of the moun-
tains dancing like rams and the little hills skipping

like lambs.

The sun becomes prodigal in autumn, and goes into

a far country to spend his substance; but he returns

in spring, and the land is filled with music and
dancing. . v »

But the forest music suggests the organ and a

sacred choir. Its joy is holy ; its anthem swells and
rolls like a tide along its aisles ; it inspires peace and
benediction. That is why every tree is barkening
so tensely : and he that hath cars to hear will under-

stand.
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UNCLE LECHAUDEL * * * By Andre Theuriet
I.

" What !
" said my friend Jacques, " haven't I ever

. told you of my uncle Lechaudel's adventure? It's

worth its weight in gold, seeing that it cost me a legacy
of two hundred thousand francs.

" My uncle Melasippe Lechaudel, of Rupt-aux-Non-
nains, in Lorraine, set up as a druggist in Juvigny-en-
Barrois. At fifty, having made his fortune, he sold
his business and retired to a comfortable house, in the
upper part of the town, with a courtyard in front
tapestried with aristolochia and a good fruit garden
behind, where he hved at his ease with his house-
keeper Catherine. My uncle was a perfect type of
the successful country tradesman, equally stingy and
conceited, stuck-up, self-satisfied, and solemn. On
the pretext that he had sold medicinal herbs for
twenty years, he boasted himself an expert in botany
and got himself elected a member of the Juvigny
Scientific Society, before which he read thrilling

papers on such subjects as the firebacks of the old
houses of Barrois ; his colleagues in return used some-
times to send him as a delegate to the annual meeting
of learned societies at the Sorbonne, and this gave him
the chance of a cheap ticket to Paris and me the
pleasure of his visit. As I was generally understood
to be his heir, I felt bound to look after him, and of
course gave him board and lodging for the fortnight
of his stay.

" These visits were not exactly a joy. Melasippe
Lechaudel tyrannically abused his position as an uncle
with a will to make. No sooner had he got his boots
off and washed his hands than he took possession of
my favourite armchair, borrowed my shppers, drank
my best cognac, unbuttoned his waistcoat, and said
with a sigh of content

:

"
' Ah, that makes me feel better. . . . Now then,

Jacques, I'm going to read you my last communica-
tion on a sixteenth century fireback discovered in the
old chateau of Tronville. . .

.'

" And there I had to sit mum and listen to a minute
disquisition on the thickness of the fireback, the
quality of the iron, the name of the founder, and the
date when it was cast.

" But this was nothing to the fatigue-duty of taking
him walks along the streets. Though he had seen
Paris but four times in twenty years. Uncle Lechaudel
flattered himself that he knew everything by instinct

and could explain everything. His addled brain was
stuffed full of crazy notions. With the countryman's
hostile contempt for the capital, my egregious uncle
combined the firm conviction that no one could
possibly take him for a provincial. He was deter-

mined to pass for a thorough Parisian, and when he
went out by himself he would rather have cut out
his tongue than ask his way. On the other hand, the
indifference of the people he met in the street was
unendurable ; he considered it almost an insult, as if

it were intended for a personal slight to his position

and his title as the delegate of the Scientific Society.

Accordingly, when he went for a walk, his affectation

was to speak very loud, so as to attract the passers'

'attention. People turned round for a moment to look
at the pompous gesticulation of this tall, gaunt person
who wore a country doctor's hat and a long overcoat
made in the style of twenty years ago ; and then, with
an understanding smile, they went on their way. As
for him nothing could ever disconcert him, and he

away. He disparaged what-

ever he saw with the malicious humour characteristic
of the small townsman, and his universal standard of
comparison was the use and custom of his own obscure
nook. Raising his voice at every step he would ex-
claim sententiously in the drawling whine of the Lor-
rainer, ' At Juvigny we should not permit such
things! . . . The Juvigny authorities know their duty
better than that. ... At Juvigny the level of pubhc
morality is higher.' I only waited for the moment
when he would declare that the sun at Juvigny rose
earlier than in Paris, and I wished the devil would
fly away with this lunatic uncle whom I was compelled
to pilot along tlie boulevards.

II.

*' The last time I had the pleasure of seeing him was
the year of the Universal Exhibition, 1889. It was
in June that he quartered himself on me, still in the
same old broad-brimmed hat and magisterial overcoat

You perceive,' said he, with a contemptuous sneer
playing about the corners of his mouth, ' that I, too,

have become one of the gaping sheep of Panurge, and,
taking advantage of an excursion train, I have come
up for a look at this great international fair which you
people call the Universal Exhibition. I knew before
I started that I shouldn't find anything new', nor any-
thing up to my intellectual level, but it gives me the
pleasure of a fortnight of your company.'

" It was a pleasure I could have done without ; but
I tried to look as happy as I could, and I con-(

scientiously set to work to fulfil my duties of hospi-

tahty. For a whole week I trotted my uncle round
the Champ de Mars and the Esplanade des Invalides.

Rain or shine, there we were every afternoon. I did
the honours of the Centennial Exhibition, of the

Street in Cairo, of the Machinery Department, and of

the Japanese Village. He was never tired and never
surprised ; every single thing he saw was rubbish,

and he was eternally finding fault. At the Eiffel

Tower he merely grumbled, ' Well, I thought it was
higher than that.' He complained that the illumi-

nated fountains did not go on playing long enough

;

he called them a ' fair do,' and was disposed to blame
me for it. No eating-house, neither grill-room nor
Roman restaurant, could please him. But he allowed
me to foot the bill, and contented himself with adding
up the items and explaining that at Juvigny we could
have got the same fare for half the money. After
which he carefully folded up the receipt and stowed it

away in his sheepskin pocket-book, probably to dazzle

his colleagues of the Scientific Society with the details

of his Parisian extravagances.
" By the end of the week I was knocked up. To

get a respite I invented an engagement to dinner and
made my excuses for leaving him to himself for one
evening. -

"
' Don't let that trouble you,' he answered. ' I

don't at all mind for once being on my own and poking
round where I please. I'm big enough to take care

of myself; I know Paris as well as I know my own
pocket, and after looking at the museums and
churches, I'll dine in style at a restaurant.'

" We parted at the corner of the embankment, and
I was much relieved to see his country doctor's hat

and long overcoat dwindling in the distance. The
sky was threatening, but off I went to dine by myself

at Bellevue, and though it came on to drizzle I found
the country lovely, such a joy was it to have my ears
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free at last from the pompous snuffle and the irritating

snarls of the ex-druggist-shopkeeper.

"I came home at eleven, to find M^lasippe
Lechaudel already sound asleep. I took very good
care not to waken him, and retired peacefully to my
bed.

" Next day, however, I felt some remorse at having
deserted my uncle, and knocked at his door. I found
him in his shirt-sleeves carefully brushing his over-

coat, with a clouded face, and looking thoroughly
sulky and cross.

"
' Well, uncle,' said I cheerfully, ' what sort of an

evening did you have ?

'

" His answer was somewhat evasive :
' Oh, like any

other evening in Paris . . . pretty so-so.'

" But the frown on his forehead remained there,

and no smile came to those sulky lips of his. I

scented some vexatious mischance.
" ' You had a good dinner at any rate ?

'

" ' A good dinner
!

' he cried furiously. ' No, con-
found it! I was robbed by bandits. Ah, and it's all

your fault, too ; why couldn't you be at the pains to
send me to at least a moderately honest robber ?

'

"Hereupon, by insidious questionings, I succeeded
in inducing his mortififtd vanity to reveal his mis-
adventure.

" After he left me he went to the Louvre, and when
the galleries closed at five he betook himself to

Saint-Germain-l'Auxerrois and Saint-Roch, both of
them places where you don't have to pay. Coming
out of the second church he found it was raining, and
being a man careful of ' his duds ' he took refuge in
the arcades of the Palais Royal, where he proposed
to dine. In the days when he used to buy his drugs
in the Rue des Lombards, his wholesale merchant had
taken him to Tavernier's, and he had a clear recollec-
tion of this restaurant, where, for 2 fr. 50 c, they
offered you your choice of three dishes, besides soup,
dessert, and a half-bottle of wine. So towards six
o'clock, feeling hungry, he set out to find the
restaurant of his youth ; but he hunted the arcades
in vain ; Tavernier had vanished. He told himself
that possibly his memory deceived him, and, with his
silly conceit of never asking information, he ventured
to cross the thoroughfare and continued his researches
along the Rue Vivienne. But no restaurant at fixed
prices could he see there. It was raining; his coat
and hat were getting wet; he hastened his steps,
thinking to explore the Rue Richelieu, got lost, and
finally emerged on the boulevard, fairly knocked up
and in a violent perspiration, cursing the rain and still

on the look-out for a cheap dinner. He saw plenty of
cafes with brightly lit windows, but he shrank from
them as from fire, having been told that that was
where you got skinned. However, the evening was
drawing in, the rain wouldn't stop, his tummy cried
' famine,' his legs were tottering, and, to crown all, the
prospect of spoiling coat and hat wrung his heart.
At this moment, through the plate-glass front of a
grand cafe, allht up, he saw tables laid and comfort-
able chairs, while a delicious odour of cookery assailed
his nostrils. Confused and exhausted, he pushed the
door open, entered like a desperate man, and found
himself in the Cafe Riche.

I"-
" The instant he had taken his seat waiters hurried

to serve him. A majestic head waiter offered him
the carte. ' Would monsieur prefer a bisque soup or
consomme a la.reine ? For an entree, if I may advise,
I should say Venetian sole. . .

.'

"
' Right you are,' stuttered L^chaudcl, overpowered.

' Trot out your consomm6 and your sole.'

"The wine waiter came to his rescue, insinuating,
'Which is monsieur's 'wine? A Burgundy or
Bordeaux ?

'

"
' Burgundy,' was the impatient answer.

"
' Fleury ? Chambertin ? Corton ?

' went on the
other. •

"
' Oh, anything you like.'

" When he had done ju.stice to the soup and the sole
and tossed off a glass of wine his brain grew clearer

;

he recovered his wits, and therewith his prudent
economy. He looked round him, studying the luxuri-
ous surroundings, the well-to-do appearance of the
guests, the smartness of the waiters, and he compre-
hended that he certainly was not in a restaurant at

fixed prices. Anxiety spoilt his appetite, and he
trembled for his purse.

"
' Ah, but,' he went on with angry pride, ' I had

taken good care to keep the carte, and when that
daddylonglegs of a waiter returned to the charge I

shut him up by asking for the dessert. He brought
me a basket of strawberries, which I was almost too
worried to touch, I was in such a stew to get out of that
den; and then I asked for the bill. Guess what it

ran into? Twenty-seven francs, nephew mine. The
wine alone was charged eight francs. . . . Simple
robbery. ... I went out testifying aloud. It was
pouring outside, and I had to take a cab. There you
are ! That's my evening out

!

' And he added
bitterly, ' It's your negligence I have to thank for my
misfortunes.'

" I saw plainly that what was hurting him was his

twenty-seven-franc dinner, and set my wits to work to

pacify him. ' I am so very sorry about it, uncle ; but
to-night we'll make amends. I'll take you to dine at

an English tavern. . .
.'

"
' Never again,' he shouted. ' No more robbery for

me, thank you! My trunk is packed and I'm off to

Juvigny. Call me a cab !

'

" And for all my entreaties off to Juvigny he went.
I never saw him again. He died the year after,

carried off by a fever epidemic. I went to pay him the
last offices at Juvigny, and was present when the will

was read. Not a stiver for me, dear boy! Uncle
L^chaudel had a grudge against me for that Cafe
Riche dinner, and he left every penny to his house-
keeper."

—

Translated by R. B. Townskcnd.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Notice to Correspondents.—Oicing to the /urge number

of letters received it is necessary for corrcspoiuieitts to write

briefly if their letters are to appear.

INDUSTRIAL SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT.
Tu the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—The article on " Industrial Scientific Manage-
ment " by Joseph Fels in your May 30th issue of

Everyman states a case against this system which
is open to some criticism, so may I offer the following

points for your consideration ?

The system, properly carried out, means a reduced

cost of production and a correspondingly increased

profit. There is no getting away from the fact that

this condition of affairs will lead to more extensive

advertising on the part of the manufacturer, resulting

in keener competition and larger selling staffs, also

reduced selling prices.

When machinery was first introduced into the manu-
facture of goods there was a great outcry, but are we
any worse off now than we were before ? To my
mind we are much better placed. To-day most of the

things we purchase are " standardised " and turned out

by the thousand, with the result that we buy a much
cheaper article and are more sure of the quality, etc.

The so-called " reduction " in labour is nothing

more or less than a redisposition of labour, and in the

present case would mean grading the better-class

men into better-class positions. Where it is found

possible to reduce the production cost of any article

manufactured by a number of firms there is a two-

fold redisposition, in both money and men. The first

is reduced selling price, resulting in cheaper living,

and the second increased " marketing " facilities, re-

sulting in an increased staff. Mr. Pels will doubtless

admit that the class of men employed in the selling

staff usually commands a higher average wage than

the man employed in the works.—I am, sir, etc.,

Hull Arthur L. Burke.

To the Editor of Everv.\i.\x.

SlR^—May I be allowed in your columns to enun-

ciate a few corollaries that would ensue upon the adop-

tion of scientific management of industry, and which

would possibly modify the results deduced by Mr.

Joseph Fels as following upon the introduction of the

same in your issue of May 30th .-'

As an inevitable consequent to the production of the

commodities of life with minimum eftort would be the

transvaluation of the social raison d'etre of man ; the

employer's view, under the new system, would remain

the same, viz., that his employee is simply a wealth-

producer. On the other hand, the employee's view of

himself as a wealth-producer would lose its force, as

wealth is produced more easily for, but little weight is

paid to, a thing that is easily obtained. Man's views

would be shunted off from things of the body to those

of the mind and soul. This change, in its turn, would

react upon the relative values of "waiters, servants,

chauffeurs, butlers," etc., in the social machine.

Further, would not industrial scientific management
herald the adoption of universal co-partnery? If

wealth is to be produced more easily, for whom has it

to be so ? For the few or for the many ? Common
sense or moral right will decide.

Industrial scientific management is an economic

idea, but the latter may draw in its train ideas that

are not economic in their nature, so closely is our pre-

sent economic system woven into the warp and woof
of all our life.

May I thank Mr. Joseph Fels for an article that

stimulates thought .'—I am, sir, etc.,

J. Lister Henderson, B.A.

West Hartlepool, June 8th, 1913.

To the Editor of E\ erymax.

Sir,—Mr. Joseph Fels, in his recent article under
the above title, has apparently neglected the fact that

real wealth is the result of useful production, coupled
with natural resources, the distribution of money only

affecting real wealth in so much as it affects useful

production. Mr. Fels is, no doubt, perfectly right in

laying down the principle that the physical, material,

and moral health of a nation is dependent upon a just

distribution of its wealth, but the way to arrive at the

just distribution is not necessarily by making three

men continue to do work which may be done equally

well by one.

If, by the adoption of a more scientific method, one
man can be made to do, without increased exertion, the

work of, say, three, then the remaining two are free

to turn their hands to useful production of some other

kind.

It is easier to theorise or to apply any principle in a

simple case than it is to apply the same principle under
the complex economic and social conditions of the

present day, and any sudden development or applica-

tion of a new method may cause a temporary disor-

ganisation, with resulting hardships to a great many.
A man trained as a specialist naturally finds a difficulty

in taking up any other occupation, but man is a brainy

animal, and has constantly adapted himself to altered

conditions.

Even at the present time practically the whole
civilised world is calling out for a further development
of the areas of food supply.

From the above remarks one might draw the con
elusion that scientific methods and machinery can, in

the long run, produce nothing but good ; but, apart

from temporary disorganisation, there is the evil

which Mr. Fels mentions, viz., the increased inequality

in the distribution of money.

This is a real evil to the community from another

point of view besides that which Mr. Fels takes, since,

though the capitalist may or may not work himself,

his money enables him to employ, directly and in-

directly, numbers of men who are, as a result, working
idle, and are contributing nothing of actual value to

the community.

There is another cause, however, of retardation of

production, probably much greater than the wrongly

spent money of the rich ; that is, the disinclination

frequent amongst workers of all classes, especially

among organised workers, to give the best that is in

them.

That this should be so is but natural, especially with

the present feeling of antagonism between labour and
capital, since the benefit appears to go to the employer,

and the worker does not realise that he is under any

obhgation to the State.

The only sound method of procedure by which to

treat both the cases of the employer and the worker so

as to obtain a lasting remedy is the intellectual and

moral development of the whole race from top to

bottom, which would make Socialism possible—and
unnecessary.

To return to the original point. If Mr. Fels's ideas

on saving of labour had been apphed a hundred or
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two years ago we might have been practically without
machinery to-day.

In any case, in an enlightened community the ten-

dency is to further, not to retard, the development of

scientific methods ; and, when all is said and done,

Mr. Taylor's industrial scientific management will

probably not produce results by any means as start-

ling as lie anticipates.—I am, sir, etc.,

Ballykilbeg, Co. Down. WILLIAM JOHNSTON.

THE NEW EMIGRATION.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Does not Mr. Chiozza Money in his forecast

of the future leave out one most important factor, viz.,

the continually increasing displacement of human
labour by machinery .? So far from there being too

few workers to carry on our industrial activities, the

truth is that every year labour is being discarded in

a hundred trades. If the supply is falling, the demand
is falling still more. Are unemployed men with half-

starved families a source of strength to the nation .''

If anyone thinks so, let him consider the state of

things, say, in West Ham to-day. Bad as unemploy-
ment in such areas is, it would be much worse if there

were no emigration. But, says Mr. Money, national

organisation can enlarge our industries. Obviously, it

can, but not all in a moment. The process is very
slow. The presence of unemployment shows this, and
for some of the evil of unemployment emigration
offers a quick and effective remedy. Better that some
of our workers should go to new Englands across the

sea than that they should perish in the old, which, for

the time being, has no use for them,— I am, sir, etc..

Poplar, E., June 9th, 191 3.
W. G. Martley.

To the Editor of Evervm.an.

Sir,—Mr. Money's articles on " The New Emigra-
tion " are opportune, and do not exaggerate the

danger. The loss of so many wealth-producers and
the prospective burden of the less fit and the old-age
pensioners are not the only evils.

With the decrease of our wealth-producers there is

an increase of non-producers in Government and other
officials, whose work, however necessary, does not
produce wealth, while it further burdens the over-

taxed producers who remain.

Mr. Money thinks the emigration due to the Cana-
dian Government's advertising of cheap land, and this

might be neutralised by beautifying our homes and
I
making life here more attractive.

There is, no doubt, something in this, but not enough
' ler to explain the cause or to effect the cure of " The
.V Emigration."'

rhe cause of emigration and of the social disaffec-
' !i generally will, I think, be found in our violation

lie primary laws of communal life.

I Protection and Cultivation.
I It is the lack of security to guarantee possession
Ithat prevents primitive man from cultivating to pro-

' e capital. Until a community of protection is

a^d on some contract or covenant basis, men do
l|not labour, and so do not progress.
'< As I read the Book of Genesis, Adam was not the

! man, but the first working man. He began to
rk only after he had entered a protected garden
vided for the purpose of labour.

Observation and necessity alike prove protection to
'->'- the absolute condition of human labour, just as

)ur IS proved to be the absolute condition of social
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and civilised life. In the early stages of communal
life, as J. S. Mill has obsen'ed, labour is divided into

two classes—the one productive, the other protective

—

and this division should obtain during the whole

course of civil life.

From the beginning producing workers have pro-

vided not only for the protective workers, but for

those who are either too young or too old to provide

for themselves ; and they are still the universal pro-

viders, but we no longer protect them.

Britain has for sixty-five years denied her v/ealtli-

producers their contract protection, but during that

period she has compelled them to do labour that only

protected men have any right to do.

Instead of the protecting care given to their pro-

ductive workers by other civilised people, the British

workers receive only cruel neglect " Protect

labour" is the law of civihsation, but "Neglect

labour" is the law of Great Britain. Although this

pohcy of neglect is primitive, being identical with the

methods of savage men, it is dignified with such titles

as "Scientific Political Economy" and "Laissez

Faire."

A gardener lazy enough to adopt the free trade

policy of laissez faire would see his finest blooms

degenerate back to the weeds from which they were

cultivated, and his grapes become wild grapes.

Were the State to abolish family protection, and in

its place establish laissez faire, an immoral trade

would soon become prosperous and profitable. Some
might attempt to justify by certain phrases used in

justification of free trade in imports.

Is the abolition of trade protection moral? Cer-

tainly not. It outrages the contract of mutual pro-

tection on which civil society is founded.

If Britain wishes to prevent emigration, let her do

as other nations have done, suppress the aboriginal

system of laissez faire and establish again the

covenant of protection.—I am, sir, etc.,

R. GUNN.

To the Editor of Evervm.w.

Sir,—It does not seem to occur to Mr. Chiozza

Money that the fall in the death-rate is due entirely

to the fall in the birth-rate. The vital statistics of all

civilised nations show tliat where the birth-rate falls

the death-rate also falls, and what matters to a nation

is not the birth-rate, but the survival-rate. The only

four countries (Bulgaria, Ceylon, Japan, and Ontario)

which show a rise in the birth-rate show a corre-

sponding rise in the death-rate. To put the fall in the

death-rate down to sanitation, medical science and

progress generally shows a complete misapprehension

of the facts—first, because before 1876, after which

the birth-rate began to fall, there were very great im-

provements in sanitation, etc., but the death-rate did

not fall ; and, second, in the four countries, with rising

birth-rates, sanitation has, at least, not gone back, yet

the death-rate has also risen. The problem is really

a biological one. Man shares with all other animals

the tendency to reproduce more rapidly than the food

supply, and all his wonderful inventions have never

enabled him to make the food supply catch up the in-

crease in the population, except occasionally for short

periods. The development of agricultural machinery,

the opening up of new countries, the breaking up of

fresh land, all take time, and during that time popula-

tion grows just as fast as the food supply. That it

never grows faster is self-evident—the people who are

under-fed simply die off.

The birth-rate may be (and is) more rapid than the

increase in the food supply, but the survival-rate must
keep within its limits. Mr. Money deplores the emi-

gration-rate, and there are few who would not agree

that it is a source of weakness to the Mother-country

;

but how else does he propose to develop new land to

supply the additional food which is essential without

a fall in the birth-rate or a rise in the death-rate ? The
emigration-rate is caused by the growth of the popu-
lation. Again, how many years does he expect our

coal and iron supply to last ? Granting, for the sake
of argument, that national organisation of land, of

transport, and of power might enable the United
Kingdom to " easily sujjport more than twice its pre-

sent population," how soon would it be possible to get

such organisation into working order, and what is to

be done when the population has doubled .' It is easy

to say that poverty, overcrowding, and unemployment
are due to maldistribution of the national wealth, but

it must not be forgotten that the food supply is the

first necessity of a people, and that the present

system of society has been evolved through the-

struggle for food. Those who desire a different

system m.ust recognise that the first step towards the

success of any form of Sociahsm must be the elimina-

tion of the crude struggle for existence, and that this

can only take place through the limitation of births.

When our death-rate goes down to 10 per i.cxx), and
our average unemployment rate goes down to

something less than that of our best times, it will be
time to talk of the benefits of a higher birth-rate.—

I

am, sir, etc., E. ROBERTA Rees.
London, S.E.

To the Editor of Everym.\n.

Sir,—Mr. Chiozza Money very rightly says that
" we ought to be able to bring the death-rate down to

10 per 1,000, or less," for 10 per i.ooo is the mor-
tality-rate of a well-fed community, and may, for the

present, be considered the normal. As the birth-rate

falls, i.e., as parental prudence extends downwards,
we are steadily approaching this norm.aL Indeed, we
shall reach it by 1921, unless "the new emigration,"

which takes away such a large proportion of our effec-

tives and so much capital, is, to some extent, neutralis-

ing the good effects of the falling birth-rate. But Mr.

Money is alarmed at the thought of the birth-rate

going on and on declining and the present rate of

emigration continuing. As they will be automatically

checked in due season by rising wages and improving
conditions generally, his anxiety hardly seems justi-

fiable.—I am, sir, etc., B. DuNLOP, M.B.
Alexandra Court, S.W., June loth, 1913.

WOMAN IN THE FINANCIAL WORLD.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—In your issue of May 30th is contained,

under the article " Woman in the Financial Worfd," a

glaring misstatement to the effect that " there is in

the City a lady who is a fully qualified chartered

accountant." The Institute of Chartered Accountants
in England and Wales, rightly or wrongly, has not

admitted women to its examinations, although pro-

posals to do so have from time to time been made ; a

search for a woman's name in its register of members
would prove fruitless. Perhaps your contributor is

thinking of some other of the numerous associations of

accountants which of late years have come into exist-

ence, and many of v,'hich, I believe, receive women as

members.—I am, sir, etc.,

Reginald H. S. Cobbitt,

Brocklcy, S.E. Chartered Accountap.t
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OUR HOLIDAY TOURS.
A FORTNIGHT IN TERRiTET AND CHAMONIX

FOR ** EVERYMAN" READERS. -

THE four R's of a holiday are Rest, Renewal, Recupera-

tion, and Rest.->i-nti'i^>. The Continental holidays arranged
fnr ««tviers of Everyman accomplish all the R's stand
for and more, for we can include two other nouns which

are equally important—enjoyment and happiness. Such a
combination provides, as far as is possible, an ideal holiday.
Doubtless tlic great success of Everyman tours is largely due
to the manner in which we have arranged these holidays.

The tours are planned to especially appeal to the particu-

lar tastes of Everyman readers, and included in the
itineraries of the tours are just such places as we believe
will most interest and delight our readers.

Many of those who have sent for parti-

culars ofour tours and for our Tours Book
liave not quite decided whether or no
they will avail themselves of Everyman
Continental Tours. To these v;c especially

appeal to conte to an early decision,

because we are particularly anxious that

none shall be disappointed. Already
some of our most attractive tours have

almost their tuli complement ol tourists,

and ue have set a hniit to ti^e number
that shall compose each parly, because
the eniovment of all lar^:ely iieponds uiion

the inilividual aticntiim that our conili!c-

tors .uive 10 every member of each party
.

SWITZERLAND.
" Blue, ar.d baseless, and bwufiful
Did the boundless mountains bear
Their folde-j shadows into the golden air."

— RUSKIN.

" EVERYMAN. 1 WILL GO WITH
THEE AND BE THY GUIDE. IN THY
MOST NEED TO GO BY THY SIDE."

Everyman Switzerland Toi:rists leave
London en July !2th for a fortnight's per-

sonally conducted Tfur to TEERITET
and CHAMONIX. This ideal fortnight

gives a week in the lovely lakeside

resort of TEREITET and a week at

CilAMONIX, nestling under the glorious Mont Blanc Rnnge.

TERRITET.
This little gem clustering around the Lake of Geneva is justly

the pride of the Swiss Riviera. Nothing can surpass it in beauty,

with the blue waters of the lake in front and the towering
Rochers-de-Naye at the back. Byron, it will be remembered,
hved for some time near Montreux, and he ever extolled its

beauties; of Territet he said that it was "more beautiful than
a dream."

Montvexii-Territet is unrivalled as a centre for bec-utiful

walks. The Castle of Chillon, immortalised by Byron, stands
picturesquely on the edge of the Lake. During the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries it was the residence of the Counts of Savoy,
and as long ago as 820 the Castle was used as a prison for

Wala, the cousin of Charlemagne. Its real claim to notoriety,

however, is its association with Bonivard, who was incarcerated

here until liberty came with the triumph of the Bernese, \\hen

they became masters of the Pays de Vaud in 1536.

CHAMONIX.
Nearest to Mont Blanc, the monarch of the Alps, Chamonix

has a charm and fascination above any other of the Alpine
villages in the higher altitudes.

From early morning, when the great granite mountain is

lighted tip by the brilliant rays of the rising sun, in the full blaze
of the summer noon, when the eternal snows on the summit of
the mountain remain placid and undisturbed, in the evening,
when the glow of the twilight suffuses the mountain peaks with
a crimson hue, and at night, when the two streets of the village
•^trctch like a cross of light in the darkness of the Valley,
Chamonix is a place apart with a fascination peculiarly its own.

Nowl'.ere amongst the Alps is the air crisper or more ex-
hilarating than in Chamonix ; to breathe the pure health-

The entire change of enviion-

ment, the freedom from all vexatious

details, the one inclusive charge, .nnd

the desire of Everyman conductors

for the welfare of ail tourists

combine to make our Holiday Tours

not only enjoyable, but unique.

Will readers who coatcmplate

joining one of our Tours kindly

come to a decision as early as

possible?

We have ao wish to hurry any-

one, but the nnmbers of applications

already to hand indicate that the

parties will be completed much

earlier than we anticipated.

giving air is to drink in new life and strength, and the jaded,

toil-worn worker quickly recovers his lost vitality and energy.
No one feels tired or ''out-of-sorts" in Chamonix ; tlie only
regret is that one cannot live there always.

The excursions to be enjoyed by Everym.».n louriils during
this delightful holiday include :

TOUR 0? THE LAKE AND VISIT TO aENEVA.—This
Excursion is the whole length of the beautiful Lake of Gereva,
about 40 miles.

EXCURSION TO CHAMPERY.—This is one of the quaintest
and inost fascinating, as well as one
of the most characteristic villages in

Switzerland.

EXCURSION TO GRUYERE.-The
train asc( nc's the mountains behind
Territet to Les Avants, from whence a
delightful view of the Lake far below can
be ol;taii-,ed.

EXCURSION TO THE EOCHERS-
DE-NAYE.— One of the most magnificent
views of Switzerland is to be obtained
from the sun;mit, including the Bernese
Obcrland.
VISIT TO VILLARS-SUR OLLON

AND THE CHAMOISSAIRE.-One of

the n^ost .m.agnilicent Excursions in

Western Switzerland.

ASCENT OF LA FLEGERE (6,000 ft)
—The ascent, which is an easy one,

takes between four and five hours from,

leaving and returning to ChailJoaix.

EXCURSION TO THE GLACIER
DSS BOSSONS.
EXCURSION TO THE MER DE

GLACE.—The finest Excursion in the
Valley of Chamonix.
DRIVE TO THE GORGE DE LA

DIOSAZ.
Unless immediate application is made,

we cannot guarantee a place in this tcur,

although at the time of going to piess there are a few vacancies.

Similar tours are arranged for July 18th, August 1st and 15th.

OTHER ARRANGEMENTS.
On various dates during July, August and September

Everyman parties leave London for tnany attractive Continental

centres. A fortnight's conducted tour to Rouen and the Valley
of the Seine and Paris. A week's conducted tour to Paris.

A fortnight's tour to Montfeux-Territet. A fortnight's tour

to Chamonix and the Mout Bl?.uc Range. A week's con-

ducted tour to Holland and the Zuyder-Zee, etc., etc.

INDEPENDENT TOURS.
Those who prefer to travel independently have the trouble

of making arrangements taken entiiely off their shoulders,

as we provide a carefully planned programme in which all

arrangements are made. Everv.man will arrange every detail

of your holiday beforehand. Times of arrival are notified to

the hotel proprietors with whom accommodation has been
booked beforehand. Travellers are met at the' stations, and,

in fact, every item of the itinerary of an enjoyable holiday is

made in advance.

THE "EVERYMAN" TOURS BOOK.
All p.articulars of our Conducted Tours to the Continent, all

excursions and prices, as well as particulars of Everyman
Independent n.urs, are to be found in the Tours Booklet which
we have prepared for our readers. It contains also a brief

description of the tours, and interesting facts about tlie many
excursions in connection with the tours, as well as many illus-

trations. As the supply of this booklet is limited, early appli-

cation is necessary. Address your application to Everyman
Tours Department, Ald:ne House, Bedford Street^ Strand,

London, W.C.
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Read this Book before

you plan your holiday.

It will save you

buying new eult?.

" Modern Beau B-.ummels " is

a little book we have just

published. It tells you how
to get better wear out of your
clothes—how, for a few shillings,

they can be kept looking fresh

and smart. The cover of this

book is reproduced from a hne
by Will Houghton, and the
illustrated with clever pen-and-

ink sketches by " Thorpe." You really ought
to read it—and you only have to send a post-

card for a free copy. Among other useful

information it explains how

we clean and tailor-press a
Suit for 3/9 in Four Days, so
that it looks as good as new.

Achilk SerrcK
HacKney Wick, London.

water-colour
letterpress is

Branches and Agencies Everywhere.
57

mtMo
Hall's Dislempei is the grealesl proleclion the house-

holder can have from unclean and infectious walls because
when first applied it is a thorough dii-iifcclanl and germ destro3er.

!t U also tKe meat pleasins of wall-covfmiB*. quick, clean, and incxpenaivc lo

apply, and quite free from the oujectionabls sme!! of paint.

1( you strip your walls cf the Iayer» of wallpaper and decorate with HaU't
piRttmper. your rooms i*ill have a purer almosphere, arid you yrW 2ain ihe re'resh-

ioB effect of a change to a nitw home.
" Ildw 10 Decorate Your Home." Write to-d.iy for (h s bcautlfuHy
lUustr l^d parrpliVt, showing in colours Iiow to artistically decorate
every room tn the house. Post free from tlie Sole Manufactutcrs ;

—
SISSONS BROTHERS G CO.. LIMITED, HULL.

London Office— I59a.Borou«h High Street, S.E.
LtTfrpnoI: P5, Mount Pleasant. Gl-i",.|<)\t-; II:^, Rr.thSL't'ol. KtaJina: 6. Gun Street.

\

IX2C

IRISH PROTESTANTS AND HOME RULE.
To Ihe Editor of Everv.via.v,

Sir,—I think the rather extraordinary letter from
" An Irish Reader of EVERYMAN," which appears in

your issue for June 6th, merits a reply, in order to give

your readers an opportunity of hearing the other side.

Your correspondent makes some quotations from
Mr. J. M. Hone's article, and, as a result, proceeds
to lay down aonae starthng propositions of a general
nature.

I beg to join issue with him on these propositions,
namely, " Every Irishman, down to the ivo..iper in the
workhouse, knows that nine out of every ten educated
Irishmen are Unionists " ;

" The whole force and basis

of Home Rule rests on the ignorant and uneducated
voters." Where has your " Irish Reader " been for the

past few years that he does not know that the Home'
Rule movement has been supported, and is being sup-

ported, by the leading professional and commercial
men, both in Dublin and throughoiit the country—with
the exception, perhaps, of Belfast and the North of
Ireland, where these classes are mainly Protestant and
Trinity College graduates. Perhaps your" Irish Reader"
is not aware that it was only a generation or so ago that

Catholics were permitted to enter any of the profes-

sions in Ireland ? If your " Irish Reader " will look at the

newspaper reports of various Home Rule demonstra-
tions, he will find the names of leading Catholic pro-

fessional men given as being present as supporters.

I also deny his assertion that if the uneducated
voters were struck off the list, not a single Nationalist

member would have a chance of re-election. The pre-

sent Irish Party comprises three King's Counsel, seven
or eight barristers, and as many solicitors. Are all

these uneducated and unthinking men who are not in

the habit of reading for themselves?

I will give your " Irish Reader " some facts to read
over and think out for himself.

Ireland's government costs ten milhons, roughly, at

the present moment. Up to some years ago, it was
only seven millions. If " Irish Reader " compares
these figures with the figures giving the cost of govern-
ment of countries like Belgium and Holland, he will

learn something. If he compares the figures given as

the total cost of government of Norway and Sweden
during the time that these countries formed a united
kingdom, maintaining its own Army and Navy, paying
a Civil Service and keeping its Royal Household, he
will find that it cost more to govern Ireland annually

than it did to govern Norway and Sweden. A still

more forcible comparison of the gross extravagance
prevailing in the government of Ireland is afforded

by taking the following facts and figures :

—

Scotland, although somewhat smaller, I believe, in

area, than Ireland, has a larger population than

Ireland. The number of Goveoiment officials assessed

for income-tax in Scotland in 1908-9 was 938 ; in:

Ireland, 4,560. The - salaries in Scotland were

£315,000; in Ireland, ;£'i,435,ooo. These figures

appear in the Report of the Inland Revenue Com-
missioners .for 1908, and speak for themselves.

For every £'i spent by Ireland on law and justice

.Scotland spends £1, although the volume of crime is'

greater in Scotland. The Law Courts in Ireland cost

£368,714; in Scotland, £202,608. The Irish Prisons

Board, with only 2,500 convicts, costs £107,000 per

annum ; the Scottish Prisons Board, with 2,900 con-'

victs, costs £87,000. In Ireland the police force costs

nearly £1,500,000; in Scotland, £500,000. In fact,

in Ireland, while the population has been decreasing,
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the cost of government has been increasing. Exami-
nation of the statistics will prove this fact.

Mention of the cost of administration of law and
justice reminds me incidentally that there are offices

in connection with this charge in Ireland in which a

large number of nominated appointments are made,

and in these oflices nobody but a Protestant need

apply., And this in a country where the total non-

Cathohc population is barely a fourth of the entire

!

Is it any wonder that the narrow-minded minority

in Ireland, who for nigh a century have enjoyed all

the fruits of office and exercised all the patronage, are

now shrieking in open defiance of the law, and
tlireatening rebelhon (save the mark !) ? And these be
the forces of " law and order " in Ireland

!

In reply to the last paragraph of your " Irish

Reader's " letter, I would state tliat it is very easy to

make an insinuation of the kind contained therein.

Let him come into the open and justify his statement.

There are no more kindly hearted, tolerant, or fair-

minded people than the Irish people south of the

IBoyne, and as I lived for some years in the North, I

know what I am writing from personal experience.

The first and most lasting impression made on my
mind at sight of the first Orange procession I had ever

seen was that, viewed as a whole, I had never seen

such a large body of men comprising such a limited

number of intelligent-looking beings.

With regard to " Irishman's " letter, I am inclined

to agree with him when he suggests that it is a fallacy

to judge the merits or otherwise of political and social

reforms by claiming that intellect and education are

on one or the other side ; but on the question of the

measurement of opinion by means of the comparative
wealth of Protestants and Catholics, I would differ

from him strongly. There are excellent historical

authorities accounting for the fact that the Protestants

in Ireland are, as a rule, wealthy. He is, I am sure,

mindful of the continuous Plantations, and the deter-

mined efforts by successive rulers to wipe out the
Catholics in Ireland, and I feel assured that he will not
argue that the present position is one arising from a
normal state of things in the past.

Apologising for trespassing at such length,—I am,
sir, etc., Galwegun.

To the Editor oj Everyman.

Sir,—"An Irish Reader of EVERYMAN" says:—
1. Every Irishman, down to the pauper in the work-

house, knows that nine out of every ten educated
Irishmen are Unionists.

2. That the whole force and basis of Home Rule
rests on the ignorant and uneducated voters of the
farming class.

3. And he defines the educated as those who read
and think for themselves.

Taking his definition of education first, I would sug-
gest that, besides merely reading and thinking for 1

himself, a man's education is surely expressed in the
delicacy of his feelings, and your correspondent's un-
necessary and contemptuous dragging in of " the
pauper in the workhouse" speaks volumes on that
score. I trust his nine out of ten " educated " Irishmen
possess finer sensibihties.

It appears logical to the " educated " mind of your
correspondent that eminent Protestants who are not
Unionists are of necessity cranks.

Were Mr. Eonar Law to come into power, whose
votes would put him there—those of the " educated "

or of those others? Or does your correspondent's
education tell him that the average British voter is

liflfcillllllif

Tke Collar

tiiai IS

Better.

Better in material because
it wears longer than moat
coilara do—l)etter in stylo

because it carries that

touch of distinctive ap-

pearance possessed by no
other—better in fit because it

is cut on an entirely new prin-

ciple which ensures it settins

naturally round the neck. These arc the three points

of "betterness" about

"HORBRO'COLLaRS
. .

" Horbro " Collart are nade in 36 ihapei and quarter filttinsi in

npa?{y every shape —thus eoiLiirins thai cxactiluda of style and ot

which aio essential to appearance and comfort

6d. each 5/6 per Dozen.
.. Write to^Jav (or the Collar Folder iUustralins 36 itylea and
aiviiia full details. Kindly menticn this paper . • • • •
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The NEW ER1IGRATI0N.

TpO understand how this may be

stopped by

Perpetual Leases,

giving Tenants Fixity of Tenure and of

RENT, read the works issued by the

BEDEMPTION OF

LABOUR LEAGUE.

List of Publications and Illustrated Leaflet of the

SHARNAL STREET, Kent, Small Holdings Colony,

where the Land is held by Tenants on Leases for

10,000 Years,

free on application to the Hon, Sees.

;

Chas. F. Lamble and Mark B. F, Major,

Redemption of Z,abour League,

7, Queen Street Place, London, E.G.

Free copies of the worts may be had by Public Libraries

on application.
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DO YOU POSSESS AN
ENCYCLOP/CDIA?

A Remarkable Offer.

FIRST PAYMENT 2/6 ONLY.
Knowledge is increasing so rapidly and in so many different

directions that the busy man is coming to depend more and more
upon a good Encycloprcdia in which he can turn up all that ia

known upon any subject he is interested in. But it is essential

that the information given should be absolutely reliable, and
that the " Illustrated Chambers's Encyclopaedia " is the only work
at a moderate price that really serves this purpose is obvious
from the following few names, taken from a list of over i,ooo

famous contributors •.
—

1,000 Expert Contributors.
Prince Kropotkine, Viscount Haldane, S. Baring-Gould, Sir

W. M. Conway, Sidney Lee, Andrew Lang, Lord Avebury, Pro-
fessor Vambery, Sir Charles Warren, Professor A. B. W.
Kennedy, Professor Saintsbury, Duke of Argyll, Watts Dunton,
Goldwin Smith, Mrs. Fawcett, LL.D., Austin Dobson, Edmund
Gosse, F. A. Gasquet, O.S.B., Bramwell Booth, Justin McCarthy,
Sir W. F. Butler, Professor Caird, Dr. Andrew Wilson, Sir J.
A. H. Murray, G. J. Holyoake, Herbert Spencer, Sir John
Murray, Sir Edward Grey, K.G., Mrs. Annie Besant, Sir

Clements Markham, Andrew Carnegie, Professor Cheyne.

Every subject is fully dealt with. In the case of the political
and sociological matter the information here embodied is not
otherwise obtainable save by consuUation of hundreds of Blue
Books and expensive Government publications. The articles on
the Sciences—jneatal, moral, physical, natural, and of their

various branches—are written by professors of those sciences in
our great Universities.

The " Illustrated Chambers's " (Latest Edition) is a treasury of
compact information and a reliable guide on subjects Literary,
Political, Historical, Theological, Scientific, Musical, Artistic,
Philosophical, and General. It is international in character. It

consists of
Ten Handsome Half-Leather Volumes, 200,000 subjects,

with cross references, 8,000 pages of new, clear type, written
by 1,000 contributors of world-wide distinction. There are
4,000 engravings, superbly reproduced, and 50 magnificent
maps. There are also over 50 coloured plates, the finest
ever produced in connection with any work of reference.
Five thousand biographies of famous men and women are
also included, with the histories of all the great movements
with which many of them were associated.

Let the Children use It.

The boy or girl who has access to a reliable Encyclopaedia
and who is encouraged to use it on every possible occasion has
a tremendous advantage over one not so situated. It is proverbial
that the knowledge thus deliberately acquired is the knowledge
that stays ; and the youth who supplements the home lessons
with additional readings on every subject is the well-informed
man or woman who achieves distinction in later life.

Two Opinions.
LORD CURZON OF KEDLESTON biriies-

"I have always regarded 'Chambers's Encyclopaedia' as the
most concise, scholarly and useful compendium of universal
knowledge anywhere to be found within a similar compass."

HILAIRE 'BELLOC. Esq.. torltes—
"

' Chambers's Encyclopaedia ' has been my principal book of
reference for the last fifteen years. I have found it much the
most accurate of such works, more trustworthy than others, and
more comprehensive. ... I have never found it to fail."

A FREE BOOK.
To TUE Caxton Pubhshinc Company, Ltd.,

244, Surrey Street, London, W.C.

Please send me. Post Free, and without any obligation on my
part. Illustrated Booklet describing "The Illustrated Chambers's
Encyclopedia," and full particulars of your offer to deliver the

complete work for a first payment of 2S. 6d., the balance being
paid by small monthly payments.

N.\ME
(Send this form or a postcard.)

ADDEES3

" educated " and the Irish the reverse ? I should very

much like to have his ideas on the British Constitution.

Only for the land there would be no " Home Rule "

question! Agrarian legislation is proceeding swim-

mingly, yet Derry falls into the Home Rule ranks.

The " educated " nine-tenths existing in the imagi-

nation of your correspondent will find their level in

a decade or two of Home Rule. Their last "appeal

is to passion and prejudice ; as for the ignorant farmer,

he only knows that his race has been all but extirpated

under English rule, that his sons and daughters—the

flower of his flock—still flee in thousands, whilst a

narrow and bigoted ascendency still monopolise every-

thing worth having.

Your correspondent fears to divulge his name. He
knows, and accordingly abuses, the magnanimity of

the ignorant Irish Cathohc.—'I am, sir, etc.,

A Mere Catholic Nationalist.

Cork, June 9th, 1913.

THE POSITION OF THE ENGLISH
AUTHOR.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Dear Sir,—The most interesting article under thi

heading in last week's EVERYMAN most distinctly

proves, I think, the truth of the theory which I have

heard expressed before, that no one, unless he or she

have private means, should take up literature as a

profession. I am excepting, of course, those engaged

in regular journalism. Writing, like painting, seems

to me to be more suited to times of leisure than to

times of pressure, and if all authors had work of quite

a different character to do to provide them with bread

and butter, and only wrote in their spare time, it might

have a salutary effect all round.

The author himself would benefit, in that he would
not suffer from drought, of which we hear so many
complain. His work would enable him to bring to

his writings a larger and more varied experience of

life, consequently infusing them with a greater fresh-

ness and vivacity. Thus would the general pubHc
benefit, and also—though there would, perhaps, be a

slight decrease in the number of books published—

a

greater number of new writers would be able to make
a name.

" Every dog has his day," and every author should

be content to have his little day—and can be, as long

as he has not all his eggs in one basket. We cannot

all be Scotts or Dickenses ; but all who have the talent

can add their little quota to the literature of their day.

Socially speaking, I should say that a business man
v/ho can write is more noticed by any " set " in society

than the professional writer who can do no business.

As you say, "authors do not yearn" for it. It is

enough for them that they want to write, and to get

those thoughts that will keep hammering at their

^
brains out on paper. If they are the source of a

guinea or two in their pockets, well and good ; if not,

and they have other and more remunerative irons in

the fire, they have no need to care.—I am, sir, etc.,

Cardiff. S. H. E. L.

MADEMOISELLE IXE.

To the Editor of Everym.xn.

Dear Sir,—In reading a paragraph in your de-

lightful paper last night, I noticed that " Mademoiselle

Ixe " was mentioned as a pseudonym. Wasn't it the

title of a book—the first of the Pseudonym Library

—

by " Lanoe Falconer "
r—I am, sir, etc.,

Denmark Hill.
'

F. M. C.
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THE TRAIL OF THE TOPICAL
It is inevitably a temptation to an author with a facile

pen to make a bid for immediate popularity with a

novel centred on a burning question of the day. Some-
times the attempt at ephemeral success crystallises into

a permanent triumph, as in the case of " Uncle
Tom's Cabin," which, written to depict the horrors of

slavery, and to enlist recruits in the campaign for its

abolition, remains to this day an indelible record of the

power of genius stirred by emotion. Wilkie Collins,

flaming with indignation at the injustice of the mar-
riage law, which seemed to him deliberately designed

to frustrate human effort, wrote " No Name," and
incidentally created Captain Wragge, designed to live

with the immortal Micawber, Dick Swiveller, and the

inimitable Marchioness.
Other examples come to mind, taken from the ranks

of minor novelists, like James Payn and Anthony
TroUope. China was a burning question at the date
" By Proxy " was published, but interest and signifi-

cance is still attached to the clever and workmanlike
narrative. To take a topic of the day for the motive
of a novel, as we have seen, does not preclude its per-

manence in literature, given the driving power of

enthusiasm, indignation, and strong moral force.

Sincere emotion leaves its impress apart from
literary skill or craftsmanship. Indeed, it has a power
so strong that it possesses a language almost of its

own—hall-marked and unmistakable, so that the

letters of the illiterate, written under the stress of pas-

sion, either of grief, remorse, or love, suddenly break
into sheer eloquence. But when the topical novel is

devoid of this driving power, when the personality of

the writer leaves no impress on the page, it drops life-

less to the ground, to be swept up_ with the literary

windfalls of the previous season. The writing may be
clever, the characterisation convincing, to no profit.

The success of the topical tale is dependent on its

enthusiasm, even as the novel with a purpose is de-

pendent on the skill with which the author keeps the

purpose hidden.

The attention and discussion aroused by the White
Slave Bill produced -a plentiful crop of novels, and it

is a notable fact, and serves to bear out the contention,

that of these novels not one has attained anything
more than an ephemeral success. The latest addition

to the crop is furnished by Nora Vynne.
So It Is With the Damsel (Stanley Paul and

Co., 6s.) is written with a certain skill, and in style is

not unpleasing ; but, like the rest of the literary

harvesting from this particular sensation, there is a
lack of moral force—the driving power is lacking. The
story is written for the moment, and contains nothing
permanent or significant. The heroine, after the
fashion beloved of serialists, falls into the hands of the
"traffickers," and in the process displays an infantile

imbecility that, in any other setting, an author of the
capacity of Miss Vynne would not credit her heroine
with possessing. She is "shipped abroad," following
once more the estabhshed precedent of the " scare,"

and, having awakened the interest of her readers and
sharpened the imagination as to the terrors awaiting
the unhappy victim, the author permits her to escape
from the house where she is confined, and to break
through the net her captors have spread for her en-
meshing. Had the author contented herself with
the development of the love romance which runs
through the volume, and in refreshing contrast to the
distasteful theme with which the book is chiefly con-
cerned, she might have achieved a certain distinction.
She possesses qualities of imagination that, given fair
play, might bear good fruit.

CAN YOU SPEAK WELL
IN PUBLIC?

An Indispensable Guide to the Art of

Public Speaking.

To one man the chance of making a speech affords the oppor-
tunity for an enhanced reputation ; to another it is nothing but
a danger. For the man who stutters and stammers, and finally

sits down after a speech principally consisting of "ums" and
"ers" scarcely enhances his reputation as a keen-witted member
of the community, or as a man whose intelligence and resource
can be depended upon in a business crisis.

For that reason, the publication of "The Book of Public
Speaking " is an event of the greatest importance. Tor it is the
first comprehensive work upon this important subject ever pub-
lished in this country. It provides at once a collection of the
greatest speeches of the world's greatest grators, and at the same
time a reliable guide to the Art of Public Speaking, written by
men who are themselves famous as speakers of the hiighest merit.

How to Speak in Public.
These articles and their contributors include :

—

RL Hon. T.J. MACNAMARA, M.P.,

on " How to Make an Eflective

Speech "

;

ARTHUR BOURCHIER. MJL
(the well-known Actor),

on "How to Prepare and Deliver

a Speech "
;

J. L GRIFFITHS
(U.S.A. Consul-General, London),

on "After-Dinner Speaking";

A. C. BENSON, M.A. CV.O., F.R.H.S-

(President 01 Magdalene College,
Cambridge),

on " The Art of Lecturing" ;

ALBERT CREW
(Barrister-al-LawJ,

on "The Conduct of and Pro-

cedure at Meetings" ;

GENERAL EDITOR,
A. C. Fox-Davies (Barrister-at-Law),

But "The Book of Public Speaking " is of the greatest interest

even for the man who never has to speak in public, because it

presents for the first time an entirely new form of literature of

enthralling interest. Its handsome covers contain the cream of

the greatest speeches of modern times.

The World's Greatest Speeches.
There is hardly an orator of note of recent years who is not

represented in the work; there is scarcely a subject of impor-
tance or of interest that is not dealt with in some one or more of

the speeches. Political Speeches, Religious Addresses, After-

Dinner Speeches, Scientific and Literary Lectures— all have been
brought together to form a work of enthralling interest to. all

intelligent people. Among the great speakers whose speeches
are included in the work are ;

—
Lord Rosebery
Lord Beaconsfield

H. H. Asqnith
A. J. Balfour

W. E. Gladstone
Sir Edward Clarke
Andrew Lang
D. Lloyd George
Winston Churchill
Maik Twain
Spencer Leigh Hughes
Sir Henry Irving

Joseph Chamberlain
Max O'Rell
R. Waldo Emerson
Harold Cox
Woodrow Wilson
G. Bernard Shaw
Charles Dickens
John Bright

Chauncey Uepew
Sir A. Conan Doyle
Sir Edward Grey
Earl Halsbury

Lord Fisher
Abraham Lincoln

Justin McCirihy
Viscount Milner
M. Poincare
Whitelaw Keid
Theo lort.- Roosevelt
Philip Snowdcn
Ian Mactarcn
Augustine BirrcU
Sir A. W. Pmero
Etc., etc.

For the Public Speaker.
The value of the work to the Public Speaker can hardly bo

over-estimated. Each one of the speeches included in the work
seri'es as a model for the construction of a successful speech that
can be studied with advantage by the practised speaker and tha
novice alike.

FREE BOOKLET.
The Publishers have prepared an interesting Illustrated

Booklet—which they will send free—describing the work and
their offer to deliver the complete work as published for a first

payment of is. 6d. only, the balance being paid by small monthly
payments.

To the Caxton Publishing Co., Ltd.,

244, Surrey Street, London, W.C.
Please send me, free of charge and without any obligation on

my part, full particulars of "The Book of Public Speaking."

Name..
(Send this form or a postcard.)

Address.,
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Lrearn to SKetch
in Two Hours . .

. . An entirely new method of teaching drawing has been
invented by A. A. Urann, Director of the Association of

Designers, Artists, and Illustrators (the well-known com-
mercial studio). The A.U.C. or Hieroglyphic System of

Drawing, which is tauslit by corresijondence, enables
students to produce creditable

sketches after the first lesson. The
complete Course contains hundreds
of original devices (the outcome of

experience) for obtaining immediate
facility in remuner.tive commercial
drawing. Write to-day for Uooklet

T, V ith full details and opinions of

leading illustrators, to

A.B.C. SCHOOL OF DRAWING,
48. Chancery Laise, Londoa.

I EARN FRENCH by Rosenblum's Anglo-French Journal, Id.,
^—

' monthly. iM. post free from Rosenblum's Lanjtuag^ Ins:itute, 26. High
Holborn, Loudon, W.C. TJ>.'» Weekly says : "Admirably adapted for students
of French.'*

"TTPEWRITING of every description under expert literary super-
^ vision, from 8d. per 1.0';0 words, paper included. — Dept. E. TIIK
NATIONAL TYPEWRITING BUREAU. 199. Strand. W.C.

SLOAN-DUPLOYAN SHORTHAND ("New Rapid" Improved
Lessons), endorsed by over iO.OOO sindents. produce a suaranteed speed of

80 words per minute in four weeks. Send for Illustrated Handbook and
Free Lesson.--Shorthand Association, 269. Holborn Hall. London, W.C.
(Telephone: 6111 Holborn.) (N.B.—NoconnectionwithJ. M. Sloan of Ramsgate.)

THE WILL and the WAY.
Where there's a will there's always a way. Everyone knows this,

and realises that it is the will that bothers most people. If Ihey

could only develop their will-power, self-control, and self-reliance,

they know they would find their way to success. There is an
easy, practical, scientific, sure means of developing your Will-Powcr,

in the Conceutro Course
—

"Scjeutific Concentration." A great nurabar

of students in every part of the civilised world are de\'eloping

their will by means of this famous system of training. They are

also developing, steadily and surely, their powers of Attention,

Observation, Memory. Speaking Thinking, and obtaining marvellous

control over both mind and body. Every Concentre student receives

personal direction, according to their requirements, through the

Concentro Report system. Editors of well-known Journals recommend
"Scientific Concentration." Learn what it v/ill do for >'oi». by sending

to-day for their Free Booklet to the CONCENTRO CO.. 46. Central
Buildings. Wallsend, Nswcastlh-on-Tvne.

COCKROACHES AND BLACKBEETLES cleared by Blattis.
'

I find Blattis most successful." Guaranteed by E. Howarth, F.Z.S.

Recommended by Dr. H. Woodward. F.R.S. Supplied to the Royal Household.

Harmless to pets. Tins. 1/3. 2/3. '/r.. post free. Also Camphis, the effective

Mothdestroyer.!/- per packet.—HOWARTH & FAIR, 471. Crocksmore Road.

Sheffield. Liverpool Branch : 107. Sinilhdown Road.

IV/ICC CRITICISED AND REVISED. Write for terms to
IVlOkJ. M,.. LEPECHT (Box N). Oaklea Cottage. SilverhlU Park, St,

Leonards-on-Sea.

AUTHORS wishing to sell MSB. should write to Advisory

Department, Depl. L Murray & Evenden, Ltd.. Publishers, Pleydell

House. Pleydell Street. Fleet Street. E.C.

THERE ARE PLENTY OF OPPORTUNITIES for making
money by Journalism and Short Stories, but you must know what to write,

how to write it, and where to offer it when written. One of our lady students who
had never written anything previously, had nine articles accepted by the " Daily

Express" by the time she had finished her course of lessons. Terms are easy

and low. Send penny sump for free booklet. School of Authorship, 160, Fleet

Street, London. E.C.

HAVE YOUR OWN BOOKPLATE. Artistic. Original.

Specially Designed. Inclusive cost of Design. Block, and 100 Plates, from

17/6 upwards, according to style and detail. Marvellous value. Specimens

submitted free.—HENRY D. WARD, «. Great Portland Street. London. W.

XOO Cojplea in XO IMIlKiiutes
of handwrltlnii. lyjimg. ni:islc. specifications, plans, etc.. In one or

moto colour:;, liy any novice, on the

PLEX DUPLICATOR.
Every l>tjr.loess m.in sliould Invest In one of these excellent devices,

which save both time and money. PLEX displaces all gelatines,

graphs, stencils, etc.. an.i is guaranteed climate-proof.

<,onu;l.-te outBl. foolscap size. IS/- corapleto.
Particulars. List So. 42, and siierlmcns free. * "I

Mo:cy rcfun led if oit sati-.factotT. .,

A B 0U»DBUPt.EX.Ltd..8a. Orwell ""t'qjiPgjL.g^

But the trail of the "topical" is spread over her
pages f>om first to last. She is uninspired by genuine,

if mistaken, indignation on behalf of young girls

entrapped by benevolent-looking old ladies; and,

indeed, it is difficult to imagine anyone possessed of

a modicum of the critical faculty being stirred by the

legends and fables that obscure tlie issues underlying

the White Slave Scare. Mrs. Billington-Greig, in an
able article in the English Review, points out how
baseless a fabrication the traffic has proved itself to

be. Other women writers—notably Mrs. Nesbit-

Bland—have dissected the stories clustering round the

scare piecemeal, and proved them utterly unworthy of

belief, and incapable of substantiation. It has been
left for novelists to turn the scare to advantage ; but

in seeking for something new in human nature the

author to-day too often loses sight of that which is

everlasting, and, to achieve a quick popularity, often

barters the chances of achieving a permanent success.

J. K. P.

•3* t^ »^

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
Mr. Robert W. Chambers is invariably charming in

his studies of femininity. His latest novel, JAPON-
NETTE (Appletons, 6s.), deals with two sisters Silvette

and Diana—Japonette of the story. There is a re-

straint and delicacy about the author's style that

enables him to deal with situations that the ordinary

modern writer cannot handle. He treats those pro-

blems that arise out of the attraction of sex with a

strength and at the same time a restraint that is admir-

ably effective. There has been a fashion in these

later days to present a type of woman who finds no
satisfaction or consolation in the affection and com-
radeship of one of her own sex. The intimate friend-

ship existing between the two sisters is convincingly

portrayed ; their mutual sympathy and understanding,

their knowledge of when to speak and when to be
silent, the courage that each finds in the other make
the history of their struggles and ultimate achievement

a rare and exquisite thing. The author is not quite so

successful in his portrayal of young men. There is

always a suggestion of sketchiness in his heroes, the

woman is invariably the dominant factor 'of the piece

;

but in his studies of the middle-aged man he is

triumphant. We all know the charming man of the

world, whose ideals are undimmed, whose chivalry re-

mains untarnished ; he has been exploited by many
generations of novelists. Mr. Chambers has given us

a new variety, a less showy but more truthful type.

Rivett the elder, in his attachment and fidelity for

the two sisters, is one of the best things in the book, and
his quiet humour and fundamental honesty are never

shown to greater effect than in his scene of Colonel

Curmew. The latter is a faithful but unpleasant por-

trait of the man who wilfully misunderstands uncon-

ventional but ingenuous young women. He confronts

Diana with a distinctly insulting proposal, and finds

himself promptly knocked down by Rivett, who arrives

at the psychological moment and teaches Curmew a

lesson he does not easily forget. Finally the sisters

many prosperously and welL Diana is mated to the

hero Jim, who persistently worships her, in spite of a

continued course of discouragement to which she treats

him for his own good. Mr. Chambers has written at

his best throughout a dainty romance.

• 99
Derek Vane has just issued A PARADISE OF FoOLS

(Everett and Co., 6s.). This story obtained the prize
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of ;f250 from a newspaper in Chicago, and the fact

that it earned this distinction prepares us very
obviously for highly spiced and sensational fare. It

is, indeed, an epic of crime, hairbreadth escapes, mur-
derous happenings, and love of the melodramatic
variety. We have no quarrel with the melodramatic

—

some of the most successful stories in the world may
fairly be said to come under this heading ; but the

author has not grasped the significance of the fact that

a superstructure of sensation should grow out of the
foundation of a plot so constructed as to admit the
inclusion of many and exciting incidents. There is

little or no plot in the novej, and the incidents therein

depicted have little relation one to the other. The
style is crude and at times sUpshod. We recall with
regret certain fugitive sketches and short stories that

we have previously read by Derek Vane, and we wish
that this author would return to the quieter paths
and less sensational avenues of her previous literary

efforts.

9 » «
The Distant Drum is a story of marriage in New

York. The author writes with a power, incision, and
a certain elemental humour that marks out the book
from the ordinary novel dealing with matrimonial
tangles. The gist of the story lies in the facilities

offered by American laws for getting rid of an unde-
sirable husband. Yvonne, wife to Bunny Thome—
the names are irresistibly Yankee—grows tired of him,
and desires a little change and variety. She invites

the man with whom she has commenced the first

chapters of an intrigue home ; Bunny not unnaturally
objects to her entertaining this type of visitor, and
ejects him. Yvonne, under the influence of veronal,

sues her husband for attempted murder, and gives
such a garbled account of the circumstances that
Bunny is committed for trial. He resolutely refuses
to say a word in his defence, such defence being
inevitably a reflection on his wife, and entailing the
confession of her intrigues and her drugging habits.

The scene in court is well written, and the excitement
worked up with skill, and the reader is left with the
conviction that Bunny will be sent to the Tombs and
Yvonne escape, after the traditional fashion of the
beautiful adventuress, from the consequences of her
intrigues and baseless fabrications. Bunny, however,
is set free, and the fashion of his rescue from the very
teeth of conviction is the one blot on a cleverly con-
trived and well-sustained effort. The ruse adopted is

a very old one, and does not deceive the reader for a
moment. We refrain from giving the mystery away,
as up to that point the story is eminently readable, and
is told with vigour and capacity.

^ 9 Si

Mr. John Harvey, adopting a well-worn tradition,

has launched My Father's Son (Hodder and
Stoughton, 6s.) with a prefatory statement that the
MS. of the novel came into his hands from the sup-
posed writer. The book is a series of somewhat
morbid introspections. William Penn is a flabby
person, always thinking of himself, taking his moral
temperature, plumbing the shallows of his emotions,
and suffering agonies of mind when the lead strikes
the bottom. He is a puny creature about whom to
write so long a book. The style is lame, and drags
wearisomely, and the hero's opinion of himself w"ill

largely be endorsed by those who read about him. " I

do not know what I am ; I am one of those uneasy
persons who must for ever be tormented by doubt of
himself." The first thing a man must do to create a
really virile interest or feeling in other people is to
forget himself, or, if he cannot do that, he must at least
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successfully conceal tlie fact that he remembers. To
talk about oneself in such a fashion as to amuse cind

intrigue one's hearers needs an artist in words, if not

in humour. These attributes the hero does not pos-

sess, and Mr. Harvey has been unable to persuade us

that he does.
• • •

The Outlaw (Hodder and Stoughton, 6s.) goes
with a swing. Mr. Da%id Hennessey writes graphi-

cally of the bush. He portrays men and things with

strength and, at the same time, a reticence that brings

home to the reader the fact that " out yonder " a man's

chief asset is character. There is no room for him if

he cannot think for himself, if he has not the courage

to decide when and how he shall overthrow tradition

and act on his own initiative, even though his course

flies in the face of the conventional code. The
author's outlaws impress one v.-ith a reality not always

found in the more picturesque variety prevalent in the

monthly magazines. His women are simple, elemen-

tary creatures, with none of the subtlety or the

coquetry of the city type. There is, indeed, an atmo-

sphere of freshness and simplicity about the story that

lifts it far above the ordinary yarn of the colonies.

There is a breadth of outlook and a capacity for under-

standing the temptations that come to a man in the

lonely places of the earth not often found in fiction.

We congratulate the author on bis achievement, and
shall look with interest for his next venture.

» • 9
Temporary Insanity, by Miss E. G. Lewis

(Murray and Evenden, 6s.), is written in a distinctly

amateurish way, and though the theme of the book
is not without originality, the author rather overdoes

it in the way in which she makes her heroine

subjected to shocks, which cause her memory to

come and go. The result is bewildering—not only

to the heroine, one might say, but also to the reader.

The book opens well, and the earlier chapters show a

promise which is unfortunately not fulfilled in the later

part of the book. Barbara is the wife of a clerk who
drinks, and upon the simultaneous discovery of this

fact and of the love which her husband's friend, Basil

Ingraham, bears for her, she cuts her husband's throat

with a razor, and then tries to poison herself. She
does not die, but the shock is so great that her memory
utterly forsakes her, and upon recovery she knows
nothing of the tragedy. A verdict of " Suicide during

temporary insanity" is returned by the coroner, and

Barbara goes to live in the country with her children,

totally ignorant of the tragedy in which she has played

so large a part. Basil is the only person who knows
what has happened, and he saw the whole thing

through a window. He subsequently goes abroad as a

Volunteer in the Boer War. Barbara, in what amounts

to her new personality.developsa literar>' capacity, and

writes books which attract a large amount of atten-

tion, including that of her lover, who is ignorant of

the identity of the writer. The books deal with the

question of temporary insanity, and in the form of

essays discuss the vexed question of whether a person

who in a moment of passion commits a criminal act

should be punished, or whether he should rather not

be treated as if he had been suffering from a disease,

and was not responsible. In the end Barbara marries

Basil, and she certainly deserves to achieve the hap-

piness which is eventually hers—for the unfortunate

lady is so constantly being knocked about the head,

and her mind is so frequently bemg changed—one

week she remembers tlie tragedy, and the other she

forgets, her hterary ability being likewise subject to

similar quick changes—that in more senses tlian one
A.B.Ql
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she may be regarded as a heroine—ratlier let us say

heroic, in that she survives these extraordinary vicis-

situdes. The author certainly does not seem to be

overburdened with any sense of the seriousness of

Barbara's crime, and gives one the idea that these

things are of such everyday occurrence in even the best

regulated families, that really they are not of import-

ance. The suggestion is not reassuring.

» • »

The Sin of Eve, by Miss May Edginton (Hodder

and Stoughton, 6s.). This is distinctly up-to-date and
very good reading. Ellen Flamartin is the daughter

of a parson who emigrates to Canada for the reason

that he found a country living in England insufficient

for his needs—he being a man of large ideas, and, in

the words of his Bishop, " a firebrand." His daughter
inherits her father's unconventionality, together with

a tremendous desire to reform the world, to which end
she comes to London and joins the Militant Suf-

fragettes. Miss Edginton has very cleverly depicted

the struggle which goes on in the mind of Ellen, who,
while despising what she is so fond of calling the

"inessentials of life," finds it rather difficult to get
away from them, especially as she is a strikingly

pretty girl and has many admirers. Her chief sin is

indeed that of Eve—curiosity—and it lands her in

many tight corners. She is a lovable girl, and a very
human one ; her character is one of which the author
should be proud, for she has managed to portray a
modern woman with a mania for Work (with a capital

W) who does not bore either her readers or herself.

We are glad to say that in the end Ellen finds that
after all is said and done a woman is only half a
woman who does not enter the Kingdom of I-ove.

9 9 @
The output of Mr. Max Pemberton is a large one.

There are moments when those who have followed
his literary career wish he had lessened the quantity
of his words and concentrated m.ore closely on tlie

quality. Certain of his books are eminently read-
able ; he has a quick eye for surface characterisation,

and possesses the faculty of weaving a story that shall

include the latest items of topical interest. Thus his

tale of an aviator, one of the latest novels he has pro-
duced, was pleasant, even inspiriting, to read, and with
that, so with other and earlier efforts. But only in one
of his many volum.es has he achieved certain effects,

common to writers of a certain high level, that is

rarely found in the popular authors of to-day. " The
Lodestar " contained the germ of a great book. There
were scenes of London life in its pages painted with ^
skill and insight that came as a surprise. The charac-
terisation was clever, and at times subtle, and sug-
gested a capacity for creative art notably absent from
other volumes bearing his name. The book in our
judgment did not sustain the promise of its early
chapters ; but it contained enough of originality and
power to justify the hope that one day Mr. Pember-
ton would forsake the easy road of popularity for the
narrow path that leads to artistic achievement. There
has been no sequel to the promise of " The Lodestar."
Leila and her Lover (Ward, Lock and Co., 6s.) is

erninently readable. Brightly, even frothily written, it

skims ovei; the surface of things, and is eminently
suited for the pauses in the band at a fashionable sea-
side resort. Max Pemberton is always in evidence on
the front at a popular watering-place, and we do not
grudge him his vogue, if that vogue contents him.
But, remembering certain touches in " The Lodestar,"
we could wish that his easy triumph would leave him
unsatisfied, his popularity find him desirous of achiev-
ing more lasting things. There are so many writers
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one can read in the pauses pf the band. Thei« are

few who show the power even faintly suggested iq
" The Lodestor."

9 • •
Messrs. Sampson Low have published a tale

of the great Boer War, MAJOR Greville, V,C.

(6s.). The author, G. Munnik, is a Senator of

the present Transvaal Parliament, and his story,

written without pretensions to literary style, con^

tains some pregnant suggestions and crude criti-

cisms. Those chapters dealing with specific engage-

ments of the war are written widi a restraint

that must inevitably ensue on the lapse of time and
the amelioration of racial antagonism. The fact that

the hero of the story is an English of&cer enables the

author to deal tactfully with Boer triumphs and British

reverses, and what his descriptives lack in emotional

power and effectiveness they make up in calmness of

judgment and serenity of outlook that shows the man
who takes long views. That the war was made not

by the people of two nations, but by their Govern-

ments, is emphasised, and the respect engendered by
the soldiers on either side for the bravery of their

enemies is convincingly pointed out. The author

touches only with reticence on the horrors of the

battlefield, and certain passages gain rather than lose

by this treatment. We quote the following as an

example of Mr. Munnik's style:

—

"The picture suggested, grim, stark", and pitiless,

has both pathos and power.

"The sight that presented itself to them, as they

emerged from behind the sheltering boulders, was as

terrible as it was unexpected. Lying in the trenches

and on the broken ground in rear were hundreds of

dead men, their bodies twisted into every conceivable

attitude. In some places they had fallen one on top

of the other, Britons and Boers side by side. Others

sprawled over the blood-spattered rocks, killed as they

were taking aim. Death seemed to have leased the

kopje's summit."

The love interest of the story is a minor consideration,

but is skilfully woven into the general plan, and serves

to soften the grimness of the military portion. We
recommend the book most cordially to our readers.
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

SELDOM has any State function excited such
enthusiasm as stirred the pulse of the Empire
when, as the Daily Mail happily puts it, New

France and Young England grasped hands in the
persons of M. Poincare and the Prince of Wales. In

London the President has won golden opinions by a

certain blitheness of bearing and a simple but genial

dignity—qualities that, even in this age of sensa-

tionalism, appeal to the Britisher. It would be diffi-

cult to exaggerate the importance of the visit, and
while prophecy remains the most gratuitous form of

error, it is not too much to hope that a new chapter

of even closer friendship and warmer relations has
been opened between the two great Democratic
nations in Europe. As Rudyard Kipling says in his

fine poem in the Morning Post:—
" From each other's throat we wrenched, valour's last

reward,
That extorted word of praise gasped 'twi.\t lunge and

guard.
In each other's cup we'poured mingled blood and tears,

Brutal joys, unmeasured hopes, intolerable fears, "^

All that soiled or salted life for a thousand years.

Proved beyond the need of proof, matched in every clime,

O companion, we have lived greatly through all time

!

Yoked in knowledge and remorse now we come to rest.

Laughing at old villainies that Time has turned to jest;

Pardoning old nccessitj' no pardon can efface

—

That undying sin we shared in Rouen market-place."

It is not certain whether the most astonishing event
which has occurred in England for many a long day is

not the release this week of the Suffragette leaders.

Thirty years ago Mr. Gladstone uttered his memorable
•warning anent Irish revolt to the effect " that the re-

sources of civilisation are not yet exhausted." To-day
the Suffragettes can boast that they have " made hay "

of those resources. They have, in fact, reduced law to
a farce. Whether one condemns or approves them and
their methods, that is the one great. staggering fact

which confronts us. For observe the sequence of
events. Not two weeks ago Mr. Justice Phillimore,

in sentencing the prisoners, said, " I shall take upon
myself the responsibility of saying "—to the Home
Secretary

—
" that, at any rate, the ringleaders of you

shall not be released upon any consideration." Since
then six out of the seven prisoners have been released,

and the other may be liberated at any moment ! The
law, in a word, is impotent, and its solemnity becomes
ludicrous. We have only to recall the gravity of the
charge on which the prisoners were convicted to realise

that their release marks something like an epoch, and
is the greatest triumph that the militants have yet
achieved.

Mr. Lloyd George has timed his grant to medical
research admirably. Probably never were his poli-

tical fortunes at a lower ebb than during the week pre-
ceding that in which he conciliated his own side by his

apology for a certain investment, and, having disarmed
his opponents by that apology, propitiated many of
them and many of his medical critics by the grant in

question ; but it is doubtful whether his Insurance
Amendment Bill will have the same soothing effect on
the country at large. " The last thing to be civilised

by man is woman," said George Meredith. The last

persons to be reconciled to insurance are the insured.

One of the quaintest tragi-comedies of modern poli-

tics is surely that now being enacted by Mr. Joynson-
Hicks, M.P., who is proceeding on a tour, which may
be triumphal or the reverse, throughout England look-
ing for aeroplanes. Provided that he finds 125 speci-

mens of the new arm, he will apologise to -Colonel
Seely, whom he has taxed with saying the thing that is

not Provided he does not find them, he will—but
there is no saying what he will do. And so from
hangar to hangar he goes, from aerodrome to aero-
drome, with witnesses and a note-book. If by chance
he hears one buzzing in the air above, his car gives
chase, and tense is the anxiety to discover whether or
not the monoplane has been counted by him before.

It is all very ridiculous, no doubt But let us re-

member this : behind it there lies a problem of fearful

seriousness that we simply cannot afford to ignore.
The next war will be -won from the air, and unfortu-
nately, it is our plans, not our aeroplanes, that are in

the air.

Once again the world has heard with 'a shrug of

polite incredulity the twin announcements that the
interminable affaire Marconi is at an end, and that
the long-delayed Liberal land campaign is really and
truly about to begin. I say twin announcements be-
cause one always follows the other at a brief interval,

and both, alas ! belie the hopes of their parents. Some-
how the curtain is never rung down on the realistic

modem drama of wireless finance, and so, of course, it

never gets rung up on the pastoral play, a revised ver-

sion of " The Deserted Village," that Mr. George is so
anxious to present. Will history again repeat itself?

Perhaps—but with ' a difference ! This time it is

hinted that Mr. Asquith himself will take the lead,

and it is whispered also, as we are unfeignedly sorry

to say, that behind Mr. George's retirement into the
country during the week of the French President's

visit lies a tragedy of shattered health that will keep
the Chancellor in his tent for many ^ong day to come.
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FREEDOM IN RUSSIA
^ DR. PERCY DEARMER

BY

We hear of Russia when catastrophes occur. At other

times, while the Enghsh papers give us the daily

gossip of Paris, Berhn, and Vienna, we are content to

hve in ignorance about the vast Empire which is to

exercise so potent an influence upon Asia—and upon
that peninsula of the Asiatic continent which we call

Europe! We are content, I have said ; but whether
we are content or not with our ignorance, we have to

bear it ; and when we seek enhghtenment from Rus-
sian friends, we are hkcly to get statements so con-

tradictory that our confusion is but increased. If we
seek information from the Russian newspapers, we
miy fare even worse, for the Russian Press is not free.

Perhaps the most we can do is to attempt, with the

modesty which the circumstances require, to record

the impression made upon a sympathetic Englishman
by the present position of Russia.

Two Views of Russia
Ths Russian revolutionary exile—still more the

Pole or Jew who has left the Russian Empire for our

own country—will tell us heartrending tales of perse-

cution and cruelty, and all he tells us may be confined

strictly to verifiable facts. The ordinary Russian will

talk more about the social life of his country and less

about its politics ; he will ignore the revolutionaries

almost as completely as we ignore the group of

anarchists who still machinate in London. If we
mention the scandals of the Secret Police, he will pro-

bably agree with us that it is time this exceptional

force came to an end. If we mention the treatment
of political prisoners or the cruel repression of the

Poles, he may shrug his shoulders and ask us whether
we should like the administration of our own country
judged in Russia by the testimony of militant suffra-

gettes. If we complain of some act of tyranny on the

part of an official, he will remind us how distant from
headquarters most Russian provinces are, and how
easy it is for one bad man to ignore instructions, even
to defer for years the carrying out of new laws, and
generally to play the tyrant.

"Nichavo"
The need of social reform he will probably not deny,

nor the hardships of the poor, which are borne with

such singular patience and courage ; but he will urge

that the Russian Government is at work upon these

things, that it is far aiiead of England in the national

ownership of railways, mines, and forests, that while

our Government wastes the time of Parliament in

exploiting political dissensions, in discussing the

government of Ireland or the disestablishment of the

Welsh Church, his Government is working out the

problems of social reform. He may very likely add
that the Nihilism of the past has brought about the

present condition of things, and that Russia is still

paying the price of the murder of Alexander II., who
had done so much for the liberation of the people, and
had actually sent to the Official Messenger the

announcement that the elective bodies of the Empire
would be asked to send deputies to the Council of

State—on March 13th, 1881, the very day of his

assassination. What wonder, he will say, that an era
of repression has followed, that revolutionaries are
harried, that during the month of April last twenty-
seven newspapers were fined and nineteen confiscated

and prosecuted ? They go on just the same! It is all

/

part of the game. Nichavo! And how can an Eng-
lishman object to the principle of censorship when he

endures a censorship of the drama which would be
inconceivable in Russia. " Monna Vanna " is acted in

St. Petersburg : it may not be acted in London.
To this the Englishman would probably reply that

his " ordinary" friend takes a slack and casual view

of things ; that this very Russian fault is really respon-

sible for the present evils, which are largely due to a

dilatory and corrupt bureaucracy. Also that his friend

docs not appreciate the value of liberty ; he is pre-

pared to do things for the people, but not for them
to be done by the people, and consequently they are

badly done, as the Japanese war showed with painful

vividness.

The Russian revolutionary would be furious at the
" ordinary " point of view, and angry with the Eng-
lishman for not dealing more severely with it And
no wonder, for he has suffered, and he knows. The
record has been black indeed.

The Trail of Islam

I think the only excuse—or rather, explanation—is

that Russia is a younger nation than France or Eng-
land. She did not begin to emerge from heathenism
till well on in the ninth century ; her first Christian

Prince, Vladimir, v/as baptised in A.D. gSo, whereas
Columba came to Britain in 563, and /Ethelbert was
baptised by Augustine in 597. There is thus a differ-

ence of three centuries between us ; and the partial

suppression of Christianity during the two centuries

of the Tartar domination of Russia (1240- 1480) must
also be taken into account, as well as her isolation

from the older civilisation of Greece by that other

Moslem invasion which had submerged the ancient

empire of Byzantium while the Tartars still ruled over
Russia. The geographical isolation of Russia from
the West was, of course, in the nature of things (though
it was enormously intensified by the Tartar domina-
tion) ; but it would not have affected her progress if

she had had the fellowship of civilisation in Asia Minor
and Greece and among the races to the north of

Greece and of the Black Sea.

Islam again ! We cannot, indeed, understand Euro-
pean history or the position of Europe to-day while we
continue to forget the effects of the Moslem invasions.

I have in former articles described some of these

effects upon the core of our great Mediterranean civi-

lisation. I am glad here to draw the reader's atten-

tion to tlie fact that Russia was for more than two cen-

turies under Mohammedan rule ; and there are still

other problems to be considered—that of the Moors
in Spain, for instance. Here we have only to point out

that Russia, like Spain, has had her history broken by
a long interval of alien rule, while her conversion to

Christian civilisation was about six or seven hundred
years later than that of Spain. Now, it seems to me
indisputable that one result of Christianity upon a

nation is the gradual growth in liberty, and that the

Christian nations have brought constitutional and
democratic government into the world. The process,

like^ all processes, is gradual, but it is very sure ; and
when a Church so far forgets its religion as to support

the principle of autocracy, it is overturned by the very

nation which had learnt from it the infinite value of the

humblest human being. Therefore I am not surprised

that Russia, which is abreast of us in so many things,
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is Still behind in this principle of democratic freedom.

(What wonder that cruelties and oppressions are still

practised in Russia which were taken for granted in

llje England of Henry VIII. ?

The Dawn of Day
But England, under tlie heel of that autocrat three

centuries and a half ago, was on the eve of a great

outburst of hberty. I believe the same is true of

Russia to-day. Our revolutionary Russian friends are

sometimes pessimistic, but Slavs are naturally pes-

simistic. When we look back upon the history, of

Russia since Napoleon retreated from Moscow, we
cannot be blind to the fact of a great and wonderful

change. Russia has indeed moved far more rapidly

even than the West, because she had more leeway to

make up. She has not yet attained to free Parliamen-

tary Government ; but neither had England under the

military dictatorship of Cromwell—which yet we look

back upon as a stage in the march of freedom. Russia

is still in tlie bitter pangs of a new birth, but they are

birth-pangs, and not the pains of death. The Duma
has been crippled, but it exists ; and as I write it has

just condemned the Government by a large majority

for illegally prolonging the exceptional laws of repres-

sion. The English Parliament has also been crippled

more than once ; but it went on, as the Duma will go
on. And in spite of those Russian friends who believe

that the entente with England has strengthened the

bureaucracy, I am convinced that in the end the British

friendship will prove a strong force in aid of Russian

freedom.

4^ *^ ^^

IN PH^ACIA
Had 1 that iiaze of streaming blue,

That sea below, the summer faced,

I'd work and weave a dress for you,

And kneel to clasp it round your waist,

'And broider with those burning bright

Threads of the Sun across the sea,

And bind it with the silver light

That wavers in the ohve tree.

Had I the gold that like a river

Pours through our garden, eve by eve.

Our garden that goes on for ever.

Out of the world, as we believe ;
—

Had I that glory on the vine.

That splendour soft on tower and town,

I would be forging that sunshine.

And you should wear a golden crown.

Through the great pinewood I have been,

An hour before the lustre dies,

Nor such a colour have yet seen

As the forest in your eyes,

The misty forest down whose deep
And twilight paths I love to stroll.

To meadows quieter than sleep.

And pools more secret than the soul.

Could I but steal that awful throne.

Ablaze with dreams and songs and stars,

iWhere sits night, a man of stone.

On the frozen mountain spars,

I'd break his arms, for he is old,

'And set my lady there to rule.

Gowned with silver, crowned with gold,

And in her eyes the woodland pool.

James Elroy Flecker.

THE CURSE OF USURY.
SHALL WE ABOLISH THE PAWNBROKER ?

By our Special Commissioner

PART 11.

To find the true method of deliverance from the pawn-
broker, we must initiate a system that, while it frees

the poor from his excessive charges and appalling

rates of interest, yet retains that elasticity and ubiquity

which marks his method of conducting business. For
such a system we must look, not to Paris and the

Monte de Piete, but to America, where the Provident

Loan Societies have achieved an astounding, though
little known success.

The Monte de Piete has justified itself only because
of its monopoly. In France, the pawnbroker is not

suffered to exist. Here, his name is legion. .Suppose

we adopt the suggestion, now strongly urged by cer-

tain social reformers, and vest his privileges in the

State

;

We Abolish at One Stroke some 20,000
Flourishing Tradesmen

Their business would be gone. Their stock and
goodwill rendered valueless. Their capital be-

come a debt they could never repay. Their individual

experience of men and things, touching their business,

rendered useless. Inevitably they would have to be
compensated. Almost inevitably the details would

be adjusted generously and in their favour. The
first effect of the proposed reform would be to pay
untold millions to buy out men who are battening on
the poor.

Even so, I may be told, it might prove profitable.

It is claimed that the fortunes made by pawnbrokers
are so stupendous that, after compensation has been
awarded, the State could still " make good " on the

proposition. But this is doubtful. First of all, if the

pawnbroker reaps a rich harvest from the poor, he
does so only by charging excessive interest, which
under the new plan is impossible. We should have, in

fact, to buy " Uncle " out on one schedule of profits,

and then conduct the business according .to another

and a much lower schedule.

That Way Disaster Lies

Then, again, pawnbroking depends enormously on
the individual knowledge of customers—their posi-

tions in life, their prospects, and plans. Hence it is

almost an heredity business passing from father t(r

son, who can discern almost instinctively the value

both of the goods pawned and of the customer's

promise to redeem them.

But if the State " went buzzing into this new busi-

ness " it would find these things out only at the cost of

bitter experience

!

" Ah, but," it may be said, " the State need not

abolish the monopoly. All that is necessary is

for some of the more progressive municipalities

to undertake the business in competition with

existing agencies. If Ihey succeed, the rest will

follow."

But is that possible ? The rales that the pawn-
broker is allowed to charge have been fixed by Parlia-

ment, and even Parliament will be slow to give a
municipality powers to render its ov.-n enactments
waste paper. Having given pawnbrokers a monopoly
of their business at certain fixed rates, it could not

abolish that monopoly and sanction lower rates with-

out stultifying itself.
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For these reasons, so it seems to me,

We must Abandon the Idea of Municipal
Pawnbrol<ing

The provident loan societies of tlie United States

rose, hke the present agitation, directly out of tiie

feeling against the exactions of the pawnbroker, but in

their scheme the reformers relied not upon the State

so much as on the efforts of private individuals, who,

given sound management, were prepared to risk their

money in order to defeat an evil that had become
notorious. The original title of the pioneer society

was that of the " Pawners' Bank " of Boston, a name
changed afterwards to the Collateral Loan Company.
The government was in the hands of seven directors,

five chosen by the stockholders, one appointed by the

Governor of the Commonwealth, and one by the

Mayor of the city. The capital was provided by
public-spirited citizens, eager to redeem tlie poor from
the usurers battening on them. They subscribed

some £/0,ooo, which they agreed to lend "on all

goods and chattels . . . discriminating in favour of

small loans to the indigent," at the rate of i } per cent.

per month. The society, in factj carried on the busi-

ness of pavvnbroking on strictly business lines, but
contenting itself with a moderate profit. Its success

was soon apparent: first, in a considerable reduction

in the rates of interest charged by the pawnbrokers of

the city, and, later on, by a host of imitators, until

finally

The System of which it was the Exemplar

spread through every State of the Union, exercising a

most salutary check on the exactions of the pawn-
broker. In nearly every case these provident loan

societies have proved successful. The rate of interest

charged is often, as in the case of the Working Men's
Loan Association of Boston, as low as i per cent, per

month, and the dividend, in the case of the Collateral

Loan Company, was not to exceed 8 per cent., the

surplus going to the beneht of the poor. In some in-

stances these provident loan societies were started

without expectation of any dividend at all, as in the

case of the New York Loan Company, who, neverthe-

less, paid a 6 per cent, dividend on capital and carried

4,309.94 dollars to reserve, although "several of

the pawnbrokers found it necessary to reduce their

rates of interest." Later, many of these societies,

notably that of Buffalo, commenced to lend money on
bills of sale on furniture, charging, instead of 10 and
15 per cent, per month, only 5, and still managing to

pay a handsome dividend. Did space permit, I could
give interesting figures of the work of these provident
loan societies in Baltimore, Worcester, Providence, R.I.,

Chicago, and other cities. At Boston the .Working
Men's Loan Association paid a dividend of 2 per cent.,

followed by one of 4, and since then 6 per cent, divi-

dends have been

Constantly Paid and a Regular Surplus
Secured,

while the average loan has decreased considerably.

In a word, these societies have proved conclusively

that it is quite possible to conduct pawnbroking on
commercial lines without charging excessive interest.

Here, it seems to me, is our road to deliverance.
Why 'Should we not repeat in England the experiment
which has been so strikingly successful on the " other
side"? If we wait for the State we may grow old
before action is taken. But it should be easily pos-
sible to organise and capitalise such a society as I

have described, to obtain for it the most influential sup-
port and thoroughly capable management without any

undue delay. It could be started at once—on a small
scale, if need be, and could expand as it achieved suc-
cess. It could keep clearly in view the needs of the
poor, adjusting itself to existing' conditions, and, with
the experience gained, entering on fresh fields of
activity. Doubtless its beginnings would be diminu-
tive, but we are told to Despise not the da.y of small
things. Planned aright, and conducted in the true
spirit, it could achieve for the poor of our great cities

benefits as great as Father Raifessen won by his credit

banks for the peasants of Austria. There are plenty
of men and women who would lend their names, their

money, and their services to such an effort. .Who will

initiate it?

THE BACK ROAD
The gravel crunched, and a boy, moving slowly along,

passed the janitor's house, and stood for the first time
in the Back Road. His eyes grew moi-^t, and he
sniffled softly to himself as he strove to hold back the

eager tears. He felt somehow the charm of the green
hills and the tall trees, and, so comforted, he wandered
on between the leafy giants.

That night in the dormitory he overheard a conver-
sation of absorbing interest—three boys discussing
the deeds actual and potential of the captain. The
voices sank to thin sibilants, growing thinner and
fainter in the new boy's ears as he floated away into

the land of dreams. The captain was there, but
changed. He raced express trains, he sprang back-
wards across the river, he felled the rector with hi3

right, the janitor with his left, and, not so improbable,
he butted Farmer Heeltap's bull to the scathe of the
latter.

The end of school life had come, and the boy's last

day wore to evening. The roar of the river rose louder

with the falling shadows, and a huge orange moon
swung slowly ,up from the Saline Hills. The boy and
the girl were seated beneath the kindly tree that bore
their initials cunningly entwined. She was silent, his

own lips were sealed ; but he drew closer to her, and
drew her closer to himself. Her eyes flashed softly in

the golden moonlight, a shining mist whirled around
him, and in that enchanted haze he kissed her with the
ineffable tenderness and self-forgetfulness of j'outh.

October, with a shrill wind driving a thin rain before

it. The gravel crunched, and a man bronzed and
bearded passed the janitor's house, and stood in the

Back Road. He turned mechanically to the left, and
stopped before a mighty tree. High up he saw what
had once been a cunning device of interwoven letters,

but the swelling bark had writhed and sundered them.

He fumbled with his stick and moved uneasily witii

his feet, and his mouth twitched at the corners. A
vociferous band of schoolboys strolling past fell silent

for a moment to gaze curiously at the stranger. The
stranger glanced at them in his turn, murmured a few
half-audible words, and turned away. One of the boys
declared he had heard something about " all gone."

and " familiar faces," but the others laughed, and told

him to shut up.

And the stranger walked dully onward, the black"

current of his thought running through dead rainbow-

hopes. And before and behind stretched the black

ribbon of the road between gay ridges of withered

leaves. D. H. L.
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A COUNTRYMAN IN LONDON
The Life of a Bricklayer's Labourer > j» By Thomas Holmes

A Working Man's Budget
"Yes, I am sometimes sick of it, for, after all, I do
not live, I only exist." " But," I said, " you are healthy

and young, you have a bright face, a clear skin, and
you appear -to be the embodiment of muscular

strength. You have regular work, a decent home, a

good wife, and your four children look particularly

happy."
" Yes," he said, " I have very good health ; for

three years I have not lost a day, excepting the usual

holidays. I would not have lost those days if I were

not compelled, for I am not paid when I do not work."

He was silent for a time whilst both of us thought-

fully smoked our cigars, and then :
" Yes, I have a

good wife—no working man has a better—and our

children are healthy ; they have got healthy appetites,

too. But I ought not to complain about my life, for

I would not like to change places with her, for how
she manages to keep things straight I cannot imagine.

I know that I am hard pressed every week-end, for

on Friday night, when I return home from work, I

fmd myself possessed of just four pennies to pay the

rail fare to my work the next day. I never have

more, and I cannot do with less, for though I live in

Tottenham, ray work lies all over the shop. I never

ask them for a sub. What's the use? I should have

to pay it back, so every Saturday I take my wages
home, and we divide it. I give my wife 25 s., and
keep 5s for myself. What do I do with it ? Well, it

is easy to spend 5s. in a week. First, there's 2s. for my
rail fare, pd. for the Manchester Unity of Oddfellows

and 3d. for the Labourers' Union, 6d. for tobacco, and
that is the only luxury I allow myself. With the re-

mainder I buy my own clothes and boots, for though
only a labourer I must have good boots to keep my
feet dry, and I must be decently clad, and, mind you,

there is a great deal of wear and tear upon the clothing

of a bricklayer's labourer, so, come what will, I must
save at least one shilling every week for clothing ; if I

did not, I soon should get down at heel and ragged,

and no employer Ukes to see his men in that con-

dition.
" If there is a workman's collection because a mate

is ill or has lost his wife, and I give threepence, half

my tobacco is gone ; if I give sixpence, why, then I am
a total abstainer from tobacco for the whole week. I

cannot do a kind action or give away a copper with-

out being penalised, and it is this that makes the life

of an honest working man so difficult and maddening
;

he can never feel that he has a single penny that he
tan spend without fear.

" See how I am often placed. I start from home
at five o'clock every morning, taking with me break-
fast and dinner that my wife has prepared. I get my
breakfast at half-past eight, and I am ready for it, I

tell you ; my dinner at half-past twelve, and there's

nothing left, you can guess. Sometimes I am delayed
at work, and do not get home till 8.30 for supper and
bed.

" Please remember that I am a big man, that I have
been hard at work in the open air, and also that be-
tween 12.30 midday and 8.30 at night I am never able
to treat myself to a cup of coffee and a bite of bread
and cheese.

Twenty Years without a Holiday
"Of course, I often feel hungry, but I must not

yield
; if I did, things would soon go wrong, so I have

to deny myself, and run my life to a settled order,
always having before me the fear of being out of work
or of illness. It is a pretty tight fit, is my life. Why, I
have never had one day's hohday on my own since I
have been in London, and that is twenty years

;

neither do I expect one for another fifteen years.
Perhaps when the children are grown up I may get
one."

"Well, now, let us talk about your wife's house-
keeping. How does she spend her 25s. weekly ?

"

" My wife is as careful as I am, and a great deal
better manager; but we have confidence in each
other, and we know, both of us, how the money goes.
She is not a Londoner ; she came from a little place
near Cambridge. I was born in the Isle of Ely. We
never buy anything on credit ; we never trouble the
pawnbroker; we never pay into any coal, boot,
drapery, or any other money club ; we prefer to
manage our own affairs and spend our own money."

" Well, all those things are what you don't do. Tell
me what you really do." "It won't take me long to
do that. First, we have a little house to ourselves, and
that takes 8s. out of the 25s., for we cannot live in a
piggery. Bread costs us 5s., meat of all kinds another
5s. ; that leaves ~s. for every other purpose, including
coals, boots, clothing, household necessaries. I can't
tell you how my wife manages to get boots for the
children ; but I know that every night I have a mend-
ing job on, for my eldest boy is eleven, and fancies
himself at football. But I know this, that every morn-
ing there is a meat pie ready for my dinner, and some
cold meat and a bottle of tea for my breakfast. Bacon
we dare not think of buying ; it is too dear.

"We never buy fresh milk but once a week—on
Sundays, when we have a rice pudding for the chil-

dren. We have two tins of condensed skimmed milk
every week. Fancy country people buying condensed
milk ! We pay fourpencc—that is, a penny each—for
the children's hfe assurance. When we are wanting
new towels or other useful articles, we have to buy
them one at a time when we have saved money for
them. My wife has at last bought a new hearthrug.
I cannot say how long she has been saving up for it,

but, at any rate, it is naid for."

"But," I said, "you sometimes work overtime, for
which you are paid extra." " Yeiy true," he said

;

"but sometimes I have to lose odd hours because of
the rain. I am paid 613. per hour, and time and a
quarter for overtime. I calculate that my overtime
just about maTces up for my loss of time ; and that is

how I calculate my wages at 30s. weekly. But my
overtime does not make up for the time that I lose
at the regular hohdays."

Why Men Leave the Country
"Why ever did you leave the country?" was my

next question.
" What else could I do ? I was a big, strong chap.

I saw my father working for 12s. a week, and some
married men were not earning that much. My father's

house was not big enough or good enough, so when
I was about nineteen I went to York to work as a
labourer on the main sewer which was being made. I
got 5id. per hour. I shall never forget receiving my
first week's wages, for I received my first golden
sovereign, with some odd silver beside. 1 thought
that I was a made man. When that job was finislied

I went with the contractor to other jobs in different
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towns, till at length I got to London, and then I left

navvying and became a builder's labourer, for I was

tired of a roving life. I always manage to keep my
work with a firm so long as they have got anything to

do, so I have been fortunate in that respect."

" But you have been out of work sometimes ?
"

" That I have, and well I know it, for I got up at

three every morning, and set out on a heart-breaking

search. It was not so bad when I was single, for I

had saved some money; but it is a different matter

when you have a wife and family and no reserve fund.

I can tell you that I never want to undergo the ex-

perience again. Yet the fear of it is always with me,

and I cannot get it out of my mind
;
perhaps I should

be the happier if I could. I have walked and walked

till I v/as sometimes dead beat, although I am good

value for any employer's money. What a good many
fellows do who are often out of work I cannot imagine.

I am sure that I should go mad or do something

desperate." Then he added, " I would like to be the

Duke of Westminster just for one month," and for the

(first time during our interview he laughed.
" Would you like to go back to the country ? " I

asked him.

He replied, " I would. But if I did I should have to

come back to London. I could not be content with

the wages. There would be no decent home for us

to live in ; there would be no openings for my chil-

dren. No, I must not go back unless things are greatly

altered."

One other thing I a.scertained from him, though he

looked a bit angry when I asked him. I felt there

^vas some pride in his voice when he said, " No, sir,

my wife does not go out to work or take in any

either ; she has enough to do looking after the chil-

dren, the home, and myself. I want her life to be

easier, not harder."

^jw ^3^ 9^^

ROLLING DOWN TO RIO*
" The Sea and the Jungle " is a vivid and, we are

extremely willing to believe, veracious' account of a

voyage to Brazil and up the Amazon. The author

names no names, except that of the ship in which he

sailed, the Capella, and that is no doubt a nom de
guerre, and he has not much to say of the purpose

of the voyage, at least as far as the principals, from
a navigating point of view, are concerned. His own
object in making the voyage he malies abundantly
clear ; he wants to get away from London, the Poor
Law, the " 8.35 " from Suburbia to town—" it is always

the 8.35
"—and from the daily papers with their ever-

lasting cries of " wolf," prophecies of instant ruin or

revolution, and announcements that " the young prince

did stop to look in at a toy-shop window in Regent
Street the previous afternoon." Such meditations,

indulged in during his daily progress in the " 8.35,"

nearly drive him to arrest that progress by the employ-
ment of the communication cord.

He seizes, then, the opportunity offered him by a sea-

faring friend, m.aster, not of the Don or the
Magdalena, but of the Ca-pella, of the same tramp
fraternity, and embarks on his adventurous journey.

The voyage is not strictty one of exploration, but its

course leads the Capella where no ocean-going ship

has ever been before, and an incidental expedition
takes the author through what was probably an abso-
lutely unknown region.

Mr. Tomlinson's attitude towards the sea may
almost be called amatory. He recurs more than once

* "The Sea and the Jungle." By H. M. Tomlinson. 7s. 6d.
net. (Duckworth and Co.)

to its seductions and its disillusionments. He tells

the story of a small boy, who, on first being taken

down to the beach of a well-known watering-place,

inquired of his father, " And where is the sea .-' " He
himself speaks of the ocean as " It, the nameless

thing, new-born with each dawn, but as old as the

night," and concludes that it is " at its best at London,
near midnight, when you are within the arms of a

capacious chair, before a glowing fire, selecting

phases of the voyage you will never make." Never-

theless, when a moment of kindness comes to com-

pensate for days of coldness or cruelty, Mr. Tomlinson

is ready with his praises. There is a passage we long

to quote, of a time when "the gates of glory were

somewhere ajar," but it is too long. There is a

passage about an enormous wave that broke right on

the top of the vessel. But they should be read. We
have not yet said it, but we believe that this is one of

the very best sea-books that ever was written. It is

also one of the best " Inland Voyages." The phrase

suggests Stevenson, but we think he would have been
suggested, anyhow ; there is the same dramatic feel-

ing before the manifestations of tropical nature. Mr.

Tomlinson tells us admirably what he saw and what
he felt ; we are almost equally grateful for his

abstentions. When on the brink of attempting to

anticipate questions about Brazilian national character,

he says :
" The wise and ribald part of me woke. . . .

I stopped. For what do I know of the Brazihan

character ? Very little. Is there such a thing ?

"

He is a httle tempted to reduce it to the standard of

a customs officer, who looked noble and picturesque,

but appropriated the author's field-glasses to his own
private uses. Failing the Brazilian men and v/omen,

Mr. Tomlinson describes the Brazilian forest and its

denizens as they have never been described before.

And the Amazon !
—

" a broad river flowing smooth
and bright out of indefinite distance between dark
forests to the wooded islands below ; and by the

islands suddenly accelerated and divided, in a slight

descent, pouring to a lower level in taut floods as

smooth, noiseless, and polished as mercury." Very
lovingly does Mr. Tomhnson dwell on the animals

he encountered—the insects, birds, and fishes—the

semi-domestic or captive creatures tliat were within

observation on board the Capella. The cockatoo that

behaved " like a disrupted and angry rainbow " and
the rebelhous heifer that reflected his own ideas on
society amused him most. The insects of an aggres-

sive or ignoble kind must have loomed as large on the

mind of the navigators as they did on that of the

invaders of Russia in 18 12.

The accounts of various incidents and episodes,

some of a historical nature, such as the attempt to

bridge South America by a railway connecting Bolivia

with the Amazon basin, are of peculiar interest. There
are some good stories, too, told by chance acquaint-

ances. We should imagine that Mr. Tomlinson is

talking sound psychology when he says that the

settlers in the lost and deadly regions of the Amazon
regard laughter as " their only prophylactic." The
author himself believes in laughter, but on less

desperate grounds ; his humour is delightful and con-

tinual. " Some men will touch their crowns to

Carnegie in heaven." Mr. Tomlinson's views are as

decided and violent as Iris humour is cheerful. He
anathematises self-re%traint, and pleads, or rather

shouts, for " more rollicking self-indulgence and a
ruddy and bright-eyed insistence on the means to it."

A man " who valued being alive more than his chance
of old age "—that should make a fine epitaph—it will

be Mr. Tomlinson's, by right of authorship, at any rate.
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W. B. YEATS : A Character Sketch
By J. M. Hone

Mr. Yeats, the Irish propagandist, and Mr. Yeats,
tlie Irish poet, are the same personage ; but in the
one capacity, that of propagandist, Mr. Yeats is

chiefly famous in Ireland ; in the other, that of poet,

he is chiefly famous in Great Britain and abroad. The
most remarkable thing one can say about Mr. Yeats
is that he is, at the same time, a man of action a,nd the

most purely poclical of poets ; which perhaps ex-
plains why Mr. Yeats, the most authentic voice in

the English language to-day, has not displaced Tom
Moore in the popular affections of Ireland. Poets
•to-day want to pronounce on current controversies, to

deliver messages in verse on the affairs of their " day
and generation," rather than on the affairs of all time.

But few poets—few modern poets—have been men
of action. Now, Mr. Yeats, on the other hand, has
never composed propagandist poetry. He can point

to a fine record of patriotic Irish work, and yet he can
assert that he never wrote a line of deliberately

patriotic verse. No one ever thought more deeply of»

and for, literature, or was so jealous of its purity.

Therefore no author of our time has so strictly

avoided the platform and the pulpit tone. He quotes
St. Thomas a Kempis :

" The Holy Spirit has de-

livered me from a multitude of opinions." " Art," he
says, " has no purpose but the praise of life." Life is

more important than the cause. Addressing his dead
companions, the poets of the 'nineties, he cries out :

—

" I have kept my faith, though faith was tried,

To that rock-horn, rock-wandering foot,

And the world's altered since you died,
And I am' in no good repute.
With the loud host before the sea,

That think sword strokes were better meant
Than lovers' music—let that be,

So that the wandering foot's content."

I.

Of the little band of devoted poets who met round
the " Cheshire Cheese " during the closing years of

the last century, W. B. Yeats is now almost the sole

survivor. Davidson committed suicide. Dowson
died of consumption at the age of thirty. Lionel
Johnson had a tragical and mysterious end. The
minor figures perished as miserably. " 'Twas wine, or

woman, or some curse," says Mr. Yeats in reminiscent
mood. But he remembers that his old companions

" Never made a poorer song
That they might have a heavier purse."

Luckier thaji the rest, Mr. Yeats was an Irishman,

and could seek his dissipation in politics. And when
the worst is said of patriotism, it will be allowed that

it need have no ill-effects upon the health. Mr. Yeats
is now a middle-aged man who has published a
Collected Edition and established an Irish national
theatre, an Irishman who dares to say what he thinks
and encounter publiq disfavour: he may yet be
Professor of English Literature at Trinity College,
Dublin.

11.

Mr. Yeats was bom in Ireland, and is, by extrac-

tion, a member of the " Protestant garrison," like

Shaw and Wilde and Synge. But his appearance sug-

gests to those who believe in rSce that there must be
in his composition a Celtic, if not a pre-Aryan strain.

When one learns that he is addicted to astrology, the
suspicion is strengthened. His black eyes, raven
hair, and look of an artist fur sang do not constitute

a typical Irish type ; but Mr. Yeats may say with a
fellow-countryman. Lord Morris, that no one, drunk
or sober, ever took him for an Englishman. George
Moore, in his amusing book of Irish reminiscences,
" Ave," tells of how an old French gentleman,
probably a student of Gobineau, on hearing that
Mr. Yeats practised magic, had the old problem
of the poet revealed to him in a flash. "A
Finnish ancestor," he muttered ;

" some Finnish
ancestor a thousand years ago! " Yeats was brought
up in Sligo, that is to say, in the heart of Irish

Ireland, and the tender and spiritual quality of his
earlier work, his preoccupation with Irish legend, and
his delight in the folk imagination were derived from
this experience. When he went to London as a
young man he fell in with Henley, who soon after-

wards declared that there were only two living poets,
and that the " other " was Yeats. The " Wanderings
of Oisin" and the "Ballads and Poems" contain
the most beautiful of modem lyrics. Mr. Yeats's next
books, the " Secret Rose " and the " Wind Among the
Reeds," were written in a more elaborate style. One
forgave, for the sake of a haunting music, a tendency
to court the cryptic ; but Mr. Yeats was now in danger
of being imprisoned within a system that he had built

for himself, partly out of Blake's prophetic writings
and partly out of the theories of the symbolists.
About this time certain persons in Ireland pressed Mr.
Yeats into the service of the Irish dramatic move-
ment, and henceforward he used most of his energies
in writing the plays and in establishing tlie policy of
a national theatre in Dublin.

III.

It was thus that Mr. Yea'ts became a figure in the
national life of Ireland, one of the ablest and most
pugnacious of Irish controversialists (which is saying
a great deal) and the most eloquent of Irish orators.

In his early life he had been associated with the
extreme wing of the Nationalist par.ty. Now h€ came
into collision with this party. He had not renounced
the political opinions of his youth. But the party
which claimed him as a member wished that the Irish

theatre should be the instrument of their propaganda.
Mr. Yeats refused, and pleaded the liberty of art. He
was criticised by all sides of Irish opinion. Some
people wanted the theatre to attack the English

;

some people wanted it to attack the priests ; others
wished to be sure that it would not seem to do either

the one or the other! The quarrel came to a head
with the appearance of a new dramatist in Dublin,

J. M. Synge, whose comedies of Irish life provoked an
organised hostility among the Nationalists which only
Mr. Yeats's strength of character and courage could
encounter. It is as an educator as well as a poet that

Mr. Yeats should be remembered by Irish posterity.

Synge's plays were held to be inexpedient ; it was
said they would damage the Irish cause. The outcry
against them was typical cf the false standards of

value in criticism that then obtained in Ireland. Mr.
Yeats taught that the first of virtues was sincerity, and
that the man who could be bullied into patriotism by
his neighbours was worthless to his nation.

IV.

Devoted readers of Mr. Yeats's books have cursed

the day when he was persuaded to undertake theatre

business in Ireland. It seems to them a sacrilege that
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so rare a being as a poet should spend his time at pro-

paganda. Others add that Mr. Yeats's genius is

essentially lyrical, and that his plays are better suited

to the study than to the footlights. Mr. Yeats has
himself indicted a temperament which spurs to

action :—•"

'•AH things can tempt me from the craft of verse:
One time it was a woman's face, or worse,
The seeming woes of my fool-driven Lind

;

Now nothing but comes readier to the hand
.Than this accustomed toil."

^he delicate and sensitive quality of Mr. Yeats's
Style, the ethereal substance of his earlier and best-
known verse, bejie the man whose career shows, at all

events, how false is the vulgar modern idea that poets,
outside of their trade, are foolish and incapable folk.

It is only as the critic of his own writings that "Mf.

lYeats becomes the prey of doubt and loses his power
of swift decision. At the age of thirty-five he is said
to have declared that he could happily spend the
remainder of his life rewriting and revising. Some
of his plays will be found in half a dozen versions. He
has an itch for reconstruction and experiment, and
this, not less than the demands made upon his time
by the Irish dramatic movement, gives cause for
discontent to his admirers, so long must they await
the new poem or the new play.

LITERARY NOTES
Lovers of Mark Rutherford will look forward with

keen anticipation to a study of the great. writer by
Sir WiJliam Robertson Nicoll. Sir William is an
authority on Mark Rutherford, One could think of
no one whose knowledge of

_
the subject is more

thorough or whose sympathy with it is more intimate
and penetrative than the editor of the British
Weekly. The best things ever written on Mark
Rutherford appeared in that journal, some of them
over the well-known signature of " Claudius Clear,"
and a book by the writer of these acute and profound
pieces of literary criticism is worth waiting for.

* * » * »

Messrs. Maunsel and Co., the Irish publishers, to
.whoni lovers of true poetry ov/e so much, have in pre-
paration an important biographical work, "A Dic-
tionary of Irish Artists," by Walter G. Strickland, of
the National Gallery of Ireland. The dictionary will
include not only notices of every Irish painter, sculptor,
and engraver of any note who has worke;i in Ireland,
but of all artists of Irish birth whose work has been
done in England and elsewhere. It will be in two
volumes, limited to one thousand sets, and may
be expected on September ist. Numerous portraits of
artists will illustrate the text.

» • » • »

Ethel Carnie, the factory-girl poetess, has once
more left tha mill to devote herself to hterature. Born
of cotton-weaving parents in the Blackburn district,
she was connected with factory life from the begin-
ning, and her first-hand acquaintance with the actual
routine of a mill-girl's existence ought to lend con-
siderable interest to a serial story of mill life which
she IS contributing to the Christian Cotnmonwealth.
Her most notable achievement so far has been her
volume of poems, " Songs of a Factory Girl." Miss
Carnie wrote verse from early childhood. Starting
her mill life at the age of eleven as a half-timer, she
passed througli the successive stages of '^reacher,"
winder," and " warper,'

' and beguiled the hated 1

.workrng hours by expressing her thoughts rhythmi- '

cally. Of her book of poems, published before she
was twenty-one, 500 copies sold within a month, and
soon she left the mill to become associated with the
now defunct Woman Worker (which had then just
passed into the hands of the editor of the Clarion),
the Tribune, and other papers. On the death of the
Woman Worker, however, she returned to the mill,

and worked at her old occupation until eighteen
months ago. All who know her modest, sincere, and
in the truest sense cultured rhymes will follow her
future career with considerable interest.

» » » »

It is nimoured that Mr. G. K. Chesterton is con-
sidering the possibility of dramatising one of his most
successful stories in the Father Brown series. The
result should be intensely interesting. G. K.'s epi-
grammatic style would lend itself to dramatic dialogue
with considerably effect, and his sense of humour
w'ould permeate the plot. Whether or no his situa-
tions would be feasible or possible is not so conclusive.
One point at least would not be in his favour. He has
never yet succeeded in creating a woman in any of
his stories. The nearest likeness to the reality was
the acidulated lady in " Man Alive," but it is charac-
teristic of him that he never, if it can possibly be
avoided, introduces a female character at all.

^ j» jt

"EVERYMAN" TOURS.
Arrangements have now been completed for a
week's holiday in Paris, where our readers will have
an opportunity of realising for themselves the attrac-
tions of the city so graphically described by the Editor
in his recent articles. The worry and fret of travel-
hng, the catching of trains, the looking for rooms, the
inevitable disappointments connected with hotel
accommodation are annoyances that, though small in
themselves, are liable to destroy all comfort and
enjoyment. These petty details are spared to those
who join Everyman Tours. The fundamental
principle of the system is that the traveller should
journey with the greatest possible comfort and the
minimum of worry. Congenial companionsliip on the
drives and excursions in connection with the Paris
week are ensured by the fact that the»members of the
touring party will find a common bond of interest in
their paper. The list will shortly be complete, and
in order to secure a vacancy application should be
made at once to the Tours Department, Everyman,
Aldine House, Bedford Street, W.C.

THE TEN MOST POPULAR ARTICLES
IN "EVERYMAN"

We propose opening a Referendum upoH the ten most
popular articles which have appeared in the first twenty.

six numbers of Everyman. Readers are Invited to send
in a list of the ten articles which have been of the greatest

interest to them, placing them in what they regard as their

order of merit, and we offer two prizes of £2 and j£"t

respectively for the two lists corresponding most closely to

the ten articles receiving the largest number of votes from
our readers. Lists, marked "Everyman Referendum,"
should reach the Competition Editor, 21, Royal Terrace,

Edinburgh, by July ist.

Vol. I. of EvERVM.VN, handsomely bound in cloth, prica
3s. 6d., carriage paid 4s., will be forwarded on application
to the EvERVM.VN Publishing Department, Aldine House.
Bedford Street, W.C. Cases for binding can also be' obtained
at IS. 6d. each, post free is. 8J.
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LETTERS TO LIVING AUTHORS
11-—To William Wymark Jacobs ^ jt By Lewis Melville

Sir,—During the sixteen years you were in the
Civil Service you were, no doubt, a credit to your
department and of considerable value to your country.
Yet, in the last year of the past century, you were so
wise as to retire, ha\ing, I assume, come to the con-
clusion, probably after a hard struggle with your
modesty, that, while it was within the bounds of possi-
biUty there might be another who could adequately
discharge your official duties, there was certainly no
one else who could write the stories that had even then
already made you famous. Xo one will deny that the
conclusion at which you arrived was correct, and every-
one to-day is grateful that, having arrived at that con-
clusion, you acted upon it. The gifts the gods be-
stowed upon you were not intended for decent burial
in a Government office.

When you first began to write I do not know, nor
can I say when your earliest stories appeared. I see,

however, that the first edition of your first book,
" Many Cargoes," saw the light in 1 896—I am parti-

cular to say the first edition, because a publisher's note
circulates the information that " Many Cargoes " is

now in its thirty-second edition. In succeeding years
you have issued twelve more books, and you have
utilised some hours of your leisure in writing a play,
" The Beauty and Uie Barge," which brought you into
repute as a dramatist. It is not given to all writers
to win success in two branches of letters. Your out-
put, then, is considerable for one who is in the prime
of life. It is considerable, though not enormous. For
instance, a friend of mine, with whom you (as I happen
to know)' have a bowing acquaintance, who turns out
biographies by the score, could beat your books, in

the scale, by about a stone and a half. But a baker's
dozen of volumes of stories as the result of sixteen
years' labour is what anyone may be proud of, and
when, sir, the stories have the freshness, originahty,
the quaint, quiet humour with which you invest your
literary work, it is an output of which not only the
author must be proud, but with wliich his readers are
'delighted.

I have heard it said by critics, whose creative work
would not give them the right to fill your inkstands,
that you are not versatile, and that you confine your-
self to one small niche, a certain aspect of nautical
life. Yet, without turning to your books, I can recall

the dramatic " Jerry Bundler," the eerie " Monkey's
Paw," and, above all, " Three at Table." " Three at
Table " is, in my humble opinion, which I venture to
obtrude upon you, the best story you have ever
written, as it is perhaps one of the simplest. When the
proud father of the lad who got disfigured at a fire

gives the toast, "The health of the children my son
saved !

" I experience the same feeling of choking as
when I first read it sixteen years ago. It is, however,
certainly true that your theme is, more often than
hot, the bargee and the captain and crew of coasting
vessels, and of this you have made yourself a master.
When Anthony TroUope was asked at what period of
his life he had lived so long in a cathedral city as to

liave become so intimately acquainted with the ways
of a close, he replied that, as a matter of fact, he had
never resided for any length of time in any cathedral
city except the metropohs, and he was not well ac-

quainted with any clergyman. Whether you write

from knowledge or from instinct, I have not the
remotest conception ; but I am sure that the truth of

your character-drawing has never, by any person com-
petent to judge, been called into question.
What is so wonderful, however, is not that you

should draw a sailor, but that you should be able to
draw so many sailors, and that they should all be as
true to life as they are different in every way other
than following the same calhng. And what you have
done for the sailor you have done for his womenfolk,
for his wife, his daughter, and his sweetheart. You
show us the man on board, you show us him in his
home, you show us him in his retirement, you show
us him happy and sad, successful and in failure.

If I may venture to introduce the personal note, I
shall say that you belong to the true school of
novehsts. You regard it as your business to show us
life as you see it, and men and women as they appear
to you ; not to present your readers with your views
on economic subjects or the sex problem. No one
has succeeded in extracting from you, at least not
in public, your opinions on Home-rule, horse-racing,
or drink. The best that the adroitest of honorary
secretaries of literary clubs can do is once in a way
to lure you into the chair, and even then your speech
is most incommendably brief. You have no axe to
grind, philosophic, philanthrope, or pohtical—or, if

you have, you do not grind it in your novels. You
are content to give pleasure to your few millions of
readers. Vou give them an extensive portrait gallery
and a vast number of amusing tales ; and you let

them paitake of your subtle humour, of your sense of
the ludicrous, and of your carefully veiled feeling for
romance. Arguing from your books, I venture to

assert that you have a love for innocence, a respect
for kindness and generosity, a profound admiration
for bravery, and a keen sympatliy with those who
have gone under in the struggle. These qualities

underlie the writings with which we are all so familiar.

If, sir, I do not dwell especially on your humour, it is

only because it is universally recognised and appre-
ciated. I am, Sir,

Yours faithfully,

Lewk Melville.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF OUR SERIES OF
COMPETITIONS

It is one of the objects of Eveeymax, e.xpressed in ttie sub-title

of the paper, to get at the facts of national life. We sj)eak glibly

of the classes and the masses, lumping them together as if they
were abstract entities ; but \ve know very little of the concrete
conditions of life of those classes and those masses. One of the
most urgent desiderata of social science is an accurate knowledge
of those conditions, with their infinite variations in time and
space, according to professions and surroundings.
With a view to furthering such knowledge, we offer a prize

of Three Guineas each for the best contribution, not exceeding
2,000 words, on any one of the six following subjects :

—
1. The Civil Servant. 4. The Male Teacher.
2. The Anglican Clergymau. 5. The Compositor.
3. The Foreign Missionary. 6. The Miner.

The papers should bo descriptive rather than controversial, and
we would recommend a division into paragraphs, with a view
to inducing orderly sequence. We would also recommend a brief
synopsis summing up the main points dealt with. It is desirable
that the competitions be written ixor^ direct observation. The
experience of a miner will be more weVome than a contribution
by a politician who once in his life visited a coal-mine.

Entries should be clearly written, and preferably typewritten,
should bear the number of the Competition, and should reach
^^ Competition Editob, •' E\'F,RyMAN,-'

:ij Royal Terrace,
Edinbuxgh,

by July ist. Other subiects will be anoouDced later on.
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
William Canton's "A Child's Book of Saints" ^ j» By E. Hermann

I.

When this beautiful book first made its appearance,

wiseacres were found to say that, had it not been for

its two predecessors, " W. V. : Her Book," and " The
Invisible Playmate"—two gems of child literature

.which set their author among the small group of

writers whom we deem it almost an insult to praise,

because we love them—its title would inevitably have

doomed it to failure. " What modern child (or grown
up, for that matter)," they asked, " wants to read about

Saints ? " Where the name does not conjure up a stained-

glass sort of person, it is redolent of the pineapple

rum with which the red-nosed Mr. Stiggins reinforced

his mortal frame. The critics were wrong. So long

as little St. Francis is known and loved of men, so

long human souls reach out a wistful left hand to the

beauty of holiness, though the sturdy right may grip

the excitement of sin ; so long the golden legend will

draw and lure their hearts. The modern child may
laugh at fairy tales and refuse to be interested in any-

thing less substantial than real motor-cars and guns
which actually shoot people. The modern adult may
be inebriated with the rhythm of passing things, pre-

occupied with materialities, all but dead to the whisker

of the soul. Yet, taking humanity, whether young or

old, at large, it has an irrepressible craving for the

spiritual, just in proportion as it is still natural and not

dehumanised by surrender to that phantom world

where " things sit in the saddle and ride mankind."
After all, there is nothing so unchangeable as the

changeful heart of man.
II.

Thus it came about that " A Child's Book of Saints
"

captured and held a large and growing public. That
" W. V." was in some measure responsible for its

initial success need not be denied. But the charm of

the new volume was such as to blaze its own trail into

the very heart of that " Holy A^embly " of readers

who still know how to wonder and to dream.

Eighteen legends are retold in this book—told with

a charm so spontaneous and unconscious that it seems

to have invented itself, and with a loving insight

which has recaptured the lost secret of mediasval

sainthood—-that wondrous blend of meekness and
majesty, romance and grim realism, passion and
renunciation, self-expression and self-surrender,

courage and shrinking, adventure and seclusion, and all

those baffling contradictions which make the histories

of the Saints, rightly read, more thrilling than any tale

that ever entered into the imagination of man. Arid

rationalists may smile pityingly, obstinate materialists

may snort their angry disapproval, but so long as

human nature remains the time will never come when
the tale of St. Francis will no longer be told, when
eyes shall no longer moisten at the sorrowful longing

of. Waldo, when hearts shall not quicken at the perils

of the Seven Years' Seekers, when the clamour of the

Ancient Gods Pursuing shall not trouble, when the

great Love of Prior Oswald shall not be as a light and
a fragrance to the soul, and when the piping of

Kenach's blackbird will cease to enchant. It is not a

question of creed or Churchmanship. All who have a

fine taste for spiritual adventure, who delight in the

wisdom that reneweth herself in beauty, who are in

love with Love and have found the treasure of the

humble—all children, that is, whether by nature or by
the Second Birth, "will understand and prize these

stories of the Saints.

III.

Mr. Canton is a master of style, and of that larger

thing which we must call verbal evocation, for want
of a better word. He can conjure up the very spirit

and atmosphere of those old-gold Ages of Faith in

which his Saints moved, and he does so in exquisite

words. A crowd of examples come to the mind.
There is the description of " the first glimmer of dawn,
when all wild creatures are tame, and the earth most
lovely to look upon," and of Prior Oswald's great

Cross, with " the face of our Lord crucified turned to

the west, and His arms opened wide to the sea and
the passing ships," so that " beneath the flying sails,

far away, the mariners and fisher folic could see the

cross in the sky, ... and so the name of Christ was
known in strange waters and in distant havens." Or,

for a blood-stirring tale, what could be more " in the

spirit " of mediaeval religious warfare than the telling

of how " the long line of thanes, slumbering in wild

caves and dark ways of his soul," awoke in Rhein-
fried, and how " vvith a mighty drive of his fist he
struck the man-atrarms between the eyes, so that he
fell like a stone." Passages of rare and haunting
flavour abound throughout the book, which is not so

unlike that high stone Cross which Rheinfried saw,

round whose bare stem a vine folded beauteous
tendrils, with birds and small wild creatures nestling

among the leaves.

IV.

There is only one way of doing anything like jus-

tice to such a book—the way of quotation. And here

an embarrassment of riches paralyses one's power of

choice. But take' a chance gem quarried out of the

Gaelic tale of Kenach's Little Woman :

—

"'What bird is this that sings so sweet before day
in the bitter cold ? ' said the Abbot. ' Surely no bird at

all, but an Angel from heaven waking us from the

death of sleep.'

'"It is the blackbird, Domine Abbas,' said the young
monk. ' Often they sing thus in February, however
cold it may be.'

"' O soul, O Diarmait, is jt not wonderful that the
senseless small creatures should praise God so sweetly

in the dark? . . . Gladly could 1 have listened to that

singing, even till to-morrow was a day ; and yet it was
but the singing of a little earth wrapped in a handful
of feathers. O soul, tell me what it must be to listen

to the singing of an Angel, a portion of heaven wrapped
in the glory of God's love !

'
. . .

"Now after days of clear and benign weather a
shrill wind broke out from beneath the North Star, and
brought with it snow and sleet and piercing cold. . . .

Harsh cold and sleeplessness were their lot in the cave,
and as he shivered, the Abbot bethought him of the
blackbird in her nest, and of the wet flakes driving in

between the leaves of the ivy and stinging her brown
wings and patient bosom. And lifting his head from
his pillow of stone, he prayed the Lord of the elements
to have the bird in His gentle care, saying, ' How excel-
lent is Thy loving-kindness, O God ! therefore the chil-

dren of men put their trust under the shadow of Thy
wing.' "

One would dearly hke to go on to the end of

Kenach's story, and then to complete the impression
by quoting from one of the warlike and adventurous
tales, but space does not permit. One thing must be
added. These stories were first told and then written

down for the delectation of the unforgettable
" W. V." And the only way to get the full, deep core
out of this " Child's Book of Saints " is to read them
to a child in the green depth of some sun-chequered
woodland, or in the magic glow of a quiet fireside.
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EVERYMAN'S FRENCH PAGE
By Honore de Balzac

LE SECRET DE LA SAGESSE
Je vais vous reveler en peu de mots un grand
mysttre de la vie humaine. L'liomme s'epuise par

deux actes instinctivement accomplis qui tarissent les

sources de son existence. Deux verbes expriment
toutes les formes que prennent ces deux causes de
mort : VOULOIR et POUVOIR. Entre ces deux termes

de Taciion humaine, il est une autre formule dont

s'emparent les sages, et je lui dois le bonheur et ma
longevite. Vculoir nous brule, et pouvoir nous
detruit ; mais SAVOIR laisse notre faible organisation

dans un perpetuel etat de calme. Ainsi le desir ou le

vouloir est mort en nioi, tue par la pensee ; le mouve-
ment ou le pouvoir s'est resolu par le jeu naturel de
mes organes. En deux mots, j'ai place ma vie, non
dans le coeur qui se brise, non dans les sens qui

semoussent, mais dans le cerveau qui ne s'use pas

et qui survit a tout. Rien d'excessif n'a froisse ni

raon ame ni mon corps. Cependant j'ai vu le monde
entier. J'ai appris tous les langues humains, et j'ai

vecu sous tous les regimes. Ma seule ambition a

ete de voir. Voir n'est-ce pas savoir? . . . Oh!
savoir, jeune homme, n'est-ce pas jouir intuitivement ?

n'est-ce pas decouvrir la substance meme du fait et

s"en emparer essentiellement ? Que reste-t-il d'une

possession materidle? Une idee. Jugez alors com-
bien doit etre belle la vie d'un homme qui, pouvant
empreindre toutes les realites dans sa pensee, trans-

porte en son ame les sources du bonheur, en extrait

mille voluptes ideales depouillees des souillures

terrestres. Ce que les hommes appellent chagrins,

amours, ambitions, revers, tristesse est, pour moi, des

idees que je change en reveries ; au lieu de les sentir,

je les exprime, je les traduis; au lieu de leur laisser

devorer ma vie, je les dramatise, je les developpe
;
je

m'en amuse comme de romans que je lirais par une
vision intericure. N'ayant jamais lasse mes organes,

je jouis encore d'une sante robuste. Mon ame
ayant herite de toute la force dont je n'abusais pas,

cette tete est encore mieux meublee que ne le sont

mes magasins. La, dit-il en se frappant le front,

]a sont les vrais millions. Je passe des journees

delicieuses en jetant un regard intelligent dans le

•passe
; jevoque des pays entiers, des sites, des vues

de I'ocean, des figures historiquement belles! Com-
ment preferer tous les desastres de vos volontes

trompees a la faculte sublime de faire com-
paraitre en soi I'univers, au plaisir immense de se

mouvoir sans etre garrotte par les liens du temps ni

par les entraves de I'espace, au plaisir de tout
embrasser, de tout voir, de se pencher sur le bord
du monde pour interroger les autres spheres, pour
ecouter Dieu? Ceci, dit-il d'une voix eclatante en
JDontrant la peau de chagrin, est le fouvoir et le

voulcir reunis. La sont vos idees sociales, vos desirs
fexcessifs, vos intemperances, vos joies qui tuent, vos
douleurs qui font trop vivre ; car le mal n'est peut-etre
iqu'un violent plaisir. Qui pourrait determiner le point
ou la volupte devient un mal, et celui ou le mal est

encore la volupte ? Les plus vives lumieres du monde
ideal ne caressent-elles pas la vue, tandis que les plus
douces tenebres du monde physique la blessent
toujours? Le mot de sagesse ne vient-il pas de
savoir? et qu'est-ce que la fohe, sinon I'exces d'un
vouloir ou d'un pouvoir ?

"

THE SECRET OF WISDOM
I WILL tell you in a few words the great

secret of human life. By two instinctive processes

man exhausts the springs of life within him. Two
verbs cover all the forms which these two causes of

death may take—To Will and To have your Will.

Between these two limits of human activity the wise

have discovered an intermediate formula, to which I

owe my good fortune and long life. To Will con-

sumes us, and To have our Will destroys us, but To
Know steeps our feeble organisms in perpetual calm.

In me Thought has destroyed Will, so that Power is

relegated to the ordinary functions of my organism.
In a word, I have set my life not in the heart, which
can be broken, nor in the senses, that are too suscep-
tible, but in the brain, that cannot waste away and
survives everything else. Moderation has kept mind
and body unruffled. Yet I have seen the whole world,
I have learned all languages, and lived in accordance
with every regime. My one ambition has been to
see. Is not Sight in a manner Insight? And to
hav» knowledge or insight, is not that to have
instinctive possession, to be able to discover the very
substance of fact, and to unite its essence to our
essence? Of any material possession, v.hat remains
but an idea? Think, then, how glorious must be
the life of a man who can stamp all realities upon his

thought, place the springs of happiness within him-
self, and draw thence uncounted pleasures in ideals

unsoiled by earthly stains. Troubles, loves, ambi-
tions, losses, and sorrows, as men call them, are for

me ideas, which I transmute into waking dreams

;

I express and transpose instead of feeling them

;

instead of permitting them to prey upon my
life, I dramatise and expand them ; I divert myself
with them, as if they were romances which I

could read by the power of vision within me. As I

have never overtaxed my constitution, I still enjoy
robust health ; and as my mind is endowed with all

the force that I have not wasted, this head of mine
is even better furnished than my stores. " The
true millions he here," he said, striking his forehead.

"J spend delicious days in communings with the past

;

I summon before me whole countries, places, ex-
panses of sea, the fair faces of history. What are
all the disasters that wait on your erratic whims,
compared w^ith the magnificent power of conjuring
up the whole world within your soul, compared with

the immeasurable joys of movement, unstrangled by
the cords of time, unclogged by the fetters of space

;

the joys of beholding all things, of comprehending all

things, of leaning over the parapet of the world to

question the other spheres, to hearken to the voice of

God .' There," he burst out vehemently, " there are

To Will and To have your Will, both together "—he
pointed to the bit of shagreen

—
" there are your social

ideas, your immoderate desires, your excesses, your
pleasures that end in death, your sorrows that quicken

the pace of hfe, for pain is perhaps but a violent plea-

sure. Who could determine the point where pleasure

becomes pain, where pain is still a pleasure? Is not

the utmost brightness of the ideal world soothing to

us, while the lightest shadows of the physical world

annoy .' Is not knowledge the secret of wisdom ?

And what is folly but a riotous expenditure of Will

or Power r

"
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SAMUEL AUGUSTUS BARNETT
An Appkixfation ^ ^ By P. W. Wilson

I.

Those of us who enjoyed some intimacy with Canon
Barnett felt that he stood alone among our friends,

and was in his way the greatest of them all. Others

were bent upon ambitions or success, on social reforms

or various causes. He had his interests also, but his

real pursuit was wisdom. He set himself deliberately

lo acquire anew the art of life, that one art which the

rest of us neglect. Hence his methodical habits, his

neatness of person, his promptitude in answering
letters, his prudence in money matters, his sedulous

cultivation of friendships. Hence, too, his dehberate
contempt for preferment, his avoidance of asceticism,

his keen humour, and his belief in travel.

He was not a theologian, nor even a scholar

of the front rank, but he had a Puritan's belief

in God, and argued with amazing coolness and
courage ' from God t6 the affairs of man. He did

not lack affection, but was totally devoid of sentiment,

which he detected on the instant with unerring in-

sight, and as quickly condemned. What he tried to

define for himself and others was personal duty, over
which problem he pondered intensely, becoming in

the end, not exactly a pessimist, but certainly a pro-

phet of warning—an utter foe to complacency. By
duty, he did not mean giving a copper to a crossing

sweeper, but something much more exacting. He
believed in each one of us taking up one case and
seeing it through at whatever cost. He distrusted

the good that is meant for thousands, all at once.

He had, of course, the immense advantage of private

means. This meant that he could hold his own in

Whitehall as well as in Whitechapel, and spare time
for Oxford. He held that the poor should visit the
universities, and that the universities should visit the
poor. Out of that idea arose Toynbee Hall in a dis-

trict inhabited at that time less by Jews than by Chris-

tian criminals, if the term be permitted. As the alien

population gathered around the settlement, it was
remarkable how all%ationalities trusted this man of
duty, who did not dogmatise on formulas, but—with
his colleagues—gave his best, and left it there. For
it was the best always at which he aimed. If lecturers

were wanted, no one less than Alfred Milner or Pro-
fessor Gardiner would do. If it be music, the pro-
gramme must be severely classical, and the perform-
ance adequate. So with Art, as exhibited at the gallery
in the Whitechapel Road. The temporary collections

were on the average the best in London. Strange to
say, he was colour blind, and had himself no taste
for music, but by intellectual reasoning he proved
to himself what value these things had for others.

II.

At Toynbee Hall, his men worked the whole dis-
trict. No charity, was their motto, and in no parish
was there less pauperism. The rule might seem
it times a little hard, but it won the re-
spect of the poor, and to increase the sum-total of
..•espect, especially self-respect, was Canon Bar-
nett's underlying method. He was very particular
always to practise exactly what he preached (not that
he did mucii preaching, save when he could not avoid
it). He disapproved of costly funerals for others, and
left particular instructions that his was not to be at
the Abbey, but in his old church at St. Jude's, with his
old curates to conduct the service.

IIL

Of course, he did not undervalue ability. In that

respect his discernment was as clear as the discern-

ment of Jowett of Balliol. He ceaselessly endeavoured
to get his men on to newspapers, into Parliament, and
among the departments of State. He made it his busi-

ness to know influential people, so as to divert their

mental and pecuniarj' gifts into what he considered
to be the most practically useful channels. He raised

large sums of money, because everybody knew that it

would be well expended, and this reputation for

benevolent frugality was unquestionably the asset

which enabled his wife, Mrs. Barnett—a woman in

her way as remarkable as he was as a man—to achieve
one of the greatest pieces of town planning in the
world. I was one of the first to hear about the Hamp-
stead Garden Suburb. The Barnetts' " cottage " on
the Heath overlooked an immense tract of valuable
building land belonging to Eton College. The dread
of unsightly rows of workmen's d^vellings inspired

Mrs. Barnett to undertake the colossal task of raising

enough money to save the foreground for an exten-
sion of Hampstead Heath. Frankly, I forget what
exactly was the sum so collected, but it was some-
where about ;£'50,ooo. This preliminary having been
accomplished, the Barnetts set about acquiring a much
larger tract of land for model building. With the help
of friends, like Mr. Alfred Lyttelton and Sir Robert
Hunter, they formed a trust, and to-day there are, I

suppose, many thousands of people housed under con-
ditions which represent the high-water mark of health
and beauty. The same kind of thing has been done
by great firms like Cadbury's and Lever's ; and Letch-
worth—not a suburb, but a city on its own, with fac-

tories complete—was in being. But it is, I think,

admitted that the Hampstead Garden Suburb repre-
sents a notable advance in such social efforts. Pil-

grims from all over the world visit the place—the
latest being the Empress Dowager of Russia, with
Queen Alexandra. Canon Barnett himself was tlie

first to attribute the housing achievement to his wife

—

a colleague of Octavia Hill—for he possessed to the
full, what is not always the case in such marriage?,
the readiness to acknowledge, and indeed assist, his
wife's incessant initiative. Jealousy was not in his
nature, and least of all would she have been its

subject.

IV.
If I were asked vvhat was his greatest quality, I

think I should suggest his wonderful detaciiment. A
man who has founded a settlement in Whitechapel
may be pardoned for feehng a parent's pride over
his offspring. It was enough for Canon Barnett that
what he did was good in its day. He never forgot even
for an instant that the needs of men are changing, and
that institutions may lose their usefulness. I must
not be understood to imply any such reflection on
Toynbee Hall—quite the reverse—but this selfless

practice of examining achievements, including his

own—of trying all things by severest tests—made him
at once a singularly refreshing talker and profoundly
formidable critic. He belonged to what is called the
broad school, but he did not concern himself greatly
with min)iti<s of scholastic inquiry, still less with'

minutics of ritual, being content to reverence all that
demanded it. High Churchmen did not always love
him, nor did Nonconformists fully appreciate his'
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social sense ; and I must in candour record that he n\ as
not always impressed by the long prayer and the still

longer sermon of tlic Free Churches. He was not at
his best in the pulpit, an ordeal that requires voice,

and physique as well as thought and brains. It was,
perhaps, for this reason that his aphorisms, which, if

collected, would make a classic, have not up to the
present been accounted as permanent literature. la
the usual sense he was not an essayist, but he was
a man of many sayings, indicative of a searching,
vision— short, yet pregnant of great truth—summing
up a nation or a century in a daring and yet considered
generalisation. He never wrote his reminiscences

—

at least, I think not—which is a grea^ loss, for he
knew all manner of statesmen and their secrets, and
at many turnir;g points of progress his counsel assisted
the trembling balance.

FROM LONDON TO PARIS
A NA'tioNAL Highway

By G. ALEXANDER
The recent articles in the Times on the defects of the
Dover-Calais service to Paris, and the correspondence
voicing the dissatisfaction of the public, would seem to
suggest wider considerations than tliose which ex-
plicitly came to the front. There were two heads of
complaint against the existing state of things, and,
allowing for a certain amount of picturesque exaggera-
tion, both seem to be abundantly justified.

Speed, or rather the lack of speed, is the first thing
brought against the South-Eastern and Chatham Com-
pany, and to a lesser degree against the Nord Com-
pany of France. No one wants a reckless and dan-
gerous rush, regardless of caution and safety. But,
even so, is there not room for doubt whether we are
at present getting the maximum of speed consistent
with security ? The best on the English side is i hour
35 minutes for y6\ miles, while the other seven trains
to and from Dove'r, and the four to and from Folke-
stone, do not come up to this by several minutes ; and
even this best is not only inferior to the Cornish ex-
press, and to most of the North-Western expresses,
but falls well behind the Great Eastern train to Har-
wich for the Hook of Holland, which is marked at
I hour 22 minutes for 68| miles. The curve at Ton-
bridge and the great amount of suburban traffic are,

of course, well known, but other lines also have their
obstacles, and the Continental traffic by Dover and
Folkestone is such an important item that it would
seem to justify both altering the line at Tonbridge
Junction, and holding up any other traffic that might
be in the way. Probably, however, if we are to have
greater speed we ought to have more modern and
heavier types of engines and coaches.

As to the other gravamen, viz., the discomforts in-

flicted on the passengers, many of tlie remedies sug-
gested would appear to be feasible enough, if only a
little pains were taken to secure better arrangements.
The examination of the luggage by the Custom House
officers " en route," shelters at the landing-places, dining-
cars, a train of Pullman cars instead of miscellaneous
coaches of various ages and designs, are surely all

within the bounds of possibility. But here we are
faced with the question of capital expenditure, and
with the fact that the South-Eastern and Chatham
Company is not a wealthy one, and hence naturally

inclined to make the profits of a practical monopoly
counterbalance poor returns ehewhere.
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And this brings us to our main point. Is not the
South-Eastern and Chatham Company an excep-
tionally good case for Government ownership? Here
we have the chief high road between England and
the Continent in the hands of a corporation which is,

apparently, unable to make the most out of it for

the pubhc, and can hardly be forced to do so without
hardship and special pressure. What is the value of

the whole concern ? This, of course, is ground that is

hardly safe, except to an expert financier, so we will

not venture far.

The following facts are, however, at anyone's
disposal: The nominal capital of the South-Eastern
stands at about ;6"33,ooo,ocx), and that of • the
London Chatham and Dover at about ;£^30,ooo,ooo.

But the price of the different kinds of stock is so much
below par that it would seem scarcely rash to think
it could all be acquired by the State for not so much
over ;!{;"30,ooo,ooo. And the net profits are over
;£"2,ooo,ooo a year. Very likely the State would not
make that amount of profit out of it, but at all events it

could make quite an adequate profit to pay the interest
on the capital outlay.

In any case it would be a striking and favourably
placed experiment in State railways, and would be
quite worth v/atching for a period before the country
were to embark upon, or even consider, the vast and
perhaps impracticable task of taking over the British
railways as a whole, with their £1,300,000,000 of
nominal capital.

But wc are very far from thinking that this exhausts
the case in favour of tlie nationalisation of the South-
Eastern and Chatham. Is there not a strategic aspect
of the question as well ? Lord Kitchener and other
scientific Generals know well the important part that
railways play in the tnodern campaign. Now, it so
happens that this line is more closely in touch with
our military stations than any other. Dover, Shorn-
chffe, Canterbury, Chatham, Woolwich and Aldershot
are all situated at different points on this systeni, and
in all these cases, except the last, it is the only line
that runs to the place.

Perhaps it would be no inconsiderable advantage to
have the line connecting all these places, as well as
others of some military importance, in the hands of
the Government. Besides, improvements would then
be made for military reasons which would never be
justified for financial reasons—^for example, better
arrangements for Woolwich, a loop-line east and
west at Redhill, and similar things. And with
regard to the conveyance of troops, it is quite possible
that the saving of expense would be a considerable
amount.

Railway affairs are not usually thought to lie in the
region of sentiment Still, there is no doubt that it is

far from flattering to national feeling that the first

acquaintance of a foreign visitor with English rail-

ways, sometimes vaunted as the best in the world,
should be under the conditions which obtain at pre-
sent at Dover or Folkestone, where an exceptional
amount of trouble and inconvenience has to be faced
in order to get into an exceptionally uncomfortable
and out-of-date train. When we are proud of our
railways, we have in mind, perhaps, the go-ahead dash
of the Great Western, or the machine-like regularity
and smoothness of the North-Western. Why can we
not have equally good trains on the chief high road
to the Continent?
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MATEO FALCONE >. > .. By Prosper Merimee
PAK'T I.

On leaving Porto-Veccliio, and going towards the

Uorth-west, towards the interior of the island, you see

the land rising rather suddenly, and after three hours'

walking through winding paths, obstructed by great
masses of rock, and sometimes intersected by ravines,

you find yourself on the border of a very extensive
" bush." The bush is the country of tlie Corsican
shepherds and whoever is at variance with the law.

You must know tliat the Corsican husbandman, in

order to save himself the trouble of manuring his

field, sets fire to a certain stretch of wood ; so mucli
Lhe worse if the flames spread farther than is neces-
sary ; come what may, he is sure of having a good
harvest, by sowing on this ground fertilised by the
ashes of the trees that it contains. The ears picked
off, the straw is left, as it would give trouble to reap
it ; the roots tliat have remained in the ground without
being consumed grow up in the following spring, and
these very thick sprouts in a few years reach a height
cf seven or eight feet. It is diis kind of tangled under-
growth that is called the " bush." It is formed of dif-

ferent kinds of trees and shrubs, mixed and confused
as it pleases God. It is only with an axe in the hand
that a man can open up a passage there, and some of

the bush is so thick, and so dense, that tlie wild sheep
themselves cannot penetrate into it.

If you have killed a man, go into the bush of Porto-
Vecchio, and you will live there in safety, with a good
gun, some powder and shot ; and do not forget a

brown cloak provided with a hood, that will serve as

a coverlet and a mattress. The shepherds will give
you milk and cheese and some chestnuts, and you
fiave nothing to fear from the law or the relatives of

.lhe deceased, except if you need to go down to the
town to replenish your ammunition.
Mateo Falcone, when I was in Corsica in i8—, had

iiis house half a league from the bush. He was a
man, for the country, rather well off, living like a

noble—tliat is to say, without doing anything—from
the produce of his flocks that the shepherds, kind of

nomads, led here and there to feed among the moun-
tains. When I saw him, two years after the occurrence
that I am just going to relate, he seemed to me to be
fifty years of age at the most. Imagine to yourself
a man, small but sturdy, with crisp hair, black as jet,

an aquiline nose, thin hps, big fiery eyes, and a com-
plexion of a dark brown colour. His skill as a shot
was considered extraordinary, even in his own
country, where there are so many good marksmen.
For e.xample, Mateo would never have shot at a v^•ild

sheep with buck-shot ; but at a hundred paces he
;would bring it down with a ball in the head or the
shoulder, as he chose. At night he used his weapons
as cleverly as during the day, and this feat of skill told

cf him will perhaps appear incredible to those who
have not travelled in Corsica. At eighty paces a

lighted candle was placed behind a transparent paper
the size of a plate. He took aim, then the candle was
extinguished, and, at the end of a minute, in the most
complete darkness, he fired, and pierced the trans-

parency three times out of four. With such superior

attainments, Mateo Falcone gained a great reputa-

!tion. He was said to be as good a friend as he was
z dangerous enemy ; besides being obliging and given
to charity, he lived in peace with everyone in the
neighbourhood of Porto-Vecchio. But it is" told of

him at Corte, where he had taken a wife, that he had

rid himself very forcibly of a rival who was considered
as formidable in warfare as in love ; at least, Mateo
was credited with a certain gunshot that had sur-
prised this rival as he was shaving himself in front of
a little looking-glass hung at his window. The trouble
dying down, Mateo got married. His wife, Giuseppa,
had at first presented him with three girls (which
annoyed him), and at length with a son, tliat he named
Fortunato. He was the hope of the family, the in-
heritor of tlie name. The daughters were well mar-
ried; "their father could count, in case of need, on
the poniards and the muskets of his sons-in-law. The
son was only ten years old, but he akeady promised
to be of a pleasing disposition.

II.

One day in autmnn Mateo went out early witli his"
wife in order to visit one of his flocks in a glade in
the bush. Little Fortunato wished to accompany
him, but tlie glade was too distant; besides, it was
necessary that someone remained in order to watch
the house. His father, tlierefcre, refused. We shall
see if he had not cause to repent of it.

He had been away for some hours, and little For-
tunato was stretched peacefully in the sun, gazing
at the blue mountains, and thinking tliat on tlie next
Sunday he would be going to have dinner with his
uncle, the corporal, when he was suddenly interrupted
in his meditations by the sound of a firearm. He rose
and turned towards the side of the plain from which
the noise came. Other gunshots succeeded it, fired

at irregular intervals, and always approaching ^nearer
and nearer. At last, on tlie path that led from the
plain to Mateo's house, a man appeared, dressed in
a peaked cap such as the mountaineers wear, bearded,
covered with rags, and dragging liimsclf witli diffi-

culty, leaning on his musket. He had just received
a shot in the thigh.

The man was a bandit, who, having se\ out at night
to go and fetch some powder from the town, had, on
the way, fallen into an ambush of the Corsican
dragoons. After a vigorous defence, lie had suc-
ceeded in making his escape, closely pursued, and
firing from rock to rock. He was but httle in advance
of the soldiers, and his wound put him out of condi-
tion to reach the bush before being overtaken.

He approached Fortunato, and said to' him:
"You are Mateo Falcone's son?"
"Yes."
" I am Gianetto Sanpiero. 1 am pursued by tlie"

Yellow Collars. Hide me, for I am not able to go
farther."

" And what will my father say ifT hide you without
his permissioij ?

"

" He will say that you have done well."

"Who knows?"
" Hide me quickly ; they are coming."
" Wait until my father has returned."
" What, wait ? Curse it ! They will be here in five

minutes. Cojne, hide me, or I'll kill you !

"

Fortunato answered him with the greatest coolness f

" Your gun is not loaded, and there are no more
cartridges in your bandolier.''

'II have my stiletto."

" But can you run as quickly as I ?
"

He jumped*up,'and put himself out of reach.
" You are not the son of Mateo Falcone ! You will,

then, allow me to be captured in front of your house ?
"
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The child appeared touched.

"What will you give me if I hide you?" said hc,

drawing near.

The bandit searched in a leathern pouch that hung
at his belt, and drew from it a five-franc piece, that

hc had doubtless reserved in order to buy powder.

Fortunate smiled at tlie sight of the piece of silver

;

hc took it, and said to Gianetto

:

" Fear nothing !

"

He soon made a big hole in a pile of hay lying near

the house. Gianetto cowered down in it, and the

child covered him in such a way as would allow him air

for breathing, without, however, arousing suspicion

that the hay concealed a man. He bethought himself,

moreover, of a native craftiness rather ingenious. He
went and took the cat and its kittens, and placed them
on the pile of hay, in order to make believe that it

had not been disturbed for some time. Then, noticing

some traces of blood on the path, near the house, he
covered them carefully with dust, and, that done, he
lay down agaii^in the sun with the greatest calmness.

Some minutes afterwards, six men in a brown uni-

form with a yellow collar, and commanded by an
adjutant, were before Mateo's door. This adjutant

was a relation of some kind of Falcone (you know
that in Corsica they observe the degrees of relation-

ship much more than elsewhere). He was called

Tiodoro Gamba, and was an active man, much dreaded
by the bandits, of whom he had already tracked

several.

in.
" Good-day, little cousin," said hc to Fortunate, on

coming up :
" how you have grown ! Did you sec a

man pass just now ?
"

" Oh ! I am not yet so big as you, cousin !
" replied

the child, with a simple look.
" That will come. But did you not see a man pass,

tell me ?

"

" If I have seen a man pass ?
"

- " Yes, a man with a peaked cap of black velvet and
a vest embroidered with red and yellow ?

"

" A man with a peaked cap and a vest embroidered
with red and yellow ?

"

" Yes, answer quickly, and don't repeat my ques-

tions."

" This morning M. le cure passed in front of our
door on his horse Picro. He asked me how papa
was, and I told him. = .

."

" Ah ! You little rogue
; you are playing the knave

!

Tell me quickly which way Gianetto went, for it is he
that we are searcliing for ; and I am certain he took
this path."

"Who knows?"
"Who knows? I know that you saw him."
" Can you see who passes when you are asleep ?

"

" You were not sleeping, you rascal ; the shots must
have wakened you !

"

" You think, then, cousin, that your guns make such
a noise ? My fatlier's musket makes a deal more."

" The devil confound you, you pursed scapegrace

!

I am sure that you have seen Gianetto. Perhaps even
hid him. Come, comrades, enter the house and see
if our man is not there. He was only going on one
foot, and he has too much sense, the rascal, to try and
reach the bush while limping. Besides, the traces of
blood stop here."

" And \yhat will papa say if he knows tliat you have
entered his house while he was away ?

"

" Rascal
!
" said the adjutant, taking him by the car,

"do you know that it only remains for me to make
you change your tune ? Perhaps if I were to give you

twenty strokes with tlie flat of my sword you would
speak then."

And Fortunate still sneered.
" My father is Mateo Falcone !

" said he with
emphasis.

' You know well, little rogue, that I can carry you
off to Cortc or to Bastia ? I will make you sleep in
a dungeon, on straw, with irons on your feet, and I

will have you guillotined, if you don't tell me where
Gianetto Sanpicro is."

The child burst out laughing at this ridiculou?
threat. He repeated

:

" My father is Mateo Falcone."
" Adjutant," said one of the dragoons quite low, " do

not let us fall out with Mateo."

IV.

Gamba appeared distinctly embarrassed. He spoke
in a low tone with his soldiers, who had already
fiearched the house. This was not a big job, for a
Corsican's cabin consists only of one square room.
The furniture is made up of a table, the beds, some
bo.xes, and the utensils of the chase or the household.
Meanwhile, Fortunate caressed his cat, and appeared
to enjoy maliciously the confusion of the dragoons
and his cousin. 4,

A soldier approached the pile of hay. He saw the
cat there, and carelessly gave a thrust with his bayonet
into the hay, shrugging his shoulders the while, as if he
felt that his precaution were foolish. Nothing moved ;

and the face of the child did not betray the slightest
emotion. •

The adjutant and his troop began to swear;
already they were looking seriously at the side of the
plain, as if disposed to return the way they had come,
when their chief, convinced" that threats would not
produce any effect on the son of Falcone, wished to
make a last effort, and to try the power of flattery and
presents.

"Little cousin," said he, "you seem a wide-awake
fellow ! You will go far. But you're playing a dirty
trick on me; and if I were not afraid of making
trouble with my cousin Mateo I should carry you off
with me."
"Bah!"
" But when rny cousin will have returned, and I tell

him of the affair, for your punishment for having hed,
he will give you the whip till the blood comes."

" We'll see !

"

"You will see. ... But stop, ... be a good boy,
and I'll give you something."

" I say, cousin, I'll give you some advice, and it is

this : if you delay longer, Gianetto will be in the bush,
and then it will take a cleverer man than you to go
and search for him."
The adjutant drew a silver watch, worth about ten

crowns, from his pocket ; and, noticing that httle For-
tunate's eyes sparkled on seeing it, he said to him,
while holding the watch suspended at the end of its

steel chain :

"You rogue! You should indeed have a watch
like this one hung round your neck, and you could
walk through the streets of Porto-Vecchio as proud as
a peacock ; and the people would ask you :

' What
time is it ?

' and you would say to them :
' Just look at

my watch.'

"

" When I'm big, my uncle, the corporal, will give
me a watch."

"Yes, but your uncle's son has one already ....
and of a truth it is not so fine as this one here. . . .

But, then, he is younger than you."
The child sighed.
" Very well ; do you want this watch, httle cousin ? '\
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Fortunato, looking longingly at the watch with the

jcoraer of his eye, resembled a cat that has been
bflfered a whole fowl. As she feels that she is being
made a fool of, she docs not dare to put out her paw,
iand from time to time she turns away her eyes in order

bot to be liable to succumb to the temptation ; but
ae licks her chops every moment, and seems to say

to her owner, " My, but your joke is cruel !

"

However, Adjutant Gamba seemed to offer his

Nvatch in good faith. Fortunato did not put out his

hand, but he said to him with a sad smile

:

" Why do you make a fool of me .•"

"

" By God ! I'm not making a fool of you. Only tell

me where Gianetto is and the watch is yours."

A smile of incredulity escaped Fortunato, and,

ILxing his black eyes on those of the adjutant, he
endeavoured to read there the faith that he must have
in his words.

"What? I'll lose my epaulette," cried the ad-.

Ijutant, " if I do not give you the watch on this con-

dition ! My comrades are witnesses, and I cannot go
back on my word."

. While speaking thus he always brought the watch
nearer, until it almost touched the pale cheek of the

:chijd. The latter's face showed clearly the struggle

that was going on in his heart between covetousness

and the respect due to hospitality. His naked bosom
swelled with emotion, and it seemed almost to choke
him. Meantime, the watch was swinging, turning, and
sometimes knocking against the front of his nose.

*At last, little by little, his right hand rose towards the

jVvatch ; the tips of his fingers touched it, and it rested

entirely in his hand, without, however, the adjutant

letting go the end of the chain .... the face was
azure .... the case newly polished .... in the sun

it seemed all on fire. . . . The temptation was too great.

Fortunato also raised his left hand and indicated

•with his thumb, over his shoulder, the pile of hay on
(which he was resting. The adjutant understood at

once. He let go the end of the chain ; Fortunato

Ifelt himself the sole possessor of the watch. He rose

jwith the agility of a deer and removed ten paces from

tthe pile of hay, that the dragoons began to throw

Idown at once.

It was not long before the hay was seen to move,

and a bleeding man, poniard in hand, came out ; but

.when he tried to lift his foot his wound benumbed it

and would not permit him to remain standing. He
fell The adjutant threw himself on him and snatched

away his stiletto. They at once bound him securely,

5n spite of his resistance.

Gianetto, lying on the ground, and tied like a fagot,

itumed his head towards Fortunato.
" Son of !

" said he to him, with as much con-

tempt as of anger.

The child threw him the piece of silver that he had

received, feeling that he had ceased to merit it; but

the outlaTv had no appearance of paying attention to

this move. He said to the adjutant with the greatest

coolness

:

" My dear Gamba, I cannot walk ; you will be

bbliged to carry me to the town."

"Just a little ago you ran quicker than a buck,"

jetorted his cruel conqueror. " But be easy, I am so

pleased to have caught you that I could carry you a

league on my back without being fatigued. For the

test, my friend, we are going to make you a litter with

branches and your cloak; and at CrespoH farm we
shall find some horses."

^

" Good," said the prisoner, " put a httle straw into

your litter also, so that I may be more comfortable."

(To be continticd.)

CORRESPONDENCE
Notice to Correspondents.—Owing to the large number

of letters received it is necessary for correspondents to write

briefly if their letters are to appear.

THE CONTINENTAL SUNDAY,
To the Editor of Evervm.\n.

Sir,—Two leading errors heavily discount the
article on " The Continental Sunday " in your issue

of June 6th. (i) That it is possible for the' individual

to have a true day of rest independently of the com-
munity of which he is a member. (2) That promis-
cuous rest days are or can be any substitute for the

Sabbath as observed by nations with appreciable reli-

gious vitality.

Those whose work entails alternate day and night

duty tell us how practically impossible it is to get
any tnie rest in the day-time, when the general whir
and bustle of life is going on all around them. It is

only because the observance of Sunday as a day of

rest is general, that it is a day of rest at all in any
available sense. The calm, all-pervading peace of

the Holy-day, due to the suspension of the rush and
humdrum of ordinary v.-ork-a-day business life, is not

only necessary to the health of the human soul, but

to that of mind and body also. Those who can think

of it only as a day of exemption from business duties,

to be spent in mere frivolous recreation and physical

enjoyment, do not know what Sunday is, and are to

be commiserated on their conscious deficiency. Sun-
day, properly understood, is related to a special de-

partment of human consciousness—the moral and
higher spiritual emotions, the neglect, disregard and
consequent atrophy of which is dehumanising, and
most disastrous in its effects upon human nature in

all its relations, including physical health. To those

deficient in religious consciousness the observance of

religious rites may appear meaningless c.eremonial,

as art appears so to the inartistic, but the deficiency

is in themselves. Thus, John Henry Newman was
right in saying that atheists are less than ordinary

normal men.
Although Christ said, "The Sabbath was made for

man, not man for the Sabbath," in regard to doing

any good required of us upon it. He recognised it as

the spiritual day, for various passages show that He
resorted to the temple on it.

" Si.x days I wort, and eat, and sleep,

An automatic grind

;

Emancipation Sunday brings

To body, soul, and mind."

So wrote a toiler in a prize competition some years

ago.
" The rush of life is to be diligent in business ; the

hush of life is to be fervent in spirit," said the late

Marienne Farningham.—I am, sir, etc.,

Bristol. Maurice L. Johnson.

To the Editor of E\€.u\j.im.

Sir,—It is very refreshing to meet in print a cleric

who, whilst maintaining the dignity of his calling, is

sufficiently imbued with the growing democratic

spirit of the age as to be actually broad-minded. I

do not use the word " broad-minded " in its hackneyed
sense, but rather as an expression of surprise that, for

the ninety-and-nine Sabbatarian priests, the one just

man has discovered himself. The Rev. Father Adder-

ley needs no trumpet to proclaim his whereabouts,

because he has out-heralded the herald in the bold

[Continued on page 340.)
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utterance of his views. A sacerdotalist who so far

forgets his sacerdotahsm as to be rational.

The very words " Continental Sunday " (or " Con-
tinental " anything else) seem to quite upset the

recognised English canons of good taste, and to send

a thrill of horror through the denizens of this island.

Our ultra-traditional breasts rise with indignation at

any attempt to bring about a more satisfactory state

of things, or to tamper in any way with the prescrip-

tions of our forefathers.

One wonders how long this hypocritical, smug
self-righteousness is to continue, because the average

Englishman cares no more for the observance of

Sunday than the " heathen Chinee," but as an institu-

tion for enabling him to wear his best clothes it is

admirable, and therefore deserves commendation.
Mind you, I do not cavil at those who sincerely

regard Sunday as their opportunity of getting nearer

to spiritual things, but I have nothing but contempt
for that section of the community who defend the day
as a means of promulgating their "gospel" of Sab-
batarianism, and very often Sabbatarianism gone mad.

In interestedly discussing Father Adderley's article

with a friend, he comes to the following conclusion,

which now adorns my copy of EVERYMAN, and which
I quote for its terse straightforwardness of opinion:
" If people want to go to church on Sunday, let them
go ; but, at the same time, if other people want to

enjoy themselves, let them have the facilities and
opportunities for doing so. If every person is guaran-

teed one day's rest in the seven, it does not make any
difference whether it be Sunday or any other day so

long as he gets it."

I wonder how many there be who concur?—I am,
sir, etc., A. Leo. Peacock.
New Brighton.

Jo the Editor of Everv.vian.

Dear Sir,—For six years I was a 'bus and tram
conductor, and so know just what it means to have
to work on Sundays. I v/ish that the Rev. James
Adderley, who wrote the article "The Continental

Sunday," in your issue of the 6th inst, had a like ex-

perience. He would have learned that no other day
in the week can make up to a man of religious inclina-

tions the loss of Sunday.
He says, " We all agree that we want a weekly rest.

iW'hy should we quarrel over tjie particular day, and
why should we try to coerce our fellows in the name
of religion ? " May I reply, " Why should I or others

be coerced, in the name of rationalism, into working to

provide enjoyment or amusement for other people on
the day which, in spite of the Rev. James Adderley,

I believe to be set apart by God as a day of rest ?

"

Let the writer of the article be as rational and as

broad-minded as he likes ; but not at the expense of

my conscience or labour, please.—I am, sir, etc.,

Ex Tram Conductor.
, Chatham, June i6th, 1913.

THE SUFFRAGE QUESTION.
To the Editor oj Everym.\x.

Sir,—Your correspondent, E. P. Thomas, speaks

as if Cabinet ministers and ordinary M.P.'s had some
kind of right to witliliold just legislation, in order to

punish a few: people of whom they disapprove. How
can this be ? These gentlemen are the paid servants

of the State, and receive wages for making laws, just

as a carpenter is paid for making a door or a dress-

maker for making a frock. Neither the carpenter nor

the dressmaker can morally take the money and refuse

to do the work. Nor can M.P.'s do so in honour either,

nor is it necessary. The State is surely amply provided
with means of keeping ordinary people to their duty

—

armies of policemen, judges, magistrates, courts of law,

prisons—and if this apparatus fails, new laws can be
passed, and soldiers in the last extremity called out to

enforce them. What more can be wanted? Surely
the Hou.se of Commons may well confine itself to its

own obligations. Mr. Thomas talks of members not

being coerced. But the fact that they are taking

money coerces them. Honesty coerces them, honour
coerces them.—I am, sir, etc., L. E. TURQUAND.

Anerley, S.E.

To the Editor of Everymax.

Sir,—Your four anti-Suffrage correspondents have
given us a very miscellaneous set of arguments on their

side as against one militant. May I try to equalise the

balance ?

In the first place, the writer of your original article

is surely under a misapprehension when she considers

that the militants ar^ trying to demonstrate that women
are not inferior to men in physical force. Of course,

men are superior in this respect ; elephants beat them
both. It is precisely for this reason that the militants

are demonstrating, with complete success, that phy-

sical force is, in this matter, worse than useless. They
have forced the Government to this final appeal, the

only ground of admitted superiority that they have
left ; and they have shown, in the most practical manner
possible, that, where a just cause is concerned, coercion

and persecution only further it.

This brings me to a sentence, at the end of Mr.

Thomas's delightful letter, in which he sees no guaran-

tees that " similar methods . . . will not be employed
to further causes of questionable worthiness." Let
me assure him that he will have to go far before he
vv"ill find another cause whose advocates are prepared

to undergo the tortures that the militants have under-

gone ; and if he does find such a cause I hardly think

its worthiness will be questionable. But suppose there

were such an admittedly bad case, there would be
no question of forcible feeding; the prisoners would
be simply allowed to die. After all, Gamaliel's advice

is, as Miss Shillito says, the best in this affair.

Mr. Thomas's other two points are typically Vic-

torian. There is, first of all, this horrible conception of

a complete divorce between a man's views and his

actions, or " tactics," as Mr. Thomas calls them. I am
afraid that many members never had the views they
professed on this question, but if they had, my simple

nature demands that they should have stuck up for

them.

Then, again, there is this picture of the stern, strong

man " enforcing his will," a picture which I regret to

say always makes me laugh. And yet it is no laugh-

ing matter when one realises the uncomfortable truth

that it is generally the woman who, by a careful study

of the art of playing on man's sex instincts, has done
most of the " enforcing." It was her only way.

With regard to the other letters, lack of space pre-

vents me from doing more than recommend to Mr.

Jones' attention the fact that the Labour Party is sohd
for the vote. I utterly disagree that we could well do
without our L'niversity women, or even without the
militants.—I am, sir, etc.,

Sutton. '

J. A. Frome Wilkinson.

To the Editor oj Evervmas.

Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr. E. P. Thomas,
writes :

" Everj-man knows that, in his dealings with

the opposite sex, sooner or later there comes a time
{Cjnli/rj'J 7>> pj^e 34J.J
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The Art of Pleasurable Travelling.
EVERYMAN, I WILL GO WITH THEE
AND BE THY GUIDE, IN THY MOST
NEED TO GO BY THY SIDE.

iiEveryman " Holidays.
"EVERYMAN" PARIS HOUDAY.

A WEEK'S PERSONALLY
CONDUCTED TOUR TO PARIS.

Those readers of Evekvman who have been cltlighttd by ;te
;.ilic!c£ rccecUy appearing in our coluinns froin the veisaiile pen
c{ the editor, on Paris, in the " Historic Cities of the World

"

series, have doubtless turned longing eyes to this city of a
thousand fascinations, and have ardently wished to see all that
It offers in the way of enjoyment and knowledge.

TO PARIS WITH "EVERYMAN"
Everyman tours make your ambition possible. We ha^ve

arranged with a private touring company for a delightful week
in Paris for our readers, leaving London on July lith, with
many magnificent excursions and opportunities to explore this

historic city, for an inc'msiic sum of £^ js.

THE CITY BEAUTIFUL.
Paris is undoubtedly the most interesting of Cominental cities

;

to-day it is a vast metropolis of almost three million souls, and
cf(c-rs to trav.ellers within its gates sights and scenes surpassing
any in the world.

\Ve are apt to speak of Paris as a city of gaiety, of reckless

I leasure, and irresponsible amusement.
This it may be, but it is infinitely more than this ; it is a city

of entrancing historic interest, a city of stately buildings and
glorious " streets, of magnificent parks placiied aroijnd a river

unrivalled for beauty in the whole of Europe.

HISTORY.
Every inch of Paris is historic, memories of the past cluster

closely around its streets and buildings. The bright centre of

Paris, the Place de la Concorde, has taken the place of the Place
de la Revolution, where the guillotine once stood, and the Eiffel

Tower rears its ugly head above the Champ de Mars—the black
prison of the Conciergerie, where Marie Antoinette once lan-

guished, still frowns from the island in the Seine, and the shabby
gardens of the Palais Royale enshrine the memory of Camille
Desmoulins and the early days of the Revolution.

PARIS AT NIGHT.
The evening at Paris is the mo=t impressive of all. Seated at

a table at the Cafe de la Paix by the Opera, a Parisian will tell

you )'0u are at the centre of the world, and, if you wait long
enough, every one of your acquaintance will pass in time. Be
this as it may, the gay, laughing piocession^the myriad lights

—and the subtle, though compelling, atniosphere of Paris—haunt
the recollection of the visitor beycr.d any other memory.

VERSAILLES.
VERSAILLES—its history so ciosciy inicrtv.icc-d with that of

Paris as to make it almost part of the Mother-City— is an impor-
tant feature in the programme of the visitor, and Everyman has
arranged for a long day to be spent in the great palace of Louis
Quatorze, and in the Park, with the Trianons and the toy village
where Marie Antoinette played with her Court whilst the Revolu-
tion raged in the Faubo^jrgs of the City.

EXCURSIONS.
The excursions in connection with the Paris week are exceed-

ingly interesting and varied. Visits to Churches, Public Build-
ings, Picture Galleries, etc, alternate with drives and steamer
trips.

ALL-DAY DRIVE in Paris, visiting the Church of Sscre
Coeut, Pare des Buttes Chaumonts, Cemetery of Pere la Chaise,
Place de la Bastille, Porte St. Denis, Porte St. Martin, the
Opera (exterior), the Madeleine, Les Invalides and Napoleon's
Tomb, Pont Alexandre 111., the Trocaderc, and Grand and Petit
Palais ,'exterior), Champs Elysees, Arc de Triomphe, Park
Monreau.
ALL-DAY DRIVE to VERSAILLES through the Bois de

Boulogne, the Park of .St. Cloud, and Ville D'Avray, visiting
Palace and Park of Versailles, the Grand and Petit Triacccs, the
State Carriages, etc., returning via Sevre;.

SECOND ALL-DAY DRIVE in Paris, visiting the Hotel de
Ville (exterior), Palais de Justice, St. Chapelle, Notre Dame, the
Latin Quarter, the Pantheon, St. Etienne du Mont, .^t. Sulpice,

the Luxembourg, the Bois de Boulogne, Bagatelle, the Grand
Cascade.
STEAMER TRIP to ST. CLOUD.

INEXPENSIVE.
And the cost of this delightful week, including Return Travelling

from London (via Newhaven and Dieppe!, Second-class through-
out, all Hotel Expenses ithree meals daily), two Whole-day
Drives in Paris, Whole-day Drive to Versailles, Steamer Trip to

St. Cloud, Admission Fees to'all Places of Interest visited. Ser-
vices of Conductor, is only £•, 5s.

"EVERYMAN" TOURS
to such intere.sting places as Lucerne and Grindelwald,
Montreux-Territet, Chanionix, Rouen, and the Seine Valley,
Flanders and the Ardennes, Holland and the Zuyder Ze?,
Bruges, etc., etc.

"EVERYMAN"
INDEPENDENT TOURS.
The EvERY.MAX system of independent tours is a most attrac-

tive form of touring abroad without a conductor, and yet with
all the advantages of a conducted tour. The traveller forms bis
own party, or travels alone, and Everyman makes all bis
arrangements and takes all worries and anxieties off his hands.

AN ATTRACTIVE SYSTEM.
The fundamental principle of this System is that the traveller

should journey with as much comfort and absence of worry as if

accompanied by the actual Courier.
Every traveller is supplied with a chart showing in separate

columns, each day of his Tour, clearly : where he will Breakfast,
where Lunch, where Dine, where .Sleep, when he must leave
such and such a place, the time the train leaves, what station,
the time the train arrives at his next stopping-place, and any
remarks necessary to help hini in pursuing his way. This chart
shows him all his journey from the point of departure to his
return, so that he is able to say to any, from whom he wishes to
hear, "shall be at on the —th."'

CHOOSE YOUR OWN ROUTE
After the traveller has decided on his route, we quote him a

rate for the whole journey, including every necessary expense,
such as Hotel Accommodation (bedroom, light, and attendance'.
Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner, Railway and Steamship Fares,
Conveyances to and from Hotels and Stations, Guides where
necessary and wanted. Carriage Drives and Excursions, etc. ;

and the only expense outside this is the traveller's own wine and
gratuities. These two items, depending as they do on the
individual, clearly cannot be included in the general charge.

AND YOUR OWN HOTELS.
Thus, then, the traveller is supplied with a chart for his jour.

ney, and knows just how much it will cost him, and carries
nothing but a case with his name on, which is his identification
to Hotels, and, of course, his Railway Tickets.
No coupons are carried, and the traveller may select his own

Hotel prior to starting, if he has a preference.
Should he, in the course of his journey, wish to vary the

itinerary and stay longer or less time in one place than at first

arranged for, all he need do is to send on a postcard to his next
stopping-place, and to Every'Man office, saying he will arrive so
many days later or will arrive so many days earlier than they
had already been advised of from London.

THE "EVERYMAN" BOOK.
A postcard will bring you the Everyman book, which tells you

all about our delightful Continental Holidays. Drop us a line
lo-day, and we will send it you at once.

Address: The Tours Dept., "EVERYMAN," Aldine House, Bedford Street. Strand, W.C.
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^'NOVO" BELTS
INovo Belts will help to

inaintainthestrongjStraight

Appearance of a trained

athlete. Built strictly on
Anatomical lines, they give

just that extra support the

body requires. To men
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Wearing of a Novo Belt
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Wbdomen which will be
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NOVO BELTS
FOR LADIES
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Ixindon Agents for Men's Belts :

—

'Alan, Hebert & Greening, Ltd.,

38, Dover Street, W.

London Agents for Ladies' Belts :
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Edmonds Orr, Ltd., 3, Lower

Seymour Street, W.

t!BW ILLUSTRATED CATALOOUB FREE ON APPLICATION.

Prices

:

Ladies' or Cents'.
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Swift Surt

You need not buy new Suits for

your Holidays—if Achille Serre

clean and press those you have.

Of course you waat to look smart and spruce on

these occasions

—

and so you will, if you let us put

your Kit right before you go. Lounge Suits, Flannels,

Raincoats—even Hats and Ties—can all be made to

look as good as new by our special treatment.

And it's cheap too—3/9 covers the cost

of cleaning and pressing a complete suit.

Write for new book, "Modem Beau Brummcls."
The cover is reproduced from a fine water-colour

by Will Houghton, and the letterpress is illus-

trated with clever pen and Ink sketches by "Thorpe."
The book contains much useful information in an
interesting form and is well worth keeping.

A postcard brings it.

Achille Serrck
(Nettoyage il sec)

Hackney Wick, London, E. 'I'hone 3710 East

Branches and Aseucies Everywhere.
47

when his will has to be enforced." May I, as a member
of the stronger sex, repudiate this assumed knowledge.

Let us hope " Everyman " himself knows better.

Let all men understand that they must judge the

case on its merits alone ; and that the will of woman
is as likely to be right as liie vvill of man.—I am, sir, etc.,

Cambridge. G. L. BROWN.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Your correspondent, D. T. Jones, is evidently

suffering from extreme youth when he speaks of his

experiences of the women's movement. I am surprised

he exhibits such ignorance of the rank and file of the

workers in the movement, and if he would only take

the trouble to read the daily papers, he would see there

are no three particular types of women, but that all

classes of women are in the work, from the women
who sv/eat their lives out in the brick-making industry

of the Black Country, at /s. 6d. per week, to the Lady-

Constance Lyttelton.

The women of the countryside are in the movement
the wife of the mill-hand and the miner are there, and

gradually the women, who, from the safety of com-

fortable homes, have been indifferent to this greal

question of the franchise for women, are awaking tc

the fact of their responsibility in the matter, and they

are inquiring the reason why the militants suffer the

hellish tortures td which they have been consigned

during the past year or two.

Mr. D. T. Jones would do well to study the question

from the woman's standpoint. His last statement, con-

cerning " Statesmanship," is too good to be meddled
with.

Wishing you every success with EVERYMAN.—I am,

sir, etc., JOHN PACKER.
Manchester.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—^I should like to say a few words in reply to

the letter, written by " C." in your issue of May 30th.

He says that the movement to grant women the suf-

frage " is only supported by a very small minority."

Now the figures he quotes show that on the percentages

of those who voted for and against there is a differ-

ence of only 25 per cent. Further, he says " it is hardly

necessary to say that those in favour of the extension

of the suffrage would be most likely to reply." But
surely those sincerely against are just as likely to

assert their views as those in favour.

With regard to his point about militancy, I think

Mr. Campbell's letter in the same issue, where he points

out that before militancy the whole question was dis-

regarded, is sufficient.—I am, sir, etc.,

Upper Tootmg Park, S.W. C. J. L. B.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—With your permission I will quote a passage

from Monsignor Benson's " Dawn of All," which is, to

put it briefly, a forecast of what the world will be hke

sixty years hence, when, according to him, it will have

become Christian in practice as well as in theory :—
"

' It was the enfranchisement of women that turned

the tide once and for all.'

"
' Do you mean that all women have the vote ?

'

"
' They are under the same conditions as men.

There's a severe educational test now, of course. Not

more than about one in seventy adults ever get the

vote at all. But the result is that we're governed by

educated persons.'

"

I agree with Monsignor Benson that what we really

want is that the franchise shall be thrown open to all

classes and both sexes equally, for it is absurd to talk
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of democratic government that leaves half the nation

totally unrepresented. But from the many that arc

called let the (comparatively) few be chosen. At pre-

sent those who are to make the laws that we all have
to obey are selected mainly by the uneducated and
the half-educated. I do not agree that the educa-
tional test should be severe, for that would be unfair

to the working cla.sses, who have little leisure for study,

and yet many of them are better acquainted with tlie

social, industrial, and economic conditions of their

*'class than mere rhetoricians. The severer test niiglit

be left for those who aspire to become candidates. I

should like to ask our universal providers wliether they
would be willing to run their business on the lines on
which the business of the nation is conducted, c.^., to

let their managerial staff be elected by the rank and
file of the employees, quite irrespectively of any fit-

ness for the post. When a vacancy occurs in the said
staff, do they institute a sort of " General Post," the
ironmongery manager being sent to the lace depart-
ment, and so on, which seems to be the method
adopted when changes in the Cabinet are necessary.
Would they consent to dispense altogether with female
assistance, every department being run by men only ?

If not, why not, since those methods are thought good
enough for the business of the nation ? Are men
really satisfied with their so-called representative
system .' Mr. Jones says :

" .Statesmansliip is quite as
discerning as it ever was," so I can only suppose they
must be.

Personally, I tliink it matters very little whether a
measure for woman suffrage or a measure demanding
an educational test for electors and candidates is

brought in first, as either would necessarily be fol-

lowed by the other as a natural consequence ; but
whichever it is, " if 'twere well done when 'tis done,
'twere well it were done quickly," for the present
situation is intolerable.—I am, sir, etc..

One of the Unrepresented.
.Tulse Hill, S.W.

OSCAR WILDE.
To the Editor of Everym.^.v.

SlR,^—.Surely no one who knew Oscar Wilde will

think of judging him by the same judgment we try

other men by ? What would be absurd self-opinion in

an ordinary man was not so in him, because to speak
so was his peculiar manner, and as such was recog-
nised by all who knew him. I am not saying that this

was an admirable trait in his character, for it certainly

was not so, but Oscar Wilde is not to be measured by
ordinary men's measure. He was as far above the
generality of his fellows in many things as his prose
was above tliat of the greater part of his contem-
porary writers. I do not think it was pride which led

him to speak so of it. He was perfectly convinced, as

most of his admirers were, that it was the best after

Walter Pater's, and so he merely said so. I never
heard that he claimed any intellectual gifts which he
did not possess. The fact is that he gloried in them,
and made no secret of it. After all, why should he ?

If a man can w-rite anything comparable with the
" Ballad of Reading Gaol," I cannot see why he should
not be proud, in a literary sense, of it.—I am, sir, etc.,

Frederick T. Hibgame.
Norwich, June 15th, 1913.

To the Editor of Evervmax.
Sir,—Please let me produce some figures to uphold

your correspondent's statement ia your issue of June
Gth as to Oscar Wilde's popularity in Russia.

I have had the great honour of translating Wilde's
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works into Russian, and can state that his books were
among the best selhng fiction in this country. Some
ol L^Acar Wilde's masterpieces, such as "The Picture

of Dorian Grey," " De Profundis," "Salome," pub-
hs.'ied in popular editions at lo kopecks (2|d.) each,

have iiad a circulation (in the last four to five years)

fro.Ti eighty to one hundred thousand each, and are

still selling briskly. Wilde's comedies are constantly

on the rcpcitory of the Moscow and St. Petersburg

Imperial .Stale Theatres, not counting theinnumerable*
provincial .^t.ijj^s.

I can assure you that you will not find one educated
person in Russia who has not read Wilde's works. I

have received in the last seven to eight years hundreds

of letters from quite unknown people all over Russia,

with the expression of the strongest and sincerest

admiration for one of " the greatest writers of the

world."

I must frankly acknowledge that nearly all the

letters of my correspondents, ranking from all classes

of Russian life, contain many bitter comments on the

treatment Wilde received in the hands of his country-

men.—I am, sir, etc.,

Michael Lykiardopulos,
Secretary of the " Moscow Art Theatre."

Moscow. ______

GEORGE BORROW^
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—As he afTirms himself to be a beginner in the

subject, perhaps " D. B. G.," who writes in your issue of

the 6th inst., will allow me to comment upon his

letter.

(i) It has long been known fo serious students of

Romani that Borrow's knowledge of that language
was not so thorough nor so unique as he himself liked

to fancy. See, infer alia, F. H. Groome's Introduction

to " Lavengro," igoi.

(2) The nomads of Caithness, as of the other

counties of Scotland, are not pure-blooded gypsies, or

even pos/i-raL';, but tinkers, and their language is not

Romani, but Cant. The sources of this speech are

Romani, Shelta, Gaelic, Old English Cant, and local

dialect words. I have gathered together from all the

sources known to me (varying in date from 1819 to

191 2, and in locality from Northumberland to Orkney)
a list of over eight hundred words, and the proportion

of Romani is about one-fourth. If " D. G. B." does not

intend to publish his list himself, I should be deeply

indebted to him if he would allow me to incorporate

it in my glossary, which is to be published, with what
Borrow would call " notes critical and philological," in

the Journal of the Gypsy Lore Society.—I am, sir, etc.,

Orkney. ALEX. RusSELL, M.A.

To the Editor of Evervm.\n.

Sir,—Your correspondent " D. B. G." may be in-

terested to learn that the gypsy tongue does not
" flourish unheard of in our midst." On the contrary,

the existence of the gypsy language is a matter of

common knowledge.
" D. B. G." should read Borrow's " Romano Laro-

lil " (Murray, is.), which gives a vocabulary of Romany
used amongst the gypsies of this country in Borrow's

time, together with many interesting notes on the

manners and customs and the origin of this singular

people. In this book will be found probably all the

words recorded by " D. B. G." in his intercourse W'ith

the gypsies of Caithness. Leland's book, which is

generally considered to be more scientific, and Burton's

notes on the gypsies in his " The Jew, the Gypsy, and

El Islam." will al?o interest " D. B. G."
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In Borrow's time the vocabulary of the Romany in

this country consisted of about 1,400 words, and, true

to his prophecy of the dechnc of gypsyism in tliis

country, this number has decreased until at the pre-

sent time few gypsies are familiar with their own
tongue.

On the Continent the gypsy vocabulary is more ex-

tensive, and has been studied scientifically, and
although Borrow's work is out of date, it still remains

unique from the fact that its autlior was the first

" gorgio " to study and reduce to writing the gypsy
language, and to indicate its affinity with Sanskrit and
suggest the Indian origin of the gypsies.

The word " gypsy " is a corruption of " Egyptian,"

by which name the Romany called themselves when
they invaded this country in the fifteenth century. The
artful story of their expulsion from Egypt was be-

lieved, and they were protected by the best families

(which accounts for the names of Boswell, Lovcl,

Stanley, etc., common amongst them) until the re-

ports of certain Romany practices were noised abroad,

wlicn severe laws were enacted against them and per-

secution became common.
The " Gypsy Lore Society " (what better memorial

could Borrow wish?) was formed for the study and
protection of gypsies, and your correspondent will find

much that will interest him in the society's publi-

cations and aims.

In conclusion, may one venture to ask that the

versatile Editor of EVERYMAN will command Mr.

Hermann to write an article on the peculiar influence

of the gypsies upon Borrow ?—I am, sir, etc., W. S.

London. _____

TRAFFIC IN WOMEN.
To the Editor oj Everyman.

SlR,^—Your correspondent " C. N. B " seems to as-

sume that if women had votes the Wiu.e Slave Traffic

would instantly, or at any rate soon, vanish, and quite

overlooks the point of the letter to which she replies,

which pointed out that, with all their talk, the women
have no method to suggest of making it vanish. One
very important point nearly always overlooked in

such discussions is the fact that the whole business is

as much the will of the women concerned as the men,
as is shown by the results of efforts to lift them from
that life to a higher one which would involve harder
work. Let me quote from Nelson's " Life of General
Booth " of the work of the Salvation Army :

" Upon
professional vice it has, indeed, httle influence. An
eloquent little table in one of its latest reports con-
firms Mr. Charles Booth's judgment of the hopeless-

ness of that particular probleip. The table runs:

—

Number of girls spoken with on streets, 3,706 ; sent

to Salvation Army Homes, 18." Presumably all these
were offered a chance of honourable life and work,
and. if they would not take it, is it likely that if they
and the rest had votes they would use them to abolish

or make harder their own means of livelihood, which
they choose not to abandon when the chance is given ?

No doubt it is terribly true that many girls, through
lack of proper instruction, are entrapped, and then in

fear go off from those who should help them, but their

number is probably not greater than the young men
whom they in turn entice, and some of whom, in their

turn, become those to entrap others. And who is most
to blkme? We must admit that there are evil men,
and women, in the world, and in one sense the blame
is theirs; but to simply blame them won't improve
them. In another sense those mothers who don't pro-
perly educate their daughters and exercise proper
guardianship over therfi until they reach an age of
responsibility, and who cause their daughters to so

AN APPEAL TO EVERYMAN

THE PROBLEM OF THE
CRIPPLED CHILD.

The recent letter from Sir William Treloar in our

columns, follauing upon Miss 'Matlieson's appealing

verses, must have brought the problem of the crippled

child before our readers, in a newer and stronger light

than ever before.

Pathetic indeed is the thought of so many little ones

deprived of all the beauty and nobility of life, repre-

senting so great a contrast to the picture of a sound

and healthy nation that idealists have brought before

us, and the fact that^there is a hospital in this country

where over ninety per cent, of cases are cured, .should

make such an institution the objective of the helpful in

no half-hearted manner.

This Institution, the Cripples' Hospital and College,

at .Alton, Hampshire, represents, perhaps, the sole effec-

tive bulwark against the ravages of tuberculosis of the

bones and joints—one of the most dreadful and painful

diseases which could possibly attack a little child.

We learn that since the opening of this Institution,

no fewer than six hundred and fifty children suffering

from osseous tuberculous disease have been discharged

cured, and as healthy and strong as any child one could

wish to see.

This work is going on every day, but this is not

directly the most effective way of assisting in the cause

of the children. The plain fact is that there is—as

Sir William Treloar pointed out—a list of waiting

applicants so largt that some of the little sufferers have

to await admission for so long a time that their

chances of recovery are very seriously jeopardised.
*

This distressing state of affairs can only be remedied

by effecting an increase in the nursing staff, and this

is impossible until proper accommodation can be found

for them.

Sir William Treloar says, our readers will recollect

:

"The forty cots now vacant could be at once filled,

and many more young lives saved, if additional nurses

could be engaged and accommodated.

"Her Majesty Queen .\lexandra, who graciously

takes a keen interest in the welfare of the In.stitution,

has generously headed the list of subscribers to the
'

Nurses' Home with a contribution of ;^ioo. In these

circumstances, I would earnestly plead for your readers'

help towards establishing the Nurses' Home."

An appeal such as this cannot be lost upon Everyman
readers, who are assured that their contributions will

be used economically and well in the furtherance of so

great a cause, especially as the great London and pro-

vincial hospitals, owing to the length of time occupied

in effecting a cure, have to treat such cases as out-

patients, with consequently unsatisfactory results.

Sir William Treloar will be very thankful to acknow-
ledge contributions, however small, from Everym.^n

readers, who are earnestly asked to send what they

can.

Address, Sir Willi.Tn Treloar, Bart., 61, Moorgatc
Street, London, E.C^
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regard them that in trouble they will flee from those

to whom they should turn, are as much to blame.

Votes and laws may defend the weak, and man-
made laws are now severe for the purpose of prevent-

ing evil men from taking advantage of mothers'

neglect of duty in such matters ; but it is almost im-

possible to prevent people doing anything which is the

wish of both persons so long as they don't interfere

with anyone else. The only way that will be success-

ful is the religious method. Educate the people to

high ideals. Give the young men and maidens a noble
conception of life, especially of the ideal principles of

marriage, and the beauty of heme life, and the re-

spective duties of each sex in relation to the home,
and they will be safe. Then, by enlarging the number
of those who hold such ideals, the whole world will be
saved in time. This is work that can be best ad-

vanced by the influence of women. It is a hundred
times more potent than making laws, which can never

go much ahead of public opinion, and so every effort

that women withdraw from that to devote to politics

is 99 per cent, wasted energy.—I am, sir, etc.,

A. B. C.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Miss Nina Boyle urges us to give woman the

vote, so that she can "try what can be done," pre-

sumably to end white slavery. Man, she thinks, has

grievously failed in this respect. But what about

woman? Her record is every bit as black as man's,

although her sin may be of omission instead of com-
mission. Miss Boyle's remedy is apparently the

"law." You cannot make people moral by Act of

Parliament. But you can accomplish much by
example, by suasion, and moral force. It is just this

which woman makes no serious attempt to use. She
cannot now plead ignorance of facts which are well

known. As a Suffragist she does not want to. Such

facts are useful to her (she imagines) as a lever for

obtaining the vote. When she has the vote she will

compel man to live a different life. Till then she will

still continue her customary treatment of the " white

slave " and the " consumer." The one may stiir look

in vain for the real helping hand from the real sister,

still have no better alternative than the Rescue

laundry. The other, woman will still receive as an

honoured guest, as a flt companion for her growing

girls and boys, a fit husband for her grown-up
daughters—for herself

!

If all the energies which militant Suffragists dissi-

pate on property-wrecking, if the vital force they

squander on hunger-striking were used in a great and
sane campaign against the White_ Slave Traffic

—

against the consumer and for the white slave—they

would earn the undying gratitude of every decent-

minded man and woman in the country. More than

this. Honourable men of every shade of political

opinion would say, " If this is what woman can do

—

has done—^shall we not welcome her to our counsels,

take advantage of her assistance in making and

administering laws for the beneflt of our race ?
"

Is it not worth her while to try this saner method
of conversion ?—I am, sir, etc.,

A. Ernest Whiting.
Suffolk, June i/th, 1913.

THE SURPLUSAGE OF WOMEN.
To the Editor of Evervm.w.

Sir,—In an article on " The Surplusage of Women "

"A. D." seems to overlook one important and real

factor causing this surplus of women. It is not only

on account of tliere being too few men to go round,
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due to all causes whatsoever, that women enter the

field of labour, claiming equal work with men, and
take active part in public movements. Many of them
do work, splendid work we could ill dispense with, far

better than men, and work which can only be done
by those who are able to devote their whole lives to it.

But the real reason why fewer women marry is that

the women of to-day almost everywhere have far

higher ideals as regards love and marriage, and, being

able to work, prefer to live on what they earn by
honest toil than marry unworthily for the sake of a

homestead. Women have more courage and spirit

now than to sit idle doing nothing, wailing for a love

they perhaps may never find, leading useless lives

when there is so much beautiful work to be done,
for when woman's share in life is fully recognised and
its true worth acclaimed, then will Love come into his

own, and shall we cease to claim that labour which is

not our province.—I am, sir, etc.,

Ellie Kummer.

THE DECLINING BIRTH-RATE.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I am quite perplexed by Mr. P. W. von
Herbert's statement, that " while the fall in the birth-

rate is real, that in the death-rate is illusory." Can Mr.
Chiozza Money and the Registrar-General and the
Medical Officers of Health all be wrong in their obser-
vation that the death-rate is really falling ? And how
explain tlie fact that, as you say on p. 258, " the popu-
lation of England and Wales has been increasing by
leaps and bounds since the beginning of the nine-

teenth century, and the increase has never been
greater than during the first decade of the twentieth
century "

.? Mr. von Herbert's answer would seem to

be the lugubrious one that the " fall in the (illusory

and so-called) death-rate only shows an increase in

life duration "
! What are we, your happy and hope-

ful readers, striving for but " an increase in life dura-

tion " ? So may the birth-rate go on falling until the

poor, as well as the rich, are able to enjoy " an in-

crease in life duration."—I am, sir, etc.,

June 15th, 1913. "Aber."

PEOPLE AND PUPPETS
The author of " Queed " has issued a new novel. His
previous book was so notable a production that the
occasion of a fresh work excites interest to a marked
extent. Mr. Sidney Harrison showed such force and
power in his first achievement that one anxiously
awaited the second fruits of his talent. V. V.'S Eyes
(Constable, 6s.) does not bear out the brilliance of the
author's promise. A clever book, instinct with
subtlety of style and marked capacity for characterisa-
tion, it lacks the directness and the dramatic reality of
" Queed."
The hero is in effect a Christ-hke character, un-

touched by human frailty, unflawed by human passion
or desire, and though we admire the skill with which
the author handles his puppet, the fact remains that
the lame slum doctor on whom Mr. Harrison has
lavished so much care and skill remains a puppet to
the end of the chapter. V. V., the nickname bestowed
on tile hero by his devoted patients, those dwellers in
the slums for v/hom he sacrifices his life, is a man with
a mission. He does not preach in words ; he makes
converts by the force of example, and brings people of
divers temperaments and opinions to his point of view
by bemg " better " than they. He is in effect a modern
Nemesis, who exhibits to the untruthful and unthink-
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A NEW NOVEL BY
H. B. MARRIOTT WATSON.

ROSALIND
IN ARDEN
A charming romance in which the nimble wits of

the hero are matched against the ruthless cunmng of

the cutest of American plutocrats. There is a strong

love interest in the foreground, and incidentally- many
vivid descriptions of English country life.

PRICE SIX SHILLINGS.

RECENT SUCCESSFUL NOVELS.

THE CHARMING OF ESTERCEL.
By GRACE RHYS.
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DAISY DARLEY.
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TWIXT LAND AND SEA.
By JOSEPH CONRAD.
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Readers of "Everyman" are desired to specially

"note that all advertisements which appear in this

publication are the announcements of reputable

firms, consequently no one need hesitate to com-

municate with any of our advertisers.

The Advertisement Manager is prepared to investi-

gate the complaint of any reader, should cause for

.the same arise at any time.

ing the pitiable effects of their mistakes. and mis-
deeds. In this capacity he appears to the heroine,
Carlisle Heth, a beautiful, high-spirited young woman,
who asks nothing better than to make a brilhant mar-
riage. She and her mother have made plans for the
enslavement of Hugo Canning, an aristocratic and
wealthy young man. He is the typical hero of

romance, and, remembering the author's rare talent

for creation, one grudges the elaboration spent on the
development of this walking gentleman,

Carlisle has a summer flirtation with a youth name
Jack Dalhousie. She brushes him aside when Hugo
appears, and Jack, in a passion of jealous resent-

ment, demands ah explanation. He swims out to the

boat where she is exhibiting her grace and skill for

the benefit of Hugo, who is momentarily expected on
the scene. She treats him with indifference and con-
tempt, and he jumps overboard, upsetting the boat
in his rage. He swims to shore unconscious she is in

the water, and learns with horror what he has done.

He had been drinking, and was not responsible for

what had happened.

Rumour brands him as a coward, and he is cut

generally by society. V. V. appears to Carlisle, and
implores her to tell the truth of the matter. She re-

fuses, not once or twice, but three times in succession,

until at last the force of circumstance compels her.

Jack commits suicide, and in a passion of regret she
clears his memory, and incidentally loses her lover,

Hugo Canning. That the book is well written goes
without saying. Mr, Harrison has an incision of style,

and a pungency of phrasing that make him notable.

Where it not that he has furnished us with a standard
whereby to measure his achievements, we should have
unstinted praise for his new novel, but "Queed" restrains

us. The minor characters of the story are drawn with
vividity and humour. Mrs. Heth, the woman whose
eyes and brow seemed spirituelle, until a glance at her
powerful chin and firm, closed mouth obliterated the
adjective, is the most successful type of the modern
woman who applies to matrimonial schemes the same
vigour and capacity she uses with such effect in the
money market. Carlisle herself, complex and exotic,

wearies a little with her childish moods and fancies,

her perpetual straining after "the best." The little

daughter of the slums, who dances in and out of

V. V.'s life, is a triumphant vindication of Mr, Har-
rison's skill. She is alive from the first moment we
meet her, dressed in her fantastic scarlet skirt, till

we leave her with regret in the chamber where the
slum doctor lies dead.

For the end of V. V. is inevitably tragic. He loses

his life in saving a poor old negro woman in an acci-

dent at the Heth factory, owned by Carlisle's father,

who cannot afford to rebuild his works and lavish

money on his expensive daughter at one and the same
time. Carlisle, at the finish, surrenders to the domi-
nance of V. Vj—the dominance that lies in his eyes,

the eyes that look you through and through.

It is in the closing scene that the author regains in

some measure that sweeping eloquence that stirred

one so profoundly in his first book. He fills his

canvas with a conflicting crowd of human emotions,

then throws the light on a single figure and sets a

phrase as signpost for the whole.

"Her eyes went once over the dingy street, the

memorable scene. Thought shook her in poignant
pictures, .... Herself one day prostrated by
calamity .... not one heart that had taken her
sorrow as its own. And beside that picture, this: a

great company, men and women, old and }'oung, silent

beneath a window: and somewhere among them the
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sounds of persistent weeping. . ; . She turned her

veiled face towards Pond, and spoke indistinctly.
"

' All these . . -. are they all . . . his friends ?

'

" There sprang a light into the Director's hawk eyes,

changing his whole look wonderfully.
"

' They're his mother,' he said, ' and his brothers

and his sisters.'

"

And with that swift and daring piece of imagery
Mr. Harrison once more comes into his kingdom.

J. K. P.

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
Is murder under certain circumstances legitimate?

Briefly, that is the subject of Mr. R. O. Prowse's latest

novel, James Hurd (Heinemann, 6s.). The book is

certainly an exceedingly clever piece of psychology,

and gives one furiously to think. James Hurd and
his wife Evelyn have a charming little boy, Warrie,
who meets with an accident when he is only five years,

and the injuries he receives result in his health becom-
ing permanently undermined, and his brain affected.

For two years they watch him, hoping against hope
that he will recover, but from all sources they learn

he can never again become normal, though he may
live to grow up, and be a misery to himself and to all

those who love him. The question is, would it not
be more merciful for death to come ? After many heart

searchings, James Hurd comes to the conclusion that

it is his duty to release his child, and he makes up his

mind to do so. The author shows a very keen per-
ception of the hmitations of a man's courage when he
makes Hurd tell his friend that he kept putting off

and putting oft" the journey to London to fetch the
drug, because he could not face the horror of such a
journey knowing what he was going for—the deed
itself had not such terrors for him as this journey.
In the ultimate Hurd is saved the pain of the actual
deed, though he is virtually guilty. The boy falls

over a cliff, and his father watches him go without
putting out the hand which would have saved his life.

Evelyn, who has had the same beliefs as her husband
regarding the taking of the little life, though she does
not reproach her husband in so many words, finds it

very hard to forgive, her love for her husband and
for her child fighting with her love of life. The book
is a fine piece of work, and ends on exactly the right
note, in telling how the boy, as he was before the
accident, always lives in the memory of his parents

—

the terrible two years of grief and pain becoming
gradually quite effaced. For is it not perfectly true
that one only remembers the best and the happiest
of those loved ones .who are departed from our midst .'

The ethics of the matter are not as admirable as the
style. Life is the one thing that no man has the right
to take from another—under any conceivable circum-
stance. In warfare the unit becomes merged in the
whole

;
they are not men, but armies fighting. But

to kill, in order to relieve pain or end suffering, is to
commit the unforgivable sin against humanity.

e » e
The Sextexce of Silence (Howard Latimer, 6s.)

falls far short of the power and force of the author's
previous novel, " The Daughters of Ishmael," one of
the most arresting novels published in recent
years. The case presented in Mr. Kauffman's latest
book does not afford the scope for such a powerful in-
dictment. The theme indeed is one that does not lend
itself to dramatic treatment. The reticence still prac-
tised m the upbringing ©f children in regard to matters

CAN YOU SPEAK WELL
IN PUBLIC?

An Indispensable Guide to the Art of

Public Speaking.

To one man the chance of making a speech affords Ihe oppor-
tunity for an enhanced reputation ; to another it is nothing but
a danger. For the man who stutters and stammers, and finally
sits down after a speech principally consisting of "urns" and
"ers" scarcely enhances his reputation as a keen-witted member
of the community, or as a man whose intelligence and resource
can be depended upon in a business crisis.
For that reason, the publication of "The Book of Public

Speaking " is an event of the greatest importance. For it is the
first comprehensive work upon this important subject ever pub-
lished in this country. It provides at once a collection of the
greatest speeches of the world's greatest orators, and at the same
time a reliable guide to the Art of Public Speaking, written by
men who are themselves famous as speakers of the highest merit.

How to Speak in Public.
These articles and their contributors include ;

—

Rt. H<«i.T.J. MACNAMARA, M.P., A. C. BENSON, M.A.. CV.O, F.R.H.S.

on "How to Make an Effective

Speccli "

;

ARTHUR BO'JRCHIER, M.A.
(the well-known Actor),

on " How to Prepare and Deliver
a Speech "

;

J. L. GRIFFITHS
(U.S.A. Consul-CJcneral, London),

on "After-Dinner Speaking";

(Presidtn! of Ma!;dalens College,
Cauibridge),

on " The Art of Lecturing " ;

ALBERT CREW
(Earrister at-Law),

on "The Conduct of and Pro-

cedure at Mect:ngs" ;

GENERAL EDITOR,
A. C. Fox-Davies (Baniiier-al-Law)

But "The Book of Public Speaking " is of the greatest interest
even for the man who never has to speak in public, because it

presents for the first time an entirely new form of literature of
enthralling interest. Its handsome covers contain the cream of
the greatest speeches of modern times.

The World's Greatest Speeches.
There is hardly an orator of note of recent years who is not

represented in the work ; there is scarcely a subject of impor-
tance or of interest that is not deait with in some one or more oi
the speeches. Political Speeches, Religious Addresses, After-
Dinner Speeches, Scientific and Literary Lectures— al! have been
brought together to form a work of enthralling interest to all
intelligent people. Among the great speakers whose speeches
are included in the work are:—
Lord Rosebery
Lord Beaconsfield
H. H. Asiuith
A. J. Balfour

W. E. Gladstone
Sir Edward Ciarke
Andrew Lang
D. Lloyd George
Winston Churchill
Mark Twain
Spencer Leigh Hughes
Sir Henry Irving

Joseph Chamberlain
Ma.\ ORell
R. Waldo Emerson
Harold Cox
Woodrow Vv^ilson

G. Bernard Shaw
Charles Dickens
John Bright

Chaunccy Depew
Sir A. Conan Doyle
Sir Edward Grey
Earl Halsbury

Lord Fislier

Abraham Lincoln
Justin McCarthy
Viscount Milner
M. Poincare
Whitelaw Keid
Tlieo.Ioro Roosevelt
Philip Snowden
Ian Maclaren
Augustine Birrcll

Sir A. W. Pinero
Etc., etc.

For the Public Speaker.
The value ofJhe work to the Public Speaker can hardly be

over-estimated. Each one of the speeches included in the work
serves as a model for the construction of a successful speech that
can be studied with advantage by the practised speaker and the
novice alike.

FREE BOOKLET.
The Publishers have prep.-;rcd an interesting Illustrated

Booklet—which they will send free—describing the work and
their offer to deliver the complete work as published for a first
payment of is. 6d. only, the balance being paid by small monthly
payments.

To the Caxton PrBLiSHixG Co., Ltd.,

244, Surrey Street, London, W.C.
Please send me, free of charge and without any obligation ou

my part, full particulars of "The Book of Public Speaking."

(Send this form or a postcard.)

Address..
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of sex is to be deplored, and undoubtedly tends to give

a certain morbid bias to the child's mind. But to erect

a tragedy, for the moral wreckage of Daniel is practi-

cally a tragedy, on the fact that a boy is told that

babies are found under gooseberry bushes, is to strain

the issue to vanishing point. Dan's parents carry re-

ticence to an extent rarely met with in these days. The
Puritan atmosphere of America as shown by Mr. Kauff-

man must be characterised as stiflh)g. The lady v;ho

referred to the " limbs " of her piano, legs being an im-

modest word, is still abroad in the land, and the victim

of this environment of ignorance and morbidity finds

'lier very difficult to reckon with. He meets with a

series of sordid adventures, at times unnecessarily

so ; he emerges from these experiences to fall in love

with Judith, the child of a neighbour, whom he had

known as a boy, and to whom he had been attracted

in his early youth. Judith has also suffered at the

hands of parental reticence, and has passed through

adventures of a varied description. She has bought

her knowledge in the same hard school as the man she

marries, and, as might be expected, he fiercely resents

it, for, as the author shows, to the end of time, or until

the reconstruction of society, there will be one moral

code for the man and another for the woman. The
tragic injustice of it all is expressed in a pregnant

phrase.

"At 10 o'clock that evening, in their hotel room in

Boston, Dan was facing his wife with horror in his

white hps and hatred in his voice. ' What have you
been ?

' he was demanding. ' Tell me the truth. By
God, don't you dare to lie to me. What have you
been ?

'

" And Judith, his wife, his mate, was looking up at

him with pu.^zled wonderment and fear. ' I thought

you knew,' she was saying ;
' I told you. I thought

you understood. What have I been? Nothing that

you've not been. What right have you to ask ?
'

"

m is> 9

A good title is the first essential for a popular novel.

Mr. Victor Bridges has made a good selection in The
Man from Nowhere (Mills and Boon, 6s.). The
hero drifts into the story in a fashion that intrigues

.the interest and opens up a whole avenue of possi-

bihties. Improbabilities there are of course-—we
expect them in a novel of this type—but the hero is a

pleasing and plausible person, and we pardbn the mar-

vellous things that come to pass, because the author

has grasped a fact too often overlooked by the modern
fictionist. He has learnt that the reader desires to be

amused, and that so long as he is not bored by plati-

tudes or wearied by an unending change of sensational

incidents will readily forgive the long arm of coinci-

ience for occasionally overstretching its reach. There

ire times when Mr. Bridges achieves a pictorial success.

He throws the figure of Jack Burton against a back-

ground of adventure, and though highly coloured the

icene serves to throw out the hero's strong points.

^lercia, the heroine, is a lovable girl, and, what is more
mportant, a very human one. Jack's adventures take

him in many and strange places, notably South

America, where he encounters desperate scoundrels

whom he gets rid of with dispatch. The book is

written in a bright, taking style, and deserves full

measure of success.
® » »

Mr. J. C. Squire is one of the most successful of

modem parodists. He has, indeed, passed that most

difficult test of all, wherein the parodist achieves some-

thing that in the matter of style might be credited to

the original author whom he satirises. STEPS TO
Parnassus (Howard Latimer, Ltd., 3s. 6d. net) in-

cludes some of the best work this brilliant young
writer has done. His dramatic sketches are inimit-

able, and the most successful is the skit on Maeterlinck,

entitled " Pelissier and Mariane." The dialogue has
caught the spirit of what the author calls the Higher
Drama, and the. dialogue reminds one irresistibly of

the great mystic at his best. Lovers of Maeterlinck
will recognise the master's manner, but while Mr.
Squire appeals irresistibly to the sense ©f humour,
there is in him nothing of spite or of the caustic spirit

that is found in more sardonic critics. We quote
the following as the most admirable of the author's

many examples. Pehssier: "Yes, I think we have
lost our way. ... I dreamt last night that I was walk-
ing, wallving amid the meshes of an enormous net of

bushes and plants which sucked and throttled me so

that I could hardly breathe, . . . and you, you were
there too, Mariane. I could hear you somewhere
making little cries, the cries I have often heard you
make when you have found some wounded thing

;

some" bird, perhaps, that the cruel cat has been
tormenting."

This and the parody of John Masefield are the most
characteristic selections. Brilliant and versatile, the

book will appeal to all those who appreciate the gift

of satire, rarest of all among literary men of to-day.

The threatened invasion of England by Germany
is still a popular topic among sensational writers. The
latest addition to war-scare fiction is THE SECRET OF
Sarm (Smith, Elder and Co., 6s.). The authors,

Messrs. Hugh Money-Coutts and W. R. MacDonald,
have thought out a thrilling plot and elaborated in

plausible succession a series of incidents, set forth with

a wealth of detail and a precision of statement that

are most effective. So realistic are certain scenes that

we are almost cheated into the belief that an alien

army is in our midst, and that we are honeycombed
by a regiment of spies. The tension of the story is

relieved by the occasional humorous reflections of the

hero, and the love motive is simple but effective.

The book^as a whole is pleasantly entertaining, and

provides a'clue number of thrills.
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BOOKS FOR HOUDAYMABJERS.

HANDBOOK TO GLOUCESTER CATHEDRAL.
By the Very Rev. DEAN OF GLOUCESTER.

Illustrated. Small Cr. 8vo. la. 6d. net.

MORNING POST: "It is a reminder that something not of this world is in the midst of everyday life."

STANDARD: "It deals pleasantly and not too pedantically with many beauties of a splendid specimen of

Perpendicular architecture."

SALISBURY PLAIN:
ITS STONES, CATHEDRAL, CITY, VILLAGES AND FOLK.

By ELLA NOYES. Sq. Medium 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.

OBSERVER: "This is good, honest, practical description. All Salisbury Plain comes into the scope, with its

charming and all-too-little-known valleys—as that of the Wylye, In which is the one spot of all England most favoured
by Cobbett."

DAILY CHRONICLE: "This book will be a perpetual joy to all who love Salisbury Plain. It bears on every page
the stamp of a devotee to the spirit of the place."

CAMPING WITH MOTOR=CAR AND CAMERA.
By ALDRED F. BARKER.

Illustrated from Photographs. Crown 8vo. 4s. 6d. net.

STANDARD : "Altogether there is a great deal to be thought of when contemplating a trip of a few weeks, aad
this book is full of invaluable bints.

"

PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR: "Those to whom the freedom of Camp Life appeals, will find in this book all the

necessary information with regard to camping equipments and arrangements."

The "MEDI/EVAL TOWNS" Series.
Illustrated. Fcap. 8vo. Cloth, 4s. 6d. net ; leather, 5s. 6d. net.

By Olipmant Smeaton
By Thomas Okey. Second Edition

... By T. A. Cook. Third Edition

By Ernest Gilliat-Smith. Third Edition

By Ernest Giluat-Smith

PLEASE. SEND FOR FULL PROSPECTUS.

EDINBURGH
PARIS
ROUEN
BRUGES
BRUSSELS .

A FRENCH ** EVERYMAN,"
TOUS LES CHEFS D'CEUVRE DE LA LITTERATURE FRANCAISE.

This is a series of French Masterpieces, covering a period of nine centuries, complete in 100 volumes. The value
of the comparative study of literature is now generally acknowledged. To this end French literature is of supreme
importance, and apart from the pleasure afforded to the mere lover of books, the series of French Classics, now being
issued as a companion to that of " Everyman Library," -will assist the appreciation of the reciprocal literary influence
exercised at different periods by ourselves and our neighbours. If. net each volume.

LATEST VOLUMES.
moliBre
MOLIERE.

LA ROCHEFOUCAULD .

Romanciers et Conteurs du XVIIIe
Slide . . . . .

. ThMtre III.

- Tb6atre IV.

MASSILLON, FLECHIER,
etc. ..... Extraits.

PASCAL Peusees.

LA FONTAINE - . . Fables et Petlts Poimes
AGRIPPA D'AUBIGNB - Les Tragigues.

SEND FOR FULL PROSPECTUS.

BOSSUET . • .

CARDINAL DE RETZ

Sentences et Maximes
morales, etc.

Morceaux ohoisis.

Oraisons fu n e b r e s.

Sermons, etc.

Meilleures pages des

Memoires,

J. M. DENT & SONS, LTD., 137, ALDINE HOUSE, BEDFORD ST., LONDON, W.C.
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Founder of the
World Famous

Bohn's Libraries.

IT
was a happy comparison of Emerson's when he

said that Bohn's Libraries had " done for

hterature what raih-oads have done for internal

intercourse." For it is incontestable that the

inauguration of the Standard Library by Henry
George Bohn in. 1847 marks an era in literary, and
indeed in social, history. To Bohn belongs tlie credit

of first making accessible to the general public, in

convenient form and at a popular price, translations

and reprints of the great masterpieces of the worlds
literature. It is scarcely too much to say that Bohn_
did for his age something of the same service that'

Caxton himself did for his.

C Bohn began his career as Continental buyer for

his father, and it was characteristic of his energy and
courage that at the height of the Napoleonic wars he

was busy purchasing books ont of the many family

libraries which in those times of crisis came into the

market. After some.j-ears in his father's employ-

ment he eventually set up for himself, acquired the

well-known premises in York Street once the resi-

dence of De Quincey, and quickly won a great name
as a pioneer in the process by which the greatest

literature has become the heritage of the people.

C In 1S64 the Libraries were bought by Messrs.

Bell and Daldy (now G. Bell and Sons, Ltd.).

since when no pains have been spared to extend and
improve the Series. "Bohn" has remained a great

reality, and become a great tradition, the name is a

proverb among booklovers, not without honour among
schoolboys, and full of memories and associations for

the scholar.

Carlyle's Opinion

:

i^m^L

"I may say in regard to all iiiauiicr of books,

Bohn's Publication Seties is the tise/iillest

tiling I knoxi."

Emerson's Opinion

:

"The translations of Bohn's Library have
done for literature what railroads have done

^for internal inferc'otirsc."

Bohn's
Popular I

Library
The pioneer series of cheap re-

Prints in new and distincfive

format.

One Shilling Net.
Fcap.Svo,tvith designed title-page, binding.

and end papers, strongly bound in cloth.

LIST OF FIRST 20 VOLUMES.
I. Swift (J.)—Gulliver's Travels.

2-4. Motley (J. L.)—Rise of the Dutch Republic. 3 vols.

5-C. Emerson (R. \V.)—Works; Vol. 1.—Essays and
Repfesentative Men.

Vol. II.—English Traits, Nature, and Conduct of Life.

7-S. Burton (Sir 4?.)—Bilgrimage to Al-Madinah and
Mecca. 2 vols.

9. Lamb (C.) -Essays of Elia, and Last Essays of Elia.

10. Hooper (G.)—Waterloo: The Downfall of ffie First

Napoleon.

11. 'Fielding (H.)'—Joseph Andrews.

12-13. Cervantes—Don Quixote. • 2 vols.

14. Calverley (C. S,)—The Idylls of Theocritns with The
Eclogues 'of Virgil.

15. finrney (F.)-^Ilvelina.

16. Coleridge (S. T.)—Aids to^Reflefction.

17-lS. Goethe-Poetry and Truth from my own Life. 2 vols.

19. Ebers (Georgl—An Egyptian Princess.

20. 'Voung (.\rthur)—Travels in France.

The volumes of Bohn's Popular Library, while convenient

for carrying in the pocket, are eminently suitable for the

library shelves.

SEND FOR DETAILED
PROSPECTUS TO-DAY.

To Messrs. GEO. BELL & SONS. LTD.,

Portugal Street, Kingsway, London, W.C.
Dear Sirs, , .

.

Please forward to me detailed prospectus of your

popular edition of Bohn's Library, containing a history

of the Series from their inauguration to the present day.

Signed...

Address.
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

PEACE has not endured long in the Balkans, and
the real value of thit much-belauded diplomacy,

whose triumph was so loudly proclaimed, is now
apparent. The Allies, as a cynic remarked, could be

relied on not to fight only so long as they were united

in fighting a common foe, and Abdul the Damned
must smile sardonically as he reads that his warnings

to Europe are fulfilled, and that now, when the re-

straining hand of the Unspeakable Turk is removed,

the Allies are at each other's throats. It is impossible,

we fear, to take a rosy view of the present situation,

complicated as it is by the grave danger that

Roumania may decide to take a hand in the desperate

game. As for the idea that the combatants can be

brought to reason by refusing them supplies of money,
little rehance can be based on this slender hope.

Money is very necessary to a country at war ; but

before now nations have dispensed with it—and won ;

and when the enemy is as insolvent and as desperate

as oneself, money talks, like reason, only in whispers.

The truth is, that in the Balkans new and young
nations are carving out their destinies, and they will

have to learn respect for each other—even at the cost

of war.

Readers of EVERYMAN will be interested to learn

that our Special Commissioner's articles on the ex-

cessive interest charged under our present pawn-
broking system formed the basis of a question which
Dr. Leach, M.P., addressed on Monday last to the

Home Secretary, whom he urged should appoint a

Select Committee of inquiry to investigate the evils

we have described. Mr. McKenna invited Dr. Leach
to produce the evidence on which the articles were
based. This is being done, and it is hoped that, as a
result, an official inquiry will take place. It may have
memorable results.

The death of M. Rochefort removes, not only one
of the most picturesque and bizarre figures that our
modern world has known, but one of the most power-
ful journalists who ever lived. Rochefort was a force

in France wiien our fatliers were young men, and his

pen shook the fxjwer of the third Napoleon years ago,

as, half a century later, it shook the Republic itself.

M. Poincare was a President after his own heart, but,

as one remembers with a pang, the old warhorse was
too enfeebled to join in the fray for him. Rochefort
had, doubtless, many faults of temper and a certain
hectic narrowness of vision ; but he was. a consunwnate
journalist, a great patriot, and, like Heine, " a faithful

v/arrior in the emancipation war of humanity." R.I.P.

Mr. Lloyd George's Insurance Amendment Act has
not aroused any delirious enthusiasm. Mr. Kingsley
Wood, an admitted authority, opines that it is but the
precursor of countless other measures, and that, in fact,

an amending Bill will, for many years to come, be an
annual Parhamentary event. Without adopting this

gloomy prophecy, it cannot be said that the measure
even faintly approaches finality, or that it begins to

meet the growing and serious criticisms of the friendly
societies in a matter that vitally concerns them.
Perhaps, however, it is hoped that these may be
forgotten in the excitement of the coming Land
Campaign, which it is now positively stated will open
this autumn.

The decision which Mr: Justice Darling this week
delivered in the action brought by Mr. Holmes
Dallimore against the Musicians' Union marks a new
and most important era in the endless chapter of labour
litigation, the last phase of which was the Trades
Disputes Act. Since then the confident and comfort-
able belief obtained, in labour circles that under no
circumstances could a Trade Union be sued for its

torts. Alas! the finding of the jury disposes of that
happy fiction. They found that as no " trade dispute

"

was in progress, the Act did not apply, and that the
trade unionists sued were liable under the law of the
land. Unless we are mistaken, the Dallimore decision
is likely to play as vigorous a part in the near future

as did the famous Taff Vale case, the cause cHcbrc that

brought the Labour party into being. If it stands on
appeal, Parliament will certainly be asked to set it

aside. Meanwhile rumour has it that the Government
are postponing for this session tlieir Bill to amend the
Osborne judgment. It looks- as if the Labour party
were going to be so busy that they would really have
to agree among themselves.

The Leicester election has had the result of delight-

ing everybody. The Liberal papers proclaim the
result as " splendid " because their candidate was
returned. The Tories are equally happy because his

majority was reduced, and the Labour party are con-
tent because their option over the second seat remains
intact. The memorable telegram despatched to the
Labourites on the eve of the poll has roused a heated
controversy and occasioned many speeches. Mr.
Ramsay Macdonald has been heckled, and Mr. Keir
Hardie, one of the veterans of the Labour party, has
been asked to give an explanation of the telegram he
did not send. The excitement has now abated, how-
ever, and unless an occasion arises favourable to its

resurrection, we may consider the incident closed.

The only people who might conceivably complain
are the electors, who find themselves represented by
a gentleman returned by a minority of votes.
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WHY NOT FIFTY-TWO BANK HOLIDAYS ?

the ethical and material benefit of a five days' working week

By Henry Wright

(

The Law, whether we hke it or not, is stepping in

more and more to regulate our lives. There is a

definite reason for it. We cannot protect ourselves

from each other! Combines of brain are more than
a match tor combmes of physique. The pen is

mightier than the sword. The combines of brain in a

conuneircial age can and do make helpless the rest of

the community.
Somewhere down about the middle of the Vic-

torian age this fact was discovered. And some-

how, as there was abroad a spirit of righteousness

among statesmen, as a whole, there came to be passed

Factory Acts and labour protection Acts of all kinds.

Whole armies of inquisitive officials were appointed to

look after the weaker brethren, and see that the new
kind of feudal lords and clever " supermen " of the

commercial age did not actually destroy prematurely

the " hands " superior brain and education had put

into their power. Of course, such an intrusion on the
" devil-take-the-hindmost " methods of society may
weaken it, but still, if we are really now going to try

to live up to the Sermon on the Mount, we must take

the consequences, whatever they may be!

II.

But, naturally, such an intrusion upon the doctrine

of laissez faire did cause much dissatisfaction. It

seemed a shocking thing to many in those Victorian

days that a man could not do what he liked with his

own—his own being the " hands " which came to him
and articulately asked

—

yes, asked—for employment.
If, as in the old feudal or African slave times, he had
captured his " hands," and held them by force

majeure, that would have been a different matter, and
all society would now rise against the wrong and
barbarity of it. But the " hands " came to him, and
begged and prayed for work ; from the child of ten

or twelve up to the old creature of seventy, they

tumbled over each other, and heaped themselves upon
the employer. Naturally, as a result, they asked less

and less in wages, leisure, and good air to work in.

Naturally, also, the employer accepted the lowest

bids. Nay, was he not doing the pleaders for his work
a good turn ? Otherwise they would have starved or

gone to the workhouse, to be a burthen on the rest of

the community. But somehow, in spite of this really

philanthropic attitude of the Man with the Brain, in

providing food lor the otherwise starving, each

Government, Conservative and Liberal, began to step

in more and more between master and man. The reign

of factory inspectors began. And it has gone on from
bad to worse for the " weakest to the wall " state of

society! Children are prevented from earning their

living! Men and women are not allowed to work
in buildings sanitary inspectors have not certified

as free from foul air. So, as I have said, things went
on from bad to worse, or from good to better, until

the climax came wKen even hours of labour were re-

stricted! And there is some talk now of a minimum
wage lor even these restricted hours! Well, we
must accept our age as we find it. Short of revolu-

tion, of w'ich I see no signs, which .shall restore to us

the good old days of the Manchester school, we
must submit to our Governmental system—almost

equally subversive of entire freedom of the individual

in this respect, whichever party is in power. We
must cut our coat according to our cloth—that is, cut

our hours of labour to our laws. Now the climax
seemed to have come with Ihe last half-holiday Act. But
has it ? I doubt it ! What about a whole holiday Act ?

A weekly Bank Holiday Act! Have you reflected

how near to it we have been brought? Suppose the
working hours on the legal half-holiday day are from
8 to I—that is, five hours. And there are five whole
working days of eight to nine ho'urs (feedingitimes in-

cluded). Now it only needs an hour longer on each of
those working days to make up the time required to

clear off the five hours and leave a whole day vacant.

And no less work done in a seven days' week!

III.

I don't know how the voting would go if it were
put to all workers as to whether they would rather

work an hour extra on five days a week if in ex-

change they had, as a result, clear from Friday night

until Monday morning for their very own. But I am
inclined to think the entire vote would go in favour
of this change. It would mean liberty, glorious

liberty, for nearly one-third of every worker's time

—

two days and three nights of every week he could
call his soul his own. A Bank Holiday every week of

his life! And, if he was paid by time or piecework,
no less wages for himself and no less work for his

employer. The ramifications of business are so enor-
mous it would take up too much space to unravel how
each trade and undertaking would be affected. But
you have two hard-pan facts to go upon. First, that

no less actual work would be done if you conceded
the one hour a day extra on the five working days

;

second, the visible fact that somehow on four occa-

sions at least of the year all the world manages to get
its business done in a five days' working week. If

the industrial world can do it four times a year, can
it not do it fifty-two times, especially with the
guarantee that in the seven days' week no less wo«k
shall be done? It is marvellous how society adapts
itself to changes. Everything is impossible till it is

tried. And then, when it is tried, and the country is

expected to go to the dogs as a consequence, it is

found the income tax payments rise, the death-rate

falls, and we wonder how people could have li\'ed with

no cinemas, railways, tubes. Cook's excursions, and
half-holidays

!

Now, this matter of the death-rate would, I think,

be seriously affected by the five-day week, and I am
sanguine enough to think even the income tax would
grow healthier and fatter. Opponents will say, up
would go the death-rate, because no workman could
stand a Bank Holiday every week! Of course he
would drink himself into the grave. Now that is just

one of the slanders inflicted on the working man by
what may be called the Bank Holiday fringe of

working men—the one or two per cent, who, at the

end of the day, intoxicated as much, mind, by unusual
fresh air and an unused sense of liberty as by beer,

make Bank Holiday night hideous. So, my friends of
the leisured classes, might you do the same if you were
only let out of imprisoned circumstances four times a
year instead of every day of your lives.
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ly.
But even that excitable fringe is going down yearly.

Police courts again and again report that " there were
no Bank Holiday charges," or that they were " un-
usually small." And as the too-much-fresh-air-all-at-

once-plus-beer drawbacks diminish, the fresh-air-pure-

and-unadultcrated benefit increases. I think no one
who has been inside a large business concern, or a
small one either, can have failed to be struck with
the benefit in physique the Bank Holiday brings.

Even the one day seems to have perceptibly added to

the strength and spirits. Monday after Sunday is a

bad working day for the majority. But with a two
days' holiday coming togetlier, the fatigue is got over
en the first day, and the next is the day of solidifying

the recuperation of the faculties. So that Bank
Tuesday finds bright looks and good tempers, while
Monday often finds dullness and bad tempers. The
rest begun has not been completed, and leaves the

animal morose!
Brain workers, of course, are a law unto themselves,

and most of these important labourers do their work
on a five days' week. The City, the heart of the com-
mercial world, is left on Saturdays largely to the
" fetch-and-carry " part of its denizens. It is deserted
by an ever-increasing percentage of those who make
the City what it is. They will be found at home or

abroad, as the case may be, but not at the office. They
may be using their brains, but it is to the tune of golf-

balls or to the soft plash of the waves of the sea. At
any rate, they are getting in fresh energy from air,

earth, and sky, because they know the five working
days will benefit.

Nov/, if the important work of the world can be done
under a five days' regime, why should not the unimpor-
tant ?—especially as these parental-tyrannical Govern-
ment days we live under have brought the thing within

sight. It is too bad of this stern father to leave

matters at a stage just short of doing a tremendous
benefit—that is, just short of giving us all a Bank
Holiday every week in exchange for a paltry extra

hour's work on our five working days!

V.
When you come to think of it, it is really surprising

that when at this fell work of curtaihng the liberty

of the subject Governments did not see how much
more satisfying to the majority a whole holiday would
h<fve been. And I think it would have stopped an
enormous lot of grumbling on the part of the victims

!

One of the httle items of Bank Hohday benefits, I

have noticed, is that many of the released working
men are really rather glad to get back to work after

two whole days' leisure, especially those wlio have no
hobbies or no allotments of their own to cultivate.

They have had time to recognise there is some in-

terest in work, after all. Partly from habit and partly

from liking, they rwiew work with zesi. Ah, that zest

!

If employers only knew what it means, and how it

will turn the eight hours' day into a sixteen hours' day
in results, they would have " bottles " of it laid in for

their workmen's use, even if it were the price of cham-
pagne! Some firms, I notice, have, indeed, set up a
" bar," with bottles labelled " profit-sharing," as a zest

tonic

!

The five-day week should cure the strike habit, too,

"hich is growmg to such appalling proportions. With
three nights and two days their very, very own, the
intelligent working men, who lead strikes for shorter

hours as much as for higher wages, would have a share
of the hberty and fresh air of their masters in which
to exercise for their own ends that superior education
.which makes them kick at eternal brainless hand-

work. Instead of drinking and lazying away their

free Saturdays and Sundays or Mondays, they would
employ tliem in some change of occupation which, on
Mr. Gladstone's authority, is the best of all rests. At
any rate, they would have time to look round and think
and be their own masters for nearly one-third of their

time. That should cure them of the sensation of per-
petual slavingj wliich is at tlie root of modern strikes

!

Out of this class of emancipated intelligence you
might even get wonderful results. Out of tliese

leisure hours whole new processes of human progress
might be evolved. Darwins, Kelvins, Stephensons,
Edisons, might be multiplied ad lib.! There is no
end to tlic things the intelligent working man might do
to help the world's progress if you gave him not only
a day's rest, but a day's work that suited his own
special bent. It would lead to the Individualisation of
the whole community if you gave it time to think.

Those who do think would have time to recoup their

physical powers and exercise their mental powers,
even if only doing beast of burthen work five days a
week.

Of course, newspapers would fall in with the five-

day week ! And that would be a further help to Indi-
vidualisation. For two days people would be thrown
back on their own brains. That should help to evolve
original and new ideas, of which we are told there is

such a lack in these times—both in business and in

literature.

VI.

But what about the milkman ?—to use him as an
example of the humble but needful work tliat must
go on seven days a week. Well, to begin with, he
wouldn't be any worse off than on his present four
Bank Holidays, and all the people who drink his milk
would be forty-eight days better off. Undoubtedly
we have got over bigger stumbling-bloeks in social
progress than providing the ' milkman with a five-

days' working week. Shall we call the milkman an
intermittent worker? There are many trades which
have intermittent workers. Very often a shopkeeper
has to sit an hour without a customer, or a cabby
without a fare, or a barrister without a brief. It is

true, they are on the rack and rank—that is, they are
waiting for business. Still, they do not reach the
stage of exhaustion, unless by way of worry, which
is often inevitable in six days' continuous work. They
have not steady manual or brain work. They rather
belong to the leisured class, who do a bit of work
when so disposed. I don't envy either the slack bar-
rister, cabby, or shopkeeper ; but if you could take
the worry element away, they certainly have " a sort

of " leisure millionaires might envy.

But the tendency of modern life is more and more
to bring work into masses, and it is this tendency to
concentrate and produce in quantity whicli has brought
about all that interference with personal hberty that
has given us half-holiday and factory Acts. When we
all lived in our own homes and grew our own food
and made our own clothes and were our own masters,
we were in the position of the none-too-busy-but-just-

enough-to-keep-occupied class.

But that is all over now, and we live by the social

limap, and we are beginning to find out that by the
social lump we must be cured of social evils. I cannot
help thinking, if we have found regulation of hours of
labour good for six days, that if we now SWUNG
ROUND, and left -five days to look after them-
selves, as to hours of labour, and turned our attention

to the possibility of giving everyone two glorious free
days, we should have : a vastly brighter, stronger,

healthier community.
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COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD
Persia ^ j» By J. M. Hone

I.

The configuration and climate of Persia lend them-
selves to simple and rapid exposition. Persia is a

tableland, 2,000 to 5,000 feet above sea level, and in

area about a million square miles, the main features

of which are long ranges and detached mountains.

The east side only is all plain. Of Persian lakes the

most important are Urumiah in the north-west, Bakh-
tegan in the south centre, and Seistan in the east,

all of them salt and wantmg in outlets. Of Persian

rivers, the Karun, which joins the- Shatt-el-Arab, at

the head of the Persian Gulf, in Mohammerah, is

alone navigable. The more fertile parts of the in-

terior, west and south-west of the great Iranian

plateau, are watered by snow streams, which establish

irrigation channels, and finally lose themselves in the

desert sand. Persian rose-gardens seem to be largely

a poetic licence ; but the climate of the tableland is

favourable, cold and bright in winter, temperate in the

intermediate seasons, and the main centres of popula-

tion, being usually situated in the vicinity of hills, are

protected from excessive heat in summer. Persia has

five neighbours—Russia and Turkey on the west,

Turkestan, Afghanistan, and Baluchistan on the east.

II.

Ethnologically de.scribed, Persia is a chaos of races,

and eludes definition. Ancient Iran ended with the

Parthians. The new era began with the Sassanides

;

Semitic influence then became preponderant. Hence-
forth Persia was, as Gobineau says, an Oriental

empire, in the moral sense of this expression. To-day
broad division is made between the Turks, Arabs, and
Kurds as alien varieties, on the one hand, and the

Persians proper on the other. The population of the

country is roughly estimated at 7,000,000. Arabs,

Turks, and Kurds number about half this total. These
elements are largely nomadic, yet they have strangely

influenced the course of Persian history. The present

Kajar dynasty is Turkish, and, though now in its de-

cline, once showed itself to be possessed to a consider-

able degree of the gift for government. The older

elements, who claim the Iranian tradition, but have
probably been largely Mongolised and Semitised,

reveal different characteristics according as they in-

habit plain or mountain. Thus, the Bakhtiari, who
have lately dominated the Persian situation, boast of

courage, physique, and a high sense of honour, if not
of administrative power ; but tliis and the other moun-
tain tribes of the south-west are nearer to the Arab
than to the regular Persian type. The genuine
Persian, sometimes called Farsi, is a town dweller, an
artist, a sceptic, a lover of pleasure, a courtier, a man
of subtle intellect but unreliable will. Quick to

grasp European ideas, it was he who projected the
recent revolution ; but he lacked the practical capacity
and industry, and perhaps the political integrity, to
" make good."

HI.

The traveller from Europe to Persia vid Russia
and the Caspian enters the Shah's Empire at the port
of Enzeli. The shore is moist, rich, and unhealthy,
famous for the production of silk, with jungles in

which wild beasts abound. The chain of the Elburz
descends rapidly towards the "lake at the world's
edge," in the midst of magnificent forests. The

traveller crosses the Elburz, gains the tableland, and
discerns the domes of the Persian capital. Teheran,
with its 200,000 inhabitants, stands upon a stony

plain, with one of the greatest of Asian mountains,

Demavend, the highest peak of the Elburz range,

18,600 feet, in close proximity. From Teheran
to Ispahan is 400 miles across desert, a carriage

journey of five days. Ispahan was once the capital

of Iran, is still a great religious centre, and has a popu-
lation of 100,000. Shiraz, capital of the province of

Ears, is the next stage ; from Shiraz the traveller

descends gradually through the gorgeous scenery of

the Kotals into the Persian Gulf, the shore of which i.s

in contrast to that of the Caspian, dry, stony, and
devoid of cultivation. The line of this itinerary, the

one usually chosen by sightseers from Europe and
India, represents one of the main arteries of Persian

life, and connects the two chief outlets of foreign

trade, the Caspian or Russian, the Gulf or British.

But it does not touch Tabriz, the capital of the pro-

vince of Azerbaidjan, which is situated 400 miles

north-west of Teheran, nor the interesting district

around Lake Urumiah, nor the Kurdish country near
Tabriz. Meshed, the holy city, capital of the province
of Khorassan, a stone's-throw from Turkestan ; Ker-
manshah and Hamadan, in the west centre ; the fertile

Karun valley, and Mohammerah, at the head of the
Persian Gulf, important in connection with the pro-

jected extension of the Baghdad railway—all these

must also be the goals of separate expeditions from
the Persian capital.

IV.

The scenery of Persia is often monotonous ; yet, if

we want proof of the fascination of the country, we
find it in the abundance of the literature of Persian
travel and its high level of excellence. Ruins, sculp-

tured rocks, mosques, and tombs preserve the memory
of the Acheminides and the Sassanides, of Tamerlane
and Darius. Nor is the Shah's empire without
contemporary culture. Manners and learning sur-

vive, in spite of miserable political conditions, with
the influences that formed the spirit of the race. The
heroes of Firdousi still act upon the popular imagina-
tion. Reverence is paid to-day to Sadi and to Hafiz,

The mollahs retain their subtle theological sense.

Social life and customs preserve their distinction.

V.

It is only lately that Persia has become an acute
problem for the European diplomatist. But for a
hundred years and more Great Britain has regarded
supremacy in the Persian Gulf as a corner-stone of
her foreign policy, and, since Napoleon dreamed his

dreams, has realised that Persia might be used by the
other Powers as a stepping-stone to India. Persia
was an absolute monarchy. But with a court of
Kajar princes, who paid the Shah for the privilege of
being the satraps and tax collectors of the provinces,

there was really no organisation of government in

the country. Teheran was the scene of an obscure
diplomatic rivalry between Great Britain and Russia.

Yet Persia escaped internal revolution and foreign

conquest. She had wily foreign ministers in her
Shahs, who knew how to play off Muscovite against

Britisher, and the rich, even though they acquired
their wealth most unscrupulously, had habits ol
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generosity and tolerance which, with the fatal-

ism of the people, made the situation seem
tolerable enough. The Kajars had, moreover, to
reckon with the Church—with the mollahs, seyyids,
and monijaheds, who had complete power in religious
matters, and could even enter the domain of civil

affairs with authority. Here, indeed, we face the
salient feature of Persian life, the most significant

factor in Persian history—religion. Shiism, the perse-

cuted form of Mohammedanism, political in origin, as

it may be traced to a dispute over the Prophet's suc-
cessor, made its home on the plateau of Iran. It has
given the Shah's subjects a common memory and a
common tradition. Without it there were no Per-
sian nation to-day, for the Iranians of the
ancient world failed after the Arab conquest to
assimilate the new ethnical elements, and Persia
had, therefore, passed into history but for the
cohesive agency of the martyr faith. To-day, with
the exception of about 125,000 Jews and Armenians,
the whole population—Arab of Arabistan, Turk
of Azerbaidjan, Iranian of Ispahan—is Shiite. We
must also thank Shiism for the fact that, alone
amongst Mohammedan nations, Persia continues to

contribute to the spiritual heritage of the world.

Shiism permits the practice of reading into the Koran
any meaning that may be chosen. Thus it has served
as a vessel for all the religious ideas of Persian genius
•—Dualism, Gnosticism, Manicheism. Thus it reflects

the teachings of Indian philosophy.

VI.
The advance of Germany into Asia Minor, the

Anglo-Russian entente, and internal revolution are the
three main considerations from which one forecasts
the future of Iran. Contact with Europe and the
influence of the more enlightened mollahs produced
the crisis wliich forced the Shah Muzaffer-cd-din to
open a Parliament in Teheran. His son, Mohammed
Ali, attempting to regain absolute power, lost the
throne in 1909 under circumstances that are still fresh
in the public memory. But the victorious Constitu-
tionalists failed to achieve the regeneration of their

country. Disorder continued to spread. Russian
troops entered Azerbaidjan, and are to-day in occu-
pation of a great part of Northern Persia. The Mejliss,

or Parliament, has been dissolved. The Regent for the
little boy Shah resides in Paris. The Exchequer is

empty, and the State non-existent. The tribes of the
centre and south act upon their own sweet will. British

prestige declines. Cabinets meet at Teheran, break,
and are re-formed ; at most they are but the instru-

ments of the Russian legation.

vn.
Persian Nationalists claim, with a good appear-

ance of truth, that the Constitution was not given

a fair chance. They assert that Russia, proving
false both to spirit and letter of the Anglo-Russian
agreement, intrigued against the Mejliss, and thus

deliberately created the pretexts upon v^hich her
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armies have entered Azerbaidjan. They maintain
that Great Britain, submitting to the apparent
exigencies of the European situation, permitted Russia
to compass the destruction of Persian independence.
It is difficult to see the end. Russia is in no hurry to
" conquer " Iran. But she takes every opportunity of

e.xtending the hmits of her occupation, and of con-
sohdating her power in the north, and it is too late

for Great Britain to protest except at the risk of the
entente. Sir Edward Grey is equally reluctant to

accept the other alternative—a British occupation in

the south, where our sphere of influence, as defmed by
the Anglo-Russian agreement, lies—although the dis-

ordered condition of these parts occasions considerable
loss to British trade. Such a step would tend towards
the establisliment of an Anglo-Russian protectorate in

Persia and coterminous frontiers. Things drift. A
Blue Book on Persian affairs has just been published.
So puzzling is the situation depicted therein that even
Imperialists are preaching a counsel of despair, and
advocate the absolute abandonment of British

interests in the south -of Persia.

VIII.

But events will march when the foreign capitalists

and financiers have matured their plans for the indus-
trial exploitation of Iran. Persia stagnates for want
of railways, and in the building of railways hes her
chief hope of prosperity. Inland trade has hitherto
been carried on caravan tracks or on the few roads
which British and Russian enterprise has provided.
At present almost half the population of Persia is

nomadic, and the growth of an industrial middle class

needs encouragement. But the Persian Government
has not the money wherewith to encourage vast under-
takings, and the rich grandees will not invest in a
scheme which must finally direct itself against the
corrupt conditions, now prevaihng, on which they
thrive. The Concessionaires are, therefore, foreigners.
Various projects are being considered. Of these, an
Indo-European railway is the most sensational—

a

complete overland route from Paris through Persia
and Baluchistan to Delhi. Objections are lodged
against the proposal from the strategical standpoint of
Great Britain. It would fmally, it is said, involve the
occupation of Khorassan by Russia, and menace
British dominion in India. Apart from this project, a
Russian company has already surveyed a line from
•Yulfa to Tabriz, the country to be served being within
the limits of the present Russian police control. A
British company has a two years' option to build a
railway from Mohammerah, at the head of the Persian
Gulf, to Khorammabad, the idea being an eventual
junction in Hamadan with the Russian railway, ex-
tended via Kasvin, and a branch line from Kasvin to
the capital. Finally, the Potsdam Agreement of 1910
between Germany and Russia provides for the con-
struction of a railway from' Teheran to Khanikin, on
the Turkish frontier, -viA Hamadan, with Khanikin as
a terminus of the Baghdad line. It is likely that
the various interests concerned in these schemes will
bring their influence to bear upon the British and
Russian Governments for a settlement of the Persian
question upon stable lines.

THE WOMAN TEACHER
The results of the competition for the best arb'cle on
"The Woman Teacher" will, we hope, very shortly
be issued. The number of contributions has proved
very large, and extreme pressure of business has pre-
vented us completing the final selections.

THE CASE FOR THE
MISSIONARY

By DR. PERCY DEARMER
I.

The most vital and fruitful movements of an age are

sometimes little noticed by the world at large till that

age is past It may be that future generations will

look back upon the present century and hold it

remarkable for having achieved the Christianisation

of the world. This may seem strange to those who
judge the direction of the tide by the surface-currents

of politics and " events of the day." The newspapers
refer but httle to foreign missions, the average man
often still has impressions of quaintness in connection
with the missionary (who, in the days of our youth,

was supposed to go about with a white choker, top-

hat, black gloves, and large umbrella), and ignorance
about the work is profound except among those who
are definitely enthusiastic on the subject. Yet
students of missionary statistics tell us that Chris-

tianity is spreading in Asia as rapidly as it did in

Europe during the first centuries of our era.

If this be so, the fact is fraught with immense con-
sequences, not only for the non-Christian races, but
for Christendom itself, since an Asiatic Christianity

would react enormously upon the religion of Europe.
And certainly, whatever may be the future rate of

conversions, Asia has now definitely come within the
orbit of Christendom ; no more will it be said of her
that

"She let the legions thunder past,

Then plunged in thought again."

The "unchanging East" is changeless no longer.

Whether she accepts that which is best in us or not,

she is taking over our inventions and our methods,
and even our horrid clothes.

II.

This fact alone has changed the aspect of mis-
sionary work, and has rendered obsolete the " Why-
can't-you-let-them-alone ? " argument of those Euro-
peans who dislike foreign missions. It used to be
said that we ought to leave the non-Christian races in

the undisturbed enjoyment of their ancestral creeds
and ideas. This was at best an obscurantist argu-
ment ; for if we ought to refrain from bringing new
facts before an Asiatic, we ought by the same reason-
ing to refrain from bringing new facts before any-
body, and we ought to abolish our schools and have
"Everyman's Encyclopaedia" burnt by the common
hangman. There was really a good deal of half-

acknowledged contempt in the argument—his own
religion was good enough for the Asiatic, it kept hun
in his place, and why should we unsettle him by dis-
turbing his ancestral ideas ? Now, those who believe
that all men are equal in God's sight cannot share that
contempt : for them nothing is too good for the Asiatic,
nothing that God has given for tlie enlightenment of
mankind. They cannot but take the missionary
position; for to them their Christianity is the most
precious thing they possess, and therefore they are
bound by the first principles of altruism to offer it to
others. How can they offer their inventions, their
methods of government and education, and not offer
also that religion which has been the soul of Western
progress ?

But, whatever else may happen, the non-Christian
races are not going on in the undisturbed enjoyment
of their ancestral ideas. If the missionary did not
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Upset them, the statesman and the scientist, the

merchant and the soldier would. Asia wtjuld in any

case borrow those detestable instruments of slaughter

which are the result of our advance in science, and

which would make a hell of the world, did we not know
that their use is wrong because our religion is against

the very principle of war, and did we not try our best

to keep the peace. The obscurantist argument of

leaving the rest of the world alone has become obso-

lete in our own time.

III.

What, then, ought we to do ? Ought we to tell Asia

(for instance) about Herbert Spencer and not about

Christ? There are some people living in Christen-

dom who dislike the religion which is as the very air

they breathe, and to which they owe whatever is best

in them. Such people are apt to select the faults of

Christian nations and the virtues of other peoples, and

then to proclaim the inferiority of the civilisation to

which they belong. Naturally, they are angered at

the very thought of foreign missions ; but the plain

facts are against them, and we may leave them to the

growth of a wider judgment. There remain, how-
ever, a large number of men who retain a prejudice

against missionaries which has not any such definite

basis. There used to be much justification for the

prejudice. Missionary enthusiasts were often narrow

and ignorant, provincial in their ideas, and unlovely

in their dogmas. The name of Exeter Hall used to

be applied (doubtless unjustly) to this type of sincere

but uncultivated religion. Some obscure centres used

to send out half-educated men, whom no bishop would

have accepted for ordination in an English diocese, to

preach their crude ideas among cultivated Indians or

Chinese. In fact, men were not seldom admitted to

foreign work who were considered not up to the

standard of work at home. The temptation was
great to a young man who found himself some-

thing of a hero in his own church or chapel, and,

with httle discipline or education, was promoted to be

a "missionary to the heathen." He often did ex-

tremely well, and English travellers have told me that

men of this type generally lead most self-sacrificing

and useful hves. Still, they were met on the great

steamships, and often did not create a favourable

impression, and they discounted for many minds the

example of the many real saints and scholars who go

out to be missionaries.

IV.

But that inferior type is disappearing, and with it

the imperfect mentality which used to be common.

The Churches are now sending of their best, and the

heroic men and women who, by the thousand, have

given up everything to serve their fellow-men are the

typical missionaries of to-day. Moreover, the mis-

sionary point of view has greatly changed. Those
who wish to know how much it has changed can judge

for themselves by reading the new " International

Review of Missions" (Oxford University Press), or

the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel's maga-

zine, T/te East and the West, which is already ten

years old. The missionary world of to-day is as wise,

as fair, as statesmanhke as any other great depart-

ment of human thought and activity. There is no

crudeness now about the chief missionary organs, and

no fanaticism ; but there is the spirit of an intense

faith and enthusiasm. And no one who knows the

student world will deny that this missionary enthu-

siasm has caught the younger generation as it never

did before.

V.

And what is the missionary principle in its simplest

and least controversial form ? It is this. There came
into the world a Man called Jesus Christ. Apart from
all theological questions, it is agreed by all intclhgent

non-Christians that His character was one of peculiar

holiness and beauty ; that He has had an extra-

ordinary power in winning the devotion of mankind

;

that He claimed to enlighten and bless mankind ; and
that the nations who have followed Him have been
enlightened already in a remarkable degree. This
being so, it is clearly to the interest of all other nations
that they should know about this wonderful Man
who has made so deep a mark on human history : they
ought in their own interests to know, and they have
a right to hear, and to judge for themselves. And
we who have behind us centuries of the Christicin ex-
perience have no right to keep it back, but have a

duty to tell them.
fjr^ JF^ v^

THE AVERAGE MAN.
There are few authors of to-day who attempt to
visualise the man in the street, who try with tiny de-
gree of success to estimate his weaknesses, appraise
his strength, prove his ambitions and the secret de-
sires of his heart. Monsignor Benson, in THE
Average Man (Hutchinson, 6s.), has achieved a
triumph. He casts his story in a commonplace set-

ting, and the men and women of whom he writes are
the type one meets in the train, the tube, going home
or to the office. We are accustomed to associate the
genius of this author with tales of the supernatural, and
those who read with a thrill of horror the great scene
in " The Necromancers " will be arrested by the skill

with which the psychology of Percy is developed.
For the novel is in effect a drama of the emotions.
The play is enacted in the heart of the average young
man of the piece. Percy, swept by every wind that
blows, goes with Reggie to a service in a Catholic
Church, and, under the eloquence of Fatlier Hilary, is

filled with a conviction of sin, and received into

the Catholic Church. The progress of Percy on the
road of self-illusion and indulgence is admirably
sketched. His parents come into a fortune, he is

translated into a country house, with wealthy friends

and agreeable surroundings, where he takes the colour
of his surroundings, responds to the latest influences,

and as easily drifts from Catholicism as he drifted into

it We all of us know Percy—who has not met him,

liked him, and ultimately despised him .' Unfairly,

we admit, for of the many who swim with the tide, how
few there are with strength to stand against it ?

Side by side with the egotistical weakling, swayed by
each emotional breeze, the author has painted for us a
man who belongs to "the clumsy, slow, sensitive,

obstinate type, whose senSe of duty is their sole

motive." Mr. Main had been a curate in the Church
of England, and at the cost of all earthly advance-
ment, he had joined the Romish Church—simply

because he though it was right

!

" This kind of man simply was not looking for sym-
pathy ; he took his burden as an obvious and inevit-

able thing ; he must just struggle with it, and, if he
felt, he did not expect to be sympathised with. . . .

Father Hilary had seen, only this afternoon, a horse

fall in Church Street under a heavy load, and lie there,

with patient, uncomplaining eyes. He remembered
this now."
And this faithful, wonderful picture of a man's soul

stays with us long after the image of Percy has passed

away. For, after all, surely it is Mr. Main who is the

average man, as Monsignor Benson has discovered

him. J. K. P.
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GEORGE ELIOT > ^ ^ By C. Sheridan Jones
I.

There used to be a delightful legend extant in literary

London a generation or so ago of a certain ever-

superior and didactic philosopher, a man of middle age

and of a growing reputation that, later, was to spread

through Europe. He was laying down the law very

emphatically upon the subject of woman's suffrage.

Suddenly he was challenged by a young lady member
of the party.

Now, the philosopher was a "putter-down," a man
of encyclopaedic knowledge and of terrible exactness ;

a thrill of sympathetic horror ran through the

assembled savants when the young lady entered the

lists against him. But she answered him point by
point, giving case after case, until the perplexed sage,

who was a bad loser, beat a hasty—perhaps a rather

undignified—^retreat, greatly to the delight of the

friends he had so often tossed and gored and trampled

on. The name of that philosopher was Herbert

Spencer, and the lady was George Eliot.

II.

The incident was followed by a closer acquaintance

between the two antagonists, and Spencer, in his softer,

not to say more human, moments, thought of himself

as a possible suitor for her hand. It is dreadful to

think what might have happened had Spencer persisted

in his suit—dreadful, that is, for George Ehot. The
bickerings, the quarrels, tlie humiliations that would
have followed on life with that impossible man—how
the modern biographer would have gloated on the

feast spread before him! But it would have had its

consolations for us, for, while George Eliot had much
of the serene detachment, the almost inhuman im-

passivity that characterised the author of " Justice,"

she had, in a greater degree than any other woman
novelist, that divine gift of humour which he so lacked.

What a picture she would have drawn of the philo-

sopher shouldering his way along the platform at

Paddington, so intent on preserving his latest MS. that

he had attached it by string to the middle of his body
(the said MS., of course, was being dragged along the

platform to the annoyance of the tripping passengers),

insisting on travelling in a hammock slung across the

compartment so that he did not feel the vibration, and
with the porters and officials only reconciled to these

idiosyncrasies by the vociferated fiction of his com-
panions that the elderly eccentric was Earl Spencer.

III.

The scene and the man seems almost to have hap-
pened for George Ehot to describe, for, as I have
always thought, it is in her humour, so quiet, so deadly,

so restrained, and withal so pitying and so genial, that

the greatest of all our women writers is at her best.

Other novelists, when they depict the foibles of man-
kind/make us forgive them. George Eliot makes us

love her characters for their very limitations. We
love Hetty Sorrel for her very childish vanity and
weakness. We love Maggie Tulliver for the very
quahties that undo her. Even poor muddle-headed
Mr.' Brooke, whose speech on the hustings one can
never forget, we think of with kindly emotion. A
very different novelist, Samuel Warren, it may be re-

membered, placed one of his characters. Tittlebat Tit-

mouse, in exactly the same dilemma as the unfortunate
candidate. The crowd pelted him. They only
laughed at Mr. Brooke. That, it seems to me, is the
cardinal difference between George Eliot and other
writers. If it is true that to understand is to forgive,

then her humour taught us the greatest lesson maa
can learn.

IV.

No doubt it is the fact that this humour of hers lit

up the somewhat sombre recesses of an austere nature,

reared amid even gloomy surroundings, that makes it

so distinctly precious. Robert Evans, her father, who
was agent to Colonel Newdigate, was a Tory of a

school that has long passed away. " I was accus-

tomed," says his daughter, "to hear him utter the

word ' Government ' in a tone that charged it with awe,

and made it part of my effective religion, in contrast

with the word ' rebel,' which seemed to carry the

stamp of evil in its syllables." But a " rebel " George
Eliot grew up, notwithstanding. Her mother, she

tells us, had a " considerable dash of the Mrs. Poyser
vein in her "

: that mother whose family stood for the

Dodsons, with those four wonderful aunts, in the
" Mill on the Floss."

It was in the pages of the Westminster Review, then

famous as the organ of the philosophic Radicals, that

George Eliot first broke ice as a Hterary force. Here
she met Spencer, and Spencer introduced her to

George Henry Lewes, whom it is interesting to note

that she describes as a sort of " miniature Mirabeau
"

on his first appearance. There have been few unions

more romantic in the whole history of letters than that

between the young literary aspirant and the middle-

aged, careworn, but still briUiant writer, whose
sorrows appealed to the young authoress perhaps as

much as his genius. It is of her union with Lewes that

George Eliot wrote to the old and estranged friends

of her austere youth :
" From the majority of persons,

of course, we never looked for anything but condemna-
tion. We are leading no life of self-indulgence, ex-

cept indeed that, being happy in each other, we find

everything easy. We are working hard to fulfil every

responsibihty that lies upon us. Levity and pride

would not be a sufficient basis for that." Thus George
Ehot in her own defence ; and it remains to be said

only that, when she met him, Lewes' own home had
been broken up in sorrow for over two years.

V.

Much has been said in criticism of Lewes' influence

on George Eliot's work from an artistic point of view.

But this much is certain : that to the day of his death

her work drew strength and colour from the society of

the man to whom she was devoted. Her days were
passed in extraordinary and unflagging industry, and
she was assiduous in close and faithful studies, not

only of science and philosophy, but of art, music, and
literature. George Henry Lewes died on November
28th, 1878, and the entry in George Eliot's diary

runs :
" Here I and sorrow sit." She read no letters :

she touched no work, but remained "a bruised

creature, shrinking from the tenderest touch." At
length the loneliness of her life was broken. An
affection, deep and sincere, sprang up between
her and the Rev. W. J. Cross, whom she married,

and once again she tasted what she called to her

sister-in-law "a wonderful renewal of my hfe, <. , >

through your brother's great gift of love to me."

Alas ! that renewal of life was to last but a little while.

In December, i-88o, George Eliot joined the "choir

invisible," and the greatest woman writer of our

language, one of the greatest of the Victorians, passed
away on the midnight of Christmas Eve, after a record

of achievement unsurpassed in the whole of litera-

ture.
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PERSONALITY IN LITERATURE ^ ^ ^ BY
DANIEL CORKERY

I.

When we see the work of a new writer proclaimed

as rich with personahtyj what are we to expect?

Scmetliing as violent in its gesture as it is crude in its

thought? Something all force, all energy—a figure

whose every muscle is tense, swollen, whose hand is

raised to strike ?

If this class of work be personal what are we to say

of classic wcrk? Take Matthew Arnold's poems as

a sample of latter-day classic work: could any body
of poetry be more instinct with personality? Reject
" The Forsaken Merman," which I can never think of

as Arnold's, and all that remains is full of the poetr-
is Mattliew Arnold himself, and at his best—not petu-

lant, not meanly combative, as in so many of the essays

where he is out to score points, but nolsle if pensive,

high-minded if not calm, tolerant if assured. And his

poems live.

Such personality as is in them is not to be carried

off by violence, not to be achieved by the hysterical.

For personality is a far land, won to only by hardy
pilgrims. It is style!

II.

To say as much is to come home to the old phrase

—

the style is the man. Yet surely this is a phrase about

which we might think a little more often ; we need to

realise it anew. But it is at once objected : What is

style? It is travelling in a circle to reppat: style is

personality. Putting; the same statement in another

form might, however, bring out more clearly its relation

to this discussion: there can be no personality where
there is no style. Now, there are styles and styles

—

surely ! But to all styles there is one common denomi-

nator—that is discipline. Orpen, Sargent, Lavery, are

all three brilliant painters—strong in styles not

academic. To all three styles one quahty is common

—

the freedom that comes of discipline. That freedom

—

may we say that effective freedom ?—is the characteris-

tic of all good art work. How different it is with the
" strong " " personal " writers ! Their boast seems to be
the absence of style! If it please you, they achieve,

not art, but life! Life, as our finite eyes observe it,

is formless, chaotic ; so is their work. In this is its

greatness

!

But Life achieves here and there a perfect flower

—a face, a deed, an ideal ; and their work does

not. That face of beauty, that deed, that ideal—they

arise not without travail. Ideal, deed, face—they are

not fleurs du mat. An infinity of restraint has preceded

their advent. So that if our strong personal writers

will not learn of the great ones that have gone before,

let them learn of life itself, with which they boast such

intimacy.

III.

I have said their work does not achieve a fine

flower—not even one. Take Masefield. No one

denies his merits. But his apologists—they are hard

put to find a passage worthy of quotation. Indeed, his

muse goes in rags—not because he deals with what

we speak of as low life, but because the artist has not

disciplined himself. And these rags become doubly
noticeable when a would-be friend plucks a stanza

from " The Widow " or " The Dauber " and sets it on
a pedestal. Here is a couplet from his poem,
" Biography " :—

" When the rent chapel on the brae at Slaius
Shone with a doorway opening beyond brains."

Opening beyond brains! There is the absence of

style. What is this art work ? Surely this is 'prentice

work. And all over Masefield is the like clumsiness

of the 'prentice hand. Lacking style, then, as

assuredly almost all Masefield's work does, it cannot

haie in it the abiding charm of personality. What!
nc personal element in this very outspoken poetry?

Litt'e or none. For in reading it what "person"
comes to our vision? One who will set down the
" truth " and shame the devil ; one who in his haste

to do so allows himself to write of ruined gateways

opening beyond brains ; one who sets " truth " down
so " strongly " before us that none but the most facile

reflections rise to his lips (and it is well, for if any
other arose he must feel like rewriting his whole out-

put—which would be no small job!). This, then, is

the Masefield that arises into vision as we read his

.work.

But this personality is common to almost every

realist who ever wrote! It is not, indeed, the per-

sonahty of the great realists—Flaubert and Mau-
passant ; but it is the common personality of all the

lesser realists—^the " splashing " realists. Personality,

however, must be unique ; it cannot be common to

two writers—let alone a whole school. Therefore the

conclusion is that the work of this poet lacks per-

sonality. Before Masefield achieves great work he
must hiunbly step down and learn that second

thoughts are best. The 'prentice boy came to Blake

saying, " I wish to be bound," or words like these.
" Do you work in fear and trembling ? " said the

master. " Indeed I do," said the lad. Then the

master made room at his bench for him. But who
works nowadays in fear and trembling?

IV.

The fact is that your " strong " " personal " writer

is a simple soul. He thrusts greatness—this is, per-

sonality—upon himself. He goes cross-gartered like

Malvolio. Cuts as fine a figure in his own eyes. " I

will be strange, stout, in yellow stockings and cross-

gartered, even with the swiftness of putting on." But
Time quahfies the strangeness and reduces the stout-

ness : the writer of " Barrack-Room Ballads " lives to

write " Puck of Pook's Hill," and Masefield may yet

be kind enough and wise enough to give us a small

book of lyrics as finished as Mr. Yeats's.

Style is the test of personality. It is a mark to be

shot at. If a writer cannot make his narrative vivid

except by throwing restraint to the winds, nor real

except by means of photography, then - the root of

the matter is not in him.
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G. K. CHESTERTON > ^ ^ By Richard Curle
I.

To write critically on Mr. Chesterton is one of the

hardest of things. It is perfectly obvious that he has

a remarkable literary gift and that much that he pro-

duces is extremely able and suggestive, and yet the

inevitable end to reading him is a kind of weariness

akin to despair. For, in the long run, there is hardly

anyone who gives one a stronger impression of being
fundamentally wrong-headed. To put it plainly, his

philosophy of life is the philosophy of a humane, just,

and kind-hearted democrat, but when he comes to

apply his philosophy in detail, he is as likely as not to

announce something as truly democratic, which to

everyone else in the world (save, perhaps, Mr. Belloc),

jvould appear exactly the reverse. That type of

thinker is always dangerous. Mr. Chesterton is really

one enormous contradiction—you never know where to

have him. He hates moderns, but he, himself, would
have been impossible in any other age ; he loathes

oppression, but he believes in dogmatic religion ; he
abhors cruelty, but he loves the Middle Ages ; he is a

passionate advocate of freedom, but he thinks such a

thing as facilities for divorce an obnoxious form of

slavery.

II.

But, indeed, in almost everything he writes there

lurks the germ of a contradiction, just as there lurk

these interminable, sparkling, and barren paradoxes.
The fact is, Mr. Chesterton is one of the most brilliant

literary men of his time, and one of the most curiously

futile. What can be said of a man who thinks mis-
quotation a kind of merit and who puts paradox above
all other forms of truth ? It has sometimes been asked
whether it would be possible for Mr. Chesterton, by
giving up journalism and by taking infinite pains, to

produce a really fine, a really monumental book. But
anyone who asks such a question has entirely mis-
understood tlie whole point of view of our author.
For Mr. Chesterton would probably consider that
such a course savoured of decadency. For him
journalism is the greatest and the sanest of the arts—
or, rather, it is above all arts. For the very word
" art " appals him—he immediately has horrible visions
of green women drinking absinthe, of debauchees in

flowered dressing-gowns discussing art for art's sake,
and such like atrocities.

III.

Even in his own writing it looks almost as if Mr.
Chesterton were purposely slip-shod. And yet,

through it all, how easy it is to see that he has an
amazing power of language, a graphic and poetic
power, far too rare to be wasted constantly on such
trivialities. But if Mr. Chesterton were to read this

last sentence he would at once observe that the trivial

things were, of course, the only important ones ....
it's impossible to catch him out! And then his ideas
(when he can keep off polemics), how whimsical they
are, how fantastic, how original, and how excessively
funny! For, after all, he is a supreme humorist.
Some of the little essays that he contributes to The
Daily News are exquisitely and joyously amusing.
For Mr. Chesterton is one of those happy writers who
are not malicious in a general way. He has, indeed,
dislikes which are apt to vitiate his geniality, but, as
a rule, he is astonishingly good-natured. When you
expect him to be angry, he c^mes up smihng, though,
occasionally, when no one is on the watch for trouble,
he will blaze out at some unfortunate millionaire or
piece of Government legislation.

Is it impos^ble even to write of Mr. Chesterton
without the hint of a paradox? There seems to be
one in what has just been said ; and here is another.

In spite of the marked personality and egoism of his

work, it is, nevertheless, free from vanity. Mr.
Chesterton is essentially modest—violent, if you like,

opinionated, dogmatic, but, still, modest. One feels

convinced that he would be just as willing to argue
with a bootblack as with a Cambridge professor, and
much more willing to argue with a bootblack than
with a peer ; and, moreover, one feels that he would
really at heart not look upon himself "as better intel-

lectually than the bootblack. And yet one has just

this doubt: suppose the bootblack were an Im-
periahst, a Tariff Reformer, an admirer of Mr.
Chamberlain, a Christian Scientist, a hater of Dickens,
a scoffer, and a despiser of inns, what would Mr.
Chesterton think then ? One can only say that he
would certainly prefer a bootblack with such opinions

to a duke with them.

IV.

These hkes anddislikes of Mr. Chesterton are, truly,

one of the strangest things about him—not in them-
selves, but in the fierceness with which he holds them.
His fondness for beer and cabmen, his hatred of

empire-builders and stylists, is a species of intellectual

passion. In the white heat of his love or scorn he
carries his passion beyond reason, beyond comprehen-
sion. And thus, like all extremists, he is for ever
spoiling his own case. It is to be regretted, because
his case is often the case of the poor and the down-
trodden. For Mr. Chesterton has something in him
of the understanding and compassion of Dostoievsky
and Walt Whitman, although he has not by any means
their universality. For on various subjects he does
seem to see red, and when you see red you lose pity.

It is, for instance, doubtful whether Mr. Chesterton
could reahse that tliere is anything human in Mr.
Rockefeller, an Expert, a Johannesburg Jevw, or a

Post-Impressionist. And, like so many men, it is the
smaller things, apparently, which chiefly rouse his

fury, tie can tolerate atheism, but he cannot tolerate

the Feeble-Minded Bill ; he can forgive a murderer
but he cannot forgive a eugenist.

V.

Mr. Chesterton, as everyone knows, is a voluminous
writer. He has at least twenty-three books to his

credit—fiction, poetry, criticism, essays, social studies.

Perhaps the most impressive is his little book on G. F.
Watts, perhaps the least impressive his latest novel,
" Manalive." But one and all are steeped through and
through with G. K. Chesterton, saturated with him,
flooded with him. There is no getting away from that

overwhelming subject, whatever may be the ostensible

one. Not only the heroes of his novels, but all the
characters of his novels, are either G. K. C. or G. K. C.'s

pet aversions in concrete form. And thus through-
out.

But, though his personality is so invariably evident,

it does not follow that his ideas are all his own. To
speak frankly, so many of them resemble tlie ideas of

Mr. Belloc, that either Mr. Chesterton has influenced

Mr. Belloc, or Mr Belloc has influenced Mr. Chester-

ton. And, as Mr. Belloc's prejudices are even stronger

than those of Mr. Chesterton, it looks as if Mr. Belloc's

influence had been the mastering one. It is not
apparent that this fanatical son of the Catholic Church,
this disbeliever in Congo agitations or in the inno-
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cence of Dreyfus or Ferrer, would be an ideal

mentor, but certainly he seems to have been a success-

ful one.

VI.

But to finish. Mr. Chesterton, in his books, has
shown us what he is—a man of wide kindhness, of

versatihty, of genuine eccentricity mixed with com-
mon sense, and of distinguished originality, and yet

a man, who, like Meredith and hke Shaw, is too clever,

too perverse, ever to reach the highest rank in litera-

ture. But the last word remdns with Mr. Chesterton

—even if he could reach that rank he wouldn't

!

LITERARY NOTES
The forthcoming LETTERS FROM A PUBLISHER TO A
Son ought to prove excellent reading. The author,

presumably a penitent Barabbas, promises in his

synopsis to go fully into the methods of dealing with

unhappy men of letters. We may hope to have some
interesting revelations, especially as the book is to be
issued first to publishers and authors only. It was
Rider Haggard who described a firm of publishers

who kept an army of tame authors in a series of

hutches, only letting them out to eat an occasional

cabbage leaf, in the shape of a small cheque, and to

this day the tradition lingers. We quote a dehghtful
extract from the synopsis of warning and advice to

those about to submit a new work :

—
" No books to

hav«> ' reform ' in their titles." " No satires on Party
Government." " No symbohcal or allegorical writ-

ings." Up to the present the anonymity of the author

of the " Letters " has been preserved, though there are

rumours which point to one gentleman in. particular

who has lately attained success in the publishing

world. When the revelatiofi comes it will cause some
slight sensation.

The Memorial to- George Gissing has occasioned

some heart-burning and many arguments. Of the

many sensitive geniuses who have shrunk from the

criticism of their fellows, none perhaps was more
exquisitely sensitive tlian the author of " New Grub
Street." He never attained in life his full meed of

recognition, and there is something discordant in the

suggestion that the memorial should take the form of

a gift to an institution, even when that institution is

so closely associated with the author as was Owens
College. Men of his type inevitably court a certain

reticence, and if the money subscribed could have gone
to the help of authors struggling as Gissing struggled

in the early days, it would seem a more fitting tribute

lo the man who understood, as perhaps no one else

has ever understood, the pain and disappointment
inseparable from literary achievements. It has also

been suggested that the money would be more
appropriately expended in educating George Gissing's

son than in educating other people.

• * • • . •

Mr. Arnold Bennett is already engaged on a sequel

to " Hilda Lessways," and Messrs. Methuen announce
the publication of another novel by the same author,

called The Regent, also a sequel, in this case to
" The Card." It has been said that sequels arc a

mistake in life as in hterature, and we feel that Mr.
Bennett is endangering his reputation as a novelist by
so continually resurrecting characters that have
already been disposed of.

According to this author, quite the most
ridiculously easy thing in the world to write is a play<

There is more weariness, Mr. Bennett declares, in the

writing of one novel tiian of ten plays, and the

fiction ist lavishes a wealth of descriptive power and
detail in creating a situation that the playwright sums
up in the two words :

" Enter heroine." This may or

may not be the case. What is certain is that the

dramatist reaps by far the richer harvest. To get even
a paltry ;t 1,000 for a novel is quite a coup for a
novehst, even a novelist of merit. But the author of

a third-rate play may receive that sum ten times over,

in royalties, and yet have " more to come." " The
Silver King," it is said, still brings Mr. Henry Arthur
Jones a handsome income, and Mr. Bernard Shaw,
once told the writer that his first play brought him
more of the good red gold than all his pamphlets,
brochures, and books put together. Moreover, even
if a play be a failure, and run only for a few weeks,
its earnings amount to a figure that compares favour-

ably with the royalties on a novel that has sold mode-
rately well. Indeed, these days a novelist, other than
the " best sellers," does not make a princely income.!

Emphatically, the play's the thing

!

* » • • •

There will in a httle time "be wigs on the green,"

or v/hatever may in Scotland correspond to that fine

Irish figure, for hands are about to be laid on the horns
of very sacred altars. Robert Burns and Walter Scott

are tlie altars in question. Burns's claims to be, in

any sense, a national poet are about to be examined
by one who holds that not only did he not improve
tlie songs of the people, but did, in many respects,

spoil them. The contentionj we understand, is that

what pass as Burns's finest poems are, in many cases,

degradations of fine songs current in the North-East
of Scotland, and eminently in that part called the
Mearns, from which part of Scotland Burns's father

came. Mr. Henderson has been, to a certain extent,

over the ground about to be more thoroughly
traversed ; he made considerable use of the MS. col-

lection made by Herd, an Edinburgh lawyer's clerk

and a Mearns man.
* • • • •

Scott will be examined not so much from a literary

as from a biographical point of view. The story of his

rise to the position of a Border laird, his relations to

Archibald Constable, the Ballantynes, the Duke of

Buccleugh, will be reviewed, and, above all, his con-

duct at the time of the calamities that came upon him
with the failure of Hurst Robinson. Letters from and
to Lady Louisa Steuart will be cited, and it will

appear that Scott, so far from buckling to the work of

undoing with his right hand the harm that that right

hand had wrought, had to be coerced to do his plain

duty in the matter of fulfilling binding engagements.
* • • • •

It is understood that Mr. Cecil Chesterton is re-

laxing his mind after the strain of his recent trial at

the Old Bailey by completing a book which will be
virtually a history of the party system (wliich he and
Mr. Belloc assailed in their joint volume) during the
nineteenth century, and will be called THE DECLINE
AND Fall of the House of Commons. Its pub-*

lication was, we are informed, arranged for by Messrs^
Constable some time back, and it would have ap-

peared this spring but that more exciting incidents in'

the author's career have delayed his publication. If

Mr. Chesterton is going to deal with politicians of the

past (who are protected by no law of libel) as he is in

the habit of dealing with those of tp-dayj the volume
should prove very lively.
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
Jane Austen's " Pride and Prejudice" > o* j» By W. R. Thomson

I

It is worth noting that " Pride and Prejudice " was
written in one century and pubhshed in another. Like
Shakespeare's being of large discourse, it looks before

and after. It is an eighteenth-century book that bids

farewell to the eighteenth century and faces the new
time. If one may dare to think of Jane Austen as

joining in " Auld Lang Syne " at a festive gathering

of the mimortals, then her left hand would be extended
to Fielding and her right to Thackeray. And be-

tween these jovial gentlemen the lady, while

thoroughly enjoying the proceedings, would be quite

composed and entirely herself. And if Meredith
were seen immediately beyond Thackeray, that -would

also be fitting. For is not Lady Catherine de Bourgh
the great-aunt of Sir Willoughby Patterne ?

" The party then gathered round the fire to hear
Lady Catherine determine what weather they were
to have on the morrow." No one can fail to detect

the family likeness.

I.

" Pride and Prejudice," lying quietly in its drawer
awaiting the hour of recognition, is a symbol of its

author. There is no hurry in Jane Austen's world.

People converse at breakfast and afterwards walk in

the shrubber}'. Later, they order out the carriage.

Romance has not yet "brought up the nine-fifteen."

Jane Austen wrote when Europe was in turmoil ; but
no echo of the din disturbs her readers. The stream
of John Bull's life moves sluggishly on ; the roar of

the French rapids is unheard. Jane Austen will not
raise her voice to attract attention. If one wishes to

hear what she has to say, one must seek her out, and,
after formal presentation, enter into converse with this

lady of the olden time who is also so nftdern. And, in

the stillness of the Steventon rectory garden, one will

be impressed by the exquisiteness of her clear-cut talk,

her delicate satire, her sense of tlie human comedy.
Meredith tells us that as the Comic Muse sat beside
Vernon Whitford and his wife she was "grave and
sisterly "

; but, taking a glance at the others, she " com-
pressed her lips." Jane Austen's lips were often

compressed as she took a glance at Mrs. Bennet or
Miss Bingley, at Lady Catherine or Mr. Collins, as

she restored Mrs. Bennet to "her usual querulous
serenity," or watched Lady Catherine parting with
Elizabeth. " I take no leave of you. Miss Bennet. I

send no compliments to your mother. You deserve
no such attention. I am seriously displeased."

II.

Goldwin Smith placed Mr. Collins and Lady
Catherine among the " minor characters " of " Pride
and Prejudice." But there will always be readers
who regard them as the hero and heroine of the piece.

They reveal Jane Austen's most characteristic gift.

Mr. Saintsbury is nearer the mark when he says that
Mr. Collins is not a merely farcical character, but
belongs to "the highest and most Shakespearian
comedy." Nor was Mr. Saintsbury the first to mention
Shakespeare in speaking of Miss Austen. Macaulay
had written :

" Among the writers who, in the point
which we have noticed, have approached nearest to
the manner of the great master, we have no hesitation
in placing Jane Austen, a woman of whom England
is justly proud. She has given us a multitude of
characters, all, in a certain sense, commonplace, all

such as we meet every day. Yet they are all as per-

fectly discriminated from each other as if they were
the most eccentric of human beings. There are, for

example, four clergymen, none of whom we should
be surprised to find in any parsonage in the kingdom,
Mr. Edward Ferrars, Mr. Henry Tilney, Mr. Edward
Bertram, and Mr. Elton." And he goes on to remark
that they were all hberally educated, they were all

young, and they were all in love. But it is very much
more to the point to remember that Mr. Collins was in

love, that he made his " declaration in form," and that,

while making it, he said, " Nothing now remains for me
but to assure you in the most animated language of the

violence of my affection." No one wants specially to

meet any of the four clergymen mentioned by
Macaulay. But who does not wish to meet Mr.
Collins, and to be conducted by him round that garden
at Hunsford, " to work in which was one of his most
respectable pleasures," or to see him when the phaeton
from Rosings comes to the parsonage door ? Nor must
we omit the unforgettable glimpse of Sir William
Lucas in the background, " in earnest contemplation
of the greatness before him, and constantly bowing
when Miss de Bourgh looked that way." Mr. Collins

is sheer joy from start to finish—the one man in tlie

world worthy of Lady Catherine's patronage. Hand
him over to Dickens and he becomes a Chadband.
But on Jane Austen's page he is kept within the limits,

her art imposed, a more credible figure than Chad-
band and quite as laughable. The creation of Mr.
Collins, Lady Catherine, and, one may add, Mr.
Bennet separated Jane Austen from the romanticists
of her time. Satire is the foe of sentimentalism.
There are no mysteries, no dark corners in Jane
Austen's world. " I am not romantic," said Charlotte
Lucas on the eve of her marriage to Mr. Collins, " I

never was. I ask only a comfortable home." A little

romance would have lightened Charlotte's burden. In
the haze of romance Mr. Collins might have seemed
a great ecclesiastic. But in Miss Austen's world the
mists fly before the sunshine. She is the first of owt
nineteenth-century realists.

III.

Jane Austen was proud of her heroine, Elizabeth
Bennet, and we must share her feeling. It is usual
to say that Elizabeth represents " Prejudice." No
doubt ; but surely that is the least one can say of her.

She is far more than the symbol of an abstraction.
She has sprightliness, arch humour, courage and
genuine tenderness of heart Indeed, as a real human
being she is the foe of the abstract, and humanises
Darcy, who, for a time, is little more than the symbol
of " Pride." While he is in that perilous condition, he
is sometimes a bore, and sometimes an ass ; Elizabeth
succeeds in the long run in making him tolerable. Her
wit played round and pierced his solemnities, and
finally love transformed him from a landed proprietor
into a man. "

' I wonder,'- said Ehzabeth. ' who first

discovered the efficacy of poetry in driving away,
love.' ' I have been used to consider poetry as the
food of love,' said Darcy. ' Of a fine, stout, healthy,
love it may,' replied Elizabeth. ' Everything nourishes
what is strong already. But if it be only a slight, thin^
sort of inclination, I am convinced that one good!
sonnet v.'ill starve it entirely away.' " That !(vas(

precisely the kind of bright, sane talk' that Darcy
needed. \
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IV.

There is no scenery in " Pride and Prejudice " ; only
human nature. We go from Longbourne to Meryton,
but get no hint of the appearance of the village, save
that it has a street and a milliner's shop. We pass
from Hampshire to Hertfordshire, and no touch of

colour enlivens the journey. The projected excursion

to the Lake Country would, we feel, have yielded

nothing of Wordsworth quahty. No wind blows
across Jane Austen's world, pihng the clouds into

mountain ranges, or unveihng lakes of gold in the
evening sky. When we remember what the south-

west wind and the sunset meant, say, to Meredith, we
realise the new spirit that came into literature as the
century progressed. Perhaps Miss Austen distrusted

the tendency to enthuse over the terrors and beauties

of nature. " What are men to rocks and mountains ?
"

cried Elizabeth, when the Lake Country journey was
mooted. But Miss Austen preferred men and women
to rocks and mountains. The travellers went to

Derbyshire instead, but Derbyshire is as Hertford-

shire. " It is not the object of this work to give a
description of Derbyshire, nor of any of the remark-
able places through which their route lay. . . . They
are sufficiently well known." The utmost that Miss
Austen will tell us of springtime is that " every day
was adding to the verdure of the early trees." The
conclusion, of course, from all this is not that Jane
Austen cared nothing for nature, but that she knew
by a sure instinct where her strength lay. " No, I

must keep to my own style, and go on in my own
way," she said once when asked to write an historical

romance, adding, " I may never succeed again in that,

I am convinced I should totally fail in any other."

One wonders if she were conscious how gloriously she

had succeeded in her own way.

V.
Talking of a >jjell-known authoress once to a friend,

Charles Lamb said, " If she belonged to me I would
lock her up and feed her on bread and water till she

left off writing poetry." He went on, " A female poet,

a female author of any kind, ranks below an actress,

I think." Had Lamb read "Pride and Prejudice,''

published seven years before .' Is it possible that hei

knew Mr. Collins without delighting in him ? But
Scott wrote :

" Read again, for the third time at least,

' Pride and Prejudice.' That young lady has a talent

. . . the most wonderful I ever met witlx The big

bow-wow strain I can do myself, but the exquisite

touch ... is denied me." Everybody knows how
splendidly generous Scott could be. In speaking as he

did of Jane Austen he was also just.

" EVERYMAN

"

On July 15th and i6th at 3 p.m., and on the i;th at

8.30 p.m., at Crosby Hall, Embankment, Chelsea, will

be given a performance of " Everyman," an old

morahty play, in aid of the Homes for Aged and
Infirm Deaf and Dumb Men, at Wennington House, /

Rainham, Sussex. It is necessary if tlie institution is

to be saved that a sum of ;£^ 1,000 should be raised

before Christmas, and, bearing in mind the fine work
this charity is doing, it is hoped that the readers of

this paper will do their best to assist by taking tickets

for a performance that is at once arresting and unique.

The prices range from 5 s. to los. 6d. on the 15th,

los. 6d. to £1 on the i6th, and 2s. 6d. to lOs. 6d. at

the evening performance of Wednesday, the 17th inst

Tickets may be obtained from the Secretary, Crosby

Hall, 3, More's Gardens, Chelsea,
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THE RE-BIRTH OF THE
DANCE

By HERMAN SCHEFFAUER
The dance, too long degraded to a mere social

amusement, promises once more to become an art, a
spiritual rite, a symbolical ceremony, full of strange
significance and hope for man. Out of the Oriental
sensuality, the frivolous prettiness, the meaningless
struttmgs and \'iiigar caperings of society and the
stage, wonderful figures have arisen, gifted with
beauty and inspiration. Nymphs from Greek vases
spring to life before our eyes ; the pale forms of pre-
Raphaelite virgins sway like spirits to beautiful

rhythms
;

gods and heroes leap like magnificent
panthers to stately and inspiring measures.

This new passion, which is the oldest that an indus-
trial civihsation ever smothered in tlie heart of man-
kind, has sprung to its most vigorous life in two
lands that lie as the poles apart—in Russia and in

California. From the sunny Golden State come
dancers hke Isadora Duncan, who first enraptured
Europe, and brought the classic dance to such per-
fection that savants were inspired to write rapturous
books. Out of St. Petersburg, dancing like flames
against the black, tragic background of their land,
came Pavlova, Mordkm, and the marvellous boy
Nijhinsky. It is especially these men-dancers who
may be said to be the heralds of a new freedom, a new
spontaneity, a new joy in life. They have come to

teach men that the individual dance is not a thing for
women and children alone, nor a mere function for
displaying dress or agility. The dance is once more
to be a feast for the heart and soul as well as for the
eyes, a tribute to beauty, an interpretation of life.

With their light and graceful feet these dancers of a
new era inscribe on the earth a message of joy,

England, growing wiser, and begimiing to lay aside

her Puritan restraint and mournful conventions, is—somewhat pathetically!—teaching her young folk
the morrice-dances which were tripped when England
was really "merrie." In the slums of New York the
little children—Jewish, Roumanian, Russian, Hun-
garian—dance the folk-dances of their parents. But
the American plods in the market-place at desk or
counter, or rushes along the highways of life in motors
of the utmost horse or man-power. Neither in body
nor in spirit has he caught the rhythmics of the true
dance, its grace, grandezza, its high and really holy
purpose. He must, as Heine declares, be taught to
worship with his legs. Nations that cannot dance in
spirit have lost the youth of their youth. Youth ought
to dance before the generations of humanity like

David before the hosts of Israel. Age ought to turn
in priestly rounds about the altars of life. For the
dance need not mean butterfly madness, nor only joy
and abandon. As an exposition of the soul of a
people, of their relationship to nature, as a proof that
their lives beat time with the pulse of Eternity, it

possesses a deep solemnity and spiritual meaning.
Even the Tango swings true to the rhythm of the
blood.

Perhaps this truth is working upon the souls of the
pepple who sit in the theatres at night gazing with
something like esthetic rapture upon these new
disciples of the dance. Perhaps that glorious anS
happy restlessness of the limbs may allay much rest-
lessness of the nerves. But it. is only necessary that
bur hearts learn to dance in the nobler sense. Then
strange ^sounds will be heard in the halls of Life. It
will be Life herself applauding us with her hands.
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EVERYMAN'S FRENCH PAGE
JEAN VALJEAN*

Jean Valjean etait d'une pauvre famille de paysans
de la Brie. Dans son enfance il n'avait pas appris a
lire. Quand il eut I'age d'hommc, il etait emondeur
a Faverolles. Sa mere s'appelait Jeanne Mathicu;
son pere s'appelait Jean Valjean ou Vlajean, sobriquet
probablement, et contraction de Viola Jean.

Jean Valjean ^tait d'un caractere pensif sans etre

triste, ce qui est le propre des natures affectueuses.

Somme toute, pourtant, c'etait quelque chose d'assez
endomii et d'assez insignifiant, en apparence du
moins, que Jean Valjean. II avait perdu en tres bas
age son pere et sa mere. Son pere, emondeur
comme lui, s'etait tue en tombant d'un arbre. II

n'6tait reste a Jean Valjean qu'une soeur plus agee que
lui, veuve, avec sept enfants, filles et gargons. Cette
soeur avait eleve Jean Valjean, et tant qu'elle eut son
mari elle logea et nourrit son jeune frere. Le mari
mourut. L'aine des sept enfants avait huit ans, le

dernier un an. Jean Valjean venait d'atteindre, lui,

sa vingt-cinquieme annee. II remplaga le pere, et

soutint a son tour sa soeur qui I'avait eleve. Cela se
fit simplement, comme un devoir, meme avec quelque
chose de bourru de la part de Jean Valjean. Sa jeu-
nesse se depensait ainsi dans un travail rude et mal
paye.

Le soir il rentrait fatigue et mangeait sa soupe sans
dire un mot. Sa soeur, mere Jeanne, pendant qu'il

mangeait, lui prenait souvent dans son ecuelle le

meilleur de son repas, le morceau de viande, la tranche
de lard, le coeur de chou, pour le donner a quelqu'un de
ses enfants ; lui, mangeant toujours, penche sur la

table, presque la tete dans sa soupe, ses longs cheveux
tombant autour de son ecuelle et cachant ses yeux,
avait I'air de ne rien voir et laissait faire.

II gagnait dans la saison de I'emondage vingt-
quatre sous par jour, puis il se louait comm'e mois-
sonneur, comme manoeuvre, comme gargon de ferme
bouvier, comme homme de peine. II faisait ce qu'il

pouvait. Sa soeur travaillait de son cote, mais que
faire avec sept petits enfants? C'etait un triste

groupe que la misere enveloppa et etreignit peu a peu.
II arriva qu'un hiver fut rude. Jean n'eut pas
d'ouvrage. La famille n'eut pas de pain. Pas de
pain—a la lettre—et sept enfants.

Un dimanche soir, Maubert Isabeau, boulanger sur

la place de I'eglise, ^ Faverolles, se disposait k se

coucher, lorsqu'il entendit un coup violent dans la

devanture grillee et vitree de sa boutique. II arriva

a temps pour voir un bras passe k travers un trou fait

d'un coup de poing dans la grillee et dans la vitre. Le
bras saisit un pain et I'emporta. Isabeau sortit en
hate ; le voleur s'enfuyait a toutes jambes ; Isabeau
courut apr^s lui et I'arreta. Le voleur avait jete le

pain, mais il avait encore le bras ensanglante. C'etait

Jean Valjean. Ceci se passait en 1795, Jean Valjean
fut traduit devant les tribunaux du temps "pour vol

avec effraction la nuit dans une maison habitee."

II avait un fusil dont il se servait mieux que
tireur au monde, il 6tait quelque peu braconnier

;

ce qui lui nuisit. Jean Valjean fut declare
coupable. Les termes du code etaient formels. II y
a dans notre civilisation des heures redoutables ; ce
sont les moments oii la penalite prononce un naufrage.
Quelle minute funebre que celle ovi la soci6t^ s'Sloigne

et consomme I'irreparable abandon d'un etre pensant

!

Jean Valjean fut condamne a cinq ans de galores.

• "Les Miserabks," de Victor Hugo.

JEAN VALJEAN*
Jean Valjean belonged to a poor peasant family of

La Brie. In his childhood he had not been taught
to read, and when he was of man's age he was a
pruncr at Faverolles. His mother's name was Jeanne
Mathieu ; his father's Jean Valjean or Vlajean—pro-
bably a nickname and a contraction of Voila Jean.

Jean Valjean possessed a pensive but not melanclioly

character, which is peculiar to affectionate natures

;

but altogether he was a dull, insignificant fellow—at

least apparently. He had lost father and mother when
still very young. His father, a pruner, like himself,

was killed by a fall from a tree. All that was left Jean
Valjean was a sister older than himself, a widow with

seven children, boys and girls. This sister brought

Jean Valjean up, and so long as her husband was alive

she supported her brother. When the husband died

the oldest of the seven children was eight years of

age ; the youngest, one ; while Jean Valjean had just

reached his twenty-fifth year. He took the place of

the father, and in his turn supported the sister who had
reared him. This was done simply, as a duty, and even
rather roughly, by Jean Valjean ; and his youth was
thus expended in hard and ill-paid toil.

At night he came home tired, and ate his soup with-

out saying a word. His sister. Mother Jeanne, while

he was eating, often took out of his porringer the best

part of his meal—the piece of meat, the slice of bacon,

of the heart of the cabbage—to give to one of her chil-

dren ; he, still eating, bent over the table, with his head

almost in his soup, and, his long hair falling around

his porringer and hiding his eyes, pretended not to

see it, and let her do as she pleased.

He earned in the pruning season eighteen sous a

day, and, besides, hired himself out as reaper, labourer,

neatherd, and odd man. He did what he could. His

sister worked too, but what could she do with seven

little children ? It was a sad group, which wretched-

ness gradually enveloped and choked. A hard winter

came, Jean had no work, and the family had no bread.

No bread—literally none—and seven children.

One Sunday evening Maubert Isabeau, the baker

in the church square at Faverolles, was just going to

bed when he heard a violent blow on the grated and

glazed front of his shop. He ran out in time to see an

arm passed through a hole made by a fist in the

gratings and window-pane ; a hand seized a loaf and

carried it off. Isabeau rushed to the door ; the thief

ran away at his hardest, but the baker caught him and

stopped him. The thief had thrown away the loaf,

but his arm was still bleeding ; it was Jean Valjean.

This took place in 1795. Jean Valjean was

brought before the courts, charged "with burglary,

committed with violence, at night, in an inhabited

house." He had a gun, was a splendid shot, and a

bit of a poacher, and this injured him.

Jean Valjean was found guilty, and the terms

of the code were explicit. There are in our

civilisation formidable moments ; they are those

in which penal justice decrees a shipwreck. What
a mournful minute is that in which society with-

draws and consummates the irreparable abandonment

of a thinking being ! Jean Valjean was sentenced to

five years at the galleys.

• Victor Hugo's "Les Mis^rables."
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MATEO FALCONE > By Prosper Merimee
PART II.

While the dragoons busied themselves, some in

making a kind of stretcher with some branches from

a chestnut tree, the others in dressing Gianetto's

wound, Mateo Falcone and his wife appeared all at

once at the turn of the path that led to the bush. The
woman moved along laboriously, bent beneath the

burden of an enormous sack of chestnuts, while her

husband, with a dignified air, only carried a musket in

his hand and another in his bandolier; for it is un-

worthy of a man to carry any other burden than his

arms.

At the sight of the soldiers, Mateo's first

thought was that they had come to arrest

him. But why this idea? Had Mateo, then, had
some differences with the law? No. He enjoyed a

good reputation. He was, as they say, " in specially

good repute "
; but he was a Corsican and a moun-

taineer, and there are few Corsican mountaineers who,

in searching their memories well, but find some pecca-

dillo, such as shooting, stiletto thrusts, and other baga-

telles. Mateo, more than any other, had a clear

conscience, as for more than ten years he had not

directed a gun against any man ; but, all the same, he
was careful, and he put himself in a position to make
a good defence, if it should be necessary.

" Wife," said he to Giuseppa, " put down your sack

and hold yourself in readiness."

She obeyed at once. He gave her the musket that

he had in his bandoher, as it might have hampered
him. He loaded the one that he had in his hand, and
advanced slowly towards the house, going along the

trees that bordered on the road, and ready, at the

slightest hostile demonstration, to throw himself be-

hind the biggest trunk, from which he would be able

to fire from cover. His wife walked at his heels, carry-

ing his reserve musket and his cartridge-box. The
work of a good housewife, in case of a struggle, is to

load her husband's firearms.

On the other hand, the adjutant was much troubled

to see Mateo advance thus, with careful steps, the

musket in front and his finger on the trigger.
" If by chance," thought he, " Mateo should turn out

to be a relation of Gianetto, or if he were his friend, and
should wish to defend him, the charge of both muskets
will reach us in double quick time, just as sure as a

letter in the post, and if he were to aim at me, not-

withstanding the relationship ! . .

."

In this perplexity he played a very courageous part

:

this was to advance alone towards Mateo, in order to

tell him of the affair, approaching him like an old

acquaintance ; but the short space that separated him
from Mateo appeared terribly long.

" Hallo, my old friend !
" cried he ;

" how are you,

old chap ? It's me, I am Gamba, your cousin."

Mateo, without answering a word, had stopped,

and as the other spoke he slowly raised the barrel

of his musket, so that it was directed towards the sky
at the moment the adjutant joined him.

" Good-day, brother," said the adjutant, holding out
his h^nd. " It is indeed a long time since I have seen
you."

" Good-day, brother."
" I came over in order to say good-day to you in

passing, and also to my cousin Pepa. We have made
a long journey to-day ; but we must not complain of
fatigue, for we have made a famous capture. We
have just seized Gianetto Sanpiero."

" God be praised !
" cried Giuseppa. " He stole a

milch goat from us last week."

The words gladdened Gamba.
" Poor devil !

" said Mateo, " he was hungry."
" The scamp defended himself like a lion," continued

tlie adjutant, a little mortified ;
" he killed one of my

troopers, and, not content with that, he broke Corporal

Chardon's arm ; but that is no great harm, he is only

a Frenchman. . . . After that, he was so well hidden

that the devil himself would not have been able to dis-

cover him. But for my httle cousin Fortunato, I

should never have been able to find him."
" Fortunato !

" cried Marteo.
" Fortunato !

" repeated Giuseppa.
" Yes, Gianetto was hidden beneath that pile of hay

yonder ; but my httle cousin showed me the trick.

Accordingly, I shall tell his uncle, the corporal, so that

he may send him a nice present for his trouble. And
his name and yours will be in the report that I shall

send to the attorney-general."
" Curse it !

" said Mateo, quite low.

They had joined the detachment. Gianetto was
already laid on his litter and ready to leave. When
he saw Mateo in the company of Gamba he smiled a

pecuhar smile ; then, turning towards the door of the

house, he spat on the threshold, saying

:

" The house of a traitor !

"

It would only have been a man that had made up his

mind to die that would have dared to pronounce the

word traitor with reference to Falcone. A good
stiletto thrust, that would not need to have been re-

peated, would immediately have paid for the insult.

However, Mateo made no other movement than that

of carrying his hand to his forehead, like a dejected

man.
Fortunato had entered the house on seeing his

father arrive. He soon reappeared with a bowl of

milk that he offered, with downcast eyes, to Gianetto.
" Get out !

" cried the outlaw to him, in a terrible

voice.

Then, turning towards one of the dragoons:
" Comrade, give me a drink," said he.

The soldier took his flask in his hands, and the

bandit drank the water that was given him by a man
with whom he had just exchanged shots. Then he
asked that they would fix his hands in such a way
that they would be crossed on his breast, instead of

having them tied behind his back.
" I like," said he, " to he comfortably."

They hastened to satisfy him ; then the adjutant

gave the signal for departure, bade good-bye to Mateo,
who did not reply, and descended with rapid steps

towards the plain.

Nearly ten minutes elapsed before Mateo opened
his mouth. The child looked with an anxious eye,

sometimes at his mother, sometimes at his father, who
was leaning on his musket, and regarding him with an
expression of suppressed anger.

" You begin well !
" said Mateo at last, in a calm

voice, but terrible to those who knew the man.
" My father !

" cried the child, coming forward, the

tears in his eyes, as if to throw himself on his knees.

But Mateo cried to him:
" Away from me !

"

And the child stopped and sobbed motionless

several paces from his father.

Giuseppa approached. She had just noticed the
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watch-chain, the end of which came put-frpm For-

tunato's shirt
" Who gave you that watch ? " she asked in a severe

tone.
" My cousin, the adjutant."

Falcone seized the watch, and, throwing it forcibly

against a stone, broke it in a thousand pieces.
" Woman," said he, " is this child mine ?

"

Giuseppa's brown cheeks became brick-red.
" What do you say, Mateo ? And do you know

.whom you're speaking to ?
"

" Very well, the child is the first of his race that has

committed treason."

Fortunato's sobs and hiccoughs were redoubled,

and Falcone kept his lynx eyes fixed on him continu-

ally. At last he struck the ground with the butt-end

of his musket, then he threw it over his shoulder,-and

again took the road for the bush, caUing on Fortunato

to follow him. The child obeyed.
Giuseppa ran after Mateo and seized his arm.
" He's your son," said she to him, in a trembling

voice, and riveted her black eyes on those of her hus-

band, as if to read what was passing in his heart.
" Leave me," replied Mateo :

" I am his father."

Giuseppa embraced her son, and entered the cabin

weeping. She threw herself on her knees before an
image of the Virgin, and prayed fervently. Meantime,
Falcone marched some two hundred paces along the

path, and stopped at a little ravine, into which he
descended. He sounded the ground with the butt-end

of his musket, and found it soft and easy to dig. The
spot appeared to him to be suitable for his purpose.

" Fortunato, go in front of that big stone."

The child did as he was commanded, then knelt

down.
" Say your prayers."
" My father, my father ! Do not kill me !

"

"Say your prayers!" replied Mateo in a terrible

voice.

The child, stammering and sobbing through it all,

repeated the Pater and the Credo. His father in a

strong voice responded Amen! at the end of each
prayei'.

" Are these all the prayers that you know ?
"

" My father, I also know the Ave Maria and the

litany that my aunt taught me."
" It is rather long, but no matter."

The child finished the litany in a voice scarcely

audible.
" Are you finished ?

"

" Oh ! My father, pardon ! Forgive me ! I will

never do it again! I shall ask my cousin the corporal

iever so much to pardon Gianetto !

"

He was still speaking ; Mateo had cocked his gun
and taken aim at him, saying

:

" May God pardon you !

"

The child made a despairing effort to rise and clasp

his father's knees ; but he had not time for this. Mateo
fired, and Fortunato fell dead at once.

Mateo, without casting a glance at the body, re-

tiuTied by the path towards his house to fetch a spade
in order to bury his son. He had scarcely gone a few
steps when he met Giuseppa, who was running,
alarmed at the sound of firing.

" What have you done ? " she cried,
" Justice."

"Where is he?"
" In the ravine. I am going to bury him. He died

a Christian ; I shall have a mass celebrated for liim.

I would like you to tell my son-in-law, Tiodoro Bianchi,
to come and live with us."

—

Translated by W, W.
' Tunbridne.

CORRESPONDENCE
Notice to Correspondents.—Owing to the large number

of letters received it is necessary for correspondents to writ*

briefly if their Utters are to appear.

"RAINLESS" WHEAT,
To the Editor of Everym.\n.

Sir,—In "Notes of the Week," in your issue of

April 25th, you predict "a diversion of, at any rate

part of, the present stream of emigrants to South

Africa," owing to the sensational results achieved by
Dr. Macdonald, the Government expert, and his staff

in growing wheat in the dry belt of the Transvaal, on
which not a drop of rain had fallen from seed time to

harvest.

Dr. Macdonald and his staff have done splendid

work in South Africa, and have opened the eyes of the

people to the wonderful possibilities of the country.

But a settler needs more than possibilities. Possi-

bihties are of no use to him without land on which to

turn them into actualities, and where is he to get land

in South Africa at a figure which will give him as

good a return on the cash he invests as he will be able

to get in Western Canada or Australia ? All the land

in the healthy parts of the Union has long since been
taken up, and we cannot further encroach on the

native territories without grave injustice. Lord Milner

bought land all over the country for closer settlements,

ten or twelve years ago, but, owing to the high price

which had to be given for the land, his closer settle-

ments tell the same dismal story as the small-holders'

allotments in England.

I Hve near the White River Settlement, started at

great expense to the British taxpayer just after the
war, and there is not a single settler left there now, and
the irrigation canal, buildings, etc., are all falhng to

pieces; and the other settlements can tell much the
same tale.

The average size of the farms in the Union, accord-
ing to Dr. Macdonald, is 5,000 acres, and in a majority
of cases the finest crop the farmer grows is the beard
on his own chin.

The Transvaal Consolidated Lands Company own
3.333.000 acres in the Transvaal—nearly a twentieth
of the whole country. Mr. W. McCallum, presiding at
the annual meeting of the Transvaal Landowners'
Association in Johannesburg last month, said :

" This
gradual increase in white settlement, slight though it

is, coupled with the eradication of pests, better means
of communication, etc., is having an effect on the price

of land which is gradually improving, and I think we
may safely look forward tft that improvement being
maintained."

Exactly ! Each settler Dr. Macdonald persuades to

come out here will help on with the improvement. He
will put up the price of land a bit against the next one,

and the more the merrier—for the land companies ;
1

and unless we follow the lead of the other colonies

and tax land values, the future of the white races in

South Africa—well, there isn't any.

At present more people are leaving the Union than
are coming into it, and even the Dutch are emigrat-
ing ; but the taxation of land values and a gradual
separation of the whites and blacks are questions

which are at present exciting a great deal of attention

but here, and if we can only manage to carry them
through we v/ill then see a turn in the tide, and the

blood and wealth so freely spent to win this grand

(ConUnmd on page 372. >l
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HOLIDAY TRAVEL.
"NOT THE AIMLESS WANDERING THAT YIELDS EXCITEMENT,
CONFUSION OF IDEAS AND PHYSICAL EXHAUSTION, BUT THE
CAREFULLY PLANNED, LEISURELY, DIGNIFIED TOUR THAT

PROVIDES REST, RECREATION, INSPIRATION, CULTURE."

"EVERYMAN" Holidays.
EVERYMAN, I WILL GO WITH THEE
AND BE THY GUIDE, IN THY MOST
NEED TO GO BY THY SIDE.

The success that has attended the Everyman Continental
Holiday Tours, arranged in conjunction with a Private Touring
Company, is a striking tribute to the confidence that the readers
have in their journal. The first parties are now enjoying all the
advantages offered by Evekyhan Tours. Some of our readers
have gone to Lucerne and Grindelwald, some to Rouen and Paris,

others to beautiful Bruges, and to Flanders and the Ardennes.
And we know that their holidays will be all that a holiday should
be, for all that is humanly possible to make them so has been
done.

WITH "EVERYMAN"
TO HOLLAND.

A really splendid conducted holiday has been arranged in

quaint, picturesque Holland. Parties leave Victoria Station on
July 25th and August 15th.

THE CHARM OF HOLLAND.
No country is more suitable for a short holiday than Holland ;

it is a small country ; it is said that the whole of it can be seen
from the top of a high tower, and the tourist has the satisfaction

of knowing that he can see most of the country during his stay.

AS GOOD AS VENICE!
Holland is, moreover, a country unique, and offers that entire

change only to be obtained in a strange land among strange
people. Holland is unlike any other country. Thackeray talks

of a week spent in Holland revelling amid iis quaint attractions.

There was the journey by rail "through the vast green flats,

speckled by cows and bounded by a gay frontier of wind-
mills " ; the Hague is "the prettiest little brick city, with the

pleasantest park to ride in, the neatest, comfortable people
walking about, the canals not unsweet, and busy and picturesque
with old-world life;" and Amsterdam is "as good as Venice,
with a superadded humour and grotesqueness which gives the
sightseer the most singular zest and pleasure."

THE DUTCH FOLK.
The strangeness of Holland is most refreshing. Everywhere

are to be seen windmills and canals ; cattle are grazing in the
rich pastures, many of them "dressed" in a queer kind of

jacket ; the rows of trees planted along the dykes look like the

toy-trees out of a Noah's Ark ; the peasants are dressed in quaint
costumes, and wear extraordinary head-dresses, the hoofdijzer,

a gold and silver helmet, looking like a second skull. Here and
there are to be seen the Storks, treated with much respect by
the. kindly Dutch folk.

THE ZUYDER ZEE.
The greatest interest of all circles around the quaint villages

on the shores of the Znyder Zee. Leaving Amsterdam, a short
boat journey brings the visitor into a veritable Land of Comic
Opera.. At Volendam, and again at Marken, the picturesque
costumes of the villagers and their quaint environment are the
delight of artists and photographers.

EXCURSIONS.
Many excursions have been arranged, including visits to

Amsterdam, steamer trip to Zaandam, the "Village of Wind-

mills," all-day steamer trips round the Dead Cities of the Zuyder
Zee, to Volendam, the Island of Marken, trip to Haarlem, visit

to the Groote Kerk, a day at the Hague, visit to Delft, etc., etc.

INCLUSIVE COST.
The cost, including all hotels (three meals a day) and travelling

expenses (second class throughout), admission fees, etc., drives
in Amsterdam and the Hague, steamer trips to the Isle of

Marken and the "Dead Cities of the Zuyder Zee," and to

Dordrecht, trips to Haarlem, Delft, and Scheveningen, and
services of conductor, is only £$ igs. Inclu-sive fee to cover all

gratuities and porterage of luggage, 4s. 6d.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Many parties are now complete, and others are being rapidly

filled up. To avoid disappointment it is advisable to pro-
visionally book your place at on'ce.

UNIQUE SYSTEM OF
INDEPENDENT TOURS.

The EvERVM.^N system of independent tours is a most attrac-
tive form of touring abroad without a conductor, and yet with
all the advantages of a conducted tour.

AN ATTRACTIVE SYSTEM.
The fundamental principle of this System is that the traveller

should journey with as much comfort and absence of worry as if

accompanied by the actual Courier.
Every traveller is supplied with a chart showing in separate

columns, each day of his Tour, clearly: where he will Breakfast,
where Lunch, where Dine, where Sleep, etc.

CHOOSE YOUR OWN ROUTE
After the traveller has decided on his route, we quote him a

rate for the whole journey, including every necessary expense,
such as Hotel Accom.mcdation (bedroom, light, and attendance),
Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner, Railway and Steamship Fares,
Conveyances to and from Hotels and Stations, Guides where
necessary and wanted. Carriage Drives and Excursions, etc.

AND YOUR OWN HOTELS.
Thus, then, the traveller is supplied with a chart for his jour-

ney, and knows just how much it will cost him, and carries

nothing but a case with his name on, which is his identification'

to Hotels, and, of course, his Railway Tickets.

No coupons are carried, and the traveller may select his owtf
Hotel prior to starting, if he has a preference. Detailed
information will be gladly sent.

THE "EVERYMAN" BOOK.
A postcard will bring you the Everym.^n' book, which tells you

all about our delightful Continental Holidays. Drop us a line,

to-day, and we will send it you at once.

Address: The Tours Dept., "EVERYMAN," Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.
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THE MAN WHO IS

CURING THE NATION'S
EYESIGHT.

LONDON SPECIALIST'S WONDERFUL
DISCOVERY.

Particulars Now Available to the Public.

A well-known London specialist has made a remark-

able discovery, which already is making a sensation

wherever the result of its use is known.
It is nothing less than the discovery of a wonderfully

simple yet scientific method for restoring tired, old eyes

to their once-youthful, clear-seeing power, and curing

weak eyesight.

Everybody who for the first time is told about the

new discovery is asking, " Will it do my sight good ?
"

The answer in practically every case is "Yes."

As Mr. John Levison, the discoverer of this wonderful

eyesight cure, says, " Everyone may cure his or her own
trouble at home, inexpensively and speedily, by following

Uooatural position of the short-sisbted.
Natural easy position when read-

ing OE writing.

out the instructions I give, which are so simple that a

child could understand, yet so effective as to be of

benefit, no matter how bad the sight may be."

Mr. Levison particularly invites those who wear

glasses to write to or call upon him for his advice, and

especially writers and students who find their sight over-

strained by reason of their occupation.

He makes no charge for this advice, whether to

callers or to postal inquirers.

Most successful has the new discovery proved for :

—

1. Failinz or WeskeninK Si«hL

2. Short SiKhL

3. Old Sitht imd Blurriof.

4. Twitching Eye*.

5. Hot Eyet.

6. Watery Eyet
7. Diicharging Eyea.

8. Uneaual Eyes.

9. Achiog Eye*.

10. Red and Inflamed Eye*.

11. Eyetixht Headaches.

Particularly those advanced in years find benefit from

Mr. Levison's method, and already a great many people

of fifty, sixty, or seventy years write him stating they

can once again see clearly. Their tired eyes are re-

strengthened, and they need no longer wear glasses.

•Mr. Levison has thought how he could best reply to

the great number who have written to him, and he has

novi- prepared printed particulars which clearly set out

what this wonderful method is and what it will do for

those with weak sight. Copies of these particulars

may be obtained either by calling on Mr. Levison per-

sonally or by writing to him at The Levison Eyesight

Institute, 64, Wigmore Street, London, VV.

It will be of particular interest to readers to learn

that the authoritative medical journal, the Family
Doctor, warmly approves of his clever discovery, and
advises all who have weak or falling sight to write for

the particulars he is for the time being prepared to send
on receipt of a penny stamp for reply..

country for civilisation may not yet be wasted.—I am,

sir, etc., MATHER SMITH.

P.S.—Like many of your other readers, I couldn't

quite fathom Mr. Chiozza Money's "The Work that

Must Be Done."

P.O. Noord-Kaap, Transvaal, May 19th, 191 3.

WOMAN IN THE FINANCIAL WORLD.
To the Editor of Evervm.\n.

Sir,—My attention has been directed to a letter in

your issue of the 20th June headed " Woman in the

Financial World," and signed by Reginald H. S.

Cobbitt, who describes himself as a " Chartered

Accountant," although his name does not appear in

the latest issue of the hst of members of the Institute

of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales. In

endeavouring to correct a statement made in your

article under the above heading, he makes another

statement which in turn needs correction. It is per-

fectly true that the Institute does not admit women to

its examinations. It is not true, however, that

numerous associations of accountants have sprung up

in late years. Only two associations have come into

existence, of which this is one, and they have fully jus-

tified their right to exist by their success. The London
Association of Accountants is the only association in

the British Isles which admits women to its rank, and

it might even be interesting to your readers to know
how it came to do so. The profession of accountancy

does not largely attract women, or otherwise they

would by now either have been attached to some In-

stitute or had a society of their own ; but a few years

ago the Institute of Chartered Accountants endea-

voured to get a Bill through Parliament limiting the

right of practising very considerably, and chiefly in

favour of their own members, and in endeavouring to

get influential support from the Government it was
pointed out that they ought to include women. The
promoters thereupon said that if the Bill could be
passed they would admit women. The Bill, owing to

its inherent unfairness, did not get anywhere near pass^

ing. The Council of this Association thereupon very

properly reasoned that if it was good enough for the

Chartered Institute to admit women if the Bill was
passed, it was good enough for the London Associa-

tion to admit them in any event, and so they did, and
their enlightened policy has been justified by results,

—I am, sir, etc., HENRY A. G. LEWIS,
Secretary, The London Association oi

Accountaats, Ltd.

London, E.C., Jime 24th, 19 13.

THE MONT DE PIETE.

To the Editor of EVERYMAN.
Sir,—In his interesting article on the French Mont

de Piete, your Special Commissioner did not mention

an important adjunct to that Institution. I refer to tlie

2,000 odd persons who flourish by lending money on

its tickets.

The French authorities have tried to suppress them

by legislation, but have failed to do so, and the cush

tomers of the Mont de Piet6 continue to borrow money
at a low rate, and then to raise additional sums on the

tickets at 50 or 60 per cent. In estimating the value

of the Mont de Piete this fact has to be remembered,

and I must query your Commissioner's dictum that

the advantage is so unquestionably .with the French

system.

He mentioned the delays caused by its necessary

centralisationj and he might have included the matter
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of distance, and the possible tram fare to get to it.

In the big cities of Great Britain, including London, a

pawnbroker can generally be found not very far off,

and competition makes it necessary for him to do his

best to accommodate his customer.

Your Commissioner makes the rate of interest in

Great Britain to work out very formidably ; but to take

the worst-looking case—a loan of is. for three days, on
Nvhich the |d. for the ticket and ^d. interest amount to

1,014 per cent, per annum— it is possible that such a

transaction may really mean a loss to the pawnbroker
an a business of average size.

Your Commissioner forgets tliat, in addition to writ-

ing the ticket, he has to make a complete entry of the

transaction in a book, do the parcel up so that it may
be in good condition if left for twelve months, and have
it carefully stacked in his warehouse, so that it can be
quickly found when wanted.
The warehouse has to be kept clean, and the parcel

has to be insured against fire and burglary to the ex-

tent of principal and interest, and 25 per cent, on the

amount of the loan. I question whether the id. is suffi-

cient to cover the cost of all this, unless the number of

pledges taken in is very large. To take a similar case,-

I do not think that the railways have a gold mine in

their cloak-rooms, though 2d. a day is charged for

gach article and no money is advanced.
Again, are there many retail businesses that can be

profitably conducted on a lower basis than 25 per cent,

gross profit on their sales?—a much higher rate than
the 25 per cent, per annum of the pawnbroker.
As regards the sale by auction of unredeemed

pledges, I do not understand your Commissioner's
point. By law, the sales have to be well advertised,
the auctioneers are men of high standing in their pro-
fession, and it is to their interest to get the best prices
possible; but if the pawnbroker does not sit beside
them, or send them a catalogue marked with his re-

serve prices, they must sell without reserve, and leave
him entirely in the dealers' hands. If thp dealers will

not give what he believes to be a fair price, what is the
pawnbroker to do but to buy the pledge in and try to
sell it elsewhere ?

The reason why there is not often a surplus for the
pledger in Great Britain is that competition leads
pawnbrokers in most cases to " lend well up to the
market value.

I believe it to be true that, of all tradesmen who do
business with the poor, the pawnbroker makes the
smallest profit out of them.—I am, sir, etc.,

London, W. A Pawnbroker.

I

THE CURSE OF USURY.
To the Editor of Everyman.
Dear Sir,—As one possessing an intimate ac-

quaintance with usury in slumland, may I be per-
mitted to supply a little item overlooked by your
Special Commissioner?
In his table giving tlie percentage of interest accru-

ing to pawnbrokers, he has omitted to reckon with
a charge that is levied without legal approval. Be-
yond the charge for tlie ticket and the charge for
interest protected by law, the pawnbroker imposes a
rental tax (if one may so call it). It works this way

:

A woman pawns a petticoat or a pair of boots, and the
charges, as given by your Commissioner, are imposed.
But a girl pawning her best blouse, which she wants
taken care of, is charged an extra penny for " hang-
ing up " or putting away in a drawer. This makes a
very material difference in the table of profits.—I am,
^' etc., H. V. O'Neill.

Livcrpccl, June 20th, 1913.

CALL AND TEST THE
NEW PERFECTED MODEL.

The Slightest

Sound ia

Magnified,

DEAFNESS
CONQUERED! ! f

MARVELLOUS NEW INVENTION.
Don't rest another day till you've tried it—you may

do so FREE.
A new era has dawned for the deaf with the invention of the
AuRipiioNB, a tiny pocket telephone of wonderful power which mag-
nifies the slightest sound and makes it C[uite audible to the deaf. 'Ibc

"AURIPHONE"
is simply consti ucteJ, witli no complicited parts. Weighing only a
few ounces, it is perfectly comfortable to wear and almost invisible.
The AuRiPiioNE is not " just the s.inte" as other devices you have
tr^ed in vain, :tnd we believe it will succeed whers oihers h:ive failed.
Fullast partioalara are found In our booklet, post free on applfcation.
SEND FOR IT TO DAY, or call any time at our ollices for a

FREE DEIViONSTRATION.
AURIPHONES, LTD., 42, Walter Hau^e, 418/27, Strand, London.

I ROSALIND fi^ I

6s. ARDEN. I

By H. B. MARRIOTT WATSON.
•
e
e
»

DAILY OHRONICIiE.-"The cbarm of the book is the •
charm of youth anrl beauty at play — a cbarm ^
enhanced by the grace of the author's style." %

OTHER RECENT NOVELS.
THE CHARMING OF ESTERCEL.

By GHACE HBYS.

THE LOST MAMELUKE.
By DAVID M. BEDDOE.

DAISY DARLEY; or, The Fairy Gold
of Fleet Street. By w. p. hyan.

PLE/tSE SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.

6s.

6s.

6s.

?, J. M. DENT & SONS, Ltd., 137, Aldine Hoase, London, W.C. ^9

AN OBSERVING MIND
Can ba sharpened by exercise If ft woilig en tlic lines of the Concentre Course—
'* Scientific Coocentration." This Worid-Famcus Course teaches you how to coucen-
irate so as to get the best rcstiita frooi wcrk or s-tudy. It tea hes you how (o Qbserve
and Kemcicbcr; how to develop your Will-Power. and Self Reliance; how to speatt
well, think effectively, aod to banish Mind-Wandering and Self-Consciousness. A
p.-c. to the Concentro Co., 4*5. Central Eulldlogs, WallBCnd, NcwcasUe-oo'Tyne, will

bring you full particulars of "SclenUfic Coccentratlon," uhlch is practised in every
part of the civilised woild. Se»ti a ^.-c. to-da y.
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FANN.Y BURNEVS "EVELINA."
To the Editor of Everyman.

Dear Sir,—On reading the interesting "Master-
piece for the Week " in EVERYMAN of June 20th, by
Anna Branson, on " Evehna," I think it may interest

your readers to know that the house occupied by Dr.

Burney, in the garret of which " Evehna " was written,

and situated in St. Martin's Street, W.C, is now adver-

tised for sale. The interest attaching to this building

is, however, not confined to it being the birthplace

of the celebrated novel ; before Dr. Bumey's time

it was—for the last seventeen years of his life-

time—the dwelling-place of Sir Isaac Newton.
Does it not seem almost a scandal that the

house whose history is so bound up with national

progress should come under the auctioneer's

hammer? The difficulties of purchase are, I under-

stand, extremely great, inasmuch as the narrov/ street

is bound to be made into a wide thoroughfare. But

surely, even if it has to be pulled down, the least that

can be done is to mark, in some conspicuous manner,

that on this site stood the house occupied by the leader

of British Science and the great authoress who—as

your contributor so truly says
—

" made the path

smooth for Maria Edgeworth, Jane Austen, Charlotte

Bronte, and the many other women who have heoa
mighty with the pen."—I am, sir, etc.,

(Sir) Henry E. Roscoe, P.C, F.R.S.

Wetherby Road, S.W.

GEORGE BORROW AND THE GYPSIES.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I am glad to see that your correspondent
" D. B. G." has raised the question of Borrow's know-
ledge of gypsies. May I be permitted to suggest that

Borrow's knowledge of Romanes was no more
thoroughgoing than his other philological researches ?

1 believe it is the opinion of competent latter-day
" Romany Ryes " that he did not so completely ex-

press the gypsy spirit as is generally supposed, e.g.,

.the description of the gypsy female character has been
tar more adequately treated by men like Francis

Groome or Leland.

I met last vacation an old gypsy, a nephew of Jasper
Petulengro, who told me he well remembered Borrow,
and in his boyhood had frequently stayed near Oulton
Hall during Borrow's residence there. " Yes, my
dear," he once told me, " Mr. Borrow was a fine

gentleman ; , but he ' penned ' (told) a lot of hukkaben
•(lies) about -us Romanes."

With regard to the vexed question of origins,

blessed beyond men is he who can speak with

certainty of the first home of the Roms. I think,

however, one thing is certain, and that is that they did
not emanate originally from Egypt. Leland sug-

gested that they came from Northern India, and
thought they seemed identical with a wandering low-

caste tribe called the Dons or Roms. " D. B. G." will

find in Leland's " English Gypsies and the Language"
a chapter on evidences of their Indian origin. The
tenacity with which the gypsy has preserved his pride

of race, his contempt for " gorgios " (Gentiles "), and,
above all, his hatred of mumpers (half-breeds), be-

speaks a sense of caste which is at least remarkable.
The Romany word for water (pani) is, I believe,

the same as the Hindustani word, and "jukhel," a
dog, leaves no doubt of their starting from, or long
residence in, the land of the jackal. There are, of

course, many words in the gypsy language which have
been drafted into it in the course of their wanderings

(especially Russian and Greek), e.g., "drom," a road,

bears a strong resemblance to the Greek fyouoi.

Is " D. B. G." aware that there is another language
of the road, which is Celtic in origin, and contains
many archaic Gaelic words, " Shelta," or the Tinker's
language? That was discovered by Leland, and
Borrow does not appear to be aware of its existence.

The vocabulary is not nearly so extensive as

Romanes.
I presume " D. B. G." knows the story of the gypsies

appearing in Europe in the fifteenth century, doing
penance for having refused hospitality to the Virgin
and her child while in Egypt.

It is a poor Romanichel who couldn't pooker a
hukkaben to a gorgio if there was any chance of
making any dloovu (money) out of it!—I am, sir, etc.,

Mon. I. M. H.

IVAN TURGENIEV.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Your readers are thankful for all the good
things in EVERYMAN vk'hich you are giving us week
by week. Amongst these we are specially thankful
for the series of splendid character sketches, and
amongst the best of these is the one in your last issue,

on Ivan Turgeniev, by Charles Sarolea, who always
writes with such a well-informed mind and an illu-

minating style.

I do not, however, understand how Mr. Sarolea can
say that Turgeniev has no creative faculty. I admit
that his great power is that of minute and compre-
hensive observation. It is said that his tales are a
magazine of small facts, anecdotes, and descriptive

traits taken from life. He seemed to keep a diary of

what he saw, and of hig sense impressions. But does
that argue the absence of the creative faculty ? Does
creation mean to bring something out of nothing?
When we' see the wonderful imaginative and

emotional force he brings to bear upon his facts, traits,

etc., by which they are transfigured by the alchemy
of his wonderful genius, I think we have a revelation

of creative power of a high order. Henry James, in

Jiis able study of Turgeniev, says :
" No romancer has

created a greater number of the figures that breathe,

and move, and speak, in their habits as they might
have lived ; none, on the whole, seems to us to have
had such a masterly touch in portraiture, none has
mingled so much ideal beauty with so much unsparing
reality." I think all who know the great Russian
novelist will agree with this dictum.—I am, sir, etc.,

Wm. Dinning.
Chalfont St. Giles, June 21st, 191 3.

THE TRAFFIC IN WOMEN.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Dear Sir,—I should like to draw the attention of

all interested in the above subject to an article entitled
" The Truth About White Slavery," wliich appears in

the June issue of the EnglisA Review.
No one who carefully considers the evidence there

set forth will fail to be convinced of the truth of the

author's contention that the various tales of the

forcible abduction of young girls which have been
current are wholly fictitious, and have been recounted
to a too credulous public for the purpose of showing
the helplessness of women—of course without the

vote.

All the so-called evidence on which the Flogging
Act was passed has been subjected to a searching in-

quiry, with the result that the members of the " Pas3

(C<m!inuei on page 376.)
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SPARE TIME OR WASTE TIME ? > ^ > BY
JOHN PERCIVAL
"VUTAS it not the late Archbishop of Canterbury who
"^ asserted that such a thing as spare time should

not exist? According' to Dr. Temple, famous divine,

scholar and teacher, all time which was not utilised for

some definite good, for some actual progress, was waste

time.

Have you "spare time " or "waste time ".' In these

days of keen competition for the very right to earn one's

daily bread, this is an important question for all.

Perhaps you will say that you have a very little spare

time each day, certainly not in long enough periods for

it to be worth anything. Well, this little fact will show
you what can be done in odd moments. One of the

missionaries in India, in the early part of the last cen-

tury, was a member of a religious community. During

the time it took him daily to walk from his room to the

dining-hall for meals he first of all com.mitted to memory
the entire Psalter and the Gospel according to St. John,

and then translated them both into Hindi, his transla-

tion being to-day the standard version of those portions

of the Scriptures. Working about six minutes daily,

he completed a task which would satisfy many a

scholar's life-ambition. He was neither better nor

more learned than his fellows, but he had no spare time.

Every moment was of value.

"Dost thou love life? " wrote old Ben Franklin in his

"Poor Richard." "Then do not squander time, for

that is the stuff life is made of."

What do you do with your odd minutes? Do you
use them to further your progress in life? Have you
reached the highest post you are fit for? Have you ex-

ploited every one of your possible talents and made the

most of them? If not, you are not getting the full

value out of your life.

Can you use your unoccupied moments to rise to

greater power and wealth? Certainly you can, if you
wish to. Naturally there are few callings which can be

pursued at odd times without the use of special books,

special appliances, or suitaW surroundings; but pen
and pencil and paper are portajjie. If you find ideas for

stories crowd into your head, jot them down, and when
you get a little leisure elaborate those notes into short

stories. Send one or two to some reliable teacher, and
he will tell you if it is worth your while to be trained

properly in journalism. Many of our most popular

writers have commenced in this way.

But, personally, I am inclined to think that the busi-

ness of writing advertisem.ents is the best for odd
moments, and it is certainly the most lucrative.

One has only to sit down and consider the millions

spent annually on advertising to realise the tremendous
field open to the trained advertisement-writer. And the

demand is steadily increasing. Here, then, is an ideal

opportunity of converting spare hours into golden
guineas. I know the possibilities of the advertising

field, and I say emphatically that were I a young man
again I would not hesitate to qualify for the advertising

profession. I know of one young man v/ho earned as

much as ;^ioo a year, and more, in his spare time by
writing advertisements. I know another man who gives

one evening a week to advertisement-writing, and

receives a guinea for the evening's work. Another

couple, to my knowledge, in receipt of a regular salary,

augment their income to the extent of ;^20 or more
monthly by devoting four or five evenings per week to

the v.'ork. What is there to make these men so suc-

cessful? Brains they certainly have, but in no greater

degree than many a 30s. per week clerk. Their secret

was training. Experience was good, but, as Roger
Ascham says, "By experience we find a short way by a
long wandering. Learning tcachcth more in one year
than experience in twenty," and I know of no better

training in advertisement-writing than that afforded by
the Practical Correspondence College, 77, Thanet
House, Strand, London, W.C. I have been permitted
to examine the Course, and also to look through the
criticisms of students' work, and I was thoroughly im-
pressed with the practical and sound system of tuition.

The College claims to have gained a sound reputation
for honest and thorough tuition, and the fact that the
principals will only accept as students those who show
definite aptitude for the work (as evidenced by letters I

saw advising unsuitable applicants not to enrol), is un-

doubtedly a policy which is bound to promote the in-

terests of the Practical Correspondence College.

Readers of Everyman who realise the vital import-

ance of increasing their earning capacity, and of utilis-

ing their spare time in the most profitable vi'ay, will be
well advised to write to the Secretary of the Practical

Correspondence College, 77, Thanet House, Strand,

London, W.C, for a free copy of "Brains and Ink,"

and if advantage is taken of the Course, then Dr.
Temple's ideal will be fulfilled, and you will have no
"waste time," because you no longer have "spare
time."

1¥££K
YOU

CAN EARN
more—mijch more—by Ad-
vertisement Writing ttian

you can earn by clerical work.
Man7a<i-writc:'s,eari) from £6 per

weeU upwards. From £100 t.i £:M)0

per anauTii can be earned by cveniDfJ
work aloue. Tiie ^jossibilllies of the
proless'on are cnoinious. and if you will
KWc us aa cpponutiity we will ftive you

PROOF POSITIVE
that tvliat we say ts true. We offer yoa

thorough and competent tuition at the hands
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A few hours weeiily
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the Bill Committee " are convicted of getting legisla-

tion under false pretences. The whole of the docu-
ments have been placed in the hands of the Editor
of the English Review, and may be inspected by all.

This investigation has revealed the truth that the
social evil has been greatly exaggerated by the

Suffragettes to gain their ends. The ideas of the de-

pravity of man and the contrasted virtue of woman
have been sedulously cultivated as a perhaps surer

means of gaining the vote than by means of arson,

hunger strikes, etc.—I am, sir, etc.,

Claude Tessier. .

Kingston-upon-Thames.

MR. LILLY ON INDIANS.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Mr. W. S. Lilly having now completed his

tirade upon Indians, I hope you will allow me to

refute some of the statements made by him in his

article published in the current issue of EVERYMAN.
The advocation and justification of similar ideas in

one respect were put before your readers only recently

—namely, the gospel of Imperialism ; only more
seductively put, under the pretext of benefiting civili-

sation. Your correspondent's argument resolves itself

into saying that the Indians are not competent to

govern themselves, and that the subject race should

in nowise question the policy of the powers that be,

but should silently assent to the doings of the execu-

tive without one word of murmur. But even a con-

quered people have their rights, and will assert them
when the time arrives, despite the rage, threat, and
oppression of the despot. Bureaucratic activity and
viceregal zeal misdirected has combined to rouse the

slumbering Titan of discontent and despair of an
aggrieved and helpless nation.

Furthermore, he says that by educating them we
are only poisoning their minds against us, and breed-

ing discontent. It is also clear that, by quoting

M. Maindron, he agrees with the latter when he says,

speaking of the Indians, " Their power is the pen."

Apparently he fears the intellectual superiority of the

Indian over the Englishman, given equal opportuni-

ties!

Anglo-Indian policy has been to strike a blow at

the growing power of the educated and advanced
classes. Was not the Education Act really meant
more than anything else to restrict higher education,

by making it more costly, and to officialise the govern-
ing bodies of the Universities, which had been enjoy-

ing some degree of independence?
Again, the Official Secrets Act was passed to muzzle

the Indian press, and also the passing of the Seditious

Meetings Act drove resentment underground, and was
the cause of the origin of the anarchic school of

thought. Killing a rising nationality is no ordinary

crime, and it seems as though British democracy has

taken an opiate dose of slumbering apathy, leading to

profound ignorance and indifference, upon which
ministers and proconsuls trade.

I am well aware that if we left India to-day the

Indians could not control themselves ; but, given their

rights now, the day is not far distant when they will

be able to do so.—I am, sir, etc.,

S. Wales.
ISAAC SHEPHERD.

INDUSTRIAL SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT.
To the Editor of Everym.w.

Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr. Burke, appears to

overlook an important factor in the development of
" Industrial Scientific Management/' namelyj industrial
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monopoly in the shape of huge trusts and combines.

In business, at the present time, co-operation is rapidly

taking the place of competition. The advantages to

the producers of a co-operative policy are becoming
more and more apparent, and no doubt by the time we
have scientific management, we will also have all our

industries monopolised by huge trusts. In any case,

the co-operation of employers seems to me to be an
elementary principle of " Industrial Scientific Manage-
ment."

Industrial monopoly would, of course, eliminate

competition, and enable the producers to demand
almost any price for their productions ; therefore Mr.
Burke is mistaken in his contention that many of the

surplus workers would be employed in advertising and
pushing sales, as that occupation depends for its exis-

tence on competition.

The problem of how to employ those superfluous

workers is a very perplexing one, but, as the introduc-

tion of " Industrial Scientific Management " will be a

gradual process, I have no doubt it will gradually solve

itself with the changing conditions of life. Human
beings have always shown a remarkable capacity of

adapting themselves to their surroundings.—I am, sir,

etc., J. J.

Glasgow,

To the Editor of Everv.man.

Sir,—I venture to add a word on this subject,

because one at least of your correspondents seems to

have rather misunderstood what I consider was Mr.

Fels' attitude on this subject, and his object in writing.

Unlike Mr. Johnstone, I did not understand that

Mr. Fels was wtiting against Industrial Scientific

Management, but that he was pointing out the effects

of such a system, which effects he admirably epito-

mised in his paradox.
What Mr. Fels wanted to show would not happen

Mr. Johnstone affirms would happen, for he says that

if one man can be made to do the work of three, the

other two are free to turn their hands to useful produc-
tion of some other kind. But when these two turn to

other productive occupations, they find the same pro-

cess going on, the twos being turned away, the ones
remaining.

Nor are we much aided by Mr. Burke's statement
that the larger profits would mean keener competition,

more advertising, and larger selling staffs. The con-

nection between big profits and keen competition is

far from obvious, and the statement, like most state-

ments beginning with, e.g.,'*' There is no getting away
from the fact that . . .," needs examination, but will

scarce bear it.

A man stranded on a barren rock is free to produce
the wherewithal to live ; scarcely more free will be
those unfortunate individuals displaced by Industrial

Scientific Management.
Nevertheless, freedom to produce is the one thing

necessary, and that entails at least equality of access

to the resources of nature, the source of all produc-
tion ; and that in turn necessarily involves the aboli-

tion of private property in land.—I am, sir, etc.,

Glasgow, June 22nd, 1913. J- N. McCONOCHIE.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Referring to an article over my signature, en-
titled " Industrial Scientific Management," published
in your enterprising and esteemed journal of May 30th
last, I note in your correspondence columns (20th inst.

issue) the three letters dealing with my article from
Mr. Arthur L. Burke, Mr. J. Lister Henderson, B.A.,
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and Mr. William Johnston respectively. I shall be
glad if you will permit me to take up a little of your
valuable space to enable me to deal with the criticisms

of these gentlemen.

Mr. Burke appears not to have taken in the gist of

my contention re the scientific management of indus-

trial enterprises, for in his opening sentence he re-

liiarks that I stated a case against this system, whereas

I did nothing of the kind, though I maintained that

any system of speeding up in industrial establishments,

while it would increase the output, and consequently

tend somewhat to help the wages of the employees,

the ultimate effect would be to throw people out of

work, without their having any certainty of employ-

ment elsewhere under present conditions. The system

of speeding up would, of course, mean reduced cost of

production, and a correspondingly increased profit to

the factory ; but I deny that this would lead to

greater consumption, except in an artificial way. Mr.

Burke entirely and significantly ignores the ethics of

employment which I have attempted to impress upon
the readers of your journal.

Mr. Henderson is, I think, wrong in his belief that

"industrial scientific management would herald the

adoption of universal co-partnery," if he makes that

suggestion under existing conditions. It is my honest

belief that, if scientific management were brought to

such a point of perfection as to double the present out-

put with the same amount of labour, it would have little

or no effect on bringing the workers into partnership

with the " bosses." The latter might throw a larger

sop to the workers in the shape of extra wages, but, as

only a few control the earth and the franchise growing

out of the possession thereof, the many would still be

disinherited, Mr. Henderson's "common sense and
moral right " to the contrary notwithstanding.

In the contentions I made in my article I was a great

'deal farther away from theorising than perhaps Mr.

Johnston has any idea of, because access to land will

do what I claimed, and is, in fact, doing it at the pre-

sent time in several countries to the extent of such

access. In Jutland (Denmark) the wages of agricul-

tural labourers are 15 per cent, higher than in any

other part of the country, and no man is able to trace

any reason for this, except that land is easier to get in

small areas than in any other part of that enterprising

little country. An agricultural labourer will not accept

from an employer lower wages than he can earn by
applying his own labour to the earth under his own
management.

I commend Messrs. Burke, Henderson, and John-

ston to a careful reading with open minds, as well as

with open eyes, of a book which many more than I

consider one of the bibles of the world—Henry
George's " Progress and Poverty." Indeed, George is

one of the modem prophets of the world. Messrs.

Dent and Sons, Ltd,, have put "Progress and
Poverty " in suitable company in their " Everyman's

Library." If this is asking too much of my three

critics, then I beg that they will read my article again.

—I am, sir, etc., JOSEPH Fels.

London, E.G., June 27th, 1913.

THE POET-LAUREATE.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sm,—^Should the position of Poet-Laureate be

abolished ? Emphatically, No

!

Nor should there be any question as to the choice

of a national bard.

When Lord Tennyson died there were three great

poets remaining. They are with us to-day—William

Watson, Rudyard Kiphng, and Mrs. Alice MeynelL
These three—and the greatest of these is Mrs. Alice

Meynell— I am, sir, etc., E. T. Sandford.
Cornwall.

^ Jt ^

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
Rainbow Lights (Duckworth, 6s.) is a series of im-

pressions in one of the least literary of the many
Yankee dialects. Soliloquy is the form affected,

punctuated with innumerable dashes, interjaculations,

and well peppered with asterisks. Mr. de Silva's

style is a very trying one. We are reminded of a jolt-

ing omnibus of the old-fashioned horse type, wherein •

one's progress was impeded by jars and irrelevancies.

A quotation from the volume will emphasise our point

:

"
' But it makes me kind of mad when I hear a busi-

ness woman break out She'd ought to know more
than that. It's easy to talk. Some of them's fond
and some of them isn't . . . and the wonder to me is

that any of them's fond at all. It is easy to be fond

of the baby when you've all there is to share with it

. . . but when you are earning your four dollars a

week . . . and finding yourself . . s and then there's

another to find for ,- i , !
^

"

® 9 »
The Repentance of Destiny (Duckworth, 6s.),

by Shway Dinga, is all about ancient Burma. It is

presumably written by an Asiatic, but though the

manners and customs of the people show due regard

for local colour, there is none of the convincing charm
and tragic intensity of that beautiful book on Burma
entitled " The Soul of a People," by Henry Fielding.

The story in the present volume reads somewhat like

melodrama of our own times. Tun Min, the son of

Ko Moung, " a blood-stained Burman," was dedi-

cated to the priesthood. He found himself unable to

endure the rigorous discipline. "A lonely mind in a

holy setting " did not appeal to him, and he went out

into the v.'orld. He fell in love with Min Kale, an out-

rageous little flirt with many lovers and not a few

adventures. . She is not attracted by Tim Min, but

realises he will make a comfortable husband, and be-

comes engaged to him. The engagement is short-

lived, and the culmination of her intrigues is her

suicide by poison and the murder of her latest

lover. In the ultimate Tun Min goes back to

the religious life. He finds even a monastery too

populated for him, and becomes a recluse " in a lonely

cave on the road to Hsipaw, in the Shan Hills," where

he sees the years go by, with very little food and no

intellectual relaxations. The author does not give us

a reassuring or comforting picture of Tun Min, the

anchorite. He is no more convincing in his last phase

than in his first

" We leave him alone in his cave as a cold statue,

with his eyes fixed on the waving forest, which they

see not, and his soul centred on the eternal verities,

illumined by the pure light of Contentment and
Peace.' » 9 9

The Life of John Bright (Constable, 153. net),

by Mr. G. M. Trevelyan, is an epitome of some of the

most striking political events in the history of Queen
Victoria's reign. The volume is carefully arranged,

and contains much curious information that has

hitherto failed to come to light. He sketches the part

that the great orator played as Cobden's principal heu-

tenant in that, great agitation which culminated in the

repeal of the Corn Laws with telling effect. One
rcahses the unique quality of Bright's genius, a genius

(Continued on page 380.)
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THE CURE OF CONSUMPTION.
DR. EDWIN W. ALABONE'S TREATMENT.

An abundance Of proof exists to show tliat by the

use of the special inhalation treatment promulgated

by Dr. Edwin W. Alabone, of Highbury Quadrant,

London, N., it is possible to effect an absolute

cure in the great majority of cases of persons

suffering from that terrible disease consumption, which

makes such appalling ravages throughout the kingdom.
Unsolicited testimonials have been received from
hundreds of restored patients, residing in all parts of

the country, and they have gladly furnished particulars

of the remarkable cures effected in their own cases by
its means, thus establishing beyond every possibility of

doubt the fact that consumption

—

the great tiational

icourge— is capable of being overcome.

Owing to the numerous unsuccessful attempts which
have been made in the past to discover an effectual

remedy for tuberculosis, the dogma of the incurability

of phthisis still remains deeply rooted in the minds of

the public, but there are unmistakable signs that know-
ledge in regard to the curative value of the treatment

under consideration is steadily increasing, and there is

at the present time hardly any part of the civilised world
where the results of Dr. Alabone's treatment have not

been attested to. This is shown by the letters which
have been received from cured patients dwelling outside

the United Kingdom.
One of the chief means bv which the knowledge of

the intrinsic value of this treatment is scattered broad-

cast is through those persons who were forrtierly con-

sumptive, and who fully realise that their lives were

saved by its adoption, telling others, so that they, too,

might experience the same permanent benefits. Rela-

tives and friends who have seen patients before and

after the use of the treatment have been able to fully

appreciate the great change for the better; the patients

have in a most remarkable manner been transformed

from a state of living death into sound health, and, upon
careful examination both by Dr. .'\labone and other

consultants, it has been found that all traces of the

disease had disappeared.

For more than forty years now Dr. Alabone has been

carrying on warfare against consumption, asthma,

bronchitis, and other chest diseases. Years ago, before

he set himself exclusively to studying phthisis, he was
consultant to several institutions, and, after he left the

hospitals, he received testimonials from many of the

foremost members of the profession, the wording of

which makes it quite clear that he held a high position

in the medical world.

The highly satisfactory results attendant upon his

fight against tuberculosis have, as might be expected,

caused -him to have some opponents even amongst his

professional brethren. Their number, however, is fast

decreasing, and there can be little doubt but that shortly

his treatment will be universally adopted. There are

to-day a large number of physicians who possess the

fullest confidence in it, and who regard it as their

bounden duty to recommend it to their consumptive
patients. It is as well to point out that some of those

who could at one time be numbered amongst his

detractors are now his most ardent supporters. This

constitutes further proof, if more be needed, of its

immense value to sufferers.

It has never been claimed by Dr. Alabone that his

treatment for consumption is infallible; some cases may
not recover, and this is not to be wondered at, seeing

that most of his patients start the treatment at a point

in their illness when, after having tried every other,

including the open air, their cases have been pro-

nounced as hopeless. There should be no procrastina-

tion in cases of consumption; it is always wise to act

promptly, as the disease is a particularly deceptive one,

and not infrequently when patients are thought to be

improving they are in reality becoming worse. A word
to the wise is sufficient.

.'\s a matter of fact, thousands of persons who were
formerly victims of this disease owe their complete
return to good health to this treatment, and any sufferer

from phthisis who elects to try it may rest assured that
he has wisely chosen, and that he will have the best
possible chance at present known of completely recover-

ing from the malady.

A letter received from a cured consumjDtive living in

the county of Bucks contains the paragraph quoted
below. This particular patient had been pronounced
incurable by the local physician, and it was pointed out
to him that he was too far gone for anything to do him
any good. A perusal of the paragraph will show that

the patient was not too far gone, for, under Dr. Ala-
bone's treatment, he was freed from all traces of that
dread disease, and this is what the patient writes :

—

"The proof that my cure is complete is assured by
the verdict of five doctors who have sounded me since,

and can detect no disease of the lungs or chest at all !

"

" I must add that my recovery is generally regarded
as marvellous by my friends," is a statement culled from
a letter written by a London gentleman, who, as in the
former case, had been declared to be incurable.

Dr. T. Young, L.R.C.P., L.R.C.S., writes: "Dr.
.\labone's treatment for consumption has proved a great
success in my own case, after having been given up by
several eminent physicians. I am convinced, not only
by my own experience, but from evidence of other cases
I have seen, that it is the remedy so long saught for."

An immense number of similar cases could be men-
tioned did the space at disposal admit of doing so, but
readers will find any particulars they wish to obtain in

the following works by Dr. Alabone :

—

"The Cure of Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, and
Other Diseases of the Chest," by Edwin W. Alabone,
M.D.Phil., D.Sc, ex-M.R.C.S.Eng., Lynton House,
Highbury Quadrant, London, N., illustrated by
numerous cases pronounced incurable by the most
eminent physicians, 47th edition, 171st thousand. Price

23. 6d., post free. Other works by the same author:.

"Testimonies of Patients, with Comments on the Open-
Air Treatment," price is.; "Infamous Conduct," price

6d.; "How the Cure of Consumption is Suppressed,"
price IS.; "Facts Regarding the Open-Air Treatment,'*

price IS.
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in striking incongruity with his origin and surround-

ings. Among the Quakers one hardly looks to find

an artist, yet Bright of all men can most truly be called

an artist in words, a superb and compelling orator. It

is a book that everyone hiterested in the great men
who moulded the last century should endeavour to

procure. » 9 »

Messrs. George Allan and Co. have re-issued

Love's Coming of Age, a series of papers by Edward
Carpenter. The book had a marked success on its

first appearance, and contains so much that is of per-

manent value in the discussion of that vexed question,

the relations of the sexes, that it should in its present

form (35. 6d.) find a ready sale. The author has a

delicate style, fragrant, yet strong, and his advice to

those who are contemplating marriage is infused with

an understanding and a sympathy that makes a wide

appeal. He says, most truly, that there should exist

one other person in the world towards whom there

should be no sense of mine or thine in property or

possession, and between whom and oneself there

should be a spontaneous rebound of sympathy with

all the joys and sorrows and experiences of life. " For
siich a union love must lay the foundation, but patience

and gentle consideration and self-control must work

unremittingly to perfect the structure, . . . there falls

a sweet, an irresistible trust over their relation to each

other which consecrates as it were a double life, mak-
ing both feel that nothing can now divide, and robbing

each of all desire to remain when death has indeed (or

at least in outer semblance) removed the other." Over
the tumult and jangle as to whether man or woman
is the superior being, whether or no husband or wife

pays the heaviest price in marriage, these words stand

forth, embodying for all time the ideal of a perfect

union, a union that, as the author points out, can be

obtained with patience, gentle consideration, and' self-

control.
» » 9

Before the Dawn (Chapman and Hall, 6s.), by
Miss Katherine James. This is a romance of Italy in

the stirring times of Garibaldi and his men. The plot

of the story is rather v/eak, and makes somewhat
stringent calls upon the credulity of the reader. Thus
•we learn that these two brothers are so much alike,

even to a scar upon their forehead, that it is almost im-

possible to tell them apart. Needless to say, this par-

ticular coincidence is the cause of much misunder-

standing and complications, more especially as one

brother is an altogether decent person, who is quite

content to act the scapegoat for the many misdeeds

of his trying relation. Miss James is on apparently

familiar ground when she is content to draw scenes of

Italy, and her accounts of the revolutionary sorties are

vividly depigted. Monica, the niece of a fraudulent

Italiaii count, falls in love with an Englishman, one of

the brothers referred to above, who joins Garibaldi's

soldiers. She hears various talcs of misdoings, which

she believes are the work of her lover, but are really

those of his brother ; but in the end everything is put

right. Leone, Monica's cousin, who is passionately in

love with her, is arrested at the instigation of the Pope,

on account of his revolutionary sympathies, and cast

into prison, from whence he escapes by the con-

nivance of the Englishman ; but upon learning that

his cousin loves his saviour, he joins the Franciscan

•Monks, in which capacity he is enabled to

render very valuable assistance in frustrating the

machinations of a scoundrelly lawyer and a Jesuit

priest, who have designs upon Monica's fortune and
persoa The priest is particularly well drawn, and

calls forth reluctant admiration for the ingenuity of his

plots, in which he seeks to involve the destinies of

Monica, Leone, and even that of his compatriot and
partner in iniquity, the lawyer.

9 9 9

War stories have a family likeness, and there is

nothing in Mr. James Blyth's latest venture to single

it out from the mass of novels dealing with battle,

murder, and sudden death. It is an echo of the

Russo-Japanese war, and certainly that campaign, as

described in its pages, seems a very long way off. We
have plenty of Japanese names, but the little brown
men are never clearly visualised. Indeed, the
characters might as well have been labelled with any
other nationality and have suffered very little. The
story is written in the first person, and this form
enables the author to conceal his inequalities of plot

and to fill in blanks of the story with personal touches,

reminiscent or anticipatory. Occasionally there is a

touch of the dramatic, and we feel that Mr. BIyth

would arrive at better results were he to concentrate

on the short story in place of the novel. Certain

chapters, with a little trouble, could be made into quite

readable sketches, and the first person, which is weari-

some if continued over many pages, could be used
legitimately in a more condensed form.

9 9 9

The author of " The Dop Doctor," Richard Dehan,
who is none other than Miss Clo Graves, has just

issued a volume of short stories. iSome of these are

reprints, others are original. The style is crisp, and
the author shows to most advantage in the shorter

tale. There is undeniable power in the manner in

which certain episodes are treated. The same grip

that was used with such telling force in the novel that

first introduced us to Richard Dehan is shown in " Mrs.

Creighton's Convert" The bad man of the piece,

who turns from his wickedness, and becomes a

Catholic priest, is sketched with a truth and signifi-

cance that removes the central incident far from the

charge of commonplace. Perhaps the most appealing

and intimate of the numbers in this volume is " Gou
gou." The author has a rare faculty of reading a

child's heart, and the small boy's grief at the separa-

tion from his father, and his stubborn resistance to the

tears that ache to flow, is admirably portrayed. Gou
Gou's mother has divorced his father, and he learns

that he is never again to see the big man whom he
idolises. The mother, sore at her own treatment,

sternly represses his desire, and at the finish the small

child hides himself in a motor car that has just brought

him and his mother away from their home. The car

is returning to his father. That is enough for Gou
gou ; he wants only to reach the man that fills his

heart. He goes to sleep, and en route is joined by Mrs.

Arbuthnot, who is journeying to Dover to join the

man she loves. The child tells her of his desolation,

and she comforts and consoles him, hushing him once

more to sleep. When the car arrives at its destina-

tion the lady has gone, leaving a note behind her,

pinned to the bunch of violets on Gou Gou's serge

jumper. It is this note that makes the sketch: "I
could have taken your wife's husband away from her

without a pang of remorse; but I cannot rob your

boy of his father! Please do not write to me or

attempt to see me. I am determined that we shall

not meet again."

This charming fragment is but one of many ex-

cellent things in THE HEADQUARTER Recruit
(Heinemann, 6s.).

(Continue! ok pagt 382.^
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It is difficult to see exactly what useful purpose Mr.

Canning's study of MacaulaY: ESSAYIST AND HIS-

TORIAN (T. Fisher Unwin, 7s. 6d. net) is likely to

serve. A sympathetic, yet fair and critical study of

the great Whig rhetorician is, indeed, long overdue,

for Macaulay, overpraised in his owa.time for quali-

ties which he did not possess, is in danger of lacking in

Durs the very high honour that is due to his real great-

ness. But Mr. Canning's book is not a criticism: it

is rather a paraphrase interspersed with digressions.

Now Macaulay, of all writers, bears paraplurase least

well ; for in him the telling phrase is everything. Now
Mr. Canning is not only no master of the telling

phrase, but he seems to have a perfect genius for the

impossible phrase—the phrase that lets the sentence

down with a crash. For example, everyone remembers
Macaulay's picturesque account of the character of the

Highlanders which introduces his account of the ex-

ploits of Dundee. True or false, it is an admirable

example of his powers of graphic description. We
hardly recognise it in Mr. Canning's version, when he

says that " these mountaineers were often eager plun-

derers, irritable, revengeful, and very peculiar in their

habits "
! As for digressions, we really do not see why

Macaulay's fine rhetorical passage concerning the

antiquity of the See of Rome, with its well-known

prophecy of the " traveller from New Zealand," should

be made the occasion of remarkfng that Macaulay does

not " allude to the Greek, Armenian, or African

Churches," or why the writer should proceed to supply

the defect by several pages of irrelevance, illustrated

by quotations from Dean Stanley.

9 9 9
The author of " Convict 99 " has just pubhshed

another novel, DuCKS AND DRAKES (Ward, Lock and
Co., 6s.), which certainly lacks nothing in the way of

sensation ; it bristles with incident and dramatic situa-

tions. There is the orthodox and beautiful heroine,

who is the constant victim of the shameless machina-

tions of a terrifying villain, and there is a young
man, with "perfect features and speaking eyes,"

who falls violently in love with the heroine, but

is afraid to cfaim her as his bride, because he is poor

and she is the rich daughter of a wealthy man. There
is also a mysterious one-armed man, in reality a

long-lost lord, and the father of the impecunious hero,

who unfortunately loses his memory at a critical

moment, and is borne forth to prison on a false charge

where complications arise on account of the aforesaid

lost memory. The reader will observe that the book
is written in the accepted fashion of the sensational

novel, and he need therefore be under no apprehension

as to the ultimate fate of the hero and heroine, for they

live happily ever after, and the villain is sent to perdi-

tion, whereby Miss Marie C. Leighton maintains her

reputation. The reader who desires relaxation in this

form will be by no means disappointed in the quality

of the story. It is brightly, not to say breathlessly

written, and will doubtless be quite acceptable on a

railway journey, or during the holidays, to those who
desire to be kept awake.

There has of late grown up a cult in the world of

fiction dedicated to the prize-fighter. It has been said

that the only objection that can be made to the founder
of a school is the school, and the fact that Mr. Bernard
Shaw has written " The Admirable Bashville " seems
to serve as an excuse for the everyday fictionist to

serve up his wares of the ring. The hero of THE
White Hope (Chapman and Hall, 6s.) is a most un-
convincing prize-fighter. He is a prig of the first

water added to a form of " matchless beauty." The

author, indeed, raves about the " subtle, sinewy grace
of the man's lines and the dazzling brilliancy of his

skin." Sandwiched between these descriptives we have
long prosy speeches, unreheved by a glimmer of

humour or a suggestion of reality. It is a dull book,
and the subject, though sensational, holds nothing of

the dramatic.
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The Quest of the Unknown,
There is no stranger thing in human life than that impelling force which, for want

of a more comprehensive name, we term "the spirit of adventure." From lime

immemorial men have been lured from the calm serenity of home life forth into the

vast solitudes of the unknown. Yesterday it was the Arctic, to-day it is the Antarctic,

to-morrow—who can say what it will be ?

Of these lone wanderings, the Travel Section of EVERYMAN'S LIBRARY
furnishes some record. Appended are a few selected volumes :

—

TRAVELS OF MARCO POLO.
Introduction by JOHN MASEFIELD.

The explorations ot the Venetian merchant (1254-132-0 In

Central Asia and as far as the court of the Great Khan
Kublai (Coierldge's " Kuhia Khan"; at Pekin, where he
remained nearly twenty years.

" Even now, after the lapse ot six centuries, his book
remains the chief authority (or parts of Central Asia, and ot

the vast Chinese Empire."

HAKLUYT'S VOYAGES (8 vols).

With Index.

Introduction by JOHN MASEFIELD.

"The Principal Navigations, Vovages, and Discoveries of

the English Nation," collected by .Richard Hakluyt (1552-

1602), Is our English epic. " It is a great and noble poem,
which commends the sailors of our nation for their courage
and singular activity. The poets of that great period, living

In the kingdom of imagination, have left the deeds of cur
heroes unsung. It was left to Richard Hakluyt to bring
together the stray records of them that future ages might
admire, and coming generations imitate the high heart of
those who tried the fortune ot the sea,"

ANSON'S VOYAGE ROUND THE
WORLD IN 1742.

Introduction by JOHN MASEFIELD.

COOK'S VOYAGES OF
DISCOVERY.
Nothing could be more interesting or thrilling than the

narratives of Captain Cook's three great voyages between
1768 and 1778. His enterprise and daring added materially
to the existing knowledge of geography, and proved the
non-existence of a southern continent.

TRAVELS OF MUNGO PARK.
Dr. Mungo Park, one of the earliest and bravest of African

explorers, born In Scotland 1771, was drowned In the Niger
I80C.

NARRATIVE OF A JOURNEY
TO THE SHORES OF THE
POLAR SEA (1819=1822).

By SIR JOHN FRANKLIN. Introduction by
CAPTAIN R. F. SCOTT, C.V.O., Leader of the
National Antarctic Expedition.

Sir John Franklin, greatest of Arctic explorers, born In

1786, died In the attempt to discover the North-West Passage,
from which his expedition of 1845 never returned.

SPEKE'S DISCOVERY OF THE
SOURCE OF THE NILE.
Speke (1827-1864), who accidentally shot himself on the

very morning when he was to have defended his statements
against the scepticism of that other great explorer, Burton,
was said by Sir R. Murcbison to have "solved one of the
problems of all ages."

THE BIBLE IN SPAIN.
By GEORGE BORROW. Introduction by
EDWARD THOMAS, and a Map showing
Borrow's Journeys.

Borrow (1803-1881) was by nature a linguist and a man of
action. As linguist he was employed by the British and
Foreign Bible Society to circulate the scriptures In dark
corners of Europe ; as man of action he produced his literary
masterpiece, that amazing picaresque romance of gypsy
Protestantism, in which he recorded his adventures, not
altogether in* the service of the Society, In Spain and
Portugal (1838-1839).

FIRST FOOTSTEPS IN EAST
AFRICA.

By SIR RICHARD BURTON. Introduction by
H. W. NEVINSON.

Burton (1821 -1896) was famous not only as a traveller,

but as the master of thirty-five languages, and translator
of the " Arabian Nights." This volume gives an .nccount of

one of his earliest expeditions, preceded only by his Journey
to Mecca. It will be remembered that Mr. H. W. Nevlnson,
who writes the introduction, Is himself the author of a
remarkable book on the Congo Slave Trade.

Cloth, 1/- net ; Leather, 2/- net.

PLEASE SEND FOR COMPLETE LIST OF G40 VOLUMES.
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A SECURE 5% INVESTMENT!
THE LONDON HOUSING SOCIETY, LTD.

Registered Offices: 49. EUSTON ROAD, N.W.

Issued and Paid-up Capital, £70,000. Present Issue. £50,000.
IN SHARES OF SI EACH.

To facilitate the erection o( the Society's Dwellings. H.M. aovernment. throush The Public Works Loan Board, have agreed to advance
ubout £92 000 (Part already advanced). /

Ohairman-Tho Yen. Archdaacon WILLIaM MAODONALD SIHOLAIR, D.D. [See letter below}.

SPLENDiD OPPORTUNITY for SMALL INVESTO^RS vvrthTfrom £5 to £200 CAPITAL
who desire a SAFE INVESTMENT at a FAIR RATE of INTEREST.

Applicalion can be made on Form below.

OWINQ to the grreat demand for Its Dwellings, the LOND<)N HOUSIN'U SOcTBrV, LTD., beg to announce that they have secured additional
eligible sites, and are now making a new issue of 50,000 SHAKF-5 OP £1 EACH, about 10,000 of which have already been subscribed by

present shareliolders.

The names of the gentlemen composing the Board of the London Housing Society, Ltd., are as follows :
—

Tlie Ven. Archdeacon SINCLAIR, D.D. (Chairman).

P. S. ROBINS Esq., F.S.I., 5, Waterloo Place, Pal! Mall, S.W.

F. KNOLLYS, Esq., Walllngford House, Chesham, Bucks.

Viscount HILL, L.C.C., 10, Eaton Place, W.C.

Major H. G. KICARDO, Gatcombe, Minchlnhampton, Glos,

LESLIE CHILDERS, Esq., 30, Elm Park Gardens, S.W.

That the Society has always paid a 5 per cent, interest
^ return.
That its operations are entirely removed from the
realms of speculation (they cannot build fast enough
to meet demand).
That public men of every rank approve its objects.

That healthy homes will thus be provided for the
people, and work for the unemployed.

They would reiterate the following points:—

Bankers—LONDON CITY & MIDLAND BANK, Ltd., 159.
Tottenham Court Road, W.

Solicitors—RGOKS, SPIERS, WALES & WARD, 16, King
Street, Clieapside, E.C.

Auditors CHARLES WILLIAM CORNISH and CHARLES
CARYLL BAKER (Ball, Baker, Cornish & Co.), Chartered
Accountants, 1, Gresbam Buildings, E.C.

The Society has not one empty tenement and no
arrears of rent.

6. That there Is no further liability whatsoever
beyond the amount of shares taken by each in-
vestor.

7. The rentals are fixed as low as possible, consistently
with the shareholders' interests.

14f/f June, 1913. Shcrmanhury Rectory,

Dear Sir or Madam, Hatfield, Sussex.

The London Housing Society, in vahich I am interested, and of which I am Chairman, is building blocks

of flats in localities where they are very much needed, which appears to me to be quite admirable. They are
very popular with the working people ; before each block is finished there is a long waiting list of those
anxious to occupy them. The weekly rents run from 6s. to 16s., according to the accommodation required.

The rooms are light, airy and convenient ; and what particularly pleases me is the provision of a bath in

each tenement.
It is difficult to make an undertaking of this kind known, hut the blocks already built and inhabited are

in themselves an excellent advertisement.

The demand for accommodation being so great, the Society has secured additional sites in most eligible

positions, and we arc therefore opening a new share list.

If you could see the houses, i am sure you would wish to co-operate in the undertaking, or to increase
your interest in it. I am, yours truly, (It'll' Jg > § •

(late Archdeacon of London.)

The above letter from the Venerable Archdeacon Sinclair (Chairman), emphasises the urgent need for speedy
extension of the Society's work, and will be read with interest by all.

Present Gross Income £10,990
Additional Increase on completion of Buildings in hand . 6,865

Total Gross Income per annum £'7,^SS

Accommodation being already provided for nearly 500 families under the most un-to-date sanitary conditions.

FORM OF APPUCATION. [T]
This Form shoiiUI be filled up nnd sent, irith the

deposit of SI- oil each Share, to the Hankers of the Society,
namely. THE LOXDO.W CITY S-MIDLAND BANK. LTD..
of 159. Tottenham Court lioad. W

.

THE LONDON HOUSING SOCIETY, LTD.. 49, Eoston Road, N.W.
Form of Applicatioa for Shares.

To the Directors of THE LONDON HOUSING
SOCIETY, LTD.,

GENTLEMEN,—Having paid to the Society's Banlters
the sum off , being a deposit of 53. per
Stiare payable on application for

Shares of £1 each of the above-named Society, 1 (or we)
request you to allot to me (or us) Shares upon
the terms of the Society's Prospectus dated the 27th day of
May, 1913, and I (or we) agree to accept the same or any less

number that you may allot to me (or us) and to pay the
remainder of the amounts due on receiving notice of allot-

ment, and I (or wc) authorise you to register me (or us) as
the holder(s) of the said shares.

Name (in full)
(Mr., Mr.s., or Miss)

Address <in full)

Description

Date.. Sifinature..

-Wftiov.??

^m^^^mi.VBoro«Vj 5::i'l\*'e%iSl«
"

.iio.t. o.^-^^ ,

t»UdV"=<^.*„\'?^5r»_

«t'«.\"V,W»o \vcte frioW^LA *a^ VJuA''^".

.«

^_^s^o;^r>fSV;;; ^o^S^.\
v4

'• lSse"^'\ '•^V (e*A»^^

-::;:^o^^.

The annexed cutting, taken

from a recent issue of the Daily

Telegraph, emphasises the e.\-

treme urgency of the Housing

problem with which this Society

is most successfully dealing.

Should you desire to see the

official prospectus, this can be

obtained by either calling at or

writing to the Society's Regis-

tered Office, No. 49,EUSTON
RO.\D, LONDON, N.W. Or if

you wish to inspect the Society's

properties, the fullest facilities

will be afforded upon receipt of

your request.

Printed by H&ZBU., Watson & Vinev, Ld., 4.8, Kirby Street, Hation Uardtn, London, E.C., and Published by J. M. Dent & Sons, Lo.,
Aldine House, Utdford Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

THE King's triumphal tour through the very heart

of industrial England has a significance not

easily discernible in the newspaper reports of

his Majesty's progress. The visit is not merely an

irresistible personal success, it symbolises that regard

and concern for the wage-earner which, for all our

faults, marks the present age. In visiting cotton mills

and calling at glass works and the like the King is

faithfully interpreting the best sympathies and the

truest aspirations of his subjects.

Not for the first time in its history has the invincible

optimism of the Daily 31ail been found at fault, for

while that journal announces almost daily that the
" Cat and Mouse Act " has squelched the suffragettes,

we are faced with the unfortunate fact that the ladies

against whom it is directed are by no means accounted

for. The latest evidence that militancy is not yet a

thing of the past may be found in the burning down
of one of Sir William Lever's country houses, involv-

ing, unfortunately, the loss of many art treasures. It

is not our business to express opinions in this column.

We merely report facts—facts that do not always lie

close to the surface, and are not, therefore, always

apparent, but which it is very desirable should be re-

cognised. Unfortunately, the events of the past week
show conclusively that, for good or for evil, it is a mis-

take to conclude that we have done with this much-
discussed phase of the suffrage movement.

It is satisfactory to note that, lurid headlines despite,

opinion, and especially City opinion, is veering slowly

round to the view that the latest war in the Balkans

is unlikely to precipitate that European conflagration

which alone made its possibilities serious. Great, in-

deed, is the difference between the present cheery con-
fidence and that gloomy depression which settled on
the markets last October when tlie war began. There
is still one possibility, however, that has not yet re-

ceived adequate attention. Turkey has intimated to

the Powers that the outbreak of hostilities releases

her from the recent settlement. It will be ironical

indeed if, as the result of these dissensions among the
allies, the " Unspeakable Turk " again asserts himself
and becomes once more a force in the near East

Not for many years has an event burst on us with
quite the same dramatic suddenness as characterised
the labour revolt in Johannesburg. Before most of us
were even aware that acute differences existed be-
tween the mineowncrs and their employees, we were
reading of a condition of affairs not very far removed
from civil war. The strikers were armed, and they
used their weapons with effect, and for something like

three or four days anarchy appears to have ruled in

the gold reef city. The prompt intervention of the
Government, however, soon brought peace to the
Rand, and, according to the latest reports, a more con-
ciliatory spirit prevails on both sides. So far, so good
But is this adequate ? Emphatically no. A searching
inquiry must be initiated at once into the men's
grievances, and reasonable concessions given them.
Otherwise it is but too obvious that history will repeat
itself.

The news that a syndicate has been formed to
" run " a regular passenger airship service from
London to Brighton, Paris, and other cities, marks a
distinct advance in that most elusive and dangerous
science, aviation. Whether the service will ever
achieve " the insult of popularity " we cannot say, but
the mere fact that it is to be attempted, and capital

staked on its success, shows unmistakably the progress

that the idea of travelling by air is making. Perhaps
our children may go to business by aeroplane. Who
can tell.'' It is only fifteen years since it was held

to be impossible to motor on the King's highway.

Mr. Lloyd George's speech at Streatham—the first

in which he has dealt with general questions for some
time—may be said to open a new chapter in his career,

if not in politics, while the fact that he criticised Lord
Lansdowne's land proposals with such vigour con-

firms the view that his party will keep that issue well

to the front. It is whispered, indeed, that they pro-

pose to stake everything upon it. On the other hand,

it is distinctly interesting to note that the Chancellor

said nothing as to the actual alternative proposals of

the Government. Rumour has it that the Cabinet has

still to agree upon these, and that the " Land Inquiry "

has developed rather than reconciled the differences

between the various schools of land reformers.

Lord Newton's Bill for the better regulation of

moneylenders marks another stage in the long and
almost ceaseless fight which our civilisation finds itself

compelled to wage with usury. The principal feature

of this new legislative effort to tackle Shylock is that

it forbids him to " tout " for custom by dispatching

circulars broadcast through the post, and it is claimed

in this connection that many who now succumb to the

lure of the moneylender will be saved despite them-

selves. Much can be said for this contention. But, on
the other hand, experience suggests that not until

there is provided a practical alternative to the usurer

shall we shake off his curse. Credit is a necessity of

modern civilisation, and some agency is needed

whereby the poor can obtain it on reasonable terms.
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MAKERS OF MODERN HISTORY
I.

—

Robespierre o» j* By Charles Sarolea

iThe year 1793 stands out as the Annus Mirabilis of

modern history, the year of wonder and terror, of vic-

tories abroad, of massacres at home. During those

fateful months, Maximilian Robespierre is the absolute

ruler of France until the culminating tragedy of the

Ninth of Thermidor, when, with shattered jaw, after

sixteen hours of agony, he is dragged to the guillotine

where he had sent so many thousands of innocent

victims.

There is perhaps no other character who has stood

so conspicuously in the limelight of history, and who
yet remains so mysterious to the bulk of mankind.

iThere is certainly no other character who raises so

many perplexing questions. Amongst those perplex-

ing questions I would submit that there are at least

three which anj' student of the French Revolution

ought to answer if he is to understand anything in

the Reign of Terror.

1. How is it that a man who is generally repre-

sented as a type of mediocrity, a man without any of

those gifts which are necessary to play a conspicuous

part, a man without personal attractions, without

charm, without the gift of oratory, without originality,

without statesmanship, how is it that such a man
should have been raised to the pinnacle of power?

2. How is it that a man of generally peaceful and
humane disposition, a poet and a man of letters, timid

and sentimental, who once resigned his position as a

judge because he disapproved of the death penalty,

how was such a man transformed into a bloody tyrant ?

how was lie brought to inflict death ruthlessly and in-

discriminately upon young girls and old men and
pregnant women ?

3. And, most difficult of all questions, how is it that

the most spirited of Continental nations submitted for

two years to an abominable tyranny, which would have
spurred into rebellion even Egyptian fellaheen .' How
is it that the most frivolous and the gayest of Euro-
pean capitals was made to slibmit to the rule of a

gloomy Puritan, whose every word seemed to be a
challenge to the national temperament?
An e.Khaustive answer to those three questions

would give us the explanation of the Revolutionary
tragedy.

ir.

The rise of Robespierre to supreme power is at first

sight one of the paradoxes of history. All the other

actors of the French Revolution possessed at least

some outstanding quality which helps us to understand
their influence. Robespierre had no such quality. He
had none of the titanic power of Mirabeau or Danton.
He had none of the wit of Camille Desmoulins. He
had none of the oratorical gifts of the ill-fated

Girondists. He cannot even lay claim to the cynicism
and vituperative power of Marat, nor to the fiendish

perversity of Fouche and Talleyrand.

Most historians are agreed that the secret of his

power and popularity lies, above all, in his absolute
integrity. He was omnipotent because he was sup-

posed to be incorruptible. And the explanation is no
doubt true so far as it goes ; and it is a memorable
lesson in political conduct to all statesmen, present and
future. It is a striking commentary of Montesquieu's

dictum, that virtue must be the foundation of demo-
cracy. Robespierre's rule was the " dictatorship of

virtue." In a city where suspicion was rife and where
corruption was rampant, here was a man who could be
absolutely trusted. In an age of equality, where all

superiority of rank and wealth was odious, where to

be called an aristocrat meant a sentence of death, here

was a man who, although invested with plenary power,

continued to live in Spartan simplicity. Mirabeau and
Danton, with all their titanic gifts, were distrusted be-

cause they were known to be venal. Robespierre,

with all his mediocrity, possessed the confidence of the

people because even his worst enemies could not sus-

pect him of bribery or corruption.

III.

The incorruptibility of Robespierre is certainly one
element of the problem, but it is not the whole
problem. It explains why the French people trusted

him ; it does not explain why they believed in him.

The real reason why the Revolutionists believed in

Robespierre was that Robespierre believed in the

Revolution.

The whole secret of Robespierre's power lies in the

mystic region of faith. With all his inhumanity, his

pedantry, his egotism, his meanness, his vindictiveness,

his cowardice, he had the one great theological virtue

of faith—a faith unquestioning and unwavering. And
it was his faith and not his works which saved him.

When everything was hanging in the balance, when
the Revolution was threatened by foes internal and
external, the people could turn to the obscure deputy
from Arras, firm like a rock, confident of victory,

biding his time, challenging danger.

And not only had he faith, but his faith was em-
bodied in a creed, in a doctrine sufficiently vague to

attract temperaments the most diverse, sufficiently pre-

cise to unite his believers in a common formula.

Robespierre is, from first to last, the consistent disciple

of Rousseau. He preaches the gospel according to

Jean Jacques. The "Social Contract" sums up his

political profession. The " Confession of the

Savoyard Vicar " sums up his religious creed.

IV.

The two explanations just given may account for

Robespierre's unlimited influence, but they do not ex-

plain the horrors of the Reign of Terror. They do not

explain how Robespierre should have become re-

sponsible for the most sanguinary tyranny of modern
times. That Robespierre was naturally humane cannot

be doubted He had been steeped in the sentimental

literature of the times, and his favourite author was
the most sentimental of all. He was so sensitive to

suffering that, if we are to believe his sister, he, for

months, mourned the death of a favourite pigeon.
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Although he was afraid of the sex, although as much
as John Knox he abhorred the regiment of women, he

was idolised by the women about him, by his sister, by
the wife and daughters of the carpenter Duplay. And
although he was no Socialist, although he was a strong

believer in the rights of property, he sincerely felt for

the people.

He was essentially what we would call to-day

a pacifist and a philanthropist. When a war

with England was in the balance, he firmly declared

for peace. As late as 1791 he made an eloquent

speech against the death penalty. Yet this pacifist,

this opponent of the death penalty, eventually reduced

terror to a principle and made the guillotine an instru-

ment of government.

The only explanation is to be found in Robespierre's

fanaticism. He probably illustrates better tlian any

other modem statesman the destructive influence of

religious bigotry. There is no temperament which is

so completely destructive of all feelings of humanity,

which is so invariably brought into play to justify

every excess of cruelty. For the religious fanatic,

obsessed by his creed, is ever ready to sacrifice every

other human consideration to the triumph of his prin-

ciples. He is ready to pour rivers of innocent blood,

he is ready to plunge his country into civil war to

secure the domination of his sect. He is ever ready

to destroy the body in order to save the souL Fanati-

cism may be more or less enlightened, the creed may
be more or less beneficent, but, from the moment the

religious enthusiast is prepared to employ the power
of the State to impose his religion, the result is almost

invariably the same.

Robespierre believed that the Revolution was
not merely a political upheaval, but that it

yjas a revelation from on high, and that it

implied a new rehgion. His one ambition was to

estabhsh on earth the reign of virtue, the Cult of the

Supreme Being, the Immortality of the Soul. And he

also saw that the establishment of the new Deism was
imperilled by powerful enemies abroad and by more
relentless enemies at home. He was, therefore, per-

fectly consistent in insisting that those enemies should

be crushed at whatever cost. It was the old argument,

and the old metaphor of the surgical operation to be
performed on the body. It was necessary to sacrifice

the putrescent limb if the whole body politic was to be

preserved. It was necessary to sacrifice a few thou-

sands of atheists and libertines to redeem the millions.

Robespierre belongs to the same type as Torquemada
and Philip II., as John Knox and Calvin. He is a

combination of tlie Catholic Inquisitor and the Pro-

testant Puritan. He is- the most rigid and ruthless

of rehgious bigots.

V.

But, granting that Robespierre was a bitter fanatic

and that his fanaticism was destructive of his

humanity, there still remains to explain how a witty

and gifted people, in an age of enlightenment, should

have submitted to the despotism of this Puritan In-

quisitor ; how inside the National Convention 600
deputies were cowed into abject compliance ; how
outside the Convention a whole people obeyed the

oracles of the sinister pedant and pontiff. The problem
must be admitted to be a most difficult one, and a
thinker who would solve it would explain both the

paradox of Robespierre and the paradox of French
history.

I would submit tliat the only possible explanation
is to be found in the double strain which runs through
the French character.

We are too apt to forget that France is not merely
the country of wit and epigram, of the chanson and the
salon. Deep down in the national temperament there
is a Celtic fervour, a relentless idealism, a religious

enthusiasm, a theocratic and fanatic spirit No one
will understand French history who does not realise

that the French people are by far the most religious

people of modem Europe. It is this religious and
theocratic spirit which explains the human sacrifices

of the Druids in the ancient forests of Gaul, which ex-
plains the Gothic cathedrals and the scholastic

philosophy, the Crusades and Joan of Arc. It is this

spirit which explains tlie wars of religion. It is this

spirit which- explains Calvin—the French father of
Swiss and Scottish Presbyterianism. It is the
same spirit which explains the expulsion of the
Huguenots and the bigotry of the Jansenists.

And my contention is that it is the same spirit which
asserts itself in the theocratic experiments of Robes-
pierre, in his Cult of the Supreme Being. The special

form which the terror did take, its bloody excesses, the
power it gave to a handful of scoundrels, are suffi-

ciently explained by the prevailing anarchy which'

emptied the prisons of their criminal inmates. It is a
mere accident of history, which often repeats itself

whenever the social order collapses, and which quite

recently repeated itself during the chaos of the Russian
Revolution.

But the Reign of Terror itself, apart from the
special forms it assumed, is not a mere acci-

dent; it was pre-eminently a French phenomenon.
It was a necessary revelation of national character. It

was one of the periodic outbursts of French religious

fanaticism. Of that outburst, of that revelation of the
French theocratic spirit, Robespierre will remain for

ever the most extraordinary, the most repellent, and
the most perplexing illustration.

Disconcerting irony of events ! If Robespierre had
been born in another age and in another country—say,

in Scotland or England—he would have been a harm-
less and highly respected professor of Dogmatic
Theology in a Calvinistic college, or an incorruptible

Under-Secretary of State in Mr. Asquith's Cabinet.

Being born in the sceptical France of the end of the

eighteenth century, in an age which was out of joint,

he was destined to become in sacula scEculorum, the

incarnation of diabolical cruelty, a monster of iniquity.

A Prize of Ten Shillings is offered for the best

Essay not exceeding 600 words on the " Interpreta-

tion of Robespierre's Character in Carlyle's ' French
Revolution.' " All essays should be typewritten, and
addressed,

" Robespierre,"

Competition Editor,

21, Royal Terrace,

Edinburgh,

and should be received by August 1st, 19 13. The
Editor reserves the right to reproduce any part or the

whole of the essays received.
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HOW THE POOR LIVE
The Shoemaker's Story ^ j* ^ By Thomas Holmes

I.

"No, I am not entitled to the old-age pension, for I

am only sixty-seven. Whether I shall live long

enough to claim it is very doubtful, and I don't mind
very much if I do not, for I have had a hard life, and
now I am past work, and have to sit and watch others

work for me. I know that my wife and daughter do
their best, but my wife can earn but little, and my
daughter, who is a machinist, can only earn ten
shillings a week if she makes full time, and very often

she has to lose time, sometimes a whole week, because
the factory is closed, and then we have nothing.

" I have always been sober and industrious. I have
never wasted money in theatresj music-halls, or holi-

days. I don't smoke. I was considered a good work-
man, and now here I am past work, sitting and wait-

ing ! I keep as cheerful as I can. What's the use of
grumbling and making others miserable ? I can read,

although I went to work when I was but nine years of

age."
" Tell me," I said, " more about your early days.

[Where were you born ?
"

" I was born in a house in Tagg Street. The rent
was 3 s. 3d. in those days. My parents were weavers,
and part of the little house contained the two hand
looms at which my mother and father worked

" They thought I was a weakly little chap, so they
took me from school when I was nine years old and
put me to learn shoemaking. I liked the trade well
enough in those days, when all boots and shoes were
hand-made and you had a chance of putting some
skill and brains into them. But now a girl at los. a
week can do m.ore than a number of men, and brains
are not required. I have made some beautiful boots
and shoes in my time for actresses and singers, for I

was good at light work. But now there are no crafts-

men ; trades are out of date ; machinery is the thing !

"

" But you have had a long spell of shoemaking ?
"

" Yes, fifty-four years ; but not enough to qualify
me for a pension."

" Tell me of your married life," I said.

" Well, we were married forty years ago, and we
had a little home of two rooms in Old Ford Road, for
which we paid ss. per week. Things were dear in

those days. Don't you remember, mother," turning to

his wife, " how we paid 23. 8d. for a hundredweight of
coal and 2s. 6d. a sack for coke, owing to the war and
the strikes in the iron and coal trades ? Sugar was 4d.
a pound and tea 2s., but bread was the same as now.
We did not have much to spare, though both of us
worked hard, and sometimes together we earned as
much as £2 in a week, but we did not earn that amount
very often."

" How many children have you ?
"

" We have had nine, and eight of them are living

;

but you had better talk to mother about them."

n.
So I turned to the weary-faced, pathetic-looking

woman, and asked for some particulars of her life. She,
too, had commenced work at nine years of age, and
earned is. 6d. a week at bead threading. I drew her
gently to her married life. Yes, she had had a hard
life, especially when the children began to arrive, for
she worked at the shoe trade by day and attended to

the children's requirements in the evening. They re-

quired a bigger home, so they took a small house in

Russia Lane, for which they paid 8s. a week. What
with their reduced earnings and their increased rent,

she did not know how they had managed.
" I have had nine children, and never could afford

a doctor with any one of them."
" However did you manage ?" I asked.
" Why, the same as other women. I paid 73. 6d. for

a woman to be with me at the time, and then to come
in every morning for a week to wash the baby. For
the rest we managed somehow."

But her real troubles began when' her husband's
health began to fail, for his earnings gradually
dwindled until they ceased altogether. They were
pretty near starvation then. She had sometimes to

find a " friend " (an unlicensed money-lender) and
borrow 53., but that was so expensive, for she had to

pay a penny per week for every shilling lent to her.

When her children were ill she took them to the hos-
pital, and paid fourpence per week per head for their

medicine.

"How did you manage to get new sheets, towels,

and blankets, etc. ?
"

" I never did get any new ones. When I found
something that suited me at a second-hand shop I paid
so much per week. It took a long time to pay for a
blanket. Sometimes I dealt with a ' tallyman ' for

stuff to make father some shirts or the girls frocks, but
that was expensive too."

" I suppose you are all insured against death ?
"

" Oh, yes ; we have all been insured for years. We
keep that up."

" Tell me now," I said, " what is your family income
per week, and how do you spend it ?

"

" I have 28s. coming in weekly, and there are seven
of us to live out of it. I have 6s. 6d. rent, bread costs

93., margarine and butter 33., our Saturday joint

IS. 6d., potatoes gd., greens (for Sunday) 3d., con-
densed milk 8d., gas 6d., coal is. 4d., a bit of meat or

fish each week costs about 3s., and then there is the
insurance to pay."

"A pretty tight fit," I said, after reckoning it up,
" What do you do about any extras ?

"

" God knows, for I really don't."

HI.

Turning to the husband, I asked whether, in his

opinion, it was easier to live now than it was in his

young days.

" It is just as hard to live now as it was sixty years
ago, in spite of cheaper food. Foreign meat has been,

a great boon to us. We could not live without it, but
rents have increased out of all proportion to our earn-

ings. The house my parents had is now let at three

times the rent they paid for it, and every local improve-
ment—even the education rate—puts up our rent.

Poor as we are, and though we have no children at

school, we know that when we pay our weekly rent

we pay our share of the rates also, and a good big
share, too. It is the rent and irregular employment
that knocks us out, even when we have good health."

Finding him inclined to conversation; I led him on
to other subjects.
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" Tell me," I said, " what you think of what is called

the Industrial Unrest."
" I have not been able to work for five years, and I

. have suffered a good deal, but my head has always
been clear, and I have had plenty of time to think, and
my opinion is that no working man can be easy. He
sees other people enjoying expensive pleasures and
making a display of wealth, and he naturally desires

some pleasure and wants to spend some money ; but if

he does, everything goes wrong at home.
" All the time he has no security of his work con-

tinuing. If he has any holidays he gets no pay, so

even the multiplication of holidays means suffering in

his home. He feels a bit jealous because other people

who get much better wages and do much less work
receive their pay when holidays come round.

" If he wants better wages he has to strike

for them, and again the family suffers. If he
does not combine with his fellows and strike

occasionally, his wages go down, as I know to

my cost, for I am not a trade unionist. If he puts

his children into occupations that seem likely

to afford them the means of living, he finds that

machinery comes along and supplants them ; then they
are knocked out, and there is more unrest.

" I wish there was no machinery, but it

is no good wishing. Machinery has come, and
men and women must go. Why don't they kill

a lot of us off ? But if they did rents would
go down then, and there would be less of us to

pay rates and taxes."

IV.

He was evidently growing bitter, so I changed the
subject, and asked him, " Do you consider that chil-

dren are better cared for than they were in your early

days? Has education done much for them? Are
their morals, their manners, and their behaviour better

than formerly ?
"

He paused a moment, and then said, "Why, yes.

The children have more pleasures and better times.

There are all sorts of enjoyments provided for them,
such as country holidays and other things ; but there

are precious few holidays for their parents, only Bank
holidays.

" But," he continued, slowly and dubiously, " I am
not sure that all these things have a good in-

fluence, because they teach children to look for

societies, for things that it ought to be within the

power of the parents to give, and they induce some
parents to leave to others things that should be plea-

surably done by themselves. If tliey feed the chil-

dren at school, who pays for it ? The ratepayers. Up
goes the rent.

" Cannot anyone see," he went on, " that the best way
of helping the children is to improve the circumstances
of their parents? But no one seems to think of that.

Children are not better towards their parents than they
used to be, although they are better educated, and for

two reasons : first, because the respect due to parents
""forms no part of their education ; secondly, because
children are taught to look away from home for their

pleasures and requirements ; but when you consider

the home life of the poor you cannot wonder at these

things.

" Our children are all good in their way. Some
of them are married, but they cannot help us finan-

cially, for they have their own difficulties and priva-

tions, and I suppose it will be the same with their chil-

dren's children, unless we do away with machinery and
encourage hand labour. Is there anything else you
want to ask me ?

"

" Yes," I said. " Have you ever read a book called
' Erewhon,' by Samuel Butler ?

"

" No," he replied. " I have never heard of it. What
is it about ?

"

I told him that it was about a country where all

, machinery was prohibited.
" If I could have my time over again I should like to

live in that country. Perhaps in that country em-
ployers do not turn men off penniless after they have
done their best for them for fifty years."

So I left him doubled up in his chair, with his right
hand in a bandage—a right hand that will not be his
much longer, for he told me that the hospital doctors
suggested amputation

V.
In Memoriam

. . . But the poor old shoemaker THAT loved the
minor poets, and preferred Dickens to all other novel-
ists, who gloried in Shakespeare and counted King
Lear to be the greatest of all his creations, is dead

!

His many journcymgs to the hospital are ended, his

sufferings are past, his poor old body is at rest, and his
hand is buried with him.

Machinery no longer troubles him, for Peter is

dead ! It was my privilege to know him, to meet and
talk with him at intervals, and, I trust, to smooth his

suffering path to the grave. He was a skilled work-
man, but his life was one of hardship, pain, and
struggle.

Poor old Peter is dead, and I cannot mourn
him, although I have lost a friend. I loved him, be-
cause, when sitting in his very little back room in one
of the meanest streets in London, he said to me, " I

think the best piece of writing in all literature is the
account of Sidney Carton's ride on the tumbrel to the
guillotine" ; and he added, "Ah! Dickens loved
humanity."

Sometimes the twisted and broken old man
felt a httle bitter when he thought and spoke of
his many years of ill-requited toil and the many priva-

tions he had undergone ; but this did not often happen,
for he managed to forget his pains and privations in

thinking of what he had read. His "mind to him a
kingdom was," for it contained his storehouse of poetry
and drama, of literature and history, and out of it he
could produce treasures, both new and old.

" I like to think of what I have read, for it gives me
such pleasure," he said to me. " I sit for hours with
my back to the window, thinking, tliinking, not look-
ing mournfully or regretfully at the past, not thinking
fearfully of the future, but thinking of what I have
read."

Thinking great thoughts, of beautiful words, of

noble deeds of courtesy and love, of truth, the desire

of fame, of Dickens's love of the poor, of the sweet
songs of the minor poets ; thinking of what he load

read, with a Bethnal Green " backyard " behind him.

Peter fell on evil days, the clubs of his younger days
had failed, he was too old for insurance benefits, he
was too young for an old-age pension, he lived but a
day or two in front of starvation.

There will be no dispute about his property,

no will to prove, no letters of administration will be
required.

Truly, my old friend has gone out of the world with-

out making a commotion or disarranging anyone's
affairs.

I suppose that one little ripple appeared on
the surface of hfc's great lake, but it was not dis-

cernible, save to those whose perceptions were attuned
to perceive it.
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THE REAL CANADA ^ ^ By G. C. Thomson
[Mr. G. C. Thomson is a young Scotsman, a native of

Perthshire, and an ex-law-student of Edinburgh University.

He qualified as a law agent some few years ago, and entered

into partnership with his father as a solicitor in Callander,

Perthshire. Anxious for a wider field for his energies than

the village presented, he decided to go to Canada and take up
Canadian law. This he did some three years ago, securing

a good position with a leading firm in Winnipeg. After a

year or so, during which time he qualified as a Canadian
barrister, he moved on to the growing town of Swift Current,

and has built up an excellent practice there. He has just

been appointed a magistrate over a large area, and is a keen
student of all " Empire " topics.]

It is with Manitoba and the West that the average

British immigrant has most to do and desires most to

learn. He will find differences from the homeland.

For these he must be prepared ; and it is here that

these notes may perhaps be helpful. If the experi-

enced coloniser finds these generalisings inaccurate, let

him accept in advance the author's assurance that they

are true of the parts he has seen, and his admission
that, as the conditions of our great country are so com-
plex, some of his criticisms could not be applied to

the whole West with any justice.

I.

To begin, then, it is quite needless for the emigra-

tion agent to tell his too-frequent half-truths about
Canada, when the complete truth is, on the balance,

so attractive. I like Canada and the Canadian. I was
warned by more than one adviser that I shouldn't like

either: and as I make friends critically and slowly, it

may be taken that neither Manitoba nor Sas-
katchewan holds terrors for the average " home-
lander." Of the very Wild West I fear to speak ; but
the people of the above provinces have few preju-

dices nowadays against the old countryman ; and the

individuals who call the stranger an " etcetera Eng-
lishman " are chiefly the " rubes " {i.e., the rustics, the

hayseeds, the Farmer Gileses) or those in whom good
Canadians take little pride. In this Western country
one frequently has to ask, " Who is the Canadian ?

"

the nationalities are so endless in number and so
quaint in species. A Canadian by birth is almost
always an Eastern Canadian, and it is easy to speak
well of these Easterners. They are kind-hearted,
obliging, acute, and industrious. Moreover, they have
a high standard of comfort and savoir vivre, and quite

as I'.igh a standard of private morality and sobriety.

The Canadians are a remarkably law-abiding and
order-loving nation. Street fights are hardly known

;

and such is the force of example, that Orange pro-
cessions are as decorous as funerals. The Westerner's
consideration for women is one of the traits that

strike some shame to his British brother. On the
.whole, the Canadian is a man of broad outlook and
of a fine, alert, forceful, straightforward way of doing
things. He is quite above pettiness. Canada absorbs
innumerable races and handles unexampled enter-

prises with an energy and a success that only a virile

nation can show. It is no small people that is con-
structing a thousand leagues of railroad every year,
and that is conceiving one great motor highway from
the islands of one ocean, through mountain peaks and
forests and lakes and over gullies and plains, to the
cliffs of another ocean three thousand miles away. Nor
is that a sunken nation where one Province alone
builds two schools for every school day of the year.

II.

Of course, the Canadian would resent being thought
a plaster saint. Nor is he. He is as sensitive as a

child to criticism, and yet, when put to it, he can hardly
defend certain of his habits and deficiencies. His
chewing (and even her chewing) is an instance. Your
typical Western Canadian chews, summer and winter,

in church and in drawing-room. If anything can be
said for the habit, it is that it is less objectionable than
his expectoration. Then his language is, to use a

Canadianism, " a fright " ; and gambling is a much
more prevalent pastime than at home. The Westerner
—not in the lower orders only, but the city fathers

and the church deacons—cannot string five words
together without sandwiching in a curse or two. A
public-spirited citizen told me the other day of regu-
lations his council was making to control billiard-

rooms, and prevent gambling, drinking, and profane

and obscene language in them. " And, by G . . d,"

said he, " I ups and seconds that pretty d . . . d quick !

"

III.

The Canadian young man is hardly a being of broad
culture. His forte is action rather than thought ; and
his hobbies are often (perhaps too often) poker, pool,

and watching baseball. I doubt if he is one bit more
of an athlete or a sportsman than his British brother.

He won't walk one yard for pleasure. You will search

far over Western Canada before you find one
rambling club. The Canadian is not ashamed to tell

you that he is off to watch the " ball game "
; and he

will yell his lungs thin over ice hockey ; but the

proportion of loungers is grave. Not a^one in football

has the referee a bad time of it In general informa-

tion, too, the Canadian youth is hardly level with the

home Briton. Literature makes no appeal to him.

He reads nothing but the sporting papers, and is apt

to confuse Lamb with mutton, and Browning with

boot-polish.

Nor does the public spirit of the Dominion strike £,

stranger as abundant. It does not find its expression

in the Territorial forces, at any rate, which are manned,
out of all proportion, by home-born Britons. Certain

Canadians suffer from the gratifying belief that the

Dominion saved the effete Empire in 1901, and are

indignant when told that of the Canadian contingent
sent to South Africa eighty per cent, were home coun-
trymen. Nor does public spirit find much expression
in local government, where the " best people " are

conspicuously absent—too busy making money to

bother witli such matters. Between the French in the

East and the Yanl<ees in the West, Ccinada's naval
ambitions, for example, are not without opponents.
There is, though, in every community a small band of
patriotic men, who insist on the British flag flying over
schools, and generally keep up a standard of patriot-

ism. Recently, for instance, some of these in Winni-
peg took action over the display in the local picture

palaces of films showing the heroic battles of the

U.S. army. The fear was that the rising Canadian
would be led to cheer and admire foreign forces in-

stead of his own ; and the abuse was actually stopped.
The Canadian is loyal certainly, but his is rather a
philosophic than an active patriotism.

IV.

The old-coantry man will enjoy work in Canada in

spite of its arduousness. For the ordinary man the
opportunities are many times more numerous than at

home. There is an agreeable freedom too. Origi-
nality is encouraged, and the workman is so much the
happier because he is so much the less dependent on
any one particular employer. As to business enter-
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prise, it may be admitted that we Britons have much
to learn from the Canadian. There is an acuteness
about his methods and a desire to meet your whims
that is distinctly taking. In advertising, the Canadian
has nothing to learn ; nor has he in window-dressing,
nor in organisation. Thcp it is a happy change to the

home-country man to find himself able to spend a
whole afternoon rambling over a gay, attractive
" store " without once being badgered to buy. On the

other hand, I have come across in every type of busi-

ness many cases in which the national " hustle " has

not given the customer satisfaction. It soon exhausts

itself. And I am inclined to think that the tradesman
at home, certainly in London, can rush his job no less

than the Canadian—and do it better. In any case

requiring trouble or research I am sure he can.

There need be no controversy as to an abuse that

obtains in the Western Provinces: the dilatoriness of

correspondence. The abuse extends to Government
offices, in at least one Province. Letters to the various

Departments are attended to at the sweet will of the

bureaucrats ; and if an answer comes back in less

than ten days the correspondent can consider himself

a favoured party. Another business fault common to

the Western Canadian is unpunctuality. He breaks

business appointments without remorse and without

apology, and considers it distinctly unfashionable to

be up to time for dinner or the theatre. Church is as

bad. I have seen a lady v/alk boldly down the aisle

into her place in the choir thirty-five minutes after the

service had started.

Speaking of church reminds one of the real hold the

churches have on Canadian life, and the inestimable

service they do—a service splendidly seconded by
Canada's progressive Y.M. and Y.W.C.A.'s. I used

to think Edinburgh the most zealous church-going

place in the King's Dominions, but it must yield to

Winnipeg ; and even better than Winnipeg comes
Toronto, which the wild men speak of as "the Holy
City." In some of the Winnipeg churches, if you go
punctually to the evening service you will not get a

seat. For safety even fifteen minutes before the hour
is none too soon. And of a certain Saskatchewan city

a minister of experience told me, " Everybody here
' purposes ' to go to church." The ministers are bright,

hard-working men, and the churches are good clubs

for the young. Their commercialism (such as their

system of promissory notes for your church contribu-

tions!) doesn't always enable them to pay the clergy

properly, who, even though their miserable salaries

are eked out by compulsory marriage fees, often find

themselves tempted out of the church into real estate

or politics. Marriage licences in Manitoba are, oddly
enough, issued from the Department of Agriculture.

So far the authorities have not adopted the writer's

suggestion to rename it the Department of Hus-
bandry. (To le continued.)

THE MEANING OF DAWN
By J. W. MARRIOTT.

These is an exact yet evasive moment in the night-

time which dissevers day from day. It occurs long

before dawn—before a bird chirps or a leaf stirs.

But everyone who has spent a summer night out-of-

doors must have felt the critical instant, for the earth

itself seems conscious of the change. Somehow a

sceptre has changed hands in the darkness, and every-

thing knows, though nothing whispers. A vital tremor

runs through the world
;

yet nothing moves. It is

like the sigh of a sleeping babe, which betokens the

approaching end of slumber.

The great moment passes in listening silence. Then
things faintly begin to stir. A tree whispers softly

to its neighbours to find if they are awake. A solitary

blackbird whistles ; a distant cockerel crows. The
telegraph poles grow a shade blacker, and slowly

separate themselves from the darkness. It is like the

developing of a negative in the photographer's dark-

room. The sharp, black outhnes of a house appear
against a brightening background. The sky grows
from jet to Indian ink ; then to indigo ; from indigo to

violet ; then breaks into mother-of-pearl, and glows
into commingling tones of grey. A red line lies on
the horizon, as if a furnace door were left ajar. The
east is flushed with primrose rays of coming momj,
with its hints of immeasurable splendour and unutter-

able joy. Then finally the whole of the wide eastern

firmament breaks into wild cascades of white and
ravishing light. It is a miracle which is repeated every
morning. It is a vision which is more rapturous every
day.

When I went out in the night-time to witness once
more this unwearying wonder, it was so dark that I

could hear the cattle munching, while I could not dis-

cern their shapes. I stood on a railway bridge watch-?

ing the vivid greens and reds of the signals, like magic
stars of ruby and emerald, and the unearthly

phosphorescence which began to gleam on the rails^

I saw the paling lights of the signal-box and the

darkening outhnes of houses silhouetted on the

embankment. There was a sense of cold purity,

almost of austerity. It was lonely too ; but not the

dreadful loneliness where one half expects to find a
corpse ; rather the sacred solitude where one more
than half expects to meet an angel. This morning
there were no garish colours and voluptuous splen-

dours, but there was a sanctity about the sombre
monochromes as of some vast Temple of Light. To-
morrow the dawn may flash and flame with all the

magic of Aladdin's palace. History may repeat itself,

but Nature never does. She has a prodigality of

schemes and infinite versatility.

Moreover, there is a distinct psychological differ^^

ence between the feelings inspired by sunrise and
sunset. It is not the gloemiing of nightfall, but th^

twilight of morning which is so intense with longing
and passion. The whole emotion of this mystic hour
has been captured by our great poets. It was in the
quarter-light of dawn when Romeo pleaded with

Juliet and the lark was confounded with the nightin-

gale. It was when the planet of love began to faint
" in the bed of a daffodil sky " that the lover of Maud
attained his chmax of exultant pain.

Night brings us into the shadow of mystery. The
thought of our greatness is shrivelled into gnat-like

insignificance in the sight of a myriad worlds—

i

jewelled sun-clusters and clouds of starry spray. One
is brought face to face with Immensity and Eternity.

"What is man that Thou art mindful of him?"
The silent spaciousness of the heavens compels the

thought of our own microscopic littleness—the futihty

of all endeavour, the vanity of all human dreams.

But Dawn comes like a messenger of God. Our
world is no longer blotted out by darkness, but whitens

and widens into Infinitude. Our earth is transfigured

with unspeakable glory, and the thronging worlds

above hide their faces for very awe. For a short time

our world seemed lost—like the hundredth sheep that

went astray. But the nihety-and-nine are forgotten

in the joy with which it is found again at dawn. Night
loses the earth in a universe of constellated multi-

tudes ; but Dawn, when we are yet a great way off,

runs out to bless us with open arms.
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WILLIAM ARCHER : Critic and Philosopher
I.

It is nearly twenty-five years ago that the Reading
Room of the British Museum, the scene of many
strange Hterary encounters, used to be haunted by a

"tawny young man," a youth of infinite industry and
originahty, who has since achieved lame and fortune,

but who was then unknown to most of the frequenters

of that hive of hterary activity, as he was to hterary

London. He soon attracted attention, however. He
used to read—so the legend runs—" the score of

Wagner and the economics of Karl Marx, either inter-

mittently or simultaneously," and gradually his devour-

ing industry and forceful personahty won him many
friends among the journalists and men of letters, who
worked day by day under 'the great dome, and who
Were quick to recognise the mettle of the new recruit.

One of those friendships thus formed has lasted ever

since, although it opened with the project—a project

dangerous to friendship—of " writing a play together,"

a play that should put the modern stage right about
the current conventions of the drama. The "tawny
young man " was to do the dialogue ; his friend was
to provide the plot. Alas! the play was never com-
pleted. But the friendship, one is interested to learn,

still endures : a friendship that has not only proved
rich in memorable and delightful associations, but has
reacted upon the thought, the literature, above all, on
the drama of our time to a marked degree. The
" tawny young man " was Mr. Bernard Shaw, while

his friend was William Archer.

II.

I am not sure that we are not to be congratulated

upon the fact that the play planned by the two young
literary adventurers was never finished. Doubtless it

would have proved a most interesting production ; but

I rather incline to the view that the world would ulti-

mately have been the loser. If we contrast the two
collaboratctirs, we must confess, I think, that in one
important respect at all events the advantage lies with

Archer. G. B. S. we know—for has he not himself

told us ?—has " got " Socialism. His genius is under
the spell—I had almost said the obsession—of one
solitary, dominating idea.. But the subject of our
sketch has escaped all such fanaticism—perhaps be-

cause he escaped Shaw. He is a man, not of one, but
pf innumerable enthusiasms, that range from Ibsen to

national defence (did he not become "a volunteer to

save his son from being a conscript " ?) ; from the " nu
speling " to Francesco Ferrar ; from the old Celtic

drama to modern German prose ; from America, with

its teeming, restless, hectic population, that he has so

admirably pictured, to the cold fastnesses of lonely

Scandinavia. He is a lawyer, a scholar, and a sports-

man : a man who has travelled much, in space as well

as in spirit, and observed closely ; who speaks many
languages, and preserves through all his varying
moods and phases the stimulating, clarifying vitality

of an intellect singularly clear and penetrative, even as

it. is wonderfully receptive.

III.

Of course, as I need hardly point out to readers of

Everyman, the master passion of William Archer's
life has been the theatre, not the conventional, stereo-

typed vulgarisation of the drama which passes current
under that name, but a really national theatre that
shall fulfil at least some of the functions which the
institution served in ancient Athens and modern
France. I suppose there is no man who has done

more to stir the dry bones of our enthusiasm in

regard to the project of a national theatre than the
critic who virtually introduced Ibsen to the English
stage and whose dramatic essays and excursions rank
among the finest contributions to contemporary litera-i

ture. Archer's view of the importance of the drama is

quite simple.
" I should like," he says in one of his essays, " to

see in England a body of playwright?, however small,

whose works are not acted b"*- printed and read.

They might, of course, belong to every species of

dramatic composition enumerated by Polonius or

Geneste, but the large proportion of them, following
the natural bent of the age, would probably deal
with phases of mo >ern life. In this sphere there would
be room for comedy as light as Marivaux, and drama
as intense as Augier, but always, except in. the merest
farce, there should be at least an undercurrent of
seriousness. Even the merest farce, be it noted,
should be free from puerility and vulgarity, but with
this reservation it might be as wild and fantastic as
Labiche himself, if it were only half as witty."* The
work, he adds, should be related to some moral, social,

political or religious topic, . . . and " then the comedy
of no manners, the farce of puns, and quiproquos,
the drama of furniture and firearms would cease to

be the staple of our dramatic production."

IV.

It is to this great object that Archer has devoted the
best years of his life, the best efforts of his brain. He
has always kept steadily before the great B.P«
the important fact—obvious, but now forgotten,

though supremely important—that " the source of art

is in the life of a people." " Tragedy !
" Sir Arthur

Pinero told him once in the course of a memorable
interview

—
" there is nothing that can be properly so

esteemed in low life, because there is no height from
which a common person can fall ; consequently, no
irony of circumstances, no refinement of suffering."

Thus the dramatist. The reply was crushing. " The
fall from happiness to misery," said Mr. Archer, " is

the essence of tragedy, and that fall may not involve

any change in outward circumstances or material

prosperity." The well-being of the soul and the well-

being of the bank account are, as he pointed out, two
different things, and the peasant's tragedy may be just

as affecting as the peer's, even as Jude the Obscure
moves us more than all the kings and princesses of

Ruritania. Once we allow this great fact to be lost

sight of, once we allow the catholicity of the drama to

become obscured, then immediately we get plays that

are trivial, meaningless, tawdry, and the theatre

ceases to have any serious value in our lives.

V.

Mr. Archer has worked with almost religious en-

thusiasm to make the national theatre not only a pos-

sibility, but a concrete fact, and his book written with

Mr. Granville Barker on the subject, shows him to

have all the zeal and passion for detail which

marks the "practical mystic." He assumes that the

total expenses of the season, including 363 perform-

ances, amount to ;^7 1,091, against which he estimates

that the average receipts would amount to £\7S per

night ; the deficit would be about £7,000. This de-

ficit, of course, would be for the first season only, and
Mr. Archer estimates that with a guarantee fund of

£150,000, to carry the enterprise over the preliminary,

lean years of its existence, the project could be placed
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on a sound commercial basis. That sum, as he re-

marks, should be easily forthcoming. When once tlie

factors are assured on such a liberal scale as to stir the
imagination of the community and afford a fair pre-

simiption of success, there is little fear, as he points out,

of the scheme falling to the ground for lack of guaran-
tors. On the other hand, one may be pardoned for

doubting whether the general leavening of our plays,

with broader and more humanising influences, has not
rendered this separate institution more or less

supererogatory.

VI.

One of the most interesting volumes for which Mr.

'Archer is responsible is that entitled " Real Conver-
sations," which record his talks with some of the most
interesting and vivid figures of our time, who have
chatted with him on literature, art, and pohtics. I have
always thought the interview which records his

impressions of Professor Masson, the biographer of

Chatterton, quite the best. There is one delightful

passage in it in which Archer records Masson's account

of Shakespeare trying to read Macaulay's Essays, and
finding so many objects, notions, and social customs
with which he was unfamiliar that he would be Hterally

staggered. Like the old Glasgow man who was im-

pressed by the prodigious copiousness and rapidity

of Lord Jeffrey's utterances at the Bar, he would ex-

claim, " Mercy on us ! That man has spoken the

Enghsh language twice in three hours !
" And that

brings me to my last point concerning the scholar and
the critic of whom I have been writing. Archer is, before

everything else, a journalist ; but he is one of the few
who have achieved success in that ephemeral pro-

fession whose writings will be readable three centuries

hence. They deal not with passing objects, but eternal

verities ; for his most fugitive article is always con-

cerned with ideas. It is that which makes Archer pre-

eminent among writers for the Press: that and one
other fact. He has nothing of that extreme exclu-

sivism which marks so many distinguished publicists.

He recognises fully that—to quote his own words

—

"not only must the people climb up, but the artist

must, in a certain sense, climb down. He must not

wrap himself in arrogant self-sufficiency, but must
honestly endeavour to interpret the world in terms

understandable to the man of normal, unsophisticated

perceptions."

It is because he has done that that William Archer
is not only a great scholar and critic, but one of the

most remarkable journalistic forces of our time.

VII.

Somebody once observed that if he were a million-

aire, and wanted to bribe " W. A.," he should commis-
sion him to translate the whole of Ibsen's plays. As
a matter of fact, Mr. Archer had anticipated the bribe

by already translating practically everything of Ibsen's

that was worth preserving. It was a really colossal

achievement, involving months, after the most anxious
care and concentration, at a time when the public

were either hopelessly indifferent to or violently

prejudiced against the creator of "Borkman." It

would, however, be a great mistake to think of Mr.
Archer as fanatically limited by the master whose
genius he did so much to discover. " He sees life

steadily, and sees it whole." No one genius, however
supreme, would ever distort his vision. It is, in fact,

Archer's greatest claim on our regard that, being
many-sided, he is unsoured by fanaticism ; full of

enthusiasms, but never controlled by them ; original,

but not perverse ; cultured, but never pedantic. He
is, in fact, that best of all combinations—the journalist

who has not ceased to be a man of letters.

THE VILLAIN IN LITERATURE
By C. SHERIDAN JONES

I.

I SUPPOSE it is largely because courage has " lost the
genius of indignation" that tlie last decade or two
have witnessed so deplorable a decay in the villains

of our fictionists. Thackeray, one remembers,
startled our grandfathers by describing his master-
piece as "a novel without a hero." We, in our time,
have gone far beyond this revolution. Nowadays our
novels are destitute, not merely of heroes, but of
villains worthy the name, for the characters who nomi-
nally fulfil that function act from motives so intricate
and abstruse as merely to excite boredom. For real,

full-blooded villains one must turn to the novelists of
the last generation but one—to Wilkie Collins and to
Charles Dickens ; to Thackeray and George Eliot ;1

above all, perhaps, to that master of narrative, Charles
Reade, who could paint a consummate scoundrel with
a convincing skill that no other novelist ever equalled.

This decay of villainy in our novels is all to the bad.
" Give me, sir," said Dr. Johnson, " a good hater." We
may take it that a generation v^-hich cannot bear to
have its hate excited even in fiction is not very likely
to look grimly and squarely at the facts of life. We
can trace much of the present sloppy optimism that
characterises politics to this same defect of our race

—

a good-natured, easy-going confidence that refuses to
think of man as being deliberately bad, but insists that
they are misled or the victims of circumstances, or that
they have "yielded to temptation." The great
masters of the >art of fiction knew better. Their bad
men are unmistakably bad, and stand out from the
canvas in all their moral deformity. And yet, strange
to say, they are often more likeable men than tlie

psychological puzzles latter-day novelists delight in.

Take, for instance, the immortal creation of Quilp.
That Quilp was evil, fundamentally and horribly evil,

there can be no shadow of doubt, but one delights, all

the same, to recall his idiosyncrasies and to rejoice in

his cranks, quips, and oddities. Who has not shed tears

of laughter over the scene in which the dwarf's re-

latives are, with Mr. Brass, discussing the appearance
of the man whom they fondly think is deceased?

"'With regard to the descriptive advertisement,' said
Sampson Brass, taking up his pen. ' It is a melancholy
pleasure to recall his traits. Respecting his legs,

now •
?

'

"
' Crooked, certainly,' said Mrs. Jiniwin. . . .

"'Legs crooked,' said Brass, writing as he spoke.
' Large head, short body, legs crooked '

"
' Very crooked,' suggested Mrs. Jiniwin.

"'We'll not say very crooked, ma'am,' said Brass
piously. ' Let us not be hard upon the weaknesses of
the deceased. He is gone, ma'am, to where his legs
will never come in question. We will content ourselves
with crooked, Mrs. Jiniwin.'

"'I thought you wanted the truth,' said the old lady.
'That's all.'

"'Bless your eyes, how I love you! ' muttered Quilp..
' There she goes again. Nothing but punch.'

"' This is an occupation,' said the lawyer, laying down
his pen and emptying his glass, ' which seems to bring
before my eyes like the Ghost of Hamlet's father, in the
very clothes that he wore on work-a-days. His coat,

his waistcoat, his shoes and stockings, his trousers, his

hat, his wi_t and humour, his pathos and his umbrella,
all come before me like visions of my youth. His
linen I ' said Mr. Brass, smiling fondly at the wall, ' his

linen, which was always of a particular colour, for such
was his whim and fancy—how plain I see his linen
now !

'

_
"'You had better go on, sir,' said Mrs. Jiniwin im-

patiently.

"'True, ma'am, true,' cried Mr. Brass. 'Our faculties

must not freeze with grief. I'll trouble you for a little
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more of that, ma'am. A question now arises with rela-

tion to his nose.'

"'Flat,' said Mrs. Jiniwin.

"'Aquiline! ' cried Quilp, thrusting in his head, and

striking the feature with his fist. 'Aquiline, you hag!

Do you see it ? Do you call this flat ? Do you ? Eh ?
'

"

II.

Somebody once described Ouilp as being energy

.without soul, conscience, or feeling—in a word, the old

medieeval devil personified. One feels for him some
of that attraction, with which we are inspired often

enough in real life, for a man one profoundly dis-

trusts. Perhaps his soul had not partaken quite of the

same cimmerian blackness as, say, Thackeray's

Deuceace or Jonas Chuzzlewit. For one recalls, of

course, in connection with the Dwarf, the friendship

that had sprung up between him and Tom Scott.

" How born or how bred, or how nourished upon blows

and threats on one side, and retorts and defiances upon
the other, is not to the purpose. Quilp would certainly

suffer no one to contradict him but the boy, and the

boy would assuredly not have submitted to be so

knocked about by anybody but Quilp." And when
the Dwarf meets his dreadful end the boy is the one
sincere mourner he has. But what boy that was born

of woman would have shed a tear over Jonas or

Deuceace? The test, after all, is no bad one. Chil-

dren and animals, it is an old saying, turn from a man
jvho is wholly given over to the powers of darkness.

In part, I fear, we must hold the genius of George
Eliot answerable for the progressive deterioration in

our scoundrels to which I have directed attention. If

Raffles is not a quarter so convincing as Bill Sikes, or

Jimmy Valentine so amusing as Jingle, we must attri-

bute it to that sympathetic study of dynamic wicked-

ness which she drew for us in Tito Milemma. Thou-
sands of people have closed " Romola " convinced that

Tito was really a nice young man, who would have
turned out quite well if he had only been tactfully

handled ; whereas, in actual fact, he was an unspeak-

able cur, and, as Dr. Johnson said in another connec-

tion, " there's an end on't." Mr. Bernard Shaw, in this

matter as in so many others, has placed his finger on
the spot. It is only the English villain, he says, who
seeks a reason, an excuse for his misconduct Him we
have typified in lago, who makes speeches all through

the play defending his treachery. The Italian villain,

on the other hand, is best exemplified by Don John in
" Much Ado About Nothing "—a man who does evil for

no ulterior end, but merely because he lil<es it.

Victor Hugo gives us in " Toilers of the Sea " a

most arresting study of a man who, slowly and
laboriously, builds up, by steady conduct extending

over many years, a reputation for meticulous honesty

merely in order that he may have an opportunity of

committing a robbery on a grand scale. He gets

clean away with his booty—to die a violent death

within twenty-four hours—poetic justice that does

not often descend on villains even in fiction. There
is, in fact, only one other death quite like it in the

.whole of fiction—^when Carker is destroyed :

—

'• He paid the money for his journey to the country
place he had thought of ; and was walking to and fro

alone, looking along the line of iron, across the valley
in one direction, and towards a dark bridge near at

hand in the other : when, turning in his walk, he saw the
man from whom he had fled emerging from the door by
which he himself had entered there. And their eyes met.

,

" In the quick unsteadiness of the surprise, he stag-
gered, and slipped on to the road below him. But,
recovering his feet immediately, he stepped back a pace
or two upon that road, to interpose some wider space
between them, and looked at his pursuer, breathing
short and quick.
"He heard a shout—another—saw the face change

from its vindictive passion to a faint sickness and
terror—felt the earth tremble

—

knew in a moment that
the rush was come—uttered a shriek—looked round-
saw the rfd eyes, bleared and dim, in the daylight,
close upon him -was beaten down, caught up, and
whirled away upon a jagged mill, that spun him round
and round, and struck him limb from limb, and licked
his stream of life up with its fiery heat, and cast hia
mutilated fragments in the air."

This scene, together with Edith's flight and Carker's
journey after her, was due, in large part, to the sound,
critical judgment of the author's friend. Lord Jeffrey,

Dickens's original plan was to let Carker and Edith fly

together. But Jeffrey persuaded him to abandon the
idea, and, instead, the master gave us that extraordi-

nary chapter, " the hour of Mr. Carker's triumph," when
Edith spurns the man who has betrayed her husband,
and leaves him to suff^er the death I have described.

III.

I have said something of the facility with which
Charles Reade used to depict thoroughgoing scoun-
drels, and readers of " Foul Play " will agree, I think,

that it has never been equalled as a complete study of

gentlemanly villainy. Coventry, too, in " Put Your-
self in his Place," the aristocratic lover of Grace
Garden, who intercepts his rival's letters, plans to have
him murdered, and very nearly succeeds, commits
burglary, arson, and a few other crimes, is a wonder-
fully vivid and convincing figure, the progenitor of that

type of well-bred adventurer with which modern melo-
drama is so plentifully besprinkled, from the Spider in
" The Silver King " down to the Raffles of our own
time. Further back we find the corresponding figure

in Ainsworth's " Rookwood," Dick Turpin, the

gentlemanly, dashing highwayman, who, in actual

fact, so it is asserted, robbed poor women in

lonely farmsteads and did not ride to York.

It was, by the way, the success of Ainsworth and
his imitators that caused Dickens to write " Oliver

Twist," the only effort, as he expressed it, since

Hogarth to depict the thief as he really is.

R. L. S. achieved real greatness in depicting

villainy. Where in the whole of literature can we find

a more complete presentment of a man lacking that

something which separates the normal human from the

moral lunatic than in " The Master of Ballantrae,"

unless, indeed, it is in that masterly trifle, " A Lodging
for the Night " :—

"'Have you any money?' asked the old man.
'"I have one white,' replied the poet laughing. 'I

got it out of a dead jade's stocking in a porch. She
was as dead as Csesar, poor wench, and as cold as a
church, with bits of ribbon sticking in her hair. This
is a hard world in winter for wolves and wenches and
poor rogues like me.' . . .

"'I,' said the old man, 'am Enguerrand de la

Feuillee, seigneur de Brisetout, bailly du Patatrac.

Who and what may you be ?

'

" Villon rose and made a suitable reverence. ' I am
Francis Villon,' he said, ' a poor Master of Arts of this

university. I know some Latin, and a deal of vice. I

can make chansons, ballades, lais, virelais, and
roundels, and I am very fond of wine. I was born in a
garret, and I shall not improbably die upon the gallows.

I may add, my lord, that from this night forward I

am your lordship's very obsequious servant to com-
mand.' ...
'"God pity you,' said the Lord of Brisetout at the

door.
"'Good-bye, papa,' returned Villon, with a yawa.

' Many thanks for the cold mutton.'

"The door closed behind him. Villon stood and
heartily stretched himself in the middle of the road.

"'A very dull old gentleman,' he thought. 'I wonder
what his goblets may be worth.' "

To read that is to see depths in human nature, and
to shudder over them.
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
Charles Dickens' "The Pickwick Papers" o» j» By Hugh Sinclair

I.

In a broad and obvious sense the " Pickwick Papers "

is a book of the past. The London of Sam Weller has

disappeared, and this is not a mere matter of brick

and mortar. Though every building which figures in

the " Pickwick Papers " still existed, and old Weller's

coach had kept the motor-bus off London Bridge, the

London of Charles Dickens would still be a city of

the past. For it is not merely the stones of the old

place, but the spirit and temper, the moral outlook

and antellectual vision that have changed, and changed
very radically in some important respects. And it is

the same with the English country-side. Changed
social and economic conditions have almost crushed

the Wardle type of country household out of existence,

and what with the dearth of domestic service, and the

decay of domestic tastes, Christmas time finds us join-

ing hands to the strains of Auld Lang Syne," not with

our kith and kin under the old roof-tree, but with com-
plete strangers, whom we have never seen before, and
do not wish to see again, at the Savoy Hotel, or some
such palace of gourmandise. " And that is not. the

final explanation. The truth is that we have come to

prefer the ready-made convenience of hotel parties to

the toil-involving joys of family gatherings, that (in

a whisper be it said) we would not altogether greatly

enjoy the hearty bonhomie of old Wardle, and feel

ourselves bored, where our sensibilities are not jarred,

by much of the talk of Dingley Dell.

II.

Yet, strange to say, it remains true that no changes,
however deep-going, have availed to oust the " Pick-
wick Papers " from the affection of almost every class

cf readers all over the world, no translation being bad
enough to obscure its irresistible attractions. Even
where the humour of it is but imperfectly understood,
the book is loved. Neil Munro, in his charming tale,

"The Daft Days," makes Kate, the Highland maid-
servant, take to the " Pickwick Papers " at first sight,

although the fun of it was almost beyond her. " Poor
Mr. Puckwuck !

" she would cry at every misadventure
cf the hero's

—
" Oh, the poor wee man !

" and every
character was as real to her as the folk in her native

Colonsay. And the picture is drawn to the life ; one
could match it from one's own experience. The fact

is, that however much of the purely local, accidental

and freakish there was in Dickens' later work, he was
something more than the genial showman in the " Pick-
y^ick Papers." With all his revealing accuracy of de-
tail, his shrewd actual observation and faithful realism,

perhaps on their very account (for the ephemeralities
and distortions in some of his later books spring not
from an excess of local colour, but from lack of steady
and accurate vision), he has given us in this book, not
the London and England of a certain period, but the
great unchanging world, or, if one prefers it, the small
and changeless heart of man.

III.

Most people would maintain that it is the genius of
its humour that makes the " Pickwick Papers " an in-

dethronable favourite, but one rather feels inclined to
say that it is its genius of sheer human kindliness.

Nothing is more conspicuous in late Victorian and
present-day literature than the want of the spirit of
kindness. It shows a richly variegated map. Here we
have power, there prophetic passion, there an almost

uncanny insight, yonder the polish of consummate
artistry. Above all, it is marked by cleverness, raised

often to its most desolating and exhausting potency

—

cleverness that is blinding as a meteor, and as barren
;]

cleverness that disconcerts, humiliates, scourges
;;

cleverness that spends itself in satire or persiflage,

scourging us and sneering at us in turn, and leaving
us perhaps wiser, but certainly sadder, men. It is this

plague of cleverness more than anything else that
sends us tumbling joyfully into the capacious arms
of the not intellectual but wondrously kind Mr. Pick-
wick and his friends. We open the " Pickwick Papers "

every now and again, ostensibly because it is a book
one can open at any page and at odd moments, and
because its old-fashioned fun is so restful. But if

the truth were told, we take refuge in its kindly
benevolence from the afflicting touch of our heartless

literary cleverness. Of course, we get many a laugh
out of it, but what we really crave for is the homely
touch of unfeigned goodwill which is on every page.

There is no sting in all the book—no barb of wit that

wounds love, no sacrifice of friendliness to epigram-
matic smartness. Mr. Pickwick is a limited being, one
must confess, and old Wardle still more so. We really

could not talk to them for half an hour without being
acutely irritated by their purblindness on many ques-

tions on which we have a monopoly of enlightenment,
and by their quite pitifully pedestrian outlook as com-
pared with our own flight of ideality. Yet we could
never quarrel very deeply with either of them, because
they have that pearl of kindness for which our jaded
souls are seeking. Old Wardle—thick-skinned
country gentleman of the old, rough-hewn type

—

beams round the board for sheer joy at seeing not a
single unhappy face ; beams on the family, friends,

poor relations, servants, fat boy, with the same obtuse
but hearty goodwill. We know that the feudal

system is all wrong, and that very probably old

Wardle's men and tenants are not living under ideal

conditions, and that old Wardle does not bother his

thick old head about it. We know he ought to be
running a model estate and village, and losing some of

his superfluous flesh in pleading the cause of the poor
and wronged in Parliament. But somehow we forget

these serious defects of his character as we watch him
dispensing unhmited and sincere hospitality to a small

crowd of happy folk. Social reformers are so common
in these strenuous days, and old Wardles so very rare,

ly.

Then there is Mr. Pickwick himself—a synonym for

unadulterated kindness of heart. His kindness goes
deeper than Wardle's—witness his conduct in the

Fleet, his treatment of the nefarious Jingle, and his

general and unfailing championship of all who are

desolate and oppressed. Yes, in an unscientific, hap-
hazard way, he is a "social worker." That he does
not study blue-books and minority reports is a pity, of

course ; but somehow we forgive it when we see his

eyes brim at the misery of the Fleet prisoners, and
we entirely forget it when we see him gaily careering

down the slide for the edification of the party, dancing
with the poor relations in turn, allowing himself to be
kissed by all the young girls, and adding its very soul

to the merry party. It is perhaps a harder thing to be
a social reformer on the great scale ; it is certainly a

very desirable and noble thing ; but to be just a kind,

simple-minded old gentleman, with the blithe, trustful
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heart of a little child, is such a rare and precious thing

that we must love it when we see it. In fine, to be

in the company of the Pickwick folk is to be where
one can talk freely, and be one's kindliest if not one's

deepest self, sure that every courtesy one receives

comes from the heart, and that there will be no back-

biting or detraction when one's back is turned.

V.

But if the deeper reason for our enduring love of the
" Pickwick Papers " is its healing kindliness, the imme-
'diate attraction is, of course, its genuine and unforced
humour, humour guiltless alike of malice and of

sublety. The genius of it is unmistakable. Here we
have a long series of comic characters and situations

drawn with as broad and gaudy a brush as in any crude
sporting novel, yet with a trueness of life which the most
polished satirist might envy. Exaggeration of the

jovial, farcical kind there is in plenty : the contagion
' of a rollicking, high, spontaneous nature sweeps the

reader from chapter to chapter. Yet there is a scrupu-

lous severity of art behind this easy effectiveness.

How consummate that art, may be seen in the brilliant

achievement of Sam Weller. Had we not been intro-

'Iduced to Mr. Weller, senior, we would have vowed
that, like Topsy, Sam just " growed." Yet what a

gradually hoarded fund of severely disciplined obser-

vation and expression went to set him walking through
those pages. The incarnation of the spirit of comedy,
there is, on the other hand, nothing so pathetic in all

the book as his devotion to his master ; and to have
woven a strand of genuine pathos—not stage senti-

ment—into so broad-meshed a comic web is a supreme
triumph of Dickens' genius. Another signal instance

pi a certain deliberate artistry at the back of what
seems pure, spontaneous drollery is seen in the fat

boy. On the surface a human eating machine, he is

in reality a diplomatic intervener in love affairs, with

a slow but unerring instinct for the significance of a

sentimental situation. That food alone can wake him
up is a base libel for which his calumniators have to

suffer on several distinct occasions. And when the

sentimental soul of him triumphs so supremely over

the solid flesh as to provoke him to a bit of love-

making on his own account, and that after a dis-

tinctly satisfactory dinner, be it noted, when even the

most spiritucl of us are inclined to nod, his avowal
of love seems clumsy only by the side of so finished

an artist as Sam Weller.
"

' What a nice young lady

Miss Emily is
!

' said Mary. ' I knows a nicerer.'

' Indeed ?
' said Mary. ' Yes indeed,' said the fat boy.

' What's her name ?
' enquired Mary. ' What's yours ?

'

-' Mary.' ' So's her's,' said the fat boy ;
' you're her.' " It

may lack subtlety, but it has the saving grace of being

quite unmistakable, which, after all, is the essential in

such matters.

VI.

Dickens saw things in an obstinately one-eyed way
'—that is at once his strength and his weakness. In

the" Pickwick Papers " he takes us among all sorts and
conditions of nien, yet it is only a very small corner

of Hfe he gives us. To a thousand and one aspects

and tendencies of contemporary life he was blind. In

all this long book there is not one character who repre-

sents some of the great moral and spiritual movements
that were troubling men's souls then, as they do now

;

in all his travels Mr. Pickwick never seems to have
met one such. When we are brought into contact
.with the spiritual world, it is through the gross and
grea!sy medium of the Rev. Mr. Stiggins. Personally,
I do not object to the introduction of Stiggins. He
is undoubtedly true to life, and his castigation is quite
legitimate and wholesome. What one does resent is

that Dickens could live at a time in which evangelical
religion was a great character-producing fojrce, and
see only a long succession of Stigginses. But that

question takes us far beyond the " Pickwict Papers,"
and evokes thoughts quite out of tune with the jovial

Pickwickian mood, which is so good for us all.

^ > jt

TO FIAMMETTA
(With a Gift of Flowers)

Love has been crowned with flowers since time began,
With many coloured flowers of man's desire

;_

Temples she hath in fields Elysian
With asphodel her altars to attire

;

And on the lowlier earth full many a shrine
Where men uplift white lilies in her praise.

And some the lotus bring—and some entwine
The wild red blooms of youth in passionate sprays.

Ah! Ladye, were it given to wander through
The unravaged gardens of the golden age,
Flowers would I bring you lovelier in hue
Than these that fade beneath this rhyming page;"
Yet in decay they have some tender grace,
Because I plucked them dreaming of your face.

Reginald L. Hine.

RESULT OF COMPETITION ESSAY
"The Woman Teacher: Her Life and Labour"

The Prize of Two Guineas for the best Essay on the
"Woman Teacher: Her Life and Labour," has been
divided between

Miss H. C. Dlffin,
Edenvale House,

Botcherby,

Carlisle,

and the anonymous author of an Essay beginning' with
the words, " Beneath and curiously aloof from the dust
of educational controversy lives and works the army of
teachers."

Amongst the many excellent contributions we would
like to single out the papers by

—

1. Miss Cortie Bray, lo, \'ictoria Street, Bury St.
Edmunds.

2. Miss M. L. Davies, The College, Harrogate.
3. Edward Davison, Esq., 42, Bath Road, Southsea,

Portsmouth, Hants.

4. Miss Dina Portmay Dobson, 64, Co'dharbour
Road, Redland, Bristol.

5. Miss Duffin, Dunowne, Belfast.

6. Miss Daisy A. Green, 21, Church Road, Levton,
London, N. E.

7. iMiss Madge F. Harker, 7, Malvern Road, Bootle,
Liverpool.

8. Miss Maud Luke, 103, Genesta Road, Plum-
stead, S.E.

9. Miss M. E. Macdonald-Clark, Chea Madame
Deiezay, 15, rue Royer-Collard, Paris.

10. Miss M. E. Murphy, 51, Wellesley Avenue,
Malone Road, Belfast.

11. Miss Marie Tattersall, 40, Bessborough Road,
Birkenhead.

12. Andrew Thomson, Esq., 23, Courtland Road,
AUerton Road, Liverpool.

13. Alex. W. Westmore, Esq., 15, Central Park
-Avenue, Liscard.

14. Miss Marcella Whltaker, Ross House, Earls-
heaton, Dewsbury, Vorks.

15. Miss Beatrice Wilson, 376, Beverley Terrace,
Halifax.
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EVERYMAN'S FRENCH PAGE
By Victor Hugo

L'ONDE ET L'OiMBRE
Un homme a la mer!

Qu'importe! le navire ne s'arrete pas. Le vent
souffle, ce sombre navire-la a une route qu'il est force

de continuer. II passe. L'homme disparait, puis

reparait, il plonge et remonte a la surface, il appelle,

il tend les bras, on ne I'entend pas ; le navire,

frissonnant sous I'ouragan, est tout a sa manoeuvre,
les matelots et les passagers ne voient meme plus

rhomme submerge ; sa miserable tete n'est qu'un point
dans Fenormite des vagues.

II jette des cris desesperes dans les profondeurs.

Quel spectre que cette voile qui s'en va! II la regarde,
il la regarde frenetiquement. Elle seloigne, elle

blemit, elle decroit. II etait la tout a I'heure, il etait de
I'equipage, il allait et venait sur le pont avec les

autres, il avait sa part de respiration et de soleil, il

etait un vivant. Maintenant, que s'est-il done pass6?
II a glisse, il est tombe, c'est fini.

II lutte pourtant, il essaie de se defendre, il essaie

de se soutenir, il fait effort, il nage. Lui, cette pauvre

force tout de suite epuisee, il combat I'inepuisable. Ou
done est le navire? La-bas. A peine visible dane
les pales t^nebres de I'horizon. Les rafales soufflent

;

toutes les ecumes I'accablent. II leve les yeux et ne
voit que les lividites des nuages. II assiste, agonisant,

k I'immense demence de la mer. II est supplici6 par

cette folic. II entend des bruits etrangers a l'homme
qui semblent venir d'au-dela de la terre et d'on ne
sait quel dehors effrayant. II y a des oiseaux dans les

nuees, de meme qu'il y a des anges au-dessus des

detresses huinaines, mais que peuvent-ils pour lui?

Cela vole, chante et plane, et lui, il rale. II se sent

enseveli a la fois par ces deux infinis, I'ocean et le

ciel ; I'un est une tombe, I'autre est un linceul. La
nuit descend, voila des heures qu'il nage, ses forces

sont a bout ; ce navire, cette chose lointaine oii il y
avait des hommes, s'est efface ; il est seul dans le

formidable gouffre crepusculaire, il enfonce, il se

roidit, il se tord, il sent au-dessous de lui les vagues
monstres de I'invisible ; il appelle.

II n'y a plus d'homraes. Oii est Dieu? II appelle,

quelqu'un! quelqu'un! II appelle toujours.

Rien a I'horizon. Rien au ciel. II implore I'etendue,

la vague, I'algue, I'ecueil ; cela est sourd. II supplie

la tempete ; la tempete imperturbable n'obeit qu'a

I'infini. Autour de lui I'obscurite, la brume, la solitude,

le tumulte orageux et inconscient, le plissement

indefini des eaux farouches. En lui I'horreur et la

fatigue. Sous lui la chute. Pas de point d'appui. II

songe aux aventures tenebreuses du cadavre dans
I'ombre iUimitee. Le froid sans fond le paralyse.

Ses mains ce crispent et se ferment, et prennent du
neant. Vents, nuees, tourbillons, souffles, etoiles

inutiles! Que faire? Le desespere s'abandonne, qui

est las prend le parti de raourir, il se laisse faire, il se

laisse aller, il lache prise, et le voila qui roule a

jamais dans les profondeurs lugubres de I'engloutisse-

ment.

O marche implacable des societes humaines ! Pertes

d'hommes et . d'ames chemin faisant ! Ocean ou
tombe tout ce que laisse tomber la loi! Disparition

sinistre du secours! O mort morale! La mer, c'est

I'inexorable nuit sociale oil la penalit6 jette ses

damnes. La mer, c'est I'immense misere. L'ame,
a vau-1'eau dans ce gouffre, peut devenir un cadavre.

Qui la ressuscitera ?.

THE WAVE AND THE SHADOW
Man overboard

!

What matter ! The vessel does not stop ; the wind
blows, and that dark ship must keep her course. She
sails on. The man disappears, then reappears ; he
sinks, and rises again to the surface ; he calls ; he
waves his arms, but no one hears. The ship,

trembling beneath the hurricane, strains and works m
every timber ; the sailors and the passengers do not
even see the castaway ; his wretched head is only a
speck in the immensity of the billows.

He hurls cries of despair into the depths around
him. What a spectre is that retreating sail! He
stares at it—stares at it with frenzy, as it is lost in the
distance, fades, and disappears. He was on board just

now, he was one of the crew, he moved about the
deck like the others, he had his share of air and
sunlight, he was a living thing. Now what has hap-
pened ? He slipped, he fell, and all is over.

He struggles to save himself, to keep himself
afloat ; he makes an effort, he swims. That
paltry force, just now exhausted, combats the
inexhaustible. Where is the ship? Yonder, scarce

visible in the horizon's pale shadows. The storm
gusts smite him, the foam of every wave over-

whelms him ; he raises his eyes and sees only the livid

masses of the clouds. In the agony of death he feels

and shares the measureless madness of the sea. He
is tortured by this madness, he hears sounds strange

to human ears, which seem to come from the other

side of the earth, and from some mysterious and
terrible region beyond. There are birds in the clouds,

just as there are angels high above human sorrows;]

but what can they do for him ? The bird flies, sings,

and soars ; and he—he has the death-rattle in his

throat. He feels himself doubly buried in those two
infinities, sea and sky—the one his tomb, the other
his shroud. Night descends ; he has been swimming
for hours ; his strength is at an end. That ship^—that

far-away thing where there are men—is blotted out;;

he is alone in the awful twilight-gulf. He sinks, he
stiffens himself, he struggles, he feels below him the
monstrous billows of the invisible. He shouts aloud 1

" There are no more men. Where is God ?
" he

shouts aloud. " Help ! Help !
" he shouts inces-

santly. Nothing on the horizon, nothing in heaven.

He implores the expanse of waters, the waves, the sea-

weed, the shoals ; but they are deaf. He calls on the

tempest to succour, but the imperturbable tempest
obeys the Infinite alone. Around him are darkness,

sea-fog, solitude, stormy and unconscious tumult, and
the ill-defined furrows of fierce waters. In his breast

are horror and fa6gue ; beneath him the abyss without

a foothold. He dreams of the fearful adventures of

the corpse in the limitless realm of shadow. Cold im-

measurable paralyses him, and his hands shrivel up,

close, and grasp nothingness. Winds, clouds, gusts,

breezes, stars, all useless ! What is to be done ? He
abandons himself in his despair, and in his weariness

chooses death—lets himself drift and drive ; he yields^

and is whirled forever in the dreary engulfing depths.

O implacable march of human society! Lost men
and lost souls along the road—ocean into which falls

all that the law lets slip. O moral death ! The sea

is the inexorable social night into which the penal code
flings its condemned ; the sea is infinite wretchedness.

The soul drifting in its eddies may become a corpse.

Who will reanimate it?
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LITERARY NOTES
The latest recruit to the ranks of lecturers is, we
understand, Mr. Yeats, who is contemplating a tour

in America. Novelists long ago discovered that it

paid them better to talk about the way they wrote

their books than to write them, and it is a striking

fact that the great master of the art of fiction,

Charles Dickens himself, made ten times the amount
from the lecture-chair that he achieved by the sale of

his masterpieces. The readings, however, proved so

terrible a strain that he broke down under the fatigues,

and only resumed the work against the reiterated

warnings of his medical advisers, who told him that

he must inevitably shorten his life if he continued. Up
to- the present poets have not been conspicuous

as lecturers, and it will be interesting to see

whether Mr. Yeats is able to hold his audiences after

their first curiosity has been satisfied. A well-known
novelist told the writer the other day that, curiosity

once satisfied, the author, in his opinion, "could not

stay the course," unless he had quite exceptional gifts

as a platform man, and these few litterateurs possess.

"Reading maketh a full man, speaking a ready man,
and writing an exact man."

Admirers of Mr. H. G. Wells (who include everybody)
will be glad to learn that he has returned to the

writing of those delightful stories about the Moon and
the inhabitants of Mars, and is now engaged on the

conception of a work which will arrest and amaze all

the thousands of readers on both sides of the herring

pond and in the Colonies who, from the days of " The
Invisible Man " and " The Time Machine " onwards,

have followed with avidity that startling series of

imaginative triumphs which have blended science and
romance.

« » « » «

Perhaps the most popular of his novels outside these

stories of new worlds is " Love and Mr. Lewisham,"
the book which marked the departure from his old

scientific method. All the world loves a lover, and it is

not a little significant that, both as regards Mr. Wells
and another " advanced " artist, the first capture of the

popular suffrage was with the eternal feminine, Mr.

Bernard Shaw having held thousands spellbound with
" Man and Superman " who would have been bored to

extinction by " Widowers' Houses," or, let us say,
" The Man of Destiny." Upon Mr. Wells's shoulder

has fallen the mantle of George Gissing, the novelist

of the " ignobly mean," to use the phrase of that in-

comparable stylist. It is interesting to note that
" H. G." shares with his admirers the preference for

his first wide success.

Lovers of the literary drama will be glad to learn

that Mr. Henry Arthur Jones, who for some months
past has been suffering from a troublesome internal

complaint, has returned to London with his health
fully restored. Recently Mr. Jones was asked which
of his plays he preferred. He replied with a quiet

twinkle, " Always the one I am writing."

It may, however, be stated authoritatively that the
work of which he is proudest is that delightful comedy,
" The Liars," of which Mr. A. B. Walkley has said that
it compared not unfavourably with the immortal
screen scene in " The School for ScandaL"
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Miss Christabel Pankliurst still provides plenty of

gossip in journalistic as well as political circles. The
latest rumour is that she has been asked to write a
serial story for a leading magazine ni collaboration
with a well-known novelist in marked sympathy with
the women's movement. The scene, wc understand, is

to' be laid in Paris, and the leading characters, drawn
straight from life, are likely to arouse some excite-

ment and a great deal of criticism. The Suffragettes

have included a number of successful literary women
in their ranks, though as a rule their work has not
shown signs of the militant spirit. Miss Ehzabeth
Robins scored a success with " Votes for Women "

;

but Miss Cicely Hamilton's record achievement was
undoubtedly " Diana of Dobson's," the play of shop-
girl life.

» « • • »

Mr. Hilaire Belloc's latest volume, " The Stane
Street," is going very well indeed. The output of this

author is astonishing, both as regards quality and
quantity. His versatihty is amazing, and he will turn

from the dictation of an article on foreign affairs to

the completion of one of his inimitable satires with an
ease and fluency that is unique. He is at present
engaged on a " Life of Napoleon," the publication of

which is likely to make a considerable stir in literary

circles. Mr. Belloc is not content with anything less

than the best possible sources of evidence, and has
travelled miles in order to obtain access to original

documents relating to the Napoleonic wars. He has
traversed the route taken in the invasion of Russia,
examining the line of march with the scientific exacti-

tude that, allied with his intimate knowledge of military

strategy, makes his articles on the art of war at once
convincing and arrestive.

Among the many reprints that are being issued we
wonder there is not a greater demand for the works
of Mr. Israel Zangwill. One of the few readable
novels of politics is intimately associated with this

author's name. " The Mantle of Elijah " was at one
and the same time a clever drama and an epitome
of the burning questions of the day. Mr. Zangwill is

a writer who understands to the full the value of a

sense of humour ; it is only when this enthusiast for

Women's Suffrage is speaking on behalf of Votes for

Women that he seems to lose that irresistible capacity

for laughter that wells up in his delightful sketch,
" The English Fladpick," and is so notable a quality

of " Merely Mary Ann." It was in the old days of

The Star that Zangwill scored a marked success as a

fictionist. He wrote " The Great Bow Mystery," one
of the cleverest of modern detective tales, and he
wrote it under unique circumstances. Every jour-

natlist knows the stimulative effect that the whir of

the printing presses exercises on the brain. Mr.
Zangwill thought out the development of his plot

during the watches of the night, and wrote his copy
red hot in the early morning while the second edition

of the paper clamoured for his instalment. He made
a point, however, of reading first very carefully the
suggestions sent to him day by day from his baffled

readers, not one of whom, however, hit on the solution

of the mystery. The story is live in every word
unto this day, and, recalling the dreary mass of turgid

fiction that issues monthly in the pages of our
magazines under the title of " Detective Stories," we
are constrained to wish that the author of that wonder-
ful work, " The Children of the Ghetto," would go
back for a little space to Fleet Street and give us
another drama of crime and its detection.

THE CURE OF SAINT CRESPIN
By PIERRE CRIQUETOT.

It was the sunset hour—that hour wherein faintly we
taste the joys of the Place of Achievement or the
anguish of the Place of Remorse. As on the Great
Day, according to our deeds we shall enter the Garden
of Great Peace, so at even, if we have done well
throughout our httle day, we are filled with quiet con-
tent. But if we have idled and done ill, the fading
hght reproaches us. Gladly we would stay the setting

sun. All the unaccomplished trivialities seem then of
great account ; all the irrevocable, wasted moments
seem then twice-precious time. " What hast thou done
with thy day ?

"

" Stay, oh Sun ! stay yet a little while !
" But inexor-

ably the sun passes from our sight along that golden
road over the dancing waves. Even so at the Last
Day, if we have wasted our life, we shall enter the
Kingdom of Everlasting Regret, where repentance is

of no avail, neither prayer.

All was still in the little village of Saint Crespin.:

Only there was the regular swish of the sea as it rolled

up the beach, grinding the rough pebbles smooth, the
quiet lowing of cattle, the half-subdued, sleepy sound
of fowls quarrelling for the night's resting-place, and
the far-away moaning of " La Vache a Malet."*

Suddenly the spell was broken ; the wind stirred

among the young leaves, bringing with it a fresh smell
of wood-smoke and scattering the snowy pear-blossom.
A star blinked lazily, an old dame in a close mutch
drove her cow round a bend of the road, a workman,
his cider-jug at his back, whistled as he trudged home-
wards. Then the Angelus pealed out its three single
notes, and the steady tolling began.

I climbed some rough steps, passed a battered,

mossy cross, and so came to the little grey stone church
with its crooked spire.

The door stood open, so I entered and watched the
steady, swinging movements of the cure as he rang
the heavy bell. The parish of Saint Crespin was very
poor, and the cure perforce was his own bellringer.

He stopped the bell in master fashion, allowing no
after-clang, and steadied the rope, which strained and
writhed hke a great serpent in the grip of its charmer,
so that I knew him to be a strong man, for the ringing

of the Angelus and, above all, the correct stopping
of the ponderous bell require not only skill but
strength.

After he had replenished the Veilleuse, he walked
to the door and stood waiting for me to pass out, his

hand on the huge key. Once outside the church, he put
on his little black skull-cap, from beneath which his

tight grey curls stuck out ludicrously. He was a
somewhat stoui person, apparently about forty years

of age. His soutane, hitched up by his recent exer-

tions, disclosed a pair of distinctly bowed legs clothed

in feminine black stockings, and large, carpet-slippered

feet.

For a moment he watched me with his searching,

ever-changeful grey eyes, then abruptly he asked me
where I intended to spend the night Hesitatingly I

murmured some question as to inn accommodation.
The corners of his mouth twisted sarcastically, but he
made no reply, except by pointing to a door in the wall

of the little God's acre. The wall was high, and built

of flints and chalk, among which flourished a small

* Buoy off the Normandy coast.
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variety of yellow wallflower. Over the tiles, set eave-

wise, which formed the coping of the wall, peeped an

early rose or two. A purple hlac, grown into a verit-

able tree, weighed down with its own burden of blos-

som, seemed generously to invite theft. All this I

noticed as the cure fumbled with the rusty latch. At

last the door opened, and he motioned me to follow

him. Obediently I did so, and was glad, for on the

other side of the wall lay the presbytere set in a garden

of gardens.

A narrow path twisted in a friendly and informal

manner round lilac and laburnum bushes, in whose
shade lingered a few belated primroses. Here and
there was a tiny speck of blue, a hiding violet, and
near by, carelessly among the grass, grew hyacinths

and wild daffodils.

Here were no formal beds ; each flower grew as it

listed. Later in the year there would be abundance
of roses, wild thyme, and lavender.

The path twisted widely round a great bush of

blackthorn in full flower, and suddenly we came to the

very doorstep of the presbytere. It was a small square

house, in nowise remarkable for structural beauty, but

nature had clothed it abundantly with early honey-
suckle, jasmine and clematis, all grown together in

such a glorious tangle that the walls were , hardly
visible. The steep, red-tiled roof, with its three

dormer windows, was partly covered with creepers

and crowned with a row of irises, just showing
purple.

Still silent, the cure opened the door, and we entered
a tiled passage which gave access on the one hand to

the cure's study, on the other to his dining-room, and
was terminated by the kitchen.

" Ernestine !
" suddenly shouted my host. " Ernes-

tine ! " and yet again " Ernestine !
" This time an

austere, grey-haired woman appeared, knitting indus-
triously.

" Lay another place, Ernestine ; monsieur sups with
us, and he will sleep here too. See that the room is in

order."

"Yes, monsieur I'abbe."

And Ernestine disappeared, soon to reappear bear-
ing a splendid silver-scaled salmon-trout, caught that

day in the nets on the shore.

During supper we talked of many things. Like
most silent people, the cure, when once he got upon
a subject that interested him, was extremely
loquacious.

It chanced that I questioned him as to the history
of the patron saint of the village ; thereat his eyes
twinkled in a manner most unclerical, and he replied :

" Saint Crespin ? a cobbler by trade
—

'tis said the
angels supplied him with leather when, because of his

generosity, he had not the wherewithal to buy
materials. It seems to me it would have been simpler
if the angels had given him ready-made shoes. But
they are very picturesque, these old stories—do not let

us laugh."
" Then your religion does not enjoin your belief in

tlie legends of the saints ? " I ventured.
Instantly he became serious once more.
" For many years I believed like a child, accepting

without doubt all that I was told." He paused, and
gazed at me with thoughtful, unseeing eyes ; then he
continued

:

" My father was a fisherman ; he owned a boat, and
my two brothers and myself acted as crew. One night,
when we were fishing, about three leagues from land, a
fearful storm arose. Suddenly, violently, from the
north-west it raged.

" By the time we had got in the nets it was hard
upon us ; fortunately it did not catch us broadside on,

but we were driven before it, straight for the shore, at

a terrible speed.
" It was the first time I had been out in such a storm.

I was mad with terror. Then it was that in the frenzy

of my fear I prayed to the Virgin, vowing that if she
brought us safe to land I would consecrate myself to

her service. ,

" By this time we could see dimly the angry black

mass of cliffs reaching out to devour us. Eagerly we
watched for the ToAjr de Saint Leger and the mouth
of our harbour, but we could discern nothing.

" This Tour de Saint Lcger, I must tell you, is a
landmark well known to all the coast. It is a ruined

spire, all that remains of the Church of Saint Leger. It

stands at the top of the cliffs, just outside my village,

and by it homeward-bound fishermen can steer their

course.

" Suddenly, as we gazed into the gloom, there was
a fierce flash of lightning that for a second showed up
our familiar beacon clear against the wild sky. At
once we knew that we were but a few fathoms from
the harbour entrance. Somehow we managed to steer

a straight course. We were saved.

• ••••»
" I remembered my vow. I began my studies full

of faith and fervent gratitude. Without doubt I ac-

cepted ail the tenets of the Catholic belief, looking
forward with eagerness to the day when first I should
have the privilege of celebrating mass, as to a great
festival.

" On the eve of that day an insidious spirit of doubt
assailed me unawares, but it was easily quelled, and I

began work in my allotted parish as full of faith as
on the night of our deliverance from the storm.

" After some months I again began to be tormented
by fits of unbelief. At first I fought against this evil

spirit, shocked to think that for a moment I could
doubt. I wished to believe. I prayed, and I regained
my faith.

" Again I was haunted with an ever-growing doubt
The whole foundation of my faith tottered. I no
longer believed in God as Love, yet I feared him as

Judge, and so I reasoned myself back to faith.

" Then came the worst phase of all. I no longer
feared God, but, regretting my disbelief, I searched
vainly for truth in theological writings. Nothing con-
vinced me, nothing helped me. I found no guide in

the void wherein I wandered. I envied those steadfast

Christians of whom I read, yet was wholly unable
to share in their belief.

" One day, utterly wearied with fruitless study, I

went out and flung myself amongst the cool grass. The
sun shone, and the air was sweet with the fresh

fragrance of early summer. Near by a lark was sing-

ing, and as it sang its music seemed to enter into my
brain, into my soul, filling me with great peace. As I

listened, gradually I knew that all was well. I knew
that the things for which I had striven were vain. I

knew that we were not meant to probe God's secrets.

Only I wished that every man might lie amongst the
grass, and feel the sun and hear the lark. I knew that

it sang, and that the spring was with us.

" Look," he said, and he opened wide the window.
" Look, is it not so .'

"

A blossom-covered pear-tree stood white and shin-

ing in the moonlight. Far away we heard the sighing

of the restless sea. I looked—I knew that he was
right.
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A NOVEL CHURCH CENSUS
By tHARLES W. CRUMP.

I.

Almost every paper one picks up contains an article,

or at least some reference to the declining member-
ship and influence of the Churches of to-day. Such
headlines as " Statistomania," " Churchianity," " Where
are we Drifting to ?

" etc., are now quite common and
not a little bit wearisome to our eyes. We are told

also that the empty pews are a testimony to the fact

that these headlines and articles are not entirely un-
warranted.

Truly we are in a transition state in regard to

divine worship and the duties of Sunday.
I live in what is called a " railway " town ; and, with

a view to getting to the bottom of this steady decline

in figures and verj' apparent apathy on the part of

the workers, I devised a scheme whereby I should
get first-hand information and actually feel the pulse

of the populace. I had about 3,ocx3 four-page cir-

culars printed, made of good paper, and issued in an
attractive form. These circulars were carefully dis-

tributed by a selected body of workers, special care

being taken that the non-churchgoers should be
reached as far as possible, and that every grade of

social life should be appealed to. Of course, 3,000
would not go far in a large town, but the judicious

circulation obtained the desired effect.

II.

The front page contained the details of the
" scheme," and asked for plain, straightforward speak-
ing in answer to six questions, which here follow :

—

r. Why do YOU not attend the services of the
Christian Church ?

2. Why do you think your FRIENDS or others do
not attend ?

3. What definite charge can you or they bring
against the Church of to-day or its services .'

4. Have you anything to say against its ministers ?

If so, say it plainly.

5. If you think the Church is going backw^ard, what
is the best way to win the people and stop the
decline .'

6. What, do YOU think, will be the position and
general character of the Church of, say, 1923 ?

Space was left on the inside of the circular for the
use of answers. The back was adorned with a photo-
graph of the Church where the circular came from,
and where addresses were to be given on the answers
received.

The idea caught on and proved a real success. The
number of answers received totalled 132, and were
representative of all the social grades. In addition,

I received a number of answers from distant towns.
The lines written totalled 4,000, and the words
(approximaiely) 28,000.

The individual questions to receive the least

answers were numbers 4 and 6. Indeed, I was much
surprised at the very gentle treatment the ministers

received.

III.

The work of classifying the answers was no mean
task ; but, as far as I was able to do this, I arrived

at the following conclusion respecting the order in

which the various causes of Church decline should be
placed :

—

The Churches are declining because of :

—

I. The inconsistency, imperfections, uncharitable-

ness, and unfaithful witness of church members them-
selves.

2. The lack of interest on the part of the Church
in the social conditions of the people.

3. Because of the cast-iron creeds and harsh doc-^

trines, especially the doctrine of God, taught by the

Churches ; and the general hesitation to make proi

gress with the times in things theological

(I confess the reference to the harsh doctrine

of God was quite unexpected.)

4. Because of the lack of "grip" in the services,

the pulpit being largely responsible for this.

5. Because our age is a. pleasure-seeking age, and
there is a lack of provision of innocent amusements
for the young by the Church.

6. Because of the great need of a free, unfetteredj

enlightened ministry ui the pulpits.

IV.

Masters and men, ladies and servants, rich and
poor, joined in giving me the above as the causes why
we have so many empty pews. I could not help feel-

ing—and I said so—^that, speaking generally, the

answers betrayed a lack of knowledge of the present

attitude of the Churches. It seems to me that all the

above would have applied, say, twenty years ago, or

even less ; but I must say the Churches of to-day are

waking up to the situationj and some are very keenly
alive to these facts.

The Churches are rousing up and cleansing them-
selves, and they are thinking of the sotial conditions

of the people, and are endeavouring to provide a free

and enlightened ministry.

But though the excuses do not appear modern to

me, yet they are provocative of much thought. I

understand that dozens of people intended to send in

answers, but they, after careful consideration, found it

difficult to formulate real^ substantial reasons for the

position. In that the circulars did good, for they

brought the realisation of the difference between
flippant conversation about the Churches and real facts

worthy of being penned on paper. Respecting the

cause which got the most attention, the writers failed

to remember that the Church does not profess to be
the home of perfect saints ; she is a hospital rather,

than a hot-house. Yet how much Church members
have to learn ! Who should set the better example ?

To whom do men look for a likeness of the Man of

Nazareth? And what a world of force there is in a
good life

!

y
The following answers, culled from the many re^

ceived, are worthy of particular notice ;

—

" It is a paradox to pretend that the thing called Chris-

tianity, in England or Tripoli, was what the Preacher of

Galilee lived and died to establish."
" I am of the opinion that far too much time is devoted

by ministers to the active affairs of the municipality and
State. The connection is adultrous ; and it is questionable
whether the minister can legitimately spare the time which
these duties demand."

" The Church allows a terrible commercial system to con-
tinue, and wastes its time trying to save souls. It would be
more in accord with reason if the Church was to realise this

arid endeavour to bring about the kingdom of God on
earth."

"What good can it do to go to church one day in seven,

and be told that God is good and great, when one has to

contend with strife caused by bad social conditions the

remaining six? "

"Churches are helping employers to rob their workmen
by administering soothmg syrup to these workmen on
Sundays."
"Because of the awful doctrines preached. We must first

have a rational doctrine or comprehension of God. This
doctrine is made the greatest muddle of, of all."

" Because of what the Church has not done for the work-
ing classes. Ministers to-day will frequent cafes and tea-

rooms in London where the waitresses exist by sweated
(Continued on fage 404.J
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A DEBT YOU OWE YOURSELF.
AN INVESTMENT THAT PAYS.

A HOLIDAY ON THE CONTINENT
" EVERYMAN, I WILL GO WITH THEE
AND BE THY GUIDE, IN THY MOST
NEED TO GO BY THY SIDE."

Have you ever looked upon a holidaj as an investment? Have you
ever thought of the interest it yields 10 the form of increased mental
and physical vigour and energy?

A fortnight's change amid new scenes in a new country, an entire

detachment from the ordinary duties of life, means the conserving

of energy and renewed strength, which will certainly lead to

increased efficiency when you return.

Everyman Continental Tours have been planned to give that

change in health-giving countries, and to combine with it all the
enjoyment of a real holiday.

TO HOLLAND AND SWITZERLAND.
Parties of Everyman Tourists left London last week for holidays

in Holland and Switzerland. On Friday a happy little party
departed from Victoria Station for Folkestone, from whence they
crossed the Channel by the short sea route, via Flushing, and are

now enjoying a holiday in the queer little country of Windmills
and Dykes. On Saturday another party left for Lucerne and
Grindelwald, to spend a happy fortnight in Europe's Paradise

—

glorious Switzerland.

FLANDERS AND THE ARDENNES.
Everyman Parties leave London on July 12th and 26th, August

Qth and 23rd, and September 6th for personally conducted tours in

Historic Flanders and the Valleys of the Belgian Ardennes.

Every inch of Flanders is history. It has played an important
part in the development of Western Europe. To the tourist, Flanders
is full of interest. Ghent, the sister city of Bruges, is mentioned in

history as early as the seventh century; in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries the city passed through an almost continuous
series of revolutions. John of Gaunt was born here in the fourteenth
century.

A FASCINATING CITY.
The stately capital of Belgium—"Little Paris," as it is often called

—Brussels, is reminiscent of the French capital in its spacious tree-

lined boulevards and magnificent streets. The great picture gallery,

which is a wonderful and comprehensive series of the whole range
of Flemish art, the beautiful Church of St. Gudule, the nucleus of

the city in the beautiful Grande Place, and the thronged, lighted
streets, are all part of the memories which are enshrined in this

fascinating city.

WATERLOO.
Modern and mediasval history meet here, and a visit should be

made to the famous Battlefield of Waterloo. From a commanding
position, an English Military Guide lectures on the disposition of

the forces on the fateful day, and all the main features of interest

arc pointed out ; and, last of all, as the journey is made to the

Chateau of Hougomont, the key of the whole position, the story

of the battle is understood as it would be by no other means.

.\ntwerp, with its fine quays on the river Scheldt, offers many
attractions to the visitors ; the great Cathedral and the Musee Plantin
bring back scenes from the past. The Picture Gallery contains
some huge canvasses by Rubens.

THE ARDENNNES.
The flower-decked Valleys of the Ardennes offer a delightful

contrast to the Flemish cities. Chief among them is the Valley of
the Mense, and as the traveller starts by boat from Namur—the
" g.tteway of the Ardennes "—the town at the meeting-place of the
Mense and Sambre, his mind is carried to the beauties of the

Rhine, to which the Meuse is often compared. For ne.irly four
hours passing one picturesque corner after another, great limestone
crags looming sheer down to the water's edge, the steamer arrives

at Uinant—the most beautiful of all the lovely places in the Valley.
On a narrow strip of shore, the town is built against ihe great clifls

which rise high above it.

EXCURSIONS.
During the fortnigfit some charming excursions, drives, steamer

trips, picnics, etc., have been arranged to all places of interest ; in
fact, each and every day offers some new delight.

COST OF THE TOUR.
The Cost of the Tour, including all Travelling Expenses, Second-

Class Rail throughout, all Hotel Accommodation (three meals a
day). Admission Fees to Cathedrals, Churches, Picture Galleries,

and all Places of Interest visited. Services of Conductor, Steamer
Trip on the Canal to Sluis, Drive in Brussels, Excursion to Waterloo,
Drive over the Battlefield and Services of Guide, Excursion to
Tervueren, Steamer Trip from Namur to Dinairt, AU-dav Drive
through the Valleys of the Meuse and Lesse to Chateau of Celles
and the Chateau Walzin, Excursion to Rochefort, Mountain Railway,
and admission to Grotto of Han (this alone costs the individual
tourist 8s.), Steamer Trip to Hastiere, Excursion to Montaigle, is

only ;^8 i8s. 6d., and 7s. 6d. covers all gratuities, conveyance of
luggage between hot-els, etc.

STILL TIME!
1'. iviiled a telegram is sent to reach us Fiiday aflemoon, there is

s;:j ;ime to book for the July 12th party. Other parties are icing
vc - (|uickly filled, and you can only secure a place by immediate
n; ; ) ation for bookings.

SVViTZERLAND.
1.\ki;vman Swiss Holidays are proving exceedingly attractive,

ar.'i '.nainy parties are already complete.

We have still a few vacant places in the following Tours :
—

Lucerne and Grindelwald, leaving London July 18th and August
is: and i8th.

A Fortnight's Conducted Tour to Montrenx-Terrilet, leaving
London July 12th and 26th, and August gth and 23rr!.

A Fortnight's Conducted Tour to Territet and Chainonix, leaving
London on the dates of the Montreux and Territet parties.

INDEPENDENT TRAVEL.
Everyman has been fortunate in securing the services of the

originator of and greatest living expert on the system of Independent
Tonrs.

Those who prefer to travel independently h,ive the trouble of
making arrangements taken entirely off their shoulders, as we
provide a carefully planned programme in which all arrangements
are made. Everyman will provide you with travel tickets, hotel
coupons, and in some cases excursion coupons as well. Times of
arrival are notified to the hotel proprietors with whom accommoda-
tion has been booked beforehand. In the majority of cases travellers

are met at the stations, and, in fact, every item of the jtinexaTy of
an enjoyable holiday is made in advance.

It is just possible that you have not had the Everyman Tours
Book. If not, write for it to-day. We will send it, post paid, by
return.

"EVERYMAN" Tours Department, Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.
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THE CULT OF THE BOOKPLATE
Bookplates, more or less on the lines of those of the

present day, have been used by book-lovers almost since

the art of printing was invented, and it would seem that

the introduction of printing was almost or quite con-

temporaneous with the origin of the use of bookplates.

Certainly in the very erfrly days of book production

bookplates were introduced, and have been used ever

since by owners who take personal interest in their

literary possessions.

One of the earliest specimens of English bookplates

'dates back to 15 16, nearly four centuries ago; but it is

a well-attested fact that they were in use on the Conti-

nent—notably in Germany—still earlier than this.

A remarkably fine example of ancient bookplates is

that presented b_v Sir Nicholas Bacon to the University

.of Cambridge in 1574, and it is interesting to note that

the ever-punctilious Pepys records, under date July 2ist,

i568, how he "went to my plate-makers and there spent
an hour about contriving my bookplates for the King's
four yards." As, under the watchful care of enthu-
siastic collectors, other specimens are brought to light,

it becomes abundantly evident that from these^very early

times the custom has been almost universal among the

learned classes. The mission of the bookplate has
always been, and must always be, primarily to indicate

ownership of the books in which they are placed. They
may be ornate or simple, as the taste or means of the

owner may dictate; they may incorporate crest, arms,
motto, or other family attribute; or, again, they may
reflect the personal interests or occupations of the owner;
but the real aim of the bookplate remains ever the same
—a reminder to those who borrow. And in thus en-

suring the return of books to their home quarters, they

are a most effective means of preventing loss. But
bookplates have a value and interest quite apart from
this consideration. As one writer says, "Nestling in a

book, unknown and unseen until the book is opened,
whether quaint or commonplace, artistic or otherwise,

it speaks with a mute eloquence to all those not abso-

lutely dead to its many lurking charms."

I specialise in the designing and engraving of book-
plates, and have a capable staff of artists and engravers
to assist me, each design being original work, and in-

corporating crest, arms, or some other desired feature.

On request, I will at once send specimens.

I have executed bookplates for clients in all parts of

the world, and have many testimonials from delighted

clients in all positions, for I try to take as keen a
pleasure in producing a simple, inexpensive plate as in

one that involves almost infinite care as to detail and
fine copperplate engraving.

There is practically no limit to the variations of style

and taste in bookplates. I am frequently sent photo-

graphs of houses or gardens or districts, as well as other

special features which it is desired to perpetuate in a

plate; anything that is of personal interest to the owner,

may be said to be suitable.

' The cost varies, of course, according to the work in-

volved, and the method of reproduction; a very simple

design, with zinc block and one hundred plafes, can be

had for 17s. 6d. inclusive, while copperplate engraving

ranges from two and a half guineas upward. But in all

cases the value is good—and I have hundreds of testi-

monials. Book-lovers who have not yet a bookplate of

their own, or who are wishing for one as a gift to a

friend, are invited to send me a few particulars on which

to base a design, and I will then furnish a pencil sug-

gestive treatment for approval. For a tasteful birthday

or wedding gift a bookplate is particularly suitable, when
the recipients are those who find pleasure in books. It

gencrallv takes about three weeks to complete the work.

—HENRY D. WARD, 49, Great Portland Street,

London, \V.,

industry, receiving only 8s. per week for many hours ot
labour."

And so I might go on. There is one other, quite!

alone, which I would like you to notice :

—

"Because the Church represents something unattainable,

I desire the ideal it holds out, but I know I cannot reach it.

Therefore it jars rather than sootlies. The Church is thus

not in harmony with my spiritual condition."

Large crowds have gathered to listen to eath ad-

dress based upon these answers, and opportunity has

been found for discussion when desired.

It is obvious that " There remaineth yet much land

to be possessed."

. j» J» J»

CORRESPONDENCE
Notice to Correspondents.—Owing to the large number

of letters received it is necessary for correspondents to xirite

briefly if their letters are to appear.

PERSONALITY IN LITERATURE.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Mr. Corkery, in his article, "Personality in

Literature," seems to me to be utterly wrong in identi-

fying personaUty and style. He says, " Personality is

a far land, won to only by hardy pilgrims. I( is style!'

There is undoubtedly a connection between per-

sonality and style, but it is the personality which

makes the style and not, as Mr. Corkery assumes, the

style which makes the personality. If ever there was
a poet with a personality, it is Masefield; and yet I

agree with Mr. Corkery that his style is far from

perfect

Mr. Birrell cnce said of Browning, "He describes

love, not only broken, but breaking ; hate in the germ ;

doubt at its birth. These are difficult things to do
either in poetry or prose, and people with easy, flowing

Addisonian or Tennysonian styles cannot do them."

This might, with equal justice, be said of Masefield.

Mr. Corkery wishes Masefield " to give us a small

book of lyrics as finished as those of Mr. Yeats." May
I commend to him the former author's " Ballads and
Poems " ?—I am, sir, etc., W. D. SemPLE.

Ealing, W., July 4th, 191 3.

MR. COBBITT AND THE INSTITUTE OF
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Dear Sir,—As Mr. Lewis, in his letter in your issue

of the 4th inst., apparently doubts my veracity in

describing myself as a chartered accountant, I would
refer him to the published results of the fmal examina-

tion of the Institute of Chartered Accountants held in

December last, duly followed by notice of admission

to the Institute in February of this year.—I am, sir,

etc., Reginald H. S. Cobbitt,
Brockley, S.E., July 4th, 191 3.

G. K. CHESTERTON.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Dear Sir,—It is a pity for Mr. Chesterton that he
did not write two books instead of twenty-three, and
die incontinently. He would then have escaped the

ire of Mr. R. Curie (who seems more annoyed by the

quantity than by the quality of his output), and might
have merited an essay on " Brilliance Nipped in the

Bud " by the same gentleman. Mr. Chesterton's con-

stant use of paradox, tiring as it may be to some
readers, always seems to me not the brilliant fallacy

of certain modem writers so much as a sustained
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attempt at condensation. His paradoxes arc generally

capable of being reasoned out between their two
terms, and one can hardly fail to admit the quite re-

markable saneness which may be seen through the

electric effects caused by his frequent short circuits.

" Orthodoxy " may be annoying to many, but at least

it has more readers than would have a work in fifteen

volumes entitled " Philosophia Generahs, auctore

Gilbertus Chesterton "

!

The source of the irritation seems to be that he is

able to be dogmatic without begging the question.
" He loathes oppression, but he believes in dogmatic
religion ; he abhors cruelty, but he loves the Middle
Ages ; he is a passionate advocate of freedom, but he
thinks such a thing as facilities for divorce an
obnoxious form of slavery," says Mr. Curie ; but
neither G. K. C. nor Hilaire Belloc, nor for that matter
any " fanatical Catholic," would be guilty of so open
and unashamed a feiitio principii as the above quota-
tion involves.— I am, sir, etc., H. ROBBINS.

Birmingham, July 5th, 1913.

THE CURSE OF USURY.
To the Editor oj Evervm.an.

Sir,—If I may be allowed to comment en your
special commissioner's second article, I v/ould say that

it is based on the mistaken notion that a pawn-
broker's business is a very profitable one.

I will not repeat what I said in my last letter, but I

would draw his attention to the following figures.

In 1 87 1 the population of this country was thirty-

one millions, in igii it was forty-five millions—an in-

crease of nearly 50 per cent. In 1 870 there were 4,0 1

o

pawnbrokers' licences in Great Britain and Ireland,

and in 191 2 the number was 5,356—an increase of not
quite 30 per cent, (each shop has a licence).

People are only too ready to rush in to share the

plunder of any business or profession in which big

profits are possible ; but these figures do not suggest

that during the past forty-one years there has ever

been a rush into the pawnbroking trade, although by
law no man or woman who is able to produce evidence

of good character can be refused a licence.

With regard to the scheme laid before your readers,

I think your commissioner will find that in America,
where it has been successful, a very different state of

things prevails to that found in this country, and his

scheme would not touch the real evil which does exist

here at the present time.

It is not the pawnbroker, but the small moneylender
•who robs the poor, and the numbers of the latter are

increasing in every industrial centre. Ten years ago
there were only 200 registered moneylenders in Liver-

pool, to-day there are 942, and the increase suggests

that the business is a profitable one for anybody of

ruthless disposition.

The question involved is a difficult one, for if a

working man prefers to borrow 12s. of a moneylender
at the rate of 2s. a week, rather than take his watch
to the pawnbroker and borrow the 12s. on it at the

rate of 3d. a month, who is to stop him ?

The moneylender's attraction is doubtless the fact

that the property remains in the borrower's possession,

and I am afraid on this account your commissioner's
scheme would be powerless to compete with this grow-
ing evil.—I am, sir, etc., . A PAWNBROKER.

London, W.
TRAFFIC IN WOMEN.

To the Editor oj Everyman.
Sir,—We Suffragists have never claimed that we

can cure the White .Slave Traffic any more than we
can cure the crime of murder. There will always be

GREAT SALE
SIX-SHiLLiNG NOVELS

NBlflT COPI£:S
^ of'e ed at

ONE SHILLING
Inland Postage : i vol- 4d. ; 2 vols. jd.

; 4 vols. 6d.

Pii^RC£:r.s
Of 10, 25, 50, or 100
Carriage paid in the United Kingdom.

CALL A!WD CH008E
or Write for List.

Any of the following Lists sent free

on rece-pt of postcard ntentionins " EverymRn.'*

Cata!ogue of Newiy PublUhed
Books.

Catalog'^e of Second - hand
aid New Books at GREATLY
REDUCED Prices.

Ca!aIoKue of The Best Books
on all eu':iects, at lowe&t ca«h
price e.

Cntalosue of Bookc in Bfauli-
ful Bindings.

Catailo^ue of Books in leadtiiK
Toreign languages.

List of Newspapers and Mcca-
sines, v/ith rates to all p&rt«.

Cata'ogue of Stationery and
Library requisites.

THE TIMES BOOK CLUB
376 to 384, OXFORD ST., LONDON, W,

BECOME
A BETTER
TEACHER

Everywhere you hear of the
demand for efficiency. This
implies that the line will be
drawn between Teachers of

commonplace ability ,and those
who keep abreast of the best
and most approved methods of

teaching. You can never beout-
stripped by mere ambitious colleagues if you draw your help
and inspiration week by week from "The Teacher's Wcrld."

IN THE PAST the best Teachers realised that efficiency

could only be maintained by the drudgery of much home
preparation, TO-D.\Y the best Teachers rejoice that The
Teacher's World has come to make their burden light by
providing invaluable hints and teaching aids. The Tcitclier's

World is the Helping Hand. The knowledge gained by
specialists in all branches of school work is concentrated week
by week in its pages. This is v^hy it saves hours of home
preparation for class lessons— a great boon at a trifling cost.

THE TEACHER'S WORLD
COPIES FREE.

In order that you may rea'.ise what a boon " The
Teacher's World" really is, we will send you SIX
COPIES FREE, if you pay only the 3d. poslagc.
Siffn the Coupon and post it to us, mad we will

dispatch you Six Free Copies.

To "THE TEACHER'S WORLD,"
Sardinia House, Kingsway, London, W.C.

In order that I may examine " The Teacher's World " at my
leisure, please send me Six Copies entirely free of charge. 1

enclose 3d. to pay the Postage only.

Name

.

tMr., Mrs. or ilissj

Address.
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Oai-ine
SHAVING POWDER.

A UNIQUE
OFFER.

Shaving is to some men
oae of the joys of life;

Jo others it is a bane.
"A really comfortable
shave," however, is

possible for all if it is

conducted with the help
of OATINE SHAVING
POWDER, which pos-
sesses special properties
whereby it lathers
quickly, giving a free.

smooth, lasting and
agreeable lather which
doss not dry on the face.

By reason of the special
construction of the cap
of the bottle it is pos-
sible to shake out just
sufficient Powder for
each shave, the rest of
the Powder thusreniain-
ing dry and untouched.

OATIKE SHAVING POWDER is sold by all Chemists and Stores.
price Is.

To r{;lie\e the irritation caused by shavintf there is nothing so effective
as OATINE FACE CREAM, which should be gently rubbed into the
skin after the shave is completed,

THIS TOILET OUTFIT FREE.
Tlie Proprt.-tors of the O.itine

Toilet !'repucaiions have dccitieil to
dIstribute.ABSOLUTKLYFRKE.to
all who jcn^nfiine and address on a
postcard, a packet of Oatinc Shaving
Powder, or. for 3d. in stamps to
cover cost of poEt.ige and packing.
they win send t!ie dainty Toilet Out-
fit, as Illustrated, which contains the
packet of Shaving Powder, a tin

of Oatine Cream, also samples of
OATINE SOAP, Snow, face pow-
der. Salve, and Tooth powder.
together with a 2d. Shi\MPOO
Powder.

THE OATINE CO., 181a, Oatine BIdgs., London, S.E.

The Ideal Pen
for BusyAert

jj^
Is unquestionably the " Red Dwarf." For lengthy pro-
fessioaai work or hasty note-making it is ever ready <.
to write smoothly, rapidly, and without spoiling. ^
THE PILLAR OF PERFECTION
> Small enoiishio fit the /yodiet.yel *

possessing a large resarvoir. H
is recommended by all who use it.

Lady Spenceh writes :—" I have found yoor^
stylographic pens very satisfactory, and often
recommend the Red Dwarf."

fEed Dwarf
STYLOGRAPH

,1. Kearney SrCo., 47. Dale St.. Liverpool. * .-<^5^^^=

AN ARTIST IN TWELVE LESSONS. If you wish to learn to** draw Comic Sketches, Cartoons. Book Illustrations. Posters, etc., in 12
lessons, send stamp for Prospectus "E." Describes new system training.
Special course for beginners.—Northern School Press Drawing, Westhoughton,
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murder so long as men are unable to keep their

passions under perfect control ; and the same human
feebleness will always lead to a certain amount of

prostitution.

Mr. Whiting says, " You cannot make people
moral by Act of Parliament." Why, then, have laws
against murder ? Because, in the first place, you can,
by Act of Parliament, make people fear to be im-
moral. If murder were not punished, there would be
more murder, and if the White Slave trader were
punished more severely, there would be less White
Slave traffic.

It there were no punishment for murder, most
murders v^ould be committed because the murderer
would see in it a means of making his existence more
comfortable. The cause of most prostitution is the
low standard of wages paid to women at present. No
one will deny that the extension of the franchise to
the working man, and that only—for politicians are
not philanthropists, and listen only to those of their

constituents who have votes—has resulted in his

getting higher wages ; and women's wages will be
increased only when they have the power of making
the politician listen to their voice.

I have enough faith in the human race in general
to believe that, if it is as easy to live a moral life as
to live an immoral one, a moral life will always be
chosen.

It is in order to give women the opportunity of
living a moral life that we are anxious to see the
franchise extended to women.—I am, sir, etc.,

Birmingham. S. F. CAMPBELL.

APPRENTICESHIP AND ITS EFFECT ON
UNEMPLOYMENT AND THE BIRTH-RATE.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—The writer (aged seventy-four), when he was
young, remembers that all boys were apprenticed to
whatever trade or profession they had chosen, and
received an increased wage each year, until they had
completed their apprenticeship ; and then they, being
fully skilled workmen, received a man's full wages.
The first use made of this was to have what was called
"a shop warming," i.e., a treat to their fellow-work-
men, and, as a rule, it was not long after when they
married, they receiving full wages, and being enabled
to do so. Unfortunately, during at least the past
fifty years, the practice of apprenticeship has become
almost obsolete, and boys have commenced their
career, without being apprenticed, at a low wage. After
a little while they, in most cases, seeing an oppor-
tunity of receiving more wages, mostly as an improver,
leave their employment, anti go to another firm.

Many do this several times during their youth. The
employers' competition to obtain youths with some
little knowledge of their business is much to blame
for this, the consequence being, through insufficient

training, these men stock the labour market with un-
skilled labour, and thus, by the time they should have
completed their apprenticeship, and become skilled

workmen, they are only receiving a youth's wages,
and are unable to afford marriage until much later in

life, many not at all.

This has also had much to do with the present un-
natural competition of women, which has natu-
rally caused so much unemployment of men, and is

also responsible for the reduced birth-rate, which, in

its turn, has become such a serious matter for the
nation.

Now the question arises: What is the remedy for

this state of things ? Many have been, and are being,
suggested, but to my mind the one true remedy would
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be a return to the system of apprenticeship ; and here

is a glorious opportunity for our Labour party, if they

would sink all other matters for the time being, and
concentrate their minds upon promoting an Act of

Parliament to the effect that all boys should in future

be apprenticed. Is it not obvious that if such an Act
should be passed our future generations would become
skilled workmen, enabled to marry earlier, and in-

crease the birth-rate, and consequently also reduce the

competition of women ? And, above all, it would lead

to our dear old England becoming once more the

workshop of the world, and our women once again be-

coming the mothers and helpmeets of future genera-
tions, thus occupying the glorious and natural position

in the world which God has assigned to them.

.Such an Act of Parliament, as I have foreshadowed
above, would be one of tlie most inestimable boons
ever conferred upon the country, and would be a last-

ing honour to whatever party would promote and get

it passed into law.—I am, sir, etc., J. JOHNSON.

THE POET-LAUREATE.
To the Editor of Evervma.m.

Sir,—You invited suggestions as to the next Poet-

Laureate. Assuming that the Laureateship is a mark
of homage to be offered to the greatest living poet of

the British Empire, I beg your readers seriously to

consider whether it ought not to be offered to Rabin-
dranath Tag©re. He is only beginning to come to his

kingdom in Europe, but he is sufficiently known to

many through his own translations of his poems,
" Gitanjali," with an introduction by Mr. W. B. Yeats
(Macmillan and Co., 4s. 6d.). To. read these poems,
even in the English version, is to be aware of the
existence of a poet of such surpassing genius that, if

our fellow-subjects in India are to be considered
eligible, there can hardly be a doubt that Tagore is

the one poet of our day whose claim to the distinction

cannot be disputed.

As to his place in India, Mr. Yeats quotes the words
of a Bengali doctor of medicine as follows :

—

" We have other poets, but none that are his equal

;

.we call this the epoch of Rabindranath Tagore. No
poet seems to me as famous in Europe.as he is among
us. He is as great in music as in poetry, and his songs
are sung from the west of India into Burmah wherever
Bengali is spoken."

There are arts in which we of the West claim to
lead the way ; if we find tliat the East is surpassing
us in poetry, should we not be ready to give honour
where honour is due, and to acknowledge our spiritual

kinship with our Indian brethren by placing Tagore in

the same line of succession with our most honoured
British poets?—I am, sir, etc., MARION I. GRAY.

Edinburgh.

FROM LONDON TO PARIS.
To the Editor of Everyman.

•Sir,—Apropos of Mr. Alexander's article in your
number of June 27th, the following figures give an
idea of how the S.E. and C. Railway exploit the
pockets of Continental travellers. A second-class
return ticket London - Bale, vid Folkestone,
Boulogne, and Laon, costs £e, 15s. /d., and is avail-

able sixty days. A ticket of same class and duration
Boulogne-Bale costs F. 05.20 = £^ i6s. 2d., leaving
the enormous charge of £1 19s. 5d. for return
journey London-Boulogne. True, one can have a
17-day ticket for this stage for £1, but for a journey
of two hours by rail (second class) and one and a half
hours (third class) by water, the charge is absurd.
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I am, sir, etc., TOURIST.
Tonbridge, June 30th, 191 3.

THE SUFFRAGE QUESTION.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I am delighted with Mr. Packer's letter. Its

tone conveys the impression that I have touched a sore

point.

In these regions we are " young " in politics. That
is why, perhaps, we have less faith in newspapers than
would please your correspondent.

But we are not " young " in the sense of inexperi-

ence. The hottest fights ever known in the history of

British politics were fought in these regions. Perhaps
Mr. Packer has heard of the Rebecca Riots, and the
wholesale evictions on this countryside before the
passing of the Ballot Act

—

in the days of few news-
papers.

Besides, even in these districts, which know some-
thing of the economics of the sailor and of the farmer,

there is not wanting the necessity of women being
allowed to vote. In this little town seventy-five per
cent, of the male population are sailors. On a given
day the number of these that would be home to vote
in a Parliamentary or in a District Council election

would be negligible. Even here the justice of being
allowed to vote, as representing their husbands, is

obvious
;

yet, even in the face of this, the interest

taken by the womenfolk in the movement, which is led

by the University woman, by the militant, and the

high society woman, and which is often created by
them in some ways, will add nothing to the cause.

May I still establish Mr. Packer's charge of ignor-

ance by suggesting and maintaining that

(i) The women's movement is largely a creation

of the Press, and of these three " types " which com-
pose the most noticeable, but the most insincere, part

of it.

(2) The movement, in becoming officially endorsed
by a political party (as Mr. Wilkinson kindly pointed

out), will have to sacrifice somewhat in principle for

reasons of expediency.

(3) The suggested sex-war (which was the main
point of attack in my letter, and which Mr. Packer has
ingeniously passed by) is, from the point of view of

common sense, nothing but " an Ariel-like fancy."

I am perhaps as broad-minded and as sympathetic
a reader of women's doings in this matter as Mr.
Packer, but, though "suffering from extreme youth,"

I do not suffer to the extent of being blind to facts,

if they are rather unfortunate ones.—Wishing your
splendid paper every success, I am, sir, etc.,

D. T. Jones.
Newquay, Cardiganshire, June 29th, 191 3.

IRISH PROTESTANTS AND HOME RULE.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—If you care to give me space, I would like to

answer " Galwegian " and " A Mere Catholic

Nationalist." They both chide me, curiously enough,

for not giving my name. Well, I have had a friend

fired at ten minutes after getting up from my table,

and within half a mile of my gate ; I have been sum-
moned to appear before a League Tribunal to answer
for lending a ladder to an ifhpopular neighbour, and
I have had two labourers' cottages built against my
demesne wall, in most unsuitable sites, simply to annoy
me because I am a Protestant and a Unionist. There
are three reasons why I will not " come into the open

"
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to be a target for your correspondents' friends. " Gal-

wegian " says that Home Rule is supported by the

leading professional and commercial men both in

Dublin and the country. I am an old man, and know
both Dublin and Ireland better than most men. In

Dublin, especially, I have considerable interests and
more friends than I could count, and I affirm from per-

sonal knowledge that the great majority of the manu-
facturers, merchants, shippers, and large traders of

all sorts are Unionists, that the bankers, stockbrokers,

doctors, solicitors, and other professional men are also

chiefly Unionists. Almost every clergyman in Ireland,

except Roman Catholic ones, is a Unionist. Nine out

of ten of the leisured and cultured classes (such as

Mr. Hone belongs to) are Unionists.
" Galwegian " does not appear to understand what

I said about " uneducated voters." I did not say that

the Irish party was composed of uneducated men. I

said the voters who elected them were, and so they are.

As to the cost of Ireland's government, I am too old

to trust statistics, and some of " Galwegian's " figures

are doubtful. Is, he aware that a great number of

Scotch officials are assessed for income tax in

London .'

Whatever the cost, Home Rule will not make for

economy, as even Mr. Redmond has admitted. We
are now taxed by two authorities, local and imperial.

All their taxes are to stand, and a third authority

is to have power to impose national taxes as well. We
borrow money at low interest on imperial security

now, but in future we will have to borrow at high
interest on our own. Pat is bleeding from two veins,

but has plenty of food to keep up his strength. Dr.

Home Rule proposes to open a third vein and cut off

his food. Poor Pat! There is no such thing as Pro-
testant ascendancy in Ireland, and there are certainly

no government offices in which nobody but a Pro-
testant need apply.—I am, sir, etc..

An Irish Reader of " Everyman."
Drogheda, June 22nd, 191 3.

THE CONTINENTAL SUNDAY.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Reading the discussion raised by Rev.

J. Adderley's article on " The Continental Sunday,"
some words of George Gissing's on the subject came
into my mind. They are to be found in " The Private
Papers of Henry Ryecroft," and seem to me well

worth pondering:

—

" There was a time when it delighted me to flash

my satire on the English Sunday ; I could see nothing
but antiquated foolishness and modern hypocrisy in

this weekly pause from labour and from bustle. Now
1 prize it as an inestimable boon, and dread every
encroachment on its restful stillness. Scoff as I might
at Sabbatarianism, was I not always glad when Sun-
day came ! The bells of London churches and chapels
are not soothing to the ear ; but when I remember
their sound—even that of the most aggressively
pharisaic conventicle, with its one dire clapper— I find

it associated with a sense of repose and hberty. This
day of the seven I granted to my better genius ; work
was put aside, and, when heaven permitted, trouble
forgotten.

" When out of England I have always missed this
Sunday quietude, this difference from ordinary days,
which seem to affect the very atmosphere. It is not
enough that people should go to church, that shops
should be closed, and workyards silent ; these holiday
notes do not make a Sunday. Think as one may of
3ts significance, our. Day of Rest has a peculiar
sanctity, felt, I imagine, in a more or less vague way
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even by those who wish to see the village lads at

cricket, and tlieatrcs open in the town. The idea is

surely as good a one as ever came to heavy-laden
mortals ; let one whole day in every week be removed
from the common life of the world, lifted above
common pleasure as above common cares. With all

the abuses of fanaticism, this thought remained • rich

in blessings ; Sunday has always brought large good
to the generality, and to a chosen number has been
the very life of the soul, however heretically some of

them understood the words. If its ancient use perish

from among us, so much the worse for our country."

—

I am, sir, etc., JOHN MITCHELL.
Blackhill, June 27th, 19 13.

To the Editor 0} Every.man.

Sir,—" Broad-mindedness," as extolled by Mr. A.
Leo. Peacock, is by no means an unmixed blessing. It

is surprising that Father Adderley should take such a

superficial view of the Sabbatarian question, entirely

ignoring the deep, hidden forces which, if he did but

perceive it, eclipse the mere question of one day's rest

in seven, important though that is. Mr. Maurice L.

Johnson shows much more discernment when he com-
miserates those who do not know what Sunday is. It

is an astonishing fact that the majority of modem men
and women are in that unenviable position.

Quite apart from spiritual or religious considera-

tions, it must be obvious to everyone that there is much
more benefit to be derived from the calm of a general

cessation of work than from the rush and turmoil

which surrounds one who takes his holiday, say, on a

Tuesday. Can anything be more obviously fallacious

than the remark of Mr. Peacock's friend that " if every

person is guaranteed one day's rest in seven, it does

not make any difference whether it be Sunday or any
other day, so long as he gets it " ?

The holiday-maker does not spend his vacation in

the immediate neighbourhood of his place of business,

unless circumstances compel him to do so. Recog-
nising this, why not create an atmosphere of rest on
one day in each week, instead of forcing our fellow-

citizens to spend their one day surrounded by the

clamour of the working world ?

Mr. Peacock is rightly disgusted by present-day

hypocrisy and self-righteousness ; but I would beg
him to remember that not all religion is cant, nor all

-" rationalism " wisdom.—I am, sir, etc.,

George D. James.
Paddington, July ist, 191 3.

for my pleasure or amusement, nor has any man the

right to rob me of mine.
The Rev. James Adderley says :

" Would it not be
much better for all parties if we agreed to drop the

religious argument, and adopt the purely philan-

thropic one, that the ' Sabbath was made for man ' ?
"•

Is the reverend gentleman correct in taking this quota-

tion as purely philanthropic, and not religious ?

To me, a plain man, the words are religious, and
altogether religious. The Sabbath was made for man
because of the needs and weaknesses of man. When
mankind is perfect the Sabbath will be obsolete, but
not till then. Most of us require all the safeguards to

spiritual culture possible, and the common Sabbath
is our greatest safeguard. One has said, " The Church
is a Divine institution because it is so very human."
I say the Sabbath is a Divine institution for the same
good reason, and thus "the Sabbath was made for

man."
The Rev. James Adderley says he is a Protestant.

I once heard a roadmender say, " I can understand a

Tory, an' I can understand a Radical, but hang thae

Liberal Unionists." I cannot understand the Rev.
James Adderley—does he understand himself as

revealed in his article, " The Continental Sunday " ?—

i

I am, sir, etc., ALEX. HENDERSON.
Harrovv-on-the-Hill, June 30th, 191 3.

To the Editor of EvERVifA.\.

Sir,—I am glad to see the letter of an " Ex-
Tram Conductor "—in reply to the article by the Rev.

James Adderley on " The Continental Sunday "—in

which he says, " No day of the week can make up to

a man of religious inclinations the loss of Sunday."
iThat statement is self-evident ; but I go much further,

and affirm that no day of the week can make up to

the average zvorking man the loss of Sunday. Is the

man single, he wishes on his off day the company of

his chums or his sweetheart; but, unfortunately, his

holiday may not be theirs, and he must do without.

Is the man married, and the father of children, his

holiday is again not theirs. The children are at day-
school, while his wife has her work to do, and thus the

man must employ or amuse himself alone. Another
day in exchange for Sunday is not a fair exchange to

a working man, whether he is religiously inclined or

not.

I have no right to force a man to lose his Sunday

THE POSITION OF THE ENGLISH AUTHOR.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Your Cardiff correspondent, " S. H. E. L.,"

seems to me to write only of questionable possibilities

when he forecasts all-round benefits to literature if

embryonic authors without private means will employ
business as a provider of necessities and comforts, and
authorship as a mere outlet for exuberance. This
hybrid alternative to an artistic life of " struggle and
starvation," far from solving the author's problem,
merely furnishes a choice of two evils; and whilst,

materially, it is admittedly the lesser, it would not,

except in the most favourable circumstanceSj be con-

ducive to the advancement of Art.

I know something of business, and a little of author-

ship, and I cannot believe that writing which repre-

sents the remains of an energy which has been mostly
dissipated in turning the treadmill of toil can be ex-

pected to add to the literature of any but a decadent
day.

Writing, as I once heard Mr. Galsworthy say, is real

hard work, a statement quite contrary to popular

belief, and one which upholds the contention that it is

not feasible as a pastime for filling the little leisure

which the average business career allows of. It is not
that there is no time for writing, but that there is no
time for writing and thought ; in which latter category

I include the necessary study of technique and the

classics, and the cultivation of an acquaintance with

the best contemporary literature.

It is true that some businesses provide ample oppor-

tunities for observation, but there is more in literature

than the jotting down of what we see.

Then, again—and tliis is, perhaps, the most important

point of all—a business training and career, providing

they be thorough enough to enable one to compete
efficiently with one's contemporaries, tend to have a

corrosive action upon the creative faculties, and a
decomposing effect upon the artistic or poetic tem-

perament Business is the Land of Materialism

peopled mostly by citizens of the Republic of the

lUiterate. It is rare, indeed, that a traveller therefrom

can hope to rent a dwelling on Parnassus 1

(Continued on fage 4 12. J
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TWO VALUABLE ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINES OF INFORMATION & MENTAL INSPIRATION FREE TO EVERY READER.

THKOUGH the publdc-spirited action of Mr. T. P. O'Connor,
readers of Evkkyman are given a great opportunity to-day.

It is au opportunity to train their minds to earn more
money by a twelve-fold system, whic)i has already enabled over

200,000 men and women to improve their positions in life.

On application to the Manager of T.P.'s Weekly, you will be
shown how you can secure the wonderful benefits given by this

system at a reduction of nearly half Ihe usual cost.

For special arrangements have been made by T.P.'t Weekly
with the I'elman School of the Mind to supply their world-
famous Course of Mind and Memory Training to a limited

number of readers at these greatly reduced fees. This prac-

tically amounts to a 2,000-guinea gift to readers ambitious to

train their minds for greater success.

Full particulars of tliis simple and pleasant-to-foUow, summer,
spare-time plan are given in two most interesting magazines,
copies of which you can now obtain gratis and post free.

On using the coupon printed at the foot of this page these
two magazines will be posted to you within forty-eight hours.
Write for them to-day.

These two magazines contain information of priceless value
to everyone who wishes to "do better" in life, and to make
more money.
As the number of copies of these two magazines is limited,

you are strongly advised to write for them to-day to avoid being
"too late."

The Gift of the Golden Touch.
Throughout the whole of the world's history there have been

men and women who seera " born to succeed "—who turn every-
thing they touch into gold.

The fact was observed by the Greeks of old, who enshrined
it in the legend of Midas "of the Golden Touch." It is known
to us to-day. We all know of such men. They are successful
in everything they undertake. They rise, seemingly without diffi-

culty, and even from the most subordinate positions, right to

the top, where the finest opportunities are to be had, and the
biggest money is to be made.

There is a soienitific and practical reason for the success of

these men and women. The secret of their achievements is

simply that they possess to an extraordinarily developed degree
certain mental qualities that "get them on."

Develops your Mental Powers.
These qualities can be developed by every reader by mental

training. They exist in a more or less developed form in every
brain. They are there in the brain as the seed is in the earth.

In some cases they develop spontaneously, and flower and come
to fruition without consciously directed effort. But in most
ca.ses these qualities have to be developed by scientific training,

and in all cases they can be developed by such training, as the
wonderful results reported by those who have taken the Course
of the Pelman School of the Mind prove.
Here are a few of the " get-you-on " qualities developed by

the Pelman System. Run your eye down this list and mark with
a pencil which of them you feel require developing in your own
ca^.

—loitiative —Driving Power
—Originality —Forcefulness
—Self-Reliance —Organising Ability
—Mental Resource —Managerial Capacity
—Foresight —Mental Energy
—Determination —Sound Judgment
—Business Tact —Mental Control
—Personal Magnetism —Quick wittedness
—Rapid Perception —Comprehensive Mental Qrasp
—Decisiveness ^Ambition
—Enthusiasm —PcrsuasiveueBB
—Ideation —Convincing Personality
—Command of Language —Kever-forgetting Memory

Pleasant and Simple to Follow.
The Pelman System (as the two free magazines will show you)

embodies in a practical, pleasurable, and easy-to-follow form
just that scientific training of the mind and memory which
strengthens and develops the " Success-Winning " qualities of
your mind just as Scientiic Physical Training strengthens and
develops your muscles.
business men write to say how their profits have increased and

th'^^ir expenses diminished since practising the Pelman System.
Tradesmen, shop assistants, commercial travellers, canvassers

fr-A they are getting more orders and doing more business
through their increased powers of Salesmanship since taking
the Course.

Uarristers, politicians, preachers, and lecturers have become

better, more coirvincing, and more eloqutnt speakers through
the valuable help given by these wonder-working aids to mental
mastery.

Students studying for examinations find that the Pelman
Course lightens their labours by endowing them with splendid
powers t)f memory, enabling them to learn foreign languages,
naiTK-s, dates, figures, formulae, statistics, etc., in from one-third
to one-quarter the usual time.

And from members of every calling come lettsrs showing how
this wonderful system has enabled iJiese wiiters to earn larger

incomes and to rise above oollaagues and competitors who have
never trained their minds by this wonderful Scientific .Aid to

Success.
This wonderful Course has now been secured for you at a

reduction of almost half the usual fees.

"The opportunity," says Mr. O'Connor, "is special, not
merely in its terms, but in other ways as well. . . . May
the result be that we shall have contributed towards making
many thousands of raeu and wcmen better equipped, more
efficient and more qualified for success."
To the first 1,000 readers who apply for this twelve-fold

Pelman Course of Mind and Memory Training nearly oire-:balf

of the ordinary fees will be specially remitted.

Letters from ladies and gentlemen who have taken this Course
are printed in the two magazines that will be sent you gratis

and post free to-day. They are most remarkable. The writers

show just how the Pelman Course has helped them to make
more rapid progress in their respective professions, businesses,
and occupations. It wiU help you in just the same way.

Ideal Summer Mental Hobby.
T.P.'s great offer has come at an opportune time.

Now, with the long summer eveivings ahead, is just the time
to practise the Pelman method, and thus qualify for a higher
position and a rise of income by the autumn.
You can use these twelve aids to mental mostcry and power

in your spare time. The Pelman books are printed in handy
pocket size. Vou can carry one of them about with yon «nd
study it in spare momenits during the day—when .riding in the
tram or 'bus, or train—when sitting in the garden in the cool

of the evening. A couple of hours a week, or a few minutes a
day, spent Pelmanising your brain will bring about a marvellous
increase in mental power and sheer business capacity. The
improvement will gain for you a certain increase in income, and
a rapid, progressive advance towards Fortune and Success.

These Two Magazines—Free.
The Coupon is below. The signing of this Coupon involves no

obligation. It will bring you by return:—
(i) The Magazi.ne of Mind and Memory Tbaiking, contain-

ing full particulars of T.P.'s offer of the Pelman 'Course at nearly

half the usual cost.

(2) The Special "T.P." number of Brain-Power, the maga-
zine of Mental Efficiency ; packed full of information of the

greatest interest and value to all who wish to succeed.

Fill in this Coupon, and post to-day to

—

THE MANAGER, T.P.'s Wec7:ly,

29, Henrietta Street, London, W.C.
By return you will receive these two illustrated magazines,

gratis and post free, with full particulars of this great opportu-

nity of multiplying the money-making quabties of your mind,
and training your mental powers for greater and still giestei

success.

USE THIS COUPON TO-DA Y OX COPY IT ON A POSTCARD.

I

This Coopon is t

wcrtii £2:2:0.1
To THE Manager, T.P.'s Weekly,

29, Henrietta Street, London, W.C.

I should like to receive gratis and post free

—

'1. Presentation copy of the Special T.P. Number of

"BRAIN POWER," the Journal of Mental

FRFF - Efficiency.
ri\lili.i2_ The Magazine of Mind and Memory Training, con-

taining full particulars of T.P.'s oiler of the

k Pelman Course at nearly half cost.

Please also enclose a form of enrolment for my -tise, should I

decide to accept your offer after reading the two Magazines.

Name _

Address..

Occupation

The signing and sending 0/ this conpoH to the oMces 0/ T.P.*»
WEEKLY entitles you, without incurring any obligation, to receive
Ute cimtplete Pelman Course fti nearly half cost, should you decide io
accept T.P.'S o/fer after reading the particulars.
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WESTBOURNE PARK BUILDING SOCIETY.
ABSOLUTU
SECURITY

FOR
SAVINGS.

INTEREST.— 3 to 5 per cent, accordini; lo class of

investment— Paid Ilalfycarli— free from
Inco;iie Tax Deduction.

Proipectiis. etc.. of—C. Jotinston 1^.m>t. F.C.t.S.. Sec.

Office: 136, WESTBOURNE TERRACE. LONDON, W.

DEVELOP YOUR WILL POWER, Concentration. Self-

Reliance, Memory and Personal Magnetism by "Tlie St. Sellef Course"
(4 lessonsl. Recommended by Public Ot>inion. etc. Fee 2/6. Particulars free.

—THE ST. SETTEF INSTITUTE tDEPT. 51. PERTH.

SLO.^N-DUPLOYAN SHORTHAND is acquired in a few weeks
and is Ruaranleed the rao5t rai>iJ and reliable system in use. See Evervman,

Feb. lo May, for series of remarkable testimonies. -Illustrated handbook, con.

Uining lesson, specimens, etc.. free.—SLOAN SHORTHAND CO.. Ramsgate,

"TVPE-WRITING of every description carefully and promptly
* eiecutcd. 7d. per 1.000. Duplicating and Copying. Cambridge Local.—
Miss NANXY McFARLANE, 11. Palmeira Avenue. Westcliif , Essex.

FORKT FONTAINEBLEAU.—Young couple, artist and musician,
take eucsts. Comfort. Tennis. Cycling. Duplaquel—Bourron—Marlotte

(France).

TYPEWRITING (every description of MS.), 8d. per 1,000 words.
Carbon-copy and paper included. Specimen, Testimonial, and Estimate

submitted by return.—C. A. GIRTON, 2, Grove Lane. Camborwell. S.E.

" ]V/I EMORY WITHOUT MNEMONICS" teaches a new method
^"^ of evoking subconscious forces for the deepening of mental powers and

secret of mental work without feeling tired. Is. zd.—Talisman Office. Harrogate.

WHY DON'T YOU ? Thousands of people all over the United
Kingdom are buying their houses with money which would otherwise be

spent as rent. WHY DON'T YOU ?—For method write, mentioning Evervman,
to Managers. 216. Bishopsgate, London. E.G.

TTHE AUTHORS' ALLIANCE place MSS. promptly and on
^ best terms. Literary work of all kinds dealt with by experts who place
Authors* interest first. Twenty years' experience.—2, Clement's Inn. W.C.

STAMMERING.—Descriptive booklet sent free to any sufferer

mentioning Evervman. by W. A. YEARSLEY & T. E. BIRCH,
"Rosador." St. Annes-on-Sea. Gold Medal Speech Specialists.

'THERE ARE PLENTY OF OPPORTUNITIES for making
*• money by Journalism and Short Stories, but you must know what to write,

how to write it. and where to offer it when written. One of our lady students who
had never written anything previously, had nine articles accepted by the '* Daily
Express" by the time she had finished her course of lessons. Terms are easy
Hndlow. Send penny stamp for free booklet. School of Authorship. 160. Fleet
Street. London. E.C.

HAVE YOUR OWN BOOKPLATE. Artistic. Original.
Specially Designed. Inclusive cost of Design, Block, and 100 Plates, from

17/6 upwards, according to style and detail. Marvellous value. Specimens
submitted free.—HENRY D. WARD, 49, Great Portland Street. London, W.

TYPEWRITING : Authors' MS. accurately and rapidly copied.
Shorthand-Typists provided. Meetings. Lectures. Sermons reported.

METROPOLITAN TYPING OFFICE. 2/. Chancery Lane. Tel. Central 1565.

LEARN FRENCH by Rosenblum's Anglo-French Journal, Id.,

monthly, lid. post free from Rosenblum's Language Institute. 26. High
Holborn, London, W.C. T.P.'s Weekly says : "Admirably adapted for students
of French."

"TYPEWRITING of every description under expert literary super-
* vision, from 8d. per 1,000 words, paper included. — Dept. E. THB
NATIONAL TYPEWRITING BUREAU. 199. Strand. W.C.

GLAISHER'S PUBLISHERS' REMAINDERS. William
Glaisher. Ltd.. beg lo announce that they have just issued a Supplementary

List No. 396 lo their General Catalogue of Publishers' Remainders, comprising
all the latest purchases. Post free on request.—WILLIAM GLAISHER, Ltd.,

Remainder and Discount Booksellers. 265, High Holborn, London, W.C.
Readers residing in Croydon and neighbourhood can view all the books at our
branch shop. No. 14, George Street, Croydon, where complete catalogues can
be obtained.

TOURS.
SWISS TOURS,H 19s. 6d. ; BELGIUM (a fortnight), £i 17s. 6d.

RHINE. HOLLAND. SCOTLAND. IRELAND. Write for the "Al"
Holiday Guide.—"Al" TRAVEL OFFICES. 3. New Oxford Street. W.C.

CC. 5s.—SWITZERLAND. PARIS, THE RHINE. Special
*-' Tour to VIENNA and HEIDELBERG.—Standard Tours. Ltd.. Origin-
ators of FULLY INCLUSIVE FIVE GUINEA TOURS, 59b-fil, New Oxford
Street. Booklet "G" free.

r)R. HENRY S. LUNN (Ltd.). £5 5s. BLANKENBERGHE,
*^ 14 DAYS' accommodation at Grand Hotel Godderis, and return ticket
lo this BEAUTIFUL BELGIAN SEASIDE RESORT. 14 DAYS LUCERNE
and ENGADINE. TERRITET and CHAMONIX. 16 DAYS GRINDEL-
WALD and ZERMATT. PALACE HOTELS MONTANA and MURREN.
—The Secretary, 5. Endsleigh Gardens. N.W.

Imagine the effect on the style of a man whose con-
versation all day must needs be in a vile commercial or
technical jargon, or who is in the habit of writing or
reading dozens of letters beginning, " Yours of even
date to hand, and contents noted," or some such artisti-

cally execrable, if commercially excellent, efforts.—

I

am, sir, etc., Kashual KritIC.
Cleethorpes, Lines.

^^T^ 4^V ^J^

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
We are given a realistic description of prison life

in America by Mr. Frank L. Packard, in his new book,

Greater Love Hath no Man (Hodder and
Stoughton, 6s.). The plot is somewhat far-fetched,

and tliis is to be regretted, as with a little pains the

author could have made the sacrifice of Varge appear
more feasible. The situation of the opening chapter

is a striking one. Varge, the hero of the story, was
adopted when a small child by Dr. Merton and his

wife. The boy gave to them a wealth of devotion

and affection, and in their turn they grew to lean

intimately upon him, to depend on him, to need him

;

for Harold Merton, their son, was an unsatisfactory

and somewhat dissipated person. In the middle of

the night Harold comes to Varge, and tells him he
has murdered his father. Thereon, on the wave of

fierce emotion, Varge undertakes to accept the guilt

of the crime. He will pose as the murderer of his

benefactor, to save the widow from the horror of the

knowledge that her husband has been killed by her

son. Varge is tried, convicted, but in view of his

previous record and frank confession is sentenced not

to death, but to penal servitude. His life in prison is

varied by feats of heroism. He is persecuted by the

gaolers, adored by the convicts, and, incidentally, cap-

tures the affections of the Governor's daughter. He is

a man of immense physical strength, and subject to

fierce gusts of emotional stress, has difficulty to

control himself when brought face to face with the

brutality of the warders. In the true spirit of a hero,

however, when Wenger, the chief tormentor, is set

upon by a gang of prisoners, Varge comes to his

rescue, and lays about him in real Viking style. The
fight in the gaol is well told in vivid and picturesque

language, and the initial weakness of the plot once
swallowed, the story is arresting and dramatic. At
the end everything comes right in the best of all pos-

sible ways. Mrs. Merton dies, and Harold, in a most
helpful and considerate fashion, confesses his crime,

and shoots himself. And Varge marries the Governor's
daughter. » » »

Mrs. Baillie Reynolds' latest book is a volume of

short stories. The author shows evidences of haste

and carelessness in construction, and The SWASH-
BUCKLER (Mills and Boon, 6s.), the initial story

which gives its name to the volume, is slight in plot

and unredeemed by literary distinction. It is the

old tale of the small State ruled over by a Princess in-

volved in a tangle between a love match and a dip-!

lomatic marriage. We all of us know the State, and
the Princess is familiar as an old friend. The tale

is written in the first person, and the hero, the Swash-
buckler in question, performs the whole duty of an
adventurer, and marries the Princess. The best story

of the series is a slight sketch called " Living Her Own
Life," a clever study of a woman artist, who finds that

painting pictures is not the only thing that matters.

9 9 9
The novel of finance grows more and more populafw

Mr. Max Rittenberg knows his subject, and in SwiRL-
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ING Waters (Methuen and Co., 6s.) we are given a

vivid and forceful picture of the workings of a success-

ful company promoter, and shown the fashion in which

the market is rigged in favour of the mammoth enter-

prises that hypnotise the imagination of the public.

Clifford Martheson has been at the game for some

years, and, on the whole, finds it unsatisfactory. He
is a man of imagination, and is driven back on the

knowledge that his financial operations do not stand

for anything definite ; he therefore decides to abandon

finance for science, and the more successfully to cut

liimself adrift from Throgmorton Street, he assumes

the identity of his half-brother, John Riviere, who has

found complete content in his experiments conducted

in a bleak hut in the wilds of Canada. Mathcson's

wife is an automatic person, inconceivably repellent,

and we suspect that it was his desire to escape from

her society quite as much as enthusiasm for research

that induced Matheson to hide himself in the back-

woods. He allows it to be believed that a party of

'Apaches in the slums of Paris have killed him, and

quietly fades into obscurity, where he meets with a

charming woman of the name of Elaine. He is sucked

back into the whirlpool of finance by the machinations

of Lars Larssen, a financier of a very different type.

This man has conceived the idea of floating a company
to open up the vast reserves of the south-west corner

of Hudson Bay. This gigantic scheme requires the

name of Matheson to lend it prestige, but at the last

Clifford shrinks from the responsibility of inducing

thousands of people to invest their savings. He will

have nothing to do with it unless a prominent Govern-

ment official is allowed to hold half the shares as

trustee. Lars Larssen will not agree; he is deter-

mined to carry the scheme through, and finally issues

the prospectus bearing Matheson's name without his

consent. There follows a series of most exciting plots

and counterplots leading up to a dramatic scene be-

tween Matheson's wife and Elaine. The former is

anxious to get rid of her husband and marry Larssen,

but her jealousy is awakened by Elaine's affection for

her husband, and she decides to win him back for

her own, and allies herself with Larssen for her own
purposes. It would not be fair to touch upon the

final chapter of this dramatic contest. We leave it

to the reader to discover in what fashion Matheson
finally beats down his foe. The interest does not flag,

and the excitement is sustained throughout a clever

and arresting book.
is> ® &

A Goddess of Stone (Methuen and Co., 6s.) is

a story of the days of smuggling, when war and
rumours of war between England and France were
in the air, and the French emigres, thrust out of their

native land by the tumult of the Revolution, sought
in Britain a haven and a home. The novel is written

in the first person, and Mr. Wright Henderson shows
considerable skill in his characterisation of the small
hero. For the narrator is a little boy of some seven
to eight years, and the impressions made on his young
mind by men and things are recorded with fidelity

and wonderful understanding as to the angle at which
children look at events. Tom is the son of an old
English soldier, who married the daughter of a French
gentleman. The boy loses his parents when he is only
eight, and emerges from a quiet home in Chelsea,
.where his playmates "were fine ladies and grand
gentlemen who had mocked at life in the Court of
Versailles," to find a refuge in the house of Paul
Bygrave, his father's half-brother and a person of
huge physical stature and repellent disposition. The
lonely httle boy finds his only consolation in stolen
visits to a statue of Aphrodite hidden among the trees

DO YOU POSSESS AN
ENCYCLOPi^DIA?

A Remarkable Offer.

FIRST PAYMENT 2/6 ONLY.
Knowledge is increasing so rapidly and in so many different

directions that the busy man is coming to depend more and more,
upon a good Encyclopedia in which he can turn up all that U
known upon any subject he is interested in. But it is essential^

that the information given should be absolutely .reliable, and,
that the "Illustrated Chambers's Encyclopaedia" is the only work;
at a moderate price that really serves this purpose is obvious,

from the following few names, taken from a list of over i,ooo

famous contributors:—
1,000 Expert Contributors.

Prince Kropotkine, Viscount Haldane, S. Baring-Gould, Sir

W. M. Conway, Sidney Lee, Andrew Lang, Lord Avebury, Pro-'
fessor Varnbcry, Sir Charles Warren, Professor A. it. W.
Kennedy, Professor Saintsbury, Uuke of Argyll, Watts Dunton,
Goldwia Smith, Mrs. Fawcett, LL.D., Austin Dobson, Edmund
Gosse, F. A. Gasquet, O.S.B., Bramwell Booth, Justin McCarthy,
Sir W. F. Butler, Professor Caird, Dr. Andrew Wilson, Sir J.
A. H. Murray, G. J. Holyoake, Herbert Spencer, Sir John.
Murray, Sir Edward Grey, K.G., Mrs. Annie Besant, Sir
Clements Markham, Andrew Carnegie, Professor Chcyne.

Every subject is fully dealt with. In the case of the political
and sociological matter the information here embodied is nQt
otherwise obtainable save by consultation of hundreds of Blue
Books and expensive Government publications. The articles on
the Sciences—mental, moral, physical, natural, and of their

.

various branches—are written by professors oi those sciences in
our great Universities.

The "Illustrated Chambers's" (Latest Edition) is a treasury of
compact information and a reliable guide on subjects Literary, •

Political, Historical, Theological, Scientific, Musical, Artistic,
Philosophical, and General. It is international in character. It
consists of

Ten Handsome Half-Leather Volumes, 200,000 subjects,
with cross references, 8,000 pages of new, clear type, written
by 1,000 contributors of world-wide distinction. There are
4,000 engravings, superbly reproduced, and 50 magnificent
maps. There are also over jo coloured plates, the finest
ever produced in connection with any work of reference.
Five thousand biographies of famous men and women are
also included, with the histories of all the great movements
with which many of them were associated.

Let the Children use It.

The boy or girl who has access to a reliable Encyclopaedia
and who is encouraged to use it on every possible occasion has
a tremendous advantage over one not so situated. It is proverbial
that the knowledge thus deliberately acquired is the knowledge
that stays ; and the youth who supplements the home lessons
with additional readings on every subject is the well-informed
man or woman who achieves distinction in later life.

Tw^o Opinions.
LORD CVRZON OF KEDLESTON Writes—

"I have always regarded 'Chambers's Encyclop.-edia ' as the
most concise, scholarly and useful compendium of universal
knowledge anywhere to be found within a similar compass."

HILAIRE VELLOC. Esq,, toriies—

"'Chambers's Encyclopaedia' has been my principal book of
reference for the last fifteen years. I have found it much the
most accurate of such works, more trustworthy than others, and
more comprehensive. ... I liave never found it to fail."

A FREE BOOK.
To THE Caxton Publishing Company, Ltd.,

244, Surrey Street, London, W.C.

Please send me, Post Free, and without any obligation on my
part, Illustrated Booklet describing "The Illustrated Chambers's'
Encyclopaedia," and full particulars of your offer to deliver the
complete work for a first payment of as. 6d., the balance being
paid by small monthly payments.

Name
(Send this form or a postcard.)

AdDBESS ,-,.T,T,r.. rr.i.v.r. ,:,:r,.7i,'..7T:.,,.,ft
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of ihe garden. He accepts her in the matter-of-fact

fashion of a child, and to his perception she is imbued
with an understanding and a sympathy for all his

sufferings, and the terrible loneliness that at times

engulfs him. Tom makes the discovery tliat his uncle

is connected with the smuggling industry, and is most
cruelly beaten for his curiosity. A succession of wild

and terrifying events follow, and the interest is sus-

tained as much by the fashion in which the incidents

are told as by the events themselves. A fugitive Mar-
quis in league with the smugglers kills Uncle Paul in

a ghastly fashion, and the small boy has to give

evidence at the trial. The literary quality of the style,

the leisured fashion of the descriptive lend themselves
admirably to the telling of episodes that, recounted in

a more violent strain, would appear sensational and
melodramatic. The book is ably constructed and well

written. ® ® »
The Mystery of Dr. Fu-Manchu (Methuen and

Co., 6s.) recalls the sensations and hair-breadth

escapes recounted in " Dr. Nikola." Mr. Sax Romer,
however, has a somewhat quieter style than Guy
Boothby, though he has the same appreciation of the

value of weird animals in creating an atmosphere of

horror. To Dr. Petrie, a meek practitioner from
the suburbs, there appears one Smith, a mysterious
person connected with the East, and attached in-

timately, though secretly, to the Diplomatic service.

He shows his friend a small red mark upon his arm,
iwhich he announces has been caused by the wound
of a barb soaked in the venom distilled from a hyma-
dryad, the most deadly reptile of the East. Only the

most drastic methods avail to save his life ; he assures

his friend he is the victim of an inscrutable Oriental,

one Fu-}vlanchu, " A yellow octopus who has fastened
his tentacles upon the British race, and has vowed to

exterminate them and their influence from the East."

One by one Anglo-Indians are marked down, one by
one all those members of the English-speaking race
.who have attained prominent positions in the East are
to be visited with deadly and horrible vengeance.
Smith is especially fearful that an official of the India
Office is at that moment in imminent danger of his

life, and persuades Petrie to accompany him. They
are too late. The official is already dead. This time,
however, the ag:ency of the hymadryad has not been
called into requisition. The instrument of vengeance
is a red ant, " some six inches long, of a vivid scarlet
colour, and of a truly terrifying description." Smith
fights Fu-Manchu with unceasing vigilance, and the
designs of the yellow octopus are finally defeated. He
disappears in a cloud of smoke, leaving behind him
not so much as a red ant to tell the tale. There is

plenty of sensation in the book, and it provides a
number of shocks and thrills.

« ® 9
Messrs. Bums and Oates have issued their 5s.

edition of Mrs. Meynell's poetry at an apposite
moment. At the time when her claims as a possible
candidate for the Laureateship are being hotly can-
vassed, it is well one should realise the qualities that
make her work exceptional. Her output has been
exceedingly small. Her poems are comprised in one
volume, which consists only of 117 pages. Perhaps
no poet, with the possible exception of Gray, has
established so high a repute on so slender a founda-
tion, so far as mere quantity is concerned, and
assuredly no one has lavished a greater wealth of
artistry upon his work. It is nearly fifty years ago
since Mrs. Meynell gave a hint of her incomparable
gifts. Her technique is almost flawless ; to alter a
word would be, one feels, to impair the whole. Each

phrase fills its appointed niche, and the whole forms a
mosaic of dcizzhng brilliancy. Mrs. Meynell is not
likely to achieve the popularity of Tennyson, or even
Browning. She is in part a mystic, and mysticism
appeals only to the few ; but the pure dehght of

perfect phrasing will be found in all her poems, and
the magic of words is nowhere more potent than in

her verse. » » »
Rosa Mayreder has published a survey of the

woman problem (William Heinemann, 5s.). Her con-
clusions are somewhat muddle-headed, but her criti-

cisms of her own sex are piquant, and at times
eloquent. The author has the quality of frankness,

and does not attempt to hide her opinion that women
are neither so interesting nor so honest as men. " The
majority of women are neither in qualities of character

nor of intellect the equals of man." She states that

this inequality is due largely to inferior discipline and
training and the low ideal of life set before the girL

One feels that the author is really quarrelling not only

with the institution of marriage but with the physical

fact that marks woman as the bearer of children. But
the full measure of her scorn is reserved for the

woman as the gentlewoman. " In the very concept

of the lady there is something that is incompatible
with the concept of a free personality. Woman, con-

sidered as a gentlewoman, though apparently elevated

to the supreme peak of a beautiful caste, nevertheless,

considered as an individual, leads a life within very
narrowly constricted limits." This sweeping generali-

sation is not convincing, for the author neglects to

define her terms. She is amusing, if slightly vitupera-

tive, in her attacks on what she terms " the masterful

man." " Their relations with women are always
coloured by an element of vulgar boastfulness. How-
ever tame and feeble they may in reality be, these men
love to swagger before women's eyes like stage heroes

toying absurdly with the hilts of the swords which
their arms would be now too weak to wield." To all

those who are concerned with the present turmoil

about the position of woman in the home and in the

State we recommend this book. Dull in parts and
confused in argument, it is valuable as showing what a
woman's real opinions are on certain definite points.

NOTICES

EDITORIAL COMMUNICATIONS
Communications for the literary department, books for review,

etc., must be addressed to

—

The Editor of "Everyman,"

21, Royal Terrace, Edinburgh.

Owing to the very large number of contributions and articles

submitted, it is advisable that all MSS. should be typewritten.

The Editor cannot under any circumstances enter into corre-
spondence regarding unsolicited contributions. It must be under-
stood that these are sent at the author's risk, and that the Editor
is not responsible for their safe custody or return.

BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
All trade and business communications should be addressed to—

The Manager, Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.
Telephone No.2452 Central. Telegraphic Address : " Templarian London,"
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BOOKSFOR THE HOLWAYS
ROSALIND
IN ARDEN

In literature, nothing has been more evi-

dent in the 20th Century than the decline

of the English novel. Misguided novelists,

actuated chiefly by the desire to create

"a sensation," have deliberately chosen for

their subjects the most nauseous of all

things—sexual problems. In the midst of

this turbid, demoralising atmosphere it is

indeed a pleasure to find a novel which
steers clear of unpalatable subjects and en-

deavours to treat of the pleasant side of

life,—:of the things which make life

endurable and existence anything but a

disease.

Of this latter type is

MR. MARRIOTT WATSON'S
New Novel

fiOSALIND IN ARDEN.
Itexhales thewholesomefreshness ofyouth.

It pulsates with the vigour of life, clean

and unpolluted. It conjures up scenes of

a ripe green country with the blue sky for

a ceiling and nature as the unceasing

orchestra. Referring to this book The
Daily Chronicle says, " The charm of the

book is the charm of youth and beauty at

play—a charm enhanced by the grace of

the author's style"; and The Athenceum,

"It has indeed a touch of the sublime. . .

THE

MEDIyEVAL
TOWN SERIES
Each town is treated by one who not only is

conversant with its historical associations and
topographical interests, but whose inner con-

sciousness has conceived the true spirit of the

place. Throughout the pages of the book one
realises that the author's successful aim has

been, not merely to portray a town or city

recognisable only by distinguishing landmarks,
but to open up to the reader a vista of scenes
and incidents which, taken collectively and
connectedly, blend themselves into unmistak-
able and inimitable individuality.

Fcap. 8vo. Illustrated.

BRUGES
BRUSSELS
CANTERBURY
NUREMBERG
PARIS
ROUEN

ASSISI, AVIGHON, CAMBRIDGE, CAIRO, CHARTRES,

CONSTANTINOPLE, COVENTRY, DUBLIN, EDIN-

BURGH, FERRARA, FLORENCE, JERUSALEM,

LONDON, LUCCA, MILAN, OXFORD, PADUA,

PERUGIA, PISA, PRAGUE, ROME, SANTIAGO,

SEVILLE, SIENA, TOLEDO, VENICE, VERONA.

IN TWO DIFFERENT STYLES OF BINDING.

Cloth, 3, 6 net—4/6 net Leather, 4/6 net- 5/6 net.

Rosalind is a delightful creation." SPHERE :
" Who can travel throughont Europe to-day,

or for that matter throughout England, without one or

another volume of thi* delightful seriei?"

AT ALL LIBRARIES AND /»/

BOOKSELLERS. W" PLEASE SEND FOR DETAILED
PROSPECTUS OF THIS SERIES.

J. M. DENT & SONS, Ltd., 137, Aldine House, Bedford Street, W.C.
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A BOOK THAT HAS BEEN
EAGERLY AWAITED.

BROWNING'S
SORDELLO.

Being the text of the Poem,
with Introductions, Notes and
Index by the Rev. ARTHUR
JAMES WHYTE. M.A.,
dough Memorial Prizeman,
Gold Medallist and Senior

Moderator in History in the

University of Dublin.

Crown 8vo.

PRICE SIX SHILLINGS NET.
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

SO profoundly impressed was the King with the

enthusiasm excited by his progress through
Lancashire, that we learn his Majesty has

determined to repeat the experiment of these Royal
industrial tours twice next year, when the Black

Country and the Clyde shipbuilding district will be
visited. It is not unlikely that these tours, which have
done so much to bring the Throne into direct relation

with the people, will become a regular feature of Ae
reign until every section of industrial England has
been explored.

Bulgaria has had to pay a bitter price for her rash-

ness in reopening war. She has been compelled to

place herself, alas! unreservedly in the hands of

Russia. With her army shattered and helpless, with

famine and her ancient enemy the Turk again threaten-

ing, this course was inevitable, and Europe may con-

gratulate herself that, even through these dreadful

agencies, peace is at last ensured, and this last phase

of the Balkan trouble at an end. The pity of it is that

the Allies, who fought together so splendidly in war,

could not sustain peace, and that tliis involved the inter-

position of outside elements.

By far the most important political pronouncement
delivered on behalf of the Government for many a

long day fell, by a curious irony, from the lips of Lord
St. Ledgers, who on Tuesday night last revealed to

the House of Lords the intentions of the Government
in regard to Ulster and Home Rule. The course de-

cided on is marked by considerable ingenuity. First

of all, there will be no General Election till May of

next year, when, under the Parliament Act, Home
Rule will become law. That Act gives the Govern-
ment power to postpone the actual establishment of a
Parliament on College Green for twelve months, and,
during those twelve months, an appeal will be made
to the people for their verdict If the Liberals are

returned, then, of course, Unionists will be invited to
accept the situation. If the Opposition achieve vic-
tory at the polls, they can repeal or amend the Act.
The plan now revealed shows that for once, at all

events, rumour is justified of her children, and, from
the Government point of view, it has the crowning
merit of throwing the responsibility for Ireland on the
Opposition should they kill the Bill.

A question of far-reaching and profound import-
ance is raised by the announcement tliat Germany has
purchased for her hospitals and medical institutions
every available millegram of British radium. At pre-
sent there are two available sources of supply worth
speaking of in the world—our own at Cornwall and
the pitchblende mines held by the Austrian Govern-
ment So far as Austria goes, she prohibits absolutely
the exportation of the precious stuff, which now
fetches ;^48o,oco per oz. Should we do likewise ? The
question arises because the result of the raid upon
British radium is that British hospitals will have to
wait many months before they can hope to give their
patients the wonderful curative treatment now being
exploited abroad. This, it will be admitted, is para-
doxical to the point of absurdity.

It IS not surprising that the news that Mr. WiUiam
Jennings Bryan has announced his intention of
going on a lecturing tour through the States should
have roused the very liveliest indignation throughout
the whole of America. There is something distinctly
incongruous, not to say grossly undignified, in a
Cabinet Minister, who is entrusted with the most
serious tasks, not giving the whole of his time to his
work, and even the announcement that Mr. Bryan
drives his own motor-car will not, we fear, reconcile
the Americans, in many respects the most punctilious
people in the world, to this departure from a whole-
some practice—a departure that, we believe, would be
ruinous to democracy. If public men are not paid
sufiicient, and it seems that on both sides of the At-
lantic that may be the case, let their remuneration be
increased. But the State must have the best of their
thought and the whole of their time

!

Is it not high time that the Government took steps
to place military aviation on a more secure foundation
—if we may use that term in connection with a science
whose practice is necessarily " in the air." It used to
be said of the British army that peace was a necessary
condition of its safety, but even peace, it seems, can-
not ensure safety for military aeroplanists. According
to Captain Faber, two officers recently killed while
flying owe their death entirely to the defective make
of their machines. If this be true, it is nothing short
of monstrous that valuable lives should be sacrificed to
inferior workmanship, and the sooner the War Office
insist on a higher standard of execution the better.
No one has emphasised more strongly than Colonel
Cody—their own expert—the need of reform in this
direction.

Yet another phase, though, alas ! by no means a new,
one, must be added to the eternal housing question.
According to the Daily Mail, the engaged couples of
Halstead, a pretty little town in Esse.x, are faced with
the quandary that, if they marry, they will be unable
to get a house in the neighbourhood. Houses, it

seems, are bespoke for years in advance, and men
leave the district, or live single, because they cannot
obtain them. 'Tis sixty years since Charies Dickens
denounced this very evil, one which the nation dare
not ignore. When will our statesmen deal with it?
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THE MAN AND HIS WORK
I.

—

The Man with the Pen ^ j« ^ By C. Sheridan Jones

It is nearly twenty years since the writer of these

lines was warned, very solemnly and emphatically

warned, as to the sort of life he would be compelled

to adopt provided he followed journalism as a pro-

fession. Hard and exacting work, unconscionable

hours, inadequate rewards, succeeded only slowly by
long-delayed recognition—these were the main heads
of the indictment. It has proved a true bill. Of
course, journalism has prizes that are unsuspected of

the man in the street, and that come swiftly, and almost

silently, within the grasp of some of its votaries.

;The late William Clarke, for instance, found his in-

come increased by exactly ^1,500 a year during the

course of one week ; and frequently a single article

has brought the writer fame and fortune. But, on the

whole, the warning of my early monitor stands good,

and, after many years of endeavour in Fleet Street, I

often catch myself wondering what*it is that impels

young men, fresh from the 'Varsity or the public

school, to stake their all on a literary career.

I suppose that the great compelling charm which
journalism still exerts ove^the brightest spirits, the

most alert intelligences of the rising generation, is that

strange sense of power which it bestows even on the

very humblest of its practitioners. The consciousness

of his ability to shape events, " to get things done," to

make history—that is the thrill to which every jour-

nalist worth his salt responds, from the editor of a

great daily down to the youngest reporter on his staff.

I could give a thousand instances of how the magic
of cold type has operated to alter the whole current

of events. I remember—to take a very diminutive

example—how, in the early days of my apprenticeship,

I was asked to attend a meeting for thJe reclamation

of some waste land in an unlovely suburb, which it

was proposed should constitute a new lung for

London. The " meeting " was very sparsely attended.

A few women and some half-score of children formed,

with policemen, the major portion of the audience.

But, marvellous to relate, the report of the proceedings
which followed aroused extraordinary enthusiasm in

the district, and a little later the purchase of the land

was effected and a new park laid out. Again, I re-

member a well-known M.P. telling me that the whole
success of an agitation which swept England from end
to end was due to a certain report of a demonstration
that appeared in the Times. I could give other in-

stances. To-day the Housing question is always with

us. Its evils, its magnitude, its national importance
are fully reahsed and widely discussed. But I ques-

tion very much whether, if a certain Alfred Milner
had not years ago been on the staff of the Pall Mall
Gazette, its importance would be so generally admitted.

It was while that nobleman was assistant editor of the
Pall Mall Gazette, under the late Mr. W. T. Stead,
that he inspired the celebrated series of articles, " The
Bitter Cry of Outcast London," which led to the
Royal Commission on the Housing of the Working
Classes, and won for the subject the recognition which
it now enjoys. The Pall Mall Gazette had other
victories. Mr. Stead it was who, at the cost of im-
pri-sonnicnt, scored the first enactment against the
White Slave traffic ; and his friend, whom he described
years later as "one of the greatest preachers that
London enjoys," Mr. G. R. Sims, was the man, whose
unselfish and unremitting efforts for Adolph Beck,

resulted in the establishment of a Court of Criminal
Appeal—one of the greatest triumphs, surely, that

journalism has ever achieved.
' Sometimes the journalist will condescend to

" make " the news that he suijsequently records.

There is a capital story extant in Fleet Street of a
successful free lance, who, finding that things wer^
slack, and that there was a good deal of discontent

in the police force, set himself to organise a strike of

the Metropolitan constables, with such success that

half the Bow Street Division came out, to his great

profit and delight. Another good story is told of Mr.
Bart Kennedy, who, sent down as special commis-
sioner to record the happenings in connection with the
memorable strike of Grimsby fishermen, sought to

interest the Mayor with his proposals for a settlement,

and so successfully that the matters in dispute were
adjusted. The journal he represented, however,
missed some excellent copy, and the proprietors were
not easily placated.

Triumphs like these belong rather to the irregulars

of the profession than to the steady, tried, and dis-

ciplined officers who, day by day and week by week,
arrange the form which the news of the world shall

assume. Their work is by far the most exactmg.
They have not the stimulus, save in a secondary de-

gree, of outside events. They miss the inspiration of

direct contact with the happenings of the outside

world, whose history they record through the alembic
of the tape machine or the descriptive of the junior

reporter. On the whole, theirs is the hardest lot

which the profession affords. The work of a sub-

editor on a great London morning or evening paper
is so arduous and so nerve-destroying that he cannot
discharge his duties satisfactorily for more than a

limited number of years, when he must accept an
inferior position on a paper of different status. Often
he has paid a premium of several hundred pounds to

learn his business, and has not infrequently served a

lengthy apprenticeship to it also. But his utmost
earning capacity rarely exceeds ;£'6oo per year, and
even that well-rewarded period is a brief one. His
case appears all the harder when we recollect that the

sub-editor's range of information must be very wide.

I can call to mind the dismissal of a certain " sub " on
a well-known London daily for recording, on the
strength of a cablegram, that a certain treaty between
the U.S.A. Government and this country had been
ratified. The cable showed a majority for the treaty

in the U.S. Senate, but, according to the Constitution

of the United States, anything short of a two-thirds

majority was insufficient, and his failure to recollect

this fact cost my friend his position.

Not infrequently, alas, it happens even to some of

the most competent of these inside journalists that

they develop into one of the tragedies which haunt
Fleet Street. Walk from Temple Bar to Ludgate
Circus, and you will be struck by the number of care-

worn faces and threadbare men whom you meet. They
are men of culture and education, who have failed to

sustain the severe pace which modern journalism re-

quires. Often they have held important positions,

which they have lost through no fault of their own.
Perhaps it is that they have become, in course of time,

pumped out, used up, " extinct volcanoes." A man
may occupy a position of responsibility on a paper for
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many years. Then his engagement is terminated, and
he finds it difficult, almost impossible, to secure other

employment. His mind has been focussed along the

lines of one paper, whose needs and requirements he
understands perfectly. But he has become, as it

,\vere, stereotyped and he is unable to hitch on to new
and different methods. He drifts and drifts, and fre-

quently becomes one of the failures of a great

professioa
It is from this class also that there are largely re-

cruited those privateers of the Press, the penny-a-
liners, men who live by duplicating many times the

unconsidered trifles of the world—by reporting in-

quests, fires, murders, and the like. More than once
has their doom been predicted. They were to have
been rendered supererogatory by the better organisa-

tion of the news agencies, to have disappeared aeons

ago before superior talent and initiative. But, like

the brook, they go on for ever. Their flimsy is still

received, and some of the greatest scoops of modern
journalism have been achieved by them. It was a
" liner " who discovered the great Grosvenor Hotel
imbroglio, which resulted in the famous cause cellbre,

hxi6. another who gave the world its first intimation that

the late King Edward was too ill to attend the Corona-
tion of 1902 on the date first arranged for the
ceremony.

Physique is one of the determining factors of the

journalist's success. If one considers the successful

war correspondents, the men who have won through
and achieved distinction in the most arduous branch of

a journalist's career, you will realise that muscle and
soundness in wind and limb tell almost as much as

brains. Archibald Forbes, Bennett Burleigh, Beatty
Kingston—all these were big men, who could stand

any amount of " punishment " and nervous strain, and
yet come up smiling with their copy. The war corre-

spondent is, perhaps, for this reason, the best-paid of

all journalists. Mr. Bennett Burleigh has a retainer

of many hundreds a year from the Daily Telegraph,
and the sums earned by his predecessors in many
famous campaigns were, as things go, really consider-

able. But, for the most part, the rewards of journalists

are by no means imposing. The editor of a daily

paper will receive a large salary—anything from
;^i,cco to £3,500 a year. These may seem big

figures, but we must recollect that an editor on a great

paper must maintain a certain position, and must be
seen in society. So far as his subordinates are con-

cerned, the obligation becomes less pressing. In any
case, their emoluments are considerably less, although

their work is often as onerous. Under the regime of

modern newspaper production they get used up far

quicker. Indeed, it may be said of the editor of a

newspaper that the less work he does, the greater is

his fitness for the position he occupies. It is his work
to direct others, and to inspire them—to give the

journal just that touch of individuality and distinction

without which a paper, no more than a man, can
succeed. He has to arrange the leaders, to define the

general line of policy, to select the main features of

his organ day by day. That done, he should leave

the details to others whom he can trust. Of these

perhaps the most important is the news editor, who,
as I have said, has to give his work an amount of

strained and anxious attention, and to grapple with

its details, under conditions that frequently make the

lengthy tenure of his office impossible.

In fact, outside the editorial staff proper, journalism
3S tending more and more to become a dry-as-dust pro-

fession, depending more and more upon a clerk-like

exactness and precision, rather than on a vivid

imagination and quick grasp of opportunities.

The war correspondent is, of course, an exception.
His work remains splendidly exciting, full of brilliant

opportunities and of feverish escapes. There are
dozens of legends extant concerning the feats of these
news-getters at the front, who still contrive to outv/it

the censor Vv-hen the curtain is rung up on the drama
of war. The best of these, I always thought, was
concerning the great FitzGerald, who, during one of

the bygone revolts on the part of the Balkan States
against Turkey, contrived with masterly ingenuity to

outwit the Sultan's orders, and to transmit to England
even the secret instructions that Abdul issued to his

generals. FitzGerald achieved this feat with beauti-

ful simplicity. Sleeping at night in an Armenian
convent, he would ride out at dawn to the mountains,
and, placing the necessary apparatus against the tele-

graph poles, he would perform the feat of tapping the
wires, decoding for transmission by another route the
telegrams he was sending to the London Liberal Press.

The most delightful feature of the " scoop " was that

the Government at Constantinople never found how
the Press and the enemy got the news, though the

palace was searched and re-searched to find the traitor

in the camp.
In strange contrast to this brilliant feat was the

unfortunate failure of one of FitzGerald's confreres,

who was commissioned to report the descent of an
aeronaut at Hendon. The descent did not take

place ; but the reporter 3p.ved himself the trouble of

attending the ceremony by drawing on his imagina-

tion, and, alas! the paper was very badly let down.
It is sometimes said that a journalist is a man with-

out conscience or convictions, who is prepared to write

as he is paid. No doubt it is true that, as Zangwill
said, " Every question is like a sheet of paper. There
are two sides, but a journalist may write only on one
of them." But I venture to think that in no pro-

fession in the world do men make greater sacrifices

for the sake of their convictions. Mr. E. T. Cook
threw up the editorship of the Daily News owing to

political differences with the proprietors. Mr.

Massingham retired just about the same time from the

Daily Chronicle on grounds equally honourable. Mr.

Lathbury left the Guardian on what seems to many
a minor point of conscience ; and there are innumerable
other instances as striking on record. In point of fact,

it is only the hack journalist who surrenders his con-

victions. The supreme craftsman brings the public

round to his.

Carlyle has said of the latter-day journalist that he
is the equivalent of the old-time priest. Surely he is

more than that! His real function is that of the

people's advocate. He must exercise perpetually that

eternal vigilance which is the price of liberty. Over
and over again his acumen has dragged to light some
crying scandal that has remained unsuspected of the

people. His soul must be ever in action. While other

men enjoy regular hours and settled repose, he must

be prepared to work day and night to secure for others

conditions he cannot win for himself. He must be
prepared to listen to the grievances of all men and to

be oblivious of his own ; to deny himself sleep so that

the engineers may win their eight hours a day ; to give:

up his own half-holiday in order that the shop

assistants may get an extra half-hour off. He must
insist on the paramount importance of Trade Unionism
and suffer himself to be blacklegged by every stray

celebrity—music-hall artist, murderer, jockey, or what
not. He must voice everybody's grievances except his

If, as the old Romans used to say, " work isown.
worship," then indeed the life of the journalist is

suffusecl with religion, for, in very truth, it is conse^

crated to mankind.
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
The Meditations of Marcus Aurelius Antoninus jt jt Bv J. S. Phillimore

[After 500 years of total oblivion, the book which

has played so great a part in modern times was redis-

covered and published in 1558. And as one might

take the varying esteem of these " Meditations " for

a clue to the religious history of the last three cen-

turies, so one may see an initial appropriateness in

their publication just before the new religion formally

began in England. For the book is one of the great

touchstones ; tell me your opinion of Marcus Aurelius,

and I can infer your opinion on a thousand other

matters. Will you answer, with Renan, that it is'" the

most human of books " ? Thanks ; then I know all

about you. = . . Or, with Brunetiere, will you say, " It is

the tone of the Superior Person in M. Aurelius which
makes him unreadable "

? Thanks ; and let us shake
hands upon it ! Pax tecum, frater.

I.

If you are of those who talk about " the Individual

Soul alone with God," when you mean the Individual

Soul alone with a looking-glass, then you are with the

Emperor Julian, and Gibbon, and Renan, and Matthew
'Arnold (to say nothing of the lesser rhetoricians of

confusion, such as Farrar), in panegyrising Marcus
'Aurelius. But if your vocabulary includes the little

word Prig, then these four letters will nearly express

for you the essence of all that your wholesome instinct

resents in M. Aurelius. And yet the case is not so

simple as all that. The great repute of the book
forbids us merely to say " Prig," and there's an end
of it. Let us inspect this famous piece of egotism.
" Egotism is not tiresovie" said Froude, somewhere in

that most self-revealing quasi-novel of his, " The
Nemesis of Faith,"*;?/' it ought not to be, if one is

^sincere about oneself ; but it is so hard to be sincere."

Marcus called his book not by the name of " Medita-
tions," as it is commonly called, but " To Himself."
Yet never was there a book which had less of the says-

I-to-myself frankness about it, and so much of

that quite opposite temper which says, " This is

strictly private, but it would be a great pity if no one
ever saw it." It is so hard to be sincere. Yes, there's

the rub, as Froude said. And if sincerity fail for

an instant, such a book becomes poisoned : because
what is the purpose of writing it? Not historical

record: Marcus is none of those who feel that every
fact, even of autobiography, has a sacred beauty ; nor
does he write for the instruction of his successors. " It

is not a treatise, but rather the diary of a soul; the
daily thoughts of a religious man, jotted down just

as they occurred. We may call it a spiritual common-
place book ; there are quotations from his day's read-
ing, from Plato, Antisthenes, the poets ; the rest con-
sists of reflections upon the doctrines of his school, not
•reasoned out, but illustrated with an infinity of
epigrams and images. It is like the ' De
Imitatione,' but less orderly. It is not an autobio-
graphy, such as • The Confessions ' of Augustine, or
the Journals of Wesley or F"ox, though it begins with
a slight retrospective sketch; nor is it apologetic or
controversial, Uke the ' Pensees ' of Pascal."

II.

I quote th^se wojds from the late Dr. Bigg's admir-
able introduction to Mr. John Jackson's translation
(Oxford, igoG), in which the reader will fmd the
Emperor's biography neatly sketched by one who

knew the history and literature of the Decline except
tionally well. It is a good method to take a list of
other famous books with which the "To Himself"
has been hastily and superficially or stupidly com-i
pared, and by noting some differences, to define
eventually what it is, why it is famous, and why it

offends. It is not like Wesley's or Fox's Journal, be-
cause each of these had the mind of a historian, with
something of the genius of a picaresque novelist, and
no morbid self-inversion. It is not altogether unlike
the " Pensees "

; but though there is an ugly side to
Pascal's intense seriousness, which looks towards
egoistic mania, i la Nietzsche; Pascal's scientific

curiosity, as well as his profound " conviction of sin,"

divides him widely from Marcus. How does he differ

from St. Thomas a Kempis ? In this : that St. Thomas
speaks with authority and conviction and responsi-
bility, a Novice-master, as well as a mediator,
chronicling his soul in retreat ; and that the Catholic
Church will not allow in him (or in any other contem-
plative, for matter of that) to forget that she is a social

institution. But, above all, Marcus never writes in

shame or self-reproach. It is his individualism, his

conscious aloofness from the vulgar, which has made
Marcus Aurelius the text-book of so many religious
agnostics, a class which probably includes the large
majority of educated people in tliis country at the
present time, and which bids fair to be the eventual
heir of the Protestant experiment in Northern Europe.
For such minds as Renan and Matthew Arnold catch
the early intimations, and herald an influence which
will not take its full general effect until a generation or
two later. The dignity, the gentlemanliness, the self-

cornplacent sense of duty performed and temptation
resisted were so many qualities that appealed to the
Arnold mentality.

III.

When we open the book at random and light upon
such things as this: "Constantly bear in mind the
principles of Physics, Ethics and Dialectics, apply-
ing them, if possible, to every impression " ; or this

:

" When sleep is hard to leave, remember that it is a
law. of thy being and of man's nature to act as befits

a member of the comnmnity of living creatures, sleep
being merely a faculty we share with the beasts of
the -field; and, furthermore, that whatever is in
harmony with the nature of atty individual is, to that
individual, nearer and dearer than aught else, more
suitable to him, and withal tnore pleasant in every
zvay" one thinks of " Sandford and Merton," and one
thanks God for having provided non-Stoical mankind
with a remedy for solemn folly, in the blessed panacea
of laughter. Here, as in other mystifications and self-

solemnisations (such as a Maeterhnck drama), once
let the sound of human laughter be heard, and the
spell is broken. One of Mr. Maurice Baring's " Pages
from Lost Diaries" is the best and most searching
criticism of pripgishness. The very function of comedy
is to save us from being hypnotised into the long-faced
or the sour-faced rigidity of countenance. And yet
Lucian, Marcus' contemporary, never saw this aspect
of the matter. He tells a capital story, how the most
notorious and impudent impostor of the age,
Alexander of Abonuteichos, led the Emperor into a
comical display of superstition, which ended in a
disastrous defeat ; but Lucian's satiric humour is never
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allowed to play on " divine " persons, only on old gods
and suchlike ; and he tells his story with regret and
without a smile.

IV.
Marajs' sect accounts for much. After a struggle

between Literature (represented by Fronto) and
Philosophy (Epictetus, Apollonius Stoicus, Maximus
Tyrius) in youth, he definitely shrank into Stoicism.

Stoicism tended to kill humour ; for humour, once
given free play, will kill Stoicism. When Rome, with

a wonderfully sudden revulsion or conversion after the

civil wars, clutched desperate hold of a creed which
commended ^tself to statesmen by its evidently pre-

servative and antiseptic qualities, humour was dead.

All the allegro disappears from Virgil's later fancy

:

Horace left no successors. There is something
nervous, meagre, and febrile in the representative

Roman Stoic men of letters—Seneca, Lucan and
Persius. Not a laugh among them. Add this mood
to the mind of a delicate child, nursed in the purple,

flattered by a' kindly but rather empty-headed tutor

like Fronto, and it is little wonder if Marcus grew up
to take himself, his soul, the daily and hourly tempera-
ture and symptoms of his moral health, more seriously

than anything in the world. If we were to forget this,

it would become impossible to read with any patience

those first pages of the " To Himself "
: "I must be

like grandpapa in this, and learn that from mamma,
and remember what dear old Dr. So-and-so used to

say. And what a good example, each in his own way,
did all the lecturers set me, whose courses I was privi-

leged to attend !
" etc., etc.

V.
But it would be a pity to read no further, for the

book has many noble and beautiful things in it. And
the pathos of Marcus' personality and situation give

piquancy to much that might be dismissed as the

commonplaces of a professional moralist : a profession

which perhaps more than any other jeopardises the

soul. Remember that these are the diary-jottings of a

man of peace, a man of words, a sophist, who, pain-

fully conscious of performing a laborious duty, does
in fact rule the half of the world which matters ; and
written in a tent, from the seat of war, at various dates
in that interminable struggle with the barbarians on
the Danube frontier. Remember that he was a man
who, had he wished, yet could hardly close his eyes
to the general ebb of Roman vitality and civilisation

:

when all around was going soft in decay, the Stoic

could at least harden his heart. Also he was humane
and enlightened, and " would not hurt a fly, unless it

were a Christian fly " (as Bigg well said). You will

read on for pages and pages without offence, until you
meet with some phrase that flashes a light right down
into the silly abysmal paradoxes of Stoicism and
smells foully of the complacent self-delusion which
such makebelieves breed. Again I open at random

:

" This thing is no misfortune ; but the ability to bear

it with fortitude is a blessing indeed." The imperial

prig might have left that for Mr. Joseph Finsbury to

say. And somehow these are the notes which remain
in the memory, so that the book is more irritating to

recollect than to read. " A good and great man," we
say as we read it ; and as we think it over after read-

ing, we add, " And he knew it"

To suffer change can be no hurt ; as no benefit it is, by
change to attain to being. The age and time of the world
is as it were a flood and swift current, consisting of the
things that are brought to pass in the world. For as soon
as anything hath appeared, and is passed away, another
succeeds, and tha? also will presently out of sight.

—

From
"The Meditations of Marcus Aurelitis."

IN DEFENCE OF THE BABU
By AN INDIAN STUDENT

Sir,— I have read with great interest the discussion
about India and the Indians, carried on by Messrs.
Hyndman and Lilly, in the last three issues of your
esteemed weekly. I do> not presume to pass any
opinion on the merits of the controversy, but please
allow me, as an Indian, to say a few words in defence
of the educated classes of India, and of the unspeak-
able Babu in particular.

Mr. Lilly does not explain what he exactly means
by the " Babu class " or " Babudom," but I presume
these choice expressions are meant for those Hindus
of Bengal who have received an English education.
If so, I am afraid Mr. Lilly attaches quite a dispro-
portionate importance to the part played by educated
Bengalees in the agitation for representative govern-
ment in India. No doubt the agitation first made its

appearance in Bengal, as it was bound to do ; for the
greater wealth and education of this province, and its

long apprenticeship under British rule, gave it a start
upon the other provinces of India. But the agitation
is now by no means confined to Bengal alone, and if

the signs of the times can be read aright, it seems
probable that some' other provinces will ere long leave
Bengal far behind. '

Coming now to the specific charges, Mr. Lilly says
that educated Indians care only for their own sectional
interests, and are quite blind to the interests of the
toiling and voiceless millions of India, and " they have
really no more right to speak for the people of India
than the three tailors of Tooley Street had to speak
for the people of England." No charge could be
farther from the truth, and no remark wider of the
mark. In the preamble to his first article—mention-
ing his qualifications to speak authoritatively about
India—Mr. Lilly says that since leaving India he has
always kept himself in touch wit!» the current legis-
lative, political and administrative problems of that
country. Let him, then, only look through the list of
the hundred odd Bills introduced by the representa-f
tives of the educated classes during the last three years
in the various Legislative Councils of India, and I
challenge him to point out a single one amongst them
in which the interests of the educated classes have
been alone considered. Does he ever read the resolu-!
tions passed by the Indian National Congress—the
official organ of educated Indian opinion—in its

annual gatherings? Has he heard of the Swadeshi
movement, among many others of the same nature,
started by the " Babu class " of Bengal at considerable
sacrifice to themselves, for the express purpose of
reviving home industries, and the indigenous arts and
trades of India—all but killed by free foreign com-
petition ? Does he know that the two great reforms,
for which the educated classes are now pressing the
Indian Government, are free elementary education for
the masses, and the adoption of measures for ensuring
better treatment for Indian labourers in the British
Colonies? It is needless to multiply these instances,
their number is legion. If some of them (which is

quite true) have " violently opposed " all measures in-
troduced by the Government for the amelioration of
the condition of poor agriculturists, the explanation
of that is to be found in the fact that even now, after
the liberal reforms of Lord Morley, Indian Legisla-
tures are, in the words of a member of Padiament just
returned from a visit to India, " mihiature Houses of
Lords." And if Mr. Lilly will examine the annals of the
House of Lords, or of the British Conservative party,
he will find that the repugnance to allow any " outside

"
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authority to come between themselves and their

tenants is not peculiar to the landlords of India. The
remedy for this lies in the extension of the franchise,

pot in closing the doors on representative government.

Mr. Lilly's next big charge against educated Indians

is that they are denationalised, have lost all faith in

their old civilisation and religion; they are despised

by the common people, and " viewed with the greatest

disfavour" by the native Princes. The first part of

this charge might have had some foundation in truth if

uttered two generations ago, when the Indian charac-

ter was really temporarily unsettled by its sudden con-

tact .with the science and literature of Europe. But

since then a reaction has set in, and the danger now
is rather of going to the other extreme. The external

manifestations of this reaction against Western culture

and Western civilisation are to be found in the rise

;of the Nationalist and Swadeshi movements, the

renaissance of indigenous arts and literatures, and the

attempts at founding national schools and universities

where the ancient learning of India should pre-

dominate. Thus the coolness which had for a time

existed between the classes who had received an Eng-
lish education, and the more orthodox classes of the

community has already nearly passed away. But in

no case would it be true to say that the educated

classes ever were, or now are, despised by the ordinary

people, for in no other country have the common folk

a deeper respect for learning for its own sake (cf. the

age-long veneration in which the Brahmins, only a

small minority of whom used to be priests, have been
held for their learning in India). The remark that the

educated classes in India have lost all faith in their

ancient religion is sufficiently disproved by the fact

that not all the attempts of the Christian missionaries

for one century have resulted in one convert in a thou-

sand among educated Indians. These educated
classes have also given some of their ablest adminis-

trators to the native States, and " the greatest dis-

favour " of the native Princes does not prevent them
from employing educated Indians in ever-increasing

numbers for the administration of their territories.

Mr. Lilly's next condemnation of the educated
Indian is that he is unmanly. He quotes with approval

(the following sentences (among others) from M.
Maindron :

" The Babus. . . . They become writers, jour-

nalists, and clerks (ronds-de-cuir), for nothing manly
in the Englishman attracts them. They dread Eng-
lish sports, from which their effeminacy and cowardice

keep them aloof, . . . etc., etc." To give only one in-

stance, does Mr. Lilly know that only the other day a

football team of this effeminate " Babu class " won the

Indian Association Football Shield Competition—the

highest laurels that India can bestow in the game

—

after defeating some half a dozen of the best European
teams, civil and military, in India ?

Allow me, sir, now to make a few brief remarks on
the general part of Mr. Lilly's criticism of Indian con-

ditions. His great objection to the granting of any
system of representative government to India appears

to be that Indians have never been used to this form
of government. But have not the Indian village com-
munities managed their own affairs from time imme-
morial through their own freely elected representa-

tives—the village fanchayet? Were not these com-
munities governed according to the most up-to-date

democratic conditions when the majority of the in-

habitants of English manors were still serfs?

In another place Mr. Lilly says that the various

classes and sections of the Indian people have abso-
lutely nothing in common. This comes strange from a
man who has known India as intimately as Mr. Lilly

claims to have done. India has inherited a very old

civilisation, which is the same in eveiy part of the

country, and (like its people) quite distinct from any
other civilisation in the world. And in spite of great

local variations of manners and customs, which in such

a big country are bound to arise, anyone but a biassed

and superficial observer would find a deep underlying

uniformity in the nature of the people throughout

the length and breadth of the country.

As regards only one other of his assertions, which

I have space here to discuss, viz., that Hindus and
Mahommedans would fight and annihilate one another

if left to themselves, unless one of these communities
succeeded in mastering the other, all I can say is that

it is a statement which hardly deserves rational con-

sideration. I do not deny that some religious pre-

judice exists in India, as perhaps elsewhere, but we
must not forget that Hindus and Mahommedans had
for centuries hved peaceably together (and not always

in a state of anarchy, as commonly supposed) before

the advent of British rule ; that the twentieth century

is not the same as the seventeenth or the eighteenth,

and no single community would now be strong enough
to impose its will on the others. And if only the

supreme Government would give up for a time its

time-hallowed policy of divide et impera, the various

provinces of India (gradually coming to realise their

common interests) would soon be able to evolve some
system of federal government under British liegemony.

Before bringing my letter to a close, I should like

to point out the misleading nature of Mr. Lilly's

statistics. To take two or three examples

:

(i) He says, " In the whole of India there are 625,000
literates in English." As a matter of fact, their num-
ber is now over a million and a half.

(2) He says, " Only a twentieth part of the people
live in towns, most of which are overgrown villages."

The census of 1901 gives the urban population as one-i

tenth of the rural in India (all places with 10,000 or

more inhabitants being classed as urban).

(3) He says "that there are 539 different languages
and dialects spoken in India.* The grand total given
in the Census Report of 1901 is 185. But these figures

give a wrong impression of the actual state of affairs.

Only half a dozen languages are spoken by over
200 millions out of the total population of 294 milhons

(1901) in India; while a dozen account for more than
270 millions.

Similarly, there are no doubt a very large number
of rehgions in India, but Hinduism and Mahomme-
danism together count 270 million followers. Of the
remaining twenty-four millions, more than one-third

are animists, i.e., have no religion at all. [My figures

are all taken from the statistical abstract of British

India, cd. 6,637.]

With many apologies for trespassing at such length
on your valuable space.—I am, sir, etc.,

P. C. Banerjee.
London School of Economics.

t2^ Jr^ *3^

"CANADA TO-DAY. 1913"
The rush to Canada still continues ; but the majority of
emigrants, anxious only to reach the promised land, are not
able to learn the truth as to the conditions existing in the
Dominion without difficulty. Their perplexities have been
met by the publication of the new " Canada Annual,"
which has appeared each year since i^u with in-

creasing success. The sections covered by the voluna« in-

clude articles on finance, sport, farming, and conditions of
labour generally. Brightly written, full of valuable hints,

the volume should be read by all those interested in the

colony. On application to Kingsway House, Kingsway,
W.C., for 2s. ; postage, 6d. extra.
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BALZAC >^^ By Charles Sarolea
I.

When a writer dies at fifty-one, when into this brief

span of hfe he has crowded one hundred and fifty

volumes, of which at least thirty are masterpieces,

when from early youth he has been spending fourteen

hours a day bent over his copy and taking stimulants

in order to be able to produce more copy, there can-

not have been much time left for exciting external

adventure. And, as a matter of fact, although there

is plenty of adventure in Balzac's novels, there is little

enough in the life of the novelist. It is true, on the

other hand, that, whatever incident there is, is of

supreme importance for the interest of his wor'-. For

there never was a great artist, unless it be Tolstoy,

whose work was so entirely autobiographical. There

never was a writer whose writings bore so unmistak-

ably the imprint of his Titanic personality.

n.

Balzac entered Paris like a conqueror, as a young
provincial from Touraine, the garden of France, the

country of Rabelais. Similarly, most of Balzac's

favourite heroes, like Rastignac and Rubempre, came
from the province to seek fame and fortune in modern
Babylon.

Balzac was a middle-class parvenu, a typical " bour-

geois gentilhomme," who wanted to make his way into

the nobility, who altered the physiognomy of his bap-

tismal name, and, instead of plain Monsieur Balzac,

called himself Monsieur Honore de Balzac. Simi-

larly, many of his heroes are endowed with the same

high social ambitions and aspirations.

Balzac, like another famous parvenu and novelist,

d'Israeli, had many affectations and mannerisms, and

those mannerisms are undoubtedly reflected in his

laborious style and in the often forced quality of his

wit, and one involuntarily thinks of the author pen-

ning his love intrigues and his unedifying droll stories

clad in the Dominican's robes.

Balzac had very difficult beginnings, and he had

countless novels killed under him. He became a great

novelist not by the grace divine of his native genius,

but by virtue of his tremendous will power. He was

like a great orator born with an impediment in his

speech, or like a great composer stricken with deaf-

ness. And although those difficulties were heroically

encountered, and although his overcoming them must

be an inspiration to beginners for all times to come,

the initial impediment in his speech remains only too

apparent, and even his best work contains many parts

unworthy of his genius.

Balzac was constantly involved in money difficul-

ties and legal entanglements. All through life he

dreamt of making millions, of exploiting imaginary

gold mines, and almost until the end he was harassed

by creditors. And the money difficulties and legal

entanglements creep up in every novel. High and low

finance provide the atmosphere of many a story. Half

his characters are either indebted or in the clutches

of usurers, or obsessed by their expectations.

Balzac was ever dreaming of marrying an heiress

from the nobility, and he eventually realised his

dreams. After waiting for twenty years, he secured

his prize, and after a few months he died. Even so.

Balzac's heroes, Rastignac, and Rubempre, and young
Grandet, are pursuing the same quest, and " un beau
mariage "—a fine marriage—is one of the mainsprings
of the Balzacian novel.

HI.
English writers, even the greatest, live in constant

terror of their special public ; they are in awe of the
circulating hbrary. And, like their public, they are
afraid o^ the truth ; they are afraid that it may be
found too depressing ; they are afraid that it may be
found sordid ; most of all, they are afraid that it may
be found immoral. Balzac has no such ignoble terror,

for he does not write for the circulating library. In-

deed, although weighed down by a crushing burden of

debt, he never thinks of his reader. He has a French-
man's instinct for sincerity and intellectual integrity^

His vision of truth may not be suitable for a school-

girl, but he does not write for the schoolgirl. His

stories may not be palatable to the weakly sentimen-

talist, but he does not write for the sentimentalist. He
only writes for those who have an insatiable curiosity

for and sympathy with suffering and struggling

humanity. He only writes for those who want to be

spectators and partakers of the whole " human
comedy," who want to be lifted above their narrow

little world, to be plunged into the whirlpool and
" maelstrom " of human endeavour and human passionv

IV.

For Balzac is pre-eminently, like Shakespeare, the

poet of passion, of elemental and primordial passion.

And, like Shakespeare, he is the anatomist of the souL

And, like every drama of the English poet, so every

novel of the Frenchman is the story of one absorbing

desire, overmastering, uncontrolled, and spreading

havoc and devastation because it is uncontrolled.

" Cousin Pons " is the tragedy of the artist and

idealist in conflict with the realities of a sordid world.

" Cousine Bette " is the tragedy of lust. The " Quest

of the Absolute " is the tragedy of scientific curiosity^

" Eugenie Grandet " is the tragedy of avarice. " The
Greatness and Decline of Cesar Birotteau" is tlie.

tragedy of bourgeois vanity. "A Bachelor's Estab-

lishment " is the tragedy of the soldier who is uhfitted

by his military career for the duties of civic life. " Old

Goriot " is the tragedy of paternal love, and last, not

least, the " Wild Ass's Skin " sums up in one striking

philosophical symbol the .whole tragedy of human
destiny.

V.

Most great novelists have their limitations, and

only give us some aspects of the moral and social

world. They are London cockneys like Dickens, or

Belgravians and Mayfairers like Thackeray. Or they

only give us the Cathedral town like Trollope, or the

Five Towns like Arnold Bennett, or the annals of the

country house like Jane Austen, or the Annals of the

Parish. Balzac has no such limitations. He is

neither metropolitan, nor urban, nor suburban, nor

rural. He is never parochial. He is ever universal. He
may have his predilections ; he may love to describe

Napoleonic veterans (" Colonel Chabert," " Medecin de
Campagne ") because he is a worshipper of Napoleon,

and because he himself claims to be the Napoleon of
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literature. He may love to describe priests because, if

not ill the practice of his life, at least in theory, he is

a good Catholic, and because, like every good French-

man, -he has a horror of sect and schism. But he is

restricted to no class. If his types of the soldier and

priest are admirable, his peasants and bourgeois are

equally strong, or his artists and politicians, or his

costermongers or prostitutes, or his lawyers and

money-lenders. Myriads of characters move in the

vast world of the " Human Comedy," whether the part

they play be insignificant or important ; whether they

belong to high life or low life, they are described with

the same zest, with the same loving minuteness of the

craftsman.
VI-

There is one striking peculiarity and contradiction

in Balzac's art: whilst his horizon is infinite, his canvas

is generally small. He almost invariably prefers the

Dutch manner to the largeness and amplitude of the

Italian masters. Condensation of matter is one of his

most constant characteristics. Few of his novels have

more than 400 pages, and again and again the tragedy

is condensed into thirty or forty pages. And the

quantity is often in inverse ratio to the quality. Even

Balzac has done nothing greater than the " Maranas "

or " Colonel, Chabert," or the " Commission in Lunacy "

—unless it be the "Cure de Tours." I remember

Maeterlinck telling me one day that he considers that

little masterpiece the supreme achievement of the

novelist, and I feel very much disposed to agree with

him. In the good old days of the 31s. 6d. novel,

English writers, for commercial reasons, were com-

pelled to thin out and to spin out their story, and to

solve the difficult problem of expanding one volume

into three. Balzac, on the contrary, is generally more

inclined to crowd three novels into one. " Old Goriot

"

is an excellent illustration' of the tendency. In this

one" masterpiece there is material for four novels.

First there is a detective story in the adventures of

Vautrin—the original of " Jean Valjean." Secondly,

there is a romantic autobiography in the rise of M. de

Rastignac. Thirdly, there is a society novel and a
" Vanity Fair " in the intrigues of Madame de

Beauseant and the Baronne de Nucongen, and, finally,

there is the King Lear tragedy of the old Goriot de-

serted by the daughter to whom he has sacrificed

everything.
VII.

I admit, that this instinct for condensation often

leads to overcrowding, makes what Henry James has

called Balzac's novels, " very difficult reading." A study

of the French master requires strenuous discipline, and

is in itself an education. Even as the reader of the

silly and flimsy circulating library novel has his taste

spoiled for the great Frenchman, so conversely the

habitual reading of Balzac spoils one for the circulat-

ing library.

But in many of his novels Balzac has avoided the

'danger of overcrowding the canvas, and, instead of fol-

lowing the diverse fortunes of several characters, con-

centrates on one single subject. This applies, of

course, to all his short stories, but even some of his

greater novels are nothing but the isolated study of a

single French family represented by three or four

characters. In this connection no critic seems to have
noticed that " Eugenie Grandet," the "Quest of the

'Absolute," the "Greatness and Decline of Cesar

Birotteau," are all cast in the same mould, and that

they are all equally classical in their strict observance

of the unities, in their .severe restraint. Those three

domestic dramas in their structure and composition

present striking analogies with the domestic comedies
of Moliere. Even as in " L'Avare," dn " Les Femmes
Savants," in " Le Malade Imaginaire," we are pre-

sented with the comic picture of the typical French
home, so we are given here a tragic picture. And in

each comedy and in each novel the analogy extends

even to the presence of the inevitable and irrepressible

domestic servant.

VIII.

It is interesting to note that in the case of the three

masterpieces just mentioned, it is the woman who is

the nobler character. Ruskin tells us in his " Sesame
and Lihes " that in Shak*espeare's tragedies it is almost

invariably the woman who has to suffer for or to atone

for the guilt or the selfishness or the stupidity of the

man. What Ruskin says of Shakespeare may be as

fitly apphcd to Balzac. And this is one further point

of resemblance between the two great poets. An
implacable realist, Balzac is ever prone to idealise

womanhood.
And this brings us to one of the most disputed con-

troversies in connection with the " Human Comedy."
Balzac has again and again been accused of pandering

to the lower instincts, and of taking a debased view
of human nature. It is the exact reverse which is

the truth. The ruffians and scoundrels no doubt
abound. But no other poet has created more admir-

able and more diverse types of human virtue and
human heroism. No other writer has higher ideals,

although he seldom obtrudes those ideals, although

he seldom becomes didactic, except in the " Country
Doctor " or the " Village Priest." Those who accuse

Balzac of immorality or of pessimism or of cynicism

have read him to very little purpose. He is too mag-
nanimous not to believe in human nature. He is too

full of exuberant vitality to be a pessimist, and not to

believe in life and in the joy of life. And he is too
much of the poet and of the artist not to believe in

beauty, not to feel the artist's instinct of transfiguring

and idealising reality. It is for that very reason that

Balzac will always appeal to those readers who, in a

literary masterpiece, above all, seek a vision of beauty
and a source of energy and an inspiration for a fuller

and nobler life.

«^ t^ »^

TO THE NOT INCONSTANT MOON
"O swear not by the moon, the inconstant moon."

—

Shaktsfeare,

Queen of the silver diadem impearled
Before whose throne within the sapphire hall

Grim spectres of the night are held in thrall,

That else would haunt the vigils of the world,

Alway thou viewest in the darkness whirled
Round Heaven's axle stars and planets all.

And yet thy peace, inviolate, mystical,

Is as a banner o'er the void unfurled.

Disconsolate we wend our timorous way
Here in the gloom, seeing no certain light

;'

For us is neither peace nor dower of might.

O moon, whence is thy confidence, O say,

Canst thou beyond the utmost bound of night

Descry the dawning of diviner day ?

Thomas Sharp.
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THE WORKS OF FRANCIS THOMPSON
By E. Hermann

" He never bowed his noble head but in adoration."

At first sight this seems grotesquely untrue of the

battered singer who sat long years with want and re-

morse. On a deeper view it becomes the very epitome

of Francis Thompson's soul. Inured to destitution and
despair, he remained free alike from bitterness and
from ignoble surrender, and emerged out of hell un-

estranged from his fellows, and in humble intimacy

.witJi his God. One who had seen him, wild-eyed,

pallid, bedraggled, racked with the fierce reaction of

laudanum, and all but lost, and who had rashly classed

him with haggard eroticists like Ernest Dowson, said

afterwards, on reading the poems, " But Francis

Thompson never wrote these, . . . these songs were
written by a priest, and by what a priest !

" He had
hit the nail on the head. Francis Thompson wrote in

a priestly fashion, not only in virtue of his rare liturgi-

cal sense—a quality which is never more apparent than

when he is contrasted with Crashaw, the poet he is

considered most closely to resemble—but far more in

virtue of a spiritual grace. True, he is clothed with

pomp and steeped in liturgical splendour. His verse

moves in solemn procession, with waving banners and
multi-coloured vestments. It is heavy with incense,

and studded with lights, oppressively hieratic at times,

as with the stiffness of "opulent embroidery on cloth

of gold. But it is not in these that his priestly quality

resides. It is rather in a soul that in the deepest

humility of its bitter penitence knew itself a custodian

and interpreter of eternal mysteries, and saw with

sacramental eyes, regarding not the embroidery of the

veil, but the glory of the veiled One.

II.

With the Definitive Edition of his works before us,

w^e can trace this priestly quality on an ample scale.

Three fine volumes, two giving the best of his poetry,

and one containing his fragmentary prose, beginning

with his famous essay on Shelley, place the naked soul

of the singer in our hands. A hundred observations

aiKj suggestions come to the mind as one reads. Here
is the influence of Milton—never since Milton, surely,

has verse worn so regal a vesture. Here Shakespeare
has left his mark ; there the delicate latinity suggests

Lord de Tabley
;
yonder, the smallness and sweetness

of spiritual suggestion recalls Henry Vaughan, and
here is the unmistakable influence of Donne. Again
one is captured by his wonderful poems on children, so

poignant in their humility and wistfulness, so radiantly

beautiful in their perfect artistry. " The Hound of

Heaven " once more grips the imagination. There
are finer things than it in his lesser-known work, yet

where else can we find so thrilling and contagious an
atmosphere of sheer relentless speed? And the open-
ing lines are certainly among the rarest and strongest

that even Thompson ever penned. Then, turning the

pages to find old favourites, we steep ourselves in the

* "The Works of Francis Thompson." (Definitive Edition.)
X vols. 6s. net each. The volumes are sold singly. (London :

Burns and Oates, Ltd.)

matchless delicacy of his Sister Songs—no other poet

surely has written with such stainless grace of women,
of young girls. In spite of our knowledge of the

dark strands that crossed his web of life, we find

ourselves asserting that such mingled majesty and
loveliness could only come of quiet, dignified days,

beautifully lived under wide skies and amid noble

horizons. Then some such autobiographical fragment
as this recalls us to the hard facts :

—

" Forlorn and faint and stark,

I had endured through watches of the dark
The abashless inquisition of each star

;

Yea, was the outcast mark
Of all those heavenly passers' scrutiny

;

Stood bound and helplessly
For Time to shoot his barbed minutes at me;
Suffered the trampling hoof of every hour

In night's slow-wheeled car

;

Until the tardy dawn dragged me at length
From under those dread wheels ; and, bled of strength,

I waited the inevitable last.

Then there came past
A child ; like thee, a spring-flower ; but a flower

Fallen from the budded coronal of Spring,
And through the city-streets blown withering.

She passed—O brave, sad, lovingest, tender thing !

—

And of her own scant pittance did she give,

That I might eat and live :

Then fled, a swift and trackless fugitive."

III.

There is enough in Francis Thompson's work to mar
the perfection of his art, and the force of his spiritual

suggestion. Often his latinity degenerates into man^
nerism ; more often it becomes stiff and hard. Now and
again self-consciousness lays its deadly hand upon
inspiration. At times a churning sea of metaphor

obscures the picture, and of much that he wrote it

must be said that it lacks the charm and cadence of

song, lacks even that rough and highly-syncopated

charm of rhythm which makes some of Browning's

least melodious verse interesting, and even dehghtful

in its own tart way. But looking over it all, one is

tempted to wonder what his generation was about to^

miss the glory of so authentic a genius, and that at a

time when the poet's voice was silent in the land.
" Blessed is the people that knows its prophets before

they die." Yet Thompson was not left without tlie

praise of those whose praise was worth the having.

On his coffin lay roses from Meredith's garden, with

the testimony of the aged Titan, " A true poet, one of

the small band." And during his life-time he had the

joy of being hailed by such sure judges as the Meynells

as a singer of rare and haunting power. Coventry
Patmore heaped praise upon his work in the Fort-

nightly, H. D.Traill in the Nineteenth Century, and Mr.-

J. L. Garvin in the Neivcastle Daily Chronicle, while

Arthur Symons followed suit in the Saturday Review
with a much-quoted critique. " Other poets," he said,

" have had deeper things to say, and a more flawless

beauty; others have put more heart into their song;

but no one has been a torch waved with so fitful a

splendour over the gulfs of our darkness." A torch !—

<

the figure clings. Not even Blake could cast so reveal-

ing a light upon the things of earth. To see a solid

garden pumpkin transformed by one magic flash of
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fairy light into a coach of gold and glass is a delecta-

tion which awaits tlie reader of Francis Thompson's
verse. Here he can hold infinity in the palm of his

hand, and swing the earth a trinket at his wrist. Some-
times he will be beaten with a flaming scourge that

drives the imagination along till it all but fails, at

others he will be held in a breathless stillness, in which
he will see the eternal reflected in the pools of time.

Some critics would have us believe that Tiiompson,
like so many second-rate mystics, was vague and
blank rather than deep, and that he cast his curiously

wrought imagery before the feet of a ' thoughtless
clique, as a child casts flower-petalS. Nothing could
be farther from the mark. He is often laboured,

hyper-subtle, and, it must be admitted, tedious. Vague
and irresponsible he is never. On the contrary, his

very faults spring from an over-scrupulous precision.

Forging ahead with all the driving force of a fiery

spiritual energy, he is restrained by the very same
energy which will not brook anything purposeless or
impertinent in its shining way.

IV.

But it is to the priestly character of Thompson's
poetry that one is ever tempted to revert. To not a
few minds the word suggests arrogance, se!f-con-'

sciousness, and a mind caught in the gin of mechanical
routine, and dwarfed by ignoble limitations. But
Francis Thompson's priestliness was of the original
and authentic type—the priestliness of a dedicated
soul bowed in glad and hum.ble awe before eternal
mysteries, and utterly absorbed in adoration and
vision. Without some hint of such priestliness there
can be no true poetry, but Thompson had it in that
high and explicit sense which gives him a unique place
among priestly singers. It is the soul and charm of
his song. It saved him ahke from hardness and from
sentimentalism. It kept his ornate ecclesiasticism
from degenerating into pious millinery, and made it a
fit garment for the King's Daughter who is all fair

within. One cannot leave this central aspect of
Thompson's work without illustrating it from two
examples, which unite an unchallengeable beauty of
form with an interior radiancy of spiritual grace. The
first is taken from his panoplied ode to the Setting
Sun:

—

•"No rift disturbs the heavy shade and chill,
Save one, where the charred firmament lets through

iThe scorching dazzle of Heaven ; 'gainst which the hill.
Out-flattened sombrely.
Stands black as life against eternity.
Against eternity?
A rifting light in me

Burns through the leaden broodings of the mind :

O blessed Sun, thy state
Uprisen or derogate,,

Dafts me with no more doubt ; I seek and find.
If with exultant tread
Thou foot the Eastern sea.
Or like a golden bee
Sting the West to angry red,
Thou dost image, thou dost follow
That 'King-Maker of Creation
Who, ere Hellas hailed Apollo,
Gave thee, angel-god, thy station

;

Thou art of Him a type memorial.
Like Him thou hang'st in dreadful pomp of blood

Upon the Western rood ;

And His stained brow did vail like thine to night.
Yet lift once more Its light,

And, risen, again departed from our ball,
But when It set on earth arose in Heaven.

Thus hath He unto death His beauty given ;

And so of all which form inheriteth
The fall doth pass the rise in worth ;

I'or birth hath in it.self the germ of death,
But death hath in itself ^le germ of birth."-

V.
The second is taken from the " Assumpta Maria,*

a poem which stands by itself: there is nothing quite

like it in all our literature :

—

" I am Daniel's mystic Mountain,
Whence the mighty stone was rolled;

I am the four Rivers' fountain.
Watering Paradise of old

;

Cloud down-raining the Just One am,
Uana; of the Shower of Gold ;

I the Hostel of the Sun am
;

He the Lamb, and I the Fold.
iHe the Anteros and Kros,

I the body. He the Cross

;

He is fast to me, Ischyros
Agios Alhanalos.

* • •

Who is She, in candid vesture.

Rushing up from out the brine?
Treading with resilient gesture

Air, and with that Cup divine?
She in us and we in her are.

Beating Godward : all that pine,

Lo, a wonder and a terror !

The Sun hath blushed the Sea to Wine.
He the Anteros and Eros,

She the Bride and Spirit ; for

Now the days of promise near us.

And the Sea shall be no mors.

Open wide thy gates, O Virgin,

That the King may enter thee !

At all gates the clangours gurge in,

God's paludament lightens, seel

Camp of Angels ! Well we even
Of this thing may doubtful be,

—

If thou art assumed to Heaven,
Or is Heaven assumed to thee !

Consummatum. Christ the promised,

Thy maiden realm is won, O Strong I

Since' to such sweet kingdom comest,

Remember me, poor Thief of Song 1

Cadent fails the stars along:—
Mortals that behold a xvoman

Rising 'twixt the Moon and Sun:
Who am I the heavens assume? an
All am I, and I am one."

VI.

In his little essay on Richard Crashaw, Francis

Thompson has all unconsciously written a sober and

not any too generous estimate of his own Muse.
" He is fraught with suggestion—infinite suggestion.

More than one poet has drawn much from him, yet

much remains to be drawn. But it is not only for

poets he exists. Those who read for enjoyment can

find in him abundant dehght, if they will be content

(as they are content with Wordsworth) to grope

through his plenteous infelicity. He is no poet of the

human and household emotions ; he has not pathos,

or warm love, or any of the qualities which come home
to the natural kindly ra'ce of men. But how fecund

is his brilliant imagery, rapturous ethereality ! He has

at his best an extraordinary cunning of diction, cleav-

ing like gold-leaf to its object. In some of his poems
it is the feat of an amazing gymnast in words rather

than of an unpremeditating angel. Yet . . . there

are numerous other examples in which the miracle

seems as unconscious as admirable."

August, lucent inviolate, bom of a soul that had the

stars for its food, wrought in a mind as stainless as it

was sincere, FrcUicis Thompson's work speaks to men
of the things that belong to their peace in a voice that

strikes a new chord in English literature.
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GOLDEN SYRUP
As a small child I sat on tlie nursemaid's knee at bed-
time and contemplated my »upper of arrowroot. I

had had my bath ; I was warm and comfortable ; I

hkcd the feeling of my nightgown and the smell of
damp towels drying on the guard.

The nursemaid tied on my feeder over my flannel
nightgown. " Be a good child," it said in red cross-
stitch. With assumed interest I drew the nursemaid's
attention to some of the more familiar letters. She
put me through my alphabetical paces, and inter-

preted the motto for me. The diversion was short.

She became aware of the coohng arrowroot, and
dipped her spoon. The spoon broke through the sur-
face skin, aijil showed the liquid stuff beneath, steam-
ing hot. Then it was at my lips.

" Sup them up," said the nursemaid, who was Scotcli.
I swallowed obediently. The thing had to be gone
through with.

But soon I saw the hopelessness of the undertaking.
It was not like eating cornflour or even porridge. In
these firmer foods you could measure your progress

;

you made a clearly defined bay, which grew with each
successive spoonful until you came triumphant, if re-
plete, to the other side—exactly like the children of
Israel crossing the Red Sea in my Bible-book. It was
impossible to make any such impression on arrow-
root. For every spoonful swallowed there flowed in
a fresh rush of thick white stuff from every side. A
constant level was maintained. It became very dis-
heartening.

" Be a good child," she said.

She had recently told me what would be my fate if

I were a bad child. I sat up.
" If I don't, shall I go to hell? " I asked. She said

she expected so.

Unutterable boredom and nausea had seized me.
Soon the fires of hell seemed preferable to another
spoonful of that pale glue. Tears rolled down my
cheeks, and in a desperate moment I spat out what I

could. The devil did not instantly appear, so it is to
the nursemaid's undying credit that she did not appeal
to Nana. Instead, she fetched from the cupboard a
clear glass jar of golden syrup, and, when she had
dipped a spoonful, she traced upon the surface of that
loathsome arrowroot a glittering golden pattern. Soon
I saw, even through the distortion of my tears, that
here was no common, unmeaning wriggle, but the out-
line of some great four-legged thing.

"That's a dromedary," said the nursemaid. And
so it was. He had a long, long neck, and a hump upon
his back, and a little tail, and long, thin legs, and he
was racing over the white desert of my arrowroot—

a

wondrous, golden beast.

"Now," said the nursemaid, "we will eat this
dromedary." I had never eaten a common camel be-
fore, still less a dromedary, and the idea filled me with
excitement. First I ate his long, thin legs, and then
his thread-like tail, and then his golden body with its
hump, and last of all I ate his long, long neck, and
then his proud head with its great golden eye. Spoon-
ful by spoonful. He tasted very good. And then I
saw, to my amazement, that all the arrowroot was
finished as well, and I needn't go to hell to-night.

The nursemaid wiped my mouth with the feeder,
and kissed me. " To-morrow night," she said, " you
shall eat an elephant. Now say grace."

I folded my hands ; they stuck together by reason
of the syrup on them. "Thank God for my good
dromedary. Amen."

Doris L. Mackinnon.

IN BOHEMIA
Mr. Edwin Pugh, the chronicler of "Harry the
Cockney," takes us to Bohemia in London in his
latest novel " Punch and Judy " (Chapman and Hall,
6s.). The scene of the story is laid in Soho, and
tliose delightful little restaurants instinct with camara-
derie, are vividly brought before the reader. The
action takes place in a wonderful lodging house
attached to a French cafe near Old Compton Street.
Monsieur and Madame Poussier are the proprietors,
and their lodgers and their chents are amazing and
delightful people. Gourowski, the Anarchist with the
leonine head, staUis in and out the drama with the un-
expectedness and dramatic effect of the ghost in
" Hamlet." There one meets the broken-down actor.
Holy Jo, who interlards his conversation with inappo-
site quotations from the Scriptures. There, also, in
the garrets, we meet the overworked seamstress, the
mother of a family that ebbs and flows in a tragic
rhythm—the birth of one child being balanced with
the funeral of another. Moll, the Roman, of resurgent
femininity, flames out in the bizarre colours of the
oldest and most terrible profession of the world.
Against this background of motley hues move the
twins that give the title to the story. Punch, a small,
elf-hke character, v/ith a passionate capacity for tragic
emotions, and his deep-laid plot for the removal of the
latest edition to the family of the seamstress is the
detis ex machind of the piece. He it is who brings
Una, the artist's model, to the notice of the hero,
Crispin Pix. The latter is a young composer in search
of the masterpiece that shall make him immortal. He
leaves his comfortable and conventional home with his
sister, and sets out on the sea of adventure that brings
him to port with Madame Poussier. —
Una is a delightful creation. With all the witchery

of young April she flits in on the habitues of the
cafe, who, v/ithout question, admit her supremacy and
wonder at her freshness. Crispin goes down before
her charms, intensified by the drab surroundings of
Soho. " He was thoroughly aware of bright mocking
eyes and slightly crooked brows shaded by the broad
brim of a sort of silver helmet, trimmed with white
feathers that she wore poised jauntily on her head ; of
a wilful rnouth revealing strong white teeth betv/een
full ripe lips like snow in the heart of a scarlet flower
. . . she wore clothes of the colour of very young
foliage; Crispin was reminded of cool green rushes
sheathing a pale pink flower, her face. Her whole
person seemed to him veiled in a soft, warm, glamor-
ous aura of mystery." Crispin surrenders to the
witchery of the girl like snow before the morning sun.
But, and herein comes tlie art of the author, the girl's

freshness, the very genuineness of her beauty, seems to
wither when tried by the fatal standard of convention-
ahsed conduct. Crispin's married sister comes to Soho,
and at the chill of her personality, instinct with the
rigour of a small country.parsonage, the artist's model
feels her heart grow faint. From the moment of the
advent of Mrs. Phlox one hears the knell of romance.
Una feels she cannot survive the Phlox influence, and
finally severs her relationship with Crispin to marry
Oily Ullys, a clever young artist who has worshipped
her for years. Mr. Pugh shows genius in naming his
characters. One visualises Crispin's sister at the name
of Phlox as the exact type of woman to regard life

from the feather-bed point of view. And, at the end,
Una is the character that remains indelibly imprinted
on the mind. She is a vivid and a virile creation, and
Mr. Pugh's many admirers will not fail to surrender
to her charms. Full of swift humour and dramatic
power, it is a book forceful and pathetic.
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LITERARY NOTES
It is a long time since we saw so altogether delightful

a booklet as the souvenir of the recent George Borrow

celebration at Norwich. From the cover, with A. J.

Munning's virile design of George Borrow and Petu-

lengro overlooking the city of Norwich—a happy con-

ception in tlie true Borrovian spirit—to the concluding
" Lines on a Flower from Borrow's Grave," it is an

'excellent example of what such things should be. The
illustrations—several of them reproductions of etchings

mounted on grey paper—are admirably done, and full

of charm and interest. The camceiled corners of

Borrow's house specially take one's fancy—by some
strange freak of suggestions these cramped interiors

are redolent of the man of wide open spaces and wind-

rocked nights. The letterpress is worthy of the illus-

trations, and the print and general get up beyond re-

proach. Both the Celebration Committee and the

publishers, Messrs. Jarrold and Sons, are to be con-

gratulated on this attractive little achievement.

• • « * *

One of the few events of the slack season is the

publication of Mr. W. S. Lilly's book, "The New
France," a study in religious and social history from

the Roman Catholic point of view. Mr. Lilly con-

tends that the French Revolution struck at the very

basis of civil society in its daring attempt to recreate

a nation and so produced a new France. One of the

most immediate results of this transformation was an

entire divorce between the spiritual ideal or ideals of

the Roman Church and the political ideals of the Re-

volution. By studying the changes of sentiment thus

evoked we are able, Mr. Lilly believes, to seize the

only true significance of some of the most represen-

tative figures in the history of modern France, and to

appreciate the moral and intellectual values of the

Third Republic. In this book he makes an exhaustive

analysis of the Revolution in its relation to the Faith,

and his personal studies of men like Fouche, Talley-

rand, Chateaubriand, and M. Paul Bourget form not

the least attractive part of the volume.
« « • • •

Mr. A. G. Gardiner, the versatile editor of the Daily
Nc-it's, has attained a well-deserved reputation as a

writer of character sketches. He may, indeed, be

called a master of that popular but difficult genre, and
his " Man of the Week " has made the Saturday issue

of the Daily News a thing to be looked forward to.

Some years ago his volume of sketches, " Prophets,

Priests, and Kings," had a most favourable reception,

and ran out of print very quickly. Mr. Gardiner has

now prepared a second volume of selected sketches,

to be published in October by Messrs. Nisbet, under
the title of " Pillars of Society." The book will be
profusely illustrated.

» * » « •

Most " revivals " are no more than mechanical re-

pristinations. Among the few vital movements of this

class is the revival of the old-time broadside, as

inaugurated by Mr. Jack B. Yeats. These broadsides,

which are now entering upon the sixth year of their

life, are printed and coloured by hand in a little four-

roomed cottage near Dundrum, co. Dublin, where
many beautiful little books are also printed, Mr. Yeats'

sister, Elizabeth C. Yeats, being in charge of the hand
press. The broadsides, with their delightful sugges-
tion of " a penny plain and twopence coloured " (only

their price is is. each, and they are fully worth it),

have the genuine, racy, rolhcking flavour of the old-

time article with the added grace of delicate printing

and characteristic draughtsmanship.

THE REAL CANADA
By G. C. THOMSON

(Concluded.)

I.

Newspapers and tramcars are items in which out;

new world cannot stand comparison against the old.

The tramcars are, indeed, well designed and well

appointed, but their stopping-places (I speak of

Winnipeg especially) are provokingly numerous. The
conductor has an absurd and out-of-date box for

fares, and there is no limit to the passengers allowed

on the cars. It is no uncommon thing to fmd your

evening car packed with every being for whom there

is an inch of standing room, and other passengers

clinging like flies to perilous footholds outside. As to

newspapers, one cannot grumble at the price. You
pay 2\A. for a single paper in the morning, but you
can contract for it for a shilling a month. At night

you get three papers for your 2\6.., and on Saturday
night your bundle of three is large enough to fill a

golf bag. It is not in quantity that the lack is. It is

certainly not in ability. But the Yankee journalism

has gripped Canadian papers. With a few creditable

exceptions they are sensational, inaccurate, and vio-

lently partisan. They certainly encourage the belief

that no Canadian credits the cleanness of his political

opponent—a belief which one fears to be widespread.

Certainly there are too many examples of politicians

entering public life poor and emerging rich ; and the

system of " to the victims the spoils " is still carried

on, to the detriment of the Civil Service. Postmaster-

ships, for instance, are political rewards, and the party

uppermost sees that room is made for its own sup-

porters on every stateable excuse. The present

Prime Minister seems to be trying to improve mat-

ters, but that he is not wholly successful may be seen

in the recent case, in which an ominous notice from

Ottawa was served on a certain Nova Scotia post-

master whose job was desired by some Government
nominee- Active interference in the late General

Election was the assigned cause of the oflicial dis-

pleasure. The only difficulty in making this good was
the discovery of the unfortunate fact that the sus-

pected postmaster had died four years before the

election occurred ! In the Civil Service there are many
men highly competent and highly scrupulous, but in

general an applicant does not need to prove his com-
petency if he can prove his party services ; and he

does not need to show his scrupulousness if he can

influence votes.

II.

It is not good to be unwell in Canada. Hospitals

exist in all important towns, but the sick man is not

the free guest that he is in Britain. He must pay
sweetly for his accommodation (two guineas a week is

almost a minimum), and operations are far too dear

for the poor man. Yet these payments do not cover

expenses, and the liberahty with which Canadians,

however humble, contribute on " Tag Days " to their

hospitals is a revelation to the Englishman. It is a

matter for reflection that the hospitals might well be
smaller did the Canadian take more trouble about
expectoration, public sanitation, and infectious

diseases. The freedom with which infected patients

gad about in public turns many a doctor's hair grey.

From hospitals to hospitality is not a long step.

And here one must praise Canadians with caution. I

suppose it is due in large measure to the marA'ellously

mobile nature of the incoming population, and in some
measure to. the Canadian's shyness and unwillingness
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Mr. G. C. Thomson,
author of the Article

THE REAL CANADA
appearing in last week's issue and con-

cluded in this issue of EVERYMAN,
recognises the possibilities of the

development of

Swift Current,
for it is here that he has now
established himself. If you cannot

follow Mr. G. C. Thomson's example

by going to Canada, you certainly

should do the next best thing—

INVEST IN CANADIAN LAND
AT

SWIFT CURRENT,
the fastest growing town in Canada,

You can buy lots in Swift Current

for £10 each, cash or by instalments,

adjoining others selling in Canada at

£20 to £30 each.

CAMERON & ANDERSOi( Ltd., 56, Bishojisgale, London, E.C.,

re offenng KENSINGTON GARDENS, Swift Current,
•t ocly £10 per lot, 25 feet wide by 120 feet deep, freehold title

from Government. Payments to suit your convenience,

OmAaS^.^ ^^ 1 1 1*K^ *% 4* ^'^ "itic banks, seven lumber yards, five^Wfll L X^Mrreril. ch„rches. aour mills, etc.

0«A*i.f^ ^^ttirvC^¥%'¥ has seven firaiii elevators n'htch handled overUWfll fc \J*Af tCllfc 2,000,000 bushels of grain last year, end expect""""^^"^^"""^
to handle 6,UCO,000 this year—cnoui^h to feed
every man, woman, and chilj in Manchester
for a whole year.

Omag a^-j. ^^ilKfAt^*^ has made this wonderful development on^¥V1I1. ^^fcirrcm, one i:ne of Railway (the main line of the^^^"""
Canadian Pacific.)

Oaaa|.p'|. ^^IJI'^AM.^ will this year be served by 4 additional lines of^9W i I L \^ %A M <^ 1 1 C railway. This will, of course, enormously
increase its rate of development.

Wc are giving you the opportunity of purchasing, for invest-
ment, the cheapest buildinii lots in any Canadian town, and furthermore you caa
pay lor ifaem out of your income.

Let us send you particulars of this wonderrul chance,
which cannot last long;.

Fill in and post the attached coupon to-night.

It bintis you to nothing: and may lead you
to fortune I

COUPON.
• Messrs. CAMERO-V & ANDERSON, Ltd.,

Dept. L, 56» Bishopsgate, London, E.G.

Please mail me, post free, map, booklet and full particulars ol
your freehold lots in bwift Current.

Kanie

Address

E.M.

to be the subject of " foreign " comment, but he does
not, in the Western cities at least, readily make the
stranger welcome to his home. Britons coming out
will quickly make congenial friends with Britons'; but
in the towns they will take long to gather a circle of

Canadian friends. I know a gifted Scots solicitor who
was a graduate of two home universities, a witty man
and a companionable. lie was a valued assistant in

a great Winnipeg law office, where there were nine
partners. In five years' time this educated gentle-

man had never once been invited to the home of any
one of these partners. A dozen law men can be pro-
duced to swear that this case is not exceptional.

Perhaps our Scots friend deterred Canadian hos-
pitality by his national humour. Humour is a faculty

in which the Western Dominion is as destitute as it is

of art. And along with this lack goes the correspond-
ing lack of any sense of proportion. The Yankee
spirit of " blow " has got its hold, and the true

Canadian sees his own institutions through rose-

coloured magnifying glasses. Winnipeg I regard as a
really great city, a cause for the most legitimate pride
among Winnipeggers. But the Winnipegger is not
satisfied with this. He regards his city as larger than
London, more beautiful than Paris, and more enters

prising than New York.

III.

The child problem is acute in Canada. Not that the
child is mischievous ; he can teach many a lesson in

that to his islander cousin. But he is spoilt from A to,

Z. He is often the most engaging of little fellows,

affectionate, polite, and thoughtful—in his own way.
Besides, he is not petty ; he is not quarrelsome ; and
he is uncommonly kind to animals. There is, how-
ever, no real sense of discipline. The child grows old

far too soon. To see children standing in tramcars
is not common : they generally find a space for them-
selves. To see adults standing and children sitting is

quite common. What the Canadian calls " cuteness
"

the English mother would call " impertinence." " Stop
that, you beast," said a middle-class infant to his

grandmamma, who was fondling him ; and the
mother, turning proudly to her guests, exclaimed,
" Ain't he cute ? " A friend of mine, walking with a
Canadian, was run into by the sleigh of a careless little

girl. The child, when she recovered from her sur-

prise, trotted back and stammered, " I'm sorry."

Whereupon the Canadian contemptuously remarked,
" Bet that's an English kid. A Canadian would have
been too cute to come back and apologise." I don't
know whether j^t was a Yankee or a Canadian boy
who, when reproved for some fault, remonstrated,
" D^- n it, mother, I'm only four " ; but it would
quite well suit the Canadian hopeful.

IV.

One would like to add a paragraph or two on
Canadian grammar and slang ; the exploitations of

the public menace whom we call the "real estate

artist," " society " receptions, and the fashions in

dress. But each could modestly claim a page. Ex-
travagance is one of the keynotes of Western life,

except in contributions to churches, where the

economy is irreproachable. But if the Church doesn't

get the money, the jeweller does. It goes in gaudy
tie-pins for men, and expensive " sunbursts " {i.e.,

diamond brooches) for women. Gold is easily made,
and so high is the standard of comfort that it melts

easily away. It is only in the East that one pays 2^d.

for a shoe-shine. In Winnipeg the price is always 5d.,

and in my Western city it is 7|d. a time! Yet the

blacks are kept busy. Cigars costing 5d. each are

I
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smoked regularly by porters and draymen, bank clerks

and shop assistants. Motorsjire run by the most ordi-

'nary of people. The theatres, however hopeless the

play, are always crowded ; admission into a mere
picture house is often difficult to get ; and the man
.who treats a girl to a " show " (every entertainment is

a " show ") must spend his money freely on " candies,"

ices, and perhaps a supper afterwards. The woman
is usually culpable. In Western Canada she avoids

Coventry Patmore's rebuke. She does not cheapen
Paradise. A young Englishman, whose income
squares badly with his social training, told me of a

dance to which he had taken a Winnipeg girl. Be-
tween tickets, supper, taxi-cabs, flowers, and candies,

his expenses were eighteen dollars (£i 13s. 8d.)—his

whole income for three weeks, and he considered it

was all necessary. He is, in general, a strictly econ-
omical man. Plere he became an example of the

adaptable Englishman.

V.

On this adaptability question I often admire the

Englishman and wax indignant with my fellow-Scot.

The Colonial Scot so quickly forgets his national

habits, and so gaily adopts those of his new atmo-
sphere. He doesn't select ; that is my grievance
against him ; he takes the whole concern, bad and
good—sometimes even the accent. So, before he has
been a month in Canada he starts chewing ; he shaves
his neck ; he sports baggy " pants " and boots with
ugly, bulging toes. , A little later he gets his mouth
ornamented with a gold tooth or two, and drops his

cap for an eternal iDowler hat—even when wearing
white trousers. My honoured countryman is always
ready with his cowardly excuse, " When in Rome do
as they do in Rome." " When in Rome," says an
Irish lady I knov/, " do as you do at home." One need
not look twice before deciding which motto is the
worthier. It is one of the excellences of the English
coloniser that he comes resolved not to set aside his

old customs until he has something better to fill their

place. He thinks long before he exchanges his high
code for any less high

; and even when he drives that
theory to rank stupidity, it seems to me an example
of the backbone that has made the Englishman a
conqueror. To illustrate: the Scot abroad will often
from a' false considerateness allow Colonials to refer
to him as " English " and his country as " England "

(meaning " British " and " Britain "), a point at which
his Northern " soopleness " comes in to sacrifice both
honesty and patriotism.

My final word is, by all means come to Canada.
The climate is, at the least, healthy. A certain boy,
who was asked by his old-country relatives how he
liked the Canadian summer, replied, " I've never seen
one. I've only been nine months in Winnipeg." But
this is overdrawn. The home Briton will not find any
tremendous difference. And against mosquitoes and
thunderstorms we have always coolness in our summer
nights, when sleep comes sweetly. The truth is, the
climate has not many hardships. * In the winter we
forget the awful heat 'and flies of summer ; and when
summer comes the memory of winter's icicles is grate-
ful. And the seasons in between are superb.

There is never any good to be expected of 30ung men
Mho confess their sins and repent and straightway fall

into thern again. A man of strong character only con-
fesses his faults to him.self, and punishes himself for
them; as for the weak, they drop back into the old ruts
when they find that the bank is too steep to climb.—
From Balzac.

St. Barnabas' Vicarage,

558, Caledonian Road,

HoIIoway, London, N,

"To See the Sea

before I Die!"
Dear Friend,

Whilst holiday appeals for children
and tired toilers are being made in
many places, tfiere is a class of the
community that seems to be entirely
overlooked—I refer to widows, elderly
spinsters, and old married couples who,
once well off, have now fallen upon
evil days.

There is no poverty so acute as that
which has seen better days. One born
and bred in poverty does not feel the
pinch like those who have "comedown "

in the world, A fortnight by the sea
would be keenly appreciated by such.
An old lady said most pathetically to
me the other day, "I would so much
like to see the sea before I die." She
had not seen it for over thirty years.
She is now poor, although once better
off. In addition, I have a number of
adults who I desire greatly to send away
for a fortnight. What "better class
poor" who are compelled to exist in
one or two small, stuffy rooms in a
thickly populated district endure, only
those who have experienced it can tell.

I earnestly plead for gifts, £5 will send
five adults away for a fortnight (a slight
reduction being made for a party),
£1 5s. will give a couple of weeks, and
I2S. 6d. send a needy one away for a
week.

Many readers of this appeal are look-
ing forward to their own holiday with
keen enjoyment, others are already
revelling in the fresh air of the country
and seaside. Think of those unable
to go, and add to the pleasure of your
own holiday by sending others to enjoy
one also.

Donations may be sent direct to me
at above address.

Yours in His Happy Service,

FRANK SWAINSON.
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HOW MARRIAGES ARE MADE IN FRANCE
I.

—

The Romantic Marriage j« j* By Charles Foley

It was the annual Fair Day at the Httle country town

of Servant. I had been over, and was on my way
back to Menat, where I was spending my hohday,

when I met an acquaintance, and we entered a cafe

together. The room was crowded, but my attention

was immediately arrested by a young Lieutenant cf

the Gendarmerie seated between two Town Co'.ui-

cillors. He was extremely handsome, with a slightly

aquiline nose, fair moustache, and blue eyes lit up

by a frank, pleasant expression that told he was at

peace with himself and all the world. He laughed

like a boy, disclosing a set of sound white teeth. His

hands were big and broad, but well kept. His whole

appearance, his measured way of speaking, his easy

attitude, all bespoke a simple soul in a sound, healthy

body.
" That's Monsieur Maudu, the Lieutenant in com-

mand of the Menat Gendarmerie," whispered my
friend. " A splendid specimen of humanity, isn't he ?

Well, I assure you his wife is just as handsome as he

is, perhaps even handsomer, and the way their mar-

riage came about is most romantic. But I see he is

getting up to go. He is returning to Menat. I will

introduce you, and you can walk back together."

A few minutes later the Lieutenant and I were de-

scending the winding road that leads down to the

valley, in the midst of which nestles the little village

of Menat, with its red roofs overshadowed by the ever-

moving poplar trees. Maudu spoke but little except

in answer to my remarks. My friend's observation

about his marriage had aroused my curiosity, and I

forthwith began to question him about himself. " Was
he at all ambitious, did he not wish to rise in the

service, and be stationed in a less out-of-the-way

place ?

"

"We are quite happy as we are," he said, and he

smiled contentedly.

After that I could not get him to talk about himself

any more, not, I am sure, because he distrusted me,

but simply that he thought his life could be of no

interest to a stranger. At a corner of the road, shel-

tered by trees, we passed an old stone mansion behind

great rusty gates. It was all shut up and desolate

looking, but yet the deep mulHoned windows and

turrets gave it a certain look of grandeur. As I stopped

in front of this gloomy, stately old building, my com-
panion remarked quietly, "That is my wife's old

home."

With difficulty I repressed an exclamation of sur-

prise. We walked on, and soon reached the little

village street, with its straggling houses. In a few
minutes more we should have to part, and my curiosity

remain unsatisfied. I grew desperate, and, at the risk

of appearing importunate, I ventured to say, " Your
marriage was very romantic, wasn't it ?

"

" 1 suppose it was," he replied carelessly. " I

always thought it quite natural, but, of course, others

must think it strange. This is where I live," he added,

stopping before a modest little white house. "Do
come in and rest, and if it interests you, my wife

will tell you the story of our marriage. There is no
mystery connected with it."

We found Madame Maudu in the little dining-room.

She was a tall, fair .woman, extremely good-looking,

very simple and unaffected, hke her husband. She
gave me the same frank, happy smile as she filled our
two glasses. The Lieutenant emptied his, and then
rose, saying, " My dear, I have to go and report myself
at headquarters ; tell Monsieur the story of our
marriage. You do it so much better than I can, and
it may interest him." He closed the door behind him,
and she seated herself and began, without any
preamble.

" You saw the old manor house on your way here.

I was born and brought up there ; Mademoiselle dc
la Traille de Pontaubier de Mersy I was in those days.

My father, the Marquis, became a widower soon after

my birth, and died penniless when I was just twenty-
one. The old house, the only property I inherited,,

was mortgaged to the very last stone. The s&le of it

could just pay off the debts ; nothing more. I stood
absolutely alone in the world ; I knew no one of noble
enough blood or rich enough to mate with a dowerless
daughter of my house. The thought of a convent or
a single life filled me with horror. I wished to marry,
to love, and be loved again. A penniless condition
does not kill romance and fancy in a heart of twenty-
one. When, therefore, the fixed period of mourning
was over, my plan of action was resolved upon. I

called on the notary, and fixed the sale by auction of
the old manor house for that day fortnight. At the
same time I let all my acquaintances and everybody in

the place know of my wish to marry. I announced
that if any honest young fellow, touched by my story

and the frank avowal of my dowerlessness, thought
to find in me a staunch, loyal wife, he had but to ring
at my gate. I would open to him, receive him, and
listen to what he had to say. And if he persuaded me
of his sincere affection, whatever or whoever he might
be, I would, with no false pride, accept him as my
husband.

" It was, of course, most quixotic, mad, nay, arrant
presumption on my part," said Madame Maudu, blush-
ing slightly, " and you have a right to laugh. But, I

assure you, I, who knew nothing of real life, looked
upon my device as something romantic, enterprising,

dashing. My course of action determined upon, I

went back to my house, very pleased with myself.
" Those days of complete solitude at the old manor

house were the darkest and most melancholy of my
life. I wandered aimlessly about the park and gar-
dens, but never went far from the gate, for I had a
childish fancy that I must be there if a ring came. No
one rang ; I heard passing footsteps, but not one
stopped at the gate. The days slipped slowly by, and
my rosy hopes grew dim, and gave place to cruel

pangs of deception and despair, as I began to realise

that, in spite of the bright world around me, with
its beauties of spring, the gallant young lover who was
to bear away the good, beautiful maiden as a bride

was but a creation of my imagination.
" The last day came, and the evening found me

seated on the moss-covered stone steps leading up
to the house. When night fell I at last went indoors.

The huge, bare hall struck an icy chill into me, and
the whole house was silent as death in its damp
dreariness. Slowly I drew the big bolts across the
door, when suddenly the bell at the gate rang. I

started and hesitated. I had waited so long that my
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hopes were vanishing. But the bell sounded again

louder than before. I crossed the lawn in a kind of

dream, not daring to believe it could be anyone

for me.
" But somebody was there.

" Then I was seized with fright, and thought the ring

heralded some pitfall or snare for an unwary maiden.

Nevertheless, I walked on, determined to show a bold

front. I could distinguish a man in uniform when I

got nearer. ' Some official letter from the Mayor or

the Notary,' I said to myself, and opened the gate to

let the stranger in, and preceded him to the house. In

the hall, now completely dark, I turned without daring

to look at him, and said shortly, ' You wish for an
answer to the letter ?

' 'I have no letter. I met the

Notary, and he told me what you had said, so I have
come.'

" His voice had a determined ring in it, but he spoke
in jerks, and his breath came quick and short.

" I was dazed for a moment, and lost all sense of

where I was or what I was saying. I attempted to

strike a light, but my trembling fingers fumbled help-

lessly at the match-box, whilst he .went on quickly,

breathlessly

:

"
' You don't know me, but how often have I

watched you pass, and you were so beautiful that it

made me all the sadder. After hearing of your de-

cision from the Notary, I thought of nobody but you
all day—all night—always. Every evening I have sat

at the bend of the road to watch. A cold sweat came
over me when a passer-by approached your gates.

'And now I have run at the gate myself. Mademoiselle,
the very last day at the very last moment, not because
I was doubtful of myself, but because I wanted you
to have a chance of finding somebody better than a

poor devil like me. But I don't want to force myself
upon you. I can offer you deep affection and devotion.

I have moderate means, but if you think I am too pre-
suming, say so, and I will go instantly, and nobody
shall ever know that you opened the gate to me.'

" I at last succeeded in lighting the lamp, and could
now see him clearly. In spite of his pallor, he was
extremely handsome. He stood there very dignified

and calm, but with such a look of anguish in his eyes
that I felt irresistibly compelled to hold out my hand
to him. Then, realising the folly and imprudence of

my conduct, a hot blush overspread my face, and I said
in a low voice, ' What must you think of me ? ' 'I think
you are a good, noble woman. Mademoiselle,' he re-

plied, ' that is why I love you, and why I am here.'

"That, Monsieur, was how I met my husband."—

'

'Translated by Margaret Hogg.

J* JW ^
TO HIS LADYE'S BRIDESMAIDS

iWhen Love first rose from out the virgin sea.

The waves, in wondering tenderness upcurled,
.Gave their white foam to clothe her purity

;

'And when she fared across the flowering world
To bind the hearts of men to her desire,

Not without state she came ; the rose-winged loves
Around her flew, and with her maiden choir
She sang of beauty 'midst her train of doves.

And since, fair ladies, with your sweet array
You do this gentle service to my love.

For you some gifts that fail not would I pray

:

Youth garlanded with flowers and years that move
Soft as the cadence of a summer's day

—

'And shall not Love sometime call you away?
Reginald L. Hine.

THE RELIGIOUS DRAMA*
I.

The announcement that Sir Herbert Tree is about to

produce a religious play at His Majesty's Theatre, the

successful work of the Morality Play Society during

the last two years, and the recent publication of Mr.

Gordon Crosse's small but most important volume, in

the " Arts of the Church " Series, under the editorship

of Dr. Dearmer, all serve to call the attention of Chris-

tian people to the possibilities and responsibilities con-

nected with the drama. A recent symposium in the

Christian Commonwealth has shown that tlie old pre-

judices against any alliance between the Stage and
the Church have almost died out, and all parties are

now willing to give one another a fair hearing. I call

Mr. Gordon Crosse's book on the Religious Drama
important, because it marks a new stage in the discus-

sion. Hitherto most of us have been concerning our-

selves with such questions as whether or not Christians

should go to the theatre ; the tone of the secular drama
and its influence on the development of the spiritual

life ; the general problem of the entertainment of the

people ; the reproduction of old morality plays by pro-

fessionals, or the production of modem ones. Now
we are asked to look upon the drama as one of the

arts of the Church, and to discuss the desirability of

its revival. Is the Church well advised to train her
children to act in the same way as she organises her

choirs to sing? Is she to contemplate once more a
stage as well as a pulpit in her apparatus of religion ?

These are the ultimate questions raised by the book.

II.

Now, there can be no doubt that it was the ritual of

the Church whicfi at first revived the drama that had
fallen on evil days when Christianity supplanted
heathenism. Nor can there be any doubt that the
drama was not something outside the Church, as it is

now—something to be used or shunned, something to

be carried on by a distinct set of p/ersons, who might
or might not be professing Christians. It was part
and parcel of the social life of the Church. It is at

Oberammergau, almost alone in these days, that we
can understand what a large part the drama may play
in the common mind of Christian people. These
Bavarian peasants live from decade to decade with
the Passion Play looming large in their consciousness.

In the middle ages in this country it must have been
something of the same sort in every town where the
great cycles took place, planned and performed by
the trades guilds. We shall probably never get back
to that in this country. The divided state of Chris-

tendom alone would prevent it. But there seems no
reason why the dramatic instinct should not have very
much freer play among religious people as such. When
large masses of people work together for a common
object, they usually do much of it in dramatic form.
What could have been more dramatic than the signing
of the Ulster Covenant? So with the processions
during a strike, or the torchlight parades at political

gatherings, and at elections. The women suffragists,

too, have shown the power of dramatic expression in

the way they have organised their demonstrations in

Hyde Park and elsewhere. Why should not Christian

people do the same to further their own peculiar agita-

tion for the spread of the Kingdom of God ? I see no
reason against it, though I see difficulties in the way.
One difficulty arises from the fact that " ritual," which
both historically and essentially is a kind of religious

drama, has got a bad name with many Christian

* "The Religious Drama." By Gordon Crosse, is, 6d. (Mow-
bray and Co.)
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AREm MARKING TIME

Reader, answer these Questions :

(1) Do you know how many fortunes have
been made, and are still being made,

through judicious investments in Canada ?

(2) Did you foresee the marvellous develop-

ment in such towns as Calgary, Winni-

peg, Saskatoon, and North Battleford?

(3) If you had, would you have allowed

your savings to lie idle?

IN A YEAR OR TWO YOU WILL
BE ASKED THESE QUESTIONS

OF

VEGREVILLE
THE GROWING TOWN OF

ALBERTA.
A few facts about this town

:

VEGREVILLE is situated in one of the
richest agricultui-al districts of Canada

;

lies 200 miles from Calgarj- and 200 miles

from Saskatoon.

VEGREVILLE is growing

—

f/oi booming—
and is on the eve of great developments.

VEGREVILLE is a town because there was
a real need of one right there, and because
it possesses a rich heritage of coal, natural

gas and water, and because it lies in

the centre of the granary of Canada.

Reader, all you arc asked to do is to fill in this Coupon,
and mail it to

GRIESE & WOOD, Ltd.,
Dewar House, Haymarkct, London, S.W.

To

Mnirt. GRIESE & WOOD, Ltd., Dewar House, Haymarket,

London, S.W,

Please post to me, free, particulars regarding the

town of VEGREVILLE, and of the properties you are

offering for sale.

NAME

ADDRESS

i E.

people. They have got into their heads that ritual

implies a substitution of outward form for inward
reality. If these people see the drama becoming a
part of Church life they will look upon it as merely
a further externalising of religion to the detriment of

its spirit. And yet, if we take a dispassionate view,

of ritualism, we shall see that its modem development,
in the Church of England, at least, has not really been
due to any carelessness about reality in religion, but
rather the reverse. Without pronouncing in any way
on the Tightness or wrongness of the Tractarian move-
ment, we cannot deny that the " ritualism " which fol-

lowed it was due to an intense desire to express the
realities which the leaders of that movement had been
teaching. Lowder and Mackonochie were not cere-

monialists wanting to substitute an easy and attractive

form of religious practice in poor parts of London
for the stern teaching of truths which Newman and
Pusey were writing about in the Tracts. On the con-
trary, they were simply embodying in outward symbol
what they themselves had learnt from their masters at

Oxford. While Pusey was preaching Eucharistic doc-
trine at Christ Church, they were acting it in Holborn
and Ratcliff Highway. But the acting was no mere
theatricahty. It was the genuine expression of some-
thing vital. In proportion as we can get people to

recognise the legitimacy of ritual in religion, and its

reality, we shall get them to allow the religious drama.
The prejudice against religious drama is closely con-
nected with the prejudice against ritual. Both are
diminishing, as men come to see that outward expres-
sion and extemalism are not the same thing. In fact, it

is often the case that just because a man is not an
externalist he must express himself by outward
action. He may feel constrained to show by action
that what he has said in a creed again and again he
really believes inwardly. The " secular " drama (so

called) has been through much the same criticism and
misunderstanding as the ritualistic movement in reli-

gion. It deserved it more. The drama was very arti-

ficial in Victorian times, and did not really express or
interpret life. Now it does, or is doing so more every
day. This is giving drama a good name, and will

eventually give the same to ritual and religious drama.

III.

Now let us see what has actually been done in the

making of a religious drama in modern times. As we
should e.xpect, the revival, so far as it has at present

taken shape, has been chiefly among those who are

called ritualists. The most that evangelicals have
allowed in this direction has been in the way of tableaux
illustrating foreign mission work. The revival first

began with Lowder's " Bethlehem pictures." At SL
Peter's, London Docks, many years ago, there was
acted every Christmas the simple story of the Child-

hood of Christ. Again, on Good Friday, the " Stations

of the Cross" were preached in the streets. Lady
Wimbome's famous " Donkey " story was no doubt
well founded on the reports of absentees from the
annual Pahn Sunday processions, when palms were
carried round the churches. I remember being told

this ancient anecdote to warn me against ritualism

nearly forty years ago. Since those days the Christ-

mas play has become very common. It is essentially
" religious drama," in the sense of Mr. Crosse's book,
because it is performed by communicants only, and
done as a spiritual exercise, and for spiritual edifica^

tion. In some parishes a great advance has been made
upon this, and the old Nativity plays have been re-

vived, or new ones composed. So also tliere have been
Pageants performed for the most part by religious

people, and of late street Processions on festivals have
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assumed a more dramatic character. In some ways the

most remarkable of all is the annual play performed

by the villagers at Hambridge, in Somerset, under the

management of the Rev. C. L. Marson. This clergy-

man, whose writings in the old Church Reformer used

to call forth the admiration of Lord Morley, is exactly

the kind of man from whom we should expect prac-

tical help in restoring the dramatic sense of our country

folk. He knows how to " educate " people in the best

meaning of that word. He does not plant a ready-

made play on his child-actors, and force them to learn

it; he tells them the story, and leaves it to them to

play it ip their own words. Hambridge is not only

th€ home of a new dramatic revival of religion ; it is

a school, we should think, for actors of all kinds.

Could there be a better way of evoking the true spirit

of drama ?

IV.

These Somerset children must love Christmas in a

new way, or rather in the old way. Instead of looking
forward only to Santa Claus and his stocking, they
associate the festival with the re-enactment of the old,

old story of the shepherds and the Babe of Bethlehem.
It is performed on Holy Innocents' Day, the " Chilcler-

mass " of the middle ages, when the children had a
" high old time " in church—a much more interesting

time than they have now in that very melancholy relic

of Childermass Day, the service in Westminster
Abbey, when they are addressed by the Dean. To
sum up. Provided that the revivalists of a religious

drama are careful to keep free from the undoubted
abuses which have sometimes accompanied it, pro-
vided that the movement is gradual, not hurried on by
those who, in order to get professional proficiency,

ignore the spirit of devotion, and admit actors and
actresses, and even playwrights, who care little for the
august subjects which it is proposed to dramatise;
provided, in fact, that it is all done to the glory of
God, tliere is no reason why this almost lost art
should not once more find its home in our Church
circles, and express thoughts and aspirations which at
present are too often either quenched altogether or
turned into a wrong direction through want of this
opportunity which our forefathers knew better how
to guide. James Adderley.

^^^ ^Jr^ ^5^

A PLEA FOR THE VERY OLD
The pathos of the very old who, after a life of hard
work and unceasing effort, find themselves derelict and
forlorn is one of the most tragic things of modern life.

The appeal for the young is one that finds a ready
respon.se. The spectacle of the hungry child, the little

baby pinched with starvation, dying for want of purer
air and better conditions, touches with swift pity the
hardest heart. But the aged make no such direct
appeal. They hide their sufferings, veil their troubles,
assuming a dignity at once pathetic and forlorn. To
one who pleads for the very old there are fifty who urge
the sorrows of the child. .'\nd when there is launched
a direct appeal on behalf of the men and women who
have taken their share of the burden and heat of the
day, and look on a little comfort and touch of gladness
in the evening of their days, the response should be
swift and ungrudging. The Rev. Frank Swainson
pleads for funds to send old people to the' sea. For
five pounds as many people can be sent from the stuffy
town for a fortnight; £\ 5s. will ensure a couple of
weeks' rest; and 12s. 6d. will buy seven days at the
sea, that oneold lady pleaded to visit once again before
she died. Life is very hard on the aged poor; it rests
with those more happily circumstanced to make the
closing hours of their long journey a little brighter.
Subscriptions should be sent to St. Barnabas Vicarage,
558, Caledonian Road, N.

PLAYER'S

Navy Mixture
Out of the sweetest and ripest leaves of the

tobacco pUnt "pipe perfect" Plavcr's Navv
.Mixture is made.

Plajer's Navv Mixture Is everything that a
tobacco can be.

It Is cool and even burning, with a bouquet

as distinct and delicate as that of some rare

vintage wine.

Then fill vour pipe with this best of Mixtures and

know all the joy that a perfect tobacco can bring.

IN THREE STRENGTHS:

Mild 5' r.! Medium 5' r/

White Label 4^ r/

The Aristocrat

of Sardines

Read what Lady Teynham

says about Skipper
Sardines

:

"Lady Teynham has

tested the Skipper Sar-

dines, and she thinks

they are very good,

and a nice small size,

which are preferable

to the large size so

often sold."

Insist upon "Skippers"
•—they are the best.

ANGUS WATSON & CO.,

Newcastlc-on-Tyne.
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EVERYMAN'S FRENCH PAGE
DANIEL DE FOE

De Foe dissident, pamphletaire, journaliste,

romancier, tour a tour marchand de bas, fabricant

de tuiles, comptable dans les douanes, fut un de ces

infatigables travailleurs et de ces obstines com-
battants, qui, maltraites, calomnies, emprisonnes, a
force de probite, de bon sens et d'energie, parvinrent

a ranger I'Angleterre de leur parti A vingt-trois ans,

ayant pris les armes pour Monmouth, c'est grand
hasard s'il n'est point pendu ou deporte. Sept ans
plus tard, il est ruine et oblige de se cacher. En 1702,

pour un pamphlet entendu a contre-pied, on le con-

damne a I'amende, on le met au pilori, on lui coupe
les oreilles, on I'emprisonne pendant deux ans £i

Newgate, et c'est la charite du tresorier Godolphin
qui empeche sa femme et ses six enfants de mourir
de faim. Relache et employe en Ecosse pour I'union

des deux royaumes, il manque d'etre lapid6. Un
autre pamphlet, mal compris encore, le meue en prison,

le force a payer une caution de huit cents livres, et

c'est juste a temps qu'il regoit le pardon de la reine.

On le contrefait, on le vole et on le diffame. II est

oblige de reclamer contre.les pillards faussaires qui

impriment et alterent ses oeuvres a leur profit ; centre

I'abandon des whigs, qui ne le trouvent pas assez

docile ; contre I'animosite des tories, qui voient en lui

le premier champion des whigs. Au milieu de son
apologie, il est frappe d'apoplexie, et de son lit con-
tinue a se defendre. II vit pourtant, et il en coute

de vivre
;
pauvre et charge de famille, a cinquante-

cinq ans, il se retourne vers la fiction et compose
"Robinson Crusoe," puis tour a tour " Moll Flanders,"
" Captain Singleton," " Duncan Campbell," " Colonel

Jack," " The History of the Great Plague in London,"
et d'autres encore. Cette veine epuisee, il pioche a

cote et en exploite une autre, " Le Parfait Negociant
Anglais," " Un Voyage a Travers la Grande-
Bretagne." La mort approche, et la pauvrete reste.

En vain il a ecrit en prose, en vers, sur tous les sujets,

politiques et religieux, d'occasion et de principes,

satires et romans, histoires et poemes, voyages et

pamphlets, traites de negoce et renseignements de
statistique, en tout deux cent dix ouvrages, non
d'amplification, mais de raisonnements, de documents
et de faits, serres et entasses les uns par-dessus les

autres avec une telle prodigalite que la memoire, la

meditation et I'application d'un homme semblent trop

petites pour un tel labeur ; il meurt sans un sou,

laissant des dettes. De quelque cote qu'on regarde
sa vie, on n'y voit qu'efForts prolonges et persecutions

subies. La jouissance en semble absente ; I'idee du
beau n'y a point d'acces. Ouand il arrive a la fiction,

c'est en presbyterien et en plebeien, avec des sujets

bas et des intentions morales, pour etaler les aven-
tures et reformer la conduite des voleurs et des filles,

des ouvriers et des matelots. Tout son plaisir fut de
penser qu'il y avait un service a rendre, et qu'il le

rendait " Celui qui a la verite de son cote, dit-il, est

un sot aussi bien qu'un lache, quand il a peur de la

confesser a cause du grand nombre des opinions des
autres hommes. Certainement il est dur a un homme
de dire : Tout le monde se trompe, excepte moi ; mais si

en effet tout le monde se trompe, qu'y peut-il faire ?
"

De Foe ressemble a I'un de ces braves soldats obscurs
et utiles qui, I'estomac vide, le dos charge, les pieds
dans la boue, font les corvees, emboursent les coups,
reqoivent tout le jour le feu de I'ennem.i et quelquefois
par surcroit celui de leurs camarades, et meurent

.

scrgents, heureux quand de rencontre ils ont accroche
la croix d'honneur.

DANIEL DE FOE
De Foe, a dissenter, a pamphleteer, a journalist, a

novel-writer, successively a hosier, a tile-maker, an
accountant, was one of those indefatigable labourers

and obstinate combatants who, ill-treated, calumniated,

imprisoned, succeeded by their uprightness, common-
sense, and energy, in gaining England over to their

side. At twenty-three, having taken arms for Mon^
mouth, he was fortunate in not being hung or trans-

ported. Seven years later he was ruined, and obliged

to hide. In 1702, for a pamphlet misunderstood, he
v/as condemned to pay a fme, was set in the pillory,

had his ears cut off, was imprisoned two years in New-
gate, and only the charity of Godolphin prevented his

wife and six children from dying of hunger. Being
released, and sent as a commissioner to Scotland, to

treat about the union of the two countries, he had a
narrow escape of being stoned. Another pamphlet,

again misconceived, sent him to prison, compelled him
to pay a fine of eight hundred pounds, and only just

in time he received the Queen's pardon. He was cari-

catured, robbed, and slandered. He was obliged to

protest against the plagiarists, who borrowed and
altered his works for their benefit ; against the neglect

of the Whigs, who did not find him tractabk enough

;

against the animosity of the Tories, who saw in him
the chief champion of the Whigs. In the midst of

his self-defence he was struck with apoplexy, and
continued to defend himself from his bed. Yet he
lived, but with great difficulty

; poor and burdened with

a family, he turned, at fifty-five, to fiction, and com-
posed " Robinson Crusoe," and wrote successively

"Moll Flanders," "Captain Singleton," "Duncan
Campbell," " Colonel Jack," the " History of the Great
Plague in London," etc. This vein exhausted, he
diverged and tried another—the " Complete English
Tradesman," a " Tour through Great Britain." Death
comes on

; poverty remains. In vain had he written

in prose, in verse, on all subjects, pohtical and re^

ligious, accidental and moral, satires and novels, his-

tories and poems, travels and pamphlets, commercial
essays and statistical information, in all, two hundred
and ten works, not of verbiage, but of arguments,
documents, and facts, crowded and piled one upon
another with such prodigality, that the memory,
thought, and application of one man seem too small

for such a labour; he died penniless, in debt. How-
ever we regard his life, we see only prolonged efforts

and persecutions. Joy seems to be wanting ; the idea

of the beautiful never enters. When he comes to fic-

tion, it is like a Presbyterian and plebeian, with low
subjects and moral aims, to treat of the adventures
and reform the conduct of thieves and prostitutes,

workmen and soldiers. His whole delight was to

think that he had a service to perform, and that he was
performing it :

" He that has truth on his side is

a fool as well as a coward, if he is afraid to

own it, because of the multitude of other men's opinions.

'Tis hard for a man to say, all the world is mistaken
but himselr. But if, indeed, all the world is mistaken,
who can help it ? " De Foe is like one of those brave,

obscure, and useful soldiers, who, with empty belly

and burdened shoulders, go through their duties with
their feet in the mud, pocket blows, receive day by day
the fire of the enemy, and sometimes that of their

friends into the bargain, and die sergeants, happy if

it has been their lot to get hold of the cross of the
legion of honour.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Notice to Correspondents.—Oxvini^ to the targe number

0/ letters received it is necessary for correspondents to write

briefly if their letters are to appear.

'APPRENTICESHIP AND ITS EFFECT ON
.UNEMPLOYMENT AND THE BIRTH-RATE.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—The letter by Mr. Johnson on this subject

is an interesting one, and if conditions of hfe had not

changed so greatly, doubtless the old way of an

apprenticeship would be a decided advantage.

But to-day employers of labour are not caring a

straw about men ; in fact, if men could be displaced

entirely, and the work nov/ done by human beings

.were performed by machines, they would not want
men. I am not half Mr. Johnson's age, but I am
forced, as a person who has served an apprenticeship

to a skilled trade, to recognise the fact that I am only

a cog in a wheel, and the wheel is so large that if the

machine slows down my presence is not wanted, and
jvhen this occurs I become unemployed ; but, being

a human being, my stomach craves food, the law com-
pels me to cover my nakedness, and if I sleep outside,

the law again steps in, and may put me in prison as a
" sturdy beggar " having no visible means of support.

[And this is perfectly true. Does anybody fancy I am
giving two straws for the welfare of the State when
the State treats me in this manner?
We maintain an army of men to fight, and they

are fed and paid all the time ; we maintain police to

strike us down, judges to sentence us, warders to

yatch us, officials to watch the warders, and so on ad
infinitura, when we go to ask a farthing more an hour
bn our pay. All these parasites are maintained in

health and illness, but we who perform the essential

.work of society^keeping drains clean, laying streets,

sweeping them, spinning and weaving cloth, and all

the useful forms of labour, are permitted by the State

to starve, and become mentally distressed for lack

of something to do. Thinking people are determined
that, so far as in them lies, another generation shall not
suffer hardship and distress, hence the reduction in the

birth-rate, and the postponement of marriage to a

much later age than formerly. I should like if some
others of your readers would give their views on this

subject.—I am, sir, etc.,
J. C.

Paisley, July 13th, 191 3.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—I am surprised that anyone who understands

the difference between ancient and modem industry

should talk of reviving apprenticeship. Every worker
to-day, with very few exceptions, executes some small

ioperation that can in many instances be learned in

a few weeks. In the old times it was necessary to

learn to make the completed article. Apprenticeship

Iwas always, in my opinion, a bit of a swindle, in which
the master class got a good deal the best of the bar-

gain. To-day apprenticeship would, in most instances,

be an absurd anachronism. As to the birth-rate, we
are, in my opinion, breeding more people than can be
provided for. I read lately that, in spite of its diminu-
tion, the excess of births over deaths was well main-
tained, owing to the diminution in the death-rate. If

England is to be the workshop of the world (in my
opinion one of the meanest and most contemptible
ambitions), female labour, the present excess of which
is greatly to be deprecated, is a necessity.—I am, sir,

etc., A. J. Marriott.
Notting Hill.

ARE THE FRENCH A RELIGIOUS PEOPLE?.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—The fact that EVERYMAN is so eminently a
" live " paper, causes it occasionally to challenge
criticism. Your current issue, for example, contains
this remarkable statement:

" No one will understand French history who does
not realise that the French people are by <ar the
most religious people of modern Europe."

I suppose it all turns upon what exactly is meant
by a " religious people." I have met many French^
men who have admitted themselves " Catholique

—

par frincipe" the italicised words being accompanied
by a shrug of the shoulders, which spoke volumes.
May I transcribe what a writer of the standing of

Taine has said on the subject?

" Foncierement la race n'est point religieuse, c'est-a-

dire serieuse et sujette aux alarmes de conscience, mais
sceptique, railleuse, prompte a ramener les privilegies

a son niveau, a chercher I'homme sous le dignitaire,

a croire que pour tous, comme pour elle, le grand objet

de la vie est Tamusement ou le plaisir. La France
a toujours ete ' de la religion de Voltaire.' " (La Fon-
taine et ses Fables, p. 117. Ed. Hachette.)

Thanking you for many happy and profitable hours
spent with your excellent paper.—I am, sir, etc.,

Clifford H. Abbott.
Keighley, July 12th, 191 3.

[Taine is no authority on the philosophy of religion,

and his " La Fontaine " is a juvenile production. If

the French people are not a deeply rehgious people,

then I confess that their whole history becomes an
insoluble mystery. The French Middle Age, the

University of Paris, and the rise of scholasticism, the

Gothic Cathedrals and the Crusades, the ever-re-

curring wars of religion, from the Albigenses down to

the Dreyfus affair, the representative statesmen and
artists and thinkers, Joan of Arc, Calvin, Richelieu,

Pascal, Bossuet, Voltaire, Mirabeau, Robespierre,

Balzac, Lamartine, Victor Hugo, Michelet, are all

phenomena without an explanation.

—

Ed.]

SHALL WE ABOLISH THE PAWNBROKER?
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—As a reader of your excellent journal from the

start, I shall be pleased if you will publish the fol-

lowing.

I am grateful to your Special Commissioner for

writing upon this subject. He has opened my eyes to

the effect that a little knowledge upon this subject is,

to him, and those who take a superficial light on it, a

dangerous thing. I have been m the pawnbroking
trade for over twenty years. The words "harsh and
unconscionable " and " unearned increment " are words
that have a sting attached to them. They are very

hard words to apply to the pawnbroker. I trust that

when your contributor reads this letter he will

withdraw same. The best method to test this is the

comparative one. You refer to any other calling of

shopkeeper, and see what his profits are. We are bound
in by Acts of Parliam.ent with respect to our charges.

Other tradesmen have a free hand. You take a grocer,

for instance. A friend of mine is a grocer. We have
both read your article, and come to the conclusion that

the grocer gets more out of his clients than does the

pawnbroker.
Let us go into this a little, and compare notes.

We are charged with getting 400 per cent, per

annum for lending is. every week. The grocer gets

(Continued on fage 440. j
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HOLIDAYS
Full of HEALTH and HAPPINESS.

What are you doing this year? Are you going on the same old
beaten track—the kind of holiday which you have spent year after

year without variation—it may be the seaside or it may.be the country ?

Why not make a change this year? The one essential of a bene-
ficial holiday is CHANGE—change of scene, change of environ-
ment, change of company, change of people, places and customs.

Get cut of the groove this year. Widen your outlook, broaden
your views, go out and see the customs of other countries. Enjoy
the delights of travelling over new ground in the company of con-
genial companions, and come back full of happy memories of the
most enjoyable and profitable holiday you have ever spent.

That should be your programme for this year !

EVERYMAN CONTINENTAL
TOURS

will give you that entire change—that absolute detachment from the ordinary routine of life which is so necessary to a

perfect holiday; old things are forgotten amid the delights of new scenes and new peoples and languages. "The
travelled mind is the Catholic mind educated from exclusiveness and egotism." The culture and breadth of outlook

that travel gives is so marked that it is esteemed as the greatest of all educators as well as the purest of all joys.

Everyman Tours are proving a splendid success. The arrangements are so complete that they remove all trouble

and anxiety from those who are travelling, and they are so planned as to produce the maximum of enjoyment and comfort.

Each week sees Everyman parties departing for FRANCE, BELGIUM, HOLLAND and

SWITZERLAND THE LAND OF
SNOW-CAPPED PEAKS.

No country is more favoured by nature, no climate is more healthy, and no scenery

more impressive and awe-inspiring. A visit to Switzerland to, say Chamonix, in

summer from the month of May, when the excessive heat renders life in the towns
and lowlands almost unbearable, then the agreeable freshness of the mornings and
evenings here will compensate you for the heat of the day. The nights are cool,

and you enjoy a peaceful and profound sleep. At a time when the sun sends its

rays almost perpendicularly to the earth, you will always find at Chamonix a shady
nook among the pines and a comfortable summer-house, romantically hidden in the

dark verdure of the pine-woods, whilst a refreshing breeze from the glaciers will

deliciously fan your face. And when you climb one of the heights in order to

contemplate a suruise, the delighted eye will rest upon the eternal ice and snow,
to which the rising sun imparts incomparable purple hue; a sight which, once
seen, will scarcely ever be forgotten.

A Fortnight's Personally Conducted Tour in

Montreux, Territet and Chamonix, starting July

26th, August 9th and 23rd.

This little gem clustering around the Lake of Geneva
is justly the pride of the Swiss Riviera. Nothing can

surpass it in beauty, with the blue waters of the lake in front

and the towering Rocher8-de-Naye at the back. Byron,

it will be remembered, lived for some time near Montreux,

and he ever extolled its beauties ; of Territet he said that

it was "more beautiful than a dream." An entire fortnight

can be spent here, taking the most delightful excursions

arranged, or a week can be spent in and around Territet,

and a week in the neighbourhood of Mont Blanc, making

Chamonix the centre.

Nearest to Mont Blanc, the monarch of the Alps,

Chamonix has a charm and fascination above any other

of the Alpine villages in the higher altitudes.

From early morning, when the great granite mountain is

lighted up by the brilliant rays of the rising sun, in the full

blaze of the summer noon, when the eternal snows on the

summit of the mountain remain placid and undisturbed, in

the evening when the glow of the twilight suffuses the

mountain peaks a crimson hue, and at night when the two

streets of the village stretch like a cross of light in the dark-

ness of the valley, Chamonix , is a place apart with a
fascination peculiarly its own.

This is only one of the many delightful Tours arranged.

HAVE YOU HAD THE
"EVERYMAN" HOLIDAY BOOK?

If not write for your copy at once. Do not delay. A postcard will bring it to you. Be sure and
get it before you make your holiday arrangements for this year. Address:

"EVERYMAN" Tours Department, Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.
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THE BOOK TO BUY NOW.
JUST PUBLISHED.

CANilDAJO:DAlf, 1S13.
" Deals fully with every phase of Canadian life and industry ; . . •

a year book of the utmost importance to all who have connection with,

or interest in, Canada."—Daily Mail.

Contains over 400 Photographs and a
new, specially-prepared Coloured Map

of the Dominion.

Price 2A net from your newsagent or bookseller, or send 2/6 to
" Canada," 30, Kinesway House. London. W.C.. when it will be sent

post free at once.

THE BEST 2/- WORTH EVER PUBLISHED.

I EARN FRENCH by Rosenblum's Anglo-French Journal, Id..
'—

' monthly, ijd. post free from Rosenblum^'s Language Institute, 26. High
Holborn. London, W.C. T.P.'s Weekly says : "Admirably adapted for students
of French."

TYPEWRITING of every description under expert literary super-
* vision, from 8d. per I.OOO words, paper included. — Dept. E. THE
NATIONAL TYPEWRITING BUREAU. 199. Strand. W.C.

YOUR ANNUAL HOLIDAY
Often durind your Summer Holiday you must have felt a feeling of ennui—the need
for a stimulus of ?^orae kinj. If you feel this on your holiday this year, send lo the
Concentro Co., 46, Centr.il Buildings, Wallsend, Newcastle-on-Tyne. for their Inte-
resting Free Booklet—" Scientific Concentration." You will find it pleasant, stimulating
reading. It will show you what " Scientific Concentration " is doing for a vast number
of people in every part of the civilised world. Write for this Booklet to-day ; you are
under no obligation. Simply acknowledge receipt, and mention that you will write
_later from your home address (kindly state).

TTHE HEALTH BOOK OF THE YEAR. The Vegetarian
* Directory and Food Reformer's Guide, price 1/li post free.—C. W. Daniel.

3. Amen Corner. London, E.G. For thinking people.

CLOAN-DUPLOYAN SHORTHAND ("New Rapid" Improved
*^ Lessons), endorsed by over 10,000 students, produce a guaranteed speed of
80 words per minute in four weeks. Send for Illustrated Handbook and
Free Lesson,--'- horlhand Association, 269. Holborn Hall. London, W.C.
(Telephone: 6111 Holborn.) (N,B.—No connection with J, M, Sloan of Ramsgate,)

"I I.li

, R, SCOTT, Esq,,

"I CANNOT SLEEP!"
The man or woman from whom is wrung this bitter

cry is in grave danger. If the sleeplessness be only
partial it may, and tfjieslected will , develop into acute
insomnia. It is during sleep that Nature replenishes
and rejuvenates the nerve forces. If Nature is

denied that restful condition, the whole system is

laid open to serious troubles.

SHATTERED NERVES
are an early symptom—a solemn warning that some-
thing must be done. Neglect that warning and illness— perhaps mental AFFECTION— is not far off.

Drugs won't cure ; they may relieve, but not perma-
nently. Medicine is useless. Nature wants sleep.

and wants it produced naturally. Now

—

THE GIFT OF SLEEP
is the title of a little book dealing exhaustively with a
sane and proved treatment—without drugs or medi-
cine—which, in a natural, simply-explained manner,
brings blessed sleep. This little book is an offer of

Sleep to the Sleepless, a promise of Healthy Repose.
It is FREE—quite free, and a postcard will bring it

to-day. Send for this valuable book, " The Gift of

Sleep"—FREE.

Rose and Crown" Hotel, Great Thurlow, Suffolk.
" April \Ath. 1913.

" You will see by the above address that I am back in harness again, and
you will be pleased to hear that my health has gradually improved from the
first day of wearing your Jacket. Insomnia has entirely vanished, for I can
now enjoy sis or eight hours' good sleep. My digestion has greatly improved
and I am daily regaining lost wi-ight. which speaks very highly of Appliance.
after wearing same less than three months."

Mtt. CORSAN Thwaitbs' Former Report:
" September 29th. 1893.

" It gives me great pleasure to testify to my continued belief in the efficacy

and curative power of your Magnetic Appliances. To all sufferers from
similar complaints to mine, viz.. Dyspepsia. Nervous Exhaustion, and Sleep-
lessness, they are invaluable. In my own case, before using them I was un-
able to sleep at all, but since, the loss of sleep has only averaged a couple of
nights per annum for many years. The persistent efforts on the part of some
so-called scientific authorities to disparage Magnetism are very pitiable, and
I should recommend to all sufferers to try this remedy for themselves. The
proof that Magnetic Appliances are genuine curative agents is clearly seen in

the case of young children who have been relieved by them, and who were
too young to have been cured by mere faith alone."

CORSAN THWAITES, Esq.. Tendale, St. Paul's Road. W. Hartlepool.
"September 8lh, 1905.

" After much further experience of your Magnetic Appliances, I can still

more emphatically recommend them to all sufferers. My total experience
now extends over twenty-five years, so that I may fairly claim to be in a
position to speak about them."

All al>t>Ucatioiis for " The Gift of Sleep " and Free Advice must be addressed^

B COPSON fiARRATT (87), MameLiro Room.,
l». \AJl own UAIVIVill 1, 11 ft 12. FINSBURY SQUARE. LONDON. E.C

Coo per cent, per annum for the same amount. As
tradesmen we do not differ in one iota. What we both
do is to invest our money and exchange it at the above
profits. Again, the is. pledge can be left for one
month, and the charge is the same as for one day.

I have a pledge for 20s. This is for one week, and
every week for i year. For this pledge I charge 6d.

per week. Being in and out I get a proht of 24s. The
same amount is spent at the grocer's. What does he
get? His profit per annum is £6 los. If the above
expletives can be thrown at the pawnbroker, the com-
pound of these words take the grocer and hang him
as a villain.

Let me here give you a little light upon the subject,

in comparing the pawnbroker and the grocer.

I know a man who has been in the trade for thirty

or forty years. He lends every week £ 1 50. His gross

profits are £i los., but of this he has to pay three

wages, with an additional 35 per cent, loss for out of

times and other trade expenses. I leave your readers

and Special Commissioner to gather the rest, which
is anything but fabulous wealth. My friend the grocer

has the same turnover, ;:^i 50 per week. There are five

people in the shop, two men, two boys, one girl. Their

gross profit per week is £13 15s. VVhy the curse of

usury applied to the pawnbroker? This little, but just,

comparison will help your Special Commissioner the

next time he writes on the pawnbroking trade. The
pawnbroking trade is not, then, what your contributor

holds it to be. The pawnbroker is not a rogue, thief,

or robber, but an honoured citizen, taking his place in

the world of tradesmen. There is scarcely another

tradesman that has to stand the test of character as

the pawnbroker. Anyone can be a grocer, but not a

pawnbroker.
Your contributor's reform scheme may or may not

suit England. The New York Loan Company was a

business concern from its inception, they had the

almighty dollar in view. They have created a very

large reserve fund, and pay 6 per cent. This is, on the

face of it, no philanthropic institution. Your commis-
sioner will open his eyes and mind when I tell him and
your readers that on a bill of sale or bonds the

English pawnbroker can and does advance money at

3^ per cent, not 5 per cent. I myself have taken bonds
into pledge at a lower rate of interest than this much-^

lauded loan company. The very same bonds have
been pledged with a solicitor in this town, who charged
I IS. 6d. for the making out of a certain document, while

I myself charged 6d. The English system is, then,

much better for the pawner than the New York Loan
Company. If this company charges 5 per cent, per

month, and this is allowed to run the same course as

the English system, then the client pays 60 per cent,

per annum. Well may they make and pay a handsome
dividend.

The English system is best for the pawners. They
have freedom from excess.

Sorry to have written so long a letter. I trust that

you will find space for it, and do justice to our trade.^
I am, sir, etc., ~E. Bardsley.
Oldham, June 30th, 1913.

To the Editor oj Everyman.
Sir,—I have been particularly interested in the

articles under the heading of " The Curse of Usury,"

by your Special Commissioner, and the subsequent
letters in relation thereto from your enlightened corre-

spondents. I am, however, particularly pleased to

observe from your paragraph in " Notes of the Week,"
July 4th, 191 3, that the articles of your Special Com-
missioner are to have some practical utility in the
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fighting of the evils he so ably brings before us. I

sincerely hope that the official inquiry will take place,

and that your optimistic anticipations, "that it may
have memorable results," vkfill be realised. Whether or

not the matter is allowed to drop, I feel sure your

readers are obliged to you for bringing the whole

matter into the arena of "pubhc opinion" in such a

thorough and illuminating manner, and so opening our

eyes to a great and growing national evil.

I must not close without congratulating you upon
the high quality and high standard you maintain in

Everyman, and wishing you the success your paper
deserves.—I am, sir, etc.,

Alex. Roulstone.
Nottingham, July .5th, 191 3.

WHY NOT FIFTY-TWO BANK HOLIDAYS?
'£0 the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I was very much interested by the article of

Henry Wright in EVERYMAN, July 4th, re fifty-two

Bank Holidays, and, as a unit in the class which he

evidently desires to benefit, perhaps a comment or

two might not be out of place, especially as I can claim

forty years' more or less active connection with trade

union effort.

On first perusal of the article, one might be capti-

vated witli the apparent simplicity of the idea, but a

little thought will convince that tiie project is not so

simple as it looks.

There is an error into wliich we often fall—^that of

considering the working class as if they consisted

only of factory " hands," without any consideration of

the case of those who administer to the needs, the

desires, and the pleasures of the " hands " during their

periods of relaxation.

This came out very prominently in the case of the

miners' eight hours day, which was persistently

opposed by the men of Northumberland and Durham.
It will be remembered that a settlement could only

be arrived at by the miners accepting a "three-shift

system."

Now look for a'moment into the miner's household.

There is, say, the head of the family, two grown-up
sons, and a boy; one of these may be on each shift;

each one expects the comforts of a home for two-thirds

of the twenty-four hours ; how are they to be catered

for in respect to meals, washing, etc. ?

For answer, ask the miner's wife.

Again, suppose you let loose all the occupants of
" factories, mines, offices, etc., from Friday night till

Monday morning, and at the same time close all the

shops, ie., butchers, bakers, grocers, refreshment rooms,

entertainments, etc., etc.

What sort of a holiday would it be?
The fact is that when you " close down " the fac-

tories,' etc., you automatically set in motion another
army of workers, who are generally left out of the

reckoning, and who—by reason of their comparative
.v/ant of organisation—are veritable slaves, and, in spite

of all the legislation, are in many instances unable
to command even the Sabbath rest.

What is wanted is some arrangement whereby the
" hands " and the " caterers " have their holidays in

turn.

Is this impossible ? Can or will " Combines of Brain "

'do anything to bring this about ?

I am afraid not, so long as the " Devil take the hind-
most " methods of society prevail.

But suppose we could realise that the best interests
of society are interwoven with the welfare of each
member. If each individual was recognised as an asset
of the State, it would be to tlie interest of the State

Inquire
First-
Invest

Afterwards.
This is the Motto of

••CANADIAN NEWS,"
the illustrated weekly with the largest

circulation of any Canadian paper
published in England. Anyone in-

terested in Canadian lands, stock,

bonds, etc., should consult the pages of

"GOLD AND GLITTER'

CANADIAN
NEWS.

Editor in Cliief : A. M. de Beck.

Id. Weekly.

The " Gold and Glitter " column is one of
the most successful features of " Canadian
News," and affords prospective investors

and all interested in the financial or

speculative side of the Dominion a unique
opportunity for obtaining at first hand in-

formation and advice which is absolutely

authentic and reliable.

This information is given entirely
free of charge,

and we need scarcely point out the tremen-
dous value of procuring sound, impartial

advice on every known investment, real

estate plots, stocks, and first mortgages.
Inquiries regarding doubtful companies

are investigated in a most searching manner,
and the editor has no hesitation in exposing
any concern whose business methods are

not open to the fullest inquiry.

CANADIAN
NEWS.

One Penny. Out To-day.

Write for Specimen Copy, post free, to—
GENERAL BUILDINGS,
ALDWYCH, LONDON, W.C.
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to see that each individual was given the opportunity

to develop—physically, mentally, and morally.

Is it really necessary that one section of the com-
munity shall work abnormal hours in order that another

section shall enjoy abnormal liberty ?

Through invention and organisation our wealth-

producing capacity has enormously increased, but our

methods for distribution (i.e., sharing out) of tlie wealth

produced are as antiquated as the hills.

Perhaps some day a practical solution will " arrive."

In tlie meantime, l' heartily agree with the last para-

graph of the article, especially " We live by the social

lump, and we are beginning to find out that by the

eocial lump we must be cured of social evil."— I am,

sir, etc., J. O.

Newcastle-on-Tyne, July 6th, 191 3.

To the Editor of Everyman-.

Sir,—A very plausible case is made out for a five

days' working week in an article headed as above,

which appears in your issue of the 4th inst., and it is a

consummation devoutly to be wished ; but it appears to

me that at the present stage of our industrial develop-

ment it is quite impossible for the great majority of

the workers of this country, whatever the future may
bring. It would be no difficult matter, perhaps, in the

case of many productive workers—artisans, mechanics,

miners, mill-hands—but they constitute only a minority

of the great mass of the working classes ; and they have

it very much in their power to make their own condi-

tions within the limits of essential industrial require-

ments.

It is admitted by your contributor tb.at tlie milkman,

the cabby, and the shopkeeper would have to be ex-

cepted ; but what about the many distributive employ-

ments, great and small, and the great public services

—

the railways, the post ofhce, the docks, the shipping,

the carters, etc.? And are not the agriculturists to

CX)unt? To say notliing of the great substratum of

casual workers, who, unfortunately, are so essential an
element of our present social and industrial system.
" A paltry extra hours work on our five working
days " would be no equivalent of a complete stoppage

of all these activities from Friday evening till Monday
morning.
The aspiration of your contributor is a most laud-

able one, and I am sure every one of your readers

would be among the first to welcome its advent. But
—we must wait.—I am, sir, etc.,

Liverpool, July 8th, 1913. Wm. ScriveN.

BOY LABOUR.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Dear Sir,—As a member of the artisan class, and

at the present time an engineer's foreman, it often

grieves me when looking round my shop, as I wonder
what will become of the boys—boys who are

sent out of the Council schools, able and fit,

full of go and enthusiasm, in each boy a desire

to imitate the great men, whose lives he has read of,

and whose inventions have brought them fame and
fortune. But, alas! poor boy, when he enters the
" works," he finds an iron discipline, and his master a

machine which seems capable of everything but

speech. In the particular trade in which I am
employed—the motor-car trade—^tbore is an immense
quantity of automatic and semi-automatic and otlier

machinery employed, which requires little or no
skilled attention. Therefore boy and youth labour is

largely employed. As these boys grow up, and reach
a certain standard of wages, the majority have to

leave, and that at an age when it is practically impos-

sible to learn any trade, even if the means existed.

These once bright boys, who were such a costly asset

of the community, whose minds and bodies were
looked after by the State and powers that be, are now.

as so much scrap, fit only for casual workers,

labourers, or food for the army or navy. Maybe he:

flees from his homeland and birthright to some more
congenial land under tlie flag. Machinery under
modem conditions is a veritable juggernaut for the

young lalxiur employed therein, and could just as well

be looked after by the old and partially disabled'mem-
bers of the community who have " had tlieir day," in-

stead of deadening the minds and ambitions of the

young.

The only solution I can suggest is for the State

to watch over the boy's future until he reaches the age
of twenty-one.—I am, sir, etc., T. T.

Birmingham.

THE SUFFRAGE QUESTION.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Dear Sir,—Mr. J. A. Frome Wilkinson's letter on
this subject contains, I think, one glaring fallacy, which
is sufficient to destroy his whole argument.

He says Mr. Thomas " will have to go far before he
will find another cause whose advocates are prepared

to undergo the tortures that the militants have under-i

gone." But it is precisely these tortures which are

objected to by the Suffragettes and their supporters.

They not only expect to escape all punishment, but

also that public opinion will praise their destructive

efforts. Yet it is obvious that if they win their case

by violence withoiU punishment and ivithoiit incurring

the proper hatred of ordinary men and women, the

fact .would incite other organisations to adopt the

same easy but not very logical way of convincing

their opponents. This would lead to anarchy—which
is not in the interests of men, and still less of women.—

1

I am, sir, etc., W. R. BuRKE.
6, Bessborough Gardens, S.W., June 27th, 191 3.

PERSONALITY IN LITERATURE.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I appreciate Mr. Corkery's clever article in

the current issue of your excellent paper. I do not,

however, see that it gets to the root of the matter, on
this ever-recurring problem of " style."

Mr. Corkery very ingeniously describes " style " as

"travelling in a circle," but he does not seem to see

that just because of this, " style " is something quite

different to "personality." There is nothing so
" impersonal " as a circle. Personality, so far as its

meaning can be expressed in words, is a flow of vital

and original feeling, which at heart knows and cares

nothing about circles, routines, or any kind of mathe-
matic symbolism. In a strict sense, Art and Style are

synonymous terms, but when the spirit of Style aban-

dons itself to the mere seeking of its own fixation and
elaboration, instead of fulfiUing its true function, as

an appropriate and yielding expression of feeling and
vital movement, then Style is the drier-up of per-

sonality, and the Artist becomes an obstacle to the

Man. Such a Stylist would not really be possessing

the Form, but 'becoming obsessed by it. It is really

true that in Art the " style " may be exquisite, yet no
more connected with the real beauty and strength of

the woTld than a beautiful garment covering a tailor's

dummy. A good deal of the poetry which is labelled

as of " Miltonic " quality is of this kind.—I am, sir, etc.,

John Farquharson.
Bradford, July Jth, 1913.
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THE MAN WHO IS CURING THE NATION' S EYESIGHT.
WELL-KNOWN LONDON SPECIALIST'S WONDERFUL DISCOVERY.

Particulars Now Available to the Public.

A well-known T^ondon specialist has

made a remarkable discovery which already

is making a sensation wherever the result of

its use is known.
It is nothing less than the discovery of

a wonderfully simple yet scientific method

Mr. I^evison particularly invites those who
wear gla.sses to write to or call upon him
for his advice as to whether his treatment
will speedily restore them to perfect sight.

He makes no charge for this advice, w hether
to callers or to postal inquirers.

«Pi llllilF

Biiiiiiiiiiim—iiiiF liiiiHiiiiiiiiH^^
St. Paul's as seen by the short-sighted . St. Paul's as it should be seen.

If you lack the full benefit of the sense of siiiht, you should not fall to secure John Lcvison's
remarkably successful advice free to all who scud the convenient Form below.

for restoring perfect eyesight to the
weak-sighted and bringing back to tired,

old eyes their once youthful, clear-seeing

power.
Everybody whoforthefirsttimeis told about

the new discovery is eagerly asking, " Will
it do my sight good ?

"

The answer in practi-

cally every case is, "Yes."
Wliat the great German

oculists Iwive so long held
as the principal theory in

connection with the cure
of eyesight troubles, Mr.
John Levison has at last

made practicable, and the

system of scientific mas-
sage applied to the
weakened muscular sys-

tem of the eye, adopted
in practice by leading

authorities, is now per-

fected in such a simple form that the
sufferer himself may adopt this method of
treatment with perfect confidence, and with-

out any supervision, in his own home.
.\s ilr. John Levison, the discoverer of

this wonderful metliod of eye-
sight restoration, says, " Kvery
sufferer may cure his or her
own trouble at home, inexpen-
sively and speedily, by follow-

ing out the simple instruc-

tions I give—which are, in-

deed, so simple that a child
could understand, yet so
effective as to be of benefit,

no matter how bad the sight
may be."

Tlie weak-sighted are en-
abled to check the insidious
nature and ever-growing worse
condition of their trouble,
and build up the eyesight in

perfect strength to see clearly
at any age. Mr. levison
does not claim his dLscovery
as a "cure all," but when-
ever a cure is possible, his

method of Treatment will

accomplish it.

CLASSES RENDERE3 UNNECESSARY.

Everyone who suffers from eyesight

trouble of any kind will especially

welcome the relief from the necessity

of wearing spectacles, which are not

37ic normal eyeball. The eyeball of lite

long'Sinhied.

only a disfigurement, but a constant
source of expense, and, of course,
cannot cure any eyesight trouble, but
simply act as " sight-crutches."

Most successful has the new discovery

proved in the cure of

1. Failing or weakening eyesight.

2. Short-sightedness.

3. Old Sight and Blurring.

4. Twitching Eyes.

5. Hot Eyes.

6. Watery Eyes.

7. Discharging Eyes.

8. Unequal Power of Eyes.

9. Aching Eyes.

10. Red and Inflamed Eyes.

11. Eyesight Headaches.

Already a great many men and women of
fifty, sixty, or seventy years write stating

they can once again see clearly. Their
tired eyes are re-strengthened, and they
need no longer have recourse to their old
glasses.

Mr. Levison has thought how he could
best reply to the great number of eye-

sight sufferers who have written to him, in

order to let them know exactly what his

discovery is and how it may be adopted,
and he has now prepared printed par-

ticulars which may be obtained either

by calling on Mr. Levison personally or
by writing to him at his Institute,

64, Wigmore Street, Cavendish Square,
London, W.

Naturally, Mr. John Levison has
already communicated his discovery to

the scientific Press, and that old-estab-

lished and authoritative medical journal,

the "Family Doctor," after a careful

of Mr. Levison 's system
published the following

commendation

:

" Letters we have read,

records of cases inves-

tigated, and tile know-
ledge of the possibilities

of such a treatment as
that Mr. Levison controls,

not onl; permit ts to

emphasize its perfect

safety and its great suc-

cess, but to add that this

treatment must be included

amongst the greatest bene-

fits that have accrued

from scientific endeavour
for a long time past."

For your convenience the Coupon below

may be filled in and posted for the particulars

of the new discovery which restores weak

or failing sight.

investigation

of treatment,

The eyeball of the
short'Sialited,

Readers of Everyman are invited to fill in and forward this Form to Mr. Levison

for full particulars of his Method of Eyesight Treatment.

To Mr. JOHN LEVISON,
64, Wigmore St., Cavendish Sq., London, W.

Please send full particulars of your eyesight discovery described in

"Everyman." I enclose Id. stamp for postage.

NAME

ADDRESS

Please write clearly and say whether Mr., Mrs., Miss, Rev., or title.
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Just a postcard a hrit'i; you a beniitif jlly

-d^

RILEY'S BILLIARD TABLES
For the Home. Cash or K.x^y P.iymeiits.

Prices from £8/7/8. The popular size, ft. 4 in.,

CosU £5,'5/0. Seven days* free trial.

E ). UlLEY, Ltd.,
ON-DINE WOKKS, ACCRINGTON.

UOUSE ownership on limited income quite possible and not
* * difiicuU. Particulars of successful method free to all rent-payers.—Write
Manager. 246> Bishopsijate, Loadoo, B.C. Mention Evervmak,

'TUTORIAL BUSINESS SERVICES.—Individual correspon-
* dence tuition from Tutorial Business Services %viil enable you to acquire
a thoroush knowledge of a business or social subject easily, quickly, and
cheaply.—Address. Correspondence Dept., Tutorial Business Services, 107.
Brixton Road. London. S.W.

'pV'PEWRITING—FREE CARBON COPY. Authors' MSS.,
* lOJ. per 1,000 words. Best work, fiood paper, prompt delivery, free carbon
copy.— Mrs. R. W. MANNERS. 321. High Holborn. W.C. Tel.; City 6535.

TOURS.

T)R. HENRY S. LUNN (Ltd.). £5 5s. BLANKENBERGHE.
^^ 1+ DAYS' accommodation at Grand Hotel Godderis. and return ticket
to this BEAUTIFUL BELGIAN SEASIDE RESORT. 14DAYSAUCERNE
and ENGADINE. TERRITET and CHAMONIX. 16 DAYS GRINDEL-
WALD and ZERMATT. PALACE HOTELS MONTANA and MURREN.
—The Secretary, 5, Endsleigh Gardens, N.W.

pRIVATE SOCIAL TOURS (Gentlemen and Gentlewomen).
* Aug. 1st. Through Russia. Caucasus. Volga, Capitals. Crimea.—Arranged
and accompanied by Miss Bishop, Haslemere, Wimbledon Park Rd., Wimbledon.

CWISS TOURS. £4 19s. 6d. ; BELGIUM (a fortnight), £'i 17s. 6d.
»-' RHINE. HOLLAND. SCOTLAND, IRELAND. Write for the "Al"
Holiday Guide.—"Al" TRAVEL OFFICES. 3. New Oxford Street. V/.C.

GOOD NOVELS.

ROSALIND
IN ARDEN

BY

H. B. MARRIOTT WATSON.

ATHEN^UM.
"It has indeed a touch of the sublime.

Rosalind is a delightful creation."

'TWIXT LAND AND SEA.
JOSEPH CONRAD.

THE LOST MAMELUKE.
DAVID M. BEDDOE.

THE CHARMING OF ESTERCEL.
GRACE RHYS.

DAISY DARLE Y. w. P. ryan.

THE ADVENTURES OF MISS
GREGORY. PERCEVAL gibbon.

Price 6/- each.
J. M. DENT & SONS, Ltd., 137, Aldine House, Bedford St., W.C

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
The Little Wicket Gate, by Algernon Pet-

worth (Fi&eld, 6s.), is reminiscent of a number of

volumes dealing with those dreams of Utopia that

have afflicted man at all times. Lord Algernon Pet-^

worth, for some reason not stated, is troubled with

baffling seizures of unconsciousness. Whenever he
finds himself in a situation difficult, dangerous, and
clearly beyond the art of the author to handle, coma
swoops down upon him like a pall, and he knows not
what he does. This being so, we are not surprised

to find him transported to an earthly paradise, instinct

with all the charms of the tropics, but inhabited by
the most priggish and boresome people in the world.

They all dress exquisitely, and their raiment and their

clothes appear to be showered upon them by an un-

seen but all-suflicient benefactor. Free from many of

the complexities of modern society, they have not yet

discovered how to dispense with love ; and love com-
plicates the situation for Lord Algernon to an extent

from which even his periodic fits of coma do not rescue

him. He finds an easy way at last, however. He
kisses the beautiful girl of Tiflihin—the euphonious
name of the earthly paradise—and at the touch of his

lips the girl expires—either of surprise or joy.

» » ®
A book on the national sport of Spain has been

published by Messrs. Simpkin, Marshall and Co.,

Blood and Sand (6s.), by Vincent Blasco Ibenez.

It is powerfully and vividly written—almost too vividly

for the fastidious reader who prefers to know only

the romantic side of the sport. The pictures

which the author conjures up are full of pathos,

and indeed there are some passages which it is im-

possible to read unmoved. We see the wife of the

matador waiting in anguish and apprehension outside

the arena where her husband is fighting for his life ; the

cries of the torn and bleeding horses are ever in out

ears, with the shouts of the multitude at each fresh

onslaught of the bull, shouts which rise into a roar,

the roaring of the wild beast, the true and only one

—

tlje one which is absolutely without mercy for man or

beast so that only it may feed its passion for blood.

Mr. Ibenez spares his readers nothing, and tells us

that the disembowelled horses are not allowed to

die in peace, but must be dragged out of the

arena, and somehow patched and sewn up, and
forced once more on to staggering legs, if only for

a few minutes longer, in order that they m.ay be the

sport of the terrified and infuriated bull and the

frenzied mob. It is difficult to say who is the most
injured of all the actors in that ghastly drama—the

bull, noble and brave animal, cruelly betrayed by his

masters ; the poor, worn-out horses, wlio are forced to

a most dreadful amd agonising death; or the men
whose trade it is to daily place their hfe in the hands

of the multitude v/ho elect that it shall be at the mercy
of a v/ild beast. » » »

Messrs. Eveleigh Nash have just published a volume

that sheds a vivid side-light on the modes and

manners of the time of Henry VIII. The eternal

feminine in relation to that much-married monarch

is entertainingly expressed in ELIZABETH BLOUNT
AND Henry the Eighth, by William Childe-Pem-

berton (6s.). The lady in question was one of Henry's

early loves, Elizabeth Blount, a member of one of the

oldest of English families. Of a slender and appeal-

ing type of beauty, her immature attractions appealed

most intimately to the monarch, and she embarked on

the first of the liaisons that continued throughout his
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reign. The result of the relationship was a son, chris^

tened Henry Fitzroy, on whom .was bestowed the

Earldom of Nottingham, together with the Dukedom
of Richmond and Somerset, and the Order of the

Garter. At one time his father seemed to have con-

templated the possibility of naming him as his suc-

cessor, for in the days of the Tudors, legitimacy went
down before the will of the Sovereign. The boy, how-,

ever, died at seventeen ; and Elizabeth lived to marry
two husbands. One of the most delightful passages
in the book is the glimpse of English life as seen by
Desiderio Erasmus. He starts with an eulogy of

Britain, and mentions that the women are of dazzling

beauty, and that their kindness, if possible, exceeds
their charm. " Moreover, there is a fashion never suf-

ficiently commended. Wherever you go you are re-

ceived by everyone with kisses; when you take your
leave you are dismissed with kisses; you return,

kisses are again renewed. . . . Wherever you meet
there are kisses in abundance. In short, wherever you
move, all things are charged with kisses. And,
Faustus, if you once tasted how sweet and fragrant
they are, you would be glad to sojourn in England,
not for ten years, like Solan, but to your dying day."

After reading this, one realises that there were per-

haps more excuses for Henry the Philanderer than are
at first perceived. » » ®

The latest disciple in fiction of the immortal Sher-
lock Holmes is a tiresome person of the name of

Dr. Cunliffe, Investigator (Heath, Cranton and
Ouseley, 6s.). What this Admirable Crichton does
not know of criminal methods is not worth troubling

over. He is intensely interested in lus personal
idiosyncrasies, and tells us on the first page of the book
that when he was only " a year and a half old, and
barely able to totter along on his own legs," he was
discovered in a cupboard munching away at a Christ-

mas cake. Mr. H. Frankish appears to think this

suggests qualities of a highly individualised charac-
ter. Strange to say, the records of human babies
generally, tell of their healthy appetite for cake, and
there is no reason to suppose that a capacity for hiding
in a cupboard shows technical qualifications for the
tracing of criminals, and the elucidation of mystery.
There is very little Dr. Cunliffe cannot do; he is a
dead shot, a past master of Ju-Jitsu, has a complete
knowledge of innumerable languages, is an expert
engineer, a skilled mechanic, and, as was said of Lord
John Manners, could, at a push, navigate a balloon or
command the Channel Fleet. As studies of crime
the volume is not successful. The descriptions are
long-winded, the action delayed, the types sketched
are neither new nor original. The author misses his

mark when he attempts to touch the nerve of horror.

"The Mystery of the Norfolk Mere," being ihe
account of a monstrous creature between a bird-man
and an octopus, is unintentionally humorous, and, far

from arousing fright, induces laughter. The author
has aimed high above his capacity, and in attempting
a new departure in detective stories has landed himself
in unqualified failure.

® ® ®
There is nothing either new or arresting in THE

Love Stone (T. Fisher Unwin, 3s. 6d.). Claude and
'Alice Askew are well known as writers of a stereo-
typed story. Love, mystery, occasional murders,
varied by romantic adventures inforeign parts, form
the constituent parts of their recipe. The volume in
question is served up in the old style, and we are
treated once again to the usual complications. Salome
is an irresponsible woman, who is finally mastered by a
violent type of man, and practically bullied into sub-

VARICOSE VEINS
WEAK LEGS and JOINTS. Entirely new mettiod of rtUtf,

ELASTIC STOCKJNGS AND BANDAGES SUPERSEDED.
Puff«rers from Varicose veins will eager)/
welcome tlie latest trliiniph (if Inventive nit-rii-

cal fteniii-t, nn rrpliaiice for ttic efft-ctivc
treatment of this painful and (listrrssiiifi niN
ment. Cocntlcss tfiiler«i, male nml female,
who^e dnily woilt imposen unii;)tural ntul
exhaustive EtrAln?i upon the lowr Ihnbs, will
find m the "VARIVANE" SUri'OKTS a
8im^le. economical and Rptedymc-uiu of relief.

Recommended by the Medical rrofessicjn. a"d
Icvahiable (cr weakness of lh>! Lri;:h and

Joints. Thousands of Testimonials.

TfUiU Mark.

Thigh Support,
3e.6d.

Calf Sappcrt.
3f. 6d. Ankle Support, 3a. 6(1.

Tlte oM-fashioned elastic slocUings are a
source of danger. They increase thr danger of
a vein bursting, and ultimately pro<hicc mus-
cular alropliy and weakness ol the limb.
The "Varivare" avoid* these dangers and

has many novel features that have secured it

great popularity. "Varivane" supports are
made of abso'utely UNSKRINKAULE
material. They are economical, cool, comfort-
able, can be washed and rci aired, and la^^t for

yean. Everysuppon isMADETO MEASURE,THUS
FIT IS ASSURED. They Inst longest, therefore arc
cheapest. Fill Jn full details on this. Coupon, giving numljer
of inches round leg at a, b, and C for ihtgh : c, d, and F. for

knee; E, f, and G for calf; h, l, and u for ankle; also
length of part required. Be sure to take the measurements
tightly round the bare skin, and state for which leg required.
Pm Coupon to your letter and send with P.O. to
Varivanf, Ltd.,_Heahh Supplies Dept. 22; 56, Ludgate
Hilt, E.C. Foreign and Colonial postage extra.

Separate fitting rooms for ladies and gentlemen, .tnd a
Specialist always in atteiidance. Consultations Free.

VARIVANE, Ltd., Health Sappiiei Depl. 22,
S6, LUDGATE HILL. LONDON, E.C.

r)EVELOP YOUR WILL POWER, Concentration, Self-
*-^ Reliance, Memory and Personal Magnetism by "The St. Settef Course "

(4 lessons). Recommended by P»b/*c O^tmort. etc. Fee 2/6. Parttculats free.
—THE ST. SETTEF INSTITUTE (DEPT. 5). PERTH.

CLOAN-DUPLOYAN SHORTHAND is acquired in a few weeks
•^ and is guaranteed tbe most rapid and reliable system in use. See Everyman,
Feb. to May. for series of remarkable testimonies. Illustrated handbook, con-
taining lesson, specimens, etc., free.—.SLOAN SHORTHAND CO., Ramsgate.

TYPE-WRITING of every description carefully and promptly
* executed. 76. per 1,000. Duplicating and Copying. Cambridge Local.—
Miss NANCY McF.^RLANE, II, Palmeira Avenue, Westcliff. Essex.

THE AUTHORS' ALLIANCE place MSS. promptly and on
* best terms. Literary work of all kinds dealt with by experts who place
Authors' interest first. Twenty years' exjierience.—2, Clement's Inn, W.C.

r^ONSTIPATION. Thomas Macintyre, Diet Specialist, Culler:
^^ coats. Northumberland, is meeting with remarkable success in the treat-
ment cf this troublesome complaint. Write for particulars, enclosing stamp
for reply.

TYPEWRITING (every description of MS.), 8d. per 1,000 words.
'• Carbon-copy and paper included. Specimen. Testimonial, and Estimate
submitted by return.—C. A. GIRTON. 2, Grove Lane. Camberwell, S.E.

pLAISHER'S PUBLISHERS' REMAINDERS. William
^^-* Glaisher, Ltd.. beg to announce that they have just issued a Supplementary
List No. 396 to their General Catalogue of Publishers' Remainders, comprising
all the latest purchases. Post free on request.—'WILLIAM GLAISHER. Ltd.,
Reniainder and Discount Booksellers. 263. High Holborn, London, W.C.
Readers residing in Croydon and neighbourhood can view all the books at our
branch shop, No. 14, George Street, Croydon, where complete catalogues can
be obtained, i'

I-IAVE YOUR OWN BOOKPLATE, Artistic. Original.
^ /^ Specially Designed. Inclusive cost of Design, Block, and 100 Plates, from
17/6 upwards, according to style and detail. Marvellous value. Specimens
submitted free.—HENRY D. WARD, 49, Great Portland Street, London, W.

Typewriting : Authors' MS. accurately and rapidly copied.
* Shorthand-Typists provided. Meetings. Lectures, Sermons reported,
METROPOLITAN TYPING OFFICE, 27. Chancery Lane. Tel. Central 1565.

WHAT IS NEW THOUGHT? I^^'^^^,^^^"^
education, new science of healing, nc.v sociology. "First Steps" shows
how circumstances are controlled, originality evoked, mental powers
intensified, health retained, success, etc. Send Is. 2d, to-day to "Talisman"
Office, Harrogate.
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mission. Her character is a vivid contrast to Sheilah,

married to a blind husband, who fmally recovers

his sight, and to her joy finds a beauty in her no

one else perceives, having painted her features with

the beauty of the idealist. " He who had been disap-

pointed in the ways of the grass, the hills, and the

flowers would not be disappointed here. Sheilah

would always be veiled in flame and fire ; she would

be one of the shining ones, she would be his queen and
his beloved." The love stone of the story is a rock

on which the lovers of the neighbourhood swear their

fidelity. © © ®

Jack London's latest novel, SmOKE BellEW, is

well up to the level of his previous novels. We are

taken once more into the wilds, and the conflict of man
against the elemental forces is graphically depicted.

Bellew goes on a long .trail, and meets with many
adventures. One feels the bite of the frost, the tang

of the stinging winds, clean and cruel, from the North

as they blow over the white plains. One hears the

long-drawn howl of the wolf, and shivers in sympathy
with the thrill that runs through the lonely trapper,

who has come to his last cartridge, and feels that he

will shortly come to grips with death in its most

ghastly form. Smoke is captured in mistake for the

murderer of Joe Kinade, and is faced with the pleasing

prospect of lynch law. The account of the trial is

forceful and convincing. One can visualise the scene,

and sense the grim determination of the men to have

blood for blood. But the author slackens the tension

at the right moment and in an unexpected fashion.

Judge, jury, and witnesses leave the prisoner in pos-

session of the Court through the cunning of a woman,
.who engineers a stampede. She produces a nugget of

gold, and induces those assembled to conclude that

it has been mined in the neighbourhood ; the rush for

the precious metal carries everything before it, and
Smoke Bellew goes free. Full of suggestion, and
written in a fiune, nervous style, the book is one that

should arrest the reader, and easily attain the same
wide circulation that attended that marvellous

chronicle of dog life, " White Fang."

® ® ©

The Girl of the Golden Gate (Grant

Richards, 6s.) is a strong story, graphically writtea

The plot is not a new one, and is marred by the un-

necessary inclusion of an old-time device of machine-

made romance. Lavelle, the hero, and the conven-

tional man of iron will and indomitable resolution, is,

we regret to say, a fierson of noble birth, who has

severed his connection with Society, and gone out to

seek adventure. We say "regret" because the book
is strong enough to dispense with any such device.

The perils of the shipwrecked castaways adrift on a

Southern sea are neither cut and dried nor conven-

tional. There is a reality about their sufferings, and

the alternation of hope with fear as the chances of

rescue rise and fall, that is refreshing in the midst of

many romances in which the human element serves

simply as foreground for the sea and land. We recog-

nise the genuine thrill when, after hours of combat
with the winds and waves, Lavelle and his crew sight

land, and, having reached the shore, discover that the

promised haven is but a mirage; they have struck a

floating island, "a bit of waste land—the bait of a

cruel trap whicTi the sea had set." Emily, the golden

girl of the story, is a conventional woman, who, under

the stress of elemental emotions and a hand-to-hand

fight for hfe, develops strong and human qualities.

The book is written with a force and emotion that

makes one overlook faults of construction and of plot.

Mr. William Meloney has the all-saving gift of sin-

cerity ; real emotions underlie his words, and in these

days di considerable poor writing this counts foi;

much.
^3* t^^ t^^
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EVERYMAN'S LIBRARY.

On these hot summer days,
when the breath of Zephyrus lures

us forth into the wide, open spaces,

nothing is more pleasurable than to rest

awhile 'neath some sheltering tree and

there lose oneself in the pages of a

well-written book.

Everyman's Library contains 640

volumes of the world's best literature.

Its special advantages lie in the con-

structive nature of its selection policy

and in the facilities it offei's to those

individuals desirous of possessing a

library of their own. Intending pur-

chasers are afforded a choice from a

list of titles covering a field which is

almost without hmit in its stretch across

time—ranging from Aristotle to Tolstoi.

For the sum of one shilling may be

secured almost any work of literature

which can be truly regarded as a

classic. Thus for five pounds a man
may be intellectually rich for life.

An annotated list of 640 volumes will

be sent free upon application.

J. M. DENT & SONS, LTD.,
137, Aldine Hou^e, Bedford Street.
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PnSTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

T^HE Government's much-discussed Education
Bill has at long last been introduced

into the House of Commons, and beyond
doubt it fully justifies Lord Haldane's antici-

patory description of
'

" colossal." It is, in fact,

the most far-reaching legislative effort that we
have seen for a generation or more. The provision

of baths, playing fields, and school nurseries, with

meals for the children on Sundays and holidays,

coupled with a "complete and progressive system of

education, with instruction of an advanced character,

from nursery to University." This is a programme
almost beyond the dreams of tlie most optimistic edu-

cationists. The pity of it is that, so far as the

House goes, the Bill is " dead " for this .Session ; but

in the country its clauses will be earnestly examined
and eagerly discussed.

The most significant development of the struggle

in China, a struggle that everyone familiar with events

in the " Flowery Land " has long expected, is that

Sun Yat Sen has definitely thrown the weight of his

personality into the side of the Southern provinces,

who are in revolt against Yuan-.Shi-Kai. No one who.

has watched the career of Yuan expected that his

rule as President would be popular, or that he was
anything more than an efficient stop-gap. His whole
sympathies and trend of mind are anti-republican, and
the only practical alternative to that Republic, it

should be borne in mind, is a restoration of the;

Manchus. Whatever else may transpire as the imme-i
diatc result of the present complication, that, at all

events, is unlikely, and the only logical alternative

is the establishment of the Republic on a secure basisw

The project of restoring the Mings to the throne they
vacated three centuries ago is too hopeless to require

comment.

The hardest must necessarily be a time of anxiety

for the farmer. The uncertainly of the weather, th^
unevenness of the crops—even within the same field—

•

these are factors that it is beyond the skill of mail
to adjust. But to them there has been added for

the English farmer an additional burden, which has
never before been more apparent in the United
Kingdom—the difficulty of getting sufficient hands!
From every quarter of the countryside bitter com-i

plaints are being received on this head. When we
remember that last month British emigrants, chiefly

agriculturists, numbered 40,770—an increase of 5,768
over June, 1912—we may surely be pardoned for ask-t

ing if it is beyond the wit of British statesmanship tcj

keep labour on the land.

It is with something like amazement, tempered
by despair, that one reads the hcadlir;e, '' Turks Back
in Adrianople." It seems only yesterday that we
were all rejoicing that the tyranny of the "unspeak-
able Turk " had been broken for ever, and that the

young nations of the Balkans were free at last to work
out their destinies unhampered by his impossible rule.

And now, alas, we fi.nd the Allies at each other's

throats, and the Turk back in the saddle, determined
to make a fight for it. Never, surely, did history pro-

vide a crueller disappointment, a more ironical dis-

illusionment. By the way, it is notev>orthy that our
contemporary', the Otitlcck, almost alone in the Press,

foreshadowed the course of events, and prophesied
tliat before long the Turk would once again be a

factor in the situation. " 'Tis true, 'tis pity, but pity

'tis, 'tis true."

Earl Grey's proposal to establish an " Empire Shop "

on the island site off the Strand has excited keen
enthusiasm, and no wonder. At present the agencies

of our various Colonies and Dominions are dotted all

over the City and West End. Their establishment

under one roof and in a central spot should do much
to bring home to Londoners the vast resources of the
Empire, of which their City is the pivot, and the per-*

manent exhibition of Empire products should prove a
powerful stimulant for that increase of trade within
the Empire which we all desire. " What do they know,
of England, who only England "know."

In its way the non-militant suffrage march is one of

the most remarkable events that has occurred in

modern EngJand. Time was, and not so many years
ago, when political organisers declared that you could
not get women to take part in processions or demon-*
strations. Now we find these women, strongly op-*

posed to the tactics of the mihtants, but anxious to]

show that they also are anxioas to do and to suffer for

the cause, marching from Land's End to London,;
trudging hundreds of miles, patiently bearing insult

and contumely on the way. The immediate effect of

the pilgrimage may be nil. But it is an impressive

demonstration that is bound to be productive of

results.

It is refreshing to note—^as also it is a remarkable
sign of the times—that the so-called Wesleyan
" heresy hunt " has failed. The Rev. George Jackson
has been appointed to tlie Chair of Pastoral Theology
at the Didsbury Training College, Manchester, and his

views, orthodox or not, are not to stand in the way.

The decision is distinctly interesting, not to say his-

torical. Whoever bans a man on account of his

opinions, the Free Churches are not of the company.
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HOW THE LABOURER LIVES > ^ ^ BY
F. E. GREEN
'A STORY is told in Glasgow how a very wealthy lady,

attired in silken dress and jewellery, addressed a large

meeting of working women on the subject of thrift.

She rebuked the wives of workmen for their thriftless-

ness, and informed them what excellent soup could

be made out of mutton bones. Thereupon a voice

was heard coming from the back of the hall, saying:
" W/tni we wayits to know, mum, is who's had the meat

off the bone."

I was constantly reminded of this story when, after

the publication of " The Tyranny of the Countryside
"

(in which I printed one or two real budgets of

labourers' wives), I received several angry letters,

which, judging by the addresses, were written by ladies

and gentlemen who were living in luxury upon the

labour of other people. One of these, a lady, who
stated she kept ten outdoor servants, wanted to know
why English labourers in the southern counties, who
" spent their time in smoking and loafing for their 15s.

a week, could not live like the thrifty Scotch by making
two-thirds of their meals of porridge and milk, say,

3d. a day." Another, a gentleman, writing from a

large country house, wrote with righteous assevera-

tion that " 15 s. a week was quite sufficient to maintain

our race in a state of physical efficiency. If there is

anything," he went on to say, "that is undermining
the thrifty habits of the countryside people, it is the

luxurious style of living pervading the whole com-
munity. I give you one instance : the substitution of

packets of Quaker Oats, costing "jA., against good
oatmeal, costing 2d. Why is this? Because they
have lost the patience to "prepare and boil the oatmeal,

whereas the Quaker Oats are ready at once "

!

This quaint insistence by the rich that those who
do the hardest physical labour should live upon a

monotonous diet of oatmeal three times a day, recalls

the discussion that took place in the House of Com-
mons towards the end of the eighteenth century on
the deplorably low standard of vitality of the rural

poor, resulting from the enclosures of commons, thus

depriving cottage children of milk. When members
were making ponderous speeches over the ignorance

of the labourer who preferred white to brown bread,

Fox projected a gleam of humour into the discussion

by asking if any member of that House could speak
with any authority on the subject of bread, as it

appeared to form so small a proportion of their daily

diet!

To all the good people who wrote to me with such

righteous indignation, I would recommend a reading

of " How tlie Labourer Lives," by Seebohm Rowntree
and May Kendall (Nelsons, 2s.). They will learn that,

out of the forty-two budgets taken from the lips of the

wives of labourers earning from 12s. to 22s. a week,
in one household no milk was consumed at all, in

fifteen households only condensed or separated milk,

and in the twenty-six households where fresh milk
was part of the dietary it amounted to less than a pint

a day for each family. After this, I think gentlefolk

will not be so eager to recommend porridge three times

a day as the sole diet.

It is really extraordinary how educated people can
regard it as a kind of Divine dispensation that those
who do the hardest work of the community should
live upon the coarsest and poorest food. Perhaps tliese

people feel that they have done their duty when they

live as Dives did in Lrnest Bilton's poem.

" Now Dives daily feasted and was gorgeously arrayed,

Is'ot at all because he Klced it, but because 'twas good for

trade.

That the people might have calico he clothed himself in silk,

And surfeited himself on cream that they might get the

mill-:

;

He fed five hundred servants that the poor might not lack

bread,

And had his vessels made of gold that they might get more
lead

;

And e'en to show his sympathy with the deserving poor,

He did no useful work himself that they might do the more.
You'll think this very, very strange, but then of course

you know,
'Twas in a far-off country, and a long while ago."

It is significant that, in spite of the fact that these

labourers live in a country overflowing with milk and
honey, butter does not figure at all in twenty of the

forty-two budgets, in which dripping or margarine

takes its place, and towards the end of the week one

notices that the bread has often to be eaten without

even a scrape of margarine.

The authors arrive at the painful conclusion that:
" It may be taken as an established fact that a family

of live persons, whose total income does not exceed

20s. 6d., and whose rent is 2s., is hving below the

poverty line," which means that the majority of farm

labourers living south of the Trent receive wages in-

sufficient to maintain their families in physical

efficiency

!

Nothing surely shatters more completely the towns-

man's delusion that life is made easier in the country

because you can produce for yourself so many of the

necessaries of life, than these little household tragedies

written in tiny columns of pence. Many of these

labourers have allotments or cottage gardens, but,

beyond vegetables, few of them produce anything of

any dietary value. Most of the men who have to feed

their master's horses and cattle are forbidden to keep
either poultry or pigs. In the case of one woman who
was allowed to keep a pig, when asked why she did not

do so, answered

:

" What's tlie use of hungering ourselves to feed a

pig?"
She could not afford to purchase the necessary

weekly bag of meal, even tliough it might become a

profitable investment.

These budgets, showing the meagreness of tJhe

home produce of cottagers, are a striking illustration

of the divorce of our English agricultural labourer

from the land. He is now the most dependent of all

European peasants, for our peasant civilisation was
destroyed at the passing of the last of the enclosure

acts.

It is borne in upon us with tragic insistence that it is

the woman who has to bear the brunt of tliis unendinsr

battle of trying to make both ends meet. With daily

self-sacrifice she sees that her man and her children

are fed before herself, and if there is any meat on the

table it goes to the breadwinner to store up physical

energy to meet the demands of his master. When
questioned as to how they managed on wages of 13s.

a week, a woman answered

:

" I sleep all right till about twelve, and then I wake
and begin worrying about .what I owe, and how to get
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things. Last night I lay and cried for about a couple

of hours."

Another woman, who had to eke out 14s. a week,

observed

:

" We've got hell here, we have. We shall get some-
thing good, but I believe hell's their place what don't

look after the poor." A Yorkshire woman, whose hus-

band earns 1 8s. a week, said :
" When I have seen

other children in warm clothing, and mine jealous,

then I haven't known what to say. I know our Master
wasn't rich. We've got a roof to cover us, and He
hadn't where to lay His head, so I daresay it's all for

the best. But they say English people ought to be
strong and brave, and I don't know how they expect

them—living as they do—to be strong, and brave, and
cheerful."

" I couldn't tell you how we live," said a woman
whose husband earned 12s. a week in Oxfordshire,
•" it's a mystery " (with the puzzled look of the poor
at the perpetual miracle of continued existence). " I

don't know how we manage; the thing is to get it

passed."

It is the woman who invariably raises the note of

revolt. Possibly, if the husband were denied his weekly
soporific of tobacco and beer, small though that item
appears in these budgets, he might be roused to action.

It is certain that it is the women who are bearing to

breaking point the strain of it all. One of tPie most
awful reflections, surely, upon our modem civilisation

.was that uttered by Mr. George Edwards, the Secre-

tary of the Agricultural Labourers' Union

:

" In nine cases out of ten the women starve ; the

first thing she thinks about is her children and
husband. As a result of this chronic underfeeding, we
have a very large percentage of insanity amongst the

women. I am on the Asylums Committee of the Nor-
folk County Council, and we have over 300 wives of

the labouring classes under our care. I attribute this

large number to the anxiety necessitated in making
ends meet and to the poor food."

The labourers' wives have broken out in revolt

before in England, and they may revolt again. My
own experience has been that cottage women are

more willing to expose their poverty in angry words
than the men.

I distinctly remember one woman living on the verge
of Thursley Common, pointing across that beautiful

heath overrun with rabbits, shouting put with
vehemence

:

" Is it right that one man should claim all the wild

game which runs or flies over this yer heth, which I

hear tell belonged once to all of us, and my husband
dar'n't so much as look at a rabbit ? They do say that

the day will conie when it will be altered, and things

be made more equal." She looked as if she could

storm a citadel.

Mr. Rowntree and Miss May Kendall have evidently

experienced the same feeling, for the volume ends with

these words:
" And yet, especially among the women, there is a

slow disturbance—something that is not yet rebellion,

and not yet hope, that seems to hold the dim promise
of both. The waters are troubled, though one hears

some very contradictory accounts of the appearance
of the angel."

Amongst the men even there are signs that the flag

of revolt has already been raised in Lancashire and
Somersetshire. No one should be surprised if what
is still our largest class of workers refuse to wait
until a dilatory Government brings them redress from
an age-long suffering. The advance guard of this army
we see already on the march.

SERB, GREEK, AND BULGAR
By DAVID H. LOWE-

[As the result of a campaign to promote the study of Eng-
lish in the Balkans, and as the result of an audience which
was granted me in 1906 by His Majesty King Peter of
Servia, the systematic teaching of the fengltsh language and
literature was introduced into the National University of
Belgrade, and the author of the present article, Mr. David
H. Lowe, was appointed the first English lecturer. Both in

his capacity as University teacher and as tutor of the
Servian Crown Prince, Mr. Lowe had ample opportunities
of studying Balkan life and Balkan politics from the inside.

The following paper will, therefore, be specially acceptable to

our readers. It is a lucid and impartial statement and analysis
of a hopelessly involved situation.—EDITOR.]

The latest war in the Balkans has been the shortest

as it has been the most ferocious of modem times, amd
the public will stand aghast if anything like the full

story ever becomes known. Why such bitter hostility

should exist between the races is a question more
often asked than answered, and a recapitulation of

the facts may be welcome to readers at the present

time.

I.

During the seventh century the Slav dwellers be-

tween the Danube and the Balkan mountains were
attacked and overpowered by savage Tartar hordes
from Kazan on the River Volga. These invaders,

who were known as Bulgars or " Volga-men " (from

Bolga= Volga, and ar=a man), were completely

absorbed by the conquered Slavs and vanished. As
memorials they left behind them their name and
nature. Thus it comes about that Serb and Bulgar
differ so strangely in national character, for, whilst

the Bulgar is surly and taciturn and purposeful, the

Serb is gay and volatile and happy-go-lucky.

In the centuries that followed their conversion to

Christianity, a rivalry grew up between the two
kindred peoples, and to a great Bulgarian there suc-

ceeded a great Servian Empire stretching from the

Danube to the Adriatic. But these so-called empires
were mere confederations of a loose and unstable

kind, and after the crushing victory of the Turks at

Kossovo in 1389, the dream of a powerful consolidated

Servian State seemed to be shattered for ever.

II.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century the
feeling of national consciousness awoke to robust life

in the races of the Near East, and both Servia and
Greece succeeded in throwing off the Turkish yoke

;

but it was not until Russia had marched her vic-

torious armies to the gates of Stamboul that Turkey
ceased to rank as a Great Power in Europe.
The treaty of San Stefano, as revised by the Con-?

gress of Berlin in June, 1878, recognised the complete
independence of Servia, Montenegro, and Roumania.
Moreover, the State of Bulgaria was created north of

the Balkans, whilst the autonomous Turkish province

of Eastern Roumelia jvas created south of the same
range of mountains. As Bulgaria and " Eastern
Roumelia " were inhabited by the same race of people,

it was unlikely that this arbitrary division of them
would endure, and in the summer of 1885 came the
revolution of Philippopoli, when Bulgaria and Rou-
melia proclaimed themselves one and indivisible.

While European diplomatists argued and discussed

the new situation. King Milan of Servia, encouraged
thereto by Austria, took it upon him to pose as the

champion of the Berlin Treaty and to forbid the

union. Declaring war on Bulgaria, he laid siege to

Widdin, and, marching through the Dragoman Pass,

took up a position at Shvnitsa, within sight of Sofia.
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The remarks of the Swiss mercenary in Bernard
Shaw's " Arms and the Man," give a true hint of what
followed. Owing to incompetent generalship and to

an almost inconceivable lack of supplies and muni-
tions of war, the Servians were unable to hold their

ground, and, driven out of Slivnitsa, were pursued
across their own frontier by the triumphant Bul-
garians. At this point Austria intervened, and, as it

is known that Russia would have supported Bulgaria
had the Servians been victorious, the whole affair is

seen to have been a war of puppets. None the less, it

left behind it a legacy of hate and rancour.

III.

We come no\y to the famous Macedonian problem,
the solution of which has plunged the quondam allies

into war.

For long years Servia, Greece, and Bulgaria
watched Macedonia with anxious eyes, and calculated

the share of territory that would fall to each when the
inevitable day of reckoning came. About one-half of

the entire population of two and a half millions is

composed of Christian Slavs. It was when the analysis

was pushed further and an attempt made to distin-

guish Serb from Bulgar that violent feeling was
aroused in Sofia and Belgrade. Now, although it is

possible in certain parts of the country to make the
distinction, it cannot be too strongly insisted upon
that the Slav inhabitants of a great part of Macedonia
have no spontaneous national consciousness or im-
pulse, and it was this amorphous mass that claimed
the special attention of rival propagandists.

The Turkish imperial authority did not interfere

with the religious life of the subject races. This
toleration, extended to no other institution, made it

possible for a Church, and for a Church only, to

become a basis of corporate life. It was a rallying

ground for its adherents, and preserved their language
and their traditions. The Christian Slavs belonged
to the Greek Orthodox Church, but had enjoyed from
time immemorial the privilege of a native clergy, who
conducted the services in the old Slavonic tongue.
This arrangement worked well, but a time came when
the Patriarch sought to hellenise the Slavs of Mace-
donia. Greek priests were installed in the villages,

church services were conducted in Greek, and the
Greek language was made compulsory in the schools.

All this aroused great opposition, and an agitation

against the policy of the Patriarch began.

IV.

The resistance to the ecclesiastical tyranny of the
Patriarch was in its origin racial, but not national.

The distinction is important. As time went on, how-
ever, the character of the agitation changed, and it

became purely Bulgarian, a transformation due partly

to the activity of propagandists, and partly to the
action of Russia, which at the moment was strongly
Bulgarophil. From this politico-religious strife there
emerged not a reformed Macedonian branch of the

Greek Orthodox Church, but the schismatic body
known as the Bulgarian Exarchate. As the Turks had
expressly granted the privilege of a native clergy to

the new Church, many Macedonians hastened to join

it, and those who did so were claimed in Sofia as
patriotic Bulgars. On the other hand, there were large
numbers who hated the schism, and remained faithful

to the Patriarch whilst continuing to agitate for more
favourable treatment.

V.
In the Exarchate the Bulgarians possessed a power-

ful instrument for the consolidation of their national
interests and for the promotion of their ambitious
designs. The idea of a great Slav State had taken

deep root in Bulgaria, an idea sedulously fostered by
priest and schoolmaster in the neighbouring provinces.
Bulgarian ambitions were partly jeahsed in 1885,
v/hen the union with Roumelia was publicly pro-
claimed and accepted by Europe as a fait accompli.
Having thus broadened the basis of their power as a
State, the Bulgarians addressed themselves with re-

newed energy to the furtherance of their aims in

Turkish Macedonia. A fresh army of priests and
schoolmasters was pushed forward in the interest

of the Bulgarian Church, but it soon became clear

that the struggle, ostensibly between the adherents of

the Bulgarian Exarch and those of the Greek
Patriarch, was in reality an international contest be-
tween Bulgarians on the_ one hand and Greeks and
Servians on the other. So far the rivalry had stopped
short of bloodshed.

VI.
In 1894 the notorious Bulgarian Committee of In-

terior Organisation was formed. At first it concerned
itself with the development of peaceful propagandist
measures, but four years later it declared that the time
had come " for more energetic action." Accordingly,
armed forces were organised, and the duties of

Comitadjis—the Turkish name for members of the
Committee's bands—were laid down. The Comitadjis
very quickly made it plain that by the enemy they
understood the Christian Patriarchist as well as the
Turkish tyrant, and that under the terms of spy and
traitor they included those who declined to enrol
themselves as members of the Exarchate. A complete
network of communications was established through-
out Turkish Macedonia, and the leaders of the bands
had an underground authority greater than that of
the Sultan himself. The armed force movement, con-
ceived possibly with the honest purpose of freeing
Macedonia from the Turk, degenerated into a horrible
nightmare of massacre and oppression of the Christian
peoples, and made possible the unspeakable deeds of
such inhuman monsters as Karassouli, Sandanski, and
Apostol.

VII.

The Turkish troops proved themselves quite un-
equal to the task of coping with the brigands, and in

1903 a crowded meeting of Greco-Macedonians was
held at Athens to consider the position of their fellow-
countrymen, and it was decided to take up arms in

defence of Patriarchists if the existing state of affairs

continued. Before taking this step, they once more
appealed to Europe to protect their co-religionists

against the Bulgarian bands that were bringing dis-

honour upon the name of Christian. Servia asso-
ciated herself with Greece, but the appeal to the
Powers brought no relief. The Comitadjis continued
to pillage and murder, and Athens and Belgrade saw
notliing for it but to translate words into deeds. In

1904 armed bands of Greeks and Servians crossed
their respective frontiers into Macedonia, and con-
fusion became worse confounded.

Such was the situation as it existed before the
Turkish war. The Orthodox Slavs, supported un-
officially by Greece and Servia, were engaged in a

desperate attempt to stay the advance of Bulgaria
behind the stalking-horse of the Exarchate. The
ferocious animosity engendered in the struggle makes
it surprising that an alliance against the Turk should
ever have been possible at all, and once the common
enemy removed, there was grave danger that the
rapacity of Bulgaria would set the allies by the cars.

When Austria deprived Servia, Greece, and Mon-
tenegro of the fruits of victory in Albaiua, a second
war became a moral certainty.
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THE MAN AND HIS WORK
II.

—

The Man on the Iron Lines j* j» By C. Sheridan Jones

It is, to paraphrase Waverley, some hfly years since

Charles Dickens, no dull observer of social portents

surely, expressed mild surprise that ^iJiere should be

anything like chronic discontent along the iron lines

of our railways, coupled with absolute horror at the

whispered possibility of a national railwiiy strike. So
slowly do things move that it is only quite recently

tliat the national strike occurred, while, alas ! discontent

is still with us, and there is scarcely a month, and never

a year, that passes without the public being called on
to take sides in a bitter dispute between one or other

of the companies and their employees. Ever since

there have been railways, in fact, the men who work
them have been in conflict, masked or open, with tha

management, and, marvellously as our railway system

has developed, and admirably perfected as its details

have been, for some strange reason or another

peace on the lines always hangs by a thread, and
the men are almost invariably in a state of incipient

revolt.

What is the reason for this disquieting anomaly?
Why should railv/ay servants be more prone to

strike than other bodies of workmen? In part, I

think the reasons are permanent, and cannot be
remedied. The ordinary workman, the engineer,

builder, or mechanic who does not get on with his

foreman, or doesn't hke his " job," very soon takes the

remedy in his own hands. He asks to be paid off,

packs his bag, and, if trade is brisk, gets work in the

next town, or in the next street. Not so the railway

servant. If he gives notice to one company, it is

pretty certain that no other will engage him. If he
does not like one station master, he cannot ask to

work under another. And if he goes out into the

great world beyond railways, all the technical know-
ledge that he has acquired during

The Best Years of his Life are, of course.
Rendered Useless,

with the result that he stays on and chafes under
grievances, real or imaginary, that the carpenter or

bricklayer would end by the simple device of giving

notice.

That is one of the almost inevitable reasons for

railway discontent. Take another. Railway directors

are responsible, not only for the carriage of goods,

but of lives, and, necessarily, they are compelled to

insist upon a discipline that must often seem harsh,

rigid,^ and reasonless.

Every man on the iron lines has suppHed to him
quite early in his novitiate a bulky book of rules that

require a trained intelligence and some considerable

application to understand correctly, and these are

desiderata
^
beyond the possibilities of the ordinary

porter. More, occasions may arise when—as is

always the case with rules—it is sound sense to dis-

regard them, and then, as happened to Guard
Richardson, the railway servant is actually punished
for obeying the printed commands of the company
rather than the peremptory order of his superior, who
may call the signalman from the box that the rules

say he ought not to leave, or instruct the porter to do
work that the rules say he must leave untouched.
Small wonder, when the porter or signalman is thus
punished, that he becomes embittered against what
must seem to him treatment as capricious as it is stem.

These, of course, are not the only reasons for rail-

way discontent. I have taken them first merely be-
cause I wanted to show some of the difficulties of the
situation. Before we go on to consider some of the

oriiers, let us look for a moment at the vast army of

men who are concerned. The growth of railways
during the last forty years has been astounding. Their
capital has increased from ;£552,66o,ooo in 1871 to

i, 1 ,3 1 8,5 1
5,cx)0 in 1910. The mileage has grown from

15,376 to 23,387 in the same period, and their staff

now numbers nearly 600,000, of which about 320,000
are actually engaged in maintaining the traffic. Alas,

as we shall presently see, the increase in the profits

earned has not been maintained. For the moment,
it is enough to notice

The Vast Number of Men, Women anrf

Children

who are directly affected by the facts and figures which
are set forth in this article. If we consider the wages
of these men, we shall find that, hke the profits, they
have by no means increased with the companies'
business. Take, for instance, the platform porters.

Before the railwaymen made their great effort two
years ago, an effort that almost paralysed the trade
of the country, platform porters were getting i8s. per
week. To-day their wages have risen by only another
shilling. Other grades, it is true, have fared a little

better. The Midland firemen, I am told, won increases

of I OS., and the inspectors of 2s. 6d. a week. Sunday
labour is now recognised and paid for as e.xtra, and
hours have been materially reduced in all grades.

Thus, the platform porter, who years ago worked the
clock round, without any guaranteed meal-time, now
has an eleven-hour day, v/ith an hour for meals ; while
the signalman's hours have been reduced from twelve
hours to eleven and ten. But, for the most part, the
wages remain scandalously low, and are entirely in-

adequate for the support of a wife and family. In-

deed, the only railway servant that one is inclined to

envy is the country station master, who, although he
has to be always " on the spot," gets a house rent and
rate free.

With a nice little Garden Attached
and some £^0 to ;^ioo in addition. He can cultivate

some of the graces and comforts of life. But even
he, be it noted, is expected to be always on deck, and
the Great Northern Railway even go so far as to pre-
vent a station master being absent for more than two
hours without leave

!

It is this strain of being so long on duty, and
engaged in work that must be discharged with the
utmost exactitude, that adds so much to the discontent

of these poorly paid and absolutely indispensable

servants of the pubhc. For them, very often, no leave

of absence is possible, no relaxation of their burden,

however brief, is to be thought of. There is a dread-

fully pathetic story, as I always thought, of a Welsh

'

signalman, whose child was taken ill one night. He
was a widower, and his cottage stood alone, and there

was no one to help him nurse tlie poor child, who was
as the light of his eyes. When the morning came he
was able to get help, but he went to the signal box
half-dazed for lack of sleep, and tormented by anxiety.

What was the result? The inevitable happened. He
pulled the wrong lever: a train was wrecked, lives

lost—and the signalman, the martyr of a system, had
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To Face a Charge of Manslaughter, only

Narrowly Escaping Conviction.

That escape is only typical of thousands of others.

The railway servant must know something of the

stoicism of the Roman sentries at Pompeii, who stuck

to their posts when covered by the lava of the

volcano. Come frost, come heat, come death, come

sorrow—the railwayman must be at his post at the

appointed hour. " Romance," wrote Kipling, " brought

in the nine fifteen." Aye, truly, but it was the romance

of grim, human fortitude, of poignant suffering, of

duty done while all that the doer cares for lies—he

knows not—whether dead or alive.

For the quite exceptional strain which this sort of

heroism imposes on him the railway servant of what-

ever grade gets no adequate compensation. Why is

this?

It would be unfair to blame the companies

altogether^ As I have said, by a curious paradox,

while the capital and the mileage of the companies

have expanded, the profits earnt have shrunk. From
1871-1910 the prosperity of the companies waned
perceptibly; a fact that is apparent from the follow-

ing table, showing the average proportion of nett re-

ceipts to paid-up capital

:

1871-1875 = 4.56 per cent. 1801-1895 = 3.80 per cent.

1876-1880=4.29 ,, 1896-1900 = 3.64 ,,

1881-1885 = 4.22 „ 1901-1905 = 3.38

1886-1890=4.07 „ 1906-1910 = 3.45 ,,

Svhile on the ordinary capital, which is not quite the

same thing, dividends decreased from 4.7 per cent,

during the period 1873-5 ^ 3-8 per cent, in 1910;

although during practically the same period the

number of passengers increased from 375,218,000 to

1,306,729,000.

What is the reason for this strange discrepancy?

In large part it is to be accounted for by increase in

prices of materials. Then, again, while the fact that

ours was the earliest the pioneer railway system gave
us many advantages, it had its serious drawbacks.

The rolling stock was soon rendered obsolete. The
old 5-8-ton wagons became hopelessly out of date.

Immense expenditure had to be undertaken to bring

our companies into line with the railways of the

Colonies, the States, and Russia, while, it must never

be forgotten (especially in view of the demand for

nationalisation) that hanging round the necks of the

raiUvay companies is

The Millstone of the Dead Capital

^shich years ago they had to pay in law costs, Parlia-

mentary expenses, and as " compensation " to land-

owners. The millions for which they were then bled

are still being paid for by the sweated porters of

Euston and the over-worked engine-drivers of

Crewe. It cost the U.S.A. £11,500 per mile to build

her railways. Belgium paid ;£ 13,280. Germany
i£' 1 8,23 5. England paid ;^49,ooo, of which £'7,000 went
to the landowners, and £2,000 to the lawyers! It

is not only in matters of private conduct that the sins

of the fathers are visited upon the children unto the

third and fourth generation. To-day v.e are being

mulcted, railway ser\'ant and consumer alike, for the

insensate terms which our grandfathers exacted at the

height of the railway mania.

So far as the man on the iron lines is concerned, he
has to pay for that mad hour of national delirium

t\vice over. First, as we have seen, his wages are

grossly inadequate. Secondly, he is the victim of

fatal and dreadful accidents to an extent that would
not be tolerated in any other walk of life. Take, for

instance, the case of the platelayer. The records are

strewn with reports of accidents to men on the per-

manent way.

"We Look Out for Ourselves"

is a much-quoted sentence at inquests on plate-

layers killed at work—meaning that the "watcher,"

which the Act of Parliament says ought to be provided,

has been conspicuous by his absence, with' the result

that an express train has descended upon a poor plate-

layer and cut him to pieces. In 1906 there were no

less than 10 1 of these platelayers killed and 126

injured, and, despite the strictures of Government

inspectors, the figures remain fearfully high.

It is only fair to the companies to say that they

insist that inany of these accidents are the direct result

of the men's own carelessness, and before rne as I

write is an elaborate series of instructions, telling the

men how these untoward happenings may be avoided.

But it cannot be said that the record of the companies

in the matter is a good one. They have fought auto-

matic couplings, for instance, tooth and nail long after

their practicability and efficiency were demonstrated

beyond all reasonable doubt. Even as I write, those

ven- couplings, which the companies insist are use-

less, are being made by the thousand in England for

the State railways of Egypt and India, but 336 British

shunters and forty-eight couplers were injured on our

iron lines last year, while the total number of casualties

reached the appalling figure of 22,498 ! There are

grounds only too strong for the belief that, just as the

mortahty among railway passengers was reduced by

additional andj of course, expensive precautions, so

could these thousands be spared also. But that means,

of course, a reduction in the profits of the companies,

and a loss to the millions of shareholders (the L. and

N.-W. have upwards of 100,000 on their register

alone), who are representative of every class of

society ; while any further increase in railway rates or

goods charges to recoup them is just now unthinkable.

It would, of course, be a mistake to think of the

railway servant's life as one long, unreheved round of

toil and hardship. He has many advantages. His

employment is constant and assured, and, if he keeps

his place, his home need never be haunted by that

dreadful spectre of unemployment, which darkens the

lives of many better paid workers. In the country he

often has his little garden or allotment against the line,

where he can grow vegetables. Generally,

His Home shows the Benefit of that Regular
Income,

which is so essential to good housewifery. Nearly

always is it neat and attractive, and the fact that nearly

all the companies help to provide for their men by a

superannuation sc'neme, to which they contribute, is

another factor that makes for security in the railway

men's employment.

None the less, it is difficult, as one looks along the

iron lines, and v.aits to hear the express come thunder-

ing past the empty countryside and through the quiet

country station, to see peace ahead. The men
are perfecting a mighty organisation, and are feel-

ing every day the pinch of higher prices. The share-

holders are pressing for more dividends. The directors

need even more capital. And all the time the friction

engendered of innumerable controversiesj of bitter

complaints of unredressed grievances, grows tenser

and more acute. One calls to mind tliat wonderful

chapter of Zola that ends with the lost train and its

dead driver dashing on and on along the line at a

breakneck speed—to reach safety or catastrophe, who
can tell? And that, one feels, typifies the British rail-

way system itself.
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THE NEW POET LAUREATE
ERNEST RHYS

BY

The first thing one thought of on hearing that Robert
Bridges had been made Poet-Laureate was that the

office had fallen to a true lyric poet. Most clearly and
most unaffectedly among the versemen of our time he
has lived by the old genuine lyric tradition in liis

writing. The sung word, the open phrase, the musical

idea, and the responsive rise and fall, crescence and
cadence have always been a part of his equipment.

He has never mistaken verse for prose, or prose for

verse, and his art has been a labour and a joy, and
has, we may say, come naturally to him.

The best way to give his voice effect in the printed

page is to let its accents be heard, and, if possible, after

a fashion to show how they accord with, and where
they differ from, the notes of other men and women.
There is no need to enter on comparisons with his

actual forerunners in the office, or speak of the poet

Pye, or the victims of Dryden and Pope, or attempt

to find his altitude in a constellation that included an
Alfred major and an Alfred minor. But it belongs to

the verse of the real melodist to set the chorus of the

whole woodside going ; and so it is with the freshness

of the song of Dr. Bridges

:

"Who will be clerk?
I, said the Lark."

He leads the antiphony, because the delight of the

morning and the sense of night past and day new-
begun are in him, as they were in the earlier men
and the poets of the youth of the world. Listening to

him, we are reminded now of Hobbinol, now of the

Elizabethans, now again of the Lutanists, or Herrick
and Campion : not because he has imitated them, but
because he has touched the springs of melody which
set old rhythms vibrating.

It is a test of the lyric writer that he is able to

take up the theme of the reverdie, the spring's return,

and use the old notes, yet make them seem new as

the first daylight over the hilltop. The thrush uses

the motive and the rhythm of a thousand summers

;

but his April invocation is never a whit diminished

in the apparent reckless, delicious exuberance and
wild novelty of tune and theme. Hear this lyric ode
in octaves—a spring invitation to the country. Direct

as Campion's at his frankest, it has the touch, hard to

explain, that tells of emotion genuinely and individu-

ally felt:
" The freshets are unbound,
And, leaping from the hill,

Their mossy banks refill

With strains of light and sound

;

And, scattered down the meads,
From hour to hour unfold
A thousand buds and beads
In stars and cups of gold.

" Now hear, and see, and note,

The farms are all astir,

And every labourer
Has doffed his winter coat

;

And now with specks of white
They dot the brown hillside,

Or jaunt and sing outright

As by their teams they ride."

In such verse the writer preserves the unconscious

air that one asks of the bom song-maker ; and it is a
good and healthy sign in him that he is not afraid

of repeating things, or taking a word, a line, an allu-

sion, an idiom out of the greater currency of the

lyric tongue. Where he has taken pleasure in other

rhymers' verses, he will make much of it, and play

upon their phrase and weave rhyme around their

given word. In the reply-song to that just quoted,
e.g., he opens one octave with an echo

:

" One long in city pent
Forgets, or must complain . .

."

He abounds in choice appropriations and adapta-
tions of the irresistible words from the Bible, or from
the old master-singers, which the custom of the craft

allows to the real craftsman. He will base a lyric on
a phrase like " I will not let thee go."

What are the events in such a poet's life? He
walked across a clover field in July ; renewed his

pulses and his memories in a flowery mead ; went, as

George Herbert used to go, to hear music in a great

or a httle church; saw Death pass on the highway,
and met his own youth in the shadow of Cypris' shrine,

at the elbov,' of Psyche. These sound like nothing
in the newspaper, they count for little in the hurly^

burly of men ; they built up his arch of days neverthe-

less, through which he spied the first and last things.

If you think this points to a writer of only one mood
and one venture of the imagination, you are wrong.
Try one of his winter pieces, or a November cartoon,

and then turn the page to his ballad of " The Win-*

nowers," which opens—
" Betwixt two billows of the downs

The little hamlet lies,

And nothing sees but the bald crowns
Of the hills, and the blue skies.

"Clustering beneath the long descent
And grey slopes of the wold,

The red roofs nestle, overspent,

With lichen yellow as gold. . . ."

A true musician. Dr. Bridges is one of the very few
men of our time who have understood the delicate

exactions of the art of writing words for music. Occa-
sionally one comes on a song, such as the following,

which must have been written to fit a definite melody

:

" I praise the gentle maid,
Whose happy voice and smile

To confidence betra)ed
My doleful heart awhile :

And gave my spirit deploring
Fresh wings for soaring.

" The maid for very fear

Of love 1 durst not tell :

The rose could never hear,

Though I bespake her well

;

So in my song I bind them,
For all to find them."

We do not usually look for sonnets in a song-writer.-

A sonnet is a sort of frozen song—a lyric in a mould.

But it is in " Sonnet 62 " of the Collected Poems that

Dr. Bridges has given us the key to his lyric creed—

»

" I will be what God made me, nor protest

Against the bent of genius in my time,

That science of my friends robs all the best,

While I love beauty, and was born to rhyme.

" Be they our mighty men, and let me dwell

In shadow among the mighty shades of old.

With love's forsaken palace for my cell

;

Whence I look forth, and all the world behold.

What is consoling about his poetry, too, is for the

reader to find that he can carry all the accumulated
burden of culture, and use Greek precedent, and work
out the hardest puzzles of prosody without destroying

for a moment his English naturalness of verse. He is

hke a man of the early time who wears the robe of

the twentieth century, being, in fact, a freeman of

that region which is not bound by time. Another day
it may be possible to speak of his Masks and Dramas.
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MYSTICISM >» ^ ^ By Dr. Percy Dearmer
I.

Our age is an age of some perplexity, but of much
hope. It is perplexing, because the world has been
moving more rapidly during our lifetime than ever
before. There is for most people a great gulf between
themselves and their bringing up : our point of view
is so different from that of our fathers that we cannot
reason as they did ; and for most of us it is difficult, if

not impossible, to think things out afresh. Some seek
put new religions, taking with them a double dose of

creduhty ; some try to re-state the old ; some drift

into an indifference, which is the worst sort of nega-
tion.

Yet it is a hopeful age. Materialism is crumbling
away, with its attendant pessimism, and man is re-

covering, with undeniable rapidity, the spiritual view
of life. M. Bergson's recent address to the Society
for Psychical Research was a notable instance of the
decay of scientific materialism, for he was able to de-
clare that, not only from the psychological, but also

from the anatomical side, the brain is now found
to be, not the creator of thought, but the means
whereby thought estabhshes relations with material
things—the organ of the spirit, in fact.

II.

It is, therefore, no wonder that there should be at

this time a great revival of Mysticism, since Mysticism
clears away perplexities and brings spiritual light even
to those who cannot claim to be athletes in its difficult

way. Now what is Mysticism ? It has nothing to do
with mistiness or mysteriousness. It is simply the
way of contemplation, the seeking of union with the
Divine, independently of the organs of sense. It is the
focussing of the highest part of man—of his funda-
mental being—upon that ultimate Reality which is the
Supreme Being, which, in fact, is God. Cor ad cor

loquitur—" Heart speaks to heart "—is the best

epigram of Mysticism.

One cannot, then, wonder that Mysticism comes as

a breath of fresh air to many who had been disgusted
by the formalism of much religious teaching, or who
had lost their faith in the dogmatic framework of

Christianity. It is always a fault among religious

ministers to teach religion as if it were all framework,
to forget the wine in their insistence upon the ex-
cellence of the bottles. Men hear religion propounded
as if it were all a matter of phrases and words by
those who sometimes forget the high realities which
the words try to express—and must always express
more or less inadequately. Therefore some grow im-
patient, and forget on their side that the mind of man
must try to express itself in words, that everyone
must have his philosophy, that without bottles the
wine will be spilt. We cannot wonder. Many
preachers are mortally adept at provoking reaction in

their hearers. It is natural that thousands of people
should turn to the direct access into the sanctuary
which Mysticism offers—frequently without their

having any quarrel with orthodoxy. To this the most
orthodox cannot object : indeed, the more sure such a
one is of the truth of his dogmatic framework, the
more confident he ought to be that his orthodoxy will

be, vindicated by men seeking after God. PrcBvalebit
Veritas.

III.

'And Mysticism is far from being unorthodox. It is

only comprehensive ; for, being concerned with the
seeking after that ultimate Reality which lies behind

appearances (the Mystics call it Union with God),
Mysticism is at home in many orthodoxies, and
Mystics are found in all religions ; that is to say, good
men have been able to find God, in whatever religion

they followed—not that all religions are equally good,
but that all are religions, all embody generations of
spiritual experience, and have learnt the methods of
saints, and even in their superstitions express the
pathetic strivings of the multitudes, the search of
common sorrowing humanity after comfort and
truth.

So Mysticism meets another need of our times—the
desire to find a synthesis for all the rehgions of the
world. Nor is this so difficult as it seems ; for

modern research has proved to us that even the
natives of Central Africa, with all their idols and
savage ideas, yet believe in a Supreme God far above
their crude pantheons. There is a synthesis, and the
Mystic has found it ; for in every religion, however
debased, there are a few who seek to bring the
turbulent soul of man into union with the Supreme
Being. And in all religions there are some who have
succeeded, and have won an unearthly grandeur
which the world has never failed to recognise.

IV.

In the future that lies immediately before us there
is likely to be a great increase in the mystical way of
taking life. The Mystics themselves will always be
a small company ; for they are the geniuses of religion

—men or women of immense will, of great capacities,

of a rare power of endurance, who are like the artist in

their intuition and concentration, and are ready to

sacrifice everything for their sacred quest. But in the
humbler strata of humanity, an increasing number will

follow the mystic way, and will gain their souls in
quietness and contemplation.

This lower Mysticism will obviously be a great help
to those who hang loosely or not at all by Christian
orthodoxy. There are many " broad " views, much
modernism, a good deal of hesitancy in accepting this

or that article of the Creed. This undogmatic frame
of mind is likely to increase ; for we are by no means
through our long age of transition, and people can
hardly settle their philosophy while science is chang-
ing so rapidly. There are many also who, without
denying traditional beliefs, will seek out a way for
themselves in which traditional beliefs form a small
part. There will be some loss in all this—some
disastrous destruction of bottles ; but, after all, the
important thing is that men should become more
spiritual, and—the truth will prevail.

V.
Meanwhile it is significant that the great Mystics

of history have been singularly untroubled by theo-
logical difficulties, and have generally been perfectly

content with the religion in which they were bom.
There is much wisdom in this. People often run off with
some particular " difficulty " when, if they would be
content to wait a few years, concentrating themselves
upon what is still true to them, they would find that

their stumbling-block was no difficulty at all, or it may
be that it was an unimportant accretion which they
are better without. Anyhow, it is characteristic of
those great religious geniuses whom we call Mystics
that they seldom wanted to change their religion.

They were content to improve it. They were too in-

tensely interested in the Creator to trouble themselves
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about the theological disputations of their time. Some-
times wlien, like Saint Paul, they were being held back
and depraved by the religion of their birth, they cm-
braced a higher faith ; but, as a rule, Catholics and
Protestants, Buddhists and Mohammedans, have been
content to worship God in their old way, only losing

in the process some of the exclusiveiiess and nega-
tions of their ovra Church. The Mystics found the
wine in their bottles, and were content. They did not,

like bad workmen, complain of their tools; though
they improved them, and ofteti added new; tools to

tliose they already possessed.

O* «^ t^

LITERARY NOTES
Mr. Robert Hichexs is one of the few novelists

who keeps up the " level " of his reputation. The issue

of a new novel by this author is somewhat of an event
in literary circles, and the present season, witli the
exception of the publication of " Sons and Lovers," has
been so bare of successful romances that the reading
public will look forward to the appearance of "' The
Way of Ambition," the title Mr. Hichens has selected,

by Messrs. Methuen next month. Tliis versatile

novelist has scored a success in a variety of styles. He
has written a fine series of studies in the supernatural,
has touched on the sex problem in that inimitable
book, '• The Woman of the Fan," and has given us
plenty of adventure. But while we reahse his dramatic
force and clever characterisation, and admire to the
full the emotional surge in the greatest of his novels,
" The Garden of Allah," we go back with longing and
regret to one of his earliest, but perhaps the most de-
lightful of his books. The "Prophet of Berkeley
Square" is vmtten with that spirit of adventure and
sense of humour that are the rarest things in the novel
of to-day. The exquisite series of telegrams sent by
the Prophet to his faithful disciple is unmatched in
modern times, and we still nounsh the hope that Mr.
Hichens may some day be prevailed upon to return to
the country of rollicking fun and hair-breadth adven-
tures.

There is no end to the boom in " Mark Rutherford."
Mr. Milford is shortly publisliing a volume of " Auto-
biographical Notes." Originally planned for the use
only of his family and friend.s, the author subsequently
realised that they might possibly be utilised for a wider
public, and prepared them for that purpose. The
volume will be edited by Miss White, Mark Ruther-
ford's daughter, and will include certain portraits of
interest to his admirers. It is interesting to note that
this author, who occupies an almost unique niche in

contemporary literature, and who combines an extreme
reticence with an almost meticulous care in the re-

vision of his MSS., should have left the British Museum
an interesting collection of books and documents.

It is difficult to imagine that Thomas Hardy could
be improved by illustration. It is rare, indeed, that
the temperament of the artist coincides so closely with
the author's that the union of pen and pencil is a

happy one. It is with some amount of apprehension,
therefore, that we learn that " Under the Greenwood
Tree" is to be pubhshed by Messrs. Chatto and
Windus with coloured pictures. The artist selected

is Mr. Keith Henderson, and we learn that he has
attempted to reproduce the spirit of Hardy by adopt-
ing the methods of the Dutch School as applied to

rural painting. W^e have, perhaps, much to be thank-
ful for in that this innovation does not apply to " Tess."

Much harm cannot be done to the countryside as

Hardy shows it us, but to attempt the reproduction
of a woman so complex as Tess, at once tragic and
passionate, would be, .we feel, a task beyond thq
capacity of modern art.

• • • » •

Tlic recreations of popular novelists would furnish
material for an amusing volume. Mr. H. G. Wells has
invented an ingenious and delightful v.ar game, played
with tin soldiers and mimic cannon, but involving a
knowledge of strategy and of the art of manoeuvring
that renders it most exciting. So absorbing does he
find it that he is always ready to devote an afternoon
to a sham fight, and literary men of divers tcmpera-i

raents find it as fascinating as does the author of
" The War of the Worlds." A young literary critic

who has already made his mark finds intense satisfac-t

tion in the culture of white mice. He carries a speci-i

men with him in the pocket of his coat, and regards
it as a mascot. Its presence, he says, has never failed

to clinch his point with a recalcitrant publisher on
the question of royalties.

The cult of the cinema has come to stay. Now^adays
enterprising firms negotiate for the right to reproduce
the most striking scenes froin a successful play, and
the vogue for telling the tale of a popular novel on the
film has proved very popular, tliough the attempt to

depict the masterpieces of English fiction on the sheet
has not altogether caught on. The art of the novel
is too distinct from the play to render such an'

attempt easy. One received >omething of a shock at

witnessing Becky Sharp on the stage. The acting
version of that inimitable adventuress suggested a
different personality to Thackeray's creation ; and if

the dramatisation of " "Vanity Fair " failed to bring
home the genius of the no^ei, a pictorial representa-
tion of that comedy of English manners would be
even less successful. The serial story is perhaps the
best fitted for the film. Hairbreadth escapes and
romantic adventures follow one upon the other in the
popular newspaper feuillcton, and lend themselves
admirably for reproduction on the sheet.

The magazines of to-day, though superior id
number to those of fifty years ago, compare unfavour-
ably as to quahty. It may be said of the mass of:

periodicals that there are but six short stories, and that
they are regularly retold month after month, garnished
with different trappings. The tales are, for the most
part, concerned with people of large incomes or with'

none, the two extremes of the social scale, with occa-*

sional stories about flappers. The middle-class is

rarely touched on. The clever, thoughtful, and at the
same time witty stories of Mrs. Riddell that appeared
half a century ago in the Conihill have no prototype
to-day. The clerk is without a chronicler once he has
passed the starvation limit. The hard-working doctor'

of tlie parish is unnoticed. The novel of psychology
has taken the place of the narrative of everyday
things, ever>'day but yet eternal. " One cannot write

convincingly about love unless the heroine has a good
income and plenty of leisure," said a popular author
to the writer. " And you don't find either, except
among wealthy, cultured people." The middle-class

is for the moment crowded out ; there is plenty of

room for a novelist who deals with this not inconsider-

able section of the community.
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
Dostoevsky's "The Idiot'"

Mrs. GarNETT has chosen as the second volume of

her translation of Dostoevsky the novel .which he

himself preferred to all his other books. As Mr.

Barirife says so well in his " Landmarks of Russian

Literature," " Into the character of the hero of this

book Dostoiev.sky has put all the sweetness of his

nature, all his sympathy with the unfortunate, all his

pity for the sick, all his understanding and love of

children. The character of Prince Mwyshkin reflects

all that is best in Dostoievsky." This prince is, him-

self, " The Idiot "—a young man in whom the disease

of epilepsy has affected the brain in a curious way.

He is extraordinarily simple and extraordinarily pro-

found. This character of his, at once so child-like, so

understanding, and so compassionate, draws to him
irresistibly the regard and love of all whom he meets.

From his very first day in Petersburg (whither he has

travelled from a " home " in Switzerland), he becomes
the centre of an amazing and highly complicated

drama. But amongst all these wild, inflamed, fan-

tastic happenings, he retains a simple-minded
sincerity that little by little disarms all suspicion and
ridicule. In the end he is desperately loved by two
women—Nastasya Filippovna and Aglaia Ivanovna
Epanchin. And it is round this strange affair that

the baok is imagined. Nastasya is a figure of tragic

intensity, a " lost woman " who cannot drown her

despair in dissipation or excuses, whereas Aglaia is

a young girl of a pure, feverish, and self-willed

nature that will brook no restraint. The prince is

in love with Aglaia, but his pity for Nastasya is an
almost deeper emotion. Nastasya, too, has a lover—
Rogozhin, a man of boundless will and determinatioft,

a terrible man. Nastasya fears him, but he attracts

her as a basilisk might As for Rogozhin, he is de-

.voured by passion and jealousy. . . .

The chief events take place near Petersburg, and,
though the story is enormously long, involved, and
even incoherent, the time it covers is but short All

sorts of things happen—the most unexpected and
maddest things—but tlirough them the main current
shines sufficiently clear. At the very moment when all

is settled in Aglaia's mind that she will marry Mysh-
kin, when all her doubts have vanished once and for
ever, at that very moment he leaves her to protect
the suffering and wronged Nastasya. This frightful

crisis of affairs begins to undermine his recovered
sanity. From now onwards his simplicity, his quiet-
ness, and his gentleness, are more marked. The date
of his marriage to Nastasya is hurried on, but, on the
very day of the wedding, Rogozhin appears and
carries her off to Petersburg with him. He murders
her there the next morning so that now all chance
of losing her love shall be gone for ever. Myshkin
follows, instmctively knowing all, and together he and
Rogozhin spend the night by the bedside of the dead
Nastasya.

•
"

. . . When, after many hours, the doors were
opened and people came in, they found the murderer
completely unconscious and raving. Myshkin was

* "The Idiot." By Fyodor Dostoevsliy. 420 pp. 33. 6d. net.
Translated by Constance Garnett. (Heinemann.)

By Richard Curle
sitting beside him motionless on the floor, and every
time the delirious man broke into screaming or babble
he hastened to pass his trembling hand softly over

his hair and cheeks, as though caressing and soothing

him. But by now he could understand no questions

he was asked, and did not recognise the people sur-

rounding him ; and if Schneider himself had come
from Switzerland to look at his former pupil and
patient, remembering the condition in which
Myshkin had sometimes been during the first year

of his stay in Switzerland, he would have flung up
his hands in despair and would have said, as he said

then, 'An idiot!'"

This is certainly one of the most thrilling and
moving of all Dostoevsky's novels—in its own way,
indeed, the most moving of all. It abounds in scenes

and incidents that no other man could have come near
to writing. And its creative power is most astonishing.

The beautiful and pathetic figure of Myshkin is sur-

rounded by a host of living and memorable people.

Aglaia and her mother, Madame Epanchin, are

amongst the finest figures of Dostoevsky ; so, also, are

Nastasya (a type almost outside anyone else's com-
prehension) and Rogozhin himself. And very typical

of Dostoevsky's genius are men like Lebedyev, the

cunning, foolish, and self-abasing busybody ; old

Ivolgin, the thief and liar ; and his so different sons

Ganya and Kolya ; and, in fact, a score of other

characters. In the confused and disordered night-

mare of events these people stand out with marvel-

lous reality. Dostoevsky is the supreme psychologist.

He floods the dark places of the soul as no other

writer has ever done. And always he speaks of

suffering and vice with the absolute conviction of a

fellov.'-sinner, rather than with the cold wisdom of

a teacher. That is why he is so beloved and re-

spected in Russia, and that is why to everyone, all

over the world, he is becoming recognised as one of

the greatest writers that has ever lived.

Warm thanks must be given to Mrs. Garnett for her

able, arduous, and most necessary labour.

RESULT OF "EVERYMAN" REFERENDUM
A VERY large number of entries have been received

for ithe Referendum, "The Ten Most Popular Articles

in the First Twenty-six Numbers of Everyman." Un-
fortunately, few competitors have strictly complied with
the conditions of the 'competition, the vast majority

having voted for a series instead of voting for individual

articles. It has, therefore, been very difficult to adjudi-

cate on the results, and the prizes have been equally

divided between the following three competitors :
—

Mr. Wm. Davies, M.A.,

19, Llantwit Street,

Cardiff.

Harold Phillips,

197, Whalley Road,

Clayton-le-Moors, near Accrington.,

Thos. H. Sewell,

49, Lower Kennington Lane,

London, S.E.
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EVERYMAN'S FRENCH PAGE
MICHEL-ANGE

II y a quatre hommes qui, dans les arts et dans les

lettres, se sont eleves au-dessus de tous les autres,

tellement au-dessus qu'ils semblent d'unc race a part

:

Dante, Shakespeare, Beethoven et Michel-Ange. Ni
la science profonde, ni la possession complete de toutes
les ressources de I'art, ni la fecondite de I'imagination,

ni I'originalite de I'esprit, n'ont suffi a leur donner
cette place : ils ont eu tout cela ; mais tout cela est

secondaire. Ce qui les a portes a ce rang, c'est leur

ame, une ame de dieu tombe, tout cntiere soulevee par
un effort irresistible vers un monde disproportionne
au notre, toujours combattante et souffrante, toujours
eh travail et en tempete, et qui, incapable de s'assouvir
comme de s'abattre, s'emploie solitairemcnt a dresser
devant les hommes des colosses aussi effrenes, aussi

forts, aussi douloureusement sublimes que son im-
puissant et insatiable desir.

Par ce trait, Michel-Ange est moderne, et c'est pour
cela peut-etre qu'aujourd'hui nous le comprenons sans
effort. A-t-il ete plus infortune que les autres
hommes? Ouand on regarde les evenements du
dehors, il semble que non. Mais la souffrance se
mesure a I'ebranlement de I'etre interieur, non au choc
des choses exterieures, et s'il y a eu jamais une ame
capable de transports, de fremissements et d'indigna-
tion, c'est celle-la. Des sa jeunesse il s'etait deplu
dans les compagnies, et s'etait rcnferme dans I'etude

et le silence au point de paraitre orgueilleux ou
fou. Plus tard, au faite de la gloire, il s'y plongea
plus avant encore, se promenant seul, servi par un seul
domestique, passant seul des semaihes entieres sur ses
echafauds, tout entier a la conversation qu'il avait
incessamment avec lui-meme. C'est qu'il ne trouvait
personne autre qui lui repondit. Non-seulement ses
sentiments etaient trop forts, mais encore ils etaient
trop hauts. Des sa premiere adolescence, il avait aime
sans mesure toutes les choses nobles : son art d'abord,
auquel il s'etait livre malgre les brutalites de son pere,
et qu'il avait approfondi dans tous ses accessoires, le

compas et scalpel a la main, avec une tenacite extra-
ordinaire, jusqu'a devenir malade

; ensuite sa dignite,
qu'il avait maintenue, au peril de sa tete, en face des
japes les plus imperieux, jusqu'a se faire respecter
comme un egal et les braver " plus que n'aurait fait un
roi de France." II avait meprise les plaisirs ordinaires

:

" quoique riche, il avait vecu comme un homme pauvre,"
frugal, dinant souvent d'un morceau de pain, laborieux,
dur a son corps, dormant peu et quclquefois tout
habile, sans luxe, sans train de maison, sans souci de
I'argent, donnant ses statues et ses tableau.x a ses am.is,

20;000 francs a son domestique, 30,000 ou 40,000
francs en une fois a son neveu, quantite de sommes
a sa famille.

Un jour, vieux et decrepit, quelqu'un le rencontra
pres du Cohsee, a pied et dans la neige, et lui

demanda, " 0u allez-vous ?
"—" A I'ecole, pour tacher

d'apprendre quelque chose." A la fin il va jusqu'a se
dcprendre de lui-meme, "de cet art qui fut son
monarque et son.idole

;
pcinture ou statuaire, que rien

maintenant ne vienne distraire mon ame tournee vers
le divin amour qui sur la croix cuvrit les bras pour
nous recevoir." Dernier soupir d'une grande ame dans
un siecle gate, chez un peuple asservi

; pour elle, le

renoncement est le seul refuge. Soixante annees
durant, ses ocuvres n'ont fait que rendre visible le

combat heroique qui jusqu'au bout s'est livre dans
son cceur.

II. Taine.

MICHAEL ANGELO
There are four men in the world of art and of litera-i

ture above all others, and to such a degree as to seem
to belong to another race, namely, Dante, Shake-)
speare, Beethoven, and Michael Angelo. No pro-
found knowledge, no full possession of all the
resources of art, no fertility of imagination, no
originality of intellect, sufficed to secure them this

position, for these they all had ; these, m.oreover, are
of secondary importance; that which elevated them
to this rank is their soul, the soul of a fallen diety,
struggling irresistibly after a world disproportionate
to our own, always suffering and combating, always
toiling and tempestuous, and, as incapable of being
sated as of sinking, devoting itself in solitude to
erecting before men colossi as ungovernable, as vigor-
ous, and as sadly sublime as its own insatiable and
impotent desire.

Michael Angelo is thus a modern spirit, and it is

for this reason, perhaps, that we are able to com-
prehend him without effort. Was he more unfortu-i

nate than other men? Regarding things externally,
it seems that he was not. Suffering, however, must
be measured by inward emotion, and not by outward
circumstance, and if ever a spirit existed capable of
transports of enthusiasm and tremors of indignation,
it was his. From his youth up, society was dis-

tasteful to him ; he had so applied himself to

study in solitude as to be considered proud or
insane. Later, at the acme of his fame, he
plunged still deeper into it; he took solitary

walks, was served by one domestic, and passed entire

weeks on scaffoldings wholly absorbed in self-com-
munion. And this because he could hold converse
v/ith no other mind. Not only were his sentiments
too powerful, but again they were too exalted. From
his earliest years he cherished a passionate love for
all noble things, and first for his art, to which he gave
himself up entirely, notwithstanding his father's

brutality, investigating all its accessories with compass
and scalpel in hand, and with such extraordinary per-
sistence that he became ill ; and next, his self-respect,

which he maintained at the risk of his life, facing
imperious popes even to forcing them to regard him
as an equal, braving them " more than a king of

France would have done." He held ordinary plea-

sures in contempt ; although rich, he lived like a poor
man, often dining on a crust of bread ; and laboriously,

treating himself severely, sleeping but little, and often

in his clothes, without luxury of any kind, without
household display, without care for money, giving
away statues and pictures to his friends, 20,000 francs

to his servant, 30,000 or 40,000 francs at once to his

nephew, besides countless other sums to the rest of his

family.

One day, aged and decrepit, some one encountered
him near the Colosseum on foot and in the snow

;

on being asked, *' Where are you going ?" " To school,"

he replied, " to try and learn something." Finally he
goes so far as to separate himself from himself, from
that art v/hich was his monarch and his idol ;

" picture

or statue, let nothing now divert my soul from that

divine love on the cross, whose arms are always open
to receive us! " The last sigh of a great soul in a

degenerate age, and among an enslaved people ! Self-

renunciation is his last refuge. For sixty years his

works do no more than make visible the heroic combat
which maintained itself in his breast to the end.

H. Taine.
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JOSEPH CONRAD: An Attempt at Appreciation

By Arthur L. Salmon

I.

Joseph Conrad has accomplished two things, one of

which might have been considered wildly improbable,
the other of which we should deem impossible if it

had not been done. Bom a Russian^ Pole, by sheer
choice and determination he made himself a seaman of

the British merchant service, gaining his master's certi-

ficate ; and by the same choice and determination he
who up to the age of fifteen or sixteen knew no Eng-
lish has made himself an English writer, in which
vocation also he has won his certificate as master. He
tells us that he was in a Marseilles pilot-boat, sailing

in it for pleasure and not on service, when he first

" heard himself addressed in English—the speech of

my secret choice, of my future, of long friendships, of

the deepest affections, of hours of toil and hours of

eascj^ and of solitary hours, too ; of books read, of
thoughts pursued, of remembered emotions—of my
very dreams !

" And he adds that if still, " after being
fashioned by it in that part of me which cannot die, I

dare not claim it aloud as my own, then, at any rate, it

is the speech of my children." Clearly, the speech of

Shakespeare and Milton is an integral and most vital

thing with Mr. Conrad, as his mastery of it is profound
and wonderful. It was in the Paris Revue of 1903
that M. Waliszewski drew the attention of Europe to

this extraordinary case of " literary naturalisation."

Mr. Conrad has done mucli since that date, but perhaps
he has produced nothing more striking than some of

the tales that M. Waliszewski then analysed. He had
already given the world his volumes entitled " Youth,"
" Typhoon," and " Lord Jim." He had already
achieved not only some great literature ; but surely we
may assert that one of his tales, " Heart of Darkness,"
did much to arouse the sympathies of English-speaking
peoples in regard to the horrors of the Congo. The
writer does not pose as reformer, as philanthropist, as

an author of definite moral purpose ; but he did this

thing by the grim force of his art, and perhaps more
successfully because, in a sense, it was a side-issue.

H.

Mr. Conrad's true surname is Korzeniowski. Taking
his place of choice in English literaturCj he wisely
abandoned it

; yet it is a name of repute, of literary

importance in the history of Poland. It remains his,

with all the significance of its antecedents, although
he put it on one side as incongruous with his present
position. He was born in the heart of the Ukraine, in

1857. A grand-uncle of his, who must have been a
man of striking personality, had served in the army of
Napoleon during the Russian invasion, and had once
been reduced to eating dog. Ever since hearing this,

his distinguished descendant has had a prejudice
against the Little Corporal, as though Napoleon had
been directly responsible for the brave man's being
driven to such fare. Does not a trace of the impres-
sion made by this memory come out in the tale of
"Falk," but intensified and deepened—for Falk had
eaten human flesh, not dog? But although Mr.
Conrad has given the world a volume of reminiscences,
the glimpses of autobiography that he affords us are
elusive and shadowy. If he has some of the necessary
egotism of the artist, it is not an egotism of forward-
ness, of self-conceit ; it is the essence of humility, of
reserve, of dignified restraint. For his true auto-

biography we must go to his fiction, or to such a book
as " The Mirror of the Sea "

; and here, by an instinct

of sympathy, we can separate the actual from the ficti-

tious—though in spirit the fictitious and the actual are

often equally real. That in his early childhood, owing
to the Polish rising of 1863, his family had to leave

Russia ; that he was educated at Cracow ; that in

young boyhood he decided to become a sailor, and " an
English sailor "—all this we know ; and we should like

to know more. . We also know that his first story,
" Almayer's Folly," was carried about with him in an
unfinished state during many years, on shipboard and
elsewhere, till its publication in 1895 acquainted the

discerning critics with the advent of a new psychologist.

It was a sombre book—most of Mr. Conrad's books are

sombre—but it clearly foreshadowed the author's

coming triumphs, both in description and in the analy.-is

of mental conditions. The English was admirable,

with scarcely a trace of what we may call foreign

accent. There were a few such traces, as there are still

on rare occasions—a faint, subtle tone of the language

acquired, not native. If we did not know that the

writer had been born to a different speech, and were
not therefore on the watch, not one of a thousand of

us would detect anything—perhaps not one in a

hundred thousand.

III.

But that which is scarcely present at all in the

language is present in the mental workings, the

psychology; though here again we have the advan-

tage of knowing Mr. Conrad's antecedents, and there-

fore being prepared to notice. Neither as a point of

appreciation or depreciation, but simply as a racial fact,

we are compelled to assert that the psychology of

Joseph Conrad is not that of a Briton nor of an
American ; it is Slavic, more akin to the psychology
of Dostoevsky. We get at the naked soul with this

writer in a manner almost new to English literature

;

we get also what appears to be an utter absence of

moral motive. Everywhere we have the attitude of

the onlooker, but it is the onlooker who sees deep
below the surface, whose sympathy is intense without

being exactly emotional ; sometimes there is almost
what seems to be a cold curiosity, a remoteness. In

such a tale as " The End of his Tether " no v/ord of

pity is spared for Captain Whalley
; yet we know that

his creator pities him to the depth of his heart's core.

The story of his heroic struggle is told ruthlessly, criti-

cally—a careless reader might almost say heartlessly.

This is really the triumph of Mr. Conrad's art ; he
appears to be standing aloof, when no doubt his sym-
pathies are quivering with their tense earnestness.

Sometimes it may be he approaches the grotesque, the

bizarre, the unreal. For instance, " The Nigger of the

Narcissus " may be a fine psychologic study—un-

doubtedly it is so ; but it lacks appeal to our deeper
natures ; it fails somewhat in sustained interest. What
M. Waliszewski calls its " acute and penetrating

analysis of details " has more to do with psychology
than with art. Again, in the tremendous tempest that

is the subject matter of " Typhoon," there is too great
a piling of the agony ; it is like a condensed descrip-

tion of a hundred tempests rather than the picture of

one. Its vivid power cannot be disputed ; but if it be
possible to exaggerate such a thing as a storm at sea
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it seems to be tione here, so that the amassing of details

remains slightly unconvincing. It was in these earlier

books, antJ in his fine volume, " The Mirror of the Sea,"

that Mr. Conrad paid tribute to his old vocation ; but
it may not be unkind to suggest that he is never quite

so happy when he is far from the coast ; that his true

sphere is aboard, or at least in port. The sea has

entered into his soul ; he remains a seaman to the end.

The literature of the English language has had some
famous names in the department of sea romance, from
Smollett and Marryat to Fenimore Cooper and
Melville. There is also Mr. Clark Russell, who is at

least inventive and exciting. But it was left to a
foreigner to bring a still finer art into his relation with

sea subjects. The only one of the above-mentioned
names that might perhaps be brought into comparison
with Mr. Conrad is that of Herman Melville, whose
" Moby Dick " is certainly a masterpiece of what may
be called sea-psychology. Yet any such joining o£

names must be entirely futile. In a literary sense

Conrad had no predecessors, though he is certainly

winning imitators. We can hardly imagine that Stac-

poole's " Pools of Silence," a powerful and most useful

book, would have been written had it not been fo^

Conrad's " Heart of Darkness."

IV.

It is impossible here to deal separately with all

the author's works. One in which the sea is

quite deserted, " The Secret Agent," is a grim
study of anarchy and human character. There
is indeed no need to under-value anything that has

been w ritten by this earnest and zealous pen ; it is even
possible that some may find the greatest proofs of Mn
Conrad's genius in books like his " Nostromo," his
" Set of Six," his recent " 'Twixt Land and Sea."' But
there will be not a few who will detect the finest fkiwer

of his work in some of the earlier books, especially

perhaps in " Youth "
; and in parts of the book that

he wrote from the intensity of his feeling as

a sailor. His "Mirror of the Sea" is a work
of subtle atmospheric effect; it deals with land-

falls and departures, the overdue and the miss-

ing, the grip of the earth and the mystery of

the ocean. And here the writer is thoroughly at home
;]

here he becomes sometimes rhapsodical, often poetic.

As he has taken the acuteness of his psychology into

the depths of African forests, up the tangle of tropic

rivers, so he has brought it here, to his consideration

not only of those who " do business on great waters,''

but also of the vessels in which they embark, the

wharves and quays at which they find harbourage.

BOOKS.-SECOND-HAND AT HALF PRICES, New at 25%
discount. 1.000U)00 volumes on every conceivable subject. Send for

Catalogues (post frea). and slate wants. Books sent on approval. Books
purchased. Best prices —W. & G. FOYLE. 121.'3, Charing Cross Road, London.
W.C. ('Phone ; Gerrard BlbO.)

The tow-rope had been let go at the blast of the whistle.

Before he had time to cry out or to move a limb, he saw
her cast adrift and shooting across the gunboat's stern

with the impetus of her speed. . . . The cries on board

of her came to him only as a dreadful and confused

murmur through the loud thumping of blood in his ears,

while she held on. She ran upright in a terrible display

of her gift of speed, with an incomparable air of life and

grace. She ran on till the smooth level of water in

front of her bows seemed to sink down suddenly as if

sucked away; and, with a strange, violent tremor of her

mastheads she stopped, inclined her lofty spars a little,

and lay still. She lay still on the reef, while the

Neptun, fetching a wide circle, continued at full speed

up Spermonde Passage, heading for the town. She lay

still, perfectly still, with something ill-omened and un-

natural in her attitude.

—

From "'T-ivixl Land and Sea,"-

by Joseph Conrad..
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SILHOUETTE
From the gallery of memory, mutascopic and fragmentary,
there flushes at times a picture, many-coloured and complete;

more often the screen gives back an outline, blurred in parts,

yet conveying at: impression so vivid and compelling that the

mind holds only the salient points, and there emerges of
scenes and cmotiotis—a silhouette I

The roar of the city beat against the church walls

with an insistent demand. The girl clenched her

hands instinctively. It was the voice of the city she

feared and hated, the city that had called her lover

from the countryside, charmed him from the green

meadows starred with field flowers to a world of grey
streets, sullen and hot—aye, hot with the anguish of

the long, cruel day. The old peasant woman at her

side sat with closed eyes, patient with that terrible

patience of the poor that suffers uncomplainingly.

Within a stone's throw, full in the blaze of the sun,

stood the high building where they had taken her

boy—and even now v/ere trying him for murder.

She had sat in the court while the men in wigs and
gowns had spoken of him. She had heard him held

up to scorn, listened while one told how he had crept

in the silence of the night and killed an old man for

his money ; and all the while she watched her son,

waiting for him to meet her eyes and read the message
in her own, infinitely loving, full of so divine a com-
passion, that the poor old face, transfigured, grew very

beautiful. All that the people said had sounded far

away. She was holding her firstborn in her arms in

the cottage garden ; the air was sweet with the scent

of summer, and his baby hand, outstretched, had
stroked her cheek.

It was not possible that any man could think her

boy was guilty, and yet the clutch of fear tugged at

her heart. Dear God, how dark it grew ! Somewhere
a child was crying. Her child ? She tottered to her
feet. ... It crashed home to her that he was in the

dock. Her hands shook as the day wore on, and
the beating of her heart grew faint. The court

was cleared for Imich. How could they eat, she

thougb.t, and turned about a bit of bread between her
lips. How could tfaey eat! The cry welled up, and
found expression when on the door there sounded the

dread knocking that announced the judge had come
again into the court. They had taken her out into

the sunshine, and together with Rachael she had
sought the shadow of the church.

" They'll never hang him, mother !
" The girl's hand

tightened on the frail thin arm. But the old

woman made no answer. Her eyes were closed

—

maybe she slept. In the court the judge was speak-
ing. It seemed to Rachael she could hear his voice.

A hard man, a cruel man, they had told her, cruel as

the city where he sat in state in robes of red—red
as the blood they said the man she loved had taken.

And then there seemed to fall a space of silence.

The jury were considering whether a fellow-man
should live or die. The sunshine flickered through
the church windows, touched the grey streets with
gold ; the roar of the city sounded nearer. < ; ,

It was not to his sweetheart that he turned when
they toki him he was free. He stumbled blindly
forward to where the frail old woman stood, and hid
his face upon her breast. And all that she had
suffered in that moment was forgotten. The city had
taken him from her; the city had given him back.
She was holding him in her arms once more—her first-

born, her darling. . . . And his hand stretched out
and touched her withered cheek.

'
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HOW MARRIAGES ARE MADE IN FRANCE
II.

—

The Summary Marriage > j» By Charles Foley

I.

It was Madame Verdeuil's " At Home" day—Madame
Verdeuil, wife of the great Professor Verdeuil. For
the last hour the conversation had turned on matri-

mony, and many a mamma with budding daughters

declaimed on the great circumspection and caution she

would exercise before accepting a son-in-law.

Madame Verdeuil generally listened to her friends'

remarks with the good-humoured indulgence of one
whose life has held nothing but untroubled, peaceful

happiness. That day, however, when the tenth mamma
had contributed the same well-worn sentiment to the

matrimonial buzz, she suddenly observed somewhat
sharply :

" Caution is necessary, certainly, but not too

much. Marriage, like so many another thing, is a ven-

ture : it may or it may not turn out happily." On this

point Madame Verdeuil spoke with all the authority

of a woman who, since her wedding-day—and she was
now well over fifty—had had the most loving and faith-

ful of husbands. " I know of no happier married
couple than we are, and yet," she continued, " my mar-
riage was brought about in the simplest and most
summary fashion—no planning, no calculating."

II.

"Tell us about it, dear Madame Verdeuil," cried

everyone ; and their hostess, always affable and smil-

ing, began. " My father was a professor at a public' day-

school at Portvieux, a widower with three children

—

girls : Ernestine, Gabrielle, and myself, Charlotte, the

youngest. He had no private means, so we had to

live economically on his modest salary, which we just

managed to do without getting into debt. Ernestine

looked after the house and Gabrielle did the cooking.

I helped the other two. I was nearly eight years old

when a new burden was laid on the slender household
purse.

" For some time my father had been interested in

a pupil in his class, and been struck by his intelligence

and steady application to work—a tall, thin lad of

eighteen, in shabby clothes that he had long outgrown.

One Sunday morning this boy. Monsieur Gustave, sat

down to lunch with us, and, much to our consternation,

ate nearly half our small leg of mutton. Hardly a look

did he vouchsafe us girls, but never ceased discussing

his work with my father. Dumb with astonishment, we
were told, before the meal ended, that M. Gustave was
to board with us. My father called it ' boarding ' in

order not to hurt the boy's pride. He certainly would
not have been able to contribute to his keep, for he
was a penniless orphan, and was educating himself by
means of a scholarship he had gained. With another
mouth to feed, and a mouth with no small appetite,

Ernestine had to use all her wits to make both ends
meet. We girls had to eat a littk less and grow a

little thinner, and thus M. Gustave was enabled to

wear clothes that fitted him, to buy the needful books,

to put on flesh, and be set up in health again, as my
father expressed it. From that Sunday morning my
father was a different man—he had always longed for

a son, and this lad seemed to make him young again,

buoyant, light hearted. Gustave's work was the one
topic of interest, even at meals. My father never tired

of explaining, tutoring, coaching him, till he was soon
head of his class. I cannot say that our life was made
happier through this new inmate. He ignored us three

girls entirely, perhaps from a feeling of boyish con-

tempt or shyness, or maybe from an instinct of respect

for the family of his benefactor.
" We were invariably on our best behaviour when

he was present, and never spoke to him, but we kept

our eyes and ears open, and we knew that he had but

one thought—to get through his examinations and
score a success. And although for two whole years

he sat at meals with us three times every day, we knew
him so slightly that we experienced not the least regret

when, having passed his examinations brilliantly,

which delighted my father, he left us to continue bis

studies in Paris. My father was to accompany him
to the station, and we said ' good-bye ' one evening in

the little hall. It was too dark to see the expression

on Monsieur Gustave's face, but in his most natural

he said, ' Good-bye, Ernestine ; good-bye,voice

Gabrielle
;
good-bye, little Charlotte

!

' And he had
remained such a stranger to us that we found ourselves

wondering afterwards how he even knew our names.
"We did not see him again for ten years. My

father's interest in him was maintained, for he often

heard from his protege. Sometimes he would read
out his letters to us. They were all about examina-
tions, degree taking, professorships, and seemed but

very dull to us. My father always wrote back :
' Don't

waste your time writing such long letters; you have
far more important things to do

;

' and Monsieur Gus-
tave obeyed this injunction, for his letters grew
meagre, then came but rarely, and after five or six

years we knew nothing more of him, not even his

address.

III.

" One evening, not long after Ernestine's marriage
with Alfred Baulain, the Art Professor at Portvieux,

we were all sitting together in the drawing-room when
my father was handed a letter. ' From Gustave !

' he
exclaimed, opening it with delight. ' He says he has
taken his degree and got a goocL.appointment at a big
hospital. That is the first step towards wealth and
fame.'

" Suddenly, as he read on, his expression changed,
and he exclaimed :

' Who would have dreamt of such
a thing ? Listen, my dears ; what do you think of

this ?
' And here my dear father read out the follow-

ing in Gustave's short, concise manner of a man with'

little leisure, and who goes straight to the point with-i

out beating about the bush. ' I am now in a position

to marry. If I remember right, Ernestine, your eldest

daughter, must be twenty-five. I am thirty. That
would be very suitable. I have to go to Nantes on the
20th for the day, for a Medical Congress. Nantes is

not far from Portvieux. Could you bring Ernestine?
We could arrange everything then.'

" Ernestine, who was very much in love with her
husband, burst out laughing.

"
' Well, that's one way of proposing ! Fortunately

I'm married already ; but what a narrow escape
!

'

" Papa was not laughing at all. He seemed very
much concerned. Maybe he saw some cherished

dream shattered. He replied to the letter in the same
laconic manner. ' I regret extremely, but Ernestine was
married a week ago.' Two days after we were sitting

at dinner, when a second letter, shorter still, arrived.
' I shall go to the Congress at Nantes all the same,

and am just as anxious to get married. As Ernestine

is unavailable, please bring Gabrielle. She must be
twenty-one by now. A little young, but she jyill dp.'
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." Papa smiled, but Gabrielle had grown very white,

and suddenly broke out into sobs. She confessed that

she and Monsieur Lumeau, the History Professor, had
loved one another for a long time, that that very day
he was coming to make a formal demand for her hand,

and that she could never sacrifice her betrothed to this

Monsieur Gustave, who was now nothing but a

stranger to them, and who only wanted her because
her sister was no longer to be had.

" Again my father was very put out, but was too

just to bring any force to bear on Gabrielle. The His-
tory Professor came that same day, and immediately
after my father sent the following reply to his old

pupil: ' You are unfortunate; Gabrielle is engaged.'
" The ne.vt day a telegram containing the following

words arrived

:

"
' Bring youngest, if disengaged. Nineteen much

too young, but wish one of your daughters ; must take
.what can.'

My father, radiant, turned to me.
"

' Thank goodness,' he said, ' you are not married,

nor even engaged !

'

" ' No, papa, but
'

" But my father in his deligitt cut me short.
"

' You shall marry him ! He insists on becoming my
son-in-law, the dear boy. Most flattering, most flatter-

ing!'
" Very flattering for my father, no doubt ; certainly

not for me. However, he wired an answer immediately,
and seemed so very delighted, poor dear man, that I

hadn't the heart to remonstrate.

IV.

I was quite indifferent about the marriage.

I had no remembrance at all of Monsieur
Gustave ; consequently he recalled at least nothing
unpleasant. I had never had time to dream
about lovers, so I resigned myself philosophically.
' Why not marry him as well as any other ?

' I said to

myself. ' I don't love him, but papa likes him so much
that, anyhow, one person will be made happy.'

" A few days later my father and I arrived at

Nantes. I certainly did not recognise our late boarder
in the man I was presented to. I did not dare look at

him more than furtively. We lunched together in a
private room of the hotel, and, as in the old days, he
talked to papa the whole time, and I listened, quiet and
demure, as I used to when a Tittle girl. By the time
the sweets came on the table the whole business was
concluded. Monsieur Gustave had brought a ring

from Paris, and now, just before starting for the Con-
gress, he placed this ring on my finger, a little

awkwardly and timidly, I thought. The ring happened
to fit me.

"' There, Ernestine,' he said
—

'no, I mean Gabrielle,'

I must do him the justice to say that his mistake arose
more from bashfulness than absent-mindedness.

" I laughed outright.
"

' No, no, Charlotte, my boy, Charlotte. Come, kiss

her, Gustave.'
" He embraced me, and from that moment till he

left us he called me by my name without once hesi-

tating.
" I didn't see him again till the morning of our wed-

ding-day. That same evening we travelled by the
express to Paris, and really I could not have said the
next morning if he liked me or I liked him. A month
later we loved each other with a strong and lasting

affection."

Madame stopped, and the memory of those days
shone in her glistening eyes. Then she added, with the
contented smile of a happy woman

:

" That is how I got married. A very simple, sum-

mary fashion, you may say, but you see it has been
crowned with success. And if any of you would sug-

gest that such a marriage has no romance or poetry
about it, I would ask you this :

' What is there more
poetical and romantic than happiness ?

'

"

—

Trans-
lated by Margaret Hogg.

HOW THE CARNEGIE MILLIONS
ARE MISMANAGED IN SCOTLAND

I.

Ten years ago Mr. Andrew Carnegie presented two
millions sterling to the Scottish Universities : the most
munificent gift ever made in Great Britain to an Edu-
cational Institution, with the single exception perhaps
of the Cecil Rhodes Bequest to the University of

Oxford. The administration of the Carnegie millions

was vested in a Trust. The intentions and ideals of

the donor were clearly expressed in the letter of dona-
tion, but the Trustees were allowed full liberty to

allocate the annual income of ;if 100,000 in the
interest of higher Scottish education.

II.

Under any other circumstances such latitude given
to the Trustees would have been the wisest, because
the most liberal policy. But under the special circum-
stances of Scottish education, such discretion left to

the Trustees proved fatal, and in the light of recent
events it is infinitely to be regretted that Mr. Andrew
Carnegie did not play the part of the enlightened
despot. I am sure that if he had, the results of his

benefaction would have been very different. As it hap-
pened, the Carnegie Trustees allowed themselves to be
overruled and dictated to by the Scottish Universities,

which are the most conservative, and, in the opinion
of many, the most reactionary bodies in the United
Kingdom. Mr. Carnegie had explicitly stated that he
wished to further the interests of modern education.

So little have the Trustees respected that wish, so
little have they done for modern education, that the
Scottish Universities find themselves to-day in the
position of not possessing a single Chair of Modern
Languages or Literature. It is a scandalous position,

and it is as unique in the United Kingdom as it is in

Europe.
^^^

In the face of such a policy, shall we wonder that
in the University of Edinburgh there are three to

four male students attending the German classes as

against a hundred attending the Latin classes? Or
shall we be astonished at the general neglect of Ger-
man all over the country ? We have been repeatedly
asked by some of our readers to have a weekly German
page in EVERYMAN, as we have a weekly French page.

Much as we would like, we dare not undertake such
an experiment. So universal is the ignorance of the

German language that probably not fifty readers in

a thousand would be able to understand our German
page.

j^
Twenty years ago the Scottish University reac-

tionaries declared that if no Chairs of French and
German were established, it was merely because the

teaching of French and German did not possess the

educational value, or did not provide the educational

discipline which would entitle the teachers of those

subjects to the academic status of professors. To-
day even University reactionaries have ceased to

urge such an imbecile contention, and even those who
entertain the prejudice dare not urge it, because they

are afraid of public ridicule. Instead, they urge the
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THE CULT OF THE BOOKPLATE
(Second Article.)

To speak of a revival of interest in connexion with

Bookplates cannot be strictly correct, for the simple

reason that for more than four centuries they have been

known and appreciated and used by book-lovers who
have had the means of obtaining- them. But it is cer-

tainlv correct to say that to-day the field of their useful-

ness and interest is far wider. To-day owners of a

librarv, however small, generally wish to have a book-

plate;' the dilTiculty has been rather in getting one de-

signed and engraved to meet their wishes, either as to

treatment or cost. It has been generally thought to be

of necessity a costly matter to have one's own book-

plate, and it can easily be expensive. But modern

facilities in engraving have brought really artistic v>ork

within easy reach of modest purses. An original book-

plate, incorporating almost any special features that

mav be desired, can now be had for less than two

guineas, inclusive of the design, engraved plate, and a

hundred prints, while extra hundreds printed off from

time to time as required cost but a few shillings. Copper-

plate engraving costs more, of course, according to the

work involved, and many a book-lover, realising Keats's

line, "A thing of beauty is a joy for ever,"_ will still

prefer to have and enjoy the art that had remained with-

out a rival for so many centuries.

As I have already pointed out, the primary use of a

bookplate is to mark the ownership of books—a re-

minder to those who borrow, a safeguard to those who
lend, but there are other considerations that give an

added value to bookplates. They should, and generally

do, indicate the personal tastes of their ovviiers, and,

being permanent, are of distinct interest to posterity.

I have had many quite interesting experiences illus-

trating this. An elderly lady wrote me recently from a

small town in Australia requiring a design for herself,

and, by way of guide, sent the only print she had of

her grandfather's bookplate, showing the family's arms

and crest—a connecting link that joined the England of

ntarlv a century ago with the Australia of to-day.

Another instance was that of a lady who wished to have

a bookplate containing the family's arms to send out

to a grandson in South Africa—obviously as a per-

manent reminder of the name he bore and the duties

demanded by it. Another case that occurs to me was
that of a gentleman who called on me to inquire what
it would cost to alter a plate to bring it more up to

date. I fear I looked somewhat aghast at the bare

idea. The plate was sixty years old and of somewhat
questionable artistic merit, but it repre.3ented early

Victorian work, and its very age commanded respect.

I explained that, although if it were really desired I

would alter it, the work would be positively distasteful;

and I then learned that there were several others in

the family, and that they went back to quite early

in the eighteenth century, forming an almost complete

familv record for nearly two centuries. This client

was kind enough to send me prints from each of them,

and they arc among my treasured possessions.

As to subjects for design in bookplates, the range

is practically without limit. Where the owner is en-

titled to arms or crest these are generally introduced,

but with or without arms or crest a bookplate design

can artistically embody other features of peculiar in-

terest. All the professions lend themselves to treatment

that will indicate the owner's special interest, while for

others a corner of the .study or garden, a view of

country or sea having special personal interest, are often

included. Th^e is really no limit, provided the subject

can be dealt with artistically.

On request I will submit specimens of bookplates I

have designed, together with a rough pencil sketch

showing suggestive treatment, and state what the cost

will be.—HENRY D. \V.\RD, 49, Great Portland

Street, London, W.

hypocritical plea that the Scottish Universities have

not the financial means to establish Modem Language
Professorships, that they are so poor that they cannot

endow one single Chair. One does not know whether

to be more indignant at the mendacity or hypocrisy

of such a plea, when it is remembered that the two
millions presented by Mr. Carnegie to the Scottish

Universities were partly given for the e.xpress pur-

pose of furthering the Modern Humanities.

V.

Is it then not about time that Mr. Carnegie should

politely remind his Trustees that they are not carry-

ing out the ideals which inspired him to make his

donation ? Is it not about time that he should bring

some moral pressure to bear upon them, that he
should liberate them from the tyranny of academic

pedants, and that he should call on them to meet the

urgent needs of the times ?

A few weeks ago a representative of EVERYMAN
had the privilege of a prolonged interview with Mr.

Carnegie, which will shortly be published in this paper.

In the course of that intervievv our representative was
much impressed with Ae fact that two interests and
ideals were uppermost in the mind of Mr. Carnegie:

the interests of Modem Culture, and the interests

of International Peace and International Understand-

ing. Both interests are suffering equally at the hands
of the Carnegie Trast, for both are so closely identi-

fied that they are one aixl the same. Peace is impos-

sible without political understanding, and political

understanding is impossible without moral and intel-

lectual understanding, and m.oral and intellectual

understanding between two nations is impossible

without the mutual e?ichange of thought, and without

the mutual knowledge of their language and literature.

The day of one-world language as a medium of inter-

national exchange may not be far distant, but until

that day has come there is only one efficient means to

bring about an International Entente, namely, that

from the Elementary School upwards the younger
generations in each country shall be educated to

understand each other, and to. appreciate each other's

efforts in the cause of civilisation. The one efficient

means is a famihar and sympathetic acquaintance on
the part of every educated citizen w'ith the public

opinion, with the ideals and aspirations of the leading

nations of Central Europe.

^^v J^ t2^

CORRESPONDENCE
Notice to Correspondents.—O-wing to the large number

of letters received it is necessary for correspondents to write

briefly if their letters are to appear.

THE WHITE SLAVE TRAFFIC^
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—May I beg that j'ou will allow me to answer
two points in Mr. Claude Tessier's letter on " The Truth
about White Slavery," as his information on the subject

appears to be somewhat incomplete.

The Criminal Law Amendment Bill of 1912 was
drafted after long and careful consideration by a com-
mittee composed of representatives of the Jewish
Gentlemen's Committee for the Protection of Jewish

Girls, the Jewish Board of Deputies, the London
Council for the Promotion of Public Morality, and the

National Vigilance Association. This conjoint com-
mittee was formed exclusively of men, and the Bill of

igi2 was drafted from their experience of what was
necessary for legally protecting women from being
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commercially exploited for immoral purposes. The
form and scope of the Bill was determined by con-

sultation with the Home Office.

The Pass-the-Bill Committee worked for the passage

of the Bill because it dealt with the commercial ex-

ploitation of vice. It was not influenced by unverified

stories of the forcible abduction of young girls, nor

did it spread or countenance them in any way. More-
over, may I add that the committee did not, as a

committee, support the clauses in the Bill relating to

flogging ? Many members felt that the objects of the

Act might be thereby nullified and obscured. The
legislation for which the Pass-the-Bill Committee
worked was for the prevention of procuring and the

better protection of girlhood.—I cun, sir, etc.,

Edith M. H. A. Bigland,
Hon. Sec, late Pass-the-Bill Committee.

19, Tothill Street, S.W., July 12th, 1913.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—The letter in your current issue signed

"S. F. Campbell" shows the usual extraordinary

muddled arguments and ignorant fallacies displayed

by Suffragists as soon as they attempt to tackle any
of the real issues of life, instead of vaguely crying for

the vote.

To begin v/ith, S. F. C. (there is nothing in the

signature to indicate sex, but from internal evidence I

deduce a feminine writer) apparently claims for the

Suffragists the credit for the White Slave Traffic Bill.

It is news to me that, as a corporate body, they have
ever agitated for any reform beyond the extension

of the franchise.

In the same first paragraph she (or he) says that the
" same human feebleness "—i.e., men being unable to

keep their passions under control—will always lead to

a certain amount of prostitution. Could any state-

ment be feebler or less like the truth? But any argu-

ment which attempts to expose the " feebleness " or

the wickedness of " men " is good enough for the

Suffragist. There will always be prostitution of one
kind or another as long as men are men and women
are women, and as long as the present false concep-

tion of " morality " is preached and held by people

like S. F. Campbell.
If you can make people " moral " by Act of Par-

liament, why not introduce a Bill for the suppression

of " immorality " ?

If there were no punishment for murder, there

would be more murders, says S. F. C. What grounds
has he (or she) for this statement ? The reason given

—something about the murderer making his (why not
her ?) existence more comfortable—seems to me simply*

nonsense. What does it mean?
The cause of most prostitution is noi the low

standard of wages paid to women at present ; S. F. C.

has simply not studied the question at all. If all

women's wages were to-morrow raised automatically

there would be still more prostitution, for there would
be more women unemployed. Fifty per cent, of

women\.employed to-day are employed because they
are cheaper than men. They are cheaper than men
because there are more of them ; because, for physical

reasons, they cannot be relied upon to the same extent
as men ; because they, in most cases, are not in the
same peed of money for the support of others ; and
because there is always the one " profession " open to

them at whi^ they can earn more, viz., this same
prostitution.

Even if I admitted for a moment the contention
concerning the lowness of women's wages, and its

effect on prostitution, I should, of course, have to point

St- Barnabas Vicarage,

558, Caledonian Road,

Holloway, N.

" THIBJy-THREE YEARS

SINGE I SAW THE SEA."

Dear Friend,
" Thirty-three years since I saw the

sea." This was told me by an old lady
for whom I had just arranged a holiday.
She had come to thank me, and in doing
so mentioned that she had not been
away for all these long years. From
my knowledge of the woman I can
vouch for the truth of this statement.
Think what this means ! Week after

week, month after month, year after

year, toiling and slaving, with no break
at all in the monotonous grind, strug-

gling to keep home together, a,nd help
keep a number of grandchildren, the
idea of a real holiday at the seaside
never seemed practicable. Many people
would think themselves hardly used if

they could only manage to go away
every three years. Think then of no
holiday for three and thirty years.

The above case is not an exceptional
one. There are many others in similar
circumstances — fathers and mothers
without the slightest prospects of the
much needed rest and change unless
some kind person makes it possible by
sending the means,—WILL YOU ?

I hope soon to enjoy a holiday at

the sea, and this makes me feel deeply
for the less fortunate ones unable to

leave London.

WILL YOU HELP ME TO GET
THEM AWAY ?

" He that hath pity upon the poor
lendeth unto the Lord: and look what
he layeth out, it shall be paid him
again." A £5 note will send five adults

to the sea for a fortnight; £1 5s. wJl
give one a couple of weeks; 12s. 6d.

send a needy one away for a week.

Gifts may be sent direct to me at

the above address.

Yours in His Happy Service,

FRANK SWAINSON.
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out that no man's vote has ever had the effect of

raising wages. Did the old shoemaker interviewed

by Mr. Holmes in the same issue of your paper have

a vote ? If so, what good did it do him ? Can S. F. C.

point to one specific case of men's wages being raised

in proportion to their voting powers? Not even in

the Bill which ended the coal strike, which Bill was

tlie result not of men's votes, but of their combination

and the need the country had of their labour. Those

are the only factors that will ever raise wages. It

is surely time this dishonest fallacy, which has gained

the Suffragist cause innumerable unthmkmg ad-

herents, were once and for all laid to rest.

I should like S. F. C. to read an article entitled

"Women and Morality." in this month's English

Review, written by " AMother." For once, a woman
has dealt with this subject sensibly and with open

eyes. If there were more women with the viev, s of

the writer of that article, there would be less so-called

immorality, and more would be done for the causes

people like S. F. C. profess to have at heart than by

all the sterile agitation for " votes," meaning nothing

and leading nowhere save to the loss of all the privi-

leges which women have always enjoyed, and which

the real majority of them even now wish to retain.

It is to protect such women that I am an Anti-

Suffragist.— I am, sir, etc.,

Percy E. Reinganum.
Cheapside, E.G., July nth, 191 3.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—" a. B. C," in your issue of the 27th ult., gives,

I believe, the only remedy for raising the moral

standard of civilisation, which he states as follows :—
« The only way that will be successful is the religious

method. Educate the people to high ideals. Give the

young men and maidens a noble conception of life,

especially of the ideal principles of marriage, and they

will be safe."

It is the most distressing thought imaginable that

our present marriage service is the last place to which

our young men and maidens showld turn to derive

never-failing inspiration for high ideals in love and

life. I merely quote the words of a prominent eccle-

siastical divine connected with one of our important

cathedrals, in order to confirm my statement. He said,

"When I perform the Marriage Service, I do not read

the ' Secondly," for I think it absolutely beastly."

This service is our " First Social Law." The Ghurch

itself admits it errs in its teaching. Is it therefore to

be wondered that after centuries of its administration

we are plunged now into a sexual war ? The Church,

with its out-of-date teaching and dogmas, is chiefly

responsible for the degradation and corruption of the

greatest and most beautiful instinct by which man is

meant to live, which has resulted in sensuality, sin,

disease, and fearful death, the natural accompaniments

to all Satanic influences.

The sooner our women in sane moments refuse to

accept their most beautiful office in life in the terms

as set forth in our present Marriage Law, and sanely

ask to be man's " help-meet " rather than his serf, the

sooner shall we men rise to the ideals demanded by
" true womanhood."— I am, sir, etc.,

William M. Brown.
Liverpool, July 7tli, 191 3.

To the Editor of Everyman,
Sir,—Like many of your correspondents, I am

mystified as to how the extension of the franchise to

women can in any way assuage the social evil. Being

connected with a newspaper, I observed how, during

the White Slave Act campaign, stories crept in of

instances of procuring which bore the seal of romance
on them, and although I have a fairly intimate know-
ledge of police work in three of our largest cities I

never yet encountered a single member of the force

who had ever found one of these romantic stories to

be correct.

Have any of your readers ever come across an
authenticated story of a girl lured away, drugged
with sweets or wine, and sold into a house of ill-fame?

I am firmly of opinion that the only two factors at

work in recruiting what is erroneously termed " white
slavery " are poverty and voluntary submission. In
your issue of June 27th a correspondent spoke of the
small percentage of rescues by the Salvation Army.
It would be interesting to know the percentage of

girls who do not want to be rescued.

I have heard street girls openly boast of the money
they can make—^^15 and ;£20 per week. Why is it

that some portion of their savings is not devoted to

freeing themselves from their bondage? I should
hazard that half the girls on the streets of our big

cities could release themselves permanently with a
year's earnings. At any rate, I knew one of the frail

sisterhood who had managed to purchase two houses
with her earnings. Can we not have the truth about
white slavery ?—I am, sir, etc., A. S. Reeve^

Newcastle-pn-Tyne.

APPRENTICESHIP.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—May I suggest to your correspondent "J.
Johnson " the following considerations which render

(the suggested) compulsory apprenticeship impossible,

futile, and anachronistic?

(i) Apprenticeship as a system is obsolete. It sur-

vives in the tailoring and dressmaking trades almost

exclusively.

(2)
" Specialisation " in modern industry has ousted

the skilled worker with a coviplete knowledge of his

trade.

(3) The introduction of machinery has led to a large

demand for unskilled workers.

(4) Unskilled work is, generally speaking, in re-

ceipt of higher remuneration than is skilled work.

(5) Unskilled work obtains immediate return, while

apprenticeship usually requires an unremunerative

waiting period, which is exactly what the boy whom
this Act would touch is unable to afford.

With all good wishes to your excellent paper.—

p

I am, sir, etc., M. GRACE CUMMINGS.
Cheltenham, July i8th.

» THE CURSE OF USURY.
To the Editor of Everyman.

.Sir,— I have perused with interest your special com-
missioner's articles under this heading.

Does not the whole trouble at present lie in the
" sale " of the unredeemed pledges ? These so-called

sales are attended by the few " in the know," and it is

by the devious ways following on this that " Uncle "

amasses his huge profits.

The common occurrence is something as follows:

The when and wherefore of the public auction is

hushed, and known alone to those in the trade. Hence
it will be generally found that it is the trade relatives

of " Uncle " who attend and bid for the unredeemed
pledges at his wish. Thus, an article \vhich is pledged

for, say, 5s., is never allowed to realiswfciore than this

amount, although invariably it is worth more! So
when the pledgee (as he may and can) requires to

(Continutd on fase 470.^
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AUGUST
THE HOLIDAY MONTH.

ENJOY IT TO THE FULL.
We are on the verge of the great holiday month.

Huncheds of thousands of holiday-makers will flock

to the English resorts. Hotels and boarding houses
will be uncomfortably crowded, and in many cases
the ends of the holiday will be defeated, for the
crowds and the bustle, the hurry and worry, make
tlie essential peace impossible.

But away on the Continent, among the snow-capped
mountains of Switzerland, in the vernal valleys of the

Ardennes, or in sequestered Holland, the real joy and
magic of a holiday may be realised.

Why should not you spend your holiday on the

Continent this year ? It will mean much to you,

much more than you imagine ; the new scenes, the

customs of new peoples, the entire and absolute

change, will provide not enjoyment alone, but will

regulate your imagination, widen your mental horizon,

and add immeasurably to your store of knowledge.

66EVERYMAN" CONTINENTAL TOURS
throw open the Continent to you, and offer you just that service which
will enable you to get all that a holiday in an unfamiliar land can give.

SOME OF THE DATES AND SOME OF THE TOURS IN WHICH A FEW PLACES ARE STILL AVAILABLE,

DATES OF DEPARTURE.

AUGUST 9th and 23rd.

A Fortnight's Personally conducted

Tour to

FLANDERS
AND THE

ARDENNES
Including all Excursions, costs

"°der £9.0.0

DATE r.F HEPARTUSiE.

AUGUST 15th.

A Week's Personally conducted

Tour to

HOLLAND
AND THE

ZUYDER ZEE
including all Excursions, costs

""'J" £6.0.0

DATE OF DEPARTURE.

AUGUST 2nd.

A Fortnight's Personally conducted
Tour to

ROUEN
The Valley of the Seine

AND

PARIS
including all Excursions, costs

""der £9.0.0

DATES (iF DIPARTURF.

AUGUST 1st and 15th.
A Fortnight's Personally conducted

Tour to

LUCERNE
AND

GRINDELWALD
including ten of the most delightful

Excursions, costs £12 . 6 .

Without the Excursions the Tour

costs less than ... £10 .0.0

DATES (!F DEPARTURE.

AUGUST 9th and 23rd.
A Fortnight's Personally conducted

Tour to

TERRITET
AND

CHAMONIX
including nine of the best Excursions,

costs £12 . 16 .

Without the Excursions the Tour
costs just over ... £10.0.0

DATES OF DEPARTURE.

AUG. 2, 9, 16, 23 & 30.
(Independent Travel)

TO

KNOCKESURP*SER
Full hotel accommodation for one

Week costs just over £3.0.0
A Fortnight costs under £5 .0.0

A most delightful and
inexpensive Holiday.

From the time the party leaves London until the visitors bid each other "good-bye," all

are looked after by a cultured and experienced conductor, and everything possible is

done for the comfort and enjoyment of each member of the party. All that is most
interesting and delightful in the places visited is shown. The whole conception and
atmosphere of the Tour is friendly, refined and congenial—a combination which will

secure for our readers the maximum amount of pleasure which a holiday can provide.

BOOK YOUR PLACE PROVISION-
ALLY NOW.

The date is approaching when all the Everyman
pr.rties will be complete, and after that date it will

be impossible for us to include you. Why not pro-
visionally book your place NOW ? The details can
be fixed later on, but by securing your place you will

avoid disappointment.

SEND FOR A COPY OF " EVERYMAN "

HOLIDAY BOOKLET TO-DAY.
Send for a Copy of Everyman Holiday Booklet
to-day—a postcard will bring it to you. You ought
to have a copy because it contains a fund of most
interesting information about Continental Holidays

and some delightful views. It also gives Itineraries

of the Tours mentioned above as v/ell as of others.

Address: The Tours Dept., "EVERYMAN, " Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, W.G.
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see the broker's books, he finds that his pledge has

only been sold for 5s. If that amount had been ex-

ceeded, he could, of course, claim the balance, less

interest. The article is then resold by " Uncle " for a

much higher amount, and hcfe, undoubtedly, lies the

pnme cause of the high profits in this trade.

Another source of profit is the charge for wrappers

in the case of goods liable to deterioration.

It is a known fact that some of our poor women-

folk depend entirely for their rent week by week on

the proceeds of " popping the old man's Sunday best

"

from Monday till Saturday! It is not from sources

such as this' that the trouble in question emanates,

but let these public sales be watched !—I am, sir, etc.,

Glasgow, July ist, 191 3. DoLLY.

ARE THE FRENCH A RELIGIOUS PEOPLE?
2"o the Edilor of Everyman.

Sir,—Correspondence with regard to France as a

religious nation and articles on Robespierre which

have recently appeared in your paper suggest the

enclosed lines from Mrs. Barrett Browning's " Aurora

Leigh " as a clue to the interpretation of what to the

Englishman is still an enigma. The raising of ques-

tions of this description is invaluable to thoughtful

minds.—I am, sir, etc., M. S. ChugneLL.
Herts.

''The English have a scornful, insular way
Of calling the French light. The levity

.Is in the judgment only, which yet stands;

For say a foolish thing but oft enough
(u-Xnd here's the secret of a hundred creeds

—

Men get opinions as bays learn to spell,

By reiteration chiefly), the same thing

Shall pass at last for absolutely wise,

And not with fools exclusively. And so

We say the French are light, as if we said

The cat mews or the milch-cow gives us milk.

.... Is a bullet light

That dashes from the gun-mouth, while the eye

Winks and the heart beats one, to flatten itself

To a wafer on the white speck on a wall

A hundred paces off? Even so direct.

So sternly undivertible of aim,

Is this French people.

All idealists.

'Too absolute and earnest, with them all

The idea of a knife cuts real flesh

;

And still, devouring the safe interval

Which Nature placed between the thought and act

With those too fiery and impatient souls,

They threaten conflagration to the world.

And rush with most unscrupulous logic on

.IiT^ possible practice.

, . • • •

And so I am strong to love this noble France,

i his poet of the nations, who dreams on
And wails on (while the household goes to wreck)

For ever after some ideal good

—

Some equal poise of sex, some unavowed love

Inviolate, some spontaneous brotherhood,

Some wealth that leaves none poor and finds none tired.

Some freedom of the many that respects

The wisdom of the few. Heroic dreams I

Sublime to dream so : natural to wake :

And sad, to use such lofty scaffoldings,

Erected for the building of a church,

To build instead a brothel or a prison

—

May God save France I
"

—"Aurora Leigh," Book VI.

Sabatier; and the writings, say, of such recent and

modern giants of thought as Ferdinand Boisson, Leon
Chaine, Boutroux, Guyau.— I am, sir, etc.,

Southsea. Ma Foi!

"EVERYMAN" AND G. K. CHESTERTON.
To the Editor oj Everyman.

Sir,— I have been a subscriber from the

commencement of your paper, which I consider the

best literary pennyworth of the day, and I heartily

wish it success. Aly son also takes it in. But we are

both sick of articles either by Mr. Chesterton or about

Mr. Chesterton, and are going to give it up if any more
appear. This is, of course, a matter of no consequence

to you, and I should not take the trouble to write you
but for the fact that there may be thousands who think

in the same way, and I honestly wish your splendid

undertaking to be in every way a success.—I am, sir,

etc., E. H.
Reform Club, London, July 15th, 1913.

[Much as I value the kind support of Mr. " E. H." and his

son, and of the thousands of imaginary readers? whom he

supposes to hold the same opinions, I shall continue grate-

fully to accept and to print in Everyman any article which

Mr. G. K. Chesterton will do us the honour to contribute.

I mav as well confess quite privately, not as Editor, but as

an ordinary reader, that I am one of the many thousands

who are of the opposite opinion with regard to Mr. Chester-

ton. I believe that Mr. Chesterton is one of the moral

assets of the British people. I believe him to be one of the

greatest English writers living, an inspiring poet, a superb

humorist, a profound thinker, and, above all, a stout and
generous heart.

But neither " E. H.'s" nor my own private opinion con-

cerning Mr. Chesterton need be of any particular interest to

the readers of Every'MAN. What ought to be of interest to

every reader is the moral principle involved by " E. H.'s"

letter, and the extraordinary attitude of mind which it

implies. Does he really thiiik it an unpardonable crime to

have printed in Everyman two articles by Mr. G. K.

Chesterton and three appreciations (and depreciations) of

his writings? And does he really think us capable of such

meanness as to be bribed and terrorised into tabooing an

eminent contributor simply because he happens not to be

acceptable to a group of intolerant readers? From the note-

paper of his letter, Mr. " E. H." is presumably a member
of the Reform Club, and no doubt he prides himself on being

a Liberal, "good and true." Let me tell him that although

he may be a staunch and strenuous supporter of his party,

even Torquemada or the Grand Inquisitor of the Spanish

Inquisition, nay, even the Duke of Alva, have a better claim

to calling themselves Liberals than has Mr. " E. H." When
the Grand Inquisitor or the Duke of Alva burned a heretic,

they did so on the assumption that the heretic was a bad man
or taught a pervcr.se doctrine. Mr. " E. H.," on the contrary,

is prepared to condemn Everym.*^, whilst saying at the

same time that Everyman is a paragon of all the virtues.

Therefore, in conclusion, I must ask Mr. " E. H." and

his son, and his thousands of imaginary supporters, to

reconsider their opinion and their adverse decision. If Mr.
" E. H." persists in calling Every'm.\N " the best literary

pennyworth of the day," and if he persists in calling himself

a Liberal, I must ask him in all consistency and in all

honesty to do his utmost to recommend this " admirable

pennyworth " to his friends, even though I myself, as Editor,

must absolutely refuse to pronounce a sentence of excom-

munication against Mr. Gilbert Keith Chesterton.—Editor.]

To the Editor oj Everyman.
Sir,—To dig up quotations from Taine in support

of crude and ill-digested ideas of the French mind, at

this hour, is hke hunting up a train for to-morrow in

a last year's time-table. Permit me to recommend
something more up to date—for instance, " L'Orienta-

tion Religeuse de la France Actuellej" by Paul

THE VILLAIN IN LITERATURE.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—It appears to me that Mr. Sheridan Jones, in

}iis interesting study of "The Villain in Literature,"

has overlooked a somewhat important point, viz., that

the worst characters, as well as the best, are a

combination of good and evil qualities. In the good

man the good predominates ; in the bad man, the bad.

That is the only difference.

In the average mid-Victorian novel the hero is a

cross between Sir Galahad and Bayard, a veritable

incarnation of virtue and courage ; for him life is one
(Conlinutd on fage 472.^
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KENSINGTON COLLEGE.
DIRECTOR'S TWENTY-SIXTH SUMMER REPORT.

One hundred applications for every twenty-nine Students.

Unique Certificate from Chartered Accountant.

Wc have been favoured v.ith a

copy of the above interesting docu-

ment, and learn that the College has

again surpassed all previous records.

The unique distinctions of the

GOLD MEDAL and the DIPLOMA
OF HONOUR FOR SECRE-
TARL'VL AND COMMERCLAL
TRAL\I\G awarded to Kensington
College by the Festival of Empire,

191 1, were duplicated at the Jfan-

chcster Winter Exhibition, 1913.

During Term the disparity be-

tween the number of applications

from employers for the services of

the College-trained Students, and
the number of Candidates available

for appointments, had been even

greater than in the past. To illus-

trate what this disparity actually is,

the unique idea of submitting all

vouchers and papers concerning the

matter to the scathing criticism of a

Chartered .Accountant was adopted,

and the following Certificate (a copy
of which has been sent to us) was
obtained :—

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
CERTIFICATE.

Telephones :

CHye931. Paddingtcn 32S3.

6, Bond Court, 'W.ti.EKOOK,

London, E.G.
S(;i July, 1913.

From ]. H. L. Lancasttk.
Chartered Accotntar.t.

To James Munfokd Ee2-. F.R.C.I.,
M.R.S.A.,

Director, Kensinctcn Coikte, Eaiswaler.

Deas Sir,

I hereby certify that I have
exanitned the Kensington College Register
of Vacant .\ppointments and the Corre-
spondence and Vouchers connected
therewith for the six months ended 30th
June, 1913.

During this period the demand for the
services of Graduates fTom the College
vras in excess of the supply, and for this
reason the College was only in a position
to introduce Candidates for 29.16 per

cent, of the Appointments placed at its

disposal.

It also appears that additional vacancies
were offered to the College ag.iin and
again by the same employers.

Yours faithfully;

(Sd.) J. II. L. Laxcaster, A.C.A.

Three weeks before the end of

Term the position was that a satis-

factory .'\ppointment had been pro-

vided for every Qualified Candidate.
There were many Positions to be
filled, but no Candidates to be nomi-
nated for some highly attractive

vacant .\ppointments. One daughter
of an eminent Peer signifies her
intention of waiting till the autumn
in the hope of finding a Kensington
Collage Candidate available by that

time. It will thus be seen that the
task of coping with the demand for

Kensington College students has
long been quite an impossible one.

.A.mong the various .Appointments
offered during Term to the qualified

students of l-ienslngton College have
been some as Secretaries to Peers,

eminent .A^rmy and Professional men,
and several Important Public Institu-

tions as v.-ell as to many City Com-
panies.

We see that the College students
have had remarkable success In the

public examinations held by the

Royal Society of .\rts. A perusal of

the following particulars should be
of interest to all those who follow the

great advance in the standard of

work required in modern Com-
merce :

—

The Official Report of the Royal
Society of Arts .\dvanced Examina-
tions advises that Kensington Col-

lege has secured :—
The Society's SILVER MEDAL

.AND FIRST PRIZE for FRENCH.
The Society's SILVER MEDAL

AND FIRST PRIZE forGERM.\N.

In Or.\l Sp-ivxish the candidates
passed with Distinction. No
failures.

In Oral Ger.max S^ per cent,

passed, 45 per cent, passed with
Distinction.

In Oral French ico per cent,

passed, 70 per cent, passed with

Distinction. Xo failures.

The Kensington College percent-

age of Medals and Prizes is 10.3,

eight limes higher than ihc percent-

age for the whole Kingdom (1.3).

.A College with such records must
enforce the attention of every

thoughtful man or woman who has

the welfare of the rising generation

and our future commercial pros-

perity at heart.

Founded 26 years ago the CoUeg'e

a short time since located itself in

the present commodious premises, at

the corner of Gloucester Terrace and
Bishop's Road, which were opened
by Her Grace Katherine Duchess of

Westminster. Situated in its own
grounds and surrounded by trees

and gardens, the College affords an
ideal spot in this fashionable and
healthy part of London for the study
of the various subjects necessary for

a Secretarial or Commercial career.

In addition to such matters as Book-
keeping, .Accountanc}-, Shorthand,
Correspondence, Typev> ilting, etc.,

Modern Languages take a promi-
nent place in the curriculum of the

College, as the result of the Exami-
nations quoted above denote.

.A.fter the purely academical work
is finished, the -Students are admitted
into the College Offices and ap-

pointed to responsible positions on'

the Secretarial Staff. One term at

least is recommended in these Offices

in order to acquire that practical

experience so necessary to a candi-

date who wishes to carry out con-

scientiously the onerous duties of a

paid appointment.

The Director advises us that he
is always ready to give advice on the

subject of a suitable career for boy
or girl to any of our readers, per-

sonally or by post.

Students are now being enrolled for next Term in order of receipt of their applications.

Candidates desiring full particulars of the Training under the only Gold Medal system extant , for a variety of

appointments from which to select a congenial career, should fill in and post the appended coupon (^d, stamp on envelope).

COUPON.
To Mr. James V. Munford, F.R.C.I., M.R.S.A., Director, Kensington College, 34, Gloucester Gardens, Hyde Park W.

Please send, free by post, Illustrated Prospectus, Souvenir, and full particulars of Training for Guaranteed
Appointments.

Name

9 Address

E.M.?s.7.13
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I. LES ANNALES
POLITIQUES ET LITTERAIRES.

ILLUSTRATED FRENCH JOURNAL,
APPEARING ON SUNDA YS.

PARIS, 51, RUE SAINT GEORGES, 51.

Editor: ADOLPHE BRISSON.

31st YEAR OF PUBLICATION.

150,000 Subscribers.

" Les Annales" holds a unique position

amongst contemporary French weeklies,

and numbers amongst its Contributors

every famous Frenchman of Letters of the

day. It combines a healthy moral tone

with the highest literary quality.

^ Specimen Copy on AppUcaUon. *

SUBSCRIPTION

:

12/6 per annum, Edition on Ordinary Paper.

18/6 „ „ Edition de Luxe.

Subscriptions will be received at the Offices of

" EVERYMAN," 21, Royal Terrace, Edinburgh.

Yearly subscribers will receive a Presentation

Copy of the Edition de Luxe of "Le Livre d'Or

de la Cuisine Francaise."

II. THE JOUBNAL DE

lUNIVEBSITE DES ANGLES.

Issued fortnightly, 64 pages, 50 Illustra-

tions, Publishes all the Lectures delivered

at the University des Annales by the most

brilliant Professors and Members of the

French Academy,

SUBSCRIPTION, 12/6 per annum.

long tilting-match, in which he successfully holds the

lists against all comei-s. The typical villain, on the.

contrary, is more often than not an incarnation of low

cunning obsessed by some ruling passion, such as

cruelty, avarice, ambition, or lust. AH honour to
" George Eliot," who led the van in a revolt against

this wholly unnatural school of fiction. Unlike the

vast majority of the novelists of her time, " George
Eliot " never allowed herself to idealise her characters.

Maggie Tulliver, Savonarola, Romola, and Dinah
Morris (to take a few of her designedly attractive

characters), all have their weaknesses. The writer

who, in order to render sin the more odious, makes
his "villains" worse than are their prototypes in real

life is unconsciously acting a lie. Personally, I con-

sider "George Eliot" one of the greatest moral
teachers of the last century. She showed that sin, like

virtue, is its own reward, but that the consequences

of sin frequently recoil not only upon the sinner, but

also upon his innocent associates.

The character of Arthur Donnithorne (in "Adam
Bede ") illustrates the danger of letting things go, of

drifting through life without moral ballast. " Evil is

wrought by want of thought as well as by want of

heart."

In Tito (in " Romola ") we see one whose only care

in life is his personal comfort—a cool, selfish, un-

scrupulous individual, unsparing of caresses when
they cost him nothing, who faces the world with a
smiling face, and, under cover of a spotless reputation,

lives a life of consummate meanness. Unlike " Holy
Willie" or Tartuffe, Tito makes no profession of

piety
; yet his hypocrisy is no less despicable than that

of the Scotch mendicant or the French faux devote

But a tragic end awaits him. He perishes at the hand
of the man whom he has most deeply injured.

I cannot agree with Mr. Jones's assertion that
" thousands of people have closed ' Romola ' convinced
that Tito was really a nice young man, vi'ho would
have turned out quite well if he had only been tact-

fully handled." The class of people who would form
such a judgment would scarcely have the patience to

read through a work of such a highly reflective

character as " Romola."—I am, sir, etc.,

Herbert Houghton.
Hampstead, N.W., July X5th, 1913.

THE CONTINENTAL SUNDAY.- .

To the Editor oj Every.man'.

Sir,—I cannot help feeling that the main point of

the Rev. James Adderley's article upon " The Con-
tinental Sunday " is entirely overlooked (perhaps for-

gotten) by those who write critically, and who by their

letters seem for the most part to unduly emphasise the

fact that Sunday is a day of rest.

Unless I misunderstand the Rev. James Adderley,

the idea that appealed to me strongly was this—that

Sunday for the masses is not, or should notTae, only a
day of rest. That neither should it be merely the

recognised day of days for openly avowing Chris-

tianity and making good one's obligations to the God
of his love and traditions ; but a holy day which is

also a holiday.

The Rev. James Adderley docs not ask merely that

people shall have additional pleasure on Sunday, but

that they shall have legitimate pleasure.

To secure this, first he suggests there is your obliga-

tion to God, which includes attendance at church,

Catholic England as " The Mass,'^ut now more com-
monly called " Holy Communioi^ And afterwa-ds

—>vholesome pleasures, the recreation of rest or joy-

making. Feast or fair, what does it matter so that the
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day proves attractive for all, and is well spent by all ?

For most surely " rest " and " peace " are not the

only elements which should go to the making of a

normal day—more especially a workman's Sunday—
but also worship, and joy in recreation.

Possibly one might get the two first elements apart

from the Hfe of the Church (this is the idea, and pre-

sumably the ideal, of many so-called Christians of

to-day, and so they preserve a tradition of the Sunday
which is both impotent and harmful). But contaiiicil

in the latter is the truest ideal of Sunday, namely, full

churches first and full lives afterwards.

The Rev. James Adderley desires the fullness of life

for all.

The atmosphere and charm of the peaceful English
Sunday, of which George Gissing writes, is precious to

all healthy, normal Christians ; but we have not only

the countryside and old-fashioned or cultured towns-
folk to consider, but also the crowded city, the thought-
less young, and those who throng the streets on a
Sunday, and who stay outside our churches—the

laughter-loving masses, the children in things of the
Spirit.

The lesson of the English Sunday is too long for

such. Shorten it then. Teach them the Rev. James
Adderley's healthy ideas, contained in the motto con-
cealed beneath his words, " Duty first, and pleasure

afterwards."

There is matter for many a sermon hidden beneath
the wise sayings of our forefathers. " All work and
no play makes Jack a dull boy." Dullness for the

masses should be avoided at all costs, for " Satan finds

some mischief still for idle hands to do."—I am, sir,

etc., Florence A. Marriott.
Birmingham, July 17th, 1913.

FIFTY-TWO BANK HOLIDAYS.
To the Editor of Evervm.an.

Sir,—Your correspondent's suggestion for shifting

Saturday's work on to the other five working, days
must, I fear, emanate from one who is not himself

compelled to labour from early morn to night in a big

city. The suggestion to compress the week's labour

into five days is very good and feasible. There are,

however, considerations affecting a lengthening of the
working days for most of London workers at least.

Many are compelled to wait for a solid meal until they
arrive home at 8 p.m. to 8.30 p.m., and later. To
these the difference of one hour would be suicidal.

Those unable to go without food for another hour
would have to purchase food away from home.
Limited funds would find this a heavy burden.
Owing to the faulty system of education under which
many of us were brought up, the only opportunity

for self-improvement and advancement (attained by
such a struggle as no one who has not experienced
it can imagine) is during the evening hour (seldom
hours). Alas ! few employers are generous enough to

grant (even unwillingly) facilities for the employees
to attend classes, which are often held at ridiculously

early hours, at which it is impossible to attend. The
addition of one hour would close the road for ever to

many of these. There are also many who are now
completely exhausted by close confinement for too
long hours. Two hours /ess labour per diem would
mean better work, but one hour more would mean a
shorter life. A few hours extra would not compensate
in one morning for the loss sustained in the other five

days. Would your correspondent suggest workmen
should be paid Thursday evening? How would the
necessary Saturday purchases be made with shops
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ANew ConversationBook

cc

to meet the hurry-scurry times !

!

TIME IS MONEY
In French, English, Italian (side by side).

The Italian Translation by Professor Emma Davio, Rome.

99

Motorists ! Tourists ! Do not visit France or Italy

without a copy of Augusta Ayliffe's Languages
for Busy People, "TIME IS MONEY," in your

pocket or handbag.

You have FIVE SHILLING books, neatly bound
together in limp leather covers with gold lettering,

for 3/6 net.

Of all Booksellers in England. France, Italy, or direct from
the Author and Publisher,

AUGUSTA AYLIFFE, Dursley, Gloucestershire, England ; or

AUGUSTA AYLIFFE, Chapman's Hotel (pro tern), 21 VU Pattdolfini, Florence.

EXTRACTS FROM THE PRESS.

"A practical guide for travellers, without any lidiculous sentences."

—

New York Herald. Paris.

"A little book calculated to prove v?ry useful to the English traveller

io France aod Italy."—jyaiVy Mail, Paris.

"'Time as Money' is exceptionally well adapted for the traveller. A
roost useful section is the pages devoted to the translation of the menu
of one of the popular Restauranrts Duval in Paris. The conversation is

practical, and the author wisely makes no attempt to give the pronuncia-
tion."—T.P.'i Weekly.

"'Time is Money' will be found specially useful, because it has
been written bit by bit during years of life on the Continent, Travellers
will find in it things they wish to say, and not the amusing but irrelevant

remarks of the ordinary conversation book."— T^tf AsscciaUs' Joumalt
G.F.S.

"Miss Angusta Ayliffc has published a very useful and clever wort,
entitled * Time is Money.' The book aims at teaching languages to busy
people, and ' is intended for those persons who jump into the tr.iin and
go half-way round the world, while the sleepy ones are thinking the

matter over, and studying a bit of French or Italian grammar before

entertaining a thought of going on the Continent.' . . . The book should
prove invaluable to all those who want to achieve a workable knowledge
of French or Italian in the shortest possible time."

—

Everyman.

"Miss Ayliffe's 'Time is Money' is a publication of a very interesting

and practical kin-d, superior to many of its class. With it in his band
the traveller might often save himself from embaTrassment, and at least

he can walk into a jestaurant and order his meals. It is the experience of

many travellers that in practice an aid to pronunciation is a failure.

A fure accent cannot be obtained by self-tuition. The author of 'Time
is Money ' defies the best linguist of the day to give a written -pro-

nunciaiioH of ' #« ' in ' bon,' etc. ; Vn ' and * « ' in * nic/ etc. . .
."

—

The
Florence Herald, June, 1913.
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dosing close on return home on Friday night (one

hour IvUer than now)? And how about theatres?

Xol Mr. Wright, you are wrong here. Saturday

morning free by all means, but not a longer working

day for the workers.—I am, sir, etc., W. NOTT.
Carshalton, Surrey.

FRAN'CIS THOMPSON.
To the Ediior of Evervm.w.

Sir,—In Mr. Hermann's excellent account of

Francis Thompson, which appeared in this week's

number of EVERYMAN, I nohce a reference to

"haggard eroticists like Ernest Dowson." I find it

ver>' hard to recognise under this title the poet to

whom love was not passbn, but only renunciation and

melancholy reminiscence. Dowson's short hfe may
have been chequered with light and darkness, but his

poems reflect only the light. To the poet love was

so delicate a thing that death or even separation were

better than the inevitable disenchantment of passion.

Only my anxiety that there should be room in the

necessarily limited space given to correspondence in

tiiis paper for some protest against Mr. Hermann's
expression prevents me from allowing Dowson to

defend liimself by quotation. His poems are con-

tained in one volume—easily obtainable and short to

read ; yet to those who have read them the book be-

comes a breviary of the twilight hours of the soul.—

I

am, sir, etc., K. M. M.
London, July i8th, 19 13.

THE BUSINESS MAN AND LITERATURE.
To the Ediior 0} Evervm.\x.

Sir,—" There is no time " in a business man's career

"for writing and tliought." So says your corre-

spondent " Kashual Kritic," and in most cases he is

doubtless right. But not strictly so ; for it is obvious

to anyone acquainted with business that it is not time

wluch prevents the best business man from doing other

things than those he ordinarily has to deal with, but

lack of opportune ability.

It is often correctly said that, if you want anytliing

done, go to the busy man, who apparently hasn't time,

and you will be more likely to get it done than if

you go to the man who has apparently plenty of leisure.

The good business man makes time ; but only in the

very rarest of cases does he, or perhaps can he without

great difficulty, under present traditional custom, make
time to become anything else than a business man.

The reason possibly is that a good business man has

the details of business on his mind all the hours of

business, while in his off time he feels he has neces-

sarily to keep himself free from any distraction,

or to apply liis mind only to the very lightest

of recreation.

But there probably are just a few good business men
who do not let things be on their minds except just

for the comparatively few minutes in v.-hich they are

actually dealing with them, and that, for the rest, they

depend upon indexes and diaries and reminders, or

perhaps upon the care-freeing system of sectionalising

tlieir business, or upon any otlier of the modern con-

trivances, by means of which they can refresh their

memories only at the exact minute when it is necessary.

In other v.-nrds, they keep things only in their minds

to be called up directly they are wanted.

This is surely as it should be in the case of everyone

in business, for then there would be time and energy

left to appreciate life, and all the delights and even

ecstasies of life, which require energy in their practice

as well as time, and v/liich we know in our hearts we
have left behind us in following the march of civilisa-

tion. The difference between having things on the

mind and in the mind may be the sole difference be-

tween materialism on the one hand, of which the

business man never really approves, and romance on
the other, which he now usually despises, but all the

time knows in his heart is of as great importance to

life as the more directly useful accomplishment of

"getting a living." To put it in anotlier way, the

difference between having things on the mind and in

the mind may perhaps be the difference between put-

ting all one's efforts on getting money wliich will only

supply one-half the necessities of life, and which can

never, by any possible chance, supply the other equally

necessary v.-ant, and that of apportioning one's

efforts in such a way as to provide for the supply of

both.

I have been getting away from the question of being

an author ; but being an author is only one of the

various ways of expressing life, and it is much more
important for a man to live the fullest possible life

than it is for him to express it.—I am, sir, etc.,

London, E.C. ERNEST LOXLEY.

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
Mr. de la Villexeuve is one of the authors who
has gone to the East on the crest of the Balkan boom
for his latest novel. Sold to the Sultan (Eveleigh

Nash, 6s.) is not a very convincing romance. The
atmosphere of Bluebeard and Iiis many wives, their

intrigues and their sufferings, strikes one as being

out of date. The heroine of the story, Fatima by name,

is a familiar figure in novels of this type. She is sold

into captivity as a member of the Sultan's harem, and
accepts her fate with Oriental philosophy. It is de-

cided, however, that her lord and master will dispense

with her services as a wife, and she is transferred to a

captain in the Ottoman Army, Ali Bey, one of the

leaders of the Young Turks. It is arranged that she

shall spy out his secrets and supply the Palace with

the latest information as to the doings of the rebels.

Here, however, we meet with the counterplot beloved

of novelists. Ah realises the m.otive for presenting

liim with the beautiful Fatima, and arranges that he
will defeat the Sultan and test her devotion at one
and the same time. He gives her false information,

so that if she betray him no harm will be done, and
he will know she is a traitor. He then departs and
leaves her to her fate, which is an extremely un-<

pleasant one. The amiable Sultan turns her over to

the chief torturer, who burns bits out of her feet and
legs, with other characteristic and Oriental torments.

She withstands the ordeal, however, and eventually

rejoins her husband with im.paired health, but a reso-

lute fidelity.

® 9 9
Superintendent Froest, late of Scotland Yard, has

written a detective story called THE Grell Mystery
(Nash, 6s.). It is an old proverb that a shoemaker
is always badly shod, and it is certain that whatever

Superintendent Froest's capacity may have been in

the art of discovering mysterious crimes and tracking

down bloodthirsty murderers, he does not possess the

ability to frame his adventures for the purposes of

publication. The book is neither convincing nor arrest-

ing; it is machine-made, and curiously void of those

details of description, those little touches of personal

observation that one would have supposed the author

to have had at his fingers' ends. Perhaps Mr. Froest

still feels the obligation of professional reticence, for

(C^Kti'nutS jr. ^cj/j 4:6.^
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2 Money=making Professions
by which Readers of EVERYMAN can

, . turn their spare hours into Guineas . *

Can you Write?
Doubtless there are thousands of thinking men and

women—readers of Everyman—who have something to say

which would be of real interest to the world, but they have

not developed the power of expressing themselves in-

terestingly and forcibly. To such readers, the journalistic

profession offers unlimited scope, and, with training, should

Jbe the means of affording a very lucrative and fascinating

spare-time hobby. To be successful in literary work necessi-

tates a course of specialised training conducted by a success-

ful journalist who is willing to impart the benefit of his own

experience.

All readers of Everyman who possess some literary

ability are advised to send a specimen MS. to the Secretary

of the Practical Correspondence College, 77, Thanet House,

Strand. This MS. will be carefully read through by the

Instructor of the Journalism Course, and a candid criticism

will be returned to the sender within a few days, together

with full particulars of the P.C.C. Course in Free Lance

Journalism and Short Story Writing.

The openings in Journalism are more numerous, more
interesting, and, above all, more lucrative than most people

realise. .As a spare-time hobby or a regular occupation, you

can earn from 7s. 6d. to £2 2s. per hour if you know what

to write and where to sell articles, short stories, and the

interesting little paragraphs which constitute one-quarter of

the contents of dailies and weeklies.

A young friend of the present writer, of twenty-two years

of age, who began work for the Press three years ago, now
earns the comfortable income of ;i{J^2,ooo a year. She had

no introductions or influence; her success is solely the result

of her knowing how to do just the work that's wanted.

She works no harder than the average woman teacher, but

she makes every stroke of her pen tell, and every Editor she

works for knows exactly what to expect from her ; he knows
she is dependable. '

Do not Delay.
Send at once. This is a golden opportunity which may

make all the difference to your future success. You may
have missed chances before; don't miss this one. Send
now, before you forget it.

No matter how little you may know now. Correspondence

Teaching will begin just where you need it to begin, and
take you as far as you need to go. The work of the

College is to train, encourage, and help students to succeed.

No other Institution has by correspondence helped so
many men and women, in all parts of the world, to train

their talents to earn money. No other Institution enjoys
such wide and intimate acquaintance with publishers,

editors, printers, and advertisers. This opens the door of

employment to the students.

Can you Draw?
Other readers of Everyman who may not possess literary

talent are probably able to draw more or less successfully.

Why not turn this talent to profitable account? Drawing

for one's friends is interesting, but not profitable. Why not

consider the possibilities of Commercial Art?

Send a Small Sketch,
in any media—pen, pencil, or colour—and we will return it

to you with a personal letter from the Art- Director (one of

London's leading Designers) upon your chances of success

in Commercially Applied Art.

We will send also a finely illustrated Prospectus of our

unique Course of Home Study, which teaches all you need

to know to make money by Drawing for Reproduction,

Designing Posters, Book and Magazine Covers, Ex Libris,

Advertisements, etc.

With our progressive, superbly illustrated lessons in the

practical, professiorwl side of designing, and the unlimited

individual criticism, help, and advice of our Art Director,

you may learn in your spare time what usually takes years

to find out—just the essential facts that no Art School oc

hand codes ever tell you.

You can learn, too, how to turn a taste for drawing into

guineas in the shortest possible time, how to make the

designs that are wanted; how, when, and where to dispose

of them to the utmost advantage.

The lessons are clear and easy to follow, and drudgery of

study is eliminated. Gaining a practical knowledge of the

profitable branches of Applied Art by our system of Postal

tuition is, in fact, a pleasant pastime. The student's difficul-

ties and doubts give place to confidence and courage, and bo-

or she is helped to earn while learning.

Among the objects taught in the Twelve Months' Course!

are : Lettering, Black-and-White, Line, Wash and Body,

Colour, Drawing effectively Figures, Pretty Faces,

Drapery, Flowers; Landscapes and Portraits in Colours;

Studio Economics ; Time and Labour-saving Devices, Prac-

tical Hints, etc.

It costs nothing and you risk nothing in sending a sketch"

and receiving particulars of the only System that trains you

until proficient, and that has helped so many men and

women in all parts of the world to earn money by Art.

Write the Secretary, Practical Correspondence College,

77, Thanet House, Strand, London, W.C.
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FINEST PURE COFFEE

FREED
FfiOM

CAFFEINE
As used at the Continental Health Resorts.

Lifebelt Coffee Co.. Ltd., 71, Eastcheap. London, E.C.

•yvrEWRlTlNG-FREE CARBON COPY. Authors' MSS.,
•* lOii. per 1.000 wor;'s. Best work coed paper, prompt del very, free carbon
copy— Mrs. K. W. MANNhKS, 321. Hi^h Holborn. W.C. Tul.; City f535.

I-JOUSE ownership on limited income quite possible and not
•* ^ difficult. Particulars of successful method free lo all rent-payers.—Write
Manager. 246. Uishopsgate. London. E.C. Mention Evkrvman.

rNEVELOP YOUR WILL POWER, Concentration. Self-
*^ Reliance. Memory ai;d Personal Magneti-m by " The St. Settef Course"
(4 lessons). Recommei^ded by Public Opinion, etc. Fee 2/6. Particulars free.

—THii ST. SHTTEF INSTITUTE (DEPT. 5). PERTH.

CLOAN-DUPLOYAN SHORTHAND is acquired in a few weeks^ and is guaranteed the most rapid and reliable system in use. S^e I^vkkyman,
Feb. to May ..for series of remarli.-ible testimonies. Illustraled hanUboolt. con-
taining lesson, specimens, etc.. free.—SLOAN SHORTHAND CO., Ramsgate.

TTYPE-WRITING of every description carefully and promptly
^ exe~ntrd. 7d. per 1.000. Duplicating and Copying. Cambridge Local.

—

Miss NANCY McFARLANE. II. Palmeira Avenue. Westcliff. Evsex.

THE AUTHORS' ALLIANCE place MSS. promptly and on
^ best terms. Literary work of all kinds dealt with by exiierts who place
Authors' interest first. Twenty years* experience.—2. Clement's Inn, W.C.

CONSTIPATION. Thomas Macintyre, Diet Speciahst, Culler-
coats. Northumberland, is meeting with remarkable success in the treat-

ment of this troublesome couiplaint. Write for particulars, enclosing stamp
for reply.

SHORT STORIES.—Author of repute criticises MSS. ; indicates
likeliest niarliets; also purchases outright stories cf merit. Preliminary

letter to "Author." Kintyre. Cedar Road. Sutton, Surrey.

THE HUMANITARIAN HOLIDAY RECREATIVE PARTY
AND FOOD KFFORM SUMMER SCHOOL (which gave such unqualified

satisfaction and pleasure to all who attended it last year) will be repeated. For
this purpose a Uo.irding School with 70 beds has been taken. The house stands
its own grounds overlooking a beautiful wooded park near thi sea. Lectures,
musical and other entertainments, excursions by land and sea. outdoor games, etc.

Inclusive ternis full board resid*::nce (4 meals a day) 1 lo 2 guineas per week,
according to bedroom accommo.Sation. Prospectus, giving all particulars, from
Hon, Secretary, or Mr. and Mrs. Massingham, Food Reform Guest House. 17,

Norfolk Terrace. lirighton.

AUTHORS wanted, known and unknown, to communicate.
Every description of literary work required. No fees whatever.—Write

for particulars, in first instance, to " Publishers." 462, Sell's Advertising Offices.

617, Fleet Street. London. Special attention to new writers.

TOURS.

DR. HENRY S. LUNN (Ltd.). £5 5s. BLANKENBERGHE,
14 D.\YS* accommodation at Grand Hotel Godderis. and return ticket

lothis BEAUTIFUL m:LGlAN SEASIDE RESORT. 14 DAYS LUCERNE
and ENGADINE. TERRITET and CHAMONIX. 16 DAYS GRINDEL-
WALD and ZKRMAIT. PALACE HOTELS MONTANA and MURREN.
—The Secretary, 5, Endsleigb Gardens, N.W.

SWISS TOURS. ^4 19s. 6d. ; BELGIUM (a fortnight), ;C4 17s, 6d.
RHINE, HOLLAND, SCOTLAND, IRELAND. Write for the "Al"

Holiday Guide,—"Al" TRAVEL OFFICES. 3. New Oxford Street, W,C.

IF YOU HAVE A SPARE POSTCARD, and are thiriking about
* your holid-iys. address it lo the Manager, Tours Department, *' Everyman,"
AJdinc House, IJetlford Street, Strand, W.C. and aslt for a copy of the "Every,
man" Holiday Booltlet, It cannot fail to interest you, and may result in your
spending one ol the most delightful holidays you have ever had—a holiday which
will be full of the happiest experiences.

he discloses none of the secrets of the prison-house.
This mystery which is not a mystery might have been
written by a man who had never come within a hun-
dred miles of the Old Bailey, never experienced the
curious thrill of dread and apprehension which one
feels when watching the face of the prisoner in the
dock. The note of real emotion is lacking, as is a
logical sequence of events. The author might, we
think, be more successful if he were to turn his atten-

tion to writing about prisons and prisoners as they
really are,

9 e> 9
Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett has a rare gift for

allegory. THE LAND OF THE BLUE FLOWER (re-

printed by Messrs. Putnam, 2S. net) is a charming
fable. One associated the author of " That Lass o'

Lovvrie's " with a power of the dramatic, but in this

dainty trifle she shows she can paint in softer,

more delicate colours, and can create an atmo-
sphere with the turn of a phrase. The story is

very slight, and tells how King Amor changed the
name of his country to "The Land of the Blue
Flower." " In my pleasaunce on the mountain top
there grows a Blue Flower. One of my brothers, the

birds, brought me its seed from an Emperor's hidden
garden. It is as beautiful as the sky at dawn. It has
a strange power. It dispels evil fortune and the dark
thoughts which bring it. There is no time for dark
thoughts—there is no time for evil." The king com-
mands that all his subjects shall plant the seed of the

Blue Flower, which he will distribute to everyone.
" Gradually all sorts of curious things happened.
People who were growing Blue Flowers began to keep
the ground round them in order." It was found, also,

that people did not seem to have so many things to

quarrel about. They were too occupied with tending

the Blue Flower to watch their neighbours' ingoings

or outcomings, and gradually peace and content

spread over the country, and the gloom that had ruled

over the land before was forgotten.

@ @ 9

It sometimes happens that the facts about a people,

the truth concerning a revolution, or the history of a

war is brought home more convincingly by the aid of

a great novel or a remarkable play than through the

agency of innumerable treatises or essays. THE
DAUGHTER OF HEAVEN (Constable, 5s. net), by
Pierre Loti and Judith Gautier, presents convincingly

the underlying enmity between the Tartar race and
their Chinese subjects. " The Daughter of Heaven "

is the Empress, mother of the heir to the Ming
Dynasty. This small hope of the line of China's

ancient rulers has been carefully hidden away, in the

hope that by the time he reaches man's estate his

friends and followers will be in a position to aim a

blow for the re-establishment of the Mings upon the

throne. The play opens in the garden of the Palace

at Nan-King, where is the Empress and her boy. To
them comes the Emperor of Peking, the head of the

reigning house of Manchu, and sworn foe of the Mings.

He assumes a disguise, and falls in love with the Em-
press, who in her heart succumbs to his influence. The
Tartar departs determined to do all that is possible

to heal the breach between the two houses. He de-

signs to marry the Empress, and there is some hope
of his ambition being accomplished, when his followers

for ever frustrate the desire of his heart. The Tartar

army, in his absence, press on the Palace, and the Em-
press is forced to sec her faithful and devoted followers

shot. The remnant, rather than fall into the hands of

the Tartars, set fire to the Palace and seek death in

the heart of the flames. The Empress, yielding to
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pressure, makes her escape, first vowing that she will

follow her soldiers so soon as she has ensured the

safety of her son. The son, however, dies, and the

Empress, watched over by the Tartar Kmperor, is

broujjht to his Palace at Peking. The scene between

the Daughter of Heaven and the Tartar usurper is

written with dramatic force and passion. She admits

her love for him, but declares she will never live to be

his wife. Her dead soldiers must for ever come be-

tween them. She pleads with him for poison, and he

yields to her request. She swallows the fatal drug,

and in the few minutes that remain to her throws her-

self into his arms.
" But now the abyss is crossed, and my mortal enemy

is weeping tears for love in my embrace. Let me rest

against your breast, come closer, with all your being,

that I may pass away as though in you."

is> » &
The FfollioTS of Redmarley (Messrs. Murray,

6s.) is a refreshing novel which it is a genuine pleasure

to read. It is concerned with the doings of a county
family, the squire and his wife, and six delightful

children, ranging from Kitten, aged four, to Mary and
Grantley, the elder sister and brother, whose tenden-
cies to grow up are a constant source of surprise and
irritated wonder to the squire, his one idea being that

children should neither be seen nor heard. To this

end he placards the house with notices as to the

banging of doors and the desirability of never con-

versing unless absolutely necessary, and then only in

hushed whispers. Needless to say, the poor man is

in a constant state of perturbation, mostly occasioned

by the escapades of Uz and Buz, the twins, perfect

geniuses in the art of discovering new and invariably

annoying methods of amusing themselves. Mrs.

'Allen Harker does not, however, devote all her ener-

gies to the portrayal of this family alone, and has
introduced her readers to a new and very welcome
character, one Eloquent Gallup. Eloquent is the son

of a local tradesman, whose one ambition is that his

son should go into " Parlyment," and to this end he
leaves him a large fortune on the condition that he
takes up pohtics. Eloquent obeys the stipulation, and
is the successful Liberal candidate for Redmarley.
He is sympathetically drawn, and one follows his

career with interest from the moment when he is

discovered by Mary sitting in a puddle in the wood,
to his final interview with her when he lays his heart

at her feet.

9 9
Novels centring round a woman whose sole com-

plaint is that she has too much to enjoy and too little

to do are not as a rule convincing or attractive. With
romance ready and waiting for the artist in the hves of

men and women who have to work, it seems a waste
of effort to clothe moral inertia with the veil of fantasy,

and to suggest that the woman of leisure with an easy-

going husband, as much money as she wants, and
more than enough pleasure is likely to prove more
interesting to the student of psychology than the
ordinary type of hard-working everyday life. The
Jumping Off Place (Hodder and Stoughton, 6s.)

has the merit of being written brightly ; there is no
attempt to take the heroine, Eleanor, seriously. " Hers
was a (jase of nerves, resulting from the fact that life

had put too much stress on a frail constitution." The
doctor she consults tells her frankly she must get out
of herself before she is cured, and recommends the
stock treatment for such cases as practised in America.
She is sent out West to a mining camp, where, pre-
sumably brought face to face with the facts of exist-

ence, she will have little leisure and less energy to

HIDDEN POWER,
Remarkable Results Follow Experiments

of Clever Scientist.

MARVELS OF THE MSND.

initiation FREE to Our Readers.
There are hundreds, nay, thou-

(^^^^^^^ sands, of capable men and women
^^flflH^H^^ to-day needlessly living a life of^^^^^^^^^^ mediocrity, obscurity, and failure,

whose very existence constitute an
"apparently intended " succession of

endless toil, trouble, and misery.

Fatalists, no doubt, exclaim that all

such things must be, but just a.sk

yourself this question : Is there one
single sound reason why every being
should not attain success and happi-
ness.' No—most emphatically there
is not.

Every human soul is heir to a rich
and glorious possession—the sacred
cherished gifts of inborn capacities
and talents. Everyone is born suit-

ably equipped to play his or her role

in the game of life, and given oppor-
tunities which, when grasped, lead to

unbounded success and perfect hap-
piness.

Mr. Frank Hartley, the greatest
psychomcnticulturist, positively

denies that failure in any sense of the term necessarily
exists. He maintains that the power to succeed lies within
the reach of all ; it is, in fact, inherent, a potent dormant
force, requiring but a certain amount of scientific develop-
ment to manifest itself in every individual. Hundreds upon
hundreds of people in every walk of life who have followed
his method testify to the wonderful results which this truly
remarkable man has enabled them to accomplish.

£1,000 GUARANTEE.
Just read the following remarkable letter. Mr. Frank

Hartley possesses thousands of similar ones, and he will

hand a cheque for ;£i,ooo to any London Hospital, fund, or
charity, if anyone can prove that these are not absolutely
genuine.

Professor Le D , Fellow of the British Institute of
Mental Science and Graduate of the American College
of Sciences (Diploma and Honours), writes, March 3rd,
1913;—

" I have carefully examined your system on Personal
Magnetism, etc., and find it far superior to any I have
ever read. As a Psychologist I may say you have given
the very secrets away to the world.—Yours very
faithfully, " Le D ."

No matter your age or position in life, whether you are
engaged in artistic pursuits, in commerce, in finance, you
may be either employer, employee, or independent, Mi".

Frank Hartley will help you attain your most cherished
secret ambitions. Every word you speak, every emanating
thought, every moment you live is either right or wrong,
and the secret of success in every phase of life lies in bring-
ing your every wish, thought, and action into perfect
harmony with your immediate surroundings and the hidden
forces of nature.

A GENEROUS OFFER.
So absolutely convinced is Mr. Hartley of the infallibility

of his system that he offers to send a free copy of his won-
derful book, entitled "The Temple of the Mind," to any of
our readers interested, and, further, to initiate them free
of charge into his wonderful secret success method.
There is no age limit, no question of position, or obstacle

of any kind. All you have to do is to write to Mr. Frank
Hartley, Room io6a, London Institute of Menti Culture, 9,
John Street, Adelphi, London, W.C. (mention you are a
reader of Evkrvman), and he will send you a free copy of
his wonderful book, full particulars of his method, and show
you what you must do in order to attain Success, Power,
Personal Influence, and Perfect Happiness.
Those who wish to may enclose two penny stamps for

postage, etc., but in any case a mere request will bring his

book and information.
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concern herself with chimeras of an enervated

imagination. Eleanor is by way of being a coquette,

•and her physician feels somewhat guilty that he has

turned her loose on a number of inoffensive men, who
are likely to go down before her without show of

resistance. Ultimately the mining camp works a

salient cure. Not only does she forget her " nerves
"

and fancies, but she falls in love with her own husband,

whom the exigencies of American society and the

facilities afforded for matrimonial freedom by
American divorce has separated from her for some
time. She is considering the possibility of finally

divorcing him, when she discovers that he is really

a person of some importance in her life. Miss Ethel

Shackelford has a vivacious pen, and though her book
makes no serious attempt at reality, it shows a certain

capacity for looking on the light side of things that is

commendable when serious novels, written in heavy

style, issue in such unending succession from the

English and American Press.

@ ® 9
The Confessions of a Dancing Girl (Heath,

Cranton and Ouseley, 3s. 6d.) is the story of a heroine

who determines to go on the music-hall stage, and her

adventures in the pursuit of her ambition. There is

an amount of local colour about the book that redeems

its faults of style and the melodramatic atmosphere

in which it is surrounded. Her account of the sensa-

tion of an acrobat on the trapeze is convincing, and
the chapter that touches on lion-tamers and their pets

makes good reading.

^2f^ v^ t^^
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compress the full quart of learning into the pint pot of portability."

DAILY TELEGRAPH.— "it is not easy to know who should be congratulated
most—the editor, Mr. Andrew Boyle, on so admirable an achievement, the publishers on
so courageous an undertaking, or the public on the prospect of being able to purchase for
twelve monthly shillings a complete encyclopaedia of knowledge."

WORLD.—" . . . The result is eminently satisfactory, and great popularity may be
anticipated for one of the handiest and most correct little reference books ever published."
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hitherto prevented only by considerations of cost from acquiring what has become an
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opportunity of possessing an encyclopaedia which not only answers all their everyday
needs, but also makes a handsome addition to any library."
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

IT is exceedingly difficult to speak with any certi-

tude of the probable course of events on the

Rand. As we write it seems probable that the

cataclysm of a general strike may be avoided, and

that there is at least a possibility of the miners accept-

ing the enquiry into their grievances which was

offered by General Botha. It is certain, however,

that until that enquiry has taken place, or until some
improvement has been effected in the lot of the miner,

the spectre of labour unrest will continue to haunt the

Rand, with results that must prove deplorable to the

future development of South Africa.

Mr. Churchill's plunge into oil, and his dramatic and
almost abrupt decision to transform the fuel of the

fleet, is not to pass unchallenged by criticism from

competent quarters. In the House of Commons itself

the masterful personality of the First Lord, together

.with his powers of repartee, may suffice to silence

opposition. But none the less the country shows
itself restive under the change. Not only have the

miners emphatically asserted their right to a vested

interest in their occupation, but the experts have not

been slow in pointing out that Mr.' Churchill will be
dependent for his oil on three sources of supply, whose
representatives may at any moment form themselves

into a ring, while only one country under the flag

—

Burmah—is potentially capable of providing the

Navy with oil. A monopoly that has its success in

foreign supply is a danger that even the British Navy
cannot disregard, and it is not at all improbable that

a Committee of the House of Commons will at no
distant date be appointed to enquire into the .whole

subject

Quite exceptional interest attaches to the account
appearing in this month's World's Work, concerning

the success of a remarkable and hitherto unknown
colony of small-holders, whicli, founded some twenty
years ago at Winterslow, near Salisbury, has won
through op hnes that are at once ancient and original.

According to our contemporary, the colony has applied

to' the solution of the modern land problem the prin-

ciples of the old Saxon Witenagemot, and the experi-

ment has been crowned with complete success. It

seems that, in 1 892, Major Poore bought a farm, which
he proceeded to let to some forty-five small-holders,

who took up the land in lots. These forty-five men
were divided into committees, according to their locali.<

ties, of about ten each, whose chairman, with Major
Poore, formed the local land court. This court used its

funds emphatically for the common good, and, de-

spite poverty of soil and all sorts of disadvantages, the

Winterslow small-holders have thriven exceedingly.

Remarkable as has been the development of the

crisis in China, it will come with no surprise to those

who have followed the course of events in that

mysterious country. The revolt of the South against

Yuan-Shi-Kai was bound to come.' The South is

definitely Republican. Yuan has been described, not

inaptly, as "moderate Manchu." He accepted the

new regime only under pressure, and the Southern

provinces accepted him only under the positive

duress of the Powers. The last straw came when he
concluded a loan of many millions in the teeth of his

own Parliament. While his exchequer was empty
his opponents knew he was powerless, but anything

was possible when he had money. Hence the revolti

A virile London evening paper publishes some truly

astounding figures in regard to the much-discussed

Cat and Mouse Act. Night by night it takes various

test cases, which show, clearly and undeniably, that,

whatever be the cause, the Act has failed ignomini-i

ously to achieve its objects. Let us give a case in

point. A Suffragette sentenced on July 8th to two
months' imprisonment was released on the 15 th ; again

arrested on the 1 8th ; released a second time on the

23rd inst, and has since then been twice released and
arrested. What other inference can be drawn from
this record than that the Act has absolutely failed ?

No little interest attaches to the announcement,
circulated by one of the news agencies, to the effect

that the Government propose to appoint a Royal Com-
mission to consider the whole question of labour

unrest, especially as regards railways. It is over

twenty years since the famous Labour Commission
was appointed, with memorable results. Mr. Tom
Mann and Mr. James Mawdsley, it may be remem-
bered, were among the members, and one of the

sequelcB was Mr. Chamberlain's Workmen's Compen-
sation Act. One can only hope that this enquiry will

excite something of the interest and enthusiasm of its

predecessor.

Are we in for another agitation for a stronger fleet ?

It really looks uncommonly like it. Without going
into the rights or wrongs of the matter, it is obvious

that some of Mr. Churchill's critics are determined
to force the hand of the First Lord, and the more
vigorous among them are already asserting that we
are at least six Dreadnoughts short. These critics

claim that the margin of sixty per cent, superiority

which Mr. Churchill laid down is insufficient, and
already there are signs that an active autumn cam-
paign will be conducted in support of their contentions.
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THE MAN AND HIS WORK
III.

—

The Man Before the Mast * j- By C. Sheridan Jones

There is a picture—by whom and of what artistic

value I do not know—which, none the less, always

comes to my mind, when I think or write about the

men who go down to the sea in ships. It is called, I

believe, " The Hopeless Dawn," and it depicts two

figures ; one that of a young woman—a wife, and now
a widow—crouching in an extremity of wild despair

at the feet of the old mother, whose careworn face

bears that look of enforced resignation which seems

more dreadful than the deepest grief. Behind them
both, seen through a window of their little cabin, is

the sea, angry and exultant, which has that night

sucked down and destroyed the lives that were most

precious to them both, and which assuredly will make
desolate many another home, break many another

heart, before its fury is expended.

It is this element of perpetual danger that makes
the sailor such an attractive figure. " We have fed the

seas for a thousand years," sings Kipling, " and she

calls uSj still unfed." Every day she demands her

victims. Every month one may read the records of

wrecks along the coast, which tell her dreadful toll.

It is the recognition of this very fact, the knowledge
that poor Jack may a* any time be called on to face

death on the high seas, the feeling that, behind him
and his infectious gaiety and boisterous good spirits,

there is always that dreadful background of the angry

sea, the sea which may at any moment wreck his

vessel and end his life ; it is this that gives him so

strong a hold upon our sympathies. How has that

sympathy reacted on the actual facts of the workaday
lot of the average seaman ? So far, I fear, but feebly.

If we take the official figures affecting British seamen
in our Mercantile Marine, with whom the present

article is exclusively concerned, we find that the num-
ber of seamen enumerated as " British, not otherv/ise

defined, and from the Colonies or British possessions,"

as 136,580—an increase of 8,000 on the 128,077
" Total British " sailors recorded for 1906. It is very
pertinent to enquire how this increase was effected,

and not a little disquieting to note 3,459 were China-
men, who, by giving Hong Kong as their birthplace.

Cot Registered under the "All-Red"
Designation.

And our disquietude is increased when we note that

the Registrar-General points out that during the twenty
years from 1891 to 191 1 the number of Lascars in the
British Mercantile Marine has increased by 21,583. In
i8gi nearly one-half of the Lascars were employed upon
vessels trading entirely abroad. The number thus em-
ployed has risen in the successive censuses from 10,535
to 13,100, 14,680, 14,924, and in 1911 to 16,571, while
simultaneously there has been a greater increase in the
number of Lascars on vessels which trade to this

country with men under Asiatic agreements. Their
numbers in the five censuses have been : 10,787, 14,811,

18,930, 23,501, and in 191 1 26,334. On the 3rd of April,

1911, there were 170,416 seamen (including masters and
apprentices) employed on steam vessels in the foreign
trade, and of tJiese 42,856, ar 25 fer cent., were Lascars
under Asiatic agreement. These Lascars on steam

vessels in the foreign trade were apportioned amongst
the different ratings as follows :

—

Petty Officers in the Sailors' Department 3,292

Sailors or Deck hands ".243
Firemen and Trimmers i7>Sio

Petty Officers in the Engineers' Depart-

ment ... 2,306

Stewards, Cooks, etc. > 8,505

Total ... ... 42,856

These figures really threaten the permanence of the

British Jack Tar, the national hero, whose praises

Dibden sang, and whose qualities are so frequently

emphasised in fiction and the drama, and at once the

question arises,

How^ is it that Life on the Ocean

is proving less and less attractive to the race which
has given the world its finest seamen, and whose sons

are now being ousted by Lascars and Chinamen, by
the sweepings of Asiatic ports and the off-scourings

of races who are without a tithe of the stamina or the

skill in sea craft that the Briton possesses ? According
to the officials of the men's Unions, the reason is

simple. No Treasury grant for " this most important

branch of education," no Government assistance in

training boys for sea, will suffice. " I could get fifty

boys a month," declared Mr. Caithery, of the Seamen's
Union, " in the East End of London to qualify for

the seaman's life, but life at sea must be made sweeter,

and the conditions changed first, before decent fathers

and mothers will send their lads to sea." In a word,

the men's grievances must be redressed.

What are these grievances? Admittedly Jack Tar's

life afloat has enormously improved, but it still fails

to correspond with that general advance in conditions,

if not in wages, which marks other industries. Take,
for instance, the lot of the fireman in the merchant
steamer—liner or tramp—which leaves our shores,

often without carrying one stokehole hand above the

bare number required to maintain a sufficient head of

steam ; any derangement of the routine, caused, say,

by a man falling sick, throws on the remainder an
inhuman task, which no man who has not served his

apprenticeship as a trimmer can stand.

He is Soon Driven to his Bunk,

and his mates are constantly doing doubles for him,
working two extra hours in his place. When these
extra duties become common, the work becomes
ghastly. Men slave on, distressed like hunted deer,

and when the work is finished they reel up the fidley-

ladder with working faces, their self-control gone, and
have been known to sob like children. Then on top
of this comes a rush—very often—of "Field days,"

when the vessel is nearing home. Sometimes, it is

alleged, men are driven to suicide under the fearful

pressure—under the unnatural heat of the stokehole
and the inhumanity of the speeding up of modern
seamanship. According to Mr. Chidlow, Liverpool
District Secretary' of the National Sailors' and Fire-
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men's Union, out of every gi6 European firemen and
trimmers, one ends his days by jumping overboard,

while with Asiatics it is worse—one in 447 committing
suicide. Even here, of course, the balance is with the

more stable Britisher, but one cannot wonder that the

Englishman is turning his back on a trade that is

only maintained under such fearful conditions.

Of course, it would be misleading to pretend that

this condition of affairs is typical of the general con-

ditions of the men before the mast. It is representa-

tive only of one of the worst phases of life at sea, and
it is fair also to remember that—thanks partly to the

Union and its persistent efforts—the lot of the average

seaman has greatly improved. But the horrors of the

stokehole are deeply impressed on the imagination of

the sea-faring centres of Great Britain, and although

seamen's wages have risen within the last year or two,

admittedly the supply of Britishers for the Mercantile

Marine has fallen. Accordmg to the shipowners,

whose view, of course, demands attention, the in-

crease in wages has been considerable. The men
dispute this, however, and they put forward figures

which they claim show that v/hile advances have

taken place, they average for Able Seamen only about

I OS. per month. The rates of pay vary, of course, with

different ports. Taking those that prevailed in

London early in the year, we get the following :

—

Southern and Eastern routes.
,

Firemen £s 10 o per month.

Trimmers 500 ,,

Greasers 600 „
A.B.'s S o o •»

Western Ocean routes.

Greasers 650 „
Firemen 600 ,,

Trimmers 5 'o o >'

A.B.'s S 10 o »

While at other ports the pay ranged from 3 5 s. per week

on weekly and ;^5 10s. on monthly boats, as at Leith,

to Rotterdam, where the pay was only £$ per month.

Of course, to this must be added the cost of the sea-

man's keep, his partial board and lodging on board

ship. It is when we come to consider these that we

Light upon the Most Serious Grievances
of the Men,

grievances that, far more than their pay, account for

the fact that John Bull, Junior, is turning his back

on the sea. While the comfort and requirements of

the passengers have been provided for to an extent

that is almost ridiculous, while the first-class

passengers of the Titanic, for instance, had squash

racquet courts and private swimming baths, the

accommodation offered to the men is, to put it very

mildly, inadequate. Dr. Williams, Medical Officer of

the Port of London, denounces the " conditions of the

seamen shut up in quarters below deck which are

practically in constant use as a sleeping, living, and

dining-room, generally dark, dirty, damp, and

encumbered with clothing, and where sometimes

have to be kept the food that they provide for them-

selves." These conditions have made the great white

scourge, consumption, felt acutely even at sea, and

the men themselves declare that the fo'castle is at

times intolerably hot, ill-lit and ill-ventilated, with

insufficient seats, and with all the intolerable and

disgusting nuisances that accrue from " messing " in

the same room. Of course, against this we have the

advantage of the eternal sea, with its life-giving

breezes and glorious air ; but even sailors, it should be

noted, get tired of that " eternal blue plate, the ocean,"

overhung, as one of them put it to me, " by the eternal

blue saucer of the sky," so sharp and confined does

habit render the boundless ocean. On the other hand,

they are free now from most of the disgraceful

tyrannies and shameful cruelties that mark the sailor's

life. Ashore they are better looked after. Their life,

arduous and exacting as it is, is free from the fret and
cares, the anxieties and distractions that more and
more mark the lot of the town artisan, and it still

leaves the British sailor something of the blitheness

of spirit which makes his character a national asset

well worth preserving. See him ashore nowadays,

and Jack is no longer drunken, riotous, irrepressible.

Usually he has a neat home and a fond wife awaiting

him, and he can forget his hardships and privations

and enjoy himself ashore, as the pages of W. W,
Jacobs amply attest.

Perhaps the sailorman is happiest when he is

employed, not by one of the big lines, but aboard

Those small Tramp Steamers which Ply

Up and Down the Coast;

where the skipper, who is not infrequently the owner
also, takes pot luck with the tiny crew, and where all

have an interest, more or less direct, in the financial

success of the voyage. The seaman aboard the tramp

tastes to the full the camaraderie of life afloat and

knows more of the joys of the home than his brother

of the deep-sea voyage. Above all, he is not remote

from those blessings of ownership that are brought

home on the great lines only by the prodigious divi-

dends, the enormous fortunes netted out of the sweat

of his brow, fortunes and dividends that have

increased out of all proportion to the advances

in wages which combination has won for the

sailor.

In some respects, indeed, the seaman's lot has not

advanced at all. The under-manning of merchant

ships, tamely acquiesced in by the Board of Trade,

has rendered his life far more exacting, has increased

enormously the pressure that the captain is obliged

to place on the members of the individual crew.

There is a wealth of figures to prove this assertion,

which space does not permit me to put in evidence.

Speeding up on the ocean, as on land, has done much
to shorten the worker's life. And even more serious

is the fact, recently denounced by Mr. Hyndman in

a damning indictment, that the Seamen's Load Line

won by the heroic exactions of Samuel Plimsoll has

gone! Without adequate discussion, and against

competent advice, the Board of Trade have virtually

abandoned the safeguards which that brave man won
from Parliament. I am aware, of course, that it is

claimed that the modern conditions of seamanship

have rendered Plimsoll's precaution supererogatory^

But against that I .would quote the almost innumer-

able censures quoted in the official returns of the

Board of Trade, censures which say that the

ship carried too heavy a cargo and that all hands

perished.

Is it any wonder that the Englishman, the finest

saik)r in the world, is giving the ocean the go-by I.
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WHY IS THE NEWSPAPER MAN POWER-
LESS IN ENGLAND ? > > By Charles Sarolea

I.

There arc two institutions which have been losing

ground in modern England; the Ecclesiastical Insti-

tution, which has been temporarily shaken by criticism

and unbelief, and the Parliamentary Institution, which
has been undermined by the party system and
threatened by the advance of democracy. In the

place of these two dwindling forces, the Press has
been gradually absorbing the fullness of political and
spiritual power. The Press guides the policy, formu-

lates the ideals of the nation, inflames the passions

of the people. It makes and unmakes the reputations

of statesmen, it provides the driving power of

Government. In countries like France and America
it even arrogates to itself the judicial function, and
when ordinary justice fails to detect crime the Press

has its own secret service and private detective

agencies. Even in despotic countries like Russia and
Prussia, the Press is a wholesome check on the

tyranny of the Government, and in critical moments a

journalist like Maximihan Harden is able to challenge

the majesty of the Crown.

II.

But whilst the power of the journal is increasing

in every country, and not least so in England, we have
to note this strange paradox : the power of the

journalist is decreasing. The British newspaper may
command immense prestige, yet the men whose brains

create that prestige are insignificant members of the

community. The British newspaper may be enor-

mously wealthy, yet the man whose brain creates that

wealth may be miserably poor. A recent novel by
Mr. Alphonse Courlander, " Mightier than the Sword,"
described that paradoxical contrast, and gave a

striking and melancholy picture of the conditions of

life and labour of the British journalist.

His tenure of office is lamentably precarious. He
may be dismissed whenever the newspaper changes
its proprietor. He may be dismissed whenever a new
editor assumes power. He may be dismissed if he
disagrees with the policy of the paper. Even when
he manages to hold on, the time inevitably comes
when he must make room for younger men, when he
loses the elasticity and nerve which are indispensable

in his strenuous profession. At fifty years of age the

journalist finds himself useless, resourceless, the dis-

carded victim of a ruthless machine.

III.

The cause of this impotence of the journalist is not
far to seek. It is largely attributable to the abomin-
able British system of anonymity. If the journalist

were allowed to sign his articles, if he were allowed

to have a personality, he would be appreciated in pro-

portion to his merit. He might be a power in the

land, as he is in France, where half the Prime
Ministers of the Monarchy, where half the statesmen
of the Third Republic served their apprenticeship and

I won their spurs in the Press. In Great Britain the
journalist receives no credit. All the credit goes to

the paper; that is to say, to the proprietor. And if

the journalist ceases to be acceptable to his em-
ployer, and is compelled to transfer his allegiance to

another paper, all his years of past service are thrown
away, for his name is hardly known outside of Fleet
Street. In any other profession or trade—on the turf

or on the stage—his name would have a marketable
value ; but in the very profession where individuality

ought to count most his name counts for nothing, for

it has been suppressed and exploited solely in the

interests of the capitalist. His individuality has been
merged in that of the paper. The British journalist

is like an officer whose heroic deeds are appropriated

by the commanding general, with this difference, that

whereas on the battlefield the general often actually

does gain the victory, in a newspaper the battles are

only fought and won by the anonymous journalist.

IV.

Like every social phenomenon, however anomalous,
the anonymity of British journalism admits of an
historical explanation, like the law of libel or like the

traditional custom of designating a member of Par-

liament not by his name, but by that of his con-

stituency. Once upon a time anonymity was in the

first place a means of protecting the public against

the misuse of violent personahties, and in the second
place it was a means of protecting the journalist

against the abuses of despotism. In an age of violent

partisanship, in the days of that heroic publicist

Daniel de Foe, when passions were running high,

there was an advantage in keeping personality in the

background and in subordinating individuals to prin-

ciples. In an age when Government was tyrannical

there was an advantage in securing to the humble
journalist the protecting barrier of a powerful paper.

As plain Mr. Jones, the journalist might have fallen

an easy victim to arbitrary Government ; as one of a

numerous band in a powerful organ of public opinion

he was invulnerable.

V.
But what was once a means of protecting the public

has now become a means of deceiving it. What once
was a means of protecting the journalist has become
a means of suppressing him. To-day it is not the
tyranny of Government that the journalist has to

dread, but the tyranny of capital ; and it is the tyranny
of capital that maintains the anonymity of the Press.

For it is in the interest of the capitalist that the Press
should be anonymous. So long as the man of genius
is content to remain an anonymous scribbler, the pro-

prietor gets the sole credit of his labours. Instead of

the paper being identified with the journalist, the
journalist is identified with the paper. If the jour-

nalist made himself independent, the reader would
realise that, after all, the paper is a mere commercial
venture, that it has no moral personality apart from
that of the writer, and that it is to the writer alone
that he owes guidance and inspiration.

VI.

Under the system of anonymous journalism, not
only is the journalist exploited, but the public

are hoodwinked. The unsigned article or review
in the Times, or the Spectator, or the Manchester
Guardian derives an entirely fictitious importance
from the prestige of the paper itself. The system, if

it subjects genius to impotence, gives absurd import-

ance to mediocrity. For the unsigned article,

although appearing in a famous paper, may be, and in

many cases is, shallow and insignificant. The writer

may be only a hack and hireling, yet to the outside

public his voice is the voice of the Times, or the
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Sfeetator, or the Manchester Guardian. The value

attached by tlie public to his utterances is entirely

deceptive ; but the deception can be continued for a

generation. Even as a degenerate descendant of a

famous house continues to profit from the achieve-

ments of his sires, so a great newspaper may long
continue to live and trade on its past reputation.

VII.
Happily, signs are not wanting that the days of

anonymous journalism are numbered. The weekhes
are nearly all dying a natural death, precisely because
they cling to a superannuated system, and because
they have failed to realise the value of individuality.

The historic dailies, the Times and the Scotsman, are

still able to maintain anonymity, because they have a

great name and abundance of capital ; but the most
modern and living papers are rapidly discouraging an
effete and immoral practice. British journalists have
begun to awaken to a sense of their bondage. They
begin to realise that the capitalist not only deprives

them of the fruits of their talent, but that he tends to

suppress that talent itself. For the secret of all talent

is personality ; and there is no scope for personality

in anonymous journalism. And, what is worse, there
is no scope for morality and conviction, for the anony-
mous journalist loses all sense of responsibility, and
becomes an advocate in the pay of his employer, and,
hke an advocate, he will only defend those causes
which he is paid to defend. British journalists are
beginning to realise those obvious truths. The best
of them refuse to be suppressed and exploited any
longer and to sell their souls for a mess of pottage.
The day is approaching when the British journalist,

like his fellow-worker in France, will cease to be a
hireling of newspaper proprietors, even though they
may be respectable cocoa merchants and munificent
American millionaires.

By a single flash the palace was illuminated from the
bottom to its highest terrace: the centre door at the
top opened, and a woman—the daughter of Hamilcar—robed in black, appeared on the threshold. She
came down the stairway that traversed obliquely the
third storey, then the second and the first

;
pausing on

the lowest terrace at the top of the stairway of the
galleys, motionless, head downcast, looking down upon
the soldiers. Behind her on both sides were two long
processions of pale men, clothed in white robes
fringed with red, hanging straight down to their feet

;

their heads and eyebrows were shaven ; their hands,
in which they carried enormous lyres, glittered with
rings. They all chanted in a shrill voice a hymn to
the divinity of Carthage. These were the eunuch
priests of the temple of Tanit, often summoned by
Salambo to her palace. . . . Her hair was powdered
with violet dust, and, according to the fashion
of Canaanite maidens, it was gathered up in
the form of a tower on the crown of her head,
making her appear taller : strands of pearls
attached to her temples fell down to the
corners of her mouth—as rosy as a half-opened
pomegranate ; on her neck she wore a collection of
luminous gems, which imitated in their medley tlie

scales of a sea-eel ; her sleeveless tunic, made of a
black tissue, starred with red flowers, exposed her bare
arms, bedecked with diamonds. Between her ankles
she wore a gold chainlet to regulate the length of her
steps ; and her voluminous dark purple mantle, of an
unknown fabric, trailed, making at each step a wide
billow behind her.

—

From "Salambo" by Gustave
Flaubert.

FROM A RUSSIAN PRISON
By HELEN VORONOFF

"She has Forgiven"

It was not until after a lapse of six years that I wad
once more able to visit the Wiborg Cellular Prison, in
the consumptive ward of which I first began to worK
for poor prisoners. Then I was in the company of
Princess Maria Dondoukoff'-Korsakoff. Now, this noble
woman has gone to her reward, but everything around
seemed to speak to me of her. There was not a bed
in that ward upon which she had not sat (she seldom,
if ever, used the chairs provided, feeling that in this
way she was nearer to tlie patient). And many a sufi
ferer had she comforted. Laying her hand upon his
shoulder or his head, she would speak words which,
delivered in her sweet and aff'able voice, could not fail

to reach his heart. Ah ! how many a heart was
softened, how much physical pain relieved, how many
souls gained back to God by her sweet ministrations !

'

And now, with these dear memories crowding uport
me, I visited once again the Wiborg Cellular Prison.

It has been much improved ; now there are two;

wards for consumptive patients, whereas formerly
there was but one, which was both overcrowded and
airless. In fact, the place, I remember, on one occa^
sion was so close as to overcome the Princess, wh<*
was obliged to lie down and recover before continuing
her ministrations to the sick.

I.

Upon the occasion of this my first visit to the prison
after six years, a touching incident occurred, which I
should like to recall.

Upon entering the ward I saw at once that there
were three there who would not be long upon this

earth, for they remained motionless as I advanced^
But the others brightened up at my coming, trying to
check their troublesome cough, and even, where strong
enough, raising themselves to greet me.

During my conversation with them I asked if those
so near their end had received Holy Communion.
Upon this point I was reassured, and was much com-»
forted to see how anxious were those not yet about toi

die that their fellow-sufferers should receive this con-^

solation when the end approached.

I noticed as I passed along the ward a specially

young and handsome face, the face of one of the three
about to breathe their last. I drew closer, and silently

watched him for a few moments, fearing to rouse him,
for his eyes were closed, and his breath was short and
interrupted. Bright red spots burnt upon his cheeks^

As I stood thus his neighbour called him, and, looK-i

ing above his bed, I read the name, " Paul Rostchin."
" Why do you disturb him ? " I asked. The man

explained that Rostchin expected me, and wished to
ask me something, and that when he regained con-
sciousness he would be very sad that he had not been
roused to speak to me.

After some time, Rostchin opened his eyes. I shall

never forget their expression. It was a mingling of
pain and hope and entreaty. He tried hard to speak,
but, although his lips moved, Tcould hear no sound.

Gently I tried to soothe him, begging him to be
calm, and telling him that I was in no hurry, and
would wait until I understood what it was he wished to
say to me.

At last I caught one word, " Mother." " Ah !
" said

I, " you are calling your mother
;
you want to see her ;'

perhaps I could find her. Where does she live ?

"
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" She is far from here," he whispered, " and cannot

come." /
My heart ached for him. It was pitiful to hear him

in these his last moments calling for his mother. I

bent over him and said

:

" Your own mother, as you say, is far from here

;

but God has sent me to comfort you. Can you not

count me your spiritual mother, and confide in me,

when I come to you and sit with you and listen to all

you have to say ?
"

His face brightened at the thought, and a little

strength seemed to return. " I have something," he
said, " to tell her before I die."

II.

Then I begged him to say to me what he wished
to say to her, promising that I would hear it as though
I were his mother. Hardly had I said this than the

man on the bed at our right, being able to walk, got
up and moved away, and the other, who was not equal
to that effort, turned his back to us, that he might not
hear. I was touched at the feeling displayed by these
apparently rough, though simple Russian men.
And then I made out from his laboured words his

sad story. A good, kind, and loving mother aban-
doned for more than a year and a half, while he
suffered in prison. His great wish now was to let her
know how much he felt his guilt, and beg for her
forgiveness.

I listened, holding my breath that I might catch the
halting words, and as he bared his soul, and made clear

the confession he wished to make, it seemed as though
a great weight fell from him ; and when, from sheer
exhaustion, he sank back and closed his eyes, I knew
that the tears were there, as he said brokenly, " I shall

never see her again to tell her this. I have only a few
days, perhaps a week, left to live."

I never hold out vain hopes to the poor patients
when they are about to die, so, seeing how near he
was to his end, I did not undeceive him.

Again I asked him for his mother's address, pro-
mising to v/rite and tell her that he was dying, and
asked forgiveness, and that I would ask her to reply

immediately, so that he might hear the answer before
the end. The face of tiie dying man shone with a

great joy ; the forgiveness of his mother was all he
sought now upon the earth. Then, sinking back upon
his bed, he murmured, " If I get the answer, I shall

take it with me."

Before leaving the hospital I made the sign of the
Cross upon his forehead. His eyes were closed, but
he v/hispcred, " Thanks, thanks."

III.

Meeting the doctor on my way out, I inquired
whether he thought it was worth while to suggest
that the mother should come, or could he last so long.

The doctor seemed unable to decide, saying he might
live a week or he might die that day.

Hurrying home, I despatched the promised letter,

and for days awaited the answer. Each day I tele-

phoned to the prison for news of the dying man, and
each time I received the same reply, " He is alive,

but very weak." And this for five days.

On the sixth day, when I came home in the after-

noon,- my servant met me with the information that

a very old woman, poorly dressed, in bast shoes and
a wallet on her back, had been there asking for her

son Paul.

Rostchin's mother, upon the receipt of my letter,

had determined to come in person to pardon her son.

As the journey cost five roubles twenty copecks, she

sold all her possessions, pledging even her felt shoes,

thus being forced to travel in bast shoes, in spite of the

intense cold. It was her first visit to a large town ; she

was bewildered by all she saw ; but her mother's love

helped her to surmount all obstacles.

The next morning, very early, I went to her. In

her anxiety to get to her son, she came to the tram
with one golosh only over her bast shoe ; the other

she had forgotten. It was not until we were on the

way that I broke the sad tidings to her that the hospi-

tal to which we were going was the hospital of a

prison. " Oh ! Paul, Paul, my beloved son. My
darling ! How did you get to prison ? " she sobbed.
" He was a warrant officer, and now he is in prison."

To me it was most touching that she did not once

reproach him. She only pitied him without end. She
warmly thanked me that I had not mentioned in my
letter that he was in prison.

"Oh, God! Oh, Holy Virgin Mary! Let me find

him alive ; let me but hear one word from him ; let him
look on me only one moment," prayed the old woman.
We found, on our arrival at the prison, that Rostchin

yet lived, but to give an adequate description of the

meeting between mother and son I feel is beyond ma
When I led the poor woman into the room where

Rostchin lay, and showed her the bed on which he was
stretched, she staggered, and would have fallen had
I not supported her. But her eyes fell on the picture

of a saint, and, making the sign of the Cross, she

approached the bedside of her son. He was so weak
that he could not even turn his head, but tears rolled

down his cheeks, and the poor mother, bending over

him, gazed so earnestly into his eyes that her tears

fell and flowed with his.

" Forgive me, forgive me, my own mother. I am
very guilty," repeated the dying man.

" My son, my dear son Paul, God will forgive you,"

wept the sorrowing woman.

IV.

I could stand the scene no longer, and I withdrew.

When later I returned, some of the sick prisoners came
up and thanked me for the great joy I had given

to Rostchin.

Once more was I thrilled to find such feelings in

these poor prisoners, themselves suffering and outcast,

yet rejoicing with their fellow-sufferer. It is easy to

weep with those who weep, but when one's own heart

is sad and suffering, is it so easy to rejoice with those

that rejoice .' Envy so easily creeps in.

Rostchin did not live long after the visit of his

mother. Having received her pardon, he became
calmer, asked for the clergyman, and once more re-

ceived the Holy Sacrament. His death was that of a

good Christian. His sufferings were great, but he re-

mained still in the same peaceful disposition. Before

he breathed his last, he repeated again and again,
" Forgive, forgive !

"

It is interesting to note that his mother did not

remain until the end, but, having pardoned and blessed

her son, asked to be sent back to her home.

This is characteristically Russian. Having satisfied

herself that his soul was prepared to meet his God,

she was less anxious about the dying body, asking

only to be informed when God had called him away.

I let her know when all was over, and in reply re-

ceived a simple and touching letter, in which she

begged m.e to " go to his grave, take from it a handful

of earth, and send it to me."

What treasures lie hidden in the faithful soul of the

simple Russian !

—

Translated by Mine. Olga Novikoff.
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GUSTAVE FLAUBERT'
I.

There are some writers whose work is greater than
themselves. There are others whose personahty is

greater than their work. Flaubert belongs to the

latter category. A Norman by birth, and a citizen of

Rouen, hke Comeille, Flaubert, by his massive frame,

by his truculent and aggressive manner, reminds one

of his Norseman ancestors. Of middle-class origin,

and being left a competence by his father, for thirty-

five years he lived in the country, and this reviler of

the bourgeoisie was almost a bourgeois in the method
and regularity of his daily existence. The even tenor

of his life was only varied by periodical visits to Paris,

and by occasional journeys to the South and to the

East, journeys always undertaken with a view to col-

lecting material for his literary work. Living, like

Charles Lamb, under the periodical menace of a

terrible nervous disease, he never married, but his

kindness, his generosity, his integrity and loyalty

attracted to him a wide circle of friends, and he was
loved for the qualities of his heart as much as he
was admired for the greatness of his genius. The
" Journal " of the Goncourts gives us a delightful pic-

ture of Flaubert as the centre of the most famous
literary coterie in the last days of the Second Empire ;

and it is significant of the position which Flaubert

occupied in the estimation of his contemporaries that

all the members of this illustrious and heterogeneous

group—Ste. Beuve, Renan, Maupassant, Daudet,

Zola—agreed in haihng Gustave Flaubert as the

master and creator of a new form of French art

II.

Literature has its martyrs, like religion and politics,

and Flaubert may be considered pre-eminently as one

of the martyrs of the literary craft. A bachelor

.without a family, an agnostic without a creed, an artist

without mundane interests, Flaubert's whole soul was
immersed in and sacrificed to his art. Literature was
his goddess. For her he lived. No writer ever con-

ceived a higher ideal of his mission. In the service

of literature he spent a hfe of unremitting toil, sub-

mitting to what he called the tortures of style
—

"les

affres du style "—polishing every sentence, again and

again rewriting every page, spending seven years over

"Madame Bovary," thirteen years over "Bouvard
et Pecuchet," and spending thirty years between

the beginning and the end of the " Temptation of St.

Anthony." Under those conditions, it is not to be

wondered at that, although Flaubert started writing

at seventeen, and although he wrote continually and

methodically till the hour of his death, he only man-
aged to publish six volumes in all. But each one of

those six volumes is stamped with his genius, and is

assured of immortality.

III.

He was a strange combination of the romanticist

and of the realist. He was brought up on Chateau-

briand and Victor Hugo, and for both he professed

boundless admiration. He had the romanticist's love

of form and colour ; he had his exoticism, his haunt-

ing sense of beauty, his worship of Art for Art's sake.

On the other hand, he had the realist's rigid loyalty to

and reverence for truth ; he had the habit of scrupu-

lous and minute observation, the hatred of cant and

• A beautiful shilling edition of Flaubert's "Temptation of

Saint Anthony" has just appeared in the Collection Gallia.

(Georges Cris, Paris.)

self-delusion. And this double blend of romanticism

and realism is revealed in the dual nature of his work.

Nothing could be more unlike " Madame Bovaiy,"

which is a commonplace narrative of everyday life,

than "Salambo," which is a resplendent resurrection

of Carthaginian civilisation. Nothing could be less

unlike the " Temptation of St. Anthony " than the
" Education Sentimentale " or than the striking^ but
disappointing " Bouvard et Pecuchet,"

IV.

Gustave Flaubert is the spiritual father of the
modern French naturalist school. All the novels of

Zola and Maupassant, of Daudet and the brothers De
Goncourt may be said to proceed from " Madame
Bovary" (1857), which has become one of the mile-

stones of French fiction. " Madame Bovary " is the
most characteristic, as well as the highest, expression

of Flaubert's genius, and is probaljly, with " Anne
Karenine," the greatest novel of world literature. It

is the simple life-story of a farmer's daughter who
has been educated above her station, and has been
imbued with romantic notions. Having only received

from that education both a distaste for the humdrum
duties of country life, and social ambitions and intel-

lectual aspirations doomed to disappointment, she falls

an easy prey to an ill-regulated mind and to ill-

disciplined emotions. " Sladame Bovary " is the

eternal bankruptcy of romance and sentiment in con-

flict with the hard and sordid facts of real life.

On its appearance " Madame Bovary " created uni-

versal sensation, and it is one of the ironies of literary

history that its author was prosecuted for immorality
by the most immoral generation of modern French
history, the generation of the Third Napoleon. French
public opinion has moved a long way since those
imperial days ; but British public opinion still con-
tinues to taboo one of the most wonderful productions
of French literature. The fact is all the more strange
when we remember that " Madame Bovary " is

supremely moral and essentially puritan, as moral, in-

deed, and as puritan as " Anne Karenine," of which
it constantly reminds us. Unlike " George Sand " and
like " Anne Karenine," " Madame Bovary " does not
give us the romance of unlawful passion, but only its

tragedy. " Madame Bovary " is no " Dame aux
Camehas." A relentless Nemesis attends every deed
of the bourgeois heroine, and she is foredoomed to

disaster and suicide for breaking the laws of society

and of traditional morality.

V.

Flaubert owes nothing to adventitious circum-

stances or to meretricious ornament. We are repelled

rather than attracted by the sombre atmosphere of

his novels. The author belongs to a generation of

shattered ideals, culminating in the disasters of Metz
and Sedan. And he is a consistent pessimist. He is

far more of a pessimist than the Russian novelists,

for in Dostoievsky and Tolstoy through the gloom and
the darkness there always pierces the light of love

and faith. But in Flaubert no ideal relieves the dreary
monotony and mediocrity of existence. No sympathy
attaches him to his middle-class heroines. He only
sees beauty and grandeur in his art ; but the admira-
tion which his art evokes is that evoked by a finished

piece of statuary. If it has the beauty of marble, it

also has its harmless and frigidity.

It isj therefore, not mainly by virtue of the human'
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truth which they contain, nor by virtue of the human
ideals and sympathies which they inspire, that Flau-

bert's novels will live. Rather will they live by virtue

of the supreme excellence of their form. Flaubert's

writing is the high-water mark of French style, per-

fect in rhythm and cadence, perfect in the adaptation

of expression to thought. They reveal to the student

the possibilities of the French language when handled

by a master of the literary craft. Nobody in our gene-

ration pays any heed to Flaubert's grandiloquent

theories of " Art for Art's sake." Yet Flaubert's repu-

tation has been steadily rising, and will continue to

rise, and Flaubert has become to-day, by the consent

and admiration of all those who are competent to

judge, one of the fixed stars in the empyrean of classic

French literature.

^^v ^^^ ^^

LITERARY NOTES
In the front rank of English letter-writers no one's

place is more secure than that of Horace Walpole.

Like his great contemporary, Dr. Johnson, Walpole

had the gift of making himself the centre of a circle

of famous, interesting, and admiring friends. So
many of his letters are extant and such was his

temperament that he may be said to have acted as

his own Boswell. At Walpole's owh request his

correspondents periodically returned him his letters,

and in his " Short Notes of My Life " he provided

posterity with a resume of his own caree'r down to the

year 1779.

« • • • •

In the eighteenth century, that age of bath-chairs,

couriers, and minuets, people seem to have had more
time, taste, and talent for letter-writing than in our

days of motor-bicycles, telephones, and tangos ; and,

in his long life of eighty years, Horace Walpole
maintained and accumulated so vast a correspondence

that his editor, the late Mrs. Paget Toynbee, hlled

no fewer than sixteen volumes wit'n such letters of

his as she could collect. This edition, which was
published by the Clarendon Press in 1903-5, contained

3,061 letters, representing over 150 correspondents.

In addition to these, hundreds of Walpole's letters still

remain untraced or have been withheld from publica-

tion by their owners; and, with a view to publishing

a supplementary volume, Mr. Paget Toynbee is now
appealing to all who have Walpole letters in their

possession to permit him to examine and transcribe

them. After his wife's death in 1910 Mr. Paget
Toynbee completed and saw through the press (191 2)

her edition of the Lettres de Madame dii Deffand a
Horace Walpole, and it is welcome news to learn

that he intends to spare sufficient time from his Dante
studies to continue the work on Walpole so ably

carried out by Mrs. Paget Toynbee.

Copenhagen is happy in the possession of two
eminent students of English—Processor Otto
Jespersen, the philologist, who has written in scholarly

fashion on the growth and structure of the English
language, and Dr. George Brandes, whose many works
on literature, criticism, and history enjoy a vvorld-

\vide reputation. Dr. Brandes is to visit this country
in November, when he will deliver a series of lectures

at various University centres and before certain

literary societies. His subjects embrace men of very
different character and nationality—Shakespeare,
Voltaire, Rousseau, Nietzsche, and his fellow-country-
man, Hans Andersen.

Admirers of Mr. Joseph Conrad (of whom at|

appreciation appeared in last week's issue of EVERY^
MAN) will be interested to know that that dis-4

tinguished naturalised English noveUst has taken to

dramatic work, and that the first play from his pen,

entitled " One Day More," appears in the August
number of the English Review.

Since Miss Violet Markham's " New Era in South
Africa " appeared in 1904, more history has been made
South of the Zambesi than during the Boer War itself.

Judging from Miss Markham's previous works on the

subject, her new book, " The South African Scene,"

which is announced for the autumn by Messrs. Smith,

Elder and Co., ought to make a notable addition to

the flood of literature dealing with the Union and
Rhodesia which has marked the opening of the

twentieth century.

• • « • « .

In this column last week we ventured to express
misgivings anent the project of illustrating the works
of Mr. Thomas Hardy. Our remarks have called forth

a commendatory letter from a correspondent, H. T.,

who declares that the subservience of art to literature

has been the fruitful source of much of the woeful
ignorance and bad taste in matters of art of otherwise
educated people. In support of this contention he
quotes George Moore, who, writing in 1893 on the

failure of art in the nineteenth century, says :
" For

more than a hundred years painting has been in ser-

vice. She has acted as a sort of handmaiden to

literature, her mission being to make clear to the

casual and the unlettered what the lettered had
already understood and enjoyed in a more subtle and
more erudite form."

In ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, continues
H. T., an artist "mars those vague but all sufficient

mental images born of the text when he attempts to

fix them beyond the possibility of further imagining.

I maintain the reader loses by these illustrations ; for

his own mental impressions are truer than the artist's

embodiment of the characters and incidents of the
work. Of course, one excludes children's books ;'

there illustrations are essential, though more often
than not they are too academic and ' grown up.'

» » » • «

" Confining our attention to the novel, I think'

attempts to illustrate have, as a rule, failed. In some,
drawings have helped to give local colour, and have
served as glossaries of costume, domestic detail, and
the like, or they have served as plans in which the
details of the text may be checked. I am thinking of
Dickens' illustrators especially, who have helped him
so much in this direction ; but then the text is so

explicit that the descriptions are little removed from
graphic expressions ready to the artist's hand. It

must not be overlooked that many illustrated books
are cherished by the collector more for the technique
and other artistic qualities of the drawings than for

the service they render the text."

» w • » «

As our correspondent remarks, the subject of tlid

" get up " of a work, and such questions as " What
books should be illustrated ? " and " How can the
book and its embellishment be made an artistic

whole ?
"—all these are matters which should arouse

more general and intelhgent interest than they do at

present
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
New Grub Street j» ^ o» By George Gissing

"You should only write when you are in a good
mood," said an editor to the writer of this article ;

" it

makes such a difference to your style." Like many
another person in authority, he took no stock of ways
or means. The eternal lack of pence did not trouble

him ; he was oblivious to the fact that needs must
.when the landlord drives, and the ordinary journalist,

unlike the man of letters who has an assured posi-

tion, cannot wait for a good mood to descend upon
him ; so much " copy " is required, and he must turn

it out at whatever cost to himself. George Gissing is,

perliaps, the only author of eminence who has painted

for us in such vivid colours and with startling clear-

ness the struggles of the literary man against circum-

stance.

Edwin Reardon, possessed of a slight, though very
real, talent, makes an unequal marriage. He chooses
for his wife a woman unable to understand all that

his " work " means to a man endued vv'ith the art of

phrasing his conceptions of life, its tragedies and its

emotions. Amy is able only to think in terms of

pounds, shillings, and pence, and the fact that her

husband is unable to bring grist to the mill suggests

tliat she has been mistaken in believing he is a man
of genius. The alternative to this is one calculated

to paralyse the spirit of a man of sensitive tem-
perament. She decides that he could make a good
income if he chose, and that the only reason why she

is kept without money is that he prefers to write things

that please himself rather than supply the market with

the kind of books that find a ready sale. Gissing por-

trays the anguish of a man conscious to the full of

his disabilities, but realising also that, under happier
circumstances, the talent he possesses might blossom
into things of rare and permanent value. Driven to

desperation, Reardon tries to increase his income by
embarking on a novel of the popular type. The task,

alien to his capacities, is more than he can cope with.
" He seldom slept, in the proper sense of the word.

As a rule, he was conscious all through the night of ' a

kind of fighting between physical weariness and wake-
ful toil of the mind.' ... In his unsoothing slumber he
talked aloud, frequently wakening Amy

;
generally

he seemed to be holding a dialogue with someone who
had imposed an intolerable task upon him. He pro-

tested passionately, appealed, argued in the strangest

way about the injustice of what was demanded. Once
Amy heard him begging for money, positively beg-
ging, like some poor wretch in the street ; it was
horrible, and made her shed tears. When he asked
what he had been saying, she could not bring herself

to tell him."

But though she could not bear to listen to his dis-

tressful wanderings, the fact remained firmly ingrained
in her mind that it was only obstinacy that prevented
him from turning out the kind of story that runs into

innumerable editions, and leaves the public greedy
and asking for more.

" When the striking clocks summoned him remorse-
lessly to rise and work he often reeled with dizziness.

It seemed to him that the greatest happiness attain-

able would be to creep into some dark, warm corner,

out of the sight and memory of men, and lie there

torpid, with the blessed half-consciousness that death
would slowly overcome him." For the time being he
had written himself out, and the work that at his best

jvas a joy and an inspiration that filled him with

ecstasy of creation had become a labour of blood and
tears ; the phrase that fell at times from his winged
pen potent and inspired was dragged but slowly from
his tired brain ; the chiming of the hours spoke to him
only of a toll of words, and as the clock went round
he grew more miserably conscious of the effort

In the ultimate Amy Reardon decides to leave her
husband ; she is not a bad woman, nor a callous one,

she is merely unable to realise that a certain type of

man can only produce work under given circum-

stances, and that her incessant flogging stultifies her
husband's talent, and renders it inoperative. He
determines to give up writing, and to return to the

army of clerks, where for a given number of hours he
will earn a bare subsistence, leaving time to devote

himself to literary labours for sheer love of the art

And here Gissing proves himself a master of

psychology. Realising to the full what Reardon has
suffered, he is yet able to be just to the unutterable

woman who is his wife. Rather than accept the posi-

tion of a clerk's wife, she returns to her mother's house,

and though the comments of Mrs. Yule are hard to

bear, she finds comfort in the improvement in her

material condition. Gissing goes to the root of

things, and points out that a woman can bear with

short commons in food, inferior housing accommoda-i

tion, inefficiency in domestic service, but she c'annot

face the lack of those things that affect her personal

daintiness with equanimity.
" When Amy began to cut down her laundress's bill

she did it with a sense of degradation. . . . CleanK-

ness is a costly thing, and a troublesome thing when
appliances and means have to be improvised. It was
in part the understanding she had gained of this side

of the life of poverty that made Amy shrink in dread

from the still narrower lodgings to which Reardon
invited her."

A striking foil to Edwin Reardon is Jasper Milvain,

a type well knovv'n in Fleet Street—the kind of man
who, without originality of his own, is quick to seize

on the ideas of his fellows and utilise them to his own
advantage. Jasper is not troubled by literary aspira-

tions. He writes to suit the market, he is untroubled

on questions of policy or principle, and is ready to

praise or blame, according to the journal that employs
him. He is a type of the " kept pressman," whose
justification and excuse is that he " rings the bell

"

and scores a marked success. Jasper rapidly forges

to the front, and it is the contrast between her husband
and his friend that finally breaks the remaining Hnks
of Amy's affection for Edwin.

But Gissing's knowledge is not confined to the

seamy side of Grub Street. He sketches for us the

immortal Whelpdale, the pioneer of the " Tit-bit

"

school of journalism, that in the days of the author

was as yet but in embryo. Other characters as

spontaneous and joyous are to be found in this epic

of literary Bohemia, though for the most part tragedies

abound. Alfred Yule, the man of thwarted ambitions

and dead hopes, stalks like a ghost from tlie nether

world through the stor>'. He has lived to see his

articles rejected, his pretentions derided ; once he was
a power in the land, editors sought for his copy, his

name carried weight, but a generation arose that knew
not Joseph, and he found himself out-paced and out-

competed by a pushful and jostling generation. One
of the most powerful chapters in this chronicle of
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Alsatia is that in which Yule discovers he is going

blind. He is out on one of those midnight tramps that

the slaves of the pen indulge in, long tramps that soothe

the brain and quiet the irritated nerves. Long tramps
through the quiet streets and deserted suburbs, when,
in the silence of the night there rises once again the

pld dream of success, the old hope that even yet one's

iXvork may be recognised, and that before the end one
may achieve " a big thing." He meets a young doctor

at a coffee stall, and, after the custom of a journalist,

falls into conversation with him. Yule goes with him
to his rooms and submits to an examination.

" Do you use your eyes much ? " asks the doctor.
" Fourteen hours a day, that's all."

'- H'm ! You are a literary man, I think ?
"

" I am. My name is Alfred Yule."
" He had some faint hope that tlie name might be

tecognised ; that would have gone far, for the moment,
to counteract his trouble. But not even this poor
satisfaction was to be granted to him. To his hearer
the name evidently conveyed nothing." The surgeon
tells him that his sight is slowly but surely going, and
jYule comes out once more into Camden Road feeling

that life is over. His wife gives him all the comfort
that a woman can afford at such a crisis, but his

suffering is intensified by a problem that has arisen in

relation to his daughter. Marian has been left a

small legacy by her uncle, and has realised that

iwith this at her back she can marry the man
she loves. It is part of the irony of things that

she has grown to care for Jasper, who has reduced
the art of success to a science. Yule feels himself

aggrieved that she will not invest her capital in a

newspaper, of which he is to be the editor; but she
resists both his reproaches and his appeals, and
'determines to marry. Her father's blindness, how-
fever, comes in the way. She is compelled to provide
for her people, and Jasper, applying to love, the rule

that he applies to life, decides to break off his

engagement ; he has no use' for failure.

Tragedy is the keynote of this most poignant book.
But it is tragedy that, while it wounds, does not sear.

One feels that Reardon in his death was greater than

Jasper in his triumph. That Amy, the hard woman,
.who could only apply the monetary test, the crude
standard of earning capacity, never caught a glimpse
of the delectable mountains that Marian beheld, never
found gladness in the vision Q,f the blue valley touched
with gold that flamed before the girl's eyes, in that

brief spell when Jasper loved her.

Amy attains, v/ith Jasper as her husband, the
summit of their mutual ambitions. He is made the
editor of an important review, and they revel in

money, friends, and a big house.
" Isn't the world a glorious place ? " cried Jasper, in

an ecstasy of self-admiration.
" For rich people," says his wife.

"Yes, for rich people. How I pity the poor
'devils ! . . . Go to the piano, dear, and play me some-
thing. . . . Better still if you will sing, my nightin-

gale !

" So Amy first played and then sang, and Jasper
lay back in dreamy bliss."

And then, across the blaze of light, amid the flourish

of the trumpets, flits the frail, slight figure of Reardon
the failure, Reardon the dreamer, Reardon with the
.winged vision and tender heart. And the opulent
house, the prosperous man and woman, fade, leaving
him in all his shabbiness, the centre of the picture

—

the eternal tragedy of thwarted effort that haunts New
Grub Street. John K. Prothero.

THE HENCHMEN
BARRISTERS

By E. O.

OF

Barristers' clerks pull the strings. They are men of

initiative. They are amiable autocrats. Acquainted
with the name of practically every firi;; of solicitors in

London, they know when it is fitting '/> intimate that

fees must be paid in advance, or to iet them come in

due course. They accept or return briefs, according

to the exigencies of the day, fix counsel's fees, and
arrange appointments and consultations. They are

counsel's faithful bodyguard. In chambers and in

courts they uphold their employers' interests with

admirable zeal.

They have always to be on the qui vive in the

courts. Actions in front of those in which they are

interested may be settled, or may break up unexpect-

edly, and in cither of those events they must promptly

advise their chiefs that their presence will soon be

required. An advocate may be in the throes of an

argument or examining a witness elsewhere ; but the

moment his clerk tells him that he is wanted to " open "

in a special jury action, he curtails his remarks or ques-

tions, leavmg the field to his junior. Off he hurries

while his clerk explains more fully to him as they

hasten along the corridors the exact position of affairs

in the court for which they are bound.

The calling of a barrister's clerk, like many others, is

subject to the will of Dame Fortune. He may be a

captain in his class, or he may be an obscure member
of the rank and file just managing to exist. Personality

and tact liave much to do with his advancement. To
an alert, intelligent man the opportunities are certainly

greater than those of clerks in many business offices.

It is an accepted maxim that implicit reliance should

be placed in the barrister's clerk, who thoroughly

understands his business, and that his advice and
guidance should ever be followed. He is not " too old

at forty." He is like wine in that the older he gets

the sounder he becomes. He serves, in many instances,

two or more masters in his chambers, so that should
any of them die or retire from practice, he has others

to fall back upon. Besides the vacancy in chambers
will sooner or later be filled. Some ambitious young
counsel comes along to share tlie clerk's services.

The Common Law counsel's clerk may not be on so

high a plane, officially, as a Chancery barrister's hench-
man, but the former enjoys a more varied existence,

because he acconipanies counsel to Assizes, Quarter
Sessions, and other tribunals ; the daily panorama
before his eyes is more coloured and interesting. The
principal clerks to both equity and common law
counsel have their oppoEtunities to go higher up the

ladder. Especially fortunate are they as the senior

clerks to King's Counsel, destined for judicial honours,

because when the latter are elevated to the Bench,
their employees reap the rewards of fidelity and in-

dustry. As judges' clerks they have a sort of reflected

glory.

The occupation of a barrister's clerk cannot be taken

up in a haphazard way by anyone who, having passed

his thirtieth year and failed in other callings, thinks

luck will come to him in Lincoln's Inn or the Temple.
The vocation demands years of training. One must
begin young and he must wait for and grasp the

opportunity knocking at the door at least once in every

man's life.
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EVERYMAN'S FRENCH PAGE
RAPHAEL

Raphael fut tres-heureux, noblement heureux, et ce

genre de bonheur si rare perce dans toiites ses oeuvres.

II n'a point connu les tourments ordinaires des artistes,

leurs longues attentes, les souffrances de rorgueil

blesse. II n'a point subi la pauvrele, ni I'humiliation,

ni I'indifFerence. A vingt-cinq ans, sans effort, il

s'est trouve le premier parmi les peintres de son temps ;

son oncle Bramante lui a epargne les sollicitations et

I'intrigue. A la vue de sa premiere fresque, le pape
fit effacer les autres et voulut que toute la decoration

des Stanze fut de sa main. On ne lui opposait qu'un

rival, Michel-Ange, et bien loin de lui porter envie,

Raphael s'inclinait devant lui avec autant d'admiration

que de respect. Ses lettres indiquent la modestie et

le calme de I'ame. II etait extrcmement aimable et

fut extremement aime ; les plus grands le protegeaient

et I'accueillaient : ses eleves lui faisaient un cortege

d'admirateurs et de camarades. II n'a eu a lutter ni contre

les hommes, ni contre son propre cceur. II ne semble
pas que I'amour ait trouble sa vie, il s'y est complu
sans dechirement et sans angoisses. II avait

passe sa premiere jeunesse parmi les madones du
Peruginj pieuses et paisibles jeunes filles, d'une

quietude virginale, d'une douceur enfantine, mais
saines, et que la fievre mystique du moyen age n'avait

point touchees. II avait ensuite contemple les nobles

corps antiques, et compris la fiere nudite, le bonheur
simple de ce monde detruit dont on venait de deterrer

les fragments. Entre les deux modeles il avait trouve

sa forme ideale, et il errait dans un monde tout

florissant de force, de joie et de jeunesse comme la

cite antique, mais oil la purete, IS candeur, la bonte
d'une inspiration nouvelle repandaient un charme
inconnu, sorte de jardin dont les plantes avaient la

vigueur et la s^ve paienne, mais oh les fleurs demi-

chretiennes s'ouvraient avec un sourire plus timide et

plus doux.

A present je puis aller regarder ses oeuvres, en

premier lieu la Madone de Foligno, au Vatican. Ce
qui frappe d'abord, c'est la douceur et la pudeur de la

Vierge, c'est le geste timide avec lequel elle touche la

ceinture bleue de son enfant, c'est I'effet charmant de
la bordure doree de sa robe rouge. Dans toutes ses

premieres ceuvres et dans presque toutes ses madones,
il a garde le souvenir de ce qu'il a senti a Perouse,

aupres d'Assise, au centre des traditions de la piete

heureuse et du pur amour. Les jeunes filles qu'il peint

sont des communiantes, leur ame n'est pas epanouie

;

la religion, en les couvant, a retarde leur eclosion ; avec
un corps de femme, elles ont une pensee d'enfant.

Pour trouver aujourd'hui des expressions pareilles, il

faut voir le visage immobile, innocent des religieuses

qui, elevees des I'enfance au couvent, n'ont jamais senti

le contact du monde. Evidemment il etudie avec
amour, avec recherche, avec la delicatesse d'un coeur

jeune, la fine courbe du nez, la petitesse de la bouche et

de I'oreille, un reflet de lumiere sur de doux cheveux
blonds. Le peintre est un autre Petrarque, un con-

templatif qui suit son reve, et ne se lasse pas de
I'exprimer. Sonnet sur sonnet, il en fera cinquante a

propos du meme visage, et passera des semaines a

epurer les vers ou il depose son bonheur silencieux.

Ce n'est point un combattant comme Michel-Ange, un
voluptueux comme ses contemporains ; c'est un reveur

charmant, qui a rencontre le moment ou Ton savait

faire des corps.

RAPHAEL
Raphael led a singularly noble, happy life, and this

rare order of happiness is perceptible in all his works.
The ordinary trials of artists, their wasted hopes and
the pangs of wounded pride, were unknown to him.
He was not a victim to poverty, humiliation or neglect.

At the age of twenty-five he found himself, without an
effort, first among the artists of his time ; his uncle
Bramante spared him all intrigue and all solicitation.

On seeing his first fresco the Pope caused others to be
effaced, and ordered that the entire decoration of his

apartments should be entrusted to his hand. But one
rival was opposed to him, Michael Angelo, whom, so
far from envying, Raphael honoured with as much of

admiration as respect. His letters indicate the
modesty and serenity of his nature. He was exceed-
ingly amiable and exceedingly beloved ; the great pro-

tected and welcomed him, and his pupils formed
around him a concourse of admirers and comrades.
He had not to contend with man nor with his own
heart. Love does not seem to have ruffled his spirit,

this passion in him never being accompanied with
either sorrow or torment. He had passed his

early youth among the Madonnas of Perugino—pious,
gentle maidens of virgin innocence and infantile grace,

but healthy and untouched by the mystic fever of the

middle ages. He then contemplated the noble forms
and free spirit of antiquity, the placid joyousness of

that extinct world the fragments of which were but
just exhumed. At length, from these two types he
obtained an ideal of his own, and his mind wandered
through a world animated with vigorous impulses, one
that expanded, like the antique city, with joyousness
and youthful energy, but over which the purity,

candour and beneficence of a new inspiration spread
an unknown chann ; it seemed to be a garden, the

plants of which, quickened by pagan impulse, pro-

duced half-Christian flowers that bloomed with a more
diffident and a sweeter smile.

I can now examine his works, and first the
" Madonna de Foligno " in the Vatican. One is at

once impressed with the meek and modest air of the

Virgin, the timidity with which she touches the blue

girdle of her infant, and the charming effect of the

gilded border of her red robe. In all his early works,

and in almost all his Madonnas, he has preserved

some souvenir of what he felt at Perugia and at

Assisi, where he was surrounded by simple traditions

of spiritual love and felicity. The young girls he
paints are youthful communicants possessing still un-

developed souls ; religion, in covering them with her

wings, has retarded their growth ; they are women in

form but children in thought. To find similar expres-

sion nowadays one must seek for it in the innocent

features of nuns immured in convents from infancy,

and never brought in contact with the world. It is

evident that he studied lovingly and carefully, with

all the delicate sentiment of a fresh young heart, the

refined curves of the nose, the fine modelling of small

mouths and ears, and the reflections of light on soft

auburn tresses. The painter is another Petrarch, mus-
ing over his reveries and unweariedly expressing them.-

Sonnet after sonnet, he makes fifty on the same face,r

and passes weeks in purifying verses in which he de-

posits his secret joy. He is 'not a combatant like

Michael Angelo, nor a voluptuary like his contem-

poraries, but a charming dreamer, appearing just at

the time when the world knew hoyi to fashion the;

human form.
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JOHN BURNS: Failure and Success
' By p. W. Wilson

When Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman assumed
office, his Cabinet consisted of nineteen Ministers.

That was nearly eight years ago, and to-day four of

those statesmen are dead, other six have retired, and
of the remaining nine, two only. Sir Edward Grey and
Mr. Burns, have retained their original departmental
portfolios. Sir Edward Grey, decorated with the

Garter, has survived a multitude of criticisms, but

against Mr. Burns- the tide has set in strongly, and
on his allotted day in Supply, the complaints come
from all quarters of the House. For democracy the

wide world over, the fate of Mr. Burns is a problem
of supreme importance. It is true that in 1892 Mr.

Gladstone selected Mr. Burt, now father of the House,
as Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of Trade

;

but Mr. Burns has been the first British artisan to

enter a Cabinet, and his record there creates a prece-

dent. In passing, I may remark that the constitution

of the Labour Party, whatever be its advantages in

other ways, has the demerit of disabling its members
from joining a Government. Mr. Ramsay Macdonald
and ilr. David Shackleton are men obviously of

Cabinet calibre. The one must be content to serve

on a Royal Commission ; the other has entered the

higher Civil Service. If, then, Mr. Burns is left with-

out a successor, the fault does not lie either with him
or with historic Liberalism. Rightly or wrongly.

Labour has itself imposed the disqualiiication.
" Burns," so said Sir Charles Dilke to me, " is an

artist," and no one, I think, will deny that he has
maintained high office with picturesque dignity. The
other day I witnessed the glittering progress of Presi-

dent Poincare through London, and, on walking back
to the House, I ran up against Mr. Burns, in his gold
lace and cocked hat, striding along Whitehall ; and,

frankly, he was himself the biggest pageant of the

day. At the Guildhall he always receives a hearty

ovation, and he held his own, especially in the days
of King Edward, even at Court. His home life has

been not only irreproachable, but cultured. He keeps
a diary that is already a historic document. He
remains a strict teetotaller, a lover of cricket, a man
of caution in money matters, and, above all, a per-

sonality. No one who weighs up pohtical achieve-

ments fairly will deny that, according to all ordinary
standards, Mr. Burns has been a success. If there is

dissatisfaction^ the reasons are, first, great expecta-
tions, and, secondly, the greatness of the opportunity,

as yet unfulfilled.

One can well understand why Mr. Burns was, in

the first instance, offered the Local Government
Board. He was a leading light on the London County
Council. On trams and tenements, on municipal milk
and steamboats on the Thames, he waxed eloquent.

It was not, perhaps, realised that he was the orator
rather than the administrator of Progressive policy.

As his colleagues in Spring Gardens knew, his place
was on the platform, not in the Committee room, and
he was then what he might be now, a great popular
expositor of social causes—one who can hold an
audience for hours, undeterred by Suffragettes. Our
political system provides for such a man the sinecure
known as the Chancellor of the Duchy—a post which
puts a person into the Cabinet, but leaves him free
from departmental routine. It is the post that John
Bright should have had instead of the Board of Trade.
On Sir Henry Fpwler it was thrown away. All I would

here submit is that Mr. Burns is perfectly fitted for the

duties of counsel in the Cabinet, and exposition in the
country. The .whole question to-day concerns his

achievements in a very exacting public department.
I would remind Radical critics of Mr. Burns that on

more than one occasion he fought for them a big

battle behind the scenes. In igo6 and 1907 it was not
Mr. Burns, but Mr. Lloyd George who, as many of us
thought, cold-shouldered the possibility of unifying
electric supply for London under municipal owner-
ship. During that fierce controversy Mr. Burns played
the part of a stalwart Londoner, and if his advice
had been taken the Progressive cause would to-day
have been free of the wilderness. Against a hesi-

tating Cabinet, he stood in with " C.-B." for self-

government in South Africa, and fought for the
Labour version of the Trades Disputes Act. He re-

sisted the anti-German mania, and—most important
service of all—he challenged with uncompromising
candour what has always seemed to me to have been
the unconstitutional use of the military by Mr.
Churchill during the railway strike. It was Mr. Burns
who kept the soldiers away from the East End and
allowed a righteous wratli to blaze out against what
he regarded as a gross insult to the vyorkers. And he
won. Mr. Churchill left the Plome Office, and was
not entrusted with the then threatened coal strike,

while Mr. McKenna, .who changed places with him,

did not call for a single regiment when the whole
country was menaced with a famine in fuel. Mr. Burns
is thus a powerful, indeed, a heavy-handed critic, who,
in the field of negative politics, has often waged war
against perilous tendencies.

When he plunged into the Local Government
Board, two great tasks lay ahead of him. The first

was the reform of poor law ; the second was rating.

Very soon it became clear that in constructive ability

Mr. Burns was hardly a match for problems of such
stupendous magnitude. Equalisation of rates for

London was included in the King's Speech of 1506,
but no more was heard of it, either in that over-

loaded Session or since. Bills for the separate valua-

tion of land were talked about, but they came to

nothing. Despite the misery caused by trade depres-

sion. Poor Law Reform was made to dance attendance
upon the Poor Law Commission, yet the Reports of

tjie Commission, when issued at last, did not stimulate

Mr. Burns to fundamental action. There are doubt-
less fewer children in the mi.xed workhouse, but the

boards of guardians, though universally condemned,
remain in their trenches, and Poor Law officers are

subscribing for a portrait of Mr. Burns to be hung in

the great buildings at Whitehall, of which he was the
first occupant. In fairness it should, I think, be recog-
nised that the reorganisation, whether of poor law or
of rating, could only be undertaken by a very big man.
Mr. Burns has not the advantage of exact education
and long departmental training as an under-secre-
tary. And he was dependent upon officials, steeped in

the old traditions, whose one idea is to keep a strict

look-out on local authorities, as a pedagogue watches
unruly schoolboys. Hence the cryptic drafting of the
Housing and Town Planning Bill, which, as intro-

duced, was clearly destined to be a dead letter ; hence
the tardy working of the Act, even as simplified,

during the past three years.

Mr. Burns had one great chance of disentangling
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himself from the red tape so cunningly woven about
his strenuous limbs. No Minister was ever more fortu-

nate in his Parliamentary Secretaries. Mr. Runciraan,
first, and afterwards Mr. Masterman, were just the men
to make good the limitations to which I have referred.'

The wise course for Mr. Burns would have been to

ally himself with his colleague on the front bench
against his officials. But what happened was that the
colleague became a cipher and the officials omni-
potent Neither Mr. Runciman nor Mr. Masterman
was ever allowed the responsibility which Mr. Her-
bert Samuel was freely accorded at the Home Office

by Mr. Herbert Gladstone. Yet both these gentle-

men were the equals of Mr. Burns in all the qualities

that make for administrative statesmanship. Nor
were either of them capable of misusing any trust re-

posed in them by their chief. Their offence lay in

the fact that they were not flatterers, and a certain

craving for flattery—an impatience of contradiction,

explains much that is otherwise mysterious in the
career under consideration. It is, of course, unfortu-
nate that at the very outset of his official term the
thorny problem of unemployment should have thrown
Mr. Burns into violent collision with his old friends and
foes in the Labour party. That was his misfortune
and not his fault. The situation was still further
exacerbated by interminable controversies over " the
pledge," and the position of Messrs. Burt and Fen-
wick. But the net result has been that Mr. Burns has
taken refuge in an attitude of general negation, too
conservative apparently for the Conservatives them-
selves, who have now ceased to praise him.

It is, of course, always possible to make out an ex-
cellent case against any remedy that may be proposed
for evils in the body politic. Mr. Burns is a great
phrasemaker, and no man is better able than he to

smash up, first, a Tory Bi]i and next a Radical Bill, as
sloppy sentimentaHsm, or endowment of landlords, or
a premium on low wages. Many of the remedies
proposed have undoubtedly deserved a critical

scrutiny. But the time has come for asking Mr. Burns
to produce his own alternative policy. How does he
propose to deal with the shortage in cottage accom-
modation ? Does he think that rating and assessment
are perfect? And can he honestly maintain that Poor
Law is to be adjusted by executive action only, un-
assisted by legislation? Hitherto, the position has
been saved by the simple process of circumventing
the Local Government Board through Bills promoted
from other departments. The Budget valued land

;

National Insurance and pensions split up the Poor
Law ; and Education, with the Mental Deficiency
Bills, may continue this policy. But the keynote of
Goverrmiental efficiency is to-day held to be depart-
mental co-operation, and the " L.G.B." cannot be left

indefinitely rooted to the position of ten years ago
while all else is advancing.

It is a misfortune that Mr. Burns should have been
withdrawn so completely from the sphere of political

propaganda, of which he was in his day a distin-

guished ornament. He seldom speaks, even at Batter-
sea, and his is not always a general exposition of
Ministerial policy. His intellectual position is not
Tory, for Toryism to-day implies large and conten-
tious changes. Mr. Burns is far nearer to Lord Rose-
bery and Mr. Harold Cox than to Mr. Bonar Law and
the Tariff Reformers. But I seem to detect in his

latest speech a symptom which may mean a complete
revision of the rather depressing estimates of his
prospects which are now current. He is quite right in

maintaining that no amount of doles and palhatives
will compensate for the primary evils of low wages
and long hours of labour. If at this moment Mr.

Burns were to come forward as the champion of the
minimum wage, and were, on a wider platform and
with a larger prestige, to fight once more the fight

which in years past he won for the dockers, he would
become at a bound a force to be reckoned with, and
perhaps a domiHating force. What the workers need
to-day is a voice, and their essential grievance is a
stationary wage on a rising market. Mr. Burns has
never ceased to visit the workers and study by per^
sonal observation what may be their conditions. His
tramps at manoeuvres and pilgrimages in South Lon-
don may not have assisted his main work at the Local
Government Board, but what man is better fitted than
he to plead the necessities of the Reserving poor and
the claim of countless homes to a subsistence wage ?,

LITTLE GAB'S JOURNEY
By ANDRE THEURIET '

My windows looked down across the courtyard into

the flat occupied by the family of little Gabriel, com-
monly known in the building as " little Gab." The
father was a cutter in a ready-made clothing factory

;

the mother, exhausted by the birth of five children one
after the other, and white-haired at forty-five, did the
housework, and so used up what health she had lefL

Of the five children, the three eldest had left the nest

;

there were left at home only, a sister of eighteen, a
sempstress, and little Gab, who was a hunchback. The
late and sickly ofl^spring of one of those Parisian mar-
riages between two people who have passed half their

lives in unhealthy workrooms or dark and ill-ventilated

back-shops, little Gab was incurably rickety. His
deformed spine pushed his shoulders up to his ears,

his thin, flabby legs bent under the weight of his

crooked and ill-balanced body, and he could only walk
when supported by a surgical jacket. From the dis^

torted body, with its hump back and front, rose a
head which was much too big, but the face was of
exquisite delicacy and of singularly keen expression.

Though in reality he was eight years old, his poor
stunted and twisted little body made him look scarcely
five ; but you would have thought he was twenty
when you saw his thoughtful face, his prominent fore-i

head, and his great dark-brown eyes, so sad and so
precociously pensive. His father, mother, and big
sister adored him for his affectionate ways and his

unusually alert intelligence. The doctor had forbidden
them to allow him to work, but to amuse him and
give him a change he was sent to a school, where he
contented himself with listening gravely, and where:
he remembered everything he heard.

One evening, when school was over, I saw him in

the entry of the building, sitting by the porter's lodges
His mother had gone to do some shopping, and his

sister had not yet come back from her work, so when
he came home he had found the door of the flat locked,
and, leaning against the wall, with his eager eyes fixed

on the street, he was waiting with a pensive and pain-
fully resigned expression on his face, and while I qucs-(

tioned him his dark eyes shot long, observant,
frightened glances at me. Meanwhile his sister arrived
breathless :

" Poor httle Gab," she cried ;
" I have kept

you waiting ! Were you getting impatient ? " " No,"
replied Gab calmly, in his clear, silvery voice ;

" I was
only saying to myself that perhaps you didn't want
me any more, and that you wouldn't come back. ... I

am so sicl<ly and troublesome !
" " Oh, you bad boy,"

the girl murmured, smothering him with kisses ; then,
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turning to me with her eyes full of tears, she added

:

" He is such a darling, and so clever ; he thinks things

but just like a grown-up person. . .- , What a pity it is

that he is so delicate ! . . . The doctor says that if he
could go back to Bcrck this summer the sea air and
sand baths would probably cure him. . s . But it is

such a long way to Berck, and such a great expense

!

However, I am going to try to earn enough to take

him there." And the plucky girl worked from morn
till night to save the necessary sum of money.

She wore herself out at her machine, making frills

and gathers ; she cut out, put together, and sewed, with
scarcely any rest. Far on into the night I used to

hear the hard, hurried click of the machine, like the
jerky whirr of grasshoppers in the fields ; behind the
lamp-lit curtains I could make out the busy shadow,
and involuntarily used to think of one of the verses

pf Thomas Hood's terrible song:

" Work—work—work !

Till the eyes are heavy and dim !

Seam and gusset and band,—

•

Band and gusset and seam,
Til! over the buttons I fall asleep
And sew them on in a dream f

Work was plentiful, the money-box in a far corner

of the chest of drawers was getting full, July was near,

and preparations for going away were already being
begun—a grand leather trunk was bought, and a suit

made for the little fellow—and little Gab, wonder-
struck, could talk to his schoolmates of nothing but
his journey to the seaside—when, at the last moment,
an unfortunate accident upset everything. The young
wife of the clerk on the fifth floor had employed the
sempstress to retrim her wedding dress, and alter it

to the prevailing fashion ; it was a costly dress, which
the owner wanted to wear again for next winter's little

parties. One evening, when he was playing with the
inkpot. Gab let it slip from his thin fingers, and un-
luckily the ink streamed over the satin skirt. He was
not scolded, poor little chap ! for his face of consterna-
tion was only too sad to see. His big sister stifled a
cry of horror ; silently and nervously she sponged the
material and measured the extent of the disaster. The
ink had made appalling stains over eight yards of

satin. The idea of telling the fifth-floor customer of

the mishap and of rousing her compassion for Gab
was impossible ; to begin with, the clerk's wife was not
rich, and her wedding dress was the only thing she
had to fall back on for gala days and state occasions

;

and then the sempstress was proud, and did not care
to acquaint the whole house with her private diffi-

culties. The best and most honourable thing to do
was to hurry to the Bon Marche and try to match
the material. Eight yards at twelve shillings made
four pounds sixteen altogether—a grave hole in the
money-box and in the reserve fund for the journey!
It was all over. The seaside had to be given up for that
year. The sempstress kissed little Gab, and set to her
work again.

The following winter was a hard grind in the little

flat. The autumn had been rainy, and Gab's health
had suffered. His bones ached, he had touches of
fever and pains in his head. When the doctor sounded
him he had shaken his head, and insisted once more
on the child being sent to Berck as soon as the fine

season began again. This time it was settled that,

cost what it might, they would go oft" to the seaside
at the end of May ; so the sewing machine began its

grasshopper-whirring more breathlessly than ever, and
the work went on later and later into the night.

They had bought little Gab a picture book in which

there was nothing but sea-scapes ; views of ports, with

their forests of masts ranged along the quaysides;

steep, rocky cliffs washed by foaming waves; fishing

boats scattered over the open sea like a flock of white
winged birds. The child talked of nothing but th<

sea : he saw it in his dreams ; and sometimes even i4

broad daylight, through the grey mist which filled thfl

inner courtyard, he had feverish delusions of wave-<

beaten shores and great .syatery plains crossed by ships

with swelling sails.

Sometimes he would take a big shell off the mantel-
piece—he would put it to his ear, and with his shoulders

drawn up to his cars, and big, thoughtful eyes, he
would listen for hours to the sound of the sea, which
seemed to come through the shell from far off.

That winter was exceptionally damp and cold, and
I no longer met little Gab in the entry. The doctor
had expressly forbidden him to be allowed out. From
time to time I saw him at the window, with one of

its curtains raised. His sad, sunken eyes gazed into

space, and on the clear pane his thin fingers drew
vague outlines of ships. Then suddenly his glance
would fall on the window from which I was observ-
ing him, and, feeling himself watched, he would draw
the muslin curtain in a fit of shyness. Towards the

middle of March I no longer saw him near the window.
His bones ached more and more, his legs had become
too weak to support him, and the pains in his head
increased. He now spent whole days lying on his

little bed, turning over for the hundredth time the

pages of the picture book with the sea and the great
ships with their white sails. He had not given up the
idea of his journey :

" When shall we start ? " he would
ask his sister, and when she had explained that they
must wait for the fine weather, he would go on in his

shrill little voicp, " You see, I am in a hurry. I want
to get well quickly, very quickly, so as not to make
you cry any more."

And he would make her tell him the names of the
towns they would pass through. He knew them all

by heart already: Chantilly, then Clermont, Amiens,
Abbeville, and at last the sea. ..." Once we are there,"

he would say, " I am sure my bones will not ache any
more."

Meanwhile he liked to have the big pink shell oiF

the mantelpiece always by him, and with his ear
pressed against its pearly sides he would listen atten-i

tively to the distant sound of the sea, which was to set

him free from all his troubles.

Towards Easter I no longer heard the dull whirr of
the sewing machine. There was no work being done
in the little flat, and yet the glow of a lamp lighting
up one of the windows far into the night showed that
someone was always watching by the bed of the sick
child. " He is terribly ill," the portress would say,

instinctively holding her big, chubby lad tight to her
side ;

" he can't last long. . . . Poor little fellow, it will

be a release."

One morning I met in the entry a little coffin carried
by the undertaker's men, and followed by the family.

It was little Gab, setting out at last on his journey
towards the fathomless sea of the Unknown.

—

Translated by M. D. Honey. ^

To suffer change can be no hurt; as no benefit it is, by
change to attain to being. The age and time of the
world is as it were a flood and swift current, consisting
of the things that are brought to pass in the world. For
as soon as anything hath appeared, and is passed away,
another succeeds, and that also will presently out of
sight.

—

From "The Meditations of Marcus Aurelius."
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THE PARADOX OF PATHOS ***
GILBERT THOMAS

BY

For all our professed love of books with happy end-
ings, I am aknost certain that the stories which give
us the truest happiness-^if not, in a sense, the keenest
pleasure—are those in which, for instance, the hero,
whom the gods love, dies young, or in which the curtain

falls upon some scene equally poignant in its pathos.

I have just read such a story, and it has set me ponder-
ing again upon that mysterious relationship which, as
most people probably would be ready to testify from
experience, seems to exist between sorrow and happi-
ness.

Why is it that the poems which satisfy us most
are often the saddest poems ? Why is it that the most
haunting and soul-filling music is that written in the
minor key ? Why is it that through tears, and rarely

through laughter, we catch the vision splendid ? Our
human life is woven into one seamless fabric of para-
dox ; but of all things, that which we call pathos would
seem, to a mind unaccustomed to probing, beneath the
surface, the most perplexing in its incongruity. Ever
since emotion first set the heart of man beating to new
measures, this riddle of the intricate alliance between
joy and pain must have challenged explanation, and
it finds its supreme expression, of course, in Shelley's
famous lines:

—

" Our sincerest laughter
With some pain is fraught;

Our sweetest songs are those which tell of saddest thought."

Not until the full sun of knowledge disperses the last

mist of ignorance is this problem likely to be satisfac-

torily solved. And yet, surely, some sort of explana-
tion is not nearly so difficult as might, upon first sight,

be imagined. Let us take a simple illustration.

You awake, let us say, one morning in a little house
by the sea, with the sound of the inrushing tide in your
ears and the early light flooding your room. Very
quickly you dress and go out on to the cliffs. Perhaps
there is a brisk breeze blowing, which ruffles the pea-
cock-blue water into line upon line of frolicking white
foam, playing, as it would seem, with the shadows cast

by the small^ white clouds driven swiftly across an
otherwise clear sky.

Far up above the .waving grass a lark sings his

morning carol; while, to make the picture complete,

there comes along the cliffs, in sweet disorder, a

flock of schoolboys, with all the spring in their

stride and all the early fires of hope in their eyes.

And, as you walk quickly along, the play of wind and
sea, of sun and cloud, thrills through your veins. At
such a time and in such a place, intoxicated almost by the

rapture of life and promise, you feel during the first,

fierce hour or so of the new day that there is no room
left for desire.

Very soon, however, there steals in surreptitiously

through the back door of your heart some shy
presence of dissatisfaction, which, while it does
not destroy your happiness, takes the fine edge off

it, making you realise, while you sip the sparkling

cup of pleasure, that whosoever drinketh of these
waters shall thirst again.

And then, when the day at length wears down to

eventide, stand again upon the cliffs and watch the
last mellow and quivering tints of sunset fading from
the west. Perchance it is low tide now, and the voice
of the sea, which this morning was thunderous with
'delightj now comes to you as a far, vague whisper,

fraught with a wistful sadness. From a distant valley

steals the sweet, melancholy chime of evening bells;

while, away upon the far horizon, you can just

discern the sail of an outgoing vessel. The quiet air

seems tense with grief, while around you are all the
symbols of change and decay. Nevertheless, in spite

of the sadness which you cannot help but share with
the scene, your spirit is lifted to the rare atmosphere
of a mountain height, from which the peak of your
morning happiness is lost in the distance below. For
just as, perhaps, to mix the metaphor, there is, near
the spot where you are sitting, a meeting of the ways,
where some bubbling little burn loses itself in the great
ocean, so exactly is your heart at the meeting of the
ways, where your little stream of human grief merges
into an infmite sea of divine joy and peace.

For your joy this morning was almost entirely

physical. It depended, almost wholly, upon colour
and light and movement. It was essentially the clean,

healthy joy of the senses ; and very much to be prayed
for are those in whom such joy cannot find response.
But this morning there was no room in your picture
for pain. One touchj one smallest suggestion of it

would have spoiled the whole canvas. This evening
there is every suggestion of pain in the picture. The
low whisper of the tide, the departing ship, the evening
bells, all speak in no doubtful voice of the inevitable

fading of one's ambitions, the inevitable decay of one's

powers.

They tell of the certainty of doom which rests

upon all things human ; and very natural is the grief

of our human hearts. But there is no provision in

the scheme of God for a vacuum ; and it is just when
the heart, having poured out its human tears, is empty,
that, all unexpectedly and all unconsciously, the flood
of what is divine and immortal in one comes surging
in. The twilight bell may toll the passing of human
hopes, but it tells also of divine consolation. This<
surely, is part of the secret of the close bond between
joy and sorrow.

In our moments of intense sadness there is going
on within us a conflict between two elements

—

the human and the divine. It is a fierce struggle,
and there are acute pangs while we bury, as the
advancing years continually compel us to do, our
old human aspirations, our old physical joys. But as
the rain of our tears passes over the soil where we
have laid them, there springs up the imperishable
flower of a joy that is of the spirit, whose divine
fragrance is matured by our human sorrow, and whose
whispers of immortality are stirred by the winds of
our mortal pain. The joy of the morning is a very real
joy ; but only the joy of the evening, which can look'

sorrow in the face and can triumph over it, will ever
satisfy those immortal cravings which are, after all,

the truest part of mortal man.

• • • • •

The shadows lengthen. For a moment the last

lingering glow of cardinal trembles in the sky. The
bells have ceased. The vessel has almost disappeared.
Farewell, little twilight boat! You may carry with
you a cargo of dead hopes and withered ambitions;'
you may leave behind you the pleasant and hospitable
shore ; but another dawn shall reveal to you all the
wonder and glory, and all the divine adventure of the
ageless and infinite sea.
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EDUCATION, ETHICS, AND RELIGION
By W. E. Orchard

No one can but be aware that there is a profound

and growing discontent with the results of popular

education. Some of that discontent is no doubt trace-

able to that generic dissatisfaction with everything

that is at once the disease and the hope of modern
progress ; something may be due to a cowardly fear

of the unsettling effects of education on the lower

orders, whose eyes have now been opened to the un-

questionable injustice in the distribution of the wealth

they help to create ; something is perhaps due to our

expecting from education what education can never

give. But these more or less unworthy elements may
be quite absent from the discontent which others feel

;

for they desire nothing better from education than

that it should fit everyone according to their capacity

to love and learn the truth ; for to that, social condi-

tions, ethical sentiment, and religious feeling must
eventually conform. But it is becoming fairly

evident that our educational system is not tending

towards any such desirable results. It has largely

destroyed the natural instincts and acute common
sense which guide uneducated persons, without put-

ting anything but a quite superficial and misleading

knowledge in their place. It has undermined respect

for the authority of the family, society, and the church,

iwithout inculcating reverence for superior character

in others or in themselves. Despite a pretension to be
founded on facts and governed by practical realities,

modern education does not appear to be awakening
in our young people any very conspicuous desire for

further knowledge, nor does it seem to be training

their minds as organs of attention to hfe. A religious

enthusiast might have reproached the system a

generation ago because it was tending to produce a

race of rationalists and secularists, but it no longer

seems to threaten us with a type even so earnest as

that. The desire to have a good time, and to earn
sufficient to purchase it, seems to be the only aim of

a growing majority. The result is a complete imper-

viousness not only to any religious appeal, but also

to anything ethical, political, or educational ; a polite

and happy declining of any invitation to seriousness.

With this disposition abroad happiness is not really

achieved, and it only offers itself a ready prey to any
charlatan who comes along, while it provides a market
for the merely amusing and trifling, which is so debas-
ing literature.

Many feel that the educational system is simply
inadequate, and they bring forward various proposals
to remedy this by the addition of moral and religious

instruction, though it is very doubtful whether either

ethics or religion can be taught. Others believe that

the educational ideals are fundamentally wrong, and
propose a variety of differing aims and systems.

Others question whether we really have any educa-
tional ideals, and feel that we are just muddling along
in hopeless confusion, hoping that something will

somehow be achieved.

It seems open to suggest to those who have prac-
tical acquaintance with educational methods and
organisation that they might consider whether we
could not have an aim in education which should
not need to have ethics or religion tacked on to it as
something additional. Surely true education ought
to waken the ethical sense as a natural consequence,
and the writer holds strongly that a true ethical sense
leads inevitably to the profoundest religious feeling.

There should be no possibility of division, not to men-
tion competition, between the three things : education,

ethics, and religion.

Is it not possible to teach every subject so that, as

a result, the mind shall be more impressed with what
it does not know than with what it does; .not

only by comparing the area of the known with

the unknown, but the superficiality of the known
with the mystery which is disclosed on closer question-

ing ? A consistent application of this ideal might do
something to destroy the devastating pride which
regards everything as having been learned the moment
schooldays are over, which makes the great problem
for so many parents, and so utterly deadens desire for

any kind of progress; and it might stimulate a per-

sistent curiosity not only to accumulate facts, but to

reach a deeper understanding of their significance.

This humility is the beginning of knowledge, the
foundation of all ethics, and it is the possession of the
same spirit which will carry us past ethical com-
placency to a recognition of the infinite demand that

rests upon us, and our dependence for continual

inspiration and forgiveness, if we are to advance in

knowledge, life, and self-realisation, upon some in-

exhaustive and active spiritual realm which every-
where encompasses us. To gain any true knowledge
there must be a discipline and a dedication of the entire

self; the whole man must be summoned to the quest
of truth, for knowledge is not dependent only on
external contact, but also on inner disposition.

All this may sound rather high philosophy, but it

is not beyond the power of being imparted to the
humblest by those who already realise its universal

necessity and disclosing power. To those who
clamour for definite ethical or religious instruction it

may look hopelessly vague, but it is from this vague
intuition of something more that all religion derives
its strength ; and if we once get religious feeling,

definite belief and a true theology will have httle to
fear. The great reaction of our times against religion

has been mainly against the external and instructional,

which neither demajided nor trusted religious feeling.

Awaken the mind to this something more in every
direction, and we shall see mighty changes following
in every department of human thought and activity.

At present we seem to be only too effectually sealing
the mind against any such recognition.

That such an ideal is very far removed from the
bread-and-butter ideals which, under more euphemis-
tic phrases, govern much of our present aims, may be
admitted ; but it must also be admitted that the bread-
an3-butter ideals have come very near to imperilling
our very bread and butter. We are getting more and
more unable to appreciate common realities, and civili-

sation is more and more organising itself away from
prolific production of pure and wholesome necessities.

Nor do scientific ideals in education always produce
the real scientific spirit, which must always be pro-
foundly religious. If we need religion dreadfully to-

day, it is not perhaps so much to correct materialism
as to restore our reverence for material things, to
recover a love of things for their own sake, an appre-
ciation of the physical, which will be far toowide awake
to be deluded into identifying reality with the dia-
grams of physics or of experimental biology ; not
so much to rebuke the arrogance of science as to save
it from slavery to industrialism and the twin gods
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Mammon and Mars; indeed, to prevent science from
committing suicide.

It may be said that these ideals can hardly be
systcmatised. Probably not ; but tliey can be the ideals

.which we desire to see animating those who devise and
administer our educational system. And there are

quite practical proposals which will go a long way to

encourage these ideals. The teachers under our

national system of education are insufficiently

educated for their task, and especially for the impart-

ing of that sense of humihty which is the indubitable

marfc; of all true education. This means that the nation

must be prepared to spend more money on their train-

ing, and a thorough university education should be
the aim. Our older universities would be greatly

revived in spirit and earnestness by the presence of a

large body of those who v»cre going to teach in our

national schools. If the education of our teachers is

inadequate, that is something which only national

action can remedy ; but when we turn to their charac-

ter and morale there is almost as fine material for the

purpose as can be desired. On the whole, the teachers

in our national system are a body of earnest and
serious-minded persons, who have high ideals of their

>'ork, and whom the sense of their responsibilities has
made anxious to serve the highest interests of humanity
and the nation. This might be fostered by the

opportunity of university education ; but what
would do more than anything else would be an
increase in the respect in which the teaching

profession is held. We can expect nothing better

from our national system until the nation holds the

teachers in higher honour. It would give them the

sense of commission and raise their ideals. One mark
of that increased honour will, of course, be a greatly

increased remuneration. See what this increased

respect has done for the clergy and ministry of this

country, and the efficiency and revival that it is every-

where bringing to religion and the Church. We majj-

expect something similar when the teaching profes-

sion, especially in our national schools, is lifted above
the unconcern and even despite in which it has been
held by too many, and when the nation is resolved to

mark that change of opinion by granting a better

training and higher emoluments. As things are at

present, how can the ordinary teacher feel otherwise
than that tlie nation does not care ? A change in this

respect would enormously quicken the incipient

idealism which already maintains itself in the profes-

sion under great discouragement, and this would effect

a notable change, within a generation, in the result of

education on the youth of this country, to whom such
high destinies are to be committed.

«^ «^ »2*

CORRESPONDENCE
Notice to Cokrespondents.—Owing to the large number

of letters received it is necessary for correspondents to write

briefly if their letters are to appear.

BALZAC AND DUMAS.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—After reading the article on Balzac in

Everyman of July i8th, I felt tliat it was time to put
a question before your readers which for some time

has been a matter of curiosity to me.
I wish to know why it is that the greatest of all

French writers, Alexandre Dumas, is so completely

forgotten by those who write about Frenchmen such

as Balzac?
It is hardly realised that Dumas excelled in every

branch of literature, while Daudet, Balzac, or Sand
were only novelists.

The chief objection levelled against Dumas is his

collaboration with other writers, by no means so large

as is supposed.

On the face of it, this objection is ridiculous. For
instance, if a writer brought him a plot, and Dumas,
with his marvellous genius, made that plot the basis

of a book like " The Fencing Master," many critics

want to affirm that all the honour should go to the

insignificant scribbler who produced the half-formed

idea.

One might say the same thing with equal " justice
"

about Shakespeare, who did not take IJie trouble to

invent a single one of his plots.

To mention a masterpiece in each of the divisions

of literature which Dumas wrote in is quite unneces-

sary. Everyone is famiuar with the great romances
and plays, the entrancing books of travel, the history,

the biography, and the essays of this great man.

Why, then, is he so ignored ? Is it because he is sa

undeniably " the one great man since Shakespeare " ?

—I am, sir, etc., P. F. H.
Birmingham.

APPRENTICESHIP.
To the Editor of Everym.\k.

Sir,—In answer to a letter appearing in your issue

of July nth, entitled "Apprenticeship and its Effect

on Unemployment and the Birth-rate," J. Johnson, the

writer, admits that apprenticeship is practically a dead
letter, and suggests its resuscitation for use as a

weapon to combat other evils.

Let us see what killed apprenticeship. If we can

remove the causes which have made it a dead letter,

perchance it may recover and become a living fact.'

There are three- factors, to my mind, responsible

for its death. They are, in their order, (i) foreign com-
petition, (2) compulsory education, (3) co-operation.

Foreign competition had as a result the " Wake up,

England!" cry. Our manufacturers flew to co-

operation as a method of quicker, and consequently

cheaper, production to combat, the weight of foreign

industry.

Co-operation reduced the knowledge and experience

required of the artisan, and compulsory education

increased his mental powers, rendering apprenticeship

unnecessary. As a result of this, we have a standard-

ising, a whole factory of 2,000 workers to produce a

20 h.p. car-engine, weighing, perhaps, three or four

cwt., with every machine producing its part and every

man performing his operation in endless repetition.

I have only taken the engineering section of our

actual producers, assuming that no apprenticeship is

necessary for coal miners or weavers and spinners.

We can go back to the times when England was really

"merrie" when free education and co-operation are

removed, perhaps.—I am, sir, etc.,

Coventry. HENRY DUNCAN Wade.

To the Editor of Everym.an.

Sir,—I read with surprise in your issue of July 25th

the statement of " M. Grace Cummings " that " Appren-

ticeship as a system is obsolete. It survives in the

tailoring and dressmaking trades almost exclusively."

The various branches of the engineering trade, the

printing, bookbinding, lithographic printers, all the

silver trades, the cutlery trades, and many others I

could name, insist upon apprenticeship as a condition

of membership with the trade union, and some of

them, the printing group, for example, upon an appren-

ticeship of seven years. Even in industries which are

{CantinuiJ on fjgi 500.)
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SUMMER SUNSHINE
ON THE CONTINENT.

"EVERYMAN" TOURS. r"S

DATES OF DEPARTURE.

AUGUST 23rd and
SEPTEMBER 6th.

A Fortnight's Personally conducted
Tour to

FLANDERS
AND THE

ARDENNES
including all Excursions, costs

""^^^ £9.0.0

\

The entire change of environment, the

freedom from all vexatious details, the one
inclusive charge, and the desire of Every.
MAN conductors for the welfare of all

tourists combine to make our Holiday
Tours not only enjoyable, but unique.

DATE OF DEPARTURE.

AUGUST 15th,

A Week's Personally conducted

Tour to

HOLLAND
AND THE

ZUYDER ZEE
including all Excursions, costs

under £6.0.0

Everyman Tours offer you a service

unique in the advantages it gives, unique

for enjoyment, companionship, and culture.

DATES OF DEPARTURE.

AUG. 16th, 23rd, 30th.

(Independent Travel.)

A WEEK IN GHENT
(For tie Great International Exhibition).

Full Pension accommodation, rail and

boat fares, and six days' admission to

Exhibition, just under £4

Make up your Mind Now.
The great success attending Everyman

Holiday Tours has compelled us to close

many parties earlier than we anticipated.

It is impossible for us to talte any more
Tourists to Bruges during August (apart

from those already booked), and many
other parties are almost completed. It is

most necessary for any readers who may
contemplate taking advantage of our unique
holiday arrangements and advantages to

BOOK AT ONCE.

**************+***

*
* ,

WORD OF \mm% I
* *
* July 2Slh, 1913. Wimbledon. S.W. *
* Dear Sir,— I feel I must just

J send yoH a word of thanks for *
* the most pleasant and enjoyable «
5 holiday wliich my brother and J
* myself have had through the

« medium of " Everyman." %.

* We have both been mast satis- *
* fied with the arrangements and «.

J will be glad to bring these tours *
-*- to the notice of our friends.

*

J The holiday was a complete *
* success from beginning to end,

* and we were absolutely relieved J
J of all worry connected with it. *
* With many thanks for all yon «
* have done for us both, *
* Yours very faithfully, E. T. R. *
* The Manager, "Everyman" Tours. «

Independent Teurs.

Those who prefer to travel independently
have the trouble of making arrangemenis
taken entirely off their shoulders, as we
provide a carefully planned programme in

which all arrangements are made. Every-
man will provide you with travel tickets,

hotel coupons, and in some cases excursion

coupons as well. Times of arrival are

notified to the Hotel Proprietors with
whom accommodation has been booked
beforehand. In the majority of cases

travellers are met at the stations, and, in

fact, every item of the itinerary of an
enjoyable holiday is made in advance.

The "Everyman" Tours Book.

All particulars of our Conducted and Inde-
pendent Tours to the Continent, all excursions
and prices, as well as particulars of Everyman
Independent Tours, are to be found in the
Tours Booklet, a copy of which can be had on
applying to

DATE OF DfiPARTURE.

AUGUST 15th.

A Fortnight's Personally conducted
Tour to

LUCERNE
GRINDELWALD

including ten of the rr.oit delightful

Excursions, costs £12 . 6 . O
Without the Excursions the Tour

costs less than ... £10 .0.0

"A man is the happier for life from

having made once an agreeable tour," says

Sidney Smith, and it is for the purpose of

making such travel possible that EVERY-
MAN has instituted Continental tours for

readers.

DATES OF DEPARTURE.

AUGUST 9th and 23rd.
A Fortnight's Personally conducted

Tour to

TERRITET
CHAMONIX

including nine of the best Excursions,

costs £12 . 16 .

Without the Excursions the Tour
costs just oTer ... £10 . .

Everyman Tours are arranged with

special regard to the requirements of

readers of Everyman.

DATES OF DEPARTURE .

AUG. 16th, 23rd & 30th
(Independent Tra^-cl)

TO

KNOCKESURMER
Full hotel accommodation for one

Week costs just over £3 .0.0
A Fortnight costs under £5 .0.0

A most delightful and
inexpensive Holiday.

EVERYMAN" Tours Dept, Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.
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sectionalised, this, in many cases, holds good. Lads
are bound to the various sections into which the in-

dustry is divided. Paragraph 4 in the writer's letter

is so fjy from the truth as to destroy entirely the

value of the communication. I join all your corre-

spondents in appreciation of EVERYMAN, both weekly
and otherwise.—I am, sir, etc., W. R. W.

Sheffield, July 28th, 191 3.

WHY NOT FIFTY-TWO BANK HOLIDAYS.?
To the Editor of Evekym.an.

Sir,—In his article, headed "Why Not Fifty-two

Bank Holidays?" Mr. Henry Wright reasons as

though every member of the community took a half-

holiday each week by Government orders. After all,

how many people get even the Saturday afternoon

free ? Our postmen. Customs officers, and other Civil

Servants, warehousemen, railway workers, and many
more, get no half-holiday during the week. Fifty-two

Bank Holidays in the year could affect only a certain

section of the community, and that section is not ask-

ing for any such change. It seems to be the rule nowa-
days to give us legislation for which there is no de-

mand. Out of 168 hours a week, few of us sleep

fifty, few of us work fifty. Let u^ add an hour on to

each day's work by all means, but until the work of

the nation can be evenly distributed, let us talk less

of holiday and pleasure.—I am, sir, etc..

West Ealing, W. ViVIAN EDWARDS.

EVOLUTION AND SCRIPTURAL
DOCTRINE.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—Everyman does not consider seriously the

result of scientific research concerning the descent of

the genus homo, with other degrees of life, fi'om a

common ancestor, as ranged against the Scriptural

doctrine. On the one hand, we are told that man,
before he attained his present state, passed through
stages of being as fish, reptile and mammal, and that

he is still in the ascendant on the ladder of Evolution.

On the other hand, the Scriptures say that man was
created " a little lower than the angels," but that he
fell, and a Redeemer was needed to offer a staff to

him so that he might endeavour to uplift himself

again.

This raises a question of great seriousness : Can
the dogma of the Redemption be upheld in the face

of the theory of Evolution ? With your permission,

this question might form the basis of an interesting

debate amongst your readers. Do you not think that

the average man's knowledge of Evolution would
compel him to beheve that Christianity was menaced ?

— I am, sir, etc., " UN Chercheur."
Newcastle-on-Tyne, July 25th, 1913.

"EVERYMAN" AND G. K. CHESTERTON.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—^You miss the point of " E. H.'s " protest. He
is only one of many who are furious to find you
truckling to the idols of the market-place. Are there
no better leaders of present-day opinion than Chester-
ton, Bennett, Shaw, Galsworthy, and Wells? If you
knew how these names reek in the nostrils of some
of your readers you would give them and us a rest.

You began well. You craftily concealed your hand at

first. Appreciations of younger writers like R. H.
Benson and Masefield promised independence, though
the perfunctory nature of the Masefield article was
worthy of the barber's block that illustrated it But
your climb-down before Bennett put an end to pre-
tence. You had said something caustic about him.

Whether unwisely may remain a matter for doubt
The aggrieved author, with a petulance to prove that
he does not learn the cheap lessons he teaches so
glibly, objected. You lay low for a time. Then came
a flaming cry-up of this bow-legged de Balzac, and
all we fear now is that he is to be allowed to " honour "

you with a series of self-advertisements.

What I, in common with others, hoped, was that
you had seen the strong reaction there is against the
dismal realism of the times. A braver decade is trying
to lend to " the record of everyday life something of
the uplift of poetry," as the Speciator happily put it

The Times, too, has had the courage to assert that
Shaw ends where Kipling began. When will you leam
that the public needs a wholesomer worship than the
mean, merciless, middle-class mind of the Five Towns,
tlie vegetarian diet and Jaeger underwear of Shavian
gibing, the lop-sided sentimentality of vivisected " Jus-
tice," or the inky atmosphere of the new Machiavellism,
or even the high-kicking of the White Horse ?

We are sick of them all. They stand in the light

of the spirit of youth (elder brother of the spirit of

childhood), that wants a say, and deserves a say. They
breed barnacles, limpets, hacks, and log-rollers. Your
Literary Notes declare that Who cares tuppence what
Wells plays at in his spare time ? Are not his working
days long enough? Let me make a suggestion, for I

wish you well. Give up a whole page each week to

the coming men. Offer them a free hand. Tell them
to utter the faith that is in them in their own way. I

dare you to make the experiment. It is your only
hope of retrieving lost ground. As long as you are

dominated—I had written deluged—by clever men,
whose world-weariness (G. K. C. excepted) poisons
almost every periodical one picks up, so long will you
be classed among the ruck. You have the finest title

of all the weeklies. You could have the broadest basis

in Literary England, because you deal with life and
work as well as with books. But if Everyman in his

most need can find no one but Chesterton-Bennett-
Shaw-Galsworthy-Wells rolled into one, and multiplied

by countless imitators, then the Frankenstein you
have created will be the death of him, and he will

deserve his fate.—I am, sir, etc., C B.

July 28th, 1913.

THE WHITE SLAVE TRAFFIC
To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—It is a pity that there are not actual figures

about the earnings of prostitutes; but I think that

your correspondent, A. S. Reeve, would find that the

average income of a London street-walker was nearer

fifteen and twenty shillings a week than "fifteen or

twenty pounds." This, after expenses for treating in

public-houses (the average prostitute has to make her-

self popular with the respectable working woman, and
she can only do this by treating, tips, and promising
to " leave her old man alone "), and tlie enormous item

of her housing, are deducted. Where the girls make
" fifteen or twenty pounds " a week, they have to pay
for nightly entrance to a music-hall, and to keep up a
flat in accordance with this income. Also, vast sums
of it have to be paid to procurers. These procurers

would not engage " street-walkers," they would not
be pretty enough, clean enough, or fascinating

enough. As a rule, they tout for their victims (quite

straightforwardly : there is no attempted abduction or

blinking of facts) among actresses, who are forced to

accept minor engagements in music-halls or panto-
mimes, and thus a perfectly chaste girl has an oppor-
tunity of learning the facts if she is on the stage and
down on her luck, and forced to accept an engage-t

(Conliiiucd on page 502.)
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I. LES ANNALES
POLITIQUES ET LITTERAIRES.

ILLUSTRATED FRENCH JOURNAL,
APPEARING ON SUNDA YS.

PARIS, 51, RUE SAINT GEORGES. 51.

Editor: ADOLPHE BRISSON.

31st YEAR OF PUBLICATION.
150,000 Subscribers,

" Les Annales" holds a unique position

amongst contemporary French weeklies,

and numbers amongst its Contributors

every famous Frenchman of Letters of the

day. It combines a healthy moral tone

with the highest literary quality.

^ Specimen Copy on Application. ^
(Postage IJd.)

SUBSCRIPTION

:

\2,I6 per annum, Edition on Ordinary Paper.

18/6 „ „ Edition de Luxe.

Subscriptions will be received at the Offices of

" EVERYMAN," 21, Royal Terrace. Edinburgh.

Yearly subscribers will receive a Presentation

Copy of the Edition de Luxe of " Le Livre d'Or

de la Cuisine Francaise."

II. THE mmi \

MmmmM m aniles,
Issued fortnightly, 64 pages, 50 Illustra-

tions. Publishes all the Lectures delivered

at the University des Annales by the most

brilliant Professors and Members of the

French Academy.

SUBSCRIPTION, 12/6 per annum.

DENT'S 2/- Net NOVELS.

THE LABYRINTH OF LIFE.
By E. A. U. VALENTINE.

'T" HE hero is a literary man, and one is enabled

to realise some of the peculiar dillicultics that

befall a man of ambition and thought in the stress

of misfortune. The problem that faces him subse-

quent to his marriage is one that has been vari-

ously stated in modern novels; but it will be con-

ceded that in few cases has the solution been
handled so sanely and so wisely as by Mr. Valen-
tine in the present book.

BUBBLE FORTUNE.
By GILBERT SHELDON.

HTHIS is a buccaneer tale of the time of the

South Sea Bubble. Mr. Gilbert Sheldon has
a chastened style that raises what might other-

wise be a story of broad and active interest into a
novel that should repay the attention of all. It is

quick in its movement, and throughout it is redo-

lent of the sea and full of a lusty and healthy life.

BROKEN ARCS.
By DARRELL FIGGIS.

A LWAYS behind the stumblings and failures
^^ that occur throughout the course of this story

there is ever the dim suggestion of a higher

destiny achieving its end. The situation of the

play is that of modern life, and the plot itself, apart

altogether from the psychology of the characters,

should be one to maintain a very deep interest

throughout.

FATHER MATERNUS.
By ADOLPH HAUSRATH.

'T'HOSE who wish to understand exactly how
the mighty upheaval of the Reformation came

to be cannot do better than by studying the psycho-
logy here presented of a German monk, who,
coming from the sober faith and earnest home-
steads of his native land, is faced with Rome in

the height of its ecclesiastical corruption. In fact,

something of the same problem that drove Martin
Luther into revolt will be found to have engaged
the serious attention of Father Maternus.

Bound in Cloth, with Frontispiece,

2/= net.

J. M. DENT & SONS, Ltd.,

137, Aldine House, Bedford Street, W.C.
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St. Barnabas Vicarage,

558, Caledonian Road,

Holloway, N.

" THIRTY-THREE YEAR

SINGE I SAW THE SEA."

Dear Friend,
" Thirty-three years since I saw the

sea." This was told me by an old lady
for whom I had just arranged a holiday.
She had come to thank me, and in doing
so mentioned that she had not been
away for all these long years. From
my knowledge of the woman I can
vouch for the truth of this statement.
Think what this means ! Week afttr

week, month after month, year after

year, toiling and slaving, with no break
at all in the monotonous grind, strug-

gling to keep home together, and help
keep a number of gi'andchildren, the
idea of a real holiday at the seaside
never seemed practicable. Many people
would think themselves hardly used if

they could only manage to go away
every three years. Think then of no
holiday for three and thirty years.

The above case is not an exceptional
one. There are many others in similar
circumstances — fathers and mothers
without the slightest prospects of the

|

much needed rest and change unless
some kind person makes it possible by
sending the means.—WILL YOU P

I hope soon to enjoy a holiday at

the sea, and this makes me feel deeply
for the less fortunate ones unable to
leave London.

WILL YOU HELP ME TO GET
THEM AV7AY P

" He that hath pity upon the poor
lendeth unto the Lord: and look what
he layeth out, it shall be paid him
again." A £5 note will send five adults

to the sea for a fortnight; *1 5s. will

give one a couple of weeks; 12s. 6d.
send a needy one away for a week.

Gifts m*ay be sent direct to me at
the above address.

Yours in His Happy Service,

FRANK SWAINSON.

raent with a theatrical manager who does not surround
his female artistes with a certain amount of protection.

If women are so naturally depraved, and they do at

prostitution earn these vast sums of money, how is it

that so many of the music-hall prostitutes are glad to

leave their ghastly trade to become the mistresses of

men at five and six pounds a week? These women
dare not go on the streets ; they would lose their custom
if they did. Some of the demi-mondaines earn hundreds
of pounds a week, but although they may tour the

Continents, they do not walk the streets. And what are

the poor things to do ? They have beauty, they have
fascmation, they have diplomacy (while being of the
wrong sex to make Cabinet Ministers), and they are

too intelligent, while lacking special talent, for men
to marry, and make the mothers of their children.

—

I am, sir, etc.,

" One who has been kept virtuous
BY THE Truth."

«J

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—I cannot see how Percy E. Reinganum read

into my letter a claim that Suffragists were responsible

for the promotion of the White Slave Traffic Bill.

Any such Bill promoted by Suffragists would make it

impossible for the promoters and customers of the

Piccadilly flat to hide behind a woman's skirts.

Secondly, " P. E. R." objects to my statement that a

certain amount of prostitution is caused by the

inability of human beings—I did noi say men—to

control their passions, and then says that " there will

always be prostitution as long as men are men and
women are women." His meaning is precisely mine,

but he, like most Anti-Suffragists, thinks that this

same lack of will-power is an unconquerable trait in

the human character.

And now for his narrow horizon :
" If all women's

wages were to-morrow raised automatically there

would be still more prostitution, for there would be
more women unemployed." Similarly, therefore,
" Since, in general, men's wages have been raised in

the last tv<enty years, there is more crime to-day, for

more men are unemployed." I wish he would study
official returns. " Women are cheaper than men
because there is always the one profession open to

them at which they can earn more." If abnormally
high wages can be earned in one man's trade, men
flock to it, hence the demand for men in other trades

increases, which results in a rise in wages in those

trades. Prostitution, however, does not raise women's
wages, because it is used by wage-earners merely as

a final resort.
" P. E. R." claims that the Bill which ended the coal

strike was not a result of men's votes. This is a

delightful example of his shallow reasoning. Would
there have been a Bill if there had been no strike?

And a strike without a trades union behind it is

doomed to failure, and parliamentary representation

and political power solely have made our trades unions

what they are to-day.

In conclusion, may I make a remark on A. S.

Reeve's letter? Many girls on the streets could

release themselves; some, however.'^we must admit,

like the life, but others dare not return to their former
life, because of that horrible system of convention

which makes m.en and women who call themselves

Christians shun those who have fallen.—I am, sir, etc.,

Birmingham. S. F. CAMPBELL.

THE TRAFFIC IN WOMEN.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—In his letter, which appeared in your issue of

June 27th, " A. B. C." presumes to lay a large part of
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the blame for the existence of the White Slave Traffic

on the mothers of the nation for not warning their

daughters sufficiently against the dangers of the world

;

and aJso argues that legislation is useless, because the

victims of the abominable trade are as willing to

remain prostitutes as a disgracefully large number of

men are that they should remain so.

Of course, it is only true that most of these unfortu-

nate women are not willing to take the " chance of

honourable life and work," which " A. B. C." states our

charitable social system offers them in homes of various

kinds, because they will never be regarded as anything

but unclean by a large proportion of respectable

people, and many of them are in such a condition that

tliey are aibsolutely unfit for work, and tliey will only

lose the artificial gaiety which makes their lives

possible.

But is it so much the rescue of the prostitute which
the women's movement hopes to effect? I think not.

It is the prevention of tliis practically incurable disease

which is hoped for; and for this purpose legislation

may prove very effective.

A terrible percentage of the white slaves in London
and other big cities are simply victims of a remorseless

system of competition. The wages paid to young
women in many large and prosperous shops and cafes

are barely sufficient to keep the girls alive, and in the
hopeless drudgery of their drab existences, when they
have always to struggle to be polite and smart, they
are just not strong enough to resist the advances of

well-dressed men, which seem to offer a little excite-

ment, and some slight variation of tlie monotony, and
which so often end in the girl's ruin.

This may seem direct speaking, but it is no good
mindng matters, and the sooner it is realised that this

is largely an economic question the better. The
remedy is obvious : a minimum wage, on which every
worker can live decently, and is not forced to sin in

the eyes of God and man to provide those few luxuries
.which make life worth living.

High religious ideals, which " A. B. C." talks about,
are poor substitutes for bread and butter, when the
entrance to the downward path is so broad and strewn
.with flowers.—I am, sir, etc., D. P. C.

H.M.S. Neptune, Home Fleet.

TO SEE THE SEA.
To the Editor of Everyman.

SlR,-^I shall be glad if you will kindly acknow-
ledge receipt in EVERYMAN of the following sums,
.which the donors have requested may appear in your
paper, viz., 5s. from Anon., 2s. from Acamas, 5s. from
Everyman. Other more substantial sums have been
the result of my advertisement—I am, sir, etc.,

Frank Swainson.
St. Barnabas Vicarage, 558, Caledonian Road,

Holloway, July 23rd, 1913.

SERB, GREEK, AND BULGAR.
To the Editor of Everyma.v.

Sir,—The article contained in your issue of yester-

day on Serb, Greek, and Bulgar is very interesting,

but seems to be written from a Servian rather than
frqm a Bulgarian point of view.

About the year 1878, when stories of Bulgarian
atrocities were exciting the world, I spent much time
in the study of Bulgarian history, and I found that
entirely different accounts were given of the origin
and history of that nation, by Servian, Bosnian, and
Bulgarian writers. I eventually came to the conclu-
sion that the most trustworthy autliority on the sub-

Inquire
Firsts
Invest

Afterwards.
This is the Motto of

"CANADIAN NEWS,"
the illustrated weekly with the largest

circulation of any Canadian paper
published in England. Anyone in-

terested in Canadian lands, stock,

bonds, etc., should consult the pages of

" GOLD AND GLITTER "

CANADIA
NEWS.

Editor in Chief: A. M. de Beck.

Id. Weekly.

The "Gold and Glitter" column is one of

the most successful features of " Canadian
News," and aflbrds prospective investors

and all interested in the financial or

speculative side of the Dominion a unique
opportunity for obtaining at first hand in-

formation and advice which is absolutely

authentic and reliable.

This information is given entirely
free of charge,

and we need scarcely point out the tremen-
dous value of procuring sound, impartial

advice on every known investment, real

estate plots, stocks, and first mortgages.
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are investigated in a most searching manner,
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GENERAL BUILDINGS,
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ject was Jiricek, a Bulgarian, and I believe that this

view is generally accepted.

The treaty of S. Stefano, a wise and statesmanlike

arrangement, which, if it had subsisted, would have

spared the world thirty years of Macedonian horrors,

created a Bulgaria based on history and nationality,

recognising that Tirnova and Ochrida were the two

foci of Bulgarian political and spiritual life, and giving

her Kavala as a port. This treaty was unhappily torn

to pieces at Berlin, but all who are acquainted with

the Balkan Peninsula are aware that no settlement

can be stable which does not assign to Bulgaria

Ochrida and Monastir, which are the very centre of

her national and religious life. It is not surprising

that Bulgaria should have considered any sacrifice

Worth while which prevented these holy places from

vVing occupied by an alien race.

Europe seems to have forgotten the great part

pkyed by Bulgaria in the religious revival of the

twevfth and thirteenth centuries, when the Bulgarian

faith stood for a purer and simpler form of Christian

belief and worship, and was the parent of Huss,

.Wiclif, ;,»nd even of Luther. This movement was put

down by fire and sword, the Bulgarian Christians were

denounced all over Europe as unbelievers. The un-

savoury French form of Bulgarian, which had become

so common amongst ourselves, meant at first nothing

SQore than " heretic." We owe some gratitude to the

people who kept the faith of God "so pure of old,

.when all our fathers worshipped stocks and stones."

It needs a single power to unravel the entanglement

of the Balkan disputes, and the one power which can

do this with success is the power which made the

treaty of S. Stefano.

Let the European Concert put aside jealousy, for-

get past quarrels, arid empower Russia to act in its

name, and some stable result may come from the pre-

sent confusion, which now seems beyond the wit of

man to allay.—I am, sir, yours, etc.,

O. M. Browning.
Bexhill-on-Sea.

THE DECLINE OF THE CHURCHES.
To the Editor of Evervm.\n.

Sir,—There is no surer sign of the decay of spiri-

tual perception than blindness to one's own faults, and

turning to one's fellow-men to inquire of one's de-

fects and duties.

This thought occurs immediately when reading Mr.

Charles W. Cnimp's queries, addressed to the people

at large, as to the defects of the Churches, and the

reasons and remedies for the decline in Church mem-
bership. Touting for popularity is a totally different

thing from holiness, which makes its appeal to the

common people by being palpably worthier than they,

and not by waiting on their instructions.

The Churches have no oil in their lamps precisely

because they have consulted the ways of men, rather

than the way of Christ ; and they have forfeited the

confidence of the masses because they have become
the mouthpiece of the classes. The remedy is not

to become the mouthpiece of " humanity "
; leave that

to the Sociahst, who fancies he can do it! The
remedy is to become once more the purified vehicle

of the Spirit of Truth.

It is distressing to read James Adderley's defence

of ritual and drama. The vital objection to ritual is

not that it is an externalisation. The objection to

ritual is that it is ike cheapest kind of externalisation.

Daily beauty and heroism of conduct is the only fk

'externalisation of God, and it is a confession of the

Church's failure to sanctify life when she sets up

dramatic and sacerdotal substitutes for external holi-

ness in conduct. Who wants the altar when he has

the saint? Or who wants the devotee when he has

the apostle?

Or who wants stories and plays when he has once

entered into real life, and found it more dramatic and
strenuous ? We want to live at first-hand, and not by
proxy! We will thank neither priest nor actor for

arranging a pretty proxy show for us; we cannot

feed and grow on a pictured banquet. As Holmes
observes, " What man ever grew lean by reading
' Romeo and Jdiet ' ?

"

The saint is not, as Mr. Crump opines, a hot-house

product. Fancy Francis, or Clare, or Catherine, or

Paul, or Stephen, or Becket, or Joan of Arc, or Fox as

a hot-house product! The saint is the being who
faces life with sincerity, purity and courage, and
triumphs over hardships and obstacles that daunt the

brethren of lesser faith and exotic frailty.

The real indictment against the Churches is that

honesty is no longer part of their teaching, but policy

has completely supplanted it.—I am, sir, etc.,

Leeds. T. H. FERRIS.

THE SUFFRAGE QUESTION.
To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—The letter on the Suffrage question con-

tributed to your issue of July i8th by Mr. W. R.

Burke seems to me to show extraordinary lack of

knowledge concerning the attitude of militant

Suffragists. The statement of Mr. Frome-Wilkin-

son's which he quotes was not a " glaring fallacy " at

all. Suffragettes do not wish to undergo the torture

they suffer—nor did St. Paul—but they are prepared

to do so, as the facts show. They have been punished

and tortured, and punishment and torture have not

deterred them—this is what shows that their spirit is

indomitable. Again, does Mr. Burke suppose that the

Parliamentary army in the Civil War " incurred the

proper hatred of ordinary men and women " ? Nor
do militant Suffragists. All talk about the evil prece-

dent of yielding to force is futile-—for force has passed

all great reforms since England first was a nation

—

<

so the precedent was set long ago.—I am, sir, etc..

Winchester. P. B. Tudor.

THE ANGLICAN MARRIAGE SERVICE.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—May I inform Mr. William Brown and others

who may be interested in the subject of the reform of the

Anglican marriage service that an unsuccessful effort

has lately been made by some Churchwomen to have a

discussion of this matter put on the official programme

at the coming Church Congress in October, when the

union of man and woman in marriage will be a subject.

They wrote to the President, the Bishop of Winches-

ter, in May last, giving their reasons, and making this

request, and to strengthen their appeal they obtained

in a short time more than two hundred signatures of

representative men and women associated with church

and social work—all members of the Anglican Church.

Consideration will show that the average girl in her^

father's house is not in a position to resist the pressure
^

put on her to accept the service ; for her to do so

might result in her marriage being broken off or in

family relations being embittered. The woman who
is economically independent is in better case ; it is pos-

sible for her to obtain the offices of a clergyman who
will abbreviate or modify the service, or she may
adopt the method which now commends itself to many

Ifoniinued on pagt 506.)
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2 Money=making Professions
by which Readers of EVERYMAN caa

. . turn their spare hours Into Guineas , *

Can you Write?
Doubtless there are thousands of thinking men and

women—readers of Everyman—who have something to say

which would be of real interest to the world, but they have

not developed the power of expressing themselves in-

terestingly and forcibly. To such readers, the journalistic

profession offers unlimited scope, and, with training, should

)be the means of affording a very lucrative and fascinating

spare-time hobby. To be successful in literary work necessi-

tates a course of specialised training conducted by a success-

ful journalist who is willing to impart the benefit of his own
experience.

All readers of Everyman who possess some literary

ability are advised to send a specimen MS. to the Secretary

of the Practical Correspondence College, 77, Thanet House,

Strand. This MS. will be carefully read through by the

Instructor of the Journalism Course, and a candid criticism

will be returned to the sender within a few days, together

with full particulars of the P.C.C. Course in Free Lance

Journalism and Short Story Writing.

The openings in Journalism are more numerous, more
interesting, and, above all, more lucrative than most people

realise. As a spare-time hobby or a regular occupation, you

can earn from 7s. 6d. to £2 2s. per hour if you know what

to write and where to sell articles, short stories, and the

interesting little paragraphs which constitute one-quarter of

the contents of dailies and weeklies.

A young friend of the present writer, of twenty-two years

of age, who began work for the Press three years ago, now
earns the comfortable income of ;^2,ooo a year. She had

no introductions or influence; her success is solely the result

of her knowing how to do just the work that's wanted.

She works no harder than the average woman teacher, but

she makes every stroke of her pen tell, and every Editor she

works for knows exactly what to expect from her ; he knows
she is dependable.

Do not Delay.
Send at once. This is a golden opportunity which may

make all the difference to your future success. You may
have missed chances before; don't miss this one. Send
now, before you forget it.

No matter how little you may know now, Correspondence

Teaching will begin jyst where you need it to begin, and
take you as far as you need to go. The work of the

College is to train, encourage, and help students to succeed.

No other Institution has by correspondence helped so

many men and women, in all parts of the world, to train

their talents to earn money. No other Institution enjoys
such wide and intimate acquaintance with publishers,

editors, printers, and advertisers. This opens the door of
employment to the students.

Can you Draw?
Other readers of Everyman who may not possess literary

talent are probably able to draw more or less successfully.

Why not turn this talent to profitable account? Drawing

for one's friends is interesting, but not profitable. Why not

consider the possibilities of Commercial .^rt?

Send a Small Sketch,
in any media—pen, pencil, or colour—and we will return it

'

to you with a personal letter from the Art Director (one of

London's leading Designers) upon your chances of success

in Commercially Applied Art.

We will send also a finely illustrated Prospectus of our

unique Course of Home Study, which teaches all you need

to know to make money by Drawing for Reproduction,

Designing Posters, Book and Magazine Covers, Ex Libris,

Advertisements, etc.

With our progressive, superbly illustrated lessons in the

practical, professional sjde of designing, and the unlimited

individual criticism, help, and advice of our Art Director,

you may learn in your spare time what usually takes years

to find out—just the essential facts that no .Art School or

hand codes ever tell you.

You can learn, too, how to turn a taste for drawing into

guineas in the shortest possible time, how to make the

designs that are wanted; how, when, and where to dispose

of them to the utmost advantage.

The lessons are clear and easy to follow, and drudgery of

study is eliminated. Gaining a practical knowledge of the

profitable branches of Applied .'Vrt by our system of Postal

tuition is, in fact, a pleasant pastime. The student's difficul-

ties and doubts give place to confidence and courage, and he

or she is helped to earn while learning.

Among the objects taught in the Twelve Months' Course

are : Lettering, Black-and-White, Line, Wash and Body
Colour, Drawing effectively Figures, Pretty Faces,

Drapery, Flowers; Landscapes and Portraits in Colours;

Studio Economics ; Time and Labour-saving Devices, Prac-

tical Hints, etc.

It costs nothing and you risk nothing in sending a sketch

and receiving particulars of the only System that trains you

until proficient, and that has helped so many men and

women in all parts of the world to earn money by Art.

Write the Secretary, Practical Corre^ondence College,

77, Thanet House, Strand, London, W.C.
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SLOAN-DUPLOYAN SHORTHAND ("New Rapid" Improved
Lessons), endorsed by over 10.000 sludenls. prodncs a guaranteed speed of

80 words per minute in four weeks. Send for Illustrated H.indbook and

Free Lesson.- -Shorthand Association. 269. Holl>orn Hall. Lon.lon, W.C.
(Telephone: 6111 1 lolbom.) (.V.li.—No connection with J. M. Sl.-ianof UainsfiAte.)

TYPEWRITING : Authors' MS. accurately and rapidly copied.

Shorthand-Typists provided. MeetinRs, Lectures. Sermons reported.

METROPOLITAN TYPING OFFICE, 27. Chancer>- Lane. Tel. Central 1565.

BROTHER RICH.A.RD'S BOOKSHELF.—No. 4, "Hope for

the Worker." by Chiozza Money, M.P. Now ready. Price one penny.

For previous issues and terms apply Wayside. York.

TYPEWRITING of every description under expert literary super-

vision, from 8J. per I.OCO words, paper included. — Dept. E. THE
NATIONAL TYPEWRITING BUREAU. 199. Strand. W.C.

CONSTIPATION. Thomas Macintyre. Diet Specialist, Culler-

coats, Northumberland, is meeting with extraordinary success in the treat-

ment of this troublesome compiaint. Write for particulars, enclosing stamp
for reply.

ndicates
minary

SHORT STORIES.—Author of repute criticises MSS. ; india

likeliest markets; also purchases outrifiht stories of merit. Prelimil

letter to "Author." Kintyre, Cedar Road. Sutton. Surrey.

yOUR ANNUAL HOLIDAY
Often during your Summer Holiday you must have fell a feeUnS of ennui—the neej

fnr a stinuilus of ^ome kiad. If you feel this on your holiday this year, send to the

Concen:ro Co., 46. Certral Biiiuiimls. VValUend. Newca-^tle-on-Tyne. for their irte-

resting Free Booklet—" ScientiJic Concentration." Vou will find it pleasant, stiraulatin,;

rcadin-*. It will show ynii \vh;tt " Scientific Concentration " is doi"g for a vast number
of peo;.! J in cv.-ry part of the civilised world. Write for this EoaWat to-day ; you are

iindor no oMi>!.T.ion. Slmpiy ackni.vledfie receipt, and mention that yju will write

later fro:;i youi' home address (kindly state).

THE HUMANITARIAN HOLIDAY RECREATIVE PARTY
AND FOOD REFORM SUMMER SCHOOL (which gave such unqualified

satisfaction and pleasure to all who attended it last year) will be repeated. For

this pun'ose a Boarding School with 70 beds has been taken. The house stands

its own grounds overlooking a beautiful wooded park near the sea. Lectures,

musical and other entertainments, excursions by land and sea. outdoor games, etc.

Inclusive ttrms full board residence (4 meals a day) 1 to 2 gumeas per week,

accoiding to btdioom accommodation. Prospectus, giving all particulars, from

Hon. Secretary, or Mr. and Mrs. Massikoham, Food Reform Guest House. 17,

Norfolk Terrace, Brighton.

TYPEWRITING—FREE CARBON COPY. Authors' MSS.,
lOd. per 1,000 words. Best work, eood pai)er. pro:r.l>t delivery, free carbon

copi-.—Mrs. R. W. MANNERS. 321. High Holborn. W.C. Tel.: City t535.

HOUSE ownership on limited income quite possible and not

dilficult. Particulars of successful method free to all rent-payers.—Write

Manager. 246, Bishopsgate. London. E.C. Mention Evep.vman.

DEVELOP YOUR WILL POWER. Concentration, Self-

Reliance. Memory and Personal Magnetism by " The St. Settef Course "

(4 lessons) Recommended by I'ublic Opinion, etc. Fee 2/6. Particulars free.

—THE ST. SETTEF INSTITUTE (UEPT. 5). PERTH.

TYPE-WRITING of every description carefully and promptly
executed. 7d. per 1.000. Duplicating and Copyiiig. Cambridge Local.—

Miss NANCY McFARLANE. 11. Palmeira Avenue. Westclitf, Essex.

THE AUTHORS' ALLIANCE place MSS. promptly and on
best terms. Literary work of all kinds dealt with by experts who place

Authors' mieresl first. Twenty years' ciperience.-:. Clement's Inn. W.C.

prDCP on receipt of postcard, fully illustrated

art catalogue of

Riley's Billiard Tables
For the Home Cash or F.risy Payments

Send for it to-diy. Prices from £3/7/6. The
popular size. 6 fl. 4 in., cost! only £5/5/0. Seven
da\"i' free trial,

E. J. RILEY, ltd., Online Works, ACCRINGTON.

conscientious Church people of being married before

a registrar, with a celebration of the Holy Communion'
afterwards. That Church men and women should be
driven to such straits, and the mere discussion of the

subject should be refused at a Congress nominally
designed for practical purposes, is striking evidence

of the present attitude of the leaders in the Anglican
Church towards pressing social questions.

It would be desirable that more men should make
their objections known to the clergy, as the opinions

of women in this vital matter appear to carry little

weight.—I am, sir^ etc., FLORENCE G. HAMILTON.
Chelsea, S.W.

OUR ENGLISH SUNDAY.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Can you kindly find space in the columns of

Everyman for the following opinions of great states-

men and others in defence of our Enghsh Sunday?

The Earl of Beaconsfield, K.G.—"Of all

Divine institutions the most Divine is that which
secures a day of rest for man. I hold it to be the

most valuable blessing ever conceded to man. It is

the corner-stone of civilisation."

Mr. Gladstone, M.P. (Prime Minister).
—"The

alternations of rest and labour, at the short intervals

v.'hich are afforded by the merciful and blessed institu-

tion of Sunday, are a necessity for the retention of a

man's mind, and of a man's frame in a condition to

discharge his duties ; and it is desirable to restrain

the exercise of labour as much as possible on the

Sunday, and to secure to the people the enjoyment
of the day of rest. The religious observance of Sun-
day is a main prop of the religious character of the

country. From a moral, social, and physical point

of view, the observance of Sunday is a duty of absolute

consequence."
Lord MacAULAY.—" While industry is suspended,

while the plough lies in the furrow, while the ex-

change is silent, while no smoke ascends from the

factory, a process is going on quite as important to

the wealth of the nation as any process which is per-

formed on more busy days. Man, the machine of

machines, is repairing and winding up, so that he re-

turns to his labours on Monday with clearer intellect,

with livelier spirits, with renewed corporeal vigour."

Sir Charles Reed, LL.D.—" The defence of the

Sabbath is a patriotic duty. It is the working man's
only day of rest, and he is in danger of losing it. Those
who would remove the ancient landmarks are not the

v/orking man's true friends."

Sir James Crichton Browne, M.D.—"We
doctors are now constantly compelled in the treatment

of nervous disease to prescribe for our patients pro-
longed periods of absolute rest. Such periods are, I

sometimes think, only Sundays in arrear. Such dis-

cipline is sometimes only necessary because the weekly
rest has been neglected. It is the complete change
of mental attitude on a well-ordered Sunday that is

so valuable from a sanitary point of view.

"The overstrained powers are relaxed, the pressure

is relieved, readjustments are effected, and that kind
of intro.spcction and retrospection that is profitable

for reproof and correction is encouraged. In the hurry

and turmoil and racket of these days there is one te.xt

worthy of constant remembrance, ' Commune with

your owTi heart in your chamber, and be still.'

" Let us preserve, I would say, carefully our English

Sunday in all its sedateness and tranquillity, if for no
higher motive than for its health protective power.

To the toiling masses it is essential to enable them to
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recuperate their energies, to make their monotonous

lives endurable, and to sustain them ; and even to the

idle and frivolous it may prove beneficial."— I am, sir,

etc., F- E. Hill.

Hastings, June pth, 1913.

PERSONALITY IN LITERATURE.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Are we to take Mr. Corkery seriously when he

says that apologists for Masefield are " hard put to find

a passage worthy of quotation " ?

Surely the very opposite of this is the case. As far

as "The Everlasting Mercy" is concerned, once

having begun, the difficulty is to stop quoting, since,

from the crisis of the poem onwards to the end it is

one song.

The poem of Masefield's most nearly approaching

the dramatic in treatment is " The Widow in the Bye
Street" As such it is a dramatic whole, and is less easy

to quote from. But both " The Everlasting Mercy "

and " Dauber " contain scores of lines that are beauti-

ful and unforgettable.

Will Mr. Corkery re-read—supposing he has read

—

the passage in the former poem, beginning,

"O Christ who holds the open gate,"

and the perfect little invocation to innocence at the

end

—

"O lovely lily clean,

O lily springing green,
O lily bursting white.

Dear lily of delight,

Spring in my heart agen.
That I may flower to men."

In " Dauber " there are the magical sea-scenes. May
I give two examples ?

"A great grey sea was running up the sky.

Desolate birds flew past ; their mewings came
As that lone water's spiritual cry,

Its forlorn voice, its essence, its soul's name.

Then in the sunset's flush they went aloft.

And unbent sails in that most lovely hour,
When the light gentles and the wind is soft.

And beauty in the heart breaks like a flower.

Working aloft they saw the mountain tower
Snow to the peak ; they heard the launchmen shout;
And bright along the bay the lights came out."

—I am, sir, etc., DORis M. HuiE.

Edinburgh, July 7th, 191 3.

THE SCHOOLS AND THE CHILDREN.
To the Editor of Everym.an.

Sir,—In Mr. P. W. Wilson's article in your issue of

June 1 3th, I should very much like to ask Mr. Wilson
what he means by the "rescue of the agricultural

labourer from feudal servitude." What feudal corvees

has he still to perform ?

(1) I am correspondent for my church school here,

but I assure you I am neither able to appoint nor dis-

miss the village teacher ; nor should I dream of try-

ing to do so, even through managers.

(2) I am doing clerical work for the managers,
which is worth at least £10 ^ year, but which every-
one is quite content to let me do for nothing ; and if

"I try 'to g^t someone else to do it, I am told that if

anyone else did it there would be endless quarrels.

One does not, as a rule, look for political claptrap
in Everyman, but Mr. Wilson is indulging in clap-
trap which is an anachronism as well as false.—I am,
sir, etc., E. R. Nevill.

Wantage.

HIDDEN POWER.
Remarkable Results Follow Experiments

of Clever Scientist.

MARVELS OF THE MIND.

Initiation FREE to Our Readers.
There are hundreds, nay, thou-

sands, of c.ipablc men and women
to-day needlessly living a life of

mediocrity, obscurity, and failure,

whose very existence constitute an
"apparently intended " succession of

endless toil, trouble, and misery.

Fatalists, no doubt, e.xclaim that all

such things must be, but just ask
yourself this question : Is there one

X
' single sound reason why every being

J should not attain success and happi-

ness ? No—most emphatically there

is not.

Every human soul is heir to a rich

and glorious possession—the sacred,

cherished gifts of inborn capacities

and talents. Everyone is born suit-

ably equipped to play his or her role

in the game of life, and given oppor-
tunities which, when grasped, lead to

unbounded success and perfect hap-
piness.

Mr. Frank Hartley, the greatest
psychomenticulturist, positively

denies that failure in any sense of the term necessarily
exists. He maintains that the power to succeed lies within
the reach of all ; it is, in fact, inherent, a potent dormant
force, requiring but a certain amount qf scientific develop-
ment to manifest itself in every individual. Hundreds upon
hundreds of people in every walk of life who have followed
his method testify to the wonderful results v/hich this truly

remarkable man has enabled them to accomplish.

£1,000 GUARANTEE.
Just read the following remarkable letter. Mr. Frank

Hartley 4)ossesses thousands of similar ones, and he will

hand a cheque for ;£i,ooo to any London Hospital, fund, or
charity, if anyone can prove that these are not absolutely
genuine.

Professor Le D , Fellow of the British Institute of
Mental Science and Graduate of the American College
of Sciences (Diploma and Honours), writes, March 3rd,
1913:—

" I have carefully examined your system on Personal
Magnetism, etc., and find it far superior to any I have
ever read. As a Psychologist I may say you have given
the very secrets away to the world.—Yours very
faithfully, " Le D ."

No matter your age or position in life, whether you are
engaged in artistic pursuits, in commerce, in finance, you
may be either employer, employee, or independent, Mr.
Frank Hartley will help you attain your .most cherished
secret ambitions. Every word you speak, every emanating
thought, every moment you live is either riglit or wrong,
and the secret of success in every phase of life lies in bring-
ing your every wish, thought, and action into perfect
harmony with your immediate surroundings and the hidden
forces of nature.

A GENEROUS OFFER.
So absolutely convinced is Mr. Hartley of the infallibility

of his system that he offers to send a free copy of his won-
derful book, entitled " The Temple of the Mind," to any of
our readers interested, and, further, to initiate them free
of charge into his wonderful secret success method.
There is no age limit, no question of position, or obstacle

of any kind. All you have to do is to write to Mr. Frank
Hartley, Room io6a, London Institute of Menti Culture, 9,
John Street, Adelphi, London, W.C. (mention you are a
reader of Evi:ryman), and he will send you a free copy of
his wonderful book, full particulars of his method, and show
you what you must do in order to attain Success, Power,
Personal Influence, and Perfect Happiness.
Those who wish to may enclose two penny stamps for

postage, etc., but in any case a mere recjuest will bring his

book and information.
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ANewConversationBook

it

to meet the hurry-scurry times ! 1

TIME IS MONEY
In French, English, Italian (side by side).

The Italian Translation by Professor Emma Davio, Rome.

99

Motorists! Tourists! Do not visit France or Italy

without a copy of Augusta Ayliffe's Languages
for Busy People, "TIME IS MONEY/' in your

pocket or handbag.

You have FIVE SHILLING books, neatly bound
together in limp leather covers with gold lettering,

for 3/6 net.

Of all Booksellers in England. France, Italy, or direct frotn
the Author and Publisher,

AUGUSTA AYLIFFZ. Dorsley, Gloucestersliire, England ; or

AUGUSTA AYUFFE, Chapman's Hotel (pro tem\ 21 Via Pandolfini, noreoce.

EXTRACTS FKOM THE PRESS.

*'A practical guide for travellers, without any jidiculous sentences."

—

New York Herald, Paris.

"A little book calculated to prove very useful to the English traveller

ta France aad Italy."

—

Daily Mail, Paris.

"'Time is Money' is e.^ceptionally wcl! adapted for the traveller. A
most useful section is the pages devoted to the translation of the menu
of one of the popular Restaurants Duval in Paris. The conversation is

practical, and the author wisely makes no attempt to give the pronuncia-
tion."—r.P.'j Weekly.

*" Time is Money' will be found specially useful, because it bai
been 'written bit by bit during years of life on the Continent. Travellers
will find in it things they wish to say, and not the amusing but irrelevant
remarks of the ordinary conversation book."

—

The Associates' Journal,
O.F.S.

"Miss Augusta Ayliffe has published a very useful an-d clever work,
entitled ' Time is Money.' The book aims at teaching languages to busy
people, aad 'is intended -for those persons who jump into the train and
go half-way round -the world, while the sleepy ones are thinking the
matter over, and studying a bit of French or Italian grammar before
entertaining a thought of going on the Continent." . . . The book should
prove invaluable to all those who want to achieve a workable knowledge
of French or Italian in the shortest possible time."

—

Everyman.

"Miss Ayllffc's 'Time is M^ney ' is a publication trf a very interesting

and practical kind, superior to many of its class. With it in his hand
the traveller might often save himself from embarrassment, and at least

he can walk intto a ircstaurant and order his meals. It is the experience of

many travellers th^t in practice an aid to pronunciation is a failure.

A -pure accent can-not be obtained by self-tuition. I'he author of ' Time
is Money ' defies the best linguist of the day to give a written fro-
nunciation cf ' o« ' in ' bon,' etc. ;

' en * and ' » * in ' rue,' etc. . .
.**

—

Tkg
Florence Herald^ June, iqtj.

TYPEWRITING (every description of MS.). 8d. per 1,000 words,
Caibon-copy and paper included. Specimen, Testimonial, and Estimate

submitted by reiurn.—C. A. GIRTON, 2. Grove Lane. Camherwell. S.E.

I EARN FRENCH by Rosenblum's Anglo-French Journal, ld.»
•—

' monthly, l;d- post free from RosenblucD|s Language Insiitute. 26. High
Holborn. London, W.C. T.P.'s Weekly says: "Admirably adapted for students
of French."

"/CONCENTRATION: Its Ten Laws"; in a Nutshell, on Card.
^-^ "Thought: lis Ten Laws." Companion Card. Teach the new way to

acquirf^ Knowlpd^e. Is. 2d. each.—Talisman Office. Harrogate.

TOURS.
•C 1

6s.—16-day Tour. TERRITET- FINHAUT. Tours.^ "-' LUCERNE, ENGADINE, ZERMATT. GRINDELWALD.
CHAMONIX.—Dr. Henry S. Lunn, Ltd.. 5. Endsleigh Gardens, London. N.W.

SWISS TOURS. /4 19s. 6d. : BEI.GIUM (a fortnight). ;f4 17s. 6d.
RHINE. HOLLAND, SCOTLAND, IRELAND. Write for the "Al"

Holiday Guide.—"Al" TRAVEL OFFICES, 3, New Oxford Street. W.C.

OATINE SOAP FREE.
In these days many of the blemishes and disfigurements of the

comple.>cion are simply the result of using bad soap, which has a
most injurious effect upon the skin, robbing it of its natural oil, and
leaving it dry and rough. Good soaps leave the skin clear and
soft, particularly Oatine Soap, which possesses healing and clean-

sing properties unprovided by any other soap. It makes a soft,

creamy lather, and is altogether delightful to use.

If there are any readers of this paper who have not tried it, and
would like to do so. the Proprietors will send a 3d. tablet free to

all sending 3d. in Jd. stamps for the Oatine Sample Outfit, which
contains a sample of Oatine Cream. Snow, Salve, Face Powder,
Tooth Powder. Shaving Powder, a full size 2d. Shampoo Powder,
also the free 3d. tablet of Oatine Soap.

Address — The Oatine Company, 18lA, Oatine Buildings,
Borough, London, S.E,

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
Egypt makes a romantic setting for a love story, and
Miss Norma Lorimer utilises the scope the country
affords her at a certain degree of success in her new
novel. A Wife out of Egypt (Stanley Paul and
Co., 6s.) does not open well, and the defects of

style prominent in the first chapter recur again and
again throughout the book. In her attempts to de-

fine the salient characteristics of Stella, the heroine,

and to emphasise her attractions of beauty and of

charm, the author falls back on cliches long outworn
and more than a little dusty. It is not necessary in

order to draw attention to the fact that your hero is

a man about town to state that he is attired in " fault-

less afternoon dress," and the statement that the
heroine is " perfectly gloved and perfectly shod " does
not suggest a picture of ravishing beauty. .Stella

is the daughter of an Irish woman who married a
Syrian chief, a man of astonishing amiability of

character, though with certain native prejudices im-
possible to get over. Stella, brought up in an
English school, finds it difficult to adapt her-

self to Oriental conditions. Finally, however, she
throws in her lot with her father's people, breaks off

her engagement with the hero in immaculate dress,

and marries a man of the grizzled adventurer type,

who shares her admiration for and her sympathies
with the country of the Nile.

9 9 »
There is a never-ending fascination in the legends

of the Dark Continent. An author with a capacity

of imagination is always sure of enlisting the sym-
pathies of his readers if he takes them to the wilds

of Africa, and if, in addition to stirring adventures

and hair-breadth escapes, he incorporates stories of

buried treasures, magical white queens, and lost cities,

the result is pretty sure to be a fair success. THE
Secret City (Hodder and Stoughton, 6s.) has plenty

of adventure, and Mr. Joseph Doke has mastered
the art of arresting the interest of the reader with a
series of pictures—the actual visualisation of scenes

he desires to describe. We have the old tale of the

MS. written in an almost forgotten language, and its

subsequent elucidation by the teller of the story. We
are introduced once more to a noble-hearted savage,

one Lumkile, who shows traditional fidelity to the
white man under whom he enlists, and saves his party
from risks that no European could combat with. We
meet also with the mysterious queen of an almost
unearthly beauty, who has a penchant for other

women's lovers and a pleasing fashion of torturing

those of her subjects who attempt to cross her will

Reinhilda is true to her type, and does her best to

get rid of all her rivals in the love of Paul Retief. How
she is defeated, and the measure of happiness that

comes to Paul and his true love, we leave it to the

readers of this exciting romance to discover.

» « »

Most people know little more about Vane than that

he was the subject of one of Milton's sonnets, and that

Oliver Cromwell prayed to be delivered from him.-

Dr. Wilcox thus prefaces his book on SiR HENRY
Vane, the Younger; Statesman and Mystic (St.

Catharine Press, Oswaldstre House, Norfolk Street).

But remarkable as Vane most eminently was, much as

one must admire him for his heroism and the severe

logic of his opinions, he must have been pre-eminently

difficult to live with. He was a man without that

redeeming sense of humour which makes one pardon

many glaring faults, and this lack of proportion—for
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humour infallibly corrects the vision—may account

for his unhappy faculty of being wrong both in his

quarrels and his opinions. Vane, says Dr. Wilcox,

"moves as a stranger through the Protestant com-

munities of the Continent, is in conflict with the

Church of Rome, the episcopacy of Laud, and the

Puritanism of New England, and refuses subjection

to the Presbyterianism of Scotland. The principle of

toleration was firmly rooted in his nature, and it would

be hard to say whether Geneva or Rome, Canterbury

or Edinburgh or Boston in those days hated it most."

It may be said, however, that the one point on which

Vane was not tolerant was in the expression of his

opinion. In season and out of season he contended

that in no section of organised Christian society had
finality been reached, and while this philosophic atti-

tude was eminently suited to a strictly logical mind, it

may be that the advocacy of such a position may tend

to the belief that finality not having been attained, it

makes very little difference whether the temporal con-

ditions on the road are good or bad. The volume
sheds a clear light on certain aspects of those troublous

years, 1 613- 1632, and the author has made it his busi-

ness to fulfil the whole duty of an historian, as quoted

by Cervantes, "truthful and wholly free from

passion." » • ®

Mrs. E. M. Channon has written a delightful book
about a woman who decided it was her mission in

life to write novels, and to the consternation of her

family set out to do it. The egotism of Petronella, in

Miss King's Profession (Mills and Boon, 6s.), is

exquisitely sketched. She regards her mother and
sisters from the lofty standpoint of genius, and de-

plores the fact that they find contentment in the simple

things of every-day life, and are unable to follow her

into the realms of higher thought, where she poses

to her own contentment. Needless to say, she speaks

of her work with a very large capital W, and inflicts

her moods and fancies unmercifully on her long-suffer-

ing relatives. She is an excellent specimen of a type

of woman who possesses neither originality nor talent,

but with an irritable desire to exploit herself persuades

her friends and family that a certain fatal facility in

stringing words together constitutes a literary

capacity. Sarah, the writing woman who does her

work because she " must," and also because she wants
the money, is an excellent foil to Nella. After many
months of weary waiting and uniform rejection, the

latter gets a novel accepted. Unconvincing in charac-

terisation and mediocre in style, a certain strength of

plot is the one redeeming feature. The book is accepted
and produces a fair number of favourable criticisms.

It is her one solitary success, however, and in the

ultimate she discovers, to her insufferable humiliation,

that the plot itself is not original. She had heard the

tale from a friend on a summer afternoon, had stored

it in her memory, and unconsciously come to consider

it her own creation. In the end she marries the man
whose idea she has adapted. He is a successful

novelist, and a curate into the bargain, and she has
from time to time inflicted various items of literary

information, which he has received with becoming
humility. She realises what an unutterable fool she
has made of herself, and with the knowledge comes
a realisation that she has neglected all her life the
things that really matter. That she is completely
cured of her vanity is proved by the fact that none of
her children ever know that she once published a semi-
successful novel. Mrs. Channon has an inimitable
style, a swift sense of humour, and an insight into

feminine psychology that make her work original,

arrestive and real.

do you possess an
encyclop;4:dia?

A Remarkable Offer.

FIRST PAYMENT 2/6 ONLY.
Knowledge is increasing so rapidly and in so many different

directions that the busy man is coming to depend more and more
upon a. good Encyclopxdia in which he can turn up all that is

kiiown upon any subject he is interested in. But it is essential

that the information given should be absolutely reliable, and
that the "Illustrated Chambers's Encyclopedia" is the only work
at a moderate price that really serves this purpose is obvious

from the following few names, taken from a list of over 1,000

famous contributors:—
1,000 Expert Contributors.

Prince Kropotkine, Viscount Ilaldane, S. Baring-Gould, Sir

W. M. Conway, Sidney Lee, Andrev/ Lang, Lord Avebury, Pro-
fessor Vambery, Sir Charles Warren, Professor A. B. W.
Kennedy, Professor Saintsbury, Duke of Argyll, Watts Dunton,
Goldwin Smith, Mrs. Fawcett, LL.D., Austin Dobson, Edmund
Gosse, F. A. Gasquet, O.S.B., Bramwell Booth, Justin McCarthy,
Sir W. F. Butler, Professor Caird, Dr. Andrew Wilson, Sir J.
A. II. Murray, G. J. Holyoake, Herbert Spencer, Sir John
Murray, Sir Edward Grey, K.G., Mrs. Annie Besant, Sir

Clements Markham, Andrew Carnegie, Professor Cheyne.

Every subject is fully dealt with. In the case of the political

and sociological matter the information here embodied is not
otherwise oljtainable save by consultation of hundreds of Blue
Books and expensive Government publications. The articles on
the Sciences—mental, moral, physical, natural, and of their

various branches—are written by professors of those sciences in
cur great Universities.

The "Illustrated Chambers's " (Latest Edition) is a treasury of
compact information and a reliable guide on subjects Literary,
Political, Historical, Theological, Scientific, Musical, Artistic,

Philosophical, and General. It is international in character. It

consists of

Ten Handsome Half-Leather Volumes, 200,000 subjects,
with cross references, 8,000 pages of new, clear type, written
by 1,000 contributors of world-wide distinction. There are
4,000 engravings, superbly reproduced, and 50 magnificent
maps. There are also over 50 coloured plates, the finest
ever produced in connection with any work of reference.
Five thousand biographies of famous men and women are
also included, with the histories of all the great movements
with which many of them were associated.

Let the Children use It.

The boy or girl who has access to a reliable Encyclopedia
and who is encouraged to use it on every possible occasion has
a tremendous advantage over one not so situated. It is proverbial
that the knowledge thus deliberately acquired is the knowledge
that stays ; and the youth who supplements the home lessons
with additional readings on every subject is the well-informed
man or woman who achieves distinction in later life.

T'wo Opinions.
LORV CURZON OF KEDLESTON Writes—

"I have always regarded 'Chambers's Encyclop.-edia ' as the
most concise, scholarly and useful compendium of universal
knowledge aiiyv/here to be found within a similar compass."

HILAIRE "BELLOC. Esq.. Writes—
"

' Chambers's Encyclopaedia ' has been my principal book of
reference for the last fifteen years. I have found it much the
most accurate of such works, more trustworthy than others, and
more comprehensive. ... 1 have never found it to fail."

A FREE BOOK.
To THE Caxton Pudlishing Company, Ltd.,

244, Surrey Street, London, W.C.

Please send me. Post Free, and without any obligation on my
part. Illustrated Booklet describing "The Illustrated Chambers's
Encyclopaedia," and full particulars of your offer to deliver the
complete work for a first payment of 2s. 6d., the balance being
paid by small monthly payments.

Name
(Send this form or a postcard.)

Address
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Mr. S. R. Crockett's latest novel, SanDY'S Love
Affair (liutchinson, 6s.), is written in the author's

usual popular style. It is the story of a young Scotch-

man who comes from his native land to Fleet Street

and scores a success in the newspaper world, which
helps him to achieve his ambition of writing a notable

novel. He taeets with a young actress. Miss V. V.

Jones, and the two form a friendsliip which inevitably

drifts into a closer tie. The admirers of Mr. Crockett

will follow with interest the excursions of the hero

into Bohemia, and will appreciate the adventures with

which tlie little actress meets. Her sacrifices for the

man she loves and her constancy under very trying

circumstances will ensure the suffrages of all those

who are attracted by the glamour of the footlights.

ss> & &

Collision (Duckworth, 6s.) is a novel the scene

of which is laid in India of the present day, and the

chief personality, one Benjamin Trotter, is very

obviously modelled upon a politician whom it would

be impolitic to name. The story is well told, and the

book is a clever and picturesque presentment of a

tragic episode. The two women who play the prin-

cipal parts, Susan and Imogen, are strongly drawn
personalities, and one is filled with regret that it

should be possible to imagine the beautiful young
Englishwoman, Imogen, treading such crooked
paths in the service of Trotter, the traitor to his

country. The nobility of Susan Digby's character,

and the stern and simple devotion of the Government
officials, are very clearly depicted. The fact that only

in a future existence can the result of work done here

be properly valued, is dimly hinted at, though not

over-emphasised, and it seems a pity that the devotion

and heroism of Mrs. Trueman should not be brought
before the reader in a more attractive manner. She
is a foil to the wonderful Imogen, and succeeds where
the latter fails. Mrs. Bridget Maclagan shows a

certain amount of insight into human nature in making
this to be so. We cannot resist giving a short quota-

tion, which describes a reception given to Imogen, who
has been speaking on behalf of Women's Suffrage to

the native women. They welcome her with em-
barrassing offerings of floral wreaths, which they place

round her neck, and she is seated in the place of

honour. " Imogen, with a mounting sense of the

ludicrous, and beginning to perspire uncomfortably

about the neck, gazed about her at the individuals

whom she had been, somewhat pointedly, invited to

meet. The men, got up for the occasion in frock-

coats and patent leather boots, were not picturesque ;

and though the women were, their complete lack of

aplomb, and the almost total absence of conversation,

made them all seem idiotic. They sat in a circle

round the wall staring at her and smiling, while a

hollow-chested young girl in a black sari spotted with

tarnished gold, passed tea with a tragic, ingratiating

face." The picture is inimitable, as indeed; is the

whole scene. ® ® »

Women of the Country (Duckworth, 2s. 6d.

net) is a charming little volume by Mrs. Gertrude

Bone. It has no pretensions to style, but is a simple

narrative depicting the life" of the women of the

peasant class in a typical country village in England.

The characters are cleverly portrayed, and very skil-

fully has Mrs. Bone contrived to suggest their various

idiosyncrasies. Anne Hilton, voted " peculiar " by her

fellows, goes on her way, helping this one with a word
or a little deed of kindness, and delivering her prim
httle homilies to another in the hope that she will see

the error of her ways ; but it should be noted that.

in spite of her alleged peculiarities and the

somewhat sudden lapses into the primness of

her grandmothers, Anne is a real, loving woman,
with a wonderful understanding of the weak-
nesses of her fellow-creatures. As we turn the pages

we are filled with a somewhat shamefaced conscious-

ness that, after all, what is so often regarded as
" nobody's business " is perhaps only a responsibility

which we too often get rid of by these well-worn

words. Is it nobody's business to interfere with a

kind word when we see others in trouble or distress?

Would it not be well for us if we took a leaf out of

Anne Hilton's book, and, in spite of the raised eye-

brows of our neighbours, were to lend the helping

hand and the sympathy to that stranger at our gates,

without which they might be indeed in sore straits?

The book is one which should find a warm place in

the hearts of its readers, and we congratulate Mrs.

Bone on having.accomplished this little volume.

Si S> &
Messrs. Longmans have published a new volume,

Life's Little Tragedies (3s. 6d. net), by Mr. Guy
Fleming. As the title indicates, it is a book of short

stories, or rather a collection of tragic episodes, which
are flashed on to the curtain, leaving an impression

which it is hard to shake off. The scenes are vividly

written, and show an amount of care and an apprecia-

tion of the strong emotions of humanity which is very

rare. It would be as well to mention that the book is

certainly not one to take up when one is feeling down
in the dumps, but nevertheless it has the fascination

which all tragedies seem to have for old and young
alike, and if the tales make us feel unhappy, that does
not deter us from eagerly turning to the next as soon
as one is finished. There is an extraordinary power
about one of these entitled " The Philosopher," and
though it is a simple enough tale, perhaps for that

very reason it goes straight to the heart. The poor
broken wreck of a man, one time cynic, being cared

for and loved by the woman he has wronged, appeal

to one in a quite unexpected manner, and it is difficult

to say which of the two is most to be pitied—or

envied, the one for the ideals he has lost, or the other

for the happiness she has cast from her.
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

MR. ASQUITH'S reply to the deputation, who
sought from him some modification of the
official attitude in regard to the Channel

Tunnel scheme cannot be said to give great grounds for
hope. The Premier remarked that the matter had been
before the country ever since 1874. In point of fact, it is

over one hundred years since Napoleon and Charles
James Fox agreed generally upon this method of
bringing the two great democratic nations of Europe
into closer touch. But very little has been done since,
and while the Official Committee appointed by the
French Government have cordially approved the pre-
sent scheme, we still hesitate. Surely every unbiassed
mind will agree that this is deplorable. A company of
Grenadier Guards would suffice to hold the tunnel
against all Europe, and half a ton of dynamite would
blow it to bits. Why, then, does our Government refuse
permission to build ?

Quite one of the most interesting events of the past
week has been the discussion on the need for the co-
ordination of anti-tuberculosis measures, by the dele-
gates to the Conference of the National Association
for the Prevention of Consumption. Sir R. W. Philp
strongly emphasised the view that tuberculosis de-
manded, not only special treatment from the medical
point of view, but also special legislation. Hospitals,
he declared, were entirely inadequate to deal with
"the great white scourge," and the time had come
when a Special Department of PubHc Health Activity,
convened exclusively on tuberculosis, should be consti-
tuted. Meanwhile, however, it should be noted that,

apart from the inadequacy of existing sanatoria, medi-
cal opinion seem.s to be swinging round to home treat-
ment for consumptives. In that case, provision of a
new special department could do but little in the

matter. Unfortunately, there is no disguising the fact

that consumption is a disease bora and bred of poverty,

and not until we have raised the level of tlie standard

of living of our people will its dreadful figures depre-<

date.

Lord Crewe's report on the Sitapur murder case:

will be generally welcomed by judicial reformers^

He finds that the rules governing the procedure of

appeal in cases of persons condemned to death in

India arc di.stinctly unsatisfactory, and it is imder-
stood that radical alterations in thera will be proposed
by the Government at an early date. Of course, this

cannot rcbtore the Sitapur victims to life, but it

encourages us to hope that they are the last of a long

line of victims of a system which it is impossible to.

defend.

The re-emergence of Mrs. Pankhurst into the;

political arena while she is still technically under
arrest is, it must be confessed, an extraordinary
anomaly, whatever views one may take of the aims
and methods of the su.^fragettes. Assuming, as we
are all entitled to assume, that laws are passed to be
obeyed, the open and advertised defiance of the pro-.

visiorre of the " Cat and Mouse " Act is a remarkable
achievement for those who are bent on reducing it

to a farce. It is not so clear, however, as to what it

is that they gain by this particular success. But the
fact remains that, as the cards fall out, they liave won
the odd trick.

It is deeply to be regretted that the report of the
Select Committee on Motor Traffic will not be pre-
sented to the House in time for effective consideration
before Parliament rises. There can be no question
as to the reality of the evils which the Committee were
appointed to consider. The number of accidents,

especially of fatal accidents, has risen to an alarming
extent of late years in the towns, while in the country
the people have lost all sense of possession of the high-
way, where the very children are afraid to play. It

is scandalous that pedestrians should be allowed to
lose their rights in the road. When will our
legislators look to it?

News from China trickles through but slowly. Per-
haps the most remarkable addition to our stock of
knowledge concerning events in the Flov/cry Land is

that communicated by the well-informed correspon-
dent of the Daily Telegraph, who has succeeded in
interviewing' Dr. Sun Yat Sen, the revolutionary
leader. His declaration is very noteworthy. " He is

absolutely confident of the ultimate success of the
South, and interprets the Nankin reverse as of small
importance." Prophecy, we know, is the most
gratuitous form of error, but if there be a prophet in"

China undoubtedly it is the man who led the revolt

against tlie Manchus, and who is now in the field

against Yuan-Shi-Kai.

One of the most notable events of this week has
been the Doctors' Congress. To this Congress have
come no less than five thousand medical men from all

parts of the civilised world, among tlicm the most
eminent surgeons and specialists of the faculty. .Sir

Thomas Barlow, as President, referred to the
triumphs of modem surgery and of the important part
the discoveries of scientists play in industriahsm
generally. " The supreme gain is that many more
useful hves are saved than in the last generation,

that the realm of grave and hitherto incurable disease
is invaded on every side, and that the danger of opera-
tion qua operation is retreating to vanishing point."
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THE LAND HUNGER : The Peasants' Plight

By F. E. Green '

A FEW weeks ago. I visited some allotments near

Clicshunt, in Hertfordshire. There I found half a

dozen men at work cultivating rows of peas and beans,

cabbages and potatoes, with hardly a weed to be seen.

From these few acres I noticed that the trees had
recently been grubbed up, and the overshadowing
branches of the tall elms surrounding the field had
been lopped off.

" You should have seen this field before we made the

District Council buy it," said a member of the Ches-

hunt Land Club to me ;
" and then they could only get

it by putting the compulsory clause into force. It was
simply a wilderness of brambles, nettles, and hedgerow
timber. When we got possession we had to clear the

place like pioneers clearing the bush in America. The
land was quite worthless to anybody, and yet the

owner would not sell except under legal compulsion.

We all helped one another, and so made a clean job of

it. And now it's a smiling garden, ain't it ?
"

The speaker had only one hand, and yet, with the aid

of this and a hook, was known to be the best potato

grower in the Land Club.

II.

What had been accompHshed here by this man and
his comrades was a striking instance of that love of

the earth which characterises the contributors to the

volume called " The Land Hunger," recently published

by Mr. Fisher Unwin (2s.).

Mark Twain remarked in one of his books that the

English had been mentioned in the Bible because it

was written in holy script that " the meek shall inherit

the earth." But evidently this did not refer to the work-
ing classes of Britain. The desire to inherit has not

been a characteristic trait of English working men.
Theirs has been the passion to use or till the earth, and
this has run in the veins of the British race like a

stream that never dries up. The passion for owner-
ship is a baser one, and is a marked characteristic of

the governing class.

Every year we have it recorded in cold print that so

many thousand workmen are waiting for leave to use

their lusty limbs upon our idle acres—a demand that

remains unsatisfied every year, and one which drives

thousands of our best workmen across the seas.

I have watched groups of workmen cultivating, with

infinite patience and splendid care, their ten or twenty
rod allotments on the top of the wind-swept Downs on
soil noted ch.iefly for its crop of stones. Even will they

do this where they are liable to be ejected from the

land which they have made fertile by an arbitrary three

months' notice to quit! And we see them laboriously

harvesting their corn crops with an implement as

primitive as that used by Boaz in the fields where Ruth
gleaned.

III.

Anyone who is aware of the difficulties e\-en to-day
confronting the labourer who asks for permission to

till a strip of land, is conscious how ineradicable is the

hunger for the earth ; a craving which has outlived the
destruction of those landmarks which once made our
peasant civilisation something to be proud of.

To run the gauntlet himself of the difficulties in this

obstacle race no less distinguished a personage than
Dr. A. R. Wallace applied for a small holding from a

thoroughly reactionary county council. His sympathy
with the labourer is well known, and he wanted to

experience the same ordeal that the labourer had to

pass through. There was a gleam of humour in his

kind eyes as he recounted to me his experience. He
duly filled up his form : age, ninety ; experience, sixty-

five years in gardening and science; character—that

he had attested to by his village postmaster! He
applied for a definite piece of poor heath land, which

really had no economic value. He would endeavour

to bring it under cultivation, plant an orchard, and

though only a cart-track formed the roadway to this

acre or two growing nothing but heather and gorse,

he offered to pay a rent of los. an acre.

When the customary few months had passed after

the receipt of the application, some official came down
to look at the land. Then, after a few more months
had passed, our great scientist was informed that he
could have the land by a certain date the following

year, if he paid a rent of £2 and was prepared to pay
as well compensation for disturbance to the outgoing
tenant, who occasionally turned out cattle to graze

upon this forbidding wilderness! Needless to say, the

distinguished applicant, who knew something about

soil values, rejected this preposterous offer.

IV.

The difficulty which confronts land reformers is this

:

a good deal of the land in England and Scotland to-day

possesses what might be called a sentimental value.

The owners are becoming plutocrats, or marrying into

the families of plutocrats. They do not want to culti-

vate the land themselves, nor let others cultivate it.

They want covert for game and forest for deer. They
are not, as a rule, avaricious as to getting the highest

economic rent, and this gives credence to the belief

that landowners are a wrongfully abused class, for it

is pointed out that they derive only two or three

per cent, from the capital value of their estates. But
this placing of pleasure before use does not help us

nationally, nor does it bring any satisfaction to the

men who are eager to gain access to the land.

We are still only producing £i^ from the acre, whilst

Belgium produces ;£^20.

A smallholder of ten acres, writing from a village

near the Cheviots to Mrs. Cobden Unwin, who in-

spired the making of " The Land Hunger," describes

Northern England thus:
" This is the land of big estates, large farms, and

landless men. . . . Within recent years a large area of

land has been laid down to grass, thus lessening em-
ployment. With so much pasture land we could pro-

duce as good butter as Denmark, but the land system
blocks the way. Game, not butter, is what the land-

lord wants, and so good dairying is not encouraged.

Houses which might have been inhabited have been
turned into shooting-boxes, to be used, perhaps, two
or three times in a year for the sportsmen's lunch.

Two or three years ago four old women in a neigh-

bouring village, who had lived there all their lives, got

notice to quit as their homes were to be pulled down.

One of them died of a broken heart, and the others

had to go to a town and start hfe in strange surround-

ings. . . . Within thirty years twenty-five houses have
been pulled down, and only three built in their place.

There are at present only eighteen houses, all practi-

cally owned by one proprietor. Houses cannot be
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had in the district, and anyone wishing to get married
has to leave the district. The landlord will not sell a
square foot of land As for sanitary inspectors, they
dare not look at our village. The district council pays
our inspector about £70 or £80 annually, but it is not
his interest to interfere with any of the landlords, who
might lose him his job. The landowners are the
greatest law breakers in the country." . . . The popula-
tion in this rural district in 188 1 was 10,869 ;" to-day it

is 8,579.

What is described here as taking place in the North
of England is true of many large estates in the South,
where the owners have become possessed with the
mania for sport.

V.
The pathway of reform before our Government

surely is clear. To save both rural England and rural

Scotland from becoming a wilderness for pheasants,

deer, and grouse, and to prevent the lowering of our
national standard of physical efficiency, our public

authorities must have power to purchase land as they
do in Germany, in advance of the demands of small-

holders ; and the price paid should be restricted to that

which the owners fix as its value for rateable purposes.

For this is an urban as well as a rural problem. In

Germany many a township is entirely relieved of the

burden of rates by the public ownership of belts of

land, and the rents accruing therefrom.

Besides the power to purchase land for any useful

object, public authorities should have a sum allocated

to them from the Treasury sufficient to meet the needs
of a class, the expropriated condition of which, Richard
Cobden declared, " had no parallel on the face of the

earth."

O* O* tfi

THE CASE OF THE PLAIN
WOMAN

" The Case of the Plain Man "having been so ably

set forth by Mr. Arnold Bennett lately in the Strand
Magazine, it is somewhat strange that, as far as I

know, " The Case of the Plain Woman " has not met
with similar treatment at the hands of a feminine

writer. Though not myself possessing the pen of an
Arnold Bennett, I will endeavour to describe to the

best of my abilify " The Case of the Plain Woman."
Lady readers must not be taken in by the idea that

I mean to write about the woman of plain features.

We all know our plainness, so there is no need to

talk 'about it, and wishing we were pretty would only

make us plainer.

Neither must it be thought that by Plain Woman I

mean any one woman or class of women, though, to be
sure, I shall leave out the very wealthy women, of

whose lives I have no intimate first-hand knowledge,
and whose wealth, while leading them sometimes into

many pitfalls and dangers on the one side, yet pro-

vides on the other a means of escape from many of

the evils and sorrows to which their plainer or poorer

sisters have to get accustomed.

I think it will not be difficult to prove that the case

of the Plain Woman, i.e., the ordinary, everyday
woman, who earns her bread in the sweat of her brow,

does not differ very much at heart, even in these days

and in this country, from that of women of other

countries and of older days. Externally, no doubt,

there is a greater freedom, and women are allowed to

compete with men in what were formerly masculine

occupations, be it for good or ill remains to be seen

;

but a peep behind the scenes reveals the fact that,

with all our vaunted higher education, man has not
yet been taught to regard woman as his equal, nor
even as a creature of likes and dislikes, the same as

himself, whose wishes and whims, if you like to call

them so, are as deserving of consideration as his own.

It is a question of teaching after all, and nations are

composed of individuals ; so if the little boys of the

last generation had been properly trained by their

mothers, we should not now have the humiliating

spectacle of seeing the gentler (?) sex fighting and
squabbling and trying like cats to scratch the men's
eyes out over that scraped and bleached bone, " the

Vote."

By the Plain Woman who earns her bread I do not

mean the bachelor girl who gets up about eight o'clock,

and eats her breakfast hurriedly, without giving a

thought, perhaps, to the other woman, who has

frizzled her face while preparing it ; who goes off,

clean and dainty, to the office, shop, or college, has

her stated hours, her whole day on Sunday, and her

half-day a week. No ; I would more especially pre-

sent the case of that other one of a great army of

Plain Women, who are frizzling their faces over the

bacon every day, and whose brains are occupied with

as many knotty problems as ever furrowed statesman's

brow. It is not for her that much-talked-of emancipa-

tion of women, not for her lot that amelioration is de-

manded. No one cares how much she is " sweated,"

least of all the man whose willing slave she is. It is

on the sweat of the married woman's brow that the

whole world exists. If she were to strike, what chaos

would ensue! Looking at it from a monetary point

of view alone, if a man working from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.

or 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. earns £2 a week, a woman who
works from 6 a.m. to 10 or 11 p.m., as is usually the

case, earns, if she never gets, ;^4 to £s a week,

especially as she rarely gets a half-day holiday, and
has little or no leisure, even on Sundays.

Let us see then what is the case of this very Plain

Woman, and whether she differs even from the

heathen women whom we are taught to pity, and for

whom we are told to pray.

She is hunted, and captured at last by the man who
fancies her for his squaw, with only such mild weapons
as " admiration " and " fair promises," which " pro-

mises " he straightway forgets or throws away, like a

broken sling, as soon as he has the bird safely caged.

The Plain Woman is now dependent on him for

everything, her roof, her clothes, her very bread and
butter, all of which she must earn as truly as does the

typist or the teacher. The man's every wish is catered

for, and if she is ever so good a manager, it is down-
right hard work sometimes to keep within the limits of

his income.

She goes without many things to provide him with

an " extra " for tea or supper, but he would not think

of giving up his pint of beer for her. She prepares a

special hot dinner for him., only to have it kept waiting

and spoilt while he gossips with a friend over a " pint

"

at the nearest bar. It matters not that she has her

plans, that she wants to clear up, and go out with her

baby. She must not use her only lawful weapon, the

tongue, or else he will call her a " nagger," go out, and
then perhaps sulk for a week. Or she may fill her

house with sweet flowers from her garden ; but the

enjoyment of the scent is brief, for very soon the man
comes in, and the smell of vile tobacco permeates

every nook and comer. It may be at some special

time when the very first whiff of the abominable
stuff makes her really ill ; then she must fly to some
far room of the house, where the odour cannot reach
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her. It could not be expected of a man to put his pipe

put. Oh, no

!

Again, the Plain Woman, in addition to all the other

^vork she takes upon herself in looking after her

"man," bears him healthy, well-formed children, and

discovers that he regards them as only so many
" brats." It is then the iron enters into her soul ; but

one consolation remains, in that the oft-seared wound
ceases to feel at last. The children themselves, too,

help to heal the wound, and the woman Uves again for

them.
In spite of our supposed high state of civilisation,

the man still expects that his woman shall be his

housekeeper, parlour-maid, cook, sick-nurse, nurse-

maid, valet, charwoman, sempstress, gardener, nay,

even in some cases his house-painter, paperhanger, and
carpenter. Besides which, if there is any dirty little

bit of legal work to be done, such as answering a

summons or interviewing the landlord or agent, it is

she must do it.

Or, again, if she really wants something very badly,

say, a new pair of blankets, a rug or carpet, she has to

stoop to coaxing, cajolery, and even to pretence that

she really does not want it, to get it at all. Odious and
despicable this to a truth-loving woman, so she goes

without the new thing as long as a thread of the old

remains. Then there are the Plain Women who have
implicitly trusted men with their little savings, only to

find their trust misplaced^ their " all " gone, and, for

the sake of the 'children, have even kept the home
together by their own superhuman exertions. One
can hardly call these " Plain " Women ; they are the

most plucky beings the earth contains.

Shall we marvel then at Woman's desire for

freedom ?

Perhaps the burden becomes at last too great to

bear, and the Plain Woman lets loose with her tongue,

even as Sarah, before she died, commanded her lord

and master, Abraham, and with divine concurrence

he obeyed. But the modern Sarahs do it once too

often, and drive away their Abrahams, to seek con-

viviality in the public-house. On their return thence

later, the last state of that house is worse than the

first ; and to the Plain Woman's wrongs is added yet

another, that of being kept awake all night by ster-

torous breathing and the stench of beer.

There are other things, too, which the Plain Woman
must endure, which cannot be treated of here, so long

as man will learn to master everything and ever^'body

but himself.

It is said that by uniting and fighting will freedom
be bought, but, with all due respect to authorities on
the subject of " Union and Strength," I would like to

point out that, in the world of nature, which is the

garden of God, the opposite holds good. Plant several

seeds in a heap together ; what is the result ? Is unity

strength then ? No ; weak, frail, sickly plants, which
bring no fruit or flowers to perfection. Plant a single

seed in a liole by itself, and soon we watch with plea-

sure the sturdy growth, the large buds, the handsome,
well-formed flowers. And the same thing applies to

trees.

Is there any need to point the moral ?

If the Plain Woman of to-day would be the Perfect

Woman of to-morrow, let her push up her own vigor-

ous growth in her own little hole. She must fight

alone, but divinely aided, for her own rights in her own
individual niche. But she must stick there, or else

lose her pov/er. And let her train those little boys
committed to her care to be the comrades and
champions of her sex in the next generation. A book
which might be universally read with advantage just

now, if it is still in print, is " Woman and Her Masters,"

a history of the female sex from the earliest

period, by Lady Morgan, published by David Bryce,

of Paternoster Row. No doubt many of those por-

trayed within its pages were the poor, plain, plodding

women at one time, who rose by their quiet, spiritual

power to exercise a phenomenal influence in each suc-

ceeding era of the world's history. What has been

done before can be done again, so let the Plain Woman
take heart. S. H. E. L.

THE GUARDIAN OF COASTS

By DOROTHY H. BROWN.
There is one who passes my cottage ervery night.

Her way is by the worn cliff-track from the sea. She

follows dusk. She steals past, whispering to herself,

glancing from side to side, as if seeking the sky

twilight. Her sudden whisper startles the hngermg

heat of day to flight.

She may stray sighing through the rain. She may
dance singing beneath tlie moon. The words of her

song are unknown as the secret speech of the sea. It

is a vacant and a wandering tune, whose refrain none

may learn.

She will run chanting down the mist-haunted

valley. As an exorcist she frees the ridden valley,

exultant, driving the mist-wreaths before her. Past my
open windov/ they drift, meek, silent as prayer-driven

ghosts.

Through the wild autumn nights she is to be heard

crying along the sea-cliff, all unsheltered, uncomforted.

Do the grey thistles hear that lonely cry.' Do the

young gulls wonder, peering from rock-hung nests?

The barren coast knows that wailing voice, even as

it knows the heavy moaning of tide. From dread of

these wailing voices is its aspect changed—worn, fur-

rowed by unavailing fear. They are the two most

lamentable cries of tJie world. There is none to silence

them. ... By the cliff-verge she roams restless. Her
crying penetrates my dreams.

Her mirth is rare, but I have heard her strange

laughter shaking the tamarisks. She will sometimes

cease abruptly, pause and retrace stealthy steps as

though to listen. There is silence : the sky is breath-

less, earth is still—only the sea murmurs. Perhaps she

waited for that answering voice, for she goes her way,

and soon her fitful laughter is heard echoing far among
the hills.

There are nights when she speeds past terrible in

wrath. The rumour of her approach fills high heaven.

For fear of her coming earth shudders ; the short-

haired downs are stirred, the aged thorns strain inland,

stretching shaking branches for shelter where shelter

is nonei the walcened sheep shrink closer to earth's

frozen breast. The track of her flight streams far

like the foaming wake of a ship ; it is livid with

dying life, it is strewn with life disordered. Heavtn
and earth are stunned.

Every night I listen for her coming. She will

never cease to come. Long after house and sleeper

are gone, will she pass nightly through space, her

dwelling. When the familiar face of the land is

changed, when the land itself is no more seen:

long hence when there is no more world will

she pass unchanged through the changing house of

space. I am glad to think that always she will be
there, laughing, crying, singing, as now, ever changing,

yet the same. As now, solitary and invisible. , . .

Even now she strays past singing. . , -. She is the

Wind.
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THE MAN AND HIS WORK
IV.

—

The Man on the Road
It was some fifteen years ago, in the days when the

House of Commons was still dominated by tlie unique

personality of Mr. Chamberlain, that master of destruc-

tive speech, that the weary watchers in the Press Gal-

lery were rewarded by one of those sudden and

dramatic interludes in debate that go far to reconcile

them to the general greyness of their lot. The mem-
ber for West Birmingham was at bay

!

All the evening he had sat silent and impassive on

the Treasury Bench, while speaker after speaker had

launched into hot invective and indignant remon-

strance that apparently left the Right Honourable

Gentleman careless and unconcerned. But, suddenly,

one of his critics touched the great man on the raw.

He closed a telling speech very effectively by describ-

ing the Colonial Secretary's policy

As that of a Bagman's,

which should appeal to commercial travellers. A loud

cheer drove home the hit, but before it had died away

Joe was on his feet, hitting back at his opponent with

deadly results. It was quite natural, he said, in the

rasp that all of us knew, that hon. gentlemen opposite

should ridicule him. But why attack bagmen ? Why
attack men who for keenness, ubiquity, and resource

were unmatched in the whole sweep of modern com-

mercialism ? And, with a few deft touches, marked by

that shattering realism he could use so well, he drew

a picture of " The Commercial" speeding up and down

the country,

.

Absent for Days on End

from his home and family, with little leisure, sometimes

with no repose, a stranger to many of the comforts

of life, and always intent on doing his utmost for the

firm he served. Was he going to be ashamed of the

support of such men? Not likely! The members,

who had been cheering but a few minutes since, looked

rather glum, and all of us knew that Mr. Chamberlain's

triumph that night was assured

!

Fifty years ago, of course, such a picture would

have been impossible. The man on the road was then

comparatively a leisured individual. Charles Dickens

sketched him for us in " Pickwick." " A stout, hale

personage with only one eye—a very bright, black

one, which twinkled with a roguish expression of fun

and good humour," who observed, it may be

remembered, " Ojir noble selves, gents. I always

propose that toast to the company and drink Mary to

myself." Times have changed since then with "The
Commercial." The growth of the railway system and

the consequent cheapening of all forms of travel have,

of course, revolutionised his lot, while so adding to his

numbers, that it is very difficult indeed to appraise

these accurately. At the present day every trader in

the world with any trade at all looks upon " The Com-
mercial " as

An Invaluable Wheel In the Machinery

of business. According to some authorities, he may
be counted by hundreds of thousands, and I find that

one of them asserts that there are over 100,000 com-

mercial travellers in Great Britain, excluding manu-

facturers' agents and canvassers, figures that I do not

put forward as final or authoritative. But while;

modern conditions have added enormously to his

quantity, it is more than doubtful if they have not at

the same time diminished his importance. The old

type of "commercial traveller" was a man who,

arriving at a town, spent at least a week in it. He
cultivated his customers, took tilings leisurely, and—
did big business! Often he earned his hundreds a

year, and affected a status and a style that perhaps

was a little beyond him. But " he pulled business."

To-day things are different! The name of tiie comn
mercial traveller is legion.

He has to be here, there, and everywhere. He is

no longer able to use his railway journeys " to clarify

his thoughts," as Carlyle recommended, rather must
he study the railway time-table! In a great many
cases he has to interpret the advertisement literally,

" He lives on the line "
! What does he earn ? On an

average he receives about ;^200 per annum. His ex--

pcnses range from £1 is. to £1 js. a day. This

expenses allowance has to cover not only his own
travels up and down the country, but must include the

conveyance of his samples. With the town traveller,

of course, a " brougham," to be paid for by the firm,

will suffice for these. In the country their carriage

from point to point is a more difficult matter. At first'

blush, of course, it looks as if the expenses allowance

permitted of a margin, but the seasoned traveller

knows better. Even at commercial rates there is very

httle left for the traveller out of the sum named. Al

man who is going to travel, to take goods with him,

and to talk them at the other end, needs to be

"Full of Beans"

to be charged with vitality, with energy and resourcef,

or he will not get an order ! Hence an allowance that

seems even lavish to the man who has not travelled,

proves in reality to be hardly adequate. I find that

" commercials " are complaining that, instead of these

really meagre allowances, they are paid out-of-pocket

expenses only; that is to say, they draw some ;flo

on account, and account for it to the uttermost

farthing ! This system is, of course, a bad one—bad

for the travellers and bad for those whose business it

is to check their accounts. Obviously it is impossible

for a man on the road to justify, or even to recollect

Every Trifling Detail of his Expenditure;

equally obvious is it that an auditor can only pass

accounts that are stated in proper form. Ihe sane

course is for a firm to give its representatives such

resources as will not allow them to feel hampered by

lack of "the ready." There is always about this

question of expenses allowance an element of tragic

squalor. There is something haunting, something

dreadful in the idea of a man using his expenses to

send home money to his wife and family, while he

satisfies himself on tea and bread and butter instead

of the ample luncheon tliat his dockets attest. But

this question of expense is not the only grievance that
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" the commercial " complains about. Like almost
everybody else, he says that the railways have
refused to give him those reasonable considerations

that, as one would expect, they would readily accord
the traveller.

So far as railways go, they are the subject of bitter

and frequent complaint by " commercials," who assert

with great logic that, while everything possible is done
by the companies to " coddle," and, as it were, entrap
the man who travels once in a blue moon, nothing
whatever is done to help the passenger who, like them-
selves, is compelled to travel all the time. Of course,

we have to remember that against this there is the
week-end ticket, which carries a " com.mcrcial " cheap
at week-ends. There are also other advantages, such
as the " luggage forwarding tickets," " the left lug-

gage abatement ticket," which, however, the great
army of " commercials " regard as wholly inadequate
concessions to the vast constituency oi which they are
members.

Commercial travellers have other grievances. The
combinations of big businesses, the amalgamations of

competing firms, and the formation of cartels—all

these are infringing on their ground. And the result

is that the genuine "commercial" is faced with the
competition of something like a new by-product of his

own efforts—a traveller, who is given a certain limited

range of country, and who must report to his superiors

at the end of every day. Then, again, there is the
agreement question. A traveller will often find him-
self compelled, under the terms and articles he has
signed, to surrender a whole stretch of territory that

he has opened up. What does this mean ? Merely that

the particular ambassador of commerce, who has
helped, let us say, to develop " No-mans-worth " into a

thriving trading centre, must be content to hand it over

to anyone wlio chances to come along. Once he has
opened the district, and his firm chooses to engage
someone else to develop it, he is powerless ; he must
not set foot on the sacred territory again!

That, everyone will agree, is a hardship. On the

other hand, unemployment troubles the traveller but

little. " If he can do the work," said an authority to

me, "he is always sure of a job." Sometimes his

remuneration, as in the case of the soft goods trade

and of certain specialised work—engineering, for

instance—will m.ount as high as £1,500 a year

—

reminiscent of the old time, when the " commercial

"

still cut a great figure on the road.

That is not the only survival of old times. Even
now the ancient functions and ceremonies survive.

No commercial traveller would dare to sit down to

the " commercials'" dmner without first requesting per-

mission. '' May I join you, Mr. President ? " he asks,

to which the response is, of course :
" I shall be

delighted, sir." And when the glasses are charged
after the dinner it is customary to have " Your health,

Mr. President," "Your health, Mr. Vice," pass round
the table.

The Commercial Travellers' Benefit Society, the
splendid schools for the orphan children of their

comrades at Pinner, the United Kingdom Commercial
Travellers' Association—all these attest to that
camaraderie wloich the true traveller surely never
forgets. " To travel hopefully," says R. L. S., " is

better than to arrive. And the real success is to
labour." Whoever else has forgotten that sombre
but eloquent expression, it is not "the commercial."
In his associations, in his benefit and benevolent
societies, he remembers and provides for the comrade
who has fallen by the way, and so he is able to go
about the day's business with an unruffled front.

THE LITERARY SIDE OF SATANISM
If you were to tell the ordinary " man-in-the-street

'*

(a being, by the way, who is usually very mucl*

maligned) that the cult of Satanism was rife in

London, he would most probably not understand in

the least to what you were referring. Even if he was
sufficiently enlightened to understand your meaning,'

he would most assuredly ridicule your assertion. Yet
it is a sad, unholy fact Devil-worship is as rife in

London to-day as it was on the Continent during the

Middle Ages. Indeed, in France and Itcdy, where
it has always been carefully fostered, never quite ex-

terminated, it is a widespread cult, in which many
most prominent persons are under suspicion of being

involved.

Most of us are familiar with Mrs. Hugh Eraser and
Mr. J. I. Stahlmann's interesting novel, entitled " The
Satanist," which gives the reader a most complete in-

sight into the practices of devil-worship in modern
Italy. But this was not the first novel of its kind, for

about fifteen years ago a story, by an anonymous
author, made its appearance in " Blackwood's," under
the title of " Aut Diabolus aut Nihil."

The Italian poet, Carducci, but recently deceased,

is famous (should I not say infamous?) throughout
Christendom as the author of " A Hymn to S3,tan "

:

" Hail, O Satan ! Hail, Rebellion I

Thou the avenging Force of Reason !

To thee the sacred incense of the prayers arise.

Thou who hast conquered the Jehovah of the priest,"

is a typical excerpt, translated from the Italian. Very
few realise that there is a statue to the memory of this

Satanist in Rome to-day—and Rome is the centre of

Christianity.

Father Chandlery, the Jesuit author of " Pilgrim

Walks in Rome," points out that the revolution of 1870
gave unbridled license to the swarms of embryo
Satanists, who entered the Eternal City under Gari-

baldi's protection. Hosts were stolen, and Satanist

rites performed without any secrecy or interference.

No wonder these devil-worshippers would like to see

a statue of Carducci in their midst It is a matter
of a short time only before we shall see a statue to the
Evil One himself in Rome, if the present regime con-
tinues, and if current tendenc;es are not checked.

The Ambrosian Library at Milan provides the most
fruitful orchard for the student of Satanism, where
ancient m.edireval scrolls, " De operatione daemonum,"
or " De diaboli servitaribus," etc., are to be found,which
give one some slight idea of the nightmare rites that
were in practice amongst the followers of Satan during
the Middle Ages. The Black Mass, one notices, is not
referred to as a novelty, so that one may form the
opinion that this horror is nearly as old as Christianity

itself. Gorres, in his " Mystique Divine, Naturclle, et

Diabolique," attempts the impossible feat of " explain-

ing" Satanism. "Often the consent of the will

to sin produces a certain intimacy between man
and the devil," he says, and this leads eventually to

Satanism.

•The French Revolution afforded an additional

stimulus to Satanism, and innumerable pamphlets were
published at the time, relating to Satanist societies,,

but most of these have been lost. More than a cen-
tury after the Revolution, a writer in Le Sihle, while
exulting over the shrines of Lucifer in Paris, went
so far as to assert that " what this age chiefly needs,

is to get rid of Christ," and that there are Satanists.

among us in London to-day we cannot possibly doubt

Bernard Hamilton.
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THE PRICE ^ ^ ^ By C. B. Purdom
I.

A RATHER clever novel was published some months
ago, in which what the author called the Puritanical

social reform of our times was mercilessly and wittily

satirised. To-day all of us who are social reformers

are busy doing things, or trying to do things, or talking

about doing things for other people, wishing to make
their lives easier, endeavouring to give them what will

do them good. We want to abolish poverty, to destroy

slums, to control the feeble-minded, to provide doctojs

for the sick, and to prevent the breeding of inferior

types. We want to make everybody clean, and

healthy, 'and wealthy, and wise. We want to get rid

of all those things in our society which shock our fmer

feelings. We do not like dirt, or disease, or lunacy, or

drunkenness, or prostitution, or gambling, or starving

children. We do not like unemployment or strikes.

We want everybody to be content, we want everyone

to be efficient. And by " we " I don't mean Socialists

or Radicals ; I mean every decent man and woman.
All of this is very good. And all of this can be

obtained. In the book I have mentioned everyone

was well-paid, sober, industrious, religious, well-housed,

and adequately provided for in every possible way.

They were all educated, improved in mind and body,

and efficient. All that we so much desire for the mass

of men they had. And it was not an ideal state which

was pictured. It was something that could easily

happen to-morrow. It was something that already

exists in embryo to-day.

The people in the book had everything we want,

and all that is offensive in our cities was wiped out

;

but amidst their plenty they lacked two things : they

lacked freedom and they lacked joy.

II.

If we take account of the condition of men at the

present time we cannot but be conscious that joy is

ebbing from hfe. There is not a popular movement
in our day that possesses the vitality of the movements
of thirty yeeirs ago. The Women's Suffrage move-
ment is the only one that has any vigour, and that is

hardly a popular movement. Every other movement
is as good as dead. People have lost interest in

politics, in reform, in revolution. They do not care.

They have no joy. It is the same with religion.

Everywhere the Churches are losing ground. People

are indifferent to God. With sport it is the same.

Men have lost heart. They no longer play. In the

theatre, in art, in the public-house even, the signs are

exactly the same. The pleasures of hfe are losing

their bright colour, and greyness is settling upon them.

III.

All of this is taking place in a society which is doing

more and more for the benefit of men, adding more and
more to their comfort and security. We are improving
their houses—witness Mr. John Burns's new model
cottage ; we are insuring them against sickness, we
give them old-age pensions, we find them work, we
support some of them in times of unemployment, we
feed their children and inspect them from the day they

are born, we flog the white slave trader.

And we are ready to do a great deal more. We will

fix a minimum wage ; force everyone to work ; inspect

the people in their houses day and night ; build model
factories for their employment ; control their food and
drink ; regulate the number of their children ; and
protect them always against themselves.

IV.

The truth of the matter is that we have to pay the

price for all that we buy, and make others pay the price

for all we give them. We can get rid of all the evils

of our time. Mr. Sidney Webb says so ; the Socialists

say so ; the millionaires say so. All the desirable

things of life can be got. We need no longer have
beggars in the streets, outcasts on the Embankment,
or children dying of hunger. We need endure no
longer the sight of the bitter misery that the nine-

teenth century wove. In this twentieth century we
can do other than what our fathers did ; we are

neither so callous nor so helpless as they. We
can turn the happiness of the old time into

content. We can do these things—but at a price

;

we cannot (of course) do them for nothing. We
cannot make free gifts to the poor. The price we ask

is a little thing—a little, poor, trifling thing. They
will hardly know they have paid it. It is only their

liberty. Let them give us that, and we will give them
everything. And if, when they have everything, they

find that when they gave away liberty joy went with

her—well, what is that to us?

May we not, however, ask ourselves : Is it worth it ?

If the removal of the ugly blots on our civilisation

means the destruction of man, is that removal worth

while? For certainly the loss of liberty and joy is

the loss of the soul, and without a soul even a man with

a full belly is not a living man. Were we not warned
against this temptation when it was said :

" What shall

it profit a man if he gain the whole world. .
.?" Is

it, then, not time for those of us who value the soul

above everything, for those of us who value liberty

which makes men more than dogs, to see where our

social improvement is taking us ? Mr. Belloc is raising

his voice to warn us. The author of " The Man who
Would Not be King" (that is the title of the novel

to which I referred at the beginning ; why should the

reader not know it?), though in rather harsher tones,

utters the same warning. We are slipping on easy

ways, which will bring us to the end of freedom and
the end of joy. In our desire to see the abohtion of

poverty and physical distress we are careless about the

most precious things that man has won. We are

forcing tlie poor to pay too big a price.

The reason that we are careless about the soul, or

think that, once bread and meat are in the belly, the

soul, if lost, can be won back again, is that we have
departed from the first principles on which, and on
which alone, the soul is held to be of supreme value.

We have given up the ancient religion and taken up
with modern inventions. The modern religions have
no first principles, or, rather, they have a host of first

principles out of which you take your choice. The old

certainty that religion had is gone from all tlie

Churches but one. I am not a Roman Catholic, but
I see well enough that the modern spirit has attacked
and destroyed the fundamental certainty of every
Church but that which has its seat in the city of the

Popes. And so to-day most of us are uncertain, and
rather proud of being uncertain, as to the value of the

soul ; and the result is that we are seeing the poor sold

into bondage, we feel the chains round our own necks

;

but when we see the land of milk and honey and con-

tent we treat the bonds lightly, and arc ready to put
down the price demanded of those who enter it, and
call upon others to do the like.
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ARTHUR JAMES BALFOUR
Statesman and Scholar

In January, 1882—some five years, that is, before he
rose to fame as Irish Secretary^Mr. A. J. Balfour, in

reviewing Moriey's " Life of Cobden " for the Nine-
teenth Century, declared that tlie great Free Trade
leader " must be looked on rather as a political mis-

sionary than as a statesman, as an agitator rather

than as an administrator." To whatever party we may
belong, our opinion of Mr. Balfour must be the very
reverse of his estimate of Cobden. He must be re-

garded as a statesman rather than as a political mis-

sionary, as an administrator rather than as an agitator.

That is his title to greatness in the history of British

politics. At the same time it is the explanation of the

fact that it is infinitely easier to recognise the great-

ness of the man than to point out the greatness of his

achievement. Mr. Balfour has none of that glowing
enthusiasm which is an indispensable part of the

equipment of the successful missionary. He has too

much native caution, too studied a self-command, to

make a convincing agitator. And so, while as a Par-

liamentarian he towers head and shoulders over men
like Mr. Joseph Chamberlain or Mr. Lloyd George, he
might have left a much deeper mark upon his times

had he inherited something in their temperament
which is entirely lacking in his own.

A fine example of the best type of Scot, improved
by an English polish, Mr. Balfour may trace his

administrative capacity and his metaphysical lean-

ings—his " high seriousness "—to the land of his birth.

Like most Scots, while embracing Science, he refuses

to desert the Church. Like most Scots, while loving

Peace, he revels in a controversy. Like most Scots,

while desiring progress, he is ever inclined to " ca'

canny."
Tradition, not ambition, made Mr. Balfour a poli-

tician. He had no real inclination to enter Parlia-

ment, and hence, no doubt, his early reputation at

Westminster for languor and indolence. But on his

father's side he inherited the blood of Secretary Mait-

land of Lethington, on his mother's that of Secretary

Cecil, Lord Burghley ; and blood will tell. The deli-

caite dilettante was soon to prove himself capable of

sustaining a long unbroken spell of heavy " collar-

work," such as would have utterly broken men of far

stronger physique and much less refined nature. For
forty years Mr. Balfour has been a member of Par-

liament. For twenty years he was leader of his party

in the House of Commons. As Secretary of State

for Ireland during those anxious years from 1887
onwards, and as leader of a party routed and
humiliated in 1906, and split into wrangling sects by
the Tariff Reform controversy, Mr. Balfour showed
powers of endurance, both mental and physical, that

have never been sufficiently recognised by his country

pr his party.

This is not the place nor the time to survey Mr.
Balfour's record in office and in Opposition. Party
bias and want of perspective are bound to distort our
view for years to come. But, think what we may of

his legislation and his administration, all must grant
Mr. Balfour qualities of courage, sincerity, and
patriotism to a supreme degree ; and even his political

foes have bestowed unstinted praise upon not a few
pf his accomplishments.

As Leader of the Opposition Mr. Balfour found full

scope for his wonderful critical faculty, and, in politics

as in philosophy, he stands out pre-eminently as a
destructive rather than a constructive force—as the

leading and life-long opponent of Home Rule. Of
this esprit negatif no one is better aware than Mr.

Balfour himself. Again and again in his philosophical

and non-political writings, after demolishing one after

another tlie schemes and systems of other people, he
frankly confesses his inability to suggest an alterna-

tive. In " The Foundations of Belief," he tells us

plainly he has not a philosophy of his own to pro-

pound. He only seeks " to delineate, and, if possible,

to recommend, a certain attitude of mind"; and he
claims " it is surely permitted to those who do not

feel themselves able either to frame a fresh system
of philosophy or to acknowledge the jurisdiction of

any old one, candidly to confess the fact, without

thereby laying themselves open to the charge of

being dangerous sceptics masquerading for some
sinister purpose as defenders of the faith." " Increase

the number of your open questions," is Mr. Balfour's

advice to rival Church denominations. The bigotry

of the " unco' guid " as of the dogmatist, agnostic and
scientist, he denounces with equal vigour. He finds
" little satisfaction in the all-inclusive unification of the

idealist systems," and he " cannot, on rational or any
other grounds, accept naturalism as a creed." He is

neither a warm optimist, nor a cold pessimist.

As to Mr. Balfour the political guide, and Mr.
Balfour the philosopher, opinions may differ. As to

Mr. Balfour the friend, there is only one voice. Mr.
Balfour is one of those happy beings who, if they
happen to make enemies, cannot keep them. No one
can hit, no one has hit harder in the fight than he, but

the wound he leaves, though deep, is always clean. His
dialectic grace, his courtesy, his imperturbability may
help to provoke and confound his opponents, but they

engender no lasting malice. His attractive personality

has won him many friends on both sides of the House,
and out of it, and his innate gentlemanliness invariable
retains those friends he has made, through controver-

sies ever so long and fierce. Mr. Chamberlain, speak-
ing from intimate knowledge, once described his old

Chief's "generosity to his opponents and his chival-

rous loyalty to his friends." Mr. Balfour, in fact, is, in

every sense of the word, a good sportsman, a thing

which never fails to appeal to the British people.

It is typical of the man that his favourite outdoor
pastime is golf—that most aloof, most philosophic,

most leisurely, most Scottish of all games. In like

fashion, indoors, his philosophic bent has made musi-
cal aesthetics a pet hobby of Mr. Balfour, who is an
accomplished musician. Add to these gifts the mind
of a ripe scholar, whose culture and good taste are

ever in evidence, and you have a man such as few
ages and few countries can parallel.

When one thinks of what Mr. Balfour has achieved
in the realms of statecraft, of philosophy, of letters,

and of sport, one wonders what he might not have
accomplished had he been able to give undivided
attention to one or other of these fields. As it

is, we may be thankful to have in our midst, and
still capable of notable services to his country in

so many spheres, one to whom his inveterate political

adversary, the Prime Minister, has referred as "by
universal consent the most distinguished member of

the greatest deliberative assembly in the world "
; one

whom that other eminent East Lothian philosopher-i

statesman, Viscount Haldane, has described as
" endowed with one of the finest intellects that is any-
where to be found."
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"EVERYMAN " INTERVIEWS
Henry Arthur Jones on the Need for a National Drama

How can we get a national drama, a drama that,

suffused with a moraHty, broad and sane, but arresting

and profound, is in close touch alike with literature

and with life ; that is free from the sniggering in-

decencies of the musical comedy and the popular

fcirce, but that realises to the full Uie permanent facts

of human nature ; a drama that shall set high literary

standards, but whose themes shall be found in the

lives of the people—a drama, in fact, that shall be
worthy of the race that gave the world Shakespeare
and Milton, Dickens and Defoe?
These were the questions that chased themselves

through my mind tlie other day after I had enjoyed
the mental exhilaration of a two-hours' talk with Mr.
Henry Arthur Jones, the author of that delightful

comedy, " The Liars," and the most persistent worker
for the regeneration of the drama left in our midst.

Frankly, before I met Mr. Jones, the topic would have
bored me. I should have dismissed its importance
with a shrug. "Those of the public who like really

good plays," I should have said, " can see them if they
would. For those who prefer legs and tomfoolery, are

there not the musical comedies? Each to his taste.

What is one playgoer's meat is another's poison. Let
them choose for themselves, and let us leave it to the
eternal law of supply and demand, and not trouble
our heads with what is not our business."

It needed, not two hours, but two minutes' talk with
the author of " The Liars " to convince me that this

attitude of unconcern was one of treason, high treason,

not only to the drama, but to the future of the race
itself. Put shortly, his view came to this. Are you
content with the present type of civilisation that

threatens to prevail in England? If so, you will

accept the present disorganisation and confusion of
thought that reigns in our drama. If not, you must
work for a drama that shall be really natural.

" Is there any art," Mr. Jones asked me, " so inti-

mately associated with our daily life as that of the
drama ? Surely not ! There is none that touches our
conduct so directly, or that moves our thoughts and
feelings, or stirs our passions, or inspires our actions

with a quarter of the swiftness, the directness, the
momentum that v/e get from the theatre. Painting,

music, sculpture, architecture—these are dead things

compared to the dramatist's art! Consider for a

moment how enormously the playwright must react

upon his fellow-citizens. Just think of the type of

Englishman that we are breeding nowadays by the

million—think of his immediate environment, his

narrow home, his grey, monotonous life. Millions of

our countrymen are living dull, ugly, changeless lives

;

packed together in dull, ugly, drab brick boxes ; often

without access to pure air ; with few pleasures and
limited hopes, and only a sense of duty to sustain

them. The great majority are toiling all day long at

some uninteresting routine work—work that, so far

from quickening and refining their minds, deadens
them. At last the dreary grind of the day is over.

The millions pour out in search of pleasure and amuse-
ment, of colour, of relaxation. They find it at the

theatre. Picture them as they sit there in their

thousands and tens of thousands of seats, tier upon
tier, row after row, listeniiig and laughing, watching
and weeping—at what? Sometimes it may be that,

;\iappily, they are tasting the fine flavour of a great

Shakespearean passage ; sometimes they are sobbing
over a scene of domestic pathos ; sometimes they are
being charmed and exhilarated and humanised by a
master stroke of comedy. But, frequently, they are
roaring at some stale buffoonery or leering at a ballet

girl's skirts ; in a word, they are being coarsened,
vulgarised, dehumanised to a degree. It is only during
these few hours, remember, that our population can
be said to live at all. Surely it is a matter of supreme
importance what it is that they see and what they
admire. Let me put it in another way. It is written
that ' Where there is no vision, the people perjsheth '

;

and if we are to inflame these inarticulate millions with
a real enthusiasm for great national ideals, if we are
to interest them in the tilings that really matter, the
things of the spirit and the intellect, to sweeten tlieir

manners, to refine tlieir lives, what hours for such a
purpose are so precious, so rich in possibilities as those
during which the great majority of our fellow-citizens

escape from mechanical and uninspiring labour, and
allow their souls free play ?

"

" But, Mr. Jones, herein surely the patient must
minister unto himself. There is nothing under heaven
to prevent all these thousands of playgoers goii^ to
see good plays if they really want to."

" No, but the point is this. At present we do not
take our drama seriously. Nine out of ten of the
present generation of theatre-goers look upon the
theatre as a funny place, where funny people do funny
things, intermixed with songs and dances. The great
masses of English playgoers have largely lost all sense
that the drama is the art of representing life ; that
there is a keen and high pleasure to be got out of it

at that level. They chiefly demand thoughtless enter-

tainment, whose one purpose is not to shov/ the people
their lives, but to afford some escape from them."

" Of course, this reacts enormously on both actors

and playwrights ?

"

" Especially on the actors. Many are woefully defi-

cient in the technique of their art; some are barely
acquainted with the rudiments of elocution. Sir
William Gilbert once told me that we had not half a
dozen actors and actresses who can effectively and
arrestingly deliver a speech of thirty lines. And can
we wonder? When I first came to London, and
worked in an old warehouse off Friday Street, some
of us young fellows went, night after night, to hear
Phelps give us his wonderful Shakespearean imper-
sonations. More, we compared the rendering of
separate passages by different actors. Do you think
our successors are thus delighting themselves? I'm
afraid not. You are a great deal more likely to find

them at a revue. And, of course, this downward ten-

dency affects the playwright also. It sometimes is

forgotten in these days that a dramatic author is con-
ditioned in his choice and treatment of themes by the
possibility of getting them adequately played and
staged. Remember, when a play is wrongly or in-

adequately played, and therefore fails, it is always
the author who is held to blame."

" But that must always be the case, must it not? "

" No. The first step towards a national drama is

to alter this state of affairs. Remember, first of all,

that the author is not always to blame. ' Hamlet,'
' Othello,' ' The Winter's Tale,' to say nothing of

dozens of modern plays, have met sometimes v/ith
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ienormous success, sometimes witli abject failure,

according to the circumstances of the individual pro-

auction. There are all sorts of accidents which may
determine the success or failure of a first night. It

is an old saying of mine that a full house means a

good play ; an empty house makes a bad play. Empty
seats are fatal to enthusiasm and to the actor. After

one of my first nights. Sir Charles VVyndham said

to me, ' The applause was like a wall. We all leant

against it.' But supposing it had not been so well or

so suitably played, or that for some other reason there

had been no one there to applaud ? Clearly, if play-

wrights are to do their best work, with faith that it

^vill be received in the same spirit, they should, so far

as possible, be protected against the infinite caprices

of production."

"But ho-,v?"

" First by encouraging that system of publishing

plays which has always prevailed in France, and which

is at once the cause and the effect of their possessing

a drama which is also literature. Consider the advan-

tages of this course. It will set a standard. There
is still a great demand on our stage for ideas. But

there is no demand for literature. How many play-

goers on a first night watch to see if the dialogue

that delights them has any permanent quality in it?

Again, the greater the play, the more defects it is

likely to have. One could pick innumerable holes in

' CEdipus ' or ' Hamlet' How much better for the

critic not to have to rely on the blurred impressions

pi a great play, which he must clarify and record in

one sliort hour, but to have the opportunity of studying

it at leisure before it is produced. Not only will this

give that element of permanence to our plays that is

so lacking, but it will react enormously on audiences.

The publication of a play would help an author to find

his public, and it would help that public to find them-

selves. There is an immense section of playgoers, or

potential playgoers, who to-day neglect the drama
simply because of the shoddy that has crept into its

texture. If these can be got to take it seriously, we
shall have advanced perceptibly towards that national

drama which can do so much for England."
" But tiiis new, or, rather, renovated, pubhc, will it

not need new dramatic foci?
"

"I think so. That is why, for a certain class of

play, I strongly favour the small theatre—the theatre

where a specially trained, cultivated, sympathetic

audience can give really serious plays a chance.

Shakespeare will always demand a large theatre. But
for much of our serious modern work a small theatre

is more suitable. The day of the little theatre is on
us. In New York there is a cosy, jewelled chapel for

intellectual drama. In London several little theatres

are achieving steady successes. These little theatres

have an immense future and real significance. They
;will tend to rescue sterling plays from obscurity, and
to restore the drama to the people by making it really

national ; for, depend upon it, good plays create an
atmosphere in which the dramatic trash cannot live.

They drive out bad plays even as good money drives

put bad." C. Sheridan Jones.

Wh.\T's anybody's fame? Even Shakespeare's, if one thinks
t>i it?' A century or two of growing renown; a babble of

confused criticism; a buzz of ignorant worship and applause;
a tramp of .Americans to his birthplace; a hash of his scenes,

and a murder of his musical iambics by unversed actors;
then, ten or fifteen thousand years of fading mention ; a
withering memory; a mere name; an echo fainter, and yet

fainter. . . .^Fronx Andrew Cutler, in ''The Divine Gift,"
by Henry Arthur Jones.

EDUCATION AND THE
WORKING MAN

By CYRIL E. ROBERTS.
At a meeting recently held in connection with the

Workers' Educational Association, a prominent mem-
ber of the Parliamentary Labour Party remarked on
the difficulty he had experienced as a boy in compre-
liending the meaning of the hackneyed proverb which
states that " there is no royal road to learning." He
went on to describe the consternation created among
the well-meaning adherents of this belief by his con-

tention, uncompromisingly shouted from the audience

at an educational orgy some thirty years ago, that

though there may be no royal road to learning itself,

there is certainly a right royal road open to the more
fortunate members of the community towards its

acquisition. The idea, he said, seemed to strike the

organisers of the meeting as quite a novel point of

\ne\w.

Yet there are means whereby the niggardliness of

Fortune may be to some extent remedied. An instruc-

tive article, published a short time ago, showed the

use which working men may make of books, a matter

which becomes easier day by day, and of which in-

creased advantage is being taken, despite the

enormous self-denial which evening study demands
from the man who has worked hard with his hands
all day.

There can presumably be no room for two opinions

in these days as to the desirability of education for

all, unless we are to take seriously the maunderings
of a few reactionary fanatics. The working man
himself is rapidly losing that suspicion of his more
cultured fellow-being which was once so powerful,

and is anxious to gain, both for himself and his chil-

dren, those benefits which he missed in his youth

—

benefits of which he realises the importance, even cis

John Bright and other self-made men reahsed it, in

an age when they could be purchased only by unaided
and untold exertions. The sneers which we still hear
levelled at the man of culture by " hard-headed busi-

ness men," who know him for a babe and a fool in

the practical affairs of the world, are too often jus-

tified. But the reproach, one thinks, should not be
laid to the charge of learning itself, but to the fact

that such learning, the toil of the individual in seclu-

sion, is, from its unsocial character, sterile, and
is thus largely wasted, both in its productiveness, and
also as regards its effects on the character of the man
himself.

If we ask, " What is education ? " we are dealing

with a problem that is as old as civilisation itself

;

but perhaps we shall have evolved a not unsatisfac-

tory definition if we say that education implies the

development and improvement of that which lies in

a man. It is probable that such an end will be best

attained by a scheme which involves a study of the

humanities on what may be called a social, humanis-
ing basis. The value of books to a working man will

be vastly enhanced by a system which directs the

course of his reading, and at the same time brings

his intellect into contact with those of others, with the

result that his outlook is broadened, the problems

which interest and perplex him are discussed and
have new light thrown on them, and his whole intel-

lectual being is enriched and invigorated.

It J5 astonishing to find how many are ignorant of

the existence in their midst of a Society which endea-

vours to fulfil this purpose—I mean the idea of study,

carried on by working people in their leisure hours,
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on a system that is co-operative and social in the

truest sense. That Society i? the Workers' Educa-
tional Association, the scope and influence of which
is increasing yearly by leaps and bounds, falsifying

the gloomy fears of those who held that the working
man could not be expected to devote himself after

the day's labour to aught but sleep and unprofitable

amusement. When we consider ilr' remarkable
growth in numbers—one branch of sc\renty has m
three years increased its membership to eight hun-

dred, and tliis is only a haphazard instance—at the

same time remembering the self-denial and enthu-

siasm which study under these conditions calls for, we
are bound to admit that the driving power behind
such a movement contains the very essence of vitality

and determination.

And here we may note wherein the principles which
control the movement differ from those which guided
the sponsors of the theory of education launched in

mid-Victorian days. For that dogm.a of the

'seventies
—

"the greatest efficiency of the greatest

number "—they substitute the doctrine of " the

highest development of everyone "
; a lofty ideal, we

may say, but the only one possible if in education lies

the salvation of the democracy as a whole.

The function of education is conceivably twofold.

In the first place its purpose is obviously to increase

the efficiency of a man as a wage-earning unit, to help

him to earn his daily bread. The capacity to earn

a livelihood is the first essential of existence. But it

is with the second function of education that the

Workers' Educational Association concerns itself. To
quote the words of the Oxford Report on Education
and the Workers, the aim of such efforts is to provide
" not a livelihood, but a living "

; in other words, to

ensure an opportunity for all to achieve some measure
of intellectual culture, quite apart from the material-

istic value which education, in the sense of technical

training, may possess.

Opponents of the scheme are, of course, to 'oe found
in plenty. The criticism most often in their mouths
if. that "it makes a man a traitor to his class," a

criticism born of an innate suspicion and distrust of

education. But the movement draws its inspiration

from the industrial element of the community : it is

no " new dodge of the capitalist classes for the further

enslavement of the workers." The principles which
guide it are not identical with the spirit which drives

the needy shepherd or the struggling mechanic to

pinch and starve in order that his son may achieve

the parson's hood or the medical diploma, and thus

become a " gentleman." Far from seeking to remove
a man from his class, the direct aim of the Association

is to ensure that he shall remain within it. Reaction
on environment is its one great objective ; so that

in the factory, the office, and the workshop, the in-

fluence of education may permeate all things, and
tend towards the uplifting of the whole strata of

society. Thus it will be seen that this idea of culture

is no vague, impalpable creation of a few faddists,

but a living- force, exercising enormous influence, and
possessing infinite possibilities of development.

In addition to the recognised methods of kindred
organisations, such as courses of lectures, excursions

to the museums and historical monuments of the dis-

trict, and a systematised programme of study, the Asso-
ciation carries on its work through the medium of

tutorial classes, which are worked on the following

lines: each class consists of thirty members, the only
qualification being that each one of them must be
earning his own living. The attendance of others

interested in the work of the Association is secured

by a system of honorary membership, but the number
of such is wisely regulated, since it is felt that a mem-
bership of thirty is most convenient, both from the
point of view of management, and from that of social

intercourse. Where each one knows everyone else, he
is not afraid to hear his own voice raised either in

argument or interrogation.

Each week there is a lecture of an hour's duration,

followed by an hour devoted to questions and debate
on the subject of the previous week. In this way
the lecturer is kept " human," and is made to realise

that he is after all a very fallible being—a difficult

matter to keep in mind at the lecture desk—and at

the same time incalculable benefit is derived from the
free play of intellect and the propounding and eluci-

dation of problems among the members of the class.

A still more interesting experiment, and one which
we may shortly expect to see developed on a large

scale, is that carried out in some districts. This takes

the form of occasional week-ends in the country.

Those members of the class who can manage it—and
remember they are all working men—walk or take
train some few miles out from their industrial centre,

and, having previously engaged rooms at some farm-
house, spend the week-end in the reading and discus-

sion of papers, and the debating of subjects previously

arranged. Long walks are also a feature of such
excursions, and the evening is generally devoted to a
" sing-song," or some such jollification. Certain eminent
men of intellect, who have been persuaded to lend

their presence on these occasions, have been amazed
and delighted at the success of the experiment, and
have given the movement their heartiest support. I

am assured by those who have taken part in these

gatherings that the results far exceeded their wildest

hopes.

There is, even nowadays, an amazing number of

people who persistently shut their eyes to the fact

of democracy. The armchair politician may dis-

course learnedly of Aristotelian theories of Govern-
ment, and apply them—in his home—to present-day

problems. But whether he likes it or not, he must
realise in what portion of the community the political

power of these days rests. In the guiding principles

of the Workers' Educational Association lie the forces

capable of imparting to the rising power of democracy
that sense of responsibility through which alone true

government by the people for the people can become
an accomplished fact. If it succeeds merely in

abolishing some part of the tyranny of words and
phrases in which our political life lies enthralled, its

existence will have been more than justified. " I had
rather," said the same sturdy Labour member to whom
I have already referred, " I had rather be followed by
twenty intelligent men than by twenty thousand who
are drawn by the short-hved fascination of name and
personality." And I can quite believe that he meant it.

The sun is set, the swallows are asleep;

The bats are flitting fast in the grey air;

The slow, soft toads out of damp corners creep,

And evening's breath, wandering here and there

Over the quivering surface of th# stream.

Wakes not one ripple from its summer dream.

There is no dew on the dry grass to-night.

Nor damp within the shadow of the trees;

The wind is intermitting, dry and light;

And in the inconstant motion of the breeze

The dust and straws are driven up and down,

lAnd whirled about the pavement of the town.

Percy Bysshe .Shelley.
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THE LETTERS OF CHARLOTTE BRONTE
The publication of Charlotte Bronte's letters to Pro-

fessor Heger has revived the curiosity centring round

the personality of one of the greatest of English

novelists. The literary world has always been

greatly exercised by Charlotte's genius. That a woman
whose existence had been passed in purely domestic

surroundings, whose experiences were of the type that

fall to the majority of her sex, should have been able

to produce a work of such amazing vividity as " Jane

Eyre " gave occasion for surprise, suspicion, and much
unkindly criticism.

It was, said a certain school, impossible that the

daughter of a country clergyman, who had led a shel-

tered, almost a tame existence, could have written the

scenes of passion that blaze from her pages

had she not secret knowledge on which to draw.

Incredible things were hinted ; she was accused of

holding immoral beliefs, nourishing unlawful affec-

tions. The world was staggered that a genius at once

so eloquent and assured could rise from such a homely

source ; opinion was outraged almost that so insig-

nificant a person could have set England ablaze with

the issue of so catastrophic a novel.

The curiosity that raged round her living, on her

death received an additional zest. How, when and

where had she obtained her knowledge of the force of

passion, her reading of human suffering, her under-

standing of the tragedy of the soul? Her life in

Brussels formed a basis for a fierce and unscrupulous

attack. She was accused of a liaison with Professor

Heger, elderly, obese and obtuse, and her apologists

were almost as offensive as her detractors. Rumour
had it that she had written letters of a most compro-

mising character, and the existence of these documents

were cited as proof of her intrigue, the fact that they

were not forthcoming merely serving to fan the flame.

And nov/, when at long last curiosity seemed satiated,

the letters are produced, and once more discussion

rages round her, and many-tongued gossip weaves

fresh insinuations and innuendoes. Written from the

vicarage on the edge of the moor, where the grave-

stones of the dead crept right up to the walls of the

house, the letters suggest the fret of genius that has

not yet attained the full power of expression, the surge

of an imagination that has yet to find the solace and

the joy of creation.

Heger, with his Flemish stolidity, his pedagogic pre-

cision, his ponderous efforts to prune the genius of

Charlotte into a prim exactitude, served as the lay

figure on which to drape the cloak of romance. The
very limitations of this middle-aged man served as a

spur to Charlotte's im^agination. Which of us has not

in our first youth invested a most unlikely figure with

the attributes of a Prince Charming? Charlotte, from

her narrow home in the bleak parsonage, surrounded

Heger with a mystery and delight that crystallised in

the letters in which she poured out the longing of her

heart—longing not for the Professor, but for romance
—romance that at that moment was waiting her bid-

ding. When she realised her capacity, understood

that she could unlock the gates of the enchanted
gar(ien at will and enter a Paradise of her own creat-

ing-.-when she finally came into her kingdom what
happened ?

The obese Professor vanished from her perspective.

The cloak of dreams fell to the ground. The lay

figure became once more a creaking automaton. The
photographs of Heger suggest a commonplace
mediocrity. No one could suppose romance lay

hidden behind that heavy chin and uninspired

brow. Distance and the fret of temperament, the

stirrings of a genius as yet unfledged, endowed him

with the attributes of a hero—attributes that would

have fled at a touch of commonsensc or common
courtesy on his behalf. Had Heger replied to the

letters in the business-like fashion of a s.tolid man,

Charlotte would have realised the impossibility of her

model, and the episode would have been ended.

The Professor has been cited as a model of dis-

cretion and of right conduct in leaving the letters

unacknowledged. The Philistine soul of the Flemish

Bourgeois was incapable of facing such a situation,

frightened to death of handling it. Only a very

stupid man would have refrained from answering

Charlotte's most impassioned appeal.

Day and nifiht I find neither rest nor peace. If I sleep

I am disturbed by tormenting dreams in whicli I see you,

always severe, always grave, always incensed again.st me.
Forgive me, then, Monsieur, if I adopt the course of writing

to you again. How can 1 endure life if I make no effort to

ease its sufferings? I know that you will be irritated when
you read this letter. You will say once more that I a_m

hysterical— that I have black thoughts, etc. So be it,

Monsieur; I do not seek to justify myself; I submit to every

sort of reproach. All I know is, that I cannot, that 1 will

not, resign myself to lose wholly the friendship oi my Master.

I would rather suffer the greatest physical pain tnan always

have my heart lacerated by smarting regrets. If my Master
withdraws his friendship from me entirely, I shall be alto-

gether without hope; if he gives me a little—just a little—

I

shall be satisfied—happy ; I shall have reason for living on,

for working. . . .

Professor Heger could have stopped the correspond-

ence and destroyed the illusion with one letter; he

preferred to ignore both the correspondence and the

writer. While this course is difficult to understand,

it had the merit of being logical. He chose to

disregard the pitiful appeal for " friendship," but—
and herein hes the gravamen of the charge

against him—though he ignored the letters, he did

7ioi destroy them. The fact that at least three of

them were originally torn in pieces, and were subse-

quently resuscitated and fastened together by means
of linen thread, goes to show that the vanity of the

man must have been as colossal as his lack of under-

standing. Had he entertained for Charlotte a touch

of sentiment, had he answered her in terms of frank

friendship, one could have understood the retention of

the letters ; to ignore the writer and to retain her ap-

peals goes to show that he desired to preserve the

proofs that a woman of transcendent genius had
implored him for a .word of kindness, a touch of

understanding.
The publication of the letters strikes one as an

offence against the best masculine traditions. A
woman's letters should be held sacred by the man to

whom she writes. If he desires the pleasure of read-

ing and re-reading them he should take steps to see

they do not fall into strange and alien hands. Above
all, he should guard her against the risk of publication.

And if this be true of a man who loves a woman, it

should be even more imperative of a man who enter-

tains no feeling for her who writes to him. The Pro-

fessor not only had her letters " sewn with linen

thread," but left them as a heritage to his heirs, who
gave them to an expectant and voracious public.

The woman of genius and the stolid pedagogue—
»^

the gulf between the two for ever remains set. In the!

margin of the most eloquent, the most torrential of heri

appeals, he pencilled the name and address of his shoe-'

maker. MARGARET HAinLTON.
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
Charlotte Bronte's ** Villetie " o* jt ^ By Liddell Geddie

I.

No novel of Charlotte Bronte's has been more often,

more highly praised by literary critics than " Villette "
;

yet it cannot be said to be the most popular
of her works. And it may be that the public are
wrong and the critics right in their selection of Char-
lotte Bronte's chef d'ceuvre. Read simply as a story,

without reference to the personality of its author,
" Villette " is, one is inclined to think, less fascinating,

less great a work than " Jane Eyre." But if you take
into account the life and character of the noveUst, " Vil-

lette " has a value unequalled by any other of the

Bronte novels. The more interested you are in Char-
lotte Bronte herself, the more interested will you be
in "Villette." Consequently, when any one belauds
" Villette," it is hard to say how much of the praise is

attributable to the book itself, and how much to the

pathetic little lady who wrote it. When you have
studied Charlotte Bronte's life ever so slightly, your
appreciation of " Villette " as a work of art is bound
to be coloured and intensified by its appeal as an auto-

biographical document.
II.

But the more closely a novel approximates to actual

autobiography, the less claim has it to rank as fiction

;

and it is purely as a work of fiction that we would here

regard it. To others may be left the task of re-

examining " Villette " in the light of the recently pub-
lished Heger letters, in quest of parallel passages and
fresh conjectures. Let us try and forget that M. Paul
Emanuel and iliss Lucy Snowe had any connection

Vv'ith M. Heger and his worshipping pupil, Charlotte

Bronte ; let us forget that many incidents are bor-

rowed from the real life-story of the novelist. Let us

peruse the pages of " Villette," as its first readers must
have done, merely as a story, and not as a diary or book
of confessions. What, then, will the verdict be?
When it was published, "Villette," Mrs. Gaskell tells

us, "was received with one burst of acclamation."

Sixty years have come and gone since then, and the

Victorian age of literature has gone with them. But
" Villette " has stood the test of time, and although

now, naturally enough, in some respects old-fashioned,

it unquestionably retains its right to rank among the

masterpieces of English fiction.

in.

The faults of "Villette" are not far to seek. In

1853, when it appeared, the three-volume novel held

undisputed sway. " The Professor," of which " Vil-

lette " was a recast, had failed to find a pubUsher
largely because it was not of three-volume compass,

and in trying to give full measure, at a time when her

health was bad and her spirits were low, Charlotte

Bronte inevitably fell into what in these days we
regard as long-windedness. Thus the door was opened
for other defects, lapses of taste and judgment, for

which in a shorter work there would have been less

room. The only fault which Early Victorian critics

seem to have found was a kind of " coarseness "—

a

charge which seems grotesque to twentieth-century

readers, but which, no doubt, was gravely upheld in

the prim and prudish 'fifties. Charlotte Bronte's treat-

ment of love and passion, which to her contemporaries

seemed indelicate in the pages of a lady writer, to us

appears to err rather on the side of stilted decorum

;

and we are apt to forget that Charlotte Bronte was
really a bold pioneer in matters of this sort

IV.

In novels of the Bronte type undue length is apt to

affect the reader more seriously than in novels of what
Sir Walter Scott dubbed " the big bow-wow " style.

Novelists are hke steamer passengers—they belong
to one or other of two classes; they either stay oa
deck during tlic passage or they retire to the saloon
or their bunk. Full-blooded, hale and hearty
novelists like Fielding and Scott tramp the deck, revel

in the boisterous side of life, cast their eyes upon
many people and distant horizons. Other novehsts,

like Richardson and Charlotte Bronte, promptly with-

draw to the cabin, in whose seclusion and narro\Y

precincts they study their own sensations, or watch,

at close quarters, every mood and action of their

neighbours. Some readers cannot stand the wind-i

swept deck. Some cannot tolerate the close and con-

centrated cabin. Most can bear its atmosphere for a
time, but if the time be too prolonged, they gasp for

the fresh breezes of the open deck. Happy are those
who, on the good ship Fiction, can go dov.n to the
cabin or go up on deck at pleasure, without fear of

feeling squeamish either above or below

!

V.

The atmosphere of " Villette " at times grows
decidedly sickening, but that is the penalty you
generally have to pay if you wish to see a human heart
laid open on the novelist's dissecting table. Only
thus can you see what lies under the surface.

Charlotte Bronte is never content with externals, as

some story-tellers are, and in " Villette " she gives full

rein to her introspective and analytical propensities.

She probes deep, and we must not complain if in the

process she evokes an abundance of sobs and sighs

and shudders. Combined with this faculty, " Villette
"

reveals a remarkable visualising power and a glowing
style. The words are simple, but the imagery is rich.

There is a morbid tendency in almost every chapter,

but so great are the gifts we have just enumerated
that what is morbid and neurotic somehow becomes
extraordinarily fascinating. A spell is cast over us,

and we feel acutely all the weariness of spirit and
body from which Charlotte Bronte's heroines, like

their creator herself, never seemed able to escape.
Perhaps nowhere in Enghsh literature is the utter

dreariness of home-sickness and love-sickness, the
oppression of loneliness and nerves and " vapours,"
so vividly, so powerfully, so painfully expressed as in

certain chapters of "Villette""; for example, the
chapter on " The Long Vacation."

VL
One of Charlotte Bronte's most notable services

to English prose fiction was her revolt against the per-
fect hero and the beautiful heroine of Romance. Sir
Walter Scott, as no one knew better than himself, had
failed to impart life to his young and handsome heroes^

Charlotte Bronte, judging from Dr. John Graham in
" Villette," Vv'ould have succeeded little better had she
made the attempt. As it was, she deliberately chose
as heroes for her novels ugly men of middle age ; and
she partnered them for life with plain and far from
faultless women. To do so required much courage

;

to do so with success required exceptional skill. M.
Paul Emanuel is first introduced to us bluntly as "a
small, dark and square man, with spectacles." His
bilious temper, his jealous disposition, and a dozen
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otlier weaknesses are described in detail. Again and

again Lucy Snowe tells how she turned in disgust

from his ugly expression and his equally ugly temper.

Then through this unpleasing exterior begin to shine

rare virtues and qualities, and in time Paul Emanuel
becomes Lucy's " dear little man '' and a hero indeed.

No greater tribute could be paid to Charlotte Bronte's

genius than to say that she unerringly carries the

reader with her through this surprising transition, and

that in the end we instinctively take M. Paul Emanuel
to our hearts, as a friend to treasure till death. It is

less easy to understand M. Paul Emanuel's falling in

love witli Lucy Snowe, than it is to understand her

falling in love with him ; but the character of Lucy, if

less sympathetically drawn, is nevertheless portrayed

with consummate abihty. Of the minor characters none

is so well described as Madame Beck, in whose school

Lucy Snowe taught. This is masterly portrait-

painting :

" When attired, Madame Beck appeared a personage

of a figure rather short and stout, yet still graceful in

its own peculiar way; that is, with the grace resulting

from proportion of parts. Her complexion was fresh

and sanguine, not too rubicund ; her eye blue and
serene ; her dark silk dress fitted her as a I-'rench scmp-

strc-^is alone can mahe a dress fit; she looked well,

though a little bourgeoise; as bourgeoisc, indeed, she

was. I knov.- not what of harmony pervaded her whole

person ; and yet her face offered contrast too : its fea-

tures were by no means such as arc usually seen in con-

junction with a complexion of such blended freshness

and repose, their outline was stern ; her forehead was
high, but narrow, it expressed capacity and some
benevolence, but no expanse; nor did her peaceful yet

watching eye ever know the fire which is kindled in the

heart, or the softness which flows thence. Her mouth
was hard, it could be a little grim; her lips were thin.

For sensibility and genius, with all their tenderness

and temerity, I felt somehow that Madame would be

the right sort of Minos in petticoats."

VIL
And what of the plot? Well, as Miss Martineau

pointed out when " Villette " first came out, the story

consists mainly of falling in love, falling out of it, and

then into it again. But it isn't quite so sentimental

as it sounds. Most other novels tell the same sort of

story, but the " love interest " is generally relieved by

other happenings more or less striking. In " Villette,"

however, nothing else happens that is worth speaking

about, and so Love monopolises the stage. Action

there is very httle. Even the incidents are mostly

insigniiicant—a fete, or the receipt of a letter, or a

lovers' quarrel. The scene scarcely ever changes.

Out of such material only a genius could have

fashioned so great and durable a story as " Villette "

;

and her achievement give? Charlotte Bronte a proud

place, not only in English but in European literature.

For in this—thanks, it may be, to her Celtic origin and

her education abroad—Charlotte Bronte had a gift

which is more Continental than English.

But there is one thing about the plot of " Villette
"

which must not be forgotten—to wit, the mystery.

Not the trumpery mystery of the nun, but the mystery
of the conclusion. Does " Villette " end happily ?

Surely not ! Charlotte Bronte did not intend M. Paul
Emanuel to return. To the sea she would give him,

but not to Lucy Snowe. But "to leave sunny
imagination's hope," she purposely wrote a conclusion

to her book which may be read in two ways. Taken
by itselfj the last chapter is open to two interpreta-

tions; taken in conjunction with all that has gone
before, there is but one interpretation. When she
wrote " Villette " Charlotte Bronte's pen was dipped
in gloom, an indelible gloom that not even tfie

sunniest imagination can expunge.

LITERARY NOTES
A DELIGHTFUL " Selection from the Love Poetry of
William Butler Yeats " was issued to subscribers a few;

days ago by the Cuala Press, Dundrum, County
Dublin (subscription, 7s. 6d.). In tlie autumn this

artistic press will publish a Volume of New Ppenu
from the same pen (subscription, los. 6d.).

» « • • •

The approach of the autumn publishing season is

heralded by a Special Export and Colonial Number of
the Bookseller. The preliminary lists of forthcoming
publications are suf&cient guarantee that, as far as

quantity is concerned, readers will again have no
reason to complain of the supply. For overseas Eng-
lish readers publishers continue to make further and
fuller provision, what with Empire libraries and Colo-
nial libraries and special editions for India and the

British Dominions. A fropos, it would be interesting

to compare the literary tastes and standards of the
various parts of the Empire as represented by the

volumes recording the largest sale for the year in the

United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, South Africa,

New Zealand, and India respectively.

« * • • •

In view of recent events it is not surprising to learn

that, " after long years," Lord Alfred Douglas has now
decided to " break the silence and to give the real facts

about his relations with Wilde from the period when
Wilde was at the top of his fame to the time of his

tragedy and death." " Oscar Wilde and Myself," by
Lord Alfred Douglas (los. 6d.), figures prominently in

John Long's list, and we learn that the book " contains

a serious side, inasmuch as it deals with the grave dis-

asters this friendship has brought upon Lord Alfred.

It possesses another side in the analysis of the purely

literary aspect of Wilde's work ; and a large number
of anecdotes and sayings of Wilde are included which
have never before been printed. It also gives an ac-

count of the Wilde circle, v/hich included the most
prominent persons of the period."

c * • • •

Among noteworthy translations about to appear may
be noted Eucken's " Knowledge and Life " (translated

by the Rev. W. Tudor Jones : WiUiams and Norgate,
5s.) ; Faguet's " Initiation into Literature " (trans-

lated by Sir Home Gordon, Bart. : Williams and Nor-
gate, 3s. 6d.) ; and " Frau Bertha Garlan " (3s. 6d.), a
novel by the famous Austrian writer, Art'nur Schnitzler,

which will form the first volume of Goschen's " Library
of Translations," a series intended to introduce to Eng-
lish readers the v/ork of some of the most interesting

Continental masters of the novel and the short story.

» « • • *

Messrs. Constable announce that a second impres-

sion of Lord Milner's collection of speeches and ad-

dresses, " The Nation and the Empire," has already

been called for. This fact, taken in conjunction with

recent signs that the cult of Kipling as a poet is still

very strong and widespread, would seem to show that

Imperialism is not so out of fashion nowadays as some
would have us believe.

• • • • »

Dickens was singularly fortunate in his illustrators,

and it is diificult to dissociate his works from the

familiar sketches of the original artists. In October
Nisbet and Co. will bring out " Phiz and Dickens," by
Edgar Browne. The volume (which will be published,

at 15s., 32s. for a limited edition of 175 copies,

imperial 8vo.) will, needless to say, be illustrated.
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THE MURDER OF HENRI IV.
By Henri Mazel

I.

The year 1610, which witnessed the assassination of

Henri IV., gave promise of being an important date

in the history of European civilisation, and would
probably have been so but for that assassination.

Henri IV., finally triumphant over all factions, liad

been in undisputed possession of the throne for some
fifteen years. This comparatively lengthy period he

had spent in estabhshing his authority, m repairing

the harm done to his kingdom by half a century of

terrible civil wars, and at the same time paving the

way for the pacification of Europe by destroying the

oppressive domination of the house of Austria, which

had been anything but auspfcious for Christendom.

Besides, the humbling of this power was not for him,

as it was for his successors, a mere satisfaction of

amour-propre ; he had higher aims and had visions of

a reorganisation of Christendom on a durable, well-

balanced basis, which would respect the rights of one
and all.

II.

This is not the place to recount the details of this

Grand Dessein, as historians call it; and it would be
still more out of place to inquire here whether, after

all, it was the wise and prudent Henri IV. who nursed
plans so far-reaching, or whether we are not in this

matter rather the dupes of Sully, who, writing his

Memoirs somewhat later, may have taken the liberty

of giving his royal master credit for dreams that were
in reality his (Sully's) own. One thing, however, is

beyond dispute—at the moment he was assassinated

Henri IV. was making ready, with, a kingdom well

rested and strengthened, to resume the struggle

against the two monarchies of Spain and Austria, both
v/eakcned, impoverished, and in the hands of mediocre
sovereigns. And, in all probability, the crisis would
have been short and decisive, it would have spared

Germany the horrors of the Thirty Years War,
Belgium and Italy the regime of compression under
which these regions languished for a couple of cen-

turies, and it would have been salutary even for the

vanquished, by allowing Spain to emerge speedily

from its decadence, and Austria to repulse the Turk's

attack alone and unaided, without need of a Sobieski.

III.

All these great projects depended on the existence

of one man, and thus it is easy to understand why the

Courts of Vienna and Madrid, so menaced, kept

secretly arming hand after hand against Henri iV.

This hapless King had lived all his life under the

threat of the dagger. In the years preceding 16 10

there had indeed been a recrudescence of conspira-

cies. As if he felt his death at hand, Henri IV. would
fain have quitted Paris to go and put himself at the

head of his army ; he felt safer in the midst of his old

comrades-in-arms than in this hotbed of sedition,

whence might issue at any instant a Jacques Clement
or a Jean Chatel. The Queen, Marie de Medicis,

detained him because she wished, before his de-

parture, to have herself crowned Regent, and very
lively discussions had taken place in the royal house-
hold. " By heaven," said the King to Sully, " I shall

die in this town and never leave it. They'll kill me,
for I see plainly that in their danger their only remedy
is my death. Ah, cursed Coronation, you'll be the
death of me !

"

The King, however, resigned himself to this cete-

mony. The Coronation was fixed for May 13th.

The day after was to be a day of rest, or rather a
day for the transaction of serious business. Then
the fetes were to begin—state entry of the Queen
Regent into Paris, banquets and balls, and on the 19th
the King was to set off to join the army. Well, the
Coronation did take place on tlie 1 3th, but the follow-!

ing day the King was assassinated.

IV.
On the day in question Henri IV. desired to go and

consult Sully, who lived at the Arsenal, near the
Bastille. He started off in his coach with some
courtiers and an escort of guards. To go from the

Louvre to the Arsenal you had to pas§ through a
maze of winding lanes. The Rue de Rivoh was not

yet in existence, and the present Rue dc la Ferron-t

nerie, widened and straightened as it has been, affords

no idea of what tlic old street of thcit name used to

be. A block of carriages stopped the royal coacli.

The guards, losing patience, went round by side

streets so as to get ahead. Then it was that a maa
who had followed the cortege managed to get close

up to the carriage, now completely unguarded, and,

taking advantage of a moment when Henri IV. was
leaning towards his neighbour, the Due d'Epernon,
mounted a street post and, passing his arm through
the doorway of the coach, struck the King in the side.
" I am wounded," he cried. The man struck again,

and his second blow reached the heart. The King
murmured, " It is nothing . .

." and expired. The
man had not stirred, making no attempt to escape.

One of the officers drew his sword and was going to

run him through, when the Due d'Epernon gave orders

that he must not be killed, and had him placed in

safe custody.

V.
The assassin's name was Francois Ravaillac. He

was a big, strong fellow, with red hair and beard.

He was about thirty years of age, and had lived a
strange life. In turn lackey, lay-brother, schoolmaster,

he had been imprisoned for debt and had long
prowled about the main roads. He was the sort of

man you find in anarchist circles, a bit of a scholar,

glib of tongue, self-infatuated, and sticking at nothing,

only with a religious fanaticism in place of the anti-

religious fanaticism of his kin of the present day. He
had had visions : for example, an ecstasy during which
he felt the smell of sulphur, conclusive proof, he
thought, of the existence of the purgatory which the
Huguenots denied ; and as a result he beheved he
could see upon his cheeks the image of Catholic hosts.

At that time Catholics and Protestants held the

same views as to the right to slay a bad king.

Agrippa d'Aubigne, an old Huguenot soldier, re-

garded the attempts on Henri IV.'s life which had
occurred as punishment for his renunciation ; and
similarly Catholic pulpits rang with blood-thirsty

incitements. The approach of a war waged upon the

Catholic powers in favour of the Protestant princes

raised to boiling point the rage of the old Ligueurs.

At the end of the year 1609 Ravaillac tried to have a

word with the King; he adjured him to give him a
hearing near the spot where, some months later, he
was to stab him to death. Driven back by the guards,

he set off for Angoulcmc, his birthplace, and then
came back to Paris. The idea that the King was
going to make war on the Pope made him mad, fofj
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said he, " God was the Pope and the Pope was God."

He had stolen a knife in an inn for the purpose of

killing Henri IV. But before he could carry out his

design his resolution failed him; he broke the point

of his knife, and departed once more for Angouleme.

An incident which took place on the road turned him

back. In a suburb of Etampes he saw a picture re-

presenting a bleeding Christ, an Ecce Homo. He
thought himself called on to avenge his God, made a

new point to his knife on a stone, and returned to

Paris. For several days he waited his opportunity.

On the 14th he found it, and struck.

VI.

Did he act alone, or was he the instrument of a

conspiracy? Few questions have been debated as

much. According to certain historians, especially

those who, like Michelet, are fond of melodramatic

complications, Henri IV. was assassinated by the trio,

Marie de Medicis, d'Epernon, Concini. The mur-

derer, we are assured, was merely their instrument.

When you read the glowing pages of Michelet, you
can't help being convinced or shaken. These three

people hated the King so, had so much to gain by his

"taking off," and their friends had so heralded the

blow which was to fall, that one cannot but be tempted
to believe them guilty of this crime.

And yet when you study the case of the assassin,

when you read his evidence, when you plumb to the

bottom his poor, fanatical and brutal mind, you must
needs recognise that Ravaillac was an isole. He may
have got the idea of his deed from pamphlets, from
diatribes, from conversations ; but no one put the

weapon in his hand. When he acted, he acted alone.

His very fanaticism acquits him of all suspicion of

complicity. He would not have perjured himself; he
would have shrunk from the thought of a sacrilegious

oath. The priest who confessed him only granted
him absolution on condition that he told the truth

when he swore to having no accomplice, and under
this threat of hell fire, of everlasting damnation,
Ravaillac rephed, " I accept it on that condition."

The sincerity of such a man cannot be questioned.

The more so as all the other arguments adduced
against these confederates are weak or worthless.

One cannot really credit the tales of Madame
d'Escoman and of Captain La Garde, who, in 1616
and i6ig respectively, accused d'Epernon of putting

the knife in Ravaillac's hand. All their depositions

were found to be false. Besides, had d'Epernon been
the instigator of the crime, would he not have let

Ravaillac be killed on the spot, so as to get rid of a
witness so inconvenient, instead of preserving him for

the torture-chamber, which might easily have drawn
from him the name of his confederates ?

VII.

And yet at the same time it cannot be denied that

all the King's enemies knew he was going to be
assassinated, and that, at Madrid as at Brussels, his

death was announced to take place on a date which
proved to be exact. The opening pages of the
Cardinal de Richelieu's Memoirs are filled with these
predictions or presentiments, which leave on the
reader's mind the idea of something very different

from a mere collection of chance coincidences.

Hence the explanation which an erudite scholar,

Jules Loiseleur, has advanced in connection with this

strange problem. All unknown to one another, two
different enemies lay in wait for Henri IV. The men
of the Concini and d'Epernon party, who awaited the
King at the end of the Rue Ferronnerie, who had
perhaps prearranged the street obstruction and with-
drawn the escortj were about to fall upon the royal

coach, when a solitary fanatic, an utter stranger, fore-

stalled them. One could understand, then, the action

of the Due d'Epernon in saving the assassin, whom
he recognised as not being one of his fellow-

conspirators, and who, while serving his turn, acquitted
him of all responsibility. This explanation is sup-

pKirted by a curious passage of the chronicler

Mathieu, who relates that at the mc^ent Ravaillac

struck the King some eight or nine men on foot and
two on horseback, who were waiting at the end of the

street, slipped into the crowd and disappeared
entirely. Chief President du Harlay, at the inquest

on the King's death, tried to elucidate the role of these

"persons unknown," but he failed in the attempt.

VIII.

The theory is ingenious, and fmds favour with one
of the most recent historians of the event, M. Leonce
Pingaud (in Lavisse and Rambaud's " Histoire

Generale ") ; but none the less, to my mind at all

events, it is not convincing. Such a coincidence

would be amazing indeed! And these "persons un-
known " are exceedingly shadowy ! I wonder
whether the recent works of our psycho-physiologists

upon hypnosis might not authorise another and better

explanation of this historical enigma. We know
that not only the idea of committing a crime can be
suggested to certain weak-minded people, but even
the idea that they are committing it of their own
accord ; that they have no accomplice, and that in so

acting they are obeying the voice of God alone. Now,
Ravaillac is just the type of impulsive being, violent

and mentally disordered, upon whom can be incul-

cated, either in a hypnotic state or it may even be in

the waking state, the idea of a spontaneous act of
vengeance. To boot, we find in the retinue of the
Queen a person quite capable of having played the
part of hypnotiser, Leonora Galigai, Concini's wife,

the future Marechale d'Ancre. She had a reputation
for sorcery which must have been due to practices of
this kind, and which, after the murder of her husband,
led to her being condemned to be burned alive as a
witch. When asked by what means she obtained her
sway over the mind of Queen Marie de Medicis, she
replied, " That of a strong mind over a weak one."
She might very well have given the same answer re-

garding Ravaillac, had she been examined as an
accomplice. jv-

On this new hypothesis everything can easily be ex-

plained. Leonora Galigai had brought to her by
one of her confederates this obscure fanatic, whom
she knew to be violent, vain, and subject to hallucina-

tions. She inoculated him with the idea of the crime,

indicated the spot and the very day on which he was
to strike down his victim, and then all she need do was
to let the others into the secret, without the slightest

fear of the murderer denouncing them, since he
honestly believed his deed spontaneous. For their

part, the others have only a few arrangements to

make. As they are practically certain of success, their

tongues wag over freely, and so it gets noised abroad
that the King is to be killed about such and such a
time. On the appointed day they make ready for the

blow to fall, and Ravaillac has but to appear on the

scene to strike home with deadly thrust, thanks to

them, but all unwitting.

This theory would reconcile all historians—those

who, with Michelet and Henri Martin, believe in the

guilt of the Queen and her friends ; those who, with

Poirson and Mariejol, believe in the spontaneity of

Ravaillac's deed ; and those who, with Loiseleur and
Pingaud, believe in the parallel existence of two
separate designs on the King's life.
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PECKSNIFF ET L'HYPOCRISIE ANGLAISE
Le premier fruit de la societe anglaise est I'hypocrisie.

11 y murit au double souffle de la religion et de la

morale ; on sait quels sont leur popularitc et leur

empire au-dela du detroit. Dans un pays ou il est

scandaleux de rire le dimanche, oil le triste

puritanisme a garde quelquechose de son ancienne

animosite centre le bonheur, ou les critiques qui

etudient I'histoire ancienne inserent des dissertations

sur le degre de vertu de Nabuchodonosor, il est naturel

que I'apparence de la moralite soit utile. C'est une

monnaie qu'il faut avoir ; ccux qui n'ont pas la bonne
en fabriquent de la fausse, et plus I'opinion publique

la declare precicuse, plus on la contrefait. Aussi ce

vice est-il anglais. M. Pecksniff ne peut pas se ren-

contrer en France. Ses phrases nous degouteraient.

S'il y a chez nous une affectation, ce n'est pas celle

de vertu, c'est celle de vice ; pour reussir, on aurait tort

d'y parler de ses principes ; on aime mieux confesser

ses faiblesses, et s'il y a des charlatans, ce sont des

faiifarons d'immoralite. Nous avons eu jadis nos

hypocrites ; mais c'est lorsque la religion etait popu-

laire. Depuis Voltaire, Tartufe est impossible. On
n'essaye plus d'affecter une piete qui ne trompe per-

sonne et qui ne mcne a rien. L'hypocrisie vient, s'en

va, et varie scion I'etat des mceurs, de la religion et dea

esprits ; aussi voyez comme l'hypocrisie de Pecksniff

est conforme aux dispositions de son pays!

Pecksniff ne lache pas comme Tartufe des phrases de

theologie; il s'epanchc tout entier en tirades de

philanthropic. II a marche avec le siecle. II est

devenu philosophe humanitaire. II a donne a ses filles

les noms de Mercy (compassion) et Charity. II est

tendre, il est bon, il s'abandonne aux effusions de

famille. II offre innocemment en spectacle, lorsqu'on

vient le voir, de charmantes scenes d'interieur ; il etale

le coeur d'un pere, les sentiments d'un epoux, la bien-

veillance d'un bon maitre. Les vertus de famille sont

en honneur aujourd'hui ; il faut s'en affubler. Jadis

Orgon disait, instruit par Tartufe

:

Et je vcrrais perir parents, enfants et fcmme.

Que je m'en soucierais autant que de cela.

La vertu moderne et la piete anglaise pensent

autrement ; il ne faut pas mepriser ce monde en vue

de I'autre ; il faut I'ameliorer en vue de I'autre. Tartufe

parlera de sa haire et de sa discipline ; Pecksniff, de

son confortable petit parloir, du charme de I'intimite,

des beautes de la nature. II essayera de mettre la

Concorde entre les hommes. II aura I'air d'un membre
de la Societe de la faix. II developpera les con-

siderations les plus touchantes sur les bienfaits et sur

les beautes de I'harmonie. II sera impossible de

r^couter sans avoir le coeur attendri. Les hommes
sont raffines aujourd'hui, ils ont lu beaucoup de poesies

elegiaques ; leur sensibilite est plus vive ;
on ne peut

pas les tromper avec la grossiere impudence de Tar-

tufe. C'est pourquoi M. Pecksniff aura des gestes de

longanimite subhme, des sourires de compassion

ineffable, des elans, des mouvements d'abandon, des

graces, des tendresses qui seduiront les plus difficiles

et charmeront les plus delicats.

Les 'Anglais, dans leurs parlements, dans leurs

meetings, dans leurs associations et dans leurs cere-

monies publiques, ont appris la phrase oratoire, les

termes abstraits, le style de I'economie politique, du

journalisme et du prospectus. M. Pecksniff parlera

comme un prospectus. II en aura I'obscurite, le gali-

matias et I'cmphase.

PECKSNIFF AND ENGLISH HYPOCRISY
The first-fruits of English society is hypocrisy. It

ripens there under the double breath of religion and

morahty; we know their popularity and dominion

across the Channel. In a Country where it is scan-

dalous to laugh on Sunday, where the gloomy Puritan

has preserved something of his old rancour against

happiness, where the critics of ancient history insert

dissertations on the virtue of Nebuchadnezzar, it is

natural that the appearance of morality should be ser-

viceable. It is a needful coin ; those who lack good

money coin bad ; and the more public opinion declares

it precious, the more it is counterfeited. This vice

is, therefore, English. Mr. Pecksniff is not found in

France. His speech would disgust Frenchmen. If

they have an affectation, it is not of virtue, but of vice ;

if they wish to succeed, they would be wrong to speak

of their principles : they prefer to confess their weak-

nesses ; and if they have quacks, these are trumpeters

of immorality. They had their hypocrites once, but

it was when religion was popular. Since Voltaire,

Tartuft'e is impossible. Frenchmen no longer try to

affect a piety which would deceive no one and lead to

nothing. Hypocrisy comes and goes, varying with the

state of m.orals, religion, and mind ; see, then, how
conformable that of Pecksniff is to the dispositions of

his country. He does not, like Tartuffe, utter

theological phrases; he expands altogether in

philanthropic tirades. He has marched with the age ;

he has become a humanitarian philosopher. He has

called his daughters Mercy and Charity. He is tender,

he is kind, he gives vent to domestic effusions. He
innocently exhibits, when visited, charming domestic

scenes ; he displays his paternal heart, marital senti-

ments, the kindly feeling of a good house-master.

The family virtues are honoured nowadays ; he must

muffle himself therewith. Orgon formerly said, as

instructed by Tartuffe :

—

Et je verrais pcrir parents, enfants et femme.

Que je m'en soucierais autant que de cela.

Modern virUie and English piety think otherwise
;;

we must not despise this world in view of the next

;

vvc must improve it. Tartuffe will speak of his hair-

shirt and his discipline ; Pecksniff, of his comfortable

little parlour, of the charm of friendship, the beauties

of nature. Fle will try to bring men together. He
will be like a member of the Peace Society. He will

develop the most touching considerations on the bene-

fits and beauties of union among men. Men are re-

fined nowadays, they have read much elegiac poetry ;

their sensibility is more active, they can no longer be

deceived by the gross impudence of Tartuffe. This

is why Mr. Pecksniff will use gestures of sublime long-

suffering, smiles of ineffable compassion, starts, move-

ments of recklessness, graces, tendernesses, which

will seduce the most reserved, and charm the most

delicate.

The EngUsli, in their Parliament, meetings, associa-

tions, public ceremonies, have learned the oratorical

phraseology, the abstract terms, the style of political

economy of the newspaper and the prospectus. Peck-

sniff will talk like a prospectus. He will possess its

obscurity, its wordiness, and its emphasis.
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THE CURE OF CONSUMPTION.

DR. EDWIN W. ALABONE'S TREATMENT.

After the severest tests, there can now be no doubt

as to the success of the " Alabone Treatment " in the

cure of Consumption. From all parts of the world

reports have been received from medical men and others

stating that cases df Phthisis have been permanently

cured by its adoption.

In England alone thousands of sufferers only too

gladly acknowledge its efficacy. Readers must bear in

mind that this is not a treatment which has suddenly

sprung up (like so many others only to speedily die a

natural death), for Dr. Alabone has for fifty years made
Consumption a special study, and it may safely be

asserted that during that period a greater number of

cases have passed through his hands than probably any

other living physician.

Be that as it may, some thirty years ago he pro-

mulgated a system of inhalation which proved eminently

successful, and from time to time came new develop-

ments, till at the present moment it can be said unhesi-

tatingly it holds out the only hope of a real cure to tlie

Consumptive patient. Dr. Alabone's last invention is

an inhaler (which has been patented); by its use the

inhalants used are received into the lungs in the form

of a gaseous vapour which speedily finds its way to the

actual seat of the disease, the disease thereby being

dealt with locally as well as constitutionally, a fact which

must commend itself to any intelligent person.

The open-air treatment which professed to do so much
has proved a most ignominious failure, and not only

that, but a positive menace to the life of those unfor-

tunates who adopt it; it is generally acknowledged by

leading physicians and medical officers of health, who
are in the very best possible position to judge of the

results, that Sanatoria are simply schools, not for the

Cure of Consumption, but simply to teach Consumptives

how to live when they leave these institutions. One well-

known medical officer of health states "the rare and

refreshing fruit " means in most cases "death."

For full results of open-air treatment we refer the

reader to Dr. .A.labone's pamphlet entitled " Facts

Regarding the Open-air Treatment." (Price is., post

free.)

Far different it is with the treatment under discussion,

for although no infallibility is claimed, yet the results

when analysed are surprising, especially when it is taken

into consideration that the majority of patients who pre-

sent themselves to Dr. Alabone are in a far advanced
stage of the disease, they having been sent away from
sanatoria to die at home. Yet in spite of this a very
large percentage of these cases get perfectly well, and
remain so.

The testimony from medical men is perhaps the more
convincing, especially if they themselves have been the
victims of Phthisis. A most remarkable case that of

J. Christian, M.D., M.R.C.S., R.N., who was dismissed
the service, being in Consumption. After trying other
treatments from well-known specialists, he came to Dr.
Alabone, when his condition was apparently hopeless
with cavities in the lungs. He was perfectly restored
to health, and started to practise his profession. After
some months of practice he wrote the following letter :

" Sir,—I was under the professional treaiment of Dr..

Alabone, and during that time received the greatest
benefit from it. I was placed on the retired list as ' unfit

for further service owing to phthisis.' Thanks to Dr.
E. W. Alabone's treatment, I have been able to resume
the practice of my profession, and have now been
actively engaged in practice for six months in good
health.—Yours faithfully, J. Christia.v, M.R.C.S.,,
L.R.C.P. London."

Another well-known physician (Dr. C ) sent for

Dr. Alabone in consultation in a case of Phthisis in its

last stage; the patient had tvvo large cavities, and Dr.
C^— informed Dr. Alabone it was really useless send-
ing for him, but he did so at the urgent request of his

friends. This case perfectly recovered; subsequently,
Dr. C—— called Dr. Alabone in consultation in many
other cases, the majority of which responded to his treat-

ment, regaining their health and remaining cured. A
great point in this treatment is the permanency of the
cure. Referring to these cases. Dr. C wrote the
following letter

:

"Sir,—I look upon open-air treatment as it is at pre-
sent carried on as a medical fad, which certainly involves
great waste of valuable time (which should be utilised by
a much more intelligent system of treatment for cure),

and loss of money, which often can be ill-afforded by
those who undergo it; besides this, it is sufficiently plain

to me that it . is actually dangerous to the life of a
patient. ^

"To expose patients with cavities in their lungs to
draughts between open windows and doors in winter is,

I consider, open air run mad.
"When we consider how exquisitely sensitive the

mucous membrane lining the tubes surrounding the
cavities in a consumptive lung must be, it appears to me
the height of folly, and I might say even of cruelty, to
urge the exposure of phthisical patients to such an
ordeal.

"I am-glad, however, that an opportunity has been
given me to testify to the success which has attended
Dr. Alabone's treatment of phthisis. I have seen cases

of phthisis, with cavities, perfectly recover under his

treatment, which does not include the possibility of
danger of pneumonia or bronchitis from exposure to
cold and damp air, nor does he advise the enormous
excess of food which appears to be an important part of
the open-air treatment.—Faithfullv yours,

"A. R. C , M.D., M.R.C.S. Eng., J.
P."

A well-known medical officer of health, whose son had
previously been treated by two specialists, but got
Yapidly worse, decided to place him under Dr. .Alabone's

inhalation treatment, which he did with the happiest re-

sults; he perfectly regained his health, and, after being
cured for five years, married, and is still as well as ever,

he was. An immense number of such cases could be
quoted, but these will suflice.

The same satisfactory reports are received from'

nurses who have been at sanatoria and seen the results

of open-air treatment as- contrasted with that of Dr.
Alabone's.

Further cases and details will be found in "The Cure
of Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, and Other
Diseases of the Chest " (47th edition, 171st thousand),
which can be obtained, post free, for 2s. 6d., from the
author, Edwin VV. Alabone, M.D.Phil., D.Sc, Ex-
M.R.C.S. (Eng.), Lynton House, Highbury Quadrant,
London, N.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Notice to Corresposdests.—0:ving to the large number

of letters received it is necessary for correspondents to write

briefly if their letters are to appear.

BALZAC AND DUMAS.
To the Editor 0/ Everyman-.

Sir,—Dr. Charles Sarolea's appreciative and

interesting article on Honore de Balzac has given rise,

as I see in EVERYMAN'S issue of August ist, to Mr.

P. F. H.'s wish to know " why it is that the greatest

(sic) of all French writers, Alexandre Dumas, is so

completely forgotten by those who write about

Frenchmen such as Balzac." According to Mr.

P. F. H., Alexandre Dumas excelled in many branches

of literature, and Dumas' "The Fencing Master"

(" Le Maitre d'Armes), although written by means of

the help of others, should be reckoned among tlie

literary masterpieces. As an argument in favour of

Dumas collaborating with other writers, he is compared

to Shakespeare, "who did not take the trouble to

invent a single one of his plots."

I have made a study of a good many of Honore de

Balzac's novels, which all bear, as Dr. Charles Sarolea

so well expressed it,
" the imprint of his Titanic

personality." It is the gigantic conception of Balzac's

work which cannot fail to strike the earnest reader,

and by means of which " synthese " the author tried

to write a kind of " histoire naturelle " of French

society of the first part of the nineteenth century.

Balzac did more; he created a new school, and his

influence is still strongly felt in Zola, de Maupassant,

and many others who came after him. To get an

idea of what Balzac has been in French literature Mr.

P. F. H. should read France, Flat, Sainte Beuve,

Scherer, Taine, and so many other competent critics.

As to Dumas, he is read rather much in France, but

then by people of a certain kind. Dumas wrote many
and about many things, but notwithstanding the

enormous amount of novels that were regularly

" turned out " by his " factory," I cannot say of him

that " nullum fere scribendi genus non tetigit, nullum

quod tetigit non omavit." I think only the first part

of what Johnson wrote about Goldsmith may be

applied to Dumas. Among all his novels, from " Le
Batard de Mauleon" down to " Le Prince des Voleurs,"

there are only four or five perhaps
—"Le Comte de

Monte Cristo,"' "Les Trois Mousquetaires," "La
Tulipe Noire," and "Le Vicomte de Bragelonne "

—

which are readable, from a literary point of view. As
a dramatist Dumas is at least of some importance.

Yet he occupies a place only among the minor

dramatists of France.

How Mr. P. F. H. can compare Dumas to Shake-

speare I cannot understand. I think Shakespeare

did invent all his plots, and it is in this very invention

of plots that Shakespeare shows his great genius as a

dramatist. If Shakespeare took some subject matter

from Holinshed's chronicle or other older plays and

stories, his dramatic plots are his own invention. I

should advise Mr. P. F. H. to read " Shakespeare as a

Dramatic Artist," by Prof. Moulton, and take " King
Lear" and study Shakespeare here as a creator of plots.

I suppose Mr. P. F. H. is English. I congratulate

him on being able to call Shakespeare one of his

national poets. Few nations have men like Shake-

speare among their poets. We at least in Holland

have not. Does Mr. P. F. H. really mean it—to name
a man like Dumas in one breath with Shakespeare,

" The dear son of memory, the great heir of fame " ?

I cannot believe it.—I am, sir, etc.,

Maastricht (Holland). MAURICE Endepols.

SERB, GREEK, AND BULGAR.
To the Editor oj Evervma.n.

Sir,—I was glad to see Mr. Oscar Browning's letter

on the above subject. In emphasising certain aspects

of the Balkan problem, 1 tried to hold the balance

even, and, in referring to the origin of the Bulgarians,

I had m mind the account given by Professor Ivan

Shishmanov (Sofia, 1900). Jiricek, in his " Geschichte

der Bulgarcn," lacked some of the materials available

to the more modern writer, but, so far as I remember,

his account does not difl"er in essential particulars.

When Mr. Browning says tliat " all who are

acquainted with the Balkan Peninsula are aware that

no settlement can be stable which does not assign to

Bulgaria Ochrida and Monastir, which are the very

centre of her national and religious life," he makes an

assertion which bears httle relation to ascertained fact.

It would almost seem that he fails to grasp the com-

plex nature of the case. Ochrida has belonged to

Albanian, Greek, Bulgar, and Serb in turn, and it may
be instructive to quote what Miss Durham thought

of the situation during her visit to the place in 1904.
" Everyone's claim to Ochrida is perfectly clear, but

no one else will admit it. Greek and Serb lost no time

in assuring me that sooner than be handed over to

Bulgarian rule they would remain Turk. The Greeks,

if they could not have the land themselves, v/ould

prefer it to be Servian, and the Serbs similarly made

no objection to the Greeks. ' I teach the children to

be Servian patriots,' said the active little Servian

schoolmaster to me ;
' their parents are Serb, and they

wish their children also to be Serb, but unluckily this

is only an elementary school. Those who cannot

afford to go elsewhere to finish their education must

finish in the Bulgarian school, and there they will be

taught they are Bulgars. It is very sad.' 'How
many children did they tell you were Servian in that

school?' asked Petrov, a Bulgarian patriot, and he

laughed derisively. 'All but the schoolmaster's

children are Bulgar,' he said. ... I was unlucky

everywhere in the types of ' Bulgarian patriots ' I

met. They quite decided me that if Ochrida were

mine to give away, they would be the very last people

upon whom I would bestow it." (" The Burden of the

Balkans." Arnold. London, 1905.)

Monastir is in the same category as Ochrida, but

as the whole subject is eminently unsuitable for dis^

cussion in the pages of EVERYMAN, I must refer those

interested to a brochure by Professor Cvijic, where the

matter is competently dealt with. (" Remarks on the

Ethnography of the MaPedonian Slavs." Horace

Cox. London, 1906.)—I am, sir, etc.,

David H. Low.
Kingussie, August 2nd, 1913.

ANONYMOUS JOURNALISM.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Dr. Charles Sarolea's article on the decline of

the journalist's influence owing to the adoption of

anonymity by the Press raises a question of much
interest both to journalists and to the newspaper

reader. The unsigned article is not satisfactory from

any point of view. If an article is above the average,

the reader is interested in the writer, and would like

to know who the writer is. On the other hand,

anonymity tends to encourage an irresponsible method

of dealing with even the most important subjects. It

destroys individuality, and it makes the journalist

subservient to the policy of the paper for which he is

writing. Signed articles would create among news-

(Continued on page 534-^
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Bell's New Books
VOLUME V. NOW READY.

The Correspondence of
Jonathan Swift
Edited by F. ELRINGTON BALL. Litt.D. With an
Introduction by the Right Rev. the BISHOP OF OSSORY.
To be completed in 6 Vols. Vols. I.—V. now ready. Vol.

VI. in the press. Demy 8vo, 10s. 6d. net each.

"Tbi^ is the most important venture in the literary history of our
coantry upon which any publisher is at present engaged."—Morning Post.

Just pHblished. Demy 8vo. With a Photogravure Frontis-

piece from an unpublished Portrait o( Horace Walpola, and
other Illustrations. 12s. OJ. net.

Horace Walpole's World
A study of Wbig Society under George III.

By ALICE DRAYTON GREENWOOD. Author of '*The
Hanoverian Queens of England."

"
' Horace Walpole's World ' is a charming book. Miss Greenwood,

who has already placed us in h;T debt by her volume on the ' Hanoverian
Queens,' has written a record of eighteenth-century society in England
which is quite f.iscinating, and which, so far as its principal he'o is

concerned, gees far to redeem a character much maligned by the
strictures of Macaulay."—Mr. W. L. Courtney in the Daily Telegraph,

Just published. Crown 8vo^. 6s. net.

The Jews of To-Day
By Dr. ARTHUR RUPPIN.

Translated from the German by Marjery Bentwich.
With an Introduction by Joseph Jacobs. Litt.D.

" Dr. Ruppin's work on the present position of the Jews thronrjhout

the world, and the possibilities of their future, has already attracted so
much attention that we heartily welcome thi- admirable translation. . . .

The book is of immense value as a patient, exhaustive, and candid
ex^Lmination into a question the importance of which can hardly be
exaggerated."

—

Outlook.

Demy 8vo. With numerous Illustrations and a Map.
10s. 6d. net.

Modern Chile
By W. H. KOEBEL.

Fcap. 8vo. 3s. net.

Translations fromCatullus
With Text and Translation on opposite pages.

By R. KENNARD DAVIS, M.A., formerly Scholar of

Balliol College, Oxford; Assistant Master at Marlborough
College.

Just published. Crown 8vo. viii. + 120 pp. Is. net.

Imperialism and Mr.
Gladstone, 1876-1887

By R. H. GRETTON.
Mr. Gretton has here achieved considerable success in presenting a

selection of esctrpts from contempo'ary speeches, standard works,
letters, diaries, newspapers, proclamations and other lecords. thus
giving the "very form and pressure" of the most crowded and in-
teresting decades of national history.

Bohn's
Popular
Library

1/- net

1/- net

1/ net

first 20 Volumes Now Ready.

WTRlTfl? Tl\ TIAV 'or a copy of the prospectus con-*VXkAA£i X\J-V±xa. tainlng a history of the famous
•'Bohn's Libraries" from their Inauguration to the present day.

I
LoneLondon : G. BELL 6 SONS. Ltd.,

Portugal Street. Kingsway, W.C.

paper men a greater sense of responsibility, and they
would raise the tone of the daily and weekly Press.

If contributions were signed it would not be possible

for a.journalist to be the leader writer for both Con-
servative and Liberal papers. Nor could he always
be ready to write whatever the policy of the paper
might demand. This is the practical objection, I

suppose, to Dr. Sarolea's proposal.

It is often argued that the journalist is, like a
lawyer, ready to take up the defence of any cause or
party so long as he is paid to do so. But if this is

true, then the journalist is a mere hack ; he exists to
" write up " the opinions and the prejudices of other
people for so much a time. Such a conception of the
work of a journalist is a very low one, and so long
as anonymity is the rule, this view of journalism will

prevail.

It does not require much ability to " dish up " in

readable form the opinions or the policy of a party,

but it does require some ability and originality to

attractively express your own view of some public
question or event. This requires personal study as

well as literary ability. This calls for just those
qualities that are destroyed by anonymity. A
journalist, if he is to be a force in the country—

a

maker of pubhc opinion—must be free to think for

himself ; he must be something more than a mere
newspaper echo of party cries. He ought to be
capable, not only of giving an accurate account of

things, but of giving the reader a distinct point of view.

concerning the things he describes.

At present the articles that are signed are usually

those contributed by writers on special subjects.

These special articles appear to be increasing in the

newspapers. I have found these to be more accept-

able to the reader than the unsigned article. The
up-to-date paper, while retaining its party policy in its

leading articles, is becoming more disposed to accept

articles that are quite opposite to its policy. In such
cases it is customary for the articles to be signed.

A further objection to anonymity is that it cfeprives

the journalist of the recognition and reward to which
he is justly entitled.—I am, sir, etc.,

Southport. W. Faulkner.

THE CURSE OF USURY.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—The statement of E. Bardsley in your issue

of July 1 8th that the New York Loan Company
charges five per cent, per month on loans should not
go unchallenged, although it is manifestly absurd. I

know that the laws of the State of New York allow

pawnbrokers to charge three per cent, per month for

the first six months, and two per cent, per month there-

after, and no more. I know further that the Provident

Loan Association of New York charges only one per

cent, per month on loans. If a loan is made by this

company and the borrower repays it within two weeks,

he is charged only one-half of one per cent, for that

time. 1^0 fees are charged. This company makes
small loans as well as large, but it does not make
advances on feather beds.—I am, sir, etc.,

New Yorker.
Bad Neundorf, Germany, August ist, 1913.

1o the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—^Whilst idling in Norwich a few years ago I

strolled into a sale-room and witnessed a public (sic)

auction sale of unredeemed pledges. The room was
empty but for a compact group of men in the centre.
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Clambering upon a high stool, I saw this group con-

sisted of pawnbrokers, with the auctioneer securely

entrenched in their middle. The procedure appeared
to be thus : As each lot of pledges came up the broker

interested in that particular parcel took his place by
the side of the auctioneer, carrying in his hand a book
—presumably containing the amounts lent upon the

pledges—to which he referred when the auctioneer

asked if he should knock the article down. A piece

of jewellery would come up, pass rapidly from hand
to hand of the group, accompanied with " Do you want
it. Bill ? " or, "Is it any good to you, 'Arry ? " There
would be a laconic bid, and in a few seconds the article

had been knocked down.
If the publicity of this auction is typical, then I join

with your correspondent " Dolly '"' when she says,
" Let these pubhc sales be watched."—I am, sir, etc.,

Syd. H. Wormleighton.
Dunton Green, Kent, July 29th, 1913.

"EVERYMAN" AND G. K. CHESTERTON.
To the Editor of Everyma.v.

Sir,—One is provoked to write these few hnes
partly from a sense of the injustice of your corre-

spondent " E. H.'s " method of objection, but most
of all because one owes to Mr. Chesterton a long-
accumulated debt of gratitude for the very many
delightful hours spent in the company of his thoughts.
Many a time and oft have we watched hungrily for

the Saturday's Daily News, and after voraciously
devouring what fare G. K. C. was pleased to provide,
we have packed away to the moors, there (if the figure

will pass) to chew the cud of the essay amid the
heather and the solitude of Dartmoor. And what
treats he used to give us in those days! Sometimes
the matter was rather tough, for Mr. Chesterton is a
logician of no mean order. Of the paradoxical
method, so useful in stirring the slow-moving mind
of the average A.nglo-Saxon, he is a past-master, and
many cannot forgive him on that account. That type
of mind known as the " practical " cannot away with
him. Such folk become confused and irritated by
those exercises of mental gymnastics in which he so

frequently indulges. Again, they cannot follow the
ambitious flight of his imagination, for, like all the
poets, Mr. Chesterton is a visionary, a seer. But
above all, G. K. C. is a democrat, and if the spirit

which pervades all his work is found to be in conflict

with the aims and ideals of the Reform Club, so much
the worse for that club.

Everyman is a hero-worshipper, and in our own
gallery of heroes G. K. Chesterton sits "crowned
with vocal reeds."—I am, sir, etc.,

W. J. Bransom.
Dunstable, July 27th, 1913.

MARCUS AURELIUS.
To the Editor of Everyman-.

Sir,—The article on Marcus Aurelius by Professor
Philhmore, in a recent issue of Everyman, seemed to
me coloured with prejudice. The Emperor had
learned the hard lesson " know thyself," and " to him-
self " very appropriately he addresses these
"thoughts," "meditations," or what you will, which
occur, indeed, unrecorded in that eternal colloquy of
every serious thinking man with and within himself,
rie naturally begins with a consideration of what he
owes to heredity and environment, but there is nothing
namby-pamby, as your contributor suggests, in his
references to his parents and relations. Nor does he
show any smug satisfaction .with himself. Montaigne

CHARLOTTE BRONTE
THE BEST EXTANT EDITION OF THE

Novels of the Sisters Bronte.
Edited by TEMPLE SCOTT.

In twelve handsome Demy Oc'.avo Volumes, printed in a large
clear tyjie (identical with that used in the " Edinborgli Stevenson")
on anti<|uc paper and illustrated with sixty-three full-page plates
of the chief localities of the Novels and the personages contained
therein. Bound in dark green art canvas, full gilt backs, gilt tops.

Published Price 70/- net.

New Copies 45/- net.

WRITE FOR PROSPECTUS.

NEW LIST OF SiX-SHlLLING NOVELS
BY THE BEST AUTHORS.

NEW COPIES offered at ONE SHILLING.
Inland Postage extra : 1 Vol., 4d. ; Z Vols., 5d. ; 4 Vols., 6d.

PABCELS ol 10, 23. SO. or 100, Carriage Paid in United Kingdom.

Any of the following Lists sent free.

Cataloffue of Newly Published
|

Books.

Annotated Catalogue o f
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Ca'alogue of The Beat Books on
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Ca'aloKue of Books in BeauU-
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Libra'y Rcqai^itcs ;!ilustr&ted).
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Mr. HEINEMANN'S
e/- HQLiPAY FICTION

The WOMAN THOU OIVEST ME
6/- By Hali Caine.

ir A love story for all the world for all time—the story
of Mary O'Neill, Mr. Caine's latest romance, reveals the
relation of man to woman from the cradle to the grave.

NOW READY
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(2nd Impression) ~ " ""

~
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JAMES HURD
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Richard Dehart
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Harold E. Goad
Owen Johnson

THE IDIOT By Fyodor Dostoovsky, Author
of " The Brothers Karamazod." 620 pages. 3/6 net.

Latest 2/- Net Novels*

THE DOP DOCTOR
PAUL

}

Richard Dehan

E. F. BensonTHE OSBORNES
"Ask for them at the Bookstalls.

HEINEMANN'S SEVENPENNIES
EVERYWHERE THE BEST
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The Middlesex Hospital

Medical School.

A School of the University of London.

Parents and Guardians desiring advice regarding

the Medical Curriculum should write to the Dean

of the Middlesex Hospital Medical School, who
will furnish full particulars regarding Fees, Entrance

Scholarships, and Hospital Appointments.

The School is fully equipped for teaching the

entire curriculum. Athletic Ground and Gymnasium.

Scholarships and Prizes awarded annually to the

value of ;f 1,000.

Lectures and Classes will recommence oa

Wednesday, October 1st, 1913.

CLOAN-DUPLOYAN SHORTHAND saves a year's study.
•^ Used by Official Parliamentary reporters. Send for free illustrated hand-
book with specimen lesson.—SLOAN SHORTHAND CO., Ramsgate.

VyiLL-POWER, Concentration, Memory developed by "The
•" St. Scttef Course" (Four Lessons. 2/6>. " Pitman's Journal" says: "No

better course of scientific wntal training could be desired.'* Particulars

free. The St. Sellef Institute (Depl. 5). Perth. N.B.

VARICOSE VEINS.—Entirely new method of relief. Send
stamp for illustrated Booklet 10 Varivane (Ltd.). Dept. 22 ; 36. Ludgate Hill,

London, EC.

WHAT IS NEW THOUGHT ?
The forerunner of new sciences,
new arts, new literature, new

education, new science of healing, new sociology. "First Steps" shows
how circums ances are controlled, oritiinality evoked, mental powers
intensified, health retained, success, etc. Send Is. 2d. to-day to "Talisman"
Office, Harrogate.

BROTHER RICHARD'S BOOKSHELF.—No. 4, "Hope for

the Worker," by Chiozza Monfy. M.P. Now ready. Price one pemiy.
For previous issues and terms apply Wayside, York.

TYPEWRITING of every description under expert literary super-
vi.sion. from 8d. per 1.000 words, paper included. — Dept. E. THE

NATIONAL TYPEWRITING BUREAU. 199. Strand, W.C.

THE AUTHORS' ALLIANCE place MSB. promptly and on
best terms. Literary work of all kinds dealt with by experts who place

Authors' interest first. Twenty years' experience.— 2. Clement's Inn, W.C.

THE HUMANITARIAN HOLIDAY RECREATIVE PARTY
AND FOOD REFORM SUMMER SCHOOL (which gave such unqualified

satisfaction and pleasure to all who attended it last year) will be repeated. For
this purpose a Boarding School with 70 beds has been taken. The house stands
in its own grounds overlooking a beautiful wooded park near ths sea. Lectures,
musical and other entertainments, excursions by land and sea. outdoor games, etc.

Inclusive terms full board residence (4 meals a day) 1 to 2 guineas per week,
according to bedroom accommodation. Prospectus, giving all particulars, from
Hon. Secretary, or Mr. and Mrs. Massingham, Food Reform Guest House, 17,

Norfolk Terrace. Brighton.

SHORT STORIES.—Author of repute criticises MSS. ; indicates
likeliest markets; also purchases outright stories of merit. Preliminary

letter to "Author." Kintyre. Cedar Road, Sutton, Surrey.

•TYPEWRITING (every description of MS.), 8d. per 1.000 words,
^ Carbon-copy and paper included. Specimen, Testimonial, and Estimate
submitted by return.—C. A. GIRTON, 2, Grove Lane, Camberwell, S.E.

LEARN FRENCH by Rosenblum's Anglo-French Journal, Id.,

monthly. Ijd- post free from Rosenblum|_s Language Institute, 26. High
Holborn. London, W.C. T.P.'s Weekly says: "Admirably adapted for students
lOf French."

[DENT is a makeshift. The same amount, differently spent,
*^ would buy the house. Let us show you how. Send a pc. to Managers,
(246, Bishopsgate. London. E.C. Mention Evervmam.

TOURS.
dC 1 n 6s.—16-day Tour. TERRITET- FINHAUT. Tours,
*••'-' LUCERNE, ENGADINE. . ZERMATT, GRINDELWALD.
CHAMONIX.—Dr. Henrv S. Lunn. Ltd., 5. Endsleigh Gardens, London, N.W.

SWISS TOURS, ;f4 19s. 6d. ; BELGIUM (a fortnight), ;f4 17s 6d.
RHINE. HOLLAND. SCOTLAND. IRELAND. Write for the "Al"

Holiday Guide.—"Al" TRAVEL OFl'ICES, 3. New Oxford Street, W,C,

sets out in his " Essays " to depict himself, the whole
of himself, and slurs over nothing. Samuel Pepys
confides to a shorthand of his own a very real revela-

tion of the man he must have been. And so with

John Wesley and John Woolman ; we have no reason-i

able grounds for doubting their sincerity -in what they

wrote down from time to time on the subject of
" themselves."

It may be that the tendency of the " Protestant

experiment in the north of Europe " may be towards
the stoicism of Epictetus and Marcus Aurelius, and
to take the form of an intense individualism. Those
who detest Protestantism will naturally detest this

extreme development of its central principle. If

Thomas a Kempis speaks with authority, it is the
authority of the Catholic Church to which he bows,
even when chronicling his soul in retreat. For the
modern stoic there is no such authority. In default he
is not without recompense; he retires to that mystic
chamber where he is " alone with The Alone "—and
the door is shut—I am, sir, etc., J. M. Kelley.

Manchester.

THE MAN ON THE IRON LINES.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Having read the article, " The Man on the

Iron Lines," by Mr. C. Sheridan Jones, in your current

issue, I regret to find that the writer does not offer

any solution. The w^orkers believe in Nationalisa-

tion. This, to. my mind, is both unnecessary and
undesirable. The first and principal obstacle is what
you rightly call "dead capital." This should be
weeded out, and should have been cancelled long ago.

In my opinion, a Government auditor should be
appointed, whether individual, firm, committee, or

otherwise, to locate the dead capital, and the

companies be compelled to liquidate this by gradual
payments out of revenue, be the amortisation large or
small. This having definitely been settled by Act of

Parliament, the workers come next. In my humble
opinion, they should always come first. As in the

Civil Service, they should be treated as human beings,

and not be subject to dismissal. Let their wages and
hours be reasonable, and to this end I see no possible

objection to meeting the unions, as there should be no
necessity of beating them down, but really seeking a

bona--fide, amicable arrangement, based on a minimum
wage. At present human beings (workers) are treated

worse than " material," which is subject to the law of

supply and demand. Things having now been got
down to bed-rock, the returns must be made to pay a

reasonable dividend—not based on "sweat," but on
honest business—and then the directors will be worth
their fees, which they are not now.

Unless some such means as I suggest is adopted

—

and you will see I do not sacrifice anyone—thei'e will

and must be endless strikes, unrest, and unhappiness
in all ranks. If things were thus put on a business

footing, there is not one of us of the public who would
not pay our quota in extra charges so that the

dividend—to be agreed upon, if you like, with the

Government—is assured.—I am, sir, etc.,

Thomas G. Harvey.
Ealing, W., July 26th, 1913.

THE SUFFRAGE QUESTION.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—If women really wish to better things, the

remedy is in their own hands and always has been.

Intelligent people mostly limit their families. Let
the working-class women refuse to have children

unless the husband has £2 a week or more, according
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to the cost of living, and keep the family down to the

wages given. Let the men see that their members of

Parliament rigorously exclude all foreign labour. If

these women really mean anytliing but a useless vote,

let them teach ignorant men and women how not to

breed paupers. When soldiers are wanted to protect

the property of the classes, wages will rise, and not

till then. The teachings of Malthus are not dead yet.

—I am, sir, etc., J. S. BROWN.
Wiveliscombe, Som.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—Your correspondent, Percy E. Reinganum, is,

like all anarchists, very dogmatical. The vote, no
doubt, has never directly raised wages, but indirectly

it has done much. For instance, had not Parliament

legalised trades unions, the direct action of the coal

and other strikes would have been impossible. It

would be foolish to undervalue direct action, but it is

supplementary to Parliamentary action. No well-

informed person would deny that the law diminishes

the number of murders. The various Irish Land Acts
have diminished the number of murders of Irish

tenants by Irish landlords. We want the same kind
of murders diminished (extinguished, if possible) in

the other parts of the United Kingdom. The whole
of-history, from the slave revolts in Greece and Rome,
through the Wat Tyler rebellion, the French
Jacquerie, and the peasant wars of Germany, are

examples of the failures of direct action alone. The
French Revolution owes its partial success to the grasp
of the idea of representative government ; its partial

failure to its inability properly to control anarchist

enemies who let in any tyranny that promised order
and peace.

I see no reason why women should not take part in

the government of the country, although I believe the

present movement is largely controlled by reaction-

aries, and the militants are, in my opinion, very wicked
criminals. Nevertheless, it would be unfair to con-
demn such a movement altogether on account of the
crimes of a section, although that section is a very
large one. Women will make mistakes just as men
have done, and although there are different views as

to the effect of women's suffrage in our Colonies, the
evidence, on balance, convinces me it has been
beneficial.—I am, sir, etc., A. J. MARRIOTT.
London.

WHITE SLAVE TRAFFIC.
To the Editor oj Everyman.

Sir,—I have carefully read many times Mr. A. S.

Reeve's letter in your issue of 25th ult, and I scarcely
think he can have realised the unspeakable horror con-
tained in his last paragraph, where he mentions the
financial earnings of street girls, whom he has
" heard " boast openly of their astonishing takings.

The whole tone of his sentence is distressing to tlie

last degree, for it speaks volumes upon volumes of
evidence in proof of the wickedness of " men." The
demand for these girls is the only cause of their

existence.

I am in a position to assure Mr. Reeve that any
experienced Christian nurse or midwife is able to

prove that " poverty and voluntary submission " are

not by any means the only two factors at work in re-

cruiting " white slave traffic." I personally know of

a number of authenticated cases of girls losing their

self-respect in perfect innocence, through nothing
more than ignorance of their physical creation, and
this, in more cases that Mr. Reeve is evidently aware
of, is one of the primary causes of girls " taking to the
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Streets." The greatest factor in the "white slave

traffic " is not the man who for commercial gain per-

petrates the " sin of the world," but the man who com-
mits the crime for tlie sake of " betraying innocent

blood."

Does Mr. Reeve realise that the average life of these

poor creatures, in spite of " what they make," is usually

not more than seven years, when once they have
" taken to the streets "

? What is this but slow murder,

that of soul and body ?

The fact of the matter is we need unending charity

to both men and women who fall under this great

sadness, and no one can realise this more than those

who have the nursing and care of these creatures at

heart, for they needed early teaching.

I believe WiUiam M. Brown's letter, also in your

issue of the 25th ult., is indeed truth from beginning

to end, and the sooner the Church realises the urgent

call demanded of her, the sooner she will " dehver

her land from error's chain."—I am, sir, etc.,

Constance Goodliffe,
Trained Nui'.';e (Hospital and District) and

District Midwife.

Nottinghamshire, July 27th, 1913.

To the Editor of EvERYNnN'.

Sir,—Percy E. Reinganum informs us in your issue

of July 25th that "there' will always be prostitution as

long as men are men and women are women." We
accept the fact. But let us hope that also there will

always be those who raise themselves above the level

of the prostitute ; who are not content with the lowest

or even with the average level of human conduct ; who
struggle towards something higher. In short, let us

hope that there will always be people with ideals,

people for whom the "ought to be" is higher than

the " is."

I had read the article in tlie English Revmv to

which your correspondent refers. It is an article

which, if unchallenged, may do considerable harm to

young readers. The author states—and states truly

—

that all men fall short of the highest standard of

morahty. But she concludes—and her conclusion is

utterly wrong—that therefore men must be content

with a lower standard. Surely the guiding principles

of human conduct are to be found not in the careless

indulgences of the many, but in the earnest upward

strivings of the few.—I am, sir, etc., T. C. L.

To the Editor of Everyman.

SiR,^Is it not high time that all this twaddle and

small talk about the "causes" and the "cures" of

immorality, i.e.,
" white slavery," should cease ? Why

not face the facts of the real cause and the real cure,

and state it courageously ?

The cause, then, of all this so-called "white

slavery " is due to a natural physical condition.

Nature must be satisfied, and, as all men are not

united in the holy bonds of matrimony, the present

state of affairs is called into existence. And, please,

why batten on the prostitutes of the streets, as some

of your correspondents do, v.-hen it is obvious to the

meanest mental vision that the same state of affairs

exists in every degree of society—Church, State (as

witness the Divorce Court reports in the daily press),

and plebeian ? Nature evidently is not to be denied

—

nor is the argument. As a matter of solid fact, the

present " law of the land " defeats its object by flying

dehberately in the face of Nature. The law cannot

prohibit or prevent sexual connection, and by trying

to do so it has proved once more the truth of Nature

recoiling on the meddler.

As to the " cure," I think we might with profit follow

France's wise step and develop it for the benefit of

society by making provision for the human male, and
stop this awful niglitmare that stalks about our streets.

We feed the starving, for we know too well what awful
things are done in the name of " hunger."

The above statement of the facts of the case may
be unpalatable to some of your readers, but only to

those who wish to burke the facts and who deliberately

live in a false relation to the whole subject.

If the " cure " above suggested is not adopted, the
present " rotten " state of things will prosper, and at

no far date, it seems to me, we shall be knocking at

the gates of Sodom and Gomorrah

!

With every best wish for the continued success of
your magnificent paper. I have read it with deep
interest from the first number, and it is "great," in

the best and noblest sense of that word.—^I am, sir,

etc., V. H.
July 30th, 1913.

EVOLUTION AND SCRIPTURAL DOCTRINE.
To the Editor of Evervmax.

Sir,—Your correspondent, " Un Chercheur," thinks
he raises a question of great seriousness when he asks,
" Can the dogma of the Redemption be upheld in the
face of the theory of Evolution ? " May I ask another
question equally serious? Has the Evolution of the
Body anything whatever to do with the Redemption
of the Soul?
When our ancestors were fishes they lived in the

sea. Had they elected to remain there we might have
evolved into Fishmen and Mermaids ; and still we
might have been in need of a helping hand. I take it

that the transitory form which we call Human is merely
the tool with v,hich the ego works, and its physiologi-
cal characteristics are beside the question.—I am, sir,

etc., H. HOLBY.
Holloway, N., August 1st, 191 3.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Dear Sir,—In a letter on Modem Scientific Re-

search and the Dogma of Redemption as taught by
all Christian peoples, your correspondent, " Un
Chercheur," makes, I presume to say, a huge mistake
—the mistake which many others make—that of
imagining tliat the Bible is a scientific treatise. It is

not ; nor was it ever intended to be such.

Nor, again, do thinking Christian people presume to

deny tlie theory of evolution. Since this theory com-
mends itself to the majority of scientists, we caimot
deny the truth contained therein.

But the writer of " Genesis " gives us what he
imagines to be the true account of the Creation, and
his conception in some respects is similar to those

found in the mythology and legendary of other

peoples.

But in spite of the theory of evolution, the doctrine

of Redemption still, I think, holds true. As Mr.
Allen Clarke points out in a book of his, " Science and
the Soul," the word " evolution " seems to imply pre-

vious " involution "
; you cannot, he says, unv.ind a

bobbin of thread that has not been previously wound.
Charles Kingsley, too, has this idea in the "Water
Babies " when he speaks of the " Do-as-you-likes,"

through idleness, degenerating into beasts. In other

words, I contend that the Creator made man
perfect, and that man fell ; that the allegory con-

tained in Genesis i. is quite tnie, though, of course,

not literally ; and that man is now in the second pro-

cess, namely, that of evolution. The very word re-

demption implies that man fell from his created state.

(Con:i'r.i(.i }t fagt 540.
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THERE IS JUST TIME TO BOOK FOR
SOME OF THE MOST ATTRACTIVE
AND MOST ENJOYABLE OF THE
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"EVERYMAN" TOURS.-

DATE OF DEPARTURE.

AUGUST 15th.

A Week's Personally conducted

Tour to

HOLLAND
AND THE
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including all Excursions, costs

"'"'^^'^ £6.0.0
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AUG. 16th, 23rd & 30th
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A most delightful and
inexpensive Holiday.
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Independent Tours.
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arrangements taken entirely off their
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planned programme in which all arrange-
ments are made. Everyman will pro-
vide you with travel tickets, hotel
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coupons as well. Times of arrival are
notified to the Hotel Proprietors with
whom accommodation has been booked
beforehand. In the majority of cases
travellers are met at the stations, nnd, in

fact, every item of the itinerary of an
enjoyable holiday is made in advance.

DATES (}F DEPARTURH,

AUGUST 23rd.
A Fortnight's Personally conducted

Tour to

TERRITET
AND
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including nine of the best Excursions,

costs £12 . 16 .
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DATES OF DEPARTURE.
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boat fares, and six days' admission to
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The Valley of the Seine

AND

PARIS
including all Excursions, costs
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DATE OF DEPARTURE.

SEPTEMBER 6th.

A Week's Personally conducted
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PARIS
The City of Fascinations,

including three all-day Drives and

Fees to all places of interest visited,

^°^'^ £5.5.0

rHESE ARE JUST BARE PARTICULARS.

SEE THE FULL PROQRAIMMES
of the Tours given in the Tours Booklet, a copy of which you may have free. You will then understand why,

those who have so far returned from our Everyman Tours speak so enthusiastically of them, and appreciate

the trouble taken to arrange for holidays so completely free of trouble and anxiety and full of enjoyment.'

EVERYMAN" Tours Dept., Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.
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Christianity is not menaced by such a theory. In
fact, it shows to inteihgent people the value of Jesus
Christ to the world—as it was when He came and
as it is to-day. And even if the idea of involution be
false, yet we all agree, I think, that there is much from
which main needs to be redeemed, and that no one has
done so much to this end as Jesus Christ.—I am, sir,

etc., FlAROLD MaRSDEN.
Coppice Oldham, August 1st, 191 3.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—" Un Chercheur " seems to overlook one or

two points:—(i) The theory of evolution cannot be
accepted as a mathematical formula of continuous pro-

gress, e.g., from fish to man. At present, it is scarcely

more than a convenient basis for classification and
analysis. (2) If accepted so far as to justify the con-

clusion that the world is, broadly speaking, on the path

of progress, yet this path is strewn with failures. The
most casual observation shows that nature is extrava-

gantly cruel, that every improvement is won at the cost

of something which w^as good. (3) No conclusions of

science can prove as against the doctrine of the fall

that a Beneficent Creator, unhindered by rebeUion in

His Creation, would have made the path of progress

so fatal that a rebellion—which took place in time

—

is the only rational hypothesis which can account for

existing chaos. (4) The dogma of redemption gives

us the hope that man may enter into the kingdom of

God, consecrated, perfected, entire. Evolution, with-

out a Redeemer, only offers us the prospect of arriving

as the maimed wrecks to which the world conflict re-

duces the strongest.—I am, sir, etc., D. F. B-L^
August 2nd, 191 3.

^r^ ^r^ ^W>

AN ANTI-JACOBIN
The publication of The Windham Papers (Herbert

Jenkins, two volumes, 32s. net) cannot but be of the

greatest value to students of the great epic of the

Revolutionary Wars.
William Windham was a squire and politician of

the eighteenth century, living in the full tradition of

that ease and security which the English landed gentry

inherited from their triumph a century before, and well

equipped with that high culture which distinguished

the flower of that class. Like most men of that his-

toric type, he was, v/hile the fixed tradition of Enghsh
government remained unchallenged, more or less of a

Liberal. Like so many of them, the armed appeal of

the French nation against tyranny made him a Tory.

His life divides itself naturaily into two periods : the

one of easy political success, lasting from 1782 to about

1792, and the other of stress, conflict, and enthusiasm,

following upon the declaration of war against the re-

volution which England made in that year, and of

which he was the warmest of approvers.

He was a disciple of Burke, and a far more vehe-

ment antagonist of the Revolution and its ideas than

ever Pitt was; He joined Pitt's Government in 1794

;

but the two men never really worked smoothly
together. Pitt was no crusader. He looked at the

whole situation created by the French Revolution and
the French War with the eyes of a pohtician. He
trusted to diplomacy, to an excellent professional

army, such as England then had, and to a great

superiority at sea. He counted on these things to

defeat the vast energy of the Jacobin, of which he
understood nothing. He treated the new Govern-
ment of France as he would have treated the Bour-
bons in one of the earlier quarrels of the eighteenth
century.

Windham's temper was very different. He did not
regard the war as one between England and France,
but between that fixed society which he loved and the
traditions of which he had inherited, and the Revolu-
tionary Idea which challenged it.

The difference between the attitude of the two men
comes out very strongly in Windham's continual ap-
peals to Pitt to give effective support to the insurgent
Royalists of France, and in Pitt's continual refusal to.

do anything effective in this direction.

To Windham the Royalists appeared to have a
claim upon every atom of support that England could
give them, for were they not the very martyrs of the
ideas he sought to defend—the men who had defended
them against the heaviest odds and at the greatest peril

to themselves ? To Pitt, who had no share in Wind-
ham's Royahst enthusiasm, they were at the most mere
auxiliaries, and valueless auxiliaries at that—men ill

trained and^ill armed, incapable of mihtary success,

whose whole host, at its highest, was not worth a com-
pany of Hessian or Brunswicker Dragoons.
The friction between the two men went on inter-

mittently until they left office together in 1800. One
may guess that it was of little service to the national

defence. It had been better that one or other of them
had been able to carry out his policy without opposi-
tion or compromise. The resultant of Windham's
assistance and Pitt's grudging and half-hearted con-
cession was the disastrous expedition to Quiberon,
which severely shook the public credit of both.

Windham returned to power when the Ministry of

All the Talents was formed in 1804, but no great in-

terest attaches to the rest of his public life up to his

death in 18 10.

These papers contain a number of documents and
letters of the highest historical value, which no student
of the period can afford to neglect. Lord Rosebery
contributes an interesting estimate of Windham by
way of introduction: "William Windham was the

finest English gentleman of liis or perhaps of all time.

. . . He was a statesman, an orator, a mathematician,
a scholar, and the most fascinating talker of his day."

The last-named quality may account for the fact that,

of all his brilliant speeches, his effort as the successful

advocate of bull-baiting has best stood the test of time.

The reputation of a clever talker, who in his public

life preserves a stringent independence, is apt to over-

cloud and overload his more lasting achievements, and
popular tradition, like imagination, seizes ever on the

most salient point. Brilliant in the galaxy v;hich in-

cluded Johnson and Burke, Pitt, Fox, and Sheridan,

his memory has not survived with theirs. He stood

aloof from party and the partisanship it implies, and
as a consequence his fame has suffered. His oratory,

says Lord Rosebery, must have been remarkable,

though his voice was ineffective. But the real reputa-

tion of Windham lay in the charm of his conversation.

In that vanished realm, says Lord Rosebery, he was a

prince.

BOOKS OF THE WEEK,
Mr. Justus M. Forman has, we regret to say,

forsaken the land of romance, with its mysteries and
delights, its stories of hidden treasure and fabulous

gems, and taken an excursion into present-day

feminist agitations. THE OPENING DoOR (Ward,
Lock and Co., 6s.) is all about a girl named Hope,
who is wrought up over Woman's Suffrage, and feels

herself compelled to join the militants and concentrate

on getting the vote. She is a very pretty and a very

(Continued on tasc 542-^
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HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS
AND AFTER.

I wonder if we ever shall arrive at any

approximately satisfactory solution to the

problems of "What to do with our Boys?

and What to do with our Girls?"

At this time of the year,when the young
people are home from the Schools and
'Varsities "for good," this question

becomes more pressing than ever.

Of course, we have long known of the

magnificent work carried on by Kensing-

ton College, but it must be admitted we
had never paid a visit to the Institution in

its new home in Paddington, at the corner

of Gloucester Terrace and Gloucester

Gardens, opened by her Grace
Katharine, Duchess of Westminster.

So the other morning we went round,

knowing the Director holds himself dis-

engaged at all hours to give the advan-
tage of his twenty.five years' experience

as Head of this splendid College to all

interested in the Training of the rising

generation for dignified and remunerative
positions in the world. We found Mr.
Munfordsurrounded by letter Baskets and
Secretaries, Files and Reports, engrossed
in his fascinating work. Busy as he was,
he nevertheless gave us a most hearty
welcome, and drew attention to the
letters in one of the baskets, from which
he allowed us to take the following
extracts :

—

From His Grace the Duke of , PC K "^
G.C.MG., G.C.V.O.

Dear Sir,

1 return with thanks your Article, and am
glad to hear so good a statement of the success
of Kensington College.

Yours faithfully, elc. (Sd.) .

Fxora The Right Honourable Lord .

.... I should like to take this oppor-
tunity of congratulating you most heartily on
the sucwiss achieved by the Kensington College
at the Festival of Empire.

From The Right Ho>:otJRABi,B the Earl of

Dear Mr. Munford,
. . . my S<:cretary ... is doing very well

indc«d, and I am very glad we engaged her, and
1 hope she will be here a long time.

Yours sincerely, etc. (Sd.) •
.

From Dr. A. Holzberc, Principal,
Heidelberg College and Neuenheim College,
HciDELCHRG, GekUANV.

. . . Allow fne to take this opportunity
to congratulate you heartily on the high dis-

tinction which you joceived at the great Fcstiv-tl

of Em.pire, with which 1 should like to couple the
hope and wish that many other honours may
follow to reward you for the cxcclleot work you
aje doing. . . .

I ihall ceruiinly gladly take every opportunity
of recommending your Institution to any pupil
of ours who may be desirous cxf availing him'self

of your assistance.

Dear Mr. Musford,
I hasten to tender you my most grateful

tbaulcs for your kind introduction to the Ear)
and Countess of X., wlio have engaged me as
Secrertary at a Salary of £3^0 a year. Resident.

It is a delightful post; but the College does
seem to get hold of all the best things. I often

tell people that anyone who has bad th» good
fortune to be trained under your auspices may
consi<ler herself (or himselO made for life! I am
soanetimes asked whether you really do carry out
your guar.intec to obtain a satLsf.ictory appoint-
ment for all your students, and 1 am only too
pleased to afford thtjn a long list of e>:amplcs._

1' am really very grateful to you for having
helped me to this splendid appointment ("satis-

factory " hardly seems adequate !), and 1 need
not say how gl.Td I shall always be to give my
personal testimony in favour of the College when-
ever an opportunity occurs.

With very many thanks,
You^s very gratefully, K. B.

The walls of the Director's office were

crowded with photographs of eminent per-

sonages and of past and present pupils,

forming a Picture Gallery oi surpassing

interest. Here was a photograph of the

Private Secretary to Professor Rippmann,

n.-jw so much to the front in connection

with the Reformed Spelling movement

;

the next was that of the Private Secretary

to the Earl of Lytton, a great supporter

of the College ; again, there was the

Private Secretary to Ixird Ardilaun, the

eminent and rich Irish Peer, brother of

Lord Iveagh
;
photographs of secretaries

to Members of Parliament j indeed, photo-

graphs of young men and young women
from all paits of the globe. Occupying
the place of honour over the Adams
mantelpiece was a handsome silver Rose
Bowl, with the following inscription :

—
"1912. Presented to James Munford,
Esq., Ddxector, by Past and Present

Students, in Celebration of the 25th
Anniversary of the Foundation of Ken-
sington College."
The Diploma of Honour, a magnificent

document, and the Gold Medal were, in

the Director's opinion, the crowning
glories of the College, for it was only
after investigating the merits of the
various Institutions represented at the
Festival of Empire, that the Council
unanimously conferred these unique dis-

tinctions on "the only Institution in the
world which enters into a Binding Con-
tract to provide for every Student, when
qualified, a choice of satisfactory Appoint,
mcnts from which to select a Congenial
Career."

Of considered legal opinion there was
no lack.

Sir Samuel Evans, when Solicitor-

General, speaking from the chair at

the 2ist Anniversary of the College,

said:—"That part of the educational
system of this country which is deficient

in many respects from the public point of
view, appears to me to be admirably done
by this Coilese."

Sir Albert RoUit, on the same occasion,
stated his opinion that "The College had
solved one of the greatest and the most
difficult of all educational problems—that
of securing employment after education."

Shortly before the close of the previous
term no less than 100 applications had
been received for the services of Kensing-
ton College Graduates. Of these 100
applications—so greatly were they in
excess of the number of .Students avail-

able—only 13 were satisfied, and 85
would-be employers had to be sent
empty away. Among the 85 were
many most attractive positions which
the Director would have been only too
happy to fill had not his stock of qualified
Students been entirely exhausted.
Every Student, when quali.'ied, has the

offer of at least half a dozen appoint-
ments, from which to choose a congenial
career.

So far as we know, Kensington College
is certainly the only Institution pretend-
ing to give any kind of Secretajrial or Com-
mercial Training which insists on proofs
of a good general education from every
Candidate for admission.
There may yet be a few of our readers

not so fully acquainted as they ought to

be v/ith what Lord Lytton calls "The
magnificent work which this splendid Col-
lege is doing." We were glad, therefore,
to receive Mr. Munford's assurance that
he would have pleasure in placing the
advantage of his experience at the dis-

pos.il of any parent or guardi.m desiring
advic*' as to the choice of a career for
boy or girl.

Students are now being enrolled for next Term in order of receipt of their applications.

Candidates desiring full particulars of the Training under the only Gold Medal system extant, for a variety of

appointments from which to select a congenial career, should fill in and post the appended coupon (^d. stamp on envelope).

COUPON.
To Mr. James V. Munford, F.R.C.I., M.R.S.A., Director, Kensington College , 34, Gloucester Gardens, Hyde Park W.

Please send, free by post, Illustrated

Appointments.

Prospectus, Souvenir, and full particulars of Training for Guaranteed

E.M.S8.13

Name

Address
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charming girl, and in these days of feminine

strenuousness one feels that now and again it is

permissible for a heroine to exist without a purpose,

and for the sole reason that she is delightful. The
author seems to have lost his sense of humour;

possibly the gravity of the question accounts for the

absence of that comedic sense that has hitherto dis-

tinguished him. " When Journeys End " was a book

one could ill spare; the swift characterisation, the

occasional simple pathos, the grip of reality that

marked the storj- made it of real account. There is

httle that is distinctive in Mr. Forman's latest novel.

We feci regretfully that it might just as well have

been written by somebody else. The militant

suffragette has of late dominated our fiction, and we
resent the fact that Mr. Forman has surrendered to

her influence and has forsaken the atmosphere of
" The Garden of Lies " for the stir and stress of a

political meeting.
& 9 is>

The .Strictly Trained Mother (John Murray,

3s. 6d.) is one of the most fragrant and charming books

we have read for a long time. We must all of us have

met and shuddered at the strenuous unmarried woman
who hectors her mother in public places telling her

how to eat, where to go, what to see, and what to say.

Spinsters of this type belong to tlie strong-minded

category; as a rule, they have voices that rasp, and

are impressed with a sense of their own efficiency and

the hopeless inferiority of their mother. Mrs. F. F.

Montresor has hit off the type with amazing fidelity, at

the same time putting the case for the spinster with

understanding and with sympathy. " The Miss Better-

tons seemed to me to have been born middle-aged,

and Mrs. Betterton, in spite of white hair and invalid

ways, and a knitted ^awl and an ebony stick, has the

look of imprisoned youth in her beautiful grey-blue

eyes! " There is a third daughter named Ellen, who
is hectored by her father in the same way as the old

lady is hectored by Marion and Harriet. She escaped

from the rigid discipline of home, and made a runaway

match, and it is towards this daughter that the heart

of the m.other turns. Mrs. Betterton is not unkindly

treated in an active manner by the spinsters, it is the

utter lack of freewill that is denied her. They re-

prove her for a lack of interest, and give her horrible

worsted comforters to make, and quote to her the

cheerful good nature of an afflicted Irish charwoman,

as an incentive to be cheerful. Finally, Mrs. Betterton

does a very rash thing. She runs away from her big

house and' her overwhelming daughters, and takes a

refuge with her son-in-law and liis child Polly. Ellen

is dead, and the poor old lady clings to her grand-

daughter with a pathetic desperation. Her act of re-

volt has most surprising results ; for the first time the

spinsters realise she has an entity of her own, and

when at length she returns, it is to find that her free-

dom will not again be interfered with. The imprisoned

look has left her sweet old eyes ; she has in the most

deUcate and feminine manner at last asserted herself.

Instinct with understanding, and written in a charm-

ing leisured style, this book is one that will create a

lasting affection and appreciation in the hearts of those

who read it.

® » »

Gouvernor Morris, in his new novel, goes into

Bohemia. The heroine of THE PENALTY (Constable,

6s.) is a charming girl, v,-ith ambitions to succeed as

a sculptor. She has ^reat talents and is likely to

succeed, but love once more upsets the calculations

of an ambitious woman, and she leaves the studios to

share the home of the man she loves, and, in defiance

of all the prophesies of political women, finds com-

plete satisfaction in the change. There is a fine study

of horror in the volume. Blizzard, one of the studio

models, is " a legless man," and the author, without

crediting him with a long list of enormities, contrives

to suggest an atmosphere of evil that is supremely

effective. The book is written with freshness and

humour, and there are certain scenes of undoubted and

dramatic power.
S> » »

Mrs. Almon Hensley has written a book on the

eternal feminine. She sets out to say a great deal

about the future of the advanced members of her sex,

but Love and the Woman of To-Morrow (Drane,

3s. 6d.), though suggestive, is neither convincing nor

constructive. " A new clarity of thought, a new freedom

of action, a broader outlook, and a liigh, fine tolerance

is the new century's gift to the world," says the author.

This does not say very much, and though we have the

same sprinkling of eulogistic adjectives throughout

the volume, we do not get down to plain fact. The
Woman of To-Morrow is credited with ambition

startling to the woman of to-day. It will not be

sufficient for her to love her husband, or rather the

man whom she selects for that high estate. Before

she marries she must pass through a number and

variety of experiences. She is to train herself " in

speaking, writing, agitating, reforming," and then,

having gone through all these preparatory exercises,

she is to bestow herself on the fortunate individual

that meets with her favour. To quote the author, she

is to retujn "with eyes open and senses all a quiver

to the mystic realm of the heart, that before she felt

she could not explain ; wanted, but could not explore

;

loved, but could not utilise."

It does not seem to occur to Mrs. Hensley that these

excursions and alarums are likely to occupy some
years of the life of this new type of feminine excel-

lence, and that when she has conquered the various

kingdoms she sets out to explore, the man she has

marked down for her husband may resent her choice.

We suggest that the author will have to depict the

man of the day after befcye she s»cceeds in making
us believe he will respond to the belated affection of

the woman of to-morrow

!
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EVERYMAN'5 LIBRARY.

y-

On these hot summer days,
when the breath of Zephyrus lures

us forth into the wide, open spaces,

nothing is more pleasurable than to rest

awhile 'neath some shell ering tree and

there lose oneself in the pages of a

well-written book,

Everyman's Library contains 640

volumes of the world's best literature.

Its special advantages lie in the con-

structive nature of its selection policy

and in the facilities it offers to those

individuals desirous of possessing a

library of their own. Intending pur-

chasers are afforded a choice from a

list of titles covering a field which is

almost without limit in its stretch across

time—ranging from Aristotle to Tolstoi.

For the sum of one shilling may be

secured almost any work of literature

which can be truly regarded as a

classic. Thus for five pounds a man
may be intellectually rich for life.

An annotated list of 640 volumes will

be sent free upon application.

J. M. DENT & SONS, LTD.,
137, Aldine House, Bedford Street.

m
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THERE IS ALWAYS A NEW

Mills & Boon Novel
6s. each

A GREAT NOVEL
Dundee Advertiser.—" A great piece of work."
Daily Graphic.—" The best novel of iis type since ' Und^r Two Flags.* "

Titties.
— "' Full of fine sc nes."

Daily Chronicle.—"It is all fairy-tale land, and a delightful one for its

vivid power."

The Red Mirage

The Red Mirage

By I. A. R. WYLIE,
Author of

"The Rajah's People"
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Brahma"
6s.

Fourth Edition in the
Press.

"Boohs of To-day" (Hatchard's) says:—
You'll want upon your holiday

At Brighton, Cro:ncr, Douglas, Bray,

Ostcnd, St. Malo, Paris Plage,

Southend-on-Sca Th Red /Mirage,

So buy it now and read it soon.

You'll find it is a {Mills and) Boon.

The latest is a brilliant first novel entitled

CRUMP FOLK GOING HOME
By CONSTANCE HOLME.

a new writer of remarkable ability.

Times.—" A novel of great promise."

Patl Mall Gazette.—" A romance of much power and beauty • • *

delighrful r adiiig."

Mtiuche.ster Courier,—-'* A beautiful story. It is a pleasure to read so
sincere a book."

Daily Graphic.—" This fine novel . . , Mills and Boon are to be con-
gralulated on having discovered yet another writer of uncommon promise."

Standard.—" The only tlilhculty is lo give it a sufficient welcome. The
author has a brilliant future b^ifore h.r."

Souvenir Chapter sent post free to any address.

By the Aalbor of *' Wblte Faag. "

SMOKE BELLEW
By JACK LONDON.

Second Edition.

6s.

No writer of fiction, liviiifj or de.id, could surpass it or has surpassed it in its

marvelious description of LIFE IN THK FROZIiN NORTH, the scene of

his first grfc;at triuliii>h, * Tlie Call of the Wild." There is love of woman ia

it and strong friendships and the wine of life. Jack London pictures as no
one else can the allurement of th-^ Klondike, and this S[>lendid story of
" Smoke liellew '* is Jack London at his best.

6s. each

THE MAN FROM NOWHERE Victor Bridges

THE SWASHBUCKLER Mrs. Baiilie Reynolds

MIDDLEGROUND
By the Author of " Mastering Flame "

MARGARET AND THE DOCTOR
Mrs. Ranyard West

LILY MAGIC Mary L. Pandered

MISS KING'S PROFESSION E.M. Channon
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THROUGH THE WINDOW Mary E. Mann
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Thomas Cobb
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WHAT I KNOW
Reminiscences of Five Years' Personal Attendance upon his

late Majesty King Edward VII.

By C. W. STAMPER. With a Portrait l>yOUV£SNELL. 10S.6d.net.

THIRD EDITION.

r/te T»m".s.—" What would the historian not fiive forsuch a book about
Queen Klizabeih or Louis Quatorze? . . . adds somethintJ to history."

Daily Telegraph.—" Whoever reads this book will feel himself bronsht
into contact with a warm and geneious nature, cf which the radiation still

lives."

Pall Mall Gazette.—" We raise our hat to a book which cannot fail,

wherever it fioes. to enhance the tieneral estimate of King Edward as a
monarch and a man."

DrtiZv Gn'/>/uc.—" Of all the thintfa which have been written about King
Edward VII.. none gives so compleie and living a portrait of him."

Evening Standard.—*'
. . . No more intimate description of a monarch

has been written in modern times."

Star.—" Kin ^ Edward has at last found his Boswell. . • . An amazing
book. . . . Hvery pajie is precious."

Daily Express.—" Mr. Stamper's eulogy is of the greatest possible his-

torical valui!. . . . His impressions of King EdwarJ have a human Vdlue
unchallenged by more weighty and more authoritative biographies and
criticisms."

MY RUSSIAN YE.4R
By RoTHAY Reynolds. With 28 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Demy 8vo, lOs. 6(1. net.

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF ARABELLA STUART
By M. Leftse. With 12 Illustrations. Demy «vo,

lOs. 6d. net.

A MOTOR TOUR IN BELGIUM AND GERMANY
15y ToNr R. Xenier. With 40 Illustrations. Demy 8vo,

lOs. 6d net.

A CENTURY OF FAMOUS ACTRESSES
By Harold Simpson. With IS Illustrations. Demy 8s-o,

lOs. 6d. net.

FROM A PUNJAUB POMEGRANATE GROVE
By C. C. Dyson. With 14 Illustrations. Demy 8vo,

lOs. 6d. net.

THE PETTICOAT COMMANDO
By Johanna Brandt. With 10 Illustrations and a Map.
Crown 8vo, 6s. (Second Edition).
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By K. and M. S. Grew. With 32 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, 6s.

ROYAL SPADE AUCTION BRIDGE
By Archibald Dunn. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d. net,

THE ROMANCE OF THE OXFORD COLLEGES
By Francis Gribble. With 12 Illustrations. Crown
Svo, 2s. 6d. net.

FIRST STEPS TO GOLF
By George S. Brown. With 90 Illustrations by G. P.
Abraham. Crown Svo, 2s. fid. net.

ARE YOU A CAN'T WAITER ?

If fo, purchase a new Is. Book (postage Id.), by the Author
of " Nerves and the Nervous " (3/6 net) and " Mental Self

Help" (2/(5 net), entitled CAN'T WAITERS, by Dr.
Edwin Ash, M.D. CAN'T WAITERS (Is. net) tells

you how you waste your energies, and deals brightly and
soberly with what is a present-day epidemic.

By the Author of " Thf Hta'tr.*' '*A Ctmmon Lot.**

ONE WOMAN'S LIFE
By ROBERT HERRICK.

Second Edition.

Cs.

AV«' York Sun.—' A remarkable book. The best Robert Herrick has
yet done."

Daily Telegraph.-^" Milly is a lovable woman with gre.it charm, and her
story is both interesting and amusing ; it is besides told with a wonderful
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

IT is seldom that there is given to the world in the

form of a Blue Book a volume at once so interest-

ing and so sinister as the report of the Board of

Trade to which the Daily Mail to-day directs atten-

tion. Prepared by Mr. F. H. McLeod, Director of

Labour Statistics, the volume possesses a profound
significance for the student of social dynamics, for it

makes clear beyond cavil or dispute the melancholy
fact that ever since 1896 there has been a steady and
persistent upward rise in prices all over the world. The
cost of living to the London workman has risen be-
tween 1 1 and 12 per cent., although there has been an
actual decrease in the rents of 1.8 per cent. Of course,

the serious factor in the situation is that there has been
no corresponding rise in Vvfages. In some industries,

indeed, there has been actual fall. Is it not high lime
that an authoritative inquiry was held into this sub-
ject, which is absolutely vital to our civilisation ?

It seems more than probable, now that Mr. Lind, the
unofficial envoy from the U.S.A. Governmentj has
been unofficially received by the Mexican Govern-
ment, that matters will be straightened out in that
turbulent territory. It is easy to guess the purport of
Mr. Lind's representations: he has come to tell the
Mexican President that the anarchy which, with brief

intermissions, has endured now for close upon two
years, must cease, or, however reluctantly, America
will intervene. There is no alternative, and, once that

is understood in Mexico, we may be certain that order
will be restored.

Once more we are told that peace is assured—pro-
vided Turkey will listen to reason and evacuate
Adrianople. Each day the war has taken a new and

unexpected development, and with the question of
,

Turkey's European possession still in abeyance, it

would be worse than useless to persuade ourselves

that hostilities are over. Diplomacy may induce the,

'

Turk to revert to the terms of the Treaty of London|,

'

and the Moslem may yet be driven to his last Euro< i.

pean .stronghold, but the Eastern has a marvellous

capacity for passive resistance, and he has not yet

come to the end of his resources.

The light side of things was touched on at the

Doctors' Congress on Tuesday, when a discussion

raged hotly over the question of baths. The point at

issue was whether or no the daily tub should be hot J
or cold. On the one side it was urged that the intro-« \
duction of hot baths into Imperial Rome coincided

with the beginning of her downfall; on the other

the argument put forward was that the cold bath is

unsuitable to the majority of people, inasmuch as it

is too severe a shock to the nervous system. The
compromise arrived at was characteristic. The
faculty decided that a " warm " bath of short duration

was the real right thing, and the Congress broke up
happy.

The death of Colonel Cody removes from us one of

the most remarkable and picturesque figures of our
time. Despite the occasional crudities and exaggera-i

tions that at times marked his conduct, Cody was,

without question, a man who touched real greatness^

He rendered simply invaluable services to the British'

army, and to military aviation. Uneducated and
without friends, he succeeded, by the sheer force of

his personality, in compelling even the War Oifice,

the most obtuse of departments, to listen to his repre-.

sentations. He was forty-seven years of age when
he made his first flight in an aeroplane designed and
built by himself. His most remarkable feats in avia-<

tion took place during the last two years of his lifejj

and though youth is considered an essential possess

sion for an air pilot, nobody ever suggested Colonel
Cody was unfitted by age or temperament for his

work. Perhaps the most ironical circumstance of his

death was that the catastrophe was due to a defect

in his hydroplane, and it was against these little dei
fects of workmanship that poor Cody was always in-i

veighing.

It is satisfactory to note that the Colonial Office

declares that there is no cause for alarm or for serious

emergency measures in Somahland, where our camel
corps have sustained a nasty reverse. It is not at all

unlikely that the v;hole policy of our Government in

regard to the Somalis may be changed, and drasti--

cally, and therefore it is very desirable indeed that a
full and frank discussion on the new situation should
take place before Parliament rises. Who will see.

that this is done ?

While it would be a mistake to attach too great a
significance to the victory of the " Single Tax " M.P.s,

Messrs. Wedgwood and Outhwaite, in resisting the

Chancellor's concessions to the Land Union, the in-

cident is distinctly instructive. Those members of the

advanced wing who have staked everything on the

taxation of land values, are likely to press Mr. Lloyd
George even furtlier in their particular direction. The
tug-of-war between them and reformers of other

schools will come when the great land campaign is

opened and the attack on the " central position " com-
menced. It will need all the arts of that consummate
tactician, Mr. George, to hold his forces together.

J
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PRIVATE AND PUBLIC MORALITY
By Charles Sarolea

I.

There are two spheres of human action, the private

sphere and the pubhc, and those spheres are controlled

by different forces. And the majority of men seem
to lead double lives, and those lives are actuated by
different motives, are regulated by different principles,

are jud^jed by different standards of values. Indeed,
the motives and principles and standards of value are

not merely different, but contradictory. Even the
most rigidly honest citizen will often have little

scruple in defrauding the Custom House officer. He
will often have an elastic conscience in dodging the
income-tax collector. Certainly our moral tempera-
ture decreases as we get away from the sanctity of the
home. Our morality relaxes as we enter the province
of business. The merchant who leaves behind him in

the morning the quiet and dignity of his luxurious
suburban home also leaves behind him many of his

moral scruples. He has been praying on his knees
on Sunday ; he will prey on his neighbours the rest

of the week. He was generous ; he becomes greedy.
He was affectionate ; he becomes hard.

And the moral temperature falls still lower when we
enter the province of politics. The business man still

retained most of the elemental principles of honesty
and integrity. But even these desert him in politics.

iHe was careful of the interests of his shareholders

;

he becomes careless of the nation's millions. He was
truthful and trustworthy and just ; for the sake of his

party he becomes untruthful, untrustworthy, and un-
just. He will be bribed by a title, he will connive at

corruption, and the most honest politician, if he is a
keen partisan, will not be above telling a wicked lie.

But there is one further stage of immorality still

to be reached, and that is reached when we enter the
province of international pohtics and diplomacy. In
home politics we are only lax ; in foreign politics we
become positively immoral. The merchant immersed
in his business is only blind to the claims of the State

;

he is what Mr. Wells calls " State blind." The patriot

becomes blind to the claims of humanity.

II.

That contradiction between public and private
morality is so glaring that in those politicians whose
.whole existence is divided between the family and the
State it produces something hke a double personality,

and that double personahty often gives to their bio-

graphies all the interest and unexpectedness of an
exciting romance. " The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde " is enacted in the real life of many a
prominent statesman. The French Terrorists, who
sent thousands of innocent victims to the guillotine,

iWere many of them humane and kindly men in their

private capacity. Under Napoleon, not a few of them
were raised to the peerage, and nearly all of them
became exemplary civil servants. Robespierre was a
sentimentalist, and Marat was a philanthropist.
Talleyrand and Fouche were amongst the most de-
praved public characters in all modern history, the
incarnation respectively of vice and crime

;
yet Fouche,

who caus'ed hundreds to be tied together and drowned
in the Rhone, and Talleyrand, who again and again be-
trayed France to the allied monarchs, and who for
so doing received sixty million francs—about ten
millions sterling in present-day value—were both de-
lightful men of the world and devoted relatives.

'Vomwell, Napoleon, and Bismarck were relentless

statesmen, but loving husbands and fathers. Napoleon,
from the shambles of his battlefields, sent beautiful

love letters to Josephine. The case of Bismarck is

even more striking. Of Napoleon it may be said that

gradually the immorality of the statesman killed the

morality of the private man. On the contrary,

Bismarck, until the end, remained the same gentle,

adoring husband, and the same ruthless, vindictivCj

unscrupulous, machiavellic politician.

III.

The contradiction between private and public

morality is very frequently as between the individual

and the nation. It is well-nigh general as between
one nation and another. Morality, which is universal

in theory, is limited in practice by geographical boun-
daries. In the words of Pascal :

" Verite en de^a des
Pyrenees, erreur au dela !

"—
" What is truth on this

side of the Pyrenees is an untruth on the other side."

As between nation and na*ion, virtue and vice actually

change names. What would be considered abomin-
able in private life becomes admirable in pubhc life.

Selfishness and injustice are dignilied into patriotism.

Boastfulness, v/hich would be repellent if we were in-

dulging it in our private capacity, becomes legitimate

patriotic pride. We minimise the merits of other
nations ; we maximise and glorify our own merits.

We deprive Blucher of all share in the victory of

Waterloo to attribute it solely to WeUington, who
alone is supposed to have saved Europe. We are so

steeped in patriotic cant that we cease to be conscious

of it. We are constantly repeating that such and such
a deed is unworthy of an Englishman, as if we wanted
to imply that what is unworthy of an Englishman may,
for all we know, be worthy of a Frenchman. We are
constantly repeating that such and such virtues,

loyalty, truthfulness, are characteristic of our race,

forgetting that when we are monopolising those virtues

for Great Britain we are thereby defrauding and
maligning humanity.

IV.

It would be well if those contradictory standards of

value were only apparent in our judgments and
speeches, or, at the worst, if they were restricted to our
individual dealings with other nations. Unfortunately,
they are almost invariably extended to our collective

dealings. In our international relations we are cyni-
cally committing crimes which we could not conceiv-
ably commit either in our national or in oxir private

capacities. Corruption, perjury, espionage, extortion
—ail the deadly sins are enhsted in the service of

diplomacy.

We are reproving other nations for their misdeeds,
and we are boasting of our political philanthropy. We
are proud of having abolished the slave trade. We
forget that we were the first to establish it on a
large scale, and that one of our national heroes, a
hero of song and romance, was one of the most notori-

ous slave raiders and slave traders of his time.

We are reproving Germany, and rightly reproving

her, for her blatant militarism and for her predatory
instincts. We are lamenting her pohcy of naval ex-

pansion, but we forget that we are largely respon-

sible for it. The eminent editor of the Economist, Mr.
Hirst, has just written an admirable book* which I

* "The Six Panios." By F. W. Hirst. (Methuen.) 3s. 6d.
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cordially recommend to readers of EVERYMAN, in

which he conclusively proves that Great Britain alone
insists upon the right of capture at sea of merchant
vessels, that she alone insists on maintaining the tradi-

tions of piracy, and on destroying the private com-
merce of the belligerent nation. And it is obvious that

in doing so Great Britain gives the best of excuses to

the German scaremongers. For those German scare-

mongers, in order to justify German armaments, con-
tend that in time of war German commerce must be
protected against British privateers. It is obvious that

if Great Britain surrendered the right of capture, there

would be no need for such protection, and that the

chief pretext for an increase of naval armaments would
vanish.

We are rightly reproving Russia for oppressing Fin-

land, and Prussia for oppressing Poland, and Hungary
for oppressing Croatia. But is our record in foreign

politics much cleaner ? No doubt we are less stupid,

having learned our lesson in the stern school of experi-

ence. But is our foreign policy more consistently in-

spired by morality? We may pass over the iniquity

of the Transvaal War, because we have expiated our
sins, and because we have tried to restore self-govern-

ment to the nations we have injured. But let us con-

sider the disastrous results of our Near Eastern policy.

We have deliberately kept the Christian population

under the heel of the unspeakable Turk, and when
Russia liberated Macedonia in 1878 we compelled the

enfranchised Bulgarians to submit for another genera-
tion to a reign of terror and massacre. And even as

in 1878 we did not allow Russia to emancipate the

Bulgarians, so to-day we allow Russia to oppress and
plunder the Persians.

And in the Far East our conduct is even worse.

We continue to spend milhons in sending out mis-

sionaries to China, but as a nation we do our best to

frustrate their work and to demoralise the people
whom we pretend to Christianise. A few years ago
China achieved an heroic reform. Whereas we failed

to carry even a moderate measure of temperance re-

form, the Chinese succeeded in suppressing the curse

of the opiiun traffic. But Great Britain will not allow

China to work out her own salvation. Seventy-five

years ago she declared war against the Chinese to

force the opium traffic upon them. To-day Great

Britain is repeating the same political crime, but by
more hypocritical means. She insists on compelling

China to buy the poisonous drug. Millions of Chinese

must, forsooth, be poisoned and stupified in order that

a few millionaire gentlemen from Bombay may further

add to their ill-gotten shekels. Can there be a more
glaring instance of the total disregard of moral prin-

ciple on the part of a civilised government ?

V.
" Liberty !

" said Madame Roland, in ascending the

scaffold, " how many crimes have been committed in

thy name !
" " Patriotism !

" we might echo, " in thy

name how many abominations have been perpetrated,

and are still being perpetrated
!

" We do not want
to be moral purists and pedants, but is it not about
time that the collective conscience should awaken to

so many and so glaring contradictions between our

private morality and our public morality, between our

national morality and our international morality ? Is

it not about time that we should revise our standard

of moral values ? Is it not about time that we should

extend the boundaries of our morality beyond the

mare clausum of our home waters ? If it is our duty

to be good Britons, let us realise that it is neither

necessary nor desirable that we should be at the same
time good Britons and bad Europeans.

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE
LAUREATESHIP

Mr. Asquith, who has better critical qualifications

for making such an appointment than any of his pre-

decessors for many years past, has appointed a
Laureate whose name commands the respect of every
man of letters in England. And doubtless the general
public, for whose applauses he never laid any rank
baits, will now buy the works of Dr. Robert Bridges.
But nov/, this excellent choice safely made, one re-

views with a new interest some of those principles

which are implied by the existence of the office.

If we had a Painter Laureate, and he were ap-
pointed by newspaper plebiscite, doubtless we should
fmd on the roll of honour the names of Frith, Millais,

the inspired authors of " The Soul's Awakening " or
" His Master's Voice," etc., etc. The same electorate

would have given us Mr. Rudyard Kipling for Poet
Laureate. Nor is it an altogether contemptible recom-
mendation to be the poet of those who read no other
poetry. Those who most detest the roystering, phari-

saical cant and brag of Imperialism, which so largely

employs Mr. Kipling's great natural talents, would not
deny that he was the prophet of the stockbrokers and
the English public-school boys, ten years ago, in a
degree which no other poet could approach.

But, after all, this kind of success carries its own
immediate reward in popularity and profits: ought
there also to be assigned to it the butt of wine and the
venison (what perfect symbols for the purpose ! Our
habit of picturesque survivals never made a prettier hit

than this), and the responsibility of being the cere-

monial mouthpiece of England ? Or—a larger matter,

—of Great Britain and Ireland ?

I see in t-his question another form of that same
issue which is often debated fro and con in the case of

an Academy of Literature. When he appointed Dr.
Bridges, Mr. Asquith was indeed playing the part of

Richelieu. Are there any such things as authority

and discipline ? Are there lessons in the tradition of

good craftsmanship which even genius must submit to

learn? Is it good to have somewhere embodied the
prudence and caution and economy which vindicate

the collective mind against the individual fancy? If

a nation answers Yes to these questions, it will insti-

tute and maintain something like the Academie Fran-
9aise. If it says No to them, the centrifugal tendency
will run its course until it be spent in dissolution and
anarchy. Absit omen. Dr. Bridges is not one of those

writers who waste and destroy the literary forms which
they work in : he will not leave the instruments of lan-

guage with a blunted edge and a precision impaired by
misuse. All the tendency of his writing is towards
sobriety and economy. But for such scholarly in-

fluences as his we should be in danger of having the

language as clumsy for literary expression as it is

already degraded in musical value by our slovenly

talking. Against the silly assertion of puny origi-

nalities, and the squandering of real strength in fissi-

parous variations, we look to the new Laureate's

influence to protect the Enghsh language. Bureau-
cracy is mighty in this country : the official imprimatur
gave a certain semblance of importance even to the

fatuities of Alfred Austin. So good a poet, so skilled

a master in the hterary craft, so sane a critic, and so

well rooted a scholar as Dr. Bridges may now, thanks

to this factitious title, avail much more widely than

hitherto to call up the forces of goodwill to arrest decay "

and degradation in English style, and to .repair the

journalese negligences and ignorances which have

been ruining the fabric of our language.

Caprificus.
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EVERYMAN'S FRENCH PAGE
LA CITE D'ANTIQUITE

Une cite alors etait une vraie patrie, et non comme
aujourd'hui une collection administrative d'hotels
garnis. Que m'importent a moi aujourd'hui Rouen ou
Limoges? j'y ai un logis dans un amas d'autres
logis ; la vie vient" de Paris. Paris lui-meme, qu'est-ce,

sinon' un autre amas de logis, dont la vie vient dun
bureau ou il y a des cartons et des employes? Au
contraire, les hommes igi faisaient de leur ville leur
joyau et leur ecrin ; I'image de leur acropole, avec ses
temples blancs dans la luniiere, les suivait partout ; les

villages de notre Gaule, la Germanic, toute la bar-
baric du Nord, ne leur semblaient que cloaquc et
desordre. A leurs yeux, qui n'avait pas de cite

n'etait pas veritablement un homme, mais une demi-
brute, presque une bete, bete de proie dont on ne
pouyait faire qu'une bete de somme. La cite est une
institution unique, le fruit d'une idee souveraine qui
a regi pendant douze siecles toutes les actions de
I'homme

; c'est la grande invention par laquelle il est
sorti de la sauvagerie primitive. Combien I'liomme I'a

aimee, comme il y a rapporte et enferme toute sa vie,

aucune parole ne peut le dire. Le reste de I'univers

lui etait etranger ou ennemi, il n'y avait point de
droits, ni ses biens ni ses membres n'y etaient en
surete ; s'il y trouvait protection, c'etait par grace ; il

u'y songeait que comme a un danger ou a une proie

;

cette enceinte etait son refuge et sa forteresse. Rien
plus, il y avait ses dieux propres, son Jupiter ou sa

Junon, dieux habitants de la ville, dieux attaches au
sol, et qui, dans la pensee primitive n'etaient autre
chose que ce sol lui-meme avec ses sources, ses bois
et son ciel. II y avait son foyer, ses penates, ses
ancetres, couches dans leurs tombeaux, incorpores au
sol, recueillis par la terre, la grande nourrice, et dont
les manes souterrains, du fond de leur repos, con-
tinuaient a veiller sur lui, en sorte qu'il y trouvait en
un faisceau toutes les choses salutaires, sacrees ou
belles, qu'il devait defendre, admirer ou venerer. " La
patrie est plus que ton pere ou ta mere," disait Socrate
a Criton, " ct quelque violence ou quelque injustice

qu'elle nous fasse, nous devons les subir sans chercher
a y echapper." C'est de cette fa^on que le Grec et le

Romain ont compris la vie
;
quand leurs philosophes,

Aristote ou Platon, fondent un Etat, c'est une cite, une
cite bornee et fermee, cinq ou dix mille families, oii le

mariage, I'industrie et le reste sont subordonnes a la

chose publique. Si Ton joint a tout ces traits I'imagi-

nation precise et pittoresque des races meridionales,

leur aptitude a se representer les objets corporels, les

formes locales, tout le dehors colore, tout le relief sen-

sible de leur ville, on comprend que cette conception
de la cite a du produire dans les ames antiques une
sensation unique, source d'emotions et de devouements
auxquels nous n'atteignons plus.

Toutes ses rues sont etroites ; la plupart sont des
ruelles qu'on franchirait d'une enjambee. Le plus
souvent elles n'offrent de place que pour un char, et
I'orniere est encore visible ; de temps en temps de
larges pierres permettent au passant de les traverser
comme .sur un pont. Evidemment on ne trouvait
point ici la grande circulation de nos villes, nos
lourdes charrettes chargees, nos voitures de maitre
qui courent au grand trot. Les chars apportaient le

ble, I'huile, les provisions ; beaucoup de transports se
faisaient a bras et par des esclaves ; les riches allaient
en litiere.

THE CITY OF ANTIQUITY
The city in those days was a veritable fatherland, and
not, as now, a government collection of lodging-houses.
Of what significance to me are the Rouen or Limoges
of to-day? I can lodge there amidst piles of other
lodgings: life comes from Paris. Paris itself, what is

it but another heap of lodgings, the life of which issues

from a bureau filled with clerks and red tape? Here,
on the contrary, men regarded their city as jewel jind

casket ; they bore with them everywhere the image of

their acropolis and its bright illuminated temples ; the
villages of Gaul and Germany, the whole barbaric

north, seemed to them simply mire and wilderness. In
their eyes a man who belonged to no city was not a
man, but a kind of brute, almost a beast—a beast of
prey, out of which nothing could be made but a beast
of burden. The city is a unique institution, the fruit

of a sovereign idea that for twelve centuries controlled

all man's actions ; it is the great invention through
which man first emerged from a primitive state of

savagery. How he loved it, how devoted he was
to it, and how absorbed by it, no tongue can tell.

To the universe at large he was either a stranger

or an enemy ; he had no rights in it ; neither

his body nor his property was safe in it; if he
found protection there it was a matter of grace; he
never thought of it but as a place of danger or of
plunder : the enclosure of his city was his sole refuge
and fortress. Moreover, here dwelt his divinities, his

Jupiter and Juno, gods inhabiting the city, attached
to the soil, and who, in primitive conceptions, con-
stituted the soil itself, with all its streams, its fruits, and
the firmament above. Here were his hearth-stone, his

penates, his ancestors, reposing in their tombs, incor-
porated with the soil and gathered to it by the earth,
the great nurse—his ancestors whose subterranean
manes in their silent bed watched over him unceas-
ingly

; it was a combination of all salutary, sacred, and
beautiful things for him to defend, to love, and to vene-
rate. " Country is more than father or mother," said
Socrates to Crito ;

" and whatever violence or whatever
injustice she inflicts upon us we must submit without
striving to escape from it." So did Greece and Rome
comprehend life. When their philosophers, Aristotle or
Plato, treat of the State, it is as a city, a compact, ex-
clusive city of from five to ten thousand families, in

which marriage, occupations, and the like are sub-
ordinated to the interests of the public. If to all

these peculiarities we add the accurate and picturesque
imagination of southern races, their aptitude at repre-
senting corporeal forms and local objects, the glowing
exterior and bold relief of their city, we comprehend
that such a conception of it produced in antique breasts
a unique sensation, and furnished sources of emotion
and devotion to which we are strangers.

All its streets are narrow; the greater portion are
mere lanes, over which one strides with ease. Generally
there is room only for a cart, and ruts are still visible

:

from time to time wide stones afford a crossing like
a bridge. There was evidently no great traffic as in
our cities, nothing like our heavily loaded vehicles
and fast-trotting, fanciful carriages. Their carts trans-
ported grain, oil, and provisions: much of the
transportation was done on the arm and by slaves : the
rich travelled about in htters.
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THE MAN AND HIS WORK
V.

—

The Man Behind the Footlights j» ^ By C. Sheridan Jones

I SUPPOSE that we shall, all of us, agree that quite one
of the most remarkable social portents is the extra-

ordinary change that has come over the public mind in

regard to what used to be called facetiously " the pro-

fession." Fifty years ago an actor was often in fact,

as he is now in law, " a rogue and a vagabond." That
virile novel " No Name," so fresh and modern in many
of its aspects, contains a description, almost incredible

to this generation, of the horror of an austere maiden
aunt at the success which the heroine has achieved as

the bright particular star of a travelling company. We
have changed all that. To-day the most austere of

maiden aunts would look with pride at the posters

announcing the prowess of her relative. The actress

and the actor have long ceased to be taboo. They are

feted, courted, honoured, and sought after till, as Mr.
George Moore warns us, we are

Practically in Danger of an Excess of
Mummer Worsiiip.

How has this revolution in public sentiment affected

the profession. itself ? First and foremost it has added
enormously to its numbers. The increase in actors

during the last twenty years has been nothing short of

astounding, and has caused the very liveliest surprise

even to those whose life has been spent on and about
the stage. There are now, it is computed, some ten

thousand actors on the legitimate stage, excluding, of

course, the humble necessary super and the lower
ranks of the chorus. This accession, authorities tell

me, has profoundly modified things histrionic. The
new recruits are, as a rule, of an altogether different

calibre to the old-time actor that one reads of in those

far-off days

Whien Mr. Vincent Crummies Received
Nichiolas

"with an inchnation of the head, something between
the courtesy of a Roman Emperor and the nod of a

pot companion "
; when agreements were arranged and

signed in the bars of hotels, and when the lion comique
sported his fur coat one week and was hard put to it

to find a clean collar the next. All that belongs to a

dead past, and the more modern actor has become a

comparatively sedate and methodical person, very dif-

ferent from the old Bohemian stars whose eccentricities

were the talk of the town. So far as their conduct
and mode of life are concerned, the change has been all

for the good. But, artistically, it is at least open to

question whether there is net another side of the

medal.

Authorities tell me that the actor of a genera-

tion ago took his profession with deadly seriousness.

He knew his Shakespeare and his Sheridan. He had
read Moli^re and had heard Phelps. The new young
man is familiar with musical comedy, and perhaps he
once saw Irving, and even though he drinks nothing
stronger than ginger beer, this is hardly an adequate
equipment.

In one other respect the profession has lost by the
army of new adherents that have poured in.

Salaries Inave Fallen Steadily

The inrush of competitors has pulled them down..

True it is that conditions generally have improved.

There are better dressing-rooms, there is an infinitely

higher scale of treatment all round. But the fact re-

mains that, so far as money is concerned, the remunera-.

tion of the average actor has fallen even as that of the
star has risen, until I find that quite a considerable

number of actors are contributing to the Insurance

Act, their v/ages being under £i^ per annum, while

the average remuneration, fluctuating from ;£^2 to £"6 a
week, is generally nearer the lower figure, and at once
the question arises why an occupation so arduous,

so precarious, and so ill rewarded should prove, at the

same time, irresistibly fascinating to thousands and
tens upon thousands of men on the .threshold of Hfe.

There have been several explanations of this

phenomena attempted.

The Strange Sense of Power that the
Actors' Craft

gives to a man who can sway vast audiences, moving
them to pitying tears and joyous laughter ; the fierce

excitement that follows on his triumphs ; the great

prizes that are still within the reach of the humblest

histrion, if he can but ring the bell—all these

answers to the riddle have been attempted. But I

.think the cause lies deeper. " Fellowship," said

William Morris, " means life. The lack of fellowship

—death." And as modern business has grown more
stereotyped and stratified, the clerk, working day by
day in an unsocial groove, thinks longingly of the

Camaraderie that Marks Life on the Stage,

with its ups and downs, its colour, its quick changes,

its infinite variety. And once he has heard the call,

it is certain that his employer will have a vacancy ere

long, and that he himself will within a few short

weeks be on tour, even if it is only a place in the;

chorus that he has secured.

To go " on tour " is to the novitiate one of the most
joyous experiences of the histrion's life. Alas ! the

seasoned hand knows its vicissitudes too weiii to take

it otherwise than with resignation. There is some-i

thing inspiring, something infectious in the gaiety

with which the company sets off. Their friends are

crowding the platform, wishing them God-speed on
the long tour, waving their handkerchiefs and shout-

ing farewell ; the members of the company are taking

their places in the saloon, which resounds with happy
laughter and bright badinage, and nev/ friendships

are formed, new comradeships entered on. But the

old hands take it all a trifle sadly. They have been
through it too often. They know how soon bitter

jealousies, angry quarrels will develop. And I never

see their faces without thinking of that little parable

of the battle of Bunker's Hill, that may be familiar to

some of my readers.

When the First Storming Party of Raw Recruits

went out to turn the American position, they cheered

lustily, and then were driven back. So the secoiid
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and the third. It was the veterans who took the

stockade. They did not cheer as they went up the

hill. They knew too well what the work before them

.was like.

So with the old actor going out on tour. He is a

trifle sceptical, a httle cynical maybe, as the men pair

off into parties, who are going to mess together during

the run of the piece, dear boy. For on tour the actor

makes his attenuated remuneration go a good deal

further by digging with two or three of his "pals."

Every town has its own theatrical lodgings, every

theatrical landlady is addressed as "Ma," and every

breakfast is served not earlier than ten, and consists

invariably of ham and eggs, which are eaten with the

heartiness and jolhty that are the actor's chief assets,

and which, it is perhaps worth while recalling, we have

been taught "make a dinner of herbs better than

a stalled ox." It is this blitheness of spirit, this in-

vincible optimism and resilience that carry the poor
" pro " over many an awkward stile, through many a

'dark bypath. This and one other quality that dis-

tinguishes the true actor—^ttie quality which, born in

the old barn-storming days, is with him still, and which

.will not let him see a comrade want, or refuse aid to a

friend. There are faults to be charged against the

histrion, as against most of the denizens of this

grey world. Let it at least be recorded in his favour

that in all the eternal vicissitudes of his craft, there is

pne part he rarely plays, that of the Levite

Who Went By on the Other Side.

I suppose also that the histrion is sustained in a

tather adverse struggle by the recollection of the fact

that the great prizes of his profession are won quite

suddenly, and almost, as it v/ere, by accident. Edna

May stepped from the chorus to the front rank. Sir

Henry Irving once played at the roadside for coppers.

Still, it must be confessed that to-day the actor is ill

paid, and that, from a pecuniary point of view, his

position seems likely to deteriorate rather than im-

prove. The competition of popular and splendidly

equipped music-halls, together with the success of

cinema shows, have, of course, severely pulled on the

receipts of the theatres proper, while material addi-

tions to their expenses have been made in the form

of increased advertising and the more lavish style of

furnishing that modern conditions have rendered

.essential.

To some extent the cinemas have helped to relieve

this by giving the actor who is resting, i.e., out of

,work, an opportunity of pulling his fortunes together.

iBut, on the whole, the fact remains—that the actors'

remuneration is likely to diminish rather than increase.

The syndicate is the curse of the modern actor. It is
_

the actor-manager on whom he relies, and v/ith

.wisdom, for dehverance. The actor-manager has

himself been through the mill. He knows the

vicissitudes, the struggles, tlie difficulties of an actor's

life. More, he knows this : that it is to his interest to

see that he has standing by him, as it were, a faithful

and devoted company, on whose services he can call

at any moment.

Sir Henry Irving retained a splendid company to

the last days of his Lyceum management, and every

one knows that his sagacity and generous policy in

so doing was well rewarded. It is, in fact, on the

lines of the repertory theatre that there lies not jpnly

Artistic Salvation for the Drama, :

but economic deliverance for the actor. It is, when

one comes to think, quite ridiculous to engage a man
for the run merely of one play, v/hich, as Mr. Henry

Arthur Jones recently pointed out, may fail for half a

dozen different reasons. Surely the more excellent

way is the old method, whereby the actor-manager

kept his company at his disposal—and ensured them

that security of employment the withdrawal of which

is the wors^ curse that has fallen on a great and noble

calling—a calling that, depend on it, can only be prac-

tised when its votaries are free from carking care.

I am afraid that the worst part of the actor's life is

his old age. The officials of the Actors' Association

(that unique organisation that quietly, steadily, day by

day, and all unacknowledged, does so much to protect

the interests of professionals, and to improve their lot),

take that view. "A young man can play old parts,

but an old man cannot play a young one." That is

an eternal, an insurmountable difficulty, and one

shudders a little as one thinks of the veterans of the

profession spending the twilight of their arduous days

that, alas, have not brought them the fame they fondly

hoped would come fifty years ago,

Spending Their Old Age—Who Knows How?

I have said nothing of the psychology of the actor's

hfe, but I cannot close without cloing so. A great man
of letters, Mr. Birrell, has opined in a brilliant essay

that acting rots the brain ; that to become everybody

but one's self, to have everybody's troubles but one's

own—that way madness lies. I have never been able

to accept the dictum, for if it be true, then, not only

the man who acts, but he who created Macbeth and

Hamlet, must have been a degenerate ; and the only

story that an author can write in safety is the cramped,

selfish, pitiful narrative of his own circle of hopes and

fears. But experience shows surely the falsity of this.

It is the man who broods continually upon his own
lot who ends in a madhouse cell ; not he who loses his

soul that he may regain it. The great actor is he who
forgets himself in the joys and sorrows of others;

who loves all sorts and conditions of men ; who
realises that " comprehension is our only true posses-

sion."

It is interesting to note that the last message which

Sir Henry Irving ever sent to his brother professionals

was that which he despatched on October 13th, 1905,

five days before his death, urging them one and all to

join the Actors' Association. This body is doing ad-

mirable work. It conducts a ceaseless war upon the

bogus manager, that bane of the mummer, who con-

stantly takes out companies, and as constantly leaves

them stranded. The Association has induced the

leading theatrical papers to boycott the " ads." of

these gentry, whether under their known names or

aliases. The Association also provides its mem-
bers with an admirable medical service for a

nominal annual fee—thanks largely to the generosity

of another great profession, that of .lEsculapius, whose

representatives are always glad to help the boys on

tour who fall sick by the way. The greatest triumph

achieved so far by the Association has been the smash-

ing of the bogus agent—a victory that, even if it stood

alone, would justify the existence of this organisation.
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THE TRAGEDY OF THE PLIMSOLL LINE
By Our Special Commissioner

Who was Samuel Plimsoll, and what exactly was it

that his famous " iftirk " accomplished ?

Twenty years ago the question would have sounded
strange in our ears. We all knew the story of how
this one obscure, quiet, simple, Quaker-like man had
practically coerced the whole House of Commons ; of

how he had pleaded, passionately and for years, on
behalf of men too broken to back their deliverer, till

at last he had roused the nation. We were all proud
to tell our children

The Story of his Heroic Struggle.

We were all certain that his triumph would endure for

ever.

To-day Plimsoll is a fading memory. His life-

work, the famous " Load Line " that has ^ved the

lives of tens of thousands of sailors, has been quietly,

decorously, and painlessly abolished. Worse than all,

it seems almost as if his spirit, tireless, resolute,

, indomitable, had passed away with him.

It was in a very different Parliament from our own
that Phmsoll won his victory. The Lords were still

paramount. There was no Labour party. The Tories

were in office.

But Plimsoll Stands Out
as a great example of what one man, acting indepen-

dently of clique or caucus, can achieve-*—and he won
his point ! There was then a type of vessel known as

"coffin ships." They were heavily loaded—and
heavily insured ! Thousands of them never returned.

The deaths of sailors at sea amounted to more than

I in 60, as against i in 3 1
5 miners killed underground.

It was this evil that Plimsoll strove might and main to

end. He asked that every owner should be compelled

to mark on his ship a disc, with a horizontal line

through its centre, down to which, and only down to

which, it could be loaded, so that it had a sufficient

space of freeboard to ensure safety. To this end he

worked incessantly in the House. There were ques-

tions, inquiries, commissions, his own Bill, which was
defeated by three votes, and finally a Government
measure that was on July 25th, 1874, ordered to be

^vithdrawn.

Then it was that the nation and the Commons first

realised what manner of man Samuel Plimsoll was, for

no sooner had the fateful

Announcement Come from the Treasury Beoch

than he was standing at the table. In a voice that

could be heard in the lobbies outside he denounced
the withdrawal of the Bill. " Were the sailors to go
down in coffin ships during another winter's storms

when the Bill could be passed there and then ? " he
asked. " If every coffin ship owner were in the House,
the Government's duty was still clear." He raved

;

he stormed ; he protested. The House was aghast

—

but his words rang through England—and the Bill was
saved

!

It is that Bill, subsequently improved and
strengthened till the "Load Line" in an effective

form was made compulsory all round—it is that Act,

rather, which in our own time has been virtually

destroyed

!

The story of its dissolution affords excellent

material

For a Study in Parliamentary Anaesthetics.

Plimsoll scored by being open, direct, and emphatic.

The opponents of the "Load Line" have achieved

success by secret lobbying, by wirepulling, and by
intrigue, with the result that the large majority of
Englishmen, proud of their sailors, ready to protect
them if need be, do not know that the " Load Line " is

absolutely a thing of the past!

The shipowners have always been opposed to the
line. Beaten in the Commons, they went to the Lords,
who inserted a clause in the Act leaving it to the dis-

cretion of the owner where the line should be placed.
At once a sportive captain placed his in the middle of
his funnel. The Act became, of course, a laughing-
stock. Still Plimsoll kept on. He moved Mr. Cham-<
berlain, when at the Board of Trade, to action.

"Joe" Denounced the Whole System
in a memorable circular and appointed a Committee
to consider and report. The Committee sat for two
years closely investigating the subject, and their re-
port is remarkable for the declaration that the " Load
Line " should not be fixed by any but a representative
body, to include, among others, seamen and ship-
owners, both of which classes they had consulted. Still

nothing was done. Other questions had arisen: the
country's attention was distracted. But Plimsoll and
his friends persisted, and at last, in 1890, they got
passed their Compulsory Load Line Bill, adopting the
scale of freeboard recommended by the Chamberlaifl
Committee.

Thus, after nearly twenty years' work, Plimsoll saw
his life's task accomplished. The loss of life at sea
fell from 3,500 in 1885 to less than 1,600 per annum

—

although, of course, the number of seamen had largely
increased. The coffin ships were scuttled and the j
Plimsoll line scored. «

I shall tell in my next article how this great work
was undone.

•^ «^ ^

A MIDSUMMER TWILIGHT'S
DREAM

Earlier in the day thunder seemed pregnant in the
air. It was an evening the calm solemnity of which
hung as a pall upon all around. The birds had hushed
their evening song, no sound came from the sleeping
animal world ; the wind had gradually been dying
through the hot afternoon, till now, the twilight slowly
merging into night, not a ripple disturbed the serenity
of the water. Thirty minutes earlier the speckled
trout had jumped for fly ; now, the peculiar whistling
sound as they rose had gone, the plunk and wimple as
they fell had ceased.

Nature was still.

The shadows deepened, the water absorbing mystery
from the gathering gloom, the hush awing the watcher,
his imagination stirring ; the song of the sirens seemed
to come, floating over the water, clearly, insistent in its

crooning, lulling the senses and drugging the braiii

Into this magical realm of fantasy breaks a harsh,

discordant " croak, croak," rousing the drowsy apathy
into reality again ; the ear quickens to catch the first

repetition of the sound, unplaced in its category by the
sleepy brain. Again it comeSj the insistent call of the
frog waking from his slumber to signal the advance of
night ; the nocturnal cock-crow, as it were. Another
answers and yet another, till here and there, all

around, the chorus is piping. A rat squeals at the

water's edge, an owl hoots in the wood.
Night has fallen.
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LITERARY NOTES
At a time when the output of new books is at a very

low ebb, the publication of Mr. Hall Caine's latest

novel, " The Woman Thou Gavcst Me," has received

more than its due share of attention, the mo're so as

its issue in book form by Wm. Heinemann was fol-

lowed by a squabble between the novelist and the

Circulating Libraries' Association of a kind which
may or may not enhance our admiration of Mr. Hall

Caine, but which will unquestionably tend to make
his story a ubiquitous subject of conversation and dis-

cussion, and—more satisfactory still from the point

of view of writer and publisher—a general object of

demand. In the encounter the Circulating Libraries'

'Association undoubtedly came off second best. By
proposing to subject " The Woman Thou Gavest
Me" to a sort of semi-censorship, the Association

brought upon itself a letter from the indignant author

.which filled two columns of a daily newspaper, and
contained a threat of retaliation in the shape of a

boycott of the libraries. The outcome of this wordy
warfare was that the Circulating Libraries' Associa-

tion abandoned its intention of standing in any way
between the Manx novelist and the reading public at

large, while Mr. Hall Caine, having vindicated his

motives in writing such a book, naturally gave up the

idea of taking a step which must have made " The
iWoman Thou Gavest Me " more or less inaccessible

to such as can't afford to pay 6s. for a novel, however
fascinating.

"A quelque chose malheur est bon." Mr. Hall
Caine, at any rate, has no reason to be dissatisfied

,with the net result of the controversy. He has been
given—and has promptly seized—a splendid oppor-
tunity of expounding his moral purpose, and his book
has been given an invaluable introductory advertise-

ment, which \vill impress many people who have been
left cold by the announcement that "The Woman
iThou Gavest Me " is being " translated and published

in twelve different European languages, into Japanese
and into Yiddish." As for the Circulating Libraries'

Association, the excellence of their purpose is no more
open to question than that of Mr. Hall Caine ; but as

in his case, it is debatable whether the end justifies the
means; as in his case also, it is not unlikely that the

effect will be very different from that intended. By
threatening not to send out "The Woman Thou
Gavest Me " except to subscribers who specially

ask for it, the Circulating Libraries' Association has
taken a course which is certain to result in the demand
for the book being very special indeed.

In commemoration of the centenary of the birth of

Sir Isaac Pitman, a revised and improved edition of

that valuable text-book, " Pitman's Shorthand In-

structor," is to be issued this month. The whole of

the work", we are informed, has been rewritten and
entirely reset, and new exercises have been compiled
throughout the book. In preparing this new edition

the publishers, Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd., have
had the assistance not only of their own staff, but of

some seventy or eighty of the most experienced
teachers and practitioners of Pitman's shorthand, and
some of the ablest phonographers in the world.

Although the system as a whole remains very much
as its inventor framed it, various simplifications and
improvements have been introduced, all of which make
for ease, speed and legibility.

There is always a wide circle of readers in this

country for a good biography of a notable statesman.

It is not surprising, therefore, to hear that a second
impression of Mr. G. M. Trevelyan's " Life of John
Bright " (published by Messrs. Constable) is now
ready.

• • • • •

While some delight to read the life of the " Tribune
of the People " by the scholarly grandson of

Macaulay's sister, others may prefer to study the

career of a more modern tribune, Mr. Lloyd George,
as se;t forth in a work of a very different kind by Mr
G. E. Raine. This little shilling volume, " The Real
Lloyd George," published this week by Messrs.

George Allen and Co., has some advantages over the

recently issued biography of the Chancellor of the
Exchequer—it is much shorter and much cheaper

—

and it may serve a certain purpose as a counterblast

to that flattering publication. From first to last it is

an acrimonious attack on Mr. Lloyd George, such as

Unionist candidates may find useful at bye-elections.

« » • • «

On October 13th this year will be celebrated the
centenary of Verdi's birth, and the occasion is not
likely to be ignored by publishing firms. Next year,

we are informed, an edition of the Italian composer's
correspondence covering the years^so eventful in

musical history—from 1840 to 1900 will be published.

• • • « •

Mr. W. H. Helm is preparing a biography of that

dainty portrait-painter, Madame Vigee-Lebrun, and
as part of his book is to consist of a catalogue
raisonne of her works, he invites owners of her pic-

tures to send him (care of Messrs. Flerbert and Daniel,

95, New Bond Street, W.) full particulars as to the
subject, nature and history of the canvases they
possess.

RESULT OF ESSAY COMPETITION
THE WORKING OF THE MEDICAL INSURANCE ACT:

CRITICISMS AND SUGGESTIONS

The criticisms of the Insurance Act were neither so
numerous nor so vehement as might have been ex-
pected. The essays sent in were characterised by
common sense and earnestness of purpose rather than
by originality of ideas or treatment. Many of the de-
fects in the Act pointed out by competitors are among
those which this year's Amending Act seeks to remedy.

The Prize of Two Guineas is divided between

W. Roberts,
6, Harold Road, Upton Park, E.j

and
Isabel Barnett,

Fawley, Wokingham.

The criticisms of Mr. W. Roberts, who writes as

himself an insured person under the Act, are reason-

ably; and comprehensive, and he has not omitted, liktf

some competitors, to add constructive suggestions.

Miss Isabel Barnett's essay is couched largely in the
form of interviews with working men and women of

different types who find fault with various features of

the Act as it affects them.
Among others the essays of the following deserve

commendation :

—

N. Macfadyen, 123, Norton Way, Letchworth"'

(Herts);

George Bairstow, 51, Savile Park Streetj Halifax;

(Yorks) ; and
R. C. Fletcher Woods, M.B., Ch.B.i Edift
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TOWN OR COUNTRY?
By Edgar M. Appleton

"Were we compelled to spend our lives either in the

town or in the country, >vhich alternative should we
choose ?

The question is a question of temperament. If one

is not happy in the country, the chances are that one

would not be happy in town. There is a type of mind
which finds a dmner at the "Trocadero" or a walk

down a Devonshire lane in springtime equally tedious.

The capacity for enjoying life—v/hich, of course, is

something vastly different from a mere acquiescence

in the stream of events—is possessed by a compara-

tively small number of the sons of men. "We look

before and after, and pine for what is not." Is a man
compelled to spend his years pent up in a city, then

he will ever be " a-babbling o' green fields." Is a man
forced to spend his years by the green pastures, then

London becomes the Mecca of his dreams.

The truth is that most of us have not learnt to savour

life. We are subject to remittent attacks of ennui. It

is only the unusual and extraordinary which is capable

of talking us out of ourselves. Hence the search for

something which shall stimulate more and more the

jaded palate of the public. There is a fortune await-

ing that man who shall invent some new amusement,
some amusement " with vinegar and pepper in 't."

But the chosen know that the time to be happy is

now, the place to be happy is here. The trouble is

that most of us visualise our New Jerusalem just

beyond a horizon v/hich " fades for ever and for ever

from our view." We do not possess the faculty for

taking an interest in things. There lies the secret

of content.

Francis Thompson, witnessing the returning

pageant of summer, takes up his pen and writes :
" The

smouldering rosebud chars through its sheath. . . .

The long laburnum drips its jocund spilth, its honey
of wild flame."

While Kipling, imbrued with the romance of modern
machinery, writes a prose poem around a tramp steam-

boat, " The Ship that Found Herself," and could as

easily have written one around a railway station.

Wherever we be, in town or country, we are compassed
about with the clouds of romance.

" The poem hangs on the berry-tree when comes the poet's

eye,

The whole street is a masquerade when Shakespeare passes

by."

But supposing we are possessed of this capacity for

taking an interest in things, the question as to whether
the town will have an appeal for us stronger than that

of the country depends upon our particular cast of

temperament.
Some great ones have been as loud in their praise

of the town as others of their compeers have in its

condemnation. Johnson habituated himself to consider

living in the country as a kind of " mental imprison-

ment." Whether he would have held to this opinion

had he lived in these latter days is a question which
admits of no ready answer.

In the Doctor's time, the village y?as an isolated

community, self-contained, and almost self-supporting.

It was essential to the Doctor's happiness that he
should be able to practise his wit upon a circle of

friends capable of appreciating it, of providing the flint

ior his steel. In his day it would have been excep-
tional to find a village capable of providing such a
circle. But the telegraph and newspaper have

changecf all that. One may not safely lay odds against

a country vicar's being a disciple of Bernard Shaw, and

the village doctor is probably an enthusiastic Ibsenite.

Gray casts his vote against the town. " I have

been at London these thsee months," he writes, " that

tiresome, dull place ! where all people under thirty find

so much amusement." So the delights of the town
are permissible in our "green and salad days," but

having attained to maturity, v/e ought to cast them
behind our backs.

There is something apposite in thus associating the

town with the early, strenuous years of hfe, and the

country with those latter, more peaceful years. It

seems in keeping with the fundcimental fitness of

things. Think of the dreamy-eyed Fitzgerald,

translator of the immortal Quatrains, in his country

retreat, as the years begin to weigh upon him.

Picture him among his books and flowers, carrying

about with him the precious transcript, which a friend

had made for him, of the rare manuscript written on
yellow paper, " with purple-black ink profusely pow.-*

dered witli gold."

There is a passage in one of his letters which epito^i

mises for us his secluded existence.
" Here I live with tolerable content

;
perhaps with'

as much as most people arrive at, and which, if onei

were properly grateful, one would perhaps call perfect

happiness. Here is a glorious sunshiny day: all thci

morning I read about Nero in Tacitus, lying at full

length on a bench in the garden, a nightingale singing,

and some red anemones eyeing the sun manfully not

far off. Such as hfe is, I believe I have got hold of

a good end of it."

For those whose delight is in the study of ra^
human nature, the town will always possess irresistible

attractions. Where a genius is concerned, locality,

counts for nothing, but all students of humanity are

not of this class ; and to your even Christian the town
presents itself as a more accessible mine from whence
to draw material. There the volume of humanity lies

open to one's hand.

A walk down the Strand will provide one witK
almost as many types as individuals. There is noi

need to go out of the way in order to study those

types. A seat in the comer of a cafe may provide on(g

with sufficient material for a three-volume novel.

Something of this was felt by Lamb, that inveterate

townsman. The panorama of life which every night

unfolded itself before him in the streets of London
never ceased to fascinate him. " Let them talk of lakes

and mountains and romantic dales—all that fantastic

stuff : give me a ramble by night in London. A mob
of men is better than a flock of sheep, and a crowd
of happy faces jostling into the playhouse at the hour
of six is a more beautiful spectacle to man than the

shepherd driving his silly sheep to fold."

The clergy are continually bemoaning the fact that

this is an age of compromise ; and for the life of me
I have never been able to discover why the age should

be any the worse on that account. If such be the
case, however, I confess I am at one with the spirit

of the age. Although " Blackfriars, to me, and old

Whitehall, is even as much as is the fall of fountains on
a pathless grove," so long as railway companies rei

main accommodating, I hope to continue to earn my,

living in the town, and to enjoy my leisure in the

country. And so to supper and to bed.
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J. M. SYNGE ^ ^ o. By J. M. Hone
I.

Synge belonged to a family of English extraction

which had long been established in Ireland. Among
his forefathers were an Archbishop of the Irish Pro-

testant Church and various clerics of distinction.

Dubhn has to-day its Synge Street as well as its Shaw
Street. Both date from the days of Protestant

[Ascendancy : (in parenthesis) let us hope that the habit

of giving Dublin streets a more patriotic nomenclature
will not affect these thoroughfares, and that Synge
Street and Shaw Street will be allowed to stand in

honour of the relationship of the two most original of

contemporary playwrights with the Irish capital.

Synge, therefore, was of the race or caste which, while

it has given to modern Ireland its greatest men, yet has
never quite succeeded in abandoning an attitude of

detachment, often hostile, towards the county in which
its lot is cast. It would certainly never have occurred
to Synge himself to speak of Ireland as the country
" in which he had the misfortune to be born "

; and yet

in his case, too, the curse of Swift, "to be a man of

genius and to be born in Ireland," did to some extent

operjite. Synge never did, and probably never will,

obtain the affectionate regard of his Catholic fellow-

countrymen. The instance is a remarkable one, for

apparently no Protestant Irishman was ever more free

from the influences of hereditary prejudice, whether
political or theological. It was among the Irish-

speaking peasantry of the West that Synge delighted

to live ; it was there that he " found himself " as a

.writer. England and Enghsh life v/erc truly foreign

to him. And one will search with difficulty among his

books and plays for a reference to the existence even
of that " other Ireland " which bred him, and whence,
indeed, came that literary movement with which he is

associated.

II.

Once, however, in his published writings, he per-

mits himself to meditate on the fate of his own people

in Ireland. There is an essay among his travel

sketches, " A Landlord's Garden," in which he " feels

the tragedy of the landlord class," as well as of the
peasantry, and "of the innumerable old families that

are quickly dvvindliqg away." " The broken green-

houses and mouse-eaten hbraries, that were designed
and collected by men who voted with Grattan," were
perhaps as mournful in the end " as the four mud walls

that are so often left in Wicklow as the only remnants
of a farmhouse." The playwright who chose to go
through the Irish country houses would, he adds, find

material for many gloomy plays. " Gloomy " is not
the word which precisely expresses the character of

Synge's peasant comedies ; but his outlook on Irish life

^was not encouraging to the reformers or regenerators

of the island, of whom there are so many. It was
seldom, indeed, that he expressed any kind of general
opinion. But once an English newspaper asked him
to report on the proceedings of the Congested Districts

Board in Connaught. The result was amusing. Synge
began by admitting his dread of any movement that

would tend to lessen the individuality of the people.

It was, he explained, a part of the misfortune of Ire-

land that nearly all the characteristics which gave
colour" and attractiveness to Irish life were bound up
.with a social condition that came near to penury.

III.

The broad facts of Synge's career illuminate his

temperament. He was educated at Trinity College,
Dublin, but spent a considerable part of his earlier

manhood on the Continent, chiefly in Paris. It was

always his ambition to w.'ile. He became an excel-

lent French scholar, and hoped to acquire the gift of
criticism. He supplementci an income of ;^40 per
annum by means of a littl/r journalism, and was a re-

viewer for the Speakef (now the Nation). When Mr.
Yeats first met him in Paris, Synge seems to have
been in a disheartened mood ; his creative work did
not hitherto amount to much, and he was ready to

adopt Mr. Yeats's suggestion and go to the Aran
Islands " in order to express a life that had not yet
found expression." He had never cut himself off en-
tirely from Ireland, nor forgotten the Gaelic he had
picked up as a boy ; and it must have been evident to

him at the beginning of the experiment that Ireland

was his " subject," although he continued for a while

to write criticisms of P'rench books. Unhappily, ill-

health now began to trouble him ; a premonition of

early death had already slipped into that strange
poetry of his—a poetry in which he wished to use his

personal life as his material:—
" With Fifteen-ninety or Sixteen-sixteen
We end Cervantes, Marot, Nashe or Green;
Then Sixteen-thirtcen till two-score and nine.

Is Crashavv's niche, that Iioney-lipped divine.

And so when all my little worlc is done
They'll say I came in Eighteen-seventy-one,
And died in Dublin . . . what year will they write
For my poor passage to the stall of night? "

He wrote " after reading the dates in a book of lyrics."

IV.

At the end of his life he may have felt the approach
of the fame which he so greatly desired ; but it is

only quite recently that his work has received a wide-
spread recognition. One remembers the casual para-

graphs which appeared in the newspapers on the
morrow of his death. A complete edition of his works
was in contemplation, and he had a handful of de-
voted admirers. On the whole, however, his plays,

particularly the " Playboy of the Western World,"
were, so far as they were known, unpopular, and such
notoriety as he had in Dublin literary circles, owing to

the rioting that had attended their production, he
found distasteful, and perhaps dreadful. Other Irish-

men would have revelled in his situation. In one re-

spect, however, Synge was very little of an Irishman

;

he had no taste at all for controversy. Someone,
indeed, once told the present writer that Synge was
incapable of sustaining an argument, and he might
well be bewildered by the ingenious attempts that are

now made to explain his mind and his art. It is cer-

tain that he did not wish to libel his country ! Naively
egoistic, he talked, not of himself, but of his work and
methods of work. He told how he spent four months
of the year in Paris, four months in the West of Ire-

land, and four at home in Dublin. An independent
income of £^0 a year made all the difference to a

writer—latterly he was rather richer. He would con-
fess to having been bored once or twice by the primi-

tive life on the western seaboard of Ireland. There
was no pretence about Synge, and although he had, in-

deed, something of the spirit of Borrow, it was htera-

ture which he sought and served with a single mind.
He died in Dublin four years ago at the age of thirty-

eight.
" I've thirty months, and that's my pride,

Before my age's a double score,

Though many lively men liave died

At twenty-nine or little more.

I've left a long and famous set

Behind some seven years or three,

But there are millions I'd forget

Will have their laugh at passing me."
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HOW THE CARNEGIE MILLIONS ARE
MANAGED IN AMERICA

I.

In 1905, shortly after he gave his two millions to the
Scottish universities, Mr. Andrew Carnegie presented
a similar sum for the advancement of university

education in North America. The main object of the
former bequest, which is administered by the Carnegie
Trust, was to pay the fees of Scottish students attend-
ing university classes; the purpose of the latter be-
quest, which is administered by the Carnegie Founda-
tion, is to provide retiring allowances for the pro-
fessors of the universities, colleges and technical

schools of the United States, Canada and Newfound-
land. What a strange contrast these two methods of
promoting Higher Education offer! In the one case
the students of Scotland were to be relieved of the
necessity of paying for a university education in their

youth ; in the other case, the professors of America
were to be relieved of the necessity of teaching in

their old age. In both cases, obviously, the donor's
motives were of the highest—to assist teachers and
taught at a time when they most require assistance,

and to further the cause of learning among English-
speaking peoples on both sides of the Atlantic.

II.

If asked to state which of these two methods they
thought more hkely to attain the end desired—the
extension and improvement of university education
—most people would unhesitatingly declare in favour
of the Scottish scheme of paying the fees of students,
in preference to the American plan of supplying
professors with pensions. A little reflection, however,
ought to convince them that, despite appearances, the
Carnegie Foundation is more of an educational
agency and less of a charity institution than the
Carnegie Trust.

Each year the Carnegie Trust pays the class fees

of some 4,000 students at the Scottish universities,

devoting thereto a sum of nearly £^50,000, i.e., half its

income. The Carnegie Foundation annually pays
allowances to some 400 professors and professors'

widows, the allowances totalling some ;^ 120,000. The
payment of class fees in the Scottish universities is

supposed to be in the nature of an advance rather

than a gift, but so far very few recipients have re-

funded the amounts expended on their behalf. In
1911-12, for instance, nineteen former beneficiaries

voluntarily repaid ;^4I9; whereas the number of

students whose fees were paid in that year was 3,810,
and the amount disbursed ;£'44,705. From every
quarter come laments that the once-boasted indepen-
dence of the Scottish student has been undermined^
and one frequently hears complaints that the general
standard of students has changed for the worse since

the Carnegie Trust began to defray university fees.

It seems only too clear that this feature of the
Carnegie bequest to the Scottish universities has been
grasped indiscriminately as a gratuity, and not
accepted with a full sense of responsibility as an
" accommodation "—a result detrimental to the self-

respect of the students concerned, and in every way
contrary to Mr. Carnegie's intentions.

III.

So much for one function of the Carnegie Trust

—

hs shortcomings in other respects have already been
dealt with in the pages of EVERYMAN. "What, then.

has the Carnegie Foundation done for university

education in North America? It is only eight years
since Mr. Carnegie established his 10,000,000 dollars

fund, but in that short time it is no exaggeration to
say that the Foundation has been of inestimable ser-

vice to the universities, colleges, and technical schools
of the Republic and the Dominion, to their staffs and
to their students; and, in addition, by its investiga-
tions and pubhcations, it has proved of immense value
to university authorities throughout the world.

IV.

On the benefits derived from the Foundation by
American professors and instructors it is needless to
insist. Mr. Carnegie was led to make his bequest by
the consideration that " the least rewarded of all our
professions is that of the teacher in our higlier educa-
tional institutions," and by his desire " to remove a
source of deep and constant anxiety to the poorest
paid and yet one of the highest of all professions."

The fund, he stipulated, was to apply to unsectarian
universities, colleges, and technical schools, " without
regard to race, sex, creed, or colour." At first, State:

institutions of this kind were not included, but in igo8
Mr. Carnegie placed another 5,000,000 dollars at the
disposal of his trustees for the purpose of extending
the benefits of the Foundation to State universities.

From the outset the Foundation has insisted that

it is an educational, not a charitable organisation.

The allowances it awards must be earned by the fulfil-

ment of certain conditions ; they cannot, like some
other pensions in America, be secured by begging,
wirepulling, and political influence. To be entitled

to a retiring allowance a professor must have attained
the age of sixty-five and served at least fifteen years
as a professor, or not less than twenty-five as instructor

or professor. In case of disablement he may.be pen-i

sioned at an earlier age, and a period of twenty-five
years' service as a professor, or thirty years as instruc-

tor or professor, also entitles university and college

teachers to a retiring allowance before the age of sixty-<

live is attained. The average retiring allowance paid
by the Foundation is about ;£^350—an amount which
is far from princely, especially in a land where the
cost of living is so much higher than in Britain. But
the average salary of American professors scarcely

exceeds that sum, so that it can be imagined how wel-*

come such a pension must prove.

V.

« By offering a guarantee against the financial hard-*
ships of old age, the Carnegie Foundation is dignifying

the calling of university teacher in America, and at-

tracting to it men of high qualifications who would
otherwise have entered some other profession. By
any improvement of the teaching staff the students

are, of course, bound to profit ; and, thanks to the Car-

negie Foundation, not only will their younger teachers

be more gifted in future, but their older teachers will

be put on the retired list as soon as their term of use-

fulness is at an end. Thus the universities and col-

leges will be continually fresliened by an infusion of

vigorous new blood.

But the Carnegie Foundation is raising the

standards of American universities in other directions

as well. Nowhere, except perhaps in India^ has the
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.word university been more atrociously abused than in

America. All over the United States pseudo-univer-

sities have sprung up in such numbers that Americans

have completely lost count of the number of degree-

granting institutions of higher learning under the Stars

and Stripes. In North America there are at least a

thousand universities and colleges, but the number of

those which really deserve the title is, needless to say,

only a fraction of that imposing total. In many parts

of America, we are told, "any five citizens of the

United States, resident anywhere, although all of them
might be unable to read or write, and might be depen-

dents of the community in a poorhouse, can form them-
selves into a university under authority of an Act of

Congress." And, we are told further, these powers

have been freely exercised.

The Carnegie Foundation, therefore, on entering on
its work, found itself faced with a very perplexing pro-

blem. It had to grant pensions to professors in Ameri-

can colleges and universities, but it found no generally

accepted definition of a university or college in the

United States. Nothing daunted, the Foundation

—

.whose trustees include the most eminent university

presidents and authorities in America—began straight-

way to weed out the sham from the true institutions of

higher education. They decided that, in order that

members of its staff should be eligible for retiring

allowances, a university or college must satisfy certain

conditions. They laid it down that " an institution to

be ranked as a college must have at least six professors

giving their entire time to college and university work,

a course of four full years in liberal arts and sciences,

and should require for admission not less than the

usual four years of academic or high school prepara-

tion, or its equivalent, in addition to the pre-academic

or grammar school studies."

VII.

What has been the result ? The real universities of

'America have been sifted from the soi-disant univer-

sities. The smaller colleges and universities have been
given an incentive to raise their entrance standards and
improve their teaching facilities ; in order to participate

in the benefits of the Carnegie Foundation many of

these weaklier institutions have, of their own accord,

acquired new strength and status. Others, again, have
been spurred into shalcing off the denominational con-

trol which kept them from having a share in Mr. Car-
negie's benefaction. As a powerful centralising in-

fluence in a country where unity in matters educational

has been sadly lacking in the past, the Carnegie Foun-
dation is doing its best to ensure that for the next
generation university development in America shall

be in the direction ^f better quality rather than of

greater quantity, as has been the case in the past

twenty or thirty years.

VIII.

And if the Carnegie Foundation has already done so

much for university education in North America, and
is destined to do still more in years to come, other parts

of the world are also profiling by the labours of the
Foundation, which is conducting a series of investiga-

tions into university problems whose scope is not con-
fined to that particular continent. The results of these
inquiries are published in the form of bulletins.

Already valuable reports on medical education in the
United States and Canada, and also in Europe, have
been prepared for the Foundation by an expert Com-
missioner, and similar bulletins are promised on legal
education, training of teachers, graduate schools, den-
tistry, training of nurses, and kindred subjects of
enduring, international importance.

J. L. G.

THE LIE
By CHARLES FOLEY

In one of the side chapels of the old church of Maure-i

court, dedicated to the Holy Virgin, its little altar all

bright with azaleas, Amclie and her aunt fell reverently

upon their knees as the sacred Host was elevated.

Clear and sweet the little bell rang out in the solemn

stillness, and the young girl humbly bowed her snowy
neck with its silken tendrils of soft chestnut hair. As
she Ijnelt there, fervid and devout, her delicately cut

features stood out in clear relief in the shadow of the

pillar. Above, the time-worn old organ groaned and
gasped and creaked, wheezing out one by one, as if

chary of letting them go, the opening notes of the

hymn ." O Salutaris." Then a man's voice, soft,

solemn, and rich, rose, at first wavering and tremulous

;

then, taking flight boldly, it soared aloft, strong and
powerful, in swelling waves of sound. The voice

seemed to stir and thrill her with a poignant recol-

lection, and, bending lower still, she hid her burning

cheeks in her trembling hands. In vain she strove

to banish the haunting vision and give herself up to

the contemplation of the Divine Sacrifice; the voice,

so like the much-loved voice, seemed to enfold her

gently and caressingly with its harmonious tones, and
swiftly and irresistibly her thoughts flew back to the

past.

She recalled the chateau of Maurecourt, the pro-

perty of her aunt and guardian, Madame Mazubert,

and the lawn where they used to play croquet. She
could see herself, the orphan of seventeen summers, in

all the pride of her first long skirt.

She could see the Abbe Fustel's nephew—shy, silent

Andre, a tall boy of nineteen, whose black, velvety

eyes expressed all that he could not put into words.

He was always ill at ease, and blushed absurdly when-;

ever he happened to be near her, and if she was watch-
ing him at croquet he always missed his hoop. The
other young men paid her visible homage. Fustel in-

variably held aloof. Yet hardly had she turned away
when she was conscious of rapturous glances resting

upon her. The youth was much chaffed for his self^

conscious timidity, and she would join in the laughter,

to try and rouse him from his torpor of shyness and
urge him on to be bolder. When the others ventured
to talk love to her, her mind was full of him, sad, silent

Andre. He absorbed her, attracted her, slowly fas-

cinated her. One evening, when the rest of the party
had gone to watch some fireworks on the lawn, they
two stayed behind alone in the fir avenue. Why, she
never knew, but she felt very penitent at having
pained him, and tearfully and humbly she asked his

forgiveness. Enfolding her with one of his caressing,

looks, Andre, in his sonorous deep voice, which made
the most trivial words seem solemn, answered :

" I was
quite sure that you were too beautiful not to be good
and kind as well." Then he took her hand without a
trace of awkwardness. And in the dark avenue,
wrapped in mist, side by side they wandered, lost to
the outside world, murmuring sweet, vague worijjs to
each other. No solemn plight of love had passed their

lips; but their eyes had pledged eternal vows, their

souls had made but one that rapturous evening.

Meanwhile, up in the organ-loft the deep voice had
ceased, its last echoes blending with the priest's bell,

then dying away. The congregation rose from theit

knees, but Amelie, plunged in her dreams, knelt on.

Her aunt, Madame Mazubert, always careful of ap-
pearances, was for moderation in everything, and, fear-

ing lest her excessive devoutness should be remarked
upon, laid a thin, imperious finger on her niece's armv
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Thus suddenly aroused out of her reverie, still seeing
nothing but the dark shadows of the pine trees of her
dreams, Amelie blushed and rose hastily. And nov^

the drawling, nasal chant of the choir drove the
memory of that balmy night, scented with the wood
anemones, away, and she recalled the subsequent
sudden journey to Paris. For several years after that
her aunt had travelled about with her. They had been
to Switzerland, to Italy, to Germany, everywhere save
to the httle village so near—sweet little Maurecourt, the
very name of which moved her to the very depths of
her soul. Once only in despair had she asked what
had become of Fustel, and Madame Mazubert pre-i

tended not to know, and answered with simulated in-

difference: "Who did you say? Ah, yes, Fustel, that
tall fellow with the stupid eyes. What has become of
him? How should I know? Anyhow, he hasn't a
penny, has no prospects whatever, and no manners. . j <

I never wish to see him again
!

" . . . And never again
was Andre Fustel's name mentioned—tall Andre, who
in the fir avenue had possessed himself of her heart
in that slight clasp of the hand.

" And why," wondered the young girl, as the mass
came to an end, " why am I brought back to Maure-
court to-day? And was it by chance merely that I
heard that voice, so like the voice of him of whom I

may not speak ? " Her heart was brimful of anguish
and hope. At all costs she must know. Turning to
Madame Mazubert, she said in a low, trembling voice

:

" Don't you think the voice that sang the Salm
taris . .

.?"
" What about the voice ? " asked her aunt sharply,

with a cold, stern look glancing keenly at her.
" That it must be Andre Fustel's voice ?

"

"Very likely," said Madame Mazubert, affecting a
chilly unconcern. " It is most probably Fustel's !

"

She was just about to add some explanatory remark,
but the young girl turned so pale and clutched her
prie-dieu so convulsively that her aunt checked her-*

self, fearing a scene in church.
Fortunately, the service had come to an end. They

both rose and walked towards the porch, then crossed
the broad space in front of the sacred edifice to the row,
of lime trees that enclosed it. Neighbours and friends
pressed round her with words of welcome, and Madame
Mazubert smiled amicably, but never once lost sight
of Amelie.

.She saw that the poor child was terribly upset, and
either from pity or from fear of a scene in front of
prying, inquisitive eyes—or was it that her courage
failed her to tell her niece the whole truth ?—she said
to her hurriedly :

" Go and congratulate Monsieur Fustel from me ; he
sang very well indeed

; you hav§ my full permission^
li is a matter of indifference to me now. It is better.

you should know."
" So it really was Andre ?

"

Very troubled in mind, full of a vague apprehen-«
sion, Amelie walked back to the empty church as if

in a dream. At the foot of the dark, narrow staircase

leading up to the organ she found herself suddenly
face to face with Fustel. In the dim light her eyes
sought those of the young man. They seemed to her
as in the old days, full of a deep joy, and yet they were
changed : they had a sadder expression, and looked
sunken in the thin face.

And as he pushed open the door wider to let the!

light in upon the gloom, a chill despair struck her
breast. She saw that he was wearing a priest's

cassock.

He held out his hand with a faint, melancholy smile.
" Is it really you ? " she said, shrinking from him, and
her face grew ashen and her voice died away. To put
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her at her ease he answered the questions that he
knew were trembUng on her hps.

" Well, you see, I was only ordained three weeks
ago. This is the last time I shall sing here. I leave

to-day for my small living, right on the other side of

the diocese, in a very lonely part of the country, but

I shall be amongst kind, good people. I entered the

priests' seminary very soon after your betrothal. I

made up my mind finally about the lime that Madame
Mazubert informed me of your marriage.

" At fitst I thought it seemed hard ; . . . then
gradually, very gradually, I grew to like my vocation,

and now I am quite happy. And you, Madame, you
are happy too ?

"

That cruel word " Madame " pierced her to the
heart. Now she understood it all—their one walk
together, that single lovers' walk spied upon; then
Madame Mazubert's brazen untruth, which with one
blow had irrevocably put an end to all hope in that
great, simple soul.

Seeing he expected an answer and that he was
surprised and concerned at her strange silence, Amehe
roused herself. Not even with the shadow of a regret
.vyould she dim the calm purity of this humble priest's

life, and with a strong determination she resolved to
keep all her sorrow and pain to herself.

So she answered, bravely lying: "Yes, thank you.
I, too, am perfectly liappy." Then, heedless of appear-
ing ungrateful and inconsistent, she said good-bye, as
if impatient for him to go. And when he was out of
sight she fled to the darkness of the narrow staircase
to hide the big tears that scorched her eyelids.
They never saw each other dLga.m.~Trans/aied by

'Margaret Hogg.

TO A DEAD LOVE
'Ah, httle love of mine laid low!
When soft as shrouding snow upon a dying flower
lYour wearied eyelids met and held ; when in that hour
lYour little hand in mine lay cold and still, and Death
.On sable wing leaned down, and gleaned the last slow

breath

That bore your tender soul back to Infinity

;

iWhen to unheeding ears, so eager once to lend
Themselves at Love's behest, did my vain cries

ascend
Like sparks that scatter, soar, then futile fall

Into the fire's most fiery heart again ; when all

The bitterness that empty endless years will roll

[With devastating grief upon my stricken soul
Pass'd m grim prophecy before me ; did you know
'Aught of that anguish'd hour, O Love of mine laid

low? -.Big
Nay! for on your calm dead brow grief's finger left

no trace

To mar the still aloofness of your quiet face

;

Impregnable in Death's cold isolation,

No burdened sighs, no tears, no bitter supplication
Dimm'd in that solemn hour of Passing the serene
Inscrutability of your majestic mien.
And as the autumn leaves unheeded from the tree
Descend in eddying uncertainty.
Caught by conflicting winds, but reaching earth to

die.

So on your unresponsive hps my kisses lie.

Kisses wherewith your fleeting soul I thought in blind
Self-seeking longer yet to bind ;

—
Too late, alas! . . . And I thank God 'twas so

—

You did not know, O little love of mine laid low

!

Lilian Brierley.
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
The Confessions of Saint Augustine > > By Prof. J. S. Phillimore

Miserationes tuae de medullis mcis confitentur

" Here is a copy of my ' Confessions ' which you wanted.
Scrutinise me in them, and there is no fear that you will
praise me for more than I am; take my word, in them,
about myself, not what other people say of me; study me
in them, and see all that I was, in myself and of myself.
And jf you shall anyways think well of me, join with me in
praising, as I do in them, Him whom I sought to make men
praise on my account."—.Letter to Darius.

"My 'Confessions,' in XHI. Books, praise the goodness
and justice of God alike in the good and in the bad of my
life, and arouse the intellect and emotions of men towards
Him. This was their effect on me personally in the writing
of them, and so it is in the reading of them. How they may
strike other people, I leave it to them to say ; but I do know
that they please, and have pleased, many of the brethren
greatly."—From the " Retractationes," written thirty years
later.

" Men are as curious to hear about other people's lives as
they are slow to amend their own."—"Confessions," Book X.,
Chap. 3.

" What am I now, at the very moment when I make these
Confessions? Many would like to know this, many who
know me, and yet know me not; who have heard something
from me or of me, but have never put their ear close to my
heart, where my real self is, such as it is. Well, they would
like to hear me confess what I am in myself, inwardly, fur-
ther inwards than their eye or ear or thought can carry. But
this wish implies that they mean to believe my word, and
not to pursue their own investigations. That would be
impossible. In fact they find in the charity of their own
goodness the assurance that in these Confessions I do not
lie : it is just this charity in them which believes me."

—

Ibidem.

I.

Since the value of this and of all such books as enter

into the same category, whether they lie nearer the
frontier of devout ejaculations or march with Auto-
biography, depends absolutely on their sincerity, it

seemed well to put forward these few texts as a key
to the spirit in which we ought to approach the " Con-
fessions." Let me suppose a new reader approaching
the book for the first time. What must he expect to

find? Scandalous secrefts? A cynical violation of

the accepted reticences, as in Rousseau? He would
totally misconceive the work. Let him bear one thing
in mind : that Augustine is not so much the penitent at

the tribtuial of penance, taking the reader for his wit-

ness to attest a solemn abjuration of past error, as the

Confessor in the sense in which our English King
Edward and others have been canonised, declaring,

asserting, vindicating, professing his faith: never in

any sense is the reader installed as Confessor. Put
away from your mind the " Confessions " of Jean
Jacques and recall rather the " Confession " of Saint
Patrick, written a generation later. Something of a

.defiance, something of a defence against detractors

;

but, above all, the thankful, exultant narrative of a
miracle of grace. The miracle has been worked in his

own person, and the book must be alive with per-

sonality in every line. In language that exploits the
whole register of praise and awe and admiration,

'Augustine on his hilltops sings a paean over his old

dead self, lying away back in the valley.

IL

In this book, which is so mainly concerned with ego,

there is a marvellous freedom from egoism, for Augus-
tine's key is not " See what I have done !

" but " See
.what the grace of God has done in me !

" No archness

of sensitive though hungry vanity, no pretending that

this is another's story and not his own, no shy self-con-
sciousness, no awkward toning down of the full,

nattural rhetoric of great emotions into an academic
reserve. The truth cries aloud. If anybody refuses
to accept the sincerity of the " Confessions," it is idle

to argue with him r you cannot prove that a beanfield
smells sweet, or that the " Ode to a Nightingale " is a
good poem. If they are not sincere, the " Confessions

"

are nothing : do not read them. Is not their sincerity

guaranteed by the very frequency of the ego, ego?
But it is no egoism (unless egoism be also a virtue, as
Froude suggested) to state in the first person a per-
sonal experience and an assertion which can be made
on no other person's authority. He is no more egoistic
than the Psalmist or St. Paul. We judge these matters
rather superficially in English : perhaps the only neces-
sary spelling reform in our language is to write the first

personal pronoun with a small instead of a capital

letter: je and k^ can go monologuing away by the
page together, unembarrassed.

III.

Augustine wrote his " Confessions " just 200 years
before his great namesake came to Canterbury.
Already eight years a priest and three years a bishop,
he reviews the forty-three years of his life. He looks
right back beyond memory to the very rudiments of
infant sensation and expression, inferring from what
he has seen in others what must have been in himself.

Then it is the elementary school at Tagaste ; how he
was beaten ; how he hated his Greek and the para-
phrases they made him do at the grammar school of
Madaura ; the vanities and absurdities of a rhetorical

education. (It is one of many points in him which re-

mind us of Newman, when he avows that, though he
condemns the literary education he had got, literature

he loves and cherishes ; for language makes " elect and
precious vessels," only the contents may disgrace
them.) Then it is that boyish theft of some pears,

stolen (as he mercilessly analyses it) in mere bravado
and lawless mischief ; and now a still-burning shame
in memory thirty years after.

IV.

His intellect first awoke to problems of philosophy
when he read Cicero's " Hortensius "

; he had a great
literary contempt for the Bible, which lasted as long as
he misconceived it as an oracle for every private mind
to interpret it as best it might. As a University
student in Carthage he found the older classical sects

all in dissolution, and it was Manichaeism which cap-
tured his youthful restlessness and detained him
prisoner for nine years. With horror and astonish-

ment he looks back on this obscene system of fads and
superstitions, which we can nowadays see creeping up
around us, revived under other names, daily increasing

in popularity and power. (A single specimen will

suffice :
" It is a sin to pick a fig, because it gives the

fig pain.") It must be said that he was a nominal
adherent rather than an enthusiast in that City of

Confusion. From nineteen to twenty-eight it is a story

of literary and scholastic ambitions (at twenty-two he
is a professor at Carthage), and the faithful liaison with

the woman who had made him the father of Adeodatus
at eighteen. He broke with her, after fourteen years,

in 385.
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In 383, his fortieth year, he had escaped from
Manichaeism only to fall into Academicism: but this

could only be an interval of suspense ; such a rocketing

impulse towards the truth could not stay long in a

polite negation. His removal to Rome comported a

spiritual move which he little thought of: his im-

mediate motives were ambition and a desire to escape

the barbarous rowdiness of the African students. Few
pages are more dramatic than his account how he gave
Monica, his mother, the slip at St. Cyprian's Tomb, and
sailed without her for Rome.

V.
And now begins that spiritual pilgrimage of doubt

and search which reads to us as poignant and actual

as the journal of some waif in the modern welter. He
could not rest: whither must he turn? He had long
looked askance at Catholics, imbued with the feehng
that they had a secret, but it could be no good to ask

them for a clue. And, besides (how modern it seems !),

at the same time, he is quite sure he knows all about
their doctrine without learning it. That claimant might
be dismissed unheard. The anxious inquiry proceeds
through an atmosphere of increasing intensity : the

language of this marvellous master of style rises and
subtilises in riches and finesse, exploring and voicing

in lyrical eloquence the distress and anguish of mind
of a doubter's crisis, and the first faint sense that he is

pointing right towards convalescence. There is

nothing rigid, formal, legalistic about this Latinity,

which stands as great a'monument of personality ex-

pressed in pure, single jets of speech as Catullus' lyrics

or Cicero's Letters 450 years before. All is breathing,

sometimes sobbing with emotion: the most trivial

phrases seem to glow and vibrate. Now one "diffi-

culty," now another holds and torments him ; now the

painful effort of his mind, which dealt so readily in the

real and pictorial, to conceive God as incorporeal, un-

extended Spirit ; now the problem on which he was
afterwards to write so much—the Origin of Evil.

VI.

Further promotion transfers him from Rome to

Milan, near the Court and near St. Ambrose. At this

time Plato was leading him safe through some of his

tangles. And soon we are in the penumbra of truth.

The last shadows are to disappear, not by more read-

ing and more meditation, but before a great personal

influence. When Augustine first heard Ambrose
preach " he took no interest in the matter, which he
scorned "

; but the manner and style he admired, and
he liked the man. Next we find him wistfully admir-

ing and envying Ambrose's great authority and in-

fluence, " but not his celibacy." And now, once in con-

tact with lives and not books merely, once within the

atmosphere of the Church, he " rejoiced and blushed

at once " to find that he had been rejecting imaginary
doctrines of a misunderstood system. And at last the

crisis comes quickly: with his dearest friends, Nebri-

dius and Alypius, he makes a kind of retreat, deter-

mined to solve the intolerable question, to capture " the

great hope which has arisen before us."

VII.

The famous Victorinus' conversion gives the devout
seekers a further shake. In writing of this event,

Augustine has an admirable answer to a charge of

spiritual snc 'oism :
" Do not many return to Thee from

a deeper abyss of blindness than Victorinus, and draw
near, and are illuminated, by receiving that light which
all who receive from Thee get the power to become
Thy sons ? Yes : but if they are not such public per-

sonages, even their friends rejoice less over them.
For when there is a general rejoicing, the joy is the

richer for it in each individual, because they warm one
another and are mutually fired."

Hearing of the marvels of Egyptian monasticism

excites them yet further ; and now we read the most
penetrating analysis of a soul which feels the grace

approaching very, very near, and feels itself borne
forward to fuse in a consummation. But the last is

not quite yet : there are the last shrinkings and shud-

derings of the natural man of desire :
" Give me chas-

tity—but not now "
:

" the ' will to believe ' still half

disabled, not sturdy and entire." How these are all

suddenly consumed, when, sitting in the garden at

Ostia, suffering extreme mental distresses, he hears the
" Pick il up and read !

" which led his hand to the

copy of St. Paul's Epistles and to the precise text,

" Not in riotings and drunkennesses," etc., is an epi-

sode known even to many who know nothing else of

the " Confessions." The long crescendo of stress and
of striving culminates in a full and steady content-

ment. He has arrived. His instruction and baptism

by St. Ambrose and the deathbed of St. Monica com-
plete the IXth Book.

VIII.

The remaining four are very different in character,

more metaphysical and theological, less of the history

of a soul. The general reader may be pardoned for

thinking them rather dry by contrast. And yet t)ante,

who borrowed from Bk. IV. the hint for his famous
Amor che a nulla amata aniar ferdond, borrowed also

from a phrase in Bk. XIII. (Ch. 19) some part of his

vision of spiritual luminaries in Paradise. For even
here the language is of that quality which excites to

poetry by countless stimuli.

IX.

But how full of famous and splendid sayings are

those first nine books !
" I was not yet a lover, only in

love with love." " Grown-up people dignify their

nonsense with the name of business." " The human
heart is restless until it find its rest in Thee." " Thine
ear was hstening at my heart, and I knew not ; and
when I sought resolutely in silence, the speechless con-

tritions of my heart were great voices crying aloud to

Thy mercy." One could stock a commonplace book
from here only. How suggestive are the very digres-

sions—such as that discussion on the pleasure of

tragedy in Bk. Ill, Ch. 2

!

X.

The Second Spring of Latin Literature has several

great names : in Prudentius, a poet who rivals Lucre-

tius and Catullus in spontaneous energy ; in St. Augus-
tine, a prose writer who shows how the huge sails of

Ciceronianism could be refilled with a wind of new
emotion and reality. One may guess that he wrote

none of his works, not even that great philosophy of

history, the " De Civitate Dei," with such a single and
unfaltering gusto of inspiration as these " Confes-

sions," which speak to us moderns on whom once
more, as in his days, " the ends of the world are come,"

with the power and persuasion of a living voice.

See the mountains kiss high heaven,

And the waves clasp one another;

No sister-flower would be forgiven

If it disdained its brother.

And the sunlight clasps the earth,

And the moonbeams kiss the sea

;

What is all this sweet work worth

If thou kiss not me?
Percy Bysshe Shelley.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Notice to CoRREsroNOENTS.

—

Owing to the large number
of Idlers received it is necessary for correspondents to write

briefly if their letters are to appear.

BALZAC AND DUMAS.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I find in your issue of August ist a letter,

entitled " Balzac and Dumas," which would first startle

and then tickle the fancy of any French person (of

ever so hltlc literarj' culture and taste) coming across

it. With apologies to you and EVERYMAN for my
incorrect English, may I try to answer it ?

" P. F. H.,"

of Birmingham, the writer, taking. upon himself a task

which surely even Faguet or Lemaitre would decline

to perform, starts by declaring unhesitatingly Alex-

andre Dumas to be "the greatest of all French
writers." That he does without the shadow of a

doubt, either in thought or expression, it seems, be-

cause what can be more superlative than his lapidary

way of putting it? It sounds almost threatening to

venturing contradictors! Then he wishes to know
" why it is that this greatest of all French writers is so

completely forgotten by those who write about French-

men such as Balzac," and wonders, finally, if it is " be-

cause Dumas is so undeniably the one great man since

Shakespeare "

?

I entertain the vague hope that the above is but a

paradox "a la Jean Jacques Rousseau." But if it is

not, if " P. F. H." is really in earnest, my second hope

—precise and strong this time—is that such a literary

heretic (I humbly beg the correspondent's pardon) may,

at least, not be French. I know how very difficult it is

for a foreigner reading French to master and appre-

ciate all the subtle " nuances " of our " dehtable par-

leure." I fully reahse that for those unable to read

French, translation is a gigantic hindrance to their ap-

preciation of "le style." Therefore, if "P. F. H."

belongs to either of these two classes, his literary sin

may be less grievous than it appears.

To his two brief questions may I answer as briefly

:

(i) Those who write about Frenchmen such as

Balzac know that in writing for a weekly paper of

Everyman's literary standard they must deal with

literature, and leave out, possibly, a man like Dumas,
who does not really belong to this realm. Dumas's
huge imagination and extreme facility of writing may
have been mistaken for genius by many with an erring

taste, but he does not deceive the scanning eye of

modem literary criticism.

(2) The reason, then, of his being ignored by people

who know would be that " he is so undeniably the one
writer without which pure literature in general, and
French htcrature especially, would not have lost one
jot of its intrinsic value."

I wish I could go deeper into the matter and make
a closer comparison between Dumas and the glorious

three whom " P. F. H." brushes aside so contemp-
tuously. Indeed, I wish I could compare him yet to

another one, whose " Madame Bovary " " P. F. H." did

not perhaps think of when he granted the final literary
" es/ " crown of the superlative to the author of " Les
3 Mousquetaires " and " Monte Cristo." . . . But we
are asked to be brief, and I have still another point to

discuss.

I heard an Englishman say once about an ugly girl

that, " after all, beauty was only a matter of degree."

I am inclined to think that the same thing might be
said of fame. Dumas is still famous in France, still

widely read in a wide circle of admirers. But w/io are

these and tvhere do they read his p.seudo-historic (?)

romances (which cannot be called " history "
!). They

are (i) the men and women of the poorer classes, "le

rude populaire," to quote Ronsard, who have not had
the luck of being educated

; (2) the enthusiastic school-

boys of fifteen, whose untaught taste relishes volumes

of tlirilling adventures better than a beautiful page of

perfect French. Tliey will all find the ever-flowing

stream of their favourite's prose at the "rez de

chaussee" of some halfpenny daily paper in the be-

loved " feuilleton," or they may buy it in weekly penny
" livraison" (which Jules Rouffe edited so profusely

in the days of my youth!). Educated children will

grow out of this lack of refinement ; working people

may keep to it, finding in these romances a solace to

their sufferings, the fulfilment of their denied hopes.

I do not know if there would be many other readers

beside these nowadays.
Lastly, could I ask " P. F. H." whether, before crown-

ing Dumas with such "desinvolture,".and being sorry

for him, he gave all the other writers a fair chance by
examining their works ? We have had many a writer

since Shakespeare died. Even if the quality seems

to be in " P. F. H.'s " eyes " to write a masterpiece in

each of the divisions of literature
"—thus barring our

seventeenth century and modern times—what place

would he give men such as Voltaire, Rousseau,

Chateaubriand, (Hugo, and Michelet ?

No, most decidedly, " Nul n'est prophete en son

pays "
: never could iJumas have expected from his

compatriots to be raised above so many and placed in

the immediate neighbourhood of "' The Swan of

Avon." Might I suggest he would have been

surprised ?

With all best wishes for the growing success of

Everyman, to which I am indebted for many agree-

able holiday hours,—I am, sir, etc., J. DOZAT.

Chanonat, par Veyre, Puy de Dome^ France,

August 4th, 191 3.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Although I presume that Mr. Maurice

Endepols' letter is intended as a reply to mine, the

writer has entirely failed to understand my letter, and

has also misconstrued my references to Shakespeare,

whom I may say I consider, with every other student^

of literature, to be the greatest man the world has ever

'

seen.

To develop my meaning. When I said that Dumas
often got his plots ready-made, and because of this

his genius was discredited, I said that the same thing

could equally well be said about Shakespeare. Let
me take " King Lear," for example, as Mr. Endepols
recommends. The plot of this was found by Shake-
speare in Holinshed and an old play called " The
True Chronicle History of King Lear and his Three
Daughters," while the plot centring round Gloucester

was suggested by part of Sir Philip Sidney's
" Arcadia."

To consider Dumas in the same way: the basis of
" The Three Musketeers " was " The Memoirs of

D'Artagnan " ; and as Shakespeare created from his

raw material the magnificent drama of " Lear," so

Dumas created the immortal pages of " The Three
Musketeers." This is as far as I intended the com-

parison of Dumas to Shakespeare to go, and as far

as this I still maintain it—but no further.

This reference to Shakespeare is a minor point

which has been made too much of by Mr. Endepols.

The basis of my letter he leaves practically untouched

;

that is, my question why Dumas is so often ignored.

He does insinuate that Dumas is noi a great writer,

not even to be compared with Balzac. Mr. Endepols

[Continued oti page 564.)
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An Unbiassed
History of Ireland
No Irishman should be without Dr.

D'Alton's great work, for it tells the story

of Erin's Isle from the earliest times to the

present ; and all British subjects can read it

with profit, because it is absolutely unbiassed.

It is the only book in which the facts of

Irish history, affecting the great political

question "Home Rule," are told without
prejudice or party bias.

AN INTERESTING BOOKLET con-

ceming this great history will be dispatched
immediately on receipt of form given below,
FREE OF CHARGE.

The "Henry Irving"
Shakespeare

This is an ide-il illustrated edition. The
text is unbowdlerized and complete. A
"Life of Shakespeare," by Prof. Dowden,
"Shakespeare's Country," by Jerome
Harrison, " Shakespeare as a Playwright,"
by Sir Henry Irving, are special features.

See booklet offered below.

The "Standard" Dickens
Practically everything intended by Dickens
for publication is included in the twenty
volumes of this latest and best illustrated

edition of Charles Dickens' works. Get
ihtfree booiet offered below.

The "Holyrood" Scott
Scott is a perfect library in himself. You
must have a Scott, you must have a com-
plete edition, a worthy edition ; for his
novels are novels to read, and read again.
The "Holyrood" possesses many specially
interesting features, it is just what is

wanted. Send to-day for the booklet offered
below.

The "Book-lover's" Bronte
A complete and beautiful collection of the
works of the three sisters Currer, Ellis, and
Acton Bell, with "The Lifa of Charlotte
BrontS," by Mrs. Gaskell. Send for
descriptive booklet.

The "Afton" Bnrns
An artistically conceived edition, well fitted

to occupy the place of honour in any
library, great or small. All readers of
Everyman interested in Burns poetry and
songs are invited to send for the illustrated

booklet we offer below,

We have a series of most in-

teresting booklets dealing with
our Library Editions of the
Standard Authors, as briefly

detailed above. A copy of any
booklet will be sent

FREE OF CHARGE
on receipt of form below duly
completed.

BOOKLETS FREE.
To The Cre«hain Publishing Company,
34-5, Southampton Sl, Strand. London, W.C.

Please send tnc the Free Booklet describing

:

THE HISTORY OF IRELAND.
THE "HENRY IRVI.NG" SHAKESPEARE.
THE "STANDARD" DICKE.S'S.
THE "HOLYROOD" SCOTT.
THE "BOOK-LOVERS" BRONTE.
THE "AFTON" BURNS.

Name

Address
i

Please mark booklet required with a X.

MYTH AND LEGEND
in Literature and Ar,.

A SERIES OF SIX BEAUTIFUL BOOKS OF SPECIAL

INTEREST TO "EVERYMAN" READERS.

HEY retell in prose the world's great legends, those old stories

of undying interest and charm that have come down to us from

the earth's earliest era ; from a time when imagi.iation was
given free rein, and fancy went uncurbed.

The great world of nature and the deep facts of life, from

which these stories arise, are the same to-day as thousands of years ago
;

hence their enduring life. »

To Book-lovers
these volumes will appeal irresistibly, owing,

in the first place, to the fascination of the

great stories they enshrine, and to an even
greater degree, because of the light these

stories shed upon the work of the greatest

prose writers and poets of the world, who
have drawn freely and abundantly from
mythology; with the result that no one can

fully appreciate the best literature without a

knowledge of mythology.

To Musicians
and people with musical tastes and interests

these volumes come as a real boon. A know-
ledge of the basic idea enables one to enter

into the spirit of a composer's music ; to

obtain a firmer grasp of his aiir.s and objects.

Practically all the librettos of Wagner's
operas are founded upon mythology, while
among other composers who have found
inspiration from this copious source may be
mentioned Gluck, Bellini, Weber, Gounod,
Berlioz, Liszt, and Mendelssohn.

To those interested in Art To Stamp Collectors
it will be unnecessary to point out that the
most famous painters and sculptors have,
from the most remote times down to

the present day, drawn very largely upon
mythology for subjects. As an aid in

estimating their artistic achievements, an
acquaintance with the attributes of the gods
and heroes of ancient days is most useful.

the volumes also appeal because many
of the postage stamps that are ;n use, or

have been used, throughout the v;orId, bear

representations of mythological characters

and heroes. A knowledge of the 'exploits

of the originals of these figures will add a
new interest to the hobby.

LAVISHLY ILLUSTRATED & ARTISTICALLY BOUND
The volumes are illustrated with numerous beautiful reprodtictions of

famous pictures and original drawings, executed in colour and duotone.
There are close upon TWO HUNDRED of these full-page plates included
in the complete set of six volumes. Each volume is strongly bound in cloth

richly decorated with gilt.

"T.P.'s Weekly'* says:

"An understanding of the personalities of the

Nibelungen would help many of those who attribuie

their non-comprehension of Wagner's ' Ring ' to the

author's philosophy rather than lo unfamiliarity with

the legendary background."

"The Bookman** says:
" The study of the old stories of the worW is one

which is becoming increasingly popuLir. and in the
handsome volumes issued by The Gresham Publish-
ing Company we have them set before us in a highly
attractive form. Mr. Moncriefi's version of the
mythological stories of Greece and Rome is written
in a most fascinating manner, and one which cannot
fail to cJaim the reader's attention from start ic finish."'

BEAUTIFUL BOOKLET FREE.
To The GRESHAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,

34-5, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.

Please send me the lUastrated Booklel describing "MYTH AND LEGEND IN LITER-
ATURE AND ART." and containing five specimen plates (one in colours), also special terms to

readers of " Everyman."

NAME

ADDRESS

^
i
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' importance on being the leader of the

^ses Balzac s^^^j.^
^^^ Dumas is quite as important

Realistic nu)^
^^ ^j,^ Romantic movement, one much

as the l^^
^Y^^^ ^j Realism in its influence and coa-

g^^^iKe in France.

,^?Iastly, I should like to correct one more misstate-

ment of Mr. Endepols ; he writes that I say " The
Fencing Master " should be considered as one of the

.world's hterary masterpieces. This is hardly to be

gathered from any part of my letter, and I do not wish

to rank " The Fencing Master," although a good book,

so high as Mr. Endepols suggests.

From the " only four or five " masterpieces which Mr.

Endepols mentions I am inclined to doubt if he has

read any of Dumas' works ; and to gather a faint idea

of the sway of Dumas' work and personality in Eng-
land alone, might I recommend to Mr. Endepols the

numerous essays and critiques in appreciation of

Dumas to be found in the works of some of England's

greatest men; for instance, Thackeray, Stevenson,

Lang, Henley, Swinburne, Rossetti, and Saintsbury,

to mention but a few ?

Finally, if the few loose statements and objections

of Mr. Maurice Endepols are all he has to say
" against " my letter, he only makes me confirm still

stronger to my statement that Dumas is ihe greatest of

French writers.—I am, sir, etc.,

Percival F. Hinton.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I did not answer Mr. P. F. H. last week be-

cause I thought it was not serious to call Dumas " the

only great man since Shakespeare." But as your

correspondent, Mr. Endepols, has taken the trouble to

show how insignificant, considering the influence they

had on their generation, Dumas appears when com^
pared to Balzac, may I add the following hints

:

(i) Unfortunately Balzac has indulged in many of

his 'oooks in that " Las romantisme " which is the

chief character of Dumas' works, and let me say at

once, had he not written " Eugenie Grandet," " Father

Goriot," "Cesar Birotteau," etc., he would be as un-

important in French literature as Eugene Siie.

(2) It is absolutely wrong to suggest, as Mr. P. F. H.

does, that one has to invent the subject of one's works

to be a great writer. I shall simply remark, after

many others, that Racine and Corneille never laid

claim to inventing their plots. And what about La
Fontaine! He did not invent one of his fables. A
writer may imitate all his life, as long as " cette imita-

tion n'est pas un esclavage." It would be possible to

quote here A. de Musset's famous words :
" C'est

imiter qiielqu'un que de planter des choux."

Dumas is simply considered as a minor writer be-

cause in his plays he never rose above melodrama,
and his novels contain no more psychology or study

of characters than " feuilletons."

(3) Mr. P. F. H. seems to believe that a man who
writes in every branch of literature is greater than

one who confines himself to a particular way. Nothing
is m.ore untrue. Even the greatest genuises who have
stretched their sphere of activity everywhere, nearly

always owe their fame to a particular branch (Shake-

speare to his plays, V. Hugo to his verses). And we
may be sure that Daudet, G. Sand, and Balzac, though
th?y were only novelists, occupy in French literature

a higher place than Dumas, who tried everything.

—

I am, sir, etc., L. Senequier.
(Efudiant k la Sorbonne.)

High Bamet (Herts), August 9th, 1913.

"EVERYMAN" AND G. K. CHESTERTON.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Though "E. H.'s" protest against G. K.
Chesterton was sufficiently obscure, the letter from
" C. B.," which appeared in your issue of August ist,

appears, to my mind, to make confusion worse con-

founded. What are the grounds and what explanation

is there for this sudden and strange attack upon
Chesterton, Bennett, Shaw, Galsworthy, and Wells

—

the pilloried authors—whose names are said to " reek

in the nostrils " of some of the readers of EVERYMAN ?

" C. B." charges EVERYMAN with having sacrificed its

independence by " truckling to the idols of the market-
place." Surely narrowness is not independence, and
it seems to me to be a gross form of odious pro-

vincialism to suggest that a formal taboo should be
established against the authors whom " C. B." men-
tions. Chesterton, Bennett, Shaw, Galsworthy, and
Wells may not be the best leaders of present-day

opinion, but they are, at all events, indubitably the

leaders in certain definite lines of thought. Mr. Wells

particularly is incontestably one of the most original

and striking of present-day social theorists, a clear and
penetrating thinker and a master of lucidity in style.

Though wholly in agreement with the desirability of

Everyman fulfilling its function and extending

encouragement to writers of lesser fame, I must
strongly protest against " C. B.'s " suggestion that the

columns of EVERYMAN should be flooded with literary

mediocrities.—I am, sir, etc.,

Folkestone. DONALD R. Spendlove.

To the Editor of Everym.\n.

Sir,—If there is any significance in the name of your

paper, then its pages are open to your correspondents'

display of wisdom and—within reason—of their folly.-

With this latter limitation in mind, one can imagine

how you must have hesitated to include the contribu-

tions of " E. H." and " C. B."

Will not the bulk of your readers agree that those

who eagerly read Mr. Chesterton far outnumber those

who (as your correspondents would have us believe)

are " tired " of him ? There are doubtless some who
have not the comprehension or literary insight to de-

tect in this particular writer the sustained effort made
to uphold the cause of democracy, to preserve the

freedom of choice, and to protest that the theories and
social life of to-day are surely tending to obscure the

fixed aims and natural aspirations of the normal human
being. These things he has plainly stated, and also

presented to us in a hundred fanciful ways, for our

consideration and guidance ; and even when dealing

with or reviewing the specific lines and work of such

men as Dickens, Watts, Blake, or Browning, the same
notes are sounded and maintained.

To listen to what this observant and thoughtful man
has to say, to recognise his daring literary genius, and

to honour him as a redoubtable fighter are all surely

within the scope of EVERYMAN ?.—I am, sir, etc.,

Marple, Cheshire. G. F. B.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—In some points I agree with your corre-

spondent " C. B.," though I am an admirer of Chester-

ton ; but my object in writing is simply to point out

an irritating error into which he (in common with so

many!) falls when he says, "The Frankenstein you

have created will be the death of him." If he reads

Mrs. Shelley's famous book he will see that Franken-

stein was the name of the creator of the monster, not

of the creature he created.—I am, sir, etc., A. S.
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CHARLOTTE BRONTE'S LETTERS.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I read with interest Miss Margaret Hamilton's
article on the letters of Charlotte Bronte. It is good
to know of her sympathetic understanding with the

self-tormented, unhappy genius ; but it seems to me
that she has dealt tenderly with the woman at the

expense of the man. When speaking of the silence

which was the only reply Charlotte's impassioned
letters received, Miss Hamilton says, " Had Heger
replied to the letters in the business-like fashion of a
stolid man .... the episode would have been ended.
. . . The Philistine soul of the Flemish bourgeois was
incapable of facing such a situation, frightened to death
at handling it. Only a stupid man would have
refrained from answermg. , .

."

This is indeed a hard criticism. It would tax some
other souls more sensitive than that of a Philistine-

Flemish bourgeois to deal rightly with " such a situa-

tion."

A young and more than ordinarily romantic Eng-
lish girl made an ideal of her professor. He had
treated her apparently with some little kindness, and
his brusquerie and even rudeness she had transformed
for herself into satisfactory behaviour. When she
left the school she desired innocently a friendly corre-

spondence. Her desire was not shared in the same
way by her professor. It is true he authorised her to

write to him (Letter II.), but then he was pre-eminently
a teacher, if we may judge from "Villette," and
would be interested in his pupil's progress. A teacher
may bid a pupil write, but it does not follow that the
teacher always answers, nor is even bound to do so.

Her letters proved to be rich in feehng—even pas-
sion. Should he have given a shock to her niceties

by forbidding her to write to him when she had pro-
bably told him how much his friendship meant to her
(and how could such a letter be composed ?), or should
he have feigned a friendship and have replied ? If he
had replied no one can ever tell where the corre-

spondence would have led, but at least we may be sure
that Charlotte would have loathed the pretence had
she known of it. Only one course was left open

—

silence. For many women (this is not intended to
cast a slur on Charlotte's behaviour) silence would
have worked, and would have been less terrible than
words on paper.

Again, Miss Hamilton is averse to the publication
of the letters, but she blames not so much those who
caused them to be pubhshed, but Heger. She says,
" A woman's letters should be held sacred by the man
to whom she writes .... he should take steps to see
that they do not fall into alien hands." When friends

of hke or unlike sex have plighted troth, letters should
be sacred, but even then it must be remembered that
sacredness is not synonymous with privacy. Heger did
not treasure Charlotte's letters as she did his. He
could not help that ; we are unfortunately not always
masters of our regards. There are many reasons,

though, which may account for his not destroying
them.

With regard to the publication of the letters of
eminent people, I think with G. K. Chesterton that
nothing which can be appreciated is too sacred to be
given to the pubhc. Letters such as those of the two
Brownings, understandable only to each other, should
never have been published. But we should be thank-
ful for these letters, which throw light on a dark spot
and place Charlotte Bronte yet a httle higher in the
estimation of the world.—I am, sir, etc..

An Admirer of Charlotte Bronte.
Southampton, August 8th, 191 3.

THE MAN BEFORE THE MAST.
To the Editor of Everyma.n.

Sir,—Born and reared within sound of the " multi-
tudinous laughter of the sea," and numbering many
seafarers among my friends, Mr. Sheridan Jones's able
article on the above subject proved of more than ordi-
nary interest to me.
No one can question the premises and general con-

clusions of his article, and his sins are rather those of
omission. Of course, in a short article it is impos-
sible to deal with details, but I fear that when Mr. Jones
proceeds to review and account for the seeming un-
attractivcness of the sea to Britishers nowadays, he
has omitted many salient reasons underlying same. I

should like to refer to one especially, viz., the exacting
regulations of the Board of Trade, as evinced, say, for
example, in the eye-tests. It is imperative that mari-
time regulations should be strict in such a dangerous
vocation, but when exacting tests are introduced which
have no relation whatever to the requirements at sea
it is hardly to be expected that parents should desire
their sons to follow a profession where the chances of
advancement are so precarious and dependent upon
the whims of the Board of Trade " experts." These
eye-tests account in a very large measure for the pre-
sent dearth of officers in the mercantile marine.

I know several sailors who are far from being colour-
blind, but have been " turned back " because of their

inability to distinguish between slight shades in

colours—colours which could hardly, by any possi-

bility, be met with at sea.

Is it likely that fellows are going to bear the drud-
gery of the necessary four years' experience in the
forecastle, only to find when they present themselves
for examination that they are unable to circumvent
the absurd regulations of the Board of Trade examina-
tions ?—I a.m, sir, etc., E. A. Davies.
New Quay.

EVOLUTION AND SCRIPTURAL DOCTRINE.
I'o the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I, for one, am delighted to see this subject
taken up in your columns. Though there is often much
noise and a good deal of smoke evolved in the con-
troversial battles which are fought around the subject
of Evolution, yet perhaps some aspect of the truth

may be set before us, or some false position—built on
wrong conceptions—may be revealed in its true light.

For some years past I have given this subject

earnest thought, and I have encountered various
problems, some of which I have solved—or partially

so—and others, again, which I cannot reduce to

simpler denominations.
Now, granted that Evolution be true, it follows that

there has been no period of " perfection," with a sub-

sequent falling away from that state, but a gradual
progression (not necessarily linear), or evolution to a
higher and more intelligent and organised form of life.

I therefore do not see the need of a " Redeemer " in

the sense of that term, as used in the orthodox doctrine

of Redemption. Except as one of the great Lights

of the world, for what purpose would such a per-

sonality exist, and from what would he " redeem " us ?

It seems to me, in the face of the evolutionary inter-

pretation of the facts of Embryology, Paleontology,

etc., etc., that the orthodox interpretation of the jife

and death of Christ is not tenable. Such interpreta-

tion, I submit, is not on a rational basis consistent with

the facts of this universe, and the interpretation of such

facts which is put upon them by every normal con-

sciousness free from bias, religious, or otherwise.

I do not ignore the existence of sin in the' world, but

{Continued on Page 568.)
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20th CENTURY ^J^^^
WONDER— S^s^wil^^W -"

MEDICINE HAT,

CANADA-
FOUNDATIONS, ^fe^

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY SHOPS

A REMARKABLE
TO "EVERYMAN"

25,000 Sets of Particulars, with
details of the WONDERFUL FORTUNES

Freehold Lands
FOR THE SAVER

51- WEEK or £1 MONTH

WITH
GOVERNMENT GUARANTEED TITLE TO

FREEHOLD LAND SECURITY

THE REASON for the great boom
in oar lands

WE CAN ARRANGE

5 YEARS' TERMS of FINANCE
WHERE REQUIRED.

FOR THE SMALL INVESTOR

£25 up to £100
WITH

GOVERNMENT GUARANTEED TITLE TO

FREEHOLD LAND SECURITY

The Board of Trade, Medicine
Hat, has telegraphed us about
bouses needed

"300 more this year—2,000 next

two years."

FOR THE CAPITALIST

£100 'it £5,000
WITH

GOVERNMENT GUARANTEED TITLE TO

FREEHOLD LAND SECURITY

£100.000

FOR

£5
See Daily Express,

June 12th, 1913.^

HOW FOfiTUNES ABE BEING MADE FROM INVESTMENTS IN CANADIAN LAND.

The following extracts are from the London "Daily Express," dated June 12th, 1913.

RECORD BOOM IN CANADA.
GREAT FORTUNES MADE BY LAND OPERATORS.

filOD.OOO FOR £5.

" "Exfrisi" Ctrrespondint. Mtntrtal, May 31.

A block of land ia Edmoataa, AlbcrUJ, cliangtd

bands a,few days ago for jCioo.ooo; twentj'-one years

ago the same block was sold for £% These figures

tell the story of a Canadkin real estate boom with-

out a parallel oa the American Continent, and pro-

bably without an equal anywhere.
There is scarcely Q clerk, shopkeeper, or wage-

earner of any kind wbo has not feverishly invested

his savings in a piece of land, hoping (<x a quick
'• turnover. ' It is estimated that in Winnipeg alone

there are dozens of jnen who have made fortunes

owing simply to the coorraous rise in values due

t» the boom.
One man bought a lot In Winnipeg for Aioo a

few years ago; last summer he sold it for ;£i,ooo.

Hire art somt further txampUs which hcvt come under

cur otPB notice.

40 l3is, 2i miles from the centre of a large

Canadian Western town, were pu/chased at $90 pe»

lot. Circumstances compelled the owner to resell

ia two months, but he realised a profit of $10 per

lot. The man to whom be sold, owing to an unfore-

seen local development, resold in twelve months at

prices vao'ing from 250 to 375 dollars per lot.

The decision of tihe Canadian Pacific Railway to

build their western car shops in Calgary caused
land in the vicinity to jump from $350 per aore

to $2,000 per acre.

One fortunrate man, after holding some City lot«

for five years, sold them for $15,000 each, faavinc

only paid $300 each in the first instance.

HERE IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY
In the most extraordinary City in the World—MEDICINE HAT.
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CENTURIES OF

NATURAL GAS FOft

FACTORIES.

100,000,000 TONS

OF COAL,

AND SIDINGS-MEDICINE HAT.

FREE OFFER
READERS.
Booklets, Maps, Plans, etc., giving
which are being made out of

in CANADA
HOW MEDICINE HAT IS GROWING.

1909 Population - 3,000
1910 - 4,000

JAN. 1913 - 12,000
NOW - 16,000

Figures thai sho>v a gro-wth

almost lihe Aladdin's Palace.

MEDICINE HAT is estimated to have 30,000 before the end of next year.

SOME EXTRAORDINARY OFFICIAL FACTS.
There Is an inexhaasUble supply of nataral gas. MEDICINE
BAT wIU be tbe PITTSBUBG of CANADA, because Steel

Works, Brick Works, Foundries, Cement Works, Milling

Companies, NOW BUILT AND WOBKING, bave only to mn
pipe to tbelr Factories. Ilgbt tbe gas. and tbey bave

•normons beat practically for nothing.

"The Daily Telegraph." 15th July, 1913. under the headinfi AMERICAN TAHIFFS,
tjuotes the Governor of Massachusetis :

" All over the United States the tendency amon^ the priociral manufacturing
Interests is towards the establishing of plants in Canada. This movement has beea
going on for many years, and it is estimated that from ^60.000.000 to ;ClO0,0OO.00Q
of American capita] is now invested in these Canadian plants."

This has happened in Medicine Hat. The deveiopraent is so enormous that HUNDREDS
OF PEOPtE are living in Tents. The houses cannot be built fast enough.

Here is your chance with Freehold Land as Security. So get into a Splendid Money-making Proposition.

Our organisation comprises—Opportunities for all—For the weekly saver up to the big capitalist.

We are arranging onrselves to build upon the Estate we o{fcr you because hundreds of workpeople are arriving and
living, as already stated, in tents, and houses are sold as fast as they can be erected.

HOW TO GET ONE OF THE 25,000 SETS FREE,
Md WITHOUT ANTf UABIUTY WHATSOEVER. Simply write your Name and

Address plainly on the coupon (or a halfpenny postcard) and address

XDE FREEHOLDS OF CANADA CORPORATION,
(Dept. Ev.), Empire House, 176, Piccadilly, London, W.

AGENTS WANTED.
MEDICINE HAT.

Described by Radyard Kipling as " The town tbat was born Incby."

The Pittsburg of Canada.
THE GREATEST MILLING CENTRE IN THE

BRITISH EJMPIRE.

SEND FOR
FREE

PARTICULARS
TO-DAY. ¥

COUPON \
For one of the \

25,000 FREE SETS OF PARTICULARS :

of the world's Most Wonderfiti City— Medicine Hot—
which wiU be sent you free of all cost or liability.

To THE FREEHOLDS OF CANADA CORPORATION, j'

EMPIRE HOUSE, :

176, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W. :

Dear Sirs, t

Please send me full particulars and plans of Medicine -j

Hat, in Sunny Alberta, without any cost or liability to myself.
'

Name

Address..

'Ev.'
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I. LES ANNALES
POLITIQUES ET LITTERAIRES.

ILLUSTRATED FRENCH JOURNAL,

APPEARING ON SUNDA YS.

PARIS, 51, RUE SAINT GEORGES, 51.

Editor: ADOLPHE BRISSON.

31st YEAR OF PUBLICATION.

150,000 Subscribers.

*' Les Annales " holds a unique position

amongst contemporary French weeklies,

and numbers amongst its Contributors

svery famous Frenchman of Letters of the

day. It combines a healthy moral tone

with the highest literary quality.

;^ Specimen Copy on Application. ^
(Postage lid.)

SUBSCRIPTION :

12/6 per annum, Edition on Ordinary Paper.

18/6 „ „ Edition de Luxe.

Subscriptions will be received at the Offices of

" EVERYMAN," 21, Royal Terrace, Edinburgh.

Yearly subscribers will receive a Presentation

Copy of the Edition de Luxe of " Le Livre d'Or

de la Cuisine Francaisc."

II. THE JOURNAL DE

L'UNIVERSIIE DES ANNALES.

Issued fortnightly, 64 pages, 50 Illustra-

tions. Publishes all the Lectures delivered

at the Universite des Annales by the most

brilliant Professors and Members of the

French Academy,

SUBSCRIPTION, 12/6 per annum. ,

that is a personal matter, for which each individual

himself must atone. Granting that there be a God<
and that He is " Love," it does not accord with my idea

of His justice to beheve that someone is punished for

sin which he has never committed. Sin, per se, is not
hereditary, though its effects may be, and it remains
for each to atone for individual sin, and to seek to

let the ignoble traces of our evolutionary past sink

into oblivion. The record of man's progress in the

past gives the promise of the attainment of a nobler
future, for Evolution of Man has surely not yet run
its course.—I am, sir, etc., H. HeightoN.

St. Margarets, August 5th, 191 3.

THE CURSE OF USURY.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I would not consider your correspondent
" Dolly's " letter worthy a reply were it not that,

through appearing in EVERYMAN, the statements,

though absolutely without foundation, might find

credence in some quarters if allowed to go without

challenge. Your correspondent says that the when
and wherefore (sic) of the public auction is hushed and
known alone to those in the trade, that these sales are

attended by the few " in the know," and that it is by
devious ways following upon this that " Uncle " makes
his huge profits. Well, the method of hushing the

when and the wherefore of the public auction is by
publishing same in the leading daily paper, where a

complete list of every sale of unredeemed pledges

appears every Monday. This is printed in the form

of a displayed advertisement, and appears upon the

front page. All the auction rooms are in Trongate
and Argyle Street (I am speaking of Glasgow, where

I have been a pawnbroker for over thirty years), and
outside of every auction room there is a sandwichman
carrying a board announcing the salej and with a sum-
marised list of the goods to be sold. In addition to

this, abbreviated catalogues of the "unredeemed
pledges " are posted on the hoardings throughout the

city. Quaint people are pawnbrokers and pawn-
brokers' auctioneers for choosing such methods for

"hushing" the when and the wherefore of their

" sales."

The truth is—and I am speaking as one who knows
—the matter of " unredeemed pledges " is, and has

been as long as I remember, the bugbear of the busi-

ness. The pawnbroker who one year with another

makes any profit at all upon his "forfeits" is un-

known ; the pawnbroker who realises the amount ad-

vanced upon the goods is exceedingly fortunate, and

there are very few such. The general experience is

that there is a loss, usually equal to the amount of the

rental of the premises. That is in normal times.

When trade has been bad I have seen a year's entire

profit swept away by losses upon " sales." But your

correspondent says that the " sale " is attended only

by relatives of " Uncle," who arrange that the goods

are sold at a low price by auction, and then resold at

a profit. This strikes me as being very much hke a

charge of criminal conspiracy. In Glasgow, in the

course of a year, there are held over 3,600 auction sajes

of pawnbrokers' unredeemed pledges, at which more

than 120,000 lots are disposed of. Now, if your cor-

respondent can prove that what he alleges is a common
occurrence has happened in one single instance in the

sale of the aforementioned 120,000, I will willingly

give ;^I0 to any charity he names. I will go further,

and multiply his chances by 20 by allowing him to go

back for the last twenty years in his search for

evidence.

"Another source of profit is wrappers," says your
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correspondent. " Wrappers " are charged at the price

of a halfpenny. When a very large size is required a

penny is charged ; never more. They are cotton cloth,

and the large size measures about a yard. In the con-

cluding paragraph your correspondent harks back to

the auction sales, and recommends that they be
watched. I go further, and say go to the auction sales

and buy at them, for then, through competition, the

prices might be raised to a level which would eliminate

loss upon "sales," and thus give the pawnbroker, not
" huge profits," but a fair return for his labour and the

capital he has invested. That is what he does not
receive.—I am, sir, etc., J. C. M.

TO SEE THE SEA.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Will you please acknowledge I2S. 6d. from
"An Aged Reader" in Everyman, and oblige,

—

lYours sincerely, (Rev.) FRANK SWAINSON.
LondoHj N.

THE WHITE SLAVE TRAFFIC.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I think tlie practical and sensible letter written

by " V. H." a most valuable contribution to this discus-

sion. In this letter he plainly tells us the cause of

prostitution, namely, that nature has implanted a
sexual desire in males that must be satisfied. I agree,

and the majority of the cannot-afford-to-marry, lusty

youag manhood of the country—most of them decent,

straight-limbed, healthy fellows—will endorse this

view. Is it right that we should expect these young
men to live in an unnatural state of celibacy ? They
should "control their passions," says one correspon-

dent. Such advice reminds one of the dear old lady
who tried to sweep back the Atlantic with her mop.
You cannot stamp out prostitution

; you cannot even
diminish it, unless our marriage laws are completely
altered. Why, then, should not the State control and
regulate this traffic, and so prevent the frightful dis-

eases that the street-walker spreads abroad like a pes-

tilence ? If we cannot be moral by Act of Parliament,
let us be clean.

It is not a bit of use stating, as Constance Goodhffe
does, that " the sooner the Church realises the urgent
call demanded of her, the sooner she will 'deliver the

land from error's chain.' " Why has not the Church
realised the call ere this ? Prostitution has been with
us longer than Christianity. The Church has had
plenty of time. Merely to mention such a subject in

respectable Church circles would be highly improper.
No, it is not to academic parsons or philosophic book-
v/orms that we must look for light on this question

;

we need the advice and help of the hard-headed, clear-

sighted Enghshmen who have travelled the world.
" People with ideals," mentioned by " T. C. L.," are
generally those who get on the roof and imagine they
see beautiful visions on the horizon, but are blind to

the foul and hideous wrecks of humanity that lie on
their very doorsteps.

I should just like to add how very much I admire the
fine and courageous article written by " A Mother " in

the English Review.—I am, sir, etc.,

August nth, 1913. A Londoner.

To -the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—May I, as a practising physician who knows

what he is talking about, be allowed a word ? Your
correspondent "V. H." must excuse my telling him,
but he is making a very serious blunder. No doubt,
under strictly "normal" conditions, practically all

adults would be married, and thus the problem we are
dealing with would at least be rendered less acute.

WELBANICS BOILERETTE
This Wonderful Cooker "looks

after Itself," and will couk, without
attention, a better dinner than the most
expert cook could manage, minus a
Boilerette. The Meat will be made very

tender, delicious and digestible. Pud-
dings will be as light as bread, while
Vegetables will have their delicious

flavours, and all the life-giving proper-
lies fully conserved.

Bear In mind you simply put the dinner
in the Boilerette, go right away, and leave it to take care of itself, and
when dinner is required you will find it beautifully cooked, ready to serve.

It Is Indispensable for Busy Men and Women everywhere, also for
Yachting,Travellers,Caravans,Campers-oiit,Bun!»alows,Uwcllers in Flats
the Colonies, and Holiday Makers at Seaside and Country Lodgings, etc.

laOKS AFTER ITSEIF

VISIT OUR

LONDON DEPOT

:

105, NEWGATE STREET, E

THIS WONDER-WORKING INVENTION
Oetl Int«iuely hot, abore 212 degrees, yet never burns the io^A, A s it ia S«-If- Acting, it reqairM0 attention, and can be left for hours to " look after ittclf."

"THE IDEAL COOKER" (Hospital).
Th« Idaa) Cooker for Poiriilfif^, Milk, Milk Foodn, Soiip«, i^W-wn, Jellies OnfiLartlB, Haiiccj, Jan

aad Marmal-id* Uaking. Beef Tea, ftc. A Si-eciality for Invalid aud Vfgetnriau Cookerr.

COOKS MEAT & VEGETABLES !N OWN JUICES
By which me.-)ni all th» Valuable ShUb. Tout- a. Naturril Ap'Tientn, and Life piiTiflj Propeitiei

ol Meat and Vegetables, which are usually waaheii away.aie fully conserved.

VEGETABLES COOKED IN THEIR NATURAL MOISTURE
Are limply delicious and can b« relied ui>oa to put fr«ih life and energy into body, blood k braia,

"CONVERTS THE OLD INTO YOUNG."
The Boilerette will make ToukU Heat tender and digi'stibJe, niid Old and Chr;.i> Fowli mor»

tender and delicious than eipen»ive Chickens ook*! in the ordinary irr«y.

Hri. J. FABKES, Foreland Road. Bembridge. VQ.W., writes;—" Gentlemen, the Bollerett*
was duly received last week, and our first trial wag made on Hunday Onr dinner, coneiBting
of a fowl, bacon, vejetablo marrow, and potatoes, was placed In the Eoilerelte,and the printed
directions carefully followed out. At 12-30, on retiirnfng from Chiireti, the dinner was dished
up, when ererythinc wae found beautifully cooked, and your iuTention voted a complet*
•ucceit, and with only one oookinjc utensil to clean."

Full Partioulara, with Booklet of Remarkable Testimonials, Post Free.

E. A. WELBANK, 105, Newgate St., LONDON.
Telephone No. 5796 City. Wcrk^. BANBURY.

CLOAN-DUPLOYAN SHORTHAND ("New Rapid" Improved^ Lessons), endorsed by over 10.000 students, produce a guaranteed speed of
80 words per minute in four weeks. Send for Illustrated Handbock and
Free Lesson.- -Shorthand Association, 269, Holborn Hall. London. W.C.
(Telephone: 61 U Holborn.) (N.B.—Noconnection with J. M, Sinanof Ranisgate.)

TYPEWRITING: Authors' MS. accurately and rapidly copied.
•* Shorthand-Typists provided. Meetings, Lectures, Stnnons reported.
METROPOLITAN TYPING OFFICE, 27. Chancery Lane. Tel. Central 1565.

/^ONSTIPATION cured permanently without restriction of diet.
^^ Send stamp for Booklet No. 22, to Health Supplies Stores, 56, Ludgate
Hill. London, E.G.

HTHE AUTHORS' ALLIANCE place MSS. promptly and on
•* best terms. Literary work of all kinds dealt with by experts who place
Authors' interest 6rst. Twenty years' experience.—2. Clement's Inn. W.C.

THE HUMANITARIAN HOLIDAY RECREATIVE PARTY
AND FOOD REFORM SUMMER SCHOOL (which gave such unqualified

satisfaction and pleasure to all who attended i: last year) will be repeated. For
this purpose a Boarding School with 70 beds has been taken. The house stands
in its own grounds overlooking a beautiful wooded park near ih^ sea. Lectures,
musical and othier entertainments, excursions by land and sea, outdoor games, etc.
Inclusive terms full board residence (4 meals a day) 1 to 2 guineas per week,
according to bedroom accommodation. Prospectus, giving all particulars, from
Hon. Secretary, or Mr. and Mrs. Massinghau, Food Reform Guest House, 17,
Norfolk Terrace. Brighton.

"
]y>J

EMORY WITHOUT MNEMONICS" teaches a new method
^ * of evoking subconscious forces for the deepening of mental powers and

secret of mental work without feeling tired. Is. 2d.—Talisman Office, Harrogate.

TOURS.
£\r\ 6s.—16-day Tour,

•'-' LUCERNE. EN
CHA^^0N1X.—Dr. Henry S. Lunn. Lto

TERRITET-FINHAUT. Tours,
.WAI.D.

5, Endsleigh Gardens. London, N.W,

SWISS TOURS, l^ 19s. 6d. ; BELGIUM (a fortnight). ;^4 I7s.6d.
RHINE. HOLLAND, SCOTLAND, IRELAND. Write for the "Al"

Holiday Guide.—"Al" TRAVEL OFFICES, 3, New Oiford Street, W.C.
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PrescDt-day circumstances, however, such as the

unequal distribution of wealth—itself resulting largely

from the selfishness of a few—make it impossible for

many of us to marry. Those of us who are in this

position owe a duty to society and to ourselves; we
must remain continent.

That " nature must be satisfied " is nonsense, at least

in the way in which " V. II." understands " satisfac-

tion." It is quite possible for each of us to divert his

.or her specifically " sexual " impulses into various

paths of artistic and creative work. This, doubtless, is

not always easy, but it is certainly quite possible;—is

being done every day. We must also remember that

the animal passion is only part of a much wider im-

pulse, of which love of yoke-fellow, of children, and

home are all equally important parts. Women whom
the conditions of modern life prevent from having

children of their own are very wisely constituting them-

selves the teachers of the coming generation, for

woman's sphere is "rearing," no less than "bearing."

Is man to be always more of a slave to his animal

nature than woman to hers ? Does " V. H." suggest

that the ordinary' patroniser of prostitutes becomes,

ipso facto, a healthier and happier man ? My experi-

ence of him is that he soon begins to get bored with

life, takes to over-eating and over-drinking, and is

either cut off suddenly with an apoplexy or perishes

slowly in an asylum as a general paralytic. " V. H."

must also remember that even marriage in itself will

not save such selfish and un-self-controlled beings
;

they are just as parasitic on .womanhood as are the

bachelors.

I agree with " V. H." that no legislation will stop this

traffic. As well try to cure the " drug habit " by pro-

hibiting the manufacture of alcohol. In this, as in

other matters, a reai and true education is the one

panacea.—I am, sir, etc.,

An Edinburgh Doctor.
August 8th, 191 3.

[This correspondence is now closed.

—

Ed.]

MR. BALFOUR'S LINEAGE.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—In your valuable character sketch of Mr. Bal-

four in issue of 8th inst. you state that he " inherited

the blood of Secretary Maitland, of Lethington."

This is hardly correct, as he is really descended from

the Secretary's brother John, v/ho became Chancellor

on the fall of the Earl of Arran, and was raised to the

peerage as Lord Thirlstane on May 17th, 1590. The
Secretary's family was overwhelmed in misfortune,

and had to sell all their lands ; the grandchildren re-

tired to Rouen, in France, and had a small pension

from the Duke of Lauderdale in 1682. Very sad ;
as

even crabbed George Buchanan admitted the " pro-

digious abiUty and brilliant talents " of the Secretary.

Sic transit. I say nothing as to the descent from

Secretary Cecil, which no doubt is authentic.—I am,

sir, etc.,

'

TWEEDIENSTS.
August lothj 1913. ,

THE PARADOX OF PATHOS.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—The " Paradox of Pathos " may surely be ex-

plained witliout the necessity for religious mysticism.

This becomes apparent when we realise that the

peculiar relation between pleasure and sadness is a

conception common to all, whereas religious mysticism

is by no means a commonly accepted condition of

mind. The pleasure yielded by external sadness

through the medium of art is a very different thing

from our own individual sorrow, which is real enough
and permits of no paradox. Then, again, this

ambiguity is not confined to sorrow, since danger, com-

bativeness, and other unwanted emotions assume an

opposite complexion when conveyed to us through the

medium of the imagination.

Now the sum total of these and other emotions is

Life, and what is there of more vital interest to living

beings ? Thus it is that through the imagination we
seek these experiences, since we acquire them with-

out disturbing the stability of our physical condition.

In art we live by proxy, without the burden of fatigue

and gathering roses without thorns.

But the real essence of the joy of sorrow is the in-

sight we gain into the brotherhood of human experi-

ence. The floodgates of sympathy, and thus of truest

happiness, are opened by the feelings which teach

us we are but parts of the brotherhood of man.—I am,
sir, etc.j Fred L. Yarker,

Bury. *

RUSSIAN KINDLINESS.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—The allusion in Helen VoronofFs story to the

kindliness of the " simple Russian" recalled an experi-

ence of a friend of mine. She is very careless regard-

ing money matters, and on one occasion arrived at the

Russian frontier without money to buy her ticket to

her destination, many hours' journey distant She
mentioned her dilemma to the porter who was looking

after her luggage. Without more ado he went off and
pledged his own credit for the ticket, neither asking

nor accepting any security. Such an act of unreflect-

ing kindness on the part of a poor railway employee is

surely only possible to the "simple Russian."—I am,
sir, etc., R. ERASER.

Dunfermline, August 6th, 19 13.

•^ J* »^

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
It is very seldom that a book about schoolboys is any-

thing like reahty. The heroes, as a rule, suggest
^' Sandford and Merton," and either die young of an
attack of acute rehgion or emigrate as missionaries to

the benighted heathen. The other kind of school

book flies to the opposite extreme. The boys are

frankly brutal, delighting in the infliction of pain and
deliberately defying all decent instincts. THE HAR-
ROVIANS (Methuen, 6s.) marks a new departure, and
Mr. Arnold Lunn is to be congratulated on having

given us a picture, which, in spite of shortcomings,

is something like a human boy. The book is full

of slang, unintelligible except to those who know
Harrow as well as the author, but the local colour is

vivacious, and the adventures of the heroes convincing.

The book provides an antidote to that mawkish school

that exalts the smug youth.
"

' I suppose,' said Manson, ' in an hour when work"

was technically prepared, that they paid the blighter

who wrote this tosh ?

'

"
'- What tosh ?

' asked Pater.
"

' Oh, an article in this mag., " The Public School

Spirit." It is by a chap called Handleby."
"

' Usual bilge ?
' asked Kendal, without much

interest.
"

' Oh, yes ; stale old tosh. I'll give you the

snappier extracts: "The public schools teach boys

something which is more important than the classics.

They teach them to play the game."
'

" Kendal shouted with wrath, ' Chuck it away ! A'

man who uses a tag which one's aunts arc beginning to

understand should be shot.'
"

{ConUnued on paf^c 572.)
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"EVERYMAN" TOURISTS
DELIGHTED!

Book YOUR place in one of the Tours NOW.
Send for full particulars, and then complete your arrangements.

DATES OF DEPARTURE.

AUGUST 23rd and
SEPTEMBER 6th.

A Fortnight's Personally conducted
Tour to

FLANDERS
AND THE

ARDENNES
including all Excursions, costs

"°<5" £9.0.0

DATES OF HEPARTURE.

AUG. 23rd and 30th.

(Independent Travel.)

A WEEK IN GHENT
(For the Great latemational Exkibition).

Six days' full Pension accommoda-

tion, rail and boat fares, admission to

Exhibition, just under |g4 .0.0

STARTING EVERY SATURDAY.

A WEEK IN

OSTEND
The most popular Watering Place

in Europe,

Seven days' full hotel accommoda-

tion (three meals daily), and fare

from London to Ostend and back.

costs just over ... £3 _ 10.0

STARTING EVERY SATURDAY.

A WEEK'S TOUR IN

HOLLAND
visiting the Hague, Haarlem,
Amsterdam, Broek - in - Waterland

,

Monnikendam, Volendam, the

Island of Marken, Rotterdam,
Dordrecht, including travelling ex-

penses and hotel accommodation,
^"s'" £4 . 19 . 6

«********************
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*
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*
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*

*
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DELIGHTED!
AujSust Bth. Aylesbury.

I am pleased to say I was delfghted
with the "Iveryman" arrangements
for tbe Swiss Tour, and I hope next
year to avail myself of another of tbe
opportunities they offer.

3. S.

August 11th. 1913. London, E.C.
We have much pleasure in stating

that our Tour in Bruges and Knocke
was everything that one could desire
considering the low cost. With many
thanks for your bind attention.

C. H. P.

July 25th. 1913. Wimbledon, S.VV.

Dear Sir,— I fee! 1 must Just send
yon a word of thanks for the most
pleasant and enjoyable holiday which
my brother and myself have had
tbrongb the medium of "Everyman."
We have both been most satisfied

with the arrangements and will be
glad to bring these Tours to the notice
of our friends.

Tbe holiday was a complete success
from beginning to end, and we were
obsolutcly relieved of all worry con-
nected with it.

With many thanks for all you have
done for us both.

E. T. H.

Aognst 7th. Lanes.
It gives me much pleasure to say

that Miss C. and myself thoroughly
enjoyed our " Everyman " Tour to
Belgium and the Ardennes.
Nobody could possibly have been

more solicitous for our comfort and
pleasure than our very capable and
tactful guide, and we hereby thank
bim most cordially for his unsparing
efforts to do all in his power for us.

We shall hope to have tbe pleasure of
being "guided" by bim on some future
occasion.

A. R.

August llth, 191:^. Co. Antrim.
I have pleasure In stating that my

sister and brother and myself enjoyed
our Tonr in Belgium very much. We
found the arrangements made by you
very satisfactory, and the accommoda-
tion provided was excellent, quite
superior, in fact, to what we expected
for the very reasonable sum charged.
Wishing you all success In your efforts

to bring the enjoyment of foreign
travel within the reach of "Everyman."

S. B. McC.

*

*
*

*
*

*
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*

*

*
*
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The original letters from
which the above extracts

have been taken can be
seen at the Offices of

" Everyman."

DATES OF DEPARTURE.

AUGUST 23rd.
A Fortnight's Personally conducted

Tour to

TERRITET
CHAMONIX

including nine of the best E.vcursions,

costs £12 . 16 . O
Without the Excursions the Tour

costs just over ... £10 .0.0

DATE OF DEPARIURF.

SEPTEMBER 6th.

A Week's Personally conducted
Tour to

PARIS
The City of Fascinations,

including three all-day Drives and

Fees to all places of interest visited,

co='s £5.5.0

DATE OF DEPAHTVPF.

SEPTEMBER 6th.
A Fortnight's Personally conducted

Tour to

ROUEN
The Valley of the Seine

AND

PARIS
including ail Excursions, costs

about £8.0.0

STARTING EVERY SATURDAY.

A FORTNIGHT AT
BRUGES AND

KNOCKESURMER
A week's s*ay in mtcliaival Bruges—the
city left stranded by Time and History

—

and a week in the rapidly-grown sea-
side resort, with some of the finest goH
links in Europe, including four delight-

ful Excursions at Bruges, hotd accom-
modation, and travel to

and from, costs under £5.0.0

Send for a Copy of the Tours Booklet (free).

EVEHYMAN" Tours Dept., Aldine House, P«dford Street, Strand, London, W.C.
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A NEW AND BEAUTIFUL

SHILLING SERIES OF
MASTERPIECES OF
FRENCH LITERATURE.

THE

COLLECTION GALLI
EDITED BY

Dr. CHARLES SAROLEA,
Editor of "Everyman,"

The Collection Gallia will give both

representative Works of Classical

and of Contemporary Literature.

By the happy selection of its

volumes, by its convenient and ele-

gant format, by the beauty of its

printing, by its low price, The Col-

lection Gallia is assured of universal

popularity. It certainly deserves the

support of all thosewho are desirous

of spreading the best French litera-

ture.

I. BALZAC. CONTES PHILOSOPKIQUES,

avec Introduction de Paul Bourget.

|1I. L'IMITATION DE JESUS CHRIST, avec

Introduction de Monseigneur R. H. Benson.

III. ALFRED DEMUSSET. Poesies Nouvelles.

IV. PENSEES DE PASCAL. Texte de

Brunschvigg. Preface de Emile Boutroux.

Introduction de Victor Giraud.

V. LA PRINCESSE DE CLEVES. Par

Madame de la Fayette. Introduction par

Madame Lucie Felix Faure-Goyau.

VI. GUSTAVE FLAUBERT. LA TENTA-

TION DE SAINT ANTOINE. Introduction

par Emile Faguet.

PARIS: GEORGES CRES ET CIE,
116, Boulevard St. Germain.

The parody is occasionally over-emphasised and the

effect at times crude. But the book has the merits of

vivacity and humour, and is valuable for its unique

points of view. 999
Mr. Stopford Brooke is a born lecturer. When he

publishes a book he transports us in spirit to the lecture

hall. He commences by teUing us facts with which
we have been long acquainted—things that, like every-

body else, we already know. It arouses a certain feel-

ing of impatience until we realise that the author is

"talking" rather than writing, and that it is by the

spoken word we must judge him. The lecturer coni-

mences with the laggards in learning, and therefore

goes back to the beginning. Once Mr. Brooke is in

his stride, however, his enthusiasm and conviction

rouse and stimulate us. In his latest book, TEN
More Plays of Shakespeare (Constable, 7s. 6d.),

the author gives us a highly illuminative discourse, in

which the analyses are well thought out and con-

structed. His most effective commentary is one upon
the madness of Othello's jealousy :

" He has never

quite understood why Desdemona loved him. He
feels in contact with her his colour and race, and his

soul is forced to feel this by the accusation of Bra-

bantio that he must have practised by drugs on Des-

demona, otherwise she could not have loved him.

Strange reasonings would beset him from time to time,

and he is preparwi to receive the insinuations of lago.

. . . The rooj; of jealousy is selfishness—self-love

which believes itself to be love ; which claims all for

itseJf alone." This is perhaps not a very subtle criti-

cism, but it is a sound one, and as such commends itself

to the plain, straightforward man. We commend this

volume to the notice of all Shakespearean students.

9 9

Hunt the Slipper (Stanley Paul, 6s.) is told

with a rollicking sense of humour and a swiftness of

movement that intrigue the reader from the start.

The story is written supposedly by the people con-

cerned, and the various points of view are put in an

entertaining and unexpected fashion. We have pages

from the diary of a fashionable pickpocket possessed

of an intimate knowledge of the Bible with an aptness

for Scriptural quotation at times delightfully apposite

to his misdeeds. He is on the track of a diamond
necklace, and, but for the intervention of an amiable

old gentleman whom he meets on the voyage to

America, would have been arrested on suspicion, if

not for previous felonious acts. Sir Edward Fanhope,

the benevolent person in question, also contributes

his quota to the story. He is engaged in the quest of

a missing granddaughter, whose fortunes become in-

volved with those of Peyton Darell, the fashionable

thief. Mr. Oliver Madox Hueffer writes with an

intimate sense of fun that occasionally crystallises into

the dramatic. He weaves the various interests into a

most convincing whole, and we feel grateful to him

that he has evolved a nonsense novel that never flags

in its high spirits and zest

9 9 9

The Woman Thou Gavest Me (Heinemann, 6s.),

Mr. Hall Caine's latest contribution to the literary

world, is a very long way off his earlier novels. There

was always a suggestion of plagiarism about his work,

but there was a strength and sincerity in " The Manx-
man " that redeemed it from faults of style and lack

of originality in plot. His last novel is neither strong

nor sincere. The story purports to be the tale of a

young girl, virginal in soul and in body, who is coerced

into marriage with a profligate nobleman, one Lord
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Raa. Her father is not poor, nor has he borrowed
money on his family estates. The motives beloved of

the sensational fictionist are lacking, and there is the

less excuse for the apathetic conduct of Mary O'Neill.

Educated in a convent, separated for years from her

father, she consents, at his bidding and to gratify his

ambition, to marry a man who, from the first, inspires

her with repulsion. Mr. Hall Caine, having postu-

lated a girl of anaemic character and inoperative will,

presents her to us, after the marriage ceremony, in a

totally new light. She declines to live with her hus-

band as his wife, at the same time refusing to consent
to his suggestion of nullity of marriage. Failure in

characterisation, however, is a defect common to other

of Mr. Hall Caine's novels. The distinguishing quali-

ties of his latest departure belong to a very different

category. The author enters into the most intimate

details of Lord Raa's attempts to establish conjugal

relations with his wife, and contrives to introduce an
atmosphere of unpleasant suggestiveness, offensive to

all canons of taste. The same taint runs through the

book. Mary, having refused to accept marital re-

lations, elaborates her toilet, practises all kinds of

allurements, and endeavours in every fashion to arouse
her husband's passion. " I loaded myself with brace-

lets, rings, and necklaces. I was dressing for my hus-

band, and for him I did many things I had never
dreamed of doing before. For him I filed my nails,

put cream on my skin, perfume on my handkerchief,

and even rouge on my lips." Finally, this virginal

young lady dressed with feverish care "in a white
satin gown, which was cut lower than I had ever worn
before." There have been other novels in which the

heroine discovers immediately after the wedding cere-

mony that her husband has led a disreputable past,

and declines to live with him. This is a tenable point

of view, and as such it is legitimate for the novelist to

urge it. But to surround the woman's refusal with
salacious details is an offence against decent feeling

and good taste. Mary ultimately severs all connec-
tion with her husband, and forms an alliance with
Martin Conrad, her old playmate. Her relations with
her lover are treated with a certain reticence, though
now and again the same suggestiveness that marks the

first part of the book appears. It is a nasty theme,

written in a style bordering at times upon illiteracy.

9 » 9

Mr. W. L. Comfort is a romanticist who occasion-

ally loses the thread of his story in the deep waters of

mysticism. THE Road of LIVING Men (Lippin-

cott's, 6s.) tells the story of a boyish fancy that

blossomed into a man's love. Thomas Ryerson is a
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dreamy youth, who is at times almost unable to dis-

tinguish the dividing line between real life and that of

the imagination. The same drawback is evinced by

the author. He confuses images—visions as he calls

them—with actual everyday occurrences, so that the

picture he paints of the love of Ryerson and Mary
Romany is blurred, and though his colours are vivid,

neither the man nor the woman stand out clearly in

the foreground of the play. The hero first encounters

Mary at Oporto, " a little watering-place in Northern

Spain." The opening chapter intrigues the interest,

and there is a clever scene in which the boy to prove

his courage dives half a hundred feet to the sea. " It

.was twice the height I had ever before attempted,

though I loved the sport, and had thought much^of the

science of it; dived amazingly in imagination, as a

youthful mind fascinated with billiards describes pos-

sible cannons in the dark. Aiming far out towards a

patch of darker water, I held the point luckily, struck

the sea at a good angle, and ruddered with my hands

at the impact, since the depth was so slight. Then I

fought the surf for a rock and climbed upon it. For

a moment the girl's horrified face strained down from

the cliffs." We visualise the picture and the incident

is telling, but this is the only landmark in the first

part of the book that centres our attention. The
story trails off into introspection, self-analysis, inter-

minable imaginings which, though written with a cer-

tain charm of style, fatigue the mind and weary the

interest. Ry.erson meets Mary ten years later in a

casual manner the other side of the globe, and their

relations are conducted in the same intangible

fashion. The incidents of real Hfe fade into the back-

ground, and the introspective chapters th^t follow

are a v.eariness to the flesh. Now and again the

narrative ceases to be amorphous, and is lit up by an

incident as forceful as the dive in the opening chapter.

The scene in which the hero is shot by Mary's father,

,who has mistaken him for a Chinaman—for by this

time they have been transported to the flowery land—
is graphic and incisive. The author having given us

a taste of his quality, however, relapses into intro-

spection once again. There is much that is dainty

and charming in this novel, but it suffers from a con-

fusion of imagery with actuality, and creates a feeling

of impatience at its unnecessary imperfections.

® 9 ®

Mr. William S. Thomas has written an interesting

and illuminating volume, TRAILS AND TRAMPS IN

Alaska and Newfoundland (Putnam and Son,

7s. 6d. net). He is a crack shot, and gives a spirited

account of his adventures with gun and rifle. But
while he suggests a full enjoyment of the chase, he

sets up a strong case against killing " for the mere
zest of it, for vanity, or for purely commercial reasons."

He is not very definite as to exactly what is justifiable

in the killing of game, and we are left to the conclu-

sion that he feels that the sporting instinct is the only

thing that counts. But while he is a little paradoxical

in his opening, he is entirely convincing when he

leaves the question of " killing," and describes the bird

life of the far north of North America. He gives us

an intimate account of the life of the red-wing black-

bird, the blue-gray gnat catcher, the goldfinch, and the

wood thrush. So vividly does he depict these crea-

tures of the wild that we seem to hear the flutter of

their Vv-ings, catch the trill of their notes. Mr. Thornas

shows us photographs of the birds he describes, with

their picturesque surroundings. The author has run

considerable risks in taking his snapshots. No trouble

was too great for him, no hardships too severe. He
tells a good story in this connection. " I took a stroll

through the woods. There I happened upon half a

dozen native boys shooting at a mark with guns. They
were not aware of my presence until one of the boys

standing apart from his fellows noticed what I was
doing. Before he got away, however, I had his image
on the film. I walked away a few steps, and sat down
on a log to put in a new film. When I lifted my head,

to my surprise, every last one of the little rascals had
me covered with his gun." Mr. Thomas escaped that

time owing to his coolness and courage, but this was
only one of many experiences equally dangerous. The
book is written in a leisured style, and is notable for

the very human strain in which the rights of the animal

of the animal kingdom are considered. W^e can do no
better than quote the author's sentiments :

" Whatever
tends to spread the knowledge of nature, and conse-

quently the love of it, makes it harder for the man who
kills either for the mere zest of it, for vanity, or for

purely commercial reasons," and thus each convert be-

comes, in a limited sense at least, a game warden.

9 9 S>

Mr. Frank Dilnot has written an amusing book
about Fleet Street. THE ADVENTURES OF A NEWS-
PAPER Man (Smith, Elder and Co., 6s.) has caught

something of the atmosphere of the street that never

sleeps, though the author suffers from the limitations

of his profession. He is pre-eminently a reporter,

clever at recording impressions of men and things,

and while this aids him in his descriptions it prevents

his arriving at the intimate relations between writer

and reader necessary to a full understanding. He
tells of his adventures across Europe, how he went to

Russia to report the doings of a Peace deputation, and
while he depicts with swift and telling phrases both

men and things, he produces on the mind of the

reader something of the effect of a cinematograph.

His creations are clever puppets, and respond to the

pulling of the strings; but they are puppets all

through, and never rise to the dignity of human
beings. The rush and hurry of a newspaper office is

produced with graphic detail, and one is conscious all

the time of the driving power of the journalist's brain.
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

THE great outstanding event of the week has
been the blandly courteous, but adamant, re-

fusal of Turkey to evacuate Adrianople. To
say that this revolutionises the situation is only to

titter a truism, and, of course, it reduces the peace that

has been declared to a farce. Twelve years ago the

world watched with wonder the progress of " a sort of

war" in South Africa. To-day we are experiencing
the perplexities and excitements of a " sort of a peace

"

in the Near East that is worthy only of Gilbert and
Sullivan. Every day, almost every hour, confronts

ns with some announcement ratifying the peace that

is not, and every day brings news that makes us ask,
" What next ? " It is impossible to say. One thing,

alas! is certain. The Sublime Porte remains master
of the situation, and will continue to do so until

Europe has answered her cynical but pertinent

inquiry, " Who is going to turn us out ?
"

It is impossible to read the accounts of the rioting

in Derry without feeling that the Government, who
have overcome so many formidable difficulties, have
here a problem calculated to give the most resolute

statesmen pause. Worse than the bloodshed during
the recent encounters, which seem to have been of
an unusually serious character, is the recrudescence
of that racial and religious bitterness which men of all

parties in Ireland deplore. It is not, therefore, sur-

prising that efforts are still being made to persuade
the Government to yet another attempt at compromise
along the lines of " Devolution." The Cabinet, how-
ever, are said to incline to the view that the course
suggested is, however tempting, foredoomed to failure.

It is difficult to write without indignation of the
latest disclosure concerning the methods of the
notorious firm of Krupp. According to a Reuter

message from Peking, the German firm of Carlcwitz

have offered to advance £"3,000,000 to the Governor of

Yunnan for the construction of a railway from
Yunnan-fu eastwards to Posetung, on the West River.

No doubt the line is badly needed ; the whole problem
of industrial China, in fact, may be said to consist in

the provision of adequate railway accommodation to

deal with her vast mineral resources. But note the
proviso :

" Messrs. Carlowitz, who represent Krupps,

are to have for a period of twenty years a monopoly of

all Government contracts for the supply of arms and
ammunition and all mining and other machinery, in

addition to an extensive series of mining concessions

along the projected railway." When will the civilised

nations of the world realise the fearful danger that

lies in the operations of this mammoth firm?

The escape of Harry Thaw brings vividly to our

mind all that has been said, and said with most effect

by patriotic Americans, of the worship of the
" Almighty Dollar " in the States. We are not sur^

prised to read the messages from the other side, ini

which it is stated that "the American people widely

believe that money, as the phrase is, has talked at each
juncture of the case," which they assert has become " a
duel between dollars and the law." What other view,

is possible ? Is it conceivable that, but for his money,
this unfortunate young man would have ever been
tried twice for a murder as callous and indefensible as

was ever committed ; still less that he would have ever,

been allowed to escape from the asylum ?

A serious allegation is made against President

Wilson's Government in regard to Mexico by one who
speaks with authority. Mr. de Kay, the founder of

the meat-packing business in Mexico, declares that if

the U.S.A. really want to stop hostilities in the smaller

Republic they have only to prohibit the importation

of guns and ammunition, which are at present being
supplied from America. Even Mexicans, of course,

cannot fight without weapons. There seems some
hope of the U.S.A. carrying the suggestion out, but,

even so, there remains the inevitable Krupps.

The Daily Mail raises a question of profound im-

portance by its article on the treatment of British in-i

venters by the State. Fifty years ago Charles Dickens
dealt with the topic in his own inimitable fashion, and
though some of the evils he ridiculed have been modi-
fied, the essential ineptitude of Government depart-

ments towards inventors remains, alas! unchanged.'

It is not as if the Dunne aeroplane, which we allowed

France to capture, was a solitary case. As the Mail
reminds us, there are letters extant in which the

Admiralty unmercifully snubbed an inventor who
urged iron instead of wooden ships. And did not the

Legislature for long prevent the development of the

motor-car ? It is high time that our views of inventors

and inventions were recast

The by-election at Chesterfield raises in an acute

form an awkward dilemma for the Labour Party. If

they adhere to the course laid down by Mr. Ramsay
Macdonald, and discountenance candidatures like that

of Mr. Kenyon, they assuredly run the risk of alienate

ing powerful organisations, such as the Miners. If, on
the other hand, they lend their support to candidates

standing under Liberal auspices, then clearly they will

offend the most active spirits of their own organisation^

How are these two conflicting tendencies to be recon-

ciled?
•
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THE MAN AND HIS WORK
The Miner o» ^ j» Prize Essay by J. E. Ashmore

I.

The miner's industry is one which, above all others,

illustrates a famous economic doctrine, viz., Cairnes'

theory of non-competing groups in industry. Once a

man becomes a miner, he remains a miner. A boom
may arise in the engineering, the textile, or the agri-

cultural industries, but it leaves him unaffected. He
always remains within the groove into which he slid

Svhen a youth. On the other hand, there is the hve-
liest fluidity of labour within the mining industry

itself, noticeable wherever a new mine is opened or

better conditions arise. In South Yorkshire during
the last few years there has been a veritable coal rush,

and it would be safe to say that 99 per cent, of the

adults taken on have been experienced colliers.

n.
No doubt it has often puzzled the thoughtful that

the mining industry, which is undeniably a disagree-

able and dangerous occupation, should be able to

attract such vast numbers of men, especially when one
considers that the wages they receive do not compare
favourably with those of the average artisan. The
solution probably is that the industry can only be
entered during youth. When a boy has passed a
certain age, and has no knowledge of mining, he Ends
it as difficult to get work at the pit as he would in an
engineering shop.

But why should boys be so anxious to work in the
pit? There are several answers to this question.

Environment plays an important part. In the mining
villages of the Midlands and the North, where every-
thing and everybody is connected with the pit in

some way, where the conversation in the home, in

the street, and among the growing school lads is

almost wholly pit talk, one can understand that a lad

becomes a pit-worker as naturally as the son of a farm
hand in some isolated village becomes an agricultural

labourer.

In towns where alternative employments offer them-
selves, there are two very good reasons why the boy
prefers the pit. The first is that, whilst a boy, he re-

ceives a higher wage than he could get elsewhere.

The second is a psychological reason. In the same
way as the soldier or the aviator is often moved to
take up his profession more from the love of excite-

ment and for the gratification of his vanity than from
the desire for monetary reward, so it is with the boy
who wants to go down the pit. He wants the excite-

ment for himself, but he also wants to show his youth-
ful friends that he is not afraid to brave the dangers
of the mine.

III.

In this manner the great mining industry recruits

by far the largest number of its workers. It is not
very long before the glamour of the work wears off

and the boy begins to doubt the wisdom of his choice.

However, the relatively higher wages he is receiving
mihtates against his desire to get a job out of the pit,

and so he remains on, year after year, until all hope
of getting work outside is given up.

He' passes from pony driving through all the stages
of pit work until he is receiving the ma.ximum wage.
Then he marries and settles down, and considers that
the seal has been set to the nature of his activities as
a wage-earner for the rest of his life.

From now, every working day is pretty much the
same. If the pit he works at starts at 7 a.m., he will

probably arige about 4.30 a.m., in order to have a

little breakfast and catch the workman's train, or walk

the necessary distance. It is surprising how few

miners there are who live near their work. Mining

villages contain only a fraction of the total mining

population, the great majority preferring to live in the

nearest town and take advantage of what facilities

there are for reaching the pit.

IV.

When the miner reaches the pit-bank after his

journey, he first goes to the lamp-cabin, calls out the

number of his lamp, and then goes on. to the pit-head.

Here, owing to the men not being able to descend as

quickly as they receive their lamps, a queue is formed,

and he takes up his position behind. When his turn

comes, the banksman lifts the bar of the cage, and he,

with eleven others, or such number as the Board of

Trade regulations allow, steps on and takes hold of an

iron rail fixed inside the cage for that purpose. He
hears the whir of the electric bell in the engine-house,

which is the banksman's signal to the driver that all

is ready, he feels the cage raised an inch or two to

allow the catches beneath to be withdrawn, and then

—down.
There are few things a collier remembers more

viffdly than his first descent into the mine. He re-

members how, on that occasion, he dropped into inky

blackness, thinking that the bottom of the cage must
have fallen out and that he was being suspended in

mid-air by the bar above his head, which he gripped

for dear life, almost fearing that that too would snap

or melt in his hands and precipitate him to the bottom
of the shaft. He remembers, too, the rush of air, the

gasping for breath, and the speculation as to how
soon the crash would come ; and also how, to his

intense relief, he thought he felt the cage suddenly

begin to rise.

The awe of this daily journey soon wears off, but

the impression of the cage changing its direction

when half-way down always remains to some extent.

The explanation of this is quite simple. When the

cage has gone a certain distance the engine-driver

applies the brakes, which, owing to the impetus the

body has received in the descent, brings the cage more
firmly up to the feet, and makes one feel that one is

rising instead of being lowered less quickly.

V.

If the morning be a very bright one before he
descends, the miner generally rests a few minutes in

the pit bottom until he has got his " eyesight," for

until he has accustomed his eyes to the darkness the

one-candle-power lamp he is carrying is almost useless.

Then, with his dim light, he starts to pick his way
along the underground roads to the workings. He
first takes one of the two main roads which stretch

away on either side of the pit bottom right to the

furthermost ends of the pit. These roads are broad
and high, with a roof which is well supported by steel

girders. To get to his stall, the miner finds it neces-

sary to leave this road and go along one of the

narrower and more disagreeable roads which branch
out at intervals of four hundred yards or so from both
sides of the main roads. Out of these secondary

roads run passages which can only be traversed in a
crouching position, but which tap the coal face at all

points in the pit.
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When it is remembered that the coal extends in a

continuous wall right round the pit, it would seem that

this network of roads is not unlike the roots and fibres

of some gigantic tree, which reach out and sap nurture

from an ever-widening area, discharging it through

the trunk into the myriads of channels fpr which it is

intended.

VI.

The actual process of coal-getting varies from place

to place, according to the nature and thickness of the

coal. The method to be described here is one which

obtains in a soft coal seam of a Nottinghamshire

colliery. The stall, which is a certain length of the

coal face, is taken charge of by three contractors or
" butties." These men then have working under them
two loaders, two holers, and two day men. The
height of the stall is about four feet six inches. A
yard of this is coal, and underneath this half a yard

of heavy grey stone.

It is the holer's duty to cut away this stone from
underneath the coal, and to build it into square packs

to sustain the roof in places from where the coal has

been previously taken. He places short wooden
sprags under the edge of the coal, at a distance of si.x

feet from each other, to support it while he lies under-

neath and cuts away the stone.

When the holing work is done, there is a yawning
cavity along the coal face for a distance of thirty or

forty yards, half a yard high, and extending under-

neath for a distance of eight or ten feet. By this time

the mass of coal begins to creak and groan and to give

every indication of instability.

When everything is ready, the butties begin to

knock out the sprags, starting at the two ends and
working towards the centre, where just two or three

are left remaining. Now the coal is shivering in its

efforts to break over the remaining supports. These
latter are carefully removed, one by one, until only

one remains, the men doing the work being quite

ready to spring back at a moment's notice. Now
everybody has got out of the way. It is clear from
the incessant creaking, cracking, and groaning that it

will now liberate itself. It does. In a moment one
sees the whole black mass move slowly forward and,

with a roar, crash over with such a force as to make
the whole place vibrate.

Then the loaders set to work. They break the

coal into convenient lumps, fill it into tubs or small

waggons, chalk on it the stall number so that the

check-weighman will know to whom he must credit

the weight it contains, and then they push the tubs

into the roadway ready for the pony driver to take

away.
As soon as there is a space cleared, props are set,

the roadway is extended about three yards nearer

the new coal face, and the holers set to work to pre-

pare the coal for another fall as soon as that already

down has been loaded up.

VII.

Thus the work goes on for eight hours, day after

day, broken only by a twenty minutes' interval, aptly

called " snap-time," to enable the perspiring men to

have a drink of water and a bite of bread and butter.

As may be imagined, the end of the day is always

welcome to the miner. Then he hurries down the

roads in order to get an early turn for the cage, and,

once on top, he goes straight home, washes himself,

changes into dry tilings, and at last sits down in com-
fort to a substantial meal.

This is the working part of the miner's life. During
spare time the younger generation still spend a good
deal of time in sport, but now there are increasing

numbers who take advantage of the educational facili-

ties that are offered. For the more thoughtful of the

older men, the local political club, the affairs of the

local Co-operative Society, and matters relating to the

trade union give plenty of scope for what adminis-

trative talent they may possess.

VIII.

While mining to-day is probably a much better

occupation than it was years ago, it is still a degrading
occupation. It is true the hours worked are not un-
duly long, but they are extremely tense, enough work
for twelve hours being packed into eight.

Working thus at high pressure all the day leaves a

man totally unfitted, through sheer physical exhaus-
tion, to follow such pursuits as the acquisition of know-
ledge in the evening with any measure of success.

This one thing alone is sufficient to call for a change
in the present system. For if any system can be
shown to dull the intellect of any man, or to nullify

any attempt made by him for its improvement, then

it should be removed, for it is not only a detriment to

the individual himself, but is also a danger to society.

RESULT OF "EVERYMAN" ESSAY
COMPETITION

The writer of the essay reproduced above,

Mr. J. E. ASHMORE,
43, Bannerman Road,

Bulwell, Nottingham,

has been awarded the prize of THREE GtXINEAS
offered by EVERYMAN for the best paper on THE
Miner. The competition was remarkable for its

popularity and for the uniform standard of excellence

of the essays sent in. When the competition was
announced it was stated that a description of the ex-

periences of an actual miner would be preferred to the

narrative of a politician who had once descended a

coal mine. The result has been most gratifying,

Almost without exception those who have taken part

in the competition are miners, or have been miners at

one period of their life. The winner, Mr. J. E. Ash-
more, himself writes :

" I have worked for eleven years

in the mine, having been employed at three collieries,

all in the Nottinghamshire district."

" You would be surprised to know in how many
miners' homes EVERYMAN is to be found," says one
correspondent. The large number of entries for this

competition amply bears out his statement. From
every coalfield in Great Britain have come essays of

the most interesting and informative kind. South
Wales is best represented, then Notts, Durham, Fife

and the Lothians. Of the Welsh papers the best is

that of Mr. L. D. Havard, Merthyr, Glamorgan ; of

the Scottish the best is that of Mr. George D. Hardie,

Benview, Clarkston, Busby, near Glasgow ; both are

written from practical experience.

The work of the following competitors is alsoi

deserving of high praise :—Hugh R. Anderson, Car-
denden, Fife ; J. Brooksbank, Ruskin College, Ox-
ford ; Ellen Callinan, Sunderland ; Hugh Clarkson,

Whitburn, West Lothian ;
" A Collier's Son," Colwyn

Bay ; Arthur Cowlishaw, Mansfield
; J. Monk Foster,

Wigan ; Rev. James Francis, Cowdenbeath ; G. H. L.

;

C. F. Goodwin, Aberdare ; Charles C. Harvey, Tre-
degar, Mon. ; Philip Hodge, Kelty, Fife ; C. Tj
Houghton, Lavender Hill, London ; Roger Hutchin-
son, Newburn ; Arthur Johnson, Somerset ; Wm. M<
Kilpatrick, Larkhall ; George Lee, Chesterfield

;j

G. E. Owen, Pontypridd ; Willie Park, Blantyrej

N. Thomas, Rhondda Miners' Student
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THE CASE FOR NATIONAL HOUSING
I.

—

Housing As It Is j' o» By L. G. Cihozza Money
I.

[At the date when the latest official information was
compiled for the purposes of the Inhabited House
Duty, which is levied in Great Britain only, there were
6,300,000 houses in England, Wales, and Scotland
which, being of an annual value of less than ;£^20 a

year, were not charged to duty, and 1,500,000 houses

of an annual value of ^20 a year and upwards, a total

of 7,800,000 private dwelling-houses. 1 wonder what
proportion of these, whether above or below the ;{i'20

line, could honestly be said to conform to the most
modest standard of comfort and beauty. Whether we
examine the villas of the middle class, the hillside cot-

tages of the Welsh miners, the grimy rows of shapeless

'dwellings which house the hard-working inhabitants

of the Northern industrial towns, or the cottages of

rural labourers, we are bound to confess that in the

thing which matters most of all, existing conditions

are deplorable, and utterly unworthy of a scientific

age which has determined the conditions of health.

The housing question is too often discussed as

though it were a matter that concerned one class alone.

Indeed, we pass Acts of Parliament with the title

" Housing of the Working Classes Act," as though the

other classes were quite well housed and could look

after themselves. As a matter of fact, the middle
classes, although relatively better housed than the

.working classes, get, as a rule, very bad value for the

rents which they pay, and are condemned to suffer

many unnecessary discomforts, and to lack many
simple and common-sense contrivances which ought
by this time to be within the reach of everyone who
desires to establish a home.

II.

The low average standard of housing which obtains

is so generally accepted that many even of tlie most
ardent housing reformers obviously cherish the most
modest ideas as to the possibilities of housing. How
often we see this illustrated in connection with muni-
cipal housing schemes! A little town decides to put

up municipal houses for working men. As often as

not it is content to put up a dreary row of cottages

lacking proper aspect and without garden ground, in

spite of the fact that it is in a position to buy land

at an absurdly low price and, without spending a

penny more or even as much, to put up houses on the

Garden City principle. Fairly well-to-do people are

not infrequently found to commit the same sort of

folly. I have in a number of instances lately seen

costly houses deliberately built upon absurdly re-

stricted sites, which made it impossible for an architect

with all the skill in the world to give good value for

the money spent. People have got so accustomed to

the conception of houses being crowded together that

they seem to accept crowding as a matter of course.

It is not realised that land, if properly dealt with, is

the cheapest commodity in the country, and that to

buy space is to buy health and happiness.

III.

The house is man's main defence of life against

the assaults of Nature. The making of houses means
the construction of the chief part of the framework of

civilisation, the making of a picture which is both the

foreground and the background of life. A man's house
does not merely concern him ; it concerns ot'ner

people, because it is a solid object which endures for a

considerable time, and which either defaces or beauti-

fies its situation. It is impossible to exaggerate the

responsibility which attaches to building construction.

The process may give us a sanatorium or a slum, the

preservation of health and life or their destruction, a

lovely and smiling township or a sordid and depressing

environment driving those who endure its greyness to

Drink and the Devil.

The majority of our existing population have been
nurtured in the belief that Beauty is an " ornamental

"

commodity v/hich is plastered ori to life in rare patches,

to be occasionally enjoyed within the frame of a pic-

ture or the limits of a theatrical proscenium. Utility

and Beauty are conceived as diverse qualities utterly

incompatible with each other. It is not reahsed that

one of the most magnificent things possible in human
life is to inhabit a beautiful town, and that to build a
beautiful town is an absurdly cheap operation, cheaper
by far and simpler by far than many things which we
now do and think it of no account to do. It costs not
a penny more to build things up beautifully than to

build them up in ugly heaps. Whether a house be
made of brick or stone or concrete, the materials

shaped into ugliness and discomfort cost exactly the

same as though they were placed in forms worthy the

inteUigence and taste of cultured men.

IV.

I have remarked that building may give us sana-

torium or slum. A well-constructed town ought to be
a sanatorium, a place in which, knowing the conditions

of healthy human life, we deliberately create those

conditions by artificial means well known to us. It

requires so little space to house liberally a large popu-
lation that there is no excuse for the housing of any
of us in other than healthy situations. The time has

long passed when town life was conditioned by the

limits of slow transport, or the necessity of crowding
together within town walls for mutual protection. If

a mediaeval town was crowded there was every excuse,

and, indeed, necessity, for it ; but to-day a crowded
town is an anachronism, and, in view of the means at

our command, a crime. Forty-five million people

—

say nine million families—housed at the Garden City

rate of ten families to the acre, would obviously

occupy only 900,000 acres, which is an almost negli-

gible fraction of the area of the United Kingdom.
We have plenty of room, we have plenty of space, the

problem of cheap transport has been solved, the build-

ing of houses is a combination of simple crafts, and
yet it is but an exceedingly small fraction of our popu-
lation which is worthily housed.

From the point of view of health, I might give the

most harrowing details as to what is bred in our multi-

tude of unhealthy homes, but it is not my object merely

to dwell upon the worst phases of the problem. Broadly
speaking, it is true that our houses, as they are, kill

outright tens of thousands every year, and that their

conditions deprive of health millions of those who sur-

vive. Our National Insurance Act is chiefly needed
because so many of our houses are a disgrace to our

civilisation, and to be insured against loss of health is

poor compensation for the loss of that good health

which ought by this time to be the birthright of every

child born to the nation. We shall soon be raising

for a National Insurance fund about ;^25,ooo,ooo a

year. Twenty-five million pounds is the price df fifty
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thousand good house i costing ;f5oo each, ajid fifty

thousand houses means the homes of two hundred and
fifty thousand people. Because we will not make the

determination to create the first condition of health,

we are condemned to pour out £25,000,000 a year to

succour the unnecessarily sick.

We want to do something more than merely to make
efforts here and there to eradicate slums. For a

people hving in a country which has been peculiarly

gifted by Nature for the creation of industrial wealth,

possessing as it does one of the most magnificent sup-

plies of easily won coal in the world, situate in an
island with a good seaboard, the building of really

good houses for its inhabitants ought to be regarded

as a primary duty.

V.

What we want to do irto conceive of Housing as

we conceive of a Navy. On the defence of our shores

we spend about £50,000,000 a year, and we arc

assured on the best authority that the expenditure of

this sum secures our homes from the attentions of pos-

sible invaders. The Navy, considered as an industry,

is a thing of magnificence. Upon the ships which
compose it we lavish the best of materials and the

latest inventions. Nothing is too good for the pur-

pose, and we cheerfully build battleships worth

£2,000,000 each, although we know that the passage

of only fifteen years will render them obsolete, and

condemn them to the scrap heap. It is not a httle re-

markable, therefore, that the majority of the homes
which are so carefully and so lavishly defended arc as

inefficient and out of date as a battleship is efficient

and up to date. The battleship, the difficult thing, the

complex thing, the costly thing, the short-lived thing,

is built. The house, the easy thing, the simple thing,

the inexpensive thing, the enduring thing, goes un-

built.

The case for National Housing is largely the case

for the Navy. Good housing means national defence

—the defence of the life and strength of a great

people. We might almost say that if we care to build

good houses the Navy will take care of itself ; but at

least it is true that a nation which has shown that it

can so easily afford to spend fifty millions a year on

ships can afford to find one-half that sum to rebuild

and recreate the homes of its people. A nation is an

aggregation of homes, and the strength of nations is

only to be found in the homes of its people. Our chief

national danger, against which no Navy can guard, is

the mass of dirty and sordid brickwork out of which

there pour into the streets the deteriorated children

of a nation which speaks of Empire.

(To be continued.)

SONNET
How sweet it is, when mother fancy rocks

The wayward brain, to saunter through a wood

!

An old place, full of many a lovely brood,

Tall trees, green arbours, and ground-flowers in flocks;

And wild rose tip-toe upon hawthorn stocks,

Like a bold girl, who plays her agile pranks

At wakes and fairs with wandering mountebanks

—

When she stands cresting the clown's head, and mocks

The crowd beneath her. Verily I think,

Such place to me is sometimes like a dream

Or map of the whole world : thoughts, link by link.

Enter through ears and eyesight, with such gleam

Of all things, that at last in fear I shrink.

And leap at once from the delicious stream.

William Wordsworth.

POETRY AND THE PUBLIC
What has been the cause of the gradual depopu-
larisation of poetry which the advance of civilisation

has brought in its train? For if we put aside that

affectation which demands the possession by every

respectable family of a few choicely bound (if rarely

read) copies of reputable poets, there can be no denial

of the fact that poetry has lost its grip upon the public

mind. For this the modern rhymester naturally blames

the pubhc ; the modern public finds it easy to retort,

" Give us another Dante, another Browning, and we
will acclaim him "

; while, at the same time, it apolo-

gises for having but an imperfect acquaintance with

either of these poets on the score of having so little

time for reading. Well, perhaps both the poet and
the public have just cause for grievance. But what
of Poetry itself ? Has it any place ? (1 do not mean a

pedestal ; we are all of us willing to grant the poet a

pedestal where he will be out of the way ; but has

Poetry a place in modern life ?)

Poetry is essentially of the soul, and therefore, like

the soul, is unchanged in its inner nature by time or

circumstance. Unlike other forms of literature.

Poetry cannot, if it be real poetry, adapt itself to any
particular age. The novelist or the dramatist finds

himself relentlessly influenced by the thought and
action of his time ; indeed, it is his duty, as an artist,

to give them expression. But the moment the poet

attempts to adapt himself to circumstances he ceases

to be a poet. For the poet must have no ties which
bind him to earth. His fancies must not be dictated

by outward influence ; they must spring from within.

His creed must not be the creed of any particular

school or sect ; no popular trend of thought must cajv

ture his intellect ; though he be the paid piper, it is he
who must insist on calling the tune, or else renounce
payment. The true poet simply sings because he
must, and, however changed the nature of his song,

its inspiration will be, as of old, from the soul, which
knows no shifting quicksands of human thought and
ideas, being cradled in tlie rock of truth.

Thus it is easy to see that poetry must of necessity

be strangely out of accordance with an age when the

public is something of a fetish to the artist, and the

voice of the people is too often welcomed as the voice

of God. We are apt to prefer the skilful versifier, with

his dexterous subservience to the caprices of the hour,

to the simple poet, with his one rugged, eternal

message from Truth, which flaunts our fashions and
mocks our modes. We cry out for a great poet who
will attune himself to the spirit of the age, and all the

time it is we who should endeavour to attune our-

selves to the spirit of the poet. There is no necessity

for us to listen to the pessimistic critic who dolorously

declaims that the twentieth century is innocuous to the

birth and growth of poetic thought or feeling. It is

nothing of the sort. No age, whether it be the age of

barbarism or the age of machinery, has the power to

hinder the growth of poetic feeling so long as men and
women have the courage to call their souls their own.

What we have to do is not to deplore the lack of poets

because there has appeared no second Dante or Brown-
ing, but to shut our eyes and ears occasionally to the

material din and strife that are raging around us on all

sides, and to cultivate that garden of the soul wherein

is sown the spirit of truth, which is the spirit of poetry.

And when we have taught ourselves to love and appre-

ciate true poetry it is just possible that we may realise

that we possess some true poets amongst us.

Dudley Claris
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UN PORTRAIT FRANCAIS DE

SAMUEL JOHNSON
On voycait entrer un homme enorme, a carrure de

taureau, grand b. proportion, I'air sombre et rude,

I'oeil clignotant, la figure profondement cicatrisee par

des scrofules, avec un habit brun et une chemise sale,

melancoHque de naissance et maniaque par surcroit.

'Au milieu d'une compagnie, on I'entendait tout d'un

coup marmotter un vers latin ou une pri^re. D'autres

fois, dans I'embrasure d'une fenetre, il remuait la

tete, agitait son corps d'avant en arriere, avan^ait puis

retirait convulsivement la jambe. A peine servi, il se

precipitait sur sa nourriture " comme un cormoran, les

yeux fiches sur son assiette, ne disant pas un mot,

n'ecoutant pas un mot de ce qu'on disait autour de
lui," avec une telle voracite que les veines de son front

s'enflaicnt et qu'on voyait la sueur en decouler. Si

par hasard le lievre etait avance ou le pate fait avec du
beurre ranee, il ne mangeait plus, il devorait. Lors-

qu'enfin son appetit etait gorge et qu'il consentait a

parler, il disputait, vociferait, faisait de la conversation

un pugilat, arrachait n'importe comment la victorie,

imposait son opinion doctoralement, impetueusement,
et brutalisait les gens qu'il refutait. " Monsieur, je

m'aper<;ois que vous etes un miserable v/hig." " Ma
chere dame " (a Mrs. Thrale), " ne parlez plus de ceci,

le sottise ne peut etre defendue que par la sottise."

"Monsieur, j'ai voulu etre incivil avec vous, pensant
que vous I'etiez avec moi."

Alors tout bas, avec precaution, on questionnait

Garrick ou Boswell sur I'histoire et les habitudes et

cet ogre grotesque. II avait vecu en cynique et en
excentrique, ayant passe sa jeunesse a lire au hasard
dans une boutique surtout des in-folie latins, meme
les plus ignores, par exemple Macrobe. A vingt-cinq

ans, il avait epouse par amour une feinme de cinquante
courte, mafflue, rouge, habillee de couleurs voyantes
qui se mettait sur les joues un demi-pouce de fard, et

qui avait des enfants du meme age que lui. Arrive a
Londres pour gagner son pain, les uns a ses grimaces
convulsives I'avaient pris pour un idiot ; les autres, a
I'aspect de son tronc massif, lui avaient conseille de se

faire portefaix. Trente ans durant, il avait travaille

en manoeuvre pour les libraires qu'il rossait, lorsqu'ils

devenaient impertinents, toujours rape, ayant une fois

jeune deux jours, content lorsqu'il pouvait diner avec
six pf/^ce de viande et un penny de pain, ayant ecrit

un reman (" Rasselas ") en huit nuits pour payer I'en-

terrement de sa mere. A present, pensionne par le

roi, exempt de sa corvee joumaliere, il suit son in-

dolence naturelle, reste au lit souvent jusqu'a midi et

au dela. C'est k cette heure qu'on va le voir. On
monte I'escalier d'une trisle maison situee au nord de
Flee/ Street, le quartier affaire de Londres, dans une
cour etroite et obscure, et Ton entend en passant les

gronderies de quatre fcmmes et d'un vieux medecin
charlatan, pauvres creatures sans ressources, infirmes

et d'un manvais caractere, qu'il a recueillies, qu'il

nourrit, qui le tracassent ou qui I'insultent on demande
ledocteur, un ncgre ouvre ; une assemblee se forme
autour dc lit magistral ; il y a toujours a son levee
quantite de gens distingues, meme des dames. Ainsi
entoiire il " declarae " jusqu'a I'heure du diner, va a la

taverne puis disserte tout le soir, sort pour jouir dans
le.^ rues de la boue et du brouillard de Londres,
ramasse un ami pour converser encore, et s'emploie h.

prononcer des oracles et k soutenir des theses jusqu'a
quatre heures du matin. H. Taine.

A FRENCH PORTRAIT OF
SAMUEL JOHNSON

There appears, then, a huge man, with shoulders as

broad as a bull's, and proportionately large, witli a

gloomy and unpolished air, his countenance dis-

figured by the king's evil, and blinking with one

eye, dressed in a suit of plain brown clothes and not

overclean linen, suffering from morbid melancholy

since his birth, and, moreover, a hypochondriac. In

company he would suddenly mutter a Latin verse or a

prayer. At other times, in a window recess, he would
roll his head, sway his body backward and forward,

stretch out and then convulsively draw back his leg.

Hardly was dinner served when he darted on the food
" like a cormorant, his eyes seemed riveted to his plate

;

nor would he say one word, or even pay the least at-

tention to what was said." The veins of his forehead

swelled, and generally a strong perspiration was
visible. If by chance the hare was high, or the pie

had been made with rancid butter, he no longer ate,

but devoured. When at last his appetite was satis-

fied, and he consented to speak, he disputed, shouted,

made a sparring match of his conversation, snatched a

triumph, no matter how, laid down his opinion dog-

matically, impetuously, and maltreated those whom he
was refuting. " Sir, I perceive you are a vile Whig."
" My dear lady " (to Mrs. Thrale), " talk no more of

this ; nonsense can be defended but by nonsense."
" One thing I know, which you don't seem to know,
that you are very uncivil."

About that time men would ask Garrick and Bos-

well, cautiously, in a low voice, the history and habits

of this strange being. He had lived like a cynic and
an eccentric, having passed his youth reading miscel-

laneously, especially Latin fohos, even those least

known, such as Macrobius. At twenty-five he
married, for love, a woman of about fifty, who was
small, very fat, with swelled cheeks of a florid red, pro-

duced by thick painting, flaring and fantastic in her

dress, and who had children as old as himself. On
coming to London to earn his bread, some, seeing his

convulsive grimaces, took him for an idiot ; others, see-

ing his robust frame, advised him to buy a porter's

knot. For thirty years he workeias a hack for pub-

lishers, whom he used to thrash when they became
impertinent. He was always shabby. Once he fasted

two days. He was content when he could dine

on sixpenceworth of meat and a pennyworth
of bread. He wrote a novel (" Rasselas ") in

eight nights in order to pay for his mother's

funeral. When pensioned by the king and
freed from his daily labours he gave way to his

natural indolence, often lying in bed till mid-day and
after. This is the time to visit him. We mount the

stairs of a gloomy house in a narrow and obscure

court on the north side of Fleet Street, the busy

quarter of London, and as we enter we hear the scold-

ings of four women and an old quack doctor—poor,

penniless creatures, bad in health and in disposition

—

whom he has rescued, whom he supports, who vex or

insult him. We ask for the doctor, a negro opens the

door, and we gather round the master's bed ; there

are always many distinguished people at his levee,

including even ladies. Thus surrounded, he "de-

claims," until dinner-time, when he goes to a tavern

and talks all the evening ; thereafter he goes out to

enjoy in the streets the London mud and fog, picks

up a friend to talk again, and goes on pronouncing

oracles and maintaining his opinions till four in the

morning.
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REFORMS IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
By Emeritus Professor H. A. Strong

There are two lines in Goethe's " Faust "which might

fitly be taken as epigrammatically descriptive of the

attitude of the governors of our so-called public

schools, and of the pupils educated therein. The first

of these is " Nur zu Hause bleibts beim Alten "
; the

second is "Mir ekelt es vor allem Wissen." The
aspect of the world, of its civilisation, and its demands

on our adaptability to its requirements has undergone

such mighty changes in the course of the last two

or three decades that no effort must be spared by
those nations which hope to survive in the struggle

for life to adapt themselves to their environment. To
ensure success energy has always been necessary, but

to meet the requirements of the present day energy

requires to be supplemented by the development of

intelligence, instruction, and thought. This develop-

ment can only be brought about by education, and, of

course, it is imperative that the education which we
give to our youth of both sexes should be such as

will enable them to confront with knowledge and
thought the manifold problems of our modern
civilisation.

II.

Now it happens that in our own country, which

may be definexi as a democracy tempered by caste, the

majority of the sons of what Dr. Gray calls our " ruling

caste" are educated in a limited number of big

schools, most of them enjoying large revenues, and

some of them boasting of a proud and historic past.

From them have inde«i sprung most of the men who
have created our history in Qie past, our generals,

lawyers, statesmen, and to a less degree our men of

letters. It has been also frankly recognised, not

merely by our own countrymen, but by foreign

observers like M. Taine, that the training given at our

public schools did, in fact, succeed in producing types

of young men dissimilar to those brought up at other

schools, and markedly so to those educated at the

Lycees or Gymnasia on the Continent. It was com-
monly admitted by all, excepting, perhaps, the teachers

of the public schools, that the atmosphere of these

schools was not intellectual ; that the pupils passed

from them with little taste for learning, and with httle

capacity for forming new ideas, or grasping general

principles. But it was contended that, on the other

hand, they acquired a high standard of morals, of self-

respect, and of discipline. They were hardened by the

somewhat Spartan regime of these schools existing in

bygone days, and yet were not brutalised by coarse or

violent repression. There is no doubt at the present

day much of truth in this picture. But the fact re-

mains that the parents of the boys educated at our
public schools are not satisfied that, as a commercial
people, to put it frjinkly, they are getting their money's
worth,

III.

The task which Dr. Gray has set himself (in

"The Public Schools and the Empire"*) is to con-

sider under what conditions our public schools might
be made a truly valuable national asset, and he ex-

presses his strong conviction that vast and deep-rooted

reforms are necessary before they can be considered

such. He considers that our main characteristic at the

present day is our national apathy. " Some veteran

• "Tlie Public Schools and the Empire." By H. B. Gray, D.D.
yrilliams and Norgate, 6s..

warrior, with convictions ripened by long service in his

country's cause, may have censured us in trumpet

tones for our national apvathy, urging our unprepared-t

ness for the stern arbitrament of war, the necessity

for some form of national service, and the near

peril of imperial disaster." Our present condition

of listless apathy " springs from an increasing

unwillingness of the man to do things himself^

and an unwholesome desire to get things done
for him by others." Dr. Gray asserts that young men
who have not been taught during the days of their

youth to use their hands, or to submit to discipline in

the service of their country, are of no use in the

colonies, at least in those occupied by the white races,

where men are perpetually fighting witli nature, and
where each man is judged according to his sterling

qualities, and not according to his manners.

IV.

Now if it be maintained that our public schools

are to be the nurseries of our future ruling

class, and if we in the Mother-country are to

hold our pride of place as guardians of the whole

Empire, it is obviously necessary that our young
men should acquire some qualities fitting them to

exercise a just influence in the neW countries

under the British crown, and that they should

unlearn some others, which undoubtedly stand in the

way of their influence, even in this country, and still

more in communities unfettered by the chains of tradi-

tion. They have to learn something of science, of

modern history, of the literature, at least, of their own
country, of geography, political and physical, of politic

cal and domestic economy. They have to unlearn the

idea that the world cannot be governed without the

aid of caste, and to realise the fact that they will in no
long time be called to believe that those who trust

to their caste for their prestige are indeed a vanishing

minority. y
Philosophers, too, who make it their duty t6.

expound educational theories must adapt their

precepts to the times. It is not in these days of

fierce competition altogether satisfying to the ambi-

tious son of poor parents to be told that he is expected

during the whole of his school and university career

to engage in perfectly disinterested study; indeed,

some authorities have gone so far as to say that studies,

until the professional career has actually begun, should

be practically useless, and should merely serve as a

mental gymnastic. This is certainly not the view of

the ordinary paterfamilias, who is not a little puzzled

at finding that his hopeful son, on quitting school,

seems to have learnt so very little of the subjects which
may afterwards aid him to earn his living. He is

puzzled because he does not possibly know that those

of his boy's companions who are at once rich and
studious (there are not many of this class) are quite;

content with the present course of studies, while a very

large number are not particularly interested in what
they have to learn, for the simple reason that they

feel that it is not likely to be of any particular use to.

them in after life. The moral of this, of course, is

that we should aim at the introduction of new and
varied studies into our large schools, and taking more
care that the course of study fit the intellectual and
material prospects of the boy.

(To be continued.)
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HILAIRE BELLOC ^ ^ ^ By J. K. Prothero
Vi POET has plaintively complained of Mr. Belloc that

" He seems to think nobody minds
That all his books are of different kinds."

iThere is certainly something very versatile, not to say
variegated, about his literary output ; and one suspects

that this may be partly due to a very variegated and
adventurous early career. Of mixed blood, part

French, part English, part Irish; brought up on the
great downs of Sussex, the beauty and comfort of

which he has sung so often in some of his noblest

poems, he received his education at Edgbaston under
the shadow of the great name of Newton. Having
served his apprenticeship to journalism under so dif-

ferent a personality as the late Mr. Stead, he suddenly
resolved to serve his term in the French Army, and
became for a year a driver in the Artillery. When
his time was up he went to Balliol, and carried off all

the honours, especially in the department of history.

He succeeded in getting into the House of Commons,
.where he won a new reputation as a brilliant, if un-
manageable, member. He fought another election and
yron it without " official " help ; then threw up his seat
and commenced that attack upon the Party System with
iwhich his name has been so prominently connected.
He founded and edited for a year a militant weekly
paper devoted to the propagation of his opinions on
this and other subjects. And all this time he was
literally pouring out books and articles—history,

descriptive travel, poetry, satire, novels, and politico-

economic treatises. Such fecundity and variety is of
itself amazing enough, but it becomes more amazing
^vhen we note the conscientious maintenance of a high
level in every department. For in one aspect Mr.
'Belloc is a French classicist, and is almost fidgety
about the quality of anything he offers to the world.
The very variety of Mr. Belloc's work makes it

very difficult to " place " him in literature, or to say
on what part of that work his permanent repute should
be based. One does not know whether to give the
palm to some of his exquisite lyrics or to delightful
fantasias like " Mr. Burden " and " A Change in the
Cabinet," or to historical studies like " Danton " and
"Robespierre," or to intensely suggestive speculative
:essays—sound or unsound—like " The Servile State."
One suspects that it is perhaps by his contributions to
history that Mr. Belloc is most likely to live.

He possesses two quahties rarely found in com-
bination, which, when found in combination, go far
towards the make-up of the great historian—a careful
accuracy of detail and a power of vision.

These qualities are perhaps best illustrated in those
excursions into military history in which he peculiarly
delights. It is very characteristic of one side of his
temperament that he can hardly be induced to
aescribe a battle until he has visited the field and
carefully examined the terrain. It is equally charac-
teristic of the other side of him that when he has done
so the battle seems to come to life for him. He sees
the troops moving and hears the guns.

This quality in him—which is as marked in his
speaking and even in his conversation as in his writ-
ings, and which makes him, when in the mood, the
most fascinating of talkers—was responsible during his
political career for a rather amusing misunderstanding.
It was when he was in the House of Commons, and
some question connected with the Army came up for
discussion. Mr. Belloc spoke, strongly emphasising
the importance of artillery in modern warfare, and
illustrating his point by a description of the decisive

battle of St. Privat, which turned the course of the
Franco-Prussian \^ar. So vivid was his account of the
progress of the fight, and so exact his knowledge of the
distribution of the various forces, that some journahst
or other—probably vaguely remembering that the
speaker had served in the French Army—said that
" Mr. Belloc gave a graphic account of his experi-

ences at the battle of St. Privat." Whereat another
journalist, looking up " Who's Who," remarked that at

the time of that engagement Mr. Belloc appeared to

have been only about six months old, and that if all the
French artillery was served by infants of this tender
age the Prussian victory was fully accounted for.

That same quality of startling vision which, to those
acquainted with Mr. Belloc's manner, lends point to
this anecdote comes out very strongly in a fascinating)

little volume of liistorical studies called " The Eye-
Witness," which, even among his innumerable ad-
mirers, is much less well known than it deserves. It is

very difficult to read the account of the Barons' march
through Staines, or of Robespierre's attendance at the

Committee of Public Safety, without half uncon-
sciously falling into the aforesaid journalist's error

—

and with even less excuse.

Mr. Belloc's satire is mainly notable for the power-
ful use of irony in a manner that sometirhes almost
recalls Swift. At least, it is difficult to go anywhere
else for a parallel to some of the stinging sentences
which will be found in his long series of fantastic as-

saults on contemporary follies and hypocrises from
" Lambkin's Remains " to " The Green Overcoat." The
method reaches, perhaps, its highest point in " Mr.
Burden." But it is omnipresent and apparently
inexhaustible.

In fact, he himself seems in every way inexhaustible,

and the impression that most forcibly arrests one in his

work is the same as that which meets one when
in contact with his personahty—the impression of an
immense vitality which he can hardly contain, a
vitality which will not let him rest, and which
will force him to attempt anything—whether it be
walking forty miles a day, or writing ten different kinds
of books in a year, or seeking out all the details of a
long-past campaign, or making a revolution in

England. But his concern with international politics

does not prevent his intimate appreciation of the
domestic side of things, as witness the following :

—

"They say, and I am glad they say,
It is so, and it may be so.

It may be quite the other way.
I do not know—but this I know

:

From quiet homes and first beginnings
Out to the undiscovered ends,

There's nothing worth the wear of winning
Save laughter and the love of friends."

Whither his vitality will carry him remains to
be seen. He is a man of strong and even passionate
convictions, which are the deep and indestructible root
of all his joyous combativeness and all his almost
riotous humour. The quality of these convictions is

pretty familiar to the modern world, which he so
strenuously attacks. A fixed belief in an unpopular
religion; a faith in the unalterable value of primal
human tradition ; an immense sense of the pride and
honour of arms ; a rooted distrust and fear of the,

moneyed power, especially where it is modem and
cosmopolitan ; a conviction that the Equality of Man
is an eternal and absolute truth, and that rne'n arS
happiest when they are free and seIf-governing--i
these are the rooted certainties upon which his mind)
reposes, and out of which his work has come.
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COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD
XIV.

—

The Union of South Africa v* j» j» By Liddell Geddie

South Africa is Africa south of the Zambesi. Elimi-

nate German Soutli West Africa and Portuguese
East Africa and you have British South Africa. Then
take away Rhodesia and the Bcchuanaland, Basuto-

land and Swaziland Protectorates, and there remains

the Union of South Africa, which alone concerns us

here.

The Union of South Africa is but three years old.

The South African nation is in its infancy. Neverthe-
less, it may safely be predicted that this youngest of

the British self-governing Dominions Oversea will in

due season play a great role in the world's histor)'.

True, along with its great stores of mineral wealth and
agricultural riches scarce yet tapped, the Union has

inherited problems fraught with difficulty and danger.

Our immediate purpose, however, is neither to turn

back to dark pages of the past nor to skip forward to

dazzling pages of the future, but to concentrate our

attention on the page of the present day.

II.

The baby Union of South Africa is blessed with a

sound constitution. The South African Constitution

is compact with courage and statesmanship, sacrifice

and caution. By the South Africa Act four self-

governing States became one. Four parliaments and
four administrations were abolished, and one parlia-

ment and one administration set up in their place.

Under any circumstances, such a step demands great

mutual trust and far-sightedness. Under the circum-

stances prevailing in South Africa, the unification of

the Cape, Transvaal, Natal, and Orange Free State

was little short of a miracle.

These four States were permeated with racial anti-

pathies and provincial jealousies. Only eight years

before Union came about in 1910 two of the States

were at war with the other two. One State (Natal)

was overwhelmingly British, one (the Free State) over-

whelmingly Boer; the remaining two were partly

English, partly Dutch in speech and sympathy. The
white population was split into hostile camps—Dutch
Africanders and English Uitlanders. Those bom in

the land called themselves " Colonials " ; new arrivals

were only " Colonists." Descendants of the old Dutch
settlers were nearly all farmers ; those of British

descent were mostly directly or indirectly dependent
on the mines. The country districts, accordingly,

spoke Dutch (or the " Taal "), as a rule, while the
larger towns spoke Enghsh.
These racial and occupational divisions were com-

plicated by inter-State divisions. The Transvaal and
the Free State had long upheld republican institu-

tions; the Cape and Natal had long been part of the

British Empire. The former were land-locked States,

tlie latter were coast Colonies. Economic disputes—

-

chiefly touching railway and tariff questions—ranged
each and every State against its neighbours. Bitter

competition raged between the Cape and Natal. The
Free State nursed feelings far from friendly towards
the Transvaal, and in economic matters was inclined

to side with the Cape ; whereas Natal, for geographical
reasons, was disposed to favour the Transvaal. On the
native question, again. South Africa's greatest and
most enduring problem, divisions were on territorial

rather than racial lines. North (including Natal) oppos-t

ing South (the Cape).

in.

These and a thousand and one other rivalries

threatened the peace and prosperity of South Africa.

Only true and signal patriotism could have inspired

the course which the South African States and their

Dutch and English citizens took to remove the danger
of recurrent strife. The four Colonies gave up their

State rights and independence and merged them.selves

in a lasting Union. Dutch South Africans by the Act
of Union accepted British-hood, and English South
Africans submitted themselves to a Dutch Govern-
ment. But there was ample compensation for these
sacrifices. The whole is sometimes greater than the

sum of its parts. The Union of South Africa is infi-

nitely greater than the four Colonics it absorbed. At
the same time Enghsh-speaking South Africans
secured what they set most store by—equal franchise

rights; and Dutch-speaking South Africans also

secured equahty in the form they most desired^equal
language rights. And so the Union is built on a
foundation that is sure and stable as the Cape of Good
Hope itself.

IV.

South Africa is endowed with a fine, healthy climate
and a bounteous soil, and in days to come it v.-ill be
a land of agriculture like the other great Oversea
Dominions. Meantime, the backbone of the country
is mining. Minerals account for over eighty per cent,

of the total annual value of the Union's exports.

Some fifty miUions sterling of mineral produce are
now exported yearly. Of this gold represents over
thirty-eight millions, diamonds over nine, coal over
one million, copper and tin about three-quarters of a
million.

Since the days of King Solomon, South Africa's

yield of mineral wealth has been fabulous. Within
the past fifty years over ;£ 500,000,000 worth of gold
and diamonds have been extracted from reef, blue-

ground and river-bed. For half a century South
Africa has owed its weal—and its woe—almost
entirely to its mines. The wages and salaries paid
by the Transvaal mines alone total over thirteen

millions sterling per annum. Between 300,000 and
400,000 persons (of whom nine-tenths are natives) are

employed in the mines of the Union,—and the number
would be greater still but for the shortage of native

labour, the perpetual handicap of the mines. As it is>

over 100,000 labourers are recruited in Portuguese
East Africa.

The Union of South Africa furnishes the world with

practically all its diamonds and with more than a third

of its total gold supply, far outstripping Australia, the

United States, and other gold-bearing countries. For
regularity and reliability of yield the Witwatersrand
gold area is unrivalled throughout the globe. The gold

mines, in fact, are conducted as if they were gold

manufactories. The production increases rapidly

year by year. In the next thirty years the output of

gold is expected to be at least ;f 1,000,000,000. By
the reduction of working costs, thanks to more and
more efficient machinery, the life-time of the mines is

being indefinitely prolonged, and the twentieth
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century is not likely to witness the exhaustion of

South Africa's precious mineral stores.

The mines have provided South Africa with the

two things the country most requires—white popula-

tion and capital. They have created well-paid em-
ployment for white and black alike. They have
lightened ta.xation for both townsman and country-

man. They have opened up railways in every direc-

tion. They have given the farmer a splendid market.
In a word, they have made South Africa what it is

to-day. When the mines suffer, as during the diamond
crisis of 1907 or the Rand Strike of the present year,

the whole of South Africa suffers. When the mines
flourish. South Africa flourishes with them.

V.

Agriculture is backward, but its day is fast

approaching. Farmers are taking a lesson from the

mines and substituting scientific methods for the primi-

tive methods of their forebears. Irrigation and dry-
farming are quickly gaining ground. Long-standing
pests such as locusts and East Coast fever are being
overcome. Live stock is increasing enormously and
breeds are being improved. Government experts are
spreading broadcast modern ideas and giving instruc-

tion in up-to-date farming in its various branches.
Exports of protluce of the land rose from ;6^6,630,ooo

in 1908 to £11,163,000 in igi2. Last year the Union
sent oversea wool to the value of ;£^4,78o,ooo, ostrich

feathers to the value of /;^2,6og,ooo, hides and skins to

the value of i^ 1,69 1,000, and Angora hair to the value

of £967,000. But for scab cmd slovenliness the figure

for wool would be considerably higher. The feather

industry, on the other hand, has been carried to a
high pitch of excellence, and South Africa is jealously

guarding the virtual monopoly which it enjoys.

The agricultural and pastoral industries are going
ahead in every direction, but they still have a big lee-

way to make up. In 191 2 articles of food and drink
valued at £6,359,000 were imported into the Union,
a total which reflects little credit on South African
farmers. For instance, the Union is dependent on
imported grain and flour for two-thirds of its bread
supply—and yet the white population is only a million

and a quarter, and the area of the Union is nearly

half a million square miles. There are, of course, vast

tracts of land where the plough will never enter, but
with only 2.3 per cent, of the total area under cultiva-

tion there is unlimited scope for agricultural develop-
ment in the Union. It is high time a vigorous pohcy
of land settlement was inaugurated in South Africa.

VI.

The other primary industry of South Africa,

fisheries, is also capable of much expansion. The
" sea sense " is sadly lacking in South Africa, which is

strange when one considers the proud part British

and Dutch have played in maritime history. Hitherto

the fishing industry has been left in the hands mainly

of Italians, Norwegians, and Indians.
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VII.

The Union has no manufactories worth mentioning.

Such manufactures as there are are mostly offshoots

of the mining and farming industries—dynamite
works, wine-making, and the hke. The reasons are

not far to seek. Agriculture, in which industry has

its beginning, is not sufnciently developed. The
white population is small. The cost of living for

Europeans is high. Skilled labour is, therefore, costly.

Distribution is difficult. How to remove these

obstacles is the task with which South Africa is now
faced. Instead of devoting all its energies to digging

np its garden, the Union seems inclined at present to

occupy itself first with building round its estate the

high wall of Protection. But the permanent fiscal

policy of South Africa has yet to be decided upon, and
the forces of Free Trade and the supporters of a low

tariff for revenue purposes only have still to be
reckoned with.

VIII.

.South Africa is burdened with a plethora of popu-

lation problems. There is the problem of the Dutch-
speaking Africander and the English-speaking South
African. That problem has passed its acutest stage.

The racial question is not dead, but it is what the

French call agonising. It may cause friction and it

will involve expense, but it will cost South Africa no
more lives. And so we may leave it as a problem of

the past. Then there is the problem of the Indian,

the undesirable immigrant with v/hom the white man
cannot compete on equal terms. But that problem is

as good as settled. South Africa will keep the Indians

she has got, but she will take good care not to allow

any more to land on her shores. Next, we have the

problem of the coloured man, the half-caste, a baffling

problem, which is, however, insignificant in comparison

with South Africa's greatest problem of all—the native

question.

The 191 1 census showed a total population for the

Union of 5,958,499, of whom only 1,276,242 were of

white race. Europeans, therefore, are outnumbered by
nearly 4 to i. Instead of disappearing like the Red
Indians and the Australian aborigines, the South
African natives are multiplying fast, considerably

faster than the European population. South Africa,

therefore, can never be a white man's country in the

same sense as Canada and Australia. White and black

must live side by side in the Union. All South Africans

are agreed that there must be no intermixture : there

must be a dividing line. How is that line to be drawn ?

That is the question South Africa has to answer. It

will have to be answered, and answered soon. Hitherto

the line has been horizontal. The black man has

'•done the unskilled work, the " Kaffir work "
; the white

man has reserved for himself the domain of skilled

labour. But the native, thanks to education, is becom-
ing capable of more than unskilled labour, and aspires

to higher fields. And the white man is beginning to

realise that dependence on the native for unskilled

labour is a very mixed blessing. Hence the growing
popularity of a segregation policy, whereby a perpen-

dicular hne should replace the horizontal line between
Iblack and white. Within their own reserves natives

would be free to rise as high as they were able on the

ladder of life, to become skilled labourers and pro-

fessional men. Elsewhere the white man would be
free to begin as low as he liked on his ladder, to be-

come an unskilled labourer without losing caste as a

[European by so doing. Thus, it is hoped, the dignity

of labour will be established in South Africa. Mean-
yhile. South Africans of European descent have to

shoulder the white man's burden, but refuse to carry

their own tools—that is the black man's burden.

LITERARY NOTES
How few school children realise that Shakespeare's

plays were written for acting and not for examination

purposes! Thanks to defective teaching methods,

the master dramas of the English language are re-

garded in most classrooms as so many passages to

paraphrase, so many lines to scan or to parse, so many
phrases to elucidate, so many words to look up in the

glossary. " Macbeth " and " The Merchant of Venice "

appear not as real live plays to be acted, but as extinct

texts to be annotated.

« • • » •

True, enthusiastic Shakespearean actors like Mr.

F. R. Benson have done much to counteract this

deadening influence by offering special facilities for

school children to witness stage representations of the

plays. But that is not enough. The teacher as well

as the actor ought to show that Shakespeare can

enthral audiences to-day as he did three hundred
years ago. For this purpose nothing could be more
helpful than the Bankside Acting Edition of Shake-

speare for Schools, the first three volumes of v/hich

(" As You Like It," " Juhus Ceesar," and " King John ")

were issued last week by Messrs. Wells Gardner,

Darton and Co. The series is edited by Mr. F. J. H.
Darton, under whose direction many of the plays have
been produced in London by L.C.C. scholars under

fourteen years of age. Each volume costs but six-

pence, and contains, in addition to a somewhat
abridged text of the play, a valuable introduction

giving practical hints as to staging, costume, summary
of the plot, glossary, etc.

• • • • •

Mr. Darton explains that these versions of Shake-

speare's plays have been edited upon four principles

:

(i) to give the play in the order in which, so far as we
know, Shakespeare wrote it, with no transposition or

entire omission of any scene, however short
; (2) to

allow it to be acted in the simplest and most straight-

forward manner, with no scenery, and with a limited

number of performers; (3) to shorten scenes (not to

omit them) reverently and carefully, only to such an

extent as to render the acting of the greater part of

the play not beyond the powers of young people
; (4)

to make the play seem real to the players—neither a

lessqn nor a stage creation calling for pomp and pose,

but a living pageant of vital actions.

• • • * •

These are excellent principles in the main. Mr.

Darton strongly favours modern methods of present-

ing Shakespearean plays, with a projecting stage, no

elaborate scenery and no intervals between the scenes.

The thorny question of costume is touched upon, and

will be more fully dealt with in " The Bankside Book
of Costume for Children," by Melicent Stone, which

the same publishers are to bring out in September.

The whole scheme is appropriately described in the

Introduction as a " compromise between scholarship,

economy, and the limitations of youth ; it is intended

to be entirely practical, but with an ideal behind it."

The series deserves to meet .with signal success.

• • • * •

Lady White is collecting materials for a Life of the

late Field-Marshal Sir George White.

• • • • •

Messrs. Nisbet -will publish in September a new
book of nature stories by Mr. F. St. Mars, entitled

"The Prowlers." The illustrations will be by the

well-known animal artist, Mr. Warwick Reynolds.
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
Robert Lewis Stevenson's "Weir of Hermiston"

To his old friend, Charles Baxter, in December, 1892,

Robert Lewis Stevenson wrote
—

" I have a novel on
the stocks to be called ' The Justice-Clerk.' It is

pretty Scotch, the Grand Premier is taken from Brax-

field—-(oh, by the by, send me Cockburn's ' Me-
morials ')—:and some of the story is—well—queer.

The heroine is seduced by one man, and finally dis-

appears with the other man who shot him. . . . Mind
you, I expect ' The Justice-Clerk ' to be my master-

piece. My Braxfield is already a thing of beauty and
a joy for ever, and so far as he has gotie far my best

character."

The novel of which Stevenson thus wrote was never

finished. " It seemed unprovoked, a wilful convulsion

of brute nature ..." are the last words in the printed

book, and these he dictated on the morning of his

death, on the third of December, 1894. His Brax-
field, or his " Weir," of whom Braxfield was the proto-

type, could only have been a " thing of beauty " in

the sense that a Scotch terrier is " bonny wi' ill-

fauredness." The painted picture of Braxfield had
profoundly affected Stevenson, when it was exhibited

at an exhibition of Sir Henry Raeburn's pictures in

the later seventies, and though, as Sheriff Lyall has
well shown, the Robert McQueen, Lord Justice-Clerk

Braxfield of history, is extremely unlike the Judge
whom Stevenson drew as Adam Weir, Lord Justice-

Clerk Hermiston, the two are now almost inextricably

mixed in the minds of all Stcvensonians.

Adam Weir, the Lord Advocate, a recognised risen

man, the conqueror of many obstacles, somewhat late

in the day courted, if it were not profane in the con-
nection to use such a word. Miss Jean Rutherford, of

Hermiston, whose ready money and broad acres were
ready to fall wholly to the husband, to lend dignity

to his descendants, and to himself a title, when he
should be called upon the Bench. " On the side of

Jean, there was perhaps some fascination of curiosity

as to this unknown male animal that approached her
with the roughness of a ploughman and the aplomb
of an advocate. . . . He was an ill man to refuse. A
little over forty at the period of his marriage, he
looked already older, and to the force of manhood
added the senatorial dignity of years ; it was perhaps
with an unreverend awe, but he was awful. The
Bench, the Bar, and the most experienced and reluc-

tant witness bowed to his authority—and why not
•Jeannie Rutherford ?

"

And so they were mated, this taurine hanging-
judge and the "dwaible," ineffectual lady; and
penalties began to be paid. The house in George
Square, Edinburgh, was wretchedly ill-guided;

nothing answerable to the expense of maintenance
but the cellar, which was my lord's own private care.
" It was often wondered that Lord Hermiston bore
all as he did. Indeed, he was a stoical old voluptuary,
contented with sound wine, and plenty of it. But
there were moments when he overflowed. Perhaps
half a dozen times in the history of his married life

—

' Here ! tak' it awa', and bring me a piece bread and
kebbuck !

' he had exclaimed, with an appalling ex-
plosion of his voice and rare gestures. None thought
to dispute or to make excuses ; Mrs. Weir sat at the
head of the table whimpering without disguise; and
his lordship opposite munched his bread and cheese in
ostentatious disregard. Once only Mrs. Weir had
ventured to appeal. He was passing her chair on his

way into the study :
' O, Edom !

' she .wailed, in a

voice tragic with tears, and reaching out to him jvith

both hands, in one of which she held a sopping pocket-i

handkerchief. He paused and looked upon her with

a face of wrath, into which there stole, as he looked,

a twinkle of humour. ' Noansense !

' he said. ' You
and your noansense ! What do I want with a Chris-

tian faim'ly ? I want Christian broth. Get me a lass

that can plain-boil a potato, if she was a whiire off the

streets.' And with these words, which echoed in her

tender ears like blasphemy, he had passed on to his

study and shut the door behind him."

A son, Archie, was the only child of a scarce natural

union. The child was the mother's bond to life.

" The sight of the little man at her skirt intoxicated

her with the sense of power, and froze her with the

consciousness of her responsibility. ... It seems
strange to say of this colourless and ineffectual

woman, but she was a true enthusiast, and might have
made the sunshine and the glory of a cloister. Per-

haps none but Archie knew she could be eloquent;

perhaps none but he had seen her—her colour raised,;

her hands clasped or quivering—glow with gentle

ardour. There is a corner of the policy of Hermiston
where you come suddenly in view of the summit of

Black Fell, sometimes like the mere grass top of a

hill, sometimes (and this is her own expression) like

a precious jewel in the heavens. On such days, upon
the sudden view of it, her hand would tighten on the

child's fingers, her voice rise like a song. ' / to the

hills I' she would repeat. 'And O, Erchie, are nae
these like the hills of NaphtaH ?

' and her tears would
flow." Upon the impressionable child the effect of

this continual and pretty accompaniment to hfe was
deep. The mother's quietism and piety passed on to

his different nature undiminished ; but whereas in her
it was a native sentimentj in him it .was only an im-
planted dogma.

So much for Archie and his relations to his mother.
" The character and position of his father had long
been a stumbling-block to Archie, and with every year
of his age the difficulty grew more instant. . j < There
were some whom it was good to pity, and, well
(though very likely useless), to pray for; they were
named reprobates, goats, God's enemies, brands for

the burning; and Archie tallied every mark of iden-
tification, and drew the inevitable private infer-

ence that the Lord Justice-Clerk was the chief of
sinners,"

"I'll tell ye what, mamma," said the little man of
seven to his mother. "I don't think you and me's
justifeed in staying with him." The woman awoke tc

remorse, she saw herself disloyal to her man, her
sovereign and breadwinner, in whom (with what she
had of worldliness) she took a certain subdued pride.

But her success in unbuilding what she had built too
well was what might have been expected. To talk of
Archie's youthfulness and immaturity of judgment
was to get the answer pat, that babes and innocents
were the type of the kingdom of heaven. At another
time
—

" It seems he's called ' The Hanging Judge '

—

it seems he's crooool. I'll tell you what it is, mammaj
there's a tex' borne in upon me. It were better for
a man if a milestone were bound upon his back
and him flung into the deepestmost pairts of the
sea."

That year Mrs. Weir died quite suddenly. It was
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at Hermiston, where Kirstie Elliott, her kinswoman,
was housekeeper. " Keep me, Kirstie ; what's this ?

"

she gasped. " Kirstie, what's this ? I'm frich'ened."

They were her last words. Kirstie \»cnt to meet my
lord, who had been oot riding. He reined in his

horse, and looked upon her wilh the hanging face.

"Has the French landit?" cried he. " Man, man,"

she said, " is that a' ye can think of ?
" " Is onybody

deid?" said his lordship. "It's no" Erchie?" . . .

Lord Hermiston sat in the saddle beholding her.

"Well, it's something of the suddenest," said he.

"But she was a dwaibly body from the first." . . .

" Her and me were never cut out for one another," he
remarked as he looked upon her body, in death the

very image of the insignificant. " It was a daft-like

marriage." And then, with a most unusual gentleness

of tone, " Puir bitch," said he, " puir bitch !
" Then

suddenly, "Where's Erchie?

"

Archie went the usual round of other Edinburgh
boys of his class, the high school and the college, and
it was not till he was twenty that the inevitable colli-

sion with his father came. For Weir of Hermiston,

in so far as it is a finished study, is mainly that of

strained parental and filial relations. Archie had in-

herited from Jean Rutherford a shivering delicacy,

unequally matched with potential violence ; at his

father's table, when he was old enough to join the

revels, the coarse expressions he heard there turned

him pale and sick. One of his father's guests alone

he tolerated, David Keith Carnegie, Lord Glen-

almond. "His exquisite disparity with any of his

fellow guests, his appearance as of an artist and
aristocrat stranded in rude company, riveted the boy's

attention," and Lord Glenalmond was attracted by
the boy, and when at the dawn of manhood young
Weir, by denouncing his father very publicly for the

part he had taken at the trial of a " disjaskit " mis-

creant called Duncan Jopp, brought upon himself

banishment to Hermiston, it was Lord Glenalmond
who did what was possible to bring Archie to a re-

cognition that there was in the Justice-Clerk a some-
thing that was not all ignoble.

Banished to Hermiston, Archie's relations were
now with Kirstie Elliott, the housekeeper there, a

woman of over fifty, "long of limb, and still light of

foot, deep-breasted, robust-loined, her golden hair not

yet mingled with any traces of silver, the years had
but caressed and embellished her " ; with Frank Innes,

a school and college companion, who found it con-

venient to quarter himself at Hermiston ; with the

four brothers Elliott, who were later, by Stevenson,

meant to be young Weir's deliverers, and, above all,

with Kirstie, the young sister of the four brothers.

The love that the older Kirstie bore for the son of her
" dear Miss Jeannie "

: the fierce yet sane love that is

what a woman, even of her years, may have for a

man of half her age ; the jealousy for him and that

he might do what was right by her kinswoman, the

younger Kirstie, are all studied and set forth by
Stevenson in a way that makes the reader draw his

breath, and cry, as Mr. Thackeray cried of one of his

own passages, " By God, this is genius !

"

The courtship of the younger Kirstie by young
Hermiston, his good resolutions of avoiding any
conduct compromising her good name, and her un-

happincss and wounded vanity thereupon, a?e Frank
Innes' opportunity for pursuing his purpose of seduc-

tion. And Kirstie, still caring for Archie, allows her-

self to become Frank's victim.

Of the trial of a son by his own father, and of the
breaking of prison by the Elliott brothers, we know
only from the scenario. J. Stephen.

IN A RAILWAY CARRIAGE
At first only two of the corner seats were occupied f
but it was a Parliamentary train approaching one of
the minor centres of industry which darken the fresh

rural greenery of the North so frequently. A third

comer was taken up by an individual of some im-
portance, since he was ushered into the compartment
by the station master, while a porter carried the pas-

senger's handbag, which was deposited carefuUy upon
the seat.

" Went to the races yesterday," he explained^
" D bad luck—stone broke !

"

Accepting the resultant silence as a sympathetic
tribute, he burst forth, " And now we've got the
Suffragettes to contend with. What's your cure for a.

Suffragette ? " he asked No. i corner pointedly.

No. I expressed the opinion that he would rathei*

have nothing to do with Suifragettes.

"But, m' dear frien', what if they come tormentin'
your business ?

"

" Leave them alone."
" But they won't be left alone!

"

No. I had no alternative suggestion to offer, and 2(

short period of quietness followed.

"What's your cure for a Suffragette?" was th^
inquiry repeated to No. 2.

" Give them the vote on the same conditions as
men," was the prompt reply.

"But they're not men," objected No. 3, "an' they;

never will be men !

"

This was incontestable, and the strain of the position'

was relieved by a rush of workmen, who invaded the
carriage in businesslike style, a concerted d^sh being,

made for the fourth corner by the two foremost.
" Bill's scored agen," commented one of them wheS

the clatter of empty dinner-baskets had subsided.
" Ay, Bill's aw reet for scrappin', if he is a bit thick

i' t' yed," remarked the defeated one.

Bill smiled genially as he stretched his legs. Inci^

dentally they touched the patent leathers of No. 3.-

" what would you do with a Suffragette ? " whis-i

pered the horsey one, fixing Bill with his eyes^
" Nowt," replied Bill decisively.
" And if they wouldn't allow you to do it, " suggested

No. 3 calmly.
" Himi—it's one o' th'em things as d' wairt a bit o'

thinkin' out," said i:j^^ at last. "What'd tha do,

thisel' ? " he countered, after a lengthy pause.
" Whip 'em," said No. 3 proniptly.

A prolonged silence followed.
" Whip 'em

!

" repeated No. 3 with triumphant
emphasis.

The men shuffled uneasily.
" Hum !

" exclaimed one man ;
" it might be aw reet

up to a certain peynt."
" It is all right—altogether. I Imow what I'm

talkin' about," was the decisive response.
" Ay. But supposin' t' Suffragette happen t' be yer

own sister, or mother, maybe ? " suggested Jack's mate.

No. 3 was palpably shaken, .and flushed visibly^
" I'd—I'd—treat 'em like men," he said lamely.

" Then you'd give 'em t' vote," chuckled Bill, speak-^

ing very slowly.

The laughter was still loud when Bill rose to get out
as the train stopped.

" Tha scored theer, reet enow," said his friend,

moving into the vacant corner seat, " an' th'art noan so

thick i' t' yed as tha us' t' be. So lung. Bill—tak' care
0' thi sen—specially t' yed part." H. LEATHER.
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BOUM-BOUM a* ^ .• By Jules Claretie
L

The boy was lying upon his little white bed, and, his

eyes dilated with fever, was gazing straight before hini

with a strange fixity of expressionj as though he saw
something which was invisible to normal eyesight.

His mother, sitting at the side of the bed, was biting

her fingers to keep herself from crying, as she fol-

lowed, anxiously and racked with suffering, the pro-

gress of the malady on the poor thin face of the little

one ; and the father, an honest workman, -was
strugghng hard to keep back the tears which were
scorching his eyelids.

The day rose, clear cind soft, slowly flooding with the

light of a beautiful June morning the stuffy room in

the Rue des Abbesses, where little Francois, the only

child of Jacques and Madeleine Legrand, lay dying.

He was seven years old. Such a fine, rosy little

fellow, as merry as a cricket less than three weeks ago.

But one evening he was brought home from school

burning with fever, with a head like lead and his hands
hot.

Ever since he had been in bed, and sometimes, in

his delirium, when his eyes caught sight of his little,

well-polished shoes, which his mother had placed care-

fully in a corner of the room, he would say

:

" You will be able to throw away Francois' shoes
now. He will never put them on again. Francois will

never be able to go to school again, never, never !

"

Then the father would cry out in anguish :
" Don't

talk like that," and the mother would bury her fair

head in the pillow so that the child should not hear her
weep.

To-night he had not been delirious, but the past two
days he had sunk into a strange lethargy, which had
greatly troubled the doctor. He seemed suddenly to

have lost interest in everything, as if, after seven
years of life, he had already tasted the weariness of

living.

He lay there, silent, sad, his head tossing about on
the pillow, refusing to take anything, and with never
a smile on his poor emaciated lips, gazing, with hag-
gard eyes, as if he were looking for something, one
knew not what, far away in the distance.

" Up above, perhaps !
" thought Madeleine, shivering.

Whenever he was asked to take a cooling draught
or a little beef-tea, he refused. He refused everything.

" Do you want anything, Francois ?
"

" No, I want nothing."
" We must get him out of this mood," said the doctor.

" I don't like this torpor. You are his parents and
understand your child. Try and think of something
to cheer him up and bring his mind back to earth !

"

Oh, yes! without a doubt they understood their

Frangois ! They knew well enough how to amuse the
dear little fellow. They recalled, now, how they used
to take him to ransack the hedges on Sundays, return-

ing to Paris loaded with may in the evening, or visited

the Champs Elysees to see " Punch and Judy " in the
enclosure among the children of the rich.

Jacques Legrand bought some gilt cardboard sol-

diers, which he cut out and placed on the boy's bed,
making them dance before the haggard eyes of the
little one.

" Look, Francois, this one is a general ! . . . Don't you
remember the real general we saw once in the Bois de
Boulogne ? If you take your medicine, I will buy you
one with a cloth tunic and golden epaulettes. Would
you like it ?

"

"No," answered the child

"Would you like a pistol, a crossbow, somq
marbles ?

"

" No," repeated the little voice, clear and almost
cruel. And to everything they said to him, to all the
toys that were promised him, the boy made the same
response :

" No. No. No."
" But what would you hke, Frangois ? " asked his

mother. " There are so many things you used to wish
for. Speak, tell me, tell mother, darling," and she lay

her cheek against the sick boy's pillow and murmured
gently in his ear, as though she were telling him a
secret.

All at once the boy, drawing himself up on his bed
and stretching out his hands eagerly towards some in-

visible object, replied in a tense, excited manner, at

the same time supplicating and imperative

:

" I want Boum-Boum !

"

n. -^a

Bourn-Bourn /

The poor mother looked in a bewildered way at her
husband. What was the little fellow talking about
now ? Was it that terrible delirium again ?

Boum-Boutn !

She did not understand what it meant. She was
frightened by these strange words, repeated by
the child as if, not having dared before to put his

dream into a definite shape, he was now clinging to it

with an invincible obstinacy.
" Yes, Boum-Boum ! Boum-Boum ! Boum-Boum

!

I want Boum-Boum !

"

The mother nervously seized her husband's hand,
saying in a low voice, distractedly: "What does this

mean, Jacques ? He is lost !

"

But the father's toil-worn face broke out into a smile,

almost happy, though stupefied also, the smile of a
condemned man who sees a possibility of hberty open-
ing out before him.

Boum-Boum f

He remembered now, clearly, one Easter when he
took Francois to the circus. He could almost fancy he
heard again the boy's joyous laughter when the clown,

covered with beautiful golden spangles, with a large

butterfly spau'kling with many colours at the back of

the costume, cut his capers in the ring, tripping up a
performer, standing on his head on the sanded floor,

catching soft felt hats skilfully on his head and forming
them one by one into a pyramid. And at every turn,

every buffoonery, like a chorus, he uttered the same
cry, accompanied each time by a roll of the drums in

the orchestra :
" Boum-Boum ! Boum-Boum !

" And
every time his clever and witty face appeared in the

ring, the circus resounded with bravos, and little Fran-

cois burst into a roar of laughter.

Boum-Boum ! This, then, was the Boum-Boum,
this circus clown, who was famous all over that part of

the city, whom the boy wanted to see and wanted to

have, but whom he could not see and could not have,

since here*he was, helpless, in his little white bed.

That evening Jacques Legrand brought the child a

mechanical clown, all covered with spangles, which he
had bought on his way home from work.

It had cost him the equivalent of four days of his

pay, but he would willingly have given twenty, thirty,

even the price of a whole year of his labour once more

to bring back a smile to the pale lips of the sick child.

Francois glanced an instant at the toy, which

sparkled on his white sheets, then, sadly :
" That's not

Boum-Boum !

"

" Ah," thought the father, " if only I could wrap him
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up in his blankets and carry him to the circus, so that

he could see the clown capering under the glittering

chandelier." But, as it happened, Jacques did some-
thing better. He went to the circus, asked for the

clown's address, and, on arriving at the house in Mont-
martre where the artiste lived, he went up, his legs

trembhng under him, one by one the steps leading to

the flat of Boum-Boum. His courage almost failed

him when he reached the door, but, he thought, after

all, these performers do go and sing and recite in the

drawing-rooms of the rich.

Perhaps this clown would consent to come and per-

form for Francois, and he, Jacques Legrand, would pay
him whatever sum he might ask.

When he had rung the bell, however, his fears in-

creased. How would Boum-Boum receive him ?

As a matter of fact, it was not Boum-Boum at all.

It was Monsieur Moreno, who, in his elegant rooms,
surrounded by books, engravings, and choice and artis-

tic furniture, received Jacques very much after the

manner of a fashionable physician receiving a patient.

Jacques stared at him, not perceiving the clown in

this well-dressed man with charming manners.
The other waited for him to speak. Jacques,

nervously twisting his hat round and round in his

hands, began to excuse himself for the liberty he had
taken.

It was something quite out of the way that he had
come to ask, but the position was serious. " It con-
cerned his boy, his only child, a dear little fellow,

sir, and so intelligent. Always the first at school,

except at arithmetic, which he does not imderstand.
Somewhat of a dreamer, this little chap. . .

."

Jacques now hesitated, stammered, but he plucked
tip courage and continued :

" That is why he thinks
only of you; you are like a star shining in front of

him which he wants to possess."

When he had finished, Jacques, very pale, had beads
of perspiration on his forehead. He hardly dared to

look at the clown, whose eyes were fixed on him with
a keen, penetrating gaze.

What was Boum-Boum going to say to him ? Would
he take him for a fool, and show him the door ?

" Where do you live ? " quietly asked Boum-Boum.
" Quite near here, sir. Rue des Abbesses," replied

Jacques, whose heart was beating furiously.
" Come along then," said the other. " Your boy

wants to see Boum-Boum, does he? Very well, he
shall see Boum-Boum."

III.

Throwing Of>en the door of the room where little

Francois lay, Jacques Legrand cried out joyfully:
" He's come, Francois ; look, here is Boum-Boum !

"

A happy smile, the first since his illness began,
came over the face of the sick child. Raising himself
in his mother's arms, he turned his gaze towards the
two men as they entered, looked an instant at the
frock-coated, smiling gentleman beside his father

without recognising him, and when Jacques said,
" This is Boum-Boum," he let his head fall back slowly
on his pillow, the gleam of hope which had for a
moment irradiated his face died away, and his beauti-

ful large blue eyes once more assumed their fixed

expression, looking beyond the walls of his httle

room for the spangles and the butterfly of Boum-
Boum.

" No," said the boy, in a sad tone of voice, " that
isn't Boum-Boum."
The clown, at the side of the bed, was looking down

at the child with deep and thoughtful eyes, full of
infinite kindness. He raised his head, looked at the
anxious father, the stricken mother, then said smil-

ingly :
" He is right ! this is not Boum-Boum." With

these words he went out.
" I shall never see Boum-Boum again," murmured

the child, in a faint, weary voice.

All at once, in less than half an hour of his de-
parture, the door opened, and, in his black tights and
spangles, with the yellow tuft on the top of his head,
the golden butterfly on his breast, with his wide-open
smiling mouth, powdered all over, Boum-Boum, the
real Boum-Boum, Boum-Boum of the circus, little

Franqois' Boum-Boum, appeared.
Then, on his little white bed, with the joy of hfe

once more in his eyes, laughing, crying, saved, the
child clapped his poor, feeble hands, shouted bravo,
and said

:

"Boum-Boum! that's Boum-Boum, hurrah for
Boum-Boum

!

" Good morning, Boum-Boum."

IV.

When the doctor came, later in the day, he found,
seated by the child's bed, a white-faced clown, who
was making little Francois laugh and laugh again, and
who was saying, as he stirred a piece of sugar in a
cooling draught:

" Drink, Francois ; if you don't, Boum-Boum won't
come to see you again."

And the child drank.
"Wasn't that nice?"
"Very nice, thank you, Boum-Boum."
" Doctor," said the clown, " don't be jealous ; but it

seems to me that my antics have done him more good
than your prescriptions."

Jacques and Madeleine were weeping, but this time
they were tears of joy.

And until Francois was on his legs again, a carriage
stopped every day outside the house of the workman
in the Rue des Abbesses at Montmartre, and a man,
enveloped from head to foot in a long overcoat,
alighted. Underneath he was dressed for the circus,

and his face, almost hidden by the upturned collar
of the coat, was powdered all over.

"What do I owe you, sir?" asked Jacques, when
the boy, now fully recovered, went out for the first

time. The clown held out his two big hands to
Jacques and his wife, and said, " A shake of the hand."
Then, patting the now rosy cheeks of Francois, he
added, smiling, "and permission to have printed on
my cards :

—

" BOUM-BOUM,
"Doctor-acrobat, and physician-in-ordinary

" To Master Francois Legrand."—Translated by Rickard Burke.

Jk Jt Jt

ON THE POOR OF LONDON
Almighty God, whose justice like a sun

Shall coruscate along the floors of Heaven,
Raising what's low : perfecting what's undone :

Breaking the Rich, and making Odd things Even

—

The Poor of Jesus Christ along the Street

In your rain sodden, in your snows unshod,
They have not hearth, nor sword, not daily meat.
Nor even the Bread of Men : Almighty God I

The Poor of Jesus Christ whom no man hears.

Have waited on your vengeance much too long.

Wipe out ncrf tears, but blood. Our eyes bleed tears 1

Come : smite our damned sophistries so strong

That Thy rude Hammer, battering this rude wrong, -

Ring down the abyss of twice ten thousand years.

H. Belloc.
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THE TRAGEDY OF THE
PLIMSOLL LINE

By Our Special Commissionef

U.

In my article last week I showed how Samuel
Plimsoll, by twenty-five years of almost ceaseless

effort, and in the teeth of overwhelming difficulties,

won from Parliament that great charter of our seamen
—the Compulsory Load Line.

That was in 1890. In 1898 Phmsoll died. It is

perhaps not a little remarkable that within a few weeks
—a few days almost—of his decease the shipowners,

who had always resented the imposition of the line,

had commenced their long but

Silent and Subterranean Campaign Against It.

They objected to ships taking in cargo north of the

Chesapeake River not being allowed to load so deep
as ships on the south side, and when the point, a small

one, was decided in their favour they boasted that

they had driven in the thin end of the wedge. The
fact is that the owners always hated " the line," even

as the earlier factory owners detested the Acts that

Lord Shaftesbury and old-time reformers got passed

to stop the sweating of women and children. So that

when, on Monday, June 9th, 1890, the Royal Assent

was given to the first compulsory Load Line Act,

Fair Play, the organ of the shipowners, showed its

contempt of Parliament by announcing that " our ship-

builders will find a way of discounting the load line."

In other words, of rendering the measure a dead

letter

!

Apparently the task of

Frustrating the Intentions of the Legislature

did not prove so easy as the Shipping Federation had
anticipated. The line remained in force. The ship-

builders found it impossible, presumably, to dodge it.

Mortality at sea fell steadily, and even so, and despite

their doleful prognostications, the shipping industry,

so far from being ruined, flourished exceedingly.

Notwithstanding, the shipowners continued stead-

fast in their opposition, and worked perpetually

against the line.

It was in 1906 that they effected their great stroke.

The Parliament of Mr. Balfour was dying. Lassitude,

amounting almost to paralysis, had set in among the

members. There was a general sense, as there always

is with dying Parliaments, of indifference, careless-

ness, unconcern. The shipowners saw their oppor-

tunity, and moved out eagerly to seize it.

They brought pressure to bear on the Government,

and, with scarcely an effort to resist them, the Govern-

ment surrendered.

Quietly, Cautiously, and all Unsuspected

of the seamen or their friends, they appointed a Com-
mittee " to consider and report." They did this with-

out any announcement in Parliament, without any

statement outside, and they took good care to see

that no representative of the seamen was included.

Not a single expression of opinion was sought from

the officers or men who had in the course of their

experiences at sea seen the effects of overcrowding,

and who, as practical mariners, knew what result

would follow any deepening by extra cargo of a

vessel's hull. Mr. Chamberlain's Committee had laid

it down as a cardinal doctrine that only a body
representative of the seamen, as of other interests,

could competently advise the State in this matter ; but

the first thing one notices about this ad h.^c Com-
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mittee is that, not only does it exclude the seamen from
its membership, but it does not even hear their

evidence.

The Committee, in fact,

Represented the Shipowners, and the
Shipowners only.

What followed? The Committee concluded its

labours in November, 1905. The General Election

took place almost immediately after. The Liberals

were returned, and Mr. Lloyd George found himself

at the Board of Trade. Almost the first document
that he found put before him for signature were the

rules altering the load hne in accordance with the find-

ings of the Committee. In an evil moment for himself

and for his party, and under the advice of the per-

manent officials of the Board of Trade, he authorised

the rules that destroyed PlimsoU's life-work

!

Then, and then only, if we are to believe the testi-

mony of the seamen's representative in Parliament,

did the House hear of the alteration in the rules, and
that they heard of it too late I shall show in my next
article.

For the Undoing of the Pllmsoll Line

has meant the drowning of poor Jack in thousands

;

the revival of horrors worse than the coffin ships

;

the perpetration of cynical injustices more cruel than
any of those against which Plimsoll thundered. In a

word, it has meant the needless sacrifice of our sea-

men to enrich capitalists who admittedly are among
the most prosperous of our merchant princes.

CORRESPONDENCE
Notice to Correspondents.—Owing to the large number

of letters received it is necessary for correspondents to write
briefly if their letters are to appear.

NEW ZEALAND AND DEFENCE.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I observe that this country is still being

flooded with literature headed " Warnings to Emi-
grants," etc., and many newspapers with letters re-

garding New Zealand's Defence scheme; also

pathetic stories are being told respecting a few stormy
petrels who have left the Dominion.

It is as well to make it quite clear that New Zealand
has a Defence scheme in operation which has met
with tlie almost unanimous support of our Parliament,

and has been before the people at three elections

;

and a case has recently come under my notice of a

man with a grown-up family regarding the Defence
scheme as an additional reason for his settling there.

The intention of the Act is to train our young men
so that they may take a manly and effective part

should ever an attack be made upon our country. It

is absurd for us to rely upon, and improper that we
should expect, Britain's furnishing us with the means
of defence in a case of emergency. We realise that if

Britain is involved in a war she will require all her
forces for that war. We are also aware that we are

not far distant from Asia, from which continent trouble
may come. Our people live in a delightful country,
and in no place on God's earth is there a better open-
ing for industrious, well-doing folk. That being the
case, it is the intention of our people to retain, if

possible, that country for those who realise the great
privileges they enjoy in living there.

Certain people have returned to the Old Land, and
we New Zealanders are heartily glad to be rid of
them. They used the money of the colonists to help

MOOSE JAW
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them to travel to New Zealand, and they took very
httle with them ; some of them did remarkably well

during the time they lived in the Dominion, and I

might say that not only did some create disturbances

there in connection with our military training, but
in a few instances they quarrelled with Church, School,
and Councils.

We wish it to be distinctly understood that we have
no desire to receive anyone in New Zealand who has
not the manliness to take his share in defending that

country and in protecting its women and children

should ever troublous times arise. We do not want
them, and we are glad to be rid of those who have,

unfortunately, used our money to go to our country,

and who have broken the obligations they took upon
themselves when they received that money. I would
add that these people, before being assisted to emi-
grate, were supplied with literature showing that they
were subject to be called upon to render military

service. It should be mentioned that those who
undergo military training receive at least 28s. per
week during that training, and are provided with food
and accommodation. I notice my predecessor in office

is reported to have said since his return to New
Zealand that he had heard of objections to universal

training made there by a small section of people, but
it was his opinion that if there were men who were
not prepared to do their duty to protect their mothers,

sisters, and wives from a foreign foe, he would gladly

contribute his share in assisting them to leave the

country.

More people are applying just now to go to New
Zealand than we are prepared to take, so that those
who are spending their taoney in warning their

friends to stay away are really rendering us a most
valuable service, because they are preventing the

undesirables from going, and leaving room for people
of grit and courage to take the available space on
board the vessels.—I am, sir, etc.,

Thomas Mackenzie
(High Commissioner for New Zealand.)

London, S.W., August 6th, 1913.

CANADA AND ITS NEWSPAPERS.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I have read with very great interest the

articles from the pen of Mr. G. C. Thompson, of Swift

Current. Many of the statements appearing in those

two articles I agree with, but some seem very wide
of the mark. In particular, I would like to register a

protest against Mr. Thompson's remarks anent

Canadian newspapers. He says :
" But the Yankee

journalism has gripped Canadian papers. With a few
creditable exceptions, they are sensational, inaccurate,

and violently partisan "—and more along the same
lines. As a newspaper man, I want to say that Mr.

Thompson is egregiously in error. Canadian papers,

for the most part, are absolutely opposite to the

yelk>w press papers over the line. They are not sensa-

tional—not anything like as much so as the London
Daily Mail or the one-time Morning Leader.

They are remarkably accurate. The Canadian
Press Association sees to that. They have an excel-

lent cable service, and their news is generally reliable.

Exaggeration is taboo by the majority of editors, both

oi dailies and weeklies. As to being violently partisan,

they are not as much so as the London or New York
dailies. There is, of course, a certain amount of poli-

tical mud-flinging, but of the press of the three coun-

tries, England, the States, and Canada, I firmly believe

that Canada stands first as representing to the people
the rlews, uncoloured by party sentiment.

Of course, every twopenny-halfpenny town along
the prairie can't be expected to write editorials such
as appear in the Times. The public doesn't give
them the same support!

I am surprised that Mr. G. C. Thompson has seen
one of the most important institutions in Canada
through coloured glasses. Canadians and Britishers

alike can p>oint to the Toronto Globe, the Manitoba
Free Press, the Toronto Star, to mention only a very
few of the leading dailies, and find there complete
refutation of Mr. Thompson's remarks.—I am, sir,

etc., Hugh S. Eayrs
(Financial Editor, Canadian Courier, Toronto, Ont.)

Toronto, July 31st, 1913.

THE PRICE OF SOCIAL REFORM.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I have read with interest the article in your
current issue by C. B. Purdom entitled " The Price."

May I endeavour to express my opinion that there is

yet another reason, reacting upon the religious one,
which goes to aggravate discontent amongst those for

whom we work in matters of social reform. This, it

seems to me, is the lack of adherence to the maxim,
"Aide-toi, le ciel t'aidera." We do much for these
people—we do so little zvith them. We agitate for

the passing of laws which will make ill-health a
punishable offence, but we do little (a little albeit) to

encourage them to build up for themselves and by
their own effort a strong race of men and women. If

they were put in the right way of winning for them-
selves those advantages which we lavish upon them
gratis, they would assuredly value those advantages,

and their happiness would be well earned, without the
price they can so little afford to pay.—I am, sir, etc.,

C. M. Davies.
Kew, August loth, 191 3.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—The audacity, nay, the absurdity, of Mr. C. B.

Purdom's contention is apparent if his argument, or at

least the logical issue of his attitude, is put into plain

language. In short, it is this : it is a loss rather than
a gain to provide our working classes with the necessi-

ties and comforts which are theirs by right. They
must not have stable employment, clean, healthy and
beautiful homes, or any material prosperity, because,

we are told, they will pay the price (and more than
the price) in the loss of their freedom—a loose

generality, which rolls well on the tongue.

But, to be quite blunt, what freedom has the poor
man of to-day except that of going to the devil as

quickly as possible? What freedom has he except

that of making himself a nuisance not only to himself,

but to everybody else ?

We are asked to allow him to be free to do as much
harm as he likes (to bring into the world in sordidness

and misery, for instance, a generation which, born in

poverty and squalor, is doomed by the circumstances

of its upbringing and environment to a brutish

existence, devoid of either spiritual or physical health,

to a life fruitful of nothing except degradation and
disease), with the certainty that he is competent under

existing conditions to do nothing else but this mis-

chief. For—and this is the important point—your

poor man is disqualified, through no fault of his own,

from the possession of any true freedom, either

physically or spiritually, by that very weight of

poverty which your contributor quite readily admits

can be removed (but about the results of which dis-

(Co'itinued on page 598.

J
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GalaWeek at Le Touquet

LE TOUQUETS INVITATION TO "EVERYMAN"
READERS TO VISIT THEIR DELIGHTFUL ARCADY

BESIDE THE SILVER SEA,

A WEEK'S HEALTH AND PLEASURE
CARNIVAL AT LE TOUQUET.
Here at last is something new on the way of holiday enjoy-

ment—something bright, brisk, fashionable, and yet inexpen-

sive—^something that takes in the full round of the best outdoor

sports and pastimes, the most attractive indoor amusements,
and at the same time offers, at a small inclusive charge, a
full week's healthy relaxation in one of the richest beauty-spots

in Europe. At Le Touquet, the glow and glory of the Atlantic

Ocean is ever present to stimulate the mind and exhilarate the

system ; and it enjoys the romantic charm of a lovely setting

of pine-wood forest ; while it has bad the good fortune to

attract to itself some of the most prominent of modern pleasure

pioneers, who have provided it with such an equipment of

hotels, casinos, and sport and pleasure grounds as put it^in the

first rank of holiday resorts.

THE CONDITIONS ARE IDEAL.

Le Touquet is only 4J hours from London, and from taking

train at Charing Cross on Friday, the 12th September, to the

return on the follov/ing Friday, the guest need not worry about

anything. He travels first class by rail and boat, and all he
has to do is just to enjoy himself. Even his tips to railway

porters and hotel servants are paid for him throughout, nor

has he anything to pay for motor conveyance for himself or

luggage between trains and hotel. And at Touquet he is free

to everything : first-class accommodation in one of the two
principal hotels—the Atlantic or the Hermitage ; free entree to

the two casinos, to the operas, concerts, and balls ; to the

golf links and tennis courts, for tournaments—in fact, he has
practically the full liberty of the place, in addition to free

transit to and fro, for

AN ALL-EMBRACING COST OF TEN
GUINEAS.

The Atlantic Hotel, on the seashore, and the Hermitage, in

the Forest, are real hotels de luxe, and are under the pro-

prietorship of Messrs. Diette and Recoursine, the welt-known
hosts of the Royal Palace Hotel, Paris. So the best entertain-

ment is assured as far as hotels are concerned. The environ-

ment on every side is enchanting, and the company always
fashionable and select, yet wonderfully animated and chic. The
stretch of sandy beach is always lovely, and at

THE GRAND CASINO IN THE FOREST
there if life and gaiety enough for anyone. Here, indeed, we
feel the joy of life in the highest degree. The edifice is stately,

the rooms are magnificent, the grounds are exquisitely laid out,

and all around is the health-giving pine forest, with its

aromatic odours and picturesque groves and avenues. And for

this great Carnival Week the Casino will be a wondrous scene,

inside and out. The two orchestras will discourse the finest

modern rnusic, and Parisiari Opera Companies will perform in

the theatre.

UNSURPASSABLE OPPORTUNITIES
FOR GOLF AND TENNIS.
Harry Vardon, who spends a considerable time here every

year, has pronounced the Le Touquet 18 and 9 golf course, rich

in natural hazards and perfect greens, to be the finest on
the Continent ; it combines the properties of seaside and inland

golf in a manner not to be found elsewhere. There are thirteen

lawn tennis courts, in perfect condition, beautifully situated

in the forest, with pleasant and ample accommodation for

onlookers.

THOSE WHO WISH TO DANCE THE
TANGO
will be able to enjoy themselves to their heart's content in the

great ball-room. A Tango Competition, for which there will

be a lady's and a gentleman's prize, will be one of the features

of the week. The Tango dancers from Paris, London, and
other places will be in great evidence. Dancing will be in

progress, moreover, at all hours after dinner, one orchestra

playing in the ball-room until 12, and, for those who desire,

another orchestra will play at the Supper Club, from li

onv/ards. This will be

A WEEK TO BE REMEMBERED.
Every day of this week will be full of incident and delight.

The scene will at all times, by day or night, be one of infinite

pleasure. Diilness will be impossible. The company will be
such as it v.'ill be a gladness to associate with, and, with so

universal a favourite as Miss Harding, well known in dancing
circles, acting as hostess, to help matters forward and spread
the social feeling, the enlivening pace of things will be admir-

ably maintained. Two grand balls will take place during the
week, and the Tango dancing will be a revel.ition in the

animation, grace, and refinement of movement displayed. The
Tango competitions will bring together the most active ex-

ponents of this new terpsichorean exercise. The time of the

year for this Festival Week has been happily chosen. Even
those who have already had a holiday will be glad of this

opportunity for a final "round up" for health and pleasure's

sake, before turning to the workaday business of life and the

trials of the wintry climate. We shall realise that, with

"Youth at the prow and pleasure at the helm," it is always
inspiriting to glide down the stream of life. A week of this

kind gives a new zest to existence.

BOOKINGS.
Scores of nice people have already booked for the Gala week,

and readers should lose no time in registering their names, as

the accommodation of the Hermitage and Atlantic Hotels at

this time of the year is, of course, limited, and immediately

the accommodation is all booked up no more names can be

accepted. Further information, with the week's programme
illustrated in colours, will be furnished with pleasure by the

Secretary, Le Touquet Gala Committee, J5, Sardinia House,

Kingsway, London, W.C.
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The Middlesex Hospital

Medical School.

A School of the University of London.

Parents and Guardians desiring advice regarding

the Medical Curriculum should write to the Dean

of the Middlesex Hospital Medical School, who

will furnish full particulars regarding Fees, Entrance

Scholarships, and Hos:)ital Appointments.

The School is fully equipped for teaching the

entire curricilum. Athletic Ground and Gymnasium.

Scholarships and Prizes awarded annually to the

value of £1,000.

Lectures and Classes will recommence on

Wednesday, October 1st, 1913.

.

UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL.
Prospectuses and full particulars of any of the following will be forwarded

on application :

—

FACULTY OF ARTS.
Including Theology.

FACULTY OF SCIENCE.
Including Agricultural Scif.nce.

FACULTY OF MEDICINE.
Medicine and Surgery. Dental SuRGERy. Public Health.

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING.
Civil, Mechanical, Electrical and Automobile.

MILITARY COURSES.
SECONDARY TRAINING.
ELEMENTARY TRAINING.
TESTAMUR COURSES.

Journalism. Social Study; and for Engiheeeing Apprentices.

HALLS OF RESIDENCE.
The University Athletic Ground is twelve acres in extent, and

excellently equipped.

The SESSION in the FACULTIES OF ARTS. SCIENCE AND
MEDICINE will commence on September 30ih; in the FACULTY OF
ENGINEERING on September 16th, 1913.

JAMES RAFTER, M.A.. Registrar.

VY/ILL-POWER. Concentration. SeU-Reliance, Memory and
" Personal Magnetism enormously develo[>e»l by "The St. Settef Course."

"Pitman's Journal" says: "No better coitrsi: of scientific mental training
could be desired than this scries of les<ons^ which are admirably adapted
for self-masiery." Complete Course tPour Lessons), 2/6. Particulars free.

—The St. Settef Institute (Depi. 5). Perth. N.B.

ONE Student of the School of Authorship has earned upwards of

:C215. If yoit have literary abiUty. why not make money by writing articles

and short stories for the press? The School of Authorship trains you how to

write, what to write, and how to dispose of it when written. (Princijial, Mr.
G. H. Northcroft, member of the Institute of Journalists, and formerly lecturer

in English Litcraiure under the L.C.C.) Lessons by post or personal tuition.

Easy terms. Send Id. stamp for particulars.—160, Fleet Street. Loudon.

AUTHORS wanted, known and unknown, to communicate.
*"* Every description of literary work required. No fees whatever.—Write
for particulars, in first instance, to " Publishers." 708, SeU's Advertising Of&ces,

617. Fleet Street, London. Special attention to new writers.

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF MEDICINE.

At the International Congress of Medicine, which

was held in London during the first week of August,

Messrs. A. Wulling and Co. were awarded the Grand

Prix for their well-known tonic-food, Sanatogen. It

is a significant fact that an international jury of lead-

ing medical men should haye singled out this prepara-

tion for the highest possible award, and the makers

are to be heartily congratulated on their success.

Sanatogen has a world-wide reputation, and

thoroughly deserves the good opinion held of it by
the medical profession.

placement he comes to such a faulty conclusion)—is

disqualified by that very poverty which throws such

a torpor over his mental faculties, and which binds

his intellect with such iron chains of ignorance and
stupidity.

The daily existence in slumdom not only stunts the

growth of the body, but crabs the development of the

mind. The lack of free air and proper nourishment
emaciates the flesh ; the degrading life in factory or

hovel shrivels up the soul. No true freedom is possible

under such conditions, and it is only through the re-

moval of such restrictions and impediments that the

poor man can hope for freedom—for free play of

muscle and mind, for depth of feeling, and for clear-

ness of vision—in short, for purity of soul.

.
E. E. R.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—As a Socialist, I cannot let Mr. Purdom's pro-

vocative article go unchallenged. I cannot under-

stand how he can seriously argue that the abolition of

poverty would inevitably rob the masses of their

liberty and their joy in life. What liberty is possible

to the man who is compelled to perform some
monotonous act of drudgery for twelve or fourteen

hours a day without respite till a pauper's grave shall

claim him? What joy is his who labours for a bare

subsistence wage which leaves no margin for those

things which lend refinement and meaning to life?

This is the condition of millions of our " imperial

"

race, and yet Mr. Purdom seems to think that it is in

these circumstances that the soul will attain its highest

development. It follows that in future we must look

to the slum and the sweater's den for all our great

artists and teachers!

I agree with Mr. Purdom that the tendency of

modern social legislation is to restrict liberty—the un-

licensed liberty of those anti-social forces which
undermine the liberties of the mass of the people.

The history of civilisation is the record of the struggle

to obtain the greatest good of the greatest number by
the restriction of the liberty of the jungle. To-day
we are finding that laissez-faire has not resulted in

the promotion of the common weal, but rather in the

reduction of the people to a state of wage-slavery. We
are realising that the class which controls the economic
conditions of liberty controls liberty itself, and that

only when the exploitation of man by man is utterly

abolished will man be free. The Socialists—who re-

present the greatest international force the world has

ever seen—are therefore demanding the transfer of

economic power from the capitalist class to the whole
people by the collectivisation of industry.

Mr. Purdom, as a true disciple of Mr. Belloc, would
tell us that this would result in the establishment of

the Servile State, and that people would soon discover

that official is but employer writ large, to adapt

Milton's famous saying. But that is to ignore the

fact that in a democratic Socialist State the destiny

of the people would be in their own hands. An auto-

cratic bureaucracy is impossible if adequate democratic

control is exercised.—I am, sir, etc., " H. CavE.
Ealing, W.j August nth, 1913.

THE LETTERS OF CHARLOTTE BRONTE.
To the Editor of Everym.an.

Sir,—The article on the above subject by your con-(

tributor, Margaret Hamilton, is such as to call for a

strong protest. In her anxiety to vindicate Charlotte

Bronte she falls into the error of disparaging Professor

Heger, not perceiving that what detracts from the

worth of the one seriously accuses the judgment of the
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other. If Professor H^ger was "elderly, obese, and
obtuse "—

" a stolid Fleming," how shall we acquit the
perception of Charlotte Bronte for investing such a
figure with the attributes of a Prince Charming ? Our
great English writer emerges from the ordeal more
honourably and creditably when H^ger is faithfully

portrayed, for her sense was more wonderful than her
genius.

When Charlotte Bronte went to Brussels she was
twenty-six years of age ; Professor Heger was a little

over thirty. He could scarcely be called " middle-
aged or elderly." So far from being a stolid peda-
gogue, he .was an accomplished man—enthusiastic,

passionate, and tender. Imagination played as large
a part in his nature as " pedagogic precision," as the
following incident reveals. When Charlotte Bronte
.was writing for his inspection on the subject of Moses
on Mount Nebo, after stating the circumstances in

wliich he took leave of the Israelites, her imagination
became warmed, and she launched forth in a noble
strain, depicting the glorious future of the chosen
people. Before reaching the middle of this glowing
description, however, she interrupts herself to discuss
the doubts that have been thrown on the miracles of
tlie Old Testament. M. Heger remarks, "When you
are writing, place your argument first in cool, prosaic
language ; but when you have thrown the reins on the
neck of your imagination, do not pull her up to
reason." Does this savour of " pedagogic precision "

?

Mrs. Frederika Macdonald, who was a pupil of M.
and Madame H^er's twenty years after Charlotte
Bronte returned to England, bears testimony to the
magnetic influence of Heger, and says "it is absurd
to describe him as an insignificant little Belgian school-
master who would never have been heard of but for
the idolatry of a woman of genius."

The preservation and publication of the letterssinay
move some to censure Heger. But let us be charitable.

When we look into our own hearts condemnation dies
on our lips. Who would not be proud to be the
recipient of such letters? In conclusion, let us be
thankful that the suffering soul of Charlotte Bronte
passed stainless through a path beset with many pit-

falls ; and if the letters show how severe was her suf-

fering, they reveal also the saintly purity of one who,
in more ways than one, was a whole heaven above us.

I—I am, sir, etc., S. Whorton.
Norton Canes, Cannock.

THE MAN BEFORE THE MAST.
To the Editor of Every.max.

Sir,—^Mr. Sheridan Jones' article under the above
heading proved of immense interest to me, as I have
had two years as apprentice on a foreign-going steam-
ship. Your correspondent E. A. Davies makes an
erroneous statement when he says the exacting eye-
tests of the Board of Trade have no relation what-
ever to the requirements at sea. It is imperative for

a seaman to have perfect sight, whether he is on deck
or on the bridge. Seafarers generally are only too
glad to pass these tests, knowing what it means to

them. They know, only too well, that, in case of the
stranding or wreck of the vessel, the odds are, if they
have defective sight, they will be blamed. A man at

sea has a soul. He knows that if his sight is not good
he may be the cause of the drowning of numbers of
his fellow-creatures.

I think, personally, that the eye examination is not
strict enough, and I know that it is frequently laughed
at by men in the mercantile marine. I was forced to

leave the sea through defective eyesight. Two Board

SIMPLE REMEDY RESTORES
PERFECT SIGHT.

Glasses Can Be Discarded Entirely.

10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL.
A simple, easy, and painless method of curing weak sitfht

will appeal to every sufferer. Since my Treatraer.t was first

announced I have enabled thousands to discard glasses entirely,

even in people of sixty and more years of age.

I want every sufferer from weak sight to read this announce-
ment. I want even sufferers from terrible diseases such as

Glaucoma and Cataract to write to me. Read the wonderful
letter of Miss Jane Walker, who, writing for her mother, Mrs.
Julia Walker (aged 68), of Church Street, Ten'.ury Wells,

Worcester, says :—" Mother suffered from Cataract, but derived

much benefit from your treatment. She would have been blind

by now but for you." Mrs. Walker's sight failed 30 years ago,

and she wore glasses for 25 years.

I have cured so many that I am confident I can cure you. To this

you perhaps reply, " If you are so confident, send me your Treat-

ment on free trial. You can give me no better proof than this."

I offer all sufferers a 10 Days' Free Trial, on the understanding
that if their sight is not improved the trial will not cost them a

penny. No offer could be fairer. Either the trial ba.nefits your
sight or you pay nothing. You will be the sale judge of the

eflScacy of my system, and I pledge myself to accept your word
without the slightest hesitation.

Write to me at once for your Free Trial, enclosing 2d. (tamps
for postage. Address

—

Dr. C. G. PERCIVAL (Dept. 95),

43-45, GRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C.

FINEST PURE COFFEE

FREED
FROM

CAFFEINE
As used at the Continental Health Resorts.

Lifebelt Coffee Co., Ltd., 71, Eastcheap, London, E.G.

T^YPEWRITING of every description under expert literary super-
* vision, from 5d. per 1,000 words, paper incladed. — "

NATIONAL TYPEWRITING BUREAU. 199, Strand, W.C.
Dept. E, THE

DENT is a makeshift. The same amount, differently spent,
_would buy tbe house._ Let as show you how. Send a p.c. to Managers,

246. Bishopsfjate. London. E.G. Mention Everyman.

"CONCENTRATION : Its Ten I^ws "
; in a Nutshell, on Card.

^^ "Thouuht : Its Ten Laws." Companion Card. Teach the new way to
acquire Knowledge. Is. 2d. each.—Talisman Office. Harrogate.

RILEY'S BILLIARD TABLES
CASH OR BAST PAYMENTS.

Perfectly made In true proportion. Prices from
£8/7/8. The popular size, 6 ft. 4 in., costs only
£5/5/0, Seven days free trial. Send to-day for

fully illustrated art catalogue giving sizes & prices.

B. J. RIL.KY. Ltd.,
Ondine Works, Accrington.
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<>f Trade examiners passed my sight as " excellent," but,

after I had been about two years at sea, it was found
my sight was not all that could be desired. I was
seen by a well-known oculist, who said that my sight

was not, and never could have been, good enough for

the sea, and expressed great surprise when he saw my
Board of Trade certificates.

In the interests of the toilers and travellers on the

seas more stringent regulations are needed, and what
is perhaps even more necessary, competent examiners.

Wishing the best penny literary paper of the century

every success,—I am, sir, etc., H. W. HoWES.
Norwich, August 15th, 1913.

SATANISM.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Not a few statements in Mr. Bernard Hamil-
ton's article (August 8, p. 519) on "The Literary Side

of Satanism " must have taken the readers of EVERY-
MAN by surprise. Why was a statue of Carducci
erected in Rome ? Not because he was a Satanist, but
because he was a great poet, of whom Italy is justly

proud. But was Carducci a preacher of Satanism?
There is nothing in his poetry to support the assertion

except ti:e title, and the title only, of one of his poems,
" The Hymn to Satan," where Satan is merely the

symbol of rebellion against the restraints of freedom.

Moreover, the poet himself held this youthful perform-

ance as of no account in his life-work. In fact, the ac-

cusation of Satanism would be better founded if

directed against Milton and Goethe than against

Carducci. Then, again, what about the spread of

Satanism in present-day Italy? That cannot be
proved either by modern novels or mediaeval treatises,

and intelligent and observant Italy is not aware of its

existence. Italian friends in whose company I am
spending my holidays—men and women of literary

culture, interested in social and intellectual move-
ments, and connoisseurs of Carducci's poetry—con-

firm my views. I am afraid (or, rather, I am glad)

Mr. Hamilton's facts and assumptions do not justify

his conclusions. There always have been and will be
cranks and weak-minded followers of them, but the

twentieth century is not in the least likely to have to

face the question of Satanism versus Christianity, or

Satanism versus any other alternative.—I am, sir, etc.,

Les Bossonsj Haute Savoie. F. N.-'

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—In writing on the subject of Satanism Mr.

Bernard Hamilton has, it appears to me, shown him-
self frightened at the word. As regards the subject,

no one can hold it in greater abhorrence than myself.

But I am not impressed either with blessed or cursed

words. And it is evidently the hatred of a word that

causes Mr. Hamilton to label Carducci a Satanist. I

maintain, however, that I'Inno a Satana has nothing

.whatever to do with Satanism or devil-worship. The
poem was written by Carducci in 1863 under the name
of Enotris Romano, but on being called the " Poet oT

Satan " he immediately repudiated the title and the

hymn, calling it a chitarronata. I am not for a

moment going to defend the tone or the taste of the

poem ; my contention is that it is not representative of

-Carducci. Carducci regarded it as a juvenile out-

burst. Never again did he use such violence against

.Christianity. In reality, the poem is of the Nature
iSchool and full of the classical spirit It is a protest

against slavery of any kind, and a plea for the joys of

^he earth. The Hellenism of the poem is as far re-

moved from Satanism and devil-worship as is the

Paganism of Wordsworth's famous sonnet, "Th6.
World is Too Much with Us." The man was no
Satanist who could write such' masterpieces as " Alle

fonti del Clitumno," " Dinanzi alle terme di Caracalla,"
" Sermione," " Per la morte di Napoleone Eugenio,"

"Scoglio di Quarto," " Miramar," "Alia Regina
d'ltalia," "Alia stazione in una mattina d'autunno,"
" Presso I'urna di Percy Bysshe Shelley," and " Lauda
Spirituele." The last is one of the few great Christ

tian odes of the nineteenth century, and for matter and
style is little inferior to any of Manzoni's Inni Sacru
Why a statue to such a genius as Carducci should so

annoy Mr. Hamilton passes my comprehension. In-f

stead of denouncing the man, would it not be better

to read the poet ?—I am, sir, etc., E. J. WATSON.
August loth, 1 91 3.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—I know nothing about Satanism, but, if it

means a worship of evil, I am sure Carducci's " Hymn-
to Satan" has nothing to do with it. It is a capital

hymn to life and the modern spirit, in a good swinging

,

rhythm. Satan is addressed as the enemy of despotism
and priestcraft, much like what was probably Goethe's

first conception of Mephistopheles in " Faust " as the

enemy of mediaevalism. The poem appeals to Wyclif
and Huss, Savonarola and Luther, as champions of

the cause it advocates. The lines your correspondent

quotes are not so bad, surely, if you put them in such

a context. " Force, champion of Reason," is not a

bad thing to be. " The Jehovah of the priests

"

stands for the cruel old gods of barbarism and sacer-

dotalism. I wish I could translate a few verses of it

;

but Carducci's metre and rhymes are too felicitous for

me to venture on. Here is a very rough attempt :

—

.

" See how they tremble

—

The crown and the mitre

;

Out of the cloister

Thunders the fighter,

Preaching rebellion

Under the "stola"*
Of Brother Girolamo
Savonarola.

There is a lovely verse .which I have constantly itt

mind :

—

" Quando le loniche
Aure serene

, Beo la Venere
Anadr6m6ne."

(When Venus, rising from the sea, drank the tranquil

airs of Ionia.)

I have marked the rhythm, which is great part of

the beauty.

The end of the poem identifies Satan (i.e., progress)

with the steam engine !—I am, sir, etc.,

August 12. Bernard Bosanquet.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—Your contributor Mr. Bernard Hamilton

thinks "the man in the street" is much maligned
Why, then, should he proceed to malign literary

London ? " Devil-worship," he declares, " is as rife

in London to-day as it was on the Continent during

the middle ages." And, in support of this frightful

accusation, he refers to Fraser Stahlmann's novel " The
Satanist " (a piece of fiction about Italy), to the Italian

poet Carducci, who lived on the borders of insanity,

and to an anonymous story in Blackwood's published

about fifteen years ago, ending his sensational article

* Gown.

XContinued on page 602.

J
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"EVERYMAN" TOURISTS
DELIGHTED

!

Book YOUR place in one of the Tours NOW,
Send for full particulars, and then complete your arrangements.

DATE OF DEPARTURE.

SEPTEMBER 6th.

A Fortnight's Personally conducted

Tour to

FLANDERS
AND THE

ARDENNES
all Excursions, costs

£9.0.0
including

under

DATES OF DEPARTURE.

Every Saturday
(Indepeodent Travel.)

A WEEK IN GHENT
(For the Great International Exhibition).

Six days' full Pension accommoda-

tion, rail and boat fares, admission to

Exhibition, just under £^ O O

STARTING EVERY SATURDAY.

A WEEK IN

OSTEND
The most popular Watering Place

ia Europe.

Seven days' full hotel accommoda-

tion (three meals daily), and fare

from London to Ostend and back,

costs just over ... £5 .10

STARTING EVERY SATURDAY.

A WEEK'S TOUR IN

HOLLAND
visiting the Hague, Haarlem,
Amsterdam , Broek - in - Waterland

,

Monnikendam, Volendam, the
Island of Marken, Rotterdam,
Dordrecht, including travelling ex-

penses and hotel accommodation,
costs £4.19.6

DELIGHTED

!

*
*
*

«

.)(. Ao£nst 9th. Aylesbarr.
* I am pleased to say I was dtllgbttd
* with Ibe "tveryman" arrangements
jj^ lor the Swiss Tour, and I tiope next
1^ year to avail myself of another of the
« opportunities they offer. , c
« "*

"•

* Augost 19tlL Sunderland.
* It gives me great pleasure to say bow
* mnch my wife and I enjoyed our holi-
* day in Paris and Rouen.
* Tbe arrangements made by you for
* our comfort were most satisfactory, and
* enabled us, under the guidance of your
* very able conductor, to visit many
* places wbich otberwise we should not
* have seen.
* The extent of the satisfaction may be
* ganged by the fact that we are already
* contemplating a visit to Switzerland
* next summer under the "Everyman"
* auspices.

j_ q_

? August 18th. Northampton.
j(. I feel I must write a few lines to
.M. thank you for tbe very pleasant holiday
J). I enjoyed in Normandy this nonth.
j|. Though very diffident about Joining tbe

^ party alone I never regretted it, and
^ enjoyed each day thoroughly. This

^ bappy result was chiefly due to the
? conductor's unfailing courtesy and
j> kindness, and In great measure to tbe
j|. friendliness of the very agreeable
«. people who formed the party.

5 D. H. W. P.

% August 11th, 1915. London. E.C.

^ We have much pleasure in stating

^ that our Tour In Bruges and Knocke
* was everything that one could desire

1^ considering tbe low cost. With many
« thanks for your kind attention.

; c. H. p.

It —
* Angnst 7tb. Lanes.
«' It gives me much pleasure to say
* that Miss C. and myself thoronglily
* enjoyed our "Everyman" Tour to
#- Belgium and the Ardennes.
-# Nobody cnuld possibly have been
Ik more solicitous for our comfort and
4- pleasure than our very capable and
* tactful guide, and we hereby thank
* him most cordially tor his unsparing
* efforts 10 do all in his power for us.
* We shall hope to have the pleasure ol
«- being "guided" by btm on some future
-M- occasion. ^ ^
* August 11th, 1913. Co. Antrim.

^ I have pleasure in stating that my* sister and brother and myself enjoyed
* our Tour in Belgium very much. We* found the arrangements made by you* very satisfactory, and the accommoda-* tion provided was excellent, quite* superior, in fnct, to whai we expected
* for the very reasfinable sum charged.* Wishing you all success in your efforts
* to bring the enjoyment of foreign
* travel within the reach of "Everyman."
* S. B. McC.;******

The original letters from
which the above extracts

have been taken can be
seen at the Offices of

" Everyman."

*
»

*
*
*
*

»
*
»

DATE OF DFPARTURE.

SEPTEMBER 6th.

A Week's Personally conducted
Tour to

PARIS
Tba City of Faicinationa,

including three all-day Drives and

Fees to all places of interest visited,

costs ... £5.5.0

DATE OF DEPARTURE.

SEPTEMBER 6th.
A Fortnight's Personally conducted

Tour to

ROUEN
The Valley of the Seine

AND

PARIS
including all Excursions, costs

about £9.0.0

STARTING EVERY SATURDAY.

A FORTNIGHT AT
BRUGES AND

KNOCKESURMER
A week's slay in mediaeval Bruges—the
city left stranded by Time and History

—

and a week in the rapidly-grown sea-
side resort, with some of the finest golf
links in Europe, including four delight-
ful Excursions at Bruges, hotel accom-
modation, and travel to Off fl n
and from, costs under *«0 • U . U

Independent Tours.
Those who prefer to travel indepen-

dently have the trouble of making
arrangements taken entirely off their
shoulders, as we provide a carefully
planned programme in which all arrange-
ments are made. Everyman will pro-
vide you with travel tickets, hotel
coupons, and in some cases excursion
coupons as well. Times of arrival are
notified to the Hotel Proprietors with
whom accommodation has been booked
beforehand. In the majority of cases
travellers are met at the stations, and, in

fact, every item of the itinerary of an
enjoyable holiday is made in advance.

Send for a Copy of the Tours Booklet {free),

'EVERYMAN" Tours Dept, Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand. London, W.C.
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with the words, " That there are Satanists among "us

in London to-day we cannot positively doubt." This

is the evidence for devil-worship in London, the sup-

port he relies on for an insinuation that could not be

.worse. But the mere recital of this evidence should

suffice to reassure your readers. As a fact, the devil

in these days is scarcely a personage substantial

enough to command worship, but, if he were, I should

ihold amongst his most ardent worshippers those who,

out of some inner superstition, seek to blacken the

'features of humanity. There is one comfort : a breath

;of wholesome sanity quickly disperses these mias-

imatic suggestions.—I am, sir, etc.,

Arthur Ebbels,

Epsom, August nth, 191 3.

TO SEE THE SEA.
To the Editor 0/ Everyman.

Sir,—Please acknowledge in EVERYMAN the sums
of 2s. 6d. from L. N. and los. from J. W. H.—^Yours

faithfully, (Rev.) FRANK SWAINSON.
London, N.

*3* «^ ^

AN OLD TIME LEGEND
Mr. Bernard Capes, in his latest novel, The Pot
OF Basil (Constable and Son, 6s.), has revivified an

old legend with exquisite results. The tale of Isabella

and her soldier lover is one of those world-myths that

are eternal. It needs an artist, to select the essentials

of a kgend, to prune away the excrescences that have
grown up round the main motive, and at the same
time to preserve in its entirety the essence of the

romance. The author's style, swift and dramatic,

capable at once of delicate humour and rare pathos,

lends itself admirably to the telling of the tale.

Isabella, the Infanta of Spain, falls in love with

Tiretta, the soldier of fortune, who is acting as deputy

for Joseph, Archduke of Austria, in treaty for

her hand. It is in the orange grove that they realise

what has befallen them. "All the glowing air was
steeped in incense, . . . the smell of warm, moistened

grass rose to mix with and threaten the languider

perfume, whose excess had otherwise been cloy. No
whisper breathed, no blade stirred in all the lovely

grove." Isabella, a child in emotion for all her rank,

gives her heart, in all its untutored affection, to

Bonbec, as she calls the Chevalier. No love tokens

pass between them save those that might be
bestowed by a peasant maid upon her sweetheart.

She gives him a faded flower, a sprig of love-in-a-mist

that she dropped and he stole at their first meeting.

He gives her a pot of sweet basil, the plant that
" flowers best when watered with the blood of mur-

dered men." It is in the midst of this love idyll, when
the air is drenched with the perfume of the orange

blossom, that Mr. Capes first sounds the note of

tragedy. Says Tiretta, as he hands his lady love the

basil, " I have a strange feeling about it . ; w that its

flowering will coincide with our love's triumph ; that

it waits to be the symbol of our bridal." And, as we
read, a shadow falls athwart the brilliance of the

day, £ind the wind falls to moaning in the tree-tops.

The lovers are betrayed by the treachery of Isabella's

.waiting-maid, Fanchette. She is drawn with rare skill,

and is the treacherous confidante beloved of romance

;

we meet her type in every fairy tale. But, while pre-

serving the traits of the popular ideal, Mr. Capes has

sketched for us a living reality. The Parisienne, with

her slim waist and dapper figure, impresses one with

reahty. She does not betray her mistress for money.

Mr. Capes introduces a fresh element She yields to

the persuasions of her lover, Chariot, who, con-

sumed with envy of Tiretta, desires to brii^

about his downfall. The suspicions of Court are

aroused. Tiretta is banished, and Isabella accepts

the betrothal ring of Joseph. But love laughs

at ceremony, and the Infanta meets again and
again the man of her choice, until that last night

when they plan to leave behind all obstacles to

their union and set sail for the north. Fanchette
agrees to help the elopement. Chariot, full of sus-

picion, steps in. He meets Fanchette in the presby-

tery of a church, and one of the most poignant arid

dramatic scenes of the whole book ensues. The maid,

touched to some extent by Isabella's charm, and in-

fluenced by a certain admiration for Tiretta, refuses to

connive at his assassination. Chariot threatens that

she may pay for her refusal dearly. She grows
hysterical, loses all vestige of self-control. There
follows a fierce struggle, until at last he masters her.
" He felt behind him for a riding-switch he had laid

there, and, holding her arm with his left, applied it to

her shoulders. One of them had been wrenched bare

in the tussle. He did not spare the naked flesh for

that, but rather lusted to see it quiver and crimson

under his blows." She was beaten into submission,

and the author gives us a swift glimpse into the

brutality that underlay the sentiment of the time when,
after all is over and Fanchette has consented to play

tlie part of Judas, her lover gives her an unspeakable

caress. " With lips like salve he touched the wounded
flesh. ' Chere amie—Fanchette—no, I will not loose

you.' " The assassination of Tiretta is quiet,

almost placid, in contrast. The ine\'itable happens;

tradition is satisfied, the legend of hopeless love

is preserved extant. Bonbec is dead, and leaves the

pot of basil as a legacy and an assurance. Isabella

marries Joseph and bears him a daughter ; but though

she makes a docile, uncomplaining wife, the heart has

gone out of her, she is but the wraith of her old

joyous self. Three years after her wedding the pot

of basil, that for all her care has never put forth a

single bud, suddenly and mysteriously flowers, and she

recognises it as a signal for the reunion with her lover.

The night she makes the discovery she laughs for the

first time since her wedding, and sits with her husband
a while in the balcony overlooking gardens mystic and
wonderful in the moonshine. Of a sudden she hears

a cry, and with outstretched arms rushes out into the

night. " When he reached her she lay in that drown-

ing tide of light like a spent phantom of the mist.

A smile of utter rest was on her lips."

And thus the curtain rings down on an exquisite

rendering of an old legend.

^pV ^^^ t^^

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle continues the adven-

tures of Professor Challenger and his friends in The
Poisoned Belt (Hodder and Stoughton, 3s. 6d. net).

The plot is hardly so arrestive as that of " The Lost

World," but there are certain scenes that stand out as

some of the most dramatic of the author's effects.

Professor Challenger—reminiscent of the delightful

egoist in the Stark Munro letters—sends cryptic mes-

sages to his three companions of the previous journey,

his rival Professor Summerlee, Lord John Roxtbn,

and Malone, the joumahst who tells the storj'. He
summons them to come to his country house forth-

with, and to bring with them supplies of oxygen.

Arrived upon the scene, he tells them that death is a

(Coutinutd on page 6o}. )
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50 "Everyman" SCHOLARSHIPS
No Entrance Fee to "Everyman" Readers. No Specialized Knowledge Required.

THE world owes a decent- living to everyone who
is willing to work, but to get adequate reward
for labour you must work with brain as well as

muscles. Manual labour is so under-paid that you
must do mental work, work that is wanted, and well

paid for.

No field of effort is less crowded to-day than that
of the new art of advertising. I

don't mean the old catch phrases

and exaggerations that disfigured

the walls and periodicals of the

last generation, but sane, interest-

ing statements of fact.

Profitable Tmth-telling.

Honesty is the best policy inad-

vertising.Peoplegrew tired ofbeing
deceived by the exaggerations of

the older advertisers, and when
they found a merchant whose state-

ments were dependable, they gave
him their custom and repeat orders,

and his business flourished accord-
ingly. The leading modern adver-
tisers have learned the profitableness

of truth-telling.

An illustrated description of an
article allows the prospective buyer to

consider and compare its advantages
at leisure. The press and the postal

system has extended the range of
commerce to spheres undreamt of by
our grandfathers.

Instead of selling goods within

the confines of one town or village,

with advertising a man can have
regular customers scattered over two
Continents.

Commonsense Training.

To write advertisements needs com-
monsense knowledge of the use of words,

and training. Finding things out for Ct

oneself is a slow and disheartening /',

method of learning a business. With
proper training a man can at once begin

to turn his talents to practical account.

No matter where he lives, he can earn

money by writing ' advertisements,

because most advertising work is done
by post. Everyman readers should
know and judge for themselves the

possibilities of this profession. The
directors of the Practical Correspon-
dence College herewith offer 50 scholarships in advertise

ment writing.

Earning While Learning.

The College is conducted by well-known
British experts. It teaches by post modem
professions and helps students to earn while

they learn.

Scholarships are open to readers upon
the following unprecedented'terms :

The 50 candidates who send in the best answers to the
test questions will receive the full course of postal tuition at
h^-vlf the regular fees, the remaining half to be paid only
wAen you have earned jQio by advertisement writing as a
result of the tuition.

"Evcrymaiv" will be sent

gratis and post free for

six months to every
Scholarship winner.

Wanted Men and Women with Brains.

The tuition is planned to enable men and women with

brains and enterprise to acquire in the shortest possible time

a money-earning degree of proficiency in a lucrative pro-

fession—which offers unlimited scope.

The object of these scholarships is to select as students

those who are best fitted to profit by the instruction, and,

therefore, most likely to achieve ultimate

success as advertisement writers, thereby

demonstrating the efficiency of the P.C.C.

system of training.

The successful students will not only earn

back much more than the fees paid, and
incidentally receive a first-class practical

training free, but will acquire proficiency that

may be worth anything from £,i to J^\o
a week to them.

No previous knowledge of the sub-

ject is necessary to successfully answer

the test questions of the examination

paper—they are set to enable the

instructors to decide if you have suf-

ficient latent talent for the work to make
it worth while to teach you.

The P.C.C. directors know what splendid

prospects advertising work offers, and they

have confidence, based upon wide experience,

in their ability to teach and help students to

become successful advertisement writers.

Many P.C.C. students earn more than the

amount of fees paid before completing the

course.

Get Gut of the Rut of Routine.

P.C.C. students inclurie men and women in

all walks of life ; they are anxious to get out of

the rut of routine, and every post brings
grateful letters from students in all parts of

the world, telling us of their success, the

work they are doing, and how good it feels to

be able lo earn money in a new, uncrowded
and interesting profession.

If you have common sense and ambition,
here is your chance to find an outlet for your
dormant abilities, to enhance your " market
value," and enable you to rise steadily, surely,

and make your way in the world.

No examination papers can be received
after September 8tb. Applications will be
dealt with in strict rotation, and applicants

will be notified immediately all tha
Scholarships have been awarded.

A Little Spare Time and Thought.
You must send a postcard at once for

the examination form, so that you can
devote a little spare time and thought to
answering the test questions. There is no
entrance fee— it costs a halfpenny stamp
to write for gratis examination paper and
a penny to return it filled up. You are
under no further liability whatever.
Surely you will risk a halfpenny stamp

and investigate this Scholarship offer in

which the College risks hundreds of pounds.
In addition to the Examination Paper, the

College will send gratis to every applicant a copy
of a useful booklet. Brains and Ink, and particu-
lars of the Course and the Scholarsliips.

It costs nothing toenter ; you risk nothing more
than three halfpence for postage. You commit
yourself to nothing, and you stand a good chance
of success.

Address, The Secretary, Practical Correspond-
ence College, 77, Thanet House, Strand, W.C.

Write "Scholarship " in top left corner.
The individual training is personally conducted by an expert of

International Reputation. Instruction is entirely by correspondence.
You work at home in your own time, and twelve months are allowed
to complete the course. If you fail to earn /Jio you get your
training at half price. Our interests are mutual. We only receive
full fees for onr teaching and help when you have earned ;f 10.
Could anything be fairer?

CAV/aON"

Reduced from the Diploma axvarckd

to Successful Students.
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I. LES ANNALES
POLITIQUES ET LITTERAIRES.

ILLUSTRATED FRENCH JOURNAL,
APPEARING ON SUNDA YS.

PABIS, 51, RUE SAINT GEORGES, 51.

Editor: ADOLPHE BRISSON.

31st YEAR OF PUBLICATION.
150,000 Subscribers.

*• Les Annales " holds a unique position

amongst contemporary French weeklies,

and numbers amongst its Contributors

every famous Frenchman of Letters of the

day. It combines a healthy moral tone

with the highest literary quality.

^ Specimen Copy on Application. ^
(Postage IJd.)

SUBSCRIPTION r

12/6 per annum, Edition on Ordinary Paper.

18/6 „ „ Edition de Luxe.

Subscriptions will be received at the OflBces of

" EVERYMAN," 21, Royal Terrace, Edinburgh.

Yearly subscribers will receive a Presentation

Copy of the Edition de Luxe of " Le Livre d'Or

de la Cuisine Francaise."

II. THE mim DE

L'UNIVERSITE DES ANNALES.

Issued fortnightly, 64 pages, 50 Illustra-

tions. Publishes all the Lectures delivered

at the Universite des Annales by the most

brilliant Professors and Members of the

French Academy.

SUBSCRIPTION, 12/6 per annum.

matter of hours. The world is passing through a belt
of poison, and the toxic effects will mean the death
of every living thing upon the earth. Oxygen may
prolong existence for a few hours, and to this end he
instructed them to bring all the cylinders they
could carry. One of the most impressive scenes in

the book is when, after an interminable wait, they find

the air in the last cylinder is becoming exhausted.
" The sun had burst through the gauzy mists which
veiled it, and the whole broad weald was washed in

golden light. Sitting in our dark and poisonous
atmosphere, that glorious, clean, wind-swept country-
side seemed a very dream of beauty. . . . The atmo-
sphere was already very close. It seemed to me that

the shadows of death were drawing in upon us—the
last of our race. It was like an invisible curtain clos-

ing down upon every side." The strain grows too
intense. Challenger and his friends decide to end it

and to let the poison in.
"

' Good-bye, young fellah,' said Lord John. ' The
window's plastered up. You cannot open it' Chal-
lenger stooped and raised his wife, pressing her to his

breast, while she threw her arms round his neck.
" ' Give me that field-glass, Malone,' said he gravely

. . . .
' into the hands of the Power that made us we

render ourselves again
!

' he shouted in his voice of

thunder, and at the words he hurled the field-glass

through the window."
And then follows the sensation of the book. You

catch your breath, thinking they will all fall dead ; but
" before the last tingle of falling fragments had died
away there came the wholesome breath of the wind,

blowing strong and sweet. . . . The world had cleared

the poisoned belt !
" Of the subsequent adventures

of the party it is only necessary to say that the interest

is sustained, and the descriptions of the dead w'orld

are picturesque and convincing.

• » 9
The author of " The Adventures of John Johns

"

has given us a lengthy diagnosis of the mental, moral,

and physical diseases from which a financier of the

name of Alster is suffering. TANTALUS (Werner
Laurie, 6s.) deals with a man of forty-six suffering

from too much money, too much pleasure, and general
plethora. The book has a nasty flavour. The
author dwells unceasingly on the ill effects resultant

on sexual indulgence. Alster is engaged in a number
of sordid intrigues, from which he seems to derive but

little joy. He bitterly upbraids the objects of his

attention, and is for ever deploring the calls they make
on his purse and on his time. When he is not en-

gaged in bullying these unfortunate women he is

either taking his temperature or measuring the calves

of his legs. He hves in hourly dread of growing old,

yet takes no reasonable precautions to retain his

health. The reader is wearied by a reiteration of his

symptoms, and feels at last that he is assisting at

a protracted deathbed. The financier, however, does

not die ; he marries a young wife, loses a great deal of

his money, and the author leaves him in an advanced
state of decrepitude.

9 9 9

Penelope's Doors (Mills and Boon, 6s.) is a

pleasant story of middle-class life. Miss Ridout, the

middle-aged heroine, is a charming woman of uncon-

querable vivacity, who, like Micawber, has a firm belief

in something turning up. The author. Miss Sophie

Cole, has drawn a very faithful picture of life in a

household of women, for Penelope is not alone ; she

has adopted three orphan nieces and has sacrificed

money and leisure to look after them. Faustina and

Madeline, the two elder girls, earn their living as
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typists, and the glimpse we get of the offices where
they are engaged suggests the real thing. The even

tenour of the story is somewhat violently disturbed by
the introduction of a bold bad stockbroker with de-

signs on Faustina's virtue. She is decoyed to an
impossible flat, from which she is rescued at the

psychological moment by her aunt's lodger, a comedian
of the name of Tuppy. Apart from this, however, the

story is set in a quiet key, and the sketches of people

and things are vivid and arresting. Penelope is a

lovable heroine, and the conventional happy ending

is in her case the only possible one. She loses her

money, starts a shop that is an ignominious failure,

and then, true to her philosophy, one door having shut,

another is opened, and she walks into the arms of

Tuppy.
& » &

Mrs. Romilly Fedden has written an extravaganza
brimful of fun and with touches of clever characterisa-

tion. The plot is old, and centres round the outworn
theme of one room allotted to a number of people, all

of whom claim it at the same time. The scene is laid

at a villa in Italy rented by a young honeymoon
couple. The accommodation is limited, and they can

boast only but one spare room ! They yield to a very

human impulse, tell their friends they have found an
earthly paradise, and, secure in the belief that no one
will intrude on their seclusion, lavish invitations right

and left'. So delightful does the prospect sound,

however, that everybody accepts the invitation, and
eight or nine competitors arrive simultaneously!

Complications, amusing if stereotyped, ensue, and
various love affairs are adjusted. The author has a

certain charm of style, and THE SPARE ROOM (Duck-
worth, 6s.) will serve to pass away a pleasant hour.

9 » »

Mr. Booth Tarkington has written a bright and
taking story called THE Flirt (Hodder and
Stoughton, 6s.). Cora, the flirt in question, belongs

to a very old type. There is nothing new about this

particular variety of coquette, but she is human
enough to be accepted v/ithout quibble, and suffi-

ciently fascinating to justify her description. The
family to which she belongs is typically American,

and the local colour is cleverly applied. Laura, the

sister of the flirt, is a modern Cinderella, a woman who,

to quote a Yankeeism, does not "put all her goods
in the shop window." Cora's final achievement is to

upset her sister's engagement by attracting Laura's

sweetheart and adding him to her list of scalps.

Providence intervenes on behalf of Cinderella, and
the flirt is married out of hand to an admirer who de-

clines to be dismissed. One of the most delightful

episodes of the book concerns Cora's small brother

Hedrick, who, allured by the inducements of a small

person of the age of twelve, discovers he has fasci-

nated a pretty little imbecile, who insists on giving

him demonstrations of her affection in the open street.

She pursues him round the town, and he is only rescued

at last by his elder sister. " They were already within

a yard or two of the street ; and a strange boy, passing,

stopped and observed, and whistled discourteously.
" ' Ain't he the spooner ?

' remarked this unknown
with hideous admiration.

"
' I will thank you,' returned Hedrick haughtily,

' to go on about your own business.'
"

' Kiss me some more, darling little boy,' said Lolita.
" The strange boy screamed with laughter, howled

the loving petition in a dozen keys of mockery, while

Hedrick writhed and Lohta clung. Enriched by a

new and great experience, the torturer trotted on,

leaving viperish cachinations in his wake."

The Ideal Pen
for Busy/\eri

J^
Is unquestionably the " Red Dwarf." For IcnRthy pro-
fessional work or hasty note-makini; it is ever ready "^

to write smoothly, rapidly, and without spoilinfl. ^
THE PILLAR OF PERFECTION
„ ^ Small enniinh lo/H Ihefiochet.ycl . f

^%, f^ i>oasessing a large re-servoir. It ^T.'^^
^\^m is recomtiieiuled by all who use it. ^%m\

^~^*~' Lady Spkncer writes :—" I have found your^"^ *""^

styloKraphic pens very satisfactory, and often
recommend the Red Dwarf."

Red Dwarf
STYLOGRAPH

j, Kearney -Tr Co., 47. I>alc St.. Liverpool, _^^^^

AUTHORS' MSS. placed with 183 Publishers and Periodicals at

highest prices. Terms and particulars of " How to Write Saleable
Fiction" free.—Cambridge Literary Agency. 115, Strand. W.C.

A COMPLETE CHANGE —Holiday in Paris possible with little
** expense if you write to Mile. Foucart. 46, Rue de Ja Sant^, Paris. There's
a reason. Mention this paper and it will be stated.

A PERFECT September holiday centre is South Beach Hotel,
** Pwllheli. Fine air. Excellent table. Moderate terms.

CLOAN-DUPLOYAN SHORTHAND saves a year's study.
*-' Used by Official Parliamentary reporters. Send for free illustrated band-
book with specimen lesson.—SLOAN SHORTHAND CO.. Ramsgate.

TTYPEWRITING (every description of MS.), 8d. per 1.000 words.
* Carbon-copy and paper included. Specimen, Testimonial, and Estimate
submitted by return.—C. A. GIRTON. 2, Grove Lane, Camberwell, S.E.

T EARN FRENCH by Rosenblum's Anglo-French Journal, Id.,
*—' monthly, lid. post free from Rosenblum's Language Insiitute. 26, High
Holborn. London, W.C. T.P.'a Weekly says: "Admirably adapted for students
of French."

/^ONSTIPATION cured permanently without restriction of diet.
^-^ Send stamp for Booklet No. 2Z, to Health Supplies Stores. 56, Ludgate
Hill. London. E.C.

THE AUTHORS' ALLIANCE place MSS. promptly and on
best terms. Literary work of all kinds dealt with by experts who place

Authors* interest first. Twenty years' experience.—2, Clement's Inn, W.C.

THE HUMANITARIAN HOLIDAY RECREATIVE PARTY
AND FOOD REFORM SUMMER SCHOOL (which gave such unqualified

satisfaction and pleasure to all who attended it last year) will be repeated. For
this purpose a Boarding School with 70 beds has been taken. The house stands
in its own grounds overlooking a beautiful wooded park near the sea. Lectures,
musical and other entertainments, excursions by land and sea, outdoor games, etc.

Inclusive terms full board residence (4 meals a day) 1 to 2 guineas per week,
according to bedroom accommodation. Prospectus, giving all particulars, from
Hon. Secretary, or Mr. and Mrs. Massincham, Food Reform Guest House. 17,

Norfolk Terrace. Brighton.

"TYPEWRITING: Authors' MS. accurately and rapidly copied.
• Shorthand-Typists provided. Meetings, Lectures, Sermons reported.
METROPOLITAN TYPING OFFICE. 27. Chancery Lane. Tel. Central 1565.

CLOAN-DUPLOYAN SHORTHAND ("New Rapid" Improved
*^ Lessons), endorsed by over 10,000 students, produce a guaranteed speed of
80 words per minute in four weeks. Send for Illustrated Handbook and
Free Lesson.--Shorthand Association, 269. Holborn Hall, London, W.C.
(Telephone: 6111 Holborn.) (N,B.—No connection with J. M. Sloan of Ramsgate.)

DOOKS.—SECOND-HAND AT HALF PRICES. New at 25%
*-' discount. 1,000,000 volumes on every conceivable subject. Send foe
Catalogues (post free), and state wants. Books sent on approval. Books
purchased. Best prices —W. & G. FOYLE, 121/3, Charing Cross Road, London.
W.C. ('Phone: Gerrard 8180.)

LEARN TO SUCCEED.—The Correspondence School of Com-
merce enables you to equip yourself for a successful business career, easily,

quickly, and cheaply. Write for particulars.—CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
OF COMMERCE, 107, Brixton Road. London. S.W.

TOURS.
£ 1 r\ lOs. ROME TOUR. — Extended Tonrs NAPLES,
*• ' '-' FLORENCE, VENICE, ITALIAN LAKES. Tours PALESTINE,!
EGYPT. ALGERIA.—Dr. Hinky S. Lunn. Ltd., 5, Endsleigh Gardens.
London, N.W.

SWISS TOURS. /4 19s. 6d. ; BELGIUM (a fortnight). £^ 17s. 6d.
RHINE. HOLLAND, SCOTLAND, IRELAND. Write for the •'A1'^

Holiday Guide.—"Al" TRAVEL OFFICES, 3. New Oxford Streel. W.C,
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The novel has something of the elan that made
Monsieur Beaucaire such a success, and is eminently

readable throughout.
» » »

Mr. Squire adds to his reputation as a poet by the

publication of his latest book of verse, THE THREE
Hills, and Other Poems (Howard Latimer, Ltd.,

3s. 6d.). Written in varying mood and style, it is

difficult to arrive at an opinion as to where he is most
effective. At times we are charmed with his lyrical

gifts ; at others he strikes a harsh, almost repellent

note, which upsets one's previous estimate of his

powers. But though he perplexes, yet in his softer

moments one forgets everything but the smoothness of

his gracious lines :

—

"Tliore always the vernal sun,

There happy birds forever sing.

There faint perfumed breezes run
Through branches of eternal spring;

There faces browned with fruit and milk,

And blue-winged words and rose-bloomed kisses,

In galleys gowned with gold and silk,

Shake on a lake of dainty blisses."

In an age of melancholy and minor poets Mr. Squire's

dainty conceits are excellent good reading.

e> @ @
Miss Alice Brown has a distinct talent for the short

story, that much-abused branch of English literature.

It has been said that there are but six plots for the

magazine type of tale, and that the popular writer has

only to ring the changes on half a dozen situations to

suit the market. VANISHING POINTS (Constable, 6s.)

is a collection of tales and sketches, neither stereotyped

nor conventional. The author contrives to suggest

atmosphere, and achieves a certain level of dry humour
eminently refreshing. One of the most successful in

the volume is " The Lantern," the study of a common-
place couple redeemed by a capacity for belief in each
other, and a mutual sympathy and understanding. The
tales hang on a slight thread. It is the style that tells,

and the characterisation, with now and again a frag-

ment of swift dramatic dialogue.

Miss Brown has achieved a distinct success.

» » »
Eldorado. By the Baroness Orczy. (Hodder

and Stoughton, 6s.) The severest critics of this

author will hardly deny that she has a way with her.

It is a way that most of her readers iind irresistible.

" The Scarlet Pimpernel," if it did not secure for her a

literary immortality, has at least placed her on the

highest pinnacle of popularity. Nor is this to be won-
dered at. For the Scarlet Pimpernel—that gallant

and great-hearted gentleman—fulfils all the essential

conditions of romance. He is the man that every girl

in her heart of hearts would like her lover to be.

In " Eldorado " the Baroness Orczy returns to the

French Revolution, and the Scarlet Pimpernel plays

a very important part indeed in these pages. So, too,

does the Baron de Batz, that enigma of the Revolu-
tion period, adventurer, arch-plotter, and pohtical spy.

The Baroness Orczy's presentation of de Batz is hardly

a friendly one, but—and this is a matter of greater

importance—she has succeeded in making him a man
instead of a myth. All the great protagonists of the

later stages of the Revolution are here—Robespierre

and St. Just, Danton and Sauteme. The reader is

hurried breathlessly along from incident to incident,

and, if at times he feels that the probabilities have been
slightly violated, he is ready to forgive e\-erything to a

novelist who can so successfully clothe tlie bones of

the dead past with the gold and scarlet trappings of

high romance.
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ctarvalion who buys doctored milk, " preserved " jam,

;nd faked bacon ts'^.urely deservmg of protection from

the long arm of the law ? Wisely and vigorously con.

ductedrthe Food Board could do "^"-'^ ^o save the

poor from impostures like these, which really threaten

the physique of the n ation.

A serious defect in the working of the Insurance

AcV IS revealed by the case of Samuel An^fsbury a

Bristol labourer, who is in ^"^^ .-"
f^^^^^^l^f^l^j

consumption that he is not eligible for sanatorium

treatment. Ihe insurance Committee allowed mrn

los. a week for twenty-six weeks, at the end of which

time the unfortunate man, bemg still alive, the grant

abruptly stopped. The committee, however, al owed

hfZnl^ a quLt of milk a day^ Absolutely dcstttute

and without home or friends, he ^^^^ ^old that

if he succeeded in keepmg body and soul to-

gether on his daily quart until June twelve-

month, the committee would start the weekly money

once again. Amesbury, however, was too friendless
^ ••

another year upon a daily dole
and ill to hope to live „—-— . • „ ,

of milk, and in despair he applied to the Poor-la^

Guardians, who have come to his assistance This is

a point of administration that calls urgently for altera-

tion and reUef. ^
HISTORY IN THE MAKING'

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

ONCE again the King has made a departure from
custom as opportune as it will be welcome.
The autumn Army manoeuvres will derive ex-

ceptional importance from the fact that his Majesty
will accompany the troops in person on the march
north of the " Expeditionary Force " from the Chil-

tern Hills, which will last from September 22nd to

26th. There is no doubt that this action on the part

of the King will do much to arouse interest, not only

in the manoeuvres themselves, but in the larger issue

of our national defence, which has of late been thrust

into the background.

Earl Grey's speech at the International Co-opera-

tive Congress at Glasgow was a notable indeed a

.terly review of the progress made m these latter.

'"
the descendants of the Rochdale pioneers.-

It is most earnestly to be hoped that the Post Office

will inquire carefully into the claims that are advanced
in a London daily on belialf of the Grindell Matthews
system of wireless telephony. One of the m.ost re-

grettable incidents of the recent Marconi controversy

was the constant reiteration of the charge that a par-

ticular company did not get adequate consideration

from the officials. Now that the marvels of wireless

telephony are about to materialise, it is earnestly to

be hoped any suspicion of official indifference may
be avoided, so that all the various systems may
receive a fair field and no favour.

The proposed appointment of a " Pure Food Board "

—a proposal that is pretty certain to crystallise sooner

or later—is one step further in the direction of that

government by experts to which it seems that the

whole of our civilisation is tending. Let it be said at

once that, if ever an evil called emphatically for expert

consideration, it is that of impure food, for obviously

it is only the expert who can detect it in some of its

most insidious forms. Mentally, we have travelled far

from the position which John Bright affirmed some fifty

years ago, when he stated that adulteration was a
legitimate form of competition. It is, of course, the

poor who are the victims of this form of competition

—

a shorter word for which is swindling. The poor
widow struggling to keep herself and her bairns from

yc^
There 1..

,^^ ^^^^ j^ imposing, much that is hopeful,.

to be said the
•rning that mammoth concern,

W.C.S., and the . ,pjous branches into which it has
sprouted, and EarFv-.,

^g^j,^ ^t all with great force

and lucidity. And yet ti-f^ct remains that when all

that can be said has been sai^j^g present position of;

the co-operative movement is i>erly disappointing^
The lives of the great mass of the ^.ople are as uix-

touched by its humanising influence abViey were in

the days before Robert Owen was bom, ^d even in

those towns where it is strong and well org-iised, its

basic objects are lost sight of in the hunt for "ivi."

The general unrest agitating the ranks of incs-*

trialism is responsible for tlie present trouble in tri>,

building and kindred trades. The dispute with the

painters has spread to the electricians and the
engineers, who have declared a sympathetic strike

until matters are adjusted. While the outlook is

grave, and contains certain serious elements, there is

a humorous side to the question. The Prime Minister's

house is still undecorated, as the strikers are " out

"

against the Board of Works as well as private em-
ployers, and at the Colonial Office the clerks, deprived
of electric light, have had to fall back on candles. The
fountains in Trafalgar Square, however, are once more
" playing," and vi'e learn that some eighteen firms have
already come to terms with their men. It is to be re-i

membered that while the price of food has enormously
increased, the rise in wages has been nothing like

proportional, so that the purchasing power of a
sovereign to-day may be said to correspond to that of

fifteen shillings five years ago.

When will the travelling public be able to use the

railways with reasonable safety ? Only this week a

case is reported in which a passenger in dire distress

pulled the communication cord—with no results. The
officials of the line stated that the cord was in perfect

order, and, considered aesthetically, this may have
been the case. The fact remains, however, that the

cord did not act
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THE CASE FOR NATIONAL HOUSING
II.

—

Housing on a Large Scale j» j» By L. G. Chiozza Money
I.

If we took housing in hand as a national question, and
treated it as we treat the Navy, we could make our
plans on a large and sufficient scale, and we should be
in a position to call in aid in house-building, as we do
in ship-building, the latest designs and the latest in-

ventions. A ship and a house are alike in this, that
they are of solid construction, capable of enduring for

a long period of time. So intent are we upon getting
the best ships that, although a Dreadnought may be
well built enough to last for two generations, we turn
it down in a very few years and replace it by a better
contrivance. As things are, houses are allowed to

drag on to a filthy old age. Not thousands, not
hundreds of thousands, but millions of houses now
stand in this country which are disgustingly dirty^and
actually soaked in disease. Merely to put one's head
inside the front door of many of them is to encounter
malodorous evidence that human beings are for many
hours of the day living or sleeping under conditions
which undermine health. Great towns contain miles
of brickwork whith it ought to be the first interest of

the nation to demolish.

Let it not be thought that those condemned to live

in such houses are alone concerned. It is the health
of the community which is menaced. It is the whole
community which is poor as long as the reproach re-

mains. LUider a policy of national housing it would
be the duty of a Minister to survey and to replace and
to rebuild, just as it is now the duty of the Lords of

the Admiralty to survey our defences and to replace
and to rebuild. Building construction is so simple,

and, when properly considered, so cheap, that a

modern nation should be able to rebuild its houses in

whole or in part as soon as better housing methods or

better domestic conveniences are discovered. At this

moment, the majority of the sculleries of the country

—

to name only one illustration—are dirty and ill-

furnished, lacking contrivances which would economise
the time and the health of the poor women who work
in them. As things are going, there is no reasonable
prospect of improving this detail within fifty years.

What is true of the scullery is true of the kitchen
ranges, and of the parlour grates, and, indeed, of

every detail of the house. And I speak not of the
houses of the very poor alone, but of the great

majority of our homes for all classes.

II.

As to the question of space, barely one house in a

thousand is provided with a decent garden. Are
gardens popular? Are they needed? For answer
turn to the extraordinary sale of cheap garden papers,

and observe how these organs, circulating amongst
people who have rarely more than a contracted back-
yard, have perforce to deal chiefly with the conditions

of backyards, and to suggest devices and plans fitted

for backyards. It is at once pathetic and magnificent
what many people make of the wretched little en-
closures which house-agents, whose hands are subdued
to the colour they work in, dignify by the name of
" gardens."

Working on an appropriately large scale, and
handling space as it ought to be handled in the in-

terests of the health of the nation, every family could
be provided with ample garden space, and, it may be
added, every family could purchase from State

nurseries, such as .they have had the sense to set up
in Hungary, fruit trees and beautiful flowering shrubs
and vegetable seeds for the delight and profit of the
million. It is not too much to say that, by organised
effort, the whole of England, in town and country, in

garden and hedgerow, could be made one beautiful

garden in the hfetime of the majority of those now
living.

It ought to be clearly understood that we throw
away space and pay heavily for its wastage under
present conditions. If you build houses in sordid

rows with absurd backyards, you necessarily use up,

for each acre of ground employed, a large proportion

of space for roads to give access to the rows of houses.

Roads are costly things, and the cost of an acre so

developed is consequently great. If, on the other

hand, you reduce the number of houses per acre, and
group them round beautiful greens, you economise
space, reduce road cost per acre, and consequently are

enabled to give each family housed much more space
for almost the same- expenditure. It is a simple busi-

ness proposition, which has been worked out in detail

by Mr. Raymond Unwin, the well-known architect.

He has compared the effect of developing ten acres of

land in two different ways, the first with 252 houses
crowded on ten acres, the other with io6 houses on the

same space. Here is the result :

—

Co.MPARATivE Cost of Developing Ten Acres of Land
Costing ^3c» per Acre (i) for 252 Houses and
(2) FOR 105 Houses.

Scheme i. Scheme a.

Houses in Absurd
Rows.

Houses Grouped Sanely
Round Open Space.

Number of Houses ,

.

252 106

Average Size of Plot .

.

98 yards 398 yards

Cost of Roads . . .

.

^7,942 ;£M7S
Cost of Land . . .

,

£z,ooo £^,°oo

Total Cost ofLand and
Roads per House .

.

£M 8s. 6d. £Si 135. 7<i.

Equivalent Ground '

Rent per week 8d. 9-id.

Price of Plot per square
yard 8s. loid. 2s. 7d.

Under the second scheme road-making is econo-
mised by making one road round the ten acres. The
houses border an interior open space, in which there

are six full-size tennis courts, a children's playground,
and a bowling green. By the other, the ordinary

method, the houses are ranged in ugly rows at great

and unnecessary cost. Note the result. By the sen-

sible and beautiful plan the ground rent of each house
is only three-halfpence per week more than in the

other.

III.

Such are the principles which might be employed if

housing were a national policy and administered as

we administer the Navy. Indeed, I have not pushed
the advantages far enough, for under a national policy

land could be secured outside existing towns at its

agricultural value, and the cost of giving healthy

space to every family reduced to a negligible quantity.

Fully as important are the advantages in point of

building which are naturally possessed by a nation

tresfting housing as a public duty. At present the
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greater part of building is conducted by speculative

builders, who have to work under conditions which
handicap them at every point. They have to pay
dearly for land, they have to handle space in small

quantities, they have to borrow money at high rates

of interest, they have to take great risks, and they

often have to buy materials from hand to mouth in

small quantities and not in the best market. Those
who sneer at speculative builders should try their own
hands at the game, and find out for themselves whether
it is one that is easily played. Under present circum-

stances the speculative builder is a necessity, and we
ought not to blame individuals when the trade is a

regrettable necessity.

Let us rather contrast the position which the nation

would occupy if it took the matter in hand. It would
command chea-p money. It would be able to deal on

a large scale, and in some cases to handle materials

at prices from ten to twenty-five per cent, less than is

given by speculative builders. It would be to its in-

terest to build 'well, with consequent great economy
in the matter of up-keep and repairs. It would be able

to supply houses so far complete ht point of -fitments

(cupboards, window-seats, ingle-nooks, dressers, curbs,

'window fittings, etc.) that comparatively little

movable furniture would be needed by the occupants,

thus greatly conserving family incomes.

It could abolish the high rents which haunt so

many families at this hour.

Let us see what rent the State would have to charge

if it constructed a house costing ;£'400—and for this

price, working on a large scale, a beautiful little de-

tached house standing in its own garden could be con-

structed—upon land, say, one-eighth of an acre, cost-

ing £^0, the proportion of road-making, etc., costing

another £->)0, total £460.

Borrowing money for the purpose at three and a

quarter per cent, and repaying the loan in sixty years

by equal annual instalments, including both principal

and interest, the £^60 of capital used in the building

of the house would call for the provision of an annual

sum of only £\y los. Sd., making the State the absolute

owner of the house at the end of the sixty years. The
house being thoroughly well built, it should be suffi-

cient to provide one per cent, to cover repairs, which
means another £1 12 s. per annum, making a total of

£ig 2s. 5d. Therefore, if the State thus bought the

house for itself, at the expense of its tenants, it could

let it for 7s. 4d. per week. That is to say, the rent

which now often commands no more than a few sordid

rooms would give a tenant such a home as is

now enjoyed by few people even of the middle

classes.

At the present time such a house—and it is rarely

that one has the opportunity of renting a beautiful

small detached house with a good garden—would be

rented at at least £45 a year.

On the same lines a really good rural labourer's cot-

tage on a quarter of an acre of land could be let for

3s. a week, that 3s. buying the house for the State.

IV.

But the case may be taken further. To my mind
the State ought not thus to buy houses at the expense

of its tenants. It should build houses as it builds

battleships, with money provided out of revenue and
jiot raised by loan. If it did that, it would be saving

on account of the nation by investing in house pro-

perty so much money every year, and upon its' invest-

ment, in view of the vitally important nature of the

case, it should be content to make a very small profit.

Let us again consider our house and garden costing

£^60, and see what the State from this point of view
might make the rental. Suppose it content to take a
gross three per cent, for its money, which might mean
a net two per cent. Three per cent, upon .^460 is

;^I3 1 6s., or a fraction under 5s. 4d. a week. That is

to say, the .State, treating houses as a national and vital

necessity, could build and let to a town artisan such

a house as few members of the middle classes can now
command at a lower rent than is now paid by many
town-dwellers for a perch in a slum.

Imagine the State with a yearly Housing Budget of
;£ 1 0,000,000, i.e., one-fifth of the present Naval Budget.
This would enable it to build year by year a propor-

tion of houses for all classes which would quickly

change the aspect of life in town and country. Inci-

dentally, the building trade would be steadied and
changed from one of the most uncertain into one of

the most certain of occupations.

There may be few who will go as far with me as

building houses out of revenue. More will probably

be found to consent to the conception of house-build-

ing out of loans to be repaid by the establishment of

a sinking fund. By the latter method, to say nothing

of the former, niighty things could be accomplFshed.-

The rebuilding of the nation is a simple business

possibility.

PROPITIATION
The short cut to the river is certainly through the

stableyard and past the home farm. If you run all

the way you can get there in five minutes—or seven,

allowing for falls. Diccon usually ran, and he usually

took seven minuteSi^!)ecause he was such a small boy.;

This afternoon he took fully ten minutes : you cannot

even walk fast when you are carrying a large wooden
engine and a full-sized Teddy bear.

He staggered along the footpath to the bridge and
threw his red engine and the Teddy bear over the

parapet into the water.

" There you are, God," he said. It was not a willing

sacrifice ; but he simply had to give God these things,

so that ]3abs need not die. Perhaps the red engine

and Teddy would take off His attention. Diccon
hung over the parapet. Teddy spun wildly, with im-.

ploring arms, in the eddy below the bridge, till he
sank, water-logged and drowned ; the red engine rode

far down the stream, wheels uppermost. They were
the things Diccon loved beyond all his other toys.

He comprehended suddenly the unspeakable empti-

ness of his life now that they were gone. But God
despised half-gifts ; nothing less than the best would
satisfy Him ; one knew that because of Cain.

Back came the small boy through the wet meadow,
to the house. It had been raining for days, and the

nettles smelt horribly. He wondered whether Teddy
had got to Heaven yet. He pictured the golden floor

of Heaven, and Teddy sitting under the Tree of Life

with its fruits, while angel-children played with him.

Perhaps he had a small golden sailor-hat by now, and
little wings growing ; he had been such a good Teddy.

He would be frightfully happy, of course. It was
more difficult to imagine the translation of the engine.

? S I I s

The doctor's motor was still there. Diccon went in

at the front door. There was no one about.- The
house was as still as still. Then he came suddenly

on nurse. She was crying with great sobs. "Oh,
Master Diccon !

" she said. By this he knew that Babs
had died, after all. DORIS L. MACKINNON.
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THE DRAMA AND SOCIAL REFORM
By Arthur Owen Orrett

It is unfortunate for the English drama that it has
always been in the hands of a coterie. In Ehzabethan
times the poets cornered the stage, in Restoration
times the wits, in the eighteenth century the actors,

in the nineteenth the prudes. The danger now is that
the social reformers will capture what is left of the
theatre after the kincmas and music-halls have
completed their depredations. Important indirect

evidence in support of this assertion lies in the
numerous letters which appear in the press, demand-
ing a higher and more nojjle drama. It is a common-
place of public life that people who write to the papers
are all reformers of one kind or another, and therefore
it is fairly safe to assume that most of these corre-

spondents have their eye on the drama as an engine
to help them in their pet scheme of social regenera-
tion. But direct evidence also is not wanting. There
is the glut of suffragist plays (most of them, by the
way, just as convincing as incendiarism, and much
less dangerous), mainly written, produced, and sup-
ported by advocates of the " advanced " drama ; then
we have the dreary dramatic lectures of Brieux
translated into English by the wife of the playwright,
who is regarded as the leader of the new school ; we
have books written about the stage almost openly
appealing, not for a theatre of ideas, but for a pro-
pagandist theatre. In fact, when we subtract from
the patrons of drama the sugary romantics (a sadly
depleted company, owing to the attractions of the
much more heavily sugared drama of the picture-

house) and the social reformers we find that the
residuum is very small indeed.

It may be asked. Why should not the social reformer
capture the theatre? What nobler use could the
theatre be put to than to the cause of social enlighten-

ment ? In the first place, if the social reformers cap-
tured the theatre, they would only capture the dry
husks. They would have to write for one another,

for the people would refuse to go to the theatre to

be lectured, just as they refuse to go to church. The
thfeatre is primarily a place of entertainment. I know
that this view is anathema to the zealots, who are ex-
ceedingly annoyed when their philistine friends air

it for their benefit. They never think of replying

:

" Undoubtedly ; but the musical comedy that enter-

tains you bores me to extinction. I find Ibsen ab-
sorbing." Why do they not reply thus? Because
in their heart of hearts they would dearly like to see

that musical comedy, and it is Ibsen that bores them.
They are between the devil and the deep sea. They
have definitely refused to look on the drama as an
entertainment ; so they only go to plays from which
they hope to get instruction. When they get instruc-

tion they feel exactly as if they had been listening

to a debate : no better and no worse. When they see

an Ibsen play they feel a sort of grudge against the
author, because he neither instructs nor amuses them.
In reality, Ibsen is the true dramatist (not because of

the absence of humour in his plays, but in spite of it).

He does not preach, except in the most abstract and
rarefied .sensed—for instance, he constantly emphasises
the all-importance of individuality ; but lie has a mas-
terly insight into the springs of human action. He
delineates character ; his psychological studies are

marvellously subtle. But psychology is the last thing
the average social reformer thinks about.

Real drama would help social reform by stimulating

thought, suggesting ideas, explaining character ; the

drama that shouts for reform of this or that abuse
would make the stage a cockpit of contending factions

(for there is always something to be said for every
seeming ibuse), and would eventually degrade authors

into shrieking partisans. Take, for instance, Mr.
Galsworthy. In " Strife," in order to avoid the appear-
ance of partisanship, he does an egg-dance of impar-
tiality, which is exceptionally clever, but which has
the effect of making the play mechanical. In " Jus-
tice " he goes the whole hog, and indicts our prison

system without mercy. We are triumphantly told

by the social reformers that this play so worked upon
the then Home Secretary that he at once caused
various reforms to be made in the prison system.

This may be so, but Mr. Winston Churchill,

in spite of his exalted position, is only one
.man, and a mercurial, impressionable man, addicted
to the coup d'etat. There is no evidence that

any great number of English people were moved by
" Justice " to abhorrence for the punishment of solitary

confinement. And genuine reforms can only -be

effected when they are demanded by the voice of the

people, touched in heart and mind by the conviction of

some great wrong. I do not say that solitary confi.ne-

ment, and, indeed, our whole penitentiary system, is

not a great wrong. I only maintain that the nation

is, as a whole, indifferent, and that the twenty-six

performances of " Justice " probably touched no one
who was not a convert already.

In " The Silver Box," on the other hand, Mr. Gals-

worthy is not so busy with his J;heme, which is the

perfectly obvious one, that though money cannot buy
justice it can buy the best legal advice. The play is

certainly a social-thesis-drama, but the treatment is

so general and unforced that the author has time to

develop his characters. The result is that in Mrs.

Jones, the patient charwoman, Mr. Galsworthy has

given us a character far more pitiful and convincing

than that of William Falder, the luckless victim of

"Justice."

Drama should be a criticism of life, not of laws ; of

individuals, and only broadly of societies. Above all,

a dramatist should never construct anything but

character ; in all else he must be a destructive force.

There is an ancient parrot-cry, " Oh ! anyone can
destroy. It takes a genius to build !

" To which I

would answer, No one can destroy the abuses of

society but society itself, and no one can put into

society a spirit to remedy abuses save the man who
lashes society with his deadly and destructive criticism.

Reforms that come through the hypnotism of society

by so-called constructive writers and statesmen are

at best a patchwork, and at worst a running sore.

"EVERYMAN" ESSAY COMPETITIONS
In next week's issue will be announced the result of

Essay Competition No. I.—THE Civil Servant, and

the Prize Essay will be given in cxtenso. The follow-

ing week the winning Essay on "The Foreign Mis-

sionary " will appear, and in successive weeks " The
Compositor," " The Male Teacher," and " The Angli-

can Clergyman " Competitions will be decided.
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THE MAN AND HIS WORK
VII.

—

The Man in Blue j- j» By C. Sheridan Jones

He stands calm and unmoved amid the press and
swirl of the traffic in the Strand, holding back with

one gesture of his huge, forbidding hand half a dozen

motor-'buses and a score of taxis, what time he directs

an old lady as to her best method of reaching Back

Street, Clapham, and assures another wayfarer with

his eye that he may now cross the road in perfect

safety. He is supposed to know the way to every-

where ; to be familiar with every dilemma of hfe, and

every Act of Parliament and Local By-law, which he

certainly is not, and to be always calm, collected, and
civil, which he generally is. He will show the same
steady stolidity after he has been on duty all night as

when he takes up his beat, andx:onveys a stray child

to the station with the identical measured tread that

is heard when on occasions he helps home a member
of the Stock Exchange who has been dining not

wisely but too well. Even when, in less prosperous

neighbourhoods, where domestic differences are settled

in the street, he parts husband and wife with some-

thing of the same stolid impartiality, though, he may-he

belaboured of both. I have seen him under all sorts and

conditions of circumstances: thrusting back the Suf-

fragettes, or marching at the head of their procession

;

saving lives at the risk of his own, when " Fire " has

got ahead of the brigade, and he has forced a door to

pull a child out of a burning room ; or when he has

plunged headlong into the river to rescue a drowning

woman. I have seen him also under less favourable

conditions; when angry, and, perhaps, spiteful, he is

inclined to use force where none is necessary, and to

be more than a little brutal. But I have never seen

him flustered or at a.loss for a lead, and on the whole

he is an admirable representative of a race whose

quiet capacity for action is not the least valuable of

their characteristics, and whose sons often lose their

tempers, but generally keep their heads.

He must be at least 5 ft. 10 in. in height, must have

a chest measurement—for most forces—of 37 in.,

and must be certified by the police surgeon to be

sound in heart, wind, and limb. The strain on his

physique is necessarily a severe one. Wear and tear

frequently develop flat feet and varicose veins in his

legs, and, despite the fact that he is too often regarded

as having an easy time, the ordinary constable has a

march of some twenty miles or thereabouts during his

nine or ten hours of duty, day or night. His respon-

sibilities to the public are, of course, enormous ; his

pay, as I shall presently show, is by no means ade-

quate, and he is very frequently the victim—I can use

no other word—of a discipline that is often harsh

and capricious to a degree.

First, let us see how many meii are affected by the

conditions I am about to describe.

The strength of our police force in England, Wales,

and Scotland, as reported in recent official returns,

was as follows :—English and Welsh counties and
boroughs, 29,753 ; Scotch counties and boroughs,

SA9S ; Metropohtan, 17,911 ; City of London, 1,001 ;

police employed at private cost, 1,479 > making a total

of 55,639.

Of these, the Metropolitan Police govern an area

of 447,626 statute acres, or 699 square miles, and a

population approaching 8,000,000 persons. It com-
prises 15,047 ordinary constables, 2,275 sergeants of

various grades, 552 inspectors, and 32 superinten-

dents, in twenty-one separate divisions, which are

indicated by letters A to Y, in addition to the division

specially devoted to the River Thames, familiarly

called the " Water Rats." These officers, from ser-

geants to superintendents, are all of them, it is most
interesting to note, men who have been promoted from
the ranks.

Under what conditions do these men, most of them
of comparatively humble origin and of rudimentary

education, fulfil the important duties tliat are

entrusted to them by the community ?

The pay of an ordinary policeman, on joining,'

ranges from 21s. a week in agricultural counties to

25s. in the largest of the great provincial towns and
cities, and 25s. 6d. in the Metropolis. The ma.ximura

pay, reached by gradations extending from eight to

twelve years, is from 27s. 6d. in counties and small

boroughs to 35 s. in a few of the largest boroughs. The
Metropohtan maximum is 33s. 6d., and is therefore

lower than in some provincial forces. In the Metro-

polis, however, a rent allowance, varying from is. 6d.-

to 2s. 6d. per week, is given in certain cases where a

high rent is paid.

" The Metropolitan, in his first three years," says

an authority, Mr. Kempster, the editor of that admir-

able publication, the Police Review, " is miserably

underpaid. His rent-aid scarcely counts as pay, be-,

cause he must pay a large rent to be near his beat.

From his 25 s. 6d. to 27s. 6d. a week his contribution

of 6d. in the pound to the pension fund, and other

small and almost compulsory subscriptions, are de-^

ducted. London living is very costly. Policemen's

wives are forbidden to carry on any business, and if

the husband gets into debt he risks dismissal, with loss

of the pension for which he has already given years

of service."

Contrasting these conditions with those of the?

artisan who, according to the Board of Trade returns,

works fifty hours a week in summer and forty-eight

in winter, the policeman with his six and a half days
a week has distinctly the worst of it.

The pay of a skilled artisan in London averages

io|d. per hour, or £2 2s. 5d. per week of forty-eight

and a half hours, and for overtime he is paid from
time and a half to double time, according to the late-

ness of the hour. But a Metropolitan policeman—

'

say, in his third year—only gets 27s. 6d. per week of

at least fifty-eight and a half hours, making, with rent

allowance, an average of 30s. a week, or less than

6y^d. an hour. Even when, after eight years' hard
service, he reaches his maximum of 33s. 6d., he only

receives something less than 7id. an hour.

It must be admitted, however, that there are advan^

tages on the side of the police which have yet to be
stated. If his health and endurance will stand the

strain, and if he has the good fortune not to be re-

ported for some delinquency, he is sure of constant

employment. If he falls ill, he has the advantage

—

<

sometimes reckoned as a disadvantage—of medicine

and attendance from the police doctor, with wages
paid, less a deduction of is. a day from his pay.

The policeman's chance of promotion is often a
lottery, but every year he stops in the service he has

put by for him, so to speak, something towards his

ultimate pension, should he Uve to reach the end of
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the twenty-five years, when he is entitled to claim it

on securing the certificate of " approved service " from
his Chief.

This prospective or possible pension may be re-

garded as postponed pay. It is well earned, and it

helps to keep the men in the force ! Scarcely a man
would stay in it but for this accumulating bait, the
chances and amount of which are gradually growing
larger and nearer as the years roll by.

Many young men throw it up in the first year or

two. If you asked them why, some would say :
" I

wasn't gomg to be messed about "
; others, " I couldn't

stand the night-work "
; others, " I loved a lass, and

we wanted to get mari^ed, and she was too nervous to

stay in a house alone at nights."

But when a man has got married and settled, with
a young family coming on, and police life has spoiled

his chances for something better, and when, with
every passing year, he knows that there's another year
of his hard-earned pay saved up for him towards his

pension, then he feels tied by the leg, and resolves to

endure the wear and tear, and the night hardships ; he
keeps his weather-eye open, takes the risk of punish-
ment or dismissal for a fault or mistake, and presses

on for tile chance of coming out at last, and drawing
the postponed pay in the shape of the pension.

Unless a constable is injured in the performance of

his duty so that he is totally disabled from earning
his living, he has to serve fifteen years before he can
claim any pension. But even after fifteen years he
can only be pensioned in case he has to retire through
certified incapacity, caused by infirmity of mind or

body. Before that time the authorities may grant
him a gratuity, but that optional "may" often works
very unsatisfactorily.

It is quite possible for a police surgeon to return a
man as unfit for further service a few months or even
weeks before he has completed his fifteen years. In
such a case, the constable's gratuity, averaging some-
thing under £100, is granted only at the discretion of
his employer ; whereas, if the surgeon, with the co-

operation of the Police authcyity, mercifully allows the
ailing constable to continue in the Force until his

fifteen years are completed, the officer is entitled to a
pension, averaging from £19 to £'27 per annum, as of

right.

And even though his work is monotonous it has its

lights and shades. Visit the station when a small
child is " in custody," awaiting for his or her anxious
parents, and you v/ill be tempted to say that, after

all, the policeman's lot is a happy one. Two or three
sturdy constables are entertaining the little stranger

;

the rest are playing billiards on an admirable table,

and you may hear their laughter and applause in the
charge-room. Even the new duties, and they are
many, that have been thrust on the London police

have a silver lining to their cloud of care and anxiety.
Nowadays the police are required, not only to look
in on public-houses and to see that they are pro-
perly conducted, but to keep an eye on those un-
licensed establishments where gingerbeer and soda
water are sold, in order to be sure that these
beverages are not consumed on the premises after

10 p.m. And not only the most innocuous of drinks,

the most respectable of citizens need watching
nowadays, in case he is going to have a " bit on." For
these new duties, the policeman gets no increased
pay. But there comes, of course, the sense of added
power, and a wider span of that intimate knowledge
of other people's business which is one of the com-
pensations of the force.

The chief grievance of the members is, as I have

said, the unreasoning and arbitrary discipline, of which'
they constantly complain. There is nothing so dis-
heartening to a young and ambitious man as to find his

hard work ignored because he is .without influence in
high quarters, and the element of nepotism is not
absent from police forces. Of course, much depends
upon the character of the chief officer, and his personal
supervision and mastery of the details of management
in all the branches of his establishment.

There are in many of the forces, including the
Metropolitan, certain long service, merit, or reserve
classes, carrying small extra allowances, and these
favours are the cause of considerable discontent and
jealousy among those men who have not become the
pets of their immediate superiors, and whom it would be
very difficult to persuade that they who are left in the
cold are not in every way as ehgible as—and some-
times more so than—those on whom fortune has smiled.

One other grievance of the police should be noted.

Outside London the force are supposed to be under
popular control—in counties by the Standing Joint, in

boroughs by the Watch Committee. In actual fact,

however, the real authority is vested in the Chief Con-
stable, and the demand is insistent, first, that the Chief
Constable should be appointed from inside, not from
outside the force ; and, secondly, that he should be
amenable to the representatives of the local bodies,

who are supposed to control Robert, but who, in actual
fact, have no real authority over the Chief Constable

—

an official against whose decisions there is absolutely
no appeal. The Police and Citizens' Association have
for many years carried on a vigorous agitation against
this anomaly, but so far without success. In other
respects, however, the Association has been more suc-

cessful. It has done admirable work in seeing that
the ordinary workaday constable was enabled to pur-

chase himself proper boots, and, above all its other
triumphs, it secured for the policemen the inestimable
boon of a weekly rest day.

It is often urged against the police that they perse-
cute the poor. That I do not believe. That they
display on occasions a determination to obtain a con-
viction at all costs is, I think, true, but that is due
generally to an excess of zeal, from which we are none
of us free. Also, I think it must be admitted that the
habit of giving evidence blunts their sense of the
sanctity of the oath, and once their esprit de corps is

involved there is very little that the force will not
attempt to see a comrade through. The results of

this determination on no account to let each other
down are at times amazing and unsatisfactory. Not
only is the conduct of the Force in this respect open
to question, but in many cases the magistrate who
tries the case and hears the evidence shows a marked
failure to appreciate the gravity of what has been
sworn. In some instances a witness has been known
to stretch the credulity of the Court to its utmost in

his corroboration of a comrade's story. Most of us were
shocked the other day that a constable swore, quite

positively and deliberately, to a man being drunk and
disorderly whom he had never, in fact, seen, as he sub-
sequently admitted. He explained that it was " a mis--

take." To the astonishment of everyone concerned,

Mr. de Grey, the magistrate, allowed this explanation
to pass without comment.

But, on the whole, I think we may be proud of " the

man in blue." Even now I never notice one without
instinctively calling to mind the story I was taught
when a boy, of how the constable whom the daring
Fenian threatened with a revolver if he did not release

his comrades, held doggedly on his course till death
released him.
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THE TRAGEDY OF THE
PLIMSOLL LINE

By Our Special Commissioner

III.

iTHE reasons for the undoing of the Plimsoll Line may
be, nay, to a very large extent they are, " wropt in

mystery." The Committee that destroyed Phmsoll's

hfe-work was secretly appointed, and discharged its

task perfunctorily and against time. Its conclusions

have never been adequately discussed. No one can

say precisely what guided the members in their deci-

sions. Their deliberations were hidden from the gaze

of the vulgar. But, as to their effect, there can be no

manner of doubt whatever. The new rules, which they

caused to be adopted by the Board of Trade, not only

"ripped up" the previous decisions of the House of

Commons, but they

Spelt Death to Thousarids of British Seanmen,

who assuredly deserved well of the Commonwealth.

That is not a mere ex cathedra pronouncement. It

is borne out by the facts. There are, alas ! innumerable

cases on record of vessels that, under the old condi-

tions, sailed safely away to sea, and back again, whose

crew, once the new rules were operative, went down

to Davy Jones's locker^to leave at home desolate

wives, stricken daughters, sorrowing sweethearts,

tragic witnesses of the

Wrong That Had Been Done in the Name of
Parliament,

though never with its consent, to men whose only

fault had been their childlike obedience, their unfalter-

ing assent to the orders given them ; who, " in the faith

of little children, laid them down to die."

Do not think that I exaggerate or romance. Turn

from my words to those of a staid, judicial authority,

the Stipendiary Magistrate of Cardiff, Mr. T. W.
Lewis, to whose lot it fell to give the findings of the

Board of Trade inquiry into the loss of the 'North

Briton, off Ushant, last year. This is what he said of

the drowned crew :

—

"Without a murmur or a cry they perished in the

sea. Their lives were sacrificed to 130 tons additional

freight. . . . Personally, I have no hesitation in saying

that the reduction of the freeboard—that is, of the dis-

tance between the main deck and the old salt-water

load-line mark—has greatly reduced a vessel's safety at

sea, and I hold with the Court when it suggests that

recent disasters call for a revision of the rules."

What are Those Recent Disasters ?

Their name is legion. Ever since the Secret Com-
mittee, appointed at the behest of the shipowners,

"bluffed" Mr. Lloyd George into signing their new
rules, death has been busy with our seamen. The
North Briton carried, before Mr. Lloyd George signed

the new regulations, a " freeboard " of i foot 4^ inches.

'After he had been induced to sign them,

Her Freeboard Was Ten Inches Only,

and she perished with only one survivor!

The case does not stand alone. In igi r, on De-
cember 1st, the Amana left Leith. She was never seen

again. Before 1906, while the Plimsoll Line was still

intact, she had a summer freeboard of 5 feet 9 inches

and a winter freeboard of 6 feet \ inch. Under the

new regulations she was deepened in summer by
4 inches and in winter by 3 inches—and she went down
with all hands!

Is that case not enough? There are others. The
Arcktor, a London steamer of 2,193 register, reduced

her freeboard by y inches and her winter freeboard by

5| inches. Alas! none know where that vessel is.

The Wingrove, another London vessel, left Plymouth
on December i8th, 191 1. Who has seen her .?

She Changed a Summer Freeboard of 5 feet
3 inches to 4 feet 10 inches

and a winter freeboard of 5 feet ^ inches to 5 feet

2J- inches. Her crew are-

In all these cases, and in dozens of others, death'

followed the raising of the line—death in its grimmest,
its most dreadful aspect : death, far away from home
and wife and bairns, death on the pitiless ocean—to

swell the profits of the owners, to save the officials of
the Board of Trade from the trouble of investigation.

Again let me say that I d« not exaggerate. Let
the facts speak ! The Stipendiary of Cardiff asserted
that lives were sacrificed to extra cargo. That was in

the case of the North Briton, where one of the crew,

was saved.

What of Those Vessels in Which All the Crew
Were Drowned?

There was the Cargo Largo. She sailed from Swan-
sea on April i6th, 1911, loaded with coal and with A
reduced freeboard. Davy Jones may have welcomed
her crew. No living soul has seen them. Their homes
are desolate. Their children have given up hoping
that one of the long nights will bring daddy home
again, and their

Women Mourn, Refusing to Be Comforted,
ere they turn again to the task that the loss of the
breadwinner has left them. " The sweet little cherub'

that sits up aloft to look after the fate of poor Jack
"

has forgotten these poor stranded victims of official

ineptitude and callous neglect. The tide has flung up
their poor battered corpses long ago, and the country
that they served so faithfully has taken no account of
their betrayal. .

Are these cases solitary instances? Alas! no.-

There is a list, long, eloquent, unanswerable, that tells

of vessels foundered or lost at sea—every one of which
has had its load line reduced and its crew sacrificed!

There is the Gulf Stream, the Sohvay, the BellwcTf
and a dozen others. AU of them had their load line

reduced—all of them went down with all hands. Out
of sixty-two vessels foundered or missing betweeni
January 191 1 and May 191 2,

Thirty Had Had Their Load Line Altered,

and of seventeen there was recorded " no assignment."
Facts like these require no comment. They had ttf~

be extracted from the official apologists much as a
dentist pulls out teeth. But, once dragged out, theic

significance is unmistakable. They show beyond a
shadow of doubt that the lives of the seamen are being
sacrificed to the convenience of the owners.

There has only been one attempt, so far as I know^
to resist this conclusion, and that was a feeble attempt,

which miserably failed. It was sought to prove that

for the six years before 1906 the foundering of ships

at sea exceeded the number thus accounted for since.

But as the return included vessels of 2, 4, 5, and 7 tons,

To Which the Load Line Does Not Apply,
the figures were obviously valueless, and, in fact, as

we shall see, the pretence that the new regulations

spelt safety has since been abandoned.
If we wish to get at the bedrock facts, let us look at

the following damning admission of the President of

the Board of Trade, who in reply to a question in the

House of Commons, agreed that " last year 3,000 sea-

men lost their lives in British ships, this being equal

to a rate of i in 76, as compared with i in 106 and
I in 112 for the two years preceding.

What was thfe cause of the increase ?
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BEBEL ^^^ By Sidney Whitman
[Mr. Sidney Whitman is one of the foremost living

authorities on Germany and German politics. Educated in

the Fatherland before the 'seventies, in the good old days

of German plain living and high thinking, a friend of Bis-

marck, and on terms of familiar intercourse with the makers

of the new Empire, Mr. Sidney Whitman has been for forty

years in a position to study from the inside the progress of

modern Germany. His recent book, "German Memories"
(Heinemann), is one of the most valuable contributions to the

study of our Continental rivals that has appeared in the

present generation. His estimate of Bebel and of German
CSocialism, therefore, deserves the most careful consideration

and the respectful hearing of the readers of EvERYM.\N,
even though they may not agree with the writer's conclu-

sions.]

I.

The death of this renowned Socialist leader has called

forth so many exhaustive references to his wonderful
career that httle remains to be added under this head-
ing, even by those who, like myself, once enjoyed the

privilege of his personal acquaintance. That Bebel
iWas a sincere and a worthy man, that as an inspirer,

an organiser of the masses he was endowed with ex-

traordinary political gifts, is admitted on all sides.

iBut only those who have followed German history

closely for the last fifty years are likely to be
cognizant of the fact that he was a seer, a " far-seer

"

;of remarkable perspicacity into the bargain. For the

man who on the morrow of the great-events of '70-7

1

possessed the detachment of mind to foretell the

disastrous results of the " Kulturkampf," who pro-

phesied that Europe would inevitably become the

armed camp which it is to-day, must indeed have been
gifted with remarkable political prescience. And
here it is that an opportunity presents itself to deal

,with certain widespread impressions regarding the

sterile nature of Rebel's work as the recognised head
of the greatest upheaval in the world of ideas of the
nineteenth century. Some hasty conclusions are

doubtless due to the apparent (but only apparent) lack

of political results hitherto achieved by the German
Social Democratic party, and this in spite of its growth
in the course of forty years, from a single to one
hundred and eleven parliamentary representatives

,who, it is not always remembered, represent 4,250,000
votes. This, under manhood suffrage, assuming that

'each voter stands for five units of the population
(men, women and children), implies a representation of

twenty millions of human beings, or close upon one-

third of the inhabitants of the German Empire. That
the significance of these stupendous figures is so little

understood is capable of a natural explanation, at

least as far as it applies to Englishmen. It is mainly
due to the impressionist spirit of our age, which,

'dazzled by the histrionic, rarely recognises or appre-
ciates results unless they are brought before it with
'dramatic suddenness, accompanied by the boom of
cannon, the din of brass bands, the chief performer
close to the footlights—the limelight of publicity full

00 him—roaring as loud as any cannon's mouth. For
unless such be the accompaniment of events they are
of little use to the " Special Correspondent," to whom
the public is largely indebted for whatever knowledge
it may possess of German affairs.

11.

'Alas! that it should so often be lost sight of, that
Social Democracy deals not with physical forces, nor
does its influence depend altogether on the parlia-

mentary votes of what Ibsen terms " a conipact

majority." Its domain is that of ideas, and its efforts

are directed in the first instance towards the conquest

of the mind, which, as every student of history should

be aware, is a very slow process, beginning as it must
with the mother in the nursery. We need only revert

to the history of the Reformation in Germany—then,
as now, the great battle-ground of ideas—to recall

that it took more than two hundred years to develop

results. What Social Democracy has really accom-
plished in Germany during the last forty years—let

us call it the first stage of its development—can hardly

be estimated by anybody who is not fairly familiar

with the political and economic conditions of the

German working classes fifty years ago. They were
without cohesion and power, at least as compared with

our own. Nor were the German middle classes in

much better case, either in a political or in an economic
sense. This is made abundantly clear by a study of

the Revolutionary movement of 1848, which as far as

a participation of the masses is concerned was of a
parochial, not to say a village pump character, when
viewed in conjunction with the contemporary up-
heavals in France and Italy.

Even more significant evidence of the political

passivity of the German masses is furnished by the

political struggle which preceded the Unification of

Germany. The initiative was taken by monarchs
and statesmen, and in the most critical period

(1862-66) in open defiance of the public opinion of the

country. Social Democracy has already wrought such
a change here that similar action of an autocratic

order is most unlikely to-day, although we must not

forget that the danger of an insidious manipula-
tion of public opinion is not by any means yet
eliminated from German political life. It was against
the consequences of such that Bebel only two years
ago uttered a strenuous warning at Jena. This we
should not forget, seeing that the Socialists con-
stitute almost the only great political party which has
remained—and may be trusted to remain—at heart

immune to the chimera of militarism.

III.

I have said that the essence (das W^esen) of

Social Democracy lies in the domain of ideas. This
naturally implies that it appeals to the passions as well

as to the reason of the masses. And here it is that

the greatest achievement which is identified with the

personality of Bebel comes in,—in his influence on the
character of the masses. He has fostered the sense of

unity and loyalty to a leader; he has raised the

standard of conduct and inculcated the practice of dis-

cipline and self-control. Herein, political Germany,
by the lack of consecutive social and political tradi-

tions, had hitherto been somewhat behind the great

nations of our time. In this direction, and in his

endeavours to obtain certain rights for the German
people which Rudolf von Ihering postulates in his

classical treatise, " Der Kampf ums Recht," it is that

Bebel's life-work will probably prove to be most
lasting. For here the Germans of to-day, in spite of

their great position before the world, according to

Ihering, have yet much to learn and to accomplish,

whilst the English are in the front, foremost of all

nations.

How little the formidable and far-reaching nature
of this aspect of Social Democracy is generally realised

is shown by a reference to Bebel made by one of the
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English correspondents writing from Berlin, which I

cite as typical of some prevailing misconceptions.
" Bebel was possessed of as much courage and auda-

city as a German Parliamentary system will allow of."

Some may be of opinion that political life in England
no longer calls for or affords scope for that degree of

personal courage and sincerity which Bebel possessed,

and many others, too numerous to mention, are also

doubtless endowed with. For if tested they might

possibly fall little, short of those of a Giordano Bruno,

a Savonarola, or a Luther. That the progress of Social

Democracy in Germany has hitherto been bloodless

has certainly not been owing to the lack of the spirit

of the martyr, but largely to the enlightened recogni-

tion that in our time, as distinguished from that of our

forefathers, a struggle of ideas is more efficiently

waged with the pen than with the sword. To draw

therefrom the inference that Bebel—or, for the matter

of that, thousands of his followers—lacked that

courage which includes self-immolation, is to

plead guilty to the ignorance of a tyro concerning the

degree of heroism which every idea, at least among
men,"has always inspired in those who were sincere in

their devotion to it. If the record of German Social

Democracy has been one of peaceful agitation, and is

hkely to remain so, it is also due to the high standard

of conduct which, in spite of the dross which floats on

the surface of every movement, has hitherto distin-

guished the masses as well as the leaders of the Social

Democratic party in Germany.

IV.

So much has been written concerning the futility of

the parliamentary activity of the Socialists that a few

concluding words in this connection may not be out

of place. Anybody who has followed the course of

social legislation in Germany during the last thirty

years, more particularly as it has affected factory life

and that of the soldier, must come to the conclusion

that some of its most humane features have been

due to pressure of the SociaHsts, or at least to the

endeavour of the Government to forestall their

demands, and thus to cut away the ground from their

grievances.

Even the casual listener to the debates in the

Reichstag, if open-minded, should be in a position to

form a very different estimate from that which is com-

monly current. To see a Prussian Minister of War at

bay, often at his wits' end, goaded on by the virulent

onslaughts of the Socialist party into compromising

admissions, can hardly fail to produce a strong impres-

sion that here tremendous forces are arrayed against

the spirit of militarism in Germany to-day. It is

as if we beheld the pen and its interpreter, the

spoken word, the logos of debate, visibly pitted before

our eyes against the sword, and the latter, with all the

accoutrements of coloured cloth, spurs, jack-boots, and
other stage properties, worsted in the fight ! The fact

being that more than one Prussian Minister of War
has bit the dust and owed his downfall to the damage
received in his jousts—his tournament feats—against

his Socialist antagonists.

A minor reproach which' has been levelled at

German Socialists in general, and at Bebel in parti-

cular, is that they have hitherto held aloof from and re-

fused to accept a responsible share in legislation. But
proofs are not forthcoming that an acceptable part

has ever been offered to the Socialist party, at least

in Prussia : witness the antiquated franchise system
still in force in the Prussian Diet. Besides, such an
accusation is based upon the assumption that outsiders

—and here must be included all the German political

parties opposed to Social Democracy—are better

judges of its interests and prospects than the leaders

who have achieved such phenomenal results within the

short space of one generation.

V.
It is both easy and cheap for the outsider, the editor

in his chair, to declare that " we have small sympathy
with Bebel's theories: his views, as was but natural

with a man of his upbringing (how about the up-

bringing of Luther and Spinoza?), were narrow and
doctrinaire. Wide aspects of human nature, whole

chapters of human history were beyond his ken. His
notorious book, ' Die Frau und der Sociahsmus,' is

proof enough of that." Alas! for the value of such

dicta, they omit a consideration of the most important

of all factors, the human equation, the essence of which

has varied httle in centuries, but the power of which

seems likely to become a more and more storm-direct-

ing influence in the near future. Bebel's book on
woman may be scientifically as worthless as is asserted

by the Times. But it should be patent to every dis-

passionate student that a treatise which deals in a

fervent spirit with the welfare of the women of the

working classes, inculcates self-respect, and, above all,

a higher sense of the responsibilities of motherhood,

must be beneficial in its effects, and can only be super-

seded by works which trend in the same direction, all

of which must be considered as rungs in a ladder of

upward human development.

VI.

What the prospects of Social Democracy may be as

regards its dogmatic tenets must necessarily be be-

yond the ken of any living man. They aim at a

gradual " Umbildung der Geister," which an indi-

vidual could only participate in if he himself were able

to pass through and take part in its different phases

:

a task which would embrace a period far beyond the

span of one short human life ! Even Bebel himself in

recent years confessed that he was unable to foretell

the direction Socialism might take. He declared :
" The

goal is nothing ; the movement is everything," mean-
ing thereby the "human equation," the spirit of

solidarity, of collective political action, of social sym-

pathy and affinity among the toilers and the care for

the cultural interests which Social Democracy, at

least in Germany, has been the means of fos-

tering. For the moment it may even be argued

that Social Democracy, by the set-back it has

given to Liberalism and the impetus it has imparted

to reaction in Germany through the fear it has inspired

among large sections of the community, has proved

anything but an unalloyed element of progress. This,

however, is probably a passing phase, as signs of re-

covery are not wanting.

If Bebel had done nothing but declare that hence-

forth a man's spiritual belief is a matter which con-

cerns himself alone, and persuaded twenty millions of

human beings to accept this declaration as gospel, his

days on earth would have gone far towards assuring

for him that meed of immortality which Goethe for-

shadowed for himself in the words of Faust

:

" Es kann die Spur von meinen Erdentagen
Nicht in Aeonen untergehen."*

This fundamental declaration of Bebel embodies a
fuller emancipation of the human mind than centuries

of clerical dc^ma have been able to effect. It forms

part of a broad current of Pantheistic teaching and

feeling which does not preclude or bar out the highest

or the lowliest from appreciating the symbolic mean-
ing contained in traditional Christianity.

" The trace of my days on earth

Shall not vanish in aeons of time."
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THE SECRET OF OLD CORNILLE
By Ali'honse Daudet

I.

FraNCET MamaI, an old man who plays the fife well,

and who spends an evening with me occasionally over

a flagon of wine, related the other night a little village

drama in which my mill played a part some twenty
years before. The old man's story left me deeply

moved, and I will try and tell it you as I heard it.

Imagine for a moment, dear readers, that you have
a flask of wine before yo»i, with the odour of it in your
nostrils, and opposite you an old fife-player who is tell-

ing the story.

Our country, 7non bon Monsiettr, was not always
the dead and songless land it is to-day. Time was
when the millers flourished here, and for ten leagues

round the people of the farms brought us their corn

to grind, t . . The hills on all sides of the village

were dotted with windmills, and right and left sails

whirled in the mistral above the firs, and strings of

little asses laden with sacks passed up and down the

mountain paths ; it was a pleasure to hear on the

heights the regular chorus throughout the week of

cracking whips and clapping canvas, and the " Dia
hue! " of the drivers. . . . On Sundays we met together

at the mills, and up there they stood us Muscadel, and
the millers' wives were as fine as queens with their

lace kerchiefs and golden crosses. I, for my part,

brought my fife and played to their farandoles till

pitch dark. Those mills, you see, were the blessings

of the countryside.

Unfortunately, some people from Paris took it into

their heads to set up a steam-driven mill on the Taras-
con road—a marvellous affair, you know, and quite

novel! Folks began to send their corn to these new-
fangled dealers, and our poor windmills sank into dis-

use. For a little while they put up a good fight, but
steam was the stronger, and one by one, fecaire! they
.were forced to shut down. . . . The little asses no longer
plodded up the hills. . . . Our fine millers' wives sold

their golden crosses. . . . There was no more Muscadel
to drink and no more farandoles to pipe to. . . . It was
in vain that the mistral blew, for the sails stretched
gaunt and motionless. . . . Then, one fine day, the
parish had these hovels rased to the ground, and in

their place planted vines and olive trees. But in the
general downfall one mill held its own, and continued
to turn bravely at the top of the hill, flaunting its

circling arms in the faces of the fellows who used
steam. It was the mill of old Cornille, this very mill,

in fact, where we are talking and drinking together
now.

II.

Cornille was an old miller who had dealt in flour

for sixty years, and was fiercely proud of his position.

The erection of the steam-mill had driven him almost
crazy. For a whole week he went through the village

gathering the folks round him, and giving out that the
people at the new mill aimed at infecting Provence
with their flour. " Don't go yonder to them," he would
cry; "those ruffians there use steam to make their
bread, and steam is an invention of the devil, whilst I

work with the mistral and the tramontane, which are
the breath of the good God. . .

." and a lot more elo-
quence in praise of windmills, but nobody would
listen to him.

Old Cornille was furious. He shut himself up in
his mill, and lived alone like a wild beast. He went so
far as to send away his little granddaughter Vivette, a

child of fifteen, who, since the death of her parents,

was alone in the world save for her grandpa. The
poor httlc thing was obliged to earn her own living by
hiring herself out at the fanns, working in the harvest

fields or the silk nurseries or the olive plantations.

And yet the old man seemed still very fond of the

child. Often, when the sun was at its hottest, he
would trudge the four leagues that separated him from
the farm where she was working, and with her by
his side he would pass whole hours looking at her and
weeping. . . s

We countrypeople were of the opinion that the old

miller had sent Vivette away out of pure stinginess,

and that it certainly did him little' credit to let his

granddaughter drag herself thus from farm to farm,

exposed to the roughness of the masters, and to all the

miseries of young folks out at service. Neither did

we approve of the manner in which a man of CorniUe's

reputation went about the streets—Cornille, who was
once so full of self-respect, and who now had the

appearance of a veritable gipsy, with bare feet and
tattered cap, and smock all ragged. . . . To tell you
the truth, we other old men were ashamed of him
when we saw him come into Mass on Sundays ; and
Cornille knew it quite well, for he no longer had the

courage to sit in the wardens' pew, but was always
there at the bottom of the church, near the font,

amongst the poor.

There was something of a mystery in the life of

old Cornille. It was now some time since any of the
villagers had taken him a sack of corn to grind, but
the sails of his mill continued to whirl as merrily as

ever, and in the evening you would meet the old

miller on the road driving his donkey before him,
saddled with huge sacks of flour.

" Good evening, maitre Cornille !
" the peasants

would cry; "you are just as busy as ever?"
"Just as busy, mes enfants" the old man would

reply, blithely ;
" by the grace of God, it's not work

that I'm wanting."

And then, if you were to ask him where on earth
so much work came from, he would lay a finger on
his lips and answer gravely :

" Not a word ! I'm work-
ing for export . . ; ," and more than that'no one could
get from him.

As to setting a foot inside the mill—such a thing
was not to be thought of ; it was denied even to little

Vivette. . . .

Whenever you passed by you saw the door closed,

the great sails swinging round, the old donkey crop-
ping the grass on the platform, and a big, gaunt cat
taking advantage of the sun on the window-sill, and
glaring at you with a forbidding air.

All this was very mysterious, and gave rise to much
wagging of tongues. Everyone explained old Cor-
niUe's secret after his own fashion, but the general
rumour was that there were more bags of crown-pieces
than sacks of flour in that mill.

III.

At length everything came out, and in this way:
One fine day, as I played my fife for the dancing

children, I noticed that the eldest of my boys and
young Vivette were in love. At bottom I was not dis-

pleased, for, after all, the name of Cornille was held
in honour amongst us, and I should have been glad to

see this little chick of a Vivette running about my
house. But, as our pair of sweethearts had occasion
to see much of one another, I thought I would settle
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the matter at once, for fear of accidents ; so I climbed
Tip to the mill to say a few words to the grandfather.
... Ah ! you can't imagine how the old rascal received
me ! I could not make him open the door ; I explained
my mission as well as possible through the keyhole,
and all the while there was that lean wretch of a cat
blowing like a goblin above my head.

The old man did not give me time to finish, but
shouted in a surly voice that I should go back to my
piping, and that, if I was anxious to get a wife for my
boy, I could not do better than go to the steam-mills.
. . . You can imagine how my blood rose at this ill-

mannered treatment, but I had enough good sense to
keep my temper, and, leaving the old idiot to his mill,

I went back to fell the youngsters of my disappoint-
ment. . : . The poor lambs could not believe it, and
asked me as a favour to let them go up together to
speak to grandpa. . ^ . I had not the heart to refuse,
and prrS ! off the' young lovers went.

When they reached the mill old Cornille had that
moment gone out. The door was double-locked, but
the worthy old man had left his ladder outside, and
immediately the pair were struck with the idea of get-
ting through the window, just to see what there was in
this wonderful mill. . . .

It was very strange, but the grinding-room was
•empty. . . . There was not a single sack, nor a grain
of corn, nor the _slightest wisp of flour on the walls or
the spiders' webs. . . . There was not even that good
warm smell of crushed corn that is the perfume of
mills. . . . The driving-shaft was thick with dust, and
the big, lean cat lay on it, asleep.

The lower room had the same air of desolation and
neglect—a wretched bed, a few rags, a crust of bread
on the stairway, and, in a corner, three or four burst
•sacks, spilling on the floor their contents of rubbish
and earth.

That was the secret of old Cornille! It was this

rubbish he drove along the roads in the evening to

save the name of his mill, to make men believe that he
still had his trade in flour. , s . Poor old mill ! Poor
Cornille! For years now the people at the steam-
mills had filched away his business. The sails were
always turning, but there was nothing for the stone to
grind.

The children came back and told me tearfully of
what they had seen. I was struck to the heart as I

listened to them. . ; . Without losing a minute, I ran
round to all the neighbours' houses and briefly told

them the whole afl'air. We agreed that the only thing
to do was to take all the corn there was in the village

tip to old Cornille. . . . No sooner said than done.
The whole village set out for the mill, and we reached
the top of the hill with a procession of asses struggling
under the weight of the sacks of corn—and real corn
this time!

• The mill door was wide open. ... By it sat old
Cornille on a sack of rubbish, his head bowed on his
hands, weeping. He had just come back to find that
during his absence the mill had been entered and his

sad secret surprised.

"Pauvre de mot! " he was saying. " There is nothing
left for me to do now but to die. . . . The mill is dis-

graced," and he sobbed as though his heart would
break, addressing his mill in all sorts of endearing
terms, speaking to it as though it were a living

creature.

At this moment the asses climbed on to the plat-

form, and wc all started to cry at the top of our voices,

as in the good old times :

" Ohe/ you at the mill! . . . OM/ maitre Cornille!"

And with that we piled the sacks up before the mill-

door, and the rich, red-brown grain trickled on the
ground to left and right. ...

Old Cornille opened his eyes wide. He reached
down and took some corn in the hollow of his wrinkled
hand, and cried, smiling through his tears

:

"'Tis corn! . . . Seigneur Dieu! , . , Fine, rich!

corn! . . . Let me look at it."

And then, turning to us

:

" Ah ! I knew well that you would come back to me,
. . . Those fellows at the steam-mills are robbers."

We made a movement to carry him in triumph to,

the village, but he stopped us.
" No, no, mes enfants; before anything else I must

give my mill something to ea^. . . . Just think ! it is

so long since it has had anything between its teeth !

"

And tears started to the eyes of all of us to see the
poor old man bustling to left and right, ripping open
the sacks, giving an eye to the mill, whilst the grain
crunched beneath the stone, and the fine dust of the
ground corn flew up to the rafters above.

We have this to our credit : from that day forward
the old^ miller never wanted work. And then one
morning old Cornille died, and the sails of the last of

our windmills came to a standstill, this time for ever..

. . , Cornille die'3, and nobody took his place. What
else could you expect, monsieur! . . . everything in

this world must come to an end, and we must take it

for granted that the days of windmills were passed,

just like those of the barges on the Rhone, and Par-
liaments, and flowered jackets. , . ,

^* O^ v^

THUS SPAKE ZARATHUSTRA—
ON THE LINKS

Behold, Zarathustra walked upon the links, and be-

held the tees, the bunkers, and the greens. And it was
a great Festival Day, called the Day of the Cup.
And Zarathustra perceived men in bunkers, dealing,

mighty blows. And some were dim figures amid
clouds of sand. And these men >vere athirst. But
the Cup was not for them.

And Zarathustra said : Ye are of the Mob, ye men'
who smite in bunkers. Behold, ye are men of the

third and fourth class. Verily a scourge is Zara^
thustra to men with great Handicaps, it is in the

desert ye must wander.
And to the Mob Zarathustra said : Away, ye Rabble..

Behold, I proclaim unto you Super-Man, Plus-Man.:

Ye have an itch, ye Handicap men, an itch for .Scratch.

But behold, Scratch is the bridge that leadeth unto
Plus-Four. Verily for Super-Man, for Plus-Four
Man, is the Cup. Lo ! I am tired of your miserable

wisdom, your " Slow back " and your " Keep your eye
on the Ball." Lo ! for too many years have ye uttered

these incantations. Behold, the time has come to shout
" Fore." ~ Where is the lightning to lick you with its

tongue ? Where is that insanity with which ye ought
to be inoculated? Behold, I teach you Super-Man
(Plus-Man) : he is that lightning, he is that insanity.

Verily, have ye not heard that Bogey is dead, and
that only the Plus-Four Man liveth ? For the Plus-i

Man shineth the light on the eighteenth green.

And Zarathustra came to the putting greens, and
beheld men putting. And he wondered greatly.

And Zarathustra spake to the men. Behold,
brothers, I proclaim unto you the nevv wisdom^
Putting is a spiritual thing. Verily, no longer do I

speak to you of the " Will to Live" or of the " Will to"

Power," but of the Will to Putt. Brothers, be up.

Three things lie heavy upon the spirit—a topped drive,

a short putt, and a bunkered ball. Over all these will

the Super-Man, the Plus-Man triumph. W. R. T^
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EVERYMAN'S FRENCH PAGE
L'AVENEMENT DE LA DEMOCRATIE.

Aux approches du dix-neuvieme siecle commence en

Europe la grande revolution moderne. Le public

pensant et I'csprit humain changent, et sous ces deux

chocs une litterature nouvelle jaiilit.

L'age precedent a fait son oeuvre. La prose parfaite

et le style classique ont mis a la portee des esprits les

plus arrieres et les plus lourds les opinions de la

litterature et les decouvertes de la science. Les
monarchies temperees et les administrations regulieres

ont laisse la classe moyenne se developper sous la

pompeuse noblesse de cour, comme on voit les plantcs

utiles pousser sous les arbrcs de parade et d'ornement.

Elles multiplient, elles grandissent, elles montent au
niveau de leurs rivales, elles les enveloppent dans
leur vegetation florissante et les confondent dans leur

massif. Un monde nouveau, bourgeois, plebeien,

dccupe desormais la place, attire les yeux, impose sa

forme dans les moeurs, imprime son image dans les

esprits. Vers la fin du siecle, un concours subit de
circonstance extraordinaires I'etale tout d'un coup a

la lumiere et le dresse a une hauteur que nul age n'avait

connue. Avec les grandes applications des sciences,

la democratic parait. La machine a vapeur et la mull-

jenny elevent en Angleterre des villes de trois cent, de
cinq cent mille ames. En cinquante ans, la population

double, et I'agriculture devient si parfaite que, malgre

cet accroissemcnt enorme de bouches qu'il faut nourrir,

un sixieme des habitants avec le meme sol fournit des

aliments au teste; I'importation triple et au dela, le

tonnage des navires sextuple, I'exportation sextuple et

au dela. Le bien etre, le loisir, I'instruction, la lecture,

les voyages, tout ce qui etait le privilege de
quelques-uns devient le bien commun du grand nombre.

Le flot montant de la richesse souleve I'elite des

pauvres jusqu'a I'aisance, et I'elite des gens aises

jusqu'a I'opulence. Le flot montant de la civilisation

souleve la masse du peuple jusqu'aux rudiments de
I'education, et la masse de la bourgeoisie jusqu'a

I'education complete. En 1709 avait paru le premier

journal quotidien, grand comme la main, que I'editeur

ne savait comment remphr, et qui, joint a tous les

autres, ne fournissait pas chaque annee trois mille

ejiemplaires. En 1844, le timbre marquait soixante et

onze millions de numeros, plusieurs grands et pleins

comme des volumes. Ouvriers et bourgeois, affranchis,

enrichis, parvenus, ils sortent des bas-fonds ou ils

gisaient enfouis dans I'epargne etroite, I'ignorance et

la routine ; ils arrivent sur la scene, ils quittent I'habit

de manoeuvres et de comparses, ils s'emparent des

premiers roles par une irruption subite ou par un
progres continu, a coups de revolutions, avec une
prodigalite de travail et de genie, a travers des guerres

gigantesques, tour a tour ou en meme temps en

Amerique, en France, dans toute I'Europe, fondateurs

ou destructeurs d'Etats, inventeurs ou renovateurs

de sciences, conquerants ou acquereurs de droits

politiques. Ils s'ennoblissent par leurs grandes
cEuvres, ils deviennent les rivaux, les egaux, les

vainqueurs de leurs maitres ; ils n'ont plus besoin de les

imiter, ils ont des hetos a leur tour, ils peuvent montrer
comme eux leurs croisades, ils ont gagne comme eux
le droit d'avoir une poesicj et vont avoir une poesie
comme eux.

THE RISE OF DEMOCRACY.
On the eve of the nineteenth century began in Europe
the great modern revolution. The thinking public

and the human mind changed, and as a result of these

two collisions a new literature sprung up.

The preceding age had done ils work. Perfect

prose and classical style put within reach of the most
backward and the dullest minds the notions of litera-

ture and the discoveries of science. Moderate
monarchies and regular administrations had permitted

the middle class to develop itself under the pompous
aristocracy of the court, as useful plants may be seen

shooting up under trees which serve for show and
ornament. They multiply, grow, rise to the height of

their rivals, envelop them in their luxuriant growth,

and obscure them by their density. A new world,

commonplace and plebeian, thenceforth occupies the

ground, attracts the gaze, makes itself visible in

manners, and stamps its image on the mind. Towards
the close of the century a sudden concourse of extra-

ordinary events all at once brings it to light, and sets

it on an eminence unknown in previous ages. With
the grand applications of science, democracy appears.

The steam-engine and spinning-jenny raise in

England towns of three hundred and fifty

thousand to five hundred thousand souls. The
population is doubled in fifty years, and agriculture

becomes so perfect that, in spite of this enormous in-

crease of mouths to be fed, one-sixth of the inhabitants

provide, from the same soil, food for the rest ; importa-

tions increase threefold, and even more; the tonnage

of vessels increases sixfold, the exportations sixfold

and more. Prosperity, leisure, instruction, reading,

travel, whatever was the privilege of a few, have be-

come the common property of the majority. The
rising tide of wealth raised the best of the poor

to comfort and the best of the well-to-do to opulence.

The rising tide of civilisation raised the mass of the

people to the rudiments of education, and the mass of

citizens to complete education. The first daily news-

paper appeared in 1709. It was as big as a man's

hand, and the editor did not know hov/ to fill it. Com-
bined with all the other papers, it did not produce

three thousand numbers yearly. In 1844 the Stamp
Office showed 71,000,000 numbers, many as large and
as full as volumes. Artisans and townsfolk, enfran-

chised, enriched, and having gained a competence, left

the low depths where they had been buried in their

narrow parsimony, ignorance, and routine. They came
on the scene, and forsook their workmanlike and super^

numerary dress. They assumed the leading parts by
a sudden irruption, by continuous progress, or by dint

of revolutions, with a prodigality of labour and
genius, in the midst of extensive wars, which
were taking place successively or simultaneously^

in America, France, and the whole of EuropCj
and which were founding or destroying stateSf

inventing or restoring sciences, conquering or ac-*'

quiring political rights. They grew noble, througK.

their great deeds, and became the rivals, equals, and
conquerors of their masters ; they no longer required

to imitate them, being themselves heroes. They alsd'

could point to their crusades. They, too, have gained
the right of having a poetry ; andj like thenij they will

have a poetry.
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LITERARY NOTES
The summer book-drought is all but over. Publishers'
catalogues, which promise an autumn downpour, are
gathering fast, and soon the deluge of new volumes
will be upon us. Already, like the infrequent, sub-
stantial drops which solemnly herald the coming
thunder-plump, a few weighty books have ahghted
upon our writing-desk.

9 * * * »

Perhaps the most notable pubhcation of the present
week is M. Raymond Poincare's " How France is

Governed." This translation of the French President's

work—executed by Mr. Bernard Miall—has been
issued simultaneously with the original. The pub-
lisher is Mr. T. Fisher Unwin, and the price 7s. 6d.

M. Poincare has divided his subject-matter into thir-

teen chapters, dealing in turn with Civic Rights and
Duties, the Commune, the Department, the State,

National Sovereignty, the Constitution, the President
of the Republic, the Ministers, the Chambers, Justice,

Public Education, the Budget and Taxation, Military

Service. As a distinguished Doctor 'of Law, a former
Minister of Public Instruction and of Finance, and an
ex-Prime Minister, the President brings exceptional
knowledge and experience to bear upon his task ; his

previous works and his membership of the Academic
Franqaise guarantee a scholarly presentation of a
fascinating subject.

On September i Mr. Fisher Unwin will publish two
remarkable biographies of veteran scientists, of whom
one is still alive, and the other died a little more than
a year ago—Jean Henri Fabre and Lord Lister. Dr.

C. V. Legros, whose life of Fabre (" Fabre, Poet of

Science," los. 6d.) has also been translated by Mr.
Bernard Miall, writes as an intimate friend of " The
Insect's Homer," and for the preparation of this volume
much valuable material has been put at his disposal by
M. Fabre and his relatives.. Dr. Legros offers this

Life to the public as " at once an admiring commen-
tary upon his work and an act of pious homage, such
as ought to be offered while he lives, to the great
naturalist who is even to-day so little known " ; and
M. Fabre himself, in a short preface, states that his
" devoted disciple " has to some extent been able to

replace " those ' Memoirs ' which he suggested I should
write, and which only my bad health "—M. Fabre will

be ninety years of age on December 22 of this year

—

"has prevented me from undertaking."

» * * » »

"Lord Lister: His Life and Work " (15s.) is by G.

T. Wrench, M.D. (Lond.), who, in his Introduction,

insists that Lister was " emphatically far more than
a great surgeon ; he was far more the founder of

modern surgery. He was a great philosopher whose
thought never deviated from the central problem of

life, the mystery and quality of vitality." Dr. Wrench's
biography runs to nearly 400 pages—an allowance
which cannot be considered over-liberal for a life so

long (Lister was born in 1827 and died in 191 2) and
w'ork so great.

a » » » »

Another outstanding biography which will appear
shortly is a hfe of Mr. W. T. Stead. Mr. Stead left a
large quantity of autobiographical material.andthis has

been embodied by his daughter. Miss Estelle W. Stead,

in her volume, " My Father : Personal and Spiritual

Reminiscences," which Mr. William Heinemann has
in preparatioM. Mr. Stead occupied such a unique
place in English journalism, and his death aboard the

1 ilanic was so tragic in its setting, that there should
be a large demand for a biography by one who knev^
him so well.

* * * ^ m

Thanks to the inspiring influence of teachers like"

Professor Legouis and the late Professors Beljame and
Angellier, France is happy in the possession of aa
enthusiastic body of students of English literature.

These students wisely make no attempt to follow the
example ofTaine by preparing general histories of
English lilerature. They pick out, instead, individual
authors and write monographs, some of which are re-i

cognised, even in this country, as standard woxks upon
the subject. Recognising this, English publishers are
now giving English readers the benefit of these studies
of English poets and prose-writers by French pens,
and there is a steadily growing collection of transla-
tions of French works of this kind. One of the most
brilliant French students of English life and literature

is M. Andre Chevrillon, whose " The Philosophy of
Ruskin " (translated by Mr. Andrew Boyle, 5s.) is

being published by J. M. Dent and Sons.***** .

Among the many novelists who lay their scenes in
India, Mrs. Frank Penny has few equals. Next week
Messrs. Chatto and Windus publish her new story,

"Love in the Hills," which depicts life in Southern
India among the Nilgiris. By the way, Mrs. Penny's
"A Mixed Marriage" is among the latest additions
to Messrs. Methuen's series of Sevenpenny Novels.
Few writers can describe so subtly and so vividly the
gulf which separates the white man and woman from
the brown, and her treatment of the colour problem
is always masterly.

» * » * «

South Africa, a rich field long neglected by the
novelist, has of late figured prominently in fiction.

The war, now that its grim reality is more remote,
provides an endless store of romance. " The Dop
Doctor," for instance, made skilful use of the siege
of Mafeking, and other less noteworthy novels have
dealt with other features of the same campaign. Tlie
latest novehst to realise the potentialities of South
Africa is Sir Gilbert Parker, whose new novel, " The
Judgment House " (Methuen and Co., 6s.), will trans-
port its characters and its readers to the scene of the;

Boer War.
w » » « •

That clever writer of historical novels. Miss Mar-^
jorie Bowen, has turned her attention to the English
Civil War, and in " The Governor of England

"

(Methuen, 6s.) tells the story of Cromwell from his
rise to fame until his death.

It is proposed to erect in Foston Church a bas-relief

portrait of Sydney Smith, and otherwise commemorate
the life and labours of the rector who ministered there
for nearly seventeen years (1811-1828). Last week a
circular was issued outlining the proposals and invit-

ing subscriptions. It is only seemly that there should
be some memorial to the great writer and preacher at

Foston, where he spent the best years of his life, and
such is England's debt to .Sydney Smith, in gravity
and gaiety alike, that subscriptions should flow in like

the Atlantic upon the Committee—who will certainly

not copy Mrs. Partington. Subscriptions may be sent
to William H. Carr, the Rectory, Thornton-le-Clay,
Yorks ; Ernest E. Taylor, Bannisdale, Malton, Yorks

;

the Sydney Smith Memorial Fund, the London Joint
Stock Bank, York ; or Messrs. Barclay and Co., Malton,
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THE MEDICAL CONGRESS AND THE
CURE OF CONSUMPTION.

Dr. H. W. G. Mackenzie, consulting physician to the

Brompton Hospital for Consumption, in his speech at

the Congress, in which he gave a general survey of the

histo/y and results of the tuberculin treatment, dis-

credited its reliability in the treatment of phthisis in the

following words : "It is for those who have strong faith

in tuberculin as a cure for tuberculosis to make out their

case, r speak as one not without experience. For a

number of years I have used tuberculin in a large num-
ber of cases. I have used extract and endoplasm. I

have given it orally and subcutaneously. 1 have given

it at longer and shorter intervals. I have given it in

repealed small doses. I have given it in gradually in-

creasing doses. I have used it because I felt it ought to

have a full trial. Among those who have expressed their

belief in its usefulness are men of high standing in the

profession, both in this country and abroad. With
similar testimony as to the effects of any other remedy
I should feel it my duty to use it. But after all the

trials I have made I still feel uncertain as to the value

of tuberculin. I do not feel that confidence in the power
of tuberculin which would justify me in saying to every

patient that comes to me with tuberculosis without

secondary infection that I have a remedy in tuberculin

which will surely benefit him. Tuberculin treatment is

still on its trial. When all is said and done, we have

to acknowledge that the results so far are not brilliant,

certainly not convincing."

It is very remarkable that the speaker concluded his

remarks by saying :
"

I hear of cures said to have been
effected in private practice. I want to see them repro-

duced in our hospitals. There have been much theorising

and talk. What is needed are practical proofs, deeds

not words." He surely must be aware that practical

proof was the very one thing Dr. E. W. Alabone asked

for when he made application to the Brompton Hospital,

offering to attend the patients, supply his inhaler, and
inhalants, free of cost, and let a committee of medical

men judge the results. Not only was this offer made, but

Colonel Le Poer Trench, whose wife was cured of con-

sumption by Dr. Alabone's treatment after having been
pronounced absolutely incui'able by the late Sir W.
iBroadbent, promised the Brompton Hospital ;^'i,ooo if

the offer was accepted. The Times opened its columns
to a long correspondence in connection v'ith this

generous offer.

Space does not permit us to give more than the fol-

lowing brief extracts from this lengthy correspondence,

but any medical man or layman desiring fully to acquaint

himsejf with practical proof, not words only, should
obtain from the author the following books :

" How the

Cure of Consumption is Suppressed " (price is.), and
"Facts Regarding the Open-.\ir Treatment" (price is.)

'—these can be obtained, post free, from Dr. E. W.
Alabone, Lynton House, Highbury Quadrant, London.

Colonel Le Poer Trench writes as follows :

—

"When my wife was undergoing the ' Treatment,' I

heard that a Mr. Theobald—the brother of the Countess
of Stamford—had some ydars since benefited very much
by the ' Treatment,' so, when 1 met that lady, I asked
her how her family came to place her brother under it.

She told me that in their village in Hampshire there was
a family consisting of fatlier, mother, and three son.s

—

fine young men ! That the father died of consumption,
and each of the brothers, on attaining the age of 20,
was attacked in turn; that with the two eldest it ended
fatally, but when it came to the turn of the third, her
family—who in the meantime had heard of the .-Mabone
cures—wrote to that gentleman and asked if he could
do anything for the suffcrei ; that Mr. Alabone under-
took the case and cured it; and that it was this incident

which gave her family the confidence to place her

brother under the treatment. She added that this

occurred some ten years ago, and that he is still in the

enjoyment of good health."

This is contirmed by another correspondent's letter,

in which the writer states :

—

"To mention the subject of the 'Alabone Cure' to

members of the profession is generally sufficient for it

to be dismissed with the remark that ' the so-called

cures are well known to have no existence in fact,' or
' they are only cases which would otherwise have been
cured under ordinary conditions, or cases in which no
disease could have originally been present.'

"Is it not pertinent in this connection to ask Sir

William Broadbent for his explanation of the indubit-

able fact that in the case of a lady referred to in the

letter of Colonel Le Poer Trench to you of August 31st,

who, after careful diagnosis. Sir William himself practi-

cally condemned to die, stating that ' her lungs were so
bad that nothing could be done for her,' the treatment
which he now attacks with such virulence and contempt
did, under Providence, bring about a complete cure, her
lungs becoming ' perfectly well,' to use the exact words
of her generous-hearted husband, who subsequently,

with the noble desire of bringing similar benefits to

others, offered ;^i,ooo to cover the expenses of an
official investigation of the treatment which must have
brought such happiness to him—an offer unfortunatejy
sneered at and ignored by those who alone were in the

position to •carry it out? A direct answer to this would
be much to the point."

It seems that, however much facts may be needed,
they are the last thing accepted when opposed to long-

standing theories, but when the claims made by Dr.
Alabone are supported by an array of facts substantiated

by medical men, nurses, and cured patients in all pro-

fessions and classes, it is impossible to ignore their

claim to our most earnest consideration, the more so in

view of the failure, admitted at the Medical Congress, of

the many " treatments " Vvhich have fallen so lament-
ably short in arresting the ravages of consumption.
The testimony from medical men is perhaps the more

convincing, especially if they themselves have been the

victims of phthisis. A most remarkable case is that of

J. Christian, M.D., M.R.C.S., R.N., who was dismissed
the service, being in consumption. After trying other
treatments from well-known specialists, he came to Dr.
Alabone, when his condition was apparently hopeless
with cavities in the lungs. He was perfectly restored to

health, and started to practise his profession.

A well-known medical officer of health, whose son
had previously been treated by two specialists, but got
rapidly w'orse, decided to place him under Dr. Ala-
bone's inhalation treatment, which he did with the

happiest results; he perfectly regained his health, and
after being cured for five years married, and is still as
well as ever he was. An immense number of such cases
could be quoted, but these w-ill suffice.

The same satisfactory reports come from nurses who
have been at sanatoria and seen the results of open-air
ireatment as contrasted with that of Dr. Alabone's.

In addition to the works previously mentioned, readers
desirous of obtaining the best information on this

subject are advised to read "The Cure of Consump-
tion, Asthma, Bronchitis, and other Diseases of the
Chest," by Edwin W. Alabone, M.D.Phil., D.Sc, ex-
M.R.C.S.Eng., Lynton House, Highbury Quadrant,
London, N. Illustrated by numerous cases pronounced
incurable by the most eminent physicians. 47th Edi-

tion. 171st Thousand. Price 2s. 6d., post free, of the

Author.
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
Wagner's " Mastersingers of Nuremberg." By Florence G. Fidler

Those unfortunate people who regard Wagnerian
opera as " regujated noise," and ignore it accordingly,

miss a good deal from the sum of their literary know-
ledge. For Wagner was not only a musician, but a

scholar and a poet ; the libretto of each of his operas

is a dramatic work complete in itself, and was, in

several instances, printed and published some years

before the music was produced.
" The Mastersingers of Nuremberg " stands out

from the rest of Wagner's great dramas for two
reasons : it is his only comedy, and the only work in

which he gets away from legendary myth. Here he

takes a definite historic period, places his scene in a

real town, and fills his stage with delightfully human
folk, some of whom actually existed.

In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries there existed

in Western Europe, as is well known, guilds, brother-

hoods, scuole, and the like, some religious, some social,

others mere crafts associations. In certain German
cities there arose the Sangerziinfte, or Singers' Guilds,

which musically were the survival of the Minnesingers

and Troubadours of two centuries before, but socially

were part of the general guild system of the period,

and confined exclusively to the burgher class. In the

rich and art-loving city of Nuremberg, which lay right

on the high road from Bruges to Venice, there was a

very vigorous Guild of Mastersinging, the records of

which are still extant. Its constitution was on the lines

of the trades guilds of the time. Candidates were

apprenticed to be taught, free of cost, by the elder

members, and rose in rank by degrees from scholars to

journeymen and so forth, the highest rank of all being

that of Master. The rules of Mastersinging were

numerous and dogmatic, both as regarded words and
music, and were written out on a Tabulatur, which was

the despair of all beginners. The whole jargon is

pedantry of the most narrow-minded description, the

effect of which must have been inevitably to crush

out the best in any young genius ; but only by fulfilling

all the absurd conditions, and at the same time invent-

ing a new tune, could a member attain the rank of

Master. The most important member of the guild

was the Marker, whose duty was to " mark " the faults

of the candidates at the examinations. The usual

meetings were held on Sunday afternoons, and on St.

John's Day each year there was a great public com-

petition.

Wagner, himself a victim of the pedantry that is

always ready to sacrifice matter to manner, has seized

on these quaint mediaeval conditions to make merry
over the conservative burghers and their absurd Tabu-
latur. For his central figure he has taken Hans Sachs,

the celebrated cobbler-poet and mastersinger of the

sixteenth century. It is impossible to be long in

Nuremberg, that most delightful and picturesque old

town, without being impressed with the vast im-

portance of Hans Sachs, who shares the historic

honours of the place with Albrecht Diirer. His house

is close to the Frauenkirche, his monument is in the

Spitalplatz, his harp is in the Museum, his poetry is

in the Record Office, his grave is in St. John's Church-

yard, and his portrait is everywhere.

This extraordinary man took an active part in the

bold doings of brave little Nuremberg during the storm

and stress of the Reformation. Many of his poems

are full of bitter and ruthless patriotism ; some are

keen satires against the immoralities of the convents
and monasteries ; while in others he tries to popularise
the new religion by versifying passages and stories

from the Reformation Bible. His great " Wach attf !

"

which Wagner introduces in his opera, must have been
a topical song of the time, a veritable war-cry of the
new faith. Later he wrote prose dialogues on such
subjects as freedom and liberty of conscience, until

at last he became so violent in his denunciations that

the peaceful council ordered him to desist from reli-

gious subjects altogether. Thereupon he turned his

attention to lyrical poetry, fables, plays, and books oi
proverbs, and in all produced, it is stated, the astonish-

ing total of 6,205 w'orks. It is recorded that some of
his plays were acted in the Rathaus and the Marthe-
kirche during his lifetime, and that he sometimes took
part in them. But Wagner claims his poet's licence

and gives us little of all this. His Hans Sachs is a

kindly and wholly lovable prince of diplomatists, who
is continually engaged in straightening out the tangled
skeins in the lives of other people ; there is no forcing,

no bluster, but just that consummate management of

the situation by sheer strength of character, tact, and
far-sightedness.

The drama opens with one of the Sunday afternoon

meetings of the guild in the Church of St. Catherine^

on the Eve of St. John's Day. Pogner, the rich gold-*

smith and senior mastersinger, announces that for

the principal prize in the next day's annual competi-:

tion he will give Eva, his only daughter and heiress,

as a bride, the only conditions being that the success-

ful candidate shall be a mastersinger, and that the girl

herself shall have a voice in the matter. The Masters,
all sound business men, see at once the weak points

in Pogner's grandiose proposition. " Why," asks the
furrier, " should all married men be excluded thus ?

"

" And why," asks the baker, " should the whim of a
capricious damsel have any weight in so tremendous
an affair as the election of a mastersinger ? " The
Town Clerk suggests reasonably that the maiden's
choice and the mastersinger's election shall be kept
separate. Hans Sachs suggests that the people shall

have a voice in the decision, and raises a storm of dis-.

approval. What! the -people be allowed to judge!
Then indeed would be an end to all true art ! But
Pogner and Sachs have a certain man in their

thoughts all the time. The young noble, Walther
von Stolzing, poor and proud, but a poet and
musician, is the secret lover of Eva, and is liked by
both the elder men. Eva loves him, and her father is

not blind to the brilliance of so aristocratic a connec-
tion ; Sachs admires and values him as an artist. But
conservative exclusiveness was the very essence of

the guild sy.stem, and there were many difficulties to

be smoothed from the young lovers' path. The
Masters consent to give the knight a first trial at once,

and Walther is summoned. The Marker, who him-
self means to compete the following day, with a view
to the daughter and the ducats (particularly the

ducats), retires behind his curtains, and the trial

begins. Needless to say, the competitor fails to

comply with all the complications of the Tabulatur,

and comes to grief hopelessly. That night, in

despair, he seeks to entice Eva to elope with him.

The ever-ready Sachs prevents this by the simple

method of opening his window and letting a flood of
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light pour across the path of the young cbuple, and
then getting up a street riot, under cover of which he
gets Eva home and drags Walthcr to his own house.

The next morning he instructs the knight in the rules

of the competition, and writes down the poem, which
the young man extemporises on the spot. The paper
is left lying on the desk, and falls into the hands of the
unscrupulous Marker. The last act is the great trial

of St. John's Day, held in the fields outside the city.

The various guilds arrive with banners flying and
trumpets blowing, and at last the Singers' Guild
comes, with the banner of their patron saint. King
David the Harpist, and the Masters in all their holi-

day finery. The trial is opened by the Marker, who
uses Walther's song, but sings it so badly that the
crowd howls him down. Sachs rises, and says that
the song is good if properly sung, and suggests that
the author of the poem shall show how it should be
performed. Walther comes forward, sings the song
successfully, is acclaimed the hero, and all ends
happily with the crowning of Sachs himself by the
happy young couple.

This, very briefly put, is the chief plot; there is a
subsidiary love-story of Maddelena, Eva's maid, and
David, the apprentice of Sachs, which is simply and
sympathetically treated. But the drama is full of
magnificent characterisation and rich comedy, which
can only be adequately enjoyed in the original
German. The various Masters are superbly done.
The incomparable Sachs; Pogner, muddle-headed,
always divided between his dignity and his love for
his daughter; Beckmesser, the Marker and Town
Clerk, malicious, vulgar, cruel and cowardly, yet show-
ing himself always as a better educated man than the
others ; the buckle-maker, the grocer, the coppersmith,
and the rest, all weighted with the pompous self-

complacency of the substantial burgher, form alto-

gether a gallery of portraits which may be studied
side by side with those of Albrecht Diirer.

Above all there is the "great idea" which must
exist in every work if it is to live—the idea of the
struggle of genius with the ordinary conditions of life

;

the battle of the true and the pure against that con-
servatism and prejudice which tramples on everything
it cannot understand ; a battle which has always raged
and which will always rage around the thing that
happens to be newest in the stream of constant
change which we call progress.

t^^ 43* «P*

CLEOPATRA'S NEEDLE.
Pillar that through the hour of Egypt's glory

Saw earth crouch in the shadow of those kings

Of whom the doting Nile babbles and sings.

Mocked by the pyramids and ruins hoary

—

Hast thou forgot th? pomp, the transitory

Triumphs ? Amid the world's concretest things

Thou standest now and hearest murmurings

More potent than the Nile's loud oratory.

Ascends the voice of Labour, mute no more,

And through the city's multitudinous roar

Speaketh the universal Voice, time-taught:
" Weighed is the worth of Egypt ; this grey stone,

Yon desert tombs, slave-wrought, endure alone

;

The blazoned might of kings is come to naught."

Thomas Sharp.

MARY II., QUEEN OF ENGLAND.*
The history of the house of Stuart has always exer-
cised a unique and powerful fascination over all minds,
interested in the interplay of character and circum^
stance. The force of personality on the fortunes of
a nation's life has never in the history of any family
received a greater vindication. Mary, Queen of Scots,
with all the disadvantages of her French and Catholic
education, yet was able for five long years to keep
in check the turbulence of an uncivilised Scotland.
In a somewhat different spirit, and with utterly oppo-
site aims, Charles H. kept himself on the English
throne, and this largely by his extraordinary versa-
tility of principle and practice coupled with the firm
determination " not to go on his travels again." And
finally the Young Pretender roused Scotland to a
burning loyalty and devotion, not by any appeal to
religion, or by the" compelling power of any great
principle, but entirely by the romance and wonder
of his exploits and the charm of his own personality.

It is with great interest, then, that we turn to the
life of another Stuart, of whom hitherto little has been
known—-Mary II. of England, daughter of James II.

and Anne Hyde, and wife to William of Orange. In
her we find the Stuart strain mingling with a strongly
Protestant and bourgeois tendency. From her mother
Mary seems to have inherited a strict adherence to
principle, both in religion and in politics. Her mind
was able, in a manner wholly alien to Stuart tradition,

to grasp the abstract ideals of government. To take
but one instance :

" If princes do ill things," she writes,

"they must expect that the world will take revenges
on their memory, since they cannot reach their

persons ; that was but a small suffering, far short of
what others suffered at their hands." "When she
penned these words Mary had travelled far from the
doctrine of divine right of kings to which her father
was at this time acknowledging allegiance."

Yet with it all the Queen had still the charm and
grace, both of person and of character, which place
her in the true Stuart succession. Burnet says of her
that " she carried that air of Life and Joy about with
her that animated all who saw her." Her popularity'
among the Dutch was phenomenal, and it is doubtful
whether William could have accomplished as much
as he did in England without the influence which
Mary exercised over the common people. " William
ruled ably, and on the whole wisely, but with an air of
patronising aloofness which courted opposition." It

was the Queen who acted, to some extent, as inter-

mediary between King and people. She supplied the
figurehead, the centre of interest and affection with-
out which no constitutional monarchy is safe."

The pages dealing with Mary's religious opinions
are of great and permanent interest. Miss Sandars
has given us a number of quotations from the Queen's
letters to her father, and perhaps they reveal better

than anything else the strength and beauty of Mary's
mind. It was no easy task to write in the spirit of a
respectful daughter and yet to convey her unalterable
conviction of the truth of the Protestant faith. She
argues at great length the value of reason and ex-
perience in religion, and claims that she is a Pro-
testant " not because she has been brought up one,

but because she was convinced by her own judgment
that she was in the right path." She sums up her
attitude towards Roman Catholicism by saying, " The
Reformers did not leave the true Catholic Church, but
only the errors that had crept into it."

* " Princess and Queen of England "
: the Life of Mary 11.

By Mary F. Sandars. i6s. {Stanley Paul.)
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REFORMS IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS'
By Emeritus Professor H. A. Strong

(Concltided)

iWhat is called a classical education is not fitted

to develop either tlie intelligence or the taste

for learning of every boy, and this fact should

be looked boldly in the face. Far be it from

me to under-rate the charm and inspiration which

the great masters of style and thought must ever offer

to those fortunate students who have the power and

the leisure to peruse them with understanding. I most

sincerely hope that Britain will always be the nursing

•home of a generation of classic scholars whose

thoughts and whose style may be mightily influenced

by the stately • utterances of the philosophers, poets,

and historians of classic times. But it is hard to believe

that a mere smattering of any language or literature

can prove of much intellectual value to those who
acquire it ; and it has always seemed to me that the

scanty knowledge obtained by passmen at our univer-

sities would, in most cases, have been greater in

extent and of more value to their after careers had

they been free from the outset of their university life

to apply themselves to some other branch of learning,

in a word, the standard of entrance to universities

should be raised, and more avenues to the degree

granted. It is admitted on all sides that passmen

and, generally speaking, those who are intent on
•" having a good time " at the university, must be

accepted as inmates of such of the colleges at the

older universities as are unable to attract a sufficient

number of Honours men. It is a mere pious wish to

improve this state of things until we shall, by some
stroke of fate, be forced to become a more intellectual

nation. But if the authorities at the universities would

assume as a working hypothesis that every young man
(Committed to their charge has a talent for some kind

.of learning, and that the attempt to drill all their,

pupils in the same way results in disaster, it would be

.possible to raise the standard in all subjects taught.

11.

It has been necessary to refer to the courses pre-

scribed by the universities on account of the influence

.exercised by these on those prescribed at our public

schools. The universities possess a very large num-

J)er of scholarships and prizes, most of which are

awarded on the ground of proficiency in classics. The
public schools must perforce prepare their most pro-

mising pupils to gain their coveted distinctions, and

they have to do this even although the bulk of their

scholars may not intend to proceed to the universities.

iThe private schools, again, have to follow in the wake
of the public schools, mainly because these again offer

large rewards in the way of foundation scholarships,

iwhich are chiefly awarded as the result of tests in

;classical knowledge. And it may be remarked with

respect to these foundation scholarships, no less than
jvvith respect to those tenable at the older universities,

that it seems in the highest degree unjust that the sons

:of rich men should be allowed to profit by funds in-

tended to secure a good education for " poor scholars."

'I do not think that opulent parents should be per-

mitted to allow their sons to accept such charity, even

iif they refuse to accept the actual pecuniary benefit

* The first part of this article appeared in r.VERVM.^s of

August 22nd.

It is quite possible to institute an enquiry into the cir-*

cumstanccs of any parents who may propose their chil-

dren as candidates for such scholarships, without any
kind of loss of self-respect on the part of the parents.

Whether or not it be advisable for any boys at the

tender age of fourteen to undergo the strain and stress

of competition is another matter, but it cannot be
too often repeated that those who have most authority

to speak on the matter are of the unanimous opinion

that it is most unwise.

III.

The present writer, like Dr. Gray, was at Winches-
ter, but some years before his time. When I was
there our teaching consisted almost exclusively

in the Classics. No English literature of any
kind was taught, practically no history ; there was
one mathematical master for the whole school;

the French class was a bear garden, and science

was taught for one hour a week during one
term by a lecture given to the whole school by a

gentleman who amused us boys by the singular .way

in which he pronounced his words. In spite of this

peculiar education I am glad to say that most of us

succeeded tolerably well in after-life, but most of us, I

imagine, felt on leaving school that they might have
done better had they learnt more of different subjects.

I fancy that some of the feeling which undoubtedly
prevailed in the late fifties at Winchester still prevails

at most of our public schools, viz., that it- is more re-

spectable to learn classics, than any other subject : to

study mathematics is permissible: to study French or

science in my time would have been thought deroga-

tory, even had it been possible. I feel sure then that

before enthusiasm can be awakened in the pupils of

our public schools for other subjects than the classics,

a healthy and enlightened opinion must set in as to

the value of every kind of learning. It is no easy task

to eradicate old prejudices from our nation : it is, per-

haps, more difficult to eradicate them from our pubhc
schoolboys, and from their teachers, than from any
other class of the community. But it has to be done,
and it is for the parents of boys to make them see the

true perspective of knowledge in all its branches.

IV.

There is one reform in the system of the promotion

of our public school masters which needs adoption.

According to the present system, after a master has

been for a certain number of years in his post, he is

rewarded not by a rise of salary, but by the permission

to keep a boarding-house, from which he is enabled

to draw a very large income. Of course, before

according him permission to open such an hotel, the

headmaster has to satisfy himself that the master in

question possesses the capacity for doing so. He has,

besides his ordinary school work, to devote time to the

duties of catering for his boys, amusing them, coach-

ing them, doctoring them, and generally supervising

them. He is responsible for their physical and moral

well-being. It may well be imagined that the manifold

calls on the time of a hard-worked housemaster cannot

permit him much leisiu-e for self-culture. But the

worst part of this arrangement is that young and
studious masters who may be profound scholars, and

(Catiuueii on ftige 628.)
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A WONDERFUL LITTLE MACHINE.-

Remarkable Popularity of the Blick.

AS speedy and more durable than any other
TYPEWRITER AT DOUBLE THE PRICE.

The Blick Typewriter Co., Ltd., of 9 and 10, Cheapside,

London, and 369, Oxford Street, W., will lend applicants

one of the machines for a free home trial, and will pay

the carriage. You can learn to operate the Blick in half

an hour. A«k for Booklet No. 10.

It may be asked, What is it that has made the wonderful

little feather-weight Blick typewriter so very popular.' What
is it that has steadily created such a demand for these

machines.'

The answer is simply this : The machine itself—its won-

derful value, its compactness, soundness, and durability, its

portability, and, most of all, the perfect work it is capable

of doing even in the hands of the novice, for without doubt

it is the easiest typewriter to learn to operate.

Now this Blick typewriter— feather-weight Blick, as it is

generally called, for it only weighs 5 lb.—is entirely different

from any other typewriting machine you have ever seen.

With the introduction of the Blick typewriter some twenty

years ago, it was at once found to be so very perfect, neat,

and handy for the general use of everybody, that it soon

got recommended from one to the other, until to-day over

160,000 are in use amongst the clergy, doctors, literary men,

and private individuals, men and women, for use in library

and boudoir.

The new Feather-weight Blick may be described as a

marvel in aluminium. It shines like silver, has no ribbon

to tear, tangle, and mess your fingers. The type is all on

a little drum or cylinder that can be changed in an instant

from Roman to script, large or small ; from English charac-

ters to French, German, or Hebrew ; or, if you are

acquainted with any of the Oriental languages, you can

change the type according to the language required, using

them all on the same machine, changing from one to the

other at will and in an instant.

A REVOLUTION IN
CORRESPONDENCE.

The popularity of the Blick typewriter raises the ques-

tion, "Are we getting away from the antiquated idea that

it is not ' just the thing ' to write private letters on a type-

writer ?
"

We are, for we are progressing.

As was said in an editorial in a recent issue of the London
Budget :

" The trouble with us is that we han^ on to our prejudices

more desperately than to the most important truths given

us by science."

Now, would you not prefer to receive a letter clearly and
neatly typed, which you could read, rather than an un-
decipherable scribble that keeps you hours trying to puzzle
out, perhaps misinterpreting a sentence here and there ?

STYLE, HASTE, IMPATIENCE.
Affectation is the cause of a great deal of the bad hand-

writing which is forced upon us from time to time by young
men and women over-bubbling with affected individuality.

These would-be stylists, if put to it, could undoubtedly write

Th e Xcw Aluminium Blick. slio'uiitig ils Leather Cast
with Compartinenttt for Stittioncry.

a plain, firm, and dignified hand, that would really show
character; but they mostly prefer the style which shows
neither character, dignity, individuality, nor consideration

for the time or patience of others.

To such writers

let us commend the
new aluminium
Blick typewriter,

for custom has de-
creed it both proper
and common-sense
to type our private
correspo ndence
rather than scribble
it so undeciphcr-
ably.

To the hasty, im-
patient, and impul-
sive writer, who
scribbles over his

correspondence, not
taking time to com-
plete the writing of
a word—writing his

thoughts as though
by cipher, so to

speak. To such an
individual let us
commend the
Feather - weight
Blick, for he can write three times as fast with a Blick a3
with a ])en.

THE CLERGYMAN, AUTHOR,
DOCTOR AND EVERYONE.

Yes, to all, and especially those with much writing to do,
with ideas, and desire and ability to register them, we com-
mend them to investigate the Blick—the new Aluminium
Blick—the machine for the home and traveller—the machine
that has made possible the general and universal adoption
of the typewriter in the home on account of its low price,
its durability, simplicity, portability, compactness, clear,
rapid, and visible writing, and, most of all, its cosmopolitan
writing possibilities, and last, but not least, because
wherever you may be going you can take your Blick with
you, all packed in its little leather case, with compartments
for your stationery.

SO EASY TO OPERATE.
To leai'n to operate the Blick is really very simple. Half

an hour is all that is necessary, and with a very little

practice you will be able to write with the speed of an
expert.

In fact, to prove to anyone what a wonderful machine the
Blick really is, and how simple it is to o]>erate it, the com-
pany will send any reader one of the machines on approval
for a free trial, paying carriage both ways, accepting all

responsibility and risk of damage while in transit. They
will also .send you a booklet (No. 10) free, which tells vou
all about the machine. The address is The Blick Type-
writer Co., Ltd., 9 and 10, Cheapside, London, E.C. There
is also a West End Branch at 369, Oxford Street, where
the machine can be seen, tried, and borrowed for a free

home trial.

The Blick has certainly revolutionised our ideas of type^
writing machines. It is always handy, always ready to do
our bidding when ink is not there and pen cannot be found.
We must all closely investigate the Blick—very closely.
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£40,000

THE LIVING RACES OF MANKIND.
THE LIVING ANIMALS OF theWORLD.
THE WONDERS OF THE WORLD.

MARVELS OF THE UNIVERSE.

WORLD
from your Arm Cliair for 2/6 down

Nearly 5,000 Large. Beautiful Illustra-

tions are included in the Works, which are printed

throughout on the finest English Art Paper, and

M2 Magr\ificenl Coloured Plates.

The Text is written by the World's pre-eminent

Specialists, and comprises over a million words.

f 4 SPECIMEN COLOURED PLATES.

\ 4 BEAUTIFUL ART BOOKLETS.

of an unbusinesslike nature, cannot hope, under preseiit

circumstances, for any substantial reward for their

services, and they may remain on their totally inade-

quate teaching salaries for years, and afterwards may

be, and commonly are, discharged with either no pen-

sion, or at best a mere pittance. So, as things are at

present, good scholars and keen students who are

unable to check washing bills, and to cater for forty

guests, should be wary of entering on the teacher's

career.

V.

Dr. Gray's* remedy for the necessary reforms in

education generally is to place our whole system under

Government control, a drastic enough remedy. Per-

sonally, I should mistrust such a proceeding until our

nation has followed in the steps of the nations of the

Continent by choosing as Mmister of Education a

really well-educated man, of wide grasp and real enthu-

siasm. It seems to me that an educational council

might well be called into being, on which the Govern-

ment might be represented, but on which should be

found as well our chief representatives of every de-

partment of knowledge.

* "The Public Schools and the Empire." By H. B. Gray,

D.D. Williams and Norgate. 6s.

CORRESPONDENCE
Notice to Correspondents.—Owing to the large number

of letters received it is necessary for correspondents to write

briefly if their letters are to appear.

The Unlucky Scarab at worli.

As a spe:ial offer to reader, of " EVERYMAN" we

will, lot one week only, send Four Fine Coloured Plates and

Four Beaulifu! Art Booklets free, showing how you can possess

these Works for only 2/6 down.

To THE STANDARD ART BOOK CO., Ltd.,

33, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

"Please s;nJ me, posl free, the Four Beautiful Coloured

Plates and Art booklets as advertised.

Name

Address
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AN OPEN LETTER TO MR. JOSEPH FEES.

Dear Mr. FieLS,—Like your countryman, Benjamin

Franklin, one hundred and thirty years ago, you have

left Philadelphia to convert our benighted British

Islanders to the true political faith. I admire your

philanthropic efforts. I am in entire concurrence with

your diagnosis of the social eviL I am convinced, like

yourself, that the Land Question is at the root of every

political disorder, that it is responsible for the pauper

as well as for the millionaire, for the reactionary as well

as for the militarist. For all I know, the Single Tax
may be the single remedy for every disease.

At the same time, I am amazed to find how little

trouble either you yourself or your fellow-workers are

taking to answer even the most obvious objections of

the man in the street. Fx)r instance, you do not even

stop to consider the following plain question, which

most naturally occurs to the most superficial student

:

even assuming the Single Tax to be absolutely just,

how are you going to make it efficacious? Henry

George, in Book 8, chap 4 of his " Progress and

^Poverty," tells us that " the Tax on Land falls upon

the owners of land. There is no way in which they

can shift the' burden upon any one else." Henry

George takes this as an obvious assumption, but does

not stop to prove it. I confess I do not understand

why a tax on land, any more than any other tax,

should necessarily and finally fall on the land owner.

If the State imposes a tax on the land owner, he will

shift it on to the farmer, who will deduct it from the

wages of the farm-labourer. If the State imposes a

tax on the land, on which my house is built, the land-

lord will simply add the amount of the tax to the rent.

Unless you do away with the Capitalist, will not your

Land Tax ultimately fall, not on the Capitalist but on

the Labourer?—I am, yours very truly,

Land Reformer.
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THE LAND HUNGER.
To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir- -If ever a class of labourers should pray to be

saved from their friends it is the peasantry of Great

Britain. No crueller panacea for the depopulation

of rural districts can be devised than the proposal to

put men on small holdings of comparatively sterile

soil in our very uncertain climate, with produce selling

at present values and labour and capital so expensive.

Mr. Chiozza Money never said anything truer than

that back to the land is back to starvation. There
must be some economics in the project, and if the

smallholder is to pay even 3 per cent, on the cost of

land and buildings he will not make a ploughman's

wage. The Times recently had one of the most
reliable and well-informed articles which has

appeared in its columns on any particular industry,

and it reluctantly admitted that agriculture is sick

almost unto death. There is a strong demand for

land, not that it is profitable, but because there are

more would-be farmers than farms, and not ten out

of a hundred are making 5 per cent, on their capital.

There is not an avocation in the world that yields

so little on its capital. But it requires no prolonged
apprenticeship, no examinations to pass, and young
men appreciate the sporting, outdoor, independent
life. At present land is unmercifully taxed compared
with movable property, and while prices wane, outlays

of all kinds increase. There is not a living wage in

cultivating cereals and potatoes on a small scale.

Where there is a near demand for milk and butter, a

reasonable return can be got if one works like a

galley-slave ; but if he pays for the labour, the yield

is not commensurate with outlays. It would be far

easier to restore the country hand loom than to resus-

citate small holdings in the northern portion of the

King's dominions.
Horticulture v/ilh intense cultivation in the

southern counties may be different, but " Back to the

land !
" will only do as an election cry.—I am, sir, etc.,

Edinburgh, August 12th, 191 3. G. A.

MR. HYNDMAN ON INDIA-

To the Editor of Everyman.
.Sir,—Mr. Hyndman's article on India in your issue

of June 6th is such a gross caricature of the actual

facts and condition of affairs in this country that it is

difficult to take him seriously. It is evident from the

very first that he does not know what he is writing

about, and is only concerned to string together a few
sentences, repeating, parrot fashion, the shibboleths of

his creed
—

" Disastrous influence," " Bleeding of

India," " Frightful impoverishment," and so on.

To take his own points seriatim : (i) Mr. Hyndman
must be a more unsophisticated individual than he
gives himself out to be if he imagined the Indian

students would noi " cheer to the echo " when Bepin
(not Begim, Mr. Hyndman !) Pal delivered his lecture

in Caxton Hall ; but that did not make what Bepin
Pal 'said of any more value as a contribution to the

question of the governmetit of India than Mr. Hynd-
man's. And if Mr. Hyndman believes that Bepin Pal

or the students represent Bengal, or Tilak the Maha-
rattas, then he is very, very far wrong. The so-called
" educated natives " claim these gentlemen as leaders

when they are not fighting among themselves ; but the

three hundred and forty odd millions of other natives

infinitely prefer our rule, and know that there is not
such a thing as " Britain's disastrous influence." If

Mr. Hyndman had lived a few years in this country
he would know that he is talking rubbish when he

NowReady.
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writes about the "greatest pauper warren," when he
says we have done all in our power to " crush Indian

initiative," etc., etc. What, asks Mr. Hyndman, goaded
the Bengalis into assassination? Our abominable
mis-rule." This is arrant nonsense. We here under-

stood it was the " Partition of Bengal " ; but we know;

better now that Mr. Hyndman has spoken.

Mr. Hyndman should read up the military history

of India, and he would then know that there was a

very considerable difference between the Bengal
Sepoys who fought at Bhurtpore and, to use his own
words, the " most contemptible of cowards and
meanest of men " who are represented by the assassins

he refers to. The Bengal Sepoy would soon put Mr.

Hyndman right if he attempted to class the two to-

gether. But that is the mistake always made by one
in the position of Mr. Hyndman, who knows nothing

whatever of the country or its inhabitants, except what
he has imbibed from the Bepin Pals who go home and
pose as patriots.

(2) Bleeding of India. I am afraid Mr. Hyndman
has divorced Lord Salisbury's words from their con-

text ; but whether that is the case or not, "the following

report on the Customs House Returns is a complete

refutation of the cry about the " drain " or " bleeding

of India." I have no doubt your Chancellor of the

Exchequer would rub his hands and look round for

more hen-roosts to rob if he had a balance sheet like

this

:

"The return of the exports and imports of India

for 1911-12 are recommended to those who still have

doubts as to the absurdity of ' the drain ' theory.

"The total exports from British India in 1911-12

were of the value of £158, 908, 091 and the imports of

£131,684,190.
" In other words, after paying for everything, India

had £2J,22iQQ>\ or Rs.40,83,58,515 left out of what
it got for its exports, to spend as it liked.

" The people of India were nearly 50 crores of
rupees to the good in the exchange of imports and
exports.

" Few other countries can show a balance sheet like

that of India."

(3) Government by State Capitalists. I do not know
if I understand this phrase. It is high sounding, but

means little. Does Mr. Hyndman have very much
control over the spending of the national revenue?

Fm afraid not, so he is just in the same box as the

native of India. I agree with him in protesting

against the spending of millions on an unnecessary

capital, but for different reasons. Says Mr.- Hynd-
man, " I regard our present rule in India as one of the

greatest crimes ever committed," etc. My word, that

is strong! but then who is Mr. Hyndman that his

opinion shoulcTlse voiced so loudly, and what does he

know about it ?

By means of canals we have brought millions of

acres which were desert into rich and fertile land ; we
have spread a network of railways over the country, so

that food can be quickly sent to any district threatened

with famine ; and, above all, we have brought peace

and security to the millions of people never known
previously in the country's history.

Mr. Hyndman may be correct when he says in his

paper that the wiseacres at home are living in a fool's

paradise, but that is not the case here. We are fully

alive to what is going on, and were it not for the Mr.

Hyndmans at home, steps would soon be taken to put

matters straight. But our hands are tied in the mean-

time.

In conclusion, let me assure Mr. Hyndman and your
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reader^ that India was taken by the sword, atid will

only be kept by the sword.—I am, sir, etc.,

Calcutta, July i6th, 1913. Anglo-Indian.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—The uncertainly of posts in this part of the

world has deprived me of the pleasure of reading Mr.
Hyndman and the first part of Mr. Lilly on " India for

the Indians " ; but perhaps I shall not be too late

to offer a comment on Mr. Lilly's second instalment.

If any contributor of yours sees fit to abuse the Welsh,
Scots, or Irish, there is no great harm done ; but cir-

cumstances make the wholesale abuse of the educated
Indian pecuharly objectionable, especially in a paper
which must be read by a great number of them.

Mr. Lilly objects to English education and to repre-

sentative institutions in India ; but, like all critics on
these lines, he offers no alternatives. The old-

fashioned style, supposed by critics of Mr. Lilly's type
to be suited to the genius of the people, was for

tyranny to be Hmited by revolt. We do not now
allow the petty despot to be knifed, so we introduce

tentatively the more gentle method of keeping him in

check by giving the people the power to remove him
by less sanguinary methods.
Now, with regard to anglicisation, there is more

nonsense talked in disparagement of this than on any
other Indian question. While the Japanese receives

unstinted praise for his v^'onderful grasp of European
language, thought, and civilisation, the Indian, who
has grasped them to much better effect, is abused for

his pains. Besides, the Indian's teachers being
Enghsh, what else could they teach him? And if

tliey had taught him nothing (Mr. Lilly's only alterna-

tive), in what way would he be the better for his

ignorance? The Indian is abused for forgetting his

own hterature. What is the truth ? The truth is that

Sanskrit is studied more to-day than in any modern
time, and that vernacular literature has improved pre-

cisely where Enghsh has been best studied. The
great modern Bengali literature would not have
existed but for the study of English, which people
assume must have displaced the vernaculars, and pro-

ceed from assumption to assertion.

Mr. Lilly finds much learning by rote and little

character-training in India. Does he not find the
same thiiTg in England? He finds education turning

out young sceptics in India. Is there any country
where he would not fmd the same thing? Mr. Lilly

objects to the lawyers grabbing places at the Councils.

Do not our Labourites make exactly the same com-
plaint of the British Parliament? (That Mr. Hynd-
man and his tribe admire the Indian lawyer while

they detest the British is only one of their little

peculiarities.)

Finally, though tradition is powerful, there is

nothing congenital in representative institutions.

There must be struggles and disappointments in

acquiring them, but the struggle will be over the pecu-
liarly local details, not over the general principles,

which can be learnt and accepted. To speak of

educated India as " the Babus " is grossly inaccurate,

and to dub educated Indians " unspeakable " is a
slander. Give them unchecked authority, and they
will be oppressive, like most people ; but they are the
most enlightened and liberal people of India to-day,
though they so often find themselves abused in a
Lillyan strain.

Mr. Lilly is slipshod even in his facts. The native
princes do not rule two-thirds of India, and the Nizam
is not " one of the most considerable "—

^^he is the first.

—I am, sir, etc., A. MORGAN YoUNG.
Kobe, Japan, July 28th, 1913.
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IS BALZAC A CLASSIC?
A COMPLETE AND UNEXPURGATED EDITION.

It will be good news to those who are only just beginning
to realise the merits of the great French Author, Balzac, that
the Caxton Publishing Company is offering a complete and
unexpurgated edition on remarkable terms.

For this is the first opportunity that the British public has
had of reading Balzac as he meant to be read, and without his

work being subjected to a quite unnecessary and gratuitous

expurgation.

The Napoleon of Literature.
For Balzac was to literature what Napoleon was to arms—

a

man of giant brain who saw all life, all character, and all

events as material to be turned into stories, and who did iiot

believe that t'here were any events that could not be told with
advantage—and so his novels make their appeal to all.

And all those who realise this will hasten to take advantage of
the offer of his Best Novels in 14 volumes, specially selected by
that famous Balzacian, Mr. Clement Shorter, editor of the

Sphere.

Clement Shorter's Choice.
"Cousine Bette." "The Lily of the Valley."

"Cousin Pons." "The Illustrious Gaudissart."

"La Duchesse de Langeais." "The Village Cure."

"The House of the Cat and "The Country Doctor."
Racket." "The Magic Skin."

"Gobseck." "The Unknown Masterpiece."

"Old Boriot." "^Eugenie Grandet."

What CLEMENT SHORTER says—
"Something has been said of the fact that the publishers

advertise that their Balzac is ' unexpurgated.' - This is of the

utmost importance. The charge that a translator ' betrays ' is

justified where there is a prurient attempt to modify and alter

phrases in the interest of Mrs. Grundy. Nothing' can justify

that. When face to face with a great classic we want the book
as near as possible- as the author presented it.

"Altogether it would be impossible to speak too highly of

the excellence of translation of this edition of Balzac's novels.

There are those who say that Balzac should be read in the

original, as only thus can you secure his peculiar charm. It is

possible to lay too much stress on this point. At least half of

Balzac's work relies not so much upon quality of style as upon
Mrength of intellect, and that intellectual power can be captured

in a translation, particularly in a translation so good as this."

But as some of these selected stories of Balzac are but short

stories, or comparatively short stories, and as, moreover, their

charm and interest are greatly accentuated when they are read

in conjunction with other stories—the designs of which have

'direct reference to them—the publishers, while they have kept

this series a small and compact one, have not confined it strictly

to the above list.

Magnificent Illustrations.
These fourteen volumes are beautifully illustrated by great

French artists, who have embodied the very spirit of the author.

The frontispieces are etchings printed from the copper-plates.

"The Best Novels of Balzac" are issued on the same advan-

tageous terms which the Caxton Publishing Company has already

made so deservedly popular. This is to say, the set of fourteen

volumes is delivered for a first payment of as. 6d., the balance

being paid by a few small monthly payments.

A FREE BOOKLET.
We have prepared a charming detailed prospectus containing

interesting information about Balzac, his life, and his work,

which will be sent post free to those who apply for it. And it

will tell you how the fourteen volumes are delivered for a first

payment of 2s. 6d., the balance being paid by a few small

monthly payments.

To THE Caxton Publishing Company, Ltd.,

244, Surrey Street, London, W.C.

Please send me, free of charge, and without any obligation on
my part, detailed prospectus of "Balzac's Best Novels," with
terms of easy payments.

Name ;:— ..

(Send this form or a postcard.)

Addsess

^'.TO SEE THE SEA.'*

To the Editor of Everyman.

Dear Sir,—Please acknowledge in Everyman
£1 5s. from an Englishwoman at Geneva.—Yours
faithfully, F. SWAINSON.

CHARLOTTE BRONTE'S LETTERS.
To the Editor of Everyman.

SiR,-^Your correspondent, "An Admirer of Char-

lotte Bronte," does not seem to me to have the pene-

tration of Margaret Hamilton, who has written so

clearly and sympathetically on these letters of Char-*

lotte Bronte and M. Heger.
M. Heger was unmanly and unworthy of her letters

;

like most self-satisfied, all-important people, he
cherished the glow these letters created in and around
him by the impassioned tenderness of her spirit bowed
with the pain of a finite heart that yearned.

M. Heger appears to me to be the portrait of the

person Rochester in "Jane Eyre." From their first

meeting she became a necessity to him; he felt and
lived in her presence, but his mean, unmanly spirit

kept her behind the scenes in his life ; whatever good-i

ness or greatness he achieved depended on her. He
appealed to her pity, drew out all that was most
womanly by the strange, sad undercurrent she felt in

him; she could have mothered him. She could not

reveal herself to him, but in the loneliness of her spirit

he fascinated her, and the charm of her being welled

up within her, and she found vent in either seeking

his presence or in writing letters to him. How natural

for a soul of Charlotte Bronte's cast

!

Charlotte invested Heger with what was within her,

and loved it in the person of Heger, but like the mighty
deep, unconscious that he was only the mirror that

held her spirit, as the sea, the sky. She loved in him
only her own soul.

"I looked at my love; that feeling that was my
master's—which he had created ; it shivered in my
heart, like a suffering child in a cold cradle ; sickness

and anguish had seized it; it could not seek Mr.

Rochester—it could not derive warmth from his breast.

Oh, never more could it turn to him, for faith was
blighted—confidence destroyed !

"

These words reveal the true thoughts and feelings

Charlotte Bronte had for M. Heger. Heger, be he
what he may, was what Margaret Hamilton says,
" a spur to Charlotte's imagination," and if the letters

have served any purpose, more than reawaken-
ing an interest in so sensitive and delicate a
soul clothed with a body known as Charlotte Bronte,

then we have to thank the friends of M. Heger for

giving them to the publisher ; but I am convinced Heger
was incapable of reciprocating the spirit of Charlotte

Bronte, and that he selfishly lived in the glow of the

warmth that came to him through the letters from her

presence. I may be wrong.—I am, sir, etc.,

James Macbride.
Glasgow, August iQthj 1913.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—^Among the mass of correspondence on this

subject there is much that reveals an utter lack of ap-

preciation of M. Heger. Hence my pleasure to read
such an unbiased estimate as that from " An Admirer
of Charlotte Bronte " in your latest number.
The writer says there are many reasons which may

account for his not destroying the letters. May I sug-
gest one, which, so far as I know, has not been men-
tioned? Does not the mere fact of his keeping the'
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letters indicate that, though he did not reply (save

once), he cared for them?—I am, sir, etc.,

J. C. Wright.
'Authors' Club, S.W., August i8th, 191 3.

EVOLUTION AND SCRIPTURAL DOCTRINE.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Christianity, I think, means a belief in Christ,

and personally I cannot see what Evolution has to do
with Christianity or why it should menace a belief in

Christ.

Had " Un Chercheur " put his question thus, " Do
you think the average man's knowledge of Evolution
would compel him to suppose that belief in ihe creation

of man was menaced ? " it would have been a different

thing entirely, and in my experience I find that the
Creation story is considered only a myth by not only
ordinary men, but in the minds of quite a lot of clever
Christian clergy.

Nowadays one rarely hears a parson preach on the
subject at all, for, after all, true Christians only
attempt to live up to the standard of Jesus Christ,

and the various stories in the beginning of the Bible
only interest them in the same manner as reading
other ancient classics which contain stories of the
creation and life of the various Roman gods. Apart
from that, some of our cleverest men have attempted
to prove Evolution, and have given some remarkable
proofs too ; but I have never heard of anyone attempt-
ing to prove the Creation or Ark story. If you ask
the average local preacher if he believes it, he invari-

ably tells you that " it's part of our religion to believe
in it." Well, why believe the Creation story any more
than some of the other mythical stories ?—I am, sir, etc.,

Birmingham. C. D.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—" Un Chercheur " has evidently not con-

sidered how marvellously the hypothesis of Evolution
as a whole—apart from the evolution of man and
the stages through which he has passed as fish, reptile,

and mammal—coincides with the more familiar

Biblical account of Creation.

But as regards the difficulty of squaring the theory
of Evolution with Scriptural doctrine, I too have asked.
How are we to reconcile the thought with that of a
divine origin, or with Pascal's words, " I created man
holy, innocent, perfect " ? The last two words one can
understand better than the first where Evolution is

concerned. " He was not then in the darkness which
blinds him, nor subject to mortality and the woes
which afflict him." " .Such is the state in which men
now are ; there remains to them some feeble instinct

of their former state"

How are we to consider a " former state " of such
a nature in the same instant with a jelly speck, an
amoeba, which extemporises its organs or pseudo-
podia?
Can it be that the Holy Spirit entered into man even

as the germ of life entered into matter—a spiritual

amoeba, minute yet perfect, because containing all the
potentialities of a perfected spiritual being—of God
Himself?
For if God is Home and we have a divine origin,

surely it was in that great psychological moment
during the course of Evolution, when God breathed
into man's nostrils, that man, in becoming "a living
soul " and partaking of the Divine Nature.knew Home,
and was given the chance (those two words contain all

the suggestion of the separate doctrines of Free Will,
The Fall, and the Atonement) of ultimate perfection.
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"And he knew Home not through experience

—

an ex-

perience, yes—but through a divine perception,

through a ghostly inheritance.—I am, sir, etc.,

Birmingham. FLORENCE A. MARRIOTT.

To the Editor of Everym.\n.

Sir,—While here on a holiday I have been reading

.your issue of i st inst., which contains a letter under the

heading " Evolution and Scriptural Doctrine."

The writer of the letter suggests that Christianity is

menaced by the teaching of Evolution. As is so often

the case, it is necessary to define the terms we use.

iTherc is, first of all, Christianity as Christ left it, and
which is found chiefly in the Sermon on the Mount and

in the 15 th chapter of Luke's Gospel. Then there is

.what to many people is Christianity, namely, the dog-

matic theology of Paul containing the dogmas of the

Fall, the Redemption, and the Atonement.
The theory of Evolution is now, I assume, accepted

by all fairly educated persons, and with them the

Pauline theol6gy is simply untenable. But Chris-

tianity as taught by Christ Himself is not in the least

degree menaced by Evolution. On the contrary, when
once it is freed from the accretions of the theology of

Paul, with which it has so long been overlaid and
obscured, it will at last have a chance of showing what
great things it can do for humanity.—I am, sir, etc.,

Kippford-on-Solway. , VERITAS.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—Your correspondent " Un Chercheur" pro-

pounds what to many may appear a somewhat difficult

question. Nevertheless, as a student of Evolution I

have not felt my Christianity seriously assailed ; rather

the other way. When Evolution became established

as nature's law, sin, on the other hand, according to

Hivine law, was not disestablished ; not even the

trite truism that " there has been no fall, but a rise,"

need trouble the mind. Instead of looking for Eden
" south of the Euphrates," man locates that within his

own breast, the tragedy of discerning " both good and

evil " being the daily outcome of his own experience ;

and so the Fall, in the Biblical sense, remains a fact,

'i.e., the consciousness of sin. Now, to come to God's

remedy for sin we shall at once be up against the mind
theologic. In this direction, however, Evolution has no

discouraging message. There is no need to be pessi-

mistic, "life being an ascent"; let us accept the

aphorism. All through this ascending life man has

received hints and premonitions of a helping hand, the

developing "nnd ever-expanding revelation of God
Himself, culminating in Christ, His Incarnate Son ;

and so it comes about that in the light of Evolution

man is called upon to act, so to speak, as co-worker

.with the Eternal, weaving out his own destiny in the

terms of that Redeeming Love as presented to him in

the sacrificial aspect of the life and death of Jesus

Christ.

No ; Evolution, rightly interpreted, need be no

menace to Christianity. In the weighty words of Lord
'Acton, " If Evolution (Darwinism) be true, the religion

that cannot accept it must be false."—I am, sir, etc.,

South Ayrshire. T. N.

To the Editor of Everyman.

SiR.-Jn comparing the evolution of man with

Christianity, " Un Chercheur," together with a great

-number of people, makes a very serious mistake in

thinking Evolution is contrary to Christian Ideals.

lEvolution deals only with the actual physical growth

.of man, whilst the Scriptures deal with the soul or spirit

of man.
Surely Evolution strengthens Christianity b}- show-

ing that God does everything in perfect law and
order.—I am, sir, etc., DONALD Latimer.
Lewisham. ,

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Is Mr. Holby's question as serious as he

thinks ? " Has the Evolution of the Body anything

to do v/ith the Redemption of the Soul?" Can you
conceive a degenerate blessed with the soul of a man
who has lived a clean and healthy life ? I say " No !

"

Even as environment aft'ects humans generally, so, I

consider, does the clay receptacle affect the ego. I

grant that the body " is merely a tool with which the

ego works," but that divine spark can be smothered by
physical misuse. The body becomes the tool only

when the soul has been raised above the gross inclina-*

tions. This apparent evolution of the soul compels me
to ask. From what state of perfection did the soul

fall? if, as Mr. Holby concedes, the body did evolve

from matter.

Mr. Marsden's letter appears to me somewhat con-

tradictory. He contends that "thinking Christian

people do not presume to deny the theory of Evolu-i

tion," yet believe " that the Creator made man perfect,

and that man fell." He suggests the theory that

Evolution dates from the fall of man ; hence, at the fall,

man became purely and simply an animal?

(i) I agree with D. F. B.-L. that Evolution is, al

present, " scarcely more than a convenient basis for

classification and analysis," but I think there is a good
deal in favour of it becoming more than that. This, of

course, takes one away from the question in hand,

and might, if D. F. B.-L. would honour a young but

earnest seeker, form a subject for private corre-i

spondence between us.

(2) If anything is to progress it is natural to expect

many failures. One would not condemn a progressive

church gathering because of the presence of one or

two hypocrites.

(3) D. F. B.-L. forgets that man is capable now of

taking the law into his own hands, and, in the words

of Swedenborg, " God casts no one into Hell, but Evil

Spirits cast themselves in."

(4) My answer to (2) constitutes an answer to the

latter portion of this paragraph. " The survival of

the fittest " does not necessarily mean the survival of

"maimed wrecks."

Thanking you for allowing this debate to take

place.— I am, sir, etc., UN CHERCHEUR.
Newcastle-on-Tyne, Augiist gth, 191 3.

CHINA AND OPIUM.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—In his article on " Private and Public

Morality " Dr. Sarolea, in speaking of Great Britain

and the opium trade, asserts that " she insists on com-

pelling China to buy the poisonous drug. Milhons

of Chinese must, forsooth, be poisoned and stupified

in ordep^hat a few millionaire gentlemen from Bombay
may further add to their ill-gotten shekels." If opium

were not imported at the seaports of China, thousands

of the older men, including many of high position,

would die through privation of the drug, which they

had been used to all their lives. The majority of

opium smokers in China die at a good old age, with

no visible effects of " the curse." But, I should like to

add, the young Chinaman does not contract the opium

habit, for there is a stigma attached to his doing so, an

example that public opinion is far more effectual than

much legislation. I understand that it is proposed that

only the present supply of opium in India shall be

imported Into China.— I am, sir, etc.,

Bowdon. E. B. Whittall.
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The Last Chance of a Conducted Tour this Season—SEPTEMBER 6j

"EVERYMAN" TOURISTS
DELIGHTED

!

Book YOUR place in one of the Tours NOW.
Send for full particulars, and then complete your arrangements.

DATE OF DEPARTURE.

SEPTEMBER 6th.

A Fortnight's Personally conducted

Tour to

FLANDERS
AND THE

ARDENNES
including all Excursions, costs

""''" £9.0.0

DATES OF DEPARTURE.

Every Saturday

(Independent Travel.)

A WEEK IN GHENT
(For the Great latemational Exhibition).

Six days' full Pension accommoda-

tion, rail and boat fares, admission to

Exhibition, just under |g4 Q Q

STARTING EVERY SATURDAY.

(ladependcot Travel.)

A WEEK IN
OSTEND

The most popular Watering Place

in Europe.

Seven days' full hotel accommoda-
tion (three meals daily), and fare

from London to Ostend and back,
costs just over ... £3 _ 10 .

STARTING EVERY SATURDAY.

(Independen t Travel)

A WEEK'S TOUR IN
HOLLAND

visiting the Hague, Haarlem,
Amsterdam , Broek - in - Waterland,
Monnikendam. Volendam, the
Island of Marken, Rotterdam,
Dordrecht, including travelling ex-
penses and hotel accommodation,
<=°«'* £4.19.6
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August 9th. Aylesbury.
I am pleased to say I was delighted

with the "Everyman" arrangements
for the Swiss Tour, and I hope next
year to avail myself of another ol the
opportunities they offer. , o

August 19lh. Sunderland.
It gives me great pleasure to say how

much my wife and I enjoyed our holi-
day in Paris and Rouen.
The arrangements made by you for

our comfort were most satisfactory, and
enabled us, under the guidance of your
very able conductor, to visit many
places which otherwise we should not
have seen.
The extent of the satisfaction may be

gauged by the fact that we are already
contemplating a visit to Switzerland
next summer under the "Everyman"
auspices.

J.G.

August 18th. Northampton.
I feel I mast write a few lines to

thanl< you for the very pleasnnt holiday
I enjoyed in Normandy this month.
Though very diffident about joining the
party alone I never regretted it, and
enjoyed each day thoroughly. This
happy result was chiefly due to the
conductor's unfailing courtesy and
kindness, and In great measure to the
friendliness ol the very agreeable
people who formed the party.

D. H. W. P.

August nth, 1913. London, E.C.

We have much pleasure in stating
that our Tour in Bruges and Knocke
was everything that one could desire
considering the low cost. With many
thanks for your kind attention.

C. H. P.

Aagnst 7th. Lanes.
It gives me much pleasure to say

that Miss C. and myself thoroughly
enjoyed our "Everyman" Tour to
Belgium and the Ardennes.
Nobody could possibly have been

more solicitous for our comfort and
pleasure than our very capable and
tactful guide, and we hereby thank
him most cordially for his unsparing
efforts to do all in his power for us.
We shall hope to have the pleasure of
being "guided" by him on some future
occasion. . _

A. H,

August nth, 1913. Co. Antrim.
I have pleasure in stating that my

sister and brother and myself enjoyed
our Tour in Belgium very much. We
found the arrangements made by you
very satisfactory, and the accommoda-
tion provided was excellent, quite
superior, in fact, to what we expected
for the very reasonable sum charged.
Wishing you all success in your efforts
to bring the enjoyment of foreign
travel within the reach of "Everyman."

S. R. McC.
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The original letters from
which the above extracts

have been taken can be
seen at the Offices of

" Everyman."

DATE 01' DEPARTURE.

SEPTEMBER 6th.

A Week's Personally conducted
Tour to

PARIS
The City of Fascinations,

including three all-day Drives and

Fees to all places of interest visited

costs

STARTING EVERY SATURDAY.

A FORTNIGHT AT
BRUGES AND

KNOCKESURMER
A week's stay in mcdiocval Bruges—the
city left stranded by Time and History

—

and a week in the rapidly-grown sea-
side resort, with some of the finest golf
links in Europe, including four delight-
ful Excursions at Bruges, hotel accom-
modation, and travel to oe e\
and from, costs under *>0 • U

Independent Tours.
Those who prefer to travel indepen-

dently have the trouble of making
arrangements taken entirely off their
shoulders, as we provide a carefully
planned programme in which all arrange-
ments are made. Everyman will pro-
vide you with travel tickets, hotel
coupons, and in some cases excursion
coupons as well. Times of arrival are
notified to the Hotel Proprietors with
whom accommodation has been booked
beforehand. In the majority of cases
travellers are met at the stations, and, in

fact, every item of the itinerary of an
enjoyable holiday is made in advance.

:

£5.5.0

DATE OF DEPARTURE.

SEPTEMBER 6th.
A Fortnight's Personally conducted

Tour to

ROUEN
The Valley of the Seine

AND

PARIS
including all Excursions, costs

about ... ... £9.0.0

Send for a Copy of the Tours Booklet {free).

"EVERYMAN" Tours Dept.. Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.
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I. LES ANNALES
POLITIQUES ET LITTERAIRES.

ILLUSTRATED FRENCH JOURNAL,
APPEARING aN SUNDA YS.

PARIS, 51, RUE SAINT GEORGES, 51.

Editor: ADOLPHE BRiSSON.

31st YEAR OF PUBLICATION.
150,000 Subscribers.

** Les Annales" holds a unique position

amongst contemporary French weeklies,

and numbers amongst its Contributors

every famous Frenchman of Letters of the

day. It combines a healthy moral tone

with the highest literary quality.

^ Specimen Copy on Application. ^
(Postage IJd.)

SUBSCRIPTION

:

12/6 per annum, Edition on Ordinary Paper.

18/6 „ »»
Edition de Luxe.

Subscriptions will be received at the OIBces of

" EVERYMAN," 21, Royal Terrace, Edinburgh.

Yearly subscribers will receive a Presentation

Copy of the Edition de Luxe of "Le Livre d'Or

de la Cuisine Francaise."

II. THE JOURNAL DE

L'UNIVERSITE DES ANNALES.

Issued fortnightly, 64 pages, 50 Illustra-

tions, Publishes all the Lectures delivered

at the University des Annales by the most

brilliant Professors and Members of the

French Academy.

SUBSCRIPTION, 12/6 per annum.

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
The author of GraCECHURCH, John Ayscough

(Longmans, Green, 6s.), has given us a deUghtfuI

series of sketches of village life. Many of them have
the old-world charm and delicate humour of Cranford.

But that is not all. In the later chapters of the book
a deeper note is struck. It is first heard in " Lessons,"

when the small boy endeavours to go to Confession,

and has to own to the priest that he is not a Catholic.
" According to all Protestant theories, he ought then

and there to have made me a Catholic : it did not seem
to occur to him. . . . He was an elderly theologian

and I was a little ignorant boy of eleven : it would not,

I'm sure he thought, have been fair." Again it sounds
in the conversation with Sextus. But it is in the last

chapter, headed " A Farewell Party," that the author's

love for Catholicism can no longer be kept silent

"The Gracechurch Papers," he says, "were never

intended to embody the story of a boy's conversion

to the Catholic Church." Intentionally or unintention-

ally, the later chapters certainly have that conversion

as their chief interest, and I, for one, am glad of it.

Mrs. Malone is too good a character to have missed.-

Her comment on the Confession incident is well worth

quoting

:

" Wormin' and oilin' to confess your sins,, when the

glory of the Protestants is that they kape their sins

to themselves, and rot 'cm. A quare Prodestant, and
good luck to you."

® ® ®
" It is bad to be hungry and homeless in England ;i.

it is worse to be hungry and homeless in Paris, as well

I know—but what is it for a white man to be hungry

and homeless in a land where every white man should

be a model, an example, a standard-bearer—where

every white man represents an Empire and stands for

the ruling race, for the governing class, for the West ?
"

The problem of the Englishman who has failed and
gone under in India is not much written of or dis-

cussed. In: his latest book, FATHER GREGORY
(Longmans, Green, 6s.), Mr. Wren has shown some of

the lures and failures of Indian life. His sympathies

are on the side of the unsuccessful, who have broken

the great commandment, " Thou shalt not be found

out."

The first chapter is undoubtedly the most dramatic

in the book. The horror of the situation when Joan
Rayben comes in search of Durham, and is " answered

by the sound of a horrible crowing bark

—

tkat was not

the barking of a dog" can only be equalled in Kip-

ling's " Bark of the Beast." We shall look forward to

a consecutive novel from the pen of Mr. Wren. Per-

haps in the interval his style may have become a little

more concise.
© ® ©

The fertility of Mr. Phillips Oppenheim is amaz-

ing. At times we are tempted to wish he wouM
restrict his output and devote more attention to his

style. He has talents of a certain distinction in the

direction of characterisation and dramatic effect, and

if he would spend a little more time on the turn of a

phrase, or devote more care to the polishing of a

paragraph, the result would be more in consonance

with his ability. THE MISCHIEF MAKER (Hodder

and Stoughton, 6s.) is likely to be a popular success;

but the author should not rest content with this easy

triumph. Brim full of sensations, bright and chatty

dialogue, with occasional love episodes, the reading

public are sure to ask for the latest novel from his

pen. But the author should not remain content to be

simply " a best seller." He has talents and capacities
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that, were he to take painf?, should place him well out

of the ordinary serialist. Frankly, the present volume
is mainly machine-made. Mr. Oppenheim is a clever

craftsman, and his olla fodrida of plot and counter-

plot, beautiful adventuresses, and bold, bad scoundrels

is a seasonable dish for the lover of fiction that does

not call for thought or criticism. But the fact re-

mains that he could do, and has done, better work,

and the pity of it is that, as each succeeding volume
issues from the press, we find the traces of fine style and
clever characterisation grow more blurred and indis-

tinct ; and while the adventures of Sir Julian Portel

and the tragedy of a consumptive girl makes good
reading for a railway journey, fictional fare of this

calibre is not likely to attract the notice of a real lover

of literature.

© ® ®
Mary Lavender married a man much older than

herself, and of a dominant disposition, when she was
twenty. The fact that her husband was a very wealthy
man did not, we are told, weigh with her in the selec-

tion, but the fact remains that, despite her lack of

ejcperience and gentle ingenuousness, she was not
attracted by a suitor of smaller income or more insig-

nificant position. A WiLFUL WiDOW (Constable and
Co., 6s.) opens with the death of the wealthy and
tyrannical husband, and Mary is presented to us as

free, unattached, and possessed of the means gratify-

ing all her whims and fancies. She is, however, a

widow with a mission, and, not content with spending
her money on her own and other people's pleasures,

helping those who need assistance at a critical

moment in their career, she desires to reorganise the

world and found a curious sort of Utopia. To do
her justice, left to herself she would have been con-
tent to lead the life of a woman whose sympathies
are as responsive as her purse ; it is the advent of

the inevitable Social Reformer, who happens to be
inspired by love of her as well as devotion to his

ideals, that makes the trouble. This trying person
insists that it is her duty and his to inaugurate a

system by means of which poverty and suffering,

slums and sin, will be blotted out from the present
scheme of the universe. The fashion he proposes
they should bring this about is not original nor allur-

ing. He suggests they should " set up a college or

institution—call it what you will ; but a place where
men and women who wish to take up Socialism can
be sure of obtaining a thorough good grounding in

the subject, with maintenance during the period of

study and positions in the movement afterwards.

From there we can send out lieutenants to fight for

our cause to all parts of the country, educated men
and women, who have made Socialistic Research their

special study." Miss Edith Moore would do better

were she to write about the commonplace characters

in her novel from an ordinary and domestic point of

view. Then she might have something quite interest-

ing to tell us. Social Reform, as she depicts it, reads
more like a tract than a novel.

© @ ®
Mr. Thomas Nelson Page, in a volume of short

stories, THE LAND OF THE Spirit (Werner Laurie,
6s.),ha6 written a series of clever and arrestive sketches.

He is most successful when he confines himself to

'American studies. " The Old Planters " is a story told

.with a commendable simplicity of style of the fortunes
of Colonel Garnett and his wife and a boarding-house
they ran in the town of Liberty. The colonel is a con-
vincing study. Tinged with sentiment that yet re-

tains a certain simple dignity, one can visualise the
gentleman of the Southern States, with his rooted con-

MEMORY
NATURE'S PERFECT PROCESS (Copyritiht).

Evolved by O. H. COX. late Music Master. Teltenhall College.

An Eminnnt Anatomist, J. J. MAY, Esti.. 43, Russell Square. W.C.,
writes:—"Has given me intense pleasure. The O.VE CORRECT PLAN
to woik to for memory training. COMPELS CONCENTRATION in
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power of memory, but it is atrophied by lack of exercise. Nature's
system supplies the needed exercise. E. W. BARLOV/. Esq.. F.R.A.S.,
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THE HUMANITARIAN HOLIDAY RECREATIVE PARTY
AND FOOD REFORM SUMMER SCHOOL (which Rave such unqualified

satisfaction and pleasure to al! who attended it last year) will bs repeated. For
this purpose a Boardluf^ School with 70 beds has been taken. The house stands
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musical and other entertainments, excursions by land and sea, outdoor games, etc.
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K
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Memory by "The St. Seltef Course." "PITMAN'S JOURN.M. " says
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THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER'S

ASSURANCE.

Readers of "Everyman" are desired to specially

note that all advertisements which appear in this

publication are the announcements of reputable

firms, consequently no one need hesitate to com-

municate with any of our advertisers.

The Advertisement Manager is prepared to investi-

gate the complaint of any reader, should cause for

the same arise at any time.
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iviction that the ruin of society was the emancipation

\>i the ?lave following on the war between the North
and South, in which lie had played a distinctive part.

Fallen on evil days, he and his wife run the " Planters
"

for the benefit of Yankee drummers—the American
term for commercial travellers. With a few swift

touches the author shows us the gentle, well-bred,

somewhat shrinking lady faced by the crowd of self-

assertive young men, full of swank and ready to break

out into derisive laughter at the old house and
its pitiful lack of accommodation. "I was struck

,with the change the last quarter of an hour

had made in the young men. In the interval

^11 had brushed their hair and nearly all had put on^

clean collars. The Jew's crinkly curls glistened with

the water that was still on them, while the heads

of most of the others were brushed as smooth as

energy and care could make them." The colonel

gradually loses grip, and degenerates into what the

drummers call "a dead man." Once, however, he

wakes up, galvanised into the old fighting man who
.went through a battle with two shots in his side. A
drunken nigger suddenly runs amuck, wounds a police-

man, swears he will shoot anyone who attempts his

capture, and barricades in a house at the end of a

,cul-de-sac. The colonel jdodders on to the scene, a

tottery old figure, half asleep, and, when he awakes
sufficiently to speak, unduly garrulous. He insists on
marching down the alley. " We heard the old fellow

banging on the door, rap, rap, rap, with his cane, and
caught his voice in a tone of command, ' Open the door

instantly.' . . . The next minute the door opened, and

we heard the old man's voice berating someone. A
few minutes later two dark objects appeared at the

end of the alley, and as they drew near the colonel's

voice once more was heard, ' Mr. Constable, disperse

that crowd and come forw^d and receive your

prisoner.' I scarcely knew the voice, it had changed

so. It had in it an unexpected ring." The crowd, full

of the desire to lynch, rushed forward to seize on the

nigger. But the colonel stopped them with a vwarning,

. sharp and high-pitched, " Stand back, every one of

lyou ! I'll shoot the first man that comes forward.'

•The crowd fell back, awed by an indefinable some-

thing in the voice ; the figure that kept them at bay,

revolver in hand, was a very long way from the garru-

ious Garnett of everyday life, and men who hitherto

>had shrugged their shoulders, convinced he was at best

imore than three-parts a liar when he told them of his

t adventures in the war, suddenly fell back, credulous and
ashamed. We wish Mr. Page had confined himself to

isketches localised and made realistic by the atmo-

sphere which he has a talent for creating, and by those

iswift touches, vivid and real, that make the characters

alive and bring the setting of their lives vividly home
to one. He has, however, gone far astray from Ameri-

can types. " The Stable of the Inn " is the story of

Mary and Joseph, their journeying to Bethlehem, and

the nativity of Christ. It is but rarely that an artist is

able to recreate the atmosphere of centuries ago, and

the author's talents do not lie in this direction. This,

however, is but one blemish on a very clever book.

iiThe " Bigot," another story of an American type, is

written with insight and imagination and a sense of

style rare in a day when the art of the short story is

neglected to an incredible extent. We shall look

with interest for future work from the author of this

suggestive volume.
® s> 9

Mr. George A. Birmingham is a perennial joy to re-

fviewers. The problem novel, with its insistence on the

nasty side of things, the machine-made romance, with

its watertight compartments, each containing a sepa-

rate and distinct sensation, become a weariness

equalled by that of the Biblical writer who com-
plained that to the making of books there is no
end. From the first page to the last GENERAL John
Regan (Hodder and Stoughton, 6s.) is brim full of

humour, and its reading brings solace and relief to

a mind jaded by innumerable volumes full of dis-

courses about nothing. Ballymoy, the delightful vil-

lage which forms the setting of the story, is charac-

terised by Horace P. Billing as a " dead-alive^ God-
forsaken one-horse settlement." He is on the hunt for

objects of interest, and mentions " General John
Regan," the Saviour of Bolivia, and waits to be
astonished and pained at the abyssmal ignorance of

the inhabitants. Ballymoy is quite equal to him, how-
ever ; what they do not know he does not guess, and a
game of spoof goes on between them with immense
hilarity. Dr. Lucius O'Grady, the village doctor, plays

a prominent part in the drama ; he starts a committee
for the proper celebration of the General's memory,
and finally arranges for the erection of a statue to re-

cord the services of the great man to Bolivia, in the

market-place of Ballymoy. The statue is paid for by
Billing, who, on the occasion of its unveiling, makes
a recantation and a speech. He commences by tell-

ing them what he thought of the village and its in-

habitants when he arrived. " I got bitten with the

notion of speeding you up a bit," he said, " because

I felt plumb sure that theire was not a live man in

the place, nothing but a crowd of doddering hop-toads,

. . . Well, gentlemen," said Mr. Billing, " I was mis-

taken, and I own up. There is one live man in Bally-

moy, anyway. We haveift got a medical gentleman
on our side of the Atlantic equal to Dr. Luciug

O'Grady. He has run this show in a way that has

surprised me considerable. He has erected a statue

that will be an ornament to this town, and it is a plea-

sure to me to pay for it . . . and when I tell you that

General John Regan never existed in Bolivia or any-

where else, you will be in a position to appreciate your
doctor."

A delightful book, brim full of fun, lit up with swift

touches of characterisation, it should be read by every-

one who longs for a pleasant sojourn with a leisured

and literary author.
,^" _ .
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THE REPUBLICS OF CENTRAL AND
SOUTH AMERICA. Their Resources, Industries, Sociology,

and Future. By C. REGINALD KNOCK, C.E., F.K.G.S. With Maps and lUustrations.

Square Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

Books upon the Latin-American Republics have largely been confined to accounts of travel. The present work affords

a comprehensive survey and source of exact information for all interested in any way in the eighteen independent states of

Central and South America—Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, Peru, Chile, Bolivia, Colombia, Venezuela, Uruguay, Paraguay,
Guatemala, etc. The natural resources, topography, people, races, government, industries, railways, mines, openings for

investment, trading and manufacture, are set forth interestingly and succinctly. The traveller, merchant, engineer,

capitalist, land-seeker, emigrant, archaeologist, concessionaire, prospector, and all others will find matter of absorbing
interest in its pages as well as the general reader. Finally the present and future of this great region of growing activity

and importance is fully surveyed from the point of viev; of the sociologist and political economist—a field which hitherto has
been neglected.

THE VULGATE PSALTER. ByA B MACAULAVMAand
JAMES BREBNER, M.A. Small Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d. net.

The text in this edition is founded (by kind permission) on that of I'rofessor P. Michael Hetzenauer. An Introduction,
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Septuagint and the Hebrew versions. Certain words and phrases are explained in a short vocabulary. A collection of

mottoes, etc., taken from the Vulgate Psalter, is included in the contents.
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SHAVING POWDER.
A UNIQUE
OFFER.

Shaving is to somo men
one of the joys of life;

to othi^rs it is a bane.
"A really ccmfortablo
shave." however, is

possible for all if it is

conducted with the help
ofO.VTINESIIAVING
POWDEU. which pos-
sesses special properties
whereby it lathers
quickly, tSivinri a free,

smooth, lasting and
afjreeable lather which
does not dry on the face,
liy reason of (he special
construction of the cap
of the botlle it is pos-
sible to shake out just
sufficient Powder for
each shave, the rest of
the Powder ihusremain-
iuij drv and untouched.

OATINE SHAVING POWDER is sold by all Chemists and Stores,
price Is.

To relieve the irritation caused by shavinfi there is nothing so effective
as OATINE FACE CREAM, which should be gently rubbod into the
skin after (he shave is completed,

THIS TOILET OUTFIT FREE.
The Proprietors of the Oatino

Toilet PrcparMioMS have tlLCided to
distribute,AUSOLUTELY FREE, to
all who seorf name aiul adilresson n
postcard, a pacliet of Oaline Shaving
Powder, or, for 3d. in stamps to
cover cost of postage and packing,
they will seiitl the dainty Toilet Out-
fit, as illustrated, which contains th3
packet of Shavitiji Powder, a tin
of Oatine Cream, else samples of
Oatine Soap, Snow, face pow-
der. SALVE, and Tooth Powder,
to(jeth'?r with a 2d. SHA.MPOO
PownER.

THE OATINE CO., 181a, Oatine Bidgs,, London, S.E.

The Works of Charlotte,

Emily, Anne & Patrick
BRONTE.

With 37 Photogravure Illustrations by H.^S. Gkeig, and
Portraits. 12 vols. Fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6cl.'net per vol.

^.'!0 "THE TEMPLE EDITION." 12 vols. Each with
Photogravure Frontispiece. Pott 8vo. Per Volume

—

Cloth, Is. 6d. net; lambskin leather, 2s. net.

Jane Eyre. By C. Brontk. 2 vols.

Poems. ByC, A, nndE. Kronte.
Together with Cottage Poems.
By Rev. Patrick BRONXi;. i vol.

Professor (The). ByC.-BRONiE.
1 vol.

*Shirley. By C. Bronte, a vols.

* Out of print at ss. 6d. net.

The Tenant of Wildfell Hall.
By A. Bronte. 2 vols.

Viliette, By C. Bronte. 2 vols.

"H'uthering Heights. By E.
Bronte. And Agnes Grey, By
A. Bronte. 2 vols.

New Illustrated Edition of the Novels of
Charlotte, Anne and Emily BRONTE.

10 vols. 60 Coloured Illustrations by Edmund Ddlac.
Fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6cl. net per vol.

Jane Eyre. 2 vols.
| The Professor. 1 vol.

Shirley. 2 vols. Wuthering Heights, i vol.
VlUette. 2 vols.

I Wildfell Hall and Agnes Grey.
2 vols.

BRONTE NOVELS IN
EVERYMAN'S LIBRARY.

287. JANE EYRE. 351. VILLETTE.
288. SHIRLEY. 417. THE PROFESSOR.

243. WUTHERING HEIGHTS,
By Emily Bronte.

Cloth, It. net. Leather, 2>. net.
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DARN NO MORE
STOCKINGS AND SOCKS THAT DON'T WANT MENDING.

Road the following Ouar&ntee, ivliicti is
eiven ivitli every pair of Hose vro sell 1—

1 / Wear our Hose as hard as you like, and if a hole
I f develops within TWO months o( purchase w» will

y Replace' them ' p- D C CI
I

ABSOLUTELY T ft Cl C, t

Holeproof Hose. To save uncongenial
labour, to make Jitc

liappicr and sweeter
for every Jiunian beiiig.

to inctea<5e the leisure

time of the overworked
—these things are the
objects which inventore
have striven to attain.

Hell, tlie inventor of

the telephone, placed
all the world on cliat-

ting terms over the
wires. He showed us

how to laugh at space.
Edison applied electricity

and enables us to brighten the
darkest night. Airmen have

mastered the art of Uyhig so what
is there left

WHY. OUR GARMENTS STILL
WEAR OUT.

But your Hosiery need not if you will keep
pace with the times, for there is now Hoslory

that is Holeproof.

WHY THIS HOSIERY IS
HOLEPROOF.

The expl.ination of tlie durability of "V. & H." Holeproof

Ho-iery is iiKitle here, so that every person can see for him-

self, or herself, tlie genuineness of it. Your own brain will show you the

truth of it This ' V. ^^ H." Holeproof Hosiery is made m a new way from

a specially privately manuf.actured yarn, This yarn is Ujlitor in wei^t and
at the same time tougher and

.^^BBJi^^^k. '
stronj*er than any other brand. It

is 90 pliable that it gives to continued
pressure and wear, just as a sponge
may be depressed by gripping m
thehand, but still have no damage
done to its fabric. There is hardly

anv spring or elastic stretch in

ordinary hose, even of the most
expensive kind, and this accounts

for the rapid appearance of holes

and thin pLaces. Luxuriously

comfortable, shapely and wcU-
m.ade. • V. & H." Holeproof Hosiery
is a revelation to all.

' Look at our "CUHRANTEE"

Ticket which is sant with every

pair we sell

TRY THEM
Than if within that time a hole should appear, send them back to

us at once with ticket, and we will present you with new hose without

*''''no suii guarantee could be given with hose made in the ordinary -.;-ay.

But with •• V & H," Holeproof Hose you can be free from the fear of a hole

suddenly showing-not only just at that point at the hed where the eyes of

everyone can see but at no part o( •• \. & H. Holeproof Hose wiU Uiere be

a hole That wa guarantee for two whole months.

The comfort and pleasure of good wearing hose to men conveys a sense

of wcUbeing and satisfaction all day long, while to business g.rls 'and busy

house-wives? to whom the weekly darmng is a long and tiresome t.ask, the

benefit is incalculable.

Everyone in the country' will be

wearing- V.&H." Holeproof Hosiery

after we can get them just to TRY it

once. Orders arc now pouring in

from the friends ol those who alreadjr

are wearing the new "V. & H.

Holeproof Hose. The price is—

TWO PAIRS Ladies' Stockings, 3/10,

postage 2d.

TWO PAIRS Gents' Socks, 2/10,

postage 2d.

COLOURS.—Gents: Grey, Fawn,
Tan, Drab, Purple, Navy, Dark Saxe
Blue, Green, and llLack.

Ladies: Grey, Brown, Saxe Blue,

Navy, Champagne, Tan, and Black.

SILK HOLEPROOF.
Sold nn'-ler same t;uaianicc r.s aljove.

Two pairs of Gents' Socks, 7/C, post

nge 2d, Two pairs of Ladies* Stock-

ings, 10/6, postage Sd. Colours: . . . ,

Blue, Pearl Grey, Purple, White, Champagne, and Tan. Gents: Black|

Navy. Pearl Grey, Tan, and White. State Hoot Size.

Remember it is easier to TRY "V. & H." Hale|)roor Hosiery than tO

darn a batch of socks and stockings every week. British Manufactured.
Please state boot size, write name and address plainly, and gO for yOUf

postal order now. Don't let good inventions pass you.

VAUGHAN & HEATHER, (Depi.154)
The Mail Order House, QUEEN'S ROAD,

BRIGHTON.

FOR TWO MONTHS.
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HISTORY IN THE MAKLMG
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

THERE has come a tragic termination to the

horrors of the Dubhn riots, with their sickening

scenes of carnage, uproar, and disorder.

Thirteeniamilies have been discovered injured among
the debris of some falling houses, and seven of their

number are reported dead. Dreadful as the episode

truly is, it almost tempts us to use the old theological

phrase, " a blessing in disguise." For a time, at' all

events, the feud that has rent the city will be stilled

and hushed in the sympathy which the warm-hearted
Irish are sure to extend to these poor sufferers, and it

is not a little touching to read that in tlie very streets

where but lately riot raged, " anxious watchers were
seen kneeling in prayer." It is, however, devoutly to

be desired that the incident will not close without a

searching inquiry. For thirteen houses to collapse

suddenly, argues surely, that there is something rotten

in their condition. Either tney were jerry-built, or age
has made them unfit for human habitation. It is of

the utmost importance that the matter should be
cleared up.

No little interest attaches to the report of the new
model cottages which we learn from a contemporary
arc being built to the order of Mr. Rowntree, of York.
Their importance lies in the fact that it has been found
possible to complete them for ;f90. Hitherto it has
been found impracticable to erect a suitable cottage

for less than ;f 150, which figure has, with the cost of

the land, local rates, and other charges, often proved
prohibitive. The new concrete cottages mark a very

important step forward in that movement towards
rural regeneration which is one of the most hopeful
signs of the times.

The disaster on the railway at Aisgill raises several

jmportan}, questions. First and foremost, there is the

disquieting circumstance that the engine of the first

express failed to take its load up the gradient, thus

directly causing the accident. Why was this? The
matter calls for the closest investigation. Scarcely less

important is the fact that the driver and fireman of

the second train, although they knew that another

express was immediately in front of them, did not

make sure that the signal had been seen." Then,
again, there is the haunting fact that the victims were
burnt to death, and at once the question arises, why
cannot steps be taken to avoid these awful fires that

so frequently follow these disasters? Cannot the

companies be induced to build steel carriages, and
make the woodwork and upholstery of their compart-
ments non-inflammable ? There is a tendency on tlic

part of the railway directors to sacrifice everything to

speed, and this is resulting in an appalling increase in

the number of accidents. It is essential, therefore, that

this particular tragedy on the line should be, sifted with

more than usual thoroughness.

The situation in Mexico remains unchanged.
Opinion appears to be divided in the States as to the

action of the President in refusing to recognise Huerta.

The critics of the Wilsonian poHcy declare that the

instructions issued to American citizens in Mexico to

quit the country is in itself an insult that the southern

Republic will not hghtly overlook, and that a cardinal

error was made in that a message was not sent request-

ing Mexico to protect the life and property of the

American residents. A contemporary expresses this

point of view in an interview with a New York
barrister, who adds his opinion of President Wilson as

follows :
" There is no iron in the blood of his policy.

There is nothing mihtant in telling your children to

pick up their doll rags and go home. It does not satisfy

the Anglo-Saxon blood. It may win everything else

but the plaudits of this particjjlar race."

The week has been a great one for a^^ation—pro-
bably the most momentous that has occurred in its

history since that memorable day when Bleriot flew

the Channel, and when the unhappy Latham only fell

short of repeating the feat by a couple of miles.

In addition to the remarkable flight over the
Irish Sea, which took place early this week, we
have M. Pegoud's extraordinary performances on the
new Bleriot monoplane, on which, so we read, he
" began leaping and curveting and playing a
whirligig in the air." It was recently claimed for

another heavier than air machine that it solved the
problem of lateral stability, but if many pilots hke
Pegoud are vouchsafed us, this will be supererogatory.

Even more remarkable is the report that reaches us

from Paris of an aero 'bus, which seems to have
proved quite successful. After this Mr. Hawker's
wonderful feat looks quite tame, and it really does
seem that we have advanced within measurable dis-

tance of victory over nature's most formidable

element.

The report that there may shortly be upon the

market a substitute for radium that, while possessing

its curative qualities, can be obtained at a lower rate

opens up a wide field of suggestion. The cures effected

by the use of radium have been numerous and assured,

and the relief its action has procured to hundreds of

sufferers is one of the most remarkable phenomena
of medical science to-day. Mesothorium, the sub-

stance in question, can be obtained by a secret process

from monacite sand, found in large quantities in .South

America, each ton of sand yielding a grain of the

element. If rumour prove correct, and the substitute

is found to be as valuable as it is thought, the impor-

tance of the discovery cannot be exaggerated.
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THE MAN AND HIS WORK
VIII.

—

The Civij. Servant Prize Essay by H. A. Postlethwaite

"Such a steady young fellow! He is going in for

Civil Service."

Everyone knows the air of finality with which the
maiden aunt, of legend and of hfe, sums up every-
thing and everybody that come within her line of

observation. In a word or a phrase she crystalhses

character, capability, and destiny ; and the queer part
of it is that her summing up, ha^'ing regard to the
hmitations of language, is often admirably apt.

For generations maiden aunts have dubbed Civil

Servants and would-be Civil Servants " steady," and
for generations obedient nephews have lived up to

the designation. No other word epitomises so neatly
the capabilities and limitations of the Government
clerk; no other word praises him so cautiously or
Idamns him so gently.

II.

A single word may appear, at first sight, a trifle

inadequate to sum up a vast body of individuals ; and
to venture on a survey of the characteristics of an
imaginary " average " Civil Servant might seem to be
about as profitable as to attempt to describe the size

and weight of an " average " piece of coal. The frock-

coated secretaryi the tweed-clad junior, and the
uniformed messenger are such essentially different

types, drawn from points on the social scale so diverse,

that generalisation cries its own warning. Each class

and each grade, one would imagine, must be examined
apart and judged on its own merits. The chiefs must
be described as discreet, gentlemanly, and cautious

;

the juniors as methodical, courteous, and careful ; the
messengers as obedient, respectful, and attentive ; and
so on. But, no matter how minutely the analysis is

conducted, the net result tends to show that, whether
there be an " average " Civil Servant or not, the traits

of all Civil Servants are remarkably constant. To be
discreet, methodical, or obedient is to be but one
thing, called by a different name according to one's

place in society ; to be gentlemanly is to be courteous,

and to be courteous is no more than to be respectful

;

and one may not be cautious except by being careful

and attentive. There is not one of the nine adjectives
that is not included in the word " steady," and there is

no class of Civil Servant that escapes that word's
praise and condemnation.

III.

But although almost any description of a Civil Ser-
vant may be shown to resolve itself, by astute manipu-
lation, into a mere elaboration of the word " steady,"

it can hardly be claimed that that word is in itself a
full and sufficient description of the genus. The word
does not identify ; one may say that a man is httle,

and that.everything about him is part of his littleness,

but these particulars would not suffice to pick him out
of a crowd.

Perhaps the most obvious outward characteristic of
the Civil Servant is the shabbiness of his attire. The
failing is, of course, part of his habitual steadiness.

The Civil Servant, above all people, has a passion for

the status quo, whether it be in respect to the hour of
his luncheon or to the particular coat he wears in the
performance of his official duties. He is perfectly
satisfied with things as they are; to change entails

bother ; there is no absolute necessity for it ; therefore
why do it?

It is all essentially logical ; that is the pity of it

The Civil Servant is not under the obligation of the
merchant or the tradesman to " keep up appearances "

for the sake of his business. His annual increment
is in no way related to the smartness of his appearance.
He has no incentive to beautify his person. All

around him are colleagues just as delinquent as him-
self ; the arguments of example and tradition are part

of the atmosphere of his hfe ; the blame is only partly

his that he is the " worst dressed feller round town."

But that makes it none the less deplorable.

IV.

Aspersions on the ability of the Civil Servant, his

acumen and his energy, have been part of the stock-

in-trade of the humorous journals ever since there
have been humorous journals. They are not intended
maliciously. Their authors realise, perhaps, how im-
possible it is to judge of the industry of the units in

a Department from their output in blue-books and
statistics.

Nevertheless, it must be admitted by those " in the
know " that there is a basis for this humour. It is

sad to relate, but it is true, that there are many Civil

Servants who could use much more ink than they draw
in official rations, and much more brain. But it is in-

finitely more sad (and no less true) that there are many
who would be glad to do so. It is not necessary to

try to apportion the blame in order to observe that in

the Civil Service there is less incentive to exercise

abihty, and more temptation to " slack " through sheer
boredom, than in any other profession.

But what a man does in particular circumstances is

no criterion of what he can do. There have been, and
there are, Departments where an official seven-hours'

day is a thing to dream of and to smile at; where
weeks are made to hold seven days, each of many
hours' solid industry, and where the staff might be
held up as an example by the most tyrannous of com-
mercial slave-drivers. Yet there is no grumbling;
chiefs and juniors bend their backs with a will. And
not infrequently in such Departrrients men are heard
to mutter, sotto voce, that "this is a jolly sight better

than the old Branch, where we had nothing to

do but laze."

By other means, too, the Civil Servant vindicates

his character as a worker. In the world of Literature

he holds a place of which he may rightly be proud.
There are many names entitled to respect that, once
appearing daily in the official attendance book, now
adorn the pages of publishers' catalogues. There are

dramatic critics who still spend the hours of dayhght
at their desks in Whitehall (and King Edward VII.
Street). There are hosts of minor lights living a

double life : John Smith from ten to five ; Algernon
Snooks in the monthly magazines. It is confidentially

asserted that a certain London Review (the boldness
of whose opinions entitles it, perhaps, to a wider cir-

culation than it has yet attained) perseveres in its

existence only by reason of the gratuitous contribu-

tions of gentlemen who live on salaries provided in

the Parhamentary Estimates.

In many lesser ways, also, the Civil Servant often

finds an outlet for energies that are imperfectly ex-

hausted in his official capacity. He is an office-holder

in the Church or the Fabian Society; he spends his
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annual leave on Salisbury Plain v/ith the dignity of a

stripe or two on a khaki tunic, and talks to rookies in

words he wouldn't for the life of him use before his

staff-officer at any other time; he is secretary of a

tennis club, wins medals when he swims, or has a taste

for boxing ; he may paint a bit, or sing a bit, pr have
something to do with Toynbee Hall ; or he may'merely
have a passion for rose-culture. But he is a glaring

exception who has not some occupation outside his

ordinary duties—some nice, interesting, steady occu-

pation.

V.

As far as the purely personal virtues are concerned,

the Civil Servant is, on the whole, very much the same
as the rest of humanity. In one or two ways his

environment affects him favourably, but not to any
extraordinary extent. As a cog in an enormous, slow-

moving machine, his life runs smoothly, and that can-

not fail to have a soothing effect on his temper. He is

far removed from the hurry and rush and petty bicker-

ing of commercial life ; his salary is assured, and it

is not essential that each shilling he can call his own
should have been culled from the pocket of someone
else by his own fingers. If he is of a frugal mind, he

can frequently live within his income ; his official

worries stay inside when he closes the office door be-

hind him in the evening ; his colleagues are, as a rule,

men with tastes similar to his own, and any annoy-

ances that come his way are trivial. Granted that he
is married (and that is no wild assumption), there is

no serious hindrance to the cultivation of a mild and
genial disposition and the acquisition of a pleasing

degree of obesity.

It is a frequent cry that the chiefs delight to adopt

an attitude of snobbishness toward their official in-

feriors. There is an element of truth in the allega-

tion, but the vice is not so prevalent as the outcry it

evokes. Some ultra-sensitive junior observes that his

chief, engaged in conversation with a friend, fails to

return his salute or neglects to bid him (and some
twenty-nine others) good-morning as he passes them
in a corridor. " Snob !

" is the comment ; and the

twenty-nine, confident that if he is not a snob he ought

to be, echo the libel. Sometimes it is true ; even the

best universities occasionally turn out men who can-

not get over their amazing superiority to the rest of

mankind. But all the snobbishness in the Civil Ser-

vice is but a drop in the ocean of general good-fellow-

ship.

A few years ago the peace of mind of the Civil Ser-

vant was seriously threatened ; the introduction into

official life of his sisters, his cousins, and his aunts was
undoubtedly a revolution. But he has survived

it. The ladies have not interfered with the even

tenor of his way. They keep to themselves

(perhaps one should say " are kept ") and leave him
to himself.

The Civil Servant is a steady young fellow when he
starts, and, as a rule, he does not run off the tracks to

any serious extent right up to pension age. He might
dress better, and he might work harder on occasions

—

notably in August. He has ability, and he is even
Icapable of " push." But he is quite a good sort as

he is.

•^ «^ ^

Next week will be published the result of Competi-

tion No. 3, "The Foreign Missionary," and in

following weeks Competitions 5, 4 and 2 (" The
Compositor," " The Male Teacher," and " The
'Anglican Clergyman ") will be decided.

RESULT OF "EVERYMAN" ESSAY
COMPETITION

The Prize of THREE GUINEAS offered by Every-
man for the best essay on THE CiVIL SERVANT has
been won by

Mr. H. A. POSTLETH^^'AITE,

26, Elm Road,
East Sheen, London, S.W.,

whose paper is here reproduced. As in the case of
The Miner, competition was very keen, and the task
of adjudication was rendered difficult, not only by the
abundance of essays sent in, but by the remarkably
uniform quality of the entries.

Most of the essays received are confessedly or pren

sumably the work of actual Civil Servants. They
reveal to us the Civil Servant as he appears to himself

and to his own colleagues. It is typical of the Ser--

vice to which the writers belong that studied modera-
tion is the prevailing note of all these essays. Self-

praise and self-blame are alike restrained. We are
given no rhapsodies, no diatribes. The Civil Servant is

too consciously cautious to give rein to his pen, to

write in a fit of temper or of enthusiasm. His whole
training forbids it. It is characteristic, too, of the
Civil Servant that the regulations as to length, etc.,

laid down for EVERYMAN'S Essay Competitions have
been far more strictly observed in Competition No. I.-

than in any of the others.

The subject title, on the other hand, was not as

closely adhered to as might have been expected, and
many competitors dealt, more or less thoroughly, v/ith
" The Civil Service " instead of " The Civil Ser-
vant." The chief difficulty, however, experienced by
the essay-writers would appear to have been that of

finding and depicting an average Civil Servant. As
one competitor (Mr. Harold Skelton) remarks

:

" In the appellation ' Civil Service ' is comprised a
diversity of occupations—their name Legion, and their

characteristics differing as an archangel differs from a
troglodyte. The Prime Minister who steers the ship of

State, the messenger who delivers our telegrams, the
girl who asks 'Number, please?' for eight hours. a day,
each plays his or her part as a Civil Servant. The official

who watches the interests of his country abroad, from
Mexico to Madagascar, and the officer who stands on
guard at our insular gates to frustrate the smuggler,
both rejoice in the name of Civil Servant. The clerk
in a comfortable crib in the War Office, the postman on
his daily round, the boy clerk who ' devils ' away thirteen

to the dozen, the lady typist in the London Custom
House, the Chairman of a Royal Commission—these and
a hundred others make up that much-envied class known
as Civil Servants."

The essay of Mr. Herbert A. Jenkins, 5, Henshall
Street, Chester, ranks next to the prize-winner's, and
particularly able papers were also written by the fol-

lowing : Mr. Lewis R. Bunn, Birmingham ; Mr. J. J.

Cater, Dunoon ;
" D. J. C," Dublin ; Mr. John Scott,

Leeds; Mr. Harold Skelton, Edinburgh; "The Civil

Servant," Forest Gate, E. ; and Mr. Charles L. de
Wolff, War Office, London. A number of interesting

J

essays were sent in by women Civil Servants. Almost
every branch and grade of the Civil Service was repre-

sented, officers of Customs and Excise giving an
especially good account of themselves. Considering

the multiphcity and diversity of duties discharged by
those who took part in the competition, the views ex-

pressed were remarkably unanimous. Indeed, the

essays themselves go far to confirm the contention of

nearly every competitor that the Civil Service, while

demanding ability and stabilityj has little or no use for

originahty.
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THE DEPOPULATION OF FRANCE
By W. S. Lilly

The prospect presented just now by France cannot

be contemplated with satisfaction by lovers of that

fair country, of whom I am emphatically one. First,

her financial condition must be confessed to be

deplorable. There is a huge deficit to be faced—

a

deficit of not less than £43,000,000—for the year

IQ13. The expenditure amounts to ;^ 240,000,000,

the normal revenue to £197,680,000. More, there

looms ominously, in the immediate future, the e.xtra

burden entailed by the new system -of three years'

army service—a burden which, in order to appease the

Socialists, the Government last June declared should

be placed upon the shoulders of the rich. It is not

easy to see how effect can be given to that declara-

tion. And if we come to the army itself, there can

be no question that its morale has been gravely im-

paired by the anti-patriotic and anti-mihtaire propa-

gandism of the anarchists. The doctrine of the

Confederation Generale de Travail was clearly

formulated at the Congress of Amsterdam by M. de

Marmande, one of the French delegates. He
emphatically insisted: "Anarchists are the declared

enemies of all armed force in the hands of the State

:

army, gendarmes, police—yes, and the magistracy

too—are abhorred by them. They invite their

comrades to combat tliese tyrants by all means : by
individual revolt, by refusal, isolated and collective,

to serve, by disobedience, active and passive, and by
a military strike." To inculcate their views among
the troops, the International Anti-militant Associa-

tion has disseminated, in the chief military centres,

a large number of publications, the nature of which

is indicated by their titles, such as I'ldole Patrie,

I'Enfcr Miliiaire, VOuiil de Meur!re. Stage plays,

inculcating similar sentiments, have been composed,

and also songs, some of which—for example, A has

Biribi, Ne tire fas, fetit soldal, VHymne a

VAnarchic—have become very popular. Nor must
we lose sight of the society called Le Sou du Soldat,

which, posing as a work of fellowship, mutuality,

and philanthropy, is really an effective instrument of

disaffection and mutiny. It is not possible to know
accurately how far this movement has as yet infected

the French army, but it is a striking fact that in the

year igi i—I have not been able to get later statistics

—there were 2,548 desertions, and 9,786 soldiers were
convicted of insubordination.

II.

But there is another and even worse sign of rotten-

ness in the state of France. More important to any
nation than even the fiscal system, or the anny^ is

the family. For long years the depopulation of

France has been progressing. We may say, indeed,

that during the whole of the nineteenth century

this process continued, with the regularity of a

phenomenon governed by mathematical laws. If we
take the te;n decades of that century, the births for

every 10,000 inhabitants exliibit a decreasing series.

Thus in the first decade there were 323 births, in the

second 316, in the third 308, in the fourth 290, in the
fifth 274, in the sixth 262, in the seventh 261, in the
eighth 255, in the ninth 232, in the tenth 222. And
since 1900 the same graduation has continued. In

1910 the number of births for every iq,ooo inhabitants

sank to 197, in 191 1 to 187. Nor is there any reason

for supposing that the process will stop; quite the

contrary. M. Lavassour, in his book. La Papula'

tion Fran^aise, tells us: "We must expect a further

diminution." Dr. Bertillon goes further. In his

precise and magisterial treatise. La Depopulation de

la France, we read the gloomy vaticination, " The
decreasing progression will continue until the com-
plete extinction of the race." And now, by way of

comparison, let us look at the German Empire. There
we find three births for every one in France. At the

present moment France has 39,000,000 inhabitants,

Germany 67,000,000. Even if the birth-rate con-

tinues as it is now in the two countries—and we have
just seen that the tendency is for it to sink lower and
lower in France—in twelve years' time, that is to say,

in 1925, there will be two Germans for every one
Frenchman, and forty years hence there will be five

Germans for every two Frenchmen. By way of

extending the comparison, let me add the total number
of births in 1908— I have not been able to procure

later figures—for the principal European countries

was as follows :

—

Germany ...

Austria-Hungary
Italy

The United Kingdom ...

France

... 2,015,000

... 1,913,000

».. 1,139,000

... 1,145,000

793,000

I leave out of the question the prolific Russian Empire
on account of its vast size. But it is significant that

in Italy, with about half the area of France, the

number of births is fifty per cent, greater.

III.

I take the figures which I have just put before my
readers from a work recently published by M. Georges
Rossignol under the significant title of TJn Pays de
Celibitaires et de Fils Uniques. M. Rossignol was a

member of the Extraparliamentary Commission on
Depopulation appointed in November, 191 2, under the

presidency of M. Klotz, the Minister of Finance, and
his work is dedicated to his colleagues on that body.
I cannot say that it possesses any considerable hterary

merit. Its claim upon our attention is of another—

•

and indeed a higher—kind. It is a weighty collection

of facts and arguments, stated with an energy of con-
viction that leads the author to apologise—quite un-
necessarily, I think—for the occasional violence of his

tone. I may add, to obviate misconception, that M
Rossignol is not open to suspicion as what is vaguely
called a "clerical." On the contrary, he appears to

be an admirer of the existing regime in France. He
accounts "Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity," "a
sublime formula," as " summing up the sacred rights of

the individual, the no less sacred rights of society,

social amelioration, and the peace of nations "—a view
upon which history supplies a curious comment. He
venerates the canaille of 1793 as "great men," and is

of opinion that Gambetta ought to be placed almost
as high in the annals of his country as Joan of Arc.

He is an admirer of I'ecole laique. His testimony,

therefore, as to the condition of France with regard
to the important matter which he discusses, is not to

be met with the insinuation that he is an enemy of the

Third Republic. Indeed the ex-Minister Klotz, in an
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inaugural speech to the Commission above mentioned,

expressly recognised the chief facts on whicli M. Ros-
signol insists, and bewailed them as " a pressing

peril, a state of things involving the life or death of

France." Assuredly, these words are not too strong to

describe the danger accruing to that country from her

ever-progressing depopulation. 1 quoted just now
some figures to indicate the extent of it. Let me cx-

liibit it more succinctly by stating that in the twenty-

two years from 1890 to 191 1 the total increase of the

population was 613, and that in eight of those years

there was no increase at all but a decrease. The re-

sult of this depopulation is, as M. Rossignol easily

shows, the decadence of France. To the establish-

ment of this thesis he devotes the thirty-eight pages of

a painfully interesting chapter. He quotes a sentence

from Dr. Rommel's book, Au Pays de la Revanche,

published at Geneva a quarter of a century ago

:

" France has gone back all along the line : everything

in her is falling to pieces ; everything is diminishing

:

she has no longer the courage to speed the plough, to

maintain foreign commerce, or to breed children."

This is the testimony of an enemy ; but M. Rossignol

acknowledges that it is true : truer even than when the

words were written. The figure which France makes
in the world, he says, is due to her past history and
traditions—as it was with Holland in the eighteenth

century. Her revenues are squandered by profes-

sional politicians, and perhaps there is something

grand. Dr. Rommel grimly observes, when a nation

on the brink of sinking (soinbrcr) throws its riches out

of the window. Her commerce has largely passed into

the hands of foreigners. And so has no inconsiderable

portion of her soil

—

jVI. Rossignol estimates it at

45,000 square kilometres, a quantity equal to eight

departments, and larger than the whole of Switzer-

land. In Marseilles there is a colony of 120,000

Italians : they fill the void made by French depopula-

tion there.

IV.

Such, then, is the position of France with regard to

this grave matter. A vast number of men do not marry,

and of those who do, many decline to be burdened

—

that is tlie word used—with more than one child. It

is rapidly becoming a country of bachelors and of only

sons. But—and here M. Rossignol is on firm ground

—it is not merely the quantity of Frenchmen which

has declined : it is also the quality. " The bachelor,"

he writes
—

" I mean the hardened bachelor, he who
will die in final impenitence— is not merely an egoist

who makes himself his final end : he is often—-too often

—a debauched person : an agent of corruption." " A
society composed of bachelors cannot be a moral

society," he continues ;
" their presence, when they

are numerous, lowers the moral tone of a country."

And he adds, quite truly, that most of these confirmed

bachelors manifest a contempt for women, engendered,

no doubt, by the character of those with whom they

consort : and that this contempt is a very sure sign of

the decadence which they have diffused around them.

And they lead French society as public officials, jour-

nalists, writers of fiction, or simply men of the world

(jiiondains). They, with only sons, are the keystone

of the social order, and they give the tone to public

opinion.
" Only sons." M. Rossignol holds that they are

quite as bad as confirmed bachelors, or even worse.

They too are responsible for the slight esteem in

which women are held. A married couple who so

restrict their family will seldom find the only son a

product of whom they should be proud. He is almost

always spoilt as a child, and grows up sceptical, blas6,

and blagueur. Sceptical? Yes; he believes in

nothing, not even in the family. He is averse from

work, prone to self-indulgence, to which, indeed, he is

from the first habituated. He wishes to make the

most, for himself, of his patrimony as an only son.

Is not that the future which his parents have prepared

for him ? Have they not taught him the lesson that

enjoyment is the one end of life? Such is the out-i

come of what is called—with some injustice to Malthus -

^the neo-Malthusianism of to-day, as exhibited in the

system of only sons. M. Rossignol stigmatises it as

a dupery and an imbecility, and as an act of treason

against the country.

V.

This article has already reached a normal lei^th',

but I must not end it without noticing the conclusion

to which M. Rossignol points. He quotes with

assent a dictum—perfectly true it is—from M,
Bourda's book, Le Fatriote: "A nation has no right

to five longer than it has the force to live." The
force of a nation is in a numerous, a vigorous popula-

tion, sound physically and morally. M. Rossignol

bruslies aside contemptuously the dreams of

doctrinaires concerning the fraternity of peoples.

He knows too well human nature to doubt that the

nations will follow in the years to come, as they have

followed in the years past,

".
. . . the simple rule, the good old plan,

That they should take who have the power,
And they should keep who can."

Dipping into the future, far as mortal eye can see^
and, indeed, further—he considers the dismemberment
of France in a few dec^es quite possible, and draws

a vivid picture of it in one of his chapters. How far

his forebodings will be realised " only the event will

teach us in its hour " ; that is to say, will teach some
of us, of whom I shall not be one. But M. Rossignol

does not despair of his country. He thinks that

though grievously sick, the sickness may be not unto

death : that there are still remedies, if only they are

applied in time. What they are, we will consider next

week.
(To be continued.)

^ dt-

THE MUSIC OF THE HEART
Gipsy-boy with the eyes of fire.

What do you sing to-day?

Who is the god who tuned your lyre?

Where did you learn your lay?

Songs of the broad highway I sing.

Of hills and valleys fair.

For you must know I am a king—

•

My realm, the open air.

The gods? Good sir, I know of none,

I know not what they be

;

No blessings do I ask, save one—
To know that I am free.

My songs are as the songs of birds,

Unlearned, untaught by art.

Nor even feels the need of words

The music of the heart.

John Carlton.
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THE LONDON TERMINI . j^ By G. Alexander
i'ERHAPS there is nothing more characteristic of the

iMecemeal and almost fortuitous way in which our
xtensive railway system has grown up than the posi-

tion and arrangement of the London terminus stations.

It is not so much that they are so aggressively non-
rtistic, forming in this respect, with but few excep-

tions, a strong contrast to those of most Continental
cities. But it is rather that at some points, by their

redundancy, they recall the days of competition gone
mad, while at others they are planted on sites that
support the principle of the public for the railways,

and not tlie railways for the public. But in these days
competition has been greatly sobered by the pressure

of heavier expenses, larger wages bills, and such like

persuasive remedies ; while, on the other hand, the
nation sees clearly that, whether the railways are to

be in the hands of great companies or other ways of

administering them have to be tried, they are a con-
cern of national importance, and must exist mainly for

the advantage of the public. Hence it may be worth
.while to consider whether we cannot improve the
arrangement and lessen the number of these great
collecting and distributing centres.

The very oldest London stations have almost passed
out of sight. Bricklayers' Arms, Nine Elms, and
Bishopsgate, the old Eastern Counties terminus, have
become goods depots, and nothing else. Fenchurch
Street, it is true, still survives, with its narrow propor-
tions and crowded surroundings. London Bridge ter-

minus has grown in such a way as to be still most useful

and not inconspicuous. Again, on the other side of

the Thames, Euston, the important starting-point of

our premier line, still faces the world outside with the
imposing Done portal it had when the L.N.W.R. was
young, and the old legend " London and Birmingham
Railway " is still to be read affixed to the wall. Of
course, it has long ago outgrown its original dimen-
sions, yet, with some sixteen platforms and well-

organised traffic, it remains no unworthy headquarters

of the company. And the only real difficulty is that it

stands back rather far from the main road instead of

abutting upon it. King's Cross bears upon it the

stamp of a bygone age, and withal a sort of meanness
and commonness that ill accord with the eminently
respectable and remarkably efficient expresses of the

Great Xorthern. St. Pancras is a really handsome and
nobly conceived building. Marylebone probably
meets to the full the purposes which it was designed to

ser\'e, and when we come to Liverpool Street we are

introduced to a terminus unrivalled in extent, at least

in London, and admirably organised. It has an im-
mense traffic to provide for, and it does provide for it,

if not with perfection,, at any rate in a manner both
intelligent and helpful.

The question must often have struck the mind of

those interested in the subject whether something could

not be done to make the terminus of the Great Western
more central than it is. But, in default of any feasible

plan before the public for carrying the station further

in towards the centre of London, other attempts have
been made to get over the difficulty in other ways, such
as tube connections, railway omnibuses, and starting

trains from Victoria to come in upon the main line at

some distance from London. But it remains true that

Paddington is the most out of the way of all the

London termini, and the more the Great Western
develops the more this is felt. There is one solution

which presents, indeed, considerable difficulties, but
which, if these can be overcome, would effect a mighty

, improvement in all the west-bound traffic of the Metro-

polis. This solution would be to cross Hyde Park by
a tunnel driven in the direction of the present Padding-
ton Station, placing the new terminus somewhere near
Hyde Park Corner, perhaps on and near the present
site of St. George's Hospital, which in any case is now
to be relinquished. If it be said that an hotel is to be
built on the hospital site, it may be remembered that a
large terminal hotel seems to be looked on nowadays
as a necessary part of the equipment of an important
railway station. And there is one company which has
already pushed its terminus inward to a more central

situation, and that is the Great Eastern, with its exten-
sion from Bishopsgate to Liverpool .Street. What the

Great Eastern has accomplished with such excellent

results might not be beyond the skill and enterprise of

the Great Western.
When we come to consider the companies running

southward from London we are faced with a quite dif-

ferent state of things. The South-Western, indeed,

is patiently transforming Waterloo from a labyrinth

of disjointed passages into an organised centre for its

vast passenger traffic. But the South-Eastern has no
fewer than six London termini, to some extent com-
petitive, which can only be regarded as survivals of

the old days when South-Eastern and Chatham and
Dover contended for the lion's share of the Kent and
Continental work. Surely this is an " embarras de
richesses "

; and, as a matter of fact, looked at from a

broad standpoint, we should be all the better witliout

half of these six stations. Victoria, Charing Cross,

St. Paul's, Holbom Viaduct, Cannon Street, and
London Bridge, all take passengers to the sea-

coast and to the sea ports for the Continent ; all take

up precious space, and all combine to confuse tlie

average traveller, who is not acquainted with the

intricate system they subserve.

And if the London citizen who is anxious for the

good order and comely appearance of his Metropolis

lias an opinion, it can hardly be that in these six build-

ings he has six architectural monuments whic'n help to

decorate the banks of the Thames. Far from it.

Charing Cross, both bridge and station, stands like a

black blot among its modern surroundings, and little

better can be said of Cannon Street ; while the other

stations within the city escape a like condemnation,
not on account of superior comeliness, but because they

do not occupy quite such conspicuous sites.

It seems incredible that something cannot be done
to bring about a simplification and better organisation

of this confused scattering of the forces. If the South-

Western, not to speak of other companies, manage so

well with one terminus, the South-Eastern cannot
surely require six. The traffic is less, the revenue is

less ; nothing save the outlay on salaries and upkeep
can v.ell be greater. In fact, it is quite likely that

,

more than one feasible scheme could be worked out,

evolving order from chaos, and saving time, space, and
money. The few suggestions that follow are by no
means exhaustive.

In the first place, London would gain largely, both

in appearance and otherwise, if Charing Cross Station,

with its unsightly bridge barring the Embankment,
could be utterly abolished. The valuable and con-

spicuous site could be sold and devoted to handsome
buildings in harmony with the surroundings. Mr.

John Burns is supposed to have suggested a terminus

in place of it on the south side of the river. And no
doubt, if Victoria cannot be sufficiently enlarged and

improved, the proposal for a terminus facing Waterloo

holds the field. But if the South-Eastern Victoria
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were treated with the broad hbcrality which the

Brighton Victoria has received, it might well be that

it would become an all-sufficient West-End terminus

for the South-Eastern system.

And then we come to the City stations. If the

Cannon Street terminus can be made to share the

'destruction invoked above upon the head of Charing

Cross, so much the better. Another ugly railway

bridge would then go, and we should be forced to have

one large City station absorbing St. Paul's and Hol-

born Viaduct. But if this is not possible, then would

it not be best to make short work of both these last-

named mean and confusing stations? If Cannon
Street is to be tolerated, it ought to survive as the chief

City station for Continental and all southward-bound

traffic. It is too great an eyesore to find acceptance on

any smaller terms.

Of course, a great city like London can hardly be

made or marred to any vital degree by its railway

stations. Important as they are, they are but one

department out of many. Still less does such a city

exist mainly for them. We have got beyond the time

when we will have them inflicted on us, when they do

not justify themselves either by their utility or their

magnificence. And each one has to be judged on its

own merits. If we cannot say, " One company, one

terminus," in all cases, we can cast off useless ones, and

see to it that those which remain are well placed,

orderly, and spacious.

Granting that for London one vast central station

is, in spite of its manifest advantages, an impossible

ideal, let us make for a safe but boldly conceived

middle course between that ideal and the present

reality of useless subdivision, dire confusion, and pur-

poseless waste.

LITERARY NOTES
Enough volumes have been written about the Boy
Scout and Cadet movements to fill a good-sized book-

case, and never have the various duties of citizenship

been put before the rising generation so insistently

and at the same time so attractively. Messrs. Long-

mans, Green and Co. have just issued " A Primer of

Enghsh Citizenship" (is. 6d.), for use in schools, by

Mr. Frederick Swann, B.A., B.Sc.(Lond.), a publication

with which teachers and educational authorities would

do well to make themselves acquainted. Citizenship,

urges Mr. Swann, is not for a moment to be " confused

or identified with the gospel of the drum and the

trumpet, or with the glorification of one's flag and

country. Rather is it a reasoned exposition—not too

complicated for young minds to grasp—of the system

of Government under which we live, and of those insti-

tutions which are part of our national life." The
chapter headings give a rough idea of the scope of

the little volume :—His Majesty the King, Parliament,

The Town Council, County and Other Councils, Rates

and Taxes, Courts and Judges, Soldiers and Sailors,

Schools and Scholars, The State and the Child,

Masters and Men, England and the Empire, Tlie Com-
plete Citizen. Lest the perfervid Scot take exception

to the title, we hasten to add that, owing to differences

in their legal, ecclesiastical, and educational systems,

separate editions adapted to Scotland and to Ireland

are under consideration.

• • • * •

On September nth Messrs. T. C. and E. C. Jack

will add a seventh dozen to their People's Books (^6d.).

The subjects covered are as varied as they are inviting.

The new volumes will be :
—

" Biology," by Prof. W. D.

Henderson, MkA. ;
" Sir William Huggins and Spectro-

scopic Astronomy," by E. W. Maunder, F.R.A.S. ;l

" Kant's Philosophy," by A. D. Lindsay, M.A. ;
" Eng-

land in the Making " (before 1066), by Prof. F. J. Cj

Hearnshaw, M.A., LL.D. ;
" The Monarchy and the

People," by W. T. Waugh, M.A. ;
" The Experimental

Psychology of Beauty," by C. W. Valentine, B.A.;;
" Goethe," by Prof. C. H. Herford, LittD. ;

" Spiritual-

ism," by J. Arthur Hill ;
" Kindergarten Teaching at

Home," by Two Members of the National Froebel

Union ;
" The Stock Exchange," by J. F. Wheeler

;]

"Coleridge," by S. L'. Bensusan; and "The Cru-

saders," by M. M. C. Calthrop.

• • * • •

Next week Mr. Heinemann will bring out an Enghsh'

translation (by Mr. Paul V. Cohn) of Gobineau's " The
Renaissance "—a sequence of five dramas or " histori-

cal scenes," as their author called them. Nietzsche

once said of Count Gobineau :
" He is the only

European spirit I should care to converse with." And
this translation should help English readers to under-

stand why the German philosopher thus distinguished

the French writer from his contemporaries.

• • • • •

Among newly published and forthcoming novels

which, by reason of their authorship or their subject, or

both, are certain to create v>idespread interest may be
mentioned Arnold Bennett's "The Regent" (pub-

lished yesterday by Messrs. Methuen, 6s.), in which

Machin, the "Card" of the Five Towns, reappears

and runs a theatre in London ; John Trevena's " No
Place Like Home," a novel in satirical vein, which

reveals the wretched housing conditions of labourers

and touches on Home Rule.—the pubhshers are

Messrs. Constable ; W. L. George's " The Making of

an Englishman " (also by Constable ; ready in

January), in which a Frenchman keenly, but not un-

kindly, criticises English character and customs ; and

H. G. Wells's "The Passionate Friends" (Messrs.

Macmillan ; September 1 2th), in which Stephen

Stratton relates his love affairs, in order that his soix

may not fall into the same errors.

•^ • • * •

At a time when Mexico is attracting world-wide

attention by its diplomatic duel with the United States,

more than ordinary interest attaches to the publication

by Messrs. J. M. Dent and Sons (los. 6d.) of "The
Republics of Central and South America." The
author, Mr. C. Reginald, Enock, discusses the resources,

industries, sociology, and future of the Latin American
Republics in a remarkably compact and comprehen-

sive volume of some 500 pages.

• • » « •

Messrs. Howard Latimer, Ltd., have published an

authorised translation (by EUie Schleussner) of

August Strindberg's " The Red Room " (6s.), a collec-

tion of some thirty short stories, whose daring and
fascination caused such a stir in Sweden when they

first came out.

• * • » •

"God's Future" is the striking title of a book on

the " religious relation of Man to the Universe," by
G. H. Harrop (published by Arthur H. Stockwell).

» » <K » •

Several correspondents have written to point out

that the last two lines of Shelley's " Love's Philo-

sophy," reproduced in EVERYMAN of August 15th,

(p. 561), should have read

—

"What are all these kissings worth,

If thou kiss not me? "
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HENRY JAMES > -» ^ By J. Stephen
A CERTAIN Mr. Jones, army tailor and art collector—

to whom, by the way, we owe the Jones Collection in

the South Kensington Museum—was, in appearance,

like to the victor of Waterloo. His dress, gesture,

manner of wearing his hair, and so forth, were possibly

not intended to diminish the effect of the natural like-

ness. Reported to the Duke of Wellington how often

Mr. Jones was mistaken for his Grace, the reply came

:

" Odd thing is that nobody ever seems to take me for

Mr. Jones."

Mr. Henry James is one to whom many writers may
be likened. He is not in the least danger of being

likened to any other writer.

To one who, not so very long ago, was accustomed

to see Mr. James' name always with the " Jnr." after

it, and to one who had even contracted the habit of

speaking of " Henry James, Junior," it comes almost

,with a shock to recall that the young novelist of thC'

seventies and earlier eighties has already spent his

sabbatical years, and, for the matter of that, that

Stevenson, Henry James' friend and great admirer,

had, if still he were herCj at all events well entered

on his. But shock or no shock, it is so. Henry
James was born in the earlier half of 1843, twin

brother of WilHam, whose "Psychology," "Will to

Believe," and "Varieties of Religious Experience"
>v'ere at one time, and may still be, as popular reading

as ever were Henry's novels. They were the sons of a

father who had genius of a kind that keeps his name
alive. One of a well-known English family declared

of his father that he was a " Transcendental Quaker,

jvith leanings towards ritualism," and it has been said

of Henry James, Senr., that his form of religion was
"a sort of Ishmaelitish Swedenborgianism." If that

help anyone better to understand the sons, or, for

the matter of that, better to understand the father,

the dictum will not have been set down in vain.

Henry James is, by birth at all events, an American,

and for all the long years spent in England, and for

all that he is so much an exile from his native land,

and so much in a hundred ways a European, he is

still an American in England, as Stevenson in Samoa
jyas still a Scotchman.

It cannot precisely be said that Mr. Henry James
,was other than a well-known, and, indeed, very well

known, novelist in the later seventies. In 1875 he

had already secured success with " Roderick
Hudson " ; and " The Americans," " The Europeans,"
" Daisy Miller," " A Bundle of Letters," " Washington
Square," and " The Portrait of a Lady " were all

jvritten, and even published, before the eighties of last

century were fully entered upon—that is to say, all of

them considerably more than thirty years ago. And
yet it seems as though Mr. James obtained his recogni-

tion as a man of letters—which is something much more
than recognition as a novelist—only about the year
11884. The manner of that recognition's obtainment was
thus: Mr. (afterwards to be Sir) Walter Besant had
been lecturing at the Royal Institution, with character-

istic breeziness, on his trade of literature and on its

rewards. , Incidentally, too, he had spoken of what
might be called the technique of the novelist, though
he seemed to think that this was a good deal mixed
up with questions of fiddlesticks. Mr. James, in an
article on " The Art of Fiction," written for Longman's
'Magazine of 1 884, referred to Mr. Besant's interesting

pronouncements, and said that it had been made
apparent that many persons were interested in the art

of fiction, and not indifferent to such remarks as those

who practise it might attempt to make. " I am there-

fore anxious," he said, " not to lose the benefit of this

favourable association, and to edge in a few words
under cover of the attention which Mr. Besant is sure*

to have excited."

Then, in an article, memorable for its own sake and
memorable too because it produced " A Humble Re-I

monstrance " from his friend Stevenson, Henry Jamesi
set forth his beliefs about his art : his beliefs about his'

own art and the art of some of his brother craftsmen.!

One recollects, as though it were yesterday, some'

laughter that was as the crackling of thorns under a
pot when Mr. James' statement about the novels of

Dickens and Thackeray was quoted, or more likely

misquoted. Here is the passage, " Only a short time
ago it might have been supposed that the English novel

was not what the French call disciilable. It had no
air of having a theory, a conviction, a consciousness of

itself behind it—of being the expression of an artistic

faith, the result of choice and comparison. I do not

say it was necessarily the worse for that ; it would
take much more courage than I possess to intimate

that the form of the novel, as Dickens and Thackeray
(for instance) saw it, had any taint of incompleteness.

It was, however, naif (if I may help myself out with

another French word) ; and evidently, if it is destined

to suffer in any way for having lost its naivete, it has
now an idea of making sure of the corresponding ad-
vantages During the period I have alluded to there

was a comfortable, good-humoured feeling abroad that

a novel is a novel, as a pudding is a pudding, and this

was the end of it. But within a year or two, for some
reason or other, there have been signs of returning

animation—the era of discussion would appear to have
been to a certain extent opened. Art lives upon dis-

cussion, upon experiment, upon curiosity, upon variety

of attempt, upon the exchange of views and the com-
parison of standpoints ; and there is a presumption that
those times, when no one has anything particular to

say about it, and has no reason to give for practice or

preference, though they may be times of genius, are
not times of development—are times, possibly even, a
little, of dulness. The successful application of any
art is a delightful spectacle, but the theory, too, is in-

teresting ; and though there is a great deal of the
latter without the former, I suspect there has never
been a genuine success without a core of conviction.

Discussion, suggestion, formulation, these things are
fertilizing when they are sincere."

Then Mr. James went on to say the thought that

was in him : went on to liberate his soul. And from
that day he has stood supreme as the exponent of the
whole science of novel-writing, and very high as the
exponent of the whole art. " I cannot," Mr. James
said, " imagine composition existing in a series of

blocks, nor conceive, in any novel worth discussing at

all, of a passage of description that is not in its inten-

tion narrative, a passage of dialogue that is not in its

intention descriptive, a touch of truth of any sort that
does not partake of the nature of incident, and an
incident that derives its interest from any other source
than the general and only source of the success of a
work of art—that of being illustrative. A novel is a
living thing, all one and continuous, like every other
organism ; and in proportion as it lives will it be found,'

I think, that in each of the parts will be some
of the other parts." Thus Henry James has
thought, thus he has taught, and thus he has
wrouerht.
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
Malory's " Morte d'Arthur" j» ^ j» By Vida D. Scudder

I.

This " noble and joyous book " has a curious history.

Finished in 1469 by an old knight who had fought in

the French wars under that mirror of chivalry, the

Earl of War^vick, it w^as printed by Caxton in 1485

—

the new art which was to help destroy the Middle Ages

thus preserving for the future the record of their best

delights. The book proved popular, but, after the

last black-letter edition, in 1634, it dropped from

sight and thought for nearly two centuries. Then re-

prints began, and slowly it made its way back into the

general heart. Its best lovers at first took an apolo-

getic tone: Sir Edward Strachey, in his preface to

the Globe edition, said that few people could be ex-

pected to read it except boys. Tennyson handled its

material with a cavalier freedom on which he would

hardly venture to-day. The Pre-Raphaelites loved

it and drew from its deep fountains, but it re-

mained through the last century a book for the

very few.

To-day interest in the rich treasures of mediaeval

literature, stimulated by excellent reprints and trans-

lations, is everywhere rising. We are learning to

value the mystical writings of the ages of faith ; to

enjoy poets long forgotten, like Chretien de Troyes

and Wolfram von Eschenbach. And a considerable

part of the EngHsh world, as more than one popular

edition attests, is coming to love its Malory.

II.

Malory is in one way not original. In his day the

older a story v.'as known to be, the better it was liked,

and there is a sense in which all the Middle Ages wrote

this book. His material had mostly been thrown into

literary form three centuries before his time, and the

sources of it were more remote still. Nor does he

always choose the best from these sources. Much
that is charming in Arthurian romance he omits. He
uses an inferior version of the Beguiling of Merlin, he

degrades the Tristram story, and he fails to give any

of those pleasant tales concerning the "enfances"

of his heroes which prove the folly of saying that

modern literature discovered childhood.

But Malory's glory is that he reduced by nine-tenths

a chaotic mass of romances, and shaped it into one

organic and unified work of artj noble in balance and

proportion.

It may seem strange so to describe him. The im-

pression this book makes on a casual reader is that of

a wilderness full of agreeable trails leading nowhere

in particular. But this is where the casual reader

makes a mistake. He is misled by the enormous scale

of the work, which causes him to lose himself in detail.

Malory, either with unconscious instinct or conscious

art, so selected and arranged his material as to give

a centralised action, in which few episodes could be

omitted without loss. The story he tells of the estab-

Hshment of that fraternal symbol, the Table Round,

of its central glories, of its tragic disruption, is pos-

sibly the nearest approach to an epic that England

possesses ; it is the tale in miniature of the rise and

downfall of a civihsation ; it presents with unmatched

vividness the interplay of the forces that created the

the^

J

chivalric ideal by their harmony, and destroyed it b]

tlieir discord.

III.

This ideal centred in loyalty, which Professor

Royce calls the mother of all virtues ; and loyalty to

the Middle Ages took three directions—pohtical, per-

sonal, and religious. A knight was bound to be
loyal to his overlord, his lady, and his God. Histori-

cally, if not logically, political loyalty came first—tlie

binding force of feudalism, superbly shown in the

Song of Roland, for instance, by the adoring devotion

to Karl the Great. " L'Amour Courtois," loyalty to

the Lady, entered later, from the South: it presents

an odd blend of gay non-morality, illustrated, for

example, in the little Lais of Marie de France, with

such mysticism as transfigures the Divine Comedy.
Loyalty to God or to the Church—the times did not

discriminate—was always presentj as a vast religious

literature attests. But it had to enter the interior

life of secular romance before it could produce the

stories of the Holy Grail.

These fiery and vital loyalties were all essential

the perfect knight. When harmonised, they p;

duced that fine " mesure " which recalls the Hellenic

attiiude more than any other mediseval quality. But

they harmonised seldom. Too often, they conflicted

fiercely, each seeking to win control of tlie whole

man. This conflict Malory depicts with epic sweep
and dramatic fervour. It is the secret of his tragedy.

IV.

As prelude, he has to show the establishment of the

chivalric ideal and its victory over external foes. This

occupies seven books. He gets his characters in posi-

tion—Arthur, Gawain, Lancelot, Guinevere. Romans
and Saxons are subdued. Arthur founds the Round
Table, and binds his knights at the solemn Feast of

the Spirit by the great oath which they are to renew,

every year. Before this oath is taken Malory vividly

suggests the disorder of a realm where no codes or

standards of honour exist, by the dismal story of

Balin ; later, when chivalry is well established, tl ;

charming tale of Gareth gives us our starting-point-

an unshadowed picture of knighthood in its gay early

prime, unrent as yet by earthly passion or by spiritual

anguish.

He then proceeds to present his three great types

of loyalty, through the successive Pageants, as we may
call them, of three figures: Tristram, Galahad,

Gawain. Lancelot, to be sure, is the protagonist, but

Lancelot, albeit his central position is clearly defined

from the outset, is kept with subtle art in the back-

ground, while first Tristram and then Galahad fill the

stage.

V.

Books VIII. to XI. are chiefly concerned with the

prince of lovers and his lady, fair Iseult. Many
another lover also wanders through these pages : Sir

Lamorak, sighing after Queen Margawse ; Alisander

le Orphelin, wooing, according to strict mediaeval pro-

priety, Alice la Beale Pilgrim ; and the entertaining,

.spirited Paynim knight, Palomides, who, in his hope-

leas passion for Iseult, illustrates the finest points of
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tlie courtly code. And always in the background,

;
Lancelot and Guinevere, their relation touched by

hints now sympathetic, now sinister.

But the time comes when we cannot stand any

more love-making, however lavishly mingled with

good tournaments. Restiveness invades the court.

,We crave we know not what ; it is time for Galahad

and the Grail. In sudden reaction from earthly and

sensuous passion, we follow through the ensuing

books, XI.-XVIL, the quest for a light behind the

fleshly veil. It is an astounding transition ; but the

Middle Ages were familiar with just these extremes,

these violent contrasts. How charged with sacra-

mental mystery is the rarefied air, how full of strange

and haunting imagery are the pages in which we
pu'rsue, " o'er moor and fen, o'er crag and torrent," the

rosy, ever-vanishing star which is the armour of

Galahad ! With him, we begin " to tremble right sore

when the deadly flesh perceives the spiritual things."

•The quest leads far from earthly life, far from the

court of Arthur, into complete subjection to that

ascetic and contemplative ideal which forever lured

the Middle Ages away from human passion.

VI.

But the reaction, in romance as in real hfe, is too

absolute, too abrupt. The knights return ; and we
have to learn how Lancelot—who in the Grail books

has developed from a conventional figure into a living

man—" fell to his old love again." Revenge and lust

now ravage the realm. In these last books, the great

tragic books, XVIII.-XXL, Gawain emerges into a

new importance, as the chief instrument of the

tragedy. He is in origin the oldest of the knights,

and his Paganism clings to him. Malory allows him

no lady-love, and when he enters the Grail quest he

is sadly bored. Tenacious devotion to king and

kindred is his one star ; and against Lancelot, un-

v/itting murderer of his brothers Gareth and Gaheris

and betrayer of his king, he swears implacable ven-

geance. Holding his reluctant uncle Arthur to that

pre-Christian code which identified honour with re-

taliation—a code fought by chivalry in vain—he

forces the disastrous war with Lancelot which opens

the way for the treason of Modred (in whom no

loyalty of any kind is to be found), and so far the

catastrophe.

VII.

Thus has loyalty destroyed loyalty ; tlius is the fair

Order of Knighthood overthrown through the inward

clash of the very life-giving powers that had created

it. The tragic evolution of these last books is superb

;

yet they need behind them the full picture of the rise

of chivalry and of its ruling passions presented by the

earlier. For after the joyous externality of Book VII.

we become gradually aware of deep inward moral con-

fusion. We can hardly blame Tristram for his dis-

loyalty to the contemptible Mark, and love, to the

mediaeval mind, is its own excuse for being ; yet the

tone of thfese books is low, and we feel that some-

thing is wrong. Our hearts follow Galahad
; yet we

realise that his type of religion avails curiously little

in a Vvorld full of evil customs. Gawain is an in-

teresting figure, and in some ways a fine one ; yet

his intent, so fiercely centred on avenging the wrongs
of his king and his tribe, is the final cause of disaster.

Lancelot, the greatest character-study in mediaeval

prose, is alone open on all three sides of his nature:

Arthur's " best knight," lover of Guinevere, precluded
by that love only from passing all except his son in

the quest of holiness. But, alas 1 his heart is the real

battle-ground of these fighting byalties. " His honour
rooted in dishonour stood, And faith unfaithful kept
him falsely true." Broken in the contest, there is

nothing left him e.xcept to "dry and dwine away," a

remorseful hermit in a devastated realm.

VIII.
The imagination has pictured few catastrophes

more absolute and drear. Yet through the pitiful

story shines an ever-brightening light. Reading
Malory with open vision, we gaze down receding

vistas-of civilisation. Many traces can be found in

him of pre-Christian barbarism. Hints abound of the

primitive, blood-thirsty manners of the early Middle
Ages. Reckless non-morality is common enough to

justify certain harsh lines of Tennyson. None the

less, there gradually emerges, through the controlling

influence of the vow of knighthood, a lofty standard

of merciful and courteous conduct, a delicate ideal of

sentiment, and a fine sense of moral and spiritual

values. We rise from level to level ; through this one
book, more perhaps than through any other English

book, we are privileged

"To see the race fulfil

The spiral of its steep ascent, predestined of the Will."

IX.
And how wonderfully it is all told! With what

wealth of delightful detail, what quaint charm of style,

what phrases that through mere cadence " startle and
waylay "

!
" Ye shall not find this day nor night, but

to-morn ye shall find harbour good, and ease of that

ye be in doubt of." Malory's external pictures are

less bright than those in earlier romances
; yet the

brave mediaeval world that he depicts is still full of

enchantments, from the magic of Merlin and Morgan
to the pure mysticism of the quest. The informing

soul of romantic art, the spirit of adventure rules

these pages. Now seeking rare possibihties of ex-

citement and stir within the natural order, now press-

ing far beyond barriers of flesh and sense, it moves to

all seeming at its own sweet will in wildest liberty.

Yet through its wandering impulses, the great tragic

action, illuminating in its development the funda-

mental life of the Middle Ages, advances steadily to

its goal, obedient to that inexorable law which pre-

serves the stars from wrong and imparts august reality

to all deep books of the world.

" I HAVE, after the simple conning that God hath sent to me,
emprised to imprint a book of the noble histories of King
Arthur, and of certain of his knights, after a copy unto me
delivered, which copy Sir Thomas Malory did take out of

certain books of French, and reduced it into English. And
I, according to my copy, have done set it in imprint to the
intent that noble men may see and learn the noble acts of
chivalry, the gentle and virtuous deeds that some knights
used in those days, by which they came to honour ; and how
they that were vicious were punished and oft put to shame
and rebuke ; humbly beseeching all noble lords and ladies,

with all other estates, of what estate or degree they be of,

that shall see and read in this said book and work, that they

take the good and honest acts in their remembrance, and to

follow the same. Wherein they shall find many joyous and
pleasant histories, and noble and renowned acts of humanity,
gentleness and chivalries. For herein may be seen noble

chivalry, courtesy, humanity, friendliness, hardiness, love,

friendship, cowardice, murder, hate, virtue, and sin."^
Caxton's Preface to " Le Morte d'Arthur."
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THE TRAGEDY OF THE
PLIMSOLL LINE

By Our Special Commissioner

IV.

It used to be said about the Bourbons that they learnt

nothing and forgot nothing ! Experience, which, as

somebody remarked, is a matter of capacity, not of

dates, did not exist for them. There was nothing, new
to be learnt in the whole world. Hence they continued

stereotyping their old blunders, until the conscience of

mankind destroyed them.

This inabihty to reason from facts is not, alas, con-

fined to royal houses. In our own day it has become
characteristic of Government, departments. None
have shown it with more distressing clearness than the

Board of Trade in this matter, this tragic matter, of

the Plimsoll Load Line. The abandonment of the

line has meant, as we have seen, the death of theusands

of poor seamen, "the sacrifice," to quote Mr. Lewis,

the Cardiff stipendiary, " of lives to cargo." That is a

dreadful, a haunting fact.

But "Worse Remains Behind."
It is shocking to think of sailors being drowned like

rats merely to save trouble for dilatory officials, or to

bring more grist to tlie mills of greedy profiteers

;

dreadful to reflect that the lives of brave men are

thrown away, merely because the heads of departments

at Whitehall will not go into facts for themselves, and

yield to the insistent pressure of influential ship-

owners. That, I say, is reproach enough. But, bad
as it is, one might feel almost reconciled to the loss of

these men if one could feel that their sacrifice had not

been in vain ; that their tragic fate had at least the

merit of ensuring tlieir fellows reasonable safety at

sea ; that the department which had authorised the

destruction of Plimsoll's hfe work had seen the error

of ite ways, and had taken to heart the fearful lesson

that their fate made plain.

Alas! that is not the case. " As it was in the begin-

ning, so it is now." The Board of Trade

Are Blind to all Experience

in this matter, and the complacent officials, unmoved
by the disasters that have followed their mistakes, are

hard at it repeating them!
Let me explain. When, after 1906, the appalling

increase in the deaths of sailors at sea first became
evident, Mr. Buxton's department refused all informa-

tion. It was too costly a matter, questioners in the

Commons were told, to find out how many seamen had
perished after the new rules as to freeboard had been

adopted. Then, as disaster followed disaster, and
wreck succeeded wreck, the complacence of the depart-

ment became a httle less unruffled. Some inquiry did

seem necessary, they admitted. Investigation was
really desirable. There followed Mr. Wilkie's return,

with its dreadful record of shipwrecked vessels and
drowned seamen. The demand for inquiry became
insistent. Even the dry bones of the Board of Trade
were stirred. Mr. Buxton was impelled to action. He
appointed a committee to inquire and report.

Now it is of the most supreme importance that the

public should grasp firmly the fact that the Com-
mittee so appointed is for all practical intents and
purposes valueless ; irt is indeed a hindrance, not a

help, for it perpetuates all the .worst defects of the

Committee who inspired

The Undoing of Samuel Plimsoll's Life Work
For, as my readers will readily remember, \vhen

the Committee appointed by Mr. Joseph Chamberlain

reported, after two years' anxious consideration of

the facts, they made at least one very striking recom-
mendation. They said that whoever else fixed for

the future the depth of the freeboard—i.e, whoever
decided where the load line was to be drawn—the
judges must not be

Officials of an Administrative Body;

they must be representative of the various interests

involved, the owners, the underwriters, the ship

builders, aiKl last, but not least—the seamen!

It was exactly that representative character which
the Committee appointed in 1905—the Committee
which did aH the mischief—so obviously lacked. It is

exactly that absence of representative status which
the Committee of Inquiry recently appointed by Mr.
Sydney Buxton perpetuates. The 1905 Committee;
failed because, in defiance of their predecessor's find-

ings, they were not, they could not pretend to be a

representative body. The Committee of 191 3 must
suffer from the same handicap. If Mr. Chamberlain's
Commissioners were right in 1885, then the Com-
mittee ought to have representatives of the seamen
upon it. The Committee of 1905 blundered egre-

giously because of the absence of the seamen's repre-

sentatives. The latest Committee will suffer from the

same defect.

The Case for the Seaman

will not be put in the course of its deliberations. The
arguments of the man before the mast will not be
heard. The arguments that passed muster in 1905
will go unchallenged before this new tribunal, who
will enact the part of Satan approving sin.

" Ah, but," it is said, " if the seamen are not to be
represented on the Committee, they can at least give

evidence before it. There is nothing to close their

mouths. All that they want to say before the Com-
mittee they can say fairly, freely and frankly, and the

members can listen and take heed."

Thus says Mr. Buxton. But he forgets one fact.

The Committee is a Secret Committee,

its meetings will not be open to the Press, and, riglitly

or wrongly, the seamen will not give evidence before it.

They assert—with what truth I do not know—that

they would be marked men if they did; that the

more important their evidence was, the worse it w'ould

be for them. It would be heard in secret, and would
excite no public backing. But the shipowners would
hear, and—they would suffer.

In 1906 the Manning of Merchant Ships Committee
—another child of the Board of Trade—complained of

some cardinal omission. They said they had been

called on to play Hamlet without the Prince of Den
mark. No seaman, they said, could be got to givt

evidence before them, because no seaman who had

anything worth saying felt safe in his job afterward-.

And the Committee was stultified.

But the Board of Trade, like the Bourbons, repeat

its mistakes. No seaman will serve on this new Com
mittee, and its conclusions will be as valueless as t'>

Committees of 1905 and 1906.

If the inquiry is to be effective, let it be public, a»d

let a seaman sit upon it

!

But a secret committee that listens only jto the

owners' case, what chance is there that it will undo the

work—the dreadful work—of its predecessors of 1905 ?

Alas! the chance is small. The 3,000 searnen

drowned last year in the ocean will find no champion

at the board table of the inquiry. Their case will not

be heard. They are dead, and dead men tell no

tales

!
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"EVERYMAN " INTERVIEWS
Lord Robert Cecil on the Decay of Parliament

"The House of Commons is losing, and rapidly, its

self-respect. Something like creeping paralysis has

set in at St. Stephen's, and a sense of the decadence of

Parliament oppresses almost everyone taking part in

its proceedings."

The speaker was Lord Robert Cecil, whose views on
a subject that he has largely made his own I had been
commissioned to obtain for the readers of EVERYMAN.
'Admittedly, Lord Robert is one of the most striking

discoveries of this Parliament, and his speech on the

amendment to the Address, deahng with this very

question, profoundly impressed members, so that I

was not altogether surprised at the vigour and direct-

ness with which this uncompromising Conservative

—

himself a keen constitutional lawyer and the last of a

long line of distinguished Parliamentarians—assailed

this ancient estate of the realm.

Lord Robert continued, " I am not talking now as

a party man. This question of the impotence of Par-

liament cuts across all parties, and is sincerely regretted

by. many members on the Government side of the

House. But, until certain fundamental reforms are

carried out, they are as powerless as we are to change
things. Let me give you a case in point, one that

shows how seriously Parliament has deteriorated. In

the old days, as is well known, the speeches of mem-
bers produced direct results on the division. Wilber-

force, for instance, changed some forty votes by his

speech on the motion to impeach Melville. Later on,

if we take the records of the Parliaments from 1875 to

1885, we find that the Government was defeated on
an average some three or four times in a Session. Now,
of course, a defeat never happens. It is not allowed

to ; the whips see to that. Of course, a snap divi-

sion may go against the Government, but that is only

a nine days' wonder, and the Government soon re-

verses the decision. The truth is that a debate in the

House of Commons has become the merest sham. The
object of all discussions, of course, is to convince, and,

while there was a possibility of this happening, a

speech in the House meant something. Now it is not

even listened to. Go into the Commons, and what do
you hnd ? Empty benches, with a few weary legis-

lators scattered about in various attitudes of indiffer-

ence and dejection. Presently the rest of the mem-
bers will come in to vote—without having heard a

word of the debate! All decisions on Government
measures, in fact, are of the Cabinet, not of the House,
which has ceased on such questions to be a deliberative

assembly at all."

" How does this state of things affect the members
themselves ?

"

" They are getting very tired of it. And necessarily

so. Can you imagine a contrast more ludicrous than
that between the forms of the House and the actual

facts as members know them? Members stand up
and solemnly address and reason with each other, ap-

pealing for impartial consideration, for a vote on the

merits of the question. Of course, they know that all

that is on Government Bills an empty form! They
nearly always know, almost exactly beforehand, what
the division list will show, for they are perfectly well

aware that the members they are appealing to will

vote as they are directed by the party whips. Our
'debates have, in fact, lost all reality and sincerity, and
we should vote just as well if we divided without going
through the formahty of discussion at all."

" And you think that this is killing popular interest

in Parliament ?

"

" Beyond doubt. It is a very remarkable fact that,

with the disappearance of the private member as a
force, especially since the guillotine and the kangaroo
closure have reduced the proceedings in the House to

a farce, less and less space is given in the popular Press

to Parliamentary proceedings. Speeches of promi-
nent men are more widely reported outside than inside

the House. The platform is becoming more impor-
tant than Parliament. The common attitude of the
man in the street is infinitely less respectful than thirty

or forty years ago. The unreality of the whole thing

is becoming apparent to everybody. People are get-

ting sick of the sham of it all, and are following our
proceedings with less and less interest."

" One may see the effects of this change of attitude

in the extraordinary and quite spontaneous rise of
Syndicalism in this country ?

"

" No doubt. And it will have even more serious

and depressing consequences unless certain structural

alterations are effected in the Constitution, with, a view
to restoring to Parliament something of its old autho-
rity which the Cabinet has usurped. The fact is that

Parliament no longer represents the people. Apart
altogether from the impotence of the individual

member, we have to remember that opinion outside
the House changes, and often rapidly, while inside St.

Stephen's it is fixed and stationary. Often the
strength of parties in the House of Commons differs

absolutely from the balance of opinion in the country,
which may have shifted its ground since the election,

or may be against some unauthorised addition that the

Government have chosen to make to the programme
on which they were elected. What is the result?

Merely this: members are utterly out of touch with
the opinion of the country, which they are supposed
to represent, and are, of course, inclined more and
more to rely on the party whips, on the strength and
resources of the caucus ; in a word, on the machine
rather than on their own constituents. Now; the first

step in any scheme of reform designed to save Parlia-

ment from the insidious decay that is now eating out
its vitals is to restore that direct relationship between
the members of the House and their constituents that
ought never to have been lost."

" And how can that be done ?
"

" Only by the referendum. If the House is really to
represent the electorate there must be the power of
referring its decisions to the electorate itself. It is

futile to say that the referendum would destroy the
responsibility of members of Parliament. On the
contrary, it would restore it, for, if each member knew
he would have to defend his vote on a great question
before his constituents, he would take care that the
vote would be defensible. He would not, in a word,
vote under the crack of the party whip, thinking only
of the convenience of the Cabinet, for he would know
that, behind the Cabinet and the caucus and the rest

of it, there would be the possibility of that final appeal
to Caesar. Of course, the appeal would be made but

rarely, but its very possibility would make Ministers

amenable to reason. Legislation would have to be
watertight and defensible, not devised to suit some
particular section of a chance majority, but so as tq

secure the approval of the whole people of the country.

It would be more cautious and more conciliatory, and,
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above all, it would contain only such provisions as were
really acceptable to the common sense of members of

Parliament. This would go far to restore to the

House its old reality of discussion. Obviously, if a
Ministry knew that there might be a referendum on
their Bill, with a possibly adverse result, they would
take very good care to see that it was thoroughly dis-

cussed, and that all reasonable objections to it were
met and answered, and the whole tendency would be,

instead of burking discussion, to encourage it."

" That is not the only alteration that you would
favour?"

" By no means, though it is very important. Another
very serious step that requires to be taken at once is

to enlarge the scope and character of Grand Commit-
tees. I believe that all Bills should be discussed in

Grand Committee, since a defeat there cannot involve

the existence of the Government, who, if they fmd their

proposals rejected, cannot pretend tliat they have lost

the confidence of the House. Accordingly, members
have some chance of really voting on the merits of the

question, and speeches may thus prove of value. Again,

the actual procedure in a Grand Committee—which
precludes the employment of Government whips and
tfie physical division into two bodies in the lobbies—
adds to the freedom from party pressure. Finally,

and most important, by the procedure of the Grand
Committee, only those members who have heard the

discussion actually vote, and so we are spared the spec-

tacle of members trooping in who know nothing about
the debate to vote " Aye " or " No," according as they

are directed. I hold, therefore, that, at a fixed period,

say two months after the commencement of a Session,

the House should not sit, as a House, on Tuesdays and
Wednesdays after questions. Members would be
allotted to six Grand Committees, not less than eighty

each, to which all Bills of every kind would be referred

so soon as they had got through their second reading.

Of course, in the case of very long Bills, like the

Finance Act of 1909 or the Insurance Act of 191 1,

it would be necessary to divide them into two or more
measures, each of which would go to a separate

Grand Committee, which would have the power to re-

tain, by special resolution, either the whole or any
part of the Bill. The report stage, of course, would
bcsfetained in order to give Ministers a final control

over the essential parts of the Bill, and for this stage

there would, as a rule, be a special allocation of time.
" This reform would reintroduce into Committee

that discussion of details which is so important a part

of the work of Parhament, while, as I have explained,

so far as second and third reading debates are con-

cerned, members would have to think and to remember
the great masses of the people outside the House who
might be polled on the measure if it were inadequately

discussed." C. Sheridan Jones.

(^'» f^* ^^f'

AN OUTCAST
She glided noiselessly past my table in the httle cafe,

and dropped with a low sigh of weariness into a chair

in the corner where the gnarled boughs of an old

chestnut tree swept down almost to the ground. The
sound of her own sigh seemed to startle her, and she

looked up apprehensively, as if ashamed of having so

far betrayed her feelings. With uncertain, jerky

movements she took off h'er gloves and laid them on

her lap. Then she played nervously with the strap of

her handbag till the waiter came to take her order.

Her voice was husky and almost inaudible, and she

did not venture for a while to raise her eyes. Every
gesture, every line of her body, betrayed that painful

uneasiness in the presence of their fellows which]
afflicts those wlio always live alone.

Insignificant was the only word which would de-
scribe her long, thin face. It did not possess one dis-

tinctive feature, ugly or beautiful. The grinding
forces of life had succeeded in effacing all trace of

individuality, if she had ever had any. Her skin, in

colour and texture, reminded one of a withered white
rose, and the line lines with which it was seamed
deepened round the eyes and accentuated the weal-
droop of the mouth. Her eyebrows were high-archctl.

not proudly, but questioningly, sadly, as if she halted
in pained surprise before the riddle of her life, and the
deep-drawn lines that crossed her brow just under the
temples emphasised the puzzled helplessness of her
expression. Of her eyes I caught only fleeting

glimpses. They were watery grey, dull and expres-
sionless, but not unkindly.

I fell to wondering what lay behind that drab mask
It did not bear the stamp of any great sorrow, of oiii

of those cataclysms which either crush a life com-
pletely or bring to light its hidden, unsuspected re-

serves of power. She could never have known that

content which crowns the life in which pleasures and
pains, ecstasies and tears, blend in one vibrant whole.

She had held out her hands for the gifts of Life, and
Life had passed her by unheeding, and she lived on
between the grey waste of the past and the grey mist

of the future, apathetic, resigned, save for that vague
suggestion of a question in the lifting of her brows.

... At least, so I thought.

The cafe had gradually become more animated while

I sat watching her. As she sipped her coffee she

looked shyly round the tables from time to time, but
without betraying a gleam of interest. Her first agita-

tion over, she seemed totally indifferent to her sur-^

roundings. For one second, however, I noticed her

eyes kindle as she glanced rapidly at something or

someone behind me. She quickly dropped them, as

though conscious of a fault, but heir eyelids fluttered

restlessly, and she looked once more in the same direc-

tion, as if drawn by some attraction stronger than her

will. With an effort she turned away again, but her

gaze moved back and remained?
At the table next to mine sat a couple, apparently

bride and bridegroom. They were not handsome or

interesting beyond the ordinary run of mortals, but they

fairly glowed with life and joy. I could only see the

young wife's profile. She was a slightly built little

thing, with a trick of casting appealing, roguish glances

at her husband, who gazed down on her with a

mingling of passion and reverence that lent a real

nobility to his honest, good-natured face.

And there she lingered on the fringe of that happi-

ness, watching, watching, till from the dark corner

where it slept her shrivelled, hungry soul crept into her

eyes, and she, too, forgot all but the man and woman
before her. A tremulous, tender smile played about

her lips, slightly parted by her quickened breathing,

and as the minutes shpped by the ghosts of her dead
hopes rose again and passed before her—visions of a

full life, of love, of a home that might have been hers,

of children's clinging hands. So she dreamed, and
the lines of her tired face seemed to smooth them-

selves away, and in her eyes there kindled a faint glow

of youth.

Chairs clattered. The young people rose and
tripped away, the little wife clinging close to her hus-

band's arm. The hungry eyes followed them to the

last, and then the veil descended once more as she

mechanically lifted her glass to her lips, which vainly

sought to master their trembling. R. Fraser.
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" The right eloquence needs no bell to call the people together, and no
constable to keep them. It draws the children from their play, the
old from their armchairs, the invalid from his warm chamber; it

holds the hearer and steals away his feet that he may not depart.

"

V/hat Emerson said of eloquence, men to-day say of the

writings of Dr. John Lord. What Sir Walter Scott, in his

inimitable novels, did for the history of his native land,

Br. Lord, in BEACON LIGHTS OF HISTORY, has done

for the old world's story. He has infused it with life,

and has re-told it with the eloquence which " holds the

hearer, and steals away his feet that he may not depart."

The Story of Civilisation
" Ba.icon Lights of H;stoi"y " is the story of civilisaiion. Tha story

has been told over aftd over again, but njver before i;i such a captiva-

ting maaner. As one purchaser has said: "It will keep girls and
boys by your fireside, and if more such reading matter was spread
broadcast in our land, the problem of bringing up boys and girls to

be useful men and women would be solved." Dr. Lord did mora
than satisfy tije young. He satisfied the critics and students of

history. His work reads like a romance, but it is a romance of fact

and not of ficiion, and so he appeals alike to the learned and the
unlettered, tlie old and the young. The author of " Beacon Lights "

has departed entirely from the stereotyped v/ays of presenting history.

Where former historians gave us the History of Rome with Caesar ia

it, he gives us Ca;3ar with Rome around him, and so we have a living,

thrilling narrative, instead of a dry, unattractive record. As Sir

James Yox.'zU says in his Introduction to the first English edition

:

" He was no chariaLan of tha footlights ; his reading was eclectic as

well as wide, and he showed the artist's conscience which cannot
satisfy itself with scamped work. His biogLa[)hic method resulted

in history so humanised that ordinary human beings can feed upon
it with delight."

What it ineans to you
• X2H cannot afford to regard this great worii with indifference.
MR. H0L3ROOK JACKSON, reviewing the work, says :

" Whilst you pass easily from page to page, maybe with nothing
more than a feeling o£ intense interest as though you were reading a novel, you are all the time absorbing historic knowledge.
You are gaining a valuable store of information about the achievements of mankind .... which will ever be a source of
strength to you ia the formation of your own personal judgment of the events of to-day."

"It will ever be a source of strength to you."
That is why "Beacon Lights of History" has a special claim upon you. Strength of mind and clearness of judgment are

essential to success. Why, then, neglect the means for perfecting them ?

For the Literary Worker and the Lecturer—
j Useful Features of the Work.

This serie.s supplies the classical an.-ilogy, the moral reflec-

tion founded on historic precedent, the literary illustration that

will transform the essay, sermon or lecture, put together in

haste and under difficulties, into the finished and scholarly

production that can be read and re-read with pleasure and pro5t.

The Illustrations include 200 half-tone Engravings of the
World's Masterpieces, and 32 historic portraits of famous
personages —all reproduced in the highest style cf Art.

Here is a magnificent series of pictures of which the originals

are to be seen in the Lxjuvre, the Vatican Galleries, the National
Gallery, the Uffizzi and other galleries in Florence, and in many
noted private galleries both in England and in America.

There is an exhaustive X.nde.x of 23S columns in the last

volume. Here the reader can turn up the name, place,
phase or event, the classical or the historical, or the mytho-
logical allusion that "strays solitary in his memory," and
inform himself in an instant on its meaning, history and
literary uses.

The fine series of Topical Questions will also be found
invaluable where these books are used as aids to debating
societies and literary gatherings, as also for class work of every
description.

The last volume has a splendid Chronological Survey of
the World's History.

MR. BRITTAIN RJLEV. F.E.I.S, South
Hi;.'h(iate, writes:

—

" It will prove of great service to mo ia my
work, and to anyo.ne who lectures on History
as well as to public speakers. The style is

attractive, and the arraniiemcnt admirable."

MR. GUY BUCKMASTER, Elford, Staffs. :-
" As a student of history I can truly say I have never

read a work that combines solid facts with new ideas
and specublicns in th^ same easy, yet convincing style.
Whether it is read seriously or for pleasure, it cannot fail

to educate and entertain; for reference it is invaluable."

MISS GLADYS E. M. BUCKELU The
Vineyards, Glos. ;—

" An esceedinyly useful series for History
teaching. The questions at the end are
one of the most pleasing features, from a
student's point of view."

THE FREE BOOK.
Send for the FREE Illustrated book which

the Publishers supply to readers of EVERYMAN
without charge or obligation to order.

The FREE Book will tell you how you

may have " Beacon Lights " delivered at once,

and pay for it by a few small monthly pay-

ments, beginning when the Holiday Season

is well over.

To the WAVERLEY BOOK CO., Ltd.,

7 and 8, Old Bailey, London, EC.
Please send me yrur Free Book, illustrated in colour, on

"Beacon I-ights of History," with particulars as to your offer to
deliver the complete work for a first payment of 2s. 6d., the balance
to be paid by a few small payments after the holidays are over.

NAME..
(Send this form or a postcard,)

ADDRESS.

E.M.N. . 1913
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EVERYMAN'S FRENCH PAGE
LE MEURTRE DE THOMAS BEKET

Le roi fut saisi d'un de ces acces de colere violente

auxquels il 6tait sujet ;
" Quoi !

" s'ecria-t'il, " un homme
qui a mange mon pain, un homme qui est venu a ma
cour sur un cheval boiteux. II insultc son roi, la

famille royale et tout le royaume, et pas un de ces

laches serviteurs, que je nourris a ma table, n'ira me
venger de celui qui me fait un pareil affront !

" Ces

paroles ne sortirent point en vain de la bouche du roi,

•et quatre chevaliers du palais, qui les entendircmt, se

conjurant ensemble a la vie et h la mort, parSjrent

subitement pour I'Angleterre le jour de Noel.

Thomas Beket salua les Normands a leur entree,

• et demanda le sujet de leur visite. Ceux-ci ne

lui firent aucune reponse intelligible, s'assirent, et

le regarderent fixement pendant quelques minutes.

Renault, fils d'Ours, prit ensuite la parole. "Nous
• venons," dit-il, " de la part du roi, pour que les ex-

communies soient absous, que les eveques suspendus

soient retablis, et que vous-meme rendiez raison de

vos desseins centre le roi." " Ce n'est pas moi,"

repondit Thomas, "c'est le souverain pontife qui a

excommunie I'archeveque d'York, et qui seul, par con-

sequent, a droit de I'absoudre. Quant aux autres, je les

retablirai, s'ils veulent me faire leur soumission."

"Mais de qui done," demanda Renault, "tenez-vous

votre archeveche ? est-ce du roi ou du pape ?" " J'en tiens

les droits spirituels de Dieu et du pape, et les droits

temporels du roi." " Quoi ! ce n'est pas le roi qui vous

a tout donne ? " " NuUement," repondit Beket. " Vous
* me menacez, a ce que je crois," dit le primat :

" mais

c'est inutilement; quand toutes les epees de I'Angle-

terre seraient tirees contre ma tete, vous ne gagneriez

rien sur moi." "Aussi ferons-nous mieux que

menacer," repliqua le fils d'Ours, se levant tout a coup ;

et les autres le suivirent vers la porte, en criant aux

armes!
Les gens de la maison supplierent le primat de se

refugier dans I'eglise. " Puisque c'est I'heure de mon
devoir, j'irai a I'eghse," dit I'archeveque.

Pendant ce temps les hommes armes s'avanqaient

;

une voix cria: " Oii est le traitre?" Personne ne

repondit
—"Oii est I'archeveque?" "Le voici," re-

pondit Beket, "mais il n'y a pas de traitre ici; que

venez-vous faire dans la maison de Dieu avec un pareil

vetement ? quel est votre dessein ? " " Que tu meures."
" Je m'y resigne; vous ne me verrez point fuir devant

vos epees; mais au nom de Dieu tout-puissant,

je vous defends de toucher a aucun de mes compa-

gnons, clerc ou laique, grand ou petit." Les honames

d'armes entreprirent de le tirer hors de I'eglise, se

faisant scrupule de I'y tuer. II se debattit contre

eux, et declara fermement qu'il ne sortirait point et

les contraindrait a executer sur la place leurs inten-

tions ou leurs ordres.

Guillaume de Traci leva son epee pour frapper

I'archeveque a la tete; mais le fidele et courageux

Saxon, le porte-croix, Edward Gryn, etendit aussitot

son bras droit afin de parer le coup ; il eut le bras

coupe, et Thomas ne requt qu'une legere blessure. Un
second coup renversa I'archeveque la face contre terre

;

un troisieme coup lui fendit le crane, et il fut assene

avec une telle violence que I'epee se brisa sur le

pave. Un homme d'armes appele Guillaume Maltret

poussa du pied le cadavre immobile, en disant:
" Qu'ainsi meure le traitre qui a trouble le royaume
et fait insurger les Anglais." AUGUSTIN Thierry.

THE MURDER OF THOMAS BECKET
The king was seized with one of those fits of frantic

rage to which he was subject " What !
" exclaimed

he, " a man who has eaten my bread—a beggar who
came to my court on a limping pack-horse—shall

trample upon his king, upon the royal race, upon the

whole kingdom—and not one of those cowards whom
I feed at my table will rise up and deliver me from
one who insults me !

" These words did not fall from
the king's lips in vain. Four men-at-arms of the

palace heard and were struck by them. They con-

spired together by oath in life and death, and suddenly

departed for England on Christmas Day.
• Thomas Beckct saluted the Normans at their

entrance, and asked the purport of 'their visit.

They made him no intelligible answer, but sat

down and fixed their eyes upon him for some
minutes. At length Renault, son of Ours, broke
silence. " We come," said he, " from the Idng

—

that the excommunicated may be absolved, that the

suspended bishops may be restored, and that you
yourself may give an account of your designs against

the king." " It was not I," answered Thomas, " but

the sovereign pontiff himself, who excommunicated
the Archbishop of York—and who, consequently, has

alone the right of absolving him ; as for the others, I

will restore them if they will make their submission to

me." " From whom, then, do you hold your arch-

bishopric ? " asked Renault ;
" from the king or from

the pope ? " " Its spiritual rights I hold from God
and the pope, and its temporal from the king."
" What ! Then the king alone did not give you all ?

"

" By no means," answered Becket. " You threaten

me, I believe," said the archbishop, "but it is useless;

were all the swords of England drawn against me
you would get nothing from me." " And we will do
more than threaten," returned the son of Ours, sud-

denly rising ; the others followed him to the door,

crying, " To arms !

"

The people of the household entreated the primate

to take refuge in the church. " Since it is the hour of

my duty, I will go to the church," said the archbishop.

Meanwhile the armed men were advancing, and a

voice cried out, " Where is the traitor ? " Becket
made no answer. " Where is the archbishop ?

"-

" Here he is," answered Becket ;
" but there is no

traitor here. What are you come to do in the house

of God in such a dress ? What is your design ?

"

" That thou die." " I resign myself. You will not see

me fly before the edge of your swords ; but I forbid

you, in the name of Almighty God, to touch any of

those who are with me, clerk or layman, great or little."

The men-at-arms were then proceeding to drag him
out of the church, scrupling to kill him there ; but he
struggled against them resolutely, declaring that he

would not quit the place, and should compel them to

execute their intentions or their orders on the spot.

William de Tracy lifted his sword in order

to strike the archbishop on the head, but the

brave Saxon monk, Edward Gryn, had his arm,

which he had interposed to parry the blow, cut

off, while Becket only received a slight wound.

A second blow brought him with his face to

the ground ; a third clove his skull, and was struck

with such violence that the sword broke against the

pavement. One man-at-arms, named William Maltret,

pushed the lifeless body with his foot, saying,
" So perish the traitor who makes insurgents of the

English 1" AuGUSTiN Thierry.
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WHERE GERMANY LEADS
University Education j- j. ^ By G. Waterhouse

So much has been written in recent years about Ger-
many's superiority over England in almost every walk
of life that there is some danger of the British public
closing its eyes and ears in disgust, and refusing to
learn at all. Yet those who know Germany well are
satisfied that this superiority is an indisputable fact,

and nowhere more so than in education. It may be
unpleasant for a country to discover its inferiority to
another in so vital a matter, but it would be rank folly
not to remedy the defect, and the quickest and surest
way of finding this remedy is to study the methods of
the fortunate rival, and seek to improve on them. The
proud position Germany occupies in commerce to-day
is due principally to what she has learnt from England
during the last fifty years (and, of course, to a sane
policy of protection). Let us realise that it is now
pur turn to go a-borrowing.

II.

Germany's system of university education is, by
reason of the number of her universities, the strength
of their staffs and the quality of the instruction given,
a model to the world. The University of Berlin is

second only to that of Paris with regard to the num-
ber of students (10,000) in residence, and second to
none with regard to the reputation of its staff. There
are, for example, ten ordinary professors of Theology,
including Harnack, Deissmann, and Weiss, besides
twelve extraordinary professors and lecturers. And
yet the theological faculty is the smallest of the four.

The legal faculty boasts twenty-four ordinary and
extraordinary professors and eight lecturers, the
medical faculty seventy professors and one hundred
and twenty-six lecturers, and the philosophical faculty
one hundred and eighteen professors and one hundred
and eighty-seven lecturers. What economist has not
heard of Wagner and Schmoller? What student of
modern languages can afford to be ignorant of Brandl,
Morf, Ebeling, Erich Schmidt, and R. M. Meyer?
Are not the names of Eduard Meyer and Briickner
synonymous with Greek History and Slavonic
Philology ? Wilamovitz-Moellendorff says, . . . What
other European university provides twelve courses of
lectures on Chinese, six on Japanese, thirteen on
Modern Arabic, and seven on Turkish, in addition to

such trifles as English, French, Italian, Spanish, Rus-
sian, Swedish, Danish, Polish, Sanskrit, Hebrew,
Syriac, Assyrian, Aramaic, Egyptian, Finnish,
Tibetan, Amharic, Ethiopian, Persian, Swahili, Hin-
dustani, Guzerati, Haussa, Modern Greek, etc. ? And
yet Germany possesses twenty other universities, and
Berlin by no means claims all the great men. Leipzig,

for instance, has such well-known names as Wundt,
Lamprecht, Brugmann, Sievers, and Windisch, to
mention only a few.

III.

The object of the present article, however, is prin-

cipally to detail the more material advantages enjoyed
by the German student. I wish only to remark in

passing that if the time has come for the British

Government—and most of us think it has—to pay
more lively attention than hitherto to university educa-
tion in this country, the first, the most easy and
directly beneficial step would be the gradual estab-

lishment at all the British universities of well-paid

professorships in all subjects.

As all German universities are State institutions

they are managed on the same system, although those
of one State sometimes differ from those of another
in unimportant details. The academical year is

divided into two Semesters, or half-years, the winter
Semester lasting nominally from October 15th to
March 15th, actually from the end of October to the
end of February. Similarly, the summer Semester
lasts nominally from April 15th to August 15th,

actually from the end of April to the end of July.
There is a break of about a fortnight at Christmas, and
another of a week at Whitsuntide. There is no
entrance examination, but a candidate for matricula-
tion is required to furnish proof that his education
has been of a sufficiently high standard to enable him
to take the university courses. This usually means
that he must have passed his Abitur, or school leaving
examination. Foreign students must bring whatever
certificates they happen to possess. The matricula-
tion fee varies, from 13s. gd. at Miinster to 24s. at
Erlangen, the usual amount, as at Berlin, being i8s.

(cf. Cambridge ;t5 to £\'~) los., Manchester £2). For
a further compulsory payment of usually is. 6d. per
half-year the student is entitled to medical advice from
members of the staff, medicine and hospital treatment.
Why is not this system in existence at all our British

universities? Even if the payment were three times
as high, the establishment of such a sick fund at

v)xford or Cambridge, or even within a single col-

lege, would justify itself in one term. A payment of
15s., or less, per head per annum would easily cover
the total amount of the bills received by under-
graduates for medical attendance. For a further pay-
ment (optional) of four or five shillings a year the Ger-
man student can use the University Reading-room,
which, though on a much more modest scale than our
Unions, is an eminently useful institution. The one
at Berlin, for example, provides 250 newspapers, 200
magazines, and a library of 3,000 volumes. The
Berlin student is, indeed, well supplied with libraries

of all sorts. For half a crown per half-year he has
the right to use the University Library (600,000 vols.)

and the Royal Prussian Library (1,300,000 vols.), from
both of which books may be borrowed in practically
unlimited quantities. In addition, the German,
French, English, and other institutes connected with
the university each have their own departmental
library. Professor Brandl's students, for example,
have access to no less than 10,000 volumes on the
language and literature of England, and the other
modern language departments are equally well off.

If we turn to another university, Leipzig, we find that
the University Library (600,000 vols.) may be used for

a payment of threepence per term, and similar condi-
tions obtain elsewhere. The system of Seminars, or
institutes with libraries devoted to a particular

language or group of languages, is common to all

German universities, and has been introduced with
success at Cambridge by Professor Breul.

IV.

So much for the preliminary expenses. The charges
for actual instruction will come as a shock to those
familiar with the cost of education at Oxford and
Cambridge. For a course of one hour per week for

the Semester (about fifteen weeks) the usual fee is five

shillings, for two hours a week ten shillings, and so on
in proportion. The cost of two lectures a week for the
whole year (about twenty-nine weeks) is therefore £\,
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whereas the Oxford or Cambridge student would pay
for a similar course (twenty-two weeks, owing to the

three-term system) £} 3s., in addition to the various

tutorial and college education fees. Of course, the

fees for medical and scientific courses, which require

the use of costly apparatus, are higher.

Ridiculously small as the above charges may seem,

the sum required by the German student for sub-

sistence is relatively more so. The college .system is,

of course, unknown, and of supervision by the univer-

sity authorities there is none. The students hve either

with their parents or in ordinary lodgings. The price

of a room, including light breakfast and attendance,

varies from seventeen to thirty-five shillings a month,

the average price being about twenty-five shiUings.

Food is equally cheap. In towns like Berlin and
Leipzig a five-course dinner usually costs a shilling,

or one and threepence, including a pint of beer and
the waiter's tip. Indeed, barely a stone's throw from

the Royal Palace, Berlin, the present writer regularly

received five courses for sevcnpence, and in the auto-

matic restaurants in Friedrichstrasse he has supped

sumptuously on a hot cutlet, two vegetables, bread,

and a glass of beer for the same price. In the smaller

university towns, e.g., Gottingen, meals are not so

cheap, five courses costing as much as eighteenpence.

In Leipzig a similar dinner can be had for a shilling,

as in Berlin, and those bachelor members of the Eng-
lish colony who assemble every day at noon in Zeitzer-

strasse never cease wondering, as they feast .on salmon

and wild boar, how any sane person with even twenty-

four hours' experience of a large German town could

venture to spin yarns about black bread and horse-

flesh. But that is another story.

*j% ^^r^ t^^

CORRESPONDENCE
Notice to Correspondents.—Owing to the large number

of letters received it is necessary for correspondents to write

briefly if their letters are to appear.

NEW ZEALAND AND DEFENCE.
To the Editor 0} Everym.\n.

"Sir,—The Hon. Thomas Mackenzie, High Commis-

sioner for New Zealand, sent a letter which appeared

in Everyman on August 22nd. He complains that

this country is being " flooded with literature headed
' Warnings to Emigrants.' " One regrets his indignant

tone. He has failed to realise that there exists a pre-

ponderating opinion among workers at home against

conscription or compulsory military traihing, which

became law in 1909 in New Zealand, so far as little

boys and youths in their teens are concerned. Emi-

grants have a right to this information, which until

April of this year has not appeared in the Emigrants'

Handbook. I agree with the High Commissioner, " it

is well to make it quite clear that New Zealand has a

Defence Scheme in operation," and I would go further,

and let it be known what this scheme is, how it is being

administered, and the rigorous penalties again and
again inflicted on voteless boys. On these points the

High Commissioner is discreetly and intentionally

silent. " It is well to make it quite clear." Surely

there is a little inconsistency in complaining if, as he

says, these
"

' Warnings to Emigrants ' are really ren-

dering a most valuable service " ? To write with con-

tumely of those who resolutely refuse to be compelled

to su'omit to military authority and control as " a few
stormy petrels " is undignified, even if it were correct.

It is not, however, with the High Commissioner's

opinions that I am concerned, but his statements, (i)

That the scheme meets with the " almost unanimous
"

support of Parliament and the Press is not, to those

who know New Zealand and something of its politics,

very convincing. It does not follow that this Act has

the approval of the electors. For instance, three

times over since 1902 there have been large and

increasing majorities in support of prohibition, but

the legislators ignore the decision of the people. All

New Zealand knows that just before the Ward
Ministry's return, in 1908, Sir Joseph was approached

on compulsory service, and emphatically declared that

he had no intention of introducing it into New Zealand.

His words were, " I am convinced that New Zealand

will never submit to conscription " ; and at Fielding,

shortly before he left for the Imperial Conference, he

said, " A system of compulsory training in arms would

mean the creation of the nucleus of a system of mili-

tarism which the country ought not to tolerate." This

is exactly what the parents and the boys are rebelling

against. It is a significant fact, which the High Com-
missioner is well aware of, that after twenty-three

years of a Labour Government, under Seddon and

Ward, Sir Joseph, the author of this Act, was defeated

in 191 1, and that Mr. McNab, the chief advocate of

conscription, lost his seat. The present Massey

Ministry only exists on sufferance, and represents

about one-third of the voters. It will be eighteen

months yet before the electors will have an oppor-

tunity to show whether they are for or against this

law. The Act was passed without any mandate from

the people, who are just finding out what it means.

The High Commissioner knows that -his statement

that "
it has been before the people at three elections

"

creates an utterly erroneous impression. His next

point (2), the coming war—the proximity of New
Zealand to Asia—reveals the spirit of fear, the tap-

root from which this law has sprung. Is it defence, or

is it defiance? If defence, Mr. Mackenzie, why did,

you not, when Prime Minister, venture further, and

enrol the adults, the voters, and aim at securing a

tolerably effective force ? To enrol the mere boys of

the Dominion, many of whom have registered most

unwiUingly, some not at all, hundreds of whom are

defying the law, and thousands abstaining from drills,

is evidence of the unpopularity of this conscript law.

The fiat has gone forth in this blatant letter of the

High Commissioner's to both emigrants and Colonials

alike who hate conscription and will have none of it,

" New Zealand does not want you." (3) What of the

emigrants who have returned to England ? Those who
know Peter Thomson, the second boy to be imprisoned

in 191 1 for conscience' sake—he has returned to Glas-

gow ; or the Sellars,father and sons, are amazed that the

High Commissioner should say, " New Zealand is

heartily glad to be rid of them." They are the very type

of emigrants the colony needs, and Mr. Mackenzie

knows that they are. In making such an assertion, he is

himself guilty of warning emigrants not to go. I wish

he would be more explicit, acid give " a few instances

of those who quarrelled with Church, School, and

Council." My friend, Mr. Alfred Brown, a member
of the Society of Friends, writing from Christchurch,

New Zealand, in February of this year, says, " I have

seen about sixty-five to seventy boys who have been

imprisoned. They are a good average lot of ordinary-

British boys, hating injustice and loving freedom : the

sort of boys any nation may be proud of. Before their

imprisonment many were church members, some in

Sunday-schools, and some Sunday-school teachers."

Will Mr. Mackenzie dare to say that Reg. Williams,

Beary, Warrall, Nuttall.'and others sent into mihtary

[Coniinued en fa^e 660.)
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detention on Ripa Island, in Lyttelton Harbour, on
June 1 2th, under a military escort with fixed bayonets,

are not decent, law-abiding fellows? These lads,

rather than do what they believe to be wrong, have
been repeatedly fined, their wages attached, have
suffered imprisonment, some of them twice and three

times over, are deprived of their civil rights when they

become of age, and are ineligible for Government
employment.
This forcing of conscience, frankly admitted, though

defended with much reluctance by the Hon. Jas. Allen,

the Defence Minister, is sure to fail. The Lyttelton

Times, June i ;th, tells the Government " it must face

the facts." Its leading article, entitled " A Matter of

Conscience," argues that " the genuine conscientious

objector is every bit as much entitled to consideration

as the genuine religious objector is ; they stand on the

same plane. Adhesion to some accepted form of re-

ligion before conscience can be taken into account is

atrocious."

Mr. Mackenzie evidently thinks not. He cannot

conceive of conscientious objectors ; the New Zealand
Defence law does not recognise them. " Get rid of

them " is the indignant High Com.missioner's sole

solution.

(4) In the Daiiy News, on May 22nd, Mr. Madtenzie
stated that the Sellars " were undoubtedly treated in

the same way as other emigrants, and supplied with

a book containing a statement that they were liable

for military service." He again makes the same
assertion.

I have had the actual copy of the New Zealand

Handbook, No. 8, issued April, 1910, which was given

to Mr. Sellars at the New Zealand Government Office,

13, Victoria Street. I do not say that the High Com-
missioner has any wish to deliberately mislead the

British public ; but if not, he is ignorant of what the

book contained, v/hich he certainly ought to have
known. In the Handbook, page 35, under "Militia,

Volunteers and Police," it states, "Besides a small

permanent militia, there are several thousand volun-

teers. The ages between which males in New Zealand

are liable to serve in the militia, if required, are

seventeen and fifty-five years." The book contains no
reference to the Defence Act, 1909, with its " universal

obligation to be trained," beginning at age twelve

(since altered to age fourteen in the amended Act
of last year). No mention whatever is made of com-
pulsory military training and service, or of the penalties,

the rigorous penalties, which these lads had to endure.

So eager were the authorities to punish these boys,

they actually prosecuted the youngest before he was
fourteen, and the summons had to be withdrawn. The
High Commissioner's statement in this matter is, I

regret, incorrect and unrehable. He will correct me
if I am wrong. The High Commissioner charges the

family with "taking upon themselves certain obliga-

tions which they have not fulfilled." The British

public would like to know what justification there is

for this charge. It does not appear in the evidence

I have before me. (See the Patea County Press,

February 7th, 191 2, and September 6th, 191 2.)

This whole Act and its results are deplorable in the

extreme, as the statistics published by the Defence

Department in the New Zealand Press, May 30th,

1913, clearly prove: "There have been 2,480 prosecu-

tions for breaches of the law against territorials (con-

scripts eighteen years and over), and 959 against senior

cadets, a total of 3,439." According to the previous

return, the number during the seventeen months end-

ing November 30th, 1912, was \,S77- It follows that

from that date to the end of April there were 1,862
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prosecutions. Thus the record for the last fxTe montI>s

exceeded those of the preceding seventeen months by
nearly 300, and yielded an average of eighty-five prose-

cutions a week. The population being only a little

over one million, it follows that if conscription on the

same lines were in force in the United Kingdom, and
were as unpopular here as it is there, an average of

3,825 boys would be prosecuted every week, or an
equivalent for the British Isles of 3,510 boys im-

prisoned and about 154,000 prosecutions for the

twenty-two months. Even these figures, terrible as

they appear to some lovers of liberty, are not com-
plete. They do not include the number of boys who
have evaded the law, or who have been imprisoned for

speaking against the Defence Acts in public.

Your contemporary, the Times, asserts these figures

are " most misleading," but is unable to show in what
way. They are the New Zealand Government's
statistics. To all of these defaulters there is but one
remedy. An officer in Christchurch told one of the

lads, " When we get you there (the detention barracks)

we will make you drill, break your hearts, or drive you
out of the country." The High Commissioner in

London echoes, " Get rid of them."
History repeatedly shows that conscience cannot be

forced, and the fact remains that in Australia and New
Zealand militarism is driving its wedge into the living

flesh of free institutions, and that civil and religious

liberty are at stake.—I am, sir, etc.,

Herbert Corder,
Hon. Secretary, Defence Acts Committee of the

Society of Friends.;

THE LAND QUESTION.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I am not in the least conversant with any
of the intricacies, nor even of the simplicities, of the
" Single Tax " question. Therefore I have no inten-

tion of unduly endeavouring to intervene in the

challenge thrown out (in an open letter) by " Land
Reformer" to Mr. Joseph Pels when I ask to be
allowed to take an exception to an assertion, and be
permitted to endeavour to nullify an imphcation con-

veyed in the letter.

The assertion that " if the State imposes a tax on
the landowner, he will shift it on to the farmer, who
will deduct it from the wages of the farm labourer," is

not only an aspersion on the moral obligation of the

farmer, but is an attribute more gross than callousness

itself on the general principles of his character. May
I therefore refute the assertion and eradicate the

stigma by asking " Land Reformer " to prove that the
imposition of the insurance tax has reduced the wages
(generally, not specifically) of the farm labourers by
threepence per week? Does the farm labourer now
receive 1 7s. 5d. against the hitherto 1 8s. ?

The sentence, " If the State imposes a tax on the

land on which my house is built, the landlord will

simply add the amount of the tax to the rent," seems
to imply that it is almost impossible for the State to

impose a tax on land which could not be transferred

on to the shoulders of the tenant. The assertion is a

mere truism of the general principle of commercialism.
"There are, nevertheless, enactments in present-day
force, having reference to land, which act as a barrier

to such principles.

Let me illustrate. The Inclosure Acts, 1845 to

1808, v/hich made provision for the inclosure of
commons, enacted that the land shouW be divided into

parcels and conveyed as freeholds to certain persons.
Nevertheless, one parcel had to be retained and held
in trust for division into allotments for the labouring
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poor. The land retained was subject to a clear rent-

charge not exceeding in the whole the net annual value
of ^th.e allotment in its actual condition at the time of

making the same, and the rent-charge was awarded to
some person or persons in lieu of land.

Now the nullification of tlie implication is illustrated

in the comparison of the payment of the poor rate.

For explanation's sake, we will divide the common into

four parcels, three of which have private ownership
and the fourth is held in trust for the labouring poor.
The first three plots are let at ;£20 per annum, with
tenants paying rates. The fourth is also let at an
accumulative rental of ;t2o (for it is enacted that the
allotments shall not be let for a less rental than the
average rent of land in the same parish or neighbour-
hood), but the poor rate is paid out of the rents.

The assessment of each plot is twenty pounds
gross ; but in making the net assessment the amount
of the fourth plot is reduced not only by the per-
centage allowed for repairs, etc., but by the amount of
the rent-charge, and the rent-charge is assessed to the
owner as though it were land. It is consequently im-
possible for the owner of the rent-charge to transfer
his obligation to any second person.
May I not, therefore, conclude that (after the com-

pletion of the land valuation under the Finance Act,

1 909-1 910) it would not be unreasonable for the State
to fix a maximum rental based on the valuation, and
the rentals be assessed for poor law or other purposes ?—I am, sir, etc., Bennet Eedy^

Southampton, September ist, 1913.

SATANISM AND CARDUCCI.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Whilst abroad, your issue of August 22nd
chanced to fall into my hands, and I was interested
to read the letters which my contribution appears to
have provoked. I am wrong, your correspondents
assert, in labelling Carducci a Satanist, and in support
of this I am told that his " Inno a Satana " was not
re^fily a hymn to Satan. What is it, then? Again,
they argue, even if it was, Carducci was undoubtedly
a great poet, so why not erect a statue to him in Rome ?

At that rate, why not erect a statue to the late Mr.
Oscar Wilde, shall we say, under the Admiralty Arch ?

—I am, sir, etc., BERNARD HAMILTON.
Jermyn Street, S.W., August 28th, 1913.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—After Mr. Bernard Hamilton comes Mr.

Arthur Ebbels. To the one Carducci is a preacher of
Satanism ; to the other, he hved " on the borders of
insanity." What will be the next wild statement?
And does it not all show the necessity for some
attempt to be made to bring the man and the poet
Carducci before English people in some adequate
form ? Might not some of those who write trite books
about Italy and the Italians turn their attention to

this neglected task? Perhaps you, sir, will at least

give us a portrait and a character sketch.

Shakespeare classes together " the lunatic, the lover

and the poet," as being " of imagination all compact,"
but each with a difference. I venture to suggest that

Carducci had no more affinity with the lunatics than
Shakespeare recognised, and is no more to be written
down as bordering on the insane than other great
poets.

What are the relevant facts? After a youth in no
way more wild or more disordered th^n that of other
poets whom no one in their senses dreams of calling

insane, Carducci held for about forty years the post
of professor of Italian Literature in the University
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of Bologna, and became one of the most honoured

figures in Italy. In the year 1 890 he was nominated

a senator ; in 1906 he was awarded the Nobel prize

for literature. Are these the distinctions that fall to

one who " lives on the borders of insanity " ?

Baron dc Bildt, the Swedish Minister in Rome, in

making the presentation, referred to the " moral

severity " of Carducci's lyrics, " the austere simplicity
"

of his life. In truth, no poet had a genius more virile,

concentrated, disciplined and controlled.

It is difficult to conceive what Mr. Ebbels had in

mind. If he refers to the cerebral congestion with

which the poet was stricken in his last few years,

which at the end made his life a tonnent, without, how-
ever, dimming the lucidity of his spirit, then one
can only recommend greater accuracy and greater

generosity of statement.— I am, sir, etc.,

H. W. W. McAnally.
Woldingham, Surrey.

To the Editor of EvERYM.'iN.

Sir,—Owing to absence from home, I only read

this day Mr. B. Hamilton's article on " Satanism
"

which appeared in EVERYMAN on August 8th.

Italians will be grateful to F. N., Mr. E. J. Watson
(who recently gave us a very effective translation of
" Alle Fonti del Clitunno "), and Prof. Bosanquet for

their magnificent defence of Carducci, the great poet

of Italy. As F. N. aptly says, " In the ' Inno a

Satana,' Satan is merely the symbol of rebellion

against the restraints of freedom." At any rate,

Carducci, in later years, made ample amends for that

youthful outburst. Mr. Hamilton will, I am sure, be
pleased to know that Carducci on various occasions

sang the glories of the Catholic Church—to wit, St.

Francis, in " Santa Maria degli Angeli," a finely

chiselled sonnet, which to the reader will indeed

appear as the outcome of a mystic mind. That mag-
nificent poem, " La Chiesa di Polenta," ends with an
Ave Maria which there is no exaggeration in saying

that for classical purity it is far superior to the
" Laude " of Petrarch and Politian on tlie same theme.

The lines breathe a solemn peace throughout. I

quote the last two strophes :

—

" Un oblio lene de la faticosa

vita, un pensoEo sospirar quiete,

una soave volonta di pianto
I'knime invade.:

"Taccion le fiere, e gli nomini e le cose;

, r6seo il tramonto ne I'azzurro sfuma,
mbrmoran gli alti vfertici ondeggianti

Ave Maria."

As to Satanic rites being performed in Italy and
elsewhere, I have great doubts. If Mr. Hamilton
wishes to infer that people in different countries pro-

pitiate, in the abstract, to Satan, we will believe him,

for diabolical deeds are very frequently perpetrated

in our midst. Lucifer has indeed been let loose in the

world, " seeking whom he may devour." An Italian

saying has it :
" II diavolo fa boni affari " (" The devil

is doing a large trade "), and it is too sadly true ! But
. . . de hoc satis. Wishing EVERYMAN all success,

I am, sir, etc., A. ValGIMIGLI.
Manchester, August 25th, 1913.

CHINA AND OPIUM.
To the Editor of Evervmax.

Sir,—Mr. E. B. Whittall is entirely mistaken when
he says in his letter to you in your last number that
" the majority of opium smokers in China die at a good
Ipld age, with no visible effects of the ' curse.' " I have

Learn to SKetch
in Two Hours
, . An entirely new method of teaching drawing has been
invented by A. A. Braun, Director of the Association of

Designers, Artists, and Illustrators (the well-known com-
mercial studio). The A.B.C. or Hieroglyi>hic System of

Drawing, which is taught by correspondence, enables
students to produce creditable

sketches Biter the first lesson. The
complete Course contains hundreds
of original devices Itiie outcome of

experience) for obtaining immediate
facility in remuner.itive commercial
drawing. Write to-tl.iy for Bocklct
T, with full details and opinions of

leading illustrators, business men,
Press and students, to

A.B.C. SCHOOL OF DRAWING,
46, Chauecry Lane, London.

DOOKS.—SECOND-HAND AT HALF PRICES. New at 25%
*-' discount. 1,00-1,COD volumes on every conceivable subject. Send for
Catalojiues (post free), and slate wants. Books sent o.t approval. Books
purchased. Best prices —W. & G. FOVLE. 121,3, Charing Cross Koad. London.
W.C. ('Phone : Gerrard 8180.)

XYPEWRITING : Authors' MS. accurately and rapidly copied.
* Shorthand-Typists provided. Meetings, Lectures, Sermons rcpcrled.
METROPOLITAN TYPING OFFICE, 27, Chancery Lane. Tel. Central 1565.

(CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF COMMERCE. — The
^-^ "C.S.C." enables you to acquire a thorough knowledge of ar.y Business
subject. easily, quickly, and cheaply. Write for particulars of "C.S.C." co'jrscs.
and "CSC." methods of postal tuition.—CORRESl'ONDENCE SCHOOL
OF CO.MMERCE, 107, Briston Koad, S.W.

TYPEWRITING of every description under expert literary super-
^ vision, from 8d. per t,O0O words, paper included. — Dept. E. THE
NATIONAL TYPEWRITING BUREAU, 199, Strand. W.C.

INVESTMENT INSTEAD OF EXPENSE.—Rent is usually
* looked upon as an expense ; but it may be tum-?d into an investment. Tlio
best way of doing this will be shown on appUcation to the Managers, 246»
Bishopsgate. London, E.G. Mention Everyman.

MEW GEORGIAN CLUB. RANDOLPH CRESCENT, W.—
^ ' Quiet, comfortable residence for women of good social status. Large
house. Rood omnibus service, but off main traffic. Rooms and partial board,
25/-—42/6. Apply Secretary,

ROYAL COURT THEATRE, Sloane Square.

Algernon Grieg and Milton Rcsmer's Season.

EVENINGS at 8.30. MATINEE.WEDNESDAYS and SATURDAYS at 2.30

NAN. By John Masefield.
BOX OFFICE OPEN 10 to 10. TEL. 848 GRRRARD,

SLOAN-DUPLOYAN SHORTHAND saves a year's study.
Used by Official Parliamentary reporters. Send for free illnstrated basd-

book with specimen lesson.—SLOAN SHORTHAND CO.. Ramsgate.

(CONSTIPATION cured permanently without restriction of diet."
^-^ Send stamp for Booklet No. ZZ, to Health Supplies Stores, 50, Ludgalo
Uill, London, £.C.

ATHEENIC UNDERWEAR is soft and fleecy, yet guaranteed
Unshrinkable. A far greater choice is offered than in the shops. Write

for patterns direct to Dept. B7. Atheeuic Mills, Hawick, Scotland.

IF YOU HAVE A SPARE POSTCARD, and are still thinkingabout
^ your holidays, address it to the Manager, Tours Department, "Everv-raaa,"
Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand. W.C. and ask for a copy of the "Every-
man" Holiday Booklet. It cannot fail to interest you. and may result in your
spending one of the most delightful holidays you have ever had—a holiday which,
will be full of the hapinest experiences.

LEARN FRENCH by Rosenblum's Anglo-French Jotirnal, Id. J
monthly. I(d. post free from Rosenblum's Language Institute. 26, High;

Holborn, Loudon, W.C. T.P.'s Weekly says : "Admirably adapted for students
of French."

THE AUTHORS' ALLIANCE place MSS. promptly and on:
best terms. Literary work of all kinds dealt xvilh by experts who place

Authors' interest first. Twenty years' exi»erience.—2, Clement's Inn, W.C.

HEIGHT INCREASED.~By adopting my simple system you'
can put inches on to your height in three months: no apparatus; no

medicines ; ordinary habits retained-—Send two rcnuy stamps for particulars to
Professor Prowse, 13, North End Chambers, Croydon.
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QSTER
GARTER

The Acme of Comfort and
HuraHtily.

Lies perfectly flat, and has no pro-

jecting parts to injure the leg.

Can be attached at any height on
the sock without rucking.

SAMPLE PAIR,
POST FREE.

Can aUo be obtaiaed fron all priocipal dealers,

THE FOSTER MANFG. CO., LTD
90, Foster Road. ParkestOD, Essex.

K-

A Knlfiht of Garters,

UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL.
Prospectuses and full particulars of any of the following will be forwarded

on application :—

FACULTY OF ARTS.
Incllding Tueologv.

FACULTY OF SCIENCE.
Including Agriclxtural Sciknce-

FACULTY OF MEDICINE.
Medicine and Surgery. Diktal Slugerv. Pi'Blic Health.

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING.
Civil, Mlchanical, Electrical and Automobile.

MILITARY COURSES.
SECONDARY TRAINING.
ELEMENTARY TRAINING.
TESTAMUR COURSES.

JOLRNALISM. SoCIAL StLDy; AND FOR ENGINEERING APPRENTICES.

HALLS OF RESIDENCE.
The University Athletic Ground is twelve acres in extent, and

excellentlj- equipped.

The SESSION in the FACULTIES OF ARTS, SCIENCE AND
MEDICINE will commence on September 30ih; in the FACULTY OF
ENGINEERING on September 16lh, 1913.

JAMES RAFTER, M.A., Registrar.

CHORTH.\ND. A STUDENT'S EXPERIENCE :" I studied^ the old style of shorthand for four years, and could only write eighty words
per minute with a strain. I went in for three exams., and failed in all. The
rules seemed to contradict one another. I then learnt Sloan-Duployan in 32
hours, and at the end of four weeks could write eighty words per minute. Since
then my speed has increased by leaps and bounds."

From Mr. H. Beaumont, Garden City. Thurnscoe. Rotherham.
SLOAN-Dl'PLOYAN is acQuired in a few weeks and is guaranteed the most
rapid and reliable system in use to-day. Send for interesting illustrated hand-
book, with specimen lesson free, direct from the inventor. Only address
SLOAN-DUPLOYAN HEADQUARTERS. Dept. W., Ramsfiate.

IS your present vocation uncongenial ? Why not strike out ? If

you have literary ability you can earn money writing articles and short stories

for the press. You can do it in spare time until proficient. The School of
Authorship will ttain you. Its students have been remarkably successful. One
student has already earned upwards of £215. Lessons by post or personal
tuition. Easy terms. Send Id. stamp for particulars.—Principal, Mr. G. H,
Northcroft. 160. I'leet Street, London.

PERFECT September holiday centre is South Beach Hotel,
PwUUeli. Fine air. Excellent table. Moderate terms.

nrVPE-WRITING of every description carefully and promptly
^ executed. 7d. per I.OOO. Duplicating and Copying. Cambridge Local.

—

Miss NANCY McFARLANE, II. Palmeira Avenue, Westcliff, Essex.

TYPEWRITING (every description of MS.), 8d. per 1.000 words.
* Carbon-copy and paper included. Specimen, Testimonial, and Estimate
submitted by return.—C. A. GIRTON. 2, Grove Lane, Camberwell, S.E.

WESTBOURNE PARK BUILDING SOCIETY.
ABSOLUTE
SHCLRITY

FOR
SAVIN03.

INTEREST.— 3 to 5 per cent, accordtntj to class of
investment — Paid Half-yearly— free from
Income Tax Deduction.

Pro^rP,-!tir-. f[z., of—C. loHssros- lifRT. F.C.I. S.. Sec.

Office: 136, WESTBOURNE TERRACE. LONDON, W.

lived well on for half a century in China, and have had
every opportunity of seeing the effects of opium smok-
ing. These effects are plainly visible to those who
know what they are, and I know from my acquaintance

with hundreds of these smokers that no man can be a
confirmed smoker of opium without its affecti(jg him
in a more or less serious degree, and, in the majority

of cases, shortening his life.

Of course, naturally enough, different factors come
into action and have to be accounted for in judging

individual cases. For example, the drug has a more
speedy effect on a poor man than a rich one, for the

former has to take from his wages, which are barely

sufficient to keep soul and body together, more and
more money to buy his opium as the craving grows on
him, while the rich man need not stint himself in food
or clothing to buy his with, at first at all events. Again,

a man of strong physique is able to resist the ravages

of the drug longer than one who is weak. Yet again,

there are men who determine to keep within certain

limits in their smoking of opium, though, as in nearly

all those addicted to vices, the will-power is much
weakened in opium smokers. A man of this stamp,

if rich and physically strong as well, may, and some-
times does, live for many years, but, notwithstanding,

all opium exerts a seriously deleterious effect on him,

and, finally, he often dies from some disease brought
on by his indulgence in the vice. His death will then

be attributed by those who do not know the facts of

the case to the disease simply, whereas his long-con-

tinued habitual opium smoking has caused the

disease.

There would not be holocausts of thousands of thou-

sands of opium pipes in Chinese cities, and China
would not be doing her best to suppress opium smok-
ing, were the effects not most harmful to her people.—
I am, sir, etc., J. Dyer Ball.
Hadley Wood.

THE MAN BEFORE THE MAST.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I fear that Mr. Howes in his sidelights on the
above article has missed the purport of my letter. My
contention was, not that the Board of Trade regula-

tions were too exacting per se, but that they were not
relevant and to the point. Instead of refuting my
statements and amplifying his assertions, your corre-

spondent proceeds to describe the harrowing trials and
grave responsibilities of the seafaring man, and to in-

form us that a man at sea has a soul—truisms that are
well known and admitted by all. .What is required is

a more practical examination than that at present in

vogue. Mr. Howes probably remembers the contro-

versy aroused by the " Trattles " test case, instigated

by the Merchants' Service Guild some five years ago.

Here was a case of a seafarer who had failed to pass

the eye-test, but who quelled all doubts as to the per-

fectness of his vision when put through a more prac-

tical test on the River Thames. All the colours really

required to differentiate between at sea are red and
green, and those without any shade of colouration. In

the present tests candidates are asked to match dif-

ferent shades of woollen yarns. If the uninitiated stand

near the jumbled mass it appears as one blurred whole,

whereas if he stand a few yards away discrimination is

appreciably simplified.

Finally, I should like t;o bear testimony to the con-

tinued excellence of your paper, which, by the wide
range of its articles, makes an appeal to all classes and
insures its m.ellowed longevity.—I am, sir, etc.,

New Quay, Cardigan. E. A. Davies.
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SOUTH AFRICAN FARMERS.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I have read with interest the article which
appeared in EVERYMAN for August 22nd, by Mr.
Liddell Geddie, on " The Union of South Africa."

Mr. Geddie's information as to the conditions
obtaining in South Africa is, no doubt, excellent

in many respects, but his statement that " in

19 1 2 articles of food and drink valued at

^6,359,000 were imported into the Union, a total

Avhich reflects little credit on South African farmers,"
demands an explanation ; and, no doubt, if Mr. Geddie
had been made aware of the circumstances which com-
pelled the country to import such a total of food sup-
plies during the period named, he would have men-
tioned same, or, at all events, would not have written
this paragraph, imputing a character to the South
African farmer the reverse of which would be nearer
the actual fact.

If I state that a shipment of maize destined for a
German port, and shipped from South Africa, had to
be recalled while on the water owing to the continu-
ance of a fierce drought, which held the country in its

grip from north to south almost, and through which
not alone did the farming community lose the season's
crops, but hundreds of thousands of cattle, sheep,
goats, and ostriches as well, the explanation necessary
to Mr. Geddie's statement will be sufficiently obvious,
while at the same time the character of South Africa's
farming population fighting against drought, disease,
and pestilence, and yet bringing about the measure of
success acknowledged by Mr. Geddie, will be under-
stood in its true light.

Further, Mr. Geddie's statement, showing a
population of a million and a quarter, with half a mil-
lion square miles of land at its disposal and only 2.3
per cent, of same under cultivation, might induce
readers with agricultural leanings or knowledge to
consider a country such as he describes virtually a
paradise for the employment of their capital and
energy.

Many years' work and residence in South Africa
compel me to state that a bald statistical statement
of this kind is manifestly unfair to the country con-
cerned, as well as to readers of your paper. Even the
apology for this condition of affairs contained in the
statement that there are large tracts of land where the
plough will never enter (this might mean the Kalahari
desert) is not sufiicient. An analysis of the actual facts

obtaining in the very best farming districts of the
country, where men with both knowledge and capital

necessary to alter the conditions named by Mr. Geddie
are to be found, would prove how futile his generalisa-
tions are when brought in touch with the actual prac-
tice of farming in .South Africa.

In the eastern districts of Cape Colony, inhabited,
for the most part, by English farmers (descendants of
the 1820 settlers), there is sufficient evidence to be
found proving how impossible it is, owing to conditions
over which men have no control, to estabHsh cultiva-

tion on a scale sufficiently extensive and secure as to
mean independence from outside sources of food sup-
plies even.

Take the year 191 2 as proving this statement, when
the Government of the country had to be called upon
to prevent actual starvation amongst the black popu-
lation in Pondoland owing to the failure of the
country's food supplies through drought, and that after
the lapse of almost a century's development of the
Eastern Province of the Cape.

Finally, South Africa is a great country, but the most
difficult country known to one whose agricultural work

September
Holidays.

September is an ideal month for holidaye—neither too hot nor
too cold. It is the first autumn month, when nature paints the
land with incomparable beauty.

" EVERYMAN "

INDEPENDENT TOURS.
The Continent, as a holiday-ground, is made delightfully
possible by the Everyman system of independent travel.
Tourists have the trouble of making arrungements taken
entirely off their shoulders, as we provide a carefully planned
programme in which all arrangements are made. Evkrvman
will provide you with travel tickets, hotel coupons, and in some
cases excursion coupons as well. Times of arrival arc notified
to the Hotel Proprietors with whom accommodation has been
booked beforehand. In the majority of cases travellers are
met at the stations, and, in fact, every item of the itinerary
of an enjoyable holiday is made in advance.

Startins Eoeru Saturdat/.

A FORTNIGHT
AT

Bruges and

Knocke-sur-Mer
A week's stay in mediaeval Brnges
—the city left stranded by Time
and History — and a week in the
rapidly-grown seaside resort, with
some of the finest golf-iinks in

Europe, including four delightful
Excursions at Bruges, hotel accom-
modation and travel to and from,
costs under ... £5.0.0

Starling Eceiy SalurJai/.

(Independent Travel)

A WEEK'S
TOUR IN

HOLLAND
visiting the Hague, Haarlem,
Amsterdam, Broek-in-Water-
land, Monnikendam, Volen-
dam, the Island of Marken,
Rotterdam, Dordrecht, in-

cluding travelling expenses
and hotel accommodation,
costs £4.19,6

Starting Eveiu SaturJatj.

A WEEK IN

OSTEND
The most popular Watering

Place io Europe.

Seven days' full hotel ac-

commodation (three meals

daily), and fare from Lon-

don to Ostend and back,

costs just ^_ . _
over ... £3. 10.0

DATES OF DEPARTURF.

Every Saturday
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(Independent Travel.)

A WEEK
IN GHENT

(For the Great Intcmatiooal

Exhibition.)

Six days' full Pensio.T accom-
modation, rail and boat fares,

admission to Exhibition, just
under £4.0.0

Starting Evero Saturday.

A WEEK IN

BRUGES
An ideal centre for a quiet,

restful holiday. Tourists are

accommodated at a high-

class Pension, formerly a

Dominican Monastery. De-
lightful Excursions are ar-

ranged, cost A y a
for six days *»^ . X 1 . O

INDEPENDENT TRAVEL

The "Everyman"

Tours Book.

All particulars of our Inde-
pendent Tours to the Conti-
nent, all excursions and
prices, as well as particulars
of Everyman Independent
Tours, are to be found in the
Tours Booklet, a copy of
which can be had on apply-
ing to "EVEBYMAN" Tours
Dept, Aldine Hoase, Bedford
Street, Strand, London
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HIDDEN POWER
Remarkable Results Follow Experiinents

of Clevei* Scientist.

MARVELS OF THE MIND.

denies that failure in

Initiation FREE to Our Readers.
There are hundreds, nay, thou-

sands, o£ capable men and women
to-day needlessly living a life of

mediocrity, obscurity, and failure,

whose very existence constitute an
'• apparently intended " succession of

endless toil, trouble, and misery.
Fatalists, no doubt, exclaim that all

such things must be, but just ask
yourself this question : Is there one
single sound reason why every being
should not attain success and happi-
ness? No—most emphatically there
is not.

Every human soul is heir to a rich
and glorious possession—the sacred,
cherished gifts of inborn capacities
and talents. Everyone is born suit-

ably equipped to play his or her role
in the game of life, and given oppor-
tunities which, when grasped, lead to

unbounded success and perfect hap-
piness.

Mr. Frank Hartley, the greatest
psychomenticulturist, positively
any sense of the term necessarily

exists. He maintains that the power to succeed lies within
the reach of all ; it is, in fact, inherent, a potent dormant
force, requiring but a certain amount of scientific develop-
ment to manifest itself in every individual. Hundreds upon
hundreds of people in every walk of life who have followed
his method testify to the wonderful results which this truly
remarkable man has enabled them to accomplish.

£1,000 GUARANTEE.
Just read the following remarkable letter. Mr. Frank

Hartley possesses thousands of similar ones, and he will
hand a cheque for ;fi,ooo to any London Hospital, fund, or
charity, if anyone can prove that these are not absolutely
genuine.

Professor Le D , Fellow of the British Institute of
Mental Science and Graduate of the American College
of Sciences (Diploma and Honours), writes, Jlarch 3rd,
1913:—

'•I have carefully examined your system on Personal
Magnetism, etc., and find it far superior to any I have
ever read. As a Psychologist I may say you have given
the very secrets away to the world. —Yours very
f.aithfuUy, ' Le D ."

No matter your age or position in life, whether you are
engaged in artistic pursuits, in commerce, in finance, you
may be either employer, employee, or independent, Mr.
Frank Hartley will help you attain your most cherished
secret Timbitions. Every word you speak, every emanating
thought, every moment you live is either right or wrong,
and the secret of success in every phase of life lies in brmg-
ing your every wish, thought,' and action into perfect
harmony with your immediate surroundings and the hidden
forces of nature.

A GENEROUS OFFER.
So absolutely convinced is Mr. Hartley of the infallibility

of his system that he offers to send a free copy of his won-
derful book, entitled "The Temple of the Mind," to any of
our readers interested, and, further, to initiate them free
of charge into his wonderful secret success method.
There is no age limit, no question of position, or obstacle

of any kind. All you have to do is to write to Mr. Frank
Hartley, Room in6a, London Institute of Menti Culture, 9,
John Street, Adelphi, London, W.C. (mention you are a
reader of Evi:rv.\i.^n\ and he will send you a free copy of
his wonderful book, full particulars of his method, and show
you what you must do in order to attain Success, Power,
Personal Influence, and Perfect Happiness.

Those who wish to may enclose two penny stamps for
postage, etc., but in any case a mere request will bring his
book and information.

has brought him in touch with the farming interests of

most European countries, and whose advice to possible

English settlers there (no matter how brilliant figures

or statistics may prove South African conditions to be)

would be somewhat the nature of Mr. Punch's, until, at

all events, personal experience shows the road towards

securely investing one's capital in Soutli African farm-

ing. It is almost an axiom in South Africa that a man
cannot live decently on a farm of less than 4,000 to

5,000 acres, and this as the result of experience the

writer can maintain as being true in essence.—I am,

sir, etc., M. J. R.

London, W.

EVOLUTION AND SCRIPTURAL DOCTRINE.
To the Editor of Evkrv.m.\.v.

Sir,—From one statement in his letter on the above

I think your correspondent H. Heighten has not cor-

rectly grasped the " orthodox " doctrine of the Atone-

ment. As set forth in the Bible, the Atonement
reveals both the love and the justice of God. As I

understand it, God is manifest in the flesh in the person

of Christ, the Son of God, who bears in some in-

scrutable way, it may be, and in some sufficient

measure, the penal results of sin. He may be said " by
the grace of God " to " taste deatli for every man "

(Heb. ii. 9). It is a perfectly voluntary arrangement

on the part of Deity, and in a sense exalts the

righteousness of God. Further, I think the idea of

personal self-atonement for sin is impracticable.—

I

am, sir, etc., W. H. W.
(This correspondence is now closed.)

A^K* ^^v t^^

A GREAT SURGEON*
Joseph Lord Lister was bom in the Purple

Chamber of Science. His father had been a short-

sighted child, and, that he might see the landscape

from his nursery window the better, was accustomed

to glue his eye to an air-bubble which had become im-

prisoned in the glass. The air-bubble acted as a lens.

This led him on to interest in lenses and their de-

fects. In his time microscopes of high power always

presented an image with blurred and prismatic out-

lines. These defects were by him overcome, and the

law of aplanatic foci which he evolved enabled him
to make the first perfect English achromatic micro-

scope. For his scientific work he was elected a Fellow

of the Royal Society, the society of which his dis-

tinguished son was to become President.

The younger Lister studied medicine at University

College, London, and came under the influence of

Sharpey, the distinguished physiology lecturer there

of those days. To his friendship with Sharpey he

owed his introduction to James Syme, the great Edin-

burgh surgeon, whom all men who read books know,

if it were but that he is the Minto House Surgeon

described by a famous pupil. Dr. John Brown, in the

i classic " Rab and his Friends."

Young Lister became Jam.es Syme's house surgeon

in the old Edinburgh Infirmary—incidentally, too, his

son-in-law. Dr. Wrench's book contains an engraving

of a photograph of the old building, or rather of a

part of it. That part is not, however, the surgical part,

where Syme worked, and where, later, his son-in-law

and successor in the Clinical Surgery Chair was to be

the idol of students and patients alike. Those who
wish to have a poet's picture of Lister as he was in

* "Lord Lister: His Life and 'Work.'

M.D. (Loudon : T. FUher Cnwin.)
By G. T. Wrench,
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the days of his greatest might and popularity may
read of him—the Chief, as he was always attectionately

called—in W. E. Henley's " Hospital." It is by the

way, but Dr. Wrench is not right in his dates. Henley

was not " Lister's patient in the first weeks of his

Edinburgh professorship." It was not till 1873 that

Henley came to be under the great surgeon. It was
in February, 1885, that Leslie Stephen called on

Robert Louis Stevenson at Edinburgh, " and took

me," writes .Stevenson, " up to see a poor fellow, a

sort of poet, who writes for him, and who has been
eighteen months in our infirmary and may be, for all

I know, eighteen months more." Here is the descrip-

tion Henley wrote of " The Chief "

:

"His brow spreads large and placid, and his eye
Is deep and bright with steady looks that still.

Soft lines of tranquil thought his face fulfil

—

His face at once benign and proud and shy.

If envy scout, if ignorance deny
His faultless patience, his unyielding skill,

Innumerable gratitudes reply.

His wise, rare smile is sweet with certainties,

And seems in all his patients to compel
Such love and faith as failures cannot quell.

We hold him for another Heracles,

Battling with custom, prejudice, disease,

As once the son of Zeus with Death and Hell."'

All who remember Lister as he was in those days

will bear witness to the fidelity of the portrait. It

was a partisan's part, of course, to speak of Lister

battling with prejudice and being scouted by envy.

The defect of Dr. Wrench's book, over and above the

many inaccuracies in dates and in statement of facts,

is, indeed, that it is that of a partisan. Lister was
right and wrong, as most men are who attempt to

force a new theory and a new consequent practice

upon others. And the opposition he had to endure

was not all that of prejudice. Much of it was tlie

opposition which succeeding brought about saner

theory and simpler practice. It is not for the advan-

tage of any that there should be claimed for any what
is not justly claimable. Some of Dr. Wrench's passages

—as where, for instance, he claims Dr. Thomas Keith's

successes in surgery as being due to Listerian methods
—are quite absurd. Dr. Matthews Duncan did not

succeed Sir James Simpson in the Chair of Midwifery,

and the statement, the circumstances being what they

were, shows a singular lack of knowledge of the Edin-

burgh with which Dr. Wrench deals.

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
Mr. Louis Becke takes us once again to the South

Sea Islands. His latest book. By Reef AND PALM
AND THE Ebbing of the Tide (Fisher Unwin, 6s.),

lacks nothing of the virility and force that have made
the author notable. Mr. Becke has mastered the art

of condensing a whole drama within the limits of a

few thousand words. There is sufficient material in

some of the more forceful of his short stories to form

the theme for a three-volume novel. One of the most

arresting of the numbers is the study of a native

woman who has white blood in her veins, and is moved
to take terrible vengeance on her husband, himself

an Englishman, for the slight he puts upon her. " The
Revenge of Macy O'Shea " pamts a conflict between
the brutalised Enghshman, an escaped convict, wilio

has found a refuge in the land of the Tropics, ahd
this daughter of a half-breed, who has grasped the

fact that, as his legal wife, she is entitled to his respect,

a respect unknown in those more languorous lati-

tudes. She insists that if Macy carries out his threat

and brings home to their hut another woman, that
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vv»man will pay for the insuk with her life. " Macy
of the bloodshot eyes and drink-distorted face gripped
her wrists. ' Ristow's girl will be here to-morrow, and
if you don't knuckle down to her it'll be a case of

vamos for you: you can go and get a husband
among the natives

'
; and he flung her aside and went

to the god that ran him closest for his soul next to

.women—his rum bottle." O'Shea kept his word and
brought home a native woman, for whom he paid a
turn of oil, a bag of Chilian dollars, and much feminine
finery. Sera welcomed her with a smile, and, holding

out her left hand, said in the native language
' welcome.'

" ' Why,' said O'Shea with mocking jocularity,
' that is a left-handed welcome. Sera.'

"
' Aye,' said the girl with the White Man's blood,

' my riglit hand is for this,' and the knife sank home
into Malia's yellow bosom."

There follows a terrible scene in which Sera is

strapped to an upturned boat and, held firm.ly by the

soft brown hands of the native women, is beaten with

the lash used by the South Sea Islanders. Macy is

made the arbiter of her fate, and he declares in favour

of flogging rather than execution, as, if he killed her,

he would lose her value as a slave. He watches " the

.white back turn black and then into bloody red,"

until a native trader shrieks out in pity and implores

him to stop the torture. O'Shea responds that he
does not mean her to die

—
" she shall live with one

hand to plant Taro. He walked between the two
brown women who held her hands. They moved
aside and let her go. Then O'Shea swung his arm
and the blade of the hatchet struck into the plank,

and the -right hand of Sera fell on the sand." And
then, just at the breaking point, when the emotional

stress has grown painfully tense, the author snaps the

strain and rings the curtain down—Sera is dead. This
sketch is one of others almost as vividly intense and
poignantly dramatic. Mr. Becke has done nothing

better than his present work.

S> S> S:

Mrs. Bailey Saunders has written some charming

books, notably " Saints in Society " and " A Shepherd
of Kensington." Her latest departure strikes a fresh

note. The Prince's Shadow (Hodder and Stough-

ton, 6s.) is the story o£ an uncrowned king, the rightful

heir to Krongaria. Castel-Istra is the name this

amiable gentleman adopts in his wanderings through

Europe, and among other adventures, sensational and
romantic, he falls in love with Clara Mullins. It is to

be regretted that the author did not choose a more
euphonious patronymic for her heroine. Mullins is a

fatal word—fatal, that is, to the imagination. One
visualises a somewhat phlegmatic and strong-minded

female, whom the name " Clara " fits like a glove, and
despite the author's attempts to invest her heroine with

the attributes of charm and beauty, the image conjured

up by " Mullins " is too firmly stamped upon the mind
for the picture to change. Castel-Istra falls in love

with this lady, and she proceeds to infuse him with

something of her determination and resource. She
creates in him some of the qualities she thinks he pos-

sesses, and in the end he is offered the throne of Kron-
garia by an enthusiastic and admiring people. Before

this happens he has contracted a marriage with

Mullins, and at first the reader imagines that, in

defiance of Royal tradition, he will insist on the lady

sharing his throne. Castel-Istra, however, is too prac-

tical for anything so wildly romantic ; he dismisses the

marriage as morganatic, and takes as consort the

daughter of a royal house. This marks the climax of

his success. The discarding of Mullins proves his un-

doing : he loses his throne, is reviled by his people, and
finds a belated refuge in a monastery. Clara, mean-
while, has consoled herself with her son, who is an
infant phenomenon, and, despite his lameness,

achieves in a miraculously short space of time, a
European reputation as a musician. There is an atmo-
sphere of unreality about the book that the author's

skill in devising dramatic situations and her undoubted
capacity for characterisation cannot dispel. The theme
of the faithless prince and the sorrowing lady is out-

worn, and for the sake of the reputation that Mrs.
Bailey Saunders has deservedly earned as a novelist

of some distinction, we sincerely hope she will not
again choose a princelet as a hero or wander into

Krongaria for the motive of a romance.

& » »
It is rarely that a reviewer meets with a book of the

calibre of THE LODGER (Methuen, 6s.). Mrs. Belloc

Lowndes writes with a style at once distinguished and
dramatic. Her phrasing has qualities of strength and
freshness that lend themselves admirably to the treat-

ment of the theme of her latest novel The opening
chapters are handled with consummate skill. She
takes us at once into that atmosphere tinged with the

hatred of debt and the determination at all costs to

preserve external decencies that is so characteristic of

a certain type of English people. Mr. and Mrs. Bunt-
ing were at one time servants in a big house as butler

and lady's maid respectively. After long years of

waiting, they married, started a lodging-house, and for

a time did well. And then the tide of adversity set

in, and we find them when the story begins v/ithin

measurable distance of utter destitution. The house
is still exquisitely clean, well kept, and furnished in

the solid style affected by their class ; but the fire

burns low in the grate, there is but a glimmer of gas
in the parlour, and the monetary resources of Mr.
Bunting amount to 4Xd. The stress of the situation

is relieved by the appearance of an applicant for

lodgings, one Mr. Sleuth, a man of the most refined

appearance, and suggestive of an ascetic self-denial.

He is none other than " The Avenger," the name be-

stowed on the perpetrator of a series of crimes similar

to those perpetrated by " The Ripper " years ago.

Mrs. Bunting realises that her lodger is indeed the
man who perpetrates these ghastly outrages, but
though her flesh creeps at the tales of horror in the

newspapers, she is no sooner brought into contact with
him than she feels a curious sort of sympathy and a
certain awed respect at the length to which his con-

victions carry him. For " The Avenger " is a religious

maniac, and murders his wretched victims in the belief

that he is destroying sin by their extinction. Added
to this is the knowledge that the money the lodger

pays is the sole plank between them and penury. He
rents all their available rooms, and Mrs. Bunting feels

a curious gratitude towards the man who has saved
her from the humiliation of the pawnbroker and the
disgrace of debt, that even the knowledge of his

atrocities cannot expunge. The psychology of this

couple is admirably portrayed. One acquires an inti-

mate acquaintance with the woman " in her neat black
stuff dress and in her scnipulously clean plain collar

and cuffs " ; one can understand the indignation and
self-reproach that engulf her narrow and upright soul

when Bunting perpetrates the extravagance of pur-

chasing a penny paper, leaving him with but S)4d.
We leave it to the reader to discover how the story

ends, and we will not dim the edge of the thrill await-

ing them by disclosing the climax. Mrs. Lowndes has
achieved a very notable success. She has written a

(Continued on pag! 670.)
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book at once sensational and literary, a novel of plot

accompanied by vivid characterisation.

God's Clay (Fisher Unwin, 6s.) is a story of one
Geoffrey Vance, married to a woman who, shortly

after she becomes his wife, develops into a confirmed

invalid. He contracts a platonic affection for Angela
Clifford, and the lady returns his sentiment. Mr. and
Mrs. Claude Askew do not suggest that their latest

novel is intended to be amusing ; but the interview

between Geoffrey and Angela, when they discuss and
analyse their mutual regard, is really quite humorous.
" What we have got to renounce is any material mani-

festation of our love," says he ;
" and we must be

stricter than an engaged couple, for I must not kiss

you—not one kiss even. Our love must always be
kept in strict subjection ; we must never forget that

God has put a flaming sword between us." While
making due allowance for Geoffrey's irritation at an
invalid wife, it seems hardly in accordance with his

Galahad-like nature to refer to the unfortunate lady

as a " flaming sword." As always happens in novels of

this type, though life does not as a rule follow the

example of fiction, the invalid dies, and Geoffrey

marries Angela. Their relations after the ceremony
are well in keeping with the interview before the
" flaming sword " had been removed.

"
' We are only

going to have a fortnight's honeymoon, Geoffrey and
I '—she blushed rosy red as she referred to her hus-

band
—

' for we are so keen to start working together.

. . t I want to extend the Shopgirls' Club, to start

ever so many new branches, and Geoffrey hopes to

enter Parliament at the next General Election, so that

he must begin to nurse a constituency almost at once.

. ; . We shall dwell under our own vine and fig-trees
;

we shall live to declare the works of the Lord.' " After

this it is a little baffling to discover that Angela has

hit a man on the head with a poker, causing his death,

and that the jcircumstance has entirely escaped her

memory, she naving acted under the influence of a

blaze of wrath so righteous that for a time it blotted

out her consciousness. These things are above the

comprehension of a mere reviewer, but the authors of

this astonishing book seem to be quite pleased with

the heroine, and speak of the poker episode in the

warmest terms. The story was written, we should

say, for a serial, and doubtless will suit the taste of

that portion of the public to whom this kind of literary

fare appeals.
9 9 9

The Kingdom (Heinemann, 6s.). This novel is

.Written with a sympathy and understanding that

should appeal to the student of human nature. Father
Bernardo is a Monk of the Order of St. Francis

d'Assisi, and, having put away all earthly things by
.reason of an unreciprocated passion for his cousin

IVittoria, he finds rest in a monastery. He is not
long to be left in peace, for after seven years he is

awakened from a false sense of security by the advent

fii his old friend Orlando Berardesca. He again
meets Vittoriaj but after much tribulation of soul

renounces her, and she becomes the wife of his friend.

iThe character of the old Guardian of the Monastery
is finely portrayed, and his attitude, when Father
iBeriiardo flees from the brotherhood, shows a keen
knowledge of the complexity of the human heart.

Mr. Harold Goad gives a clever reading of priestly

psychology, and his sketches of peasant life

have a notably poignant touch. The study of

Linda, the cripple girl, who begs alms, and by
the plea of her infirmity is the means of bring-

ing money to her home, is tinged with a certain

tragic simplicity. Linda hears there is to be a great
procession on the occasion of a special festival, and
with the simple faith of a child she determines to ask
the Lord Jesus to heal her infirmity when the Host
passes her. Her old mother knows of this intention,

and is determined to stop it, for how, asks she, is she

to live if her child gets well ? If she becomes healthy
they will all starve. Wherefore she throws a shawl
over the head of the girl just as she is about to voice

her entreaty on the day of the festival

An Indian Mystery (Lynwood and -Co., 6s.).

Those of our readers who hunger after unadulterated

melodrama in its crudest form will doubtless be no-

wise disappointed in this volume from the pen of Mr.

M. Henniker Andrews. There is very much to be
desired in the way of style and treatment in the book.
As the title indicates, the scene is laid in India, and
concerns the strange disappearance of Frank Avenel
and his wife Adela, and the abduction of his beautiful

sister-in-law, Shirley. According to Mr. Andrews it

would appear that the entire native population of

India is comprised either of villains or fools, with the

exception of one Mohammed Kahn, a faithful servant.

x'\nd, on second thoughts, we are not so sure that the

faithful Mohammed is not a fool, if a well intentioned

one. The characters are wooden and unconvincing,

the incidents badly strung together, and there is

much padding. The book suggests that the author
has attempted to depict life in a country and amidst
surroundings of which he has no first-hand experience,

but which lack of knowledge he has made strenuous

efforts to supplement with the aid of an encyclopaedia.

Mr. Andrews is no more successful in his love scenes.
"

' I wonder why he changed like that,' she was ask-

ing herself. ' He is like he used to be, and I fancied

he liked me. Ah, perhaps he thought ' Her hands
suddenly went up to her face to cover the rich blushes
that swept from throat to brow. . . .

' Yes, he surely

thinks that I am beginning to care too much for him,

and Oh, how dare he.'
"
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

MR. BALFOUR'S speech has led to much lively

comment, and is not unlikely to be followed

by a discussion of the highest poHtical im-

portance. The interest in the Home Rule question

was largely on the wane, and it is a tribute to the

personality and skill of the ex-Unionist leader that he

has succeeded in forcing the topic to the front. Re-
cently we directed attention to the speech of Lord
Ashby St. Ledgers, who, on behalf of the Government,
foreshadowed a general election after the Home Rule

Bill had received the Royal Assent, but before it

became operative. This course, would have the advan-

tage of placing the claims of Ulster before the elec-

torate, and of at least postponing that Provisional

Government of the North-East corner with which we
are sometimes threatened.

The most notable public event since Parliament

adjourned was the publication this week by a leading

news agency of a "forecast" of the report of the famous
" Land Committee " appointed by the Chancellor. Mr.

Lloyd George has denied that the " forecast " is either

authentic or inspired, but he virtually admits that some
of its prognostications are at least approximately cor-

rect. It is obvious from these that in Jiis coming
Land Campaign the Chancellor will devote special

attention to the question of low wages in agricultural

districts, and their levelling up by Act of Parliament,

which, with the more liberal provision of small hold-

ings, are evidently to be important features of his

propaganda. " The Single Tax " finds no echo in the
" forecast," and it is more than doubtful if the taxation

of land values will figure very conspicuously in the

approaching struggle.

Once again the vexed question of the censorship

of the libraries over contemporary fiction has been
raised in an acute form by the action of the Libraries

Association in regard to two new novels from the pens
of Mr. W. B. Maxwell and Mr. Compton MacKenzie.
The matter has been warmly and widely discussed

from many points of view, but it may be as well td,

point out that the action of the Association does not
amount to refusing to supply the books to readers,

who can still obtain copies by asking for them. All
that is done is that the works in question are v/ithdrawn

from the regular lists. It may be doubted, however,
whether the publicity that follows on this ban is not
an adequate compensation by way of the gratuitous

advertisement it affords the author. This discussion

of the problem has elicited an interesting suggestion
from the Authors' Society, to the effect that "a p>er-

manent committee, formed of publishers, authors, and
representatives of the libraries, should sit twice a year,

or oftener, to consider the desirability of publishing

books laid before them. The decision of such a com-
mittee," the Secretary opines, " would be final and
satisfactory to all parties."

We are threatened, it seems, with the possibility of

yet another strike—and one of the most serious that

could be attempted. The Report of the Holt Com-
mittee has given grave dissatisfaction to postal

servants, who declare that its concessions are entirely

inadequate. It is, of course, improbable that the men(

will readily adopt an extreme policy, especially as tiie

last attempt to organise a postal strike proved a
disastrous failure. On the other hand, it is significant

that at a meeting of the London District Council

Postmen's Federation, the Executive were instructed

to " educate the members up to a strike policy."

Should that be achieved, the prospect, from a business

point of view, is too depressing to bear contemplation.-

Clearly we are on the eve of the oil age. Oil fuel

for the Navy is now a certainty for the immediate
future, and for some time past the industrial world
has been Ustening with interest to the accounts of

the success achieved by the Diesel stationary oil

engine. Now, it seems, we are to have a Diesel engine

locomotive, which, built at Winterthur, in Switzerland,

has, in a recent trial, achieved a speed of over sixty

miles an hour. The adoption of oil locomotives on
our railways would, of course, almost revolutionise the

system, and though this may be looking a little ahead,

there can be no question that the success achieved

under the test is likely to have momentous results.

The criticisms to which the Olympic Fund has been
subjected have had the welcome result of largely

widening the scope of the committee's aims and
objects, and the facihties for athletic training that it

is intended to provide are no longer to be limited to

the competitors at Berhn in 1916. It is clear, indeed,

from the statement issued to the Press by Mr. J. E. K.-

Studd that the work of the committee will be national

in character, and facilities for training will be offered

to all classes. The committee have a rare chance of

reviving that interest in healthy sports which has of

late been largely vitiated by the entry into the realm

of athletics of money-making considerations. Mr.

Studd's association with its work is the best guarantee

that the revival will be free from all undesirable

elements. No man has done more than he to popu-

larise sport at its best and to preserve its purity.

The passing of the Underwood Tariff Bill in the

Senate of the U.S.A. by a majority of seven votes is

an event of great importance, especially as, despite the

slender Democratic majority, the measure was actually

widened and the free list enlarged by the Upper
Chamber. Wool, sugar, wheat, cattle, swine, and
sheep are placed on the free list, and the duties in

many schedules were reduced. The change of policy

indicated is undeniably significant.
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THE MAN AND HIS WORK
IX.

—

The Foreign Missionary Prize Essay by Frank D. Jones

into Persia, or Morrison landed in China, little mission
work had been done in those almost unknown coun-
tries. But there is still scope for such work. The
pioneer usually spends his early days on the " field

"

in getting accustomed to the climate of the district, in

acquainting himself with the . characteristics of the
known peoples, in studying outfits, in making plans for

his journey, and in apportioning out his baggage.
Climate and district determine his mode of travel.

Passing up navigable rivers, he notes the depths, the
currents, the cataracts, the turnings, the general land-
marks. Or, penetrating inland in Africa, he observes
the hills, the nature of the jungle, the marshes, the
open country, the rivers and springs where good water
can be procured, and collects specimens of rocks,
plants, flowers and insects. Following up a river in

subtropical China, he takes along with him native
bearers to carry his baggage, provisions, and mountain
chair. Having reached the extent of the river, he
hires a native guide and marches on to the next village.

As he arrives, curious natives with furtive eyes gather
round the strange procession, asking what it means.
They are told that it is a new teacher, come with a new
teaching. The pioneer pitches his camp, for no one
dares to offer the hospitahty of a home. As he rigs

his tents, table, and chairs, crowds of men and women
watch, with ever-widening eyes, until they are con-
vulsed with laughter as he uses his knife and fork.

Pioneering makes a man cosraopohtan, tactful, and
firm, able to deal with servants. It develops courage
and staying power. He gets accustomed to all sorts
of experiences. He sleeps in native huts, partakes
of native food, conforms in some cases to native dress,
endures drenching rain, is suffocated with dust storms,
is scorched with tropical suns, and frozen with arctic
winds. He is undaunted by difficulties, ready to take
the bull by the horns—e.g., in a hostile village, where
the chief forbids anyone to take him in, or sell him
food, he pohtely informs the chief that he will stay
with him the night. The next morning the chief sends
him away with a courteous invitation to return quickly.
As he is borne along in his mountain-chair, he dreams
of an awakened people emancipated from the bonds of
superstition, contributing of their unfolding genius to
the general knowledge of the world, and testifying
of their experience with the Maker of all.

I.

IT is well known that the foreign missionary has been
pitied, despised and ridiculed. Such abuse is largely

due to the fact that he has been misunderstood for

lack of defmite knowledge of his circumstances ; hence
a survey of his life and work may help to remove
popular misconceptions.

The life of a foreign missionary to-day is very
different from what it was only thirty years ago. Means
of communication by steamship, railway, telegraph
and post have reduced his sense of isolation. Whereas
it once took months to reach his station, now it takes
iWeeks or days, and he may regularly exchange letters

with home. He is kept in touch with modern thought
by the best weekly and monthly publications, gener-
ously posted to him by friends or by societies whose
aim is to supply him with news.

In the old days he had to make shift and live in
native huts or tents. Now he usually has a comfort-
able bungalow or well-built house, specially con-
structed and adapted to meet the requirements of the
climate. He no longer has bare floors and wooden
stools, but boasts the simple luxuries of carpets, easy
chairs, and pictures. He has all the indispensables in
the way of pots, pans, and cooking stove, and modern
methods of packing tinned foods enable him to enjoy
an English or Continental meal, either in Central
Africa or the South Sea Islands. This inestimaCile
blessing has made him to a certain degree indepen-
dent of his surroundings, and, by preserving his health,
has prolonged his life. The new method also of pack-
ing drugs in tabloid form has enabled him to carry a
larger range of necessary medicines in a smaller
compass.

II.

As the times have changed and the hardships are
not so great, so the foreign missionary of the day is

quite a different being from the veteran whose place he
is taking. The veteran went out with more zeal than
knowledge ; he had virgin soil to break, unknown
peoples to discover. The modern missionary goes with
a good general education, with some idea of the great
formative religions of the world, and a particular know-
ledge of the special district to which he is being sent—
e.g., if to Africa he usually receives a course of lectures
at the Livingstone College, Leyton.* Chosen for lin-
guistic ability, his sympathetic understanding of
human nature, and his all-round common sense, he is

rarely bigoted or fanatical. As a handy man, he
exercises his skill through the whole range of arts,
scientific and domestic. He pays attention to his
general health by taking regular exercise, the vital im-
portance of which is drilled into him on arrival upon
the "foreign field." Shooting, boating, tennis and
croquet are some of his recreations.

Turning to his work in its four sections—the
pioneering, the pastoral, the medical, and the educa-
tional—we have a glimpse of his qualities of heart and
mind.
Each section overlaps the otlier, and the worker

may have to do with all four.

III.

The greatest days of pioneering are over. Before
Livingstone penetrated Africa, or Martyn journeyed

• Principal, Dr. C. F. Harford.

IV.
The new ground broken, he has yet to commence

the real work. The dialect or language has to be
learned, friendhness cultivated, and confidence estab-
lished. Maybe the language has to be reduced to
writing and a phonetic system adopted. Then follow
the attempts at preaching and teaching, leading on to
pastoral work.

Quite another type of work now opens out. This is a
sphere in which there is room for the greatest abilities,

but of a different order from those required in a
pioneer. To live and be successful among a people
demands constant study of their ways of thinking and
their modes of life. If in the East the missionary
seeks to understand the spirit of the Oriental, to appre-
ciate and sympathise with his outlook, he has to forget
his own forms of thought and learn to express himself
in the figurative and courteous speech of his people.
Similarly, if in Africa, he sympathises with and enters
into the spirit of tribal taboos and tribal relationships-
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Without pouring contempt upon them he tries to ex-
press his new teaching, hnlced on with and in relation-
ship to the lore and traditions of the tribe. In his
preaching he endeavours to appeal to the past experi-
ence of his hearers ; hence he is wide awake for any
knowledge of his people. Always he seeks to under-
stand the moulding influences at work about him.
Then he has to organise and educate his helpers, to
arrange for new preaching places, to receive, examine,
and, in some instances, baptise natives, to settle their

disputes, advise them about their everyday affairs, and
to appeal for them before a magistrate in times of
trouble. He also carries his civilisation into their

midst by building churches on sanitary lines, and
advising the formation of small reservoirs and swim-
ming baths in dry districts.

He takes photographs, makes slides, gives lantern
lectures, exhibits films before the astonished eyes of
the native, mystifying him the while with a gramo-
phone. Yet amidst it all he has to fight against
trickery and roguery, bear disappointments, and brave
his abusers with a stout heart. He is also expected to
send home articles for magazines, and sometimes finds

the leisure to write books or become an authority on
native languages. In isolated districts he plays the
part of amateur doctor, attending to cuts and ulcers.

V.
As a rule, regular medical work is only done on mis-

sion stations of some years' standing, where a hospital
has been built to secure thorough treatment. It is

work demanding the greatest patience and determina-
tion. Any doctor knows the difficulty of getting
patients to obey liis orders. Much more difficult is it

on the foreign field. Natives expect to be cured at

once, and soon lose faith if recovery is not immediate.
They will take too much medicine or refuse it alto-

gether, undo bandages to see if a wound is heahng,
and ruin weeks of treatment by overfeeding. The
doctor has also to fight the local prejudices and super-
stitions ; e.g., natives come for treatment where ampu-
tation alone will effect a cure, and refuse it, fearing

disablement in the future spirit world. Fearlessly he
plods on, attacking dysentery, cholera, lupus, small-

pox, and consumption, gaining knowledge and experi-

ence day by day, and meeting the craft of the native
with a higher craft. He sets up electrical treatment.

X-ray apparatus, introduces anti-toxins, builds sana-
toria, insists on cleanliness, and ever remembers the
soul as well as the body.

VI.

In our last section we find the foreign missionary
thoroughly alive to the value of constructive educa-
tional work and the advantages gained in training the

young. Both Sunday and day schools are being
established, and well-trained teachers of both sexes
are taking up these special duties.

The work is governed largely by the needs of the

locality and the amount of money the " society " is

prepared to spend. The educational missionary has
to arrange small preparatory schools for both sexes,

engage native teachers, equip the schools, devise re-

gulations, determine curriculums, give lectures, and
generally take control. In the case of the more
civilised races, education is carried beyond the

secondary school stage, and large colleges are estab-

lished. China and India are notable instances of this.

In such a Chinese college promising students are re-

ceived from the day schools, pass through five years'

training, and receive diplomas on reaching a definite

standard of efficiency. The course embraces Chinese
history and literature, mathematics, chemistry, physics,

principles of magnetism and electricity, Latin, French,
English, logic, and art. The Principal organises the
recreations of the students, and thoroughly enjoys
their attempts at te-nnis and cricket. From such col-

leges students are going out into the provinces of
China, taking up important positions in Post and
Customs Offices, carrying with them the life-changing
influences of the Christian schools. The greatest
opportunities await the educational missionary.

VII.

Our survey will not be quite complete without a
word about salaries. The figures vary in the different

sections and under the different societies, ranging from
;£^90 to ;£400, the average being about ;f200. Accord-
ing to district and circumstance, this may mean abject
poverty or comparative luxury. In large cities mis-
sionaries are expected to entertain and join in the
social life, whereas on up-country stations a visitor is

an event of a lifetime, and, owing to the simple mode
of life, expenses are correspondingly low.

Again, in the case of a married man on a tropical
station, he may have to support a home in England for
his wife and family or pay for his children's education
among friends. As a rule, salaries on African stations
are lower than on Indian or Chinese. There are a
few workers on the field receiving no salary, who pay
their way out of their private income. The integrity
of such is beyond doubt.

It is sometimes asked why the missionary does not
tell us more about his life. There is eloquence in his

silence. Reticent about his work, he is the last man
in the world to brag. Quiet and unassuming, he con-
tinues his chosen labours, having no consciousness of
martyrdom. In all his work he remembers the spirit

of his Master, and of him, as of his Master, it can truly

be said, " He saved others ; himself he cannot save,"
These words epitomise his life*

RESULT OF "EVERYMAN" ESSAY
COMPETITION

The Prize of THREE Guineas offered by Everyman
for the best Essay on The Foreign Missionary has
been awarded to the writer of the above paper,

Mr. Frank D. Jones,

14, Conduit Road,

Sheffield,

who speaks from personal experience, having been!
engaged for some time in the mission field in China.

The majority of the Essays sent in deal witK
missionaries in India and in China. Only one com^
petitor, a South African, ventures to attack thd
missionary. As might have been expected, many
ladies at home and abroad took part in this Competi^
tion. Much interesting material is contained in the
Essays received, but those who did justice to their

subject were not very numerous.

The Essays of the Rev. C. Ryder Smith, Leeds, and
H. Arthur Johnson, Sheffield, rank next in merit to

the prize-winner's. We would also specially commend
the work of the following :

—

"A. B."; James O. Dobson, Durrington, Wilts.;]

Rev. James M. Macphail, Hillhead, Glasgow
; John

Naish, Kendal ; Laurance E. Newell, Heaton Moor,
near Stockport ; G. L. Richardson, New Romney,
Kent ; M. Smith, Transvaal ; Rev. John Torrance,
Dailly, Ayrshire.

For announcement of New Competition, see p. 681*
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THE DEPOPULATION OF FRANCE
By W. S. Lilly

{Concluded)

I.

(A.ND now, resuming the study of M. Rossignol's book,

upon which we entered last week, let us see what

remedies he proposes for the depopulation of France.

iThe one cause of it, he holds, is to be found in the

twil/. Frenchmen either do not wish to have

children, or they wish strictly to limit the number of

them. Hence they remain bachelors, or become
" neo-Malthusian " parents. Let us consider what he

has to say about these two classes of—as he considers

<—traitors to their country.

'And first of voluntary bachelors, by which he does

not mean, of course, those who have good reasons

—

for instance, of health—for not marrying. " Le
vieux gar^onnisme" which he has in view is a

deliberately chosen state. The bachelors with whom
he is concerned have, for the most part, determined,

on starting in life, not to marry. The Baron
Desforges, in Bourget's powerful novelj Mensonges
is an excellent type of them. The lines

"I'm not a marrying man, my dear :

I go on another plan, my dear,"

sufficiently explain them. And their number is

constantly increasing. " Paris," observes M. Georges

Clement somewhat oddly, in a recent article, " is paved

with bachelors, or at least certain quarters of Paris.

:You cannot take a step without meeting two or three."

M. Klotz, in his inaugural address to the Commission
on Depopulation, estimated the number of these

celibates, over thirty years of age, throughout France,

at 1,350,000; but M. Rossignol thinks that if you draw
the line at twenty-five years, they amount to 3,000,000.

He tells us of a public official, a friend of his, who on
going to take up an appointment in the provinces, was
embarrassed to find that he was almost the only

married man in the official world of the department.

And he gives us to understand that the case is by no
means exceptional—quite the reverse, indeed. Hence
France has been described as " a country in course of

depopulation, governed by a committee of bachelors."

II.

Then, as to the smallness of French families, M.
Rossignol admits that the title of his book, "A
Country of Bachelors and of Only Sons," must not be
taken too literally. If it were true au fied de la

tettre, he observes, the population of France .would be
reduced in a century to two or three millions. The
average number of children in each family is about
three. And he urges that this is too little, when we
consider the amount of infant mortality and the fact

that 300 births yield but 192 adults. Nor is the reason
of these small families open to doubt. There is a

proverb which points to the explanation :
" En fait

d'enfant,s mieux vaut le couple que la douzaine"

—

two children are better than a dozen. A man, even
in easy circumstances, with a large family is an object
of ridicule. A poor man, similarly situated, is an
object of blame. Zola, in his striking book,
Germinal, tells us of the wife of a needy miner, who
makes her appearance, accompanied by a little

girl, before rich Madame Grcgoire. " Is that your
only child ? " asks the lady. " Oh, no, madame," the

poor woman replies ;
" I have seven." M. Gregoirt

drops the newspaper which he ,was reading and, rising

in indignation, exclaims :
" Seven ! Why ? Good

Heavens !

" " Yes, it is imprudent," murmurs his

wife. " I can't understand," observed a wealthy

woman to our author, " why workmen earning five

francs a day want to marry and have four or five

children. I really have no compassion for people of

that sort. They should be reasonable." Their

betters set them an example of this reasonableness,

and the example is ever more and more followed b/j

the lower middles, the operative classes, the peasants.

But we should always remember that in limiting the

number of their offspring, French parents are not

influenced wholly by egotism. They allege the

interests of the children themselves. The fewer the

children, it is argued, the better will be their outlook

on life. And if, as we are taught by a well-known
school greatly in vogue just now, " agreeable feeling

"

is the great object of our existence and the test of

right and wrong, is not the excuse valid ?

III.

The will of the individual, then, according to M.
Rossignol, is the cause of the evil which he deplores

:

and to cure it, he justly observes, we must act upon
the will. " Yes," he continues, " to act on the will, to

push (jpousser) French citizens to marry, and to have
at least three or four children—that is what we ought
to aim at." But what force can we bring to influence

the will? M. Rossignol admits that the most com-
pelling force which could be brought to bear would
be the force of religion—nay more, that rehgious

beliefs alone, perhaps, are capable of solving the

problem. But he excuses himself from discussing this

remedy on the ground that he does not possess such

beliefs, that he is " etranger a toute croyance confes-

sionnelle." He leaves, therefore, the employment of

the religious argument to the ministers of the various

cults. For himself, he is obliged to fall back on the

argument from self-interest, which he considers "the
most efficacious force for those who do not admit
revealed religion." He goes on then to maintain that

the family is, and always must be, the foundation of

society, and he cites Colonel Roosevelt, M. Ferdinand
Buisson, and Taine in support of that—to me self-

evident—proposition. More, he preaches patriotism

as a religion, or a substitute for religion

—

la religion

de la fatrie—and he preaches very well. He pleads

for the purification of the lubricious literature of his

country which exhibits " agreeable feeling " in its

lowest form as the summum bonuni, and vehemently
denounces journals which subsist on vice and crime,

and novels that revel in glowing descriptions of things

which St. Paul thought it a shame even to speak of.

If this popular literature is the expression of society,

he asks, what must French society now be? He
would make an end of alcoholism, which he describes

—and rightly—as one of the great curses of his

country, perhaps the greatest. He would levy on
bachelors, after a certain age, a tax equal to the cost

of maintaining three children in their state of hfe.

He would give a vote to the mother of a family, and
an extra vote to the father. He would assign an
annuity to a mother after the birth of a fourth child,
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and would bestow further assistance, if necessary, on
the family. He would grant pensions to widows with
children. He would give increased salaries to
married public servants. He would levy a heavy
succession duty on the estates of those who have less

than three children. He desires " une bonne loi

etablissant que toute femme se livrant a la prostitution,

en dehors des maisons tolerees, ou vivant en con-
cubinage, serait condamnee a quelques mois de
prison."

IV.

Now, what are we to say of these suggestions of M.
Rossignol ? For myself, knowing France pretty well,

I must own that I strongly doubt the feasibility of any
of them, and the efficacy of all of them combined, if,

by a sort of miracle, they should be adopted. They
seem to me to belong to the class of what Lord Bacon
called " Atlantic and Utopian politics, which cannot be
drawn into use." M. Rossignol rightly attributes the
depopulation which he deplores to the zvi/L I do not
think his proposed laws, if he could get them passed,
would act upon the will. There is a pregnant saying
of Burke :

" Manners and customs are of more import-
ance than laws."

I am afraid that the conception of marriage
expounded by Guy de Maupassant, in one of the
least decorous of his novels, is deeply rooted in the
mind of France : that " it is only an association of in-

terests, a social bond, not a moral bond." So to re-

gard marriage, is to debase it unspeakably, and to
render it of small value to the commonwealth. I do
not think you can compel people to produce children
against their will.

"
' My dear Toby,' said Mr. Shandy, touched

by his brother's unbounded possession of 'the
milk of human kindness,' ' my dear Toby, was I an
Asian monarch, I would oblige thee, nolens volens, to
beget for me one subject every month.' ' Now, I would
not,' quoth my Uncle Toby, ' get a child, nolens volens,

whether I would or not, to please the greatest prince
upon earth.' " I think the vast majority of French-
men will be of the opinion of " my Uncle Toby,"
especially as their country is by no means governed
by the greatest prince upon earth, but by politicians

who, I will content myself with saying—I wish to be
courteous—excite no enthusiastic admiration among
many of their countrymen.

V.

I am not, then, very hopeful about M. Rossignol's
remedies for the mischief which he rightly deplores.

It is a very deeply seated mischief. The truth of the
matter is that hfe in France is dominated by a spurious
individualism. This is the issue of her first Revolu-
tion, which was a gigantic effort to translate into fact

the speculations of Rousseau. The true foundation
for the State is not the individual, as Rousseau and his

disciples thought, but the family. The result of their

great mistake is to exait selfishness into the place which
ought to be occupied by self-sacrifice. The egoistic

instinct has triumphed in France at the expense of the
social instinct. This fact M. Rossignol, indeed, dis-

cerns, and he has expressed himself about it in weighty
words, which may serve to end what I have to say
about him and his book. " If there is one point upon
which everyone is agreed, it is the necessity of oppos-
ing some dyke to the hideous individualism of our
times." " Chacun pour soi "—everyone for himself

—

is a false doctrine, fatal to national as to individual

soundness. The true doctrine is that a man exists for

something beyond and above himself : for the family,

for civil society, for his country.

"EVERYMAN" READING
CIRCLES

THEIR FUNCTION AND ORGANISATION

Again and again it has been suggested to us that the

usefulness of EVERYMAN would be largely increased

by establishing in every important centre of the king-

dom an Everyman Reading Circle. Again and
again readers keenly interested in our journal have
volunteered their kind services. From the beginning

we have realised the value of those suggestions, and
early last winter we had a competition on the " Best
Methods of Organising Reading Circles." Now that

Everyman is about to enter upon the second year of

its existence, and has become, we are proud to say, a
recognised literary institution, the time has come to

act on the lines suggested by our readers, to accept

services which have been so generously offered, and to

enlist them in the good cause of democratic education.

We therefore propose at the earliest possible moment
to establish EVERYMAN Reading Circles in as large

a number of towns as possible, for the purpose of

interpreting the masterpieces of literature and of

discussing the burning public questions of the

day.

It is, of course, understood that each club shall be
autonomous, self-governing and self-supporting, with

its own rules, its own programme, its own committee,

its own lecturers. At the same time it will be the

function of EVERYMAN to give guidance, both inside

and outside its columns, and especially to act as a

centre, focussing all the efforts, establishing ef^cient

co-operation, recording the work which is being done,

submitting and discussing suitable topics for debate,

and, wherever possible, organising lectures, opening

competitions and offering prizes, and eventually pub-

lishing the best papers which have been read before

the Everyman Reading Circles. In addition to the

special page which will be devoted to the work of

those Circles, we shall publish every week a column

giving practical advice and direction on books and
topics suitable for discussion, and suggesting on
which lines those books and questions can best be

treated.

When the local committees of the Reading Circles

are constituted, we shall be very pleased if their

secretaries will communicate their names and
addresses, together with a provisional programme for

next winter's work. And whilst the Circles are being

organised we shall gladly welcome any suggestions

which may interest local centres, and shall be more

than pleased to aid the organisers in their work by
all means in our power. It is obvious that those

Reading Circles can onI.y be the practical success

which we expect them to be through the hearty

co-operation of our regular readers. With thei^

assistance, we shall, before long, have established all

oyer the country a network of intellectual associa-

tions, communing in the appreciation and love of what-

ever is best in literature, and of whatever is most vital

in politics and religion.
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BERNARD SHAW'S "LION"
I.

Mr. Bernard Shaw's new play, " Androcles and the

Lion," at the St. James's Theatre shows him at the top

of his bent. He dons with tremendous gusto the suit

of motley that of all his disguises fits him best, and
then, without any effort at all, begins to make us

merry. And it is a very merry (if at times rather be-

.wildered and at other times pleasantly shocked) audi-

ence at the St. James's. He uses all the tricks of pro-

fessional humorists, but mainly (being Shaw) he relies

upon the first thing that comes into his head. Like
most jesters, he presumes upon his position, but, like

all jesters, he is privileged, so that we are wilhng to

take from him what we should never take from any-
one else. The badge of folly that he wears labels all

his folly for what it is, and whatever he says or does
is excused. And that is well, for the aim of his wit

is at those who listen to him. He has the audience in

his eye whenever he speaks. It is an old tale now to

say tliat he is a good shot. He is too practised a hand
at discovering the weaknesses of men not to get a good
hit. He makes us all feel a little bit foohsh. He
touches our cherished pretences, he shows up our in-

consistencies, he assumes to have no reverence for our
gods. But he is not always grinning. He is serious

and wise, and, like the fools of Shakespeare, has many
half sad, even half mad, things to say, so that he sets

us wondering why he should be a jester at all.

n.
In his latest play, produced for the first time last

iXveek, Mr. Shaw takes for a plot the old fable of the

slave who encounters a lion with a wounded paw, from
which he extracts a thorn. Some time after, the slave

is thrown to the lions, when the lion he had befriended
recognises him, and, instead of eating him, caresses

him. The fable gives Mr. Shaw a plot and a title ; he
makes the slave a Christian tailor, introduces Caesar

and the Christian martyrs, and makes the whole thing,

like the subjects of his own lectures, a starting-point for

a series of remarks upon the ideas and social and re-

ligious practices of our own time. By introducing the

lion he makes the play definitely a burlesque. Unless,

as I have said, we are ready to accept Mr. Shaw in his

character of jester, we shall not know what to make of

the burlesque. We shall perhaps think the fun elemen-

tary and stale when it is not rude, the serious things

we shall be in danger of thinking to be rather bad
jokes, and, like some of the critics, we may be stupid

enough to feel some of the remarks to be blasphemous.
lYou can see what a splendid opportunity a suljject like

the Christian martyrs gives Mr. Shaw for turning the

exercise of his considerable gifts of satire and irony

upon modern Christians, and you can be sure that he
is not the man to miss such an opportunity. But, pre-

serving your sense of humour and not being scared at

plain speaking, you will find nothing objectionable in

the use Mr. Shaw makes of his opportunity. He says

some straight things and some provocative things, all

of which he covers up in the explanatory note in the

programme :
" The twentieth-century Christian need

not regard the Christianity of the early Christian

martyfs as having much to do with his safe and emi-
nently respectable Sunday profession of faith." As a

matter of fact, Mr. Shaw gibes at us, not at the early

Christians. He sees reality in their religion, and wher-
ever Shaw finds reality in religion he does it justice

and treats it with reverence. You get this trait in

Shaw's character in this play, in " Fanny's First Play,"

and, indeed, in every play that he has written. Re-
ligion fascinates him when it is real. When it is

merely conventional or fashionable, then he gets wild.

The Christians in Mr. Shaw's play are admirable, with
the exception of Spintho, who gets eaten by the lion

by mistake, and even he is an old acquaintance. None
of them are caricatures. For the first time on the stage
we get martyrs who are convincing, simple and fine.

Certainly there is not one of them of whom the modem
Christian need feel ashamed.

III.

But it is not the Christians, but the lion that is the

chief character. The " liny-piny " makes the play.

From the time that his first yells are heard in the
jungle at the opening of the play to the cheerful dance
at the fall of the curtain, the lion keeps us happy and
amused. He is a magnificent animal that must make
Drury Lane envious. Never has a pantomime seen
such a natural and human beast. His groans and
roaring and innocent gambols, his smile, his damp
nose, make him friendly and fearful at the same time

;

like Caesar, we are not afraid of him, and yet would
not have Androcles leave us alone. It is the lion that

is the key to the play ; when he chases Caesar up the
stairs to his imperial box at the arena, we are warned
not to be too serious. It is merely a play. It is merely
folly. It is the lion's skin that Mr. Shaw himself
wears. His aspect is terrible, but his actions are kind.

He roars until the Christian trembles, but he will not

eat him. He makes Caesar run for his life, but he
does him no harm. Mr. Shaw has put himself into

many plays, but never so well as in this one.

IV.

The production of the play by Mr. Granville Barker
is another triumph for that excellent artist. With the

aid of Mr. Albert Rothenstein, who was responsible

for the decoration (as in the " Winter's Tale " at the

Savoy), he has produced a thing of beauty that all who
care for originality in the theatre will enjoy. The play

is worth seeing for the staging and decoration alone.

Nowhere in the English theatre will you find anything
approaching it for interest and for genuine art. The
acting, as in everything Mr. Barker is concerned with,

was perfect. I do not know that I have ever seen any
of the players to better advantage, though none of

them had very much to do. One of the strange things

about the play was the easiness and rapidity with

which it played. It was over before we knew where
we were, and yet we were not out of the theatre early.

That at least is a testimony to the way in which it

holds the attention.

I cannot say as much for the play that preceded it,

"The Harlequinade," by Dion Clayton Calthrop and
Granville Barker. This is a charming sentimental

fancy, just a little too long-winded not to bore the

audience very slightly. How the gods came down
to earth in the long past and went back the

day after to-morrow is what " The Harlequinade

"

relates. And it is all very good and pleasing,

and if there were time one could write a good deal

upon it. It hardly has the spontaneity of Mr. Shaw's
play ; it is, indeed, frankly self-conscious, and, as

such, will doubtless appeal mainly to self-conscious

people. Anyone could see Mr. Shaw's play and
enjoy it, even children ; but I am not sure what chil-

dren would make of this play, though the Clown and
Columbine and Harlequin should be old friends of

theirs.

If you go to the St. James's ready to be surprised

and charmed by things that the ordinary theatre knows
nothing of you will have a delightful evening. I envy
you ; I want to go again. But don't go looking for a

play like the one you saw last, for you will be dis-

appointed. C. B. PURDOM.
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THE POETRY OF MRS. MEYNELL
By Ernest Rhys

I.

In the single leaf of what must be the briefest auto-

biography on record, which Mrs. Meynell wrote for an

importunate editor some years ago, she said laconi-

cally, " Spent a great part of my youth in Italy." The
sequel to this is to be found in one of her later poems,

"The Watershed," written between Munich and

Verona on a journey south when the north and the

northward rivers seemed to be striving to hold the

traveller back. The last stave runs :

—

" But oh the unfolding South ! the burst

Of summer 1 Oh to see

Of all the southward brooks the first I

The travelling heart went free

With endless streams ; that strife was stopped

;

And down a thousand vales I dropped,

1 flowed to Italy."

The inter-play of the spirits of England and Italy

upon the minds of the English poets has always been,

since the days of Chaucer, or of Wyatt and Surrey, a

stimulating one. Mrs. Meynell's first book, " Pre-

ludes," which appeared in 1875 with drawings by her

sister (who became famous afterwards as the painter

of "The Roll Call"—Lady Butler), has a sonnet,

" Spring on the Alban Hills," which again is charac-

teristic. In it the spring is pictured coming over the

Campagna "with a full heart silently," and we shall

find this phrase a clue to much that is distinctive in her

lyric style*

Ruskin, a critic whom any poet would be glad to

evoke, paid good tribute to two poems of this early

volume ; one of them, " San Lorenzo's Mother ",:

—

"I had not seen my son's dear face

(He chose the cloister by God's grace)

Since it had come to full flower-time.

I hardly guessed at its perfect prime,

That folded flower of his dear face.

There is one alone who cannot change;

Dreams are we, shadows, visions strange;

And all I give is given to one.

1 might mistake my dearest son,

But never the Son who cannot change."

WheS we turn from these lines to their successors

in her recently collected " Poems " (Burns and Oates,

third edition, 191 3) we see that it is not a large achieve-

ment, counted in pages or weighed in ounces, that ap-

pears in the whole book. We might suppose its con-

tents the final residue of many leaves never published

and deliberately rejected and put aside ; and even as

it is, some of them have the air of an almost unwilb'ng

utterance. Not one is the product of idle occasion

or of the desire to write because there is a subject

anxious to be published and a public eager to read :

—

"I shall be silent in those days desired

Before a world inspired."

These lines, too, are predictive, and have proved to

be so surely so that they may be fairly looked upon as

the key to a self-confession.

III.

We may count it as part of the religious inspiration

of her poetry tliat there is an air as of something held
back, a spirit and an element in reserve, about this

writer. It adds to our pleasure in reading any verse

to know that, with all its savour of rare viands andl

uncommon vintages, there is a rarer feast that has not
been broached. On another score one might test the

economy of her art by watching its use of one favourite

symbol—the Sea. She has a love for sea-imagery,

which has often led her to work out most musically

the old analogy between the sea-tides and the human'
under-tides that tliey seem to imitate or to govern^

This may be seen in the two poems from the earlier

volume reprinted in the complete edition, " Regrets
"

and " The Visiting Sea." Another, and a very symi
pathetic sea-piece, in a different interpretation, may
be seen in a later page, where the lyric picture called
" A Poet's Wife " occurs. But what is notable in this,

as in all her verse, is that, while her writing is never

exuberant, it is full of emotion. It is the impulsive

naturalness of the confession in " A Letter from a
Girl to her own Old Age " that makes it, with its

passage from a girl's feelings to the swift intuition of

old age, so wondrous affecting. It was Ruskin, again,

who was moved by it to call its last verse "perfectly

heavenly "
; and the two last stanzas ought perhaps toi

be given, for the sake of those who do not possess the

book, and in order to explain his superlatives:

—

" Pardon the girl ; such strange desires beset her«

Poor woman, lay aside the mournful letter

That breaks thy heart ; the one that wrote, forget her«

The one that now thy faded features guesses,

With filial fingers thy grey hair caresses,

With morning tears thy mournful twilight blesses. "-

IV.

Mrs. Meynell's sonnet, "Renouncement," won" th«

praise, we may add, both of the elect, and the simply

lovers of poetry, and a connoisseur in sonnets, the late

William Sharp, added it long ago to his anthology,

"A Century of Sonnets." There, again, the lines are

as idiomatically right as the poetic reahty of the ideas

they convey is sure:-^

-" I must not think of thee ; and, tired yet sAong,

1 shun the love that lurks in all delight—

-

The love of thee—and in the blue Heaven's height,

And in the dearest passage of a song.

Oh, just beyond the sweetest thoughts that throng

This breast, the thought of thee waits hidden yet bright |

But it must never, never come in sight

;

I must stop short of thee the whole day long.

But when sleep comes to close each difficult day,

When night gives pause to the long watch I keep,

And all my bonds I needs must loose apart.

Must doff my will as raiment laid away,

—

With the first dream that comes with the first sleep

I run, I run, I am gathered to thy heart."

But to understand in full the measure of Mrs. Meyi
nell's faculty, and her play of ideas, we must turn to

her essays. There indeed hes matter for anothec

tale.
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LITERARY NOTESIB Boys' books, we all know, are generally devouredB (with equal gusto by girls if they are of the right sort

—

H both the books and the girls we mean. And the best

H boys' books of all are capable of being read with
B thorough enjoyment by the boys' parents as well. Such
7 is the underlying principle of a new series launched
t by Messrs. Wells Gardner, Darton and Co., the

"Fathers and Sons Library." These enterprising

publishers " believe the time has come when older boys
no longer want to be treated as children and furnished
.with books got up in the very decorative fashion of

the nursery, and we believe also that men enjoy a good
boys' book just as much as boys enjoy a good novel of

adventure." Mr. John Barnett's latest story, "The
'New Guv'nor," was issued last week in this series,

iwhich will include stories by Mr. Maseheld and other
Iwriters of mark.

• . • • * •

Messrs. Chapman and Hall will publish at an early

'date "Jean and Louise," by Antonin Dussere, a
peasant of Auvergne, who has been "discovered" by
Marguerite Audoux, herself an obscure seamstress
until not long ago, when her remarkable story, " Marie
Claire," made her name known on both sides of the
Channel. Antonin Dussere, a true son of the soil, has,

,we are told, received no education beyond what he has
been able to cull from books bought cheaply on market
(days, and read during his hour of afternoon rest in the

fields, when, for a brief interval, the sound of his thresh-

ing machine was silenced. Yet upon this slight founda-
tion he has built up a literary style which is able to

reflect, in terms of the most vivid and haunting realism,

the simple life around him, with all its hitherto

unvoiced joys and sorrow, its dumb humours and
tragedies.

• » • » »

'A new translation of Heine's " Atta Troll " has been
made by Mr. Herman Scheffauer, who needs no intro-

tduction to readers of EVERYMAN. The book, which
Jwill be published by Messrs. Sidgwick and Jackson,
^ill be illustrated by Willy Pogany and Horace
fTaylor, and will contain an introduction and notes by
Dr. Oscar Levy.

• « • « •

' Mr. W. R. Lawson, who, as chairman of the Rail-

Iway Shareholders' Associationj writes with no small

experience and authority, has prepared a volume on
-" British Railways," in which he discusses such ques-

tions as State control, nationalisation. Board of Trade
supervision, obstructive legislation, labour unrest, re-

cognition of trades unions, traders' grievances, electri-

fication, etc. The book will be published by Messrs.

Constable and Co., who have in preparation another

[work of interest to political economists
—"Good and

(Bad Trade," by G. R. Hawtrey. Mr. Hawtrey sets

put to explain those elements in the modern economic
'organisation of the world which cause the great and
almost rhythmical fluctuations in trade, and argues

that these wave-motions are due to disturbances in the

available stock of money—" money " including every
species of purchasing power available for immediate
Use, whether in the form of legal tender or credit.

» » • « »

Victor Hugo must have received not a few love-

letters in his long life. A little bundle of 1 5,000 letters

addressed to the poet by his devoted friend, Juliette

Drouet, has just been brought to light. These are

being sifted and selected by a committee of French
scholars, and will be published simultaneously in Paris,

London, and other capitals of Europe. The copy-

right for the English version has beisn secured by Mr.
Stanley Paul. The discoverer of the letters will

supply a monograph on Victor Hugo, as reflected in

these fascinating love-letters.

• • • • «

Cecil Rhodes has no lack of biographers. The
latest addition to the ranks is Mr. Gordon le Sueur,
who was for many years intimately associated with

Rhodes. " Cecil Rhodes : the Man and his Work," will

be published by Mr. Murray,
• • • • »

The Kaiser's jubilee year has naturally witnessed

a crop of biographical studies and appreciations—or

depreciations. Messrs. Methuen this week add to

their number " William of Germany," by Stanley

Shaw, LL.D. (7s. 6d.), who has spent the last twelve

years in Berlin as a close observer of the Emperor and
his Empire. Dr. Shaw brings his study right up to the

present day, and even glances into the future when he
says, " if his spring was boisterous and his summer
gusty and uncertain, a mellow autumn gives promise

of a hale and kindly winter."

« • • « •

Another jubilee publication of the week is " The
Story of the C.W.S.," being the jubilee history of the

Co-operative Wholesale Society, Ltd., 1863-19 13, by
Percy Redfem, editor of the Wheatsheaf. The
volume, which is issued by the Co-operative Wholesale
Society, Ltd., is a bulky one of well over 400 pages,

and its historical survey will appeal to all interested in

the co-operative movement.

NEW ESSAY COMPETITION
"EVERYMAN" AND THE CHANNEL TUNNEL

Time and again the project of a Channel Tunnel has

been mooted, but hitherto no British Government has

seen its way to endorse such an undertaking. The
scheme is now once more under official consideration,

and many arguments, old and new, fro and con, are

being adduced by soldiers, sailors, and civilians. In

the light of recent international developments—the

Entente Cordiale and the European Race of Arma-
ments—the probable role, in peace and in war, of an
English Channel Tunnel is being discussed afresh

;

and it is of supreme importance to this country that no
argument on the one side or on the other should be

overlooked.
Everyman accordingly offers a Prize of Two

Guineas for the best Essay, constituting

A Plea For or Against the Channel Tunnel

Papers must not exceed 2,000 words in length

(exclusive of a brief synopsis), and must reach the

Competition Editor, "Everyman,"
21, Royal Terrace, Edinburgh,

not later than October \y(h. "Channel Tunnel"
should be marked in the corner of envelopes. Essays

sent in should be carefully paragraphed, and must be
clearly written, preferably typewritten, on one side of

the paper only. All entries shall become the exclu-

sive property of the Editor, who cannot undertake to

return any MS.
Next week will be published the result of EVERY-

MAN Competition No. 5, The Compositor, and in

subsequent issues Competitions 4 and 2 ("The Male
Teacher" and "The Anglican Clergyman") will be
decided. The result of the " Robespierre " Competi-

tion will also be announced in next week's issue.
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
White's "Natural History of Selborne" j» j» By Liddell Geddie

I.

In 1789 there appeared in London the first edition of
" The Natural History and Antiquities of Selborne, in

the County of Southampton," by Gilbert White, who
stated in his preface that he wished to lay before the

public "his idea of a parochial history, which, he
thinks, ought to consist of natural productions and
occurrences as well as antiquities." At the first blush

it may seem incongruous that a book so detached, so

full of peace and repose, should have been published

in the year of the French Revolution, " in a most event-

ful and portentous period "—to quote Gilbert White
himself (who abhorred " the dangerous doctrines of

levellers and republicans ")
—

" when wars, devasta-

tions, revolutions, and insurrections crowd so fast upon
the back of one another that a thinking mind cannot

but suppose that providence has some great work in

hand !
" On second thoughts, however, we must re-

cognise in " The Natural History of Selborne " a lead-

ing text-book of that revolution which, at tlie close of

the eighteenth century, swept not France alone, but

all Europe. Who, indeed, preached the " Return to

Nature " more sanely, more impellingly, than the

curate of Selborne? Who rebelled against the self-

sufficiency of the eighteenth century more effectively

then Gilbert White the naturalist, Gilbert White the

antiquarian ?

In him the Romantic Movement had one of its most
distinguished pioneers. His whole life was encom-
passed in the eighteenth century—he was born in 1 720
and died in 1793—'but his work belongs rather to the

nineteenth century in matter and in spirit. Only the

form is of the eighteenth century, and there is no
reason to deplore it. Letter-writing was a fine art in

these days. And Gilbert White was a born letter-

writer as well as a born naturalist. The epistolary

form of his " Natural History " has nowadays a pleas-

ing piquancy. There is nothing stilted about these

letters ; notwithstanding the " nicety " of their expres-

sion, they are, almost without exception, genuine
letters, actually sent to correspondents, and only col-

lected in after times when at last their writer screwed
his courage to the publishing point.

II.

" It has been my misfortune," writes Gilbert White
early in his book, " never to have had any neighbours

whose studies have led them towards the pursuit of

natural knowledge ; so that, for want of a companion
to quicken my industry and sharpen my attention, I

have made but slender progress in a kind of inform^a-

tion to which I have been attached from my child-

hood." This absence of a neighbour of kindred tastes

was certainly unfortunate for Gilbert White, but for

posterity it was perhaps the reverse. Had he found at

his own door some fellow-naturalist to share his walks
and observations he might not have felt the necessity

of conducting the correspondence afterwards edited as

"The Natural History of Selborne." As it was, he
had to rely upon his own unbounded enthusiasm and
the intermittent favours of the post.

No matter where Gilbert White had resided, he
would have found something worth observing and re-

porting. By good luck he was located, well-nigh

throughout his life, in a region full of interest for the

antiquarian and the naturalist. For the zoologist, the

botanist, the geologist, the meteorologist, Selborne had
peculiar charms ; and our only cause for regret is that

it lies inland, for, as Gilbert White remarks, " if for-

tune had settled me near the seaside, or near some
great river, my natural propensity would soon have
urged me to have made myself acquainted with their

productions."

Since White's day the number of parish monographs
has been legion, but Selborne remains in a class by
itself. Read but the opening chapters of " The
Natural History," in which the parish of Selborne is

described in detail, and, even though nature study has
no appeal for you, you will understand why this corner

of Hcmipshire is world-famed. White loved his

fellow-men as well as birds and trees, and nothing

escaped his vigilant eye and painstaking pen. How
simple, yet how quaintly impressive is the following

picture :

—

" The village of Selborne, and large hamlet of Oak-
hanger, with the single farms, and many scattered houses
along the verge of the forest, contain upwards of six

hundred and seventy inhabitants.

"We abound with poor; many of whom are sober and
industrious, and live comfortably, in good stone or brick

cottages which are glazed, and have chambers above
stairs; mud buildings we have none. Besides the employ-
ment from husbandry, the men work in hop gardens, of

which we have many ; and fell and bark timber. In the
spring and sum.nier the women weed the corn ; and enjoy
a second harvest in September by hop picking. Formerly
in the dead months, they availed themselves greatly by
spinning wool, for making of barragons, a genteel corded
stuff, much in vogue at that time for summer wear; and
chiefly manufactured at Alton, a neighbouring town, by
some of the people called Quakers. The inhabitants
enjoy a good share of health and longevity, and the
parish swarms with children.^'

III.

W^e have no portrait of Gilbert Wliite, but with " The
Natural History of Selborne " before us, what need
have we of one ? In his book he painted his own por^
trait. Not that it is egotistical. On the contrary, Gil-

bert was painfully shy and modest. Directly, he tells

us next to nothing about himself. Practically the only
personal allusion is when he confesses :

—

" Frequent returns of deafness incommode me sadly,
and half disqualify me for a naturalist; for, when those
fits are upon me, t lose all the pleasing notices and little

intimations arising from rural sounds ; and May is to me
as silent and mute, with respect to the notes of birds, etc.,

as August. My eyesight is, thank God, quick and good

;

but with respect to the other sense I am at times disabled,

'And Wisdom at one entrance quite shut cut.'"

Indirectly, however, he tells us enough about himself
to make us love him as a true and trusted friend. On
every page we can clearly trace his water-mark, the
image of a man ever kindly, ideal, poetical, retiring,

observant, shrewd withal, methodical and precise.

IV.

Gilbert White was no trained scientist. He was an
outdoor naturalist, a naturali.st by instinct, an observer
and recorder rather than a student and investigator.

And so his place in Literature is far higher than his

place in Science. Yet his contribution to Science was
no insignificant one, and by its inspiration of others

—

Darwin, to mention only one
—

" The Natural History
of Selborne " transcends itself as a scientific treatise.

Had it ranked higher in the realm of Science, his book
might very well have ranked lower in the domain of

Letters. It would certainly have been less popular,

and would not improbably have fallen into the

abstruseness, prolixity and " dryasdustness " which
Gilbert White was so careful to avoid.
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The secret of White's success is easily read. He
had the gift—vouchsafed to how few!—of holding a

faithful mirror up to Nature. He found all sorts of

trivial things fascinating, and he had the invaluable

art of interesting others in what he himself found cap-

tivating. Thus the random jottings of this "vener-
able vegetable," as White once playfully called him-
self, have a universal appeal and a perennial charm.

What a relief it is to leave this hustling twentieth cen-

tury of ours and wander into the secluded garden of
" The Wakes," there to watch the laborious peregrina-

tions of Timothy, the tortoise ; or, under the gentle

Gilbert's guidance, stroll through Wolmer Forest,

observe the migration of birds, or note the rainfall day
by day. Open the " Natural History " where you
will, and the Selborne scribe will straightway persuade
you that the world, our everyday world,

" is so full of a number of things,

I'm sure we should all be as happy as kings."

Take, for instance, the half-dozen letters dated

'1775. In March Gilbert White writes to Pennant,
expressing the hope that " some future faunist, a man
of fortune, will extend his visits to the kingdom of

Ireland, a new field and a country little known to the

naturalist." " The manners of the wild natives," he
adds, " their superstitions, their prejudices, their sordid

way of life, will extort from him many useful reflec-

tions." In June he sends to his other correspondent,

the Hon. Daines Barrington, an exquisite little disser-

tation on gossamer, beginning, with characteristic

precision :

—

"On September the 21st, 1741, being then on a visit,

and intent on field diversions, I rose before daybreak :

when I came into the enclosures, I found the stubbles

and clover grounds matted all over with a thick coat of

cobweb, in the meshes of which a copious and heavy dew
hung so plentifully, that the whole face of the country
seemed, as it were, covered with two or three setting nets,

drawn one over another. When the dogs attempted to

hunt, their eyes were so blinded and hoodwinked that

they could not proceed, but were obliged to lie down and
scrape the incumbrances from their faces with their fore-

feet ; so that, finding my sport interrupted, I returned
home, musing in my mind on the oddness of tlie

occurrence."

Then, in August, he writes to the same correspon-

3ent on " the wonderful spirit of sociality in the brute

creation "—a perfect essayette on Gregariousness. In

October his theme is gipsies ; in November he finds a

congenial topic—rush candles, a subject he had " con-

sidered with some degree of exactness "
; and in De-

cember he discourses in most engaging fashion on an
idiot boy who had lived in Selborne twenty years

before, and who, " from a child, showed a strong pro-

pensity to bees ; they were his food, his amusement,
his sole object."

These are but samples, picked haphazard, but they
give some indication of tlie variety and type of sub-

jects on which Gilbert White loves to muse, to borrow
his own expression. His favourite themes, of course,

.were the migration of birds, martins, swallows and
swifts, and that most English of topics—the weather.

But, no matter which of his hobby-horses he mounts,

we may always count on a delightful outing in Gilbert

White's company, for, as his good friend Mulso wrote

to him,,with prophetic insight, in 1776, long before his

book was published :
" No man communicates the

pleasure of his excursions or makes the world partake

of them in a more useful manner than you do. . = .

lYour work, upon the whole, will immortalize your
place of abode as well as yourself." What other man
in the whole range of English literature has inscribed

his name on the roll of the immortals by virtue of a

single book, pubhshed in his seventieth year ?

THE ENGLISH NOVEL*
In the preface to his bvok on " The English Novel,"*

which has just been added to the Channels of English
Literature Series, Professor Saintsbury remarks that

it is " somewhat curious that there is, so far as I know,
no complete handling in English of the subject of this

volume, popular and important though that subject

has been." Now, it is undoubtedly the case that those

who, for whatever reason, wished to trace the genesis

and evolution of the novel, as a form of English
literature, have hitherto found no satisfactory text-

book to serve as a guide. The works on a large scale

bearing on the subject vvere out of date or too general

;

those on a small scale were inadequate and scrappy.

But is this absence of a complete and authoritative

monograph on the English novel so " curious " as

Professor Saintsbury would make out? The very

popularity of the novel makes the task of describing

its growth and narrating its history particularly diffi-

cult and uninviting for the literary critic of standing

who is prone to consider anything " popular " beneath
his notice ; and only the boldest of bibliophages could

sit down to read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest the

whole Gargantuan feast of novels which, for the past

century and a half, publishers have been laying before

successive generations of insatiable customers. Pro-

fessor Saintsbury, however, far from being daunted by
such an arduous undertaking, simply revels in it, and
there can be no question that his long experience as a
book reviewer and his scholarship as a professor make
him exceptionally fitted for the task.

Not that the volume is everything that could be
desired. The restrictions (in point of size, scope, etc.)

of the series to which it belongs no doubt account fof

many omissions in the book, and the author himself

admits that he " would have liked to deal with so large

a matter in a larger space." It is no use turning to

Professor Saintsbury's volume for a comparison of the

English novel with the novel of other lands. He
makes no mention of the contribution to the English
novel—that is, the novel in the English language

—

made by American writers ; and of living novelists

(save Mr. Thomas Hardy) he has nothing to say, on
the score that their work can never be satisfactorily

treated in such a book, " first, because they are living,

and, secondly, because it is not done."

But, this apart. Professor Saintsbury does ample
justice to his subject. He lays bare the foundation of

the novel in Romance, between which and the novel

he refuses to draw a hard-and-fast line. One chapter

suffices to survey the Old and Middle English periods.

The second carries us from Lyly to Swift, and pre-

pares us for the novel proper of Richardson, Fielding,

Smollett, and Sterne. The work of these pioneers he
ably analyses, showing how " in almost exactly the

course of a technical generation—from the appearance
of ' Pamela ' in 1740 to that of ' Humphrey Clinker ' in

1 77 1—the wain of the novel was solidly built, fur-

nished with four main wheels to move it, and set agoing

to travel through the centuries." The minor and
later eighteenth-century novel is next discussed. Scott

and Miss Austen, appropriately enough, get a chapter

to themselves. To their successors as far as Thackeray
the same space is allotted. The term " Victorian

"

in our superior days is so frequently used as an
epithet of contempt, that it is refreshing to read Pro-

fessor Saintsbury's high praise of the mid-Victorian

novel. The concluding chapter covers the " Fiction

of Yesterday," and takes us to Meredith and Steven-!

son and the close of the nineteenth century.

* "The English Novel," By Prof. George Saintsbury. 5s. (J-
M. Dent and Sons.)
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EVERYMAN'S FRENCH PAGE
LE PELERINAGE DU CHRETIEN

COMME je voyageais par !e desert de ce monde,
j'arrivai dans un lieu ou il y avait una caverne. Je m'y
couchai pour prendre un peu de repos, et, m'etant
endormi, je vis en songe un homme vetu d'habits sales

et dechires. II etait dcbout, tournant le dos a sa
propre maison. II avait un livre a la main, et il etait

charge d'un pesant fardeau. Je vis ensuite qu'il

ouvrit le livre et qu'il y lisait. Bientot il se mit a
pleurer et a trembler, de sorte qu'etant tout effraye, il

s'ecria d'un ton triste et plaintif :
" Que faut-il que je

fasse ? " Dans cet etat, il retourna chez lui, et se

contraignit, aussi longtemps qu'il lui fut possible.

Mais comme sa tristesse augmentait de plus en plus,

il ne put se contenir longtemps ; ainsi il leur decouvrit
bientot ce qu'il avait sur le coeur, et il leur dit:
" Ma chere femme, et vous, mes chers enfants, que
je suis miserable, et que je suis a plaindre ! Je suis

perdu, et le pesant fardeau qui m'accable est la cause
de ma perte. J'ai d'ailleurs un avertissement certain

que cette ville ou nous habitons va etre embrasee par
le feu du ciel, et que les uns et les autres, moi, et vous
ma chere femme, et vous mes chers enfants nous
serons miserablement enveloppes tous ensemble dans
cet epouvantable embrasement, si nous ne trouvons
pas un asile pour nous mettre a couvert ; or, jusqu'ici

je n'en vois aucun."

II arrivait aussi qu'en allant par la campagne les

yeux fixes, selon sa coutume, sur son livre, il etait

extremement en peine, et j'entendis qu'en lisant il

s'ecria tout haut comme auparavant, " Que faut-il que
je fasse pour etre sauve ? " Je remarquai d'ailleurs

qu'il tournait les yeux, tantot d'un cote, tantot de
I'autre, comme un homme qui cherche a s'enfuir ; cepen-

dant il ne quittait point la place, parcequ'apparemment
il ne savait oil aller. Sur cela je vis un homme, dont
le nom €tait Evangeliste, qui s'approcha de lui, et qui

lui demanda pourquoi il poussait des cris si lamen-
tables. "Monsieur, lui repondit-il," je vois par le

livre que j'ai entre les mains que je suis condamne a
la mort, et qu'ensuite je dois comparaitre en jugement.

Je ne saurais me resoudre a la premiere, et je ne suis

nullement prepare au dernier." UEvangeliste:
"Comment ne pouvez-vous pas vous resoudre a la

mort, puisque cette vie est melee de tant de maux."
Le Chrctie7i :

" C'est que je crains que le fardeau que
je porte ne me fasse enfoncer plus bas que le sepulcre,

et ne me precipite jusqu'au fond des enfers. Or, mon-
sieur, si je ne suis pas seulement en etat de souffrir la

prison, combien moins pourrais-je soutenir le juge-

ment et en subir I'execution? Voila ce qui me fait

pousser tant de gemissements." L'Evangeliste : " Si

tel est votre ^tat, pourquoi en demeurez-vous la ?

"

" Helas !
" repondit le Chretien, " je ne sais ou aller."

La-dessus I'Evang^liste lui donna un memoire en par-

chemin, ou etaient ecrites ces paroles :
" Fuyez arriere

de la colere k venir."

Le Chretien lut ce memoire, et aussitot il demanda
a I'Evangeliste, en le regardant tristement, " Oil est-ce

done qu'il faut fuir ? " Alors I'Evangeliste lui dit,

"Voyez-vous bien, de ce c6te-la, une petite porte
^troite ? " Cet homme lui repondit, " Non." L'Evan-
gehste lui dit, "Ne voyez-vous pas, du moins, une
lumiere, brillante au milieu de I'obscurit^ ? " " II me
semble," repliqua-t-il, "que je la vois." "Eh bien,"

dit I'Evangeliste, " attachez uniquement les yeux sur

cette lumiere, marchez droit a elle, et alors vous verrez

bientot la porte etroite. Quand vous y heurteiez, on
vous dira ce que vous aurez a faire."

PROEM OF "THE PILGRIM'S PROGRESS"
As I walked through tlie wilderness of this world, I

lighted on a certain place where was a den, and I laid

me down in that place to sleep ; and as I slept, I

dreamed, and, behold, I saw a man clothed with rags,

standing in a certain place, with his face from his own
house, a book in his hand, and a great burden upon

his back. I looked, and saw him open the book, and
read-therein, and as he read he wept and trembled;]

and, not being able longer to contain, he brake out

with a lamentable cry, saying, " What shall I do ?
"

In this plight, therefore, he went home, and refrained

himself as long as he could, but he could not be

silent long, because that his trouble increased ; where-

fore, at length, he brake his mind to his wife and
children, and thus he began to talk to them :

" Oh, my
dear v.^^ife," said he, " and you, the children of my
bowels, I, your dear friend, am in myself undone by
reason of a burden that lieth hard upon me : moreover,

I am for certain informed that this our city will be

burnt with fire from heaven ; in which fearful over-

throw both myself, with thee, my wife, and you, my
sweet babes, shall miserably come to ruin, except (the

which yet I see not) some way of escape may be

found whereby we may be delivered."

Now I saw, upon a time, when he was walking in

the fields, that he was (as he was wont) reading his

book, and greatly distressed in his mind ; and, as he

read, he burst out as he had done before, crying,

" What shall I do to be saved ? " I saw, also, that he

looked this way and that way, as if he would run
;]

yet he stood still, because (as I perceived) he could not

tell which way to go. I looked then, and saw a man
named Evangelist, coming to him, and he asked,
" Wherefore dost thou cry .'

" He answered, " Sir, I per-

ceive, by the book in my hand, that I am condemned to

die, and after that to come to judgment ; and I find

that I am not willing to do the first nor able to do the

second." Then said Evangehst, " Why not willing to

die, since this life is attended with so many evils ?
"

The man answered, " Because I fear that this burden

^that is upon my back will sink me lower than the

grave, and I shall fall into Topet. And, sir, if I be
not fit to go to prison, I am not fit to go to judgment,

and from thence to execution ; and the thoughts of these

things make me cry." " Then," said Evangelist, " if

this be thy condition, why standest thou still ? " He
answered, " Because I know not whither to go." Then
he gave him a parchment-roll, and there was written

within, " Fly from the wrath to come !
" The man

therefore read it, and, looking upon Evangelist very

carefully, said, " Whither must I fly ? " Then said

Evangelist, " Do you see yonder wicket-gate ? " The
man said, " No." Then said the other, " Do you see

yonder shining light ? " He said, " I think I do."

Then said EvangeKst, " Keep that light in your eye,

and go up directly thereto, so shalt thou see the Gate
;i

at which, when thou knockest, it shall be told thee

what thou shak do."
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THE GROWTH OF THE SINGLE-TAX
PRINCIPLE IN WESTERN CANADA

" The most striking feature in a study of tax reform in

iWestern Canada is the strong trend throughout the
entire country in the direction of the single-tax prin-
ciple. That so far it is working satisfactorily wherever
tried is generally admitted, even by opponents of the
principle. In no district in which the principle has
been applied is there any noticeable desire to return
to the old system. From present indications it is safe
to predict that within the next ten or twenty years the
single-tax principle will be adopted by every taxing
district in Western Canada."
The above extract from the 1912 report of the Min-

nesota Tax Commission (U.S.A.) is an unbiased
summary of the situation here.

For the past twenty years the policy of decreasing
taxation on improvements, and increasing it on land
values, has been gaining in popularity and practice, and
each year sees some further development along this

line.

There are no taxes upon farm improvements, stock,
grain, buildings, machinery, etc., for municipal pur-
poses in the whole of Western Canada, comprised of
the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta,
and British Columbia.

In the whole of this vast district farm land of equal
yalue pays equal taxes, whether it is improved or
unimproved.
The practice of exempting improvements from taxa-

tion is also spreading to the towns and cities. In
British Columbia the municipalities have local option
in taxation, and the majority of them raise their

revenue by a tax on land values only.

Land Taxation in Britisii Columbia.
Vancouver, the metropolis of British Columbia, is

the largest city in Canada v/hich exempts buildings
and improvements on land from taxation. The first

step toward exemption was taken in 1895, when the
assessment on improvements was reduced to 50 per
cent, of their full value. This was followed in 1906
by an additional decrease of 25 per cent, and in 1910
entire e.xemption was brought about. The result was
•magical. There was an immediate advance in

local prosperity, splendid buildings at once began to

take the place of shacks, and the city grew in popu-
lation by leaps and bounds. Ten years ago it had a
population of less than 27,000 ; to-day it exceeds
150,000. In 1901 the assessed value of the land was
less than 23,000,000 dollars ; to-day it exceeds
100,000,000 dollars. That the marvellous growth of
the city is entirely due to its taxing system is not
claimed, but that it has stimulated and aided such
growth is generally admitted.

After watching the operation of land value taxa-
tion in Vancouver for one year, the neighbouring city

of New Westminster adopted the same system. This
is how the movement grows. The greatest argument
in favour of the municipal single tax is the thing itself.

It is a case of the survival of the fittest. In Western
Canada the practice of taxing land values only has
grown because it has demonstrated its efficiency.

Those towns and cities which have adopted this

system" have reaped their reward in more and better
buildings, more business, and increased population.

Evidence of this fact can be secured from building
records, which show that those municipalities which
exempt buildings from taxation record a greater in-

crease in the number and value of the buildings
erected than those municipalities which tax buildings.

So satisfactory has the system proved in municipal

affairs in British Columbia that it is now proposed tq/

extend it into provincial affairs. The Hon. Price:

Ellison, Finance Minister, in his Budget speech for.

this year, said it was the aim of the Government " to.

reach a point where our revenues will be derived from
the natural resources of this province."

Taxation in Alberta.

Travelling eastward, we reach the province of

Alberta, in which land value taxation is compulsory
both in rural and urban municipalities, with the excep-

tion of one or two cities operating under special

charters. Edmonton, the capital city, operates under
a special charter, but had adopted land value taxation

before the compulsory legislation was passed. One
of the most striking examples of the way in which the

municipal single tax brings land into use occurred in

Edmonton. Prior to its adoption by that city the

Hudson's Bay Company held a large tract of land

near the centre of the city idle. When taxation was
placed on land values only, the company found it un-

profitable to keep this land, and consequently sold a

large quantity of it in small parcels.

In Saskatcliewan.

Travelling eastward again, we reach Saskatchewan,
in which province the single-tax principle is far ad-

vanced. As before stated, farm improvements are

exempt from taxation, but, in order to discourage land

speculation, the legislators of this province have gone
a step farther. At the last session of the Legislature

an amendment was made to the Rural Municipalities

Act, by which each Rural Municipal Council will levy

a surta.x of ten dollars per quarter section on the

following lands, beginning in 19 14:

—

" I. The land of any owner or occupant not ex-

ceeding 320 acres which has less than one-quarter of

its area under cultivation, unless such owner or occu-

pant is an actual resident upon the said land

;

" 2. The land of any owner or occupant exceeding

320 acres, but not greater than 640 acres, which has
less than one-quarter of its area under cultivation

;

"
3. The land of any owner or occupant exceeding

640 acres, but not greater than 1,280 acres, which has
less than one-half its area under cultivation

;

"4. The land of any owner or occupant exceeding
1,280 acres, but not greater than 1,920 acres, which
has less than one-half of its area under cultivation

;

"
5. The land of any owner or occupant exceeding

1,920 acres."

The aim of this Bill is to tax the iion-resident land
speculator, and also to tax owners of large estates. It

is heartily approved by the farmers of Saskatchewan,
who passed the following resolution at their last

annual Convention:

—

" That this Convention heartily approves of the
recent provincial legislation, rendering it obligatory

that all rural school and municipal revenues of the

province be raised by a tax on unimproved land
values

;

" And, further, that we recognise that land specula-

tion is one of the worst evils to-day existent in Sas-
katchewan, and we are therefore in accord with the
recent ' surtax ' provision, by which the speculator will

be more heavily taxed than the bona-fide farmer

;

" And, further, that we consider that the most equit-

able method of raising all public revenues is by a tax
upon unimproved land values."

These farmers evidently do not think that "the
single tax will hurt the farmer." The towns and cities,

of Saskatchewan have power to adopt the municipal
single tax by easy stages. The Assessment Act
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stipulates that buildings must be assessed at 60 per
cent, of their value, and land at its full value. Any
city or town may reduce the assessment on improve-
ments 15 per cent, each year until improvements are
totally e.xempt from taxation. Regina, the capital
city, has this year reached the stage where buildings
are only taxed on 15 per cent, of their value. Prac-
tically all of the towns and cities in Saskatchewan are
following the same policy.

In Manitoba.
In the province of Manitoba we find that although,

as usual, farm improvements are exempt from taxa-
tion, httle progress has been made in the urban
districts.

Winnipeg, the capital city, with a population of

200,000, did secure a change in its charter in igog, by
which improvements are assessed at two-thirds of their

value, and land at its full value. There is a steady
demand for a change in the Assessment Act which
will give the towns and cities local option in taxation,

but no action in this direction has been taken by the
powers that be.

In Eastern Canada an active campaign for local

option in taxation is being carried on by the Tax
Reform Association of Ontario. On January ist,

1913, the association succeeded in getting the follow-
ing question submitted to the ratepayers of Toronto :

—

" Are you in favour of applying for legislation to
assess buildings, business tax, and incomes on a lower
basis than land ? " This was carried by a vote of

about 4 to I.

I have a number of resolutions passed by organisa-
tions representing labour unions, manufacturers,
farmers, and others, showing a widespread demand
for the extension of the single-tax principle, but, as I

have already exceeded the space limit of this article, I

nust leave what is recorded here to stand or fall on its

own merit. F. J. DiXON
(Secretary of the Canadian Land

Values Taxation League).

A GERMAN STUDENT
He was a budding philologist. His head was crammed
with roots and prefixes, with learned terms, and learned

arguments. He could convince the Enghshman that

he possessed but a superficial knowledge of his own
language. He could trace back the pedigree of a word
till it became unrecognisable—in fact, he could have
convinced the Sphinx itself of ignorance. His appear-

ance was youthful, but his talk was profound. I won-
dered, was he young, or was he merely a machine for

an unlimited reception of strange and obsolete lan-

guages ?

Among the subjects on which he was prone to

enlarge, he showed quite an informed ignorance on the

habits of English undergraduates and English school-

boys. " They don't know what hard study means," he
said, a smile of ineffable superiority scornfully flitting

over his face. " Sport is what they learn—cricket and
football they do take seriously—but they don't spend
hours over the proper construction of a Greek line, as

we do at our gymnasiums. I have heard "—and he
laughed

—
" a tutor from an English public school sends

his pupil up to college with the report: He has an
excellent place in his cricket eleven, and he also knows
a little Latin."

It was impossible not to join in the laugh over the
national inferiority of the British schoolboy. Here
stood 5 ft. 8 in. of learning without sport ; the deduc-
tion seemed conclusive. Where we, in our islands,

write sport in capitals, they write Greek and Latin and
a hundred other sciences in equally big letters.

I began to feel quite ashamied of the inferiority of

our English system of training the young, till my
student became confidential ; and by and bye some-
thing, which was not bound up v/ithin the limits of a
grammar or a lexicon, began to show itself. The real

individual peeped out in all its unvarnished nakedness.
It was rather a ferocious arid surprising youth who pat
his eager question

:

" Have you heard anything about our duelling ?
"

" Heard !
" I echoed. " I have seen with my eyes

more than enough of it. Why, Munich is a study in

scars and bound-up heads and ugly gashes ! One has
only to walk once through the streets to jot it down
on one's mental tablets as a characteristic feature of

your university town. You, at least, have no scars," I

added, looking critically at his fresh young face.
" I have one coming off in a fortnight."

"A duel?" I cried.
" Yes ! Such fun ! Would you like to see it ?

"

It was an offer to be declined with measured thanks ;;

and, as a matter of fact, it was but a joking proposal, f
for outsiders are not admitted to the " sport." Only
the committees " d'honneur " are present. These
decide the merits of the case, and determine whether i

the cause is grave enough to warrant a duel.
" This is to be a serious affair," pronounced my

student gaily.
" But it wouldn't go so far as killing your opponent ?

"

" That does happen sometimes, but not often ; we
shall, one of us, be pretty badly wounded before we
yield. Oh ! it . is such fun, such glorious exercise !

"

said this contemptuous derider of sport. " Perhaps -

one of us will get a broken nose or a cheek laid open. M
Have you seen the student who has lost his nose ? " he
asked eagerly. " He looks rather odd."

I was happy to be able to say that my acquaintance
with university students was limited to the possessors
of noses ; and then I tried to find out the reason for

this particular fight in prospect, or at least the osten-
sible reason. It was, indeed, trivial, without the shadow
of any very deeply, darkly mysterious ground behind.
The real cause was love of " sport."

The challenger had pushed my student's chair in a
public restaurant. Whether intentional or not, it was
taken as a deliberate insult, and requited by the belli-

cose philologist with a blow, which, of course, became
at once a grave " casus belli."

" Were you bound to strike him ? " I asked.
" No, if he had not been a student, for we only fight

with students or officers. But he did it on purpose
;;

he made an excuse for a duel, which I accepted."

I wished him well out of the affair as I said good-bye
to my warlike friend, and I looked at him with pitying
eyes. Perhaps before we met again my Adonis would
have lost his beauty ; and the clear-skinned blooming
face, which was now so charming in its youthful in-

solence, would no longer be the face that I knew.
" Bravo !

" I murmured to myself, as he went gaily

on his way. " Bravo for the English lad who has a
good place in his school 'eleven,' and bravo for the
good old English ' sport' Long may it live !

"

A. G. Sheridan,

VOLUME II. OF "EVERYMAN"
The second volume of Everyman will shortly be ready, hand-
somely bound in cloth, at the price of 3s. 6d. Including some of
the most notable contributions to literature, it continues the tradi-

tions of the paper, and should form, with Vol. I., the nucleus of
an interesting and valuable collection. Applications should be sent
to Everyman Publishing Department, Messrs. J. }>1. Dent and Sons.
Cases for binding can be obtained at is. 6d. A complete and de-
tailed index to Vol. II. {Nos. 27 to 52) is now in preparation.

i
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THE CURE OF CONSUMPTION.

DR. EDWIN W. ALABONE'S TREATMENT.

iWe feel that the public at large do not fully realise the

importance of the fact that the problem of the curability

of consumption has been solved. In the past it was
everywhere accepted as a truth that tuberculosis was a

disease which resisted all medical efforts. Numerous
attempts were made from time to time to gain a mastery
over this terrible malady, but they proved failures. All

is changed since then, and a successful treatment for

consumption now exists ; the honour of the discovery

belongs, as leading authorities gladly admit, to Dr.

Edwin W. Alabone, of Lynton House, Highbury
Quadrant, London, N.

His system of inhalation has proved to be of priceless

worth, and, because of its especially meritorious nature,

it has compelled an amount of attention from those of

the medical profession who have put it to the test, and
they are unanimous in acknowledging it to be the only

method of permanent cure for phthisis.

In marked contrast to the success achieved by Dr.

'Alabone's method, there stands the established fact that

the so-called "open-air cure" for consumption as

carried on in our sanatoria, has ignominiously failed to

accomplish the wonderful results that were first claimed

for it. Notwithstanding what may be said to the con-

'trary, patients from these institutions who are sent out

as cured invariably relapse into their former condition;

.the strongest evidence in support of this assertion is to

be found in the statements made by those who have
sought in vain for a restoration to health by entering a

sanatorium. It must be admitted by anyone that such

persons are able to form definite and unbiassed judg-

ments in regard to the measures adopted there, seeing

that they have had first-hand experience of what life

inside a sanatorium really means to consumptives.

Below is an extract from a letter—picked out at

random from the very gfreat number which have been

received on this subject.

The most noticeable point, however, in regard to all

the letters to hand, including those from physicians and
nurses, is the reference to the specific inhalation treat-

ment (the only one which actually attacks the seat of

the disease) promulgated by Dr. Edwin W. Alabone,

who has for many years indefatigably followed up the

extraordinary success which has accrued from its

adoption. After all, there is no real reason for surprise

that the outstanding feature of the letters should be the

reference in them to his treatment, seeing that by its

employment in their own cases they were completely

cured after they had undergone the sanatoria treatment

w'ith no permanent good result, for in the majority of

oases the patients were in a far more advanced stage of

the disease than when they_ first entered a sanatorium.

H. ^ , of Great Grimsby, who was, as numbers
of others have been, completely cured of consumption

by Dr. Alabone's treatment, says, in writing of his

experience of open-air measures for dealing with con-

sumptive patients :
" For a time I seemed to benefit by

the fresh-air treatment, but my trouble returned, and
both my lungs were so seriously involved that the

doctor said they were too bad for the open-air treat*

ment to do me any good." H. S 's lungs were not

so bad that the treatment under consideration could not

effect a cure. What they could not do for this patient

at the sanatorium was done thoroughly by Dr. Alabone's

treatment.

As before pointed out, the chief desideratum in a

sanatorium would seem to be that patients should gain

in weight. As must be obvious, much more than mere

gain in weight should be borne in mind when dealing

with cases of consumption. The supreme aim of the

persons in charge at our sanatoria should be to try by

all possible means to cure their patients, and if one kind

of treatment was not suitable to any particular case,

then they should resort to all other known treatments,

rather than allow the patient to die. It is therefore

to be regretted that Dr. Alabone's treatment is not

adopted in all sanatoria and hospitals, and so enable the

sufferers to receive the benefit of his discovery.

The extract quoted above, which is identical with

statements that could be given from the letters which

have been received from many other persons if space

permitted, constitutes conclusive evidence in proof of

the fact that the open-air cure treatment alone is not a

remedy for consumption.

It is pleasing to note that Dr. Alabone's system of

inhalation is now being used in all parts of the world,

and is practised with the best results by a very great

number of medical men; a long article, showing how
successful this treatment is was recently published in

The Parsi, the leading Indian paper, written by an

Indian physician who came to England to qualify, but

who was attacked with phthisis, and in spite of sanatoria

and other treatments he got worse, till his life was
despaired of. In this condition he placed himself under

Dr. Alabone's immediate care, with the result that in a

few months a yast improvement was manifest, which

continued till he was perfectly cured. He finished his

medical studies here, and is now in perfect health,

practising in India. The article referred to should be

read by any who might be sceptical as to the results of

the treatment he underwent at Dr. Alabone's hands.

Any of our readers desiring further information

regarding this specific treatment of phthisis and other

diseases of the chest should obtain copies of the books

mentioned below.
" The Cure of Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, and

Other Diseases of the Chest " can be obtained, post free,

for 2s. 6d., from the author, Edwin W. Alabone,

M.D.Phil., D.Sc, ex-M.R.C.S.(Eng.), Lynton House,

Highbury Quadrant, London, N. It is illustrated by

numerous cases pronounced incurable by the most
eminent physicians, and in its 47th' edition, 171st

thousand. Other works by the same author: "Testi-

monies of Patients, with Comments on the Open-air

Treatment," price is.; "Infamous Conduct," price 6d.

;

"How the Cure of Consumption is Suppressed," price

IS.; "Facts Regarding the Open-air Treatment,"

price IS.
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HOW LONDON DINES By John K. Prothero
A GENERATION back the middle-class Londoner re-
garded his daily dinner as a function inseparably con-
nected with domesticity and the family circle. On
high days and hoUdays he might feast at the Cafe
Royale, the Holbom, the Criterion, take a trip to
Greenwich for whitebait at " The Ship," or drive out
to " The Star and Garter "

; but, as a general rule, the
work of the day over, hungry citizens, from six o'clock
onwards, trooped from the City and the West End to
their homes, in confident expectation of a solid and
satisfying meal. Nowadays the home is by no means
regarded as a necessary environment. The English-
man, to a large extent, has overcome his attachment
to the ceremonial repast of soup and joint, pudding
and cheese, served with a certain solemnity and great
gaps of silence, and has acquired the habit of eating
in public, enjoying a varied menu to the accompani-
ment of music and laughter and softly shaded lights

and dainty flowers. Pretty women in charming gowns
smoke their cigarettes over the wine, and the Lon-
doner appreciates the picture and has long ago for-

gotten to be shocked.

We have become

Continentalised in the Art of Dining,

and innumerable cafes and restaurants have sprung
up to meet the demand.
Some of the most popular of these are old-

established in the affections of their clients, and, while
they cater for present-day requirements, still con-
serve intact that feature of bygone days which has
helped to make the house famous—some special dish,

perhaps, in which the chef is known to have sur-

passed himself, and whose glory increaseth from year
to year and from decade to decade ; or, it may be,

some rare beverage, the preparation of which defies

imitation. Of recent years, since the Londoner has

got into the way of "feeding out," and the regular

habitues of smart dining-places have found themselves

swamped by an eager and rejoicing host of invaders,

who, sybarites all, reck little of the nice distinctions of

epicures, the lustre of these superb achievements has

got itself a wee bit blurred. Yet the glory abideth.

Who that has tasted that mystic decoction " No. i " at
" Pym's" can ever forget its mellifluous charm ? Or, lives

there a man with palate so dead that he has not re-

joiced in the toasted cheese for which the City
" Simpson's " is famous—as famous almost as its great

parent establishment in the Strand for its edition de

luxe of
The Roast Beef of Old England I

" Pym's," like most City places, is notably a luncheon

house, and from twelve to two you will find the rooms
thronged with well-to-do City men—solicitors, ware-

housemen, buyers in big houses, company promoters,

accountants meet at tbe tables sacred, by long associa-

tion, to their use.
" The Cheshire Chee«," most famous of Fleet Street

houses, is notable for its wonderful pudding, of which

the chief excellencies are steak, kidney, and larks

marvellously compounded. On "pudding day" an
inexhaustible supply is procurable for half a crown.

•The rooms are homely and low-ceilinged, the tables

narrow, with long wooden settles on each side, the

food well cooked and savoury. Of a winter's evening,

when the darkness closes in upon the courts and alleys

of the City, "The Cheese" is at its best. A huge

fire blazes in the grate, candles in tall sconces shed a

soft yet cheery light on the tables set with blue china,

two-pronged forks, and rudimentary sugar basins.

" The real old style, sir," as a waiter explained to

an American who complained it was not " high-toned
"

to eat your food from a dish, and demanded a plate.

At this time of year, Yankee pilgrims to the shrine

of Doctor Johnson are greatly in evidence, and the
work-a-day pressman finds himself somewhat crowded
out
From " The Cheese " to " Simpson's," in the Strand,

is a little more than a stone's-throw. There also we
find old English fare the chief attraction on the menu.:
The rooms, however, like the service, smack of the
baronial hall of feudal times. Huge joints on silver

dishes are wheeled from table to table, with a carver
in attendance, who " cuts " to please your individual
taste, and by custom immemorial receives twopence a
head for his trouble. Fish and poultry succeed the
joints in a never-ending procession, and your meal is

served with a precision and dispatch unequalled.
But restaurants have become famous for their diners

as well as their dinners. Years ago Carlo Pellegrini

made " Pagani's " illustrious what time he used to

haunt the shades now thronged with the princes of the
" rag trade "—then crowded with celebrities whom he
subsequently immortalised in his famous series of
" Vanity Fair " cartoons. In our own time, the
" Restaurant du Mont Blanc," that temple of Soho
Bohemianism, where good fare and good company
meet, has added similarly to its fame. For was it not
here that Messrs. Belloc and Chesterton planned their

memorable book on " The Party System," and
launched campaigns that left the arm-chair politician

prostrate ? I suppose, however, that it is at " The
Savoy " that most of the great men of the newspaper
world are to be seen—if not at dinner, then during the

luncheon " hour," which extends from soon after twelve
till long past three. Here, looking down on

The Silver Streak of the Thames,
editors forget the cares of the times as they listen to

the voice of the latest journalistic arrival. Here the
Napoleons of the advertising world discuss campaigns
that a decade ago would have seemed impossible.

Here are to be seen, four days out of five,

most of the notabilities of Fleet Street, who
have found sufficient time to pass the allure-

ments of " Sweeting's " and taxi up to the palace
on the Embankment. The theatrical world is in evidence
at supper ; the leading lights of musical comedy, with
optimistic actor-managers and ambitious young play-

wrights, novelists, and artists, look in at times; Joe
Simpson, the greatest black-and-white man of the day,
may occasionally be seen.

" The Cecil " has a different clientele. It is a great
house for Masonic dinners, public dances, and colossal

banquets, one of the most important functions being
the Irish Ball on St. Patrick's night, when the leaders

of the Home Rule party and their enthusiastic fol-

lowers may be seen dancing till the small hours of the

morning.
" Romano's," the other side of the Strand, is a favourite

with City magnates, theatrical folk, journalists, and
Bohemians generally, including the students from
King's College over the way. The opulent ones of

the earth dine on the first floor, where they pay huge
sums for food that, served in the grill-room downstairs,

can be obtained at a twentieth of the cost. First-rate

food it is, too, with plenty of good talk.

But you must go to Soho to fiind a paradise of cheap

dinners and bon mots.

There is a delicate intimacy, a suggestion of cama-
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raderie, in the very atmosphere of these smiling places,

eases of welcome in a desert of streets. From their

hospitable doors, tucked away in a maze of winding

ways and wondrous alleys and courts, bright lights

flash a greeting, pleasant and well-ordered rooms offer

a refuge to the weary of spirit, the light of purse,

hungry for food, aching for companionship. The
padrone, genial and urbane, smiles you a welcome, be
you ever so shabby or forlorn ; his wife gives a greet-

ing from her seat at the desk ; the waiter finds a place

at your favourite table, orders your special dish,

showers on you the courteous attentions that are the

salt of dining out. A babel of foreign tongues is

round you. A pretty actress, known to you by picture-

postcard fame, is talking to a German eating red

cabbage with his knife, that by a miracle does not cut

him. A shabby-looking man in black, whom you
know as a " ghost " in the museum, sits facing a fair-

haired typist and a bank clerk. Five shillings will

cover the cost of the young couple's dinner, including

the light claret they are drinking, the coffee and the

cigarettes. I have known an impecunious journalist

sit for three hours in a Soho cafe, writing his " copy
"

the while, at a cost of fourpence—threepence a plate

of soup and a penny the waiter. The padrone made
no objection ; when the journalist chanced on a bit of

luck he would surely return

And Order a Sumptuous Spread.
" The Boulogne," larger, more opulent, is as friendly

as the smaller cafes, and a marvellous " table d'hote

'

of four courses is served at an amazing price. Here
was held the dinner celebrating the first night of a

fairy play that afterwards took London by storm

;

while at " The Gourmets," at the corner of the next
street, there used to meet each evening a little coterie

of hterary men, including Edgar Jepson and Bart

Kennedy, long since grown famous.
" Pinoli's," in Wardour Street, owes its fame largely

to the tomato soup that is its speciality, and to the
welcome given by the house to commemoration dinners

and suppers generally. Football and cricket clubs

here hold their annual beanfeast, and New Year's Eve
is celebrated with less elaboration and expense than

characterise the preparations at " The Ritz " and " The
Carlton," but with a geniality and a festal atmosphere
lacking in the more opulent of London's dining places.

The grill-room at "The Trocadero," dear to the

heart of music-lovers by the magic of

The Incomparable Jacobs
and his violin, is a favourite place of the young man
about town.

The half-crown " Fill you up," as the table d'hote is

called, is satisfactory in all respects, and the huge
crowds of " diners out," recruited from every phase of

London life, make a never-ending kaleidoscope of

movement and colour. Here also comes our country
cousin up for the day, who entertains fond memories
;of former trips to town, save when " The Holborn "

proves the superior attraction.

It is with a little shock of surprise that one turns

from these Soho restaurants, cheap indeed, but so

bright, so neat, so well ordered, and each with that

curious mark of distinction that makes all of them an
institution—one gets a little shock, I say, if one turns

to the establishments where the workman has his

dinnef. The prices are not so very different. In

Soho you can do yourself really well for 2s. or even
less. The workman will pay nearly half that upon
occasions for his dinner and drinks, the former includ-

ing a plate of meat, say beef and mutton, for 6d., with

two " veg." or some special greens for another 2d. or

3d., and a pastry, usually a fruit tart with cream, for

another 2d., standing him in all from 8d. to about is.'

The food, as a rule, is good ; the cooking not so good,
and the service and accessories depressing to a degree.
The tablecloths are dirty ; the knives and forks dull

and blunt. One is crowded, crabbed, confined. The
harsh voice of the waitress grates on tlie ear ; the'

habits of one's vis-a-vis arc far from nice. Even in thd
eating-house chiefly patronised by those aristocrats of
labour, the compositors, one gets a little jarred at the

haste with which the food, excellent and palatable, is

devoured.

G. B. S.'s description of a certain famous vegetarian'

restaurant leaps to one's mind. " At most vegetarian

places," the great man once averred, " you get

Ninepennyworth of Food to Three of
Tablecloth,

Here," naming a certain famous vegetarian house,
" you get ninepennyworth of cloth to three of food

—

which is really all you want." I think something like

this happens where the workman dines out. At those

of his establishments which I have visited I found the

food admirable, but in many cases I could not eat it.

Perhaps it is a pity that the workman does not con-

trive to take his womenfolk out to dinner with him on
occasions. Perhaps it is a pity also that we have
nothing in London like " The Maison du Peuple " in

Brussels, where the workman gets admirable food,

quite nicely served and at a moderate charge.

Quite one of the most interesting attempts that has:

yet been made to supplement some of these deficien-

cies in working-class catering was made some years
ago under the inspiration of Queen Alexandra, which
has since materiahsed in the Alexandra Trust. The
Trust is a distinct success, and supphes excellent meals
to its patrons at a charge of only a few pence. For
4d. a factory girl can obtain a well-cooked, cleanly

served hot meal, with vegetables. At the premises of

the Trust you may see in the spacious dining-rooms
hundreds of good-tempered, smiling workers, all

joyous, if a httle noisy. The rush at mid-day is over-

whelming, but it is a striking proof of the popularity

of the institution that order and discipline are well

maintained. This is an indication of what could be
done by organised effort throughout London to meet
the ever-increasing demand for good food.

Well Cooked, Cleanly Served, at Reasonable
Rates.

Talking of vegetarian restaurants reminds me that,

although more than one vast fortune has been spent
in endeavouring to popularise them in London, they
have never, so to speak, caught on, and I can re-

member quite a number of establishments, where three-

course dinners were supplied for 6d., which have gone
into the Ewigkeit. But " The St. George's," St. Martin's

Lane, where in his bachelor days G. B. S. was to be
found nearly every afternoon, and where you can still

get the best coffee in London, is one of the few vege-
tarian houses that flourish, though Mr. Eustace Miles
has proved incontestably that there are a vast number
of people quite prepared to dispense with the succu-

lent steak and the glutinous soup. At his uriique

establishment, surely the most remarkable that even
London can boast, one may digest one's dinner listen-

ing to a lecture on the Greek Triology, or a disquisition

by the host himself on health and beauty.

The restaurant is

Much More than a Mere Eating-house.

It has become a great social centre, a rallying-ground

for all those who call and confess themselves by the

generic title of " advanced "
; and whatever views one

may take of the sirficiency of its clientele, there caii
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be no question of the excellent organisation that its

management displays.

Dining at the iHouse of Commons used, when that

institution was still " the smartest club in London," to

be great fun, but a certain well-known Irish member,
who made it a rule to dine early, had a happy knack,
when roused against the Saxon, of spoiling one's

dinner. He would wait till the soup had been served
and a spoonful or two tasted. Then he would saunter

away into the Chamber, and, finding it deserted, would
demand "a count," with the result that the members
would have perforce to leave their tables and their

guests—to come back some ten minutes later to cold

plates and impatient friends, with their own tempers
spoilt for the evening. Mr. Gladstone, it is on record,

dined but once at the House during his Parliamentary
career.

Sometimes dinners and their after-celebrations last

far into the night They still tell the story at " The
Cecil " of Barney Barnato's record order, which,

accepted close upon midnight, took nearly all night to

consume. But, perhaps, these long-drawn-out feasts

are becoming rather more things of the past even
among the jeunesse doree. It is no longer fashionable

to go home with the milk in the morning. There is

still one victim of the dining-late habit left in our
midst, however. It is not until the lights are out at
" The Ritz," not until everybody has gone home from
" The Carlton," that he may even think of food. All

the evening has seen him passing hither and thither

up and down town. Often he is for hours at a stretch

without food or stimulant, as, with strained face and
tense nerves, he negotiates the traffic. But at last the

morning comes, and in the shelter on the way home the

taxi-driver sits down to one of the hardest-earned

dinners served in London.

f^v J^ i3^

CORRESPONDENCE
Notice to Correspondents.—Owing to the large number

of letters received it is necessary for correspondents to write
briefly if their letters are to appear.

SOUTH AFRICAN FARMERS.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—" M. J. R." takes me to task for the assertion

that "in igi2 articles of food and drink valued at

£6,359,000 were imported into the Union, a total

.which reflects little credit on South African farmers,"

and reminds me that 191 2 was a year of drought in

South Africa. Granted. I took the figure for 191

2

as the latest available annual total. I am quite will-

ing to substitute for it the corresponding figure for

igii (when there was no drought), viz., ;£'6,3 36,000.

In 1910 the total was ;55,934,ooo, and in 1909

'£5,552,000, so that, instead of c^minishing, the Union's

importations of articles of food and drink have been

increasing durmg the last few years, although there

has been no very substantial addition to the popula-

tion. Of course, a certain proportion of these imports

consists of articles which cannot be produced in South

'Africa, but the fact remains that the Union is import-

ing to-day many eatables and drinkables which could

be and ought to be supplied by South African farmers.

May I quote the following from the report (issued in

II9 1 2) of the Commission appointed by the Union
Government to inquire into the conditions of trade and

industries in South Africa—a body which cannot be

suspected of being prejudiced or ill-informed :

—

" This country cannot be said to be in a thoroughly

sound condition when it imports the following pro-

ducts in large quantities!—^Com and grain, '£880,000

;

flour and meal, £705,000 ; fruit (dried or preserved),

£71,000; sugar and sugar products, £495,000; vege-
tables, fresh, £17,000; preserved, £30,000; butter

and butter substitutes, £227,000; cheese, £133,000;
milk, £351,000; eggs, £49,000; hams aind bacon,

£234,000 ; lard, £45,000 ; meat and poultry, £68,000

;

meat (preserved), £88,000; total, £3,401,000. Only
when the great bulk of these products is produced in

this country can we be said to be progressing." The
Commission goes on to explain that these figures re-

present only the cost in the country of purchase, and
that the South African public actually pay far more
for these imported articles.

That South African farmers have great difficulties

to contend with I need no telling ; that, despite these

difficulties, considerable headway has been made in

recent years, I stated plainly. But when every allow-

ance is made there can be no question that agricul-

ture is still very backward on the whole in South
Africa. Nor can there be any doubt that a much
greater percentage than 2.3 of the Union's area is

capable of cultivation. South Africa, owing to its

deserts, its mountains, and its native population, will

never be able to absorb vast numbers of agricultural

settlers like Canada and other parts of the Empire. I

am not conscious of having written anything which
would tend to represent the country as a paradise for

would-be farmers among EVERYMAN'S readers. But
I do beheve there is room—if not need—on the South
African soil for a goodly number of suitable agricul-

turists from the Mother-country.—I am, sir, etc.,

LiDDELL GeDDIE.

SATANISM AND CARDUCCI.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—After Mr. Bernard Hamilton and Mr. Arthur

Ebbels comes Mr. H. W. W. McAnally. But he, of

course, makes no wild statements. He merely admits

that Carducci suffered towards the end of his life from
cerebral congestion. He has evidently never read the

description of the poet by his own countryman,

Mantegazza. Mantegazza wrote that " at times his

face is a veritable hurricane ; lightnings dart from
his eyes, and his muscles tremble." This is, of course,

quite compatible with sanity, though it may not un-

fittingly be said to " border " on another condition, and
may also help to explain the title of Carducci's hymn.
That title, to my mind, does not betoken a balanced

judgment.

However, it was no part of my design to discuss the

life or work of Carducci. I wrote to draw your

readers' attention pointedly to the kind of evidence

Mr. Bernard Hamilton relied on for Satanism in

London. His letter of the 28th ulto. does not discuss

this matter, which I think eminently prudent, and we
are entitled, therefore, to dismiss the whole accusation

as unfounded. That I am sure all readers of EVERY-
MAN will agree is the right conclusion to draw.

—

I am, sir, etc., ARTHUR Ebbels.

Epsom, September 6th, 1913.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—My good friend E. J. Watson—first English

translator of the poet's finest Ode—is well able to

meet the absurd charge of Satanism brought against

Carducci on the sole strength of the " Inno a Satana,"

and indeed your correspondent A. Valgimigli provides

ample refutation of the calumny. But surely the last

sentence in Mr. Bernard Hamilton's letter of Sep-

tember 5th is as irrelevant as it is (no doubt uninten-
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tionally) a trifle "priggish," to say the least. It is in

poor taste, and seems " dragged in " to create prejudice

in the minds of the unthinking. EngHshmen have
been ever slow to raise up memorials in marble in

honour of great literary genius, partly perhaps be-

cause they have been too prone to confuse genius with

its possessor, art with the artist's morality. Hence
statesmen in statuary are more conspicuous than poets

or prose-writers on tlie pedestals near the Admiralty

Arch. An immoral statesman is nothing, of course!

Indeed, some say they are quite common. We judge

them by and honour them for their achievements. Yet
we demand of the great artist, in verse or prose or pig-

ment, that he shall not only have accomplished a great

work, but that he shall have lived a blameless private

life as well. The contest is unequal. It is not so in

all countries. " Salome " was being acted in Paris

while its author lay languishing in a sorrowful English
prison. It seems as if genius, apart from respec-

tabihty, could not be recognised in England. But
what of our charity? If I am wrong, perhaps Mr.

Hamilton will explain his allusion? For myself, I

know no reason, other than tlie one suggested above,

why Carducci in Rome, or Wilde in London, should

not be honoured in our national memory by perma-
nent tributes to the beauties of their special creation.

—

I am, sir, etc., R. N. G.-A.

September 6thj 1913.

REFORMS IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Although the question of the present educa-

tion of boys is constantly being discussed, the very

able article by Emeritus Professor H. A. Strong must
specially arrest the attention of all parents who read

Everyman. The extraordinary lack of practical

knowledge acquired after years of study in public

schools and universities has been brought most vividly

before me these holidays. I am of French birth, but

have always spoken English, and can hold a fairly

correct conversation in German. At the seaside place

where I am staying with my family there are several

schoolmasters, one the head of a well-known prepara-

tory school, the other the head of a large boys' school

with 250 pupils, and several others. Not one of them
is able to join in the conversation we hold with our

sons or their friend, a young French student, who
spends the holidays with them for the sake of im-

proving their French. This fact does not seem to

trouble these scholastic gentlemen at all. On the

contrary,>they spend several hours a day instructing

their own sons in Greek and Latin, and when I sug-

gest they should entertain a young Frenchman in the

same way they say it would be " such a nuisance, and,

besides, modern languages are not much use in exams."

Of course they are not, and as long as the present

system exists they will never be. Why should our

boys spend more than half their school life learning

Greek and Latin, which few of them ever use, when
they would thoroughly enjoy reading the classics in a

good translation, in which way they could become
familiar with them in a short time? Will no one ever

start a practical modern school where " les langues
vivantes " will replace the dead ones ? Can one
imagine anything more incongruous than the sight of

these pedagogues standing quite dumb among a dozen
practically educated children under seventeen years

of age, who can, several of them, speak three lan-

guages, and whose reports from *in English public

school bear this phrase :
" Latin weak ; is frankly

bored with the subject " ? And no wonder !—I am, sir,

etc., A Practical Mother. ,

St. Barnabas Vicarage,

558, Caleclonian Road,

Holloway, London, N.

PASSING

OPPORTUNITIES!

Dear Friend,

Summer is quickly passing. With
it the opportunity of giving others a
hoUday at the seaside or in the country.
I am spending part of my holidays on
the river, and aheady the boatmen are

beginning to put away some of their

boats for the vyinter. Going over Messrs.
Huntley & Palmer's Biscuit Factory I

found one department busy preparing
orders for Christmas ! Just signs that

summer is passing, and with it the
opportunity of giving a Summer HoUday
to the needy.

There are not a few old people in

London who years ago came up from
the country. The possibility of visiting

their old home and birthplace is out of

the question unless the railway fares are

paid. In not a few instances this has
been done, and has brought genuine
pleasure to the old folk.

On my return to Holloway I am
arranging to take a large party of aged
ones for a long day's drive into the

country. This was done last year, and
many who were too old and infii-m to go
away enjoyed a comfortable drive to the

woods, and did full justice to the good
things provided.

All this means expenditure. We
therefore appeal for funds to enable us
to continue this charity. £5 will send
five adults for a fortnight; £1 5s. will

give one a couple of weeks; 12s. 6d.

send a needy one away for a week. Cost

of day's drive and entertaining for one

old person, 3s.

Donations may be sent direct to me
at above address.

Yours in His Happy Service,

FRANK SWAINSON.
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NEW ZEALAND AND NATIONAL DEFENCE.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—As one who has spent some time in Australia

and New Zealand with the express object of studying

the system of national training in arms enforced by
law in those countries, and of studying how far this

training can be considered to be an asset, morally,

physically and mentally, to the citizens of those

countries, and as one who has studied the physical and
moral training carried out by L.C.C. elementary

schools, boys' clubs, Cadet and Boy Scout troops, in

these islands, I feel that Mr. Herbert Corder has un-

consciously evaded, and at the same time misrepre-

sented, the real question of National Defence in New,
Zealand. I would therefore wish to give, as briefly as

possible, the conclusions which I have formed from my
studies and to qualify some of Mr. Corder's remarks.

The system has its abuses ; it has also, which Mr.

Corder does not admit, its very solid advantages.

To me, the root of discontent in those areas where
insubordination and cases of non-attendance were most
flagrant was this—the oflicers and those appointed to

carry out the scheme were quite unsuitable. It is of

the utmost importance that the officers in charge of the

lads should be men chosen, not only for such skill at

their work as will command respect, but also for such

a character as will radiate a constant and strong in-

fluence. Very few areas are officered by such men.

They are, however, not lacking, as is instanced by the

many Scoutmasters who have by their own sympathy
and strength of character drawn together and have
held bands of boys who voluntarily submit to

discipline.

Up to the age of fourteen (as Junior Cadets) the

training given to the boys does not involve that in the

use of arms. It is "national physical training," in

such manly, health-giving, and disciplinary exercises

as drill, gymnasium, swimming, boxing, running, etc.,

much on the same lines as exists in our Boy Scout

troops. Schools are subsidised by the State for the

performance of these exercises. Nothing of the kind

prevails in our schools. In rare instances masters

arrange teams and matches for a few selected boys,

whilst the physical training meted out by the State

is as inadequate as it is inappropriate.

From fourteen up to eighteen years of age the boy
becomes a Senior Cadet He is then instructed in

the use of arms. The time seems premature, but

since most boys of our breed have, thank Heaven ! a
craving for adventure, the carbine in his hand is a
veritable pleasure. But, more important, the boys
have a new interest in life, other than loafing in the

streets or " looking on." In many " areas " the Cadet
Corps have become the club, and a few keen and un-

selfish officers of the right stamp have given their time

to arranging " inter-area " matches of every descrip-

tion. Membership therefore gives to them a morale

and an esprit de corps enhanced by friendly rivalry

in sport, of which our boys, unless they happen to be
members of a Boy Scout troop, mission, or some other

semi-charitable organisation, know nothing.

With regard to prosecutions under the Defence
Acts, parents know that it does no boys harm from
the ages of fourteen up to eighteen—the most im-

pressionable age of youth—to be subject to discipline.

In this country they have unfortunately far too much
time at which they are entirely independent of any
form of control. Boys do not rejoice in disciplinary

measures, hence the prosecutions under the Defence
Acts. They are in most instances simply cases of
" shirking," backed up by parents who are either un-

able, or who refuse, to exercise their parental authority*
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iThere are cases of "conscience," I admit; bat few
boys have their characters so far developed, or have
judgment sufficiently right or wrong, to be able to

decide whether mihtary exercises are religiously justifi-

able or not. The refusals to perform drills have
almost invariably been ©rdered by the boys' parents.

On inspection days I was most impressed by the
pride shown by parents in their " soldier lads," in their

bearing, physique, and steadiness, and proud, too, of
the youth and hope of their nation. Why, too, has
Australia inaugurated such a policy as that of " White
Australia," if it cannot, if need be, be enforced?
Aggressive nations do, unfortunately, still exist, even
in our Western civilisation. It is the duty of citizens

to prevent such aggression as far as is in their power.
This power lies, for the time being, in submitting to

instruction in the proper uses of defensive weapons.
You have said, sir, that " children are a national asset

of the highest possible value," and " it is good business
to maintain our racial supremacy, upon which our in-

dustrial supremacy ultimately lasts." Such training
as is carried out by Boy Scout troops, if standardised
and placed on a national footing, and in co-operation
with the elementary and secondary schools, would, I

am led to think, be of "the highest possible value,"
ph}7sically, morally, and mentally, to the youth of this

nation ; and its obliteration would be a national
disaster to New Zealand and Australia. I firmly be-
lieve that the Boy Scout movement is destined per-
haps to remodel the Empire and the world on a basis
of humanitarianism. It is the nucleus of a great citizen

organisation of men and women bound together by
the strongest cords of national unity. Let New
Zealand and Australia amend their Defence Acts and
improve their machinery ; but I would ask Mr. Corder
and his sympathisers to inquire and find what incalcul-

able good some form of organised citizenship—such,
for example, as exists in the Boy Scout movement—
may do for the youth of a nation, morally, mentally,
and physically.—I am, sir, etc., CiVIS.

r

"THE CASE FOR NATIONAL" HOUSING"
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I am sadly disappointed. I have hitherto re-

garded Mr. L. G. Chiozza Money as a practical social

reformer, and, having read his articles on " The Case
for National Housing," I discover him to be an imprac-
ticable visionary. We are asked to imagine a Govern-
ment Department producing and letting at under
5s. 4d. per week a detached house, costing ;6'46o,

including land, roadmaking, " and complete in point of
fitments " (cupboards, window-seats, ingle-nooks,
dressers, curbs, window fittings), and equal to an
average house rented at £4$ per annum.

Is there any allowance in this remarkable estimate
for the army of officials that would inevitably arise ?

In what readily accessible and happy locality is it pos-
sible to obtain an eighth of an acre at £^0? More
amazing still is the allowance for repairs to this house
of dreams, ;^i 12s. per annum! Imagination fails to

conceive the delightfully picturesque ruins that would
be handed over to the State at the end of sixty years.

Or, again, consider the State as a landlord, as the
writer suggests, on a basis of a 3 per cent, profit, on an
expenditure of £10,000,000, the deficit in about two
years would be £100,000, and go on increasing. Do
houses never get old or wear out, or are these houses
to be built of some hitherto undiscovered material?
Does not the taste for certain neighbourhoods change,
or ideas of living alter, and that in less than sixty
years? What would be the position of the State
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to-day that was the owner on a basis of a 3 per cent

profit of some of London's nearer and older suburbs ?

—I am, sir, etc., ARTHUR F. USHER,
London, E.C., September 3rd, 191 3.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—May I be permitted to make a few remarks

relative to Mr. Chiozza Money's £460 house and
garden described in your issue of the 29th inst. ?

Mr. Money states that a house and garden costing

the State that sum, and let at a weekly rent of 7s. 46.,

will become at the end of sixty years the absolute

property of the State. The 7s. 4d. per week is to be
charged to cover the repayment of the loan, with

interest, viz., £iy los. 5d. per annum, and £1 12s. for

repairs—together, £19 2s. 5d. But what of the rales?

In the parish in which I live the poundage is 8s. 6d.

(not inciudmg a water rate), and a house let at 7s. 4d.

would pay on an assessment of ;^ii los., i.e.,

£4 1 7s. gd. per annum. But the assessment of a house

is not necessarily based on the actual rent paid, but,

in the words of the Union Assessment Act, " the rent

at which the hereditament might reasonably be
expected to let from year to year, etc."

Now, in the opinion of Mr. Money, the house under

consideration would command a rent at the present

time of £4.^ per annum at the least. Accepting these

figures as correct, then at 8s. 6d. in the £ on the rale-

able value, viz., ;£^37 los., the sum to be paid for

rates would be ;^ 1 5 1 8s. gd. per annum. Who would
pay this ? If paid by the tenant, then the compari-

sons made are fictitious and misleading ; if paid by the

State, a loss to the State of this sum annually.

I need hardly point out to any having knowledge of

the requirements necessary for the upkeep of a house

costing i;^400 and the fence of a large garden that

£\ I2S. yearly for these purposes is quite inadequate.

If, however, this is to be the niggardly policy of the

State as a landlord, then in sixty years' time there

will be a good many dilapidated houses, and slums

will not have become things of the past. I might
mention that there are such outgoings as taxes and
insurance ; but I leave it at this.—I am, sir, yours, etc.,

August 30th, 1913. W. R.

M. JEAN RICHEPIN
de I'Academie Frangaise.

To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Mr. Chiozza Money in these articles deser\'es

so fully our gratitude for working out' theoretical

principles of reform, and so alluring is the prospective

castle in the air that one is almost sorry to blow upon
it. But upon his scheme in Article II. for a detached

house, to be self-supporting, whilst it is being bought
for the State at 7s. 4d. per week, may I point out the

following omissions in the calculation ?

—

Cost of sewers and sewage disposal, which are

absolutely indispensable for an area largely developed

by houses standing on onereighth of an acre ; cost of

re-decoration, which in a small house, with small

rooms, is necessarily heavy—external painting alone,

without any structural repairs, would absorb the

greater part of the allowance he makes for repairs;

cost of official supervision in building and manage-
ment afterwards, which would undoubtedly be more
than private management; and I may add that he
makes no mention whatever of rates, which must be
paid over and above by the tenant, although his

readers might inadvertently compare the 7s. 4d. per

week with rents which now include rates.

Government already lends to co-partnership and
other building schemes for housing the working
classes two-thirds of the money at 3jt^ per cent., and
whilst they do achieve a form of development more
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varied than that of private enterprise, they do not at

present succeed in giving any considerable benefit

over private enterprise in larger or better acccom-
modation. In this district the maximum rental for

the house mentioned would be ;^30 per annum, and
not ;£"45.—I am, sir, etc., ^^. " PiCT."

August 29th, 1913.

To the Editor oj Everyman.

Sir,—I have read with great pleasure Mr. Money's
articles—in my opinion, the most valuable contribu-

tions, from a constructive point of view, so far made
to Everyman. His scheme strikes at the root of the
greatest evils afflicting the country. In improving the
housing of the poor we prevent the causes of disease

and obviate plastering the effects, which latter course
we are pursuing at the expense of miUions annually,

with hospitals and sanatoria, and the much-to be-

amended Insurance Act.

Give men in the black trades baths in their houses.

Why enforce sanitary factories and permit insanitary

homes ?

I suggest that a society be formed under the
auspices of EVERYMAN to develop Mr. Money's
scheme of National Housing and bring it prominently
before the public. I believe Mr. Money's scheme is a

most statesmanhke and humane proposal, and the
"Government possessing the sanity to place such a

scheme on the Statute Book is deserving of the esteem
and reverence of Everyman and his posterity.—I am,
sir, etc., FlAT Lux.
August 29th, 1 91 3.

MR. HYNDMAN AND INDIA.
To the Editor of Everym.an.

Sir,—^i\s one who has spent some years in

India, may I endorse what " Anglo-Indian " says re the
benefits of British rule in that country ?

A httle more than ten years ago the wild forest

uplands of the Central Provinces were only accessible

to those who were willing to rough it a great deal ; the
people—aboriginal Gonds and Baigas—were among
the most backward of India's people. Now, thanks
in great measure to the work of the British Govern-
ment, combined with tact, sympathy, and infinite

patience on the part of the official " log," the old order
of things is passing away, and one can travel far in

those Provinces, seeing contentment and progress
everywhere.
Many lakhs of rupees have been spent on irrigation

tanks, even in the most out-of-the-way places, so that
the dread of famine is largely a thing of the past. The
opening of the Satpura Railway enables farmers to
send their grain to a.11 markets. Formerly these people
used to burn valuable jungle, their method of cultiva-

tion being to sow their seed in the charred earth. They
have now been taught wiser methods of cultivation,

and the work of preserving the jungle and exporting
its produce finds employment for hundreds of people.
The opening up of the country by railway and the
manganese industry have been the means of bringing
work and comfort to thousands who formerly only
knew poverty and care. Primary schools have been
opened in every district—sometimes by the mission-
ary, in other places by Government—so that illiteracy

is becoming less and less common.
I have often met the Deputy Commissioner and

other officials leaving the usual roads and walking over
many miles of jungle growth in order to reach the
more isolated villages, and getting first-hand informa-
tion of " things as they are." At all times the people

THE
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Government, and its books are periodically inspected by the

Minister oi Finance. And in addition there are the Company's
assets of over £ 1 0,000,000 sterling. Let us send you our special

Annuity Booklet. Stale your age to—

Canada Life Assurance Company
(Accumulated Fuvds ;f10,000,000. Established 1S47.;

CANADA UFE BUILDING,

A 15, King St., Cheapside, London, E.C.
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September
Holidays.

September is an ideal month for holidays—neither too hot nor

too cold. It is the fust autumn month, when nature paints the

land with incomparable beauty.

" EVERYMAN "

INDEPENDENT TOURS.
The Continent, as a holiday-ground, is made delightfully

possible by the Everyman system of independent travel.

Tourists have the trouble of making arrangements taken

entirely off their shoulders, as we provide a carefully planned

programme in which all arrangements are made. Everyman
will provide you with travel tickets, hotel coupons, and in some
cases excursion coupons as well. Times of arrival are notified

to the Hotel Proprietors with whom accommodation has been

booked beforehand. In the majority of cases travellers are

met at the stations, and, in fact, every item of the itinerary

of an enjoyable holiday is made in advance.

Slorting Eceru Salurdaii.

A FORTNIGHT
AT

Bruges and

Knocke-sur-Mer
A week's slay in mediffival Bruges
—the city left stranded by Time
and History — and a weelt in the

rapidly-grown seaside resort, with

some of the finest golf-links in

Europe, includ ng four delightful

Excursions at Bruges, hotel accom-
modation and travel to and from,

costs under .. £§ .0.0

Starling Eoerx) Salurdau.

(lodepcDdent Travel)

A WEEK'S
TOUR IN

HOLLAND
visiting the Hague, Haarlem,
Amsterdam, Broek-in-Water-
land, Monnikendam, Volen-
dam, the Island of Marken,
Rotterdam, Dordrecht, in-

cluding travelling expenses
and hotel accommodation,
costs £4.19.6

Starling Everu SaturJau.

A WEEK IN

OSTEND
The most popular Watering

Place in Europe.

Seven days' full hotel ac-

commodation (three meals

daily), and fare from Lon-

don to Ootend and back,

:r ^"! £3.10.0

DATES OF DEPARTURE.

Every Saturday
during September

(IndependeDt Trarel.)

A WEEK
IN GHENT

(For tke Great Intematioul

Exhibitioa.)

Six days' full Pension accom-
modation, rail and boat fares,

admission to Exhibition, just

under £4.0.0

Starting Eoero SalurJatj.

A WEEK IN

BRUGES
An ideal centre for a quiet,

restful holiday. Tourists are

accommodated at a high-

class Pension, formerly a

Dominican Monastery. De-

lightful Excursions are ar-

ranged, cost
i <7 o

for sue days »*< • 1 * . D

INDEPENDENT TRAVEL

The "Everyman"

Tours Book.

All particulars of our Inde-

pendent Tours to the Conti-
nent, all excursions and
prices, as well as particulars

of Everyman Independent
Tours, are to be found in the

Tours Booklet, a copy of

which can be had on apply-

ing to "EVEBYMAN" Tours
Dept., Aldine House, BeiKord
Street. Strand, London

were assured of a sympathetic hearing, and frequently

a man's taxes have been remitted when he has had the

farmer's " bad times."

Speaking as a missionary, I have always found the

members of the Indian Services to be men who had
the highest good of India's people at heart. To see an
English gentleman, as I have seen—one who had had
a brilliant university career, and was possessed of

ample private means—patiently spending hours in a

small and stuffy court, with the temperature at Ii6 deg.

in the shade, trying to get the truth in a matter where
a rich man was oppressing a poor man, shows why the

great majority of the people of Hindustan are more
contented and happier than ever in their history, for

the presence of the British Raj means that oppression

must cease.—I am, sir, etc., R. BARROW.
Liverpool. —

GERMAN UNIVERSITIES.
To the Editor of Evervm-\x.

Sir,—Having read with interest the article by Mr.

G. Waterhouse on the German universities, I should

like to take exception to a few points. No doubt,

Germany has profited in her industries for some time

by her protection^ but to-day, of course, things are

quite different, and we cannot by any means call " her

policy of protection a sane one." Quite the reverse.

This is, however, a chapter for itself. Is, however, I

must ask, Germany really "leading" with regard to

university education? True, compared with Oxford

and Cambridge, students can live cheaply, i.e., on £7$
to ;£^ioo, and some of them manage to do so. But

what about universities in Scotland and U.S.A.,

where, as I hear, university education is free ?

Germany may have excellent professors and lec-

turers, especially as regards medicine, chemistry, etc.,

but we should not forget that science is not quite
" free." Professors and lecturers who have come to

conclusions not quite to the taste of the " higher and

highest" persons have not found fair play (cf. cases

David Strauss, Drews, and others). Mr. Waterhouse

says, " Supervision by the university authorities there

is none." This is not quite correct. When the " Freie

Studentenschaft " in Leipzig asked members of the dif-

ferent parties for lectures on a certain theme, the lec-

ture of the Social Democrat was prohibited. This

apart from the preference which is given to the " in-

corporated " students wherever possible.—I am, sir,

etc., Edd. SciiMlDT.

London, September 5 th, 191 3.

THE COLONIES AND CONSCRIPTION.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—May I express my appreciation of the letter

of the High Commissioner for New Zealand ? In my
opinion the Colonials are to be warmly congratulated on

getting rid of an undesirable type of " man "—the

weakling who is so lacking in manliness and spirit as

actually to pose as a martyr, simply because he is

expected to perform certain obligations in defence of

his country. It is really pathetic to read the accounts of

the persecutions these poor, timid souls have endured

in resisting the hardships of military service. By the

way, the matter of the twenty-eight shillings, with food

and accommodation, does not figure in the homesick

wanderers' thrilling tale. The modern woman, on

reading these tales of woe, must seriously ask herself

a question : if the time is far distant when members of

her sex may be called upon to perform certain duties^

duties which are shirked by so many highly strung,

self-indulgent effeminates who persist in calling them-

selves men.—I am, sir, etc.,

Patricia WooDLocK.
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JOHN BRIGHT*
John Bright is the most inspiring figure in the last

century, if not in the whole history of our English

politics. His persuasive genius makes him a supreme
example to those who would influence popular opinion,

his honesty is a standard of public life in general.

Further, he was endowed with a political judgment
which has often been approved and never falsified.

If we disagree with such a man it can only be with

some presumption and possibly some pain. When his

views do not always find acceptance in our own genera-

tion, we may well inquire how far this is due to mis-

interpretation or changing circumstance, how far to

an actual cleavage of opinion.

The key to Bright's life-work is found in the*ideal

of freedom. He set out to free our trade, our church,

our land, our diplomatic methods, and, above all,

through the agency of the franchise, our people them-
selves. The large measure of his success will be
appreciated by any reader of his biography, but far

more by one who has also studied the whole course of

our political development, and especially the conditions

of present-day progress. It is only in the light of

these that Bright's position becomes clear, and thus

only that the whole working of his mind is laid bare.

To engage our national energies in a battle against

poverty and distress, gratuitously refusing at the out-

set to strike the shackles from our feet, was. Bright

declared, an obtuse policy. The first great contest of

his Hfe proves how right he was. Senseless charity to

tinker at social reform when at a stroke the Corn Laws
could be repealed and every road to improvement
made easier! Precisely the same attitude is to be
observed in all his further operations.

At the same time State activity becomes something
more than mere mechanical adjustment when the land

and education are under review. Interference is advo-
cated to a degree which would surprise those who
ghbly call him in support of a policy of social lethargy.

Often, in fact, there is a complete misreading of his

views. At any cost, he would have this country

liberated. She was to have, in the first place, no
artificial restrictions upon her progress ; in the second,

she was to be given certain positive facilities. The
latter included a comprehensive franchise and an im-

proved education ; the former, reforms in our fiscal,

diplomatic, and land systems. To effect even a part

of this work meant such an era of legislative energy,

and such a disregard of pure conservatism as popular
government in this country had never contemplated
before.

The idea, then, that Bright in any way deprecated
legislative activity per se cannot be too strongly con-

demned. He had, moreover, a very high respect for

Parliament, and an unwavering belief in her future

capabilities.

If we bear all this in mind, and at the same time
appreciate how wise was his opinion that a more free

life was the condition of a more healthy one, we shall

be better able to estimate his views upon State inter-

ference in general.

Now, unless Bright had foreseen that future legisla-

tion wpuld tend increasingly to impinge upon the lives

of the people there would have been no point in his

earnest advocacy of an extended franchise. It was,
rather, just because he had this anticipation that he
laid so much stress upon the vote. He expected and
he must have desired vital reforms ; he only asked
that they should be demanded, and in some measure

• "The Life of John Bright."
<Constable.)

By G. M. Trevclyan. 15s.

DO YOU FILTER
YOUR FOODq
The water you drink ^^^a i i

is carefully filtered again ^^^ • i

and again, in order to re-

move all trace of impurities.

What about the food you eat ?

Every variety of food you take contains some substances which
the digestive system rejects. If these waste products i)aS5ed
immediately out of ihe system all wouW be well. Bui they do
not. Our modern sedt^ntary mode of life is the cause of their
remaininij foe awhile in the digestive tract and fermciitinfi there,
they set up Indteesiion. Flatulence. Acidity, and contaminate
Ihe blood, giving rise to Bad Complexions. Pimpks and Blotches.

If yoj suffer from any of these complaints, do not seek relief in

drugs, but adopt the simple natural remedy—

^raej^sCharcoal
which absorbs these impurit'cs and renders them innocuous.
Bragg's Charcoal is not a dn;g— it removes the cause of Ii.diges-

i lion and its attendant evils, giving permanent relief without

Q^& the possibility of barui.

Sold by all Chemists and Stoics. Pou-tlep, cA atul 4/- per
bottle : Biscitits, ll-, Zl- and A/- per tin; Capsules, 2i-

per box: Lozenges, 1/Ji per box.

Send this G)upon To-day.

To J. L. BRAGG. Ltd, )4, Wijinore Sir«i, W.•>
aaaaaaai
aaaaaaai
Aaaaaai

Please send Die saniiil' s of Bragg's Charcoal,
enclose 3d. to pay postage.

Name

Address..

Swijt Surt

When you send a Suit to

Achille Serre you know—
That it will receive the most careful treatment by experts
thoroughly experienced in the cleaning and pressing of

gentlemen's clothes.

That, in addition to being cleaned thoroughly by the
best possible methods, it will be freed from stains and
other marks, and properly pressed and restored to shape.

That the cost will be limited to 3/9, and no charge
whatever will be made for carriage if collected and
delivered by our nearest Branch or Agent.

That, no matter what the Season, or how busy we may
be, the treatment will be completed in Four Days, and
nothing will be "overlooked."

If you do not know which Branch !« nearest

to you, write for illustrated Booklet con-

taining list of Branches and other information.

Achille SeireK
iNettoyage A sec)

Hackney Wick, London, E. Thoi* 3710 Etut.

Branches and Agencies Everywhere,
92
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outlined, by those whom they were to affect. In this

respect Bright is to be labelled under no particular

school, he is simply an uncompromising democrat.

Representatives of many types .of political thought
here part company with him ; but the paradox is that
those who most loudly claim the title of democrat are
often among their number. If the worth of Bright's

judgment anywhere emerges, it is in his belief that

reform must follow popular opinion, if it does not
actually draw its inspiration from it. Legislation

modelled by the few may be of higher merit than
that which the many will immediately approve ; but
compulsion has an injurious effect upon the body
politic which more than counterbalances the good for

which it is invoked. To bring acceptance to his prin-

ciples. Bright was compelled first to convince the

country. He could only break the aristocratic

domination by educating the electorate, and we may
venture to say that he would have been willing to do
it by no other means. He cleared the path to reform,

and he may at least enjoin upon us an observation of

his methods, when their necessity has by his very
success become less clear.

If Bright thought too little of benevolent legislators,

a worse tendency is to think too much of them. But
the reformer need have no quarrel with him. Let
" Education " be the watchword of future progress, and
" laissez-faire " may be erased from the political

legacy of John Bright.

On the other hand, it is possibly not so much in any
of his declarations as in the whole history of his acts

that Bright offers a criticism of our Parliamentary
system. He entered the Cabinet late in life, under a

feeling of duty, and he never felt at ease there. The
ties of oiTice came too late to be congenial to him

;

perhaps they would never have been found acceptable.

Yet we must again remind ourselves of the peculiar

circumstances of his life. The whole marvel of the

man lies in his having advocated measures far ahead
of his time, and this with such persuasive power that

he brought his contemporaries into line v/ith himself.

Office in itself had no attractions for him, but the

dislike of office did not prevent him from accepting it

if he could thereby secure the objects he had at heart.

A condition of independence is freedom of choice.

Bright and Cobden were independent because tliey

had in their own unfettered genius a force rivalling

that of Cabinets. They might choose upon which to

rely—their free agency alone, or the party instrument

which would in its use limit their personal power.

Lesser men, no less honest, have not this choice

;

they must needs join with a party to carry out their

aims, while they may truly believe that to stand aside

altogether would be a betrayal of their faith.

Yet more puny m.en, to whom neither course is open,

fall back on criticism, and call it independence. Our
generation may well pause to look back at the conduct

of a man who, though so short a term in office, was
seldom out of power. Too confident in success, too

bitter in failure, our public men have need of his

example.

Fortunately Bright's latest biographer has given to the

nation a clear narrativ^e of his life, recognising that his

acts need little comment and his character no adorn-

ment. His sharp im.age will endure. Read of him,

and you must love him as only a small band of states-

men are loved. Such are Alexander Hamilton,

•Turgot, and Cobden, Bright's closest friend. They
have a quality intangible and precious ; for in them

the warm heart and the stern principle are both

dominant, yet never in conflict. They are men " made
of flint and roses." ., R. B. W.

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
Madame Marcel Tinayre has written a very
charming novel from an essentially feminine point of

view. Miss Winifred Stephens is responsible for the

translation, which is admirably done, and loses but
little of its style in the English language. Madeleine
is a charming widow of thirty-five, with two children.

H!er marriage is not romantic, it was " arranged," and
though her husband proved clever, considerate, and
affectionate, she never felt for him a tinge of passion

or of love. In possession of means, and still good-
looking, she surveys men and things from a leisurely

standpoint, and her reflections are witty and shrewd.

Her description of Vvomcn at bargain sales is inimit-

able :
" I saw faces which were truly feminine, models

by nature and expressive of brute primitive instinct

;

women of twenty with faces more delicate than a
white rose, yet convulsed with anger and covetousness.

I saw soft, maternal faces grow as hard as the coun-

tenance of Agrippina or Athaliah. I caught glances

as sharp as knives, as black as streets of ill-fame at

midnight, as grey and shifting as a storm-sky. Grins

of anger and smiles which looked as if they would
like to bite, revealed the bird of prey, the little wild

beast, which, though lulled, is never tamed, and
crouches read/ to spring in the heart of the most
attractive civihsation. . . . Desire must be gratified,

victory won, possession achieved, ere the little wild

beast will return to its lair. Only then will woman
once again put on the mask of amiability and go away
satisfied." The author's reflections on marriage are

witty and cogent, as is her criticism of the suffragettes

;

but it is in those matters more intimately affecting the

every-day life of the normal woman that she is at her

best. " The woman of to-day when she lacks love

lacks everything. She no longer believes in the com-
pensations of eternal life, in the ineffable consolation

imparted by the presence of her god. Barren griefs

drive her to dqspair. Even her chastity, defended

against man's desire, no longer appears to her the

most heavenly of the virtues." The conclusion is

interesting, though, in relation to the English woman
of to-day, hardly convincing. What the author has to

say about clothes is of more general interest :
" Instead

of conforming to fashion, an intelligent woman makes
fashion conform to her. Frequently all that is needed

to preserve the individual harmony of figure is the

lengthening of a skirt, the widening of a sleeve, the

raising or lowering of a belt." MADELEINE AT Her
Mirror (John Lane, 6s.) should appeal to a large

number of women and not a few men.

Mr. Robert Hichen's latest novel, The Way OF
Ambition (Methuen, 63.), is one of the strongest, most

convincing pieces of work he has accomplished. Since

the days of the delightful book, "The Prophet of

Berkeley Square," the author has assumed an ever-

increasing seriousness of view that at times has become

tinged with a certain fatalism. "The Garden of

Allah " persisted in tragedy, the author never gave his

characters a chance to escape from the net of determin-

ism that closed in upon them. In other of his novels,

brilliant and clever though they are, one feels a certain

lack of perspective ; a ceaseless craving for notoriety

falls on the characters like a blight ; the modern craze

for movement infects the most careful of his studies;

an absence of repose mars some of his most telling

effects. In this his latest novel there is a spaciousness

of view, the insistence on petty aims that animated the

characters in his former works to the destruction of

(Con'.iituci on page joo.J
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An Unbiassed
History of Ireland
No Irishman should be without Dr.

D'Alton's great work, for it tells the story

of Erin's Isle from the earliest times to the

present ; and all British subjects can read it

with profit, because it is absolutely unbiassed.

It is the only book in which the facts of

Irish history, affecting the great political

question " Home Rule," are told without
prejudice or parly bias.

AN INTERESTING BOOKLET con-

cerning this great history will be dispatched
immediately on receipt of form given below,
FREE OF CHARGE.

Tlie "Henry Irving"
Sliakespeare

This is an ideal illustrated edition. The
text is unbowdlerized and complete. A
"Life of Shakespeare," by Prof. Dowden,
"Shakespeare's Country," by Jerome
Harrison, " Shakespeare as a Playwright,"
by Sir Henry Irving, are special features.

See booklet offered below.

The "Standard" Dicliens
Practically everything intended by Dickens
for publication is included in the twenty
volumes of this latest and best illustrated

edition of Charles Dickens' works. Get
thejru bookct offered below.

The "Holyrood" Scott
Scott is a perfect library in himself. You
must have a Scott, you must have a com-
plete edition, a worthy edition ; for his
novels are novels to read, and read again.
The " Holyrood " possesses many specially
interesting features, it is just what is

wanted. Send to-day Jor the booklet offered
below.

The "Book-lover's" Bronte
A complete and beautiful collection of the
works of the three sisters Currer, Ellis, and
Acton Bell, with "The Life of Charlotte
Bronte," by Mrs, Gaskell. Send (or
descriptive booklet.

The "Afton" Burns
An artistically conceived edition, well fitted

to occupy the place of honour in any
library, great or small. All readers of
Everyman interested in Burns' poetry and
songs are invited to send for the illustrated

booklet we offer below.

We have a series of most in-

teresting booklets dealing with
our Library Editions of the
Standard Authors, as briefly

detailed above. A copy of any
booklet will be sent

FREE OF CHARGE
on receipt of form below duly
completed.

BOOKLETS FREE.
To The Gresham Pablishine Company,
34.5, Southampton St, Strand, London, W.C.

Please send me the Free Booklet describing

;

TliP HISTORY OF IRELAND.
THE "HENRY IRVING" SHAKESPEARE.
THE "STANDARD" DICKENS.
THE "HOLYROOD" SCOTT.
THE "BOOK-LOVER'S" BRONTE.
THE "AFTON" BURNS.

(Name

Address „

Please mark booklet required vHh a X.'

MYTH AND LEGEND
in Literature and Art

A SERIES OF SIX BEAUTIFUL BOOKS OF SPECIAL

INTEREST TO "EVERYMAN" READERS.

HEY retell in prose the world's great legends, tliose old stories

of undying interest and charm that have come down to us from

the earth's earliest era ; from a time when imagination was
given free rein, and fancy went uncurbed.

The great world of nature and the deep facts of life, from

which these stories arise, are the same to-day as thousands of years ago
;

hence their enduring life.

To Book-lovers
these volumes will appeal irresistibly, owing,

in the first place, to the fascination of the

great stories they enshrine, and to an even

greater degree, because of the light these

stories shed upon the work of the greatest

prose writers and poets of the world, who
have drawn freely and abundantly from
mythology ; with the result that no one can

fully appreciate the best literature without a
knowledge of mythology.

To Masicians
and people with musical tastes and interests

these volumes come as a real boon. A know-
ledge of the basic idea enables one to enter

into the spirit of a composer's music ; to

obtain a firmer grasp of his aims and objects.

Practically all the librettos of Wagner's
operas are founded upon mythology, while
among other composers who have found
inspiration from this copious source may be
mentioned Gluck, Bellini, Weber, Gounod,
Berlioz, Liszt, and Mendelssohn.

To those interested in Art To Stamp Collectors
it will be unnecessary to point out that the
most famous painters and sculptors have,
from the most remote times down to

the present day, drawn very largely upon
mythology for subjects. As an aid in

estimating their artistic achievements, an
acquaintance with the attributes of the gods
and heroes of ancient days is most useful.

the volumes also appeal because many
of the postage stamps that are in use, or

have been used, throughout the world, bear

representations of mythological characters

and heroes. A knowledge of the exploits

of the originals of these figures will add a
new interest to the hobby.

LAVISHLY ILLUSTRATED & ARTISTICALLY BOUND
The volumes are illustrated with numerous beautiful reproductions of

famous pictures and original drawings, executed in colour and duotone.
There are close upon TWO HUNDRED of these full-page plates included
in the complete set of six volumes. Each volume is strongly bound in cloth
richly decorated with gilt.

"T.P/s Weekly" says:

"An understanding of the personalities of the

Nibeiungen would help many of those who attribnte

their non-comprehension of Wagner's ' Ring ' to the

author's philosophy rather than to unfamiliarity with

the legendary background .

"

•'The Bookman** says:
" The study of the old stories of the world is one

which is becoming increasingly popular, and in the
handsome volumes issued by The Gresham Publish-
ing Company we have them set before us in a highly
attractive form. Mr. Moncrieff's version of the
mythological stories of Greece and Rome is written
in a most fascinating maimer, and one which cannot
fail to claim the reader's attention from start to finish,"

BEAUTIFUL BOOKLET FREE.
To The GRESHAM PUBUSHING COMPANY,

34-S, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.

Please send me the Illustrated Booklet describing " MYTH AND LEGEND IN LITERA-
TURE AND ART," and containing five specimen plates (one in colours), also special terms to

readers of "Everyman."

NAME

ADDRESS

J
_
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A FOREWORD.
The S'nnini'^r is almost over—winter nights will

sooH be h) re. If you are planning a course of

study, you shouM include the Concentro Course—"Scientific Concentration"—in your list. Thousands of students in every
rarl of the civilised world are piaclising this fjne system cf All-R»und Mental
Training. It wiil give you a thorough training in Attention, (Jbsetvation.

Meniory. Will-l'ower. and Thought-Control. It will make >oti think b-^tter.

spe^k better, study better, and wotk better. Professional Men, Business
Men. and Workers in every sphere of life regard "Scientific Concentration"
as the be«t invcslnieni they have ever made. This will be your cKpcrience.

Send to-day for Free Booklet, and the best testimony you have ever read, to

the Conceniro Co.. AQ, Central UuilJinris, Wallsend. Kewcastle-on-Tyne.

NEW GEORGIAN CLUB. RANDOLPH CRESCENT, W.—
Quiet, comfortable residence for women of good social status. Large

house, ^ood omnibus service, but ofi m.ain traffic. Rooms and partial board,
25/—42?6. Api>ly Secretary.

SLOAN-DUPLOYAN SHORTHAND ("New Rapid" Improved
Lessons), endorsed by over 10,000 students, produce a guaranteed speed of

80 words i>er m nute in four weeks. Send fdr Illustrated Handbook and
Free Lesson.--Shorthand Association. 269. Holborn Hall. London, W.C.
tTelephoue: 6111 Holborn.) (N.B.—No connection with J. M. Sloan of Ramsgate.)

VARICOSE VEINS.—Entirely new method of relief. Send
stamp for illustrated Booklet to Variyane (Ltd.). Dept. 22 ; 56. Ludgate Hill,

London. £.C.

To Ambitious Men
and Women wlio
want to Succeed.

You often wonder at the marked success, energy and driving

force of tke men and women who have gone ahead, and who
are now controUing big affairs. The control of big affairs

means big money and power. That force which brings men
to the front is existent in everyone, and can be developed.

The Strong method develops and trains your unused strength.

It teaches you how to think. It enables you to use and apply

those fundamental laws that ab- fVAN STRONG
solutely govern success in every ., wiitom road
branch of bushiess and study. 4o, WILTON ROAD.
Write for particulars now. CHORLTON-C.-HARDY, Manckericr

BRAIN FAG, MIND WANDERING,
NERVOUSNESS. Cured without drugs.

The most natural and the only method of permanently

strengthening the nerves, curing mind wandering, and

giving great mental power.

Send new for full particulars—
EVAN STRONG. 46. Wilton Bd., CHOHLTON-C-HAHDY, Manchester.

THE HUMANITARIAN HOLIDAY RECREATIVE PARTY
• AND FOOD REFORM SUMMER SCHOOL (which save such unqualified

satisfaclion and pleasure to all who attended it last year) will be repeated. For
this purpose a Boarding School with 70 beds has been taken. The house stands

in its own ermmds overlooking a beautiful wooded park near the sea. Lectures,

musical and other entertainments, excursions by land and sea, outdoor games, etc.

Inclusive terms full board residence (4 meals a day) 1 to 2 guineas per week,

according to bedroom accommodation. Prospectus, giving all particulars, from
Hon. Secretary, or Mr. and Mrs. Massingham, Food Reform Guest House. 17,

Norfolk Terrace. Brighton.

BROTHER RICHARD'S BOOKSHELF.—No. 4, "Hope for

the Worker," by Chiozza Money. M.P. Now ready. Price one penny.

For previous issues and terms apply Wayside. York.

THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAgE^

ASSURANCE.

Readers of "Everyman" are desired to specially

note that all advertisements which appear in this

publication are the announcements of reputable

firms, consequently no one need hesitate to com-

municate with any of our advertisers.

The Advertisement Manager is prepared to investi-

gate the complaint of any reader, should cause for

the same arise at any time.

more permanent things, is not present in this story of

ambition. It is a tale of a simple man, content to

practise his art without recognition, desirous only to

produce the best and finest music, indifferent whether
or no he gains popular admiration and recognition.

Claude Heath, the musician in question, meets Char-
mian, whose beauty arrests him, and he responds to

her influence. The woman suffers from a detestation

of the ordinary. " Secret ambition worried her mind
and made her restless in body. When she looked
at a crowd she sometimes felt an almost sick sensation,

as of one near to drowning. Oh to rise, to be detached
from all these myriads. To be a part and recognised

as apart ! Only that can make life worth living." The
result of her marriage with Claude is fatal both to his

art and to a chance of their happiness. She forces him
into the arena of competition, compels him to strive

for a cheap and easy success. The result is failure,

blank and absolute ; but it is in his treatment of the

fiasco that the author shows a breadth of view absent

from his former novels. He shows the impermanence
of popularity, the insignificance of easy applause, and
we leave the musician and his wife with a sense of

the reality that they have found. "I have had my
lesson," says Charmian. " I have seen the truth both

of myself and of Claude. But I shall always wish

Claude to succeed, not in my way but in his own, and
I think he will. . . . All he went through in New York
has changed him ; he is a much bigger man than he
was when we left England." And the author means
what he says ; Claude is a big man, though a hopeless

failure. » ® »

The author of " Carnival " has struck a new note in

his latest novel, SINISTER Street (Martin Seeker,

6s.). It is a far cry from the charming Columbine, the

flower of the London streets, to a public schoolboy, but

throughout the two novels runs the same strain of pas-

sionate belief in youth. Only a very young man could

have penned the tragic conclusion of the Columbine,

and only a young man could have so faithfully

recalled the sentiments and opinions of the boy he used

to be. The title, suggestive of dark and shadowy
things, is explained by a quotation from Keats :

" The
imagination of a boy is healthy, and the mature imagi-

nation of a man is healthy ; but there is a space of life

between, in which the soul is in a ferment, the cha-

racter undecided, the way of life uncertain, the ambition

thick-sighted." It is in debatable land that Mr. Comp-
ton Mackenzie places his hero, and complexities of

spirit, the aching desires and vain imaginings that

beset a youth in the transition period, are faithfully

and sometimes poignantly portrayed. The chapters

dealing with his life at St. James's contain some of the

most vital and convincing passages. The description

of the school, and the characterisation of certain of the

masters, suggests that the school might be St. Paul's,

at which, we believe, Mr. Mackenzie was a student

There is, perhaps, a paucity of incident in a book de-

voted specifically to "youth," and overmuch of self-

analysis, but the freshness and charm of the style

balances the occasional lapses from the story.

» 9 »

The antithesis of Bergson's philosophy is expressed

by Julien Benda in THE YOKE OF PiTY (T. Fisher

Unwin, 5s.). It is a study of emotional morbidity, and

while the argument is based on the idea that it is im-

possible to lead "The Life of the Intellect" tram-

melled by human affections, it merely succeeds in

proving that the undue indulgence of introspection with

too little strenuous employment leaves a man's nature

unbalanced, gives a twist to his soul, and dulls the

i
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clarity of his brain. Felix forms an attachment for a

married woman ; Madeleine does not love her husband,
and even her affection for her boy is dulled by the

resemblance to his father. A creature of refined in-

stincts and feminine attractions, Felix is the first

person who has shown her the slightest pity or com-
miseration. She feels for him a torrential passion, to

which he responds, and the two drift into a Uaison that
holds nothing of permanence, being based solely on
sexual attraction. The tie irks him in the inevitable
fashion, but, though he longs to break away, he cannot
form the resolution to end the intrigue. He realises

that she will suffer the miseries of a desolate heart,

anticipates all she will go through, sensates each pang
mitil he is practically obsessed with the throes of
another's suffering. When at last he breaks away,
Fehx decides to dedicate his energies to the study of
the " abstract." The flesh is too strong for him, how-
ever, and he marries a woman, quiet, self-contained,
who makes no great demands on him or on herself.

She never attempts to penetrate into the mysteries of
his studies, and he finds ineffable joy in his contem-
plation of existence, tempered by occasional inter-

ludes of affection. And then his mental balance is

once more upset. His little daughter develops hip
disease and becomes permanently crippled. Felix
suffers in anticipation all the bodily torments and
spiritual isolation she will feel, and so great a hold
does this passion of pain obtain over him that he finds

himself unable any longer to exercise the fierce ten-
sion of the mind, " in its grjsp of an idea, in holding it

against the hundred ideas which would gather round
it and try to beat him back ; all these cherished powers
of his were now for ever lost and submerged in the
action of his heart." And even when Suzanne gets
better—still he is rj^ happy! Nor is it hkely that
such a man could be happy either in the abstract
.world or the emotional.

» 9 »

O Pioneers! (Heinemann, 6s.) This is a book
that repays the reader for a more careful study than
usually accompanies a novel. The author, Willa
Sibert Gather, has centred the story ii^ Nebraska, and
the characters, mostly Scandinavian, are, in a subtle

fashion, curiously typical of the new country, while
they retain certain traits of their Viking forbears, who
set sail from their native shore bent on the conquest
of other and far distant lands. It is primarily the re-

cord of a contest between man anc^he soil, which
stands to him for all the more desirable things in life.

In this case the hero of the story is a woman, Alex-
andra by name, who, against heavy odds, and in oppo-
sition to the advice of her friends and her family,

adopts the most modern methods in the cultivation of
the farm left to her in trust by her father. A woman
of strong affections and clear intellect, Alexandra is

sufficiently independent to defy in some degree the
conventions as understood in that lonely and remote
spot. She takes as her assistant on the farm a man
whom her brothers regard as an adventurer, and not
until they tell her with a certain frank brutality that
she regards Carl more as a prospective husband than
as an overseer does she consent to terminate the asso-

ciation. Her younger brother, Emil, does not share
the opinion of his elders ; he realises that the brothers,

who have already married and settled, have an eye
to the future possession of the land that Alexandra
has cultivated with a shrewdness and assiduity amount-
ing to genius. The story of Emil and his infatuation
for Marie Shabata is portrayed with an emotional
force and reticence eminently typical of a country
frozen by the winds from the farthest north, scorched
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OF COMMERCE, 107. Brixton Road. S.W.
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best way of doing this will be shown on application to tbe Managers, 246,
Bisbopsgate, London, E.C. Mention Everyman.
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by sudden blinding spells of heat. Marie is a delight-

ful creature, with the temperament of a Carmen and
the charm of a woman used to the companionship of

the sun, the wind, and the rain. Bohemian by birth,

she finds the phlegmatic temperament of her Swedish
husband eminently difficult to live witL She and
Emil fall in love with the irresponsibility and spon-
taneity of two children. It is a tragic idyll, and has a

terrible ending. Frank Shabata discovers them
together, shoots them both, and is sentenced to ten

years' imprisonment for the crime. Alexandra marries

Carl at the finish, and her closing words are typical

of the spirit of the Pioneers, who have won dominion
over the land they set out to conquer :

" The land

belongs to the future, Carl ; that's the way it seems
to me. i s . We come and go, but the land is always
here. And the people who love it and understand it

are the people who o\vn it for a little while."

9 9 &

Mr. Arnold Bennett, in his latest novel, The
Regent (Methuen, 6s.), has chosen that period in a

man's life when on the threshold of middle age he
finds he has lost the zest that is the inevitable accom-
paniment and compensation of youth, and for the

moment finds his taste jaded, his capacity for adven-
ture dulled. It has been said that between forty and
fifty is a most dangerous age for man ; for the first time,

perhaps, he grows conscious of, and remembers grudg-
ingly the years of work he has traversed, and questions

the worth of what he has accomplished. Alderman
Machin, known and admired to all the Five Towns,
finds himself at forty-three comparatively undated by
the success of a coup in rubber, by which he nets

£^41. Deprived of exhilaration by a mysterious stroke

of Providence, Machin, finds relief from his gloom in

a sense of grievance. It awaits him on the threshold

oi his home, and takes the form of " a dilapidated hand
brush. He gazed at that brush with resentment. The
offensive object would have been out of place at night

full in the lobby of any house. But in the lobby of

his house—the house which he had planned a dozen
years earlier, to the special end of minimising domestic

labour, and which he had always kept up to date with

the latest devices—in his lobby, the spectacle of a

vile, outworn hand-brush at tea-time amounted to a

scandal." He hugs his sense of injury, recalling the

fact that a short time back he had presented his wife

with a marvellous electric vacuum-cleaner ; " you simply

attached this machine by a cord to the wall like a dog,

and wave it in mysterious passes over the floor, like a

fan, and the house was clean !
" Machin's sense of

grievance starts him off on an adventurous quest which

takes him to London, and lands him with an option

over a plot of land near Piccadilly Circus, where he
erects a theatre called " The Regent," comes in contact

with many strange people and weird things, and has a

narrow escape of falling head over ears in love with

a charming girl named Elsie April, to the danger of

forgetting his wife Nellie and the bairns. He suc-

ceeds in keeping his admiration within bounds, and by
a master stroke introduces Mrs. Machin to Miss Elsie.

The meeting is delightful. Machin, who has trans-

ported his family to London, is wheeling the baby's

perambulator, his other olive branches, three in num-
ber, trotting behind. Romance cannot survive the

shock, and things regain their true perspective for the

man and for the girl. How Machin made his theatre

pay, by what a hair-breadth chance he escaped failure

and snatched success from the very teeth of adversity,

Mr. Bennett recounts with the racy humour and
grip that make his romantic fantasias a joy to

read.

Miss Isabel Clarke has evidently been a faithful

student of the literature of the desert, notably Hichin's
" Garden of Allah." THE SECRET CITADEL (Hut-
chinson and Co., 6s.) is a romance tinged with the

mystery of solitude, but, though reminiscent of other

authors, there is a certain charm about the descrip-

tives that encourages the reader in his quest for a plot

somewhat belated in development. It would be in-

teresting to determine whether the author would not
be more successful were she to concentrate on the art

of a short story rather than allow herself the luxury of

a big canvas.
^^v ^^^ ^^^
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THE ENGUSH NOVEL.
By

Prof. GEO. SAINTSBURY.

Large Crown 8vo. 5/- net.

Extracts from THE FIRST REVIEW:
" It is somewhat curious that no complete study of this subject has previously

appeared, though many valuable contributions towards its history and criticism have

been made, while a bibliography of its origins has quite recently been published by

Mr. Esdale; but we may consider ourselves fortunate that the task has at length

been undertaken by Professor Saintsbury. A lifetime spent in reading all the fine

literature of the world, and all the remaining literature of France and England, in writing

about it and teaching it, has givgn him a grasp of his subject that can hardly be equalled

by any critic of to-day. He has never hesitated, when expressing his opinions, to sacrifice

the dignity of the chair to a decisive raciness of pronouncement which leaves its mark
once for all on the mind, and he has in this volume pretermitted that attempt at obtaining

minute accuracy of expression by interpolated qualifications which has exasperated

generations of readers—an avoidance which will be appreciated by those v/ho remember
the wild orgy of parentheses in a recent unsigned study of Balzac.

" His estimate of the true place of Disraeli, Lytton, Marryat, and Peacock, and of

their influence, is very reasonable—perhaps a little hard on Disraeli ; and the few words

allotted to writers of less importance generally hit them off with accuracy. His criticism

of Dickens, and especially of the critics of Dickens, is that of a man who cares for good

writing—a taste which leads him, perhaps, to over-estimate Thackeray and to undervalue

some of the moderns ; and he has a good word for Anthony Trollope, who has, however,

already been praised by competent judges.

"We do not know if this book will afford (in the publishers' language) 'those who
might wish to devote themselves' to the composition of an English novel 'the materials

for accomplishing their desire,' and rather wish we could have the advantage of the

author's candid opinion on the point, but we are sure that rarely indeed has a more
illuminating and pleasant text-book of the literature been offered to the public."

—ATttENJEUM.
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ART in the long
Autumn evenings

Anyone with a taste for drawing, ambition, and a

little spare time home-training can turn their talents

to profitable account.

Few realise just how urgent is the demand for

slick, effective sketches for Advertisements, Book and

Magazine covers, etc.

From ;^io to ;£ioo is gladly paid by advertisers

for a design for a poster.

Look through any good Magazine and see how
many drawings are reproduced therein, try and imagine

what it would look like without its wealth of'pictures.

Young Artists who Earn more
than Royal Academicians.

Even the advertisement pages are full of

illustrations— done by artists .who. have

learned the advertisers' simple but essential

requirements, and who earn more than

exhibitors at the Royal Academy. Think

of the number of publications there are, all

dependent upon the artists who have been

wise enough to learn the technique of this

new and lucrative branch of art. Consider

also the ever-increasing quantities of posters,

showcards, etc., study the bookstalls and

the hoardings, and you may begin to realise

how vast is this new field of art effort, and

how profitable it is to all concerned with it.

The "crazy" poster of a few years ago,

when almost any odd thing was thought

good enough for the colour - printer, has

given place to the sane, attractive, and

essentially refined designs which appeal to

people of culture and intelligence, and

make fortunes for the advertisers.

The demand for simple but suitable

sketches—not school of art studies or ordi-

nary easel pictures—exceeds the supply.

If You can Draw at all.

If you can draw at all you can learn, by

post, to drav,' for reproduction. No matter

where you live you can have a London
training in your own home that will teach

you confidentially, thoroughly and swiftly

all you need to know to earn money by art

in the shortest possible time.

As you learn by post, so you can sell your

sketches by post—most drawings are sold in

this way. The busy artist has no time for sub-

mitting his work personally; besides, he rarely

makes a successful commercial traveller.

While you are learning you can be earn-

ing if you take the P.C.C. Course. This

Course has been prepared by CHAS. E.

DAWSON, one of London's leading expo-

nents of Pictorial Publicity—the teacher

and art critic who has helped more men and

women readers of Everyman to earn money by art

than any other man. Mr. Dawson personally con-"

ducts this Course, and becomes responsible to us

for the success of each postal student he accepts. He
criticises every exercise of the student, and his teach-

ing, help, and advice are unlimited.

The most comprehensive Course of
Art Training in the World.

The Course is adapted to your aims and needs

—

you are the only student in your class ; it begins just

Vrutn a jtfistcrby

Chan. H. Dawann for
niiiott * Sun, ua.

where any previous training may have left off, and

continues

—

until proficient.

It consists of :—
1. Twelve printed sections, in which are

crystallised all the knowledge gained by Chas.

E. Dawson during his extraordinarily varied and

successful career. It took him ten years to write

and illustrate this amazingly comprehensive and
interesting guide.

2. A regular and progressive series of ex-

ercises, each teaching in a novel and scientific

way some practical method of money-
• earning by -art,

3. Personal letters of criticism,

replies to students' questions, hints

and advice

—

until proficient.

With the progressive, superbly illustrated

lessons in the practical professional side of

designing, and the unlimited individual

criticism, help and advice of Mr. Dawson,

you may learn in your spare time what

usually takes years to find out—^just the

essential facts that no Art .School or hand-

b*>ks ever tell.

How to Design for Reproduction—
and Sell your Sketches.

You can learn, too, how to make the

designs that are wanted ; how, when and

where to dispose of them to the utmost

advantage.

The lessons are clear and easy to follow,

and drudgery of study is eliminated. Gain-

ing a practical knowledge of the profitable

branches of Applied Art by our system of

Postal tuition is a pastime. The Students'

difficulties and doubts give place to con-

fidence and courage, and he or she is helped

to earn while learning.

Among the objects taught in the Twelve

Months' Course are : Lettering, Black-and-

White, Line, Wash and Body Colour;

Drawing effectively Figures, Pretty Faces,

Drapery, Flowers ; Landscapes and Portraits

in Colours ; Studio Economics ; Time
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

LORD LOREBURN'S appeal for a Conference on
. Home Rule has not carried us much further.

Both sides have rejected the proposal with

emphasis. Y«t it has sufficient vitality, as we think,

not to be thus summarily disposed of. It is more than
probable that the suggestion, which is no new one,

•will be revived, and at no distant date, and the party

that rejects it out and out is likely to lose consider-

ably in public opinion. The fact is that the average

Enghshman still inclines to the view that an effort

should be made to settle the Irish question " by con-

sent." If that effort fails, then he is prepared to soive

the problem himself. But there is no doubt that he
thinks it should be made, and there are not wanting

indications that it will be.

Once again we are threatened with an entire dis-

location of industry, an upheaval that is bound to

bring ruin to thousands of v/age-eamers who are no
parties to the original dispute. The facts are simple.

The strike at Dubhn, and its attendant consequences,

have profoundly impressed organised labour. What
is the result ? Three men on the L. and N.W.R. refuse

to handle traffic from Ireland's capital, and, almost

immediately, we read that 5,cxxd men are " out." To-
morrow it may be that the five have become fifty

thousand, and already we are told by a leading

London daily that "the Transport Workers all over

the country are threatening to break away from all

control, and that a general upheaval becomes every

day more menacing." It is, of course, profoundly to

be hoped that this cataclysm may be avoided. All the

same, the prospect is by no means reassuring, and

with strikes at Manchester, Blackburn, Pontypridd,

and London, it is, unfortunately, only too probable

that another serious industrial struggle may result.

" The solidarity of labour," the electric sympathy
which spreads from the ranks of one industry to

another, is one of the awkward facts which our civili-

sation has to assimilate. But assimilated it must be.

The final settlement of the war in the Near East
must prove a bitter disappointment to all who had
hqped that the area under Turkish mis-rule had been
enormously reduced, and who saw in the Treaty of

London a chance for those new nations whose de-

velopment the " Sublime Porte " has for so long
retarded. According to the Pall Mall Gazette, Turkey
not only recovers Adrianople, but she retains Kirk
Kiiisse, while, according to our contemporary, the
future frontier will include in European Turkey a
very considerable tract of territory to the west. " It

comes to this," says the Pall Mali, "that the Turkey
in Europe provided for in the ctrrangement between
the Porte and Bulgaria will be at least twice as large
in area as that laid do'ATi in the Treaty of London."
This is, indeed, a disappointing conclusion to a .war

that at first seemed destined to end for ever the rule

of the unspeakable Turk in Europe. It is certain also

to be followed, sooner or later, by the renewal of hos-
tilities. Once having held the prize of freedom withiri

their grasp, these vigorous young peoples are not
likely to relinquish it for ever.

The article by Mr. W. V. Drummond in the North
China Herald sheds a lurid light on recent events
in the " flowery land." According to this writer, who
speaks as one having authority, corruption in Peking
is worse than ever. The revolution, in fact, has failed

to effect its principal object, and the President, Yuan-
Shi-Kai, is a helpless tool in the hands of the money
power. The Peking Government is intent on raising

the customs duties 7^ per cent, in order to furnish

security for fresh loans, and the morale of the .whole

country is suffering grievously. Meanwhile, .Sun Yat
Sen, the author of the Revolution, remains in exile,

and his plans and his whereabouts are ahke unknown.-

Spelling Reform, that last infirmity of noble minds,
has come prominently before the British Association,

who, in the intervals of reassuring the public as to the
merits of black bread, and their members of the cer-i

tainty of a future life, have thrown themselves vigor-

ously on to the horns of this vexed question. The
results are not reassuring. Dr. Myers, who undertook
to explain this very latest reformation to his brother
scientists, was more interesting than convincing. Thus
we read that " He drew all sorts of odd things on the
blackboard—a chair with a beard on the scat. That
was a vhrwlbhastt. There was a box—quite out of

drawing. That vvas a holmleigh. The cat-owl on
legs was a pnedrheuff. A sort of dying bladder, in

its last stages of deflation, was a kearlmough, and a
saucepan, shaped lilce a cottage loaf, was a durch-

roam." We do not know how these results wexe
arrived at. Nor do we greatly care. We are satis-

fied that sooner than adopt them the happy English
cliild will continue to spell c-a-t, cat. It is so much
more convinciiig than a pnedrheuff, though it is free

from any glamour that may linger round the owl.

Once more attention has been powerfully directed

towards the evil of that " unregistered dentistry" which
has become one of the scandals of our time, and is

a positive menace to the health of the people. It

appears that there are now no less tlian 25,000 unquali-

fied dentists, as against 3,500 qualified practitioners,

and, apart from the deplorable results that often ensue

to the teeth of their victims, these unregistered dentists

are not allowed to employ qualified anjesthetists, or

rather, tlie latter are not allowed, by the rules of the

medical profession, to act for them. The consequences

are, as we have recently seen, frequently tragical.
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DR. EMILE DILLON : A Great Irish Journalist

By William Latey

Someone asked the late Mr. W. T. Stead, " Whom do
you deem the most brilliant living journalist, present

company excepted ? " Smiling at the after-thought,

he answered, " A little man who hides his light under
a bushel and shuns the public gaze as the plague, but

is the honoured friend of sovereigns and statesmen.

I take off my hat to Dr. Dillon."

This was at least fifteen years ago ; but the close

of the present Balkan Wars finds Dr. Dillon adding
fresh lustre to a name already famous throughout
Europe. Flitting.from capital to capital, he keeps his

fingers on the pulse of events, and, fortified by the con-

fidences of his friends in the Chancelleries, has

illumined the intricacies of the international situation

from week to v.'eek. During the abortive Balkan con-

ference in London, Dr. Dillon was the only man able

to give the outside world a true conception of what was
going on, beyond the studied vacuity of official

communiques. Guided by a statesmanlike discretion,

he told as much of the truth as it was good for the

.world to know.
Indeed, as he once told the present writer, it is only

by reticence that a journalist can win confidence.
" What is told you for publication and what for your
own private information," he said, " is generally left

to your own nice sense of discrimination. Never let

your zeal for a ' scoop ' make you forget, first, that you
are a gentleman, and, secondly, that you will have
closed more than one useful channel of intelligence,

both to yourself and the journal you represent, by a

breach of confidence. Be judicious always in what
you print."

What has this man done to whom Mr. Stead took
off his hat? Dr. Dillon is probably unique in having
written leading articles in English, French, German,
and Russian newspapers with equal ease. He has
studied at the universities of seven European countries,

and is a graduate of three. He is on intimate speak-
ing terms with all the living European languages, and
is learned in all the dead, with the possible exception

of Armorican. Dr. Dillon is not only a Pressman,
but a linguist, diplomatist, and litterateur as well, and
has attained pre-eminence by means of unceasing toil,

daring enterprise, and a spirit of adventure.
Now in his sixtieth year, he is almost as alert and

vigorous as the youth who set out from Dublin (his

birthplace) to win his spurs. With his mother's milk
he seems to have imbibed a taste for the ancient
languages of the East, for at the tender age of eight

we find him studying Hebrew. His mother, be it said,

was pure English, and his father a Celt of Erin.

After taking the degree of Doctor of Oriental
Languages at Louvain, he returned to St. Petersburg,
where he had been tutoring, and opened his jour-
nalistic career in a characteristically audacious manner.
The Russian professors had just published a history
of Sanskrit and Zend. The young student of twenty-
six, who had made a hobby of these particular

languages, coolly proceeded to write a review in

a Russian paper, tearing the professors to tatters. So
incensed were the pontiffs at the University that they
refused him the degree he desired of Master of
Oriental Languages ; but he took the train to Khar-
koff, and secured his degree there, together with a fine

repute as an authority on old Armenian.
His advent into British journalism was by way of

the Pall Mall Gasette^ his scholarly style drawing

instant attention. Then, in 1890, a series of articles

in the Fortnightly Review, signed " E. B. Lanin," ex-

posed unregenerate Russia so nakedly and faithfully

that they caused a sad commotion in the Tsar's

Ministerial circle. About this time he became attached

to the Daily Telegraph, which for years has had the

benefit of his services as a very special correspondent

Dr. Dillon's exploits are legion. His vivid por-

trayal of the Armenian atrocities in 1895 sent a thrill

of indignation through Christendom. He has a talent

for disguise, his polyglot tongue enabling him to pose

as the native of almost any country in Europe. In the

garb of a Cossack officer, he pentrated Armenia, and
saw for himself the devastation wroug:ht under the

regis of the Red Sultan. He risked his life several

times, for the Sultan's emissaries had orders to prevent

by poison or pistol his ever leaving the country.

One of his coups was an interview with a con-

demned Kurdish chief, who, after butchering and
burning helpless women and children, made the mis-

take of attacking a Turkish post. Doomed to die

within two hours, this villain, who gloried in his mis-

deeds, was induced by Dr. Dillon, by means of copious

bribes to his guards, to give details of his atrocities,

some unfit to be printed.

It was this harrowing narrative in the Telegraph

which brought Gladstone from his retirement to

Chester, where he thundered, as he had thundered

nearly twenty years before, at the iniquities of the

callous Turk.
Further adventures befell Dr. Dillon in Crete during

the insurrection which precipitated the Greco-Turkish
War. While disguised as a fighting Greek monk, with

rifle and bandolero, he had an encounter over which
he has often chuckled since. The Concert of Europe
then had as anxious a problem in Crete as was later

to confront them in Scutari. A meeting took place

between the Italian and Austrian Admirals on the

one hand and some of the Cretan leaders on the other.

The sham monk filled the double part of interpreter

and advocate, and he looked so fierce and forbidding

in his warlike array that Admiral Canevaro thought

it safer to relieve him of his rifle for a while. Perhaps

the cream of the joke was that the two admirals, little

imagining that this peasant monk was all ears and
understanding, freely exchanged opinions in German,
and later were astonished to find their views truly re-

produced in the English Press.

At the end Admiral Canevaro reverently asked for

the priest's benediction, which Dr. Dillon gave piously

and conscientiously, especially as he hoped that he
had converted the plenipotentiaries to the policy of

annexation. Thus Dr. Dillon's leaning towards a
finger in the diplomatic pie revealed itself. Then also

was laid the foundation of his close friendship with
M. Venizelos, now the leading statesman of Greece.

After dealing with the Dreyfus affair in brilliant

style and reporting the trial single-handed, five to six

columns a day, he sailed for the East, and in 1900
entered Pekin with the Allied troops, having sur\'ived

great hardship from heat and flood on the march. He
was nearly drowned in the Peiho River, and was being

finally dragged down by the weight of his heavy cloak

when a coolie caught him by the wrist just in tiipe.

Once again he was to send a thrill through the

hearts of those who read of the excesses of some of

the European troops in the Chinese capital.
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Dr. Dillon had made his home years before in St.

Petersburg, and had become a familiar if unobtrusive

figure in the sparkling salons of that city. Few portals

remained shut to him, and the Tsar and his Ministers

never failed in their graciousness to this gifted man.
The writer remembers with what satisfaction he used
to con the pages of Dr. Dillon's copy of the Daily
Telegraph at his place in the Bolshaya Konushenaya
—^for Dr. Dillon was the only private person in St.

Petersburg allowed to receive an uncensored news-

paper, wholly free from Brunswick black.

Dr. Dillon has found his influence at Court very

useful on occasion. The Russian Customs on the

frontier is known for its severity. Once he was taking

an extra large supply of new clothes with him, fresh

from his London tailor, and was challenged. It is

recorded that in similar circumstances a young
Englishman named Labouchere overawed a crusty

German Customs officer by inditing an indignant tele-

gram to Bismarck, who would not have known him
from Adam. Dr. Dillon, however, was in fact a per-

sonal friend of the Minister of the Interior, who by
telegraph speedily relieved him of any further

embarrassment.
While waiting, however, he saw a poor Russian re-

lieved of the brand new pair of trousers which he was
wearing. The wretched man could not pay the duty,

having expended almost his last kopek on his fare.

He could go neither forward nor backward, and looked

the picture of misery. After thus asserting the might
and majesty of the Imperial laws, the officials proved
themselves good fellows at heart by clubbing together

and, with the help of one or two waiting passengers,

realising the amount of the duty and a bit over, so that

the shivering wretch had restored to him the new
trousers with a rouble or two in the pockets.

At the end of the nineteenth century far and away
the most prominent man in Russia was M. Witte, and
Dr. Dillon, in some masterly interviews, was the first

to give a tangible idea of the character and policy of

this arresting personage. At that time he looked

upon the Kaiser and Witte as the greatest men in

Europe. It is telling no vital secret to say that the

Russian statesman often turned for advice to Dr.

Dillon throughout the difficult negotiations at Ports-

mouth, U.S.A., and Dr. Dillon handed his own fountain

pen to Count Witte to sign the Treaty of Peace be-

tween Russia and Japan in 1905. Similarly it was
with his pen that the recent Treaty of Peace at

Bucharest was signed.

Largely owing to his unrivalled influence, Dr.

Dillon was able to send home immediately a full and
graphic account of the terrible scenes in St. Petersburg

on " Bloody Sunday," January 22nd, 1905, when 4,600
people were killed or wounded by troops in the streets.

To this day one can see the marks of the bullets fired

at the unarmed crowd who came to present a humble
petition to their " Little Father."

By that time the voice of democracy was calling

loudly at the gates of Tsarskoe Selo, where the Tsar
lived surrounded by guards. At first Dr. Dillon's

powerful pen was all in favour of a Constitution, but

he found (he has since explained) the reformers so

extreme and menacing in their demands that his

attitude changed.

He played a more important part than is generally

known in the Balkan crisis of 1910 as an amateur
statesman, being as much a friend and confidant of

Count Aehrenthal, the Austrian Minister, as of M.
Isvolski, the Tsar's Minister for Foreign Affairs.

His thirst for hot news again led him into a tight

corner in October, 19 10, during the revolution in

Portugal, which robbed Dom Manuel of his throne.
At that time every priest was a suspect, and when
Dr. Dillon emerged from a Dominican monastery at

Oporto a furious crowd of marines and peasants raised

a hue and cry. " Shoot him," they yelled. " He's a
priest in disguise !

" Rifles were already levelled and
fingers at the triggers when he shouted in Spanish,
" Long live the Republic !

" and thus pacified the mob.
Dr. Dillon's race is not yet run, but his intimate

association with the Courts of Europe must mean that

his most weighty secrets, like those of Lord Knollys',

will not be given to the public in our time.

RESULT OF "EVERYMAN" ESSAY
COMPETITIONS

After much cogitation on the part of the Competi-
tion Editor, Everyman's Prize of Three Guineas
for the best Essay on The Compositor has been
given to the writer of the paper appearing in this

issue

—

Mr. F. T. Souden,
" Thornville," Fulwood Hall Lane,

Preston.

The number and the excellence of the Essays sent
in, as in the case of " The Miner " Competition, were
alike surprising, and bore gratifying testimony to

Everyman's ubiquity, popularity, and influence.

Papers were received from all parts of the British Isles,

from big cities and small country towns, and every
aspect of the compositor's work was discussed in clear,

concise, and illuminating fashion. London was best

represented ; from Edinburgh, which prides itself on
its position as a centre of the printing trade, disap-

pointingly few entries were forthcoming.

Particularly good Essays were contributed by E.

Symes Bond, Louth, Lincolnshire, and Fred J. Wil-
liams, Willesden. We would also single out for

special mention the papers of the following:

—

" Artemidorus," Southwark ; S. T. Ashbolt, London

;

B. G. Bannington, London ; Arthur T. Brake,

Bodmin; W. H. Driffield, London; Allan Gibb,

London; James Graham, Leicester; James G. Lyon,
London ; J. B. Mannix, Bolton ; Paul Sherard,

London ; B. J. Sturgess, London ; T. E. Summerton
and D. Walls, London.

"ROBESPIERRE" COMPETITION
The Prize offered by EVERYMAN for the best short

Essay on "The Interpretation of Robe-
spierre's Character in Carlyle's French Revo-

lution " has been awarded to

Mr, Wm. K. Anderson,

3, Ashton Terrace,

Glasgow,

whose paper is reproduced on page ;'22. The Essays
of " Audax " (Pontefract) and J. Craig Walker (Leeds)

rank next in value. Good work was also done by the

following:—Charles R. Green, Liverpool; "Mary
McSwein " ; L. H. Smith, Bristol ; H. Somerville,

Leeds; L. Thomas, Coventry; May Tucker, Ash-
burton ; Llewellyn E. Williams, Purley. The majority

of the competitors found Carlyle's portraiture of the
" Sea-green Incorruptible " prejudiced and unsatisfac-

tory.

For announcement of New Essay Competition, see

p- ;i;.
I
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THE MAN AND HIS WORK
X.

—

The Compositor ^ j» Prize Essay by F. T. Souden
I.

The compositor may in a special sense be called
" the midv/ife of men's thoughts." For though he
neither begets nor bears them he is in chief measure
instrumental in producing them to the world, and thus
giving them whatever chance of life and longevity
they possess.

Perhaps he values himself accordingly. At any
rate, this is certain: compositors as a class live more
aloof from all other classes of weekly wage-earners
than do any of those classes among themselves. In
part this condition is imposed upon them. The
thousands of compositors engaged on morning jour-

nals have little opportunity of cultivating social inter-

course with their fellows in other employments whose
work ends near the time when theirs begins. But as

affecting the whole class, this aloofness undoubtedly
springs from a less artificial and more direct cause.

It is in the main intellectual. The compositor is

bound, by the nature of his occupation, to be a man
of superior intelligence. In the first instance, he was
probably chosen for it, or chose it himself, because he
possessed a certain type of mind—because he had an
alert intelligence, was readily receptive of ideas, and
perhaps combined something of the cosmopolitan
sense which derives a pleasure in knowing—if only
fragmentarily and miscellaneously—how the great

world of human affairs is moving. At any rate, these
are characteristic traits.

II.

Like the omnibus driver who took his holiday on
the box beside another driver, the compositor's chief

recreation is newspapers. There is a plethora of them
in most offices. Often enough in an interval a man
who will shortly be setting news for his own paper
will be studying that which has come in a more or

less beribboned condition from the sub-editor's room.
One man I knew rejoiced in the remnants of a

Webster's Abridged after it had closed a useful but

variegated career in the proof-reader's closet.

By necessity in all cases, by choice in most, a con-

stant stream of ideas is flowing through the composi-
tor's brain. They irrigate it as water irrigates land.

Most, no doubt, evaporates, but much also remains.

Some fertihses. On the salient questions of the day
the compositor has generally a considered opinion.

He is not, as a rule, voluble about it, even among his

comrades ; indeed, often reticent. But, inveigled into

argument, it is remarkable from how many sources of

information he can draw to maintain a principle, to

expound a doctrine, or to advocate a policy. Generally
it will be found that his ideas, gathered over a wide
field, often at wider intervals in time, cind one would
suppose chaotic enough in the mass, are evolved, and
march in a rough sort of sequence. Though the com-
positor may never have opened a page of Whately
or Mill, he has gained the habit of logical arrange-
ment by the regular practice of setting from manu-
script with that distinctive quality, just as the chil-

dren of' educated parents speak correct English by
most frequently hearing it. For it must not be
assumed that the operation of type-setting (commonly
now in newspapers by the linotype machine) is purely
mechanical. The compositor is obliged to follow the
sense of what he is setting, even when the copy is fair

and well punctuated, since only by doing so can he
save himself from the " outs " and " repetitions " which
anger the proof-reader and overseer, curtail his own

output, and mar his reputation for " cleanliness." WitlJ
long-continued practice the act becomes more or less

subconscious, but with a subconsciousness that nevet
really sleeps. He develops also an instinct—a sort
of second sense, if I may call it so, rather than a cul-
tured virtuosity—not only for accuracy in the use of
words, but of the multitude of staple quotations ia
use. " I don't exactly know how this is wrong, sir,

but I feel somehow it is wrong," was the observation
addressed to his amazed and also amused editor by
a veteran of the craft, who had seen with chagrin his
original query of a quotation in a leader passed over
by editor, proof-reader, and overseer alike. " Feel it

in your bones, perhaps," was the editor's dry com-
ment. " No, sir, in my brains," he corrected solemnly.
An undefined doubt, however, sent the editor to his

authority, with the result that not only was the phrase
found to be v/rong in itself, but, in its application as
amended, quite grotesquely wrong. When so many
" howlers " are fastened on the " intelligent composi-
tor," it is only just to indicate the " howlers " not of
his concoction which he is the medium of suppressing.

III.

I hope I have given some idea how keen is the com-
positor's interest in his work while engaged in it. It

is that of the man who looks not only to a mechanical
efficiency of 6,000 to 8,000 " ens " (approximately
letters) an hour, but to the mental efficiency which will

invest all his work with final accuracy. Such a man
is necessarily differentiated from the man who, in the
modern division of labour, turns out, say, so many
chair-legs an hour. The intellectual atmosphere in

which he lives, moves, and has his being, the broad
horizons which bend towards him with their revealing

or reflecting lights—which give him so much of the

far sight and the near—touch him to a sense of larger

issues in the world than the man whose working life

is narrowed to "the daily round, the common task,"

having no such " windows into the infinite."

And this may explain somewhat the aloofness which
I have remarked as the compositor's general charac-

teristic. There is ordinarily so little common ground
on which he and his social equals can meet. Perhaps,

too, something of the ancient feeling which elevated

printing into an " art and mystery " clings to him still.

And in this respect it is curious that whilst most other
crafts are open to observation or are readily acces-

sible, the printing office yet remains a veritable Urra
incognita to all but the relative few actively connected
with it.

It is proper to state that, as a rule, the working
conditions of the compositor are excellent. A material

advance has been made within the last twenty or thirty

years. The greater proportion of the larger metro-

politan and provincial offices have been enlarged or

rebuilt partly to meet the requirements of enormously
augmented circulations, partly to comply with the

more exacting factory laws, and partly, it would seem,

because newspaper proprietors take a pride in raising

stately structures which shall be both a symbol and an
advertisement of their journals' influence. Light,

space, and air are not spared, even on extremely valu-

able sites.

A great modem newspaper office hides a little world

within itself, with its various ranks and conditions of

workers, its vivid personal interests, jealousies, rival-

ries, and ambitions. Yet here, where probably more
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jar and fret and worry are caused in a single day
than in most other industries in a month or a year,
a spirit of true esprit de corps prevails. For one thing,
all are directing their energies to a common end in

which all are vitally concerned. One may be a very
big wheel or a very small pinion in the working
machinery ; the same relentless power drives all

equally, and that is time. It may almost be said that
every definite act in a multitude of diiferent opera-
tions has its significance by the movements of the
hands across the clock face. For a quarter of an
hour lost at the end may throw a whole costly edition
of a morning journal on the dust heap. But so per-
fect is the organisation, so accurate is the adjustment
of part to part, and of each part to the whole in, per-
haps, the most complex and highly co-ordinated of
modern industries, that this truly bad quarter of an
hour rarely arrives, and then only by the most extra-
ordinaiy and unforeseen accident.

IV.

Upon the compositor rests not a little of the re-

sponsibility for maintaining this efficiency. For work-
ing assiduously, as he is obliged to do, throughout
the long night, it is often towards the close, when
his eyes are tiring from much straining upon manu-
script under the electric light, when his fingers are
beginning to ache from the constant manipulation of
the linotype keys, and when he feels more especially
the peculiar enervation which comes from sitting close
to a pot of always molten, gas-heated type-metal, that
a call is suddenly made upon his very best energies.
A batch of late "copy" has been received that a
hiurried consultation of the chiefs decides "must go
in." The compositors' " takes," which were previously
running out to a comfortable three, four, or more
folios, are cut down to half a folio, a quarter folio,

three hnes, two lines. Now, more than at any time
during the night, it is important that he should make
no mistakes, Tor there may not be time to correct

them ; he must calculate his spacing, so as to avoid
a wide hiatus between each of the words in one line

and a barely perceptible division between those in

the next ; and he must do all in double-quick time.

For the overseer or stone-hand is waiting impatiently
to take his lines of type hot from the machine, drop
them into the column, close all up, and send the
" forme " careering on its trolley to the stereotyping
room, probably with a more than usually devout sigh

of thankfulness, as he throws an anxious eye upon the
clock, that he is " just in time and that is all." But
even on ordinary nights there is invariably some sort

of rush at the end. More copy is set than the pages
will hold, and the excess has to be hurriedly cut out
in proof by a sub-editor, to return in greatly mangled
shape to the compositor to be pieced up in type accu-
rately, and with as few " over-runs " as possible.

Very much the same thing happens to the composi-
tor engaged on evening papers, and, as there are
several editions instead of one or two, of a somewhat
aggravated character. But the experienced composi-
tor has served an apprenticeship to thrills, and is not
in general greatly discomposed by them. And he
learns the value of quickness with coolness in emer-
gencies, and the temperament thus begotten stands
him in good stead in other places than the composing-
room.

V.
The conditions of the compositor to-day are widely

different from those v/hich prevailed before machine
composition became general. He is often something
of a mechanic, and, in small offices, does take entire

charge of his machine. But where four or more

machines are installed, it pays to keep a special
mechanic, as much to avoid breakdowns as to repair
them more effectively when they occur. The com-
positor on the linotype is, therefore, more or less tied
to his occupation, as well as to the particular type of
machine. For there are several competing machines,
especially the monotype, which is, in fact, two
niachines with two distinct processes, one of composi-
tion proper and the other of type-casting.

The old-time news compositor-at-case has to-day
found his last fleeting refuge on one or other of the
smaller weeklies, usually at an indifferent wage. But
his brother, the " display " compositor, is rather more
flourishing than before—not merely because of the
vast increase in printed matter, nor because no
machinery can possibly evict him, but because the
growth in public taste has both raised and widened
his calling. His trade has really evolved into an art
He has to be an artist in conception and execution.
Unfortunately, his wages, though they have advanced,
have not proportionately advanced, except in rare in-
stances upon uniformly the highest class of work.
That is probably because the supply of ability has
proved equal to the demand, owing to the generally
superior education the youth receives before^entering
an office, not unfrequently extended afterwards in
night classes. Pecuniarily the positions of both linotype
compositor and jobbing compositor are much on a
level. Competent men may be reasonably sure of a
minimum of 36s. a week, though less is paid in some
small non-union offices. The best men command
more, rising to anything between the figure named
and more than double. On piece-work, on leading
dailies, " swifts " will make up to £/\. or more a week.
But they are, as a rule, the cream. Vacancies, when
they occur, are keenly competed for, and, naturally,
the best men secure them.

There is hardly a more hard-working and there
is' certainly not a more thrifty and self-respecting class
of the community. Candour compels one to own that
it was not always so. But other times, other manners
—and other beHefs upon which manners are essen-
tially founded. That was a time when there was sup-
posed to be much virtue in beer, when beer and brains
were assumed to have some mysterious affinity. The
compositor is well in front in that evolution, which
has widely changed personal convictions and habits
to-day. And if the test of effi.ciency be applied, his

work in volume or quality will be found not behind
that of any other class or country with which it may
be compared.

^W 9^^ t^^

THE GRAINS THAT RUN THROUGH
Do you think sometimes of the hours that we spent

In our childhood's years of gold.

When we foolishly thought 'twas the world that was
young.

And ourselves who were old?

Do you think sometimes of the days of our youth
And the warm glow of the mind.

When it seemed that 'twas we who alone had found
light.

And the world that was blind ?

Ah, folly of childhood, and blindness of youth.

You only reckon the years.

But the grains that run through in the sand-glass of

life

Are the laughter and tears.

John Carlton,

i
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EARL PERCY'S NEW READING OF
BRITISH HISTORY

I.

iThe National Review published in a recent number
an article by Earl Percy on the Voluntary System in

British history, which should rank as one of the most
remarkable pronouncements of recent years. There
is one advantage in being the son of a duke: you
can speak out with a frankness utterly impossible

to the man in the street. If a mere commoner
were to say about the achievements of the British

army and of British military history one-tenth of the

candid truths expressed in the National Review, he
.would be denounced as a traitor and as a slanderer of

the nation's glory. Earl Percy, on the contrary, will

be praised, and rightly so, for saying fearlessly what
he believes to be true. Earl Percy's ulterior purpose

is to plead for Conscription. With that plea we have
nothing to do. What we are concerned with for the

present is the new reading of British and Continental

history, and the two contentions which he presses on
the reader with a formidable array of facts.

His first contention is that the so-called voluntary

principle of mihtary service has never been voluntary

at all, and that compulsion forms its very essence.

'And the second contention is that the so-called

voluntary principle, spurious and hypocritical as it is,

has broken down all through the course of British

history.

IT.

Let us consider Earl Percy's first proposition.

He argues that the whole subject has been "over-

laid with misconceptions, with empty sentiment and
loose phraseology," and that " it has resulted in the

glohfication of an empty and ignoble sham " ; that

freedom has nothing to do with our system of military

service, that the British soldier has really never been
free to enlist, that in the past he has been driven into

the army by the compulsion of the press-gang, just

as at the present day he continues to be driven into

the army by the compulsion of unemployment and
starvation.

" When the plunder of the Spanish Main begins to

diminish, the press-gang is instihited by Charles I.

to provide the necessary crews for the Fleet, and from
1625 onwards this inevitable offspring of the voluntary
system is used in every emergency to fill our armies
and navies. When the New Model Army was formed
in 1645 neither religious enthusiasm, nor love of

freedom, nor the promise of regular pay proved suffi-

cient to raise the paltry total of 22,000 men required

by Parliament. No less than 8,000 had to be
' pressed.' So that more than a third of that army
described by Mr. Fortescue as ' the finest force in

Europe at that time ' was not recruited by the
voluntary system at all, but by the most unjust form
of compulsion that can be conceived.

" The press-gang, which had temporarily fallen into

abeyance under the Commonwealth, had been revived
by Charles IL, and henceforth it became a permanent
recruiting agency for both services. In spite of the
popular fear of Louis XIV., of Jacobitism and of
Popery, the 23,000 men who followed William III. to
Flanders in 1692 were composed of the lowest classes.

In order to maintain them in the field, kidnapping
pure and simple was sometimes resorted to. This
army, thoUgh it fought splendidly, was consistently
unsuccessful. It >yas beaten at Steenkirk and Neer-

winden, and the taking of Namur was the only

redeeming feature of the war. So many Dutch and
English standards were captured by the French that

the Prince of Conde called WiUiam ' the Upholsterer

of Notre Dame.'
"In 1703, a clause is inserted in the Mutiny Act

' empowering the Queen to order the delivery from
gaol of capital offenders who had been pardoned on
condition of enlistment' Whether this is a voluntary

or compulsory system we can leave the ' passionate

admirers ' of the former to say.' At any rate, ' the

competition for this class of recruit was so keen that

a regular poster was kept to ensure that every regi-

ment should profit by the windfall in its turn.' ' In

the later years of the war the sweepings of the gaols

were in particular reque^.' Another method was, to

quote Mr. Fortescue again, ' the discharge of insolvent

debtors from prison, who should serve or procure
another to serve in the fleet or army

'
; another was a

Recruiting Act empowering justices of the peace to
' levy as recruits all able-bodied men who had no
visible employment or means of subsistence.' In

practice this affected every'oody who was not a voter.

Even this was not enough ; bounties were increased,

and every parish received ;^3 for a recruit thus

obtained. The abuses of the recruiting system
became so bad that the system broke down com-
pletely in 171 1. It is curious to note that an Act was
brought in to compel every parish and corporation to

supply a certain number of recruits, but was dropped
as unworthy of a free country. Apparently a

legalised press-gang was considered eminently worthy
of a free country! In spite of all these measures,
vast numbers of boys and old men were enlisted, v/ho

went sick at once ; the burden of getting men was
chiefly thrown upon officers, who had to make good
out of their own pockets the loss of recruits through
sickness and desertion, and the Colonial service was
so unpopular that wholesale desertion could some-
times only be averted by concealing their destination

from the troops."

Even more interesting is the way in which the
voluntary system worked during the war of the
Austrian Succession in 1741.

"
' The ranks were filled in great measure by pro-

fessional criminals, v/ho passed from regiment to regi-

ment spreading everywhere the infection of discon-
tent, debauchery, and insubordination. . . . Week
after week deserters were brought out into Hyde
Park, tied up to the halberds, or simply to a

tree, and flogged with hundreds of lashes.' With
regard to our Colonial possessions, they were gar-
risoned by militia raised by themselves ; but in

the case of the West Indies, ' the ranks of the militia

were kept full by continual exportation of white
" servants " from England, that is to say, of men,
women, and children saved from the gaol or the
gallows . . . trepanned by scoundrelly crimps, or

kidnapped bodily in the streets and spirited, as the

phrase went, across the Atlantic'
"

The great French war, which began in 1793 and
v/hich culminated in Waterloo, is often represented

as the triumph of the voluntary principle. This is

how Earl Percy reads one of the most glorious pages
of British liistory:

—

"When France declared war we had only 15,000
men in these islands. In order to raise a force for
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service in Holland recourse was had to enormous
bounties, but even so, the vast majority were weakly
boys and old men. In 1794 our forces in Flanders
amounted to 30,cxx) men, one of the worst armies we
had ever put in the field! Practically anyone who
could produce a certain number of recruits was given
a commission. ' Rich speculators bought the required

recruits for their sons from the crimps at so much a
head. The men so procured were infamous, and the

officers not much better
!

' These officers were so

ignorant of their most elementary duties that they had
to receive instructions from their Austrian comrades.
Many of them found the ' ennui ' of a campaign
insupportable without the company of their mistresses,

who obstructed the line of march with the baggage
of their vast establishments. Sir R. Wilson describes

how morning after morning men convicted of

drunkenness were brought out, tied to the halberds,

and mercilessly flogged, the proceedings being
superintended by officers who had not yet recovered
from the preceding night's debauch. With the excep-
tion of the Guards and a very few other regiments,
who distinguished themselves by such exploits as that
of Lincelles, the record of the army is little short of

disgraceful, and the campaign ended in total disaster.

After this we took no serious part on the Continent
for thirteen years. We proceeded instead to carry

out our time-honoured policy of inducing other
nations by means of subsidies to engage in a life and
death struggle with our enemies while we reaped all

the benefits."

Even Wellington's army does not find favour with
Earl Percy.

" Although we were giving bounties of from £16
to £40, we could only provide Wellington in the
Peninsula with an army which he described as ' the
scum of the earth.' They were, in fact, frequently the

sweepings of the gaols. Colborne, who fought all

through these campaigns, said that a battalion was
fortunate which did not possess fifty per cent, of

irreclaimables in its ranks."

III.

If we are to accept Earl Percy's explanation of

history, the voluntary principle has been an unmiti-

gated failure from the days of Cromwell down to the
days of Wellington, and voluntary enlistment has
always been a hollow sham, and the armies recruited

on that principle have never been equal to their task.

But it may be objected that the press-gang and the
crimp is entirely a thing of the past and irrelevant to

the present political issues. Earl Percy does not
think so. If the voluntary system was a sham yester-

day, it is rank hypocrisy to-day.
" Some may think that because the crimp, the press-

gang, and flogging are things of the past we are better

off than our ancestors. On the contrary, we obtain
exactly the same elements as before. Here is what
another passionate admirer. Sir Ian Hamilton, says
in a book written at the bidding of Lord Haldane to
advertise the system. See how he does it :

' The
majority of eighteen to nineteen-year-old recruits

enhst because they have just ceased to be boys and
are unable to find regular employment as men. About
four-fifths come to us because they cannot get a job
at fifteen shillings a week. . . . The reluctance of
employers to take weedy, overgrown youths of seven-
teen or eighteen ... is good for recruiting.' In the
'Annual Report on the Health of the Army for 1909
it is stated that ninety per cent, of our recruits enlist

because they are out of work, and that many are, in

consequence, in poor condition from want of food.

An officer with unrivalled experience of recruiting

stated, in a recent lecture at the Royal United Service

Institution, that five per cent, joined from a love of

adventure or desire to see the world, the remainder
owing to pressure of misfortune of various kinds.

Seventy per cent, enlisted literally because they were
hungry. He described them as ' conscripts of hunger.'

We know, on the authority of Colonel Seely, that one
volunteer is worth ten pressed men. Will he tell us

how many pressed men one ' conscript of hunger ' is

worth? As it was in the days of Queen Anne, so it

is now. Only we get even worse results. Let us

compare the South African War with the War of the

Spanish Succession, just two hundred years before.

Both taxed our resources to the utmost. The latter

lasted ten years, the former two years and eight

months. The highest number we maintained abroad
in the War of Succession was 50,000. This we did

for about one year. The highest number in South
Africa was about 250,000. This also for about a year.

Taking the population of these islands in 1704 as

eight millions and in 1900 as fifty millions, for the

Dominions must be included, we find that we not only
endured a much longer strain two hundred years ago,

but put an even greater proportion of eur population

into the field. Now let us compare the fighting

capacity of our ' volunteers ' at these two periods. In

both wars there were ' regrettable incidents ' and
surrenders. Of Almanza, in 1 707, Mr. Fortescue
says :

' The British alone lost 80 officers killed and
236 captured, of whom 92 were wounded. The sixth

regiment had but 2 officers unhurt out of 23, the ninth

but I out of 26, and other regiments suffered hardly
less severely.' The rank and file suffered in propor-
tion. At Brihuega they lost 600 out of 2,500 and all

their ammunition before surrendering to a force ten
times their strength. That is how the gaol-birds, the
insolvent debtors, the pardoned deserters, and the
victims of the crimps and press-gang fought two
hundred years ago. Anyone who wishes can compare
the history of their defeats and surrenders with those
of our five-shillings-a-day volunteers in South Africa^

It is better not to set it down in cold print."

IV.

It would carry us too far to examine critically Earl
Percy's new reading of British history, but when the
heir of one of the great names of English history, who
is also a distinguished officer in the British army,
feels in duty bound to make such unpalatable state-

ments, it gives one furiously to think. At the same
time, the trend of thought started by Earl Percy's
brilliant generalisations may lead the reader much
further than the author intended, and in a very
different direction. Earl Percy has written his

striking demonstration with the object of advo-
cating Conscription and with a view to rousing
the military spirit of the nation. But it is question-
able whether Earl Percy's article is at all calculated

to serve the cause of the military party. It seems much
more likely to serve the cause of peace. It would not
be rash to prophesy, at any rate, that Earl Percy's

argument will be much more frequently quoted by the
pacifists than by the champions of Conscription. And
the reason is a simple one. If Earl Percy is right, the
military factor, which plays so important a part in the
traditional interpretation of British history, will sink

into insignificance. The most famous British victories

will cease to be the epoch-making triumphs glorified in

text-books. If Earl Percy is right, the greatness and
prosperity of Britain owe very little to those military

achievements which, in his opinion, only exist in the
conceit of sham patriotism.
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SIR OLIVER LODGE By H. Stanley Allen, m. a., d.sc.

" He that is growing great and happy by electrifying

a bottle," wrote the great Dr. Johnson, " wonders how
the world can be engaged by trifling prattle about war
or peace." The Doctor's sarcasm fails of its point

when applied to the subject of our sketch, for here we
have a man of science, a man who can originate and
carry out experimental investigations of the most
complex nature, who is yet in the best sense a man of

the world.

Sir Oliver Lodge is one of the few scientists whose
name is familiar to the general public. In a vote re-

cently carried out by a contemporary with a view to
selecting the ten men in this country whose presence
would most be missed, he was the only scientist whose
name was mentioned in connection with the list. It is

only by slow degrees that the man in the street is be-
ginning to recognise how great is the debt which he
owes to tlie man of science, but if slowly yet surely

that indebtedness is being reahsed, and as we shall see
it is such men as Sir Oliver who are bringing home to

the public its obligations.

Sir Oliver Lodge was bom in 1851 at Penkhull in

Staffordshire, and was educated at the Grammar
School at Newport (Salop), and at University College,

London. That he was no perfunctory scholar is

shown by an illuminating remark which he has placed
in the preface of one of his own text-books

—
" It is

by thinking one's self on a subject that it becomes
really known to one's self ; it will never be really

known if we only try to understand and remember
what the book says." At the age of thirty he was
appointed Professor of Physics at University College,

Liverpool, and it was whilst he occupied this chair

that much of his most important scientific work was
done. From Liverpool, where he came to be
honoured as one of its most distinguished citizens, he
was called in 1900 to Birmingham to occupy the high
position of Principal of the great University, whose
growth and enterprise redound to the credit of the

Midland city.

Honours have been showered upon him. He has
received an honorary degree from almost every Uni-
versity in the Kingdom. He was awarded the Rum-
ford Medal of the Royal Society in 1898, and was
knighted in 1902.

To understand the way in which Sir Oliver Lodge
has gripped the imagination of his countrymen, we
must not only look at the imposing presence and the
magnificent brow, which render him such a prominent
figure, whether in the courts of his University or in

the meetings of the Royal Society, but we must con-

sider the fact that he has dared to be outspoken on
subjects which many scientific men deem it prudent
to avoid. When he addressed a vast working class

audience in the Victoria Hall, Sheffield, one Sunday
afternoon, three years ago, on problems of the Old
Testament, it was wonderful to watch the intent

eagerness with which each word of the closely

reasoned speech was followed, and to hear the ap-
plause which greeted his declaration that " the man-
made evil " of the world must be abolished.

He has ventured, too, to tread the thorny paths of
psychical research, and it is significant to mark the
facts that he was President of the Physical Society of
London in 1899- 1900, and was President of the
Society for Psychical Research from 1901 to 1904.
As a writer and as a speaker Sir Oliver Lodge

possesses the rare faculty of expressing complicated
and involved results in simple yet precise language^

whilst bringing his point home by means of some
familiar but vivid illustration. He is reported to have
said that he thinks slowly, and in public speaking he
conveys the impression that each word is weighed,
and the import of each sentence is carefully thought
out. Thus his utterances are at once lucid and im-
pressive.

In the realm of physics his name will always be
closely associated with the properties of the mysteri-

ous aither of space, the a:ther which is so puzzling,

alike to the layman and to the physicist, that the late

Lord Salisbury once said that it was merely the

nominative case of the verb " to undulate." Sir Oliver

Lodge has discussed the question of the relative

motion of matter and aether, and has tried to find out

whether moving matter has any influence on the

velocity of light in its neighbourhood. Though ex-

periments of the most accurate kind were performed,

no effect of this nature could be observed. As he has
said himself, " A bare fact is nothing, or little, till it is

clad in theory." It is the theoretical bearing of these
results that gives them their great importance. " It

is the extreme omnipresence and uniformity and uni-

versal agency of the aether of space that makes it so

difficult to observe." " Its curiously elusive and in-

tangible character, combined with its universal and
unifying permeance, its apparently infinite extent, its

definite and perfect properties, make the aether the
most interesting, as it is by far the largest and most
fundamental, ingredient in the material cosmos."

Sir Oliver has also carried out investigations on
other subjects, including atmospheric electricity, and
the motions of the ions in electrolysis.

Nor has he been unmindful of the practical

applications of science, for whether it is a question

of the clearing away of fogs, or of the growing of

plants under the influence of electricity, his interest

is keen, and his power of adapting means to ends re-

markable. He repeated and extended the experi-

ments by which Hertz demonstrated the existence of

electro-magnetic waves, and thus carried out experi-

ments in wireless telegraphy some years before

Marconi developed the commercial use of this method
of signalling. He has since effected many improve-

ments in the apparatus for transmitting wireless mes-
sages. In all such experimental investigations, it is

well to bear in mind the truth of the Bantu proverb,
" You cannot count the forests in an acorn."

In an age of scepticism he has stood out stoutly

for belief—belief not only in the religious but in the

philosophic and scientific sense. While many promi-

nent thinkers of the day have written in a spirit of

agnosticism with regard to our scientific ideas as to

the nature of matter, or electricity or aether. Sir Oliver

Lodge stands for the more courageous, the more
daring belief that we can arrive at some understand-
ing, though it may be imperfect, of the realities of the

physical universe.

In the memorable address which he has just de-i

livered from the Presidential Chair of the British

Association, he has pleaded eloquently for the prim
ciple of Continuity, not alone as applied in physical

science, but as applied in the spiritual world in life

after death. " We are deaf and blind to the Imma-*

nent Grandeur, unless we have insight enough to

recognise in the woven fabric of existence, flowing

steadily from the loom in an infinite progress towards
perfection, the ever-growing garment of a transcens

dent God."
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
Thomas Hardy's "Tess of the D'Urbervilles." By Margaret Hamilton

It has been said that Thomas Hardy is a pessimist,

that in the .whole range of his work he never yet has
let a woman break through the iron law of convention
without exacting a penalty of blood and tears ; that he
has a predisposition against his heroines, and that

even when there is a reasonable prospect of the solu-

tion of her difficulties in a happy marriage, he makes
fate in impish fashion intervene. We have all of

us Hved through that terrible hour of waiting so

poignantly painted in " Far from the Madding
Crowd," when the pretty creature goes to meet her
lover Serjeant Troy at the wrong church, and watches
with piteous eyes for the face that holds for her all

that makes life worth the living, and Ave endure her

sickness of suspense, the crashing sense of doom,
when at last she realises that he will not come. And all

the time, v/ithin a stone's throw, he is waiting at the

altar rails, hungering to make good the wrong that he
has done her, aching to make the girl he loves his wife

before the world.

There is tragedy here, indeed, but of the pessimism
that sears and scars one cannot find a trace. It was
inevitable that the girl should not meet Troy at the

appointed place. The same light-hearted careless-

ness tliat launched her orf the episode that proved her
undoing was responsible for her failure to comprehend
the directions that meant so much.
The same sense of inevitability is present through-

out " Tess of the D'Urbervilles." The qualities that

spell her disaster are present from the iirst. The same
loyalty that makes her so passionately faithful to her

first ideal of Angel Clare is responsible for her final

yielding to Alec ; the self-sacrifice that makes her

work as a common farm hand in the fields rather than

bring discredit on her husband's name prompts her

decision to accept the protection of the man who can
relieve—not her—but her family from the grinding

poverty that engulfs them.

Loyalty is the mainspring of her nature. It is in

response to its appeal that she first goes to service.

She realises the money she will earn may save the

family much suffering, and in defiance of those in-

stincts that rebel at the suggestion, she consents to go
as maid in the house of Mrs. D'Urberville, v^ho, with

her son, has assumed the ancient name of its original

owners. Her own feelings are never engaged in

the episode with Alec ; from the time she sets foot

in the house she is conscious of a certain spiritual re-

vulsion against him, a revulsion that only the know-
ledge of the necessities at home induces her to over-

come. From the first he is inflamed by her beauty,

and, later, touched to finer issues, reahses in some faint

degree the strength and purity of her soul. He meets
Tess on her arrival, and immediately lays siege to her
in the coarse fashion he affects.

"He loosened rein, and away they went a second
time. D'Urberville turned his face to her, . . . and
said in playful raillery, ' Now, then, put your arms
round my waist again, as you did before, my
beauty.'

"
' Never !

' said Tess, independently, holding as

well as she could without touching him.
"

' Let me put one little kiss on those holmberry
lips, Tess ; or even on that warm cheek, and I'll stop

—

on my honour, I will
!

'. . .

"
' Will nothing else do ?

' she cried at length in

desperation, her large eyes staring at him like those
of a wild animal. This dressing her up so prettily by
her mother had apparently been to lamentable
purpose."

It has always seemed to me that one of tlie most
tragic things about Tess was the fact that from her
earliest childhood she reahsed she could not look for

help from her peirents, but must contrive in some
fashion or other to assist them. That is the one
persistent strain throughout her life ; her feckless

father, the inimitable Sir John, rich in comedic value,

was of no earthly use in tlie practical affairs of every-,

day life ; lier mother, a placid home-keeping creature^

had no desires beyond the hope of keepmg a roof

overher children's heads, and finding sufiicient food to,

keep them strong and healthy.

It was no self-indulgence that made Tess stay at

The Chase. Alec's advances offended her sense of

the fastidious, and, had she followed inclination, she

would have left tlie comforts and luxuries of hei;

surroundings, and returned to the tumble-down cot-

tage with her feckless father, mismanaging mother,

and the children.

In my view the author makes tliis clear in the

interview betv/een Alec and Tess on the eve of that

catastrophe that, to quote Mr. Hardy's own words,

"was to divide our heroine's personahty thereafter

from that previous self of hers who stepped from her

mother's door to try her fortune at Tantridge Poultry

Farm."
They are together in the forest, and Alec designs

to soften her mood by recounting what he has done
for her people.

"
' By the by, Tess, your father has a new cob to-

day. Somebody gave it to liim.'

"'Somebody? You?'
D'Urberville nodded.
"

' Oh, how very good of you that is
!

' she exclaimed,

with a painful sense of the av.'kwardness at having to

thank him just then.
" ' And the children have some toys

!

'

"
' I didn't know—you ever sent them anything !

'

she murmured, much moved. ' I almost wish you had
not—yes, I almost wish it.'

"'Why, dear?'
"

' It hampers me so.'
"

' Tessy, don't you love me ever so httle now ?

'

'"I'm grateful," she reluctantly admitted. 'But I

fear I do not.' The sudden vision of his passion for

herself as a factor in this result so distressed her that,

beginning with one slow tear, and then following with

another, she wept outright."

The charge of weakness time and again has beeni

brought against poor Tess ; but that she was capable

not only of the passion of self-sacrifice, but of resolute

action and clear logical thought, is proved by the

stand she takes up when her poor baby—the child of

her unmerited suffering and misery—is in the throes

of death. The baby has not been baptised, and in the

stillness of the night, " when thoughts stalk outside

reason, and mahgnant possibilities stand rock-firm as

facts," she was shaken by fears of the little one's

future. " She thought of the child consigned to the

netliermost corner of hell as its double doom for lack

of baptism and lack of legitimacy. Saw the arch-c

fiend tossing it with his three-pronged fork like the one
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they use for heating the oven on baking days, to which
picture she added many other quaint and curious de-
tails of torment taught the young in this Christian
country."

The picture of the young mother alone with a dying
child, racked by unimaginable horrors, tortured with
the conviction most pregnant to a mother's heart, that
it was for her sin the child would suffer, is to me one
of the most poignant things in the book. And then
across her misery comes an idea, daring but at the
same time full of wonderful solace. She will save her
child the tortures of hell, rescue the sweet little body
from the cruel flames, snatch him from the devil, at
whatever cost to herself. Ignorant, uninstructed, yet
aflame with mother-love, she dares a possibility
fraught with the terrors of the unknown ; she will

baptise the child, even if it damn her own soul.

Sorrow, J baptise thee in the name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.' "•

And it is this woman who has been called weak and
.vain.

It is in the phase that follows, when Tess goes to
work at Crick's Dairy Farm, that one is fain to call
upon the author to stay his hand. Angel Clare, one
realises from the moment he appears, has neither the
courage nor the strength necessary to the heroine's
proper complement. She gives him her whole love,
lavishing on his blonde and somewhat effeminate head
a woman's devotion with an almost maternal patience
of his fads and whimsicalities. This is the picture
the author paints of her at the moment love of Clare
has filled her life. "She had stretched an arm so
high above her coiled-up cable of hair that he could
see its satin delicacy above the sunburn ; her face was
flushed with sleep, and her eyelids hung heavy over
their pupils. The brim-fulness of her nature breathed
from her. It was a moment when a woman's soul
is more incarnate than at any other time ; when the
most spiritual beauty bespeaks itself flesh; and sex
takes the outside place in the presentation."

That she should love him is, to the girl, inevitable

;

that he should return that love, and, crowning mys-
tery, seek her for his wife, fills her with joy at. once
terrible and amazing. "With pain that was hke the
bitterness of dissolution, she murmured the words of
her indispensable and sworn answer as an honourable
,woman, "Oh, Mr. Clare—I cannot be your wife—

I

cannot be !

"

Not without great heartsearching and struggle does
Tess give way ; even when at the last she yields
and accepts the chance of a happiness transcendent in
promise, it is as much the thought of what Clare will
endure if she refuses him as desire for her own
happiness that influences the decision. And though
she lets him marry her in ignorance of what had hap-
pened with Alec, she confesses the truth the very
evening of their wedding, gratefully responsive to his
own spasm of confession—a confession that to her
innocent mind is pregnant as the one she has to make.
In the chapters that -follow, when Clare, with the
petulance of a child disappointed in a new toy, rushes
away from England, careless as to what happens to the
young creature he has made his wife, Tess attains the
full development of her character.

It is open to her to make an appeal to Clare's
parents, and to claim from them protection, if not a
home. But loyalty to the husband who has left her
will not permit her to ask his family's help. Once,
indeed, tried to the verge of desperation by Clare's
silence, hungry for news of her beloved, she makes
a pilgrimage to the vicarage, determined to ask news
of him. It is one of Hardy's tragic walks, when by

sheer force he compels you to trace each step jof th4
road, reahse the hopes and fears, the sickening sense
of the passionate pilgrim.

The family are away ; Tessy's journey has been
in vain ; the efl"orts she has made to appear neatly
gowned and well shod in their eyes are useless ; het
efforts flung back in her face. " She took off

the thick boots in which she had walked thus far,

put on the pretty thin ones of patent leather, and,
stuffing the former into the herige by the gate-post,

where she might readily find ti/em again, descended
the hill." It is these boots that the family from the
parsonage discover in the hedge. " Thrown away, I

suppose, by some tramp or other. . . . What a wicked
thing to do ! I will carry them home for some jxxir

person." And Tess, who has heard all this, retreated

down the hill.

Even then she does not lose faith that in the end her
husband will come back to her, forgive her, and take
her as his wife. Meantime she will work to keep
herself, and ask help from no man ; and to this course
she would have held but for the family misfortunes,

which once again play so desperate a part in her
history. The feckless father has died ; the mother,
with her cliildren, has neither plans nor hope. They
turn to Tess for assistance, and Tess, true to her pas-
sionate loyalty, does not fail them. A last appeal
she makes to Clare in one of the most wonderful
letters in literature. " The daylight has nothing to

show me since you are not here, and I do not like

to see the rooks and starlings in the fields because I

grieve to miss you who used to see them with me.
I long for only one thing in heaven or earth or under
the earth—to meet you, my own dear ! Come to me

—

come to me, and save me from what threatens me!
Your faithful, heartbroken Tess."

But he does not come and he does not save her, and
because of her little sisters' and brothers' and mother's
needs she goes to Alec, believing that her husband will

never come back, and that though life holds nothing
more for her, she can still make smooth the path for

her people—the people for whom she would lay down
her life.

The conclusion of the tragedy comes swiftly ; the
woman's patience breaks ; face to face with reality

at last, her vision stripped of the mists of
sacrifice, cleared of that lust for giving that has en-
thralled her so long and with such fatal results, she
strikes a sudden quick blow, revenging at a stroke the
cruelty, the injustice, the wanton hurt that have been
meted out to her.

Alec, who has " torn her life all to pieces," meets
with his due reward.

And at the end, when the tragedy is played out,

and Tess has paid the forfeit of her life, paid it gladly
for the sake of the last days she spent with Clare, the
man at whose feet she had lavished all the strength
of her devotion ; at the last, I say, when Clare watches
for the hoisting of the black flag that tells the tale of
Tess is over, the dominant impression left upon the
mind is that throughout the piece as throughout life
" the woman pays."

It is the conclusion of the whole matter.

VOLUME II. OF "EVERYMAN"
The second volume of E\"EKYm.4N will shortly be ready, hand-
somely bound in cloth, at the price of 3s. 6d. Including some of

the most notable contributions to literature, it continues the tradi-

tions of the paper, and should form, with Vol. I., the nucleus of
an interesting and valuable collection. Applications should be sent
to Everyman Publishing Department, Messrs. J. M. Dent and Sons.
Cases for binding can be obtained at is. 6d. A complete and de-
tailed index to Vol. II. (Nos. 2; to 52) is now in preparation.
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EVERYMAN'S FRENCH PAGE
LES DERNIERS JOURS DE DRYDEN

"La Fete d'Alexandre" fut une des demieres
oeuvres de Dryden ; toute brillante et poetique, elle

etait nee parmi les pires tristesses. Le roi pour lequel

il avait 6crit etait detrone et chass^ ; la religion qu'il

avait embrassee etait meprisee et opprimee ; catholique

et royaliste, il etait confine dans un parti vaincu, que

la nation considerait avec ressentiment et avec defiance

comme I'adversaire naturel de la liberte et de la

raison. 11 avait perdu les deux places qui le faisaient

vivre ; il subsistaft rniserablement, charge de famille,

oblige de soutenir ses fils a I'etranger, traite en

mercenaire par un libraire grossier, force de lui

dcmander de I'argent pour payer une montre qu'on

ne voulait pas lui laisser a credit, priant Lord Boling-

broke de le proteger centre ses injures, vilipende par

son boutiquier quand la page promise n'etait pas pleine

au jour dit. Ses ennemis le persecutaient de

pamphlets ; le puritain Collier flagellait brutalement

ses comedies ; on le damnait sans pitie et en con-

science.

II ^tait malade depuis longtemps, impotent,

contraint de beaucoup ecrire, redttit a exagerer la

flatterie pour obtenir des grands I'argent indispensable

que les editeurs ne lui donnaient pas.* " Ce que

Virgile a compose," disait-il, " dans la vigueur de son

kge, dans I'abondance et le loisir, j'ai entrepris de le

traduire dans le declin de mes anuees ; luttant centre

le besoin, opprime par la maladie, contraint dans mon
genie, expose a voir mal interpreter tout ce que je

dis, avec des juges qui, a moins d'etre tres-equitables,

sont deja indisposes centre moi par le portrait diffama-

toire qu'on a fait de men caractere."t

Queique bien dispose pour lui-meme, il savait que

sa conduite n'avait pas toujours ete digne, et que teus

ses ecrits n'etaient pas durables. Ne entre deux

epoques, il avait oscille entre deux formes de vie et

deux formes de pensee, n'ayant atteint la perfection

ni de I'une ni de I'autre, n'ayant point trouve dans les

moeurs envirennantes un soutien digne de sen carac-

t^re, ni dans les idees envirennantes une matiere

digne de son talent. S'il avait institue la critique et le

ben style, cette critique n'avait trouve place qu'en des

traites pedantesques ou des prefaces decousues; ce

bon style restait depayse dans des tragedies enflees.

disperse en des traductions multipliees, egare en des

pieces d'eccasien, en des odes de commande, en des

poemes de parti, ne rencentrant que de loin en loin

un souffle capable de I'empleyer et un sujet capable

de le soutenir.

Que d'efforts pour un efFet mediocre! C'est

la condition naturelle de I'hemme. Au bout de

tout, veici venir la deuleur et I'agonie. La gravelle, la

goutte, depuis longtemps, ne lui laissaient plus de

relache ; un eresipele couvrit sa jambe. Vers le mois

d'avril, 1700, il essaya de sertir; sen pied feule se

gangrena ; on veulut tenter I'operation, mais il jugea

que ce qui lui restait de sante et de bqnheur n'en

valait pas la peine. II mourut a soixante-neuf ans.

* On lui payait dix mille vers deux cent cinquante guin^es.

t Post-scriptum de la traduction de Virgile.

DRYDEN'S LAST DAYS
"Alexander's Feast" was one of Dryden's last

works ; brilliant and poetical, it was born amidst the

greatest sadness. The king for whom he had written

was deposed and in exile ; the religion which he had
embraced was despised and oppressed ; a Roman
Catholic and a Royalist, he was bound to a conquered

party, which the nation resentfully and distrustfully

considered as the natural enemy of liberty and reason.

He had lost the two places which were his support

;

he lived wretchedly, burdened with a family, obliged

to support his sons abroad ; treated as a hireling by
a coarse publisher, forced to ask him for money to

pay for a watch which he could net get on credit>

beseeching Lord Belingbroke to protect him against

Tenson's insults, rated by this shopkeeper when the

promised page was net finished on the stated day. His

enemies persecuted him with pamphlets ; tlie severe

Collier lashed his comedies unfeelingly ; he was
damned without pity, but conscientiously.

He had long been in ill-health, crippled, constrained

te write much, reduced to exaggerate flattery in order

to earn from the great the indispensable money which

the publishers would not give him.* "What Virgil

wrote in the vigour of his age, in plenty and at ease, I

have undertaken to translate in my declining years ;

'

struggling with wants, oppressed with sickness, curbed

in my genius, liable to be misconstrued in all I write ;

and my judges, if they are net very equitable, already

prejudiced against me, by the lying character which

has been given them of my morals."t

Although he looked at his conduct from the most

favourable point of view, he knew that it had not

always been worthy, and that his writings would net

all endure. Born between two epochs, he had

oscillated between two forms of life and two

forms of thought, having reached the perfec-

tion of neither, having kept the faults of:

both ; having discovered in surrounding manners

no support worthy of his character, and in sur-

rounding ideas ne subject worthy of his talent. If

he had founded criticism and good style, this criticism

had only its scope in pedantic treatises or unconnected

prefaces ; this good style continued out of the track"

in inflated tragedies, dispersed over multiplied trans-

lations, scattered in occasional pieces, in odes written

te order, in party poems, meeting only here and there

an afflatus capable of employing it, and a subject

capable of sustaining it.

What gigantic efforts to end in such a moderate

result! This is the natural condition of man. The
end of everything is pain and agony. For a long

time gravel and gout left him no peace ; erysipelas

seized one of his legs. In April, 1 700, he tried tc^

go oHt ;
gangrene of the feet resulted. The doctor

would have tried amputation, but Dryden decided

that what remained to him of health and happiness

was not worth the pain. He died at the age of sixty-

nine.

* He was paid two hundred and fifty guineas for ten thousand

lines.

+ Postscript of Virgil's works as translated by Dryden.
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LITERARY NOTES
Of biographies of the German Emperor there is no
lack, although, of course, until his life and reign are

ended no definite and standard work on Wilhelm II.

can be expected. With his English mother, however,

it is different, and in the forefront of their autumn
announcements Messrs. J. Nisbet and Co. place a

Memoir on "The Empress Frederick" (15s.). This
will be published in October, and claims to be " the

first sincere and complete life of the Empress
Frederick to appear in either English or German, and
it will undoubtedly remain the standard biography
until (if ever) her private diaries and letters are given

to the v/orld." The writer—whose name for some
reason is not given—has had access to a part at least

of the Empress Frederick's private correspondence

;

he has consulted the principal memoirs and remini-

scences of her time in both German and English ; and
he has received valuable assistance from her personal

friends. Thus the book, though not an official life,

bids fair to be an important historical work, shedding
much light on a most interesting personality, and on
events closely concerning two great nations.

« « » #

In their autumn catalogue Sir Isaac Pitman and
Sons give pride of place to a new Bronte book, " In the

Footsteps of the Brontes " (i6s.). The author is Mrs.

Ellis H. Chadwick, whose memoir on Mrs. Gaskell is

well known. Mrs. Chadwick naturally pays special

attention to Charlotte and Emily Bronte's residence in

Brussels, and she has obtained authoritative informa-

tion dealing with that period, which reveals the reason

for the long delay in the publication of the letters

written by Charlotte to M. Heger. A notable feature

of the book will be its illustrations, among which are

a number of hitherto unpublished photographs.

» « * * «

A volume on " The Great Antarctic," by Mr. John
Mackie, will be pubUshcd immediately by Messrs.

Jarrold and Sons. A subject so fascinating, and a

pen so popular, will make a most readable book.

« * « * «

Those who have read or heard of Miss A. C.

Caton's translation of Otto Ernst's "Roswitha," that

charming study of childlife, will be glad to hear that

this work is now being brought out in separate parts

at a popular price. The first part, " Roswitha's Day,"
will appear on October i, and deals with the period

when that fascinating little lady was three years old.

This 'will be followed later by " Roswitha and Philo-

sophy," which relates to the time when Roswitha had
attained the mature age of four.

Another interesting book of a different kind con-

cerning children is a little volume, attractively got up
by Messrs. Longmans, Green and Co. (3s. 6d.), called
" Simple Garments for Children " (from four to four-

teen), by M. B. Synge. The book is no ordinary dress-

making manual, but a practical plea for the protection

of children who suffer from a superabundance of cloth-

ing, often of an unhygienic type.

A remarkable volume entitled " The English Con-
vict " has just been issued by the Prison Commis-
sioners (qs.). The volume deals with the result of an
examination that was started in 1902 by the medical
authorities in our convict prisons. The measure-
ments and physical characteristics of the prisoners are

minutely recorded, and the material collected will no
doubt be extensively studied by both supporters andk

opponents of Lombroso's contention that criminals are-!

a type by themselves.

* * * •. «

Messrs. Constable will shortly publish a book giving'

an account of the cannibal tribes of the north-western

tributaries of the Amazon, by Capt. T. W. Whiffen,

N.P., 14th Hussars, F.R.G.S., F.R.A.I., who spent

several months traveUing in the " Putumayo " districts*

The book is of particular interest as a careful study

of the life and customs of the Indian tribes which in

the interval are said to have been almost exterminated.

Captain Whiffen fortunately made acquaintance with

tribes of these peoples before they were affected by
outside influences. So primitive were these forest-

dwellers that they possessed only wood or stone imple-

ments, and some knew no method of producing fire.

The illustrations are from photographs taken by the

author.
« « * * «

As usual, Messrs. Adam and Charles Black are

bringing out during the autumn a number of finely

illustrated volumes. Perhaps the most interesting of

these is a book on "The Banks of the Nile" (20s.),

painted by Ella Du Cane, and described by Prof. John
A. Todd, formerly of the Khedivial School of Law,
Cairo. In this work Egypt of to-day is depicted by
pen and brush. The book also contains a biblio-

graphy and a chronological summary of the history

and existing monuments of each period.

» *

A volume of hitherto uncollected essays and
criticisms by James Russell Lowell will be issued

shortly by Messrs. Nisbet.

« * * «

A selection from the correspondence of the late

Professor Dowden is being edited by his widow, who
invites those who possess any letters of literary value

written by that distinguished scholar to submit them to

her for consideration (at Rockdale, Orwell Road,
Rathgar). The letters will be published by Messrs.

J. M. Dent and Sons, who are also bringing out a

volume of Dowden's poems.

jt J»

NEW ESSAY COMPETITION
As announced in last week's issue, a prize of TWO
Guineas is offered by Everyman for the best Essay,

constituting

A Plea For or Against the Channel Tunnel.

Papers must not exceed 2,000 words in length

(exclusive of a brief synopsis), and must reach the

Competition Editor, "Everyman,"
21, Royal Terrace, Edinburgh,

not later than October \'jth. "Channel Tunnel"
should be marked in the corner of envelopes. Essays
sent in should be carefully paragraphed, and must be

clearly written, preferably typewritten, on one side of

the paper only. All entries shall become the exclu-

sive property of the Editor, who cannot undertake to

return any MS.

Next week will be published the result of EVERY-
MAN Competition No. 4, The Male Teacher, and
the week after Competition No. 2 (" The Anglican
Clergyman ") will be decided
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"THE TRAGEDY OF NAN"
The revival of Mr. Masefield's "Tragedy of Nan"
at the Royal Court Theatre is a matter of unusual
interest to all who care for the drama as a picture of

life translated into terms that make it unmistakably
artistic. The staging and acting is thoroughly ade-
quate to tlie simplicity of the action, and, for its

naturalness and sincerity, the more difficult to appraise.

Miss Rooke was sincere and unaffected, not once
trespassing into the melodramatic, to which the part

of Nan offers some temptation. Mr. Rosmer as Dick
Gurvil well supported her, nicely realising the none
too courageous idealist in the lover's part. Mrs.
Tapping earned the mead of her ungrateful role in in-

spiring a hearty repulsion for the grudging, malicious

Mrs. Pargetter, and Mr. Roberts, as Gaffer Pearce, the

half-mad, half-prophetic old fiddler, happily sug-

gested the supernatural element with which his

speeches are charged. Pie who has long known the

drama becomes in time moved to all the surprises of

novelty, as well as callous to the charms of the
familiar. V\/herefore when the hardened habitue of

the theatre finds himself moved as he is not commonly
moved on witnessing a drama, it is in the nature of

things that he seek a reason.
" The Tragedy of Nan," like Mr. Masefield's earlier

" Campden Wonder," is a domestic story laid among
the small tenantry of a western county. The effec-

tiveness of both plays lies in their minute and homely
realisation of the simpler manners and the more
elemental passions that animate a rural folk ; and in

both the tragedy is referable directly to a malevolent
human will. Did not record attest the faithfulness

of the story to the actual historical fact, few could
beheve in the possibility of so dogged and determined
a wickedness as that of John Perry in " The Campden
Wonder," who swears av/ay the lives of his ov/n
mother and brother, and dies after them himself for

a crime that has never been committed. It is too late

in the history of art and the drama to quarrel now
with any man for the choice of his subject. We are
concerned not with this, but with the. art itself, the
drawing, with the faithfulness of shadow and light.
" The Campden Wonder," in its terrible reality, save
for the bitter irony of the futility of the excellent

Parson, is unrelieved by a single ray of light. And
we accept it as a picture in chiaroscuro. Indeed, the

reading or witnessing of a performance of it leaves

the hearer hopelessly dejected. There is pathos in

the poor old mother's fate, so terrible, so needless

;

and there is an element of the heroic in the suicide

of Mrs. Harrison in the sequel. But both are merely
victims of circumstance and the crimes of others

;

there is neither hft nor light in their fate. And it is

thus always with merely realistic art.

In " The Tragedy of Nan " the malevolent motive
force is furnished by Mrs. Pargetter, who is possessed
of a grudging hatred for her niece, the unhappy Nan,
not dissimilar to John Perry's hatred for his brother.
Nan, it will be remembered, is an orphan, whose
father, though really innocent, ended his life on
the gallov,'s. The Pargetters have given her a
"home"; but Mrs. Pargetter, jealous for her own
daughter, finds nothing good that Nan can do, and
never ceases to remind her that her father " was 'ung
at Glorster, like the thief 'e was." In the upshot,
Nan's uncle is estranged, her cousin Jenny, whom she
has trusted, betrays her, and she is robbed of the man
who has declared to her his love by the ingenious Mrs.
Pargetter. Distracted with all this, she is sought out
by an agent of the court, who declares her father's

innocence, and brings her fifty pounds in satisfaction

of the wrong done her. Her contemptible lover seeks
a return to her affection, now that fortune and a
good name have returned to her, but she kills him
with a knife, and goes out to find peace and death
in the harvest tide. These details will not seem im-
pertinent if we mark in them the difference of this

story.

Nan is no mere victim led to slaughter. She is

a glorious, full-blooded woman, with a capacity for
love, generosity, and sacrifice within her. She is

young, though she has lived with sorrow ; and she
sees things straight, howsoever dark and crooked the
ways about her. Idyllically beautiful is the scene in

which she accepts the proffered love of Dick, rising

to the words, " Now loose me, darling ; I have had my
moment, I have been happy "

; and poetic is the sym-
bolism of the rose and the unbinding of her hair.

Tragically effective is the scene in which, when all

her world has fallen to ruin about her, the supreme
insult is offered in the " blood money " for her father's

innocent sacrificed hfe.

N.\N (going to the money hag and cutting its tafe) :

Yes. We'll settle. Look at it. Look at it. (She pours
the gold into a heap.) Gold. Gold. Little yellow
rounds of metal. Fifty little yellow rounds of metal.
This. This is for a man's life. Oh, you little yellow
rounds that buy things. Look at 'em. Hear 'em.
(Pause.) Don't you speak to me (intensely). There
was a strong man, a kind man. He was forty-nine
years old. Ho was the best thatcher in the three coun.
ties. He was the sweetest singer. I've known teams
goin' to the field stop to 'ear my dad sing. And the
red-coats come. And a liar swore. And that strong
man was killed. Sudden. That voice of his'n was
choked out with a cord. And there was liars, and
thieves, and drunken women, and dirty gentlemen.
They all stood in the cold to see that man choked. They
stop up all night, playing cards, so as they should 'ear

'is singin' stopped. For it goes round the voice the cord
do. And they draw a nightcap down so as 'e shan't see
'is girl a-crying. (Pause.) And for that, 1 get little

yellow round things. . . .

You 'ad me in your power. And wot was good in me
you sneered at. And wot was sweet in me you soured.

And wot was bright in me you dulled. I was a fly in

the spider's web. And the web came round me and
round me, till it was a shroud, till there was no more joy
in the world. Till my 'eart was bitter as that ink, and
all choked. And for that I get little yellow round
things.

But above even this supreme tragic moment, ex-

pressed with not a word too much, is the subtle charm
of the supernatural which runs through the drama in

the maunderings of Gaffer Pearce, the old fiddler, as

to his " little white vlower," whose memory he has

cherished these sixty years, and his prophetic prattle

about the bride whom he has met, the " gold rider,"

and "the tide that be comin' for some on us." It is

ttiis bright thread shot through the sombre texture

of the tragedy that raises the story of Nan above the

level of merely realistic art, to give to it the vitality^

the uplift that belongs to things imaginatively

realised.

Mr. Masefield's art in all that he has done is the art

of experience. His poetry is coined out of his heart,

and rings with the sincerity of the actual, the thing

that can really happen.
This does not, of course, mean that Mr. Masefield's

poetry is, all of it, autobiographical ; much of it is, we
know, of that best autobiography that tells not the

things that have happened to a man, but tlie thoughts,

the hopes, and aspirations which contact with this

visible world and the men and women in it have
quickened in the author's brain into an artistic form.

In this day of effort and contortion, it is good some-
where to meet with so steady and so sincere a reading

of life as is " The Tragedy of Nan."
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THE SHADOW-SLAYER ^ ^ By Herman Scheffauer

It was just after dawn, when the world seems a

sweeter and a better world and the coming day still

bears in its breast somethmg of the promise of Eden.

My friend VVillmott, the keeper of the El Norte

Rock Lighthouse, sat beside me on a bench in his

little garden to the left of the tower. The great lamp
had been extinguished but half an hour ago. The
low rumble of the clockwork that turned its iron bed
was still. Willmott's assistant, old Owen Hughes,
Ccmie out of his little cabin.

" Owen, you had better polish up the Killer to-day,"

cried Willmott.

He tossed him the key to the iron door of the light-

house tower, which he always kept locked. Turning
to me, Willmott remarked :

" Owen gave the name of the Shadow-Slayer or

Killer to the lamp. We've been calling it that ever

since."
" Joe ! Joe !

" shouted the old Welshman.
A slovenly, sleepy Indian appeared, aryl the two

went into the tower. In a few moments they re-

appeared, carrying the huge brass lamp and the

lenses of the beacon light. Owen, setting down the

lamp, gave back the key to Willmott.

Then, with tam-o'-shanter set aslant upon his

head, the rosy-faced old man, with his clear blue

eyes and curling beard of grey, began to polish

the squat oil receptacle and thick-ribbed crystals.

The sun arose over the mountains of the coast, and
the brass and glass stood winking fiercely in the

young sunshine. As the old man polished away, with

smooth, caressing motions, he chanted in a clear voice

a fragment of some old sea ballad:

—

" When the villagers lay slain,

And the sobbing maids were ta'en

—

Over the seas we harried 'em

—

The rovers of the main I

We boarded and we carried 'em.
And split their hull in twain 1

"

To the rolling, triumphant words he gave some-
thing of the rhythm of the seas and the shout of the

surge.
" It must be a song of the old world," I said to

Willmott.
" Well, it's nothing if not that," Willmott replied in

his soft voice. " Owen tells me that his father, who
was fisherman and village poet in some hole of a place

in Wales, wrote this ballad on an old story of the

chase of Morgan ap Morgan, pirate. Owen's full of

songs of that sort And, what's more, he's full of his

own stories—crowded with uncanny things out of his

own life and fancies. Owen's got something of the

power of the bards and seers of the Cymry. To you,

to me, to Han the cook, to Joe the Indian, this is

El Norte Rock, off the Humboldt coast of California,

but to our unacclimatised Owen it is just as much some
little island with a haunted ruin near the Welsh coast.

We are fairly certain that this light shines on the

Pacific, but Owen is able to twist his mind into be-

beving that it shines over St. George's Channel!
Some days he forgets his English, and begins talking

Welsh. The Chineiman and the Indian go shy of him
in a certain mood—when he's " fey," as he calls it.

Then he sees visions, hears voices, and so on. You're

right about the song—Owen's an old-world man,"
" But," I asked, " what brought him here, of ^11

places?"
After a moment of hesitation, Willmott replied:
" Oh, he knew my mother in the old country. She

was Welsh, you know. Then, eight years ago, I ran
across him in San Francisco. The old boy became
quite attached to me—says I always remind him of

my mother. I found him steady and faithful, and so

1 asked him to come up here—after everyone else had
refused."

Willmott, gazing mournfully before him out of his

large brown eyes, sank into one of his strange, in-

scrutable spells of silence. I knew that he was think-
ing of' the day when his defeated love for a womjin
had driven him to seek the seclusion of this lonely
rock. After a while, he rose and said

:

"
I must be getting away."

He vanished into his little cottage. A little later

he came out equipped for his journey to the mainland.
Once a month this hermit keeper of the hght made
a trip to the nearest town. This was Pinnivay, which
lay twelve miles inland from the coast, and was con-
nected by a coach route with the nearest railway. It

was enough for hmi, this monthly touch with a frag-

ment of the outer world—enough, since the hopes of

his heart had gone to wreck in the city by the Golden
Gate.

Swinging his battered valise, Willmott walked to a
derrick-like structure at the edge of the cliff. At the
foot of this stood a stout, iron-bound basket, con-
nected by a rope to the beam above. This rope ran
down to a windlass with a crank on eath side.

Owen and the Indian seized each a handle of the
windlass ; the basket was swung over the cliff.

Willmott grasped my hand, saying, with a strange,

sad wistfulness in eye and voice

:

" Good-bye, Hubert. You'll forgive me for leaving

you, not so? I'll be back to-morrow evening."

He stepped into the basket, holding fast to the
guide-line. As the rope unwound from the creaking
windlass and the pulley, the basket sank with him a
hundred feet down the face of the cliff to the crumble
of rock that lay piled raggedly about its bottom. Here
a low and narrow spit of stone, half a mile long, con-
nected the Rock with the mainland. When the sea
ran high, the waves broke furiously across this natural

mole. The derrick-hoist was the only means of access

to the top of the Rock. Above the framework of the
hoist there hung a small ship's bell. From this a signal

wire ran down the face of the precipice to within a
man's reach at the bottom.

We watched Willmott make his way hardily along
the neck of jumbled stone, reach the shore, then
disappear in the pines. I was now left alone upon
the barren Rock with old Owen, the Chinese cook,
and the Indian factotum.

El Norte Rock was a huge block of basalt, over an
acre in extent, a black cube established grimly in the
sea. About the base of its brutal walls lay a htter of
smaller scarps and cusps of rock. The islet was
situated a mile off the wild, dark-forested hills of the
northern coast. In these fastnesses I had hunted deer
for a month, and then come hither to spend with David
Willmott the remaining fortnight of my leave of

absence from my battery at the Presidio Reservation.

David had been a crony of mine in the days when we
both attended the old Jesuit school in San Francisco.

The lighthouse, a white, hexagonal tower, forty feet

high, stood close to the edge of the stony plateau,

whose surface lay almost a hundred feet above the

sea. Close to its base nestled Willmott's little cottage,

clean and fresh, with a tiny garden before it where
flowers grew in soil brought from the mainland and
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fertilised with guano from the rocks. The flowers
glowed with a strange brilHance in the pure, dustless
air. Close to the cottage, but with its weather-beaten
wall of redwood almost in hne with the abrupt face
of rock, was a small cabin, occupied by Owen Hughes.
In the foreground a low, divided shed made a shelter

for the Indian and Chinese. Overhanging the lee of
the Rock stood the gallows-like contrivance of the
hoist.

Out over the sea, which lay extended in sun-lashed
silver and shifting indigo, a long, fluctuant black line

curved in the air close to the water. From north to

south it ran as far as eye could pierce, now thickened
and now thinned, but never broken. To the eye it

resolved itself into myriads of black dots.

Every dot was a bird. This endless swarm of flying

creatures followed the coast-line at a certain distance
out, as though its aerial path lay prescribed and de-
fined, bending in as the shore bent in, setting a margin
to the headlands as they jutted out. To south, the
long line, seen from its rear, lay like a black bar
athwart the purple promontory. During the two days
I had been on the Rock, this procession of sea fowl
had continued south. It never rested ; it flowed on
and on, a constant current of life above the currents
of the sea, interminable, unflagging, without hurry and
without pause. Far from the north the cloud of wings
came pouring down, millions upon millions, ordered
with precision, compact as an army, obedient to its

chieftains and to some vast, mysterious impulse, some
call of climate, some deep, resistless instinct in each
tiny heart.

The birds puzzled me ; I turned to Owen. He
paused in his polishing, and bent his lucent blue eyes
upon the distant line. A gentle smile played across
his features. His eyes grew dreamy.

" Though I've looked upon the birds," said he, " for
ten long years, I've never heard 'em named. But I

remember when I was a lad the same long Hnes of

black sea fowl came winding out of the north along
the Welsh coast. And the good fisher-foIk told how
these were the shrinking souls of the damned let loose

out of torment for a space to look on the places of

their sins done in the flesh. And the bigger fowl you
see flying along in convoy they said were arch-devils

to mark that none escape. On fair days, late in the
fall of the leaf, there would come flying south biggish
flocks of beautiful, snow-white birds, large of body
and long of wing. These they called halcyons, and
some albatrosses

"

" But the halcyon is a kingfisher and not a sea-
bird," I broke in.

" And they were naught but the souls of the blest

—

angel-beings come from Paradise to visit their old
haunts of happiness. As they flew they always keened
sweetly—a sad note, tor out of the eyes of these
birds looked the souls of milk-white maids, guileless

children, hoary and sainted men, golden striplings,

dear mothers, and truest lovers. And "

Old Owen drew his vague, open eyes from the sea
and fixed them earnestly upon my own.

" When one of a pair of lovers betrothed happened
to die, the spirit of the dead, in the shape of the
bird, would come winging low in the last hour to find

its mate on earth. 'Twas to warn it, you know, then
to guide it on its way to bliss."

" All this was told me by a lame shepherd on a
night I'd saved him from a drunken weaver. He was
a harper, and played the old true melodies of the
Eisteddfod."

Owen bent once more to his work, but no longer
hummed or sang his songs. Suddenly a brisk puff

of wind swept over us, and there came the sharp,
metallic clang of the lighthouse door as it flung itself

shut in its iron frame. Owen gave a cry of alarm
and sprang to his feet.

"Great God! we're locked out of the tower!
Davy's got the only key ! And he'll not be back till

to-morrow night! It's death to the ships without a
light—and the sack for all of us. And, look ! there's
a storm piling up in the north-west"

He pointed to the sea in the north-west quarter.
Above the living stream of the birds, above the sun-
dazzled floods beyond, pressed low upon the blurred
and smoky horizon, stood disturbed shapes of lead-

coloured clouds, bearded with black. Minghng her
smoke with the threatening vapour-hulks, I saw a
steamer making south, as if fleeing before the looming
peril. I then turned my gaze upon the snowy, six-

sided tower, which lifted its head of glass and its red
helmet of a roof so calmly above the desolate rock
and scurrying flood The October sun seemed to

grow wan and cold as it rested upon this silver sentinel

of the sea,

Owen divined my thought.

"There's no ladder to reach the glass," said he.
" The panes be heavy plate, double, and set in brass,
and the pivot-sashes be bolted from within. Davy
was uncommon proud of the strutting strength of the
glasses !

"

My eyes wandered to a thick spar that lay near the
tower, a boom lost from some sloop.

" We might batter down the door with that," I

remarked.
" Must!—^must! ' he replied.

He called the Indian and the Chinaman. The four
of us lifted the heavy timber, hugging it close, then
retreated some ten yards from the tower. At a word
we ran the boom full tilt against the door. The tower
shook, but the door stood firm. But at the third
assault it yielded, the hinges flew apart, and the iron
panel fell clattering into the tower.

At the same moment, following upon the sudden
draught, we distinctly heard the slamming of another
door above us, from within. Owen's face grew
tragic.

" It's no use!" he said dolefully. "That does for
the light. It's the door to the light-cell—it's of steel,

with Davy's patent lock upon it. And there's not
room enough betwixt it and the wall to swing a sledge-
hammer a foot. There'll be no light in the tower to-

night !

"

" A big fire might serve the purpose of the light," I.

suggested. Owen shook his head.
" When I was a boy, and the old naked whale-oil

flares were loth to light," he replied, " we'd burn a
beacon on the head. But the fires beguiled the ships
and led 'em wrong ; there were wrecks."

Silence fell between us. The Indian lay down and
rolled himself into another lazy posture. The Chinese
carried the disembowelled fish into the house. I

knew the brain of the weird old Welshman was
wrestling with the problem. At last he spoke

:

" When our Davy rebuilt the tower there was a
lordly sheet of glass left over, which I set in the wall
of my cabin against the sea. 'Twas clear as water
and without a flaw. I can set my telescope there, and
peer at the ships in the foulest weather. So that's

given me an idea—if you'll please to follow, sir."

He led the way toward his cabin. It was a neat
abode, decorated with odd shells and filled with stuff^ed

birds and fish, old engravings and well-worn books.
One corner contained Owen's trim httle bed. The
room was lighted by one large, brilliant sheet of glass,
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fonning almost the entire west wall. In this, without
a blemish, the sea and sky stood framed. The sill of
the window was only six inches from the floor.

" Here," said the old man, pointing to the window
and to a sohd table befoce it, " here we might rig up
the light It's only a shift, but it will serve. The
lamp set here and some of the prisms in their frame
in front of it, and yon big mirror behind it, and we'll

have a good glare. But "—and he seemed once more
to be plunged into perplexity

—
"it's a half-minute

flash—an intermittent light—the Norte Rock! A!

steady light would be a lie to the ships out yonder."
Like the flash of the light itself, a practical inspira-

tion seized upon me as I caught sight of the wide
green blind which lay coiled above the window. I
lowered it, shut out the daylight, counted thirty

seconds, then raised it. Owen beamed v/ith satis-

faction, and laughed mellowly.
" Fine ! fine !

" he exclaimed. " When I put up that
blind to keep out the summer sun, 'I'd no thought it

would ever be used to keep in and let out the beams
of the Shadow-Slayer !

"

{To be continued.)

•3* .^ «^

CARLYLE ON ROBESPIERRE
Prize Essay by W. K. ANDERSON

Carlyle was not the type of man to do justice to
Robespierre. Himself a genius, a great eye ever fixed
on the horizon, and taking in the mountain peaks of
humanity in its range, he had not that elasticity of
accommodation that could enable him to conceive the
colourless mediocrity of the valleys, and see what
subtle power may be hidden there. Author and sub-
ject differ so widely in their mental qualities and capa-
bilities that the mental field-glass of the former would
have needed an exceptionally fine adjustment to have
afforded him a well-proportioned view of the latter.

If one imagine the two men meeting, there would be
a sort of natural antagonism between them from the
beginning.

When you come to think of it, Carlyle never wrote
the life of any man at any length who had not out-

standing talent. Cromwell, Voltaire, Goethe, Burns,
Mirabeau and the others—all were clearly masterful
men, each in his way doing what was expected of him.

But the more subtle qualities apart were not easily

within Carlyle's field of vision. I wonder how long it

took him to see Abraham Lincoln, who had the same
rare combination of insight, patience and outward un-
attractiveness—though with humour to relieve—as

Robespierre. As long as it took Seward ; or longer,

like Stanton perhaps? Anyhow, we find an ill-pro-

portioned figure of Robespierre in his " History of the

French Revolution."

Dyspeptic Carlyle is struck by the "atrabihar"
colour of his subject, and never ceases to see him
through green spectacles from beginning to end. The
qualities of immediate expression, attractiveness,

charm, oratory, originality, being absent in this man
of colourless personality, Carlyle finds him " sea-

green," " tallow-green," finally as " Green Ven-
geance "

; a " more insupportable individual, one
would say, seldom opened his mouth in any Tribune.

Acrid, implacable-impotent ; dull-drawling, barren as

the Harmattan wind," while the qualities of longer

range, morality, incorruptibility, earnestness, patience,

faith, which he did possess, are become terms of re-

proach, " straitlacedness," " Incorruptibility " with a m
capital I,

" anxiousness," and the " seagreen Pontiff " 1
at the feast of the Deity, ^
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Yet Mirabeau, who had a nearer view, said of him,
" This man will do somewhat ; he believes every word
he says." And the public trusted him for precisely

those characteristics which with Carlyle are an object
of scorn ; it was only when his faith had degenerated
to the uncontrolled and pathological momentum of

fanaticism that they failed to support him.
A " mean meagre mortal " I

A man who had a longer, more wearing period of

Revolutionary service than either Mirabeau or

Danton, who could be looked to with confidence when
the weary Danton slackened off, who bore the
humihation of sarcasm, the disquietude of ridicule, the

distress of insult, without a murmur, and died not
worth a sou

!

The epithet will not do.

It is no doubt true that Robespierre had not nearly

the attractiveness or capabilities of Mirabeau or

Danton, that in the light and shade of prominent
characters of the Revolution he often cut an ungainly
figure, that he was finally guilty of ambition and the

most appalling excess ; but it is also true—and it is here

that Carlyle's emphasis fails—that with, and in spite

of, all his natural deficiencies he took a consistent and
leading part in a drama unique in the history of the

world, that for a period he consolidated and directed

the Revolutionary movement amid a sea of unspeak-
able intrigue and corruption, and, impoverished by his

own enthusiasm, finally died a violent death prefaced

by many hours of physical torture, borne at least with

the dignity of silence.

«^ Jw ^^

MR. GALSWORTHY'S NEW PLAY,

"THE FUGITIVE,"
AT THE ROYAL COURT THEATRE

Clare Desmond, the "fugitive," is the latest

incarnation of the " femme incomprise." Her husband
does not understand her. She understands him only

too well. He is honest and kind, and even generous
;

but there is absolute incompatibility of temperament
between his conventional, commonplace, prosaic

nature and her unconventional, poetic, fiery and
aspiring soul. On the advice of her literary friend,

Mr. Malise, Clare decides to revolt and to bolt, to leave

her home, or, as Malise calls it, to " spread out

her wings," and like a stormy petrel to defy the

tempest. She tries to earn her living as a shopgirl,

and she miserably fails. She then offers her services

as a typist to MaHse, and having in the meantime
come to love him, she accepts his offer to live with him.

But the prosaic husband does not accept the arrange-
ment, and determines to institute divorce proceedings
which would ruin her lover and wreck his career as a
journalist. She decides to sacrifice herself and to

leave her lover, but rather than return to her husband,
who proposes an amicable separation and offers to

settle an allowance on her, she prefers to take to the
streets. The last act shows her in a house of ill-fame,

starting on her new life. But her whole nature rebels

at the first contact with loathsome reality, and she
poisons herself in the restaurant.

" The Fugitive " has many elements of a great play.

It has many dramatic situations. It has sincerity and
power and boldness. The plot is skilfully constructed,
working up steadily from a somewhat halting begin-
ning to a striking and original climax, the death scene
in the restaurant.

Yet the play has glaring weaknesses, and the drama
often comes dangerously near to being a melodrama.

St. Barnabas Vicarage,

558, Caledonian Road,

Holloway, London, N.

PASSING

OPPORTUNITIES!

Dear Friend,

Summer is quickly passing. With
it the opportunity of giving others a
holiday at the seaside or in the country,
I am spending part of my holidays on
the river, and already the boatmen are
beginning to put away some of their
boats for the winter. Going over Messrs.
Huntley & Palmer's Biscuit Factory I

found one department busy preparing
orders for Christmas! Just signs that
summer is passing, and with it the
opportunity of giving a Summer Holiday
to the needy.

There are not a few old people in

London who years ago came up from
the country. The possibility of visiting

their old home and birthplace is out of
the question unless the railway fares are
paid. In not a few instances this has
been done, and has brought genuine
pleasure to the old folk.

On my return to Holloway I am
arranging to take a large party of aged
ones for a long day's drive into the
country. This was done last year, and
many who were too old and infirm to go
away enjoyed a comfortable drive to the
woods, and did full justice to the good
things provided.

All this means expenditure. We
therefore appeal for funds to enable us
to continue this charity, £5 will send
five adults for a fortnight; £1 5s. will

give one a couple of weeks; 12s. 6d.

send a needy one away for a week. Cost
of day's drive and entertaining for one
old person, 3s.

Donations may be sent direct to me
at above address.

Yours in His Happy Service,

FRANK SWAINSON.
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iThe psychology is often primitive, and the character

of Clare is absurdly inconsistent or rather incoherent
She is in turn impossibly and sublimely heroic and
miserably feeble and futile. Mr. Galsworthy may
Teply that Clare is not a type and an abstraction, but
gust an ordinary fragile woman, with high aspirations

and noble impulses, and that her inconsistency is

part of her character. The result is, unfor-

tunately, that with such a character the thesis of

Mr. Galsworthy becomes unconvincing. And if the

iwriter further rephed that he does not want to con-

vince us, and that " The Fugitive " is not an Ibsenite

problem-play, we can only say that ninety-five out

of a hundred amongst the audience actually must read
into the play a very definite argument, namely, that

until middle-class women are taught to earn their

living, there is little alternative for them between
domestic slavery and economic slavery or prostitution.

iThe Socialist thesis first expounded by Bebel in his

famous classic may be true, but Mr. Galsworthy has
not chosen the best way of persuading us of its truth.

" The Fugitive " was warmly received by a full and
appreciative house. Mr. Galsworthy is very happy in

his interpreters. Miss Irene Rooke plays a formidable

part with subtle art and compelling charm. She is

ably supported by Mr. Rosmer in the exacting role of

the somewhat rhetorical and conventional journalist

Mrs. Tapping, as the charwoman, relieves the tension

pf the tragedy v/ith irresistible humour.

*3^ t^ ^

CORRESPONDENCE
Notice to Correspondents.—Owing to the large number

0/ letters received it is necessary for correspondents to write
briefly if their letters are to appear.

THE CASE FOR NATIONAL' HOUSING.
To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—I am delighted with the letters on housing

which appear in your issue of September I2th, for

they show how fresh is the subject even to thoughtful
people, and that few yet dream of what is easily

attainable. I especially thank the correspondent who
terms me " visionary." It is by vision that the world
progresses, and there is no practical existing thing,

from a spade to an aeroplane, that did not begin as

a dream and excite the unwise to derision. I remem-
ber that just a few years ago, when the Daily Mail
first offered a big prize for flying, it was mocked at by
some of its contemporaries—the very papers which
now have to publish the winning of such prizes. 'Twas
ever thus.

As to rates, why should I make my housing pro-

posals conform to our absurd rating system ? Must I

fit national housing to a system which no other great

nation tolerates? One thing at a time. The simple
answer to your correspondents on this head is that we
ought to have a local income tax system, as ill Ger-
many, by virtue of which very poor people pay no
local income tax at all, while poor people pay a little,

and the rich pay much more than they do here.

As to officials, no army of officials would be needed

;

on the contrary, national housing would call for a
much smaller number of " officials " than now exists.

Speculative housing as now carried on is worked by

The Rev. Frank Swainson (St. <Barnabas Vicarage, 558,
Caledonian Road, Holloway) requests us to acknowledge
receipt of the following sums in aid of his "To See the Sea "

scheme, outlined in a previous issue of EVERYMAN

:

McK. B., I2S. 6d. ; Leia, 12s. 6d.

an enormous army of middlemen (officials), all paid
for in rent, and not one-tenth as many would be re-

quired if housing were done by the State.

As to houses wearing out, and taste changing, these
are points not against national housing, but for it^

Mr. Usher must try to see that the mass of decayed
and obsolete houses now standing, is now a national

loss, and that this national loss would be avoided if

national housing obtained. Of course, houses would
have to be rebuilt just as we rebuild battleships, and it

would not be loss to rebuild, but gain, just as when a
business man gains by scrapping an old machine and
buying a new one.

As to cost of land, not only is it possible to buy land
at £2ip an acre in many accessible localities (I have
bought it for less), but the State can take compulsory
powers to buy land for housing at its agricultural price,

which is negligible, and Mr. Runciman actually pro-

poses to do this (see his recent speeches). A well-to-

do friend of mine is just building a house on land, fifty

minutes from a London terminus, which he has bought
at £\'^0 an acre. Moreover, the State can make any
land in reason accessible by providing simple trans-

port facilities, which raises another important national

issue. It can act where individuals' are helpless.

As to repairs, there was of course a clerical error

in my article, which I regret to have overlooked, but

it is a negligible factor in the case. I allowed one
per cent, for repairs, and one per cent, on ;£,400 is of

course £if a year. I have always lived in houses built

specially for me, and my repairs have been less than
this.

As to insurance, I am glad a correspondent men-
tioned this, for it shows how commercial ideas stultify

thought Let my correspondent reflect that the

nation does not insure its warships. Insurance is the

protection of an individual by pooling risk.

As to " empties," these are a trouble to an individual

house owner, and they may even be a trouble to a
municipality. To the nation they would be no trouble,

for the "whole of the nation at any given time must be
living in houses, and therefore empties average as a
negligible matter. The fact is that if the State began
to build on the lines I have indicated the State houses

would be hunted for, just as the houses at Bournville

are hunted for.

As to sewers cost, this was included in my estimate

of ;£'240 an acre for developing the building land.

As to building a house at ;£'400, I have before me a

beautiful plan of a detached house at this price full

of good notions, specially got out for me by a well-

known architect I could build it commercially for

;f400, and the State could do much better. Readers
should not imagine that I wrote without data.

Lack of knowledge, lack of vision, lack of faith—
these are the causes of the slow progress of demo-
cracy.—I am, sir, etc., L. G. Chiozza MONEY.
September I3thj 191 3.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—Do you not think the scheme I propounded

at least twenty years ago, under the title of " House-
hold Right," much preferable to Mr. Chiozza Money's ?

I will briefly explain it. I proposed that every house-

holder should become the owner of his house in six-

teen or twenty years by paying his rent to the State,

who would during that period pay it to the landlord.

To provide for moving from one house to another, or

from one town to another, I suggested that whatever

amount a tenant had paid in one place should be car-

ried to his credit in the next. I also entered into the

(Coniinuci on fagt 726J
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KENSINGTON
COLLEGE

MR. JAMES MUNFORD, M.R.S.A., F.R.C.r., Director.

The

6oia ti^edai

FOR

GOMMERGIAL& SECRETARIAL

TRAINING

was awarded to Kensington College by the Counc3 of

THE FESTIVAL OF EMPIRE

THE COUNCIL CONSISTING OFi

H.R.H. PRINCESS LOUISE, DOCHESS OF ARGYLL

HIS GRACE THE DDKE OF ARGYLL, P.C, K.T., G.C.H.G.

BIS GRACE THE DDKE OF NORFOLK, K.G., P.C.

HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF WESTMINSTER, G.C.Y.O.

HIS GRACE TBE DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE, P.C.

HIS GRACE TBE DDKE OF FIFE, K.T., P.C.

THE RT. HON. EARL ROBERTS, P.C, K.P., ETC

THE RT. HON. THE EARL OF PLYMOUTH, P.C, D.L., J.P.

and a brilliant list o( the chief members of the British aristocracy.

Students are now being enrolled for next

Term, and places are also being booked for

next year. Applications for admission, which

should not be delayed, are considered in order

of receipt.

Candidates desirous of training under the

only Gold Medal system extant for a

Guaranteed Appointment should write at

once for Ulastrated Prospectus similar to that

graciously accepted by H.M. Queen Alexandra,

and for an Illustrated Souvenir of the

Twenty-first Anniversary, to

Miss EVA MUNFORD, Secretary, Kensington College,

34, Gloucester Gardens, Gloncester Terrace,

Hyde Park, W.
Tek No. : Pad. 4348.

DAY and RESIDENTIAL.
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For 40 years Mr. HUGO. THE MOST SUCCESSFUL LANGUAGE
SPECIALIST living, has been teaching Lansuafi^s, and stiulyinij the

difficulties of many thousands of pupils. This conrse U the rtsult of

daily experiment to one end—to make Languages easy of acquirement,
to teach ONLY WHAT IS REALLY ESSENTIAL, and to teach that

thoroughly. HUGO'S 1913 SELF-TUITION COURSE g.ves a practical

mastery of the imponantpart of the langaai^e in an incredivrly short time,

and PntMp^ pvp"!' t''"t;.-^ nnt'rflv if^nontit of Fr nrh ^-^Tin^n or Sna-M-^h

to <orii> hniiih>'(ls of real liv - ^ ntfnc.i-s 'mm the Jirst If^s''!!.

Would you like to speak, read,

write and understand

OR

SPANISH ?
It is so easy

BY

HUGO'S
1913

SELF - TUITION

COURSE

BY POST.

2/6
[ilontlily, for one Year.
Or 27/-, payable in advance,

each language. 2/6
Write for fall Prospectus. Specimen lesson sent free if Everyman

Is mentioned. Address for Self-Tuition inquiries. 33, Gracecljurch
Street, London. E.C.

French, German or Spanish
Taught in 24 Lessons in

HUGO'S CONVERSATIONAL GLASSES.

Evanioff.—Frencli or German, I/- per week, payable quarterly, book
included.

Day and Evenini:—Special Classes limited to 5 members. French,
German, Spanish or Italian, 1/6 per week, payable quarterly, books
Included.

ALL LESSONS GIVEN BY COMPETENT
NATIVE TEACHERS.

PRIVATE LESSONS from 3/- an hour, according to the number
of lessons taken.

HUGOS LANGUAGE INSTITUTE
(Established 40 Years),

64& 66, OXFORD STREET, W.; 33, GRACECHURCH STREET, E.C.;

205, Earl't Court Road, S.W.

question of entail, and found, in conclusion, that there
could be no succession of ownership except in the case
of a widow who was prepared to carry on a renewal
of the tenancy. Details for legislation would, of

course, have to be worked out.—I am, sir, etc.,

Durham. JoSHUA BroWELL,

JOHN BRIGHT,
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—In your issue of August 29th occurs the fol-

lowing sentence

:

" Mentally, we have travelled far from the position
which John Bright affirmed some fifty years ago, when
he stated that adulteration was a legitimate form of
competition."

John Bright never stated anything of the kind.

I have been waiting to see if you would retract, and
apologise for, this outrageous defamation of one of the
noblest men that ever hgured in British (or any other)

politics. Instead of doing so, there comes this week,
in the form of a review, an appreciation, meant to be
laudatory, of the statesman who, according to a writer

in Everyman, actually declared that adulteration was
a legitimate form of competition.

The John Bright who defended fraud is the same
man as the John Bright whom at about the same time
the Sfulator described as " the Republican conscience
of the House of Commons."
As I knew something of John Bright, heard many

of his speeches, and for forty years closely followed
his great career, I resent very strongly your ground-
less and uncalled for disparagement.—I am, sir, etc.,

John Ellerthorpe,
London, S.E., September 13th, 1913.

CHINA AND OPIUM.
To the Editor of Everym.\n.

Sir,—Dr. Sarolea, in his striking article on China
and the Opium Traffic, talks of " England compelling
China to buy the poisonous drug." Surely, having
made a study of this very important subject, he must
be aware that no insistence and no persuasion are in

the slightest degree necessary. The confirmed opium
txDper, whether he uses the drug in the form of smoke,
as an eater^ drinks it in the form of laudanum, etc.,

or injects it subcutaneously, most certainly requires

no coaxing to help him to indulge in a habit he is

powerless to give up. When the use of opium be-

comes a habit, it, in the vast majority of cases, is a
disease, and can only be cured when treated as such.

The system becomes saturated with the toxic poison

;

in most cases the victim is compelled to take it in

increasing doses, and the sudden stoppage of the usual

supply leads to prolonged and agonising suffering, or

immediate collapse and death.

Used in what may be termed moderation no great

harm results ; indeed, men live to a great age in China
under such conditions. But, just as in the case of the
alcoholic subject and the heavy smoker of tobacco,

the man who over-indulges in opium, in any shape or

form, eventually becomes either a nervous wreck or

an imbecile.

So far as China is concerned, possibly something
may be done by education to prevent the rising

generation becoming devotees at the shrine of the

poppy. It would be not only futile but fiendishly

cruel to cut off the supply suddenly from those already

addicted to its use. The supply, if any good result

is to be hoped for, must be gradually reduced. It is
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doubtful, however, if even the most determined and
strong-willed man can entirely overcome the habit

unaided.—1 am, sir, etc., DESMOND MORETON.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—A prolonged study of this subject obliges

me to confirm the view strongly expressed by Dr.

Sarolea in EVERYMAN of August 22nd : it is a dismal

chapter in British dealing with China, and the sooner

it is finally ended the better for China, for us, and
for humanity at large. In your issue of August 2gth

Mr. Whittall puts in a plea against prompt and speedy
prohibition. I should like your readers to know that

the Chinese Government began its reform in a gradual

.way, but that experience has shown them that a reform

of this kind must be carried out quickly, and not by
a long-drawn process. General Chang, for example,

has told us of an uncle of his own, who had forfeited

his position, coming to ask for a fresh start. " Not
unless you abandon your opium smoking," said the

nephew ;
" come again in three months." Thus stimu-

lated, the elderly man braced himself up, reappeared
in three months, received a small Government post,

and is now on the upward march. Multiply this in-

stance manifold, and you have the way of reform as

the Chinese have learnt it.

Second, Mr. Whittall has his doubts as to the degree
of evil in opium smoking, and he thinks that it is

exaggerated by abolitionists. For those who share

his doubt, let this fact be considered : the strong and
independent empire of Japan neither suffers any of

its subjects to be an opium smoker, nor permits any
foreign nation to export it into Japan. Is not this

evidence which it is useless to gainsay? And if so,

why should not China be free to do the Mke, as its

Government and all its leaders most earnestly desire.

—I am, sir, etc., A. Caldecott.

THE DECAY OF, PARLIAMENT.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I have read your interview. Lord Robert
Cecil on the above, with some dismay. He knows
perfectly well that for hundreds of years laws have
been passed to suit the upper classes, and the poor and
middle class have been gradually but surely robbed
of their heritage. Where are now the common lands

that belonged to the people?—given over to the
country squire!

The nation grew utterly sick" of trying to get Bills

through the House of Lords. Every Tory Bill went
through with a pohte bow from their Lordships. Will
Lord Robert name one that did not?
Now he is in tears

!

I have voted Tory, but I have found that the
Liberals are doing more good for the nation, hence
my change of attitude.

Lord Robert complains of the Liberals obeying the
party Whip. Does not he and his party do the same }

New times, new Bills. He must realise that the
nation has entered a new era, never, I trust, to turn

back.—I am, sir, etc.,

'

OBSERVER.

POLITICS."EVERYMAN'S"
To the Editor of Every.man.

Sir,—I have taken every number and recommended
Everyman to everybody—but are you degenerating
into Toryism ?

The Cecilian contribution (the interview with Lord
Robert Cecil) of last week is flagrantly partisan and
nothing else. The Cecils think all the time wasted
when all their family are not deep with both hands in

the national exchequer. "Hinc ilke lachr3fmae."

Thia Ciihinet hnttja

15.000 fxif^era with
FOI.r}KIIS AND
OUIDBS. Note
the hinged front
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Vertical Filing System.
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becomes a veritable storehouse
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it. You can file away Corre-
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—
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method of filing is that everything
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Handsomely finished Cabinets,
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PLAYER'S

Navy Mixture
Out of the sweetest and ripest leaves of the

tobacco plant "pipe perfect" Player's Navy
Mixture is made.

Plaver's Navv Mixture Is evervthlng that a
tobacco can be.

It Is cool and even burning, with a bouquet
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I. LES ANNALES
POLITIQUES ET LITTERAIRES.

ILLUSTRATED FRENCH JOURNAL,
APPEARING ON SUNDA YS.

Editor: ADOLPHE BRISSON.

Les A nnales ins/ruisent, amusent, tiennent au courant de
^^———^^^ tout : du livre nouveau, du roman dont on

parte, du jait du jour, du thedlre, des arts, de la science, de

la vie fc'minine, des modes, du mouvement intfllectuel,

social, mondain,philanthropique en France et h PEtranger.

Les A finales sontavant tout une revuefamiliale,pouvant
-^-^^^^^^— Itre inises entre toutes les mains.

Par an, 52 morceaux de musique, 2,000

gravures, 500,000 lignes de texte, 15 & 20
pieces de theatre, etc., etc.

Specimen Copy on Application.
(Postage IJd.)

SabscripHon
12/6 per annum, Edition on Ordinary Paper

18/6 Edition de Luxe.

Subscriptions will be received at the Offices of
" EVERYMAN," 21, Royal Terrace, Edinburgh.
Yearly subscribers will receive a Presentation

Copy of the Edition de Luxe of "Le Livre d'Or
de la Cuisine Francaise."

II, Les Jeunes Gens
Les Jeunes Filles

Desireux de se perfeclionner
dans I'etude de la langue francaise

DOIVENT S'ABONNER AU

JOUHNAL DE l

UNIVERSIIE DES ANNALES
Ce Magasine paraissant le i" et le 75 de
chaque^ mois publie le texte complet et
iltustre de nombreuses gravures toutes
conferencesfaiies aux Annatespar Petite

des Ecrivains fran^ais.

Dans I'Annee en Cours

I'ffillVRE DE SHAKESPEARE

EST ETUDIEE ET COMMENTEE
EN 12 ADMIRABLES LEGONS

. par —

M. JEAN RICHEPIN
de 1'Academic FranjaUe.

They had in Elizabeth's time the most distinguished
of her flunkeys in their family, and since then have
fairly become rampant with presumption.
Then in the article about German superiority it is

said that they—the Germans—have a " sane " system
of Protection. Should not this have been " insane " ?

Frankly, if you lose the Liberals, you will have few
readers but Socialists, for the Conservatives have not
sufficient intelligence to appreciate you. They prefer

the pious and ponderous platitudes of the Spectator.—
I am, sir, etc., ALFRED LiSHMAN.

Malton, September 8th, 1913.

THE PLIMSOLL LINE.
To the Editor of Everyman.
Dear Sir,—I have read with interest and also sur-

prise the articles upon the " Tragedy of the PlimsoU
Line." I remember Mr. Plimsoll during his parlia-

mentary campaign in Liverpool. In the second article

(issue of August 22nd) you say that Mr. Lloyd
George, as President of the Board of Trade,

. " authorised the rules that destroyed Plimsoll's hfe-

work." I have always thought that an Act of Parliament

could only be undone by another Act of Parliament.

How then could the Board of Trade destroy the Load
Line Act? Then, again, cannot the same Board of

Trade restore the Load Line Act ? Information upon
these two points will be welcome. (N.B.—Do any ship-

ping companies observe the old rules ?).—I am, sir, etc.,

Wavertree. A. W. Blundell.

CARDUCCI AND SATANISM.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I have just finished reading the " Life of St
Frandis" ("Everyman's" is. edition). His praise, it

seems, has been sung by Carducci in his " Santa Maria
degli Angeli." If the poet really had a genuine love

for SL Francis, he could not, at the time of writing the

poem, have held the same sentiments which animated
him when he produced his " Inno a Satana." Why ?

Because the Jehovah of the priests, who is to be con-

quered by Satan, is the Christ of the altar, in whom,
and through whom, St Francis gained all his vic-

tories against Satanic powers. Therefore, either

Carducci had completely altered his attitude towards
the Church, and of necessity her priests, or he chose
the beautiful life as material for a sonnet merely in

order to catch the popular imagination. The " occult

wave " which is creeping over Europe seems to point
to some form of Satanism giving life to it.—I am, sir,

etc., M. Jordan
Manchester, September 8th, 1913.

DUMAS' PLACE IN LITERATURE.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—^My letter seems to have aroused much criti-

cism, which to attempt to answer in detail would be
impossible. However, the point which both Messieurs
Dozat and Senequier and Mynherr Endepols make
most of is the comparison of the style of the authors
more directly in question, i.e., Dumas and Balzac.

To deal with this I think the quickest way would
be to quote from a few critics who have greater in-

sight and knowledge of this subject than the average
person can hope to obtain, and their statements will

have far greater weight than mine.

Firstly, let us take the views of a man who has
studied both authors—Mr. W. E. Henley. To quote
from his essay on Balzac ; in his final summing up he
says: "He was the least capable and the most self-

conscious of artists, his observation ^as that of an
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inspired and very careful auctioneer; he was a

visionary and a fanatic, he was gross, ignorant, morbid
of mind, cruel of heart, vexed with a strain of Sadism
that makes him on the whole corrupting and ignoble

in effect. But he divined and invented prodigiously,

if he observed and recorded tediously, and his achieve-

ment remains a phantasmagoria of desperate sug-

gestion and strange affecting situations and inordinate

effects." In another essay on Duraas :
" An artist at

once original and exemplary, with an incomparable

instinct of selection, a constructive faculty not equalled

among the men of this century.
" An understanding of what is right and what is

wrong and a mastery of the m^fterials which in their

way are not to be paralleled in the works of Sir Walter
himself."

To more particularly emphasise this point with

regard to Balzac's style, may I quote from Taine, who
has collected a few specimens of Balzac's literary

style ? " All the manufactories of intellectual products

have discovered a spice, a special ginger, which is

their peculiar enjoyment. Thence the premiums, the

anticipated dividends; thence the rape of thoughts

which, like slave merchants in Asia, the contractors

of public wit wrest half hatched from the paternal

brain and undress and drag to the feet of their brutish

sultan, their Shahahabam—this terrible public, who, if

not amused, cuts off their head by taking from them
their feed of gold."

In another place :
" Caroline is a second edition of

Nebuchadnezzar; for, one day, like the royal chrysalis,

she will pass from the fur of the caterpillar to the

ferocity of the imperial purple." Again :
" She allowed

that smile of resigned women to escape her which
would split granite." Elsewhere he speaks of the
" fluid projections of looks that serve to touch the skin

of a woman "
; of the " atmosphere of Paris, in which

seethes a simoon that swells the heart " ; of the " co-

efficient reason of events" ; of " pecuniary mnemonics"

;

of " sentences flung out through the capillary tubes of

the great female confabulation " ; of " devouring ideas

distilled through a bald forehead "
; of " abortions in

which the spawn of genius cumbers an arid strand "

;

of " the philosophic moors of incredulity " ; of " a town
troubled in its public and private intestines."

The above form indeed a " beautiful page of perfect

French "
( !), and these are only a few examples ; many

other specimens are easily to be found.

Let us now take another view of this question of

Balzac's style as noted by Saintsbury. " Balzac's

characters are never quite human. Despite his noble
prefix, he cannot conceive or draw either a gentleman
or a lady. His scheme of human character is alto-

gether low and mean." Again, from Lawton's life of

Balzac :
" His characters always appear mechanical,

none of them are free agents His gamut of feminine
physiology seems to be hmited, very limited. Women
of the finest mind he neither comprehended nor cared
to understand."

Truly, to judge from the above extracts, " the scan-

ning eye of modem criticism is noi deceived.'.'—I am,
sir, etc., Percival F. Hinton.

FOREIGN MISSIONARIES AND THEIR
WORK.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—Mr. F. D. Jones's essay on the work of the

foreign missionary in the present day, full of interest-

ing information as it is, seems to refer entirely to one
class of workers in the mission field. Incidentally he
states that before Morrison landed in China little mis-

sion .work had been done in that country. Dr. Morri-
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son went out to Canton by way of Macao in 1 807. It

was in 1583—more than two centuries earlier—that

Matteo Ricci landed at Macao, as the pioneer of the

modern missions of China, and he and his successors

did great things. Morrison, in his own preparation

for work in China, wisely profited by the labours of

tliese Catholic missionaries. In the " Memoirs of

Robert Morrison, D.D., by his Widow " (vol. i., p. 1 34),

we read how on his voyage out to the East he "sat

him down patiently to the Jesuit harmony of the Gos-

pels composed in Chinese, and copied out every

syllable of it for his own future use."

The Catholic missions of China form at the present

moment an organisation extending through the whole
country. The baptised native Catholics under their

care number nearly a million and a half, the increase

in the last thirty years being about a million. None
are baptised until they have been subjected to a long

term of instruction and probation as catechumens.

The number under instruction in this way at present

is over 390,000. Thus the total of adherents, bap-

tised and unbaptised, is over a million and three-

quarters. The current issue of the " Cliina Year
Book " shows that the non-Catholic organisations and
agencies, some ninety- in all, claim altogether 167,000

baptised native converts, and adherents who bring the

total up to 324,890 in all. This total is less than that

of the catechumens alone of the Catholic missions.

It is obvious from such results that there is some-

thing to be said for the methods of the Catholic mis-

sionaries. Their rule is to live the life of the people,

to identify themselves with them. The annual allow-

ance or salary to a Catholic missionary in inland China

is about ;£'20 sterhng. Like St. Paul, these pioneers

have neither wife nor child, and so are able to do
without " salaries ranging from ;£^90 to ;£'400 "

; houses

furnished in the European style, European fare, and

the rest. And it is not only in China that men of the

same type, following the same methods, are obtaining

strikingly large results. This is an aspect of mis-

sionary enterprise of which Mr. Jones's interesting

essay savs nothing.—I am, sir, etc.,

A. HiLLIARD ATTERIDGE.
London, September 12th, 19 13.

INTERNATIONAL MORALITY.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—The under-current of thought in the latter

half of the interesting article on " Private and Public

Morality," by Dr. Sarolea, in EVERYMAN of August

15 th, suggests that the standard of national morality

which the Briton is supposed to set up for himself has

been judged by the European standard. The article

on the whole appears to be written through criticising

un-English rather than through self-examining Eng-
lish spectacles. To see ourselves as others see us is

always wholesome ; but we sometimes take exception

to the conclusions drawn. We do not deny Bliicher

his due at Waterloo. There are even Frenclraien

who deny that they suffered defe'at in that battle.-

Wellington looms larger in our eyes for the self-same

reason that Bismarck occupies a larger place in Ger-

man national life than Gladstone, or Cavour and

Garibaldi in Italy than Cromv/ell. Blood is univer-

sally thicker than water. To be bone of our bone is

more than to be our neighbours over the garden wall.

We are accused of defrauding and maligning

humanity by monopolising virtues. The accusation

is exaggerated. In any case, who can deny that

disaster to the British race would spell catastrophe

to humanity's greatest interests ? The idealist knows

that the influence for good exercised by our govern-
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ment of other lands outweighs any disadvantages it

may bring. Why are the natives of the Lado Enclave

so anxious to cross the border into British territory?

To come lower down the Nile, is the righting of the

wrongs exposed by Slatin Pasha, Father Ohrwaldcr,

and Neufeld a piece of forgotten history? Is it

reasonable to blame us for the fact that the growth of

German armaments is the result of our own measures

of self-defence? To cast such a stone is as illogical

as to say that we alone are responsible for fnuling

ourselves on an island which requires defence! The
" good European," if he had been truly " good," would
never have invaded our shores and complicated

matters by trespassing on the soil of the aboriginal

inhabitants. We may be "bad Europeans," but we
do not forget that there are other " bad Europeans "

;

we even question whether there is any nation at pre-

sent which can be called a " good European." While
we do not maintain, however, that two blacks make
a white, we demur at being judged by a standard

bolstered up to hide its own many seamy sides,

whereof the coup d'etat of ante-Crimean days, the

presumption of Austria in the " affaire " of Bosnia

and Herzegovina, the scandal which drew forth the

^ memorable " J'accuse," the insults to which Briti.sh

travellers on the Continent ^ere subjected in igoo-02,

the German haggling over Samoa, and the Belgian

disgrace in the Congo are but a few glaring

.examples.—I am, sir, etc., H. S.

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
In The European in India (Stanley Paul, 12s. 6d.

net), Mr. Hervey, the well-known author of that in-

teresting book, " Cameos of Indian Crime," sketches

twenty sorts of European men, twenty sorts of Euro-
pean women, and twenty aspects of life on a hill-

station: To each sketch is attached a little tale by
way of illustration. The author, in a kindly but forcible

manner, will drive his readers—and they will be many
—to the conclusion that after all the European in

India is not so very unlike the European in Europe

;

and, in the process, he wiU provide them with multi-

tudinous scraps of curious information. It is, for in-

stance, delightful to find that in India the custom of

capping a neat retort with a classical quotation still

survives. The dialogue must surely be very true to

life, and the style is almost too easy. We strongly

recommend this book to all retired Anglo-Indians.
Certain pages, we are convinced, will bring back to

them with a startling realism their own past

experiences.
® ® 9

Mr. G. B. Burgin has written a certain number of

novels that, while lacking dramatic force, have been
characterised by an atmosphere pleasingly typical of

middle-class life. His latest departure, The Love
THAT Lasts (Hodder and Stoughton, 6s.), is based on
an old theme, and the characters are well worn and
more than a touch imreal. A plot that includes an
adopted son, heir to a disreputable baronet of old but
impoverished family, seems curiously out of date for

the present day, and the figure of Levi Shielmann, the

misunderstood but benevolent Jew, savours of the
type of romance in favour half a century ago. The
figure of the curate, the small but sturdy young man
who braves the onslaught of a ferocious blood-

hound and trembles and shakes at the approach of a

young housemaid, is neither impressive nor believable.

The same atmcsphere of unreality hangs round the

figure of Reba, who, consumed by an overwhelming
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passion for Gaston, the adopted son of Levi, never re-

reals to him a hint of her afFcction. Thus does Reba
speak to the man she loves :

" It may be that I have not

been dihgent, have not been faithful in well-doing, have

thought more of self than I should have done. Under-
neath this calm surface, this quiet upbringing, I feel

myself a- woman ; and yet I am shut out from all the

joys of womanhood by the duties I cannot leave, the

paths by which I have surrounded myself." It is not a

matter of surprise that Gaston is considerably mystified

by this exordium, and hurries off to meet the woman
he wishes to make his wife. Beatrice, though a con-

ventional character, is a flesh-and-blood woman, and,

having mastered her dislike of Levi, is content to

marry his adopted son, though she by no means hides

her delight when she learns that he is in fact the off-

spring of the disreputable baronet. Once the tangle

of paternity is mastered, those who have a weakness

for old-fashioned plots and stereotyped developments

may find pleasure in reading Mr. Burgin's new novel

& ® (B>

The Dragon, by M. P. Shiel (Grant Richards, 6s.),

is a variation on the plot of " The Yellow Danger,"

by the same author, a novel which has achieved the

dignity of a sixpenny edition. The Prince of Wales
and Li Ku Yu fight at school. Li becomes dictator of

China, sets Europe aflame, and invades it with half

the population of China. Finally, the Prince of Wales,

with the aid of the Redlike Ray and other futurist

implements of warfare, drives the Chinese back to

their homes with prodigious slaughter. Personally, we
prefer the finale of " The Yellow Danger," in which

the Chinese fleet, if we remember rightly, was enticed

into the maelstromj while the Chinese army was de-

stroyed by the introduction of cholera germs. For
those who swallow strange diplomacies, the newest

aeroplanes, palpitating hates, desperate loves, and the

fighting of battleships that may be found in Jane, this

book will provide an extravagant feast. And Mr.

Shiel's imagination is marvellous ; unfortunately, so

is his style. His epithets are strained to crudeness,

his sentences cramped and fantastic, though his

"tushery" is full-flavoured. But his wit—let the

reader judge.
" You were only sixteen ?

"

" Hardly more. Before I knew anything he had me
off my feet."

" Say crushingly defeated."
" Yes/ Ah, if I could only say those sorts of flashing,

swift things like you !—you'd think more of me."

Perhaps. But a very excellent book of its kind.

@ © @

The success of " George A. Birmingham's " humour
lies in its fatuity, for he realises that the funniest things

are the things that we often say are too silly to laugh

at Mr. " Birmingham's " humour is silly because it is

unconscious, and it is unconscious because it is serious.

In a vray, THE ADVENTURES OF Dr. Whitty
(Methuen, 6s.) is very like Dr. Leacock's " Mariposa,"

but where Dr. Leacock has just a touch of the ex-

travagant, " George A. Birmingham " has just a touch

of the obvious. But in both cases the telling of the

stories makes the crooked paths straight. In "Dr.

Whitty " it is not merely the telling in the Irish that

makes us laugh at ourselves for laughing over such

a threadbare theme as the troubles of a honeymoon
couple. If Dr. Whitty had arrived in Ballintra at

noon, walked slowly round the graveyard, and de-

parted at one, we should have smiled in a way that is

more appreciative than laughter had " George
Birmingham " had the telling of the tale. It must

be" something in the ink. We have put " Dr. Whitty "

on our special shelf beside " Spanish Gold " and " The
Red Hand of Ulster." We can give him no bettei;

introduction.
9 9 9

Mrs. Day's Daughters (Hodder and Stoughton,

6s.) is a domestic type of story likely to be very

popular with a certain dass of readers. It is the history

of a middle-class family fifty years ago, and the point

of view of the young people is in striliing contrast

to the philosophy of the flapper of the present day.

The story opens with a description of a New Year's

party :
" They would as soon have thought of having

supper without trifle, tipsy cake, and sylabub in those

days as of finishing t'ne evening without Sir Roger.

Dancing had begun at 7.30. The lady at the piano

was drooping with weariness. Violin and 'cello

yawned over their bows ; only spasmodically and
half-heartedly the thrum and jingle of the tambourine

fell on the ear." The mention of the tambourine

sets the date to a nicety. The picture of the host,

Wilham Day, "of too restless and irritable a tem-

perament for the role of looker-on," as the performer

on that instrument defmes in startling fashion the

great gulf between the period when people gave
parties in their own house, no matter what upheavals

of furniture were occasioned, and the present time,

when the ambition of the middle-class hostess is to

entertain her friends in a restaurant. William, who
" loved noise," embezzles money belonging to one of

his clients, is arrested the clay after the party, com-
mitted for trial, and, rather than stand imprisonment,

commits suicide. There follows a period of suffer-

ing f9r the family, during which Deleah, the

youngest daughter, plays Providence, and takes the

burden of decision from her mother's weak
shoulders. Deleah is the burden-bearer of the

household, and not the least of her charms is the fact

that she is unconscious both of her good looks and
her sweetness of disposition. She is her eldest

sister's unconscious rival, and, one after the other,

Bessy's admirers succumb to Deleah's fascinations.

A melodramatic note is struck, somewhat out of

keeping with the tenor of the story, in the suicide of

the grocer's assistant who kills himself for love of

Deleah. The book ends with the marriage of the

heroine to a rich baronet worthy of the girl's attrac-

tions. The novel lacks the grip of some of Miss
Mann's earlier work, and has little of the reality that

characterises her Norfolk studies ; but the story is

fresh and wholesome, and should achieve a certain

popularity,
9 9 9

Mr. Conningsby-Dawson gives us an arresting

study of the boyhood of one Dante Cardover. The
Garden without Walls (Heinemann, 6s.) com-
mences with the hero's first impressions :

" It hap-

pened about six in the morning, in a large red room.

A bar of sunlight streamed in at the window, in which
dust-motes were dancing by the thousand. A man and
woman were lying in bed ; I was standing in my cot,

plucking at the woman with my podgy fingers. She
stirred, turned, rubbed her eyes, smiled, stretched out

her arms, and drew me under the bed-clothes beside

her. The man slept on." Nothing, we are told, re-

corded in the book carries one much farther. The
scene is symbolic: a little child, inarticulate, early

awakened in a sunlit room, vainly striving to make
life answer questions. The strength and weakness
of the novel lie within that sentence. Up to the

period when Dante grows to manhood the desires

and emotions, the impressions life leaves on him, are

recorded with notable fidelity and strength. His
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boyish longing to escape from the confines of the

Stoke Newington garden into the world of glamour
beyond, the adventures in which he embarks with
Rutliita, his small girl chum, strike one as the real

right thing. The chapters dealing with the children's

sojourn with the gipsies, their life in the forest, Dante's
adoration of Lily, the fortune-teller, are written with
a vividity that makes one visuaUse the scene and
characters with startling clearness. The latter part
of the book is not so convincing. Dante drifts into

a phase of morbid self-analysis. The problem of sex
dominates his hfe ; he is for ever dissecting the
attractions of the different women with whom he
comes in contact, and is never content to accept love

and comradeship without question or a fatal re-

servation, which in the ultimate works his undoing.
Uncle Obadiah, nicknamed the " Spuffler," is a clever

piece of character drawing. An easy-going nature,

he is in effect a man who has never grown up, never
passed from the irresponsibility of boyhood to the
settled determination of later years. He is by tem-
perament a vagabond, and by vagabond we mean
one who, to adopt the definition of the dictionary,

"wanders idly." Dante is drawn towards this uncle,

and at first sight seems likely to develop the same
wandering tendencies; but a life devoid of monetary
worries and irksome duties prevents the growth of
those qualities that go to make a perfect vagabond.
After a series of love affairs, wherein he inevitably
misses the right woman, he finds himself—alone. Vi,
the married woman on whom he has wasted years of
devotion, finally decides to break with him. Ruthita,
who loved him faithfully since childhood, has found
consolation in a husband, and all that remains to this

hero of a thousand romances is his faculty for interro-

gating the universe!
® ® @

The author of amiable books centred round heroes
of blameless life and stereotyped virtues, Mr. Morice
Gerard has made a new departure in THE HEART
OF A Hero (Hodder and Stoughton, 6s.). This novel
purports to be the love story of General Wolfe, and,
whatever qualities may be wanting in the author, he
cannot be said to lack courage in the selection of -his
subject. It needs considerable boldness to select for

hero an historical personage who has already been
sketched by a master in the art of fiction in one of
the greatest novels of English literature. Thackeray's
picture of the hero of Quebec on the eve of that
memorable feat of military genius is one of the most
graphic things ever penned. One sees the tall figure,

immovable in its dignity, imperturbable in its disdain
of fear ; one hears the clear voice repeat Gray's
"Elegy," of which he said he would rather be the
author than take Quebec. There is nothing of the
glamour that invests this study in Mr. Gerard's narra-
tive, nor, indeed, would it be fair to look for a touch
of genius in a writer so far removed from a literary
giant in stature. The pity is that the author has
chosen an episode that inevitably challenges com-
parison, and has treated it in a style that recalls cer-
tain masterpieces of fiction, and suggests a fugitive
likeness in mannerism that accentuates the weakness
of drama and the inadequacy of characterisation. To
write successful historical novels calls for qualities of
imagination of a high order. To bring before the
reader the atmosphere of bygone times needs a mind
responsive in the highest degree to suggestion.
These qualities the author does not possess, and to
attempt a novel whose main interest lies in the per-
sonality ©f General Wolfe is to challenge criticism
and invite comparison of a kind that ensures defeat.

Mr. Gerard would do better to return to the easy paths
of present-day people, of whom he writes in a read-
able style, with occasional flashes of genial humour.

» 9> »
The author of a Lame Dog's Diary—a very

charming chronicle of a man of modern times—treats
in his latest novel of the open spaces of the earth.
Snow upon the Desert (Hodder and Stoughton,
6s.) is graphically written. Mr. MacNaughten has
caught the atmosphere of the hill country of India,
and against the background of its mystery has painted
the character of English men and English women in

bold colours, tinged with a certain sentiment that
carries conviction. " England is womanish in this

thing also, . , . where her sons go they plant memory-
scented lavender bushes ; also geraniums and daisies

in diamond-shaped flower-beds and straight borders,
loyally preferring these to the greater abundance of

the tropical growth around them." The quotation is

from the introduction to the novel, and stands for

the motive of the drama. The scenes in which the
heroine is placed, the situations in which she finds

herself, are exotic in atmosphere, tropical in emotion,
but throughout the descriptions of passion runs that

sober regard for English morals and English manners
that is somehow typical of the English ideal. The
study of Mrs. Antrobus is perhaps the most successful

and at the same time the most subtle that the

author has created. Pleasure-loving and at times

selfish, there is a vitality and vividity about her that

extorts forgiveness and affection from the most
critical reader as from the most prejudiced of the

many friends and enemies she made in India ; and long
after the image of Hercules Lascelles—who, by the

by, is too charming a girl for so impossible a name

—

has faded from the remembrance, the picture of the
woman who was possessed by an eternal hunger for

things spiritual and a perpetual enslavement by
things temporal stays with one. "We forgave her
much after she was gone. Mrs. Antrobus was missed
in India." The author has made a big stride in his

literary career with the production of this book, and
we shall await with interest and expectation his next

development.
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EVERYMAN'S LIBRARY

On the opposite page will be found

the titles of the new 12 Volumes

to be issued ON SEPT. 22nd.

Owing to the enormous amount of

work involved in the production of

the concluding volumes of " THE
EVERYMAN ENCYCLOPEDIA,"
this autumn's contribution is smaller

than usual. However, a further

40 VOLS. WILL BE PUBLISHED
IN JANUARY, 1914, among which

will be

Borrow's Gypsies in Spain.

A Volume of Children's Poems.
Anthology of English Poetry.

Seebohm's Oxford Reformers.

Livingstone's Travels.

Walt Whitman. Vol. 2.

Dostoieffsky's The Idiot.

Livy. Vols. 2 and 3.

Victorian Comedies.

J. M. DENT & SONS, LTD.,
137, Aldiae House, Bedford Street.
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AUTUMN ADDITIONS
12 NEW VOLUMES IN "EVERYMAN'S LIBRARY;

MAKING A FULL TOTAL OF 664 VOLUMES.

A CENTURY OF ESSAYS. An Anthology of the English Essayists.
This volume is intended as a select anthology of the English essayists, which will serve especially to illustrate life

and manners. It includes some early experiments in essay-writing that appeared even before Montaigne, and is brought
light up to date by the inclusion of examples from the pens of living writers,

DOSTOIEFFSKY'S LETTERS FROM THE UNDERWORLD
and Other Tales. Translated by C. J. HOGARTK. t

Two of the great Russian novelist's vehement and intimate stories from the life, as he himself experienced h,

conceived in the depths of his sympathy for his fellow- sufferers, and inspired by master-motives.

THE FALL OF CONSTANTINOPLE. By j. m. neale.
In the author of this remarkable romance, which gains fresli interest when viewed in the recent threatening of

Constantinople, the reader will not at once discern a famous Churchman. The Rev. J. M. Neale was the most inspired

commentator we have had on the Book of Psalms, and one of the finest translators who have essayed the poems and
hymns of the Greek Liturgy,

LOST ILLUSIONS. By HONORE DE BALZAC. with Introduction by
GEORGE SAINTSBURY.

This is the brilliant if imperfect masterpiece of its writer. The tragedy of love, ambition, and the high-road to

fame and Paris, was never so well written before : a great and pitiful tale.

/ESOP'S AND OTHER FABLES. An Anthology of the
Fabulists from /Esop to Lessing.

THE DIVINE PROVIDENCE. By emanuel swedenborg.
Emerson said that the moral and spiritual insight of Swedenborg entitled him to a place among the law-givers

of mankind that has baen vacant for ages. In this work his divine philosophy is seen under its least mechanical
and most inspiring aspects.

THE PRETENDERS AND OTHER PLAYS. By henrik ibsen.
Translated by R. FARQUHARSON SHARP.

" The Pretenders" is one of Ibsen's earlier and historical plays, written with imaginative realism (it the terra may
be permitted). The other two plays, " The PiUa's of Society " and " Rosmersholm," give us his contemporary art, in

its most direct and sure presentation of life, analysed, desentimentalised and laid bare to its motives.

A LITERARY AND HISTORICAL ATLAS OF AFRICA AND
AUSTRALASIA. Maps designed by J. BARTHOLOMEW, F.R.G.S.

THE ORGANON OF THE RATIONAL ART OF HEALING.
By SAMUEL CHRISTIAN FRIEDRICH HAHNEMANN. Introduction by
G. E. WHEELER.

Hahnemann's book is the bible of Homoeopathy, and it is based on the now familiar maxim of " Similia Similibus
Curantur "—Like things are cured by Like.

THE SOCIAL CONTRACT AND OTHER ESSAYS. By jean
JACQUES ROUSSEAU. Introduction by G. D. H. COLE.

Lord Morley spoke the other day of the awakening power of this work of Rousseau's. In it we may see the ferment-
ing of old ideas of Aristotle and Plato, relating to the Greek States, and their reconstitution with the aid of the modern
spirit, as it affected the moral hope and the sentimental ethics of Rousseau.

LIFE OF W. E. GLADSTONE. By the Hon. G. W. E. RUSSELL.

LIFE IN MEXICO. By Madame CALDERON DE LA BARGA. With an
introduction by HENRY BAERLEIN.

Here we have one of the most vividly entertaining books of travel and pleasant vagabondage ever put into print. It
deals with the Mexico of some eighty years ago, v;hen the mixed old and new colours were at their brightest stage of
contrast.

A Free 64-page Brochure giving Descriptive Notes to
the Volumes, will be sent on receipt of a postcards

J. M. DENT & SONS, LTD , 137, ALDINE HOUSE, BEDFORD STREET, W.C.
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TYPEWRITING (every description of MS.), 8d. per 1,000 words.

Carbon-copy and liaper inclu<ied. Specimen, Testimonial, and Estimate

submitted by return.—C. A. GIRTON. 2, Grove Lane, Camberwell, S.E.

THE AUTHORS' ALLIANCE place MSS. promptly and on
best terms. Literary worit of all liinds dealt with by experts who place

Authors' interest first. Twenty years' experience—2, Clement's Inn, W.C.

HEIGHT IN'CREASED.—By adopting my simple system you
can put inches on to your heisht in three months; no apparatus: no

medicines ; ordinarj- habits retained.—Send two peimy stamps for particulars to

Professor Prowse, 13. North End Chambers. Croydon.

TYPE-WRITING of every description carefully and promptly
eiecuted. 7d. per 1,000. Duplicating and Copying. Cambridge Local.—

Miss NANCY McFAKLANE. II. Palmeira Avenue. WestcliSf. Essex.

TYPEWRITING : Authors' MS. accurately and rapidly copied.
Shorlhand-Tvpists provided. Meetings. Lectures. Sermons reported.

METROPOLITAN TYPING OFFICE, 27, Chancery Lane. Tel. Central 1565.

SHAVING POWDER.
A UNIQUE
OFFER.

Shaving is to some men
one of the joys of life;

to others it is a bane.
" A really comfortable
shave." however, is

possible for all if it is

conducted with tlie help
of O.VriNE SHAVING
POWDER, which pos-
sesses special properties
whereby it lathers
quickly, givinfl a free,

smooth, lasting and
agreeable lather which
doss not dry on the face.

By reaion of the special

construction of the cap
of the bottle it is pos-
sible to shake out just

sufficient Powder for
each shave, the rest of
the Powder thusremain-
ing dry and untouched.

OATINE SHAVING POWDER is sold by all Chemists and Stores.
price Is.

To relieve the irritation caused by shaving there is nothing so effective
as OATINE I'ACE CKEAM, which should be gently rubbed into the
skin after the shave is completed.

THIS TOILET OUTFIT FREE.
The Proprietors of the O.itine

Tcilet Prepar;»tiotis have decided to
distribule.ABSOLUTELYFRKE.to
nil who send name and address on a
postcard, a packet of Oatine Shaviiif!
Powder, or, for 3d. in stamps to
cover cost of postage and packing,
they will send the dainty Toilet Out-
fit, as illustrated, which contains the
packet of Shaving Powder, a tin

of Oatinc Cream, also samples of
OATiNii SOAP, Snow, Face Pow-
nER. SALVE, and TooTii Powder,
to(ieth.-r with a 2d. SHAMPOO
Powder,

THE OATINE CO., 181a, Oatine BIdgs., London, S.E.

DARN NO MORE
STOCKINGS AND SOCKS THAT DON'T WANT MKNDING,

Road tliQ following Guar&ntee, w^hicn la mjB
eivan with every pjLir of Kose wro sell I— ^^v

Wear our Hose as hard as you like, and if a hole
develops within TWO months of purchase w» will

REPLACE THEM
ABSOLUTELY FREE!

Holeproof Hose. To save uncongenial
labour, to make life

happier aud sweeter
for every human beiu^,

to increase the leisure

time of the overworked
—these things are the

objects which inventors
have striven to attain.

Bell, the inventor of

the telephone, placed
all the world on chat-

ting terms over the
wires. He showed us

how to laugh at space.

Edison applied electricity

and enables us to brighten the
darkest night. Airmen have

mastered the art of flying so what
is there left

WHY. OUR GARMENTS STIU
WEAR OUT.

But your Hosiery need not if you will keep
pace with the times, for there is now Hosiery

that is Holeproof.

WHY THIS HOSIERY IS
HOLEPROOF.

The explanation of the durability of "V. & H." Holeproof

Hosiery is made here, so that every person can see for him-

self, or herself, the genuineness of it. Your own brain will show you the

truth of it. This • V. & H ." Holepr oof Hosiery is m.ide m a new way front

a specially privately manufactured y am. This yarn is Ujhter in weight and

at the same lime toni>her and "

stroiiijcr than any other brand. It

is so pliable that it gives to continued

pressure and wear, just as a sponge

may be depressed by gripping in

the h:md. but still have no damage
done to its fabric. There is hardly

any spring or elastic stretch in

ordinary hose, even of the most
expensive Icind, and this accounts

for the rapid appearance of holes

and thin places. Luxuriously

comfortable, shapely and well-

_

made." V. &H." Holeproof Hosiery

is a revelation to all.

Look at our "GUARANTEE"

Ticket which is sent with every

pair we sell ^
TRY THEM FOR TWO MONTHS.
Then, if within that time a hole should appear, send them back to

us at once with ticket, and we will present you with new hose without

'""no "cl. guarantee could be given with hose made in the ordin.ary way.

But with • V. & H.V Holeproof Hose you can be free from the fear of a hole

i,,HH^„K'showin<'—not onlv just at that point at the heel where the eyes of

lvm™l'eSrse^:butat"rpart of V. & H.' Holeproof Hose wiU there be

a hole That we guarantee for two whole niontns.

The comfort and™ea°ure of good wearing hose to men conveys .a sense

of well being and satisfaction all day long, while to business girls 'and busy

ho^e waives, to whom the weekly darnu.g is along and tiresome task, the

benefit is incalculable.
'

Everyone In tlie country will be

wearing- V. & H," Holeproof Hosiery

after we can get them just to TUV.it

once. Orders are now pouring in

from the friends ol those who alrcadjr

are wearing the new " V, & H.

Holeproof Hose. The price is—

TWO PAIUS Ladies' Stockings. J/10.

postage 2d.

TWO PAIRS Gen's' Socks. 2/10.

postage 2d.

I

COLOURS.—Gents: Grey, Fawn,
Tan, Drab, Purple, Navy, Dark Saxe

Blue. Green, and IJlack.

Ladies: Grey, Brown, Saxe Blue,

Navy, Champagne, Tan, and Ulaclc
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Remember it is easier to TRY "V. & H." Holeproof Hosiery than tO

darn a batch of socks and stockings every week. British Manufactured.

rlense state boot si^e. write name and address plainly, and go for your

postal order now. Don't let good inventions pass you.
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Tho Mail Order Kouso, QUEEN'S ROAD,

BRIGHTON.
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

UNDOUBTEDLY the great overshadowing
event of the week has been the review by Sir

Edward Carson of the Ulster " Volunteers
"

—a ceremony that, as he boasted, was illegal from first

to last, and which positively bristled with incitements

to rebellion. There can be no question that these

preparations for civil war on the part of the more
militant spirits in the north-east corner have reached
a point when it is essential that the Government
should take action. However earnest and uncor-

rupted may be the motives of these patriots—and no
one doubts their sincerity—it is impossible to suppose
that their speeches and proceedings can be for ever

ignored. At the moment, of course, the air is full of

talk of compromise, and it is certain that the Govern-
ment will hesitate a long time before excluding that

solution of the gravest problem they have so far had
to face. Even so, Ulster cannot expect immunity
from the law.

The decision of the Parliamentary Committee of the

Trade Union Congress to send a relief ship to Dubhn
with ;^5,ooo's worth of provisions appeals strongly to

the imagination. There is, when all is said and done,
something electric in that " solidarity of labour " of

which this is so striking an indication. Not since the
'Australian Trade Unionists' cabled £'10,000. to John
Bums, then leading the London dockers in their

memorable fight, has one had such a heartening illus-

tration of that generosity and sympathy which makes
labour kin the world o'er. On the whole the week
has done well for the Trade Union movement. The
recognition of the 'busmen's union is a distinct victory

for combination, one that a few years ago would
have seemed impossible, also, let it be noted, that, for

the first time in their history, railway managers have
met the representatives of the railwaymen's unions in

person

!

The death of Patrick Ford from pneumonia re-

moves from the scene not only one of the most striking
figures associated with Irish Nationalism, but also an
influence that has tended to make a settlement of that
vexed question difficult. Ford was a dynamitard ; at

least he was found to be something very much like it

by the judges who constituted the Parnell Commis-
sion. But, narrow and fanatical as was his vision, no
one doubted his sincerity or patriotism. He is the

last of a generation, and with him we may say that

there passes av/ay that hatred of Great Britain which
at one time poisoned our relations with the sister isle.

Let us hope that in the brighter day which has dawned
the misunderstandings of the past will fade away.

The splendid achievement of M. Garros, the French
aviator, in flying across the Mediterranean Sea from
Europe to Africa, a distance of 485 miles, which he
accomplished in /J hours, marks a great advance on
anything that has yet been done in the development
of aviation, and is likely to give an immense impetus

to oversea flight. It is feats like these, which show
us that we are moving forward towards the conquest
of the air, which reconciles us, or helps to do so, to the

dreadful roll of heroes who have perished—not^ we are

glad to think, wholly in vain.

One of the most notable conferences that have been
held in England for many a long day is that now
taking place in Birmingham, under the auspices of the

Brotherhood Association. " Fellowship," said the late

William Morris, " is life, and the lack of it death." A
true word, but none the less one marvels at the extra-

ordinary success achieved by the associations, which
have caught on all over the country. The fact is, of

course, that, as somebody pointed out, there is no
loneliness so terrible in the world as that of .a young
man who is a stranger in a great town, and the Brother-
hood Association is the only organisation that attempts
to meet this human, crying need of our civilisation. It

is satisfactory to note that the organisation is spread-
ing to Canada and throughout the Empire.

We hear so much nowadays of the low wages earned
by women, that it is distinctly refreshing to learn that

in one occupation, at all events, the well-educated
young Girton girl is assured of excellent prospects and
positively munificent pay. One of our leading men
of business has offered to take several sweet girl

graduates into the shops which his busy brain
directs, and has mentally awarded them salaries that

must appear almost fabulous. On the other hand,
some of this gentleman's rivals express doubts as to

whether college ladies could stand the strain of shop
life. Who can tell ? One thing at least is certain. The
girl who leaves one of the 'Varsities with an expen-
sive education can earn to-day little more than, say,

;^i5o to ;£'200 a year, and unless we are to conclude
that education is so much mere waste, this shows a lack
of adaptability on the part of our commercial system
that needs rectifying.

No little interest attaches to the formation of a
Woman's Municipal Party, which, we learn, has re-

cently taken place in London. The new organisation
has been brought into existence largely as a protest

against the uniform neglect of the claims of women
by both parties in municipal politics, and it is Jikely

to achieve very valuable results. The organisation

consists of women of all political parties, and it is

intended to map out the metropolis into a number of

districts, each with its separate agent. Speakers
and canvassers will be supplied to women candi-

dates without distinction of political colour, and a
determined effort made to impress the arm-chair
politicians with a sense of the importance of the

woman's vote.
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THE MAN AND HIS WORK
XI.

—

The Male Teacher j* ^ Prize Essay by John E. Stewart

The teacher of to-day shares with the clergyman a

need which is not felt by the professions of law or

medicine, in the necessity for a restatement of his

position and province. He bears about with him the

burden of his ancestry, which shows him to be some-
thing of a mongrel. His earliest ancestors were
Churchmen, while those more recent were semi-clerics

like the parish schoolmaster, and the rather less pious

off-scourings of all the other professions, with the

addition of men whose physical or mental incapacities

precluded them from the ordinary respectable avoca-

tions, and filled the ranks of teachers with weak-
minded males, veterans of the wars, and the lame and
the halt in general. Such descent has to be lived

down by a vastly different body of men attached to

a vocation in which women outnumber them by five

or six to one, and in face of political prejudice and
social hypocrisy which practises a creed of fervent

belief in education by despising and reviling the

teacher and other agents of it. It is necessary then
for the teacher to make clear his position, and assert

his privilege.

n.

The teacher's ancestors knew little or nothing about
the need for definite preparation. Some had prepara-

tion for other callings, most had none at all. The
teacher of to-day is a craftsman and a scholar, a man
with a specially professional training on a basis of

general culture, prepared not only for the school, but

for life, and therefore fitted for bigger and better

things than the medical or legal professor, whose
general training is usually of a shallow nature com-
pared with his depth of narrow specialisation. The
teacher sees life whole, and touches it at a great

many points, although the limitation of human
capacity permits him to confess without shame that

he lives on the surface of many deep springs of

thought and action. His training embraces scientific

obser\-ation and research, physical, chemical, and psy-

chological ; he is trained in art and in crafts ; language,

literature, and music are all opened to him, and in

virtue of his prospective calling he becomes interested

in physiology, in hygiene, in social conditions

generally, and in problems of genesis and child-de-

velopment in particular. Such a training should fit

a man for the noblest work and the highest respect

of a community. He goes forth from college and the

model school with a worthy ideal of his calling—and
proceeds to find out certain things. For the sake of

conciseness and good order let us look at the teacher's

position with regard to what it ought to be, what men
think it to be, what it actually is in the class-room, its

social aspect, its rewards and its prospects.

ni.

Education is the nation's affair. It is admitted to

be the most important of social endeavours. The
teacher, theoretically, is the most considerable in-

fluence in society, and his responsibility is ideally so

grave that thinking of it ought to overcome him. The
teacher in the abstract is something noble and sub-
lime, to be held in all reverence and cherished for his

work's sake ; but when we take the man who is the
concrete representation of this ideal personage we

discern a difference. The average man looks upon the
male teacher as something less than a proper man,
which is to some extent accounted for by ancestry
and the predominance of women teachers. The
business of teaching is held—not always tacitly—to

be an unworthy employment for a man of capacity,

and business men consider him doomed to the con-
tinual company of his inferiors, and unfitted for

meeting (as they themselves do) his peers in the battle

of life. A kind of pity for the man teacher is

nourished by others who do not go the length of

scorning him, and this is due to the ultimate attitude

of adults to child-life, akin to the pity with which a
bachelor views his married brother's pains to amuse,
instruct, or chastise his little ones. The sentiment is

more general than will be admitted, that the custody
of children is derogatory to the dignity of manhood.
That is an ignorant view, based on the assumption
that the child is simply an incapable adult, which he
is not, but a living, developing being, completely a

vital entity at any stage.

Nevertheless, if we look into the class-room we
shall find much that would seem to strengthen this

view. Much that the teacher has to do is on the face

of it petty and trivial. Too often he is forced to

become a kind of nursemaid policeman with academic
distinction, but this is due to neglected parental

responsibility, bad educational theories and red-tape

practice, and the terrible chaos in which the teacher

becomes involved in trying to keep his teaching in

line with the ideals of life and progress in face of

social ignorance and apathy, and the demands and
counter-demands of imperial and local authorities. He
must in all things become as a little child, and in

doing so it is possible enough he may lose something
of the wisdom of the world, which wisdom is just the

barrier to that simplicity of mind and heart which was
made the test for discipleship by Him in Galilee of old

who said, " Except ye become as little children, ye
shall not enter into the Kingdom of Heaven." This
getting at the child's level need not be a condescension
nor permanent intellectual descent, but its effect be-

comes ultimately a question for the psychologist.

One aspect of the teacher's work is to be depre-

cated, and that is the amount of clerical work which
the increasing " mandarinism " of the Education De-
partment and general legislation entail upon him.

The routine of this filches much of the buoyancy and
enthusiasm which are the salt of good teaching. Already
in the daily round of corrections and registration there

is sufficient of this soul-destroying work. Another
difficulty of the class-room is the attitude of the

parent. In all his lessons on obedience the teacher

gives the parent his place, but how often does a teacher

discover that his pupils have been bred to disrespect

for their teacher, and often incited to open rebellion!

Many working men's wives look upon the teacher as

a natural enemy to be deceived and insulted at will,

and the better-off people employ a kind of patronage

which is an even greater insult, besides taking means
which their public influence affords to revenge them-
selves upon a teacher for something that has occurred

in the course of his duty. A higher professional

standing would obviate much of that.

The teacher's hours are the envy of many men, and
his holidays of as many more. These, of course, are
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made to meet the needs of children, but they are
necessary for the teacher too, in the best interest of

education. Anyone who has had experience of the

average tradesman can decide whether his easy atten-

tiveness is at aJl comparable with the extreme con-

centration that is necessary in teaching, and the mental
strain of preparation and presentation. In the holi-

days teachers are recuperating physically from a long
nerve strain. Very often they use the vacation for

the widening of their experience and professional

qualifications, and teachers are always ready to

acknowledge their opportunities for recreation and
culture. The majority of them are anxious over
their professional hfe to a fault.

IV.

Socially, the great handicap upon the male teacher
is his lack of a universally acknowledged professional

standing. The test men make of professional dignity
is the fee which the professor can command, and
viewed thus the teacher is a poor enough professional

specimen. Law and medicine have always jealously
guarded the approaches of their profession. With
teaching it has been far otherwise, and so many
unquahfied persons have found their way into its ranks
that to claim professional status is to be laughed at.

This is again partly a result of ancestry and partly a
result of the external control of entrance to the
teaching profession and the insane economies of local

authorities. The teacher has not the professional
freedom of law or medicine. He is ruled by the
State and by a local authority. The State may delegate
its supervision to a competent board, but the local

authority is usually quite imfitted for realising the
importance of dignifying the teacher's profession, and
joins with the public it represents in demeaning him.
For a man with a high professional training to be
entirely subject to a body of place-hunting amateurs
is a serious business for him and for education. A
third-class clerk in the Education Department's Office

can command more salary than the average teacher,

because the belief in education is insincere and the
teacher is not a professional man. The result is seen
in the succession of teachers. Rarely have we two
generations of male teachers in the same branch of a
family. A male teacher will have his daughters into

his profession, but how seldom, as in the ministry or

the law, do we have son following father in what is

theoretically the noblest of professions, but which,
under bad influences, becomes the meanest of trades

!

The kind of school in which he teaches and the
class he instructs are also factors in the teacher's social

standing. A teacher in a slum school, though he be
there the missionary of God, is despised or pitied.

The secondary school teacher with an honours degree
is preferred to the primary teacher, although of these
two each is as vital as the other in his own sphere. The
primary teacher, says Professor Findlay, " is an artist

and a craftsman " ; the secondary teacher is perhaps
less of that and more of a scholar.

Another prejudice which teachers are gradually
wearing down is quite consistent with the view men
have of his office

—

" Ni)n vit(E sed schola" The
teacher, good citizen though he be, has been almost
unanimously excluded from the preferments of citizen-

ship and. participation in local government. His
individuality in politics and religion has been carefully
repressed, but that is passing with the growing con-
sciousness of the teacher himself that, while he may
work out his destiny in the school-room, he must not
be excluded from the forum if fate should beckon him
thither.

V.
The clamant need, as was hinted at the outset, is a'

new statement of the male teacher's position, complete
emancipation from ancient prejudice, and a clear

acknowledgement of his professional status by the
medium of largely increased remuneration. The
present male teacher, let it be admitted, is not always
the best man that can be got, but he is usually the best
man that can be got for the money, and when this is

reahsed adequate remuneration will attract to the
teaching profession men adequate to the responsibility

of their great calUng. and capable of asserting their

professional prestige among all classes.

But while this is a moral necessity, there are re-
wards which cannot be counted in gold. The teacher
who realises the privilege of his office can afford to
let the cynical pity of the " wise " men fall to the
ground. To have the moulding of future men and
women in one's hands, to win the respect and love of
children, and a place among the kindly memories of
grov/n men and women, are things that quite outshine
the little annoyances of the class-room and the petti-

ness of the great world. No teacher who is worth a
fig could cast a balance and find it on the wrong side
so long as he himself can believe in the dignity of his

office and the vital function of the school in the evo-
lution of society.

All the signs, however, point to an increased atten-
tion to the teacher. It has even been suggested that
he become a civil servant. This is not the place to
discuss such a proposal, but the male teacher will

welcome gratefully only such reform as brings with
it larger public recognition of his importance to the
State, and of the need for removing every handicap
to the full and free expression of his disciplined
personality.

%9^ ^^v v^

RESULT OF "EVERYMAN" ESSAY
COMPETITION

The writer of the above paper,

Mr. John E. Stewart, M.A.,

37, Kildonan Street,

Coatbridge,

has been awarded the Prize of THREE GUINEAS
offered by EVERYMAN for the best essay on "The
Male Teacher."

The entries for this Competition were frankly dis-

appointing in quality. Few shov/ed a proper concep-
tion of the subject ; fewer still revealed any ori-

ginality. It is noteworthy that, like the prize-winner,
the " runner-up " (a St. Andrews gentleman who does
not wish his name published) comes from Scotland.
The most diverting essay, naturally enough^, is sent
from Ireland (by Mr. F. E. Hodder, Belfast). The
paper of Mr. W. H. Counsel!, Cambridge, displays
most originality, but is somewhat outside the scope
and purpose of the Competition. Sound work was
also done by W. D. Anderson, Newcastle-on-Tynej
and Harry Blackman, London.
Among those whose essays rose above the average

may be mentioned Wm. Ferguson, Glasgow
;|

Frederic Garfield, Plaistow ; Herbert Leather, Man-
chester

; John Joseph Murphy, Manchester ; .(Eneas

J. Murray, Dublin
; John Naish, Kendal ; W. Nicholas,

B.A., Edinburgh ; H. Pickering, London ; T. K.,

Slade, B.Sc, Southampton ; and " Walford."

For subject and conditions of new Essay Competi-
tion, see page 747^
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WHY I WENT TO PRISON
By George Lansbury

IM April of this year, I was summoned to Bow Street

on information supplied by one of the inspectors con-

r>ected with the poHtical department of Scotland
Yard. The summons stated that I was a person who
had made certain speeches which >vere likely to cause
breach of the peace and damage to property, and I

,was called upon to show causes why 1 should not find

sureties for my good behaviour. The case against

me rested entirely upon quotations from speeches, one
at least of which had been delivered months before.

Not a scrap of evidence was adduced to show that

any single person had been incited, or had committed
any outrage following upon my speeches. As a
matter of fact, the fact that my speeches became
known was due to the presence at the meetings
addressed of shorthand writers connected with Scot-

land Yard. And it was on the evidence supplied by
these gentlemen, each of whom admitted that his

report was not a verbatim one, that the magistrate
called upon me to enter into my own recognisances
for £1,000, and to find two securities for £^500 each,

to be of good behaviour for a period of twelve months.

I appealed against this decision first of all on the
ground that the statute of Edward III., under which
I was -charged, did not apply, and, secondly, that be-

cause of tliis the magistrate had no jurisdiction in the

matter. This appeal was heard in the early days of

August, and dismissed by the judge who, while giving

no opinion as to whether the magistrate had authority

under the said Act, laid it down that because it had
been assumed that magistrates had such authority for

some centuries past, it would not be prudent or wise

to upset what had been an established custom for so
long. I therefore appeared again at Bow Street

before Sir John Dickinson, and was given the option

either of finding the securities or of going to prison.

I elected to go to prison, and for the following

reasons :

—

First of all, I deny the right of magistrates to put
any man or woman away in default of sureties when
no real offence is proved against him. My reason

for this is that Sir John Dickinson expressly said, and
Mr. McKenna afterwards confirmed it, that I was con-
victed of no crime, and was therefore not in the

ordinary sense a person who ought to go to prison.

This being so, I claim that it is the right of every
Englishman before being cast into gaol to be tried

by his peers, and if found guilty then, of course, to

suffer any punishment the law' metes out; but this

usurped power of the magistrates to close the mouths
of disagreeable people is one which may be used and,

in my opinion, is used in a very arbitrary manner
indeed.

Secondly, I refused to find the securites because,

in my opinion, those responsible for the administra-

tion of the law in respect of political offences showed
bias and prejudice in my case, and took proceedings
against, me, while at the same time they allowed men
like Sir Edward Carson, the late Duke of Abercom,
Mr. Bonar Law, and Mr. F. E. Smith to deliver both
in Ireland and in this country inciting and incendiary
speeches in connection with the Home Rule contro-
versy, speeches which in Ireland had resulted in Mr.
tWinston Churchill being prevented speaking in Ulster
Hall, and also occasioned fierce racial riots in the
streets and workshops of Belfast. My contention

was, and is, that if we are to have puniskment for

political offences, then those punishments must be in-i

flicted all round.

There is a subsidiary reason also in what I did.

And that had connection with the case of Queenie
Gerald. No one, least of all myself, wishes to place

this woman in a more unpleasant position than she

has been, and I only mention her name because it is

necessary for the explanation of my case. This lady

had been found guilty of certain offences which, in

the eyes of most people, are offences which at any
rate call for some action on the part of the community.
The only sentence passed upon her was a sentence of

two months in the second division, acfompanied by a

suppression on the part of those in authority of all

information in connection with the case. Especially

was this so in regard to the names of her patrons, and
I considered the time had arrived when a public pro-

test should be made against such maladministration

of justice, and so I took the opportunity of being

before the magistrate to emphasise the fact that my
whole attitude towards them was very much prejudiced

by the fact that, in my opinion, justice in this country

had ceased to be blind, and that the kind of sentence

meted out to one perscJn and another depended very
much upon the social status either of the persons

themselves or of their friends. So the conclusion of

the matter was that I was sent down for three months.

The sequel to it all was just this. Feeling very

strongly that I had been unjustly sent to prison, and
being quite certain in my own mind that justice was
not being meted out even-handedly in our country, I

determined to resist the sentence to the full strength

of my power, and I adopted the only weapon an indi-

vidual has against the executive, that is, the weapon
of passive resistance. I did no fighting or quarrelling,

but from the moment I entered prison to the time I

came out I took no food, and only two or three tiny

drops of water. The result was that after three days
I was released, and have not been again imprisoned.

I think these facts in themselves show quite clearly

the justice of the position I have taken up, for they
prove conclusively that the Government themselves
admit that I am not a person who should have gone
to prison, and they also admit, as they tacitly admit in

the case of Sir Edward Carson and his friends, that

we all have a right to express our opinions, and by
every means in our power to get them adopted.

Since my case has been discussed and settled by
the courts, I have often been asked what I would do
myself if placed in a position of power. My simple

answer is this, that I believe repression is always the

very worst weapon that a tyrant or a Government can
use. I believe that when a nation is afraid to allow

its citizens to give free expression to whatever
opinions they may hold, that nation is in a pretty bad
way. We in England have boasted in days gone by
of our freedom of speech. I put up my fight against

my prosecution because I believe that freedom of

speech, freedom to utter the truth that is in us, was
in danger of being suppressed. I was determined, as

one man, to fight the thing out to the bitter end. I

believe in days to come people will marvel that in

the year 191 3 a Liberal Government thought it worth
while to attempt to suppress this right which many
of our fathers fought and died for.
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THE DISINHERITED
I.

I SAW a million rabbits

Where a thousand men might be,

Yet a bent and ancient husbandman
Was the only man to see.

And amazement leaped to a question:

" What manner of land is this ?

—

Voiceless and vermin-ridden,

Empty and man-forbidden.

Where the field hath forgotten the harvest,

And the furrow forgotten the plow."

(The face he turned was a Viking face,

His hair was white as the white sea-mew,
And his eye was a Viking blue.)

" I remember the time, m' marster,

When the countryside was filled

With flock and herd and folk, sir,

And a mort o' the soil was tilled

;

But the lords o' the land dwelt otherwhere,

And the rents were racked and short,

So the land was leased to a millionaire

Who coveted it for sport."

"And where are the folk, O ancient friend,—

The heritors of toil,

Who clogged with their impoverishment
The profits of the soil ?

"

'What comes o' the birds, m' marster.

When the breath o' the winter blows!
Some o' them live and some o' them die,

And nobody counts or knows

:

A many a man's turned vagabond,
And many a woman worse

;

Many a young 'un's over the sea,

To be shut o' the landless curse

;

And the old, they wait in the poorhouse
Their turn in the parish hearse."

II.-

I saw a hundred gentlemen
Where a million men might be.

Yet gentlemen and serving men
Were the only men to see

—

Save one of a tattered raiment.

Who quickened his steps from me.

But I flung out a word and checked him:
" What blight-bitten land is this ?—
Wasted and weed-perverted,

Barren and man-deserted,

Where the forest reconquers the farmstead,

And the meadow succumbs to the moor."

(The stamp of his race was on his face.

As he stood there, stark and stern

:

He spoke—and I heard;
But my fancy ran, far past the man,
To the clans at Bannockbum.)

"Time was—and I mind it well, sir

—

When yon braes were dotted thick

With herds of kye and sheep, sir.

And many a cotter's rick

;

But the laird o' the land dwelt otherwhere.

And the rents were racked and short,

So the land was sold to a millionaire

Who coveted it for sport."

" If the braes be all for the huntsman's callj

And the fallows won for the hound and gun.
Why tarry here, O landless one ?

"

" I was bom in a crofter's cot, sir,

Not far frae where we stand.

And every year I gae m' way
Back to the bit o' land

;

And I sit b' the road and remember.
Where I played as a bairn alone

;

Then I look for the housie, and find there

Just a crumblin' cairn o' stone.

" They call me a tramp, and I am, sir.

And a thief when I needs maun be.

Since to beg at best and steal at worst
Is the trade that is left to me

;

For the honest work I ken, sir—
The toil of the croft and the mere

—

Was taen when they ousted the crofters

To re-forest the land for deex."

III.

I saw a million lackeys,

In the pomp of a liveried land.

Smug with the scorn of the flunkey

For the grime of a callous hand.

And my thought made bold to a question:

" What manner of brood is here ?

—

Servile and supple and slavish,

Stealthy and subtle and knavish

;

Helotry feathered of peacocks,

To grace us at board and at bier."

(The eyes that I turned to clouded
With a bitterness that crowded

Into the answer I heard.)

" These are men of our manufacture.

Branded as national ware;
Whatever they be, we made them,

Whatever their shame we share

:

Yet their sires were English yeomen,
Who measured with mates or foemen,

For these are the issue of men who stood

Shoulder to shoulder with Robin Hood."

IV.

I saw a million starvelings.

In the streets of a hundred towns.

And a million sotted fingers

That clutched at the draught that drowns.

And my doubt made bold to a question

:

"What manner of men be these?

—

Stunted and meagre and craven.

Brutal and rum-enslaven,

Abasing themselves to the stranger.

And whining their mendicant pleas."

(The eyes that were on me glittered

With the flash of a thought embittered.

And the voice spoke as before.)

" These are men of our manufacture.

Branded as national ware;
Whatever they be, we made them,

Whatever their shame we share

:

Yet their sires were English bowmen,
And 'tis an evil omen
That such are the heirs of the men who bore

The brunt of the burden at Agincourt."

•VoRLEY Wright,
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ANNIE BESANT ^ ^ ^ By C. Sheridan Jones
I.

•Thirty years ago, on a certain July afternoon, a re-

markable event took place within the precincts of the

House of Commons—an event that served to stamp
the impress of a woman's personality on the British

people. Inside the Chamber itself there was being

enacted one of the fiercest episodes that marked
the long and dramatic struggle then being waged
by Charles Bradlaugh—a struggle, crowned, as we
know, by a complete victory for the member for

Northampton. Outside, blocking the traffic, throng-

ing the corridors, passages and lobbies, was a crowd
of many thousands, not Londoners only, but sturdy

miners from the North, factory hands from North-
ampton, Lancashire lads from the mills, all of whom
had come flocking to London in their tens of

thousands to " back Charlie." To control them there

,was only a handful of amazed policemen, and when
the rumour ran from lip to lip that their hero was being
ejected by force, the few constables on the spot—there

was no time to get reinforcements—despaired, for the

mob, angry, sullen, and masterful, surged up into the

central lobby, and, with a roar, faced about to rush

the Commons. " Nothing can save it," said an old

officer on duty at the doors. For the first time since

the days of Lord George Gordon the Imperial Par-

liament was going to be stormed.

It vas then that the incident I refer to occurred.

'A slig'it, rather fragile woman advanced from behind
the police, who told her that she was attempting the

impossible. But she went on. She held up her

hand ; she spoke, quietly, simply, effectively, scarcely

raising her voice, and with only that one forbidding

gesture. Even as she spoke the crowd paused,

listened, hung back, and within a couple of mmutes
had drawn off orderly and subdued. That woman
.was Annie Besant.

XL

It must seem to Mrs. Besant nowadays a far cry

indeed from those times of storm and stress ; of riots

and demonstrations ; of repeated by-elections and
prosecutions ; of science classes to artisans and of

fierce polemical journalism. To-day she has, to quote

her own words, " struggled through the storm and
found Peace beyond "—Peace and the Theosophical

Society ! To-day she is the central figure of a faith

whose cardinal doctrine is serene detachment from the

mundane affairs of life ; whose message to man is to

rise above the very causes in whose service her

energies were poured out like water. The arch

materialist has become the greatest force for occultism

in the modern world ; the eloquent champion of the

people a firm adherent of aristocracy. And yet those

who know her best see through all these and the

other startling changes that have marked her life one
thin but golden thread of consistency. Annie Besant
is at once the child and the victim of a sympathy that

causes her always to think of herself, her position, her

logical justification even—last. " Looking back over my
Ufe," she once said, " I see that its keynote—through
all the blunders and the blind mistakes and clumsy
follies of the past—has been a longing for sacrifice to

something felt as greater than the self. It has been
so strong and persistent that I recognise it now as a

tendency brought over from a previous life and
dominating the present one. The efforts to serve

have not been painful acts of self-denial, but the

yielding to an overmastering desire. We do not

praise the mother who, impelled by her protecting

love, feeds her crying infant and stills its wailings at

her breast ; rather should we blame her if she turned

aside from its weeping to play with some toy. And
so with all those whose ears are open to the wailings

of the great orphan Humanity. I now know that it

is those wailings that have stirred my heart through
life—that drew from me, as a child, alluring pictures

of martyrdom, breathed into the girl the passion of

devotion, and sent the woman out into the world to

face scoff and odium."

in.

It is in these words that we have the key to all the

kaleidoscopic transformations that have marked her

v/onderful career ; that changed her from a devotee of

Dean Stanley to a colleague of Bradlaugh, and then

again into the disciple of Madame Blavatsky. But
through it all she was obsessed with that passion for

service which has, consciously or unconsciously,

marked all rea% strong souls ; that antithesis of in-

difference which is the essence of greatness. " To
follow it," she has well said, " is not the act of a

deliberate and conscious will, forcing itself into sub-

mission, and giving up with pain something the heart

desires, but a joyous springing forward along the

easiest path." It is this resistless, this ever-flowing

sympathy that has given Mrs. Besant her unmatched
power as a speaker, a power that has not perhaps been
equalled in this generation, and which places her far

above any other woman orator that I have ever

heard. The cadence of the voice, the beauty of the

gestures, so sparingly used, the wealth of language

and amazing power of illustration, even the marked
lucidity of the argument—all these are as nothing to

the strange, hypnotic power which compels her to lose

her own individuality in that of the audience, sitting

silent and intent—to wake at the conclusion of her

speech with a start as though released from a spelL

IV.

This intense interest in the world around her ha-

carried Mrs. Besant far beyond her platform successes,

wonderful as these have been. Her industry is almost

devouring. Her power of application nothmg short

of astonishing. Turn to the catalogue at the British

Museum and you will find no less than eight pages

devoted to her works—works on subjects as varied as,

to take some at random, " Occult Chemistry,"
" Legends and Tales," " Trade LInions," " Heat,

Light and Sound." Her mind is wonderfully accurate,

tireless and retentive, and she absorbs and arranges

the most complex facts with a rapidity and sureness

that probably only Mr. Gladstone ever approached.

It may be doubted, however, if, on the critical side,

she is anything like so well developed. A practised

debater, she can in argument easily out-match most

of her opponents ; but, probing some of her later

works, one finds again and again that logic is sacrificed

to rhetoric. Yet she is always well grounded in the

grammar of the science she is elucidating. Her
science hand-books are even to-day, and after more
than thirty years, among the best for students, and as

an exponent of Theosophy and occultism she is, of

course, unapproached by either writer or speaker.

V.

But it is more, far more, 'in her personality than in

her writings that Mrs. Besant is a force. One
may question, indeed, if fifty years hence any one of
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the memorable volumes that she has poured forth will

be recalled. But very certain is it that no one who
has ever met her or heard her speak can fail to re-

member the striking impression that she leaves, even
on the least responsive of mankind. When she was
identified with doctrines that seemed abhorrent to

thousands of well-meaning folk, the simple dignity

and calm repose of her bearing brought her thousands
of adherents ; men who had come to break up her
meetings were stayed by that quiet, intent look which
quelled the mob at Westminster, and were won over by
a few words from that wondrous voice.

And yet, despite all these triumphs, Mrs. Besant
always remained a true woman. There is a de-

lightful touch of feminism in her autobiography
which is well worth recalling. She relates how,
even in the days of her greatest platform triumphs,

shyness never left her. " I shrink from a quarrel

in the horne," she writes, " although a good
fighter in public ; when I have been lecturing and
debating with no lack of spirit on the platform, I have
preferred to go without what I wanted at the hotel

rather than to ring and make the waiter fetch it ; and,

as the young mistress of the hou^, I would let

careless work pass rather than bear the pain of re-

proving the ill-doer." Yet, as we have seen, she could

on occasions display astounding courage, wonderful
firmness.

VI.

One of the greatest triumphs of Mrs. Besant's life

was her splendid leadership of the match girls of the

East End, who, with Herbert Burrows, she brought
out on strike against conditions that were probably
unequalled for injustice. Mrs. Besant made the cause
of the girls known to all England, and their success

was practically the commencement of the modern
movement for women's Trade Unionism. Her
pamphlet, "White Slavery in London," stirred the

nation profoundly, and led, after many years of agita-

tion, to the abolition of that appalling industrial evil

—

"phossy jaw." The struggle was a desperate one.

The cause of the girls seemed at first hopeless. For a

fortnight Mrs. Besant worked as she had never

worked before in her life, and then it was that the

Match Girls' Union won recognition, and one of the

most notable movements of modern times received a

stimulus that is not yet exhausted.

VII.

It was from movements like these, from helping the

'dockers, from pleading for woman suffrage and for the

poor, from organising the unemployed and helping to

fight for Free Speech in Trafalgar Square, that Mrs.

Besant turned to Theosophy. When she found it, it

was a discredited cult, with few supporters, almost ex-

clusively of one class ; with its organisation preyed on
by charlatans and its message ridiculed and misunder-
stood. Mrs. Besant changed all that. She made
Theosophy a force in two hemispheres. She interested

the people in spiritual matters as they had not been
interested since the days of Wesley. Thousands of

men and women to-day think of her with gratitude

and affection as having changed life for them and
given a new significance. Thousands have been led

to think on a spiritual plane for the first time through
hearing her speak.

In an age of materialism and indifference she has

won converts by the hundred for a religion that was
derided almost before it was known. I do not be-

lieve that there is any other man or woman alive to-

day who coOld have survived the attempt, still less

achieved the thing.

EVERYMAN AT
THEATRE

THE

"Mary Goes First" and the Party System

I.

I SUPPOSE that it will come with something of a shock
of surprise to those of my readers who in matters

theatrical take their opinions from the daily papers
when I say that Mr. Henry Arthur Jones's new play—
the first, by the way, that he has given us for over five

years—is the most serious and purposeful effort in

dramatic realism that has redeemed the London stage

for many a long and empty day. Brilliant, amusing,
satirical; all these epithets "Mary Goes First" has
won from jaded critics and blase first-nighters. But
that the play holds a serious message for our genera-

tion, this fact has so far escaped the lynx-eyed vision

of our dramatic augurs, some of whom are, if I may
say so, a good deal better acquainted with the theatre

than with the world outside which it is supposed to

depict, and are more concerned with what happens on
the stage than in real life. What do they know of

drama who only drama know? The result is that a

play in many respects remarkable for its boldness and
sincerity is in some danger of being regarded as unim-
portant and conventional, though decidedly amusing.

II.

The fact is that our view of what constitutes serious-

ness and realism has become perverted. To 'be

serious means, alas ! to many playgoers to be dull, and
to be dull is, I need hardly say, for Mr. Jones an im-

possible achievement. Realism has been so divorced

from its true meaning that, to the man in the street

and his brother of the stalls, it connotes something
abnormal. The neurotic lady who in Ibsen's master-
piece leaves her husband—and her children—to go
out into the night, resolved upon the solution of mental
problems that have baffled the intellect of the ages ; on
Suderman's young artist, who " could do anything "

—

except work—to these and their like we readily give

the name realistic and consider them with the intent-

ness that reality always extorts. In point of fact, of

course, they are purely symbolical figures, and have
little direct relation to the ordinary workaday lives of

ordinary workaday people, most of whom do not count
the Divorce Court or its preliminaries among their

troubles, and are as blissfully unconscious of the

thraldom that exacerbated Nora as the critics are of

the real significance of Mr. Jones's comedy.

III.

For, unless I am greatly mistaken, the comedy is in

the true sense realistic in that, first of all, it does deal

with problems that concern all of us vitally. Politics,

as I once heard somebody say, is one of those things

that you cannot leave alone. The tax-collector

knocks at the door of all of us. To-day he may bring

with him an insurance stamp. To-morrow—who can
tell?—he may demand another threepence in the

income-tax, and we may read in the papers that " the

day " so long toasted, we are told, of German officers

has come, and that our " Dreadnoughts " are lined

up in the North Sea. You may, hke the easy-going

manufacturer that Mr. Jones depicts, vote politics a
bore. But it is necessary ; it is real ; it comes
home to us in a thousand ways—more pressing,

and more important than the'income-tax ; more immi-
nent than that war which threatens the more that it

recedes. And it is with politics, and politics in their

most important aspect, that " Mary Goes First " is

concerned.
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IV.
I suppose that most of us who have been keen upon

them in the past, wlio, hke the writer, have taken long
railway journeys to address excited audiences, or got
wet through to the skin to bring up recalcitrant voters

—

most of us, [ say, have during these latter years sickened
somewhat at the hollovvncss and artificiality of what
has got to be known as the Party System. The easy
change of "convictions," or, rather, the deplorable
lack of them ; the cynical usage of the voter as a
mere pawn in the game, whose prizes are honours and
whose stakes are £ s. d. ; the power of the machine
over the man, of the caucus over the conscience—all

these things, we know, are beginning to disgust, to
alarm, even to paralyse earnest men of every shade
of opinion and of every possible point of view. They
have been denounced in dozens of speeches and criti-

cised in innumerable pamphlets. But till now they
have never been brought home to us as only the
actualite of the stage can bring them home. To Mr.
Jones belongs the honour of performing this difficult

feat. lie has lifted a corner of the curtain that hangs
like a pall on English politics, and has shown us the
truth ; has shown us how the thing is done, how the
trick is worked, how, in a word, the great political
parties are " run " in the constituencies. As always,
the truth has many facets. Hence the play is amus-
ing, wonderfully diverting, and arresting to a degree.
But to all real patriots, to all who care for the future
of their country, nay, to all who are concerned for
pur civilisation, the play has a supreme, a compelling
interest. ...

It is by taking the lid off Walkinstal, a second-rate
provincial town devoted to snobbery and the leather
trade, that Mr. Jones reveals to us so much that is evil

and secret in English public life. He does this by
introducing us to Mr. Felix Galpin, a young solicitor,

whose business it is to know everybody who is any-
body in the leather town, and who, therefore, chief
among his acquaintances counts the Whichellos. The
husband is an admirable type of fhe easy-going,
hapf)y-go-lucky Englishman, with a flourishing busi-

ness, a seat on the Town Council, and a passion for
golf. It is in the restless ambition and the tireless

energy of his wife Mary that we get the motif of the
play. When the story opens she is aflame with indig-

nation. For long her social pre-eminence in Walkin-
stal has gone unchallenged. But a rival has risen

and must be crushed in the person of Lady Dods-
worth, whose husband has just " earnt " a knighthood
by the expenditure of several thousands on a sana-
torium. This changes life for Mary, and when Lady
Dodsworth, and not she, is chosen for the presidency
of the Factory Girls' Protection Society, her cup of
bitterness is full to overflowing. The rest of the play
is devoted to her struggles to get even with the Dods-
worths, and her success in going one better and cap-
turing for her husband a baronetcy not only gives the
audience infinite amusement, but it affords one a very
vivid insight into the strange and mysterious recesses
where politics are manufactured and candidatures
'decided upon, where the silver whisper of the syren
counts for a good deal more than the thousand-
throated plaudits of the electors.

VI.

Mary has many formidable obstacles to contend
with ; chief among them is her husband. How to
inspire that easy-going, good-natured, and, above all,

eminently sane man of the world with some of her
own furious ambition ; above all, how to make him
really hate the Dodsworths as she hates them, that

seems beyond her. For Whichello obstinately refuses
to quarrel with the pompous Sir Thomas, or, for the
matter of that, with anyone else, and even when the
women have violently quarrelled and a libel action
threatens, he is still propitiatory and amiable. Then
Mary hits on a masterstroke of dissension. She
deflects the conversation towards politico, having first

subtly suggested to her husband that Sir Thomas is

too domineering, and is, in fact, trying to sit on him.
At first the suggestion falls on deaf ears, and while
the men discuss the quarrel between their wives they
are more or less guided by the spirit of sweet reason-
ableness, and the rupture that Mary longs to provoke
seems quite remote. Suddenly Sir Thomas admonishes
Whichello for crossing him in other matters, and at

once the fat is in the fire. The women and their

differences are forgotten. The men are at grips on
their own account. Instantly the combative instinct

that the most amiable Englishman carries about
him somewhere is roused in Whichello. He
repudiates alike Sir Thomas and the Tory party,

and Mary is overjoyed when she hears him announce
his willingness to stand as Liberal candidate for the
borough. She sees victory ahead—and honours. Mr.
Felix Galpin, the young sohcitor, who is in love with
her sister, undertakes to bring his old friend, Mr.
Harvey Betts, the assistant Liberal whip, down to
Walkinstal, and to interest him in the contest. The
seat is to be won, and Mary is jubilant.

Then commences some of the finest comedy of the
play. For Whichello is not in the least in sympathy
with Liberalism. He will not give Chorley, the Labour
leader, more than five minutes, and can hardly be got
to see Borrowdale, the leading Non-Con, and,
finally, after his wife has worked day " and
night on his behalf, he plunges her into the depths of
despair by announcing, with decision, that Sunday golf
being " barred " to him as Liberal candidate, he is

going to " chuck up the sponge."
Then it is that Mary's real resourcefulness is made

apparent. Her husband won't stand, but her brother-
in-law-elect, the young solicitor, needs only one thing
to enable him to do so—money. They will find that,

and in return get the consideration which she is after.

The Liberal Whip assents. Mr. Felix Galpin, a nebu-
lous nothingarian, becomes at once an earnest Liberal,
and when, two years later, he has won the seat, Mary's
husband receives the baronetcy, and she goes first

again.
VII.

That, in outline, is the story of the play ; admittedly
a slight one that at times hangs only on a thread. At
the " Playhouse," of course, it is set off by that wonder-
ful deftness of dialogue of which Mr. Jones is a

master, while some of the situations, notably that in

which the men forget their wives' grievances to quarrel

over politics, are among the best contrived that he has
given us. The acting, too, does much for the play.

Miss Marie Tempest as Mary Whichello is

irresistible. Mr. Llewellyn is admirable as the Whip,
and Mr. George Skelton as Tamlin, the old-fashioned

solicitor, is wonderfully convincing. But when all

that can be claimed, alike for the acting and for

the purely artistic qualities of the play, has been
claimed, is there not something of supreme and para-

mount interest in the narrative it discloses? I think

so. When the representation of a constituency like

Walkinstal can be moulded to gratify the silly ambi-

tion of a shallow-minded woman of fashion, all is not

well with our democracy. That is why ever>' reader

of Everyman should see the play.

Clifton York.
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
Boswell's " Tour to the Hebrides with Samuel Johnson." By Liddell Geddie

The object of his Journal, therefore, was not to extol

or to expatiate on the Western Isles, but to magnify

his companion. In an Advertisement to the Third
Edition, Boswell writes in characteristic vein

:

" How, Sir, can you ask me what obliges me to speak

unfavourably of a country where I have been hospit-

ably entertained? Who catt like the Highlands"?
None but Samuel Johnson could have given so crush-

ing a reply to a harmless, conventional question. None
but the eighteenth century could have paraded such

an utter lack of appreciation of the "land of tlie

mountain and the flood."

When we remember how wedded Dr. Johnson was

to London, how radically prejudiced he was against

Scotland, how unsuited was his unwieldy frame for

" roughing it," and how abhorrent to his age were the
" rude mountains " which shut out the view, we must

ever marvel that Boswell succeeded in making the

mighty Rambler cross the Tweed, proceed along the

East coast to Inverness ride over by Loch Ness to

the Western Isles, explore Skye, Coll, Mull and lona,

traverse Argyle, and finally cut across the Lowlands

from Ayrshire to the Scottish capital. When we re-

member, further, that during the "Hundred Days"
Johnson spent in Scotland under Boswell's guidance,

the weather was anything but clement, that only

twenty-eight years had elapsed since the Highlands

were convulsed by the '45 Rebellion, that many of the

Lexicographer's prejudices were nevertheless broken

down or softened by the visit, and that Johnson, in

after years, often declared this trip "the pleasantest

part of his life," words absolutely fail to express our

admiration for Boswell, the instigator, impresario,

Baedeker, courier, chronicler, and fidus Achates of the

Tour.
II.

Tours were fashionable in the latter half of the

eighteenth century, and so were Journals or Diaries

—

kept, as often as not, with an eye to ultimate pubhca-

tion. But of all the Journals which then saw the

light, none can compare with the " Journal of a Tour

to the Hebrides with Samuel Johnson, LL.D.," by

James Boswell, Esq.

We dare not contract that title. We carmot call it

Boswell's "Hebrides"—because there is very little

about the Hebrides in the Journal. The Hebrides are

but a background, but a foil for Boswell's real theme

—

to wit, Samuel Johnson, LL.D. Sam. Johnson bulks

more largely, is far more imposing to Bozzy's eyes

than Ben Nevis itself. Not that Boswell had no liking

for fine scenery or talent for describing places and

customs. We need only read his account of the island

of Coll to see that had not his colossal companion

overshadowed all, we might have had a very enter-

taining and useful guide-book from Boswell's pen.

Boswell himself had no doubt as to the most valuable

part of his book—the numerous conversations in

which Dr. Johnson took part, all faithfully recorded

by that prince of reporters, James Boswell, Esq.

Johnson always declared that " he was not come to

Scotland to see fine places, of which there were

enough in England ; but wild objects,—mountains

—waterfalls,—peculiar manners ; in short, things which

he had not seen before." Boswell, on the other hand,

set out on the trip, not so much to show the Highlands

to Dr. Johnson as to show Dr. Johnson to the High-

lands, not to see " wild objects," but to study at close

quarters and in strange surroundings what for him
was the embodnxrent of civilisation—Samuel Johnwn.

" It would be an idle waste cf time to take any par-

ticular notice of the futile remarks, to many of which
a petty national resentment, unworthy of my country-
men, has given rise ; remarks which have been indus-

triously circulated in the publick prints by shallow and
envious cavillers, who have endeavoured to persuade the

world that Dr. Johnson's character has been lessened by
recording such various instances of his lively wit and
acute judgment, on every topick that was presented to

his mind. In the opinion of every person of taste and
knowledge that 1 have conversed with, it has been
greatly heightened ; and I will venture to predict, that

this specimen of the colloquial talents and extem-
poraneous effusions of my illustrious fellow-traveller will

become still more valuable, when, by the lapse of time,

he shall have become an ancient; when all those who
can now bear testimony to the transcendent powers of his

mind, shall have passed away ; and no other memorial
of this great and good man shall remain, but the follow-

ing Journal, the other anecdotes and letters preserved

by his friends, and those incomparable worlcs, which
have for many years been in the highest estimation, and
will be read and admired as long as the English language
shall be spoken or understood." J. B.

London, 15th August, 1786.

III.

Boswell lived in ^ time of great portrait-painters.

What Reynolds and Gainsborough and Raebum
achieved with the brush, he achieved with the pen.

Better than any canvas, however reussi, his pages set

before our eyes literally a " speaking likeness " of Dn
Johnson and his friends. Talking of biography,

Johnson once said he did not think that the life of

any literary man in England had been well written.

Had he been spared to read Boswell's " Life," he
would doubtless have qualified the statement. But he
read the " Journal," which is a foretaste of the " Life,"

and we know-—Boswell makes sure of that !—that he
thought very highly of it. And no wonder !

" Dr.

Samuel Johnson's character, religious, moral, political

and literary, nay his figure and manner, are, I believe
**

(says Boswell), " more generally known than those of

any man." What was true in Johnson's own day is

true in ours. We know more of him than of any other

figure in our literature ; and it is Boswell that we and
Johnson have to thank for this. How many read

Boswell's " Life " ; how few read Johnson's " Lives

of the Poets "
! How many read Boswell's " Journal " ;|

how few read Johnson's "Journey to the Western
Islands," which deals with the self-same Tour

!

IV.

Boswell was a hero-worshipper indeed, but he was

no idle flatterer. So great are his admiration and
affection for Ursa Major that he does not hesitate to

set down his faults as well as his virtues ; he has noj

fear that his readers will love and respect the great

man a whit the less. Nay, he counts on endearing

Johnson to us by reason of the very defects and foibles

which he chronicles so minutely. Here is his descrip^

tion of his hero's outward appearance

:

" His person was large, robust, I may say approach-

ing to the gigantick, and grown unwieldy from cor-

pulency. His countenance was naturally of the cast of

an ancient statue, but somewhat disfigure'd by the scars

of that evil, which it was formerly imagined, the royal

J
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iauck could cure. He was now in his sixty-fourth year,

and was become a little dull of hearing. Ills sight had
always been somewhat weak ; yet so much docs mind
govern, and even supply the deficiency of organs, that his

perceptions were uncommonly quick and accurate. His
head, and sometimes also his body, shook with a kind
of motion like the effect of a palsy : he appeared to be

Ircquently disturbed by cramps, or convulsive contrac-

tions, of the nature of that distemper called St. Vitus's

idance. He wore a full suit of plain brown clothes, with

twisted-hair-buttons of the same colour, a large bushy
greyish wig, a plain shirt, black worsted stockings, and
silver buckles. Upon this tour when journeying, nc wore
boots, and a very wide brown cloth great coat, with

pockets which might have almost held the two volumes
of his folio dictionary ; and he carried in his hand a large

English oak-stick."

The full-length portrait and character-study of

Johnson which Boswell favours us with at the begin-

ning of his Journal is supplemented on every page
thereafter by little thumbnail sketches of the most
vivid and diverting kind. We are shown " Doctor
Major " in his serious moods and in his playful

humours, we see him cross, we see him merry, we see

him sublime, and we see him ridiculous. Now he is dis-

cussing theology or high politics with a parish minister

or a Highland chief ; anon he is sitting with a Celtic

belle perched coquettishly on his knee ! One moment
,we watch him pulverising his opponent in a solemn
argument ; the next we find him gallantly presenting

a copy of " Cocker's Arithmetic " to his landlord's

daughter. It was the only book he had with him, and
Boswell—who plied Johnson with questions like a

child—must needs know how he came to buy such a

book at Inverness. " He gave me a very sufficient

answer. ' Why, sir, if you are to have but one book
with you upon a journey, let it be a book of science.

When you have read through a book of entertainment,

you know it, and it can do no more for you ; but a

book of science is inexhaustible.'

"

!And so is Johnson's flow of talk. He can hold forth

on every subject, and Boswell feeds him assiduously

.with topics, like a mill, for the edification of his hosts

and fellow-guests. Johnson, for his part, is as in-

terested in what he sees and hears as the Scottish

Highlanders and Lowlanders are in him ; and Boswell

rubs his hands with glee at the success of his great

venture. What joy unspeakable he derives from the

sight of Dr. Johnson conversing with Flora

Macdonald, or sleeping in Prince Charhe's bed, listen-

inor tp the pipes with his ear close to the drone,
samphng whisk^ i^u, ^u^^ ^r u;<- .,=.,,] Umr^narle") in
order "to know what it is that makes a Scotstnan

happy," laying down the law to all and sundry on
every conceivable subject, jibing at Scotland, Scots-

men and Bozzy in particular (whose leg, if the un-

johnsonian language may be permitted, he dearly

loved to pull), and everywhere leaving the same im-

pression, so admirably summed up by one of his High-
land hosts, Mr. Donald M'Leod, who said": " When you
see him first, you are struck with awful reverence ; then

you admire him ; and then you love him cordially."

Boswell, happily, had an infinite capacity for taking

snubs. As Burke said, he had so much good humour
naturally, it was scarce a virtue. To Johnson he was
an invaluable companion, this ingenuous, boyish, con-
sequential, fussy, devoted, warm-hearted fellow,

shrewd yet simple, conceited yet ever considerate

;

" whose acuteness," Johnson assures us, " would help
my inquiry, and whose gaiety of conversation and
civility of manners are sufficient to counteract the in-

conveniences of travel in countries less hospitable
than we have passed."

It is not surprising that these wayfarers were so

attached to one another ; each was a big man for all

his littlenesses. There is one passage in the Journal

which is infinitely touching, and which reveals in a flash

all the weakness and the strength of the two friends.

When Hearing Glenelg on the mainland opposite Skye,

Boswell started to ride ahead, so as to have e /-erything

ready for Johnson at the inn when he arrived. Johnson,

tired, no doubt, flew in a passion at being left behind,

called Boswell back and trounced him severely. Poor
Bozzy only made matters worse by pretending to take

his scolding lightly, and the irate Johnson declared,
" Sir, had you gone on, I was thinking that I should

have returned with you to Edinburgh, and then have

parted from you, and never spoken to you more." Next
day Bt)swell writes—and the passage deserves to rank

with the quarrel scene between Brutus and Cassius

—

" I had slept ill. Dr. Johnson's anger had affected me
much. I considered that, without any intention, I

might suddenly forfeit his friendship ; and was impatient

to see him this morning. I told him how uneasy he

had made me, by what he had .said. . . . He owned he

had spoken to me in passion ; that he would not have
done what he threatened ; and that, if he had, he_ should

have been ten times worse than I ; that forming in-

timacies would indeed be ' limning the water,' were they

liable to such sudden dissolution; and he added, ' Let's

think no more on't.' BoswELL : 'Well then, Sir, I

shall be easy. Remember I am to have fair warning

in case of any quarrel. You are never to spring a mine
upon me. It was absurd in me to believe you.' JOHN-
SON :

' You deserved about as much, as to believe me
from night to morning. '

"

The reader of Boswell'S Journal, then, finds two road

companions strangely dissirailar, yet each a genius in

his way, and the further he journeys with them the

better will he like their company; the more heartily

will he be inclined to echo Johnson's remark on perus-

ing Boswell's " Journal " :
" The more I read of this, I

think the more highly of you."

On his favourite subject of subordination, Johnson
said :

" So far is it from being true that men are

naturally equal, that no two people can be half an hour

together, but one shall acquire an evident superiority

over the other."

—

From Boswell's Life of Dr. Johnson.

NEW ESSAY COMPETITION
As announced in a recent issue, a prize of Two
Guineas is offered by Everyman for the best Essay,

constituting

A Plea For or Against the Channel Tunnel.

Papers must not exceed 2,000 words in length

(exclusive of a brief synopsis), and must reach the

Competition Editor, "Everyman,"

21, Royal Terrace, Edinburgh,

not later than October lyth. "Channel Tunnel"

should be marked in the corner of envelopes. Essays

sent in should be carefully paragraphed, and must be

clearly written, preferably typewritten, on one side of

the paper only. All entries shall become the exclu-

sive property of the Editor, who cannot undertake to

return any MS.

Next week will be published the result of EVERY-
MAN Competition No. 2, The Anglican Clergyman.
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EVERYMAN'S FRENCH PAGE
UN PORTRAIT DU PURITAIN

Le Puritain passait lentement dans les rues, les yeux
au ciel, les traits tires, jaune et hagard, les cheveux
ras, v6tu de brun ou de noir, sans ornements, ne
s'habillant que pour se couvrir. Si quelqu'un avait les

joues pleines, il passait pour tiede. Le corps entier,

I'exterieur, jusqu'au ton de la voix, tout devait porter

la marque de la p>enitence et de la grace. Le puritain

discourait en paroles trainantes, d'un accent solennel,

avec une sorte de nasilleniMit, comme pour detruire la

vivacite de la conversation et la melodic de la voix

nature?le. Ses entretiens remplis de citations bib-

liques, son style imite des prophites, son nom et le

nom de ses enfants, tires de I'Ecriture, temoignaient

que sa pensee habitait le monde terrible des prophetes

et des exterminateurs. De dedans, la contagion avait

gagne le dehors. Les alarmes de la conscience

s'etaient changees en lois d'Etat. La rigidite per-

sonnelle etait devenue une tyrannic publique. Le
puritain avait proscrit le plaisir comme un ennemi, chez

autrui aussi bien que chez lui-meme. Le Parlement
faisait fermer les maisons de jeu, les theatres, et

fouetter les acteurs a la queue d'une charrette ; les

jurons etaient taxes ; les arbres de mai etaient coupes
;

les ours dont les combats amusaient le peuple, etaient

tues ; le platre des ma9ons puritains rendait decentes

les nudit^s des statues ; les belles fetes poetiques

etaient interdites. Des amendes et des punitions

corporelles interdisaient meme aux enfants " les jeux,

les danses, les sonneries de cloches, les rejouissances,

les regalades, les luttes, la chasse," tous les exercices

et tous les amusements qui pouvaient profaner le

dimanche. Les ornements, les tableaux, les statues

des eglises etaient arraches ou dechires. Le seul

plaisir qu'on gardat et qu'on souffrit etait le nasille-

ment des psaumes, I'edification des sermons prolonges,

I'excitation des controverses haineuses, la joie apre et

sombre de la victoire remportee sur le demon et de
la tyrannic exercee contre ses fauteurs. En Ecosse,

pays plus froid et plus dur, I'intolerance allait

jusqu'aux derniers confins de la ferocite et de la

minutie, instituant une surveillance sur les pratiques

privccs et sur la devotion intpnVnre de chaque
membre de chaque famille, otant aux catholiques leurs

enfants, imposant I'abjuration sous peine de prison

perpetuelle ou de mort, amenant par troupeaux les

sorcieres* au bucher. II semblait qu'un nuage noir

se fut appesanti sur la vie humaine, noyant tpute

luiiueie, e/ragant route beaute, eteignant toute joie,

traverse qa et la par des eclairs d'epee et par des

lueurs de torches, sous lesquels on voyait vaciller des

figures de despotes moroses, de sectaires malades,

d'opprimes silencieux.

Il y a une aultre sorte de gloire, qui est une trop

bonne opinion que nous concevons de nostre valeur.

C'est un' affection inconsideree, de quoi nous nous

cberissons, qui nous represente a nous mesmes aultres

,que nous ne sommes: comme la passion amoureuse

Ipreste des beautez et graces au subject qu'elle

•embrasse, et faict que ceulx qui en sont esprins

kreuvent, d'un jugement trouble et altere, ce qu'ils

aiment aultre et plus parfaict qu'il n'cst—Mon/aigne,

" De la Presumption"

/ * 1648 ; trenle en tin jour. Une d'elles aroua qu'elle avait

lie a. une assemble oii itaicBt cinq cents sorcieres.

THE PURITAN
The typical Puritan walked slowly along the streets,

his eyes raised towards heaven, with elongated

features, yellow and haggard, with closely cropped
hair, clad in brown or black, unadorned, clothed only

to cover his nakedness. If a man had round cheeks,

he passed for lukewarm. The whole body, the ex-

terior, the very tone of voice, all must wear the sign

of penitence and divine grace. A Puritan spoke
slowly, with a solemn and somewhat nasal tone of

voice, as if to destroy the vivacity of conversation and
the melody of the natural voice. His speech stuffed

with Scriptural quotations, his style borrowed from
the prophets, his name and the names of his children

drawn from the Bible, bore witness that his thoughts

were confined to the terrible world of seers and
ministers of divine vengeance. From within, the con-

tagion spread outwards. The fears of conscience were
converted into laws of the State. Personal asceticism

grew into public tyranny. The Puritan proscribed

pleasure as an enemy, for others as well as for himself.

Parliament closed the gambling-houses and theatres,

and had the actors whipped at the cart's tail ; oaths

were fined ; the may-trees were cut down ; the bears

whose fights amused the people, were put to death
;)

the plaster of Puritan masons reduced statues to

decency ; the beautiful poetic festivals were forbidden.

Fines and corporal punishment shut out, even from
children, games, dancing, bell-ringing, rejoicings,

junketings, wrestling, the chase, all exercises and
amusements which might profane the Sabbath. The
ornaments, pictures, and statues in the churches were
pulled down or mutilated. The only pleasure
retained and permitted was the singing of psalms
through the nose, the edification of long sermons, the
excitement of acrimonious controversies, the harsh and
sombre joy of a victory gained over the enemy of

mankind, and of the tyranny exercised against the

demon's supposed abettors. In Scotland, a colder and
sterner land, intolerance reached the utmost limits of

ferocity and pettiness, instituting a surveillance over
the private Hfe and home devotions of .'>'•--?• V--
r.( ., f-jr^wij-, a<.,p»i.i..g cauiv^uv.j uf tneir children, im-

posing the abjuration of Popery under pain of per-

petual imprisonment or death, dragging crowds of

witches* to the stake. It seemed as though a black

cloud had weighed down the life of man, drowning all

light, wiping out all beauty, extinguishing all joy,

pierced here and there by the glitter of the sword and
by the flickering of torches, beneath which one might
perceive the indistinct forms of gloomy despots, of

bilious sectarians, of silent victims.

There is another kind of glory, which is an over-good

opinion we conceive of our worth. It is an incon-

siderate affection, wherewith we cherish our selves,

which presents us unto our selves other than we are.

As an amorous passion addeth beauties, and lendeth

graces to the subject it embraceth, and maketh such

as are therewith possessed, with a troubled conceit,

and distracted Judgement to deem what they love,

and find what they affect, to bee other, and seeme

more perfect, then in trueth it is.

—

Florio's

Translation.

* 1618; thirly in one day. One of them confessed that she

had been at a gathering of more than five hundred witches.
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IS ROMANISM ON THE DECLINE ?

By Hector Macpherson

In a recent book. Father Graham—a Presbyterian
clergyman who went over to Rome—admits that, so
far as Scotland is concerned, Romanism is making no
headway. As he puts it: "Out of a population of

5,000,000, we number only a little over half a million

;

of these more than 380,000 are within the arch-diocese
of Glasgow, and nine-tenths of them are not Scots.
The educated and professional classes, the moneyed
and employing classes, the ruling and governing
classes, even business men, and the best class of
shopkeepers and tradesmen and workmen are practi-
cally all Protestant ; to Catholics are generally left the
poorest, least 'respectable' and most unremunera-
tive forms of employment. They are like the
' whelps that eat of the crumbs that fall from the table
of their masters.' In the city of Glasgow, for
example, with more than 300,000 of a Catholic popula-
tion, you could easily accommodate in a third-class
carriage all the Catholic men who occupy positions
of public prominence, trust, or responsibility in the
city,"

II.

Father Graham consoles himself with the thought
that while Scotland is practically stagnant, " England
forges ahead "

; while " America advances still more
quickly with 30,000 converts a year." As regards
England, the Tractarian movement undoubtedly acted
as a feeder to the Roman Catholic Church, which, both
in numbers and prestige, received great benefit when
Cardinal Newman " went over." But a perusal of

Mr. Joseph McCabe's book, "Decay of the Church
of Rome," will convince the reader that there is no
sign to-day of Roman Catholicism " forging ahead."
According to Mr. McCabe, the Romish Church in

England has gained amongst the titled—the wealthy
classes—but to an appalling extent it has lost among
the poor. He says :

" To-day the number of deliberate
seceders amongst the Catholic middle-class and alert

wbrkers increases enormously. They are found in

thousands in all parts of the country. Even the
clergy, in spite of the great struggle that follows
secession and the almost invariable calumny and
bitterness that punish, abandon the Church in a re-

markable proportion."

A striking evidence of the decline of Roman
Catholicism in England is seen in the lowering
intellectual prestige of the Church. In this respect
the influence of the Tractarian movement has spent
its force. "Where," says Mr. McCabe, "in the
Catholic England of to-day are the successors of
Wiseman, Newman, Pugin, Ward, Hope-Scott, T.
Arnold, Coventry Patmore, Aubrey de Vere, and Lord
Acton ?

" The Modernist movement might have
allured to Rome a certain number of intellectualists,

but all hope of this is cut off by the stern repression
of the movement by the Vatican. Before the
statistics produced by Mr. McCabe can be discredited
Father Grahana will need to produce something in the
shape of evidence more substantial than rhetorical
generalities.

III.

In regard to America, Father Graham produces no
authority for his statement about 30,000 converts a
year ; he simply repeats the current opinion in Roman
Catholic circles about the great progress of Romanism

in America. This legend is not of yesterday. So
long ago as 1836 a Roman Catholic Bishop of Charles-'

town, in a congress at Lyons, felt compelled to rebuke
the inflated statements with regard to the progress of

the Church in America. He frankly stated that

instead of gain there was serious loss; within fifty

years, he said, millions had been lost to the Church.
Father Graham may say that since 1836 a great

change has taken place, and that in America
Romanism is rapidly making headway. Well, let us

come nearer our own time. At the Roman Catholic

Congress in connection with the Great Exhibition of

1893 Miss Elder, a niece of Archbishop Elder, of

Cincinnati, spoke of the losses sustained by the

Church, and put them at twenty milhons. Apart from
that, does Father Graham mean to assert that the

spread of Roman Catholicism in America partakes of

the nature of a conquest in the sense of conversions,

that is, genuine additions to the Church? As a
matter of fact, the great mass of the American
Romanists are not converts but emigrants, transferred

from some other branch of the Church—from Ireland,

Austria, Italy, France, Canada, Mexico, etc. And
what is significant, the clergy list is made up largely

of Irish, German, French, Italian, and Polish names.

IV.

What is the intellectual status of American Roman
Catholics? Father Graham talks of the great things

the Church does for learning and science. How does
his rhetoric contrast with the statement of Mr.
McCarthy quoted by Mr. McCabe: that of the 448
Universities and Colleges in the United States only
61 are Roman Catholic; of 52,794 young men passing
through a collegiate course only 5,052 are Catholic,

and of 3,762 graduated students only 166 are

Catholic? The Papacy is clearly not conspicuously
furthering learning in the United States. The facts

go to prove the truth of the conclusion reached by
Mr. McCabe in his suggestive volume, after an
exhaustive statistical analysis, that the Roman
Catholic Church in America is largely recruited from
the illiterate emigrants who flock into the country.

How does the case stand in professedly Roman
Catholic countries like Italy, Spain, and France?
Those who ara in a position to know tell us that
" there can hardly be any doubt, from the confession
of Catholics themselves, that Cathohcism has small
hold on the educated classes," and that " the profes-

sional classes and the great majority of the University
students are, and have been for many years, either

indifferent or hostile." The Italian Church, we are
told, will soon be a body of 20,000,000 illiterates and
children controlled by 24,000 clerics and dependent
laymen. In Spain and Portugal the same movement
of the educated mind away from the Church is re-

corded. The Church is said to have lost more than
fifty per cent, of the Portuguese who can read, and the
revolt gains with the spread of education. In his

attempt to minimise the influence of the Reformation
Father Graham says "that what Rome lost then she
has since recovered a hundredfold in other lands." "

V.

The other lands where, according to Father
Graham, the Church has made conquests which more"
than repair the havoc of the Reformation include;

Spanish America. How; do the people stand in the-
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scale of intelligence ? Are they in a position to give
intelligent study of Romanism, or are they at the
stage of ignorance and creduhty most favourable to

the missionary efforts of the Papacy? One-third of
them, we are told, are aborigines or negroes, in whose
minds Romish doctrines mingle with pagan beliefs and
practices. A third are half-castes ; less than one-third
are whites of a lower type than the Spaniards and
Portuguese. Of the remainder, the majority are
either indifferent or hostile to the Romish Church.
The truth seems to be that the secessions are in strict

proportion to the spread of education. In the Latin
worlds, including the new lands which Rome claims
as a set-off to the losses of the Reformation, the
Papacy succeeds only when she can keep her devotees
in ignorance. Rome thrives on superstition and de-
clines in presence of knowledge, to which she is as
hostile to-day as in the dark ages.

VI.
In Germany, as in France and America, the

Modernist movement is making its influence felt.

There we have professors in Roman Catholic universi-

ties deliberately rejecting the claim of the Pope to be
the supreme lawgiver of the world and to universal
sovereignty. In reference to this. Dr. Wahrmund,
Professor of Canon Law in the University of Inns-
bruck, says: "The Bishop of Rome, in the year of
salvation 1902, is represented as the absolute lord,

limited by no earthly authority, as the despot of the
whole world. Never have intellectual limitation and
blind fanaticism risen to such a prodigious lie." In
regard to the unchangeability of the Church, to which
Father Graham and the superstitious section pin their

faith, Dr. Wahrmund has the following :
" The pious

legend that the Cathohc Church, from the beginning
to the present day, has not altered at all can only be
maintained by him who either does not know or
accepts as true the historical forgeries by which it has
to be supported. If we were to let a Christian of the
third century see the Catholic Church of to-day, he
would certainly not be able to recognise in it the
Church of his time." Consider, too, the frank criticism

of the Papal idea by the late Father Tyrrell :
" If the

Pope to-day were to arrogate to himself all that was
said to St. Peter and the apostles, he should con-
sistently arrogate inspiration and wonder-working."
He favoured " the abandonment of the claim to an
oracular power by which the Pope becomes the mouth-
piece of God."

VII.

In a letter to a French friend, Father Tyrrell used
the following outspoken language :

" I believe in the
Roman Catholic Church in so far as it is Christian
and Catholic ; I disbeheve in it so far as it is Papal."
He goes on to say that in it he sees two spirits

strugghng for supremacy, Christ and Anti-Christ ; and
at present Anti-Christ is uppermost. What a contrast
between the violent internal conflicts of the Church
of Rome, the war of antagonistic views, with Father
Graham's dream of a united harmonious Church in

which every believer sits contentedly under the Papal
vine and fig-tree, none daring to make him afraid!

VOLUME II. OF "EVERYMAN"
The second volume of Everyman will shortly be ready, hand-
somely bound in cloth, at the price of 3s. 6d. Including some of
the most notable contributions to literature, it continues the tradi-

tions of the paper, and should form, with Vol. I., the nucleus of

an interesting and valuable collection. -Applications should be sent

to Everyman Publishing Department, Messrs. J. M. Dent and .Sons.

Cases for binding can be obtained at is. 6d. A complete and de-

tailed index to Vol. II. (Nos. 27 to 52) is now in preparation.

Meanwhile, the authorities at the Vatican are under
no delusion. They know better than Father Graham
that the Papacy is engaged in a life-and-death
struggle. How are they meeting it? In the usual
way, by the creation of artificial thunder in the shape
of Encyclicals. In the old days Rome had no difficulty

in resorting to the Inquisition and similar methods of
suppressing what it deemed to be heresy. To-day the
conditions are entirely altered. The Vatican is con^
trolled by the spirit of Italian and Spanish Romanism,
and is not a match for the independent spirit which
manifests itself in American, German, and French
Romanism. The Encyclical in old days meant the
close of the campaign against heresy ; to-day, as has
been shown, it means the beginning of a campaign.
Assailed by Protestantism without and Modernism
within, the Roman Church is face to face with a crisis

which threatens to the Papacy a more serious disrup-
tion than that of the Reformation period. In his

book on Newman, in the "World's Epoch Makers"
series—the most masterly and penetrative study of the
great Cardinal that has yet appeared—Dr. Sarolea
describes the situation in the following luminous
sentences :

" In the face of the reactionary attitude of
the Roman Curia, a spirit of insubordination is spread-
ing to every branch of the Church. Although France
remains the centre of the movement, no country is

escaping unhurt. And from the laity revolt has ex-
tended to the clergy : numberless are the priests who
have made common cause with the innovators. Most
disquieting of all omens, even the Jesuits, the spiritual

bodyguard of Rome, are infected with the new spirit,

and it is an English Jesuit, ex-Father Tyrrell (since

deceased), who is one of the leaders of the Modernists.
" The conservative section amongst Roman Catholics

may nourish the fond hope that the Church will emerge
from this crisis as she has ever done before

—

Dens
dabit his quoque -finem. They forget that the present
situation is without any analogy in history. As long
as scientific truths were a monopoly of an insignificant

elite, Rome could silence a troublesome opposition.
But to-day, when a ubiquitous Press brings the dis-

coveries and conclusions of modern research within
reach of the millions, any attempt to quell spiritual

rebellion is doomed to failure. . . . The present crisis

can only end in a complete transformation of the
ancient Church and in the concession of what Thiers
once called ' the necessary liberties,' or in a schism
which would be the disruption and dissolution of
Catholicism."

EVENING CALM
A GOLDEN warmth suffuses all the west;

The sun is low: and one bright, trembling stai;

Sparkles above the purphng mountain's crest.

The bleatings of the sheep from folds afar

Steal softly o'er the mist-enchanted lake.

The rooks fly home across the drowsy leas

:

A blackbird whistles from a distant brake.

Answered by some sweet songster in the trees.

And Heaven and Earth seemed merged—serenely

one

—

A symbol of that calm that is to be.

For in this hour, when Nature's Rest is won,

The Soul is hushed into tranquillity:

And feels within the twilight mystery

A sense of God, and Immortality.

George S. Astins.
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WONDER WRITERS ON SCIENCE:
"If any one would realise that the greatest social work is that which radiates from the

laboratories through the multiple activities of applied science ... he would find a new meaning

in the care of his body, his home and his habits ; he would appreciate the trust he holds
for the common cause in the right direction of his personal life, and he would not forget

the part he has to play in safeguarding the springs of heredity and of laying his own stone
well and truly in the building of the future generation."

From an Article on the recent Meeting of the British Association,

The
I. ASTRONOMY

II. GEOLOGY
HI. PHYSICS

IV. CHEMISTRY
V. BIOLOGY

Science History
of the Universe.

VI. ZOOLOGY
Vn. ANTHROPOLOGY

VIIL MATHEMATICS

IX. ART & LETTERS

X. PHILOSOPHY

A few of the

subjects treated.

(The nuntbers refer to the
volnms in which the subject

is dealt with.)

Acetylene Gas, IV
Dirigible Balloona, VIII
Aeropl&nes. VIII
Cei! Life, V
Polar Exploration. 11

Ecor.omic Production, IX
Primitu'c Man* X
Proloplasm Theory. V
Power TransmiiMon. Ill

Orisin of Species, V
Rise of Prtesthood, X
Rise of Proletariat, X
Human Physiology, VII
Political Economy. V
Plato, Philosopher, X
Musi al Scale, III

Bed of Ocean, II

Organic Function*. V
Races of Man, VII
Man's Place in Nature. VII
Principles of Lens. Ill

The Nature of Life. V
Biolosic Isolation. V
Care of ibe Insane, VII
Theory of Insurance. VIII
Growth of Lansuagre. IX
Electrical Friction. Ill

Gas Engine, III

Finger Print*-, VII
Ase of the Earth. II

Electric Railways, III
Clock Escapements, VIII
Ideas About Death. X
Dualism in ReliGnon. X
Crystallography, II

The Communal Spirit. X
The Nature of Conscience. X
Rotation of Crops, VI
Memory Cells, VII
The Code Napoleon. X
Racial Colour. VII
Comet 1. I

Collec'tvism. X
Aristotle. X. II. IV, V. III. VII
Herodotus, II

Abclard on Ethics, X
Ancestor Worship, X
History oi Architecture. VIII
The Nature of Antimony, II
Animal and Plant, V
Whistler's Art. IX
Ancient Laws of Ireland, X
Food Value of Herrinss, VI

J

Complete in Ten handy little Volumes.

The History of Science is the real History of Man,
because what he does depends upon what he thinks

and knows. The History of Science is therefore

of supreme importance and of supreme interest.

This charming series supplies exactly the scientific know-
ledge needed by the well-informed man and woman to-day.

It is written with authority; it avoids technical terms and
explains them where they are unavoidable ; it is up-to-date.

The volume on Astronomy includes the description of the

marvellous instruments in use to-day ; the volume on Physics
explains Wireless Telegraphy ; that on Chemistry deals with

the great Food Markets ; that on Anthropology has an exposi-

tion of modem Medicine; Mathematics explains Flying

Machines, and the volume on Philosophy has an account of

the anomalies of our modern Social System.

SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE
is needed by Everyone To=day.
You must have at least a general knowledge as to working

principles and the special application of Science, to-day, even
if you are not scientifically inclined. This Science History

supplies your need. You must put scientific knowledge within

reach of your children. Let the boys and girls read it.

20,000 Volumes Sold
The fact that over twenty thousand volumes of the Waverley

" Science History " were bought in a very few months by f/ie

readers of one paper alone, is suflicient evidence of the value

of this unique little series.

The books are of a size that can be conveniently slipped

into the pocket, and the set is supplied at a price and on terms
that are especially convenient to slender incomes.

A few of the

subjects treated.

Nearly 2.000 ilems-all equally

interesting—in the Index.

Realiem. X
Why the Roman* Persecuted
the Early Chriitian*, X

Playins Cards. VIH
Honore de Balzac. IX
Mechanism of the Ear, III

Gamb'ins Problems. VIII
Germ Theory in Medicine, VII
Ghosts in Kelision. X
Early Go'd Mines, IV
Nature of Gold. II

Division of Hours. VIII
Modern Humanism, X
The Hou-efiy. VI
Hulcheaon on Ethics, X
Huxley as Biologist. V. VII
Modern Industry, X
Inoculation for Smallpox, VI
Lane's Law of Heat, I

History of Law. X
Debasement of Land, X
Hindu Medicine. VII
Homeopathy, VII
Sexual Character. V
Reproduction in Plaat*. VI
Selection. V
Shintoism. IX
Symbolic Logic. VIII
Causes of Tides. I

Beginnings of Trade, X
Capitalistic Trusts, X
Nature of Seed. VI
Earthquakes, U
Stellar Evolution. I

Stellar Photographjr. I

Sun Spots. I

Topographical Surrey, VIII
Vaccination. VII
Weissniann, Biologistv V
Wireless Telegraphy, III

The Subjection of Woman. X
The Progress of Woman, X
Nature of X Rays. Ill

The Rise of Worship, X
Fear in Religion, X
Variable Stars, I

Cause of Organic Varifttion, V
Plant Variation, VI
Virchow, Biologist. VII
Volcanoes, II

Wage System, X
Decomposition of Water.III. IV
Water Power, VIII
Zend Avesta. IX
Zeno on Ethics. X
Ethics of the Stoics, X

SEND FOR THE FREE BOOK NOW.
Mr. HARRY LOWERISON. the
famous authority on Education
and Natnrai Science, reyiewins
this series, says

:

" I would have every boy and girl
brought up to reason on the facts
they see, I would, ia fact, have a
basis of natural Science for every
education. Bat what of those of as
who .have ^rown up without this
knowledge?
These ten little books, this little

library of modem Science, have
been done by capable men and
women. They are all masters ia
their own domain.

If you want to educate yourself,
here is your chance. . . . Very
heartily do I wish 'The Science
History of the Universe' all the
success it deserves."

What Buyers say ;

Mr, J. Ward. Norton-
le-Moors. Staffs

:

'*
I have never read

any books like these

. 4 , they are well

worth double the money
charged for them."

Mr. Orchard, Walsall

:

"I am quite satisfied

. « . and rather sur-

prised that such difficult

subjects have been re-

duced to so readable a
form."

To the WAVERLEY BOOK CO.. LTD..
7 and 8, Old Bailey. London, E.C.

Please send me, free of charge, your Free Book on THE SCIENCE
HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSE, with particulars as to your offer to deliver

the ten little volumes for a first payment of Z5. 6d. It is understood that I am
under no obligation to order the work.

NAME
(Send this form or a postcard.)

'lO^'^SSS , gg„J

this form

EM.G. 1913: y^ 1% NOW.
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THE SHADOW-SLAYER ^ ^ By Herman Scheifauer

{Concluded)

At intervals the menacing, huge billows broke like

thunder against the bastion of the rock and flung up
towering pillars of torn and hissing spray, as if to rear

a mocking effigy of the helpless lighthouse. The van-

guard of the storm was upon us.

El Norte Rock stood Uke a defiant fortress amidst

the pother of the hurricane. When the night closed

thick upon us, we lighted the great lamp. It poured
its splendour into the heart of the storm, a sphere of

incandescent fire, battling with darkness, with the

elements, and with death. Soon a torrid heat filled

the unventilated little cabin. We thereupon set the

door a little ajar, holding it in place with the broken
fluke of a small anchor. The large mirror shielded

our eyes from the intolerable lustre of the lamp and
its withering heat. In the shadow of this shelter we
sat and talked. At regular intervals old Hughes
pulled upon the lengthened cord of the green blind.

When he raised it we knew that a blazing star and
sheaf of rays severed the night as they sprang out

across the raving sea to the ships. It was as though
we sat as arbiters at some august tribunal of life and
death.

" You have known David long ? " I asked.
" Ten years or more." After some moments he

added

:

" Long before that I knew his mother."

Then there was silence again, and only the tem-
pest spoke. But soon, as if yielding to an inner

urging, Owen resumed

:

" I knew his mother before he was born—long be-

fore she came to this land and married Willmott. The
bones of some of our common kinsfolk are now lying

in holy ground near Pontardulais. I knew her for the

fairest, sweetest woman in all Wales. We grew dear

to each other, and were betrothed. Lucy was learned

in all the fable and folklore of the land. O God, sir

!

she was a sweet child with a woman's heart and head

!

Some said she was eerie^a weaver of white magic

—

which is all wrought out of goodness and blessings.

One summer's day, on the green waters of a bight, we
saw a flock of large birds, white and lovely as swans.

Lucy was sore moved at sight of 'em—said it was a

glad thing for our love. She stretched out her arms,

then folded 'em across her breast, saying she longed

to clasp the beautiful birds. Halcyons she called 'em,

and sang a stave of an old song. 'Twas fair with the

thought of the golden weather, brought out of Para-

dise by the halcyons for all true lovers, and told how
their white souls and red hearts would be joined in

death by the homing of such birds. When Lucy had
done with the lay, the tears were breaking from her

eyes. Then and there she embraced me, making me
swear by the shining sea-fowl that I'd come to her

as she to me—in the last hour. But now it's she that

will come to me—when my hour comes."

Owen's head of tarnished silver sank low ; his voice

rang strangely remote, and his hand hung down, forget-

ful of the cord of the blind. I gently relieved him of

this and resumed the task of meting out the light.

Was it a human sob I heard, or only one of the minor
notes in the gigantic orchestra of the storm ? There
were lulls and pauses in the tempest. The little

house shook in the embrace of the blast. Owen spoke

on in a tremulous voice:
" An evil tongue came between us while I was gone

on my first long cruise in a British frigate. There
was another woman, who told Lucy I was dead.
When 1 came back she had gone across the water to

America with a band of emigrants. I never saw her
again. But, years after, a kinswoman of hers told

me that Lucy learned at last that I was still living,

and so felt all the old longing and love for me come
upon her. But then she was wife to Willmott. She
was a good wife to him, but a sad woman till her
death "—his voice sank to a forceful whisper

—
" for

she never loved him ! I came to California. Then,
eight years ago, in the city, I chanced upon Davy,
her son. Grew to love the lad. I'm minded of Lucy
by Davy all the time. His voice is hers, his eyes are
hers—or I'd not be here now on this God-forsaken
rock with him and the two painted heathen

!

"

A strange swishing and pattering against the
window was audfble at times. It was a sound too
sharp for rain.

I stood up, and saw the white spray of the charging
billows in the deeps hurtling up against the glass. As
I looked, there was a flash of wings in the field of light

without, and a sea-gull flattened itself with a thud
against the window, crumpled limply into a battered
mass, and then fell into the deeps.

" A bird
!

" I cried, astonished ; and Owen
answered calmly:

" A gull astray in the storm. Sometimes they come
full flight, thick as hail against the glass of the hght-
house, like moths into a candle-flame, and bash their

skulls by hundreds. I've seen the base of the tower
covered four deep with 'em."

" Willmott would be terribly worried," I said, " if

he knew that the light was not burning in the tower."
" When he finds it out," replied Owen, shaking his

head, " he'll come back at once, whether he be in the
woods or the town. He can see the tower light for

miles along that mountain road. He'd come right

through the night and the storm. The thought of the
light being dead would drive Davy mad. He'd not
stop to think of his own life—it's the lives of the
ships to him. He'd go to the stake for duty, sir—

a

noble soul ! Heaven send he don't find that key till

to-morrow
!

"

The great lamp sang and hummed as if in mockery
of the elemental uproar it defied. The air of an
August noon throbbed in the place. All the over-

whelming, desolating sense of loneliness these two
men must feel at times stole upon me. And there was
sometliing in the simple Owen that was yet, for all

his frankness, most unfathomable. The mysterious
flocking of the birds and the glimpses of ancient

superstitions still ruling the child-like soul of

Willmott's assistant were given a ponderous emphasis
and sinister meaning by the terror of the night and
the torment of sea and sky. I felt stirring in me the

seeds of an unknown alarm which had shamed me
even as a boy, an alarm that had remained absent

even amidst close-pitching shell-fire in battle. It was
the blind brute savage that slept within my civilised

heart. Once more he was waking and biting deeply

upon the nerve of fear as he muttered to his hellish

gods. I sought to engage the old Welshman in

further speech, to make him roll forth some brave sea-

song, but he answered more and more vaguely as,

like a wounded, worried thing, the night crawled on.
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!At last, lifting his eyes, which, distended with dreams,

had remained fixed before him, he said

:

" The thought of the halcyons has taken me back
to the home-country there

"

A sudden cracking sound, like a pistol-sliot, broke
sharply upon our ears. The wide expanse of glass

in the sash was split diagonally in two ! I sprang to

my feet. We stared at the bright crack.

" The heat of the lamp inside, the cold spray out-

side, has cracked it," I said at length, as if to reassure

myself ;
" or the straining of the frame, or the push of

the wind."

Owen still stared in silence. He shook his head,

his jaw fell, an expression of pitiful awe and fear

came into liis eyes. •
" 'Twas a fair glass," said he, " and must have cost

a deal of money. But 'twas no heat that burst it, nor

warping, nor wind. Do you know what it was, sir ?
"

His voice was hoarse ; in awestrudc tones he
brought forth the words:

" A finger from the beyond ! It's an old omen that

has heaven's truth in it—a foretelling of the end.

But when two be present, there's no telling whose life

is marked."
" Well, don't worry ! Perhaps it's mine," I said

with a laugh.
" We call it being fey," Owen went on ;

" so

—

so

" Penrhyn the fisherman sat by the firelight,—
The low fire, the red fire, the fire upon the stone;

The sudden snap o' casement glass ffU on his ear by
night,—

The wind's cry, his wife's cry, the wife that left him
lone.

Penrhyn the fisherman is one that walks in fey,

—

His boat calls, the nets call, adown the flood goes he;

The fishing-fleet at evening came homing o'er the bay,

An empty boat, a broken oar, two halcyons on the sea."

The old man chanted the lines in a wild and solemn

manner, and as if almost oblivious to my presence.

All that had been born and bred darkly into his

Cymric blood now came welling to the surface. He
rose and began pacing to and fro in the narrow space

behind the table, muttering to himself and whispering

to unseen, haunting presences. Suddenly he stopped,

lifted his finger, and exclaimed :

" Hark to that ! Don't you hear the voice ?
"

" No," I replied, weirdly oppressed.
" There it is again, calling, calling afar !

"

" It is only the storm," I shouted, as if to muster

up defiance towards a whole world of Owen's un-

happy ghosts.

His fine, grave face twitched with some vast

emotion and wonder. A light such as might dower

the eyes of martyrs at the last moment hved in his

widened pupils. His gaze was bent curiously upon
the glass. I, too, stared at the cracked pane, a grow-

ing terror upon me.
" It's a voice," he repeated hollowly, " a woman's

voice crying, ' Owen ! Owen !

' A woman I know.

And now I hear the bells—bells of buoys, bells of

steeples
"

Then, stretching wide his arms, he advanced to-

wards the window, tears rolling from his eyes, his

breast 'heaving with some passionate tumult, crying

aloud in anguish into the distance beyond the walls

:

" I hear you ! I see you ! Come to me, come back,

come back, my loved one ; for God's love of love,

come back to your Owen !

"

There he stood in the fierce glare of the lamp,
struck with sudden ecstasy, dead to time and place, a

ghostly grandeur, an unearthly brilliance upon him.
And, as I stood in an almost equal fascination, there
came a mighty swoop of the wmds, the cabin rocked
and groaned, and the straining glass shrieked as it

grated along its broken edges.

Then from the outer darkness, dazzling in the flood

of the projected rays, flashed a white shape in a flurry

of spray. There was a crash of glass, the shattered
pane opened inward like two leaves of an unhinged
door, and for an instant I saw the snowy apparition
of an immense bird with wide-extended wings. Then
the wind and the spray were in my face, the lamp went
out, darkness and havoc and storm were in the cabin.

Amidst a chaos of tumbling lenses, the overturned
lamp, tables, and chairs, fluttering pinions striking

blindly, and pictures torn, flapping, from the walls, I

heard Owen calling out into the sea. Then a heavy
body struck me in the chest, and hurled me backward
into the outer night, through the door, now opened
wide by the wind.

Half stunned, I regained my feet. The darkness
was alive with fiery wheels of writhing colours called

up in my brain by the intense light so swiftly ex-
tinguished. The Indian and Chinese came running
towards me with lanterns.

We entered the cabin. Ghastly havoc was there,

the floor brimming with sea-water and oil from the
broken lamp, and littered with glittering fragments of
broken glass. The stuffed birds and fishes were lying

amidst the wreck. Feathers were still whirling in

the air, the coverlet of Owen's bed, as well as the
walls, were spattered with blood from the breast
and wings of the gigantic bird. But of man or bird

there was no sign. The great hole where the glass

had been gaped black and dreadfully before us, a
thunderous throat into the storm, a portal yawning
into the unknown. Through this door of death Owen
had passed into the world of his desire ; he had gone
forth on the wings of the halcyon with his dream.
The Indian darted swiftly out of the room. I fol-

lowed, and saw him run to the windlass by the derrick.

The bell was swinging and ringing feebly ! The
redskin shouted down into the darkness, then he and
Han began to turn the groaning crank of the wind-
lass. Their arms and features of bronze and gold,

their set teeth and grim, distorted faces, glowing in

the ruddy shine of the lantern light, gave them the
look of demons lifting a fellow-spirit out of some
clashing pit.

The basket appeared. From it, dripping with the
sea, his black hair plastered over his bluish face like

seaweed over a stone, his streaming clothes shaped
to his trembling, fainting frame, Willmott staggered,
a wreck, an effigy of himself, a pitiful thing, chewed
in the maw of the tempest and spat forth again into

life. He clutched me, his eyes stared ; he cried in

that high, musical voice of his, the voice, his mother's
voice, which had called Owen to his end

:

"The light! the light! Didn't you—didn't you
hear the bell? Didn't you hear me call?—Owen!
Owen !

"

I held him firmly, but he tore himself loose. Totter-
ing, reeling, and tugging madly at his pocket, he made
his way to the door of the lighthouse. Vainly, with
palsied and quivering hands, he sought to insert in the

lock the thin, corrugated key. It slipped from his

fingers and fell tinkling on the stone step. Then,
inert, and heavy-weighted with his drenched clothes,

tlie keeper of El Norte Light crumpled gently into a
heap as he sank, fainting, at the foot of the ghostly

tower—at the foot of the iron duty whose voice had
drawn him through the storm.
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LITERARY NOTES
No University is complete nowadays without a Press

of its own. As a rule, the works issued by such Presses

are, like those of the learned societies (such as the

Early English and Scottish Text Societies, Historical

Societies, and so forth), caviare to the general publisher

as well as public. Thus the ordinary publisher has no

reason to resent the invasion of his domain by the

academic authorities ; and the Universities, for their -

part, have the satisfaction of knowing that, if their

publications are not of a popular and paying kind, they

are promoting the cause of knowledge, encouraging

the research work of their own staff and students and

of scholars elsewherg, and taking advantage of one

of the few legitimate' and convincing forms of adver-

tisement open to educational institutions of their

standing.
• • * * •

Since its inauguration, the Publications Committee ^
of Manchester University has shown remarkable

judgment and enterprise, and the new volumes to be

issued this week by the Manchester University Press

will doubtless add to the prestige of the University.

These include a second edition (with additions and

emendations) of Professor Sedgefield's "Beowulf," a

second impression of Professor Lugaro's "Modem
Problems in Psychiatry " translated by Drs. Rows and

Orr, Professor Canney's " Materials for Hebrew Com-
position," and "Naval Mutipies of 1797," by Conrad

Gill, M.A., lecturer in Economic History in the Univer-

sity of Belfast. Mr. Gill has specially studied the

bearing of these mutinies on social and political his-

tory, and traces the disaffection which brought them

about to the revolutionary and humanitarian move-

ments of the day.

« « » « •

Another interesting historical work deahng with"

the same period will be published shortly by Messrs.

Constable and Co.
—

" The Depot for Prisoners of War
at Norman Cross," by Thomas James Walker, M.D.,

F.R.C.S. This depot in Huntingdonshire was the

first, and for twelve years the only, prison specially

constructed for the custody of prisoners captured in

the revolutionary and Napoleonic wars between 1799

and 1815.
» « » » *

Among the new books to come this autumn from

Mr. Philip Lee Warner are a number of sumptuous

volumes on art, archaeology, and literature. In Octo-

ber will appear " The Book of the Dead : the Papyrus

of Ani " (scribe and treasurer of the temples of Egypt
about 1450 B.C.), in two volumes {£2). It is now nearly

twenty years since the last edition of this work by Dr.

E. A. Wallis Budge, Keeper of the Egyptian and

Assyrian Antiquities in the British Museum. A com-

pletely new edition, at a reduced price, has now been

prepared ; supplementary chapters and sections have

been added from the funeral papyri acquired by the

Museum Trustees since 1 892 ; the translations have

been rewritten and the notes corrected and amphfied ;;

and the greater part of the Introduction has also been

rewritten. The same publisher will bring out in

October, in his series of Handbooks to Ancient

Civilisation, " Antiquities of India," an account of the

History and Culture of Ancient Hindustan, by Lionel

D. Barnett, M.A., Litt.D., Keeper of the Department

of Oriental Printed Books and Manuscripts in the

British Museum (12s. 6d.) ; and, during the autumn,

the second and third volumes of Chaucer's "Canter-

bury Tales," in the illustrated quarto series of the

Riccardi Press Books.
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A new edition (brought up to date) of Bernard
Shaw's " Quintessence of Ibsenism " was published

the other day. Messrs. Constable now announce a

new edition of his " The Perfect Wagnerite " (3s. 6d.).

• • • » •

Mr. Heinemann will publish immediately a volume
of poems entitled " The Knave of Hearts," by Arthur
Symons, written during the years 1894-1908, uniform

with the author's Collected Poems, issued twelve years

ago.
« » * » •

The latest addition to Messrs. Constable's useful

series of Modern Biographies is " Paul Bourget," by
Ernest Dimnet, author of " Les Soeurs Bronte " and
other works.

• « » • •

The whitewashing of notorious historical characters

goes on apace. A year or two ago Claverhouse found
a fervid champion to write his life, and now William
Augustus, Duke of Cumberland, has found a vindicator

in Mr. Evan Charteris, who has had access to the
Cumberland papers at Windsor, and throws fresh light

on his character in a book to be pubhshed by Mr.
Edward Arnold.

Those who know and admire the work of Mr. W. L.
Courtney as critic, journalist, dramatist, philosopher
and poet will open with no small hope and curiosity

the collection of short stories from his pen which is

issued this week by Messrs. Chapman and Hall under
tlie title " The Soul of a Suffragette."

CORRESPONDENCE
Notice to Correspondents.—Owing to the large number

0/ letters received it is necessary for correspondents to write
briefly if their letters are to appear.

THE DEPOPULATION OF FRANCE.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I have read with great interest the article by
W. S. Lilly on " Depopulation of France."

Being myself in sympathy with France and the

French, I can join heartily with Mr. Lilly in deploring

the sad state of affairs which undoubtedly exists in

France at present.

Let us inquire for a moment the causes of this ten-

dency of the Frelnchman to remain celibate. M.
Rossignol tells us that it is due to the lack of " will."

What does this mean ? Evidently we must interpret

this as lack of " will to marry "
; and marriage, accord-

ing to him, should culminate, essentially, in a prolific

production of children. True, we, as rational human
beings, accept this as a definition of marriage ; but

what are we to say to the " vieux celibataire " who tells

us that he finds the necessary sexual stimuli and satis-

faction with " la femme se livrant a la prostitution
"

arid in " les maisons tolerees," as M. Rossignol calls

them. With this we must immediately see the funda-

mental difference between the man who resolves

never to marry and produce, and the man who does
marry and does produce.

Dr. Otto Weininger, that remarkable author of
" .Sex and Character," in differentiating between the
woman with the prostitute instinct and the one with
the mother instinct, says, " Die einc sieht nur den
Mann, die andre sieht das Kind." We may, I venture
to say, apply this similarly to the confirmed bachelor
and the marrying man. The one sees only the satis-

faction of his sexual appetite ; the other, whilst satis-

Foreign Languages

FRENCH BY POST.
Rosenblum's New "Hapldoral" Method (with

illustrations) is the only rrencli Moiliod for self-tuition
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—

Only 10/6, post free.

What our Pupils say of the " Rapidoral " Method

:

\'Surt>riiiHgly ea^y and intrrestiut."
" 7'he extrcisti are so wonderfut'j well arranged, that I cannot leave them

UHtil^ I know th'm word for word,'*
" / think the lllllt hooks vtry latere tint end excellently desitned for self-

tuition.'*
" / fitid the stud'es very intereiting and agreeable.'*
"I must say the Ussams are excellent. The manner in which th:u booklets^

are built ufi shows a great amount of care and long exberienee in teaching."

FRENCH, GERMAPi^
SPANISH or ITALIAN

BY PHONOGRAPH.
There is no doubt that the Phonograph is an ideal

substitute for an actual native teacher. Whilst reproducing
the foreign sounds in exactly the same way as a native

teacher would, it has many advantages over the latter. You
are not obliged to adhere to any fixed hours. It is always
at your disposal. You can make it repeat your lesson as
many times as you like. It never gets tired. Your lesson

every day can last for five minutes or five hours. When you
are tired of your lesson you can have a pleasant relaxation

by using an ordinary record with a piece of music or a song ;

and after you have mastered the language, the outfit still has
its value.

Our language records are of standard size, carefully

made, and will fit any cylinder machine.
The price of a complete Outfit, consisting of 30 Records,

with 6 blank cylinders, all enclosed in a handsome cabinet,
together with the Text Book, is :

—

£3 3Ss (Easy Payments can be arranged).
Full partictUars with Descriptive Booklet free on applicalion.

ROSENBLUM'S
"ANGLO-FRENCH JOURNAL."
Published Monthly. SubscripUon 1/S per annum (post free).

Those interested in the French language will find

Rosenblum's Anglo-French Journal a useful help for per-

fecting themselves in the language. It contains Extracts from
best French Authors, useful articles relating to French life,

anecdotes, commercial correspondence, examination papers
with their solutions, and a course of practical French
grammar. Both beginners and advanced students can use

it, the articles being translated idiomatically and literally.

T.P.'s Weekly says: "Admirably adapted for the

needs of students of French."
A specimen copy will be sent on receipt of lid.

FRENCH, IqERMAN, RUSSIAN,
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ROSENBLUM'S METHOD
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Class Lessons by Native Teachers.

Terms for Private Lessons from 3/>
Terms for Oast Lessons, Tliree Montlis' Conrse, 1 5/-

Special Department for Teaching Engllsll to Foreigners.
Translations in all Languages by a Special Staff of

Expert Translators.

Ml F.ilquii icH to be (iililrc:<scil to THE SECPI;T.\ RV.

ROSENBLUM LANGUAGE INSTITUTE
26&27, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

BRANCHES- 319, OXFOBD ST., W. 42, LOMBARD ST, E.C.
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I. LES ANNALES
POLITIQUES ET LITTERAIRES.

ILLUSTRATED FRENCH JOURNAL,
APPEARING ON SUNDA YS.

Editor: ADOLPHE BRISSON.

Les A nnalcs '"•'/''"•^"'A amusenl, iiennent an courant de
^—^^^—^^ tout : (iu livre noux>eau, du roinan dont on
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par

M. JEAN RICHEPIN
de I'Aci'demIe Frangaise.

fying his natural instincts, also sees before him the
sublime happiness of parentage. I think that herein
lies the crux of the whole question, and it makes out;

problem all the more difficult.

Suppose for a moment that M. Rossignol's proposed
unpractical reform measures have become law, and
that we have made all marriageable men marry. Let
us go a step further, and suppose they have all at least

three or four children. What is the obvious result?

Ill-treatment of both wife and child, frequent visits to

bagnios, concubinage, and, I firmly believe, final aban-
donment. En bref, what I wish to impress is that

where the parental instinct does not exist it is useless

to enforce marriage. We should rather advocate a
healthy system of training and suggestion to the child,

by which it will be brought up with a feeling, of its

responsibility and duty as a propagator of its kind.

Efforts have been made to establish such a system, but
it is still in embryo. Far more strenuous work must
be carried out before any sensible effect will be
noticed. We recognise the dangers that beset the child

in going through such a system, but, as I have said,

the idea is still in its infancy.

The main point is that only by educating the child

can we hope to influence the man. Congratulating
Mr. Lilly on his able article, and wishing EVERYMAN
every future success,—I am, sir, etc.,

Belfast. MORITZ GOLDBLATT.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—While confessing my inability to understand

in what way Mr. Lilly or any of his readers are

affected if it be proved that by the year 3913 A.D. the

French race will have disappeared from the face of

the earth, I think that perhaps something may be
learned from the discussion of France's falling birth-

rate, and am willing to help therein with a little impar-
tial criticism of Mr. Lilly's views.

I would point out that, although Mr. Lilly (quite

rightly, I think) places no faith in the remedies pro-

posed by M. Rossignol, he seems to have nothing

better to offer himself. His criticism of M. Rossig-

nol's proposals, that you cannot compel people to pro-

duce children against their will, is unanswerable ; but
I would suggest that neither can you prevent a free

community of normal men and women from producing
children—that even " the most compelling force " of

religion is incapable of doing that. I would further

suggest that, if people will not produce children for

themselves, neither will they for an abstraction

variously designated " civil society " or " their

country." Is not the common sense of the matter

that children are produced, as the young of any
animal are produced, by the force of an instinct in-

herent in all animal life ? And if this force fails to

produce its usual effect, does it not argue that there is

something seriously wrong (that is, unnatural) in the

conditions under which the people are hving? The
evident anxiety of thinking people to arrest the de-

cline is a tacit admission that they feel that decline to

be an indication of something wrong, for which some-
body (perhaps themselves in some degree as citizens)

is responsible. Otherwise there would be no reason

for- them to trouble about the matter.

Neither M. Rossignol nor Mr. Lilly seems to have
any suspicion that the cause may be largely economic,

but that there is a strong presumption that it is so the

following quotation from a recent book by a German
writer, Dr. A. Grotjahn, will show :

—
" How strong is

the physical reproductive power of the French nation

even to-day, when it can take its course unchecked by
economic considerations, is proved by the example of

the vfllage of Mardic, near Dunkirk. This is a colony
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founded by Louis XIV., with a system of land tenure

which does not permit of private ownership in the soil.

iThe men of Mardic marry, on an average, at twenty-

four years of age, immediately after having passed

the obligatory service in the Navy. When a new
family has thus been founded it receives for exclusive

use, but not as private property, a plot of land of

twenty-two acres and a section of the shore for net-

fishing. . . . The families may leave to their children

the land handed to them ra usufruct, but they may not

divide or mortgage it. The result is that Mardic pos-

sesses a prosperous population, free of material cares,

.which does not rack its brain on behalf of its chil-

dren's fate, while the rest of the peasants and fisher-

men of France are particularly anxious in this respect.

The births amount to 43 per 1,000 of the inhabitants,

a figure which is not surpassed by any civilised

people." The contrast with the general state of

things in France is sufficiently striking to suggest the

direction of more attention to the relation between the

birth-rate and fundamental economic conditions.—

I

am, sir, etc., A. CLARK.
Penistone, September 15th, 1913.

To the Editor of Everym-W.
Sir,—The most notable utterance in Mr. W. S.

Lilly's study of M. Rossignol's " Depopulation of

France " is, I consider, in the last section. He says,

" The true foundation for the State is not the indivi-

dual, as Rousseau and his disciples thought, but the

family." In considering the question of the diminish-

ing birth-rate the social reformer should fix his mind
on the family group. If restriction had affected all

classes in equal proportion the result might even have

been beneficial, and a stronger, healthier race re-

sulted. The fact is otherwise. So great has been the

diminution in the size of families in all except the

mechanic and labouring classes that it might almost

be said that the future race is to be found in the slums

and mean streets. This disproportion in the size of

families within the last thirty years has created a new
social inequality. The poor family, averaging per-

haps five children, has become, relatively to other

famihes, very mifch poorer. It is surely only right

that this new inequality should be recognised and
rectified, if possible. It is obvious also that the

national value of these poor families has immensely
increased now that other families are so much smaller.
All iVl. IVo—igrinl's projyv^o€*l^ fu. octo;ng flip Jgt of thOSC
burdened with many children are worthy ot carcfu]

consideration. If Mr. Lilly has succeeded in impress-
ii^ on your readers that the family is the real unit for

consideration, he has done good service.

To judge by their actions, public authorities are not
desirous of remedying this inequality. The London
County Council does not build for the large families

the houses or flats necessary for health and decency.
By its policy of "deterrence" (called familiarly the
policy of " choke 'em off "), the poor-law authorities

deliberately deprive these poor families of the medical
aid and nourishment to which they are legally entitled.

'And now education reformers ask that, without any
compensation, the elder children should be kept at

school two or three years after attaining a bread-
winning age !—I am, sir, etc.,

Brockley, S.E.
J. E. Waxes.

To the Editor 0} Everyman.
Sir,—A propos of the very interesting article by

Mr. W. S. Lilly on " The Depopulation of France," it

appears to me that this often declaimed and ubiqui-
tous question is viewed from a standpoint which, to

" COSMOPOLIS."
"CosMOPOLis," which just twelve morHhs ago evolved

from the Foreign Literary Society, has deservedly proved

a great success.

It is indeed a unique institution, and nothing seems
lacking to meet the needs and tastes of everyone, from

the student struggling to acquire his first knowledge of

a foreign language to the connoisseur of the most ad-

vanced literature, art and drama.
Lectures, which are open to the public upon payment

of a very modest fee, are held daily in various Con-

tinental languages, whilst frequent performances of

plays in French, Italian, German, Spanish and Russian

are given by native actors and actresses in the extremely

cosy private theatre in "Cosmopolis."
With its own lecture hall, well-equipped and com-

fortable modern theatre, reading room, journal, pub-

lishing, teaching and translation departments, "Cosmo-
polis " provides everything that the lover of foreign

languages and foreign life can desire; it makes study,

entertaining and amusement instructive.

Moreover, it is not necessary to join for any stated

period of time, as the afternoon and evening lectures

can be attended at one's pleasure or inclination.

Now in its second year, which has just commenced,
"Cosmopolis " is a new asset to London, and it is to be

hoped that its promoters, the T'oreign Literary Society,

Limited, will continue its excellent work and find ever-

increasing support for many years to come.

A copy of " Le Messager de Cosmopolis," together

with an invitation card, available for one lecture, will

be sent post free to anyone desiring to know more about

"Cosmopolis," by applying to the General Secretary,

"Cosmopolis," 20 (, High Holborn, W.C. (opposite

British Museum Tube Station), who will also be
pleased to give any information concerning the institu-

tion to all who find it inconvenient to pay a personal

visit.
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[say the least, is not practical It certainly does not
seem feasible to approach the subject entirely from
the standpoint of " amor patriae," and to say that child-

less marriages and neo-Malthusian parents are domi-
nated by a " spurious individualism " and that the

"egoistic instinct has triumphed in France at the ex-

pense of the social instinct" is, in my opinion,

exaggerated nomenclature.

Whilst admitting that the family is the foundation
of the State, it cannot, at the same time, be supposed
that the ego gives pride of place to a constitutional

jmachine wliich we call the State. Marriages are older

than States, and surely any question of national

"Utility is not, nor can it possibly be made, to rank pari
\/>assu with a marriage bargain.

It is proclaimed, with a certain amount of truth,

"that progress in numbers means progress in wealth,

power, and civilisation, and a prolific offspring amongst
the labouring population does spell prosperity by fill-

ing the workshops and factories of those who control

the wealth, power, and civilisation, and, at the same
;time, have no personal regard for the burden of a large

iamily for the benefit of the State.

To suggest that the State should be the chief objec-

tive in contracting a marriage is, in my opinion,

absurd. A man's income will only bear a limited

aresponsibility, and who is to say that a man with

scarcely sufficient to keep himself and his wife should

add a family to his liabihties ? If his income permits

it, all well and good ; but who can point the finger at

the man who has a small income and an equally small

family, and suggest that he is not dealing fairly with
the State in hmiting his responsibilities to his means,
instead of building up the State by producing " citi-

zens " who he knows well can only become depen-
dents of the kings of steel, coal, cotton, mines, and rail-

iWays ? He would then be unable to provide for them
sufficiently to make them decent yeomen, with their

Swills and spirits unbroken by the existing system of

iiompetition and fighting for wealth and " power."

I think the question is one that should be left to the

practical common sense of the people.—I am, sir, etc.,

W. J. B. Adams.
jFulham, S.W., September i6th, 1913.

" EVERYMAN'S " POLITICS."
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Your name is EVERYMAN. The meaning of

your name is clear. Your mission is most clearly

stated. No man can mistake it. Mr. Alfred Lish-

iman has forty-nine numbers of you. He does not

Bcnow your name. Or, he cannot comprehend its

Htpeaning. Your representative character is lost to

Mm. You justify your name. You live up to your

title. If your pages were closed tc one-half of man-
ikind you could not be EVERYMAN. If you only re-

jpresented one phase of human life your name would
be a misnomer. You would then be "Partisan."

SVlthough Everyman may be " Partisan," " Partisan
"

cannot be Everyman. That is why you are

Everyman. Some time ago a Conservative reader

itomplained that you had too much Radico-Socialism

aa you. You appropriately replied that your pages
iwere open to Everyman, and if one-half failed to

(take advantage of your columns it was not your fault.

If Mr. Lishman would take the trouble to look
lUrough previous numbers, he will find Liberalism and
iSociaUsm adequately represented by such stalwarts as

Chesterton, .Shaw, Vandervelde, and Chiozza Money.
Further, your recent Land Reform symposium was

jpreponderantly Liberal.

r After all, it is refreshing to read the views of those

opposed to oneself. By slavishly sticking to one
creed one gets narjow-minded and bigoted. At the
outset Everyman disclaimed any political mission.
The reason you have attained the powerful position
you enjoy is because you are the tool of no political

party.

You have successfully filled a void. Believe me,
there is no void in party politics. Politically you
would be an excrescence. As you are you please
the majority. Change, and for a time you would
please an insignificant minority of bitter partisans.—

.

I am, sir, etc., O. LEWIS ABBOTT.
Flixton, September 19th, 1913.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—What a sinner you are! In your issue of

November 22nd last you are accused of introducing
the cloven hoof of Roman Catholicism, and in the
same issue another correspondent eomplains of your
anti-Roman Catholic obsession. Again, May 23rd
last, (Rev.) F. Docker threatens to warn his Pro-
testant friends against your paper's unfair controver-
sial tactics; then, July 25th, E. H. is sick of your
articles by Mr. G. K. Chesterton. At last you are
asked by Mr. Alfred Lishman if you are degenerating
into Toryism, a question which he practically answers
in the affirmative in the next clause of his letter—truly

an awful transformation—and lo ! your correspondent
is numbered amongst the prophets, for he prognosti-

cates that " if you lose the Liberals you will have few
readers but Socialists." Well, for my own part, I am
a Conservative, and therefore, according to A. L., one
of those who "have not sufficient intelligence to

appreciate you " (evidently he thinks he has) ; never-
theless, I have always thought I was able to do so, and
many of my Conservative friends in this city maintain
the same view with regard to themselves. But without
a doubt Wisdom is no longer to be found at the foun-
tain of Mimer, but lies concealed in the Liberal camp.

Respecting his gratuitous insults to the Cecils, from
whence does he obtain his information that they
" think all the time wasted when all their family are
not deep with both hands in the national exchequer " ?

Was it the Cecil family or was it the Liberal party
who voted themselves ;£^400 per annum each out of
the national exchequer, without the permission of the
country ?

To my mind, you have faithfully carried out the
promise given in j/rim- r.»«.o^-.a-'> ^f Ortober '**--' ^y^j

and ^1' '"^n who are not tainted with mtolerance and
bigotry will, I think, coincide with this opinion, and be
ready to contribute their testimony to your unbiased
attitude.—I am, sir, etc., ROBERT H. Smalley.

Manchester, September 19th, 1913.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—I trust you are duly terrified by the dire but

" rubbishy " threats of Alfred Lishman, whose wrath

at reading your interview with one of our most gifted
" Tory " leaders amounts almost to frenzy. He is so

dogmatic, too ! If one is a " Tory," one is lost ! If

Everyman does not become a mere Radical " rag," its

circulation will drop to " nil," since the Conservatives

lack intelligence to appreciate its excellence! He
says he has " recommended EVERYMAN to every-

body "
! I congratulate him on his unconscious

humour, but deny his statement. I may also inform

him that EVERYMAN'S circulation amongst poor be-

nighted " Tories " is very large indeed.

As to Alfred Lishman's aspersions of the Cecil

(Continued on fagc 760.)

1
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TheART that PAYS To-day
By J. HERBERT ARMSTRONG.

Ten persons out of every hundred have a natural taste for drawing. On
an average, only one out of ten cultivates his or her talent, mainly through
lack of self-confidence.

Given ambition and a taste for drawing, nothing oan stand in the -way
ol your success. Without am'bition—the desire to live well and to do well

—

you are like a man who has a beautiful carriage, but no horse—you cannot
go far.

The man or woman who knows how to design the kind of art work for
•which there is a real need— BOt just easel pictures that few can buy—^is in

an enviable position to-day.
Ordinary art schools teach how to paint pictures more or less indifierently

well, but the average picture is a drug upon the market. The picture-
painter can scarcely make a living.

PROSPEROUS TIMES FOR THE ARTIST.
Now, for each person who can afford to buy original pictures there are a

thousand who can buy a reproduction of a clever sketch, either as a print
for framing, or an attractive magazine cover.

There are countless advertisers who are only too anxious to buy designs
of the kind they need. Owing to the perfection of printing processes, and
the profitableness of modern advertising, never were there such prosperous
times for the artist who is willing to do the kind of work that's wanted.

In every daily paper one reads advertisements for designs suitable for

reproduction as posters, shovvcards, etc. The demand for this work is far

greater than the supply, because comparatively few have taken the trouble

to learn the simple but essential requirements of drawing for reproduction.

THE "ART FOR ARTS SAKE" THEORY.
Hundreds of artists who starved on the "art for art's sake" theory are

now prospering because they have been taught by London experts how to

adapt their art to commerce, and how and where to sell it to the best
advantage.

More and better posters, etc., are used every day, and they afiord an
interesting and lucrative whole or spare time occupation. It is a profession
that is unique in its advantages, and the independence and rewards it brings.

Those who practise it can live or travel wherever they choose within
reach of the postal service, for most designs are bought and sold by post.

In the same way, the postal sj'stem that enables the artist to sell his or
her work also enables them to enjoy the advantage of an expert London
training in their own homes.

The Practical Correspondence College (the all-Rritish School of Art with
the world-wide reputation) offers an individual training (by jxjst) in com-
mercial art, and absolutely guarantees your success.

It has two courses of instruction—one in designing posters, showcards,
covers, and colour work generally ; and one in black-and-white advertise-

ment illustrations, etc. Both courses are personally conducted by Mr. Chas.
E. Dawson, one of the most brilliant exponents and teachers of pictorial

publicity in the world.
Each student receives special individual lessons and personal criticisms.

TIME AND TROUBLE-SAVING EXPEDIENTS.
The lessons are beautifully illustrated by hundreds of reproductions,

many of them in colours, and the exclusive information, short cuts, and
trouble-saving expedients that are embodied in the course have never before
been published, and are unobtainable in any other way.

The scientific methods underlying Mr. Dawson's personal success are all

fully explained in this course, which took him seven years to preipare and
perfect.

He has taught hundreds of men and women in all parts of the world how
to earn a living by art, and the unasked-for testimonials we receive daily

from students pay ample tribute to the value of his personal help, instruc-

tion, and encouragement.
If you are ambitious to succeed in art, to increase your income, or to

esmbrace art as a profession, it will pay you to know more about us and
the methods which have won for us our world-wide connection and repute.

AMONG THE SUBJECTS TAUGHT arc:

Drawing for Three-colour work and all modem methods of Reproduction,
Lithography, Wood-cutting, Shadowgraphs, Composition, Modelling, Land-
scape and Portraiture in Colours, and bold, effective Black and White.
Bookplates, Advertisements, Lettering. Establishing a connection. Com- W
Riercial Correspondence. Dealing with Printers, Publishers, and Advertisers. •

How, when, and where to cell designs to the best advantage.

If you care to send a small specimen of your work—with a stamped and directed envelope—h will be returned 1o
you within a few days, with Mr. Dawson's personal criticism and his candid opinion as to your chances of success in this

new and well-paid field of art. We will also send you, free, a copy of our illustrated l?ook, " Art, Fame, and Fortune,"

which explains the whole theory and practice of learning and selling art work by post.

Write, in the first instance, to the Secretary, Practical Correspondence College, 77, Thanet House, Strand,

London, W.C.
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OSTER
GARTER

The Acme of Comfort and
"Durability.

Lies perfectly flat, and has no pro-
\

feeling parts to injure the leg. i

Can be attached at any height on \

the sock without rucking. i

SAMPLE PAIR,
POST FREE.

.... Can alw be obtjtiacd froa all principal dealers. ...

THE FOSTER MANFG, CO., LTD.,

90, Foster Road, Parkeston, Essex,

If-

A Kniehl of Garters.

(^ORRliSPONDENCE SCHOOL OF COMMERCE. — The
^^ C.S.C. enables you to acquire a thoroufth knowledge of any business
subject, easily and quickly. Write for particulars of C.S.C. methods of
postal tuition.—CORRESPONDEN'CE SCHOOL OF COMMERCE. 107.

Brixton Read. S.W.

'T'YPEWRITING. — MSS. clearly set out to make reading
•* attractive. Sub-editinR done. Secrecy and accuracy assured. All kinds
of copying and translating. Low charges. Highest references. Telephone,
" London Wall. 1301."—DASHWOOD TYPEWRITING OFFICES. 9,

New Broad Street.

PRENCH OR GERMAN practical tuition by experienced
** teacher. Conversational, commercial, preparation for examinations.
Moderate fees.—BERGHOFK. 2, Harmsworth Street. Kennington Park.

Send for List to-daf
or tell Hs your sfteciat

requirements.

A SECTIONAL BOOKCASE made to your own
size, in the wood you prefer.'

'
•-'--- single sections from 8/"

to 35/. Complete three*
section Bookcases. 3 ft. 6 in.
by 2 ft. II in., in oak, with
open front. 41/-; with dust-
proof glass doors. 65/-
Illustrated Booklet

post free*

WILLIAM BAKER & CO.. Bro&d St. Mills. Oxford.

'* Oxfwd " SecfiolM
are invisibly jointd
in a new -way—so

entire Bookcase can M
(1) <P

firmiy thai an
tnoved bodily.

SHORTHAND: WHAT ROOSEVELT'S STENOGRAPHER
SAYS: Mr. John W. McGrath. who oflicially reported all Roosevelt's

speeches on his great Presidential campaign, writes :
" During the time I have

been using Sloan-Duployan I have done every imaginable kind of work—legal,

commercial, scientific, political. In every case I have found no difficulty. The
system is an easy one to learn, and once learnt it is never forgotten. I have
examined closely the work of reporters using different systems, and must say 1

have not been tempted to abandon Sloan-Duployan in favour of any one of them."
Send for free illustrated handbook, with lesson, specimens, etc., of this easily-

acquired high-speed system, direct from the inventor.—SLOAN-DUPLOYAN
HEADQUARTERS. Dept. W, Ramsgate,

DEVELOP YOUR WILL POWER, Concentration, Self-

Reliance. Memory and Personal Magnetism by "The St. Settef Course"
(4 lessons). Recommended by Public Opinion, etc. Fee 2/6. Particulars free.

—THE ST. SETTEF INSTITUTE (DEPT. 5), PERTH.

BOOK BARGAINS. — Write for GLAISHER'S (136 page)
CATALOGUE of PUBLISHERS' REMAINDERS. (New Books offered

at discounts from 50 per cent, to 80 per cent, off the published price.) Post free on
application—WILLIAM GLAISHER. Ltd., 265, High Holbom, London, W,C.,
and 14, George Street, Croydon.

ARTISTS.—Pictures. Posters, Drawings, Photos, placed at highest
prices, and illustrating work obtained. Terms (lowest in London) free.

—

Cambridge Art Agency. 8. Henrietta Street. W.C.

USEFUL C.\SH FOR USELESS TRINKET S. — Gold.
Jewellery, Watches, Chains, Rings, Bracelets, Antiques, Old Sheffield

Plate. Why not find money in them by sending them to FRASERS, the well-

known and most reliable firm. Strict privacy. Fairest valuation assured.

Utmost cash value or offer by return. Ref ., Capital & Counties Bank.—FRASERS
(Ipswich). Ltd.. Goldsmiths. Desk 75, Princes St., Ipswich. Estab. 1833.

THE AUTHORS' ALLIANCE place MSS. promptly and on
best terms. Literary work of all kinds dealt with by experts who place

Authors' interest first. Twenty years' experience.—2, Clements Inn, W.C.

HEIGHT INCREASED.—By adopting my simple system you
can put inches on to yoar height in three months: no apparatus; no

medicines ; ordinary habits retained—Send three penny stamps for particulars

and testimonials to Professor Prowse, 13, North End Chambers, Croydon.

STAMMERING.—Mr. Miall, the London Specialist, who has
been visiting the Principal Public Schools with such remarkable success, is

now open to lake a few cases in London and Provinces on reasonable terms.
—Address. 6, Argyll Place, Regent Street, London,

family, let them pass ; for the ignorance betrayed is as

pitiable as the narrow bigotry displayed by the writer.

But let US assume (what is, in fact, utterly untrue) that

the article in question was "flagrantly partisan."

What then? Must EVERYMAN refuse to admit any

"partisan" article into its sphere of discussion?

Surely not. "EVERYMAN, his Life, Work and

Books," would be an ironical title indeed if such were

its narrow policy. EVERYMAN wants to get as many
" partisan " writers as possible—even Mr. Lishman, if

he can write—irrespective of their creed or politics.

There is a wide gulf between Lord Robert Cecil and

H. M. Hyndman, Cecil Chesterton and James Adder-

ley, Monsignor Benson and again Lord R. Cecil ; yet

this circle of writers, splendid " partisans " every one

of them, have all made brilliant contributions to your

unique and admirably impartial columns. The whole

quest of wisdom depends on the maxim, "Audi

alteram partem," which is evidently most obnoxious to

your Maltonian correspondent, whose only care is to

see his own face in the journalistic mirror—and no

one else's.

Everyman Is a literary and cosmopolitan re%'iew,

and, so far as I know (and I thank heaven for it), it

has no avowed politics. But, even if it had, I would

remind Alfred Lishman that the wise editor admits

his opponents to his pages. If Mr. Lishman will con-

sult statistics, he will also find that quite a number

of Englishmen are " Tories," as he calls those who,

perchance, dislike " Bethesda " in the schools, for in-

stance ; while history shows that Great Britain's

destinies have been quite reasonably safe in the hands

of such well-known degenerates as Pitt, Chatham, and

Beaconsfield, besides a respectable number of Robert

Cecils. So I, too, will "recommend EVERYMAN to

everybody," a la mode de Lishman, whose "bug-

bear " I would desire to be, and faithfully yours,

September 19th, 191 3. Anti-Troglodyte.

P.S.

—

^Everyman naturally .wants Everyman's

politics—or none.

[The above are only a few of tlie many letters we
have received in the same strain.—EDITOR.]

THE VOLUNTARY SYSTEM.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—As a soldier I have read with great interest

Earl Percy's new reading of British history in your

issue of September 19th, and my first feelings were

pride in belonging to a people the so-called offscourings

of which have played such a splendid part in history,

and in having formed part of a system which has

been able to turn such unpromising material to such

good account. But the article has also suggested

another view of our voluntary system. If, as Earl

Percy states, 80 per cent, of our recruits enlist because

they are out of work and hungry—in other words,

because they have fallen behind in the struggle for a

livelihood under existing civil conditions—at any rate,

our present system utilises this material, turning pre-

sumably bad citizens into undoubtedly good and useful

soldiers. So long as sufficient numbers can thus be

obtained, this would seem more economical than an

indiscriminate compulsion, under v/hich numbers of

men endowed with qua^ties of civic value to the State

would be diverted into a system which is notoriously

well served by the apparent civil failures.

A point often brought against our system is that

large numbers of men are annually discharged from

the Army only to swell the ranks of the unemployed.

No one asserts that every time-expired soldier be-

comes unemployed. But say 25 per cent, do ; it would
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be instructive to know how many of the original 80 per
cent, would have become steady, skilled workers.

From the unflattering description given by Earl Percy,

one may assume very few. Our system should be
given credit not only for finding the best use for the
80 per cent, during a term of years, but also foi having
fitted a percentage of them to become steady and, in

many cases, skilled workers on return to civil life.

Conscription, with our large population and moderate
military needs, could not utilise the whole of our re-

sources, and it is quite certain that the undersized,
underfed failures would be the last to be enlisted, and,
being thus debarred from the one service they could
render to the State, would largely swell the ranks of
unskilled and erratic labour.—I am, sir, etc.,

September igth, 1913. MAJOR.

^3* ^3^ f^^

ARMINIUS VAMBERY
Many years ago, on the completion of a most interest-

ing stay in the Turkish capital, I called upon an
Englishman high up in the service of the Sultan (then

Abdul Hamid II.) to say adieu. When I entered, my
friend was deep in conversation with a somewhat re-

markable looking man, in some language or other
quite unknown to me. I was casually introduced
without catching the name, and, in consideration of
my ignorance, the language was at once changed to

English, and the former topic resumed. Even then it

was pretty well Greek to mc, as it dealt with parties

high up in office in the Ottoman Empire. I remained
an interested listener, and as the conversation de-
veloped, I said to myself, " There is only one man
you can be, and that is Arminius Vambery."
At that time Vambery was a frequent visitor to the

Turkish capital, and had the reputation of being a

confidential go-between, carrying strictly private com-
munications from the various European powers direct

to the Sultan, to whom he had private access. When
I saw him he had just visited Yildiz Kiosk for some
such purpose, and spoke in confidence, but somewhat
freely, of his friend the Sultan.

Not even the renowned Von Moltke could compare
with Vambery in his hnguistic knowledge, and the

latter had none of the taciturnity and solemn silence

of the great Prussian Field Marshal. By the age of

sixteen he knew Hungarian, Latin, French and Ger-
man, English, Russian, Servian, and other Slavonic
tongues ; also the three Scandinavian languages were
acquired before (at the age of twenty) he went, with

some knowledge of Turkish, to Constantinople. In

that, probably the most polyglot of all capitals, where
Europe and Asia almost meet, he learnt in six years

some twenty Oriental languages and dialects.

In 1902, finding myself in Budapest with a friend,

I suggested a call upon the famous Professor of

Oriental languages. After climbing up three flights

of stairs in a back block of flats, we found ourselves

in a modest plain reception-room, where we had a
courteous and hospitable welcome. In reply to my
enquiry, " Have you been recently to visit your friend

on the Bosphorus ? " our host said, " I go no longer

to Yildiz Kiosk. I have seen too much! With my
own eyes there have I seen men led out to instant

execution. I value what is left of my life too greatly

to trust myself in the power of so capricious a tyrant."

The conversation turned on England and English
politics. Queen Victoria was not long dead. King
Edward VII. not long crowned. He had known both
intimately, and spoke freely of them. " Your late

HEATH, CDANTON (k OUSELEY

VINCENT DE PAUL, PRIEST and

PHILANTHROPIST, 1576-1660
E. K. SANDERS, Author of " Ang<;iique of Port Koyal,"
etc. Illustrated. 16s. net.

The Times (three-column Review) says :—" Vincent dc Paul has long
demanded a biographer, and by a rare stroke of luck has found the riftht

one. . , . The author seems to have Ions hoarded the subject in her heart

and to have found some secret response to St. Vincent's s,pirit."

THE POETICAL COMPENDIUM
Three Centuries of the Best English Verse, lCOS-1870.

K. D. BROAD13ENT.
BeaiilifuUy produced and makes an idol gift. Wilh Portraits of ihc Ports,

lu leather, 10s. 6d. net ; canvas. 6s. net. [Rcinly.

SOME RECOLLECTIONS OF AN
OLD LANDSCAPE PAINTER

lOs. Gd. net.

The Outlook says:
—
"Painters are generally fiood company, and have

opportunities of mixing on level terms with all classes. , . . We warmly
commend this most entertaininfj bock,"

THEAWAKENING of the DESERT
J. C. BIRGE. Profusely illustrated. 7s. 6d. net.

This book is destined to take its place as a standard work of reference.

whilst as a thrillina book of travel and wild adventure auione savage men
and l)ea=ts it has few rivals. It is. in fact, one of the few books of pioneer

travel that will surely live. {Ready.

THE ROSE BOOK OF ROMANCE
ALETHEA CHAPLIN,
in colour.

A charminji tapestry of tales.

3s. 6d. net. With 8 Illustrations

[Ticaih-

Complete List on application. FLEET LANE, LONDON.
Other Announcements to follow.

RILEY'S BILUARO TABLES.
CASH or EA^Y 1 A VM liNT.S.

Riley's Miniature Tables are so truly proportioned that

you always get the same true game as on a standard table.

Prices from )C3 7s. 6d. The mist popular size i'^ 6ft. 4fn. at
~ Ss, Riley's Combine Billiard and Dining Tables from

£\l lOs. to il'Z. Prices include all accessories
and carriat^e paid to nearest railway station in

the United Kingdom and seven days' free trial.

FREB on receit>t of i>ostc,ira, full dttaileii lUustraUd
Catalogue.

E. J. RILEY, Ltd., Genoa Mills, Acorington.
« . 147. Alilcrsnatc St. K.C. <f>r.fmtlnii S/io

TYPEWRITING (every description of MS.), 8d. per 1,000 words.
Carbon-copy and paper included. Specinien. Testimonial, and Estimate

submitted by return.—C. A. GIRTON. 2, Grove Lane. Camberwcll, S.E.

PURE CHINA TEA, guaranteed by the Chinese Government,
2/- per lb. 3 lbs. post paid. Money returned in full if satisfaction not tjiven.

—LLOYD & CO.. Teamen. Stokes Croft. Bristol.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES BY POST.
Efficient Postal Lessons by Eversley System in

MODERN LANGUAGES. LATIN and GREEK.
DIRECTOR, EVERSLEY LANGUAGE INSTITUTE,

43, Great Tower Street, London, E.G.

WALTHAMSTOW EISTEDDFOD.—Competitions in Litera-
ture, Recitation, Singing. Pianoforte and Violin Playing, etc. Syllabus,

now ready, post free from Mrs. F. Maud, East Lodge. Forest Rise. Waltbamstow.

TTYPEWRITING : Authors' MS. accurately and rapidly copied.
* Shorthand-Typists provided. Meetings. Lectures, Sermons reported.

METROPOLITAN TYPING OFFICE, 27. Chancery Lane. Tel. CenUal 1565.

FIGURE DRAWING
Taught in a series of Postal Lessons at a Moderate Fee by means of the

Hulmc'Sydney System
The method of training enables the Student to draw the Human FigurA
accurately, and from memory, in a comparatively short lime. Send a stamp fo»
Illustrated Booklet to The Director.

THE HULME-SYDNEY SCHOOL OF FIGURE DRAWING*
No, 8. Gisburn Mansions, Hornsey, London, N.
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Queen was a great and noble woman," he said. The
fact in her cau'eer that impressed him most was that

when over seventy she had begun the study, with the

aid of a munshi, of Hindustani, in order that she could

herself write to and speak to her Indian subjects.

" Your King, too, King Edward, is a real good man,"

said he. " Do you know that he has, when Prince of

Wales, come alone here to visit me, climbed those three

long stairs to my humble abode, and sat on an ottoman
drinking his cup of tea, and chatting to me just as you
are doing now ?

"

r kept up an intermittent correspondence with Vam-
bery, and not long since I had a letter written by him
in English of a style that I should be glad to be able

to claim as my own. Jqhn McEwan.

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
The Unforgiving Minute, by Irene Bum

(Fisher Unwin, 6s.), is a story of India. In this

book the author tries to catch that glamour of

the East that so few writers have succeeded

in introducing. Mrs. Flora Annie Steel, in that

beautiful love idyll, " The Hosts of the Lord,"

has painted the passion of India, the tragedy

that lies beneath the imperial purple and flaming gold

of its panoply with rare and cousummate art, but with

that exception we can recall no modern writer who
has been able to transport us to the country of subtle

and enervating charm with such complete success.

iThe attempt in the novel under consideration falls

hopelessly below the mark. There is an insistence

on phrases ; we are perf)etual]y reading that " the

snow shone out in a splendour tor which the English

language has made no due provision," and, as is usual

in a novel of this type, the " rains commence " and " the

rains cease " with monotonous regularity. The
characterisation is conventional, and the military

element is painfully suggestive of the melodrama
popular some decades ago, in which the hero, when
not engaged in rescuing defenceless women from

savage hordes of bloodthirsty natives, is protecting

a dangerous pass in the mountains against overwhelm-

ing odds. We are also treated to bursts of eloquence

on that out-worn theme " the white man's burden "
;

.we learn that there are queer things tucked away in

it,
" dirt and insects, fever, plague, cholera, starvation.

And when he faints beneath it few in England know
or care. But while strength lasts his feet do not

falter, he presses onward to some dim goal far off:

he may reach it or not ; meanwhile, he is playing the

game, while the Radical member of Parliament talks

•—talks." Why the author should suppose that

Radicals alone express their views through the

medium of speech we do not understand. We can

- assure her that " talk " is not confined to that parti-

cular political section, and that quite a number of

Tories, Labour members, and Socialists have a great

deal to say on India and other matters.

& & »

Mr. Eden Phillpotts has published a volume of short

stories entitled THE OLD TIME BEFORE TH'EM (John

Murray, 6s.). He takes us once more to Dartmoor,

the setting for most of his work, and we feel again

the witchery of the land, and the influence it holds

for the men and women who dwell within the shadow

of the moor. Mr. Phillpotts shares with Mr. Thomas
Hardy the capacity for creating peasants of a racy,

almost Shakespearian, humour, and it is notable that

the inimitable rustics he creates belong to a genera-

tion well within the memory of man. Some of them,

indeed, are of the present-day—witness the inimitable

Billie Blees, one of the most delightful actors in that

clever story " The Children of the Mist." The pre-

sent volume is a collection of tales told around the

hospitable hearth of an old inn.
"

' The Plume of

Feathers,' or ' Just the Plume,' as we most often call

it, lies down to Widecombe in Dartmoor ; 'tis a terrible

ancient place, and a good few of us old chaps spend

our evenings there." " For Valour " is one of the

cleverest sketches in the book. It is the tale of a man
who has cowardice so deeply ingrained in his soul that

at the very sight of combat his blood turns to water

;

but at the same time he is haunted with passionate

desire to be a hero. "'Tis a terrible queer trick of

nature as makes a man always hanker for the gift

denied him," declared Butt. " If us had money, us

wants health; if us have our health, we cry out for

money ; the farmer would like for to be a sojer ; the

sailor longs for the plough ; the parlourmaid longs

for the cooking ; the cook wants to go in a bar." This

happened to be the case with Andrew Blackaller, who
desires to play the hero with a strength equalled only

by his cowardice. Andrew, journeying across the

moor, is robbed by a tramp, who " grabbed his purse,

and gave him a sharp shove that pushed him back-

wards out of his trap." He shrieked for help—your

coward has always good lungs—^and, as luck would

have it. Policeman Joel Ford heard his cries and
stopped the tramp in his adventurous career. "The
rogue was a big, heavy man, and Ford, though tall, was

a light weight, thin as an adder, and no match for the

sturdy villain he stopped." Joel, however, does not

give in, and puts up a very good fight, until the rogue

fetches him a crashing blow which stretches him upon

the ground. Meanwhile, Andy " crept nearer in fear

and trembling, only to see the policeman getting the

worst of it. i . . Like a leaf he shook, and in a voice

quavering in the wind he bleated loud and long for

help." And then with inimitable art the author brings

another character upon the scene—one, Sally

Campion, who, possessing all the courage Andrew
lacks, throws herself into the fray, " and hitting a

swinging crack in the jaw as would have felled a sheep

at the least. No open fingers like a female, mind you,

but a good clenched fist, and all her shoulder weight

behind the hit. Her arms were like iron along of her

wall-building, and afore the thief could get up and go

for her, she hit him again." At the conclusion of the

combat the rogue is taken prisoner through the

prowess of Sally, and Blackaller receives back his

purse. He salves the policeman's hurts with a matter

of £$, and finds solace for his own cowardice in Sally's

courage. Convinced that she will be a proper mother

for any man's children, he takes her to wife. " She

was a female and a proper brave one, and that was all J
he cared about; and he longed to have her in his ^
house as the crown of the estabHshment." The book

is instinct with quaint humour and occasional sharp

dramatic effects. Its style is admirable ; indeed, Mr.

Phillpotts could not, we think, achieve anything that

was not polished in phrase. The book is a comple-

ment to that inimitable volume, " Widecombe Fair."

9 9 9

Messrs. Fisher Unwin have given us two interest-

ing volumes of the Early Correspondence of

Lord John Russell, 1805- 1840, edited by his son, -.

Rollo Russell. The whole key-note to the life of this ':-

great reformer lies in the declaration of equality which

he made in 1831 when bringing forward his great

Reform Bill: "You must show that you are deter- j;
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mined not to be the representatives of a small class,

or of a particular interest, but to form a body who,
representing the people and sympathising with the
people, can fairly call on the people to support the
future burdens of the country, and to struggle with
the future difficulties it may have to encounter." It

is in the light of this declaration that we must view
all his efforts at enfranchisement, his desire for justice

to Dissenters, his interest iai Catholic emancipation,
and his broadminded policy towards the Jews. In a
word, he believed in equality, and his means to gain
that end were " the abohtion of unfair privileges,

oppressive taxation, corrupt practices, . . . and the
extension of liberty, wealth, education, and peace."
The two volumes before us are, perhaps, a trifle dis-

appointing, in view of the great achievements, the
world-wide interests, and the compeUing personality
of Lord John Russell. In the first place, a consider-
able proportion of the letters are written to Russell,
and shed no light on the character of the recipient, but
are merely of general historical interest ; and, again,
to anyone who knows the speeches of Russell, the
letters given in these volumes seem of very secondary
importance as a revelation of the personality and
ideals of the man. But as a contribution to the his-

tory of the Great Reform Period in English history,

the book has undoubtedly its value, and we are grate-
ful for the able summary of the early life of the
reformer, which occupies the first hundred pages of
volume one.

e> 9 9
Of late years there has been an extraordinary in-

crease in the publication of Memoirs, Diaries, and
semi-historical works of all kinds. The movement is,

on the whole, beneficial, enabling the reader to gauge,
in some degree, contemporaneous opinion of the
events and characters of history. But it has its

obvious dangers, and the editor of such a work ought
to be unsparing with his blue pencil. In the preface
to Fisher Unwin's new publication, SOCIETY, POLI-
TICS AND Diplomacy, i 820-1 864. Passages from
THE Journal of F. W. H. Cavendish (15s.), we
find, " I trust these memoirs will not be found by
readers to be wholly devoid of interest or amusement."
The humility of the editor ought, perhaps, to forestall

criticism, and we can assure him tKat we were not
wholly bored ; but the justification for publishing a

book of, this sort ought, we feel, to be slightly less

negative in character. Many of the comments of Mr.
Cavendish are extraordinarily futile, when seen in the
cold light of print. " We visited the Royal Apart-
ments, which are very fine, but the silver-gilt plate

exhibited greatly required cleaning." " The neigh-
bourhood of Leipzig is famous for larks, of which
we had plenty for breakfast and dinner," and endless
statements as to the parties and Royal functions at

which he was present. On the other hand, there are

passages of some importance, especially in the latter

half of the book. Evidently France and French diplo-

matic manoeuvres were prominent among the diarist's

interests ; the pages dealing with the French Revolu-
tion of 1846, the marriage of Napoleon III., and the
Crimean War deserve attention. We should, however,
have lost but little if the book had been condensed
to half its present size. A ruthless use of the blue
pencil is one of the chief duties of an editor.

• » »
Mr. W. L. Courtney has given us a clever study of

a certain type of woman. The Soul OF A SUF-
FRAGETTE (Chapman and Hall, 6s.) paints Una
Blockley and all for which she stands with amazing
reality. We have all of us known her, the woman of

five-and-thirty who has chanced on the dull side of
things, who accepts life as a duty rather than as a joy,
and feels in an unconsc'ious fashion that in some in-^

scrutablc way she has been wronged. And then there
comes to her a vision of the delectable mountains?
" She was set on fire with the ideal championship, a:

cause, a wonderful new gospel of femininity, something
which would redress the uneven balance and bring
greater justice and fairer dealing in the world "

; and
as she hstened her burdens seemed to fall from heo
She thought she was of consequence, that there was
something for her to do ; work that mattered, not the
dull routine that grinds on as a machine from day to
day. Everything would be put right in the best of
all possible worlds once women were given the vote,
and, fired with the exultation of a devotee, Una throws
herself heart and soul into the cause. The spirit is

brave and willing, but at first the flesh shrinks from
the ordeal. She finds great difficulty in screwing up
her courage to a striking point when it comes to break-
ing the window of a harmless little jeweller, and almost
runs away with the deed undone. The last moment
resolution comes to her, and she smashes a pane of
glass, and finds herself surrounded by an indignant
crowd, who show signs of hostility. She is rescued
from the melee by a stranger, who takes her home and
establishes a footing with the family. Friendship ripens
into affection, and at first one hopes that Una will
abandon militancy and decline on marriage. The
crown of martyrdom, however, proves too strong an
attraction. She breaks with her lover and accepts a call

for active service. She is deputed to throw a bomb into
a Cabinet Minister's house, the said house being empty
save for two caretakers and a cat. The explosion is

very ineffective and the damage inconsiderable. Una,
however, is arrested and sent to prison, where she
practised the hunger strike, suffered unendurable
agonies of mind and body, and came out of gaol with
nothing to look forward to " except the pitiful career
of the chronic invalid." She is left with the dyingi
fires of her enthusiasm for comfort, and prison life

as a reflection. She might have been a happy wife
and mother, but her call to militancy came at a time
of dull things. Other stories in the volume show;
the same qualities of insight, and are written with the
polished style and distinction that individualise Mr^
Courtney's work.

® ® ®

The author of the "Rosary" has written a new.
book, which will doubtless be as popular with her
readers as her previous efforts. The BROKEN HALO
(Putnam, 6s.) serves up the same set of sentiments
that served for the " Rosary " and other of her most
popular novels. The hero of the story is Dick
Cameron, and his halo is his belief. He meets with
a variety of sentimental adventures on his pilgrimage,
loses his heart to a somewhat anaemic if fascinating
syren whom he christens the " little white lady." She'
suffers from heart disease, and it is Dick's mission as
a medical man to appear at the critical moment with'

a powerful restorative. There is also a vicar who is

called " the fallen idol," behaves in a melodramatic
fashion, but in keeping with his title, and a long-«

suffering and devoted servant of the name of Ellen,

who waits on the little white lady hand and foot.-

Dr. Dick marries the syren, not, we regret to say, for

her fascinations, but by reason of her money. After
the ceremony he grows to care for her very deeply,

and his halo, rather the worse for wear, reappears^

Not, however, until his wife dies is it restored in its

entirety. The author closes the story with the sug-<

(Continued en fage 766. J(
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THE WORLD'S

20tK CENTURY

WONDER-
MEDICINE HAT,

CANADA-
FOUNDATIONS.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY SHOPS

A REMARKABLE
TO "EVERYMAN"

25,000 Sets of Particulars, with
details of the WONDERFUL FORTUNES

Freehold Lands
FOR THE SAVER

WEEK or £1 MONTH

WITH
GOVERNMENT GUARANTEED TITLE TO

FREEHOLD LAND SECURITY

5|.

THE REASON for tbe great boom
in oar lands

WE CAN ABBANGE

5 YEARS' TERMS of FINANCE
WHEBE REQUIRED.

FOR THESMALL INVESTOR

£25 up to £100
WITH

GOVERNMENT GUARANTEED TITLE TO

FREEHOLD LAND SECURITY

The Board of Trade, Medicine
Hat, has telegraphed us about
liouses needed

"300 more this year—2,000 next

two years."

FOR THE CAPITALIST

£100 "il £5,000
WITH

GOVERNMENT GUARANTEED TITLE TO

FREEHOLD LAND SECURITY

£11
'J

FOR

£5
See Daily Express,

June 12th, 1913./

HOW FORTUNES ARE BEING HADE FROM INVESTMENTS IN CANADIAN LAND.

ne following extract is from the London "Daily Express," doted June 12th, 1913.

RECORD BOOM IN CANADA.
GREAT FORTUNES MADE BY LAND OPERATORS.

£100,000 FOR £5.
"Express " Correspondent. Montreal, May 31.

A block of land in Edmonton, Alberta, changedjiands a few days ago for ;£ioo,ooo

;

twenty-one years ago the same block was sold for XJ. These figures tell the story of a

Canadian real estate boom without a parallel on the American Contment, and probably

without an equal anywhere.

There is scarcely a clerk, shopkeeper, or wage-earner of any kind who has not

feverishly invested his savings in a piece of land, hoping for a quick "turnover." It is

estimated that in Winnipeg alone there are dozens of men who have made fortunes owmg
simply to the enormous rise in values due to the boom.

One man bought a lot in Winnipeg for ;£aoo a few years ago ; last summer he sold

it for ;^i,ooa

HERE IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY
In the most extraordinary City in the World—MEDICINE HAT.

J
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i-j_ CENTURIES OF

NATURAL GAS FOR

FACTORIES.

100,000,000 TONS

OF COAL,

AND SIDINGS-MEDICINE HAT.

FREE OFFER
READERS.
Booklets, Maps, Plans, etc., giving
which are being made out of

in CANADA
HOW MEDICINE HAT IS GROWING.
Figures that sho-w a growth

almost like Aladdin's Palace.

MEDICINE HAT is estimated to have 30,000 before the end of next year.

SOME EXTRAORDINARY OFFICIAL FACTS.

1909 Population - 3,000
1910 - 4,000

JAN. 1913 - 12,000
NOW » 16,000

There is an inexhaostible snpply o( natural gas. MEDICINE
BAT will be the PITTSBURG ot CANADA, becaase Steel

Works, Brick Works, Foundries, Cement Works, Milling

Companies, NOW BUILT AND WOBKING, have only to mn
pipe to their Factories, light the gas, and the; have

enormous beat practically lor nothing.

"The Daily Telegraph," 15ih July, 1913. under the heading AMERICAN TARIFFS,
quotes the Governor of Massachusetts ;

" All over the United States the tendency amont,' the principal manufacturini?
interests is towards the establishing of plants in Canada. This movement has been
going on for many years, and it is estimated that from ;f60.000.000 to ;ClOO,OOQ,000
of American capital is now invested in these Canadian plants."

This has happened in Medicine Hat. The development is so enormous that BUNDBEDS
OF PEOPLE ara living in Tents. The houses cannot be built fast enough.

Here is your chance with Freehold Land as Security. So get into a Splendid Money-making Proposition.

Our organisation comprises—Opportunities for all—For the weekly saver up to the big capitalist.

We are arranging ourselves to build upon the Estate we offer you because hundreds of workpeople are arriving and
living, as already stated, in tents, and houses are sold as fast as they can be erected.

HOW TO GET ONE OF THE 25,000 SETS FREE,
and WITHOUT ANY LIABILITY WHATSOEVER. Simply write your Name and

Address plainly on the coupon (cr a halfpenny postcard] and address

THE FREEHOLDS OF CANADA CORPORATION,
(Dept. Ev.). Empire House, 176, Piccadilly, London, W.

AGENTS WANTED.
MEDICINE HAT.

Described by Rudyard Kipling as " The town that was bom lucky."

The Pittsburg of Canada.
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gestion that Dick may find consolation in marriage

with Margaret, the wife of the fallen idol ; in other

words, the rector of the parish.

9 ® 9

When Love Calls (Hodder and Stoughton, 6s.)

is a melodramatic story of adventure and crime, and

as such it must be judged. It has no claims to delicate

characterisation, and its psychology is often in thought.

But it is written with a verve and go that carry the

reader along, and though we may stop to criticise the

probability of the wonderful incidents that occur at

intervals in the course of its development we are suffi-

ciently intrigued to continue reading. It is written in

the first person, and Mr. A. W. Marchmont has used

the form to advantage in working out certain aspects

of the mystery. The love interest is subsidiary, but of

sufficient vividity to give opportunities for several

daintily written scenes. We confidently recommend
the book to those who like somewhat startling plots

and a story of action.
® © ©

Sir William Magnay has published some adventurous

stories in novel form, and has written several successful

serials. THE PLAYERS (Hodder and Stoughton, 6s.)

is a new departure, in which the author definitely scores.

The book is written with a lighter touch and sense of

humour lacking in his previous novels, and the charac-

terisation is careful and convincing. Mr. Pomfret,

"millionaire and former proprietor of the world-re-

nowned estabhshment known as Samuel Pomfret and

Zo., is distinctly a creation. He finds an insuperable

difficulty in enunciating his h's, and flies to Mr. Mow-
bray Gore, Professor of Elocution, for remedy in this

deficiency. " Damn the letter H !
" said Mr. Pomfret.

" Don't," objected his tutor, speaking from the height

of perfect—perhaps too perfect—elocution, and with

an easy command of the baffling consonant ;
" it is the

most elegant letter in the alphabet. What would the

Enghsh language be without it ?"

" None the worse as I can see," returned his pupil

with impatience. " I got on very well without it for

fifty years, and made a million of money. The letter

Haitch
"

" Aitch," murmured the professor.
" Aitch would never have helped me to 2s. 6d. more."

The struggles of Mr. Pomfret to fit himself for polite

society and for Parliament make excellent reading, and

the author is to be congratulated on his latest book.

® ® ©

My Wife's Hidden Life (Hodder and Stoughton,

65.) does not bear the name of the author. It is per-

haps as well, for his own sake, that the book is anony-

mous, as there is very little in it which one can praise.

It is written in the first person, and is supposed to be

the revelations of a husband concerning his wife, whom
he feels he never really knew. The husband is a vain

person of commonplace ambition and views, and the

style in which the book is written fits the picture. He
describes himself just: "I was five feet seven inches

in height, and had the well-knit figure of a man who
relieves sedentary by active outdoor life in his leisure.

My face was irregularly featured, and though the

fashion for clean shaving had just come into vogue
my mouth and chin did not suffer thereby. I went to

bed satisfied on the whole with my looks, which had
hitherto not caused me much concern." We wish that

the revelations of the wife's hidden feeling had con-

tained her opinion of the attractions which caused her

husband such complacency. There is much padding

in this volume, and what little story there is lies hidden
under a mountain of praises. On the whole, it is a

tiresome book, and the psychology of the misunder-

stood wife is overshadowed by the vapourings of the

pretentious husband.
9 & »

Mrs. Alfred Praga has written a bright and readable

book. Love and ;t200 A Year (Werner Laurie, 2s.

net) explains the mysteries of housekeeping on a small

scale, and estimates the proportion of income that

should be spent on table-cloths, huckaback towels,

glass-cloths, etc. The advice is sugared by
occasional departures into story land, and the

adventures of the young couple who set up house on
the princely income of ;t200 a year are told with a

certain vivacity and charm. Excellent recipes are

scattered through the volume, and Cynthia is made
to perform feats of domestic economy, and to produce

an excellent dinner at a phenomenally small cost.

9 ® @

The October issue of "Rosenblum's Anglo-French
Journal " is an exceptionally good number. This

unique periodical, published by Rosenblum's Lan-
guage Institute, 26, High Holborn, is designed to help

English-speaking people read French without that

perpetual and tiresome reference to a dictionary which

makes the study of a foreign language so wearisome

a task. Extracts from the best French authors are

included in each number, as well as topical articles

relating to French politics and the affairs of

everyday life. Commercial correspondence is a

special feature, and a course of practical French

grammar is included. The journal is as useful to the

veriest beginner as the more advanced student, as the

translations are graduated according to the capacity

of the reader, some articles being rendered in

idiomatic French, while others are translated word by
word, so that those but just commencing can follow

very easily. Practical and useful, the journal is in-

valuable to all those who desire to attain a work-

ing knowledge of the French language. A specimen

copy will be sent on application to the publishers,

price i}4d.
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COLLECTION GALLIA.
Edited by DR. CHAS. SAROLEA.

A SERIES OF BEAUTIFUL BOOKS FOR EVERY
LOVER OF FRENCH LITERATURE. EACH VOLUME
CONTAINS A PHOTOGRAVURE FRONTISPIECE
OF ITS AUTHOR, AND IS BOUND IN A STYLE AT
ONCE ELEGANT AND DURABLE. PRINTED IN

CLEAR TYPE ON FINE WHITE PAPER.
Foolscap 8vo, Is. net.

THE FIRST 6 VOLUMJs!
BALZAC. CONTES PHILOSOPfflQUES. Introduction by PAUL BOURGET.

M. Paul Bourget, who provides the introduction to this volume, sets out
to locate the exact place that " Les Contes Philosophiques " occupies in

Balizacian work. With his usual penetration and finished analysis, he defines

the precise point at which Balzac combines the art of narration with
the talents of the romance writer.

LIMITATION DE JESUS CHRIST, introduction by
Monseigneur B. H. BENSON.

"Limitation" is the chief work of French Mystic Literature, and an
incomparable companion to religious contemplation. The present edition is

enriched by an introduction by Monseigneur Robert Hugh Benson, than
whom no one is better qualified to present this work to European readers.

ALFRED DE MUSSET. poems.
If Alfred de Musset is not the greatest poet of French Literature, he

certainly is the most loved of all recent poets. By the simplicity of his style,

and his excellent sense of proportion, Musset remains classic for all time.
As long as the French language is spoken, " Rolla," "La Lettre h. Lamartine,"
the "Stances a la Malibran," the "Nuits," " L'Espoir en Dieu," will be in

everybody's memory and in everybody's heart.

PENSEES DE PASCAL. From the Brunschvigg Text. Preface by
EMILE BOUTROUX. Introduction by VICTOR GIBAUD.

The text in this edition is reproduced, by permission, from that of the
Brunschvigg edition. To this admirable text has been added an illuminating
preface by Emile Boutroux, and a not less impressive introduction by Victor
Giraud ; thus it will be seen this volume represents the co-operation of the
three most eminent Pascalians in France.

LA PRINCESSE DE CLEVES. By Madame DE LA FAYETTE.
Introduction by Madame Lucie F^Iix Faure-Goyau. «

When this volume first appeared in Paris, in 1678, it was immediately
attributed to Rochefoucauld, but was ultimately found to be the work of his friend

Madame de la Fayette. It was primarily intended as a record of the courtship
of Anne of Austria and the" young Louis XIV., but m addition to its historical

import the work has considerable interest as a psychological study.

GUSTAVE FLAUBERT. la Tentatlon de Saint Antoine. Intro-

duction by EMILE FAGUET.
"La Tentation de Saint Antoine" possesses all those qualities which have

been the means of placing Flaubert high in the front rank of French fiction

writers. Possessing a language, vigorous, splendid and harmonious, he exercises

that supreme detachment of the artist by which he is afforded an almast unlimited
survey of the object which he desires to place in the mind of his readers.

SEND FOR SPECIAL 8-pp. PROSPECTUS, POST FREE.

J. M. DENT & SONS. LTD., 137, ALDINE HOUSE, BEDFORD STREET, W.C.
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Messrs. METHUEN'S NEW NOVELS.
Messrs. Methuen will be pleased to send their Catalogue

and Announcement List post free to any applicant.

THE REGENT. By Arnold Bennett. Crown 8vo. 6s.

[ Third Edition.
Tbe famous "Card" k reintroduced and his adventures flescfibed in Mr.

Bennett's most buoyant spirit.

"We doulit whether nny of Mr. Bcinnctt's books is likely to give more
uamitigaled amusement than ' The Regent '—a book full of good humour
and high spirits. The .story abounds in diverting incident and incisive

characterisation."

—

S-pectator.
"Mr. Bennett is in the lightest of moods—the momdof pure high spirits and

burlesque."*

—

Daily Telegraph,
"We liave found the book as fresh and engrossing as If we had not prc-

Viotlsly met the 'Card.'"

—

Morrihig Post.

THE WAY OF AMBITION. By Robert
Hichens. Crown 8vo. 6s, [Fourth Edition,

A brilliant study of London and North Africa.

"One of the siucercst, most direct, and most poignant stories he has ever
<written. It is ceai, earnest, vivid; it sets the henrt heating, and the brain

ia labour with a problem."

—

Dciily Telegraph.
''The culminating chapters are as clever and exciting as anything which

Mr. Hichens has ever given us."

—

Liverpool Post.

•'With its large suggestivenes?, its varied and clever characterisation and
excellent dialogue, It is a novel of peculiar charm and well worthy of its

author's high .renown."

—

Pall Mall Gazette.
*' \ sound and picturesque piece of work, and there is no getting away

from its intense, its white-hot iitte-rest."

—

Outlook.

THE JUDGMENT HOUSE. By Sir Gilbert
Parker. Crown 8vo. 6s.

A magnificently dramatic story of England and South Africa.
'"It should easily take rank as the most enthralling novel of the year. . , .

Conveys a remarkably vivid impression of the South African war, and of the
diplomatic events which led up to it.

—

Liverpool Post.

*'A drama in which Sir Gilbert Parker has infused all the power and sin-

cerity which lie behind his pen."

—

Daily Graphic.
"There is a th<»roughn©ss about the author's survey, a unity of impression,

a sense of responsibility as well as of proportion, evident in his liandling of

eA'en the smallest details of his design, which lift his book far above the
common ruck of fiction."

—

Sunday Times.
"The author has never limned a more complex feminine character tlian

that of Jasmine, and round her circie a crowd of unforgettable creations."

—

THE GOVERNOR OP ENGLAND. By Mar-
jorie Bowen, Authorof" I Will Maintain." Crown 8vo. 6s.

The dramatic story of Oliver Cromwell from tlie beginning of the Civil
War to the Great Protector's death is here told.

*"The breadth, dignity, and even grandeur of her picture is worthy of the
great relentless drama which it represents, and in the telling Miss Bowen
proves herself not only a novelist of distinction, but also a historian of
peculiarly acute and discriminating ability."—Dundee Advertiser.

THE TWO KISSES. By Oliver Onions, Authorof
*• Good Boy Seldom." Crown 8vo. 6s.

The story of a woman artist iu which the life of the studios is shown as it

is lived by women.
"An admir.ible and entertaining study of a certain phase of modi'm life."—Morning Post.

"A rippling comedy in which Mr. Ouions's wtt plays delightfully."—Yorkshire Obserrer.
"It is a very clever and verj' delicate piece of pointed irony at the ex-

tpense of tlie feminist movement. Mr, Onions's observation, humour, satire,

and literary po^\-ers never foal him in a novel whicli shows on wery page alt

the gifts and graces of one of oar most accomplished novelists."—Dundee Advertiser.
*'\Vhat we liked best in the book is the picture of the (Jleneme bairding-

Itouse and its habitues. Mr. Wellcome, the commercial traveller, is superb."

—

Evening Standard.

THE LODGER. By Mrs. Belloc Lowndes. Crown
8vo. 6s,

A thrilling story of an unsolved mysterj' of crime.
"One more proof that Mrs. Bi-'jloc Lowndes is mistress of 'the art of

thrilling.'
'"

—

Times.
"A wonderful performance, and one which will add to the writer's already

world-wide reputation."

—

Westminster Gazette.

THE MORNING'S WAR. ByO. E. Moniasue,
Author of " A Hind Let Loose." Crown Svo. 6s.

The love story of a young Anglo-Irish man and woman—brilliantly
written.
"A fine distinctive work with the note and touch of a master. A book like

this, so alive and vivid, so beautiful and invijbrating, is one among a
tliousand."

—

Daily Herald.
"Peai'ls are worth diving for, and there ^re plenty of fine things la Mr.

^Ir)iit;ii>iK'"s story."

—

Spectnto'

.

BELOW STAIRS. By Mrs. A. Sidgrwick, Author
of " The Severins.'' Crown Svo. 6s.

Aa unusuiil book, being the storj' of a domestic servant—her work, her love
affairs, and her outlook.
"The story, mainly concerned with the life of dome'^tic ser\'ants, is as

charming as anything that Mrs, Sidgwick has yet written."

—

Liverpool Post.
'"A sympathetic flnd entertaining story made out of the joys and sorrows

of domestic ser\'ice."

—

Manchester Guardian.

THE REMINGTON SENTENCE. By W. Rett

Riage, Aullior of •• Devoted Sparkes." Crown 8vo. 63.

fhe aavtnturcs of a ccuntry i.inijly in lown, told iu Mr. Poll Ridge'S

liappy and vivacious uiauneo'.
. ^ j 1- i. i- 1 •»

"It is full of observation and humour, and is vrriiten with d<-lightlul e.i«.—Daily Matt,

"Mr. Pett Ridge's invention and wit are .is good as ever they were.",
— WestmiiisUr Gazelle.

"Mr Pelt Ri,ls>- pi>^ii-s.ses .1 driightful gift of humour."—Wo'/y CHronicie.

THE HARROVIANS. By Arnold Lunn.
Crown Svo. 6s. [Second Ediliou.

The most truthful story of school life ever published. This is the real

thing and not a senlimenmrmakc-I>elieve.
, „ _ .

"A most excellent book, with .t sure appeal to old Harrovians. —Truth,
"The best school story yet written."—i?«/7y Netv).

^

"A photogr.^ph of school life which any public .school boy will recognise as

an astuni.hingly accurate picture. There is not a dull page in the book.—Nation.

THE SECOND-CLASS PASSENGER. By

Perceval Gibbon, Author of "Margaret Harding."

Crown Svo. 6s.

Impressive stories by an author whom ruuch has called "One of the^Iiest

living short story writers."

"Uramalic, forceful, and altogether admirable."—Dai'y Express.
^

"The incidents in all the stories are related with vividness and power.
—Times.

"Every one of the t.Ii-s c»nuiu5 str.mg, clean, sensitive Kaxk."—Obseiver.

THE SUMMER LADY. By Mr«. Georee
Norman, Author of '

' Lady Fanny. '

' Crown 8vo. 6s.

A gr.-iceful romance, somewhat .after the style of the "Cardinal's Snttif

Bos."
"Mrs. Norman's cKarming stories are always very interesting and amusing

reading."—/!^^/'(/('e« Press.

"A li«ht and pleasantly written %I.OTy."—Atheiiieum.

THE ROMANCE OF A FEW DAYS. By

Putnam Weale, Author of " The Revolt." Crown Svo. .6s.

The romantic adventures of a young Englishman in Moscow .are here

described. . « . 1

"A reallv admirable story, calculated to delight the bloodthirsty, aflright

the mild, and stir the lethargic."—Pi7//j' News.
"Mr. Weale iu those few days h.as created an atmosphere that is at once

fantastic and re.'il."

—

Morning Pits!.

THE LITTLE NUGGET. By P. a Wodehouse.
Crown Svo. 6s.

The adventures of a inillion:iire's son, whom all the world attempts t^

kidnap.
( j - - l

"A story with humour tluit imitates nobody else's humour, and it is the

real thing."

—

Daily Graphic.
•'The reader will be gri-atly diverted hy a story which Mr. Wodehouse teSs

in the highest of spirits."—Daily Mail.

WHAT IS LOVE? i^y David Lisle, Author oi

•' A Painter of Souls." Crown Svo. Cs.

An intimate slor)' of theatre lit'f in Paris,

SHALLOWS. By Frederick Watson. CrownSvo. 6s^

A romance of Jacobite time?i, by a son of lau MacLaren.
"A good, stirring saory written round a tragic episode in JacobltO

history."

—

Afhenautn.
"Mr. Watson has the Tare gift of picturesque and compressed descrip-

tion."

—

Times.

MISS NOBODY. By Ethel Carnie, Author o£
" Songs of a Factory Girl." CrownSvo. 6s.

A story of modem working-class life told by one who has an intimate

knowledge of it.

"Miss Carnie, ex-factory girl and poet, Is to he congratulated on her first

novel. It evinces much ihiccriiy and true observation."

—

Athencsum.

SANDY MARRIED. By Dorothea Conyers, Author

of ''Sally.*' Crown Svo. 6s. {Third Edition,

A rollicking^ story of Iri^h sport.
'*^ delighllui breezy novel of Irish life and character, of humour and of

hunting."

—

Field.
"Full of atnusing incident. Irish and other sporting readers will find Irj

it a fund of cnioymciit."

—

Ti/nrs.

THE WHITE THREAD. By Robert Halifax,
Autlior of "A Whistling Woman." Crown Svo. 6s.

A story of working-class life with a heroine who will endear herself to all.

''These [>eople have a great reality on their own imaginative plane. Tilly

We>tawuy is intently and pathetically human. Her silent lover is a man
and not a puppci."—-Observer.

TIDE MARKS. By iVlarfi:aret Westrup (Mrs. W,
Sydney Stacey), Author of *' Elizabeth in Retreat." Crown
Svo. 6s.

A story of love and CorniwaW.
I "The scenes wherein the Cockney family appe.ir are the best in a story
which is readable throughout."

—

AtheneetttH.

GENERAL LITERATURE.
By HARRY VARDON. With .}8 Illustrations. Sixth and Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo.HOW TO PLAY GOLF.

2S. Cd. net.

MINDS IN DISTRESS: A Psychological Study of the Masculine and Feminine
Mind in Health and In Disorder. By A. E. BRIDGER. CrownSvo. 23.6d.net.

WILLIAM OF GERMANY. By Stanley SHAW, LL.D. with a Frontispiece in Photogravure. Demy Svo. 7s. 6d. net.
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTE.S OF THE WEEK.

UNDOUBTEDLY the most important event of

the week has been the offer by Ulster to with-

draw opposition to the Home Rule Bill—on
terms. Following immediately on the "reviews"
and demonstrations presided over by Sir Edward
Carson, and almost coinciding with the " Island

conference " of Ministers, it may v.eU be that

the offer marks an epoch in the history of the Irish

question. According to the Daily Mail, Ulster is

prepared to let the Bill go through provided that the

north-east comer is left out of the measure, and that

the inhabitants. Nationalist and Orangemen alike, are

under the sway of the Imperial Parliament. It re-

mains to be seen whether this proposal will be accept-

able to the Irish leader. Last Session Mr. Redmond
dismissed it in the historic phrase of Parneil, "We
cannot spare a single Irishman." It remains to be
seen whether that view has been modified by subse-
quent events. If so, we are in a fair way towards
settlement by consent. But will that settlement stand
the test of time ?

Unusual interest is likely to attach to the proceed-
ings of the Church Congress, which was opened on
Wednesday by the Primate. It is practically certain

that at no distant date legislation in regard to further
facilities for divorce will be introduced to Parliament,
and it is anticipated in certain quarters that not only
will the position of the Church be reaffirmed, but a
strong appeal made to Nonconformists to join in an
effort against the proposals which, it is believed, will

emerge from the Royal Commission on the subject.

We have not had long to wait for the first beneficial

results of the new American tariff. Already English

trade is bene.fiting. According to the editor of the
Ironmonger, millions of pounds' worth of goods are
now lying in bond in the United States ports waiting
the signing of the Bill. Among these are quantities
of iron and steel articles manufactured in this country*
Many English firms are appointing representatives in

the United States, and the Midlands anticipate quite
a boom in many of tlieir industries. The removal of
the 10 per cent, duty on boots and shoes will, of course,

make a considerable difference to our export boot
trade.

Although it attracted far less attention than
it deserved, the Conference of Class Teachers, held
last week at Portsmouth, was remarkable for the!

vigour with which it tackled questions of profound
importance alike to teachers and pupils. The Presi^

dent denounced unsparingly the wasteful and depress-
ing system under which a teacher is put to instruct

large, unwieldy classes, so numerous that they are.

quite beyond the power of any one human being toi

manage. He also touched with real feeling en the:

cruelty of subjecting a starving child to the strain of

tuition, and pleaded for further feeding facilities.

There can be no question that, until these and other;

basic reforms are initiated, much of the money spent
on public education is so much waste.

A decision of no httle interest to the travelling)

public was given in the City of London Court this

week, when Mr. Herman Cohen, a barrister, sued the
London, Brighton and South Coast Railway for the
return of excess fare paid under protest. Mr. Cohen
was travelling back to London from Brighton with a
week-end ticket on Saturday when he was compelled
to pay the excess fare. The solicitor for the company
insisted that the conditions attaching to the purchase
of the ticket were clearly printed thereon, but the
Registrar held that a passenger was not bound to read
them. The effect of this decision, if upheld on appeal,

is likely to be little less than revolutionary as regards
excursionists and " trippers."

Yet another fall in the birth rate. The Registrar-

General's return, issued a few days ago, is distinctly

disquieting, and, coupled with the increase in the
emigration figures, gives furiously to think. Last year
nearly 400,000 people left these shores, and the flood

of emigration is not yet on the ebb. A contemporary
points out that one result of this exodus from England
is that in the hosiery trade employers cannot obtain!

sufficient labour, although wages have risen consider-i

ably. That, of course, is not an unmixed evil, but
certain it is that there is something at once pathetic

and ironical in the spectacle afforded by a nation
whose labourers are leaving by the shipload and whosej

land is going out of cultivation.

News comes from America of a remarkable cduca-
tional experiment which has been initiated at the!

Bryn Mav/r Girls' School
—

"the Girton," as it is

described by a contemporary, " of the States." An
open-air school has been built in the grounds consist-i

ing chiefly of a roof with glass sides. Fires are not
to be permitted, and the girls must in winter keep
warm by wearing Eskimo suits of fur. It is a theory
of the head mistress. Miss Carey Thomas, that an
open-air life builds up the physique and constitution

of a girl as nothing else does, and she claims that her
plan will be found to evolve the finest types of worn an^

hood. We shall see.
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THE MAN AND HIS WORK
XII.

—

The Anglican Clergyman j» j» Prize Essay by the Rev. S. C. Carpenter

flHE English people are sadly the slaves of their ter-

minology. But, on the other hand, the English mind
is so far logical that the terminology is sure to have
some relation to the facts. In this case the relation is

historical. The label describes the ancestors of the

existing facts ; it accurately indicates what the bottle

once contained. The humiliating circumstance that

the ministers of the Church of England are known by
the dull and clumsy name of clergymen is due to the

fact that they used to be dull and clumsy people.

II.

Two centuries ago the Vicar of Wakefield was a

good specimen of the parish priest, and even Jane
lAusten's Mr. Henry Tilney was by no means below
the average. The Evangelical Revival, which raised

so many levels, awaltened a considerable section of

the clergy, but did not permeate the whole body. The
reason was partly because the Bishops contrived to

push off most of it into Dissent, and partly because a

certain intolerance and some unpleasing mannerisms
aroused in those who had not fallen under its spell, not
merely theological disagreement, but moral distaste.

Much ground remained unbroken.
When Newman appealed to his " brethren in the

Sacred Ministry " to " magnify their ofhce," and hailed

the Bishops, to their intense amazement, as " our Holy
Fathers, the representatives of the Apostles, and the

Angels of the Churches," his words fell on doubtful

ears. The Bishops were incredulous. " I pray thee,

of whom speaketh the prophet this ? Of ourselves or

of some other men ? " The inferior clergy had like-

wise lost their spiritual self-respect, and mildly de-

precated the sacerdotal franchise claimed in their

behalf. But in twelve years the movement spread

through the ministry, and when, in 1845, came the

great debacle, it went on at another less learned, more
popular, and, incidentally, less clerical level in places

like London, Brighton, Leeds, and Frome. The
ritualistic slum-parson is now a familiar and popular

type.

Side by side with the Oxford Movement there was
another two-fold wave of reformation. In both its

aspects it was largely the creation of that great soul,

Frederick Maurice. As a Liberal, Maurice, with the
help of Tennyson, the Broad Church poet, was a great
power with the laity fifty years ago. In some
mysterious way the modern clergyman, in spite of not
having read Maurice and of having (rightly) substi-

tuted Browning for Tennyson, has slowly and
cautiously imbibed much of the more positive part of
Maurice's teaching. Although more orthodox, he is

commonly more liberal than the layman.
In the other direction the Maurician influence has

been even greater. The ideals of the Christian
Social Union are now largely the ideals of the clergy.

It is not a question of politics. In politics they are

divided. The country clergy, like most countrymen,
who do' not happen to be Nonconformists, are Con-
servative. The town parson is often Radical, some-
times Socialist. But parsons everywhere have learned
to care for the material welfare of the people. They
are reformers, workers, enthusiasts, and sometimes
experts, on Housing, Wages, Temperance, and the like.

'And if is all the fruit of their faith. Their interest in

the condition of the sons of men springs from their

belief in the Son of Man. Their allegiance to Christ

makes them care for the tibservance not ?)nly of
Sunday, but of Saturday afternoon.

Thus the influences of Wesley, Newman, and
Maurice, the three great Church reformers of the last

two centuries, have created the modern clergyman.
No one can ever hope to understand anything in

England, least of all the clergy, until he appreciates

tradition.

III.

It cannot be said that the mediaeval tribute, clerus

Anglicanus, stupor mundi, which indicated, ap-
parently, a degree of erudition at which creation itself

was justly staggered, is applicable to present circum-
stances. In the matter of learning the clergy, as in

other things, contrive nowadays to avoid either of the
two extremes. They may still be classed among
educated, but not, as a rule, among well-educated,

men. Their Public School career gave them three

things—a strong but unequal sense of honour, a glow-
ing but attenuated patriotism, and a conviction that

the Greek of the New Testament was less than clas-

sical. Their University education must be divided
into official and unofficial. The unofficial part of it

gave them a sense of Churchmanship and a faculty

for asking questi^s ; the official part, if they were
fortunate, a good introduction to Bibhcal criticism

and to Theology as far as A.D. 461. Their Theo-
logical College did not last long enough to teach
Theology to those who came straight from a Classical

or Mathematical or Poll Degree, but it gave them a
point of view, and in another respect it was invaluable.

It was invaluable for its devotional training. Its

educational efficiency was impaired through shortness

of time, inequality of previous training, and the neces-
sity of preparing for examination, but it taught them
what the jovial but not very democratic life of the
University had failed to teach them—that Christians

were joyous brothers and that prayer was a reality.

It was not only the encouragement and example of
" Princeps," " Vice," or " Chapper," but the devotion
of the other men. If other men, of like passions, with
the same Norfolk jackets and turned-up flannel

trousers as themselves, could spend half an hour daily

in meditation, keep a strict rule of life, and still be
men of games and Homeric laughter, why could not
they? It was the Theological College which con-
verted them. That is why Cuddesdon means more
to some of them than Trinity. It had a more inti-

mate effect upon their life. The parish priest is often

so absorbed in parochial, and sometimes non-clerical,

duties that he abandons some of his primitive practice.

His theology is often terribly behind-hand, and his de-

votions do not maintain the orderliness of that golden
year ; but until he loses all remembrance of the life so

gently yet so faithfully presided over by a Drury, a
Burrows, a Johnston, or a Randolph, his ideal will be
to be a man of God.

IV.

The other part of his equipment, the knowledge of

men, is much better than is commonly supposed. For
business, in the sense of actual finance, he has, with

notable exceptions, little aptitude. He is sometimes
lazy and careless over this, and sometimes it is a
grievous duty, conscientiously discharged. But in

human affairs he has a wisdom all his own. His de-
sire to have relations with all the people in the parish,

and his inveterate, excellent habit of making plans for
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the benefit of everybody he -knows, have given him
deep insight into numan nature. Those whom cir-

cumstances—or a supposed capacity—have made the

recipients of many secrets have only themselves to

"blame for lack of wisdom. For the springs of human
conduct have been Isiid bare to them, and they can

always digest and co-ordinate their knowledge into

wisdom on their knees.

In the modem wave of appreciation of the value

of education the parson has been a leader. Modem
democracy, or the sense of the value of the ordinary

person, has been much aided by his patient work. In

the discovery of the supreme >vorth to the community,
firstly, of children, secondly, and only in part conse-

quently, of women, he has been a pioneer. His de-

mocracy is not always quite disinterested ; he is

human, and cannot altogether escape from the desire

of increasing the nmnbers of his congregation, his

Bible-class, his C-L.B., but, on the whole, he is much
more disinterested than the political electioneer.

Why ? Because to his natural selfishness and love of

power he has added, by the grace of God, a true love

of souls, that is, characters, and a true zeal for their

perfection. In spite of his parochial outlook and his

hmited sympathies, he is a servant of men. That he
has a point of view, that he faces his public when he
ministers the Word or Sacraments or gives them per-

sonal advice, that he is, in fact, a sacerdotalist, is an
unmixed good ; it is the essence of professional

efficiency. ^
The real complaint that can be made about the

clergy is that they are not professional enough. It is

not that they do not work. They get up earlier in

the morning than most men of the class they are sup-

posed to belong to. They constantly have evening

work which keeps them out till ten. Few of them are

idle. And this though their work is not done in an
office under supervision, and their earnings do not de-

pend on their activity. But they do not organise

their labours or economise their time and strength.

Their sermons, much more sincere than the speeches

of politicians, are much less effective, because they

have not taken time to think out their topic and to

put it in the most persuasive way. Some of them
read badly ; some sing out of tune. Of some country

clergy the remark once made, no matter where, is true :

" The parsons round here are very good fellows, but

not very spiritual." Of some town parsons it is true

that they cover their parish with a network of organi-

sation, and have no time to get to know their people.

Others are too anxious to be breezy ; they are always
shaking hands and cracking jokes with their

parishioners, and they forget to be ambassadors of

God. Others are too polite in sick-rooms, and con-

sider the feehngs of the relations rather than the sick

man's soul. Others, again, are too tactful—so eager

to be thought broad-minded and unshockable that the

counsel of God remains unspoken and their presence
has not its consecrating effect. But, on the whole,
they perform, without much glory and without any
great reward, an invaluable service to the community.
ilf they only paid a httle closer attention to business,

and cared a little less what critics, genial or sardonic,

said about them ; if, in a word, they believed their

iown religion just a trifle more, they would be
irresistible, an army terrible with banners.

For they have many natural advantages. The
Bishop with his season ticket and his pleasant smile,

the Deaii with his scholarly features and his old-world

courtesy, are an attractive pair. The Canons are said

to disagree in Chapter, but Cathedral Chapters con-

tain a good proportion of the brains of the Church,

and they represent a spiritual force. The Rural
Deans—not least the most remotely rural—are in-

variably gentlemen. The Vicar is liked because he
is a kind, hard-working man, living in the sort of house
and on the sort of scale that people like to see. His
wife is a heroic soul, much too severely criticised.

She is expected to do two people's work, and does it

very well. And she would like—of course she would !—

.

to be better dressed, but " the children are so fright-

fully expensive, and one has to do some entertaining."

So she makes the Great Renunciation. The curates,

"poor men, furnished with equanimity, living noisily

in clergy-houses," are known to be what they would
themselves describe as " keen."
To sum up, it may be said that the modem incum-

bent is neither proud nor greedy nor unduly rich. And
if the modern curate is still pale it is not because he is

a prig. The Anglican clergyman could face a Re-
ferendum with some confidence. And I think that
most of his parishioners will speak up for him at the
Day of Judgment.

J^ t3^ t3^

RESULT OF "EVERYMAN" ESSAY
COMPETITION

Everyman's Prize of Three Guineas for the best
Essay on The Anglican Clergyman has been
awarded to the writer of the above paper,

The Rev. S. C. Carpenter,
Selwyn College, Cambridge.

Most of the Essays sent in on this subject were
middling good ; none were brilliant ; all were respect-

able. Mr. A. C. Martin Cross, London, in a clever

Essay, confined himself exclusively to the financial

side of the Anglican clergyman's calling—a side

which, strangely enough, the prize-winner—practically

alone among the competitors—leaves untouched.
" Beta's " paper might have gained the prize had it

shown less sign of hasty composition and adhered
more strictly to the word-limit prescribed. Another
particularly good contribution came from Broadstairs ;•

the writer does not wish his name disclosed.

Commendable Essays were also received from the
following :—F. M. Ellis, Bournemouth ; F. England,
Airdrie ; Rev. A. Foulkes, Steventon Vicarage,

Berks ; Rev. Bernard M. Hancock, Woking ; Rev.
A. J. Humphreys, Accrington ; Rev. E. K. Venner,
Chelmsford ; Rev. H. A. Wilson, Kingston-on-Thames.
Fewer ladies than might have been expected engaged
in this competition

; good Essays, however, were
written by Mrs. E. M. Hardy, Rochford, and "A
Parson's Wife," Liverpool.

This is the last of the series of six competitions

organised with a view to furthering Everyman's
knowledge of the concrete conditions of hfe in repre-

sentative professions and industries. In every case

the vast majority of the Essays came from men
actually belonging to the profession or engaged in the

industry under discussion. As one competitor writes

:

"The discovery of new worlds has always been a
specially absorbing occupation. Every trade and profes-

sion has a ' world ' of its own. This is true of such in-

jdustries as the growing of tea or strawberries, no less

than of such professions as the skagc or the bar. But
each of these ' worlds ' is more or less an unknown con-

tinent to those without. It is therefore a most happy
thought of Everyman to get the inhabitants of each'
' world ' at least to know of the other ' worlds.' It will

also be of the utmost practical value, when we remember
that though each sphere of work is a ' world ' of its

own, it is not a ' world ' by itself."

Besides helping to make Everyman better known
to himself, this series of competitions has given re-

peated and most gratifying evidence of the number
and variety of homes where EVERYMAN is welcome.
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THE RUSSIAN POLICE AND THE PRESS
By George Raffalovitch

In the House of Commons this year, at the time when
a somewhat fictitious agitation was going on in a
section of the Press about the treatment of poHtical

prisoners in Portugal, Mr. King asked the Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs " whether he would in-

quire of our Ambassador in St. Petersburg as to the
alleged treatment of political prisoners in Russia ;

.whether, as indicated by interpellations in the Duma,
political prisoners were flogged, loaded with chains,

and kept many days in the punishment cell ; and
.whether, in view of the bad effect on public opinion
of these allegations being allowed to go without
denial, he would urge the British Ambassador in St.

Petersburg to bring this matter before the Russian
Government without delay."

Mr. Acland, who replied, said: "I have no know-
ledge of the allegations in question. The hon. mem-
ber asks me to make proceedings in the Dsma relating

to internal affairs the subject of diplomatic representa-

tions ; if so, we must admit from foreign Govern-
ments representations founded upon questions put in

the House of Commons about our internal affairs

—

a proceeding that no British Government would
submit to."

Yet, in April, in reply to a somewhat similar ques-
tion relating to pohtical prisoners in Portugal, Sir

Edward Grey had declared that " abuses must have
a very unfavourable effect upon public opinion and
sympathies."

Many a time has the prison system of Russia been
investigated by people interested in the matter, pro-

fessors of sociology, doctors, clergymen, and others.

Roughly speaking, it can be said that the "criminal
prisoner " is not worse treated than in other countries,

better indeed than in many. The " pohtical " prisoner

is, on the other hand, dealt with in a manner that is

altogether peculiar to Muscovite methods. This is not
so much a question of justice, although Heaven knows
the Muscovite idea of justice is amazing enough to the
English mind, as it is one of the enormous power of

the police. When I say police, I mean one of the
three or four bodies which are comprised in that name,
and which work in different channels. Whenever they
clash, and that is not seldom, they do not clash at one
another's expense, but at that of the taxpayer and
their quarry.

People are wont to speak of the Russian
bureaucracy as of an all-powerful body ruling the
country, but that is not quite the case. There
are 435,000 bureaucrats ; only g 1,000 of them receive

more than 1,000 roubles (;£^I04) a year. This alone
shows that the evil of the Russian system of Govern-
ment cannot be attributed altogether to the bureau-
cracy. It is the police that do the harm ; I will even
say more : it is the police that rule the country.

Not that the police are better paid. If they were
we shoyld not witness every day their intolerable

abuse of power. Every householder and shopkeeper
takes as a matter of course the periodical visits of the
petty police officials who go from house to house, from
shop to shop, claiming their " graft." As M. Alexinsky
remarks in his book, " Modern Russia "

:
" The higher

officials do not take that trouble, their graft is sent to
their homes."

If this were all, and one had merely to pay one's

footing, so to speak, it might be a laughable matter,

but the police have many other strings to their bow.'

It is seldom that a day passes without some abuse of

power on their part being commented on. They con-

trol public meetings. We need go back no further

than July 14th, 191 3 (on the very day when the French'

nation commemorates its freedom) ; the Chairman of

the Congress of Commercial Employees received a

list of subjects v/hich, he was informed, the chief of

police had forbidden to be discussed either at the

general or at sectional meetings of the Congress. The
list of topics was as follows :

—

1. General social disorganisation and the struggle

against it.

2. The participation of the democracy in the

organs of self-government.

3. The history of the development and the essen-

tial facts of unemployment.
'4. Cultural work among Jewish employees.

5. The influence of the strike of 1905 on the

actual and legal position of waiters, and the

destructive influence of Reaction on the

rights of the waiters' society.

6. The vicissitudes of the project of the Ministry

of Trade in its various stages.

7. The legal disabihties of the proletariat.

8. The legal position of Jewish employees.

No meeting of any description can be summoned
without permission of the police—not even an annual
meeting of a small joint-stock company. But, even
when sanctioned, the meeting must be held in the

presence of a police-officer, who has the right to

stop any speaker and close the meeting when he
likes.

In Moscow, for example, a meeting of waiters was
recently held for the purpose of preparing instructions

to delegates who had been appointed to the Congress
of trade employees. One of the instructions declared

that the waiters were a part of the proletariat. This
description called forth a warning from the police-

officer who was present. A new resolution was then
put before the meeting, which declared that the

employees in the restaurants of Moscow cherished no
hope that the legislative Chambers, as at present con-

stituted in Russia, .would ever improve their lot. This
proved too much for the policeman, who at once de-

clared the meeting closed.

The police carry the same methods into every one
of their dealings with the public. Prince Meschersky
wrote, not long ago, in the Grajdanin, a Conservative

organ

:

" Under the conditions prevailing now, the follow-

ing might well be a true picture from life :—detective

agents board a battleship at night to arrest a gang
of non-commissioned officers who—can there be any
possible doubt?—are ready to carry out, that very

night, a conspiracy against their superiors. The
agents find most of the sailors fast asleep. Those
whom they have come to arrest in the very act of pre-

paring the crime are fast asleep too, undressed and
unarmed. But the disappointed agents declare that

owing to their precipitation, they had not given time

for the sailors' criminal design to ripen.
" Such an excuse, supported by nothing but ground-
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less liearsay, easily suggests that the 170,000,000 in-

habitants of Russia might find themselves to-morrow

in the same predicament. At the caprice of the detec-

tive agents, all may be hastily arrested, before even

their intention to attempt some unknown political

crime could be brought to light. Here lies the tragedy

of the situation. Nobody requires from the Okhrana
sections, or the Police Department, or, still less, from

the agents picked up in the street, any proof in sup-

port of suspicion or accusation, and nobody is made
responsible, even for evidently false charges.

" Nor is this all. I declare, on the authority of re-

spectable Gendarmerie officers, that it is a sacred

tradition of the Okhrana and the Political Detective

Department to cast suspicion on exemplary and re-

spected Gendarmerie officers, and to set them down
as indifferent to the service, merely because they

refrain from making arrests. On the other hand,

favour is shown to those who can boast of the greatest

number of arrests per annum. It is not the quality

but the quantity of the persons arrested that is the

important thing. ,The question of the substantiation

I of accusations is a secondary consideration."

An incident took place recently in the Government

of Kursk which might be astounding in any other

country. A case was proceeding in which a private

individual named Haykin was suing a railway com-

pany. A police officer entered the court and ordered

the constables by whom he was accompanied to arrest

the plaintiff on the ground that, being a Jew, he

was not entitled to reside at Plutiol.

It was in vain that the presiding judge pointed out

that Haykin had come there in obedience to a sum-

mons from the court, and that no arrests could be

affected in a court of law without the order of the

presiding judge. The Commissary of Police paid no
attention to these remonstrances. Haykin was carried

off to the lock-up, and the judge had to suspend the

sitting.

In 1907 the Russian police cost (officially, that is, for

the " graft " is to be added) fifty-seven and a half mil-

hon roubles; in 1912 fifty-nine and a half millions;

the estimate for 191 3 was sixty and a half millions.

Add to this the special corps of gendarmes, with an

estimated cost for 1913 of seven and three-quarter

millions. It is interesting at this point to mention that

the expenditure for the elementary schools throughout

an Empire of 170,000,000 was sixty-seven million

roubles. The cost of maintenance of the prisons is

estimated for this year at thirty-seven and a quarter

millions, plus one milhon four hundred thousand

roubles for the military prisons, and nearly two-hun-

dred thousand roubles for the naval prisons.

The police must justify their existence. When there

is no case they must needs make one, and that is being

done on every hand. The police-made mutinies, the

police-made political plots are brought forward, and it

is seldom that the police are reprimanded for their

"provocations." Of course, criminal proceedings are

started now and then against pohce inspectors who
are guilty of the worst offences, but most of them
escape scot free.

For instance, a constable named YejikofF, of the

Balashov district, was committed for trial at Saratov

for having thrashed in the street the village headman
and two peasant women for their inability to tell him
where to find his sabre, which he had lost when in-

toxicated. This requires no comment.
When we come to the question of the Press we

cannot help feeling deep sympathy for the Russian

journalists. Not a week passes but newspapers'

editors are fined in respect of some of the articles they

publish. Often the whole edition is confiscated, and
fines of five hundred roubles are frequent. The offencfe

is usually political. In one week this year the Bourse
Gazette was fined five hundred roubles for publishingc

an article relating to police activity in the country ; the
Utro, of Kharkov, a hundred and fifty roubles for,

commenting on the conference of the heads of the
Russian detective departments. The Golos Moskvy^
was fined two hundred roubles for an article on the
Holy Synod, and Tolstoy's pamphlet, " Divine and
Human," first published in 1907, was confiscated this

year. The publisher is being prosecuted.

The Pravda, one of three Progressive papers which
have just been suppressed, first appeared in April of ,

last year. During the first year of its existence it was I

confiscated on forty-one occasions and fined a total*

sum of 7,700 roubles (£770). Three of its editors,

moreover, were sentenced to imprisonment for three

months without the option of a fine. In May of this

year the journal was confiscated no fewer than twentyi

six times.

A new Press Bill has been brought forward, but the
best that can be said of it is that it is not much more
detrimental to editors than the present system. What-i

ever its outward appearance, the result will be to inn

crease the power of repression of the police.

Without a "black Cabinet" the police would be
somewhat hampered in their duties. It was admitted
this year in the Duma by the Goverrunent that the
Okhrana may use postal officials to watch the corre-

spondence of suspects. We knew already that there

were many " suspects " in Russia, but it is difficult to

realise that the special department at the St. Peters-

burg post-office examines 40,000 letters a day, and
that there are similar departments in every large town.

This inquisition is carried to such a length that not
very long ago Mr. Lopukhin, whose name is well

known in London, and who was Director of the Police

Department, found among Mr. Plehve's papers copies

of his own correspondence. There is the classical

story of the Scotch father whose son was living itt

Moscow, and who sent him a money-order, which he
mentioned in his letter. When it was opened by the

Post Office the money-order was lost. Judge of the
surprise of the Scotch youth when he opened his letter,

which was, of course, somewhat late, to find a handful
of Russian banknotes, which were dated only the day
before. Se non e vero. < t

•3* «J* 1^

NEW ESSAY COMPETITION
As announced in a recent issue, a prize of Two
Guineas is offered by Everyman for the best Essay,

constituting

A Plea For or Against the Channel Tunnel.

Papers must not exceed 2,000 words in lengtK

(exclusive of a brief synopsis), and must reach the

Competition Editor, "Everyman,"

21, Royal Terrace, Edinburgh,

not later than October 17fh. "Channel Tunnel''

should be marked in the corner of envelopes. Essays

sent in should be carefully paragraphed, and must be

clearly written, preferably typewritten, on one side of

the paper only. All entries shall become the exclui

sive property of the Editor, who cannot undertake to

return any MS.
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THE PILGRIMS OF WATLING STREET
Note.—The V.'atling Street Pilgrims, members of the

National Union of Women's Suffrage Societies, left Carlisle

on June iSth. A meeting was held at Stratford on

•July ibth. Before July i6th my interest in the demand for

.Women's Suffrage was academic—in the vaguest sense of

the word. 1 have tried in the following pages to analyse

what 1 thought and what I saw. VV. H. L. VV.

(We drove along the grey road to the market-place of

the old town, for there was the gathering of the

>vomen. Buttoned and resetted, I gained the freedom

(of the company, and in a little while I was cursing in

all the tongues I know those journalists and tattle-

bearers who had played the slanderer. Where I had

looked for stern, harsh-featured women, childless and

unsexed, with humour lost in hysteria and bitterness

bred of despair, I found—what I shall tell.

Except for a woman with the toothache there was

nothing of the serious. The market-place gurgled

with brave laughter. The picnic spirit crushed all

else. Some were fat—two were very fat—some were

thin—tv/o were very thin-=—and all laughed.

But there was a little cloud, and it was just the size

ibf a man's hand. For round these women strayed a

few men, who slipped facetious sneers and praises on

the bodies of the woraen. Blinder than Pilate, there

>vas nothing else they could see in that company.

'And of the little cloud two things may be said. I

stood on the horizon of Time, and in their words I

perceived the illimitable cause, the precarious future

and the dragging present of the movement. Again,

for a second, I distrusted my own sex and shivered in

the sun of my confidence. Certain unpleasant tales

held for me a new, disquieting significance. Then
there came a serious, brown-faced boy, ragged and

shoeless, but resetted like myself. We smiled at each

other, the whistle shrilled, and I tramped, thoughtless

and happy, out of the market-place and along the grey

high road. And as we tramped we talked.

Up and down the company I wandered, and first

made search for bitterness, but found none. There
were elder women with grave faces, dressed neatly and
marching in measured time. They told me in straight-

forward narrative, sanely, almost coldly, of their march
through Hanley—how they had walked through

streets fantastic in their meanness ; how they had
seen dirt and a crawling degradation—the tliought of

it still darkened their eyes ; how haggard, half-naked

women and squat, verminous children had pelted them
with filth and filthier invective ; how the monotony of

a hostile stare had dulled them into a greater tiredness

than all the stretching miles of harsh cobbles—all this

they told me without bitterness, but with a sort of

frozen enthusiasm ; and each, when she had told me,
would finish with her credo
that."

For a mile I tramped and sufifered the supercilious

giggles of those that passed by. And the empty idiocy

of those giggles drove out the joyousness of the pil-

grimage. So I went to a large, witty woman, who was
tired and walked in httle spurts, and I told her what
was simmering in my mind. She only laughed a big,

round laugh that left her red and scant of breath.
" The poor siUies !

" she gasped, cheerfully waving her
pap?r at a man on a bicycle, who shouted a curse as he
pedalled vigorously into the nothingness that he de-
served. I laughed after a moment. We laughed
together, and all the brave company laughed with us.

So we tramped, and I v/ent in search of reason nar-
rowed by a single faith. There was a girl with a body

" But we shall change all

that swung tQ the lilt and rhythm of a marching tune.

She spoke of great books, and others joined in our

talking. Now, there are some of us who sit round a

fire together of an evening, and smoke together, and
are very clever together. But the cleverness we
covertly admired, the putting together and the pulhng

apart, suddenly seemed hollow, since what these

women said was full of clear thinking—an honesty of

thought. For they did not think of the world in terms

of suffrage, but suffrage in terms of the world.

So we came to a friend's house, and lunched in tlie

garden. There were ladies, factory-hands, maids,

authors, typewriting girls, graduates, but no one

sneered at the manner or talk of another. Then old

songs were played, and, looking round on faces that

were beautiful and faces that were ugly, I saw in each

the longing for home and soft things. But the v.'histle

shrilled, and soft things were forgotten. For a

moment I imagined a drawing-room full of women
chattering like the little spoons in their saucers, talk-

ing at each other, rivalling each other—year follow-

ing year of teas and tattle. Then I looked again at

my friends of the company. Surely they are the great

artists of the world ; in putting soft things behind
them, in knowing what they believe and in showing it,

they are creating a new race and swinging the world

round. No man or woman can do more.

Again we took to the white high road, and in a little

while we came to a green that was in Stratford. There
we sat and joked, waiting for those who were tired and
had come slowly. Then, when all the company was
assembled, we raised our banners and marched into

Stratford singing a song. So we came to Stratford.

First, there was an hour of business. With a coo!

and rapid precision hospitality was shared, orders de-

tailed, arrangements made, and the next day's march
outlined. This done, we raised our banners again, and
behind a band we marched to the church ; there we
laid a wreath on the tomb of Shakespeare. And as

the elder women laid the wreath on the tomb we sat

in the body of the church. The quiet of it drugged
me, and after the mocking of the crowds the church
itself seemed to mock.

Christianity has raised women from degradation,

implanted the spirit of chivalry in men's hearts, and
given men a pity for the weak and the oppressed. So
said my self of yesterday. Then there flitted dimly
before me the women of Hanley, haggard and half-

naked, their squat, verminous children, their filth and
squalor. For a moment I doubted, until I remem-
bered how Christian men reverence the supreme
woman, Christ's mother. Again there passed before

my mind the men in that old market-square, and other

men of Stafford, who had thrown brickbats, stones,

and rotten eggs at my friends of the company. For a

moment I doubted, until I remembered how eagerly

Christians hug to their hearts the saying of their Lord,
that he that is without sin should cast the first stone.

But the doubt persisted, for I saw a man in a lordly

park who took a knife and ripped up the clothing of a

girl, till, naked and bleeding, she v/as cast out, and
another who proudly waved a piteous scrap of clothing

and offered it for sale. The doubt grew very strong,

for surely in some holy book I had read the story of ?

Man whose raiment was divided among His enemies.
Perhaps in our country they admire those that divided
the raiment

;
perhaps, despite their Master's words,

Christians still cast stones, not only at sinful but at
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innocent women; perhaps they have even forgotten

that Christ's mother was a woman. The answer came
clear. They have been free so long that they have

forgotten to be free ; they have been Christians so

long that they have forgotten to be Christians. My
self of yesterday returned, and the dreams ran away
like frightened children. So we went to church in

Stratford.

Two waggons were set in the midst of a crowd of

men. There were navvies with stiff, childish faces,

young chestless clerks with pale cheeks and silly lips,

townsmen of good standing who had come seriously

to listen, and a few bovine pohce, whom, for the sake

of their good name, I will not further mention. Many,
it seemed, were frightened of their chivairy, for they

had drunk much good beer to support it. Darting in

and out among tiie crowd, countering rudeness with

a smile, were women selling papers, ribbons, badges.

There was a handful of rosetted men ; a North Country-

man who for many days had tramped with the women,
because he thought it was the duty of a man to pro-

tect women from his fellows ; a poet who was brave

enough to believe in woman, the humanist; a dear,

drunken fellow, very dirty and very drunk, who fought

with us arm to arm ; a boy in immaculate flannels—to

him women were dancing machines, but clerks and
navvies unspeakable animals ; and a big, quiet man.
In front of the further waggon was an old woman,
twisted like her stick. The mob was eagerly patronis-

ing, full of its own humour. The men with rosettes

stood a little stern, looking quickly every way at once.

And the smiling women darted in and out, always
selling, always smiling.

The women on the waggons began to speak, and at

first the pale, chestless clerks shouted silly nothings

for the sake of the shouting, turning to each other for

laughter, bent on admiring themselves. But the

women were very annoying, for they went on speak-

ing, and seemed to care nothing for these clerkly

jokes. No clerk who had walked out of nights in the

vulgar dusk could allow these women to ignore his

wit. No navvy who was lord of his own home, who
drank when and what he liked so long as his wife bore

him brats and kept his house, would allow this denial

to the insistence of his shouting.

So the shouts became a roar and the jokes a curse.

The crowd yelled and surged against the waggon.
The old woman shrieked harshly that she was being
crtished against the wheel, and hit out stupidly with

her stick. In front of the waggon the rosetted men
had gathered, together with the dear, drunken fellow

and the boy in immaculate flannels. Shoulder to

shoulder they shoved back the mob of men, fiercely

appealing for fair play. The old woman crawled

away with tremulous curses on her lips. From the
waggon a girl who had played the friend to man and
{woman for dreary years in a dreary slum shouted
against the crowd that jerked violently towards the

Svaggon.

So the women slipped down from the waggon, and
ihe crowd went on yelling and heaving, until it had
'discovered there was nothing against which to heave
and yelL

Then, in the darkness, the silent waggons weire

^wheeled away, and men drank together and talked

iogethei of their famous victory. For it was a Chris-

,tian town, and a town of fame in the humaner arts.

But the women who were humanists went wearily to

iTjcd, and in the morning tramped to find new chivalry

tin manj and talked of things that are a little greater.

W. H. L. Watson.

LITERARY NOTES
In the original series of English Men of Letters, the

editor, John Morley, not being Irish, did not venture

to include a single woman-writer among the thirty-

nine hterary celebrities selected for treatment The
only concession to the sex was the entrusting of one
volume—Sheridan—to a woman, Mrs. Oliphant
In the new series issued by Messrs. Macmillan a more
generous policy has been adopted, and the term " Men
of Letters" has been interpreted so as to embrace
women as well as men. George Eliot, Fanny Bumey,
Maria Edgeworth, and Mrs. Gaskell have alrejidy

found able biographers, and next week will be pub-

hshed a monograph on Jane Austen, by Mr. F. Wane
Cornish, Vice-Provost of Eton College.

* * «

A second batch of twenty volumes in that invaluable

series, Bohn's Popular Library, is being issued this

week by G. Bell and Sons. The new volumes (is.

each) are :" The Early Diary of Frances Bumey,
1 768- 1

778," two volumes; Calrlyle's "History of the

French Revolution," with Introduction by J. Holland

Rose, Litt.D., three volumes; Emerson's Works,
Volumes III. and IV.; "Tom Jones," two volumes;

Jameson's " Shakespeare's Heroines "
;

" The
Thoughts of Marcus Aurelius Antoninus "

; Mignet's
" History of the French Revolution "

; Montaigne's

Essays, three volumes ; Ranke's " History of the

Popes," three volumes ; Trollope's " The Warden," with

Introduction by Frederic Harrison; and Trollope's
" Barchester Towers."

« * # *

The completion of Messrs. T. C. and E. C. Jack's
" British Bird Book " is a notable event for all ornitho-

logists. The work, which has been several years in

progress, is issued in twelve sections (los. 6d. each), or

four volumes (36s. each), and contains 200 plates in

full colours from original drawings, and 200 photo-

graphs. The editor, Mr. F. B. Kirkman, has had the

assistance of leading ornithologists, bird artists, and
bird photographers, and both the ordinary edition and
the limited edition de luxe (21s. per section; £/^ 4s.

per volume) cire sumptuous books of great artistic and
scientific value.

« » « «

Another new volume that will interest bird lovers is

Mr. M. D. Haviland's "Bird Life on the Wing,"

announced for early publication by Messrs. Black.

« » * * »

Messrs. Headley Brothers are adding to their Books
for Garden Lovers a volume on " Garden Trees and
Shrubs" (i2s. 6d), by Walter P. Wright, F.R.H.S.

This will be uniform with the beautiful " Alpine

Flowers and Rock Gardens " issued recently by the

same publishers. Mr. Wright has divided his subject

into four parts—The Beauty and Value of Shrubs and

Trees; Practical; Selective; and Descriptive. The
book will contain nearly a hundred plates specially

prepared by eminent artists.

« * *

There are few books in English dealing in a general

way with British Universities. All the more welcome,

therefore, should be the volume published this week
by Messrs. W. Heffer and Sons

—
" A History of

University Reform " (lOs.). The author is Mr. A. ],

Tillyard, M.A., St John's College, Cambridge. He
traces the Reform movement from 1 800 to the present

day, and throws out suggestions towards a complete

scheme of reform for his own University.
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STOPFORD AUGUSTUS BROOKE
Critic and Cleric

How we used to loathe Stopford Brooke! Not the

man, Stopford Brooke ; indeed, it never occurred to

us that Stopford Brooke was a man. To us Stopford
Brooke was a book—only that ana nottung more—

a

"Primer of English Literature," an instrument for

forcible feeding in the hands of an antiquated teacher.

On the eve of Leaving Certificate Exams, and
Inspectors' Visits we were primed with Stopford
Brooke ad nauseam. We were shamelessly egged on
to commit Stopford Brooke to heart, and, although
some twenty years have elapsed since then, whole
pages of Stopford Brooke still remain seared upon our
memories. Were I casually to ask any of my old

classmates what they thought of Byron, the response,

I feel sure, would come automatically :
" The position

of Byron as a poet is a curious one. He is partly of

the past and partly of the present. Something of the

school of Pope clings to him
;
yet no one so

"

Stopford Brooke has left its mark. One of my school-

fellows never mentions the name of Browning without

adding a la Stopford Brooke a parenthetical " Whose
jvife will justly share his fame."

Not till after we had left school did we realise that

Stopford Brooke was a man. And the more we read

of him and about him, the more was our prejudice and
resentment against Stopford .Brooke broken down.
,We saw that we had been visiting on the book and its

writer the iniquities of the teacher. With relief and
not a little contrition we found that the text-book,

after all, was excellent, although the use made of it

had been revolting. In a word, we recognised that, if

we had been shamelessly " crammed," we had at least

been crammed on wholesome fare.

For Stopford Brooke, whatever he may serm to the

immature, appeals to the adult mind as, on the whole,

an eminently sane and sound critic. There is nothing

bilious or bellicose about his criticism. It is always

succinct—witness the aforementioned " Primer." It is

always scholarly, as one might expect from the bril-

liant graduate of Trinity College, Dublin. It is

always marked by strong individuality, yet is never

egotistical. It is always helpful and suggestive.

While systematic, it is never stodgy and dull, as your
systematic, professional criticism is so apt to be. An
ardent Irishman, Stopford Brooke has imagination in

abundance, and a rich poetic and artistic vein, but he

never allows himself to be betrayed into hasty, impul-

sive judgments ; never lets words or tropes run away
with him. He has a true literary instinct.' Because

he himself thoroughly enjoys the good things of litera-

ture he is anxious to make his readers share his plea-

sure ; and because he has a rare gift of expression he
succeeds a merveille.

Supplement these endowments with a robust faith

and a musical voice, and you have the makings of a fine

preacher and inspiring lecturer. Stopford Brooke's

sermons, we can well believe, used to attract crowded
congregations in London long ago. Nor was their

fame ephemeral. Their form and matter fitted them
for publication, as few sermons are in these days ; and
in Stopford Brooke's list of works, sermons and devo-
tional subjects outnumber, if they do not outrival in

popularity, the purely literary volumes.

With the reasons vvliich made him break away from
the Anglican Church in 1880 we have here nothing to

do. What alone concerns us is his quality as a teacher

and a preacher. In both capacities he shows the same

characteristics—a " high seriousness," an unflinching

optimism, an infectious fearlessness, a cultured

eloquence. And so, in his literary lectures, we find

him preaching noble sermons, as in his inaugural

address to the Shelley Society :

—

" For myself, I wish that subject matter (the redemp-
tion of man) were always before the hopes and in the

hearts of men. I wish the faith in it were as strong

in the lives of present men as it was in the life of

Shelley. The life of the poor would then be brighter,

and their endurance of the iniquity of society easier.

iHope would create from its own wreck the thing it

contemplates. A more spiritual life would balance our
materialism. The making of wealth and comfort would
be less the religion of England. The idleness and world-

liness of man would be more shamed into work and
into simplicity. It is the nature of a great faith and
hope to make life simple. Philosophy would be "less

narrow, science less insolent, scepticism less vain, and
that opinion—^the ultimate result of having neither faith

nor hope nor love—' that this world is the worst possible

world,' cease to be the last refuge and the last repose for

the heart of man."—("Studies in Poetry," 1907.)

Similarly, in his sermons we come upon passages
worthy of the most finished hterary essayist ; witness

the following from a sermon preached on the last

Sunday of the year :

—

" Some of you who are young are but beginning life.

How will you live it ; what shall be its means and
motives? That is the gravest question as you look for-

ward over the unvoyaged sea of years to come. And
we, who are older, are glad to welcome you as you
come out of the harbour of home into the tumbling
billows of the main. For many years now we have
sailed the se^s of life, and our ships have been driven
to various shores and troubled with the siege of storms,
and seen strange islands and strange adventures in
diverse seas, from arctic unto tropic ; change and inter-

change of watching and labour and rest. Sunshine and
shadow is life ; but yet the rough sailing has been better

than anchorage in a stagnant calm. Movement and
passion have been our comrades ; trouble has rushed
into joy, joy that prophesied sorrow and fulfilled the pro-
phecy ; darkness that sunlight of a new dawn divided

;

rest that the labour of the tempest rescued from sloth

;

steady steering in the gale, to keep which true every
power was tested to the last resistance ; sweet har-

bourage where we refitted our ship, and heard, when
all had been done which was needful, the singing of the

land-wind in the tree tops which called us to hoist sail

for a new voyage, and which to hear filled us with joy.

This has been ours, and to this—to life with all its

change—we welcome vou."—("The Gospel of Joy,"

1898.)

Stopford Brooke—it seems unnecessary, somehow,
to preface a respectful " Mr." or " Dr." or " Rev." to the
familiar title of our schooldays—Stopford Brooke was
born in 1832—the year in which Goethe and Scott

d:ed. His "Primer," which boys and girls study
to-'Jay, had a place in the school-bags of their parents

bet ore them. It was first published away back in

1876. and when it appeared Matthew Arnold praised it

in one of his " Miscellaneous Essays." And yet we
young w hipper-snapf>ers at school used to detest and
despise it—because our English master failed to moke
it human

!

VOLUME II. OF "EVERYMAN"
The second v. \v.rr.t of Eveeyman will shortly be ready, hand-
sotaely bound ir cioih, at the price of 3s. 6d. Including some of

the most notable contributions to literature, it continues the tradi-

tions of the papei, and should form, with Vol. I., the nucleus of

an interesting and valuable collection. Applications should be sent

to Everyman Publishing Department, Messrs. J. M. Dent and Sons.
Cases for binding can be obtained at is. 6d. A complete and de-
tailed index to Vol. II. (Nos. 37 to 52) is now in preparation.
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EVERYMAN'S FRENCH PAGE
EDMUND BURKE

Burke n'^tait point entre au Parlement, comme*Tox
et les deux Pitts, des I'aurore de la jeunesse, mais a
trente-cinq ans, ayant eu le temps de s'instruire k

fond de toutes choses, savant dans le droit, I'histoire, la

philosophie, les lettrea, maitre d'une erudition si

universelle qu'on I'a compare a Lord Bacon. Mais ce

qui le distinguait entre tous les autres, c'etait une

large intelligence comprehensive, qui, exercee par des

etudes et des compositions philosophiques,* saisissait

les ensembles, et, par dela les textes, les constitutions

et les chiffres, apercevait la direction invisible des

6venements et I'esprit intime des choses, en couvrant

de son dedain " ces pretendus hommes d'Etat, trou-

peau profane de manoeuvres vulgaires, qui nient

I'existence de tout ce qui n'est point grossier et

materiel, et qui, bien loin d'etre capables de diriger le

grand mouvement d'un empire, ne sont pas dignes de

toumer une roue dans la machine." Par-dessus tant

de dons, il avait une de ces imaginations focondantes

et precises qui croient que la connaissance achevee est

une vue interieure, qui ne quittent point un sujet sans

I'avoir revetu de ses couleurs et de ses formes, et qui,

traversant les statistiques et le fatras des documents
Eixidcs, recomposent et reconstruisent devant les yeux
du lecteur un pays lointain et une nation etrangere

avec ses monuments, ses costumes, ses paysages et

tout le detail mouvant des physionomies et des

mceurs. A toute ces puissances d'esprit qui font le

systematique, il ajoutait toutes les energies du coeur

qui font I'enthousiaste. Pauvre, inconnu, ayant de-

pense sa jeunesse a compiler pour les libraires, il etait

parvenu, a force de travail et de merite, avec une re-

putation pure et une conscience intacte, sans que les

epreuves de sa vie obscure ou les seductions de sa vie

brillante eussent entame son independance ou terni la

fleiu: de sa loyaute. II apportait dans la politique une

horreur du crime, une vivacite et une sincerite de con-

science, une humanite, une sensibilite, qui ne semblent

convenir qu'a un jeune homme. II appuyait la

societe humaine sur des maximes de morale, reclamait

pour les sentiments nobles la conduite des affaires, et

semblait avoir pris a tache de relever et d'autoriser

tout ce qu'il y a de genereux dans le cceur humain. II

avait noblement combattu pour de nobles causes

:

contre les attentats du pouvoir en Angleterre, centre

les attentats du peuple en France, contre les attentats

des particuliers dans I'lnde. II avait defendu, avec

des recherches immenses et un desinteressement incon-

teste, les Hindous tyrarmises par I'avidite anglaise, et

"ces derniers miserables cultivateurs qui survivaient

attaches au sol, le dos ecorche par le fermier, puis une

seconde fois mis a vif par le cessionnaire, livres, a une

succession de despotismes que leur bricvete rendait

plus rapaces, et flagelles ainsi de verges en verges,

tant qu'on leur trouvait une derniere goutte de sang

pour leur extorquer un dernier grain de riz." II s'etait

fait partout le champion d'un principe et le persecuteur

d'un vice, et on le voyait lancer a I'attaque toutes les

forces de son etonnant savoir, de sa haute raison, de
son style splendide avec I'ardeur infatigable et intem-

perante d'un morahste et d'un chevalier.

• "Recherches sur I'Origine de nos Idies du Beau et du
Sublime."

Les diflicultez, si j'en rencontre en lisant, je n'en ronge
pas mes ongles; je les laisse Ik, apres leur avoir fait

une charge ou deux. Si je m'y plantois, je m'y
perdrois, et le temps : car j'ai un esprit primesautier.

—

Montaigne.

EDMUND BURKE
Burke did not enter Parliament, like Fox and the two
Pitts, in the dawn of his youth, but at thirty-five, having

had time to train himself thoroughly in all matters,

learned in law, history, philosophy, literature, master of

such a universal erudition that he has been compared
to Bacon. But what distinguished him from all other

men was a wide, comprehensive intellect, which, exer-

cised by philosophical studies and writings,* seized the

general aspect of things, and, beyond text, constitu-

tions, and figures, perceived the invisible tendency of

events and the inner spirit, covering with his contempt

those pretended statesmen, a vulgar herd of common
journeymen, denying the existence of everything not

coarse or material, who, far from being capable of

guiding the grand movements of an empire, are not

worthy to turn the wheel of a machine.

Beyond all those gifts, he possessed one of those

fertile and precise imaginations which believe that

finished knowledge is an inner view, which never quit

a subject without having clothed it in its colours and
forms, and which, passing beyond statistics and the

rubbish of dry documents, recompose and reconstruct

before the reader's eyes a distant country and a

foreign nation, with its monuments, dresses, land-

scapes, and all the shifting detail of its aspects and
manners. To all those powers of mind which consti-

tute a man of system he added all those energies of

heart which constitute an enthusiast. Poor, unknown,
having spent his youth in compiling for the publishers,

he rose, by dint of work and personal merit, with a

pure reputation and an unscathed conscience, ere the

trials of his obscure life or the seductions of his brilliant

life had fettered his independence or tarnished the

flower of his loyalty. He brought to politics a horror

of crime, a vivacity and sincerity of conscience, a
humanity, a sensibility, which seem only suitable to a
young man. He based human society on maxims of

morality, insisted upon a high and pure tone of feeling

in the conduct of public business, and seemed to have
undertaken to raise and authorise the generosity of

the himian heart. He fought nobly for noble causes :

against the crimes of power in England, the crimes

of the people in France, the crimes of monopolists in

India. He defended, with immense research and un-

impeached disinterestedness, the Hindoos tyrannised

over by English greed, and the " remaining miserable

last cultivator, who, after having his back scored

by the farmer, has it again flayed by the whip
of tlie assignee, cind is thus by a ravenous,

because a short-lived, succession of claimants

lashed from oppressor to oppressor whilst a single

drop of blood is left as the means of e.xtorting

a single grain of com." He made himself everywhere

the champion of principle and the persecutor of vice

;

and men saw him bring to the attack all the forces

of his wonderful knowledge, his lofty reason, his splen-

did style, with the unwearying and unrestrained ardour

of a moralist and a knight.

• "An Inquiry into our Ideas of the Sublime and the
Beautiful.'

If in reading I fortime to meet with any difficult point,

I fret not myself about them ; but after I have given

them a charge or two, I leave them as I found them.

Should I earnestly plod upon them I should loose both

tame and myselfe ; for I have a skipping wit.

—

Florios

Translation.
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EVERYMAN'S GUIDE TO THE BEST
BOOKS I.

—

History of the PAPAcy

A.—BIBLIOGRAPHY
There is no period of history, not even the French

Revolution, which better repays the labours of the

student than the history of the Papacy. There is

none which raises so many questions of universal

interest, which is so closely bound up with the political

and moral developments of modem Europe ; there is

none which makes a stronger appeal to the imagina-

tion and to the intellect.

Ji The famous essay of Macaulay on Ranke's
" History of the Popes " still retains its value,

and may yet serve as a general introduction

for the beginner.

S. .The masterpiece of Ranke (three vols, in Bohn's
and Bell's Library), which Macaulay discusses,

has only been partly superseded by later

research.

3. There is an excellent little summary in the Home
University Library, is. (Williams and Nor-
gate), by Dr. William Barry, from the
Liberal point of view. It is one of the most
illuminative volumes in an admirable series.

4. The same gifted author has given us a more com-
prehensive view of the subject in a volume in

the " Story of the Nations " series (T. Fisher
Unwin).

5. There is a great deal of invaluable and otherwise
inaccessible material in Fleury's " History of

the Church," that wonderful monument of

erudition by the most truthful of Catholic

historians, which ought to be much more read
than it is.

6. Nor ought we to forget von Reumont's learned
" History of the City of Rome," which has done
for the Liberal Catholic what

2< Gregorovius' equally learned " History of the City
of Rome " has done for the Protestant student.

(Excellent English translation published by
Bell.) The titles of both books are really mis-
leading. They are in reality exhaustive his-

tories of periods of Papal history.

8. Bishop Creighton's " History of the Popes."
Although lacking in charm of style, it gives us
an excellent and, on the whole, sympathetic
account.

9. A lighter and brighter and more Liberal treatment
of the subject will be found in John Adding-
ton Symonds' " History of the Renascence."

10. I would strongly recommend the monographs of

.Villery on Savonarola and Machiavelli (23. 6d.

T. Fisher Unwin), which both throw a great
deal of light on the Renascence period.

JI. The Danish Bishop Nielsen has given us in his
" History of the Papacy in the 19th Century

"

the only complete record since the French
Revolution.

12. An interesting controversial book, which, however,
should be read with a great deal of suspicion,

is Count von Hoensbroeck's (the ex-Jesuit's)
" Das Papsthum."

13. Much more remarkable are the controversial

studies of the founder of the Neo-Catholic
Church, Dollinger, especially his book published

under the pseudonym of " Janus," " The Pope
and the Council."

14. On the subject of Vaticanism and the relations

between the Vatican and the State, by far the

best works are " L'figlise et le Vatican," by
Emile Ollivier, the famous French statesman
who has just died, and

15. Laurent, "£tudes sur I'Histoire de I'HuTnanite,"

a mine of historical and political lore, which
many a student exploits and explores without
taking the trouble to express his indebtedness

to the owner of the mine.

16. In conclusion, every reader ought to study the work
of the greatest contemporary Catholic historian.

Pastor's " History of the Popes " (English

translation, published by Longmans), a monu-
ment of learning and veracity, which proves

that the Vatican has given up its time-honoured
policy of hushing up and economising the truth.

Unfortunately Pastor's masterpiece only covers

about a hundred and fifty years, albeit the most
interesting period of the history of the Papacy.

We intend to give similar bibliographical directions

on subject* raised in the columns of EV'ERYMAN.,

The Editor will be grateful for any suggestions point-

ing out glaring sins of omission and commission.

B.-QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
1. How would you describe the Papal Government?

Is it an aristocracy or a monarchy, absolute or

constitutional, or a democracy?

2. In what respects has the Papacy changed through

the ages? (Age, nationahty, forms of election,

constitution of the Sacred College of Cardinals.)

3. In what measure has the Papacy served the cause

of civilisation?

4. Has temporal power strengthened or weakened
the Papacy?

5. Discuss Dante's judgment of the Papacy.

6. Sum up the curious history of Nepotism and the

rise and fall of Papal dynasties.

7. Describe the relations of the Papacy to the other

Italian States.

8. Have the Popes been pre-eminent in sanctity or

theological learning, or have they not rather

been distinguished by worldly wisdom?

g. In what sense may the Papacy be described as

being to-day " the greatest moral force of

Christendom " ?

10. The Papacy is described as an international insti-

tution. In what measure have the national

elements^Greek, Italian, French, Spanish

—

affected its history?
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THE BOGEY OF SEX ANTAGONISM
By Prof. J. Arthur Thomson^ and Margaret R. Thomson

'A BOGEY is a terrifying invention, devoid of reality,

but capable of doing no end of mischief. One of the

latest is the " seji antagonism " discovered by Mr.

Walter Heape, a well-known embryologist and
investigator of the physiology of reproduction, and set

forth in a recently published book (Constable, 191 3)

which bears the name of his bogey. After a briUiant

and subtle discussion of the origin of exogamy and
totemism, Mr. Heape sums up thus :

" It follows, if I

am correct, that just as exogamy is a practical effort

to satisfy a Male sexual impulse, so totemism arose

from a desire, is designed to satisfy a Female maternal

impulse. These two divergent impulses are at the

root of sex antagonism ; they exert their influence on
all the laws which govern sex relations in all social

communities, and are never divorced from the minds
and from the actions of all healthy men and women."
And on this basis he proceeds to the analysis of

present day conditions. The unrest of to-day, he
maintains, is due to Racial Antagonism, Class

Antagonism, and Sex Antagonism—the last the most
fateful of the three, for it is a family war, " strife as

selfish, as brutal, as bitter, and as unrestrained as that

shown in any class war between men alone."

What is the significance of the "present sex war,"

or, as we should say, the modern " woman's move-
ment," (of which anarchistic violence has been a

deplorable but intelligible epiphenomenon) ? We
Bust not ask the combatants what their motives are

—

they are too excited ; nor the generals what their aims

are—they have lost sight of strategy in the embarrass-

ment of mistaken tactics ; we must ask ]\l,r. Heape.
And he tells us that " no matter what each of the

various sections of that movement declares, no matter

what is the avowed object of the actions of any one
of them, it is obvious that the driving force is

engendered by desire to alter the laws which regulate

the relations, and therefore the relative power of the

sexes.

There is a pleasing air of finality about this pro-

nouncement! Moreover, it is always satisfactory to

have things clearly labelled, even when we do not

understand them, and Mr. Heape has supplied us with

labels to which we may refer the vagaries both of the

Male and the Female. (We spell them with capitals

because Mr. Heape does, and he is an expert. But.

if he had written man and woman, instead of Male
and Female, would he not have been saved from the
" biologism " into which, in spite of his recognised

ability, brilliantly displayed in this book, he has
fallen ?)

But to return to our labels. That of the male reads
" Exogamy," for he must go a-roving, a-roving ! That
of the female reads " Totemism," and it means the

desire for well-endowed children and a secure home.
The sexes are different down to the ground, or, rather,

to the egg, and no Acts of Parliament can annul what

iWas settled in the Garden of Eden. Social environ-

ments are ever changing, and the changes affect the

two sexes differently. There is, therefore, disturbance

and dissatisfaction, and these engender antagonism

—

antagonism to any object which may be fastened on

as the cause of the disturbance. So the Females
fasten their antagonism on Mr. Asquith, and the Males

on Mrs. Pankhurst, and Both on Mr. George.

Mr. Heape has taken over, from Mr. Frazer of

" The Golden Bough," a fine picture of the primitive

savage woman striving for more " say " in the firm or

symbiosis which had come about [Praise be!], and
of the more or less complacent male blocking up the

door. This, he says, is true to hfe to-day. " Sexual
antagonism in the earliest days was little, if at alln

different from what we are now experiencing." (We
should hardly venture to quote this if it were not

written by a really big biologist whom we hold in the

highest esteem, except when he talks about the

modern Woman's Movement.) What is wrong to-

day? Simply, according to Mr. Heape, what has

been wrong recurrently throughout the ages—a crisis

of " sex antagonism," brought about by organic or

biological causes. The male wants more liberty, for

he is disturbed and damaged by being compelled to

suppress his strong generative impulse [perhaps a

little more simple living and a httle less selfish

bachelordom may be recommended without priggish-i

ness] ; hence modem Exogamy ! When a man
marries his cook, that is the exception that proves the;

rule.

Similarly, according to Mr. Heape, the female Ts

disturbed and damaged because she is leaving or is

forced to leave the straight path of maternity. She
plays hockey, and her recessive masculine characters

develop. She shrinks from marrying the " brute beast

Man," as the suffragist writer termed him, and sh'<^

becomes the hysterical spinster of the militant corps,

apt to be dangerously excited, apt to be antagonistic

even to the interests of mothers.

All of which strikes us as perverted interpretation.

There is doubtless a sax factor in the so-called sex
war, but it is not the driving force with the great
majority. We adhere to our belief that the driving

force is the desire—the deliberate and conscious desire

—to alter those social, economic, and political con-'

ditions which have in the past tended to prevent so
many women from living anything like a complete
human life, from being much more than an effective

domestic animal or a delicious " sex-parasite."

Economic changes have made it unprofitable for the
daughters to remain about the home engaged in the
discharge of domestic duties now often fictitious, and
have also opened up suitable careers and occupations

;

educational opportunities, too, have made economic
independence possible, and have given women more
confidence and freshened self-respect; men of good^
will have become ashamed of their complicity in a

patriarchate regime which has long outlived its

justification—hence, we beheve, what Mr. Heape calls

"the present sex war," in which, by the way, many
personally happy men and women are actively

interested on ioi/i sides. And as to the spinsters, on
whom Mr. Heape, in his theoretical pre-occupation,

is so hard, among them are our sisters, and the sisters

of mercy, and the sisters of the poor, Plato's chil-

dren of the spirit, of whom the world is not worthy,
in whom both love and maternity have been sublimed,

and have found an expression no less real that it is

self-detached.

In the course of civilisation man has developed a
family sense which has knit him in sympathy with

woman, and therefore led him to more understanding.

Woman has become more of a free agent, more of a
sociah person, more of a player and less of a pawn in
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tlie game of life, (of course, the clever women have
been the players from first to last), more of a citizen

in short, and she also has been led to more under-
standing. Faults enough there are still on both sides,

I

but surely between tTie extremes of pathological

luxury on the one hand, and pathological poverty on
the other there has consistently been, what there is

now, a vast body of men and women, happily wedded,
>vorking together with goodwill, making allowances

and securing happiness, without any thought of " sex
antagonism." Exogamists they are, if you will, in so

far as that is expressed by genuine falling in love;

totemists, if you will, in so far as that is expressed in

the desire for the best endowment of the children.

iThey are the evidences of the fact that, deeper than
the bitterness that sometimes, naturally enough,
besets those on whom badly regulated social changes
have enforced celibacy, deeper than the repressive

instincts of " the head of the house " or the bullying

instincts of the imperfectly civilised " masterful man,"
deeper even than the self-sacrificing devotion of those
who feel that a continuance of present conditions is

inconsistent with their self-respect, is the primeval love

of mates and their natural co-operation in the business
of life.

We have ventured to express our admiration of

Mr. Heape's interpretation of the origin of Exogamy
and Totemism ; and we agree entirely with his

practical conclusion that " a woman's usefulness, her
value to society, and therefore her power and her
happiness depend, not on her likeness to but on her
dissimilarity from man." We have, in fact, said the

same thing ourselves ! We think, however, that Mr.
Heape has launched into these present-day troublous

seas a bogey-craft called " Sex Antagonism," and,

frankly, we would sink it. As regards clear thinking,

our main point is that the threads of sex have been
caught up and intertwined with so many others that,

although the importance of no set of threads can be
disregarded, the attempt to refer this or that move-
ment to purely physiological, or purely psychological,

or purely economic factors is an illegitimate abstrac-

tion and bad science.

tjf* Jf* «5*

WANTED— CONSUMERS'
LEAGUES

By Our Special Commissioner

One of the most valuable and stimulating suggestions

that have fallen from the lips of Social Reformers for

many a long day is the organisation on practical lines

of those Leagues of Consumers which have elsewhere

produced such remarkable results.

The idea of such leagues is by no means new. In

'America they have worked wonders. In France they

have made their influence felt. Switzerland, Holland,

Italy—all have their consumers' movements. But
Great Britain, the first industrial country to organise

the producer, still lags behind, with the result that the

efforts of the Trade Unions to raise what are called

real wages are often checkmated.

The great railway strike of 19 ii, for instance, while

it forced wages up a peg or two, resulted in a legalised

raising of charges, which must mean that prices will

rise ever higher ; and, to take another example, while

the coal strike was partially successful in getting some
of the miners an advance, the price that the nation

had to pay for this essential of industry was increased

put of all proportion.

In a wordj Labour gained with one hand, and at

"NERVES AND THE NERVOUS."
PRACTICAL HEALTH-TALKS BY A PHYSICIAN.

All who suffer from " nerves "—a term which covers

a multitude of ills—should find comfort and practical

assistance in a book called "Nerves and the Nervous,"
which is written in non-technical language for the

instruction of the lay-reader.

The author is Dr. Edwin Ash, who is well known as

an authoritative writer on medical subjects.

"Persons whose nervous systems are weakened," he

says, " are frequently quick and intelligent beyond their

fellows, entering into whatever they take up with the

utmost zeal, but tiring quickly before they have gone
very far with it."

Co.MMON Signs of Disordered Nerves.

A continued feeling of tiredness is, in fact, one of the

commonest symptoms of nerve weakness. "Those who
are fit and well," says the writer, "find it diilicult to

imagine the condition of a person who is never able to

feel fresh, but is continually weighed down by that

terrible feeling of slackness, which betokens that his

nerve-energy is at a low ebb."
" Hundreds of nervous people," continues the author

"are continually taking strong so-called tonics without

deriving any permanent benefit from them. Thus,

after persevering with such medicines, they begin to

think that their case is hopeless, and that they will

never recover their health, energy, and lost tranquillity

of life."

Among the measures recommended are electricity,

massage, and psychotherapy—that is, mental treatment

by means of "suggestion," etc.

But as the author points out, the first stage in all

such methods must be " a course of nutritive treatment

directed to building up the weakened body, improving
the blood, and restoring the debilitated nerve-centres."

The difficulty has hitherto been to devise a "course
of nutritive treatment " which should fulfil these con-

ditions. Within the past few years, however, the

resources of modern chemistry have been invoked with

triumphant success. We have now a preparation in

powder form which has completely revolutionised the

nutritive treatment of nervous diseases. This pre-

paration is known as Sanatogcn, and it is now invariably

prescribed for all cases of nerve weakness because
experience has shown that it may be relied on, in Sir

Gilbert Parker's words, for "feeding the nerves,

increasing the energy, and giving fresh vigour to the

overworked body and mind."
In Sanatogen it has been found possible, for the first

time, to combine with pure proteid material a principal

ingredient of the nerve-cells themselves. The result is

that, by the regular use of Sanatogen, nerve-energy is

actually restored in a normal physiological manner. At
the same time, Sanatogen also improves the patient's

general strength by nourishing the blood plasma and
muscular tissue.

The Intern'.\tion.\l Medical Congress.

No preparation has ever been so highly honoured by
the medical profession as Sanatogen. More than

eighteen thousand practising physicians have given

signed testimony to the preparation, and amongst them
are many of the greatest specialists in Europe. It is

not surprising, therefore, that Sanatogen was the only

nutrient selected to receive the Grand Prix—the highest

possible award—at the International Medical Congress
which was held in London last August, and which,

undoubtedly, embodied the highest medical and scientific

opinion in the world.

Anyone desiring further information about Sanatogen'

should write to .'\.* Wulfing & Co., 12, Chenies Street,

London, W.C., who will, if this paper is mentioned,
send an interesting Booklet on the subject and also a

Trial Supply o.f Sanatogen, without any charge.
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WHAT EMINENT MEN
THINK OF THE CONCENTRO COURSE

- SCIENTIFIC CONCENTRATION -
The Highest-Grade System of All-Round

Mental-Training in Existence.

The late lOHD AVEBUBY. P.C: "Very interesting."

CLAUDE GRAHAME-WHITE, Esq.: "Your system of Mental
Training (Scientific Concentration) has been well thought out

and devised, and I feel sure your organization will receive the

support it deserves."

LIEUT.-GENEBAL SIB B. S. S. BADEN-POWELL: "I have
received the set of Concentro Books (Scientific Concentration),

which I shall have the greatest pleasure in reading."

LANDON HONALD, Esq., Principal of the Guildhall School of

Music : " Scientific Concentration should be of very great value

to those lacking concentration."

The late WM. T. STEAD, Esq., Editor of the '•Review of
Reviews " : " I do not remember ever having seen treatises which
are at once so practical, so simple, and so detailed. I cordially

commend Scientific Concentration, and wish it every success."

THE CONCENTRO COURSE
•SCIENTIFIC CONCENTRATION*

Gives you a complete training in Memory, Observation, Atten-

tion, Will-Power, and Self-Rcliance : Control over Mind and
Body. It teaches you to Think well, Speak well. Write well.

Work well, and shows you how to conquer Bad Habits, Blushing

—and other forms of Self-Consciousness. Thousands of students

in every sphere of business and professional life, in all parts of

the civilised world, are practising and doing well with this re-

markable Course. SEND TO-DAY for Free Descriptive Booklet

and Testimonials to the CONCENTHO CO., 46, CBNTBAL
BUILDINGS, WALLSEND. NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

For this small sum you can
have a complete suit cleaned, pressed and

made like new by cur special process. No
matter how soiled or creased your suit may
be we can make it good for smart wear

again. Overcoats, raincoats and other articles

treated with equal success. 3/9 for a suit,

3/6 for a light overcoat, 5/- for a heavy one,

and 5/- for a raincoat, of any make, including

"reproofing" by the finest possible method.

Achille ScireK
Hackney Wick, London.

Branches and Agencies Everywhere.

Write for Booklet, " Modern Beau
Brumniels." It is cleverly illustrated by
two well-known A rtists. Full of useful
information and sent free on receipt of
your post-card. —

the cost of terrible sacrifices, onJy what it was com-
pelled to relinquish from the other. That anomaly, I

shall presently show. Consumers' Leagues could
end.

Before I do so, let us see what hopes there are of
such leagues proving successful. As it seems to me,
there are two great factors in their favour. First,

They Appeal Irresistibly to Women,
and women, once they are really interested in any-<

thing, are a good deal swifter to take action than men.
Second, they deal with definite, concrete evils in a
definite, concrete way. Those evils, the twin curses
of adulteration and high prices, are known to all of
us, and, as I believe, the most effective way of fighting

them is through these new organisations.

I will take adulteration first. Legislation has
proved largely impotent in this matter. In fact, it has
actually retarded reform. While the institution of
standards has compelled all dealers to respect a cer-<

tain minimum, these standards have been set so low;

as actually to legalise a certain amount of adultera-

tion, and this involved in many cases a reduction of

quality. Take, for instance, milk. The legal stan-i

dard of richness is 8.5 of non-fatty solids and 3 per
cent, of fat. Much milk is naturally above this quality*

But, it has been found, so says the M.O.H. for Kent,
"that scientific methods are being employed to bring
down the quality of milk to the extreme margin."
From Cardiff, Portsmouth, and Rhyl come similar

complaints. At Denbigh, butter formerly supplied

with 12 per cent, of water, has now dropped to the
lower legal standard of 8 per cent Everywhere it is

obvious that legal enactment fails to protect the con-
sumer against adulteration ; often it increases the evil.

But Consumers' Leagues show us a more excellent

way. Not only could they protect their members
against adulteration, but they could fight those high
prices under which thousands of middle-class families

groan to-day. However, the story of the leagues in

America gives us the answer.

In America there are sixty-three Consumers'
Leagues in twenty different States of the Union.

Their Principal Weapon has been

the White List—and the boycott. Let me explain^

when the leagues were started care was taken to
organise them extraordinarily well. They caught on.

They were joined by thousands of women. They
were " boomed " in the papers, and the result was that,

in every town where they appeared, there was a posi-

tive competition for their custom among the trades-

men who served the town—a determination to please

the members at all costs. The leagues, in fact, did
not need to rely upon the " boycott." Their mere
formation made them a power in the land. They were;

able to insist on fair pnces and " good goods."

Sometimes, indeed, their power became so excessive

that the tradesmen themselves combined to raise prices

against them. But the threat on the part of the Con-
sumers' League to organise a competing store proved
potent enough for the members to win victory, and
there is no doubt that, once having gathered a huge
army of purchasers together into one body—the dif-

ferent local leagues were federated into a most power-
ful central association—the promoters of these Con-
sumers' Protection Societies had a weapon which made
them

Formidable Opponents Indeed

to any tradesman of the get-rich-quick variety. In a

word, just as the Trade Unions have caused the pro-
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yuccr to be considered, so these Consumers' Leagues
have compelled the retailer to recognise the claims of

the consumer and to meet them so far as he can.

In Great Britain such leagues would have an im-

mense future. The middle-classes have long been cut

off from direct action in politics; the Consumers'
L-eagues locally would give them an unique chance of

making themselves and their influence effective.

<TheTe is not a town to-day that has not its Trades
Council or its Trades Unions. But, so far as I know,
there ia not

One Solitary Example of a Consumers' League
in existence.

Yet can there be any doubt whatever that such
leagues would not command respect? They could
focus an amount of enthusiasm, discipline, and, above
all, of purchasing power such as no other organisa-

tions are able to control. We must remember that it

is as consumers that the people are to be chiefly

victimised in the future. Wages have risen during the
last ten years—but prices have risen higher, and will

rise higher yet. Does anyone doubt tliat, if the same
.vigilance and determination had been put out from
the consumers' as from the producers' side, prices

could not have been kept down, even as wages have
been forced up ? There is no question about it. The
fact is that the divorce between consumer and pro-

ducer has proved a curse to labour and to the com-
munity, and it will be impossible for the wage-earners
to obtain a

Real Advance in their Position

until they are united, not only as producers, but as

consumers also.

Over and over again it has been found that

organised labour has, by mere pressure and the threat

of a strike, forced wages up. I venture to prophesy
that, when tlie time comes and the Consumers'
Leagues are found to be going concerns, tlie same
pressure, intelligently and vigorously applied, can force

prices down.
And they v/ill have tliis crowning advantage.

Woman, the home animal, cannot take an active part,

as a rule, in a struggle to raise wages; she is keenly
interested in an effort to lower prices. And she is, as

I have said, readier, keener, more resourceful than

man. She will fight for her children as no man fought
yet, and, united with other women, she can make these

leagues a power in the land.

Of course, it may be said that, as in America, so

here, the small retailer and the trustified store may
unite against the Consumers' League in maintaining
prices that are artificially high. But do not let us

forget that it is always possible to develop these Con-
sumers' Leagues into actual competitors with the

profiteers that they are formed to watch. The Wool-
,wich Co-operative .Society had but small beginnings.

Some workmen at the Arsenal clubbed together for a

chest of tea! That was the origin of one of the

mightiest Co-operative Societies in the world.

Let no one think, therefore, that the possibihties

of such leagues are limited to mere local pressure upon
tradesmen. Facts f>rove the contrary. During the

great national coal stoppage of two years ago prices

rose to famine pitch. Slag from the pithead was sold

at IDs. per ton; genuine coal at 45s. But the Coal
Consumers' Society continued to supply their mem-
bers at the ordinary rate! If nothing else in this

article convinces, this illustration should suffice. The
consumer has only to organise to win valuable

economic advantage. If he will not do that, then the

blame must be on his own head.
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
Pascal's "Thoughts"* j» j» By Charles Sarolea

L
The launching by Messrs. J. M. Dent and Sons of a
French "Everyman's Library" is the sensational

event of the publishing year. It is now four years
since Messrs. Nelson brought out their French Col-

lections, over the literary fortunes of which I had the
honour to preside until I assumed the onerous respon-
sibilities of Everyman. The "Collection Nelson"
has become world famous, and has marked a new
epoch in the French publishing trade. The Scottish

invasion of France is now followed up by an English
invasion. The Collection Gallia " is continuing

the work of its predecessor on a different and, I think,

a more ambitious and comprehensive scale, and with
an ampler scope. It is placing at the disposal of all

lovers of French literature exquisite shilling editions

of French classics. Immediate success has already

justified this bold undertaking. The Collection was
only issued a few weeks ago, and already the little

volumes are to be seen on every village bookstall in

France and at every leading bookseller's on the Con-
tinent.

II.

It was in the fitness of things that a library of

French classics should begin with one of the immortal
masterpieces of the language, a masterpiece which,

more than any other, can claim the credit of having
first fixed the standard of French style. Of Pascal's
" Thoughts " there have been editions innumerable,

but the present shilling edition is likely, for many years

to come, to be the favourite one with the reading public.

It represents the joint labours of the three leading

Pascal scholars of France. Monsieur Boutroux, the

master of Bergson, and leader of the new school of

French philosophy (and, by the way, a close

relation of President Poincare), and Monsieur Victor

Giraud, the eminent sub-editor of the Revue des deux
Mondes, have both contributed illuminative Introduc-

tions. As for the critical text of the edition itself, it

has been established by Monsieur Brunschvigg, and is

the result of ten years of benedictine labour and
ingenious research.

III.

English sttidents of French literature often over-

look the very important fact that there are two entirely

different strains running through the whole course of

French literature. The most conspicuous writers are,

no doubt, men of the type of Rabelais, Montaigne,

Moliere, Voltaire, and Anatole France, who give us,

in sparkling and epigrammatic style, that incisive

criticism of Hfe which Matthew Arnold, in his famous
essay on " The Literary Influence of Academies," con-

siders as the chief function of the French mind, and
who represent the purely intellectual and artistic out-

look, which is so often divorced from and opposed to

the moral view. It is this unbroken continuity of

masters of wit and irony which has given currency to

the theory that the French mind is naturally of a scep-

tical, cynical, and flippant turn, and that it has none

of the earnestness and depth of the Teutonic mind.

iThat theory of the superficialness of the French mind
is itself based on a most superficial study of French

* "Pensees de Pascal" <in Collection Gallia, is., J. M. Dent
and Sons). Introduction par Einile Boutroux et Victor Giraud.

Texte de BrunschTigg.

literature. For every serious student of literature

knows that, along with those masters of wit and irony,
every generation of French literature has produced a
succession of masters of ethical and religious thought
—men of the stamp of Calvin, Bossuet, Rousseau,
Chateaubriand, Lamennais—characters of intense
earnestness and passionate fervour. Of those repre-
sentative teachers and preachers, Pascal is perhaps the
greatest, as he is certainly the most striking, per-i

sonahty in the Golden Age of French literature.

IV.

About the exact chronology of that Golden Age of
French literature there is still, I think, a great deal of
confusion of thought. To the majority of critics even
to-day that Golden Age is pre-eminently the age of
Louis XIV. On the contrary, to a small minority the
Golden Age is the age of Richelieu. I believe thaj it

is the minority which is right. For it is the age of
Richelieu which is truly the age of reconstruction and
creation. It is the age which produced everything
that is greatest and most original in French culture^ •
It is the age of Richelieu which saw the rise of the
French monarchy in its modern form. It saw the
establishment of the French Academy and of Port-
Royal. It saw the foundation by Descartes of modem
French philosophy. It saw the foundation by Cor-
neille of the French drama.
To that age Pascal may be said to belong—a giant

in a generation of giants. It is true that when the
" Provincial Letters " appeared Louis XIV. had
already been the nominal King of France for thirteen

years. But at that date he was only eighteen years of
age, and his personal rule had not begun. And it

would be absurd if Louis XIV. were allowed to ap-
propriate the fame of a writer whose genius owes all

its characteristics to the discipline of an early day,
and whose writings glorify every cause which it was
the policy of Louis XIV. to destroy.

V.
Born in 1623, from a legal stock, belonging to the

middle class, like Moliere, Bossuet, and Racine, like

most of the great writers of that so-called " aristo-

cratic" age, a native of Auvergne, a cotmtry of ex-
tinct volcanoes and hardy mountaineers, Blaise Pascal
was brought up in an atmosphere of piety and learn-

ing by a father of keen scientific tastes. The inci-

dents of his education recall to us some of the circum^
stances in the upbringing of John Stuart Mill. A
wonder child, with a marvellous disposition for mathe-
matics, Pascal, at the age of sixteen, amazed even
Descartes by his treatise on conical sections. It is to

be noted in this connection that Pascal's training was
almost exclusively scientific, and it is certainly remark-
able that this supreme master of literary style never
read more than one book of secular literature, namely,
the " Essays " of Montaigne, whole pages of which are

incorporated in the " Thoughts."

Blaise Pascal had to pay the penalty of his morbid
precocity and of the perilous overstrain of his mental
faculties. At eighteen years of age his health broke
down, and we are told that after this brelkdown he
never knew one single day without suffering. It was
under the influence of his illness and of his chance
acquaintance with the Jansenists that his first "con-
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yersion" took place. He became a fervid Port-

Royalist, and converted his family to his faith.

The effects of this first " conversion " did not last,

and for the next few years Pascal was diverted from
^exclusive absorption in religion by the distractions of

society and byiis interest in scientific pursuits. To
this time belong his famous experiments confirming

the theories of Torricelli.

In those early days Pascal little resembled the saint

and enthusiast he was to become in later days.

He was worldly and aggressive. He quarrelled with
Descartes. He quarrelled with his admirable sister

Jacqueline, and wanted to prevent her from entering

the conventj partly for sordid financial reasons.

During those brief yecirs also Pascal mixed freely

fn Parisian society. He was a friend of hbertines

and freethinkers. He thought of marriage, and it is

presumed that to this period belongs the " Discourse

on the Passions of Love." It has also been held by
many biographers that the object of Pascal's love waS
the sister of his friend, the Duke of Roannez,but all

we know about the relations between Pascal and the

Duchess of Roannez is that it was on Pascal's advice

that the young lady renounced the world and entered

the monastery of Port-Royal.

A carriage accident near the bridge of Neuilly, in

which he was saved from imminent death by a

miracle, together with a moral and intellectual crisis,

brought about Pascal's second " conversion." He left

Parisian society and joined the solitaries of Port-

Royal. He espoused their cause against the Jesuits,

and in 1656 he hurled against the Reverend Fathers

the first of his eighteen " Provincial Letters." A
second miracle, by which his niece. Marguerite Perrier,

was cured by the touch of a thorn from the crown of

Jesus Christ—a relic preserved at Port-Royal—con-

vinced Pascal that, in defending the Port-Royalists, he
was on the right side, and that Heaven was in his

favour.

But a two years' ardent controversy proved too

much for his highly strung constitution, already under-

mined. His health was ruined beyond recovery. But,

together with incurable illness, ineffable happiness

had come to him. Henceforward Pascal is really a new-
born man. Hitherto he had been worldly ; henceforth

he is free from all mundane passion. He had been
hard and pugnacious ; he now becomes meek and
charitable. He had been restless ; he is now serene

and smiling. He is only hard against his own self.

To use the words of Professor Lanson, he " persecuted

his poor body with incredible refmements of cruelty."

He died in 1662, on August igth, at thirty-nine years

of age, leaving behind him the fame of one of the

supreme mathematicians and physicists, as well as of

one of the supreme thinkers and writers of French
bterature.

VI.

One must accurately recall the conditions under
which Pascal's " Thoughts " were composed in order

not to be misled by their character. Although con-

ceived under the inspiration and obsession of one
systematic idea, and of one settled plan, the
" Thoughts " are but the disjointed notes, disjecta

membra, scattered leaflets and sibylline leaves com-
posed by an incurable invalid during the short lumi-

nous intervals in the course of a painful and lingering

illness. Those leaflets, written with a trembling and
fever-stricken hand, in almost illegible writing, were
collected with pious care by the solitaries of Port-

Royal, but they were of so bold and original a nature,

and contained so many hostile references to the then

all-powerful Jesuits, that the peace-loving Port-

RoyaHsts found it necessary to expurgate all the con-
troversial passages. It was only in our own day that

the French philosopher, Victor Cousin, discovered the
original manuscript, and conclusively proved that the
edition of Port-Royal of 1670 had mutilated and dis-

torted the meaning of the writer. The first revised

edition based on the manuscript was published in the

forties, and tried to reproduce tJie original plan and de-
sign of Pascal. But it must be admitted that the
attempt was an impossible one. The secret of Pascal
was buried with him, and all editions, even the present
one, are bound to be more or less arbitrary. The
" Thoughts " of Pascal are not only one of the most
impressive ruins of world literature, they are also one
of its most perplexing mysteries.

VII.
It has long been assumed that the " Thoughts " of

Pascal have nothing in common with the " Provincial
Letters," that they are devotional rather than contro-

versial, and that the author has transported his de-
monstration of the truth of the Christian religion into

the sublime atmosphere of philosophical and mystical

contemplation. This is not so. The " Thoughts " do
not constitute a breach of continuity ; they are a sequel
to the " Provincial Letters." They are still strongly

aggressive. Pascal is still bitterly anti-Jesuitic, and,

what is more, he has become more pronouncedly anti-

Roman. No doubt he is emphatically anti-Protestant,

speaking with horror of the heretics who reject auri-

cular confession. But he speaks with even greater

horror of the tyranny of the Papacy. And assuredly

the philosopher who again and again, in a treatise

which professes to be an apology of Christianity, goes
out of his way to attack his opponents cannot be said

to move in the serene region of pure devotion and
mystic detachment.

VIII.

We must leave over for a second paper the discus-

sion of Pascal's demonstration of the Christian re-

ligion, which is the prime object and purpose of the
" Thoughts," and we take the liberty of referring to a

chapter on the subject in our recent book on Cardinal
Newman (T. and T. Clark, Edinburgh). We only
wish, in conclusion, to draw the attention of the reader
to what seems to us most truly original and epoch-
making in Pascal's work. Critics have too much
emphasised the duality between the scientist and the

theologian. I do not see that the contradiction is as

far-reaching as is generally supposed. To Pascal

Science and Religion are certainly different in their

object; they are not essentially different in their

methods. So far from Religion being opposed to

Science, in Pascal's conception it becomes itself sub-

ject to scientific treatment. Religion ceases to be an
abstract logical system, or a footnote to history, or an
exercise in higher criticism. It becomes experimental.

To adopt the terminology of William James's, used by
Dr. Barry :

" Religion becomes a variety of human
experience." The philosophy of Religion is the inter-

pretation of the deepest intuitions and emotions and
aspirations of spiritual Hfe. And Pascal applies all the

power of a marvellous intellect to the observation and
analysis of those spiritual phenomena. Nor are we
pressing an accidental or artificial analogy when, in

connection with Pascal, we use the vocabulary of

Wilham James's famous book. For Professor James,
like Professor Boutroux and Bergson, came directly or

indirectly under the influence of Pascal's genius.

Pascal is really the Father of Modern Pragmatism, and
the " Thoughts " of Pascal may be considered as the

first as well as the most profound contribution to the

new philosophy of Religion.
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THE OTHER SIDE OF GERMAN
UNIVERSITY EDUCATION

By E. A. PARKER
It is, in part, as a supplement to Mr. Waterhouse's
article in EVERYMAN for September 5th, on "Where
Germany Leads," that I should like to add a few plain

facts from personal knowledge as student in England
and lecturer in an Austrian university. Briefly, Mr.

Waterhouse has painted in the high lights of the pic-

ture and left out the shadov.-s. Germany's so-called

superiority to England, he says, is shown " nowhere
more than in education," but there is no mention
made of the child-suicides committed in appalling

numbers in every great German city by youths who
are crammed so as to pass the leaving examination,

or "Abitur," and be freed from a year's military ser-

vice or gain entrance to a University—and who fail

;

no mention of the hatred v/hich German Old Boys
cherish to so vast an extent for the old school where
their heads were ground to powder in a way that

would instantly raise a storm among English parents

if their boys were treated so. (That grinding is the

system's fault, not the very worthy German master's.)

Then, Germany's commercial success is attributed

partly to her borrowings from England. True ; the

success is due to the practice of German firms send-

ing picked men to study English methods in factory

and forge, and bettering these methods on the men's
return, and also—and here we in England might well

imitate—to the grand system of technical instruction

given in colleges of University rank. We have such

institutions, but not half enough, nor are ours to be
compared in size with the German.

IL

As for number of universities, do not England's

eleven universities and thirteen university colleges

for a population of 44,000,000 compare well with

Germany's twenty-one universities for 66,000,000?

Indeed, if the number of universities in a country

count for anything, surely Italy, with her twenty-one

for 32,000,000 of population, ought to outstrip Ger-

many in intelligence.

We are bidden admire the strength of the German
university staffs—while unhappy Rostock has for

many years appealed to the German Goverrmient in

vain to support an English lecturer. On the other

hand, Austria (synonymous with Germany in these
1

matters), at another University, gives full support toj

a learned professor of certain Oriental languages who <

never gets a student ! Behold the impartiality which i

obtains at State-supported universities, and also the]

call for some of these outlandish languages, for the;

teaching of which Germany is so magnified

!

III.

On the material advantages that German students

are said to enjoy, Mr. Waterhouse has much to say.

With the suggestion on medical attendance at a low

rate I am glad to be heartily at one with him. On
other points, comparison with England is illuminat-

ing. Four or five shillings a year, it is said, gives a

German student entrance to his university reading-

^

room, and five shillings more entitles a Berlin student

to browse in the University Library of 600,000 vols,

and the Royal Prussian Library of 1,300,000 vols.,

while there lies also a departmental library at liis com-
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mand. If Birmingham be taken as the matching in-

stance, there the student has access to the club, to a

University hbrary of 75,000 vols., his departmental

library, the City Lending Library of 6c,ooo vols., a

reference library of 250,000 vols., and a Shakespeare
collection—the first in the world—of 15,000 vols.

—

a/I free.

One other most interesting point is the relative low-

ness of lecture-fees in Germany. This is very true

and striking. The immediate result Ts an influx of

students without parallel in England. And those

students? A German professor, who honours me with
his friendship, has described to me how his lecture-

room at Vienna was invaded on cold winter mornings
by numbers of wretchedly poor students, quite un-

connected with the lecture being given, who stole in

for warmth's sake. He, kind-hearted man, let them
stay, but there's a commentary on the quality of

numbers

!

Then, after these masses of students leave their

Alma Mater, what do they do? There cannot be head-
work for so many, not even clerkships. Will they
turn to manual labour ? Not likely. " Dig I cannot,

to beg I am ashamed." And so Prussia has annually

to import 300,000 labourers of Polish and Slav ex-

traction to harvest her crops, while these poor, half-

baked scholars sink slowTy to the under-dogs, and
leaven the down-trodden with a spirit of anarchy and
revolt. The German Ministry of Education knows
that problem well.

IV.

Last point of all, with the question of comparative
cost of rooms and living I confess total inability to

cope. So far as I myself have experience, quality of

rooms and food being the same, rates of living are

practically the same in Germany and England, though
places differ widely, living in Vienna costing half as

much again as in any other Austrian city, to my
knowledge.

It is as well, perhaps, that the English colony of

Leipzig, " feasting on salmon and wild boar " in the

Zeitzerstrasse, should be ignorant of the proven fact

that in certain quarters of Berlin poverty-stricken folk

creep after dark to buy for themselves at butchers'

shops meat we should not give to dogs. Here, then,

is a person—sane, I hope—who, with rather more than
"twenty-four hours' experience of a large German
town," can talk of horseflesh and black bread, for the

latter I have eaten in Prussia, and the former—who
knows ?

In conclusion, may I thank Mr. Waterhouse for

much learnt from his article, which I implicitly believe,

so far as it goes? It is.however, these wretched bright-

sides and half-truths about Germany and other things

which make " the British public close its eyes and ears

in disgust, and refuse to learn at all." Too many
people in England now have inside knowledge of Ger-
many to be disturbed by cries about our brother-

country's surpassing advantages. Whatever we think

of such advantages, we know of great disadvantages,

and State-supported education has its full share

of the. latter, especially under German bureaucratic

rule.

Does Mr. Waterhouse know the saying of a re-

nowned German professor, published quite recently

with other views of great Germans on their educa-
tional system, that if a German gymnasium-trained
youth and an English public-school boy were dropped
together in a land of black savages, the English youth
would instantly set about ruling them, while the
German would be quite content to be his clerk ?
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IS ROMANISM ON THE DECLINE?
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I would desire to publicly thank Mr. Hector
Macpherson for the many fascinating articles he has
in the past (and will have, I hope, in the future) contri-
buted to Everyman from time to time. His recent
article on Romanism seemed to be particularly bril-.

hant. He opens his subject on Romanism in Scotland.
Might I trespass on your space with a few facts

relative to the condition of Roman CathoHcism in
England?

(i) At the Wigan Roman Catholic Conference,
1 89 1, Abbot Snow said, "We cannot with any show;
of reason expect many conversions in the midst of the
spiritual wreck and ruin that we see amongst Roman
Catholics ; we scarcely dare to ask others to join a
society of men of whom we ourselves are ashamed."
Father Powell again declared " that while the popula-
tion of London had increased by a million in twenty
years, the number of Roman Catholics publicly
baptised had only increased eleven annually."

Rev. T. S. Mitchell, in the Roman Catholic News,
August, 1 890, said, " We must not be under the im-i

pression that we gain ground. We are fast decreas-
ing, and if we go on as we are, England will never be
Roman CathoKc. During the last forty years we have
lost a million souls."

Cardinal Manning years ago reckoned the Roman
Catholics in England at 1,400,000, and Cardinal
Vaughan gave the same return in his Pastoral,

June 1 2th, 1898. Of those about one million were
Irish, 100,000 foreigners, and only 300,000 English!

(2) If this be so in England, it is certain that there
is a steady decrease in Roman Cathohc countries.

Look at the Latin races. Even Dr. Barry wrote in

the Catholic Union Gazette (February, 1897), "The
despair of the (Roman) Church are the so-called Latin
nations. I need not dwell upon a painful and familiar

subject."

Rome terms France " the eldest son of the Church."
At a recent census, out of 37,000,000 (with 650,000
Protestants), no less than 7,500,000 returned them-
selves as "of no religion." This is an interesting

example of the result of freedom after years of

spiritual bondage and corruption under the dominion
of Papal Rome. The loudly boasted increase, there-

fore, proves to be a fallacy when subjected to these

facts. Rome still parades Newman and Manning
before the pubhc, but she omits to mention Dr.
Dollinger, A. W. Hutton, and many others who have
" come out." It has been calculated (S.P.C.K.

Statistic^) that relatively to population more Romish
priests have become Protestants in the last fifty years

or so than Anglican clergy have seceded to Rome.
But " Dum loquimur, fugerit invida aetas," let Rome

learn from the Past, if she would succeed in the

Future !—
^^I am, sir, etc.|

Bristol. sFreDK. R. P. SUMNER.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—The " No-Popery " Tract to which we are

treated by Mr. Macpherson in your issue of September
26th is a delightful instance of those reactionary

symptoms which he so strongly condemns, and it con-s

tains, moreover, quite as many gratuitous assertions to

the square inch as its predecessors of sixty years ago.
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The points he raises are too numerous for treatment

in a brief letter, but as instances of the untenable

nature of his arguments I may quote those on England
and France.
With a blind faith in the ignorance of his readers,

he quotes the oracular McCabe :
—

" Where . . . are

the successors of Newman, Patmore, De Vere, and
Acton ? " (etc.). They are, among others, Francis
Thompson, Alice Meynell, John Ayscough, Mgr.
Benson, Cecil Chesterton, Belloc, and Shane Leslie.

There can be no talk of lowered intellectual prestige

.with such names as these to choose from. He further

states (again echoing Mr. McCabe), " Even the clergy

. -. . abandon the Church in a remarkable proportion."

I am afraid someone's leg has been pulled. It is in

effect a remarkable proportion, but remarkably low,

and I challenge your contributor to show that the total

is anything like as great cLS that of the addition to the
clergy from conversions.

As regards France, Mr. Macpherson is still more
behind the times. In the face of the considerable im-
provement in spiritual conditions in the French
Church, which has been noted on all hands, and in the
face of the notable revival of Catholic literature in

France during the last ten years, his position is absurd.
The Catholic forces summed up in the great name of
Brunetiere triumphed over the irreligious elements in

French literature almost a decade ago, and now it is

Champol and Bazin (to cite no more) who hold the
virile French mind to the exclusion of Zola and all his

works.

May I, in conclusion, remind Mr. Macpherson that

Modernism is dead ? He complains that the Church
was not elastic enough to contain it; but on the im-
possible supposition that Catholicism had embraced
this error, would he not have been the first to hurl at

us the reproach of inconsistency? It has always
seemed to me that such discourteous extremists as Mr.
McCabe are chiefly irritated because the Church had
too firm a grasp of Christian first principles to commit
the suicide for which they piously and vainly wait.

Oh, the blessed words progress and education! But
it was by education that the Jesuits saved Christen-

dom at the Reformation, and in view of the panic-

stricken letters on Social Reform, which appear in

your excellent columns, one would think a little re-

action by way of a change might result in true progress

after all !—I am, sir, etc., H. ROBBINS.
Birmingham, September 27th, 1913.

To the Editor oj Everyman.
Sir,—It was with keen satisfaction that I read " Is

Rome on the Decline ?
" I took the publication of the

article as an indication that EVERYMAN is maintaining
its particularly striking feature of allowing all sides to

have their say. But it was with downright amusement
that I noted your contributor's proofs of his thesis.

Cannot the effulgent Protestant intellectuality of Mr.
Macpherson allow him to realise that no quantity of

unproved assertions like tl>e following, "We are told

that the Italian Church will soon be a body of

20,000,000 illiterates and children," carry any weight
except vvith the muddle-headed? It is, however, to

his credit that he does condescend to attempt to give

one tangible fact. He quotes a Mr. McCabe, who in

turn refers us to a Mr. McCarthy. The wonderful
fact, the credit for having discovered which Mr.
Macpherson and Mr. McCabe humbly and admiringly
put on the shoulders of Mr. McCarthy, consists in

asserting that American Roman Catholics must be a
particularly ignorant body, because out of a total of

448 American Universities these Catholics can only
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claim sixty-one Universities as their own. But what

of these American Universities? The readers of

Everyman will remember a recent article which indi-

cated that so lax were the American regulations

governing the formation of American Universities,

that most of the Universities in that country consisted

of little girls* schools, village academies, and, we sup-

pose, " Squeers " institutions.

Getting away from great facts like that belonging

to the three Macs, let us have a look at a few weighty

opinions. Mr. R. J.
Campbell, the notable new-theology

minister, declared in the course of an interview a short

while since that the thing which impressed him most

in the religious life of America was :
" The growth of

the influence of the Roman Catholic Church since I

was last there in the States, nine years ago. The
Press shows more deference to Romanism than it does

to Protestantism. Boston, once the home of Puritan-

ism, is now under Cathohc domination. On Thanks-

giving Day the President of the United States,

although not himself a Catholic, attended Mass at the

Catholic Cathedral." Dr. Gore, the Anglican Bishop

of Oxford, has stated that :
" There is hardly anything

-in Europe which interests me at this moment so much
as the great spiritual revival which we see taking place

in the French Church. The French Church is in

many ways vindicating its claim to be the Church of

the country in directions which surprise us. Though
doubtless the Church has lost influence in many ways,

there has been, and I believe will be, a great revival."

The gentlemen quoted above are not Roman
Catholics. Neither are they unfrocked priests .with

a stock of malignant tales of the sort usually found in

the repertoire of people of the discharged-servant

type. If they have any axe to grind, it is the non-

Catholic one. Can anybody read what they have to

say without drawing the conclusion that Roman
Catholicism is not on the dechne ? Surely it is plain

that Catholicism has not such a black outlook as Mr.

Macpherson would have us believe. Mr. McCabe,

upon whose testimony Mr. Macpherson in his article

so much relies, has stated that :
" During the protracted

existence of the Church of Rome it has encountered

and triumphed over many kinds of opposition. It

emerged victorious from its secular struggle with

polytheistic Rome and with the destructive Hellenism

of Alexandria; it met confidently and rose upon the

flood of barbarism that poured out over Southern

Europe ; it guided its fortunes safely through the age

of iron that followed, and then controlled the fierce

intellectual activity of the twelfth and thirteenth cen-

turies ; it subdued and repressed the Renaissance, and

almost compensated its losses in the great Reforma-

tion." Is a Church of this kind hkely to fail in the

^future? Lord Macaulay, a non-Catholic, did not

think so. He beheved that Roman Catholicism would

last as long as the race of men. Another non-

Catholic, Mr. H. G. Wells, one of the acutest thinkers

of the present day, has even gone so far as to express

the opinion that :
" We are on the verge of one of the

greatest Catholic revivals the world has ever seen."

Can, I ask, all these distinguished gentlemen be wrong

and Mr. Macpherson right?—I am, sir, etc.,

F. J. ROBIXSON.

London, S.E., September 26th, 191 3.

INTERNATIONAL MORALITY.
To the Editor of Everym.^n.

Sir,—In reading the interesting letter of your cor-

respondent " H. S." in the issue of September 19th I

was compelled to recognise how true are the words of

Pythagoras, " It is necessary to get out of the body to

think," and how aptly they apply to our British nation.
" H. S." complains of Dr. Sarolea's criticising through
un-English spectacles, but I maintain that it is a far

graver error to examine the nations and their com-
parative raoraUty through wholly EngHsh spectacles,

for thus we get a still more inadequate and one-sided

view of the situation. I consider Dr. Sarolea quite

right in his opinion on our monopolising of virtues.

The average Britisher has the blank audacity to re-

gard the outside world as being deeply indebted to us

for all its morality. This is not only national arro-

gance, but injustice ; for justice and Uberty, for in-

stance, were preached and practised, to some extent, I

centuries before Britain was heard of. How, then,

does the world owe us a debt for these virtues?

Toward the end of the letter we are given a list of J
the lamentable misdeeds of other nations ; but are we

"

innocent and spotless that we should condemn them ?

Is our record blameless ? I fear not. The " glorious

Empire on which the sun never sets," and of which we
boast so much on every May 24th, was not annexed by
spotless hands and without bloodshed, nor has it been

retained by fair and just methods. We, as a nation,

are too arrogant, too much inclined to judge others by
our own standard, and too heedless of Christ's advice

and warning in such matters (Matthew vii. 1-5). If

the writer desires a standard by which to judge the

nations of the world, let him not look to the strongest

military nation, nor any other nation, but to the pro-

mised perfect nation, built up on Christ's ideals ; and
when our nation is faultless when compared with this,

then, and not till then, shall we be justified in judging

our neighbours.—I am, sir, etc., J. B. G.

JOHN BRIGHT.
To the Editor of Everym.^.n.

Sir,—Mr. Ellerthorpe, in your issue of September

19th, affirms that John Bright never stated that adul-

teration was a legitimate form of competition. May I

ask Mr. Ellerthorpe for proof of his affirmation, for he ,

gives none ? I take it that he will not also affirm that

he heard every public word that Mr. Bright uttered. "
I have a most distinct and definite recollection of the

reported statement being made by Mr. Bright many 1

years ago, and of the outcry there was at the time.—. f
I am, sir, etc.,

London^ N.

Herbert Burrows.

"MARY GOES FIRST."

To the Editor of Everym.\n.

Sir,—Mr. Clifton York, in his article on this play

in your columns, seems to find in it a political moral

of supreme importance. What is the story in its poli-

tical aspect, in short? A rich man supphes money
for his wife's " brother-in-law-elect " to become Par-

liamentary candidate as a Liberal. The candidate

specially works up his subject and gets elected by a

constituency which previously returned a Tory. That

is to say that it is the case of a man with little or no

principles who manages to persuade an electorate to

let him represent them in Parliament simply for the

honour of his being an M.P.

Such a case is not an uncommon .one now, but

neither has it ever been an uncommon one ; and it

cannot easily be shown that Parliament has in the

long run been very unworthy of the country. The
man may make a good or a bad representative ; but

the question vital to the nation is whether or not the

electorate has been free to choose a man, if it pre-

ferred one, with less adaptable principles. The
(Ciintiiiuid on fi;t 792.

J
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EMPLOYMENT AFTER EDUCATION.
The Views of the Duchess of Marlborough, a Solicitor-General, and

Presidents of Chambers of Commerce.

Supreme Award, Section J., FESTIVAL OF EMPIRE.
Gold Medal for Secretarial Training. Gold Medal for Special City Coarse.

The Festival of Empire.—For the first time in its history the
clftima of tho CoUoge itself, as apart from the achiovomonts of its

Students, have been eubiecbed to the rigorous ortloal of a aearohiiiK
examination by a British Jury. Of tho Public Institutions rcpre-
Beoted at the Great Festival of Empire, which was pcrha,ps one of
tho greatest oonoeptions of modern times, the unique distinction of
the Sole Award for Secretarial and Commercial Training—that of
the Gold Medal—was conferred on Kensington College by tho
Counci], which, it will be remembered, consisted of H.II.H. Princess
Louise, Duchess of Argyll, Ills Grace the Duke of Norfolk, His
Graoe the Duke of Devonshire. His Grace the Duke of Argyll, and
a. long list of illustrious personages.
Kenaington College, it will be remembered, is "tho only Institu-

tion in the world which enters into a Binding Contract to provide
for eve.ry Student when qualified a choice of gatisiactory appoint-
ments from which to select a congenial career."

Solicitor-Generars Opinion : It does not seem so very long since
this College attained ita majority, when Sir Samuel Evans, then
Solicitor-General, speaking from the Ch,^ir, said, "That part of

the Educational system of this country wiiich is deficient in many
respects from the public point of view appears to me to bo ad.-nir-

ebly done by this College." Sir Albert Rollit, on the same occasion,
stated his opinion that "The College has solved one of the greatest
and tho most difficult of all Educational problems—that of securing
Employment after Education."
The Duchess ol Marlborondh, who had previously watched tho

Students at their work with the keenest interest, commended tho
piractioal nature of tho Instruction given. The Students, she con-
Bidered. were not only capable of filling poste, but they were also
guaranteed a good start in life.

Mr. James Muntord, the Director, said there was not a single
Student seeking an appointment, and such was the demand for the
services of the College Graduates, that it was impossible to meet it

adequately.
A Knight ol the Legion o{ Honour and Ex-President of the

British Chamber ol Commerce in Paris, in opening Winter Term,
eaid ho was very much gratified to have this opportunity of flaying
that Kensington College stood first and foremost in its work
lor the preparation ol young men and young women for an active
and successful career.
That eminent orator. The Dean ol Carlisle, said on another

occasion; "Kensington College differs from any other I have heard
of, inasmuch as it not only educates the Students, but provides
positions for them in the world afterwards."-

TRAINING.
Practical training for the practical duties of life is the Keynote of

sU work at Kensington College. Special ottontion ie given to
Modern Languages. Gratifying successes at the London Chamber
of Commerce and other Public Examinations eloq-aontly testify to
the thoroughness of the training in this and, in fact, all departments
of the Curriculum. Not long ago the Travelling Scholarship offeied
by the Salters' Company, value £25, was captured by a College
Student. Double Distinctions in both the Oral and Written part of
the languages are the rule rather than the exception.

Sir Francis Fleming said : "There are many questions of more
or leas importance engaging the attention of the publio at the
present time, but I venture to think that there is no question which
occupies public attention more deserving of our most careful con-
sideration than that of education. Tliere is little use in training
boys and girls during the infant years of lifetime, and in spending
money and time and atteintian upon their education, if at the ter-
mination of that time they are cast into the workl with no idea as
to what thoy are going to do and no idea of the position which
they are gomg to fill. The object of this Institution ia not only

to give a, higher education, which is absolutely neceasary, bu6 also

to find a position in life for those who have been th ;
' - -.-!. It

not only puts the finUhing tourJi to the picture of ' ''Ut it

finds tho frame in which to put that picture so a*
,

•- from
harm and so as to preserve it from decay."

MODEL OFFICES.
When thev have finished their academical studica in the College

Schools of Languages, Book-keeping and Accountancy, Shorthand
and Typewriting, and have passed the necessary tests, they aro

transferred to tho Model Offices, where for a Term they undortako
the pra/;itical work of the College, thus being train<'<! ," -'^

duties appertaining to a Secrotary, .i^:ting altoirn.-vtely as

Secretary, Telephone Secretary, Postal Secretary, Oroerly -

Accountant, English and Foreign Conrespondent, and Suf.'erintei.dfut

of the Office ; in fact, they reoeive such a. training that it is perfectly

Bafe to say cannot bo obtained elsrwhere.

KENSINQTON COLLEGE DIPLOMA.
When they have given sufficient practical proof of their ability to

discharge their duties in a thoroughly efficient manner, they aro
grantc<i the Kensington College Diploma, which may be truly iwid

to bo more valuable than the diploma of any other institution in

the world, seeing that the holder thereof possesses tho right of
introdu<rtion to a dignified and remunerative appolntmentr

State Inauguration by a Lord Mayor of London.—Never before
in the annals of any College has such a thing l>e«u known as the

State Inauguration of Term by a Lord llayor of London, yet euoh
was the honour recently p.iid to Kensington (xillcge.

In a practical, sound, and busines-slikc speech, his Lordship alluded
to tho novel work which, under tho able direction of Mr. Munford,
during the i>ast twcnty-Cve years the College has been r.%rrying on.

Not only, he went on to say, did tho College train the rising genera-
tion in all piactical subject.s necessary to achievo euccos.s. but it posi-

tivolv guaranteed—and this was the novel and uiiiquo feature of
the College—to provide a satisfactory appointment for every quali-

fied pupil.

GUARANTEED APPOINTMENTS.
The trouble at Kensington College is not to secure appointments

for the candidates, but to keep pace with the ever-increasing applioa>

tions for the services of College Graduates.
The work of this unique institution ce^rtainly carries comfort to

the hearts of the parents and guardians who entrust their charges
to its care.

MOTTO.
The motto adopted by the College is one suggest«fl by Hio

Right Hon. the Earl ol Lytton, when speaking from the chair at a
recent Distribution, it l>eing a variation of Dainte's inscrijjtion over
the Gates of the Inferno. His Ijordiihip suggested that the appro-
priate motto to inscribe over tho rort«i!fi of Kensington CoUoge was,
"Have every hope all ye who enter here."
The attached coupon, addressed to Miss Eva Munford, Secretary,

Kensington College, 34, Gloucester Gardens, London, W., will bring
by return of post an Illustrated Prospectus containing full particulars
of the Guarantec-d Appointment System, similar to that graciously
accepted by Her Majesty Queen Alexandra, together with an illus-

trated souvenir similar to that also graciously accepted by iier Royal
Highness Princess Louise, Duchess of Argyll.

CONSULTATIONS.
Mr. James Munford, F.R.C.I., the Director, is ever ready to jfiva

his advioo on the subject of a suitable career for boy or girl to all

bona-fide applicants personally or by post. Appointments may be
jnade by telephone—4348 Padd.—or otienvise.

GUARANTEED APPOINTMENTS.
DETACH HERE AND POST.

Dear Madam,
Please send me an ILLUSTRATED SOUVENIR of the zrst ANNIVERSARY OF KENSINGTON COLLEGE.

and a copy of the Illustrated Prospectus, and Chartered Accountant's Certificate, stating the number of appointments offered each Pupil
from which to select a career.

Please let me have your advica as to-
la) HOW LONG THE TRAINING WOULD TAKE.
(*) HOW MUCH IT WOULD COST.
(0 THE NATURE OF THE APPOINTMENTS GUARANTEED.
(<0 THE APPROXIMATE INITIAL SALARY.

This is merely a request for information, and does not involve me in liability of any kind.

FoLt. Namk..

Address Dair.

-\

^

To Miss EVA MUNFORD, Secretary, Kensinston College, Bayswater, London, W.
E.M. 3.10.13.
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Another Success!
Prize of Three Guineas
in "Everyman" Com-
petition awarded to

student of the

SCHOOL
of AUTHORSHIP

The prize of Three Guineas

offered by Everyman (or the

best essay on "The Male
Teacher" has been won by
Mr. John E. Stewart, M.A.,

a student of the School of

Authorship. The winning

essay appeared in last week's

issue. Onse again this proves

the thoroug^ess of S.O.A.
training, and the practical

nature of the courses offered.

S.O.A. students are winning

recognition everywhere, and in

a surprisingly short time. Some
of them have actually had
articles accepted by leading

journals before they had
finished the course—and they

had never written anything

previously for publication.

If you aspire to become a

writer of articles and short

stories, or a novelist or

journalist, join the S.O.A.

Mr. Richard Whiteing, author

of "No. 5, John Street," etc.,

says, "You could not have a

more practical director."

The fees axe low and you can

study at your own conve-
nience. Personal or postal

tuition. Easy instalments if

desired. Send Id. stamp for

particulars. Principal, Mr.
G. H. Northcroft, 160, Fleet

Street, London, E.G. (Member
of the Institute of Journalists,

and formerly lecturer in

English Literature under the

L.C.C.).

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION LECTURES.

Centre. Subject. Lecturer.

University of London, S. Sienese, Umbrian and P. Gaskell,

Kensington, S.W. Venetian Fainting. '

City y.M.C. A., i8S, Alders- The Development of VV. H. Hudson.
gate Street, E.C Literatures (Modern),

CitT of London College, Ancient Literature.

Whitest., Moorfields.

Westminster Abbey. Westminster Abbey.

Lectures in Historic History and Architecture Allen Walker.

London Buildings. ot London.

History of Classic Archi- Allen Walker.
tecture.

The Art of Music. Rev. Couttenay Gale.

W. H. Hudson.

Allen Walker.

St. George's Hall, Hart
Street, Bloomabury.

University of London, S.
Kensington, S.W.

University of London, S,
Kensington, S.W.

For further information as to date of beginning, time and fee charged far

these and other Courses of Lectures, apply to the Registrar, Univer»ity

Extension Board, University of London, South ^Kensington, S.W.

Training Course for Lec-
turers.

H. H. Hulbert and
Prof. J- Adams.

Every Pianist a Sight-Reader.

Twelve simple Correspondence Lessons in

THE THELWALL RAPID
SYSTEM OF SIGHT-fiEADING

will enable you to read Music at Sight, in

any key and with unlimited accidentals.

MR. LANDON RONALD says—
" I STRONGLY APPROVE OF YOUR METHOD."

The System is suitable (or pianists of all grades of musical
ability. Those who have learnt it speak enthusiastically of

the results.

Lessons to all parts of the United Kingdom and the Colonies.

Write for particulars to The Pianoforte Sight - Rbadins
School, Room 6, 157, New Bond Street, London, W.

author of the article seems to suggest, not that money
has and has always had too much influence in politi-

cal elections—he probably would have had the majority

of men in agreement with him if he had—but he
seems rather to suggest that £ s. d. has more influence

now than ever before, and seems to think that the play

points to the same conclusion. He is surely quite

wrong, for M.P.s now get a good living wage, and
consequently the electors have a better opportunity

of electing the best man, and the nomination of the

Whip and of the party headquarters is less likely than
previously to be influenced by money considerations.

The author concludes that " all is not well with our

democracy," but, whether he be right or wrong, he does

not convince that the play is typical of political cases

which are more frequent now than in the past.

But if Mr. Henry Arthur Jones can, by means of

this play, improve upon the past in the bond-fide repre-

sentation of the democracy in Parhament, he will

deserve well of his country.—I am, sir, etc.,

Ernest Loxlev^
London, E.G., September 25th, 191 3.

THE PLIMSOLL LINE.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—For Mr. Blundell's information I would
quote the Shipping Gazette of Wednesday, Sep-

tember loth, 19 1
3. The article is too long to quote

in full, but the following will give Mr. Blundell the

truth of the matter :

—

" In 1893 the propyortion of masters and seamen who
lost their lives in wrecks was i in 134, or .74 per cent

In 1903 it was i in 233, or .43 per cent, and in 1905

I in 249, or .40 per cent In 1906, the year in which

the present loadline came into force, it was I in 341,

or .29 per cent In none of the succeeding years, ex-

cept last year, when 672 seamen went down with the

Titanic, was the percentage greater than .40 per cent

In 1909, indeed, it was .31 per cent, and in 1908 and

1911 it was .33 per cent Last year, with the Titanic

figures included, it was .53 per cent—a percentage

which was exceeded, it should be noted, by no fewer

than seven of the years prior to 1906. As we have

said, we do not suggest that the loadline has any-

thing to do with the greater safety which these figures

show. We submit, however, that they are quite con-

vincing disproof of the allegation that since the free-

board regulations of 1906 came into force the lives of J

men have been sacrifiiced in order to enrich ship^''

owners."—I am, sir, etc., M. HUNTLEY.-

Roker, Sunderland, September 22nd, 1913.

NATIONAL HOUSING.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Mr. Money has answered his critics in the

masterly way that only Mr. Money could. But it now;

appears that Mr. Money's scheme was not intended

for the present time, but for some future time, after

three other large measures of reform have been carried

out, namely, a reform of the rating system, the adop-

tion of compulsory purchase of" land at its agricultural

value, and the provision of cheap transport by the

State. As each of these three appears fairly remote,

it would rather seem that Mr. Money has begun at the

wrong end in bringing out his housing scheme at the

present moment One might perhaps be excused for

wondering, in parenthesis, why, if the State can take

power to buy land at less than its actual value, it can-

not go all the way and take the land for nothing.

If space permitted, I would not mind debating every
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.one of Mr. Money's points, but it will be enough to
take two or three of the most important.

As to repairs, Mr. Money admits the error in the
figure, but he forgets that the error was carried for-

ward, and then when the correction is made the rent of
the house becomes 8s. 3d. per week, or £21 10s. 5d.

per annum, whiqh means also an annual charge of

5 s. 4d. for inhabited house duty, besides other inci-

dents (as things are at present, that is). As Mr.
Money is comparatively a young man, and he "has
always lived in houses built specially for him," he has
probably always abandoned them before the repairs
became heavy.

As to insurance, it would be more correctly de-
scribed as a distribution of the cost of repairing acci-

dental damage. In the case of State undertakings,
of course all costs are distributed, but the charge has
still to be met. That is to say, the State must either

pay the cost of absolutely preventing any accidental

destruction of its property or bear the loss when it is so
destroyed.

When a battleship is sunk we must either pay the
price of a new one in additional taxation or be minus
a battleship.

As to price of land, it is presumed that the opera-
tions of the State would not be confined to within fifty

minutes of the London termini.

Here, in a small township of 3,400 inhabitants, on
the edge of the Yorkshire moors, there is no land
obtainable for building at less than double Mr.
Money's price of ;£^240 an acre. Mr. Money should
not imagine that he has a monopoly of data.—I am,
sir, etc., A. CLARK.

Penistone, September 22nd, 191 3.

To the Editor oj Everyman.

Sir,—I withdraw my opinion of Mr. Chiozza Money.
He is not an " impractical visionary," but an " imprac-
tical predatory visionary."

Nor do I like his timidity. Is land too dear?
'Acquire it at agricultural value. Are rates too high ?

Call them " local income-tax " and raise them. Is

fifty minutes from town too far away to house the

democracy? Build a fleet of passenger aeroplanes
and add the cost "to the local income-tax." Are
bricks and tiles too dear? Buy tliem at the cost of

unburnt clay.

Just one deft touch of imagination and difficulties

vanish. Happy State ! No empties, no insurance, no
cost of rent collection, no visits from sanitary authori-

ties on account of infectious disease, no flitting or

dirty tenants, drains and plumbing, always well-be-

haved, no cracked coppers or broken ranges, no leaky
roofs. One per cent, per annum will cover these and
many other items, and provide for the ultimate scrap-

ping of these desirable residences.

But the discovery of the detached house costing
'£^00, " complete in point of fitments " and of the
rental value of ;^45 per annum, is as epoch-making as

the invention of motors or aeroplanes. It must not be
allowed to be buried in the comparative obscurity of

your columns.
Mr. Money must arrange to read a paper at the

R.I.B.A. on " Dream Dwellings " in conjunction with
his architect, who might follow with " The Visionary's

Villa."

As one of the poor democracy who pays local and
(Other income-tax, I trust our progress may continue
slov/ until wider knowledge, clearer vision, and
sounder finance point to saner progress.—I am, sir,

etc., Arthur F. Usher.
London, E.C., September igth, 19 13.

CANADA
is the best field for investment today. The record

grain crop that has been harvested will benefit every

town and city, but most of all

SWIFT CURRENT
the fastest arrowing town in Canada, lying in the

centre of Saskatchewan's greatesf^heat district,

and soon to be made a city.

See what the Railways Intend doing at

Swift Current in the near future.

(Tbis map is reproduced from one issued by Swift Current Board of Trade,)

CAMERON & ANDERSON,
LTD..

56, Bishopsgate, London, E.G.,

Are oflfering the careful investor plots of land adjoining the town

at /lO each, measurinj; 25 feet wide by 120 feet long. You can

buy them on your own terms of payment.

Swift Current's building in 1913 shows a higher percentage,

increase than any other town or city in the province of Saskatchewan,

and the Railways have marked the town down for large develop-

ments, as the Board of Trade map, reproduced above, shows.

The lots in Kensington Gardens, Swift Current, which we are

offering, are the cheapest ever offered to the British investor and,

therefore, constitute a bona fide ground-floor investment.

Why should you not grasp this opportunity, and

become one of the many who have made fortunes both

great and small by investing in cheap land near a

growing town ?

Fill in the attached coupon and post it to us without delay.

It binds you to nothing, and will bring you good profits.

COUPON.
Mettrs. CAMERON & ANDERSON, Ltd., 55, Bishopsgate, Loadoa, E.C.

Please mail me, post free. Map Booklet and full particulars of

your Freehold Lots in Swift Current.

Jfame ..••

Address

E,V.
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n "THE SHORTHAND
W OF DRAWING"
7f^ as London's leading art editor has described the ABC
Ajr Method, has revolutionised art tuition. It teaches rapid,

accurate sketching in a fe-.v hours by correspondence

lessons. The complete Course contains hundreds of

original devices for obtaining immediate facility in well-

paid commercial art. By an arrangement with the

Association of Designers students are provided with

commissions on attaining proficiency. Write to-day for

Booklet T, containing full details and opinions of leading

gj artists, busing men. Press, and students, to Secretary,

jjS ABC School of Drawing, 48 Chancery Lsne,
MB London, E.C.

t>OOKS.—SECOND-HAND AT HALF PRICES. New at 25%^ discount. 1.000,000 volumes on every conceivable subject. Send for
Catalogues (post free), and state wants. Books sent on approval. Books
purchased. Best prices —W. & G. FOYLE. 121/3. Charing Cross Road. London.
W.C. ('Phone: Gerrard 8180.)

Authors wanted, known and unknown, to communicate.
•* Every description of literary work required. No fees whatever.—Write
for particulars, in first instance, to " Publishers." 872, SelTs Advertising Offices.

Fleet Street. London. Special attention to new writers.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES BY POST.
Efficient Postal Lessons by Eversley System in

MODERN LANGUAGES. LATIN and GREEK.
DIRECTOR, EVERSLEY LANGUAGE INSTITUTE,

43, Great Tower Street, London, E.G.

FOR £2 17s. 6d.—A WEEK IN BRUGES, WITH A VISIT
TO THE GHENT EXHIBITION, starting any evenins. can be arranged

throngh the Everyman Tours Department ; or a Week in Ghent, starting on
Saturday, can be had for £i 12s. 6J. Accommodation and three meals per day
l)rovtded at biRh-class Pensions.—Send for full particulars to Everyman Tours
Department, Aldine House. Bedford Street. London, W.C.

FRENCH AND GERMAN LESSONS by English-speaking
German lady; certificated, experienced teacher; conversational method:

preparation for exams.—Write, A. K., 185, Stanstead Road. Forest Hill, S.E.

Morley College, Waterloo Road, S.E.

24 HISTORY LECTURES BY ARTHUR JONES, M.A., on

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION
FRIDAYS, 8 p.m. Fee, 2/6 for the Session.

A thrre years' University Tutorial Course to begin on October 3rd, Period

:

From the Outbreak of the French Revolution to tlie Fresent Time. Special
attention wi.l be given to the tconomic aspect of the problems discussed.

STAMMERING effectually cured by correspondence or personally.
Treatise lent free. — N, H. MASON, 30. Fleet Street. London.

Established 1876.

'"THOUGHT. THE BUILDER."—A new method of seU-
^ development and unfoldment along novel lines, practical and helpful.

Is 2d.—TALISMAN PUBLISHING CO. (Dept. 9i. Harrogate,

TO AUTHORS.
SERIAL STORIES wasted for PopoUr Weekly Masazioes aad Newtpaptrs.

Must be strong in love interest and dialogue, rapid in action,

and have abundance of incident. Length from 60,000 to 80,000

words.—Apply, A, B., E. J. REID & CO., Advertising Agents,

Basing House, Basinghall Street, London, E.C.

SLOAN-DUPLOYAN SHORTHAND learned in twelve lessons
--80 words per minute in One Month. Simple. Rapid. Legible. Practical.

Mr. Herbert V. Rickard. of Camden Town, states :
" I can now write 160 words

per minute quite easily, and have secured a splendid appointment as Secretary to
a Member of Parliament." Illustrated handbook. Testimonials, and Lesson
free.—SHORTHAND ASSOCIATION, 269, Holbom Hall. Gray's Inn Road.
London. W.C. Telephone 6111 Holborn.

UINTS ABOUT THE GRAMOPHONE.—Whether you have
^ ^ a gramophone or are about to buy one, you should read this book. l,/6

Post Free. "A unique and intensely interesting book."

—

M%isic Trades Review.
Rowell & Sons, 68. Roscbcry Avenue, London. E.C.

AN EXPEDITIOUS METHOD OF WRITING. %ifii^.^
Stk Edition. An Origi.ial System of Abbreviated Longhand Writing for the use

of persons unacquainted with Shorthand. Of great value for making Private
Memoranda, taking Notes of Lectures, and the like. Price 9rf. per copy, post free,

from J. F. Sprites, 21, PttcnosUr S^ Loadoo. E.C Catalogue Free. Pttase name Patter.

CHARLOTTE BRONTE'S LETTERS.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—Your correspondence column relating to

Charlotte Brtxite not yet being closed, I venture to

suggest that the following extract from a letter written
by her in the same year, and apparently either the
same month, or only one later than the one describing
to the professor her fast-failing sight, be inserted for

the benefit of those readers of your pages who as yet
have not familiarised themselves vvith her " Life " as
presented to us by Mrs. Gaskell. Thus she writes to

a friend:

—

"Ten years ago I should have laughed at your
account of the blunder you made in mistaking the
bachelor doctor for a married man. I should have cer-

tainly thought you scrupulous over-much, and wondered
how you could possibly regret being civil to a decent
individual, merely because he happened to be single,

instead of double. Now, however, I can perceive that
your scruples are founded on common sense. I know
that if women wish to escape the stigma of husband-
seeking, they must act and look like marble or clay-

clod, expressionless, bloodless ; for every appearance of

feeling, of joy, sorrow, friendliness, antipathy, admira-
tion, disgust are alike construed by the world into the
attempt to hook a husband. Never mind ; well-mean-
ing women have their own consciences to comfort them
after all. Do not, therefore, be too much afraid of

showing yourself as you are, affectionate and good-
hearted ; do not too harshly repress sentiments and feel,

ings excellent in themselves, because you fear that some
puppy may fancy that you are letting them come out

to fascinate him ; do not condemn yourself to live only

by halves. . .
."

For my own part I have felt there has been some-
thing sadly lacking from all the articles written about
Charlotte Bronte's correspondence with Professor

Heger. To me, there seems to have been a total dis-

regard of any Higher Power influencing and directing

the hearts and minds of these two. May it not be that

the all-guiding hand of God Himself arrested any out-

ward sign of response and laid upon the lonely genius

of the moors the heavy burden of unsatisfied heart-

craving, lest by winning one atom of return for the

immeasurable admiration she herself bestowed the

strong heart of Charlotte Bronte should ever condemn
itself as unworthy?
Reading one of these letters in the original French

:

" Cette faiblesse de vue est pour moi une terrible

privation ; sans ceia, savez-vous ce que je ferais, Mon-
sieur? J'ecrirais un livre et je le dedierais h mon maitre
de litterature, au seul maitre que j'aie jamais eu—

k

vous, Monseur I Je vous ai dit souvent en frantjais

combien je vous respecte, combien je suis redevable h.

votre bonte, k vos conseils. Je voudrai le dire une fois

en anglais. Cela ne se peut pas ; il ne faut pas y penser.

La carrifere des lettres m'est ferm6e. . . . N'oubliez pas

de me dire comment vous vous portez, comment
madame et les enfants se portent. Je compte bientot

avoir de vos nouvelles ; cette idee me souris, car Ic

souvenir de vos bontes ne s'effacera jamais de ma
m6moire, et tant que ce souvenir durera le respect que
vous m'avez inspire durera aussi." . . .

it strikes me that the real spirit of the letters can only

be judged rightly in the language in which they were

written. The tender, musical terms of homage and

regard in French suffer terribly when translated into

our blunt, insular tongue. In any case, the translation

of this particular letter omits to give us the sincere

expressions of esteem and remembrance with which

the writer closes.

Surely in these days, when such lives as Charlotte

Bronte's are rare, those who would censure the one

gleam penetrating tlie sullen gloom surrounding life in

the Haworth parsonage—the joy of writing exquisitely

phrased letters to the one being she had met whose
intellect was at all on an equal with her own—must
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be possessed of minds as gross and calumnious as they
are ignominious and contemptible.

I read Charlotte Bronte's Life for the first time
seven years ago on leaving school. She was then, and
still is, my ideal of English womanhood ; and the
whole volley of articles, letters, criticisms, etc., which
these subsequent revelations have produced have
aroused in me a most nauseating sense of indignation.
—I am, sir, etc., G. Davis.
Wandsworth Common, S.W.-

[This correspondence is now closed.]

"TO SEE THE SEA."
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I have to acknowledge the sums of 8e. from
W. W. R. and 2s. from R. J. on behalf of my " To See
the Sea " scheme.—I am, sir, etc.,

St. Barnabas' Vicarage. ,-. ^^ Frank Swainson.

•^ *^ »5*

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
The World's Daughter, by Cyril Harcourt (John
Lane, 6s.), is written in the first person, and deals with
an obvious and conventional type of woman. The
story suffers severely from the form in which it is

written ; it needs the genius of a Thackeray to create
a character sufficiently strong to tell other people's
histories and, at the same time, preserve the aloofness
which is essential for the success of a narrator. The
difficulty that meets an author at the outset is just this

:

a first-person story must not emphasise the qualities

of the teller of the tale, and yet, if his personality is

too colourless, no one will care to read the book. It is

the latter pitfall in which Mr. Harcourt has fallen.

Throughout the piece Jerry is a colourless, almost
inane individual, and his lack of grip is emphasised
by the extreme stress laid en the heroine's strength of
will. Ursula is supposed to be a modern tom-boy,
one of those fictional characters that, stereotyped and
unreal, are trotted out at intervals to bolster up a
feeble plot For the rest the story is written in a
fairly easy style, with glimpses of humour and an occa-
sional flash of characterisation that make us regret
the author should have selected the out-worn theme
on which he has based his performance. The light-

ness of touch carries one along from page to page, so
that, even while we criticise, we go on reading. There
is an occasional lapse into the melodramatic which at
times touches the bizarre, notably the interview be-
tween Jerry and the woman of Piccadilly Circus, to
whom, of all persons in the world, he turns for advice
as to the best course to pursue in relation to the girl

he hopes to make his wife.

9 9 9
Mr. A. C. Benson is more notable as a man of letters

than as a novelist. When, however, he issues a work
of fiction, one is sure to find a volume provocativN;

of thought and distinguished in style. WATER-
SPRINGS (Smith, Elder and Co., 6s.) opens with a feli-

citous description of Beaufort College, Cambridge. He
sketches the old courtyard with the ivied buttresses
and mullioned windows until the scene rises before
you, and you visualise the charm of the place. The
story centres round Howard Kennedy, Fellow and
Lecturer to the College. A man of singular charm of
personality, liked by the undergrads and esteemed
by his contemporaries, he finds himself at forty years
of age conscious of that feeling of dissatisfaction which
comes on men verging on the middle period of hfe.

YOUR BROWN BOOTS
BECOME SHABBY-LOOKING

BECAUSE YOU DO NOT USE

"Kiwi" TAN STAIN-POLISH
"KIWI" is a PA?TE POLISH ih.l i^iv, •. r> BBII MANT Polish
THAT LASTS, an 1 at s;.n\e tim<- IT STAINS Tilt LEATHEB

TO ANY SHADE OF BBOWN YUU DESIRE.

Obtainable in Ibe following sta

LIGHT TAN—I'or light shades cf brown.
BROWN— For mtdiiim r.hadcs of brown.
DARK TAN- I'or dark shades and discoloured brown boots.
OX BLOOD—New ujaroon shade as new worn.

' KIWI" POLISHES are also supplied in a sopetior jet BLACK.
TAN (r.cn-staiii) and special PATENT LEATHEB Polish for
dr(";<i beets and shceF.

' KIWI " preserves and keeps tbe leather soft and pliable, and will

not crack it.

' KIWI " gives a BRILLIANT. QUICK and LASTING SHINE.
and is abcolnielv waterproof.
KIWI " TAN &TAIN-POUSHES n-.ake shabby Brown footwear
like new. and keep pclfing hoots, kefinR'i. bells, <ia>ldlcry and
Dcilitary accoutrenicnts in perfc-ct colour and condition.

If yoer Boot Polish supplier does not
stock " KIWI " send us 6d. in stamps
and we v;ill t>cst yon a tin. State shade
required. Mor.ey returned if not satisfied,

THE "KIWI" BOOT POLISH CO.
(Dept. O.)

Factcry :— IT-it^. Verulam Street. Gray's
Inn Ro^. London, E.C.

TYPEWRITING of every description under expert literary super-
vision, front fid. per 1.000 wocds, paper i4)cluded. — Dtpt. E. THE

NATIONAL TYPEWRITING BURliAU. 199. Strand. W.C.

DISMISS YOUR LANDLORD.- Ycu can spend the money to
bolter ac'.var.laKe and live in yonr own hctj:e. See " ICvery Man bis own

I.anulord." Pest free on application to Manaeer. 2^. Bishopsgate, Loiulon, E.C.
Mention Everyman.

FIGURE DRAWING
Taught in a series cf Pcslal Lessens at a Moderate Fee by means of the

Hulmc'Sydney System
Tbe meiliod of traininf: enables the Student lo draw ihe Human Fifiare
accurately, and from memory, in a comparatively short time. Send a stamp for
Illustrated Booklet to The Director.

THE HULME-SYDNEY SCHOOL OF FIGURE DRAWING,
No. 8* Gisburn Mansions, HornscT, London, N.

BOOKKEEPING SIMPLIFIED —Send postcard to-day for
particulars of the celebrated "New Rapid " Lessons, sliowing how to keep

any set of books in one month without mistake.—Secretary. 141, Holbom Hall
College, London, W.C. Telephone: 6111 Holbom.

FRENCH in aWEEK
An entirely new method by which anynne can

learn to speak French fluently IN ONE WEEK>

The Provincial Newi says :
" We iiave no hesitation

whatever in syyins that, simply by carrying out tbe
directions contained in this little book, anyone, without
previous'y knowing a single word of the language, can,
m owe week, learn quite sufficient to be able lo make
himself perfectly understood on all ordinary subjects."

The Cycling Record says : " To me: cliants, clerks,
tourists, and, in fact, everyone who does not already
know French, we say, 'Get this book at once, for it is
worth its weight in gold.'"

Hundreds of other Press Opinions and Testimonials.

Ccr;plete with French Phrase Book, post free, 2*. Id.
{per Posul Order).

e IMPERIAL PUBLISHING CO. <0 Dept),
ddenswicK Road, Hammersmith, London, W.

THE NEW SHORTHAND
SONOSCRIPT. popularly knowna* " the New Shorthand."

is ao extremely umple that it can be completely
LEARNT IN A FEW HOURS.

The Phonographic Review, in a long article in

praise of the systetn, sajs:—"We acknov;ledged the
receipt of the book, written acccrdinf; to ihe system of
which it is an exposition, by the next post."
The ChristlDD Leader says:—"A smaii youth who

flives his mind lo tbe task iritcht be writkm tbe system
\v:ih iluency in a couple of days."
The London Figaro says:—"A truly remarkable

sysicm. . . . Bids fair to supersede the older methods.
. . . We confidently recommend it."

Hundred* of other Preitx Sotitxs and Testimon'tlis,
Success Absolutely Gaaranteed.

,V.B.—Employers when enfiaginfi stcnojirap.hers now invaiiably select
those writir.g Soncs.cript. as they themselves can so easily learn to read
and write it. Cr.iMiIfte, with "Hints to Tvpi?.ts," post free. 2s. Id. (per
Postal Order).—The Imperial Publisbing Co. (O Dept.) 42. Paddeos.
wick Bd., Hommersmith. London. W .

' f
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He feels he is without any vital interest, and the ad-
vent of Jack Sandys increases the discontent. Jack
is a great favourite with Kennedy and with most other
people. lie is a typical study of youth, with all its

limitations, crudities, and vanity, but possessed of that
vital desire to know " real things " that carries a young
man so far along the road to success. The chapters
dealing with life at the 'Varsity are among the best in
the book, and it is with regret that we leave the Col-
lege for a small country village, whither Kennedy goes
to visit his aunt and incidentally analyse his spiritual

condition. Mrs. Graves, the aunt in question, is a
delightful old lady, who is described as making "re-
ligion an art "

; but, while her particular philosophy is

admirably adapted to her own requirements, it does not
suggest anything very hopeful or new. She tells

Kennedy that the great thing to do is to develop the
power of loving so that individuals will count but little

as compared with the fact that they are there to be
loved. She explains that it does not hurt her to feel

that a future life may separate her from all those she
cares for, so long as there are other people on whom
she can lavish her affection.

" It is the power of caring that matters, more than
the power of caring for particular people. . . . You
see, I do not believe .... in memory lasting. , . .

When I die, I do not feel sure that I shall have any
recollection of you or Maud or my own dear husband.
. . . But I have learned how to love, and you have
learned how to love, and we shall find others' souls to
draw near to us as the ages go on ; and so I look
forward to death calmly enough, because wherever I am
I shall have souls to love and I shall find souls to love
me."

Kennedy ftnds a cure for the vague discontent that
troubles him in the love of Maud, Jack's sister, whom he
marries to his own and his aunt's contentment. The
psychological analyses of the author are brilhantly
thought out and expressed, and it is hardly necessary
to add that the book is written in a leisured, scholarly
fashion, characteristic of Mr. Benson. But, while the
spiritual experiences of Kennedy are admirably dealt
with, that portion of the book that deals with life at
College remains the most convincing.

® © ®
Miss Cynthia Stockley has published a book called

The Dream Ship (Constable, 6s.). It is a very
mystical kind of book indeed, and at times the
symbolism is of so involved a character that it is diffi-

cult to determine whether the author is alluding to

things as they are or as they appear in the realm of

imagination. The hero of the novel is an Irishman
given over to dreams which have so strong a hold on
him that he is in danger of living in a world of illusion.

He is shocked back to reality by meeting one Valen^
tine, a marvellous woman, who combines physical

beauty of a rare order with unique mental attributes,

and fascinations of so fatal a character that no man
can resist her. She is in effect the type of syren
beloved by novelists of a certain school; and one is

used to find her in the guise of an adventuress. Miss
Stockley goes one better, however, and depicts the
.woman as an entirely good as well as infinitely chcirm-

ing person. She is by way of being a journalist, and
her abilities are stupendous. The tale of her excels

lences, indeed, becomes a trifle boring ; such a woman
never lived, on land or sea, and, as coiKjuest follows

conquest, one longs that some accident may happen
to this universally adored one. Westenra, the chief

mystic of the story, the Irishman above referred to,

finally carries off the prize ; the lady, who has already
been married and whose matrimonial experiences have
not been of a pleasing nature, decides she will leave

the world she has dazzled so successfully and retire

to South Africa, where she spent her early girlhood.-

Westenra, who has occupied his leisure time in.making.
scientific discoveries calculated to revolutionise the
world of industry, and is in the running for the Nobel
Prize, abandons his studies at her behest and accom-
panies her to the Dark Continent, there to trek into
remote regions where no man has trod, to hunt big
gcime, and lead generally an idyllic existence. On
the whole, our sympathies go out to the mystic, and
we hope that Valentine will give her fascinations for a
time a rest. s> » »

It is not often we meet with an author who has
mastered the art of writing fairy stories of the type
that boys and girls appreciate and eagerly devour,
Mrs. Kathleen Clare Watson has written some charm-
ing tales which form the first volumes of the WONDER-
LAND Series (Jarrolds, is. net). The author has
realised the necessity of investing the things of every-

day life with the magic potentiality that for every child

lurks in familiar objects. A chair that will suddenly
turn into a dragon appeals to a child much more than
the advent of a fantastic creature of which he has
never heard. " The Flying House," perhaps the best

of the three stories, gives the genuine thrill. The
adventures of the boys who go to the magic cottage
are of the kind that small people dream about and
hope one day to emulate, and their fearful joy when
the cottage suddenly and without warning flies through
the air is the real right thing. " Sea Foam," being
the adventures of a doll, makes a dainty story.

The children of the tales belong neither to^the goody-
goody type nor to the more modem cult of precocious
infants; they are ordinary wholesome children, and
the calmness with which they accept the magical
happenings is eminently realistic. Mrs. Watson is to

be congratulated on having achieved a very difficult

thing. She writes real stories for real children, and
brings that suggestion of mystery into her work
without which no fairy story can exist

& & &
We are accustomed to regard Mr. Maurice Hewlett

as pre-eminent in the world of romance. Ever since
his inimitable novel, "The Forest Lovers," his
admirers have expected from him stories set in a by-,

gone age. He has pre-eminently the capacity for
creating an atmosphere, and sets his theme with such
consummate skill that we visuahse not only the
characters, but each detail of their surroundings.
Prosper Le Gai is as much alive as any hero of
modem days, yet the tale is never marred by any sug-
gestion of other times than those in which he lives.

The same magic touch is found in the " Queen's Quair "

and " The Song of Renny." In his latest novel,

BenDISH (Macmillan, 6s.), Mr. Hewlett makes a new
departure. The story is laid in the time of William
IV. and the period is that immediately preceding the
passing of the Reform Bill. We are taken into an
atmosphere of politics—a |ar cry from the green glades
of the forest of mystery—and introduced to wire-

pullers and intriguers galore. Bendish is a young
aristocrat of brilliant attainments and quick emotions
who throws himself headlong into every passing phase
of interest It is in effect a study of prodigality as

applied to character. Swayed by each passing gust
of enthusiasm, Bendish chops and changes, suiting his

political course to the wind of temporary advantage.
The character of Roger, the stolid young Englishman
whose native honour and fidelity out-match the other's

more showy gifts, is admirably drawn. He wins the

girl on whom Bendish has finally decided to bestow
his affections, and wins her at a time when the prodigal

(ConH)nicd on fage 798.
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-COLDS BIM THE HE4D,
£> ATTJkWBOn BRONCHITIS AND
t>/% I /%lml€ll9 ASTHMA, &c.

Cheapest, Simplest and Most Effective Remedy.
The Antapuil Medical (Nasal) Appliance and MedicamenU is the cheapeat and
most eflective 'I'reatmtnt lor Catanh, Colds in tlie Head, Bioiichial troubles, etc.

So simple in use, so certain in
its efficacy, and yet «o very
cheap. It costs only as. ic^d.,
yet to alt who sufTer from
Catarrh and kindred troubles, it is

worth its weight in ^old. It is a
transparent, selt-actiiig, continuous
and curative jDlialer, which rests
quite ]i|;htly and naturally inside
the nostrils, and may be worn
with complete comfort at business
or pleasure. Quite unnoticeablc.
Charees every breath with a sooth-
ing, nealth-restorin^ medicament.
Quickly clears nose, throat and
diest, relieving stuflfed nostrils and

, hard breathing;. Can be applied

2 easily or removed in a moment,
and (Carried in a waiatcoat pocket
ready for use.

Facts which prove the merits of
COMPLETE Antapsal Nasal Appliances and

TREATMENT Medicaments :-
Cheapest, SiMpUstt mnd most

Scientific,

Easilyplaced and removed.
Cures without any feeling or

inconvenience.
Can be worn anytuhere at any

time, and is unnoticeable.
It rests in the nose—the vital
part.

The Meciicaments are skilfully
and scientifically piepared for the
instant relief and complete cure of
Catarrh, Colds, Bronchitis, Deaf-
ness, Lung Trouble, Hay Fever,
Clogging of Eustachian Tubes, etc.

It is a perfect antidote to tainted
atmosphere.

TBc Aotaptil
Apptinnce.

See these Remarkable Testimonials from
'^velNRnown Users of AntapsaK

The Right Hon. Sill EDWARD CARSON, K.C., M.P., late Attorney-
Qtneral, writes from 5, Eatjn Place, W. :— " ii is a moftx. uselul and
simple invention.''

The COUNTESS ELI8C LEININQEN
wrttea :— '* I h;ive nuSercd from bron-
chitis a:id catanh for many years, and
btcam- almost r.n invalid, borne time
ago I tried your Antapsal Appliances
and felt relieved almost at once, and
am now almost cured, and can get
about quite easily.''

The Famous Novelist, Mrs. C. WENT-
WORTH JAMES, writaa :—" Please ring
me up and leli me what P.O. to send
foe Antapsal and medicament. It is
wonderful,"

SIR ALGERNON COOTE, BART. :—" I

have already purchased two of your
AntapsaU, etc., and find the appliance
very effective."

Mr. EUSTACE MILES, M.A.,thefamous
University Coach, Health Scientist and
Adviser, writes :— " l shallcertainlv get
a few (Antapsal outfits) and send them
from lime to time to Health-pupils who
require them."

The ANTAPSAL Treatment
complete, including 2 appliances
(large and small size), bottle id in my nose, ycu cm't
of special medicament, glass see it and i can't /edit—
dropper, and spare wads, packed °''^y '^* wondcrjul effects.

in strong plain box ready for use, 2/10^, post free.

To be haJ at Boots' Brr.nches, Lewis and Burrows, and other
retail and wholesale Chemists and large Stores, and by post direct
from the proprietors :—

BRITISH ANTAPSAL CO., Ltd. (Dept. E), 7-8, Vernon House, Sicilian Avenue, Bloomsbury, London, W.

TVyj EMORY TRAINING.—Students and others who contemplate
^' ^ taking up a course of training during the winter months, should send a
postcard to G. H. Cox, 3, Farringford, Tettenhall Road. Wolverhampton, for
full details of a new and improved system.

LJIGHEST PRICES FORYOUR DISCARDED TRINKETS.—
^ ^ Gold, Jewellery, Watches, Chains, Rings, Bracelets, Silver. Antiques, or
Valuables purchased for cash by FRASERS. the best and most reliable firm.
Established 1833. Reference, Capital and Counties Bank. Strict privacy
guaranteed. Fairest valuation assured. Utmost cash value or offer by return.—
FRASERS (Ipswich). Ltd.. GoMsmiths, Desk 75. Princes Street. Ipswich.

TTHE "Natural" Treatment for Constipation given by Thomas
*• Macinlyre, Diet Specialist, Cullercoats. Northumberland. Remarkably
successful. Stamp for particulars.

A RTISTS.—Pictures, Posters, Drawinj?s, Photos, placed at highest
^*' prices, and illustrating work obtained. Terms (lowest in London) free.

—

Cambridi^e Art Agency. 8, Henrietta Street. W.C.

KEEP YOUR BOYS
AT HOME.

Your boys will be deli^jhted
with a Billiard Table In the
borne. No m.ittcr how small
your room is tlierc is a Kiiey
Table to fit it. RlLEY'sMlNlA-
TURE BILLIARD TABLESflive
a perfect game—so truly arc

3 they proportioned. Prices
from £3 7s. 6d. The 8ft. 4ln.
size at £3 5a, Is suitable for
most rooms. Riley's Combine
Bllilard and Dining Tables

from £13 lOs. Cash or Easy Payments. Prices Include all acces-
sories and seven days" free trial.

FREE on rcceii>t of i>ostcard. full detailed tJUtstrated Catalogue.

E. J, RILEY, Ltd., Genoa Mills, Accringfton.
J.n:uioft Sfu-.u-y'-r,n>^: 147. AliL^rsaafc St.. EC. ^

BOOK BARGAINS. — Write for GLAISHER'S (136 -page)
CATALOGUE of PUBLISHERS' REMAINDERS. (New Books offered

at discounts from 50 per cent, to 80 per cent, off the published price.) Post free on
application.—WILLIAM GLAISHER, Ltd.. 265. High Holborn, London, W.C.

PRENCH LESSONS FREE.—On receipt of 6d. for postage, we
* shall send free a month's course of our French Self-Tuition Method. Full
Course. 10%. 6d. Send also Ijd. for a copy of our Anglo-French Journal.
Subscription, 1/6 per annum. Also lessons in all landuages at the School and
by Phonograph.— Rosenblnm Languag^i Institute, 26. High Holborn. London.

CHORTHAND.—A CLERGYMAN'S OPINION: "With the
*^ entire charge of my large working-class congregation (of 2,500 people) I

coiild only take an occasional snatch at your work, and it is wonderful how soon
I have become proficient. To me it was most fascinating, and I think Sloan-
Dupl(jyan just perfect. I shall in future, as I have already done, speak to our
young peojile about it, especially where some of them spend months in prepara-
tion for ofhce work."—From Rev. T. A. Smyth, The Manse. Shaftesbury Square.
Belfast. SLOAN-DUFLOYAN is acquired in a few weeks, and is guaranteed
the most rapid and reliable systom in use to-day. Send for interesting illus-

irate<l h:indbook. with specimen lesson free, direct from the inventor.

—

Sloan-Duployan Headcuiarters, Dept. W.. Ramsgate.

WESTBOURNE PARK BUILDING SOCIETY.
ABSOLUTE
SECURITY

FOR
SAVINOS.

INTEREST.— 3 to 5 per cent, according to class of
investment— I*aid Half->-early— (rce from
Inconne Tax Deduction.

Prospectus, etc.. of—C. Johnston HfRT. F-C.I.S.. Sec.

Office: 136, WESTBOURNE TERRACE. LONDON, W.

£ C for an appreciation of contemporary poets ; £5 for lyrics

:

**'-' see The Poetry Review, all booksellers, 6d. net; edited by Stephen
Phillips, and published monthly by The Poetry Society. 17, Surrey Street, W.C.

OTAMMERING.—Prof. Miall, the I-ondon Specialist, who has
*^ been visiting the Principal Public Schools with such remarkable success, is

now open to take a few cases in London and Provinces on reasonable terms.
—Address. 6, Argyll Place, Regent Street. London.

•yHE AUTHORS' ALLIANCE place MSS. promptly and on
^ best terms. Literary work of all kinds dealt with by experts who place
Authors' interest first. Twenty years' ex(*erience.—2, Clement's Inn, W.C.

IJEIGHT INCREASED.—By adopting my simple system you
* ^ can put inches on to your height in three months; no apparatus; no
medicines : ordinary habits retained.—Send three penny stamps for particulars

and testimonials to Professor Prowse, 13. North Knd ChanUjers. Crovdon.

DEVELOP YOUR WILL POWER, Concentration, Self-

Reliance, Memory and Personal Magnetism by "The St. Settef Course"
(4 lessons). Recommended by Public Opinion, etc. Fee Zli. Particulars free.

—THE ST. SETTEF INSTITUTE (DEPT. 5). PERTH.

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF COMMERCE. — The
C.S.C. enables you to acquire a thorough knowledge of any business

subject, easily and quickly. Write for particulars of C.S.C. methods of

postal tuition.—CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF COMMERCE, 107,

Brixton Road. S.W.

ATHEENIC UNDERWEAR is soft and fleecy, yet guaranteed
Unshrinkable. A far greater choice is offered than in the shops. Write

for patterns di rect to Dept. B7, .Mheenic Mills. Hawick. Scotland.

VARICOSE VEINS.—Recently discovered marvellous remedy

—

Varivane Lotion: 2s. 9d. bottle sent post free (in U.K.) to readers of

Everyman for Is. lOd. Send P.O. to Varivane 22 Dept.. 56. Ludfiate Hill. London.

nryPE-VVRITING of every description carefully and promptly
^ executed, 7d. per 1.000. Duplicating and Copying. Cambridge Local.—
Miss NANCY McFARLANE. 11, Palmcira Avenue. Weslcliff. Essex.

EACH FOR SHORT STORIES of merit.

Every story is carefully read by an Author of repute.

Enclose stamp for particulars to

—

AUTHOR, " KiNTVRE," Cedar Road, SnTTON, ScRRBV.
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feels the most need of her sympathy. He has veered

from one side to the other in the matter of reform, and
at the final stage is rejected by both parties. It is

when he realises that he is discredited in politics that

he decides to go to Rose—one of those charming and
feminine creatures that the author-knows so perfectly

how to draw. Brilliant as is the dialogue, witty with

epigram and paradox, clever as is the novel as a whole,

we are still ungrateful enough to wish that Mr.

Hewlett would return to his old love and exchange the

world of politics for the country of romance—a country !

of which he is the king.

& » 9
Mrs. Elinor Glin writes in a bright style, if it occa-

sionally deflects into a chatty channel. This author

scored a merited success with the " Visits of Elizabeth,"

since when she has worked a little too assiduously at

the same vein. THE SeqUENXE (Duckworth, 6s.) is

written in the first person, and contains the usual re-

flections on society, with clever descriptions and sly

thrusts at the conventions. The story is told by
Guinevere, a woman with a tiresome husband and a

love affair that occupies much of her thoughts and
many pages of tlie book. The complications are many,

and the tangle is only straightened out at the last

page. We will not forestall the author by dwelling at
]

large upon the plot. Mrs. Glin is a law unto herself,

and she has secured a public that readily endorses her

point of ^'iew. This story, however, is not equal to

that of her previous novels. We find phrases like the

following, " A strange, wild, weird joy is exalting us,"

constantly recurring. Indeed, adjectives of the most

variegated hue pepper her pages profusely.

e> @ ®

The Spanish Marriage (Chatto and Windus, 6s.)

is fairly successful as a historical romance. Miss Helen

Mary Keynes has a happy knack of descript'ion, and
though her situations are somewhat stereotyped and

her plot conventional, her characterisation is careful

and occasionally convincing. The mother of the hero.

Lady Compton, is admirably portrayed, and the young
man's antagonism against his stepfather is one of the

most convincing things in the book. On the eve of

Jier son's departure, for the first time the woman breaks

down and shows him sometliing of what she has

suffered. " Lying on her palm were three small,

jewelled buckles, and with a sudden stab of pain the

boy recognised them for the last of those his mother

had worn at her wedding seven years previously.

Little by little the others had dwindled, one going to

buy the boy's clothes, another to pay the repairing of

the roof, and now she gave her last to him." The
period of the story is 1623, and the time is well

suggested. The introduction of Buckingham is a

mistake, as the author has not succeeded in convincing

us of his reality. She would have done better to have

confined herself to characters devoid of historical

importance. ® 9 9

Mr. C. H. Norman's volume of ESSAYS AND
Letters on Public Affairs (Frank Palmer, 5s.

net) will interest many who are unable to find them-

selves in agreement with some of the opinions

expressed. Indeed, there are some opinions so

expressed in maintaining which Mr. Norman will, we
fancy, find himself in a very small minority indeed.

But there will be no difference of opinion about the

evident sincerity of the author or about his power of

incisive writing. He lays about him with considerable

vigour, attacking judges, politicians, soldiers, news-

paper proprietors, and clergymen with an impartial

and comprehensive anger. It ii fair to add that it is

quite iimpossible to read the book without realising

that this anger is the product of a very real, if somen
times not discriminating, sense of justice. It is alsQ

fair to say that the author succeeds in drawing atten-<

tion to a number of very real abuses, and that, indeed,

no one who desires to get a clear view of the manifold

evils of modem civilisation can afford to neglect this

volume. The book would be more effective if Mr.

Norman had a better sense of proportion. His

principal fault is that he will constantly pass on from
the able exposure of some genuine abuse to what
appears a rather reckless attack upon all established

institutions, good or bad. But there is enough in the

book that is new and valuable to justify its title as a

book that ought to be read.

» 9 »

Beginning with the October i issue, the Christian

Commonwealth will devote a series of special articles

to an investigation of the prevalent unrest among
women. An endeavour will be made to set forth the

causes and consequences of what is known as the

Woman's Movement, and in the course of the inquiry

many important questions bearing upon industrial life,

home life, religion, education, the professions, etc, will

be discussed. 999
An interesting programme of the University Exten-.

sion Lectures for the coming session has just been
issued by the University of London, South Kensing-

ton. In addition to the central courses, which will be

dehvered in the University Buildings and in the City,

lectures will be given at about fifty local centres in

different parts of London and the suburbs, including

Literature, Science, Art, History, Architecture and
Economics. It is interesting to note that in the direc-

tion of teaching of a non-vocational character most
important work is being done by the Board, and atten-

tion is directed to the excellent group of courses

arranged for diplomas in History, Literature, Eco-

nomics and Social Science, and the History of Art
These extend over a period of four years, and pursue

to a high level the study of each subject

NOTICES

EDITORIAL COMMUNICATIONS
Communications for the literary department, books for review,

etc., must be addressed to

—

De. Sarolea,
Editor of "Everyman,"

21, Royal Terrace, Edinburgh.

Owing to the very large number of contributions and articles

submitted, it is advisable that all MSS. should be typewritten.

The Editor cannot under any circumstances enter into corre-

spondence regarding unsolicited contributions. It must be under-

stood that these are sent at the autlior's risk, and that the Editor

is not responsible for their safe custody or return.

BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
All trade and business communications should be addressed to—

The Manager, Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.

Telephone No. 2452 Central. Tcltgraphic A ddress : '

' Templarian London,

"

ADVERTISEMENTS
Applications respecting advertisements should be addressed to

—

The Advertisement Manager of "Everyman,"
Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION

United Kingdom, 13 months. 63. 6d. ; 6 months, 3s. 3d. ; Foreign,

8s. Sd./or 12 months; 4s. Ad. for & mouths, post free. Remit-
tances should be crossed London County and Westminster
Bank, and made payable to Messrs. J. M. Dent & Sons, Ltd.,
Bedford Street, London, W.C,
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.From DENT rAj AUTUMN
'& SONS' ^^ LIST, 1913

The Republics of Central and South America. Their Resources,
Industries, Sociology and Future. By C. Recixald Enock, C.E., F.R.G.S. With Maps and
Illustrations. Square Demy 8vo. lOs. 6d. net.

Athtnceum.—" Mr. Enock writes charmingly and with much skill." Scotsmnn.—" A well-informed, interesting, and instructive book."

France To-Day: Its Religious Orientation^ By Paul sabatier.
Translated by H. Bryan Binns. Crowni 8vo. 6s.

Standard,—" We recommend the book strongly to the British public—indeed, we are compelled to go further and say that it should
ba read by every thoughtful member of the Anglo-Saxon race."

Religious Art in France of the Thirteenth , Century, a study in

Mediieval Iconography and its Sources of Inspiration. By E.mile Mali-:. Crowned by the

Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-lettres (Prix Fould). Translated from the French by Dora
NusSEY. Third Edition, revised and enlarged. With 189 Illustrations. £1 Is. net.

Greek and Roman Sculpture. By a. furtwangler and h. l. ulrichs.
Translated by HoijjVce Taylok. With 60 Plates and 73 Illustrations in the Text. Square
Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

Gothic Architecture in Spain. By George Edmund Street, F.S.A.
Edited by Geokgiana Goddard King. In Two Volumes. Crown 8vo. W'ith Illustrations

and Plans. 6S. net.

The Masters of Past Time. By Eugene Fromentin. Translated from
the French. With Coloured and Half-tone Illustrations. Medium 8vo. 7s. 6d- net.

The Garden City: A Study in the Development of a Modern Town.
By C. B. PuRDOM. With Special Appendices on Land Tenure, Small Holdings, etc., by Haroi-D
Craske, Cecil Harmsworth, M.P., Raymond Unwin, F.R.I.B.A.,etc. With 4 Coloured Illustrations

by T. Friedenson, and over 200 Photographs, Plans, etc. Square Demy 8vo. lOs. 6(1. net.

Korean Folk Tales : Imps, Ghosts and Fairies. Translated for the first

time from the Korean of Im Bang and Yi Ryuk by James S. Gale. Crown 8vo. 3S. 6d. net.

A Book of Fishing Stories. Edited by F. G. Aflalo. With illustrations

in Colour and in Photogravure. Demy 4to. £1 lis. 6d.net.

"^ NOfV READY.
^ NEW VOLUMES IN

"EVERYMAN'S LIBRARY"
SEND FOR FREE 64-pp. BROCHURE.

F«i.c.p THE COLLECTION GALLIA a°t\

Edited by Dr. CHAS. SAROLEA i/- net.

A beautiful Series of French Literary Masterpieces in 'which is represented every
department of French Literature, both Classical and Contemporary.

PROSPECTUS FREE ON APPLICATION.

CHANNELS OF ENGLISH LITERATURE
Edited by Oliphant Smeaton, M.A. Large Crown 8vo. 5s. net each volume.

TJVO NEW VOLUMES
LYRIC POETRY. By Ernest Rhys.

THE ENGLISH NOVEL, By Prof. George Saintsbury, LL.D., University of Edinburgh.

PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED.
ENGLISH PHILOSOPHERS AND SCHOOLS OF PHILOSOPHY.

By Prof. James Seth, M.A.

ENGLISH EPIC AND HEROIC POETRY. By Prof. w. Macneile Dixo>j,

M.A., University of Glasgow.

SEND A POSTCARD FOR FREE PROSPECTUS.

J. M. DENT & SONS, LTD., 137, ALDINE HOUSE, BEDFORD STREET, W.C.
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XtL vTl.f JL Ol iuU/" to every parent

Who will subscribe for the

"CHILDREN'S ENCYCLOP^flDIA" NOW
The volumes of the Children's Encyclopsedia are about to be increased in price

by 20/-, But readers of "Everyman' are offered a brief opportunity of obtaining
these fascinating volumes at the present price. Thus, those who subscribe now
will save 20/- Will you be one of the fortunate parents who, by applying in time,
save this sum—will you accept, before it is too late, this gift of 20/- ? Full particu-
lars will be sent you free, and post free, if you will fill up the coupon below.

QUEEN MABY: "Each
one of the children is

delighted rvith it and
glad to possess it."

By the compelling charm of their contents—by their
delightful pictures—by the simple language in which tha
problems of the child's mind are explained and solved

—

these books have become wells of pure delight for hundreds
of thousands of children and the source of inspiration for
thousands of teachers and parents.
The eight volumes of the Children's Encyclopsedia turn

the nursery or playroom into

A Fairy Palace.

The Children's Encyclopaedia focuses the marvels of the universe to the
understanding of the young intelligence—children who read this work
see a great, true Fairy Tale in all around them.

The Children's Encyclopaedia arouses an early desire for culture—
\ it develops an appetite for knowledge—it reveals hidden miracles
^ in the ordinary objects of everyday life — it brings more than

knowledge to the young mind, it brings understanding.

What prominent people have said

:

\

\

Sir William Treloar—
"Every parent, erery

teacher, every olcrgytoan,
will, when they know tha
book, use it as a help to
the education of children,
and as a means of giving
joy to the young-.'*

SJr James Crichtoa
Browne

—

" It make* an irreaistiWe
appeal to all the dawning
fnculties of childhood, and
cniiuot fail to edify aad
delight t^e rising genera-
tion. Ono lones to bs ft

boy again, and to start
with the rich and varied
equipment this Ent^do-
pcedia offers."

Mr. Benjamin Kldd~
*' If you keep to its high

promise you are iikety to

have more permanent effeota

on the eduoation of the
nation than many Act« ol

Parliament.'*

Sir John Kirk—
" Tou enter the gate of »

positiTe fairyland. I aa
simply amascd at the

wealth of emaaement
blended with inctmotioB,
and also at the aboondiaf
Tariety. The youngsteri
can't tell the powder from
the jam."

\

Save 20/- by Subscribmi: Now.
The 8 volumes will be dcspotchod on receipt
of ono fir st payment of 5/-. to be followed bjr
a fow monthly sub criptionv of the aam*
amount. Thus, when you hava paid us tho
small^ sum of 5/- your children will besin
to enjoy the feast of intellectual delitrht which
'bo Encyclopaed a provides. Fill up the coapoa

tow and you will receive a free booklet show-
insr sample pagres and stating the terms.

"EVERYMAN" COUPOH.

To tha

EDUCATIONAL BOOK CO., Ltd..

17, New Brides St., London. E.C.

Please send mc a copy of " The Chil-

dren's Kiugdom," containine sample

paeesof "The Children's BncycIopaMHi,"

and stating the sabscrlplioa terms for th*

volumes.

Namt _......

Addreu ~. ~~a

Oeeupation „

EM.

Primed by Hazkll, Watson & Vihbv, Ld., 4-8, Kirby Street, Hatton Garden, London, E.a, and Published by J. M. Dbnt & Sons, Ld.,

Aldine House, Bedford Stteet, Covent Garden, London, W.C
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
NOTES OF THE WEEK.

THE Home Rule crisis still absorbs public atten-

tion to a quite extraordinary degree, and
although Mr. McKenna's speech on the question

shows the Government to be in an unyielding mood,
the air is still charged with rumours of compromise
and conferences. It is alleged, on what appears to be
good authority, that the King has held a series of in-

formal conferences with the leaders of both parties,

and that as a result a Round Table meeting will take

place about the middle of next month. Time will tell !>

The Home Secretary's promise of legislation to

enable prisoners who are fined for petty offences to

pay these by instalments is good news mdeed. The
Act is to be of a compulsory character, and practically

insists that magistrates are to give poor offenders

reasonable time to pay. As Mr. McKenna pointed out

in his speech, the Home Office has done its best to

impress upon tlie occupants of the bench the extreme
desirability of not sending a man to prison merely

because they have not at the moment sufiicient money
upon them to meet his demand. They have, however,

consistently ignored these recommendations, with the

result tliat many a home has been broken up, and many
a poor man driven to a career of crime. The new Bill

will force the magistrates to do of necessity what they

should have performed of grace. It is quite the best

thing that Mr. McKenna has done since his somewhat
chequered career as Home Secretary commenced.

The spectacle that DubUn affords is one surely that

has scarcely ever been approached, let alone equalled,

since our civilisation began. The whole city, men,
women, and children, are starving, and the only relief

that reaches them from the outside is the food ships

sent, with splendid generosity, by the Trade Unionists

of Great Britain. It is childish to pretend that this is

the result of .Syndicalism. It has been caused by
sweating wages and housing conditions that are per-

fectly appalling. Whatever mistakes Mr. Larkin and
his associates have made, they have at least established

that fact, and their struggle against inhuman condi-
tions has united every section of the Labour party.

The miners are giving ;£ 1,000 a week. The co-opera-
tive bakers at Glasgow are arranging to despatch
several hundred loaves, and the Trade Union Conn
gress has promised ;^ 10,000.

An unlooked-for result has just attended the opera-
tions of the Aliens Act, whereby undesirables are ex-
cluded from Great Britain. There has just been sen-
tenced to deportation one Harry Kemp, who happens
to be not only an American, but a poet of some dis-^

tinction. Witness the following verses:

—

" I sing the song of the great dean guns that belch forth
death at will.

' .\h, but the wailing mothers, the lifeless forms and still 1
'

1 sing the song of the billowing flags, the bugles that cry;

before.
' Ah, but the skeleton's flapping rags, the lips that speak

no more !
'

I sing the clash of bayonets, of sabres that flash and cleave.
' And wilt thou sing the maimed ones, too, that go with

pinncd-up sleeve? '

I sing acclaimed generals that bring the victory home.
' Ah, but the broken bodies that drip like honey-comb 1

'

I sing of hosts triumphant, long ranks of marching men
' And wilt thou sing the shadowy hosts that never march'

again ?
'

"

Surely a man who can write thus is not quite the
undesirable we want to get rid of ?

"Prophecy," said George Eliot, "is the most
gratuitous form of error," and we are sometimes
tempted to hope that the saying should prove uniformly
right. There are some prophecies whose fulfilment
one contemplates with dread. The same week that
threatens " trousers for women " within ten years
menaces us with the rival of bright and brilliant tex-
tures for men. Heliotrope socks are to be followed by
gorgeous waistcoats and perhaps crimson coats. All
that we can think of to say is—help ! If this is to be,
as we are told, the first fruit of an electric age and
rarefied atmosphere, we feel disposed to start a league
for the coBservation of smokiness.

It is, to say the least, distinctly unfortunate that
Lord Salisbury's speech at the Church Congress on
" Housing Reform "—^a subject in which he has shown
a genuine interest—shoiild have contained a gratuitous
and foolish reference; to baths. in workmen's cottages
being unnecessary and unwelcome. A hundred years
ago, no doubt, it was possible to; regard a bath as
something of an exotic. Squire'W'eston or even Tom
Jones may have indulged but rarely in that daily tub
which nowadays most Englishmen appreciate. But
we are no longer living- in the eighteenth, century, and
the plain fact is that a bath has become an. indispens-
able necessity to health and to that pride of person
which is the best protective against .disease. Any
housing scheme that omits its ^ provision is not worth
the paper it is written on—even though backed by
Lord Sahsbury.

Mr. Henry Arthur Jones is rendering excellent ser-

vice to the nation by the stirring addresses which he
has been delivering this week " up Nortli " on- the need
for an improvement in the theatre. The veteran
playwright laid especial stress on that neglect of

Shakespeare which is oneof -the most distressing

features of the age. It does- seem, however, that there

are really signs of a stirring of the dry bones, and wi-

note as a sign of grace that- the Lord Mayor of Shef
field promised Mr. Jones the warm support of tha!

city in his crusade.

i
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THE NATIONALISATION OF RAILWAYS
Belgium's Example j» j» By M. Emile Vandervelde, m.p.

(Leader of the Belgian Labour Party)

I.

Last March Mr. Asquith received a deputation of the
Parhamentary Committee of the Tnides Union Con-
gress, and, among other things, the delegates asked the
support of the Government in favour of the nationahsa-
tion of mines and railways.

The Prime Minister's reply was not exactly en-
couraging. He declared himself flatly opposed to the
nationalisation of mines, and as for the railways, with-
out being quite so hostile, he objected that, even if the
transfer took place under favourable conditions, before
a year was over the State administration would find

itself at grips with a coalition : merchants would
demand the lowering of rates ; the railway staff would
demand higher salaries and shorter working hours

;

hence there was every chance that, in the long run, all

the advantages contingent upon the taking over of the
railways by the State would be more than counter-
balanced.

IL

That there is a germ of truth in this objection we
have no intention of disputing.

Wherever the State has taken over the railways, the
first years have been full of difficulties, for many
reasons, notably because the public and the staff

showed tliemselves more exacting than under the
previous regime.

But this stage is long since past in Germany, in

Switzerland, and the Scandinavian countries. In Italy,

despite difficulties of all kinds that tend to make the
working not very profitable, things are getting on not
so badly. Even in France, where there was such an
outcry at first when the State acquired the Chemin de
Fer de I'Ouest, the situation is already satisfactory, or
nearly so. And ?% for Belgium, of which I intend to
speak at greater length in this article, if the manage-
ment of the railways, in many respects, leaves some-
thing to be desired, no one would dream of denying
that, for the pubhc and the personnel alike, the State
administration is far preferable to exploitation by the
companies.

Thus, in December, 1911, the Minister of Finance,
in criticising certain details of organisation in the
management, declared :

" To-day no one could think
of taking the running of the railways out of the hands
of the State and entrusting it to private individuals."

And the Premier corroborated in these terms :
" Thai

would mean provoking a revolution!
"

111.

True—forthe very reasons indicated by Mr. Asquith—^the Belgian State Railways are not, and have never
been, a very brilliant affair from the fiscal standpoint,
the point of view of earnings.

Some people have thought differently. Owing
to faulty bookkeeping the conviction was held
that the railways were bringing in substantial
profits to the Treasury. The Minister for Rail-
ways, M. Vanden Peereboom, called himself the
" foster-father of the Minister of Finance." M. Helle-
put, one of his successors, declared that "the railway
was a veritable milch-cow for the State." And on the
strength of these assertions members of Parliament
never ceased demanding reductions of railway rates

for industry and commerce, increases of wages for rail-

way employees, their electors.

But in his Report on the Railway Budget for igcx),

and subsequent reports, M. Renkin, the Prime Minis-
ter, maintained that people had been labouring under
a delusion in imagining that the railways were a

generous source of revenue for the State ; in reality the

situation was not nearly so bright as the accounting
system adopted by the administration gave reason to

believe.

In Belgium, you see—unlike Switzerland, for

example—there is no industrial railway budget
separate from the State budget. The railway budget,
in the form in which it is submitted to Parliament, is

in no way a conspectus of the situation of the railways,

but a bare statement of working costs, containing only
expenditure estimates for the financial year. True, in

its annual report the administration publishes a table

of financial results comparing the net earnings of the
system with its expenses, but the Reporter for 1900
maintained that this balance sheet was based on a

fictitious basis, exaggerating the profits actually

reahsed by the working of the railways.

At all events, since 1906 new rules have been
adopted for the railway accounts which come much
nearer the truth ; and applying these new regulations
retroactively to the past seventy years, the administra-

tion put the total actual surplus at 44,218,631 francs.

But since then, several years having shown a deficit,

the total surplus of the State railways does not exceed
thirty million francs (c. ;£^ 1,200,000).

Thirty million francs net profit, all charges being
met, in seventy-five years' working ! What better proof
could there be that the yearly surpluses are not very
big, and that the excess of revenue over expenditure
generally just suffices to discharge the year's financial

obligations ?

IV.

From the fiscal point of view therefore—contrary
to the experience of the Prussian railways-^the advan-
tages which State ownership offers in the case of the
Belgian railways are wellnigh negligible, and if one
strikes an average tlie profits of the system amount to
a few thousand pounds per annum.

But were it otherwise

—

and to make it otherwise
the administration need only raise rates—^the profits

of the railways would be merely a tax in disguise on
the transport of passengers and goods. Now, we hold
with M. Hubert, Reporter on the Railway Budget in

1905, that such a tax is unjustifiable, and that, as
far as possible, the railways should be run at cost
price.

" Railways," declared M. Hubert, " are not made to
be a source of indirect taxation ; they are, above all, a
public service ; that they demand full remuneration for

the service rendered is no more than fair, and it is im-
possible to give advantages to travellers and trans-

porters at the expense of the Treasury. But when
expenses have been covered, as well as interest and
sinking fund charges on capital, the surplus ought to

be devoted to improvements of the service, reduction
of rates, raising of wages or salaries, beginning with
the lowest."

Such, then, in principle, is the railway pcilicy of the
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Belgian State : run as near as may be at cost price

;

cancel any surplus in favour of the staff and the public.

We must now inquire whether the staff and the
public really do derive benefit from this policy.

V.
And, first, the staff.

AH other conditions being equal, the State in a

democratic country tends to treat workmen better

than private companies, because its employees, enjoy-

ing political rights, are in a position to use them so as

to have better salaries given them or shorter working
days.

But if the employees of the Belgian State Railways
are, generally speaking, better paid than are, or were,

the men in the service of the Belgian companies—there

are two or three of these left—their situation, never-

theless, is far from being entirely satisfactory.

In the study which he has made of the salaries of

the French Nord and the Belgian State Railways, M.
Devys ("Les Chemins de fer de I'Etat beige," Paris,

1 9 10) shows that wages are decidedly lower in Belgium
than in France. But he very fairly points out that

living is much cheaper in Belgium, so that the differ-

ence of the nominal wages is not proportionate to the

difference of the real wages.
Nevertheless, one thing is certain—the bourgeois

State in Belgium pays its employees poorly enough.
Only one ought not to forget, on the other hand, that

workmen in State employ have more security, and are,

perhaps, subjected to less strenuous work than in

private industries.

As the Reporter on the Budget of 1907 remarked:
" The workman or the petty functionary who enters

the public service sacrifices the hope of a higher salary

to the advantages of a permanent billet, with pro-

motion, slow but sure, and a pension guaranteed.

Hence those who prefer not to endure intensive labour

enter State service ; it follows that the State employs
a larger staff than the companies, and consequently it

is induced to pay them worse."

We must, however, note with M. Devys that if the

workmen of the Belgian State are worse paid and more
numerous than those of the French Nord line, that is

no proof that their work is not so hard.

The true cause of the numerically greater importance

of the Belgian staff is the more moderate tariffs of the

Belgian State, which have developed traffic to enor-

mous proportions ; hence the necessity for a corre-

sponding increase of staff.

VI.

And this brings us to the second point—the advan-

tages which State ownership affords the public in

general.

It is indisputable that the State, not having as its

main object the realisation of profits, accords to the

public much greater advantages and facilities than do
private companies.

From this point of view nothing could be more in-

structive than a comparison of the Belgian railways

and the French railways.

The trains in Belgium are more numerous. The
system is constructed in such a manner as to give satis-

faction to all districts, even where the lines built are

far from productive. The carriages on the branch

lines are more comfortable. Finally, the rates are not

so high.

"One need only," says M. Devys (p. 166), "have
travelled ever so short a distance on the French lines

and on the Belgian State system to perceive the clear

advantage of the latter over the former. Since the '

suppression of first-class compartments and the sub-

stitution of reserved seconds, the second-class car-

riages have become as luxurious as firsts in France,
and journeys cost much less. And the passenger who
one day observed to us in Lille station, ' It is de-
lightful to travel in Belgium ; it costs nothing,' seems
to us to sum up in a word the comparison which no
traveller in the two countries can avoid making."

Here we cannot think of giving figures. Those who!
take a special interest in the question will find them in

the book of M. Devys, who sums up in these words

:

" The conclusion to which we are forced by this

study of Belgian tariffs is that they are very moderate

;

lower to a marked degree than French passenger rates,

they are only slightly cheaper for the transport of

goods. But the traffic, heavy in the case of passen-

gers, and short-distance in the case of goods, demands
a very large staff, costly material, and running ex-

penses far higher than those of other lines, and notably
of the FreiKh companies."

VII.

What we have said must not be read as an apologia

for our management of the railways. No one knows
its weak sides better than we do. For long years we
have been demanding, in this matter, the separation of

the State-Government and the State-Industrial ; that

is to say, the autonomy (as in Switzerland) of the
railway administration, the establishment of industrial

accounts, the representation of the staff on the adminis-

trative body, the abolition of a regime of excessive

centralisation, and an often hidebound bureaucracy.

But, if reforms are needful—some, by the way, seem
to be on the eve of accomplishment—no one, we
repeat, dreams of turning back, of reverting to the old

regime of private companies, with their competing
systems, or their amalgamations constituting private

monopolies, the inconveniences and abuses of which
England knows so well.

For proof of this I need only refer to the very in-

teresting statements made on November loth, 1908,

before the Royal Economic Society by Sir George S.

Gibb, ex-director of the North-Eastern Railway. This
unimpeachable witness declared that for years his

study of railway questions, as well as his practical ex- A

perience, had convinced him of the advantages of a
"

well-regulated system of monopoly, and that he could

not wholly disapprove of a plan which would procure
for the country the advantages of this well-regulated

system of monopoly, in whose efficacy he believed,

even if this system had to be established under the

form of State ownership.

Competition, to his mind, creates more evils than it

abohshes, particularly the imperfect and half-hearted

competition which exists in England so far as railways

are concerned, competition which cannot be established

freely on a commercial basis. He recognised that it

was impracticable to bring about a unification or a very

extensive combination of railways, with a wide range,

under the existing system of private ownership.

Are not such words conclusive, coming as they do
from a man in the business? Competition ends in

monopoly ; monopoly ought to be regulated in the

general interest ; this regulation, to be efficacious, de-

mands the appropriation of the railways by the State,

or rather by the collectivity. This evolution has

already taken place, or is in progress, in all parts of the

Continent. Sooner or later, it may be safely pre-

dicted, the same solution will prevail in England, in

the form, probably, in which it has been adopted ia

South Africa and in Australia.
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THE REAL COLLAPSE OF FEMINISM
By Margaret Hamilton

[To realise that sex antagonism, so deftly explained

away by Professor Thomson in his interesting and
able article, does exist, and is a very present thing in

the Woman's Movement of to-day, it is only neces-

sary to look at the facts. The pioneers of Feminism
in the 'eighties and 'nineties were untouched by any
taint of resentment against man as such, and enlisted

in their ranks a whole army of enthusiastic masculine

supporters. Novelists, dramatists, poets, painters,

speakers, and tliinkers of all classes were enrolled

under tlieir banner, and voiced the gospel of the new
Feminism with a trumpet call.

Men of European reputation lent their names and
prestige to the movement, emblazoning the cause upon
the pages of the world's great literature. Ibsen,

Sudermann, Thomas Hardy, are only a few of those

who supported woman's emancipation, and in terms

of unrivalled force and eloquence demanded her re-

mission from the shackles of the conventional morality

that for years had meted out to her crushing punish-

ment for acts regarded as venial in maa
But—and in this, it seems to me, hes the essential

difference between the feminism of that day and its

sterile descendant of the present time—woman
asked for expansion of liberty, freedom of thought

that she might develop her mind, her body, and her

character ; that she might fit herself to exercise a

stronger and more beneficent influence on the genera-

tion

She was Called Upon to Mother.

She desired to acquire tolerance of judgment, to learn

raoderation of desire, and to discover the secret of

comradeship which is the foundation of natural and
healthy relations between the sexes ; and she asked

these things that she might be better fitted to bear

and bring up her children.

Motherhood was regarded by the feminists of that

day as woman's ultimate expression, and it was to fit

her for that expression that she cried out for the

demolition of those social conditions which stultified

her energies and stifled her capacities ; and that this

was so we have only to turn to the literature of that

period to ascertain.

Ibsen, who wrote the gospel of feminism in letters

of fire, sent Nora out of her DoU's-House, away from

her husband and her babies, not that she might found

a colony of women or head a crusade against man,

but that she might learn to be a better mother, a more
efficient v.ife. Sudermann, in " Magda," crashes home
the lesson of the play when, from her varied and some-

what sordid experiences, his heroine emerges cleansed

and triumphant by reason of her motherhood. She
wrings forgiveness from her critics by the strength

with which
She Fights for her Child,

and all the injuries she has received from and inflicted

upon man are expiated by her possession of the child

for whom she has paid so dearly. Tess, sacrificial,

blind to her interests, unselfish and devoted, never

rises to such heights as when she braves supernatural

powers and herself baptises her baby.

Lyndall, in " The African Farm," refuses to marry
her lover on the ground that she does not feel for him
a strength of devotion it is in her to bestow. She
never questions the fact that wifehood and mother-

hood are states in which woman realises herself most

completely, and while we may criticise and qucstioa

the philosophy of the feminist movement of those

days, no flne can seriously deny that, in the main, their

conduct v/as founded on a principle which, even if it

were mistaken, was sincere.

The gospel of feminism at that time was no path
of roses. Canon Barry, in his clever novel, " The New
Anhgone," sketches a woman of the finest type, who
refuses to marry the man she loves, because .she thinks

that only by perpetuating freedom of contract can a
union between man and woman be desirable. She
lives with him as his wife, but declines to permit any
legal ceremony, and the lover, despite his embarrass-

ment and mortification, assents. This course brings

on her head a series of social slights, amounting almost

to persecution, but because she thinks it right she re-

fuses to give v/ay, and not until events change her

opinion and alter her principles does she admit that

marriage is the only possible solution.

Sarah Grand, in " The Heavenly Twins," shows us

The Same Thing from a Different Angle.

Evadne discovers a discreditable episode in her hus-

band's past, and, convinced that a man who could have
done what he had done would prove a most undesir-

able parent, refuses to live with him as his wife. This
course separates her from her family, and incurs the

odium of her friends. She persists in her resolution,

however, and is upheld by the consciousness that,

motherhood being the highest function of woman, she

would be committing a sin if she had a child by a man
she could not respect.

To-day we find in the Woman's Movement an
entire absence of enthusiasm for maternity. The
apotheosis of the spinstc- the woman who, by some
curious process of reasoning, maintains that to bear
a child is to derogate from the dignity of her posi-

tion is the underlying aim of the suffragettes.

Man is the enemy who seeks to filch her liberty,

to impose on her the yoke that is the symbol of sub-

mission. And this antagonism to man includes an
antipathy to those women who—to quote one of their

own phrases
—

" have betrayed the cause and got mar-
ried." It is, in effect, an indictment of nature vented
on man ; a burning resentment against the fate that

caused the spinster to be born a woman.
'It is this sex antagonism, the expression of the

underlying revolt against motherhood, that is respon-

sible for masculine attack on the movement of to-day.

The older feminism drew support from all classes and
kinds of men eager to help woman to obtain greater

liberty ; and the cause of their support is easy to'^deter-

mine. The feminists of the 'eighties and 'nineties

glorified maternity, attached to it an importance which,

though it sometimes led them into strange extrava-

gances, had its roots in one of

The Strongest Passions of Human Nature.

Grant Allen, in his portrait of " The Woman Who
Did," paints for us a mother crucified on the cross of

her belief. Like the heroine of Canon Barry's novel,

she refuses to marry her lover, and, as will be remem-
bered, persists in her determination to the end. She is

involved in the bitterest sufferings, she is maligned for

her belief, and endures the obloquy meted out to the

social Magdalen.
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One may deplore her conclusions, dislike her
opinions, deny her premises, but the fact remains that
she was persecuted for righteousness' sake, inasmuch
as she was punished for adherence to the doctrine that
a woman was likely to be a better wife and mother
were she tied to the man of her choice by love rather

than law. She wjis concerned to fit herself for

maternity, in the belief that motherhood is ^le most
important thing of a woman's life.

To-day that beHef is non-existent in the ranks of
feminism. And its absence is responsible for the
steady tide of mascuhne oppositiorfT It is no question
of votes or no votes for women. The suffrage was
part of that programme of the 'eighties which enlisted
the support of all sorts and conditions of men, not only
dramatists and novelists, men of genius and talent, but
simple and unlettered men, members of the middle class

and of the working class also.

Where is that support to-day ?

What Man of Genius
has concentrated on the suffrage ? What attention do
the militants attain from any considerable body of
workmen or men of the middle class ? I shall be told
of resolutions at Trade Union meetings, of votes of
sympathy moved at Socialist gatherings. Resolutions
were passed in plenty when feminism was a real and
a vital thing ; but, at that time, they materiahsed into
supporters ; to-day such resolutions are of academic
value only, and barren of result.

In every department of the woman's movement you
find a practical advocacy of the cult of childlessness.
Those bodies which advocate State interference be-
tween parent and child among the poor inevitably
include among their most ardent propagandists a
number of women who, devoid of offspring them-
selves, endeavour to take away the children of their
fellows, and in order to discourage maternity penalise
those unfortunate women who have followed their

primitive instincts and borne their husbands a family.

The cry of the older feminism was the right of the
mother to the child, and a considerable section of what
was then termed the advanced movement held that it

was better to dispense with a legal tie, inasmuch as the
law gave an illegitimate child to its mother, while a
lawful wife was dependent on her husband's decisions
in regard to the child's upbringing. But the cry of the
spinster has drowned the voice of Rachel weeping for

her children, and on all sides are the same signs to be
read.

Side by side with the glorification of childlessness

the absence of comradeship has made itself felt In
the 'eighties and 'nineties woman desired greatly to be
accepted by man on terms of friendship. She de-
manded freedom for herself, but at the same time did
not seek to curtail his liberties. She did not superin-
tend his music-halls, nor try to deprive him of his

drinks. On the platform she debated with him with
commendable moderation and lucidity ; freedom of
discussion was a plank in her platform, and the fiercest

opponent of feminism was given a courteous hearing,
encouraged to state his views, and invited to ask
questions.

What Happens at the Suffrage Meeting
of To-day?

Criticism is shrieked down, questions are limited
and carefully revised by the chair, the case for the
opposition is never allowed to be put. The gag that
the feminists of the 'nineties removed from woman, the
militants seek to impose on all opponents of their
views, male or female. Again and again have they
been asked why the mother of a family should be

denied the vote they seek to obtain for a wealthy
spmster. Again and again they have been challenged
as to the political distinction between the wife of a
poor clerk and the wife of a banker, and why the
fact that the latter owns property should make all the
difference. These questions have invariab]y%een un-
answered, save by the stereotyped reply that they
demand votes for women on the same terms as men.
But, in the very essence of things, their demand differs.

A married man, as householder, held the vote years
before the lodger franchise came into existence. Why,
then, is the married woman to be held of less account?
I suggest that the reason is to be found in that sex
antagonism that has given rise to the cult of spinster-
hood, which has grown up within the last decade to an
incredible extent, and though as yet motherhood is not
openly despised, it is tacitly regarded as a less desir-
able condition than childlessness.

And if there should be any question as to the
accuracy of my statement, I draw the attention of my
readers to a very salient fact. The militants have care-
fully excluded the married woman from their suffrage
Bills, except in so far

As she Possesses Property.

It has been said that the cause of this exclusion of the
wife was to be found in an undemocratic spirit, but I

believe the reason lies far deeper than the desire to
glorify the rich at the expense of the poor. It is a
deliberate attempt to penalise marriage, and to punish
a woman who becomes a wife. For clearly the only
practical way in which a married woman can be
qualified to vote is through her husband, and it is

precisely the existence of a husband that sets the sex
antagonism of the militants aflame.
You find this antagonism underlying their literature,

their speeches, and their propaganda. The spinster is

glorified at the expense of the mother. Over and over
again the disabilities of marriage as such are preached
and the joys of childlessness trumpeted. It was left

to Mr. Dickinson to adjust the monstrous injustice
levied against married women by the militants. In
his Bill the member for St. Pancras suggested wives
should be qualified as such, and the militants were
forced to accept his position, but I repeat that no
suffrage Bill emanating from the militants themselves
provided for the wife, save and except she possessed
property.

The Cult of the Childless,

in the very essence of things, must meet with masculine
opposition, and just as the feminism of an older date
produced a rich harvest of literary and dramatic
achievements, so the women's movement of to-day,
with its tacit glorification of the spinster, is barren of
all results. "Ye do not gather grapes from thorns,

nor figs from thistles," and until the feminists realise

that women's chief and most important function is to
bear children, they will advance their cause not a whit.

Where is your great drama of the suffrage ? What
novelist has produced an immortal work preaching the
gospel of the vote. The epic of the hunger strike has
yet to be written, the lyric of the childless still to be
sung.

Feminism has been betrayed'ih her own house, and
her enemy is woman. In its very citadel has the cause
been slain. On the altar of spinsterhood the offering

has been laid, and in the name and to the glory of the
barren woman have the sacrificial fires been lighted.

"EVERYMAN'S" GUIDE TO THE BEST BOOKS
Owing to pressure of space, No. II. of this series will

not appear until our next issue.
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HENRI FABRE, THE FIELD NATURALIST
Provence, that land of the Troubadour, is to-day

happy in the possession of two great poets, two veteran

masters—Frederi Mistral and Henri Fabre. Applied
to Fabre tlie scientist, the designation "poet" is no
misnomer; Victor Hugo, 'tis said, dubbed him "the
Insects' Homer " ; Edmond Rostand greeted him* as
" the Virgil of the Insects "

; and his disciple, Dr. C. V.
Legros, has not hesitated to inscribe on the title-page

of his admirable biography,* " Fabre, Poet of Sience."

While Mistral watched, conjured up, and recorded in

verse, in his beautiful mother-tongue, the romance, the

tragedies and comedies of his fellow Provencals, Fabre
no less intently, no less sympathetically, no less mov-
ingly, obser\'ed and chronicled the idyll and the epic

;of animal hfe in the country of his birth. He who had
himself so long sustained the struggle for existence,

succeeded in identifying himself, as few men have been
able, with the joys, the toil, and the travail of the insect

iWorld ; and, a true interpreter of nature, he cannot but

appear before us as a genuine poet.

It was an inviting but a far from easy task that Dr.

Legros undertook when he began to prepare a life of

Fabre, a life, to quote Fabre's own words in the pre-

face he contributes to the volume, " not exempt from
many cares, yet not very fruitful in incidents or great

vicissitudes, since it has been passed very largely, in

especial during the last thirty years, in the most abso-

lute retirement arid the completest silence." AH the

more credit for liis achievement, therefore, is due to

Dr. Legros, who has proved himself worthy of the task

entrusted to him.

Fabre was and is no misanthropist, but he has

always been singularly independent of his fellow-men.

To this indomitable spirit of independence, indeed,

may be attributed at least some of the neglect from

which he suffered. Friends, of course, he had—among
them John Stuart Mill, his neighbour at Avignon—but

his most valued, life-long friends were the crickets, the

bees, the ants, the caterpillars, the tiny things that skip

and creep and fly. To their homes his visits were

countless and prolonged

:

" Seated for hours before a sprig of terebinth, his eye'

armed with the magnifying glass, he follows the slow
manoeuvres of the terebinth louse, whose proboscis ' cun-
ningly distils the venom which causes the leaf to swell

and produces those enormous tumours, those misshapen
and monstrous galls, in which the young pass their

period of slumber.'

" He watches by night, by the dim light of a lantern, to

copy the Scolopendra at her task, seeking to surprise

the secret of her eggs ; to observe the Cione constructing
her capsule of goldbeater's-skin, or the Processional
Caterpillar travelling head to tail along their satin trail,

extinguishing his candle only when sleep at last sets his

eyelids blinking. He will wake early to witness the
fairy-like nocturnal resurrection of the silkworm moth

;

' in order not to lose the moment when the nymph
bursts her swaddling-bands ' ; or when the wing of the
locust issues from its sheath and ' commences to sprout '

;

no spectacle in the world is more wonderful than the
sight of ' this extraordinary anatomy in process of
formation,' the unrolling of these ' bundles of tissues,

cunningly folded and reduced to the smallest possible
compass ' in the insignificant alar stumps, which
gradually unfold ' like an immense set of sails,' like the

•"Fabre, Poet of Science." By Dr. C. V. Legros. With a
Preface by J. H. Fabre. Translated by Bernard Miall.
(London : T. Fisher Unwin.)

' body-linen of the princess ' of the fairy-tale, which was
contained in one single hemp-seed."

Here, truly, we see an " inimitable observer," as
Darwin called him, a naturalist who is at the same time
a poet and a philosopher. " Geometers are made,"
wrote Fabre to his brother in 1852, from Corsica
(where, with a salary of £^72 a year, he held the Chair
of Physics at the College of Ajaccio), " naturalists are
born ready-made, and you know better tlian anyone
whether natural history is not my favourite science."

Two years earUer, in 1850—and it is hard to realise

that Fabre, who is still alive, was already twenty-seven
years old when the nineteenth century was at its turn
—Fabre had \sTitten to the same correspondent in

characteristic vein :
" TliC infinitesimal calculus of

Leibnitz will show you that the architecture of the
Louvre is less learned than that of a snail ; the eternal

geometer has unrolled his transcendent spirals on the
shell of the mollusc that you, like the vulgar profane,

know only seasoned with spinach and Dutch cheese."

But Fabre the nattu-ahst is already known to us

through his books, and those who take up Dr. Legros's
biographical study will look for information regarding
the man, as well as for an appreciation of tlie scientist

Nor will they be disappointed. Dr. Legros gives us

an exceptionally vivid picture of the man, his toil and
trials, his characteristics, and his ways of life.

" Franfois Sicard, in his faultless medal and his

admirable bust, has succeeded with rare felicity in repro-
ducing for po.slerity this rugged, .shaven face, full of
laborious years ; a peasant face, stamped with originality,

under the wide felt hat of Provence; touched with
geniality and benevolence, yet reflecting a world of
energy. Sicard has fixed for ever this strange mask

;

the thin cheeks, ploughed into deep furrows, the strained
nose, the pendent wrinkles of the throat, the thin,

shrivelled lips, with an indescribable fold of bitterness
at the corners of the mouth. The hair, tossed back, falls

in fine curls over the ears, revealing a high, rounded
forehead, obstinate and full of thought. But what chisel,

what graver could reproduce the surprising shrewdness
of that gaze, eclipsed from time to ti.Tic by a convulsive
tremor of the eyelids! Wliat Holbein, what Chardin
could render the almost extraordinary brilliance of those
black eyes, those dilated pupils : the eyes of a prophet, a
eeer ; singularly wide and deeply set, as though gazing
always upon the mystery of things, as though made
expressly to scrutinise Nature and decipher her enigmas?
Above the orbits, two short, bristling eyebrows seem
set there to guide the vision; one, by dint of knitting
itself above the magnifying-glass, has retained an
indelible fold of continual attention ; t'nc other, on the
contrary, always updrawn, has the look of defying the
interlocutor, or foreseeing his objoclions, of waiting with
an ever-ready return-thrust. Such is this striking phy-
siognomy, which one who has seen it cannot forget."

It is not surprising to learn from Dr. Legros that

Fabre has a particular affection for Virgil, and tliat he
knows La Fontaine by heart In fact, he owns him-
self a disciple of La Fontaine. Dealing with his style,

Dr. Legros declares there is no sign of artistic writing
in his books. " It is only his manner of feeling and <^

expressing liimself tliat makes him so dear to us. . . .

It is the lover in Fabre that draws us to him ; nothing,

quite like his work has been seen since the days of

Jean de La Fontaine." 'Tis a high compliment, but

not immerited by this great scientist, who, in the words
of Rostand, " thinks as a philosopher, sees as an artist,

and feels and expreses himself as a poet."

SIR J. FORBES-ROBERTSON
The Character Sketch of Sir Johnston Forbes-Rcbertioo i«

unavoidably held oyer natil next Treek's issae.
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BALKAN BARBARITIES
Testimony from the Front

" No State at war with another shall countenance such
modes of hostility as would make mutual confidence

impossible in a subsequent state of peace." So reads

one of the " Preliminary Articles " drawn up by Kant
in his essay on " Perpetual Peace." On this basis the

era of Perpetual Peace in the Balkans would appear
to be remote indeed. The wholesale charges of

atrocities hurled at one another by the whilom Balkan
allies bode ill for the reign of peace in the Peninsula,

and bring home afresh to participants and spectators

the unspeakable horrors of war.

While the passions which find vent in war are still

raging, it is, of course, difficult for the onlooker to

know how much or how little to believe of the awful
allegations of Greeks and Bulgarians. Sentiment is

so apt to colour our views. Those who were hailed

as heroes and crusaders by their comrades-in-arms
and by their sympathisers in Europe when the enemy
was the Turk, are suddenly transformed in the eyes of

their former admirers and allies into ferocious

barbarians, when one Christian State turns upon
another. The enmity which inspires ill deeds also

inclines one belligerent to believe the very worst of

the other side, with the result that atrocities are often

invented as well as perpetrated in time of war. And so

the would-be impartial observer finds it hard to sift fact

from fiction and give credence where credence is due.

But while it would be foolislf to swallow every tale

of savagery circulated anent this, that, or the other

Balkan army, it would be equally credulous to dismiss

lightly all such stories, or to pin one's faith solely on
those which tell against one particular nationality.

There seems only too good reason to beheve that
" methods of barbarism " have been freely resorted to

in the Balkan wars, and that any State bringing

charges against its neighbour only lays itself open to

the retort £hat those who live in glass-houses should

not throw stones.

II.

When a Greek reports Bulgarian atrocities, or a

Bulgarian reports Greek atrocities, there may be
ground for suspicion or disbelief ; but doubt is out of

the question when miscreants attest their own mis-

deeds. A more gruesome document has seldom been
published than a pamphlet recently issued from the

Royal Printing Press at Sofia, containing facsimiles of

letters written by men of the 19th Greek Infantry

Regiment of the Seventh Division, which, already

posted, were captured by Bulgarian troops in the

vicinity of Razlog. These letters are all dated between

July nth and July 15th, 1913. Their authenticity is

vouched for, not only by their reproduction in

facsimile, but by the publication of the names of the

senders, and the names and addresses of the

addressees. Were they forgeries, it should be per-

fectly easy for the Greeks to prove them so. Need-
Jess to say, the passages selected for reproduction are

those of a most incriminating nature. Quotations are

given from over a dozen letters written by different

iands, and the burden of them all is the same—About,

5eek, Fire, Bum, Kill, Slay; Let not a Bulgarian

jlive!

In common fairness to the Greeks it is only right to

add at once that many of the writers express the

pBtmost destestation of tiie deeds they record—and car-

Tied out. Thus, with a sore heart, Thomas Zapantiotis

writes, on July 13th, from Rhodopes, to his brother,
that he has no conception how war is conducted.
" Villages are burned and people also ; we, too, bum
everything, and perform even worse deeds, like the
Bulgarians."

Tsantilas Nicolaos, on the same date, sends word to
his father, under the simple but proud heading—'Ei'

BoXr/a/iia :
" What a ghastly war we are waging against

the Bulgarians! We have burned up everything of
theirs; villages and folk, that is, we massacre them
cruelly."

Panaghis Beglikis is even more horror stricken. On
July 15th he writes to his brother Sotire from the
borders of Bulgaria and Thrace :

" How the war goes
on, it is impossible to describe to you what takes place.

The abominations now being committed are so fearful

that they exceed anything that has happened since
the days of Christ. The Greek army burns every
Bulgarian village, kills every Bulgarian that is met
with. The things which are taking place are in-

describable. God knows where it will end, the time
is come again when we devour one another." A
sergeant (whose name is illegible) writes as follows
from Merocostenitza, on July 12th, to Dr. Panaghi
Leventi, Aliverion, Euboea :

" The two villages, Doutli
and Banitza, their lurking-places, we burned down

;

the women, children and old men were taken out and
stabbed to death without mercy or pity, cruel hearts
carrying out a still more cruel order." " I kiss you
and all," concludes the sergeant, and the gentle greet-

ing adds to the grimness of his foregoing words.
Others, again, write in more callous vein, and some

seem even to gloat over the bloody business they were
about. Spiliotopoulos Philippos, for instance, writing

to his brother and his wife—whom he kisses tenderly
—cannot restrain the note of revenge and exultation

:

"We have burned all the villages which were aban-
doned by the Bulgarians. The Bulgarians burn all

the Greek villages and we the Bulgarian villages, they
murder and we murder, and all belonging to that

nation who fall into our hands are shot Of the l,2CX)

Bulgarians whom we took prisoner in Nigrita, only
forty-one are left alive in the prison, and everywhere
we have,passed through we have left not a trace of

that race behind."

Costi writes to a friend from the River Nesto, with-

out a sign of compunction :
" Here in Vrondou I took

prisoner six Bulgarians and a girl; we shut them up
in a gaol and made them fast ; the girl was killed and
so were the Bulgarians. Beforehand we put out their

eyes."

Another soldier scribbles in haste to his brother:

"When we catch Bulgarians, we kill them like

sparrows."

III.

Obviously these letters have been pubhshed by the

Bulgarians, not in the interests of peace, but in order

to alienate sympathy from the Greeks, and discredit

like charges brought against themselves. It is un-

likely, however, that, outside Bulgaria, they will serve

as a weapon of war, as a whet to race hatred. Rather

should such letters tend to give pause to those who
think and talk lightly of a great European war, show-

ing as they do in the most harrowing fashion what
sufferings war involves for victors and for vanquished,

what moral depravity it brings out on the side of both

those who win and those who lose.

I
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THE LAND PROBLEM AND MR. LLOYD
GEORGE'S CAMPAIGN
In view of the forthcoming Land Campaign of Mr.

Lloyd George, special interest attaches to a very able

article which has just appeared in the October issue

of the Fortnightly Review, which, by the way, main-
tains its position as the most stimulating and most
" catholic " of our monthly magazines. The article is

anonymous, and, being written by a Liberal-Unionist,

does not profess to b© impartial ; but it states the facts

of the case with an obvious desire to be fair, and,

although it leaves out of account the Socialist solution

and the Single Tax solution, it gives us, at least, with
great lucidity, the opposite points of view of the

Liberal party and of the Unionist party.

The outstanding fact of the situation is that, in the

course of the last few decades, British agriculture has
utterly declined and decayed. Looking at it from the

ponit of view of economic production :
" Our acreage

under corn crops and vegetables has shrunk very
severely. Since 1873 alone more than 3,000,000 acres,

a territory as large as the entire counties of Devon-
shire and Norfolk combined, have been abandoned by
the plough. That shrinkage of cultivated land has

caused the loss of approximately £2,000,000,000 of

our agricultural capital, a sum whicli is about three

times as large as our colossal National Debt. Our
national wealth is usually estimated to amount to

about ;£ 1 2,000,000,000. We may, therefore, say that

in consequence of the decline of agriculture we have
lost about one-sixth of our national capital. Our
population engaged in agriculture has rapidly and
steadily diminished. In the course of the last

sixty years Great Britain has lost fully one-half

and Ireland fully three-quarters of her agricultural

labourers.

" In consequence of the stagnation and decay of her

rural industries. Great Britain has become dependent
upon foreign countries, not only for the bulk of its

bread com, but also for the bulk of its meat, butter,

cheese, eggs, fruit, etc. Home-grown food has become
the luxury of the well-to-do. The working masses in

town and country are becoming less and less able to

buy milk for their children, for inilk is far dearer in

Great Britain than it is in any other land. The
security of the country is endangered in case of w^ir

by its absolute dependence on imported food. Often
there is only a few weeks' supply of wheat in Great
Britain. The physique of the nation has been seriously

deteriorating, because the great majority of the people

live in the vitiated atmosphere of overcrowded towns
on imported, frozen, chilled, chemically treated, or

preserved, end, therefore, inferior food. Every year

from 200,000 to 300,000 of our people, the healthiest

and strongest of the race, emigrate from the United
Kingdom and leave those of inferior physique to per-

petuate the stock.

" While our towns suffer from over-population, the

countryside is deserted, and its desolation is increas-

ing from year to year. Notwithstanding the ^great

dearth of agricultural labourers, dairy-maids, etc., the

emigration of the able-bodied people from the rural

districts continues at an alarming rate. The British

countryside, like the Campagna of Imperial Rome, is

labour-starved, and is becoming a grazing ground
deserted by man."

Nor IS the position less distressing from the point of

view of wages and population. British agriculture is

carried on by about a million men, and of tlx^e about
800,000 are agricultural labourers. Their entire

weekly earnings do not exceed in England an average

of 1 8s. 4d. ; in Wales, i8s. ; in Scotland, 19s. 7d. ; and
in Ireland, 1 1 s. 3d. " If we assume that the family of

an agricultural labourer consists on an average of five

persons, we fmd tliat an income of iSs. 4d. per week
comes to 6^d. per head per day for food, clothing, and
shelter. In Ireland the total earnings of the agricul-

tural labourer amount on an average only to lis. 3d.

per week, or to is. /d. per day. If we again assume
that the average family consists of five persons, we
find that the Irish agricultural labourer has a total in-

come equivalent to 3Jd. per head per day. That
amount is scarcely sufficient to feed a good-sized dog.

Agriculture is undoubtedly the worst of our sweated
industries."

The conditions of British agriculture strike one as

all the more deplorable if one compares tliem with
those of other countries, such as Denmark or Belgium.
Denmark, like Great Britain, is subject to Free Trade.
Belgium, like Great Britaiii, is mainly an industrial

country. Its soil is comparatively poor, and its climate

is little better than that of Britain. Yet Belgium has
achieved astonishing agricultural prospeiity. The
Belgian population of over twelve years of age en-
gaged in agriculture was nearly as large in 1895 as in

Great Britain, and to-day it is probably larger. " The
weight of cereals produced per square mile of territory

is three times as great in Belgium as it is in the United
Kingdom, and in the production of meat, dairy

produce, eggs, fruits, and vegetables, Belgium
has a similar, if not a greater, superiority over this

country."

Mr. Rowntree, in his notable book on "Land and
Labour Lessons from Belgium," although he himself

believes that the community should become a universal

landlord, and although he does not support tlie system
of Belgian land tenure, sums up the position of the
Belgian agricultural labourer in the following conclu-

sion :

—
" Taking the class of small holders as a whole,

the writer considers their lot decidedly superior to tliat

of the Enghsh agricultural labourer, with his hopeless

outlook, and, consequently, lack of real intelligent

interest in his work."

The evils of present conditions are so glaring that

all political parties are agreed " that the land problem
is the greatest, the gravest, and the most urgent British

problem," but there is a profound difference between
the land policy of the Unionist party and that of the

Liberal party. The Liberals have embarked upon a

socialistic land pohcy. They condemn the system of

private ownership. They wish to make the community
the Universal Landlord ; they desire that the cultiva-

tors of the soil should not be owners but tenants. They
assert that large holdings are more efficient than small

ones, and they maintain that tenancy is the best form
of tenure.

On the other hand, the Unionist land f>olicy, as,

applied to agriculture, is an individuahstic one. By a;

curious interversion of party, it is the Unionists whc^

defend the old Liberal ideal. The Unionists are ia

favour of universal ownership. Their motto is, " Every
man his own landlord," and they are partly in favour ofi

creating a very large number of small properties.

They point to the example of Scotland and Ireland tgf
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prove that what is wanted, above aU, is to give the

labourer a stake in the country, and that the land ques-

tion is even more a moral and psychological question

than a question of wages.
" In Scotland the wages of agricultural labourers are

more than seventy per cent, higher than are the wages
in Ireland, yet tlie proportion of agricultural labourers

who emigrate from Scotland is far greater than it is

from Ireland. The Irish labourers stay in the country,

notwithstanding their pitifully low wages, because they

hope to obtain, in course of time, a small freehold

farm on which they and their family can Hve in peace

and security. The Scottish and English agricultural

labourers, although they receive wages which are sixty

and seventy per cent, higher than those of the Irish

agricultural labourers, leave the country in large

masses because they do not care to remain serfs all

their lives, with nothing to look forward to except a

penurious hfe on an old age pension, or a sordid and
degrading existence in a workhouse."

Although the agricultural question is not mainly
a question of wages, the Unionists believe that

wages will be increased under a system of small

ownership :

—

" The freehold system not only tends to attach men
to the soil by bonds of interest and of affection, but it

tends likewise to increase the wages of the agricultural

labourers. Wages are determined by supply and
demand. At present the sole demand for agricultural

labourers in a district comes from a few large land-

owners and farmers in the neighbourhood, who may
have agreed to pay a certain wage, and no more. As
soon as the demand for agricultural labourers is no
longer restricted to a few large men, and as soon as

more intensive agriculture is introduced, keener com-
petition for the service of the labourer will send his

wages up. Last, but not least, an agricultural labourer

will not consent to accept a weekly pittance instead of

a wage if he can earn an adequate living as a small

holder. Small holders who have children will certainly

not allow them to v/ork for other people unless they

get an adequate remuneration."

Such are the underlying principles and the relative

position of the two parties with regard to land reform.

We shall see next week how these principles and that

position will be affected and modified by the campaign
of the Chancellor of the Exchequer.

ESSAY COMPETITION
FlUDAY next, October 17th, is the last day on which

entries will be received for EVERYMAN'S Essay Com-
petition on the subject

—

A Plea For or Against the Channel Tunnel.

A Prize of Two Guineas will be awarded to the

writer of the best essay received.

Papers must not exceed 2,000 words in length

(exclusive of a brief synopsis), and must be addressed

to the

Competition Editor, "Everyman,"

21, Royal Terrace, Edinburgh.

" Channel Tunnel " should be marked in the corner

of envelopes. Essays sent in should be carefully

paragraphed, and must be clearly written, preferably

typewritten, on one side of the paper only. All entries

shall become the exclusive property of the Editor, who
cannot undertake to return any MS.

LITERARY NOTES
The output of notable biographies continues un-
checked. This week we have the publication of the
authorised Life of Henry Labouchere (Constable,
1 8s.), written by his nephew, Mr. Algar Laboucliere
Thorold, who has had sole access to the voluminous
and remarkable correspondence of Mr. Labouchere.
Then Messrs. Macmillan will issue this month bio-

graphies of Lord Lytton and of Florence Nightingale,

both of wlricli may also claim to be authorised.

• « • « •

When Lord Lytton died he left directions that his 1

Life should be written by his son. The second Lord y
Lytton took up the task, but died without completing
it. Thirty years have elapsed since the first two
volumes of the Life appeared, and now the present

Lord Lytton has discharged the duty of telling the
story of his grandfather's career as author and states^

man. He has rewritten the whole work, only retaining

the autobiographical portion covering the first twenty-
five years of Lord Lytton's life and a few passages
from the second Lord Lytton's version. The book is

in two volumes.
• « « » *

The Life of Florence Nightingale will also be in

two volumes, and has been written by Sir Edward
Cook by the desire of the trustees. Sir Edward has
had access to the family papers, and his work, fur-

nished with portraits and other illustrations, is sure to

appeal to a wide circle of sympathetic readers.

• « * « •

Mr. Edward Arnold is likewise bringing out y
number of interesting biograpliies. Lord LyonaH
whose life as a diplomatist is being recounted in tw<^^
volumes (303.) by the Right Hon. Lord Newton, repre-

sented Great Britain at Washington during the Civil .

War, was British Ambassador at Constantinople for a •

couple of years, and at Paris for a score (1867-1887).

Another nineteenth-century diplomatist of high rank
was George Villiers, fourth Earl of Clarendon, v/hosc
" Life and Letters " will appear next week (two

volumes, 30s.). The work is by the Right Hon. Sir

Herbert Maxwell, Bart. For November the same pub-
lisher announces a memoir on " the Father cf the Irish

Church," Primate Alexander, Archbishop of Armaghj
edited by Eleanor Alexander (one volume, 12s. 6d.).

• « * « »

The place of honour in Bell's autumn list is occupied
,

by a volume on " Old English China," by Mrs. Wil-i

loughby Hodgson. An important feature of the boof
is its illustrations (sixteen plates in colour and sixt

five in black and white). The writer is an authorit

on the subject, which has many devotees in th^
country, and the book is expected to rank as

standard guide to collectors.

• • » • *

New books on art and famous painters appear
quick succession. Two outstanding volumes de^

with Hans Holbein the Younger and Leonardo di
Vinci. The former is by A. B. Chamberlain, assistant

keeper of the Corporation Art Gallery, Birminghan

An exhaustive work in two volumes (George Alk
and Co., £'i 3 s.), it contains a full biography and d«

scription of every known picture by the artist, as weS
as 252 illustrations (twenty-four in colour). The D|
Vinci volume, by Dr. Jens Thiis (Herbert Jenkin^

42s.), is said to be a revolutionary book, the work
some twenty years of study and research, which dis

proves the authenticity of many works ascribed t^

Leonardo. It has 300 illustrations, many in tints.
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MASTERPIECE FOR THE WEEK
Chaucer's " Tale of Thopas "

j» j* By Liddell Geddie
I.

Modesty and Mockery—these are the chief season-

ings with which Chaucer flavours his Tale of Sir

Thopas. The Tale of Thopas, it will be remembered,
is the tale which Chaucer himself tells at the bidding
of his host. The Canterbury pilgrims had just heard
to an end the Prioress's tale of the little Christian

boy who, although his throat was cut " un-to his

nekke-boon " by the Jews, kept singing " loude and
clere," O Alma Redetn^ioris Maimer. This miracle, as

we may well believe, had left the whole company
exceedmg " sobre," and doubtless with a view to re-

viving the drooping spirits of his fellow-travellers,

irrepressible Master Harry Bailly looked about him in

search of a butt for some merry jest. His eye lights

on Chaucer, whom he at once begins to chaff.

Our poet had modestly refrained from adding his

own portrait to that gallery of masterpieces. The
Prologue, but now the Host to some extent makes
good the omission.

"' What man artow? " quod he;
'Thou lokest as thou woldest finde an hare,

For ever up-on the ground I see thee stare.

Approche neer, and loke up merily.

Now war vow, sirs, and let this man have -place;

He in the waast is shape as wel as I

;

This were a popet in an arm t'enbrace,

For any womnian, smal and fair of face.

He seemeth elvish by his contenaunce,
For unto no wight dooth he daliaunce."

This description of Chaucer—portly of body, eyes

'downcast, shy, reserved, and abstracted in mind

—

tallies well with the portrait of him on the MS. of his

admiring disciple Occleve. Chaucer, who must have
been nearing fifty years of age when he set out from
the Tabard Inn with his fellow-pilgrims, makes an
excellent foil for the Host, the one so quiet and
studious, the other so forward and so blunt.

II.

But Chaucer's modesty shows itself in other ways as

well Not only does he say little . about himself

throughout the Canterbury Tales ; not only does he
make such scanty personal allusions as occur of a

quizzing and uncomplimentary character ; not only

does he poke fun at his own bashfulness ; in his self-

effacement he even goes so far as to put into his own
mouth two tales which deliberately invite unfavour-

able comparison with those told by his companions.

Scarce has he entered upon the " Second Fit

"

of Sir Thopas, when our Host breaks in with

"No more of this, for Goddes dignitee," and
"stinteth Chaucer of his Tale." Given another

chance, Dan Chaucer narrates " a litel thing in prose,"

a " moral tale vertuous," the Tale of Melibee, to wit

;

and this time there isjno stopping him. There is but

one Tale in the book exceeds it in length and dulness,

and that is the Persones Tale (or, rather, Sermon), the

only other contribution in prose during the pilgrimage.

III.

More than modesty, however, was displayed by
Chaucer when he assigned to himself, not the most
enchanting, but the most boring tales in the whole
collection. Consciously to take such a step showed
humour, and not a little artistic cunning. It is one
thing to make fun of the Romance of Chivalry, as

Chaucer does in the Tale of Thopas ; it is quite

another thing to make fun of oneself, as Chaucer does

in the Prologues to that tale and the Tale of Melibee.

His burlesque of the Chanson de Ceste makes us ad-

mire him, as a man of judgment, a man ahead of his

times, a man with a shrewd turn for satire. His de-

lightful self-raillery makes us love Chaucer as a man
we could cherish among our best friends. " Amongst
writers of genius," says Professor Legouis, in his

masterly study of our poet, "the one who strikes us

soonest as a friend is Chaucer."
If, as we have said, Chaucer introduces his own re-

tiring personality only in order to throw into stronger

relief by contrast the boisterous character of the Host,

so we can well imagine " Chaucer's Tale of Thopas "

and " Chaucer's Tale of Melibee " were subtly chosen
so as to increase by their very dulness the eclat of the

other tales. How skilfully he sets off the concise

realism of the Prologue to Sir Thopas against the

Romance a longue haleine of the Tale itself.

IV.
" Now shul we here

Some deyntee thing, me thinketh by his chere,"

says that " semely man our host " when Chaucer de-

clares the only tale he knows is " a ryme I lerned longe

agoon " ; and we can picture Master Harry Bailly

giving the Miller a wink behind Chaucer's back as he
utters the sarcastic words. The Host's pleasantry

prepares us for something ridiculous, and we are not

disappointed. Chaucer solemnly launches forth upon
one of those interminable mediasval romances of

chivalry.
" Listeth, lordes, in good entent,

And I wol telle verrayment
Of mirthe and of solas

;

Al of a knyght was fair and gent
In bataille and in tourneyment.
His name was Sir Thopas."

Then follows the inevitable description of Sir

Thopas, no detail of his appearance, his armour, and
his wardrobe being spared. Quaint tropes, conven-

tional tags, jingling rhymes recur unmercifully.

" Sir Thopas wex a doghty swayn
Whyt was his face as payndeniayn,*
His lippcs rede as rose

;

His rodet is lyk scarlet in grayn,--

And I vow telle in good certayn

He liadde a semely nose."

Sir Thopas, of course, "priketh thurgh a fair forest,"

until his
" faire stede in his priklnge

So swatte that men mighte him wringe."

Sir Thopas, you see,lhad dreamed that an elf-queen

would be his "lemman," and so he tries to espy one
" by dale and eek by doune." Naturally he meets a

great giant yclept Sir Olifaunt, who bars the way to

the queen of Fayerye. They exchange taunts and

threats, and Child Thopas courteously informs his

opponent in ballad stanza

:

"
' Toniorwe wol I mete thee

Whan I have myn armoure

;

And yet I hope, ^ar ma fay.

That thou shalt with this launcegay

Abyen it ful soure

;

Thy niawe
Shal I pcrcen, if I may
Er it be fully pryme of day.

For hccr thou shalt be slawe. '

"

Whereupon Sir Thopas turns tail, and the giant spite-

fully flings stones at him.

* Pants Dominicus ; a ilxread of exceptional whiteness.

+ Complexion. ^^
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V.
At last, like John Gilpin, Sir Thopas " is come agayn

to toune." While he dons his arniour for tl)e dread
encounter with the giant (which he now declares has
three heads) his minstrels and jesters tell tales.

" Of romances that been royales
Of popes and of Cardinales,
And eek of love-Iykingc."

Then he partakes of " gingerbreed," "licorys," and
other stimulants, puts on a clean shirt, and swears

" On ale and breed
How that ' the geaunt shal be deed,

Bityde what bityde.'"

Once more we have a catalogue raisonne of his

accoutrements, and the first fit endeth.

Evidently the hstcners have already begun to
whisper among themselves, for the narrator resumes

—

" Now hold your mouth, par charitee,
Bothe knyght and lady free,

And herkneth to my spelle

;

Of bataille and of chivalry.
And of ladyes love-drury
Anon I wol yow telle.

Men speke of romances of prys,

Of Horn child and of Ypotys,
Of Bevis and sir Gy,
Of sir Libeux and Pleyn-damour

;

But sir Thopas, he bereth the flour

Of royal chivalry."

Sir Thopas bestrides his good steed and sallies forth.

The while his "dextrer" browses on fine herbs. Sir
Thopas u J ,•^ drank w ater of the wel

As did the knight Sk- Percivel."

VL
But this is more than our Host can stand ! Brutally

he interrupts

—

" ' Thou makest me
So wery of thy verray lewednesse'
That, also wisly god my soule blesse
Mine eres aken of thy drasty^ speche

;

Now swiche a rym the devel I beteche'

!

This may wel be rym dogerel,' quod he.
' Why so? ' quod \, ' why wiltow lette me*

More of my tale than another man,
Sin that it is the beste rym I can? '

' By god,' quod he, ' for pleynly, at a word.
Thy drasty rymirvg is nat worth a tord'

;

Thou doost nought elles but despendest tyme.
Sir, at o word, thou shalt no lenger ryme.
Lat see wher thou canst tellen aught in geste.
Or telle in prose somwhat at the leste

In which ther be som mirthe or som doctryne.'"

This gives Chaucer a chance of revenge, and his

dreary Tale of Melibeus begins straightway. This,

however, we have no intention of quoting. The in-

complete ballad is infinitely more entertaining than
the lengthy prose homily which our Host might well
have censored or " taken as read."

. As for the Tale of Thopas we value it for what it

tells us of Chaucer who tells it. It affords us a pre-
cious glimpse of the poet in the flesh. It is one of our
first burlesques, and some find in Sir Thopas an
ancestor of Don Quixote, Sir Hudibras, and other
mock-heroic knights. Moreover, by its sing-song
.stanzas, its tediousness, its pompous solemnity, and its

supernatural and unnatural characters, it teaches us to

appreciate all the more highly Chaucer's wonderful
realism, his endless store of humour, his critical faculty,

'his metrical powers, and his glorious narrative gift, as

illustrated in the Canterbury Tales as a whole. And
,so all honour to him " who left half-told, the Story of

"

—Sir Thopas bold.

Rubbishy. ' Consign (to). ' Prevent. » Piece
oi

' Ignorance,
manure.

CITIES OF THE WORLD
New Series of Competitions

"EVERYMAN" AND THE CIVIC SPIRIT

In the introduction to a series of articles on Paris^

which appeared in EVERYMAN in May and June, we
wrote the following lines :

—

" If it be desirable to extend our knowledge of other

nations, so as to widen our horizon and to develop the

European spirit, what may be called the Catholic and
Universal spirit, it is even more important, from a prac-

tical and moral point of view, to develop the Civic

spirit, to foster the love of the City. And this can
best be done by showing what the City has accom-
plished for humanity in the past. It is my firm con-

viction that the City has done a great deal more than

either nation or Empire, and that, therefore, to develop

the civic spirit is vastly more important than to de-

velop the national or Imperial spirit. Whoever studies

the history of Athens and Rome, of Florence and
Venice, of Nuremberg and Cologne, of Bruges and
Antwerp, of London and Edinburgh, must come to the

conclusion that it is mainly the City that has built up
civilisation."

It is because we are so profoundly convinced of the

importance of developing the civic spirit, and it is with

a view to interesting every citizen in the community
which has a prime claim on his services, that we are

organising a new series of competitions on the " Cities

of Great Britain, Europe, and America." We offer

sixteen prizes of Three Guineas each for the best

Essay on each of the following cities :

—

End of

1. The City of London. 9. Edinburgh.
2. Glasgow. 10. Cologne.

3. New York. 11. The East
4. Rome. London.

5. Berlin. 12. Liverpool.

6. Manchester. 13. Oxford.

7. Dublin. 14. Chicago.

8. The West- End of 15. Moscow.
London. 16. Jerusalem.

Essays ought to be not less than i,8«o and not more
than 2,400 words in length. The last day for sending

in the papers is December 1st, 1913, for the first eight

cities, and January 1st, 1914, for the second eight.

We would suggest that the subjects be treated on
the hnes of our series, " Countries of the W^orld," rathei

than on the lines of our papers on " Paris." The
papers on Paris were rather too discursive and too

special. What we want is to give the reader an intelli-

gent and concrete survey of each community, eacl

city. After a brief historical introduction and a topo-

graphical bird's-eye view, the city ought to be studie

in its various social energies. We want to be toldl

how the city has grown, how and why it has prospered

or declined, what is the distribution of its population^

of its wealth and poverty, what are the economic, sociaW

and political, moral and intellectual activiu'es of its

people. It is strongly recommended that in each case

a sketch map, as far as possible of a sociological nature,]

accompany the paper.
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An
Opportunity

Like this Comes

to a Man only once

or Twice
in his

Lifetime

Many Famous Britons

Have collaborated for years with leading

specialists from other countries. THE
RESULT: A magnificent Encj'clopaedic

production—The l~unk & Wagnalls NEW
Standard Dictionary—about to be pub-

lished. Total outlay nearly £300,000,

probably the most costly literary enter-

prise in history. This is no mere revision

of the original work published 20 years

ago; but a colossal Masterpiece which

sweeps the entire field of human know-

ledge. It can be used alike as a Dictionary

or an Encyclopa;dia. It dispenses with a

host of other works of reference.

THE FUNK & WAGNALLS

NEW STANDARD DICTIONARY
Every word has been rigidly scrutinised and all definitions brought up-to-date. 125,000 new terms have
been added—a vocabulary of 450,000 wordsand phrases in all

—

50,000 more thananyotherDictionary.
One Alphabetical Vocabulary order throughout. 3,000 pages—richly bound—thousands of text illustrations

—sixty full-page plates, many of them marvels of colour work. Two keys to denote pronunciation.

In thoroughness, completeness, accuracy, topography, style and pictorial skill this Master-Lexicon
stands supreme.

No matter what may le your problem : Whether rcLating to art, mechanics, scholarship, science, music,
finance, sport, politics, theology, medicine, agriculture, law, dialect, or whatever Q\%&—htre you can

find the solution.

Tributes After Seeing the Advance
Sheets

"The most complete ever published. "-

Sarah Grand.
-Madame

" The most useful v/ork of reference in my library."
—Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, LL.D.

"[Remarkable detail and precision, particularly in

subjects relating to immediate modern move-
ments."

—

Thomas Hardy, O.M., I-L.D.

" The additions are improvements in the fullest sense

of the term."—Sir Athur Pinero.

A Superb Advance

A Few from Among nearly 400
Col laborators

Lord Avebury. P.C, P.K.S., D.C.L., LL.D.:
Financial Terms.

Admiral Sir Cyprian A. G. Bridge, G.C.B.,
K.C.B. : Naval.

Col. Sir David Bruce, F.R.C.P., LL D., D.Sc:
Tropical Diseases.

Sir James Chichton- Browne, M.D., F.R.S.,
LL.D.: Medical.

Sir Harry IL^milton Johnston, G.C.M.G.,
K.C.B. , D.Sc. : African.

Professor J. P. Mahaffy, D.D.,LL.D. : Classical.

Sir Hiram Stevens M.\xim, C.E.. M.E. : Ex-
plosives.

Earl Roberts, V.C. KG., D.C.L., LL.D.:
Military.

Archdeacon vVilliam Macdonald Sinclair,
D.D. : Ecclesiastical.

ON
APPRO
One

Week
FREE

Edition at a Substantially Reduced Price
Prior to the offer of the usual editions, wo intend to place ON ONE WEEK'S FREE
APPROVAL in a limited numl>er of appreciative homes and offices, for publicity pur-

poses, an elegant, specially prepared Advance Copy. The net price of this edition

will be £7 7». ; but to those readers of Everyman who sign and return at once
.t*^.:^^

the Free Examination coupon, we will supply the magnificent Advance Edition—
.^^.of*^^

in every respect equal to the /J 7s. edition—for £5 5i. only, carriage prepaid,

and on very easy monthly instalments.

If you already have a Dictionary we will take it in ^

part exchange, and allow you a fair price for it.
^,i^^>^ ^"^^

Remember please : You send No Money Now -<i^^^ "^^

—nor incur any Obligation—but you should ^^^ ^ .vv^"^
,^^*^-'''

.^ <y ^•4- ,^5V

^^^

SIGN HERE TO-DAY
This remarkable opportunity will expire very shortly,

and the Dictionary will NOT then be obtainable

from any source whatsoever upon this extremely

advantageous basis.

14-
t^O^>^^ir<
? <o^

fi\*^<,*'

<*:>•

.^

V
?".<>'

f^A
^^

./

^•i, 4>"
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EVERYMAN'S FRENCH PAGE
LA MORT DE LOUIS XVL

Louis s'attendait a la mort. Lorsque Malesherbcs

vint tout en larmcs lui annoncer I'arrct de mort, il le

trouva dans I'obscurite, les coudes appuyes sur une

table, le visage dans ses mains, et livre a une profonde

meditation. Au bruit qu'il fit, Louis XVI. se leva, et

lui dit, " Depuis deux heurcs je suis occupe a chercher

si pendant mon rcgne j'ai pu meriter de mes sujets le

plus petit reproche. Eh bien, M. de Malesherbcs, je

vous le jure dans toute la verite de mon coeur, comme
un homme qui va paraitre devant Dicu, j'ai constam-

ment voulu le bonheur du peuple, et jamais je n'ai

forme un voeu qui lui fut contraire." II pria

Malesherbes, en I'accompagnant, de ne point

I'abandonner dans ses derniers instants ; Malesherbes
lui promit de revenir ; mais il se presenta

plusieurs fois, et ne put jamais penetrer jusqu'a

lui. Louis le demanda souvent, et fut afflige de

ne pas le revoir. 11 regut sans trouble I'annonce

de sa sentence, que vint lui signifier le ministre de la

justice. II demanda trois jours pour paraitre devant

Dieu, il demanda en outre d'etre assiste d'un pretre,

qu'il designa, et de communiquer librement avec sa

femme et ses enfants. Ces deux dernieres demandes
lui furent seules accordees.

Le moment de I'entrevue fut dechirant pour cette

famille desolee ; celui de la separation le fut encore

bien davantage. Louis, en la quittant, promit de la

revoir le lendemain ; mais, rentre dans sa chambre, il

sentit que cette epreuve etait trop forte, et, se

promenant a grands pas, il disait, " Je n'irai point."

Ce fut son dernier combat; il ne pensa plus qu'a se

preparer a la mort. La nuit qui preceda son supplice

il eut un sommeil paisible. Reveille a cinq heures par

Clery, auquel il en avait donne I'ordre, il fit ses

supremes dispositions. II communia, chargea Clery

deses dernieres paroles et de tout ce qu'il lui etait

permis de leguer, un anneau, un cachet, quelques

cheveux. Deja les tambours roulaient, un bruit sourd

de canons traines et de voix confuses se faisait

entendre. Enfin Santerre arriva. " Vous venez me
chercher," dit Louis ;

" je vous demande une minute."

It remit son testament a un officier municipal, demanda
son chapeau, et dit d'une voix ferme, " Partons."

La voiture mit une heure pour arriver du Temple a.

la place de la Revolution. Une double haie de soldats

bordait la route, plus de quarante mille hommes etaient

sous les armes ; Paris etait morne. Parmi les citoyens

qui assistaient a cette lamentable execution il n'y eut

ni approbation ni regrets apparents ; tous furent

silencieux. Arrive sur le lieu du supplice, Louis
descendit de voiture. II monta d'un pas ferme les

degres de I'echafaud, regut a genoux les benedictions

du pretre, qui lui dit alors, a ce qu'on assure, " Fils de
saint Louis, montez au ciel !

" II se laissa lier les

mains, quoique avec repugnance; et, se portant vive-

ment sur la gauche de I'echafaud, " Je meurs innocent,"-

dit-il ;
" je pardonne a mes ennemis ; ct vous, peuple

infortune ! . .
." Au meme instant le signal du roule-

ment fut donne, le bruit des tambours couvrit sa voix,

les trois bourreaux le saisirent. A dix heures dix

minutes il avait cesse de vivre. Ainsi perit, a I'age de
trentc-neuf ans, apres un regne de seize ans et demi,

passe a chercher le bien, le meilleur mais le plus faible

des monarques. Ses ancetres lui leguercnt une revo-

lution. Plus qu'aucun d'eux il etait propre a la

prevenir ou k la terminer ; car il etait capable d'etre un
roi reformateur avant qu'elle eclatat, ou d'etre ensuite

un roi constitutionnel. M. MiGNET.

THE DEATH OF LOUIS XVL
Louis expected death. When Malesherbes came in

tears to announce the sentence, he found him sitting in

the dark, his elbows resting on a table, his face hidden
in his hands, and in profound meditation. At the noise

of his entrance, Louis rose and said, " For two hours

I have been trying to discover if, during my reign, I

have deserved the slightest reproach from my subjects.

Well, M. de Malesherbes, I swear to you, in the truth

of my heart, as a man about to appear before God, that

I have constantly sought the happiness of my people,

and never indulged a wish opposed to it." As
Malesherbes retired Louis begged him not to forsake

him in his last moments; Malesherbes promised to.

return ; he came several times, but was never able to

gain access to him. Louis asked for him frequently,

and appeared distressed at not seeing him. He
received without emotion the formal announcement
of his sentence from the minister of justice. He asked
three days to prepare to appear before God ; and
also to be allowed the services of a priest, whom he
named, and permission to communicate freely with

his wife and children. Only the last two requests

were granted.

The interview was a distressing scene for this deso-

late family; but the moment of separation was far

more so. Louis, on parting with his family, promised
to see them again the next day ; but, on reaching his

room, he felt that the trial would be too much, and,

pacing up and down violently, exclaimed, " I will

not go." This was his last struggle ; the rest of his

time was spent in preparing for death. The night

before the execution he slept calmly. Clery awoke
him, as he had been ordered, at five, and received his

last instructions. He received the communion, commis-
sioned Clery with his dying words and all he was
allowed to bequeath, a ring, a seal, and some hair.

The drums were already beating, and the dull sound
of moving cannon and of confused voices might be
heard. At length Santerre arrived. " You have come
for me," said Louis ;

" I ask one moment." He de-

posited his will in the hands of the municipal officer,

asked for his hat, and said in a firm tone, " Let us go."

The carriage was an hour on its way from the

Temple to the Place de la Revolution. A double row
of soldiers lined the road ; more than forty thousand
men were under arms. Paris presented a gloomy
aspect. The citizens present at the execution mani-
fested neither applause nor regrets ; all were silent.

On reaching the place of execution, Louis alighted

from his carriage. He ascended the scaffold with a

firm step, and knelt to receive the benediction of the

priest, who is recorded to have said, " Son of Saint

Louis, ascend to heaven !
" With some repugnance he

submitted to the binding of his hands, and walked
hastily to the left of the scaffold ;

" I die innocent,"

said he ;
" I forgive my enemies ; and you, unfortunate

people. . J ." Here, at a signal, the drums and
trumpets drowned his voice, and the three execu-

tioners seized him. At ten minutes past ten he had
ceased to live. Thus perished, at the age of thirty-

nine, after a reign of sixteen years and a half spent in

endeavouring to do good, the best but weakest of

monarchs. His ancestors bequeathed to him a re-

volution. He was better calculated than any of them
to prevent and terminate it; for he was capable of

becoming a reformer-king before it broke out, or of

becoming a constitutional king afterwards.
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THE MEDICAL CONGRESS AND
THE CURE OF CONSUMPTION.

DR. EDWIN W. ALABONE'S TREATMENT.

The recent Medical Congress, at which all the lead-

ing physicians of the world took part, has most deci-

sively proved that " TUBERCULIN)" the much-vaunted

remedy for Consumption, is not only powerless to cure

that disease, but that its use is harmful So much has

been heard of this supposed remedy that its proved

uselessness must be a great disappointment to many
sufferers who had read of its supposed success.

Dr. Mackenzie, Consulting Physician to the Bromp-
ton Hospital, in his speech at the above Congress,

gave a general survey of the history and results of

"Tuberculin Treatment," stating there was no

cure in Tuberculin for Consumption, and he could

speak with experience, he having for years used it in

a large number of cases ; that he used it in every

possible way, and in carefully selected subjects ; that

he had heard of " cures," but he wanted to see them
reproduced in the Hospitals. What is needed is prac-

tical proofs—deeds, not words.

Professor Dr. Kempner, of the University of Berlin,

gave similar evidence, and Sir James Fowler, Con-

sulting Physician to the Brompton Hospital, King
Edward VII. Sanatorium, and the Middlesex Hospital,

stated that under the Insurance Act, a system of so-

called Dispensaries was being established throughout

the country, and at these and in Sanatoria, Tuberculin

treatment was being extensively employed by medical

men, many of whom have had but little experience of

its use and of the great dangers attending it. He
had come to the conclusion that the use of Tuberculin,

in any form, in the treatment of pulmonary tuber-

culosis was not free from danger. Sir St. Clair

Thompson, Professor of Laryngology, King's College

Hospital, said that his expectations of Tuberculin

treatment for tubercalosis of the larynx had not been

fulfilled.

The above is the opinion of all who have conscien-

tiously used Tuberculin, yet patients under the Insur-

ance Act are still being treated by this useless and

dangerous method.

Dr. Mackenzie's remark that what he wanted was

to " see ' cures ' reproduced' in the Hospitals," must

seem most ironical to those who are conversant with

the facts concerning the " Alabone Treatment of Con-

sumption," and Dr. Alabone's beneficent offer to the

Brompton Hospital, which was that he would supply

that Hospital with his inhalers and inhalants free of

cost for twelve months, would superintend the wards

allotted to him, and so let the physicians there and the

outside public have evidence of the " cures " his treat-

ment effects. In addition to this, Colonel Hon. Le
Poer Trench (whose wife, after being given up by a

Brompton Hospital physician to die in Consumption,

was perfectly restored to health by Dr. Alabone's

treatment) made the generous offer of a thousand

pounds to the Hospital if Dr. Alabone's offer were

accepted. Surely nothing could have been fairer or

more straightforward, and one would have imagined

the authorities would have gladly embraced such an

opportunity; but although it seems scarcely credible,

yet this offer was refused, and so suffering humanity

was debarred the benefit of treatment which has saved

thousands of lives.

In the face of these facts it seems hard to believe

that Dr. Mackenzie could have been in earnest when
he made his remarks.

However that may be, the fact remains that the

success of Dr. Alabone's treatment has spread over

the world, and in every part is being practised with

the most encouraging results, case after case given

up as perfectly incurable being cured; and it is an

important fact to note that these are not imaginary

cures, where the patients relapsed after giving up the

treatment, as is the case with those sent from Sana-

toria, but they are permanent, as patients in all posi-

tions of life testify to, after periods of' five to twenty

years and rnore.

The reader may naturally ask, Why is this so ? The
answer is simple and practical: by a special patent

inhaling machine Dr. Alabone has succeeded in re-

ducing his specific inhalants into such a condition that

when inhaled they reach the actual seat of the dis-

ease, and so it is being treated " locally " as well as

constitutionally, a method the superiority of which

must appeal to all.

It may be mentioned here that there is not the

slightest danger of any kind incurred. This point

must be emphasised, as it has been circulated that the

inhalants were dangerous and made patients worse.

Such statements are absolutely untrue in connection

with Dr. Alabone's treatment, and must have referred

to Tubercuhn, Sanatoria, and other treatments, which,

as may be noted above, are acknowledged to be a

menace to the hfe of the patient. It may, therefor^

be safely deduced from all the foregoing remarks that

Dr. Alabone's is the only reliable cure, and should

further evidence as to its efficacy be desired, it will be
found in the voluntary testimony of eminent divines

and leading members of the legal, medical, and other

professions, and of all grades of Society who have had
personal experience of the satisfactory results of the

treatment.

Space does not permit us to quote these testimonies,

but our readers will find full details in the following'

work :

—

\

"The Cure of Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis^'

and Other Diseases of the Chest" (47th edition, 171st

thousand), which can be obtained, post free, for 2S. 6d.»

from the author, EdwiN W. AlabonE, M.D.PhiL,i

D.Sc, Ex-M.R.C.S. (Eng.), Lynton House, Highbury)

Quadrant, London, N. '
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GIUSEPPE VERDI: 1813-1901
By J. CUTHBERT HaDDEN

It is a hundred years to-day (October loth) since
the most striking phenomenon in the whole his-

tory of opera was bom. The most striking pheno-
menon : it is a good deal to claim this distinction for

Giuseppe Verdi, but the claim is justified by the fact.

For when did the world ever see a composer who,
beginning with a success before he was well out of his

teens, lived to present a consummate masterpiece,
written with all the verve and vitality of youth, on the
borders of the fourscore ?

Moreover, Verdi's artistic progress was as astonish-
ing as his artistic vitality. More than sixty years ago
Verdi enjoyed a European reputation as the composer
of works like " II Trovatore " and " La Traviata,"

which are now the types of an exploded operatic

system. Had Verdi stopped there, he would have
gone to his grave merely as the representative of a
far-off fact in the history of opera. But Verdi did not
stop there ; and it is just because he did not that his

career is so full of artistic significance. The man who
led in opera sixty years back assumed for the second
time, when almost an octogenarian, the chief place on
the lyric stage, and, with his " Falstaff," achieved a
success right across the Continent of Europe. An
instance of this kind is without parallel in the records

of music.

Consider what opera was when Verdi began to

write—while Wagner was yet unheard of as a com-
poser. Opera was a purely conventional, purely

traditional product: a "careless, haphazard combina-
tion of more or less ingenious concerted pieces, with

a string of meaningless pretty tunes, written as show
pieces for the singers." The singer was, in fact, the

chief personage ; the composer merely a servant. The
opera itself was not a serious art form. Text and.

music had no necessary connection ; and the librettos

were often so unworthy of musical setting that the

French had a saying :
" Whatever is too stupid to be

spoken may be sung !
" Dramatic fidelity was not so

much as hinted at.

Wagner changed all that, and made it impossible

for ever. But Wagner (though bom the same year)

was practically non-existent for Verdi when Verdi
began composing. The stars of the operatic world

were then his own countrymen, notably Rossini,

Belhni, and Donizetti. Since these had proved them-

selves by works which had gone to the heart of the

public, Verdi naturally took them as models for his

earlier operas, the design of which is simply to tickle

the ear, to provide the singers with an opportunity

of exhibiting their voices and their wardrobes. In

"Rigoletto" (1851) Verdi did indeed give some indi-

cations that he had begun to chafe under the tradi-

tional yoke ; but when " II Trovatore " followed two
years later, it was found that he had fallen back into

the old rut. In "La Traviata," again, there is the

same lack of feeling for appropriateness, the same
striving after meretricious effect. No one with any
pretensions to artistic culture could patiently listen to
" Traviata " or " Trovatore " now.

So far, then, Verdi had achieved only a little higher

level than Bellini and Donizetti. But see what hap-

pened. For many years it seemed as if the works
of which I have spoken had brought his triumphs to

a close. But in reality he was only maturing—pre-

paring the artistic world for a surprise of which it

had not dreamt him capable. By the production of

"Aida" in 1871 was revealed an altogether new
Verdi. The old conventions were, to a great extent,
left behind. Elementary rhythms and harmonies,
cheap dance tunes, boisterous instrumentation, and
operatic clap-trap in general were all finally aban-
doned. This opera gave him, as nothing else was
likely to give him, his proper place among the great
composers, and if he had laid down his pen at that
stage he would still have been entitled to the regard
of posterity as the composer of the best opera hitherto
written by an Italian.

But Verdi was not content to rest on his laurels.

Sixteen years after "Aida," when the composer was
seventy-three, came " Otello," in which he made such
a stride upward as to stamp himself with the character
of a new genius. In this magnificent work, every one
of the recognised forms of the traditional school
were abandoned. Dramatic truthfulness everywhere
asserted itself, and the orchestration, now quite inde-
pendent of the voices, was immensely rich and ex-
pressive. Finally, we had the crowning achievement
of " Falstaff "—a positively miraculous production for

an octogenarian. Its youthful vigour is amazing.
The music is as fresh and spontaneous as if it were
the work of a young man in the blush of his first love,

yet it is full of the wisdom and experience of him
who is the epitome of more than half a century of

Italian opera.

It would be an interesting question to discuss in

detail how much the later Verdi was influenced by
Wagner. He certainly adopted several formulae of

the Wagnerian music-drama creed. But he did not
by any means swallow all its articles of faith. He
went his own way, his style becoming broader and
stronger, his thoughts riper, richer, and more elevated,

his hand firmer and stronger ; but he consulted his own
judgment and arrived at his own ends, not those of

another.

In England Verdi was curiously long in maiking his

way. At home, in Italy, he had only to get an opera
produced at La Scala to have the whole of musical
Milan humming his tunes next morning.
When " Rigoletto " was produced in London, the

Times critic declared it to be " the most feeble opera
of Signor Verdi with which we have had the advan-
tage to be acquainted : the most uninspired, the barest,

and the most destitute of ingenious contrivance." If.

the 'statement had been made in regard to any of the

now-forgotten first works of Verdi, it would have been
within the mark. But the second-period operas, of

which " Rigoletto " is the best specimen, began a new
phase of the development of the composer's genius,

and they have so many merits of a kind that the

English critics can hardly be forgiven for not
recognising them.

In any case, they should have seen that these works
contained the elements of popularity. They were full

of melody ; and melody, after all, whatever may be
said to the contrary, is the one thing that appeals to

the masses. And it is just here that Verdi scored.

His gift of melody was, to the common ear, absolutely

convincing. Without that gift, he might have written

with all the science and skill of Bach and Wagner,
and yet have gone unappreciated. With its possession

—and he possessed it in a remarkable degree—he
gained a place in the hearts of the people which he is

likely to retain for long.
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THE THIEF
A Study in Subjective Poverty

It was Shirley Landon. I knew his back, and I

detected the curl of his hair behind his ears. His
good, carelessly worn clothes formed a strong contrast

to the shabby gentility of the half-starved, eager-eyed

youth who stood mumbling thanks by the side of the

prosperous author.

What arrested my attention was the acting of a

pretty httle scene outside a second-hand bookshop in

Charing Cross Road. The thin, shabby youth had
been fingering the pages of a book with the intensity

of one hungering for possession, when Shirley Landun
said to him

:

" Would you like that book ? " and, before the

amazed youth could respond, Landon had bought it

for him and was hurriedly pursuing his way down
Charing Cross Road.

In a few paces I came up with him. We were old

friends, and so, without wasting time to comment on
the weather or on health, I said, as though we had
been carrying on a long conversation, broken only for

a brief moment

:

" What impelled you to do that ?
"

" Ah !
" he answered with a sigh. " It was a vision

of myself, a ghost which stalks by my side whenever I

see a hungry-eyed, poorly clad youth clamouring to

be let into the Republic into which I have forced

myself."

He stressed the word " forced " with a fierce intona-

tion. His utterance came with feverish intensity. He
waited for a moment, and then continued

:

" In spite of illustrated interviews, no one has yet

glimpsed into one chapter of my autobiography. I

think I should Like to reveal it to you. Yes ! Come to

my club—no, not to the cursed club ; let us talk here.

Privacy can only be found in the crowded streets^

" As a youth I was a thief. I stole my way into

Hterature." (He said this with exulting, sad eyes.)
" My knowledge of literature was built upon what I

filched from booksellers' shelves. My father, as you

know, kept a small shop in a Cumberland hillside vil-

lage. I had no other education save that afforded to

me by the national school. That is to say, I had no

education at all. Few books came into my hands. I

craved for more, and determined to go into a city of

books. At fourteen I walked into Newcastle and

found a job at a coal office for a few shillings a week.

Its ugly, mean streets were to me the streets of Para-

dise, for they contained bookshops.
" I haunted these shops, and, though I cut down my

allowance for food to the lowest possible limit of sub-

sistence, I was never able to satisfy my appetite for

literature. In those days there were no public libraries.

" I remember one day—it was the dinner hour

—

when, after eating avidly my lunch of bread and

cheese and becoming penniless, I was attracted to

a bookshop with trays of books exposed outside the

shop, and no one apparently in charge of them. I

began to turn over the pages of a second-hand book.

It contained the prose writings of Heine. I said to

myself, ' I must have this book.' I looked around.

No one was watching me. I furtively slipped the

book into my pocket and walked away.
" That was the beginning of my career as a thief,

which I pursued with enterprise and cunning. I would

resort to all sorts of subterfuges, pretend to be about

to ask the price of a book just as the shopman was
accosting a customer, then would apologetically step

on one side, and at the right moment saunter away

down the street. . . . The person I feared most was a

youth as shabby as myself who was placed in charge
of the books in the front of a shop. I began to be
conscious that this youth suspected me, but I still had
to go to the shop—as a moth has to fly to a candle

—

in spite of my fatalistic apprehension that I should

singe my wings.
" One day I felt this boy watching me from the

corners of his eyes as I turned over the pages of Jeremy
Taylor's ' Holy Living and Holy Dying.' Suddenly
he dived into the shop. Immediately he had disap-

peared I calmly shppcd the book into my pocket and
began to walk away with the abstracted look of the

bookworm, which, I am afraid, I took some pains to

cultivate.

" The boy rushed out and, catching hold of the

lapels of my coat, exclaimed, ' 'Ere, you give up that

book.'
" ' What book ? * I said with an air of great surprise.
"

' This one,' he said, clutching at my pocket. " 'Oly

Livin'." You're a fine 'oly Joe, you are.'

" ' I'm sorry,' I stuttered. ' I must have thought it

was a book of my own that I was reading. How much
is It ?

'

"
' 'Ow much ? I like that, I do. 'Arf a crown ; but

I've a good mind to give you in charge. You hfted
it, you did. I watched you through the window.'

" I was nervously handling the money in my pocket,

knowing full well that, instead of thirty pence, I had
only three.

"
' I don't think I have quite enough,' I answered,

ignoring his remarks. ' I will come to-morrow and
buy this book.'

"
' I advise you not to come 'ere again. I've a good

mind to call a slop.'

" I walked away very flushed, and I gave that shop
a wide berth in future. But I took so many risks that

it was inevitable that I should one day be caught.
" The day came when I was caught red-handed

bearing away a volume of A. J. Symonds' ' Renais-
sance in Italy.' ' Perhaps,' commented Landon re-

flectively, ' a youth with a desire for learning, seeking
to capture and make his own the beautiful in Art,

might have stood a better chance to acquire knowledge
or skill in the Age of the Despots than in democratic
England, where education is " free." The book was
7s. 6d., and I possessed 2d., so it was obvious I was a

thief. I was given in charge, ignominiously taken to

a police station, and cast into a cell. There was no
one I dared appeal to for bail.

" The next morning everything that happened in

the magistrates' court became seared into my soul.

Whilst waiting for my turn I forgot my troubles in

listening to the terrible tragedies of mean streets. . . .

I should, perhaps, have got off lightly but for the extra

evidence brought forward with the zeal of an amateur
detective by the youth who first detected me in theft,

and who now showed me up in the light of a confirmed

thief.

" It was the days before tlie First Offenders Act, and
I was given a fortnight's imprisonment. In prison I

learnt the Psalms of David by heart. When I left my
ill-lighted study behind me I became ' Shirley Landon,'

and started my career as a journalist."

This hidden page in the autobiography of the

famous writer revealed to me the springs of those

many acts of kindness of his to poor students ; and it

also showed me what inspired him to make those

savage attacks in his books on the seats of learning

which have become appropriated by the sons of the

rich, shutting out "indigent scholars" from the

acquisition of knowledge. F. E. GREEN.
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CHRISTIANITY AND SOCIALISM
By Dr. Dearmer

In the chapter on "Religion and Politics," in his

volume " Conservatism," Lord Hugh Cecil deals in a

stimulating way with the moral teaching of the New
Testament. He emphasises one side of this great

question in a way with which I almost entirely agree,

tiiough I should like to see the other side emphasised
with equal strength. A friend, however, has been
struck by two statements, and has asked me to discuss

them in the pages of EVERYMAN. They are :

—
" This

teaching [of the Gospel] is in the highest degree in-

dividualistic "
; and " There is not a wort! of Socialism

in the New Testament." I apologise for taking the

words from their context, which most truly declares

that " Christianity has been and is the principal source

and vitalising energy of social reform." I do so be-

cause my friend, and doubtless many other readers,

have done the same, and because these two sentences

do represent one aspect of Lord Hugh Cecil's argu-

ment, and to many of his party they are axioms of

life. They are also very interesting, very provocative

of thought.

Now our agreement or disagreement with these two
statements will depend on the meaning we attach to

the words " Individualism " and " Sociahsm "
; for this

discussion, like most others, is apt to be obscured by
the use of ambiguous terms. And no term is used so

ambiguously as that terrible word Socialism ! To some
it means Labour unrest and extreme views generally

;

to some excessive State control ; to some Anarchism,
which is the exact opposite of State control ; some
bracket it with Syndicalism, to which also it supplies

an antithesis ; some confuse it with Communism, which
differs from it in denying private property ; some asso-

ciate it with irreligion and free love, others with Chris-

tianity and the most austere morality. It used to be
taken as the opposite to laissez-faire, the interference,

that is, of the State to prevent things taking their free

course ; and in this sense it is almost true, in the

famous words of Sir William Harcourt, that " we are

all Socialists now"—with the exception of the Editor

of the Spectator, who consistently maintains the old

Manchester Individualism.

The strict economic definition of Socialism is " the

collective ownership of the means of Production and
Distribution." But there are many who would let the

word " Collectivism " do duty for this economic ideal,

and would' define Socialism in ethical terms, saying

that its central idea is " that the goal of human endea-
.vour is the common well-being of all alike." Thus
one of the Socialist mottoes is " Each for all, and all

for each " ; and this St. Paul has expressed by saying,

"Let no man seek his own, but each his neighbour's

good." In such a sense as this no doubt Lord Hugh
jvould not object to be called a Socialist.

The late Bishop Westcott defined Socialism and
Individualism in these words :

—

Socialism, he said, was "a theory of life, and not

[only a theory of economics. In this sense Socialism

is the opposite of Individualism, and it is by contrast

(With Individualism that the true character of Socialism

/can best be discerned. Individuahsm and Socialism

correspond v/ith opposite views of humanity. Indi-

ividualism regards humanity as made up of discon-

nected atoms ; Socialism regards it as an organic

.whole, a vital unity formed by the combination of

contributory members mutually interdependent.
" It follows that Socialism differs from Indivi-

dualism both in method and in aim. The method of

Socialism is co-operation, the method of Individualism

is competition. The one regards man as working
with man for a common end, the other regards man
as working against man for private gain. The aim
of Socialism is the fulfilment of service, the aim of

Individualism is the attainment of some personal

advantage, riches, or place, or fame. Socialism seeks

such an organisation of life as shall secure for every

one the most complete development of his powers

;

Individualism seeks primarily the satisfaction of the

particular wants of each one in the hope that the

pursuit of private interest will in the end secure

public welfare."

I have quoted this at length because it was de-

liberately published and republished as a manifesto

by a great leader of religion, who weighed his words

well, and was a high authority on the meaning of

words. It is a lesson to us on the importance of a

right use of terms. Here he claims for Socialism

that it stands for a theory and a method of life that

is far more fundamental and enduring than any politi-

cal system or economic doctrine. He also defines

Individualism in a way that would prevent, I hope.

Lord Plugh Cecil and all the readers of EVERYMAN
from including themselves in that definition. Yet, be

it remembered, there are multitudes of business men
and working men who are Individuahsts in Bishop

Westcott's sense (and that without his saving clause

at the end about "public welfare"): the talk one

hears in the train among men going up to the City

is generally based upon this Individualist assumption.

That men work against each other for private gain,

that multitudes regard humanity as made up of

warring atoms, that they seek no comm.on service or

common end—this is the canker of our civilisation,

and makes much of our civilisation unchristian.

In this sense, Christ was certainly not an Indivi-

dualist, but a Socialist, and His true followers must be

Socialists too. But in the economic sense Christ was

neither a Socialist nor an Individuahst ; for these

economic theories are for an age, and His teaching

is for all time. He gave us certain principles, which

are as fresh and as true (and as difficult) as when

He first spoke them ; and each age must apply them

according to its conditions. That is the whole essence

of Christianity: it is not a law but an inspiration;

and the duty of every Christian is to grip the spirit

of Christ, and, overcoming the selfish and acquisitive

instincts of the natural man, to carry out as best he

can the principles of the Gospel in the economic,

social, and political conditions of his age. Many thmk

that this leads them to Collectivism at the present

day : others do not. The ideal state will continue

to arouse differences of opinion, because it must

always be a conjecture But we shall find, as we

have done in the past, one step after another made

clear to us, as one problem after another becomes

ripe for solution. If only we are true to the Christian

ethic, we shall become stronger in our work of redeem-

ing human society, because more and more we shall

have all good men actively on the same side, and

among such men none is more valuable in the public

life of to-day than Lord Hugh Cecil. Is he an Indi-

viduahst? Yes, in the sense which he gives to the

ivord all Christians must be Individualists. But that

I must leave to another article.
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HOW TO BECOME A WRITER
By O. B.

It is becoming widely recognised that, to succeed as a
writer, specialised training is essential. By "drift-

ing " into a literary or journalistic career success may
often be won, it is true, but the steady increase in the
number of men writers who enter the field equipped
with special training is making it more and more diffi-

cult for the untrained man or woman to get a first foot-

ing. And in Journalism, the first successful step

counts for more than is the case in any other pro-

fession.

Success in journalism goes by merit, and the re-

muneration for this work makes it an attractive pro-
fession for those who feel they have some aptitude for

writing. Even as an occasional occupation, it may be
the means of adding substantially to one's existing
income.

Mr. COULSON KERNAHAN
in a recent article, says :

" The young man and the
young woman with literary aspirations are told by the
croaker of to-day that literature is a profession in

which it is impossible to earn a hving. That is not my
experience, nor is it the experience of many another
writer whose name might be mentioned here. But I

make bold to assert that at no time were critics and
the public more ready to recognise and to encourage
new talent"

Mr. HAROLD BEGBIE
in an article in The Author^ says: "There is not an
editor in London who is not anxiously searching for

writers with something to say."

Whatever aptitude or talent a man or woman
may possess, some practical training is absolutely

indispensable. Training at the hands of a responsible

journalist saves the literary aspirant much needless

disappointment and failure
;

' it shortens the road to

success by giving the beginner the benefit of the guid-

ance of experience.

The training in Free Lance Journalism and Story

Writing, provjded by the Practical Correspondence
College, of 77, Thanet House, Strand, is of a particu-

larly interesting and valuable character. It is con-

ducted entirely by correspondence, and the long and
successful experience of the College has enabled it to

attain a very high degree of perfection in this method
of tuition. The course is personally conducted by a

well-known author-journalist, who possesses that rare

gift of imparting to others the knowledge which he
himself has acquired only by long and varied experi-

ence. The training is not cut and dried—there are no
dull, dogmatic text-books—it is, on the contrary,

adapted to the special aims and abilities of each stu-

dent. Its object is to guide the beginner safely past

the many rocks on which he would otherwise probably

come to grief, or, at best, be greatly impeded thereby.

The student is taught how to convert his thoughts,

ideas, and experiences into a saleable commodity. He
is shown how to produce the kind of MSS. editors

want, and how and where to submit his productions.

It is no uncommon occurrence for students of the Col-

lege to earn whilst learning many times the fee

paid for it. As the demand for capable wTiters

shows no signs of diminishing, but is, rather, increas-

ing, every would-be writer will be well advised to send
for particulars of the unique training now available.

Address the Secretary, Practical Correspondence Col-

lege. 77, Thanet House, Strand, W.C.

CASH AND THE CAMERA
By W, N1CHOLL3

When an amateur photographer takes a camera away
on his holidays he seldom thinks that he can cover the

entire cost of that holiday by selling some of his prints

for reproduction. But he can! That is, of course, if

he has taken the sort of pictures that the editors want.

The pity of it all is that the holiday-making amateur
doesn't take the trouble to find out the difference

between the pictures that sell and the pictures that

nobody wants.

For some amateurs there seems to be a fascination

in snapping the shutter, for there is precious little in-

terest in most of the pictures that are produced on a

holiday. Look over your own prints from the nega-

tives that you made last month, or whenever you took

your holidays. Perhaps there are half a dozen that

could be sold if you knew where to place them ; but

as for the others—well, they may possess a certain per-

sonal interest for a while, but by this time next year

you will be wondering why on earth you ever took

them.

And yet if you had been in possession of certain

information (which you can acquire quite readily by
taking a little trouble), you might have brought back a

couple of dozen pictures that would have been interest-

ing and frofitable—pictures that you would have en-

joyed taking, and which you could have obtained any-

where, no matter whether you spent your holiday at

the seaside or in a country village.

Take a seaside beach, for instance. There may be
fifty amateur photographers using cameras in all direc-

tions, and yet a man—or a woman—with the know-
ledge of what is wanted, will go along that beach and
capture a dozen subjects that will be accepted on sight.

It is just the same in the country. I have stood

about on a country road, and within an hour I've taken

half a dozen pictures without moving fifty yards, for

which I have received over ;6i5 los. in reproduction

fees, and yet if I had not knov/n definitely what I

wanted, and how I intended taking those pictures, I

should have said it was simply a rotten place for picture^

making at all.

Now, the Practical Correspondence College can, Jjy

its course of instruction in Press photography, put any-

one who can turn out good clean photographs in the

way of maliing money. The lessons arc taught by

post, and the fee charged is most moderate. No stu-

dents are enrolled unless it is evident from their work
that they can be put on a profitable basis. Six prints

must be forwarded to the Principal, Mr. Vincent Lock-

wood, at 77, Thanet House, Strand, London, W.C, and

they will be submitted to the Director of Tuition. A
detailed criticism of each print is then sent free of

charge, and a booklet giving all particulars of the

course.

Neither book nor criticism costs the inquirer any-

thing, and all prints are returned. You are under no

obligation to enrol, and if you find the matter does not

interest you it can be dropped then and there.
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How much money do
you WASTE on COAL?

SEE HOW THE "HUE"
WILL STOP THE WASTE.

You probably have an old-style grate

like this, which wastes coal and gives

little heat. Why not convert it into

a modern barless fire ? The cost is

small, and the operation simple.

This is the " HUE " BARLESS
FIRE, which effects the transforma-
tion. It is adaptable to any existing

grate, without the necessity of pulling

down mantelpieces and removing the

present stove.

This shows the effect produced by
the " HUE." More heat is given

out in the room, with about half the

coal consumption, as proved by actual

tests. The "HUE" has been in-

stalled in thousands of private houses,

as well as adopted by the principal

railways, hotels, and institutions.

Price from 15/-

POST FREF Illustrated Booklet, giving full

particulars of the "HUE"
ADAPTABLE FIRE, showing how it is fixed, cost, and
other important points. Send a post-card now to

YOUNG & MARTEN, Ltd.,

DEPT. E.M.. STRATFORD, LONDON. E.
Do not be misled by so-called aduitiahle Darkest Fires. tv7iich by their very con-
atructiott ciin never be satisfactory. The -word "HUIZ " is cast on every genuine.

This is all you have to do-
just post a card to us as above and we will

send you by return a copy of " Modern
Beau Brummels." This is an interesting

little book illustrated by two well-known

artists, and it tells you how to keep your

clothes in the pink of condition—how we
clean and press an old Suit so that it looks

like new again in Four Days for 3s. gd.

AchiUe SermL*?
Hackney Wick, London.

Branches and Agencies Everywhere,

We colled free from any of our Branches
or Agents. Shall we call for ynur Suit
or Overcoat ?

CORRESPONDENCE
Notice to Correspondents.—Owing to the large number

of letters received it is necessary for correspondents to write

briefly if their letters are to appear.

GERMAN UNIVERSITY EDUCATION.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—In your issue of October 3rd, Mr. E. A.'

Parker accuses me of painting only the high lights

and leaving out the shadows in my recent article on
German University Education. Quite so. It would

take more than a page of EVERYMAN to give both the

bright and the shady sides of any subject. As a matter

of fact, I had intended my article, which was written

over a year ago, to be tlie first of a series, provided I

could find a paper willing to accept them. I assure

Mr. Parker that I was by no means ignorant of the

points he raises, and that most of them would have

received adequate treatment in due course. However,

as one does not usually go to the trouble of writing a

second article until a home has been found for the first,

the project remained unfinished. Indeed, owing to

absence in America and recent illness, I was unaware

until this week that my article had appeared, and it is

therefore with a rueful feeling of chagrin that I see

myself bombarded with shot from my own locker.

Most of Mr. Parker's observations are very true, but

also very irrelevant. May I therefore claim a little

space to deal briefly with his main contentions ?

(i) I am blamed for not mentioning the number of

"child-suicides committed in appalling numbers in

every great German city by youths who are crammed
so as to pass the leaving examination, or ' Abitur,' and

be freed from a year's military service, or gain entrance

to a University—and fail." I am quite aware of such

reports, but I would point out (a) that the boys commit
suicide because, by failing to pass the examination,

^key fail to escape the full rigours of military ser-

vice, not because they are disappointed with their

failure to quaUfy for the University. Why should I be

expected to go out of my way to discuss compulsory

military service in an article dealing with some of the

advantages of the German University educational sys-

tem? (<5) Even if the latter reason were correct, it

would be Mr. Parker's business to prove that EngUsh
boys would also commit suicide under similar circum-

stances. So far I have received no accounts of boys

committing suicide en masse on failing to pass the

London Matriculation Examination, (c) My article

dealt specifically with University education, i.e., after

the " Abitur " had been passed, and I therefore feel

no qualms of conscience for omitting all reference to

an alleged result of the German elementary and

secondary school systems.

(2) Mr. Parker seems to expect that because I men-
tioned the number of German Universities I ought also

to have given the number of English and Italian Uni-

versities, and compared them on the basis of popula-

tion. I am afraid he entirely misses the point. What
I said was that in spite of the fact that the University

of Berlin possesses such a quantity of men of European

reputation, yet Germany has twenty other Universities,

wliich, so I implied, can also produce equally important

men, and I instanced live scholars now working in

Leipzig. I do not think this can be said of any other

country in Europe. (May I add parenthetically, to

forestall indignant contradiction, that I have no desire

to run down my own ?) If Mr. Parker wishes to attack

my argument, he must select some other European

country, find a University in it with a staff as strong in

scholars of European reputation as Berlin, establish

the fact that the particular country also possesses a
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number of other Universities more or less proportionate

to the population, and then show that each or the

majority of these smaller Universities can also boast of

scholars of the same class.

(3) My critic claims that I have no right to admire
tlie strength of the German University teaching staffs,

because " unhappy Rostock has for many years ap-
pealed in vain to the German Government to support
an English lecturer." Let me observe (a) the

"German Government" has nothing to do with the
case. The University of Rostock is supported by the
Government of the Grand Duchy of Mecklenburg-
Schwcrin, just as the University of Berlin is a Prus-
sian institution, Leipzig a Saxon one, etc. (d) Mecklen-
burg is notoriously one of the most backward States
of the German Empire. The wonder is that it has a

University at all. (c) About fifty miles due east is the
Prussian University of Greifswald, where there is an
English lecturer, in addition to a professor, (d)

Rostock and Greifswald are the two smallest German
Universities, each having rather less than a thousand
students, (e) I am confident that Rostock has a Pro-
fessor of English. Not having my official list at hand,
I cannot give his name. (/) If Mr. Parker thinks it

regrettable that Rostock has no English lecturer, what
has he to say of Cambridge, which had no Professor of

German until 1909, no Professor of English Literature
until 1910, is still without a Professor of French, and
has small prospect of ever getting a Professor of

Russian? What has he to say of the Scottish Uni-
versities, which have not a single Professor of French
or German ?

(4) Mr. Parker tells us that " Austria (synonymous
with Germany in these matters) gives full support to a
learned professor of certain Oriental languages who
never gets a student." Considering that three of

Austria's eight Universities are entirely .Slavonic, I

think it is rather rash to postulate this similarity with
Germany. I am fairly familiar with Austria from
Bodenbach and Innsbruck to Triest and Belgrade, and
my own opinion is that Austria, even German-Austria,
is vastly different from Germany. True, the com-
parison is limited to educational matters, but even
then there is much room for doubt. In any case, I

fail to see that the fact that one Austrian professor

has no students has any bearing on my remarks on
the German University sv^tem. If Mr. Parker will

discover me a German professor in the same predica-
ment, he will be a httle nearer the point. But let him
refer again to that portion of my article in which I

stated that in 191011 the University of Berlin pro-
vided, inter alia, twelve courses of lectures in Chinese,

six in Japanese, seven in Turkish, and thirteen in

modern Anabic. Does any English University offer

such facihties? Has Germany larger interests in

China than we? Is Germany the ally of Japan? Is

Germany in closer relation with Turkey and Egypt
than Britain ? Or are all these languages too " out-

landish " for us to lavish professorships upon them ?

(5) I mentioned tliat for a very small sum the Berlin

student has access to two very large libraries. To this

Mr. Parker replies that the Birmingham student enjoys
the free use of five (much smaller) libraries. I did not
think it necessary to add that the Berlin student can
also make use, if he wishes, of the various large public

libraries. However, Mr. Parker must know from ex-

perience that half a dozen small libraries are often

quite useless, whereas one of 500,000 volumes will

usually satisfy the needs of the most exacting research

student. I could add much more, with which my critic

would probabfy agree, but I prefer to deal with this

subject another time.

WRITE TO-DAY
FOB THE

CATALOGUE of the GREAT
ANNUAL SALE of BOOKS

The TIMES BOOK CLUB
NOW PROCEEDING.

C Because it is the Larsest Book Sale of the Year-
more than a quarter of a million volumes being oSered at
greatly reduced prices.

G, Because it is the Most Important Book Sale of
the Year—the volumes ofTcrcd including not only the most
popular books of the year, but thousands of works of
pi:rnianent iutcrest and value, both English and Foreign.

C Because the books are oflered at such Enormou*
Reductions—33i to 80% from the published friccs.

C Because the Condi tion of the volumes ofTored for sale

is superior to that of those obtainable at reduced prices any-
v.'here else—many being new copies : while those which are
not new are clean, and free from disfiguring labels.

C Because ycu will not g^et an opportunity for

another year of filling your shelves with tlie best books at

such Bargain Prices.

Tlicse who can come to the SaIo will set the advantago cf beine

able to select from thousands of bcok« not includod in the Cataloiruc,

works of which there are only two or three copies for salo.

If you cannot come to the Sale. WRITE AT ONCE FOR CATA-
LOGUE containins the titles of a srcnt stock of books, with short

descriptive no'es. _^
Orders by Post rcce'.vt imm»ciat4 attention. fret Delivery wiltiin tie

Uititid Kiaidnni of Parcels of Boots It Ike value of IS,', and upwards.

THE TIMES BOOK CLUB
376 to 334, Oxford St rest, London, W.

VACANCIES!
TO UNIVERSITY STUDENTS, PARENTS & GUARDIANS.
The Letters Patent Insurance Co., Limited, is prepared to accept a ffw

young men of good position as apprenticed students. This is the only
company in the world dealing exclusively with Pateat Insurance, Patent
Law, and Patent Exploitation in all its branches, under the advice of aa
international Board of Kxperts.
Training Riven in 'Patent Law, EnRinerring, De-signan^ , an<I factory work

through the Company's affiliations. Preference will be given to young men
with a leaning towards engineering and the sciences.

On completion of studies with the Compauv students will be introduced
to the Company's clients for life positions. Through the Company's own
affiliated branches abroad, internatioual introductions fw students can be

arranged.
AiBongst the Company's advisory board and experts are Sir Willinm

Ramsay, K.C.B., F.R.S. ; Sir Bovcrton Redwood, Bart., D.Sc. ; Sir Philip
(Magnus. J.P., M.P. ; Sir Norm.in Lockyer. K.C.B., F.R.S., LL.D. ; Mr.
James Swinburne. F.R.S. ; Colonel H. C. L. HoJden, M.LE.E., F.R.S., C.B. ;

Mr. W. C. Unwin, LL.D., F.R.S., M.lnst.C.E., Hon.M.Iost.C.E. ; Professof
G. S. Boulger, F.L.S., F.G.S., A.S.L
References exchanged. Write for porticulars.

LETTERS PATENT INSUflANCE CO., LIMITED.
King's Hou<^. Kiagswar. London, W.C-

Fof ALL BOOKS on—
REINCARNATION. THE LIFE AFTER DEATH.

PSYCHIC RESEARCH. EASTERN AND V/ESTERN OCCULTISM.
ANCIENT AND MODERN MYSTICISM.

ORIENTAL PHILOSOPHY AND NEO-THEOSOPHY.
Apply ta—

THE THEOSOPHICAL PUBLISHING SOCIETY
(Pnbliskert of all works by Mr>. Annie Bcsast).

161. NEW BOND STREET. W.
Free Catalogue on receipt of One Penny stamp.

Just Issued.

STUDIES IN THE LESSER MYSTERIES. By the Rev. F. G.
MONTAGU POWELL. MA. Is. 6d, jiet.

EVOLUTION AND OCCULTISM. By ANVIE BHSANT. INDIA.
By ANNIE BESANT. (Two Volumes of Essays and Addresses.) 2s. 6d.
each net.

NATURE'S MYSTERIES. By A. P. SINNETT. 6d. net.

THEOSOPHY AND THE WOMAN QUESTION. Ey Mrs.
DKSVARn. 6d.nel.

SHORTHAND.—The celebrated SLOAN-DUPLOYAN system,
when acquired on the marvellous "New Rapid'* coryrii;ht princii>Ie. pro-

duces absolutely unique results. 60 words per minute iit foiM- weeks, leading

shortly to verbatim reporting. Legible as a printed book. .Mr. \V. Lock, of Ken-
nington, a "New Rapid" student, took first place in United Kingdom in Civil

Service Esamination, July. 1913. Handbook and Lesson post free.—Shorthand
Association- 2e9. Holborn Hall. London. WC. (only address). Tel 6111 llojlwrn.

PROFESSIONAL TYPEWRITING.—Manuscripts adequately
prepared for Editors. Fublishers. and Dramatic Managers. One shilling

per thousand words : 4d. for carbons. Terms caVh. We do all the work of
many eminent authors and two large literary and dramatic ager.cies. References
on application.—EDITH CASTI.Ii (London Typing Co.), Z, SouthamptoD St,
Strand. W.C. Telephone. 1639 Regent,
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Messrs. CHAPMAN & HALL'S

LATEST ANNOUNCEMENTS
With Illustrations, Coloured Maps, and Diagrams.

Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

CESARE BORGIA : a Biography
By W. U. WOODWARD,

Christ Church, Oxford, and formerly Professor in tlie

University of Liverpool.

Very Fully Illustrated. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

nniW/TE''r)I A 'Mn • Reminiscences of Forty Years'
X l|ji[llill.lj/xil LI , Sport and Adventura in Bengal

By C. E. GOULDSBbBY.
Anther of "Life in the Indian Police," etc.

" Extraordinary and enthralling reading."
• —WESTMINSTER GAZETTE.

SHERBORNE SCHOOL SERMONS.

MEMBERS ONE of ANOTHER
By NOWELL SMITH, M.A.,

Headmaster of Sherborne.

Crown 8vo. 5s. net.

" We should like to spaak at greater length about this book, because it

Is so important and yet so difficult to find teachings addressed to boys
which do more good than harm. But this is one of them, and we
congratulate alike Mr. Nowell Smith on his book and Sherborne upon
her head.'—GLOBE.

THE NOVEL LIST FOR YOUR LIBRARY
No work by MR. E. TEMPLE THURSTON has received

such enthusiastic praise as his fascinating new romance of

life and art,

RICHARD FURLONG
Beiag the second of three books, of which " THE

ANTAGONISTS " was the first.

By the Author of "The City of Beautiful Nonsense."

'* Full of rare insight into human nature . . . well worthy of a special
place among the books we most cherish."—VANITY FAIR.

" Unusually pleasant and vivid."—ATHENiCUM.
" Vivacious and dramatic."—THE DAILY TELEGRAPH.

The Most Discussed Novel of the Hour.

LORD LONDON: a eomance of To-day

By KEBLE HOWARD,
Author of " The Smiths of Surbiton," " Love in June," etc.

THE ROAD TO VICTORY Rose Schoster

" Makes one think of Dumas. This book comes as near to that un-
approachable model as anything we can remember."—TiuES.

THE SOUL OF A SUFFRAGETTE W. L Courtney

" Puts the case for the feminist position in masterly fashion , . .

fine writing."-New Witness.
"Brilliant."

—

Vanity Fair.

THE PROOF OF THE PUDDING EJwin Pugh
" The merriest mixture conceivable."

—

Sunday Times.

GOLD LACE : A Study in Girlkood Ethel Colbam Mayne

FLOWER OF THE GOLDEN HEART. Violet A. Simpson

"A charmingly told idyll, as pure as it was untoward."

—

Times.

THE MAGIC FIRE Frances Hammond

THE WOMAN FLINCHES Mn. Fred Reynolds

" A poignantly pathetic study of a super sensitive child."—Nottingham Guardian.

THE GREY CAT
MELUTOVNA : A Romance of Rntsu

JEAN AND LOUISE
" A little gem of poetic literature."—The Lady's Field.

THE VULGAR LOVER Vincent Brown

THE SHADOW OF THE DRAGON Cecilia Moore

"Told in crisp dialotjue. skilful narrative, and with a sense of atmo-
sphere which paints for us all the strange wickedness of Eastern life

under the brilliant colour of its attractive surface."

—

Morning Post.

J. B. Harris-Bnrland

Hanaali Berman

Antonin Dnsserrc

London : CHAPMAN & HALL, UMITED.

(6) Mr. Parker suggests, not without reason, that
low University expenses entail an influx of undesir-

able students, who unfit themselves for manual labour
and end miserably. But has not the same argument
been advanced at every stage in the process of making
education cheaper? And are we much the worse for

the increasing ease with which we can make our way
to the fountain of knowledge? I fear Mr. Parker's
statement of the problem is too simple. There are so

many other factors to be considered, upbringing, race
characteristics, climate, economic conditions, etc.

(7) My statements with reference to food were given
merely to show that the German student—and^ indeed,
the general public—can obtain a remarkably satisfying

meal for a remarkably moderate price. My reference
to salmon and wild boar was made simply because the
British public does not usually associate such luxuries

with shilling dinners. As to black bread, of which
there are many varieties, of course Mr. Parker nas
eaten it. Everybody eats it in Germany, and one of

my chief regrets is that I cannot have it every day in

England. But I do not see that, in explaining how
the German student lives, I was morally bound to

investigate the meat supply of Rixdorf or Moabit.
Mr. Parker might, just as logically, have found fault

with me because, while I state that the average German
student pays twenty-five shillings a month for room,
breakfast, and attendance, I omit to give the average
number of inmates per room in the tenement houses
beyond the Jannowitz Briicke.

In conclusion, may I state the opinion quite frankly

that in dealing with Germany or any other country
from which we can learn, if we will, it is not always
advisable to give the shady sides along with the high
lights. Often it is of vital interest to awaken the

spirit of curiosity and investigationj which can then be
left to discriminate between the good and the bad.

Personally, I feel I am doing my own country a better

service in indicating, to the best of my knowledge,
those features in which, I believe, foreign countries

possess an advantage over us rather than those in

which we are their superiors. We are too prone to

regard anjrthing not English with complacent indif-

ference, and often too lazy to learn when on our

travels.—I am, sir, etc., G. WaterhousE.
Heywood, October 4th, 1913.

THE PLIM90LL' LINE.

To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—Mr. M. Huntley, in his letter to you under

date 22nd ulL, attempted to prove too much.
If, as he and the Shipping Gazette suggested, the

" load line " has nothing to do with the question of

safety at sea, then why is it that the Board of Trade
have appointed a Committee to consider the adequacy
or otherwise of the line in question?

I prefer to take my figures, not from the Shipping
Gazette, but from the Board of Trade, whose President

stated in the House of Commons that last year 3,000

seamen lost their lives in British ships, this being
equal to a rate of I in 76, as compared with i in 106

and I in 112 for the two years preceding.

The Shipping Gazette gives no authority for their

figures, and until they do the statement of a respon-

sible Government official must hold the field.

That statement indicates an appalling condition of

things which no juggling with figures can m.inimise.

In regard to Mr. Blundell's inquiry, of course the

Act of Parliament enforcing the observance of the

load line has not been abolished ; but the regulations

enjoined by that Act have been tampered with, with

the disastrous results that were commented upon by
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Mr. W. T. Lewis, the Stipendiary Magistrate of

Cardiff—an unbiased authority—in giving the finding
of "the Board of Trade inquiry into tfie loss of the
North Briton, off Ushant," last year. This is what he
said of the drowned crew :

—

"Without a murmur or a cry they perished in the
seas. Their lives were sacrificed to 130 tons additional
freif^ht. . . . Personally, I have no hesitation in saying
that the reduction of the free-board—that is, of the dis-

tance between the main deck and the old salt-water
load-line mark—has },'reaily reduced a vessel's safety at
sen, and I hold with the Court when it suggests that
recent disasters call for a revision of the rules."

Comment is unnecessary.—I am, sir, etc..

Your Special Commissioner.
October 8th, 19x3.

JOHN BRIGHT.
To the Editor of Everyman.
Sir,—I am very sorry if I have appeared to your

correspondent, Mr. Ellerthorpe, to have done injustice

to the memory of the late John Bright.

It is, however, a fact that, as I stated, we have
travelled far from the days when that statesman made
his celebrated speech m criticism of the motion intro-

duced into Parliament on March 5th, i86g, asking for

more stringent regulations regarding the false weights
and measures.

Mr. Bright then said

:

" My ow n impression with regard to this adulteration is

that it arises from the very gre^t, and, perhaps, inevitable
competition in business. . . . The noble lord appears to ask
that so.mething much more extensive than stringent should
be done by P;u-liament (' that is exactly what we, after an
interval of forty years, are asking now '). The fact is, it

is vain to attempt by the power of Parliament to penetrate
into, and to track out, evils such as these on which the noble
lord is dwelling at such length. It is quite impossible that
you should have the over-right of the shops by inspectors,
and that you can organise a body of persons to go into
shops and buy sugar, pickles, and Cayenne pepper to get
them analysed, and then to raise complaints against shop-
keepers, and bring them before the magistrates. If men in
their private businesses were to be tracked by Government
officers and inspectors every hour of the day, life would not
be worth having, and I should recommend them to remove
to another country where they would not be subjected to
such annoyance."

Really, have I done John Bright such grave injus-

tice after all ?—I am, sir, etc..

The Writer of the Note.

THE RUSSIAN POLICE AND THE PRESS.
To the Editor of Everv.man.

Sir,—The writer of the article, "The Russian
Police and the Press," has directed attention to a sub-
ject that has temporarily been lost sight of in this

country. He unquestionably has an intimate know-
ledge of the subject, and he should be able to produce
valuable information on other aspects of this question.

It is time England revised her attitude towards Russian
influence on our foreign policy. The way in which
the St. Petersburg Government has succeeded in

forcing English pubhc opinion into hostility to Turkey,
in spite of generations of experience that the support
of the Turks is the only safeguard for our Empire, can-

not fail to astound anyone who knows the facts.—I am,
sir, etc., F. .V. S. B.

To the Editor of Every.man.
Sir,—It is a powerful tribute to the perspicacity of

Everyman that an important subject presently
ignored by every other pubhc organ has been openly
discussed in the columns of your excellent publication.

Mr. George Raffalovitch has stripped aside the web of

self-deception which has been self-.woven around our

CAN YOU SPEAK V/ELL
IN PUBLIC?

An Indispensable Guide to the Art of

Public Speaking.

To one man the chance of making a speech affords the oppor-
tunity tor an enhanced reputation ; to another it is nothing but
a danger. For the man who stutters and stammers, and finally

sits down after a speech principally consisting of "urns" and
"ers" scarcely enhances his reputation as a keen-witted member
of the community, or as a man whose intelligence aad»rcsource
can be depended upon in a business crisis.

For that reason, the publication of "The Book of Public
Speaking ''

is an event of the greatest importance. For it is the
first comprehensive work upon this important subject ever pub-
lished in this country. It provides at once a collection of the
greatest speeches of the world's greatest orators, and at the same
time a reliable guide to the Art of Public Speaking, written by
men who are themselves famous as speakers of the highest merit

How to Speak in Public.
These articles and their contributors include :

—

Rt. Hon. T. J. MACNAMARA, M.P.,

on " How to Make an Effective

Speech "
;

ARTHUR BOURCHIER, M.A.
(the well-known Actor),

on " How to Prepare and Deliver
a Speech "

;

J. L. GRIFFITHS
(U.S.A. Consul-General, London),

on " Afler-Dinncr Speaking "
;

A. C. BENSON, M.A., CV.O, F.R.HS.

(Pcesideot ol ManJaleiis College,
Cambridge),

on " The Art of Lecturing "
;

ALBERT CREW
(Barrister-at-Law),

on "The Conduct of and Pro
cedure at Meetings"

;

GENERAL EDITOR,
A. C. FoxDavus (Bairister-al-Law)

But " The Book of Public Speaking " is of the greatest interest

even for the man who never has to speak in public, because it

presents for the first time an entirely new foim of liteiatuie of

enthralling interest. Its handsome covers contain the cream of

the greatest speeches of modern times.

The World's Greatest Speeches.
There is hardly an orator of note of recent years who is not

represented in the work ; there is scarcely a subject of impor-
tance or of interest that is not dealt with in some one or more of

the speeches. Political Speeches, Religious Addresses, After-

Dinner Speeches, Scientific and Literary Lectures— all have been
brought together to form a work of enthralling interest to all

intelligent people. Among the great speakers whose speeches

are included in the work are :
—

Lord Rosebery
Lord Beaconsfield

H. H. Asquilh
A. J. Balfour

W. E. Gladstone
Sir Edward Clarke
Andrew Lang
D. Lloyd George
Winston Churchill

Mark Twain
Spencei Leigh Hughes
Sir Henry Irving

Joseph Chamberlain
Max O'Rell
R. Waldo Emerson
Harold Cox
Woodrow Wilson
G. Bernard Shaw
Charles Dickens

John Bright

Chauncey Depew
Sir A. Conan Doyle
Sir Edward Grey
Eail Halsbury

Lord Fisher
Abraham Lincoln
Justin McCarthy
Viscount Milner
M. Poincarc
Whitelaw Reid
Theodore Roosevelt
Philip Snowden
Ian Maclaren
Augustine Birrell

Sir A. W. Pinero
Etc., etc.

For the Public Speaker.
The value of the work to the Public Speaker can hardly b«

over-estimated. Each on« of the speeches included in the work
serves as a model for the construction of a successful speech that

can be studied with ^vantage by the practised speaker and tho

novice alike.

A FREE BOOK.
The Publishers have prepared an interesting Illustrated

Booklet—^which they will send free—describing the work and
their offer to deliver the complete work as published for a first

payment of is. 6d. only, the balance being paid by small monthljr

payments.

To the Caxton Pcbushing Co., Ltd.,

244, Surrey Street, London, W.C.

Please send me, free of charge and without any obligation oB
my part, full particulars of "The Book of Public Speaking."

Name..
(Send this form or a postcard.)

Address •••• "•«
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I. LES ANNALES
POLITIQUES ET LITTERAIRES.

ILLUSTRATED FRENCH JOURNAL,
APPEARING ON SUNDA YS.

Editor: ADOLPHE BRISSON.

Les Annates ^f^^^'uisent, amusent, ttennent au coitrant de

tout : du tivre nouveau, du roman dont on
parte, du /ait du jour, du theatre, des arts, de la science, de
la vie fiminine, des modes, du viouvement int/ltectuel,

social, tnondain,philanthropique en France et i PEtranger.

Lbs a nnales ^""^ avant tout une revuefamiliale, pouvant
Stre mises entre toutes les mains.

Par an, 52 morceaux de musique, 2,000

Kravuret, 500,000 lignes de texte, 15 & 20
pieces de theatre, etc., etc.

% Specimen Copy on Application. ^
(Postage IJd.)

Subscription [ ^ 2/6 per annum, Edition on Ordinary Pap er

(inciudiDi posuie) [ 1 8/6 „ „ Edition de Luxe.

Subscriptions will be received at the Offices of

"EVERYMAN," 21, Royal Terrace, Edinburgh.
Yearly subscribers will receive a Presentation

Copy of the Edition de Luxe of "Le Livre d'Or
de la Cuisine Francaise."

II, Les Jeunes Gens
Les Jeunes Filles

Desireux de se perfectionner
dans I'etude de la langue francaise

DOIVENT S'ABONNER AU

JOURNAL DEI

UNIVERSITE DES ANNALES
Ce Magasine paraissant le I" et le /j de
chaque mots public le texte complet et

I illustre de nombreuses gravures toutes

conferencesfaites aux Annatespar Petite

des Ecrivains frani^ais.

Subscription (including postage), 12/6 per annum.

Dans I'Annee en Cours

L'CEUVRE DE SHAKESPEARE
EST ETUDIEE ET COMMENTEE
EN 12 ADMIRABLES LEGONS

par

M. JEAN RICHEPIN
de rAead£inie Francaise.

Government organs in respect of Russia. Russia
remains the standing disgrace to modern Europe ; a
land of cold repression, of unblushing interference with
every sort of popular activity, of mediaeval methods
perpetuated at tiie very doors of twentietli-century

enlightenment. This land of antique and cruel Chris-
tianity is held up as the champion of Europe against

the " Unspeakable Turk," who, for his part, is guiltless

of practically every type of despotism quoted by Mr.
Raffalovitch. I much prefer the Turk.— I am, sir, etc.,

Arthur Field.
Clapham, S.W., October 5th, 191 3.

"EVERYMAN'S" GUIDE TO THE BEST
BOOKS.—I. HISTORY OF THE PAPACY.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—I have no "glaring sins of omission or com-
mission " to point out. The only possible additions
that occur to me are the relevant parts of the Cam-
bridge Modern History, which are excellent

I desire, however, to congratulate you on the idea,

and to say how greatly I, for one, will appreciate a
series on these lines. I had occasion, just a year ago,

to hunt out books on this very subject I am surprised
to find to what an extent I succeeded in tracking out
what was " best," but what an amount of trouble I

should have been saved if your " guide " had appeared
a year earlier!—and you have suggestions which are
quite new to me, and would have been very welcome.
Might I suggest that you follow out in every case

what you have done in some—give the publisher and
the price, and, in the case of foreign books,say wliether
an English translation exists.—I am, sir, etc.,

Glasgow, October 4th, 19 13. Wm. T. Rodger.

IS ROMANISM ON THE DECLINE?
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—" Fatheif Graham will need to produce some-
thing in the shape of evidence more substantial than
rhetorical generalities," Writes Mr. Macpherson. Yet
later in the same article we fmd such luminous proofs
of sweeping assertions as the following :

—
" Those who

are in a position to know tell us," etc., " We are told,"
" The Church is said," " The truth seems to be," etc.

Medice, cura te ipsum. Surely, Mr. Macpherson, you
have not lost all sense of humour as well as respect for

logic? Even those of your readers who are not of
" thg superstitious section " can hardly be expected to

demand proof positive from Father Graham and yet

accept your ipse dixit without demur. As to the

canons of literary etiquette, " Father Graham and the
superstitious section " might do for a street corner in

Liverpool or Belfast, but one does not expect it from
a literary critic in a literary paper. Some other

phrases are interesting. " The Papacy succeeds only

wben she keeps her devotees in ignorance" presup-

poses a profound knowledge of history, especially of

the chapters which deal with the foundation of the

great Universities of Europe and the work of the

teaching Orders. But there is better still to come.

"Rome thrives on superstition and declines in the

presence of knowledge, to which she is as hostile to-

day as in the dark ages." Capital, Mr. Macpherson!

Of course, you need not trouble to " produce something

in the shape of evidence more substantial than rhetori-

cal generalities." But, sir, were those "dark ages"

really so dark ? " Those who are in a position to

know" pretend that they were not as black as they

are painted. The champion of documentary evidence

will send me an ultimatum and demand my proofs.

Dreading the cannon of his irresistible logic and his
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irrepressible humour, I shall capitulate, honourably, of

course, for Mr. Macpherson will grant me that some
people still live in the dark. In another letter I may
deal with his " facts."—I am, sir, etc.,

Cork, September 28th, 1913. J. A. SCANNELL.

LONELY IN LONDON.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—In your issue of September 26th, under
" Notes of the Week," is the following :

—
" The fact is,

of course, that, as somebody pointed out, there is no
loneliness so terrible as that of a young man who is a

stranger in a great town, and the Brotherhood Associa-

tion is the only organisation that attempts to meet this

human, crying need of our civilisation." We have the

greatest regard for, and appreciation of, the efforts of

all other organisations working for men, and we recog-

nise fully the admirable and extensive work now done
by the Brotherhood Association. But when that

organisation is referred to as representing the sole

attempt to meet the social needs of lonely young men,
we feel that it is necessary to claim such recognition

for the Young Men's Christian Association as is its

due on the ground of membership, methods, success,

and world-wide range. More than a million men are

included in our ranks; the work is housed in 9,105
centres, with buildings and equipment valued at

;^i6,750,ooo. Eighteen hundred men are giving their

lives to this service as secretaries. Many thousands

of young men actually live in happy fellowship in our

hostels, and the large proportion of our million mem-
bers find society, entertainment, educational privileges,

and opportunities for service with us. Our buildings

are open seven days a week, and this gives us our

supreme opportunity with men.—I am, sir, etc.,

Arthur K. Yapp,
General Secretary.

DUMAS' PLACE IN LITERATURE.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—The controversy as to the merits of Dumas
is interesting, as it raises the point of " style " against
" matter."

The chief merit of the romances of Dumas consists

in his effective development of his story, his dramatic
situations and his inventiveness. In this department
of literature, the most creative power, he shows the
master hand, and his language, if not possessing the

literary flavour of the best writers, is clear, direct and
descriptive. It is not fair argimient to say that in

translation the " style " or " nuance " of the original is

lost, and to accuse those who cannot read the French
original of not being able to judge. We know that

every work is best in the original ; as Don Quixote
says, " Translation is like the wrong side of tapestry."

But in judging a work we must take into account the

matter more than the form. The amount of fine

romance in Dumas is very large, and therein consists

his greatness.

The fault of Balzac is his false views of values. His
minute analyses of the thoughts and sentiments of his

characters obtrude themselves out of all place in his

stories, and the situations he creates are often unreal
and even dull. In " Eugenie Crandet " the characters

are uninteresting, and in " Le Lys dans la Vallee

"

and " La Femme de Trente Ans " the men are so un-
virile, if I may use the word, as to repel the reader.

As I read French practically with the same facility

as English, it will not do to blame translation. The
creations of Dumas are bright, manly and interesting

;

those of Balzac are moody, uninteresting, and often
mawkish. No amount of fine writing will make a

MURRAY'S@ UBRARY.
iESOP'S FABLES. A New Version. Chiefly from the

Original Sources. By the Rev. Thomas James. With more
than 100 Illustrations designed by Tl'SNiri, and WOLF.

AN ENGLISHWOMAN'S LOVE LETTERS.
CHAfiACTER. A Book of Noble Characteristics. By

Samuel Smiles. With Frontispiece.

DEEDS OF NAVAL DARING ; or, Anecdotes of the British
Mavy. By EnwARD (lirpAKD.

ENGLISH BATTLES AND SIEGES IN THE PENINSULA.
By Lieut. -Gen. Sir WiLl.rAM Napikh. With Portrait.

THE GATHERING OF BROTHER HILARIUS. By
MlCHAKI, Fairles.s.

GOLDEN STRING. A Day-Book for Busy Men and Women.
Arranged by Susan, Cou.NTESs of Malmesbury, and Violet
Brooke-Hunt.

HISTORICAL MEMORIALS OF CANTERBURY. By the
late Dean Sta.vley. With Illustrations.

THE HOUSE OF QUIET. An Autobiography. By A. C.
Ben.SON.

A LADY'S LIFE IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS. By
Mrs. Bishop (Isabella L. Bird). With Illustrations.

LAVENGRO : The Scholar, the Gypsy, the Priest. By
Geokge Borrow. Containing the Un.iltered Text of the
Original Issue; some Suppressed Episodes, MS. Variorum,
Vocabulary and Notes by Professor W. I. Knapp. With 6 Pen
and Ink Sketches by Percy Wadiiam.

LIFE AND LABOUR; or, Charac eristics of Men of
Industry, Culture and Genius. Bv Samiki. Smiles.

THE LION HUNTER OF SOUTH AFRICA. Five Years'
Adventures in the Far Interior of South Africa, By Roualeyn
Gordon Gumming. With Illustrations.

LIVINGSTONE'S FIRST EXPEDITION TO AFRICA.
Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa. With
Notes bv F. S. AuNOT. With Illustrations.

THE LIFE OF. By W. G. Blaikie. With Portrait
and Map.

JAMES NASMYTH : Engineer and Inventor of the Steam
Hammer. An Autobiography. By Samuel S.miles. Por-
trait and Illustrations.

THE NATURALIST ON THE RIVEB AMAZONS. A
Record of Adventures, Habits of Animals, Sketches of Brazilian
and Indian Life, and Aspects of Nature under the Equator, during
Eleven Years of Travel. By H.W. Bates. With Illustrations.

NOTES FROM A DIARY, 1851—1872. By Sir M. E.
Grant-Duff.

THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES BY MEANS OF NATURAL
SELECTION. By Charles Darwin.

OUR ENGLISH BIBLE: The Story of its Origin and
Growth. By II. W. Hamilton Hoare. Revised Edition,
with Specimen Pages of Old Bibles and a Bibliography.

THE PAINTERS OF FLORENCE. From the 13th to the
16th Centuries. By Julia Cartwright (Mrs. Ady). With
Illustrations.

ROUND THE HORN BEFORE THE MAST. An Account
of a Voyage from San Francisco round Cape Horn to Liverpool
in a Fourmasted "Windjammer," with experiences of the life of
an Ordinary Seaman. By BasilLubbocK. With Illustrations.

RUNNING THE BLOCKADE. A Personal Narrative of
Adventures, Risks, and Escapes during the American Civil
War. By Thomas E. Taylor. With Map and Frontispiece.

SELF-HELP. With Illustrations of Conduct and Per-
severance. By Samuel Smiles. With Portrait.

THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT. A Practical Explana-
tion. By the Rt. Rev. Charles Gore.

SINAI AND PALESTINE IN CONNECTION WITH THEIB
HISTO&Y. By Arthur Penryhn Stanley. With Maps and
Plans.

STUDIES IN THE ART OF RATCATCHING. By H. C.
Barklev.

THE THREAD OF GOLD. By A. C. Benson.

UNBEATEN TRACTS IN JAPAN. An Account of Travels

in the Interior, including Visits to the Aborigines of Yezo and
the Shrine of Nikhd. By Mrs. Bishop (Isabella L. Bird).

With Illustrations.

THE LETTERS OF QUEEN VICTORIA. A Selection

from Her Majesty's Correspondence between the years 1837-61.

Edited by A. C. Benson and Viscount ESHER, G.C.V.O.
3 Vols. Crown 8vo. With 16 Half-tone Illustrations. Is. net
each volume.

LONDON: JOHN MURRAY.
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Have you a Bookplate?
I design and engrave Bookplates 10 incor-

porate any desired feature, eacli design being

original work, specially drawn for each plate.

Pencil sltetcli showing snfjgested treatment

sent for approval in all cases. The cost varies,

of course, according to the amount of work

involved and the method ol" engraving, ranging

from 17s. 6d. for design, plate and 100 proofs

complete in the case of a simple design, to

several guineas for the best v.'ork on copper-

plate ; but in all cases I feel sure my prices are

much lower thao are usually charged for equally good work.

On request I will send specimens free to any address at home

or abroad. It generally takes about three weeks to complete the

design, plates and 100 proofs, but as Bookplates are increasingly

recognised as most suitable gifts, it is sometimes necessary to

complete in less time : I do this whenever possible.

HENRY D. WARD, 49, Great Portland Street, London, W.

ANOTHER S.O.A. SUCCESS !—An Oxford M.A., who desired

to enter the literary field, i oined the School of Authorship and has just secured

an appointment on the slatf of the Daily Mirror. If YOU are anxious to wm
success, loin the S.O.A. Every student comes under the personal direction of

the Principal Mr. G. H. Northcroft. Member of the Institute of Journalists, and

formerly lecturer in English Literature underthe L.C.C. Lessons by post it pre-

ferred. Easy terms. Send Id. stamp for particulars.—160. Fleet Street. London.

DISPENSING.—The best profession for LADIES. Short

training—Salaries Good—Prospects assured. Address for further detail!

and prospectus to Miss MacDonald. Secretary, "The Westminster Classes."

Queen Anne's Ch.nmbers. Broadway. Westminster, S.W,

Make your books comfortable.

Good books desaryo a tfood home. Hoasa your books In tha

"OXFORD" SECTIONAL (Patent) BOOKCASE
the latest development of the

sectional Idea. The sections are
erected without tools iu a few
minutes, so rl({idly that an entire
Bookcase can bo moved bodily.

The ' Oxford '* Bookcase Is made to
order or Id Ktandard sizes, ulagla
sections from 8/- to 35/6; complet«
Bookcase, con^i5tln;*o( 3 oak sec-
tions, open treat. 41/-; with glass
dust-proof doors, 65/-

ILLUSTRAThD BOOKLET POST FREE,

cases—Bend for It to-day. Broad Street Mills, Ozford*

The nevD invisible fastening unites any number
of "Oxford" sectioHE into a solid. comf>tete,

handsome ^iece of fHmiture.
(2)<l>

SHORTHAND.-ANOTHER CLERGYMAN'S EXPERIENCE:
" The system, indeed, is a pleasure to learn and write. Formerly I wrote

Pitman's, but always found the reading a severe tax on the memory, but tha

Sloan-Duployan can be read with' ease and certainty after any length of time.

My son wished to learn shorthand, and we tried two or three systems, but found
S.-D. far superior."—From Rev. T. I. Price. The Green, Seaton Carew.
SLOAN-DUJ^I.OYAN SHORTHAND is acquired in a few weeks, and is guaran-

teed the most rapid and reliable system in use to-day. Send for free illustrated

handbook, conlaining lesson, specimens, etc., direct from the inventor.—Sloao-

Daployan Headquarters. Dept. W., Ramsgale.

A HOUSE TO REMEMBER.—Best prices offered for discarded

Trinkets, Gold, Jewellery, Watches, Chains, Rings, Bracelets, Silver,

Antiques, Valuables, etc., by FRASERS, the well-known and most reliable firm.

Estab. 133J. Reference, Capitals Counties Bank. Strict privacy. Fairest vaiua-

tionassured. L'tmostcash value or offar by return. No transaction too large, none
too small.—FRASERS (Ipswich), Ltd..Goldsmiths,'Desk75, Princes St., Ipswich,

SENT FREE.—" What do Unitarians Believe ? " " Miracles in the

Light of Modern Knowledge." " Religious Liberalism." These and Tracts

given, lionks Lent.—Apply by letter Miss CM. Rawlins. 70. Lord St., Liverpool.

AUTHORS' MSS. placed with 183 Publishers and Periodicals at

highest prices. Terms and particulars of "How to Write Saleable

Fiction" free.—Cambridge Literary Agency, 8. Henrietta Street, W.C.

" IV/IYSTERY OF BREATH."—Only book of its kind. Teaches
^'^ unfoldment, mental development, cures most diseases by the Twelve

Vital Breaths. 2s. 2d.—TALISMAN PUBLISHING CO. (Dept. 9), Harrogate.

VARICOSE VEINS.—Recently discovered marvellous remedy—
Varivane Lotion: 2s. 9d. bottle sent post free (in U.K.) to readers of

EVEHVUAK for Is. lOd. Send P.O. to Varivane 22 Dept., 56, Ludgate Hill. London.

* Your Evening's Pleasure at Horns.
ProTltle for the long evenings; give yourself and the

boys a chance to enjoy them by purchaslnfi one ol

RILEY'S BILLIARD TABLES.
Made In every size—a size to suit every room and every size In

perfect iiroportlon. Prices from £J 7s. 6d. A handy size Is 6(t. «ld. at

A5 5»-- Riley's Combine Billiard and Dining Tables from £13 lOs.

Cash or easy payments. Prices Include all accessories, free delivery

to nearest railway station in Cnlted Kingdom, and 7 days' free trial.

FREB on rcccit't ofi-onlcara, /«" ietaitti lllittrafd Oalitlogtt.

Genoa Mills, Accrlngrton.
U7, Aldtrsgate St.. B.C. 9E. J. RILEY, Ltd.,

London Showrootns .'

hero of a weakling, nor a great book from a poor

Story; and Balzac's characters can never win the

readers as Dumas's.— I am, sir, etc., J. S. W
Leitn.

[-fh'is correspondence is now closed.]

ULSTER.
To the Editor of Everyman.

Sir,—In your last issue, referring to Ulster in

" Notes of the Week "—after acknowledging the sm-

cerity of the opponents of Home Rule—you say,

" Even so, Ulster cannot expect immunity from the

law." Of course, the Bill is not yet an Act of Parlia-

ment, so that the question of breaking a law which

does not exist cannot at present arise.

In the same issue there is an article entitled "Is

Romanism on the Decline ? " The writer arrives at

the conclusion at which every thinking man is bound

to arrive, viz., that "Rome thrives on superstition and

declines in presence of knowledge, to which she is as

hostile to-day as in the dark ages."

It is because the overwhelming majority of members

in the proposed Irish Parliament would be elected by

the adherents of this Church—for the most part the

peasants of the south and west—all of them under

the power of the priest—that I and my co-religionists

Protest against being handed over to such a reaction-

ary form of government.

We object in this twentieth century to having the

hands of the clock put back, just at the time when our

unfortunate and hitherto unhappy country is recover-

ing from the misrule and mismanagement of the past,

and when all the wrongs perpetrated in a less enlight-

ened age have been righted.—I am, sir, etc.,

September 28th, 1913. PROGRESS.

SPELLING REFORM.
To the Editor of Everyman.

SiRj—You dismiss spelling reform as "that last

infirmity of noble minds," but surely there is some-

thing to be said in its favour!

To-day the entire golf world is acclaiming the new

star which has suddenly appeared in its firmament.

But while writers are ready enough to pen the name

of Francis Ouimet, it is noteworthy that most speakers

prefer to hedge and to refer to "that young

American."
r , •

Though the literate adult is seldom thus at fault, it

affords a splendid example of what confronts the

average child at every turn. If he spells words

wrongly he loses marks, while if he pronounces them

wrongly he runs the still greater risk of being laughed

at. The child of the leisured classes may have

opportunities of hearing new words pronounced at

home, but the average Board-school child is not so

happily placed ; and since it is impossible for him to

reason from sound to sign, or vice versd, both his

written and spoken vocabularies suffer from chronic

starvation. At present no Englishman can tell with

certainty how to pronounce any word which he has

seen written but has not heard spoken, nor how to spell

any word which he has heard spoken but has not seen

written.

Truly, we live iii a mad world !—I am, sir, etc.,

September 2ist, 1913- W. H. THOMPSON.

VOLUME II. OF "EVERYMAN"
The second volume of Evesyman will shortly be ready, hand-

somelT bound in cloth, at the price of 35. 6d. Including some of

the most notable contributions to literature, it continue, the tradi-

tions of the paper, and should form, with Vol. I., the nucleus of

an interesting and valuable collection. Applications should be sent

to EvESYM.iN Publishing Department, Messrs. J. M. Dent and Sons.

Cases for binding can be obtained at is. 6d. A complete and de-

tailed inde.t to Vol. II. (Nos. 27 to sa) " now in preparation.
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BOOKS OF THE WEEK
Miss Ethel Turner opens her latest novel, THE

Secret of the Sea (Hoddcr and Stoughton, 63.),

with a dramatic scene. The story begins with a dainty

episode between the third officer of the Volsalian and
a blue-eyed girl in a gauzy ball gown.

"This was all at nine o'clock, or thereabouts. At
ten o'clock the fjirl in the tJauzy frock was tossing a
freezing little corpse at the foot of an iceberg, and the

third officer, who had seen her go to that fate, was
standing at the davits of a boat with a smoking
revolver in his hand."

There follows a cleverly written scene, in which there

is the usual rush for the boats, terminating in the death

of the young officer, who, before he is shot by a terri-

fied passenger, throws into the boat the last of seven

babies! After this the story settles into stereotyped

lines, and we have once more the old, old tale of dis-

puted identity. There are two sets of twins, one
patrician, the other plebeian, and, like Frederick in the

inimitable " Pirates of Penzance," the true heir to the

earldom is only discovered after great difficulty and
long years. One grows tired of patrician heirs in

search of a peerage, and the comphcations that ensue

when four children rather than two arc involved in the

muddle are somewhat of a weariness of the flesh. The
author has a pretty style, and has written one or two
novels distinguished by a freshness and simplicity that

renders it the more regrettable that she should have
fallen back on one of the very oldest plots that have

been inflicted on the novel reader. It seems an irre-

sistible temptation to fictionists to tell the tale of the

man or woman who assumes another's identity. We
v/ould strongly urge Miss Turner not again to fall into

what may be termed the easiest way of writing a

romance.
® «» 9

The study of Angelina Peachy by Mrs. Henry
Dudeney, in Set TO PARTNERS (Heinemann, 6s.),

opens with a charming sketch of a httle child brought

up in an alien environment. " Angelina lay wide-eyed

and candidly listening in the wide bed. . . . She felt

to-night, listening to those two maidservants as they

sat by the fire, Light as air, strong as a strand of silk,

smooth as a rose petal ; . . . she told herself, lying

here quite still and feeling sleepy to her very toes, that

to-night for her was making history." The subject of

the maids' discussion is the faults and foibles of the

Peachy household. Timothy, the father, is an Irish-

man, who, in despair at the amorous vagaries of his

mother, selected for his wife a woman strenuously un-

attractive and morally invincible. Grandmamma
Peachy, a beautiful, witty, and wicked old lady, resides

with her son, and between her and the proper English

wife there reigns an unending feud, the more bitter

because it rarely flames out in words. Angela inherits

her grandmother's beauty and attractiveness, and
Timothy is troubled that she will also share the old

lady's fascinations for the other sex, and something of

her liking for masculine variety. The opening chap-

ters of the book are the best. Angela's secretiveness,

her intuitive comprehension of the thoughts and feel-

ings of Timothy and her mother, her appreciation of

the temperamental antagonism existing between hus-

band and wife are wonderfully portrayed ; but

though she has an uncanny aptitude for realising

emotional atmosphere, she still remains a healthy,

normal child, with a love of those things that

make the sum total of a small person's existence.

Angelina as woman is not so convincing. She drifts

into a love affair with Antony ffinch, and with some-

Do you Filter your Food ?
The water you drink is carefully filiere:! again and again In ordcx to

remove all trace oi impurit es. What about ihe food you ea( ? Every

vaiicty of food ycu take contains some lubstanccs which ihe digettvs

system rejects. U the>e waste products passed iramedijitely out of the

system all would be well. But they do not. Our modern sedentary mode
of life is the cause of tlieir remaining for a while in the digestive tract and
fctmealins there— they set up Indigestion, Hlatuleuce* Acidity, and con-

taminate tne blood, giving rise to Bad Complexions, Pimples and Dtotchc*.

absorbs these impurities and renders them innocuous. Bragg's Charcoal

is not a drug— it removes the cause of Ind gestioa, and its attendant evds,

giving permanent reliei wiihout the possibility of harm.

Scld hu ali Chemhb and Shres. PoicJer, 21- and 4{- per hoUU; Bhcuiis,

Ij; 2l-t and 41' per tin ; Capsules, 21- per box ; Loxengts, f li per box.

SEND THIS COUPON TO-DAY

To J. L. Bragg, Ltd., 1 4, Wigmore Street, London, W.
Pleaso send me Sam-
ples of Brafjg's Char-
coal. 1 enclose 3d. to

pay postage.

Everyman, October 10.

Name.....

Address..

MONTHLT trOC CBARQAIN LIST r FS C C
Tdliit of Hi(h-Gn<l< SECOND-HAND

FURNITURE
FOR CASH OR ON EASY TERM8.

Half tilt cost ud double the wear of ckeap ocw soodi.

SPECIMEN BARGAXMS.
From

BedFootn Suites ... / S 15
Bedstead nod Beddlni! Al 15 O
Drawlnf< Room Suittrs £3 ISO
Fine nnd Lolty China
Cab.nfts £3

Din tn^ Room Suites .. £310
KxtoF-dinfl Dtoing
Tab.es £13 6

' Frnm
Carpets (thousands) ... £0 10 O
Overm.-u]tels £0 SO
Luxurious EasyCbalrs £1 7 6
And thoas^iD'is of other bar>

gains equally cheap.
Any of these goods can b^
obtalDod CD our well-known terms of Easy Payments

at a small pcrceoia^e extra, mm

HIGH GRADE
SECOND HAND

OS worth
AlO „
«ao .,

sao .,

OGUAI. EAST TBRHS.
Monthly I Enquiries upon all furnishing qoes-

*/- itlonscouncoiisly solicited. 250.000

,„ 6/* sq.fl.of showrooinspacefiiied with

11/- £30 000 worth of Bargains. Kaith-

«l|._
(ulsketcbcsofariiclcB submitted.^ London lieliverlos dai'y.

Largcramounts In proportion. I Country Orders Carriage Paid.

WriU for FREE Monlkly Barlain Liil Ic-daf.
vv. je:i:,ke> oc sons

(BfttabllBhed over 50 Yaaita),
i8a,sts, 2fi7, sea, 271, 273, 275, houoway rd.. London, n
OEP[)S1TORIES~2 4, 6. 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, EDEN GROVE (adjoimnsi.
•Vbones-ZSaSSISai.NonhiMMCtntrai. Tel.—Jcll.co.Lo.)dou."

REMOVAL CCSTRACTORS (EaHmate. Free).

GocdOan SECOND-HAND tURNITURE Baotbt for Cub.

FURNITURE
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THE NEW SHORTHAND
SONOSCRIPT. poptiUrV known a« ** the New Shorthand."

it CO extremely simple that it can be completoix
LEARNT IN A FEW HOURS.

The Pbonodraphic Review, in a long article Id
praise of ihe systeni, says:

—"We acknowledged the-
reCfipl of the book, written accocdiii^ to the system of
which it i>; an exposition, by the nevt post."
The Christian Lender says:—"A smart youth who

gives his mind to tlit^ task ntigbt be writing the system
with fluency in a coiple of days."
The London Figaro says:—"A truly remarkable

sysleni. . . . Bids fair to supersede the older methods.
. , . We confidnatly recommend it."

liuiKireifs d' ottn'r t>rcs8 Notices and TetttitnoHlaU.
Success Abaolut«ly Guaranteed.

JV.B.—Employers when ensa^infi stenographers now invariably select
those writing Sonoscript. as tht-y themselves can so easily learn to read
and write it. Complstc. with "Hints to Typists," post free. 2s. Id. (per
Postal Order).—The Imperial Publishing Co. (O Dept.) 42. Paddens-
wick Kd.. H«Tmmcrsniilh. london, W.

FRENCH in aWEEK
An entirely new method bv which anyone can

learn to spe?k French fluently IN O.NE WEEK.

The Provincial New« says: "We have hj hesitation
what^-ver in s:ying thnt, simply by carrying cut the
direction-! civen in this little Dock, anyone, without
previously Snowing a single word of the language, can,
!n one week, learn quite sufficient to be able to make
lumself perfectly understood on all ordinarj' subjects."

The Cycling Record says: "To merchants, clerks,
tourists, and, in fact, everyone who does not already
know French, we say, 'Get this book at once, for it is

worth its weight in gold.'"

Hundreds of other Prets Opinions and Testimonials.

Complete with French Phrase Book, post free, 2s. Id.
(per Postal Order).

The IMPERIAL PUBLISHING CO, (O Dept.),
PaddenswlcK Road, Hammersmith, London, W.

CTAMMERING elTcctuallv cured by correspondence orpersonally.
•^ Treatise lent free. — N. H. MASON. 30. Fleet Street, London.
Established lb76.

•yHE AUTHORS' ALLIANCE place MSS. promptly and on
* best terms. Literary work of all kinds dealt with by experts who place
Authors' interest first. Twenty years' experience.—2, Clement's Inn. W.C.

CHORTHAND.—SLOAN-DUPLOYAN SYSTEM. The cele-
*^ brated "New Rapid" Lessons are the best. Far superior to others. Mr. F.
G. Mooney. F.C.L. A.L.A.A,. Accountant, of Watford, writes: "The lessons
were very satisfactory indeed, the advanced course in particular being of high
value." This is why our students reach a speed of 80 words per minute in four
weeks. Yoii can do the same. Send postcard for full detailed prospectus and
specimen Lesson.—Shorthand Association. 369, Holborn Hall, Gray's Inn Road
London. W.C. (only address). Telciilionc 61 ;1 Holborn.

Ci&^
There Is now no reason why
you should not enjoy the
pleasures of perfect hearing.
The DANJHILL EARPHONE
will enable yen once more to
enjoy the pleasurfs ol con-
versation, music. Church and
Theatre. It places you on an
equal footing with those with
perfect hearing.

It Is the lotest. cheipest, and most
perfect Instrument for the deaf. It

succeeds where all others fall. Supplif^d on trial. You
may test it as lonR as yau like, and complete purchase by
deferred payments. Write for particulars to-day.

D & M J HILL 58 CHEAPSIDE. LONDON
EARPHONE
oivea PCRFccr HfAAiNQ

ATHEENIC UNDERWEAR is soft and fieecy, yet guaranteed
Unshrinkable. A far greater choice is oflered than in the shops. Write

/or patterns direct to Dept. B7. Aiheenic Mills. Hawick. Scotland.

HEIGHT INCREASED.—By adopting my simple system you
can put inches on to your height in three months: no apparatus ; no

medicines : ordinar>- habits retained—Send three penny stamps for particulars

and testimonials to Professor Prowse, 13, North V.nd Chambers. Croydon. N.B.
—Ladies should send three penny stamps for my Height and Beauty Course.

TYPEWRITING of every description under expert literary super-

vision, from 8d. per 1,000 words, paper Included. — Dept. E. THE
NATIONAL TYPEWRITING BUREAU. 199. Strand. W.C.

"TYPEWRITING: Authors' MS. accurately and rapidly copied.
* Shorthand-Typists provided. Meetings, Lectures, Sermons reported

METROPOLITAN TYPING OFFICE, 27, Chancery Lane. Tel. Central \565

HINTS ABOUT THE GRAMOPHONE.—Whether you have
a gramophone or are about to buy one, you should read this book. 1/6

Post Free. "A unique and Intensely interesting book."—JJfus*c Trades Review.
Rowcll & Sons, 68, Rostbery Avenue. London. E.C.

THE PROGRESS IDEA.
The idea of THE PROGRESS SOCIETY Is to draw tosether thojie who aim
above the common level, and promote good fellowship and free interchange of

de:\s amontl inlellectiisliy protiressive people everywhere. Three sections

—

SOCIAL. EDUCATIONAL. CORRESPONDENCE. If you desire wider
ntellcctual and social interests write for copy of "The Progress Idea" and
BVitalion to membership. Enclose stamp and address E.M.,

Orsanlsins Secretary, THE PROGRESS SOCIETY.
107, Grcencroft Gardens. Hampsteatl, London.

thing of Grandmamma Peachy's love of amorous
adventure, consents to live with him as his wife only

on the condition that there shall ge no legal tie

between them. They are to separate when one or the
other wislies to do so. This arrangement lasts for

seven years, during which a child is bom, who, how-
ever, does not live. At tlie end of that time the

inevitable happens. The next man appears upon the

scene, and Angelina leaves Antony and takes a trip

with Julius. She is recalled, however, by Antony's
misfortunes. He loses his money, his house is burnt

down, and he is stricken witli paralysis. Meanwhile
Julius has decided that he must make his fortune

before he finally joins his life with the woman he loves.

So for the time being he disappears from the story, and
Angelina sets to work to keep Antony and herself.

They go to a small seaside town, where she starts busi-

ness as a dealer in old china, and earns enough to keep
tlie paralysed Antony and herself. She accepts the

situation with heroism, and works unremittingly, re-

fusing to allow herself any regret. As if this were not

enough, the poor pilgrim of love is visited by a further

penalty. Julius returns not only penniless, but blind!

Friendless and forlorn, he accepts her hospitality, and
the poor woman has now two men to keep. The great

defect in the book hes in the drawing of the men. It

is possible to imagine a decent man accepting the fact

that a woman supports hira in the case of Antony. He
was quite wilHng to marry her, and for seven years, to

all intents and purposes, they were man and wife. But
that a woman sensitive as Angelina could ever have
been permanently attracted by Julius is inconceivable,

and the spectacle of the blind lover content to owe
food and lodging to the efforts of the woman he is sup-

posed to have loved is an unpleasant one. We feel

that the author has been very hard on poor Angelina,

and the only gleam of comfort one gets is in the con-

cluding paragraph, which suggests that though he.-:

experiences have been disconcerting, if not absolutely

crushing, when the time comes she will go on her

pilgrimage again. She is writing a letter to her

favourite saint, and thus expresses herself

:

" I shall, my saint, put away this letter in the box
with the other two, and I will not write you again,

unless they die, those two dear men. Then my sense

of adventure will not only awake, but take action, and
there will be new sides to show." If in the future Mrs.

Dudeney proceeds with the story of this much-tried

heroine, we sincerely hope that she will not impose on
Angelina the task of supporting a deaf man. Let us

at least trust that her next lover will possess not only

the full complement of limbs, but his vision and his

hearing. ® 9 »
Joan Thursday (Grant Richards, 6s.) is a story of

a girl who fought her way up from obscurity and sordid

surroundings to the dizzy pinnacle of success. The
scene is in America, and the girl is essentially the type

that one associates with the go-ahead Yankee. Her
character is intimately portrayed, and the touch of sex

antagonism which the author subtly suggests is un-

deniably clever. Joan bitterly resents her father's

attitude to all the family, and the brutal indifference

to the comfort of his women-folk seems to the girl

reflected in the attitude of " man " to woman generally.
" They call tiiemselves >»en ; she despised them all,

all! beasts! . . i What had she ever done? It was
not as if this was the first time ; they were always per-

secuting her: hardly a day passed .... well, any-

way, never a week .... it was not her fault if she

was pretty: she never even so much as looked at

them ; . . . she did not believe that there was a decent

fellow living. . i
." The father is a Dickensiau
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person, without that touch of the grotesque that makes
all jjeople possible to the magician who created
Micawber. He has a great idea of propriety, and
when Joan, losing her job in a dra{)ery store, announces
her intention of going on the stage, he becomes
violent. He is unable to browbeat the girl, and
avenges himself on her independence by demanding
that she leave his house that night. Her adventures
in search of a hving are well told, and her final admis-
sion into the ranks of the theatrical profession is de-
void of the usual easy time which accompanies the con-
ventional heroine who takes the town by storm. To
the end, however, the old antagonism is present in her,

and the undesirable advances made to her on the stage
do not tend to soften her views. The touch of melo-
drama, introduced with the shooting of Mathias, the
unpleasant theatrical manager, who for a time cap-
tures Joan's regard, is well handled, but, in spite of
treatment, is a little bizarre. The book is a clever
one, and tlie attitude of the girl's mind is expressed
with a fidelity and clearness that should carry the
author far. We shall await with interest Mr. Louis

J. Vance's next work.

Few districts in England can rival Salisbury Plain
in archffiological, historical, and scenic interest com-
bined. It is, indeed, a country with a character all its

own, as Miss El^a Noyes says in the introductory chap-
ter to her "Sahsbury Plain: Its Stones, Cathedral,
City, Villages, and Folk " (London : J. M. Dent and
Sons, los. 6d.); and the charming illustrations in

colour and line which Miss Dora Noyes contributes to
the volume, themselves go far to bear out the claim.

Miss Noyes takes us to Stonehenge, the greatest
mystery of a mysterious region ; she shows us Old
Sarum, the Cathedral and city of Salisbury, the Avon
Valley and Willeybourn and Wilton ; she guides us
across the Plain and round its edge, and introduces us
to shepherds on the downs and rustics in the villages.

And all that she describes so well in words. Miss Dora
Noyes makes still more inviting with her brush.

Mr. H. B. Holt has produced a very fascinating

volume by tracing the history and exploits of the
Mounted Police of Natal (John Murray, 15s. 6d.).

This remarkable body of fighting men, which has seen
so much heavy service, from the time of the great Zulu
War to that of the last war with the South African
Republics, was first organised by Major-General Sir

J. G. Dartnell, who contributes a valuable introduction
to the present volume. Its organisation presented
many difficulties. It had to be recruited in the first

instance from the sort of wanderers and ne'er-do-wells

that are so readily found hanging about a new country
in search of what fortune may send. A good deal of

strict discipline was needed to turn such men into

police and \irtually—for a policemein's duties in Natal
in those days were by no means pacific—^into soldiers

;

but all experience proves that such men, when once
disciplined, can be made a fine body of warriors, and
the experience of Natal fully confirmed this generalisa-

tion. Mr. Holt takes the corps through the whole
history of its exploits against enemies, black and white,

foreign and domestic, down to the present time. The
narrative is picturesque and eminently readable, as

well as peculiarly fascinating to all who are interested

in the development of our South African Empire.

9 9
He.\rts Courageous (Hodder and Stoughton,

Ss.) is a story of Virginia in the eighteenth century,
and deals with the War of Independence. The action
of the tale is hampered by the stilted fashion in which

THE HOME TURKISH
BATH HABIT.

"Once a week I say 'cood-niRlit* half an
hour«.trlieTtlian usual. It'smy f>rni Turki^li
Bath ni^lit. Two or three niinutes' prepara-
tion and the Cabinet is ready ; another two
or three minutes, and I step in, close the
folding door, button the flap and sit down in

restful content for the heat to do its good
work. Very soon I am glowing all over ;

then I begin to prrspire—at first gently, then
profusely. It's time to get out. I unbutton
the flap, open the door, step out, have a cold
spxingc down, then a brisk rub down, then
to bed. Next morning; I feel grand. Limbs
supple, brain cle.tr— it's good to be alive.

The Cabinet stiould be in every home in

the land."— /4 DtUshted Customer,

The Gem Turkish Bath Cabinet
gives all the benefits of public Turkish b.ilhing with the |>rivacy and
comfort of home. It costs 35/-, is compact and portable, and lasts

a lifetime. Those who use it regularly need never fear winter ills

and chills—colds, coughs, rheumatism, lumbago, and the like.

100-page Booklet, " Perfect Health," FBEE.
Wri7« /or d cot>y lo-day.

The Gem Supplies Co., Ltd. (°T). 67, Southwark St. Uadoa, S.L

"T^HE "Natural" Treatment for Constipation given by Thomas
^ Macintyre, Diet Specialist, Cullercoats. Nor.buniberland. Remarkably

successful. Stamp for particulars.

DEVELOP YOUR WILL POWER. Concentration. Sclf-

Reliance, Memory and Personal Magnetism by "The St. Settef Course '*

(4 lessons). Reconnnended bv PkJj/ic 0/>t«m». etc. Fee 2/6. ParticuIai'S free.

—THE ST. SETTEF INSTITUTE (DEPT. 5). PERTH.

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF COMMERCE. — The
^^ C.S.C. enables you to acquire a Ihoroush knowledge cf any business
subject, easily and quickly. Write for particulars of C.S.C. methods of
postal tuition.—CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF COMMERCE, 107.

Brixton R'^ad. S.W.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES BY POST.
Efficient Poctal Lessons by Evcrsley Syetsm in

MODERN LANGUAGES. LATIN and GREEK.
DIRECTOR, EVERSLEY LANGUAGE INSTITUTE,

43, Great Tower Street, London, E.G.

AUTHORS wanted, known and unknown, to communicate.
^^ Every description of literary__v.'ork required. No fees whatever.—Write
for particulars, in first instance, to " Publishers," 906. Sell's Advertising Offices.

Fleet Street. London. Special attention to new writers.

PLAYS WANTED ! We supply a constant demand for
ORIGIN.4L PLAYS and SKETCHES. Let us submit your work where

we ftwott' it is wantf d. Honourable dealing jjuaranteed. Wtiteatonce for free
particulars.—CAMBRIDGE PLAY AGENCY, 8, Henrietta Street. W.C.

COLOUR PRINTS
FREDERICK HOLLYER
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT DURING THE MONTH
OF OCTOBER AN EXHIBITION OF HIS COLOUR

PRINTS WILL BE HELD AT

9, PEMBROKE SQUARE, KENSINGTON, W.
ExampUs afttr Turner, Blake, Carot, and Rossetti,

TYPE-WRITING of every description carefully and promptly
^ executed, 7d. per 1.000. Duplicating and Copying. Cambridge Local.

—

Miss NANCY McFARLANE, 11, Palmeira Avenue, Westclitf, Essex.

BOOK BARC-VINS. — Write for GLAISHER'S (136 -page)
CATALOGUE of PUBLISHERS' REMAINDERS. (New Books offered

at discounts from 50 per cent, to HO per cent, off the pt>blisbed price.) Post free on
application.—WILLIAM GLAISHER. Ltd., 265. High Holborn, I^ndon. W.C.

A NEW SETTING OF TENNYSON'S

"CROSSING THE BAR."
By HENRY HARFORD. 2/- net.

LONDON: WEEKES & CO., 14. HANOVER STREET. W.
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the characters at times are made to speak. Anne, the

heroine, is alluding to the Governor of the Colony,
whom " his Majesty is pleased to put over his colonials,

levying on their leaf and swearing at their buckskins."

She breaks out into passionate denunciation of this

personage, but the fire of her emotion suffers greatly

in her method of expression. " Think you he knows
one wit more of this Virginia than does the King, a

thousand leagues away ? " Again and again this

stilted phraseology occurs ; but apart from this defect

the story goes witli a swing ; there is plenty of fight-

ing and love, romantic adventures and hairbreadth

escapes. And for those who like this kind of fare

the book should prove very popular.

@ 8> @
The high-water mark in the production of encyclo-

paedic dictionaries has just been registered by the

appearance of the Funk and Wagnalls' NEW
Standard Dictionary, Sahsbury Square. Nearly

400 expert specialists from many countries have
laboured for years in the production of this work,

which now represents a total of about ^^'300,000

in cash expenditure. An announcement regarding

the distribution of advance copies of this production

appears elsewhere in this issue of EVERYMAN, and it

is very well worth the attention of all our readers.

® » ®
Fairfax and his Pride (Chatto and Windus, 6s.),

by Miss Marie Van Vorst, would have made a

clever study at a fourth of its length. The scene is in

America. Fairfax is a Southerner by birth, and pos-

sessed of a pride in his own strength and resources

that occasionally deviates into egomania. He is an
artist by temperament, and when quite a boy moulds
some clever statuettes in clay. He goes into the studio

of a famous sculptor, who picks his brains, steals his

designs, and finally claims as his own Antony's best

work. Unable to prove the' wrong that has been done
him, he revenges himself upon society by going as

a fireman. Finally he drifts back again into art,

makes a big reputation as a sculptor in Paris, returns

to America, is claimed as a great artist, and marries

his cousin Bella, who has adored him since he was a

child. 9 9 9
Mrs. Wilfred Ward has written a very remarkable

book. Horace Blake (Hutchinson and Co., 6s.) is

a study of a type of artist around whom there has
ranged much controversy. Blake holds the theory
that, for art's sake, all things are not only lawful, but
expedient. He is a realist, and believes in studying
first hand the characters he portrays. It is within the

bounds of his philosophy that, should he wish to draw
a man of upright life who suddenly gives way to theft,

if the type were not ready to hand, he would take steps

to create it, and lay himself out to tempt a man to steal

in order that he might depict the emotional conflict in

his soul. All things being justified by art, it is not
surprising to learn that he treats his wife in an incon-

ceivable, inhuman fashion. Kate, the daughter of a

Freethinker and a woman of a rare honesty of char-

acter, does her best to atone for her husband's mis-

deeds. She is intensely ambitious for his success, and
no work is too arduous for her, no sacrifice too great.

She accepts the theory that, in the case of genius, art

transcends morahty, and though she shudders at the
thought of what he does during his periodical disap-

pearances from home, she never remonstrates with him
or tries to thwart his purpose. They pass through a

hard time of poverty and failure, and when, after years
of effort, he attains success and makes money like

water by the success of his plays, he is stricken with a

mysterious illness. At the moment when London is

on fire over his latest production he receives his death
warrant, leaves England and goes to a remote village

in France. He refuses to allow his wife to accompany
him, and sends for their daughter, a girl of eighteen,

who, with a male nurse, is his sole companion. Ar-
rived in Brittany, his appetite for emotional variety

is gratified by religion. In other words, not having
strength further to sin, he seeks sensuous gratification

in the practice of Catholicism, and he is finally re-

ceived back into the Church of which he was originally

a member. His conversion follows on the writing of a
play deriding religion in a most flagrant fashion. He
has, indeed, attained a large part of his success by
showing up religious shams and satirising in bitter

fashion the cant of hypocrisy. His return to

Catholicism is not signalled by any alteration in his

attitude towards other people, and he does not send
for his wife till he knows his life is rapidly closing,

though he realises she is eating her heart out at her

absence. Not until a few hours before his death does

he send for her, and then it is too late. She arrives to

find him dead. Trix, the daughter, has been his last

conquest, for, apart from his moral obliquity, Blake
was a most fascinating gjid magnetic man. The girl,

who has a tolerant contempt for hermotlier, insists on
publishing her views on the last phase of her father,

describing him as a tender, beautiful soul, and this per-

sistence on her part brings about a tragedy. Kate's

sister Ann, who has brought the girl up, tells her the

truth. She is Blake's illegitimate daughter, the child

of Nancy Potter, a young actress whom Blake de-

liberately ruined that he might study the character of

a Puritan, who finally succumbs to temptation^ from

life. In horror of what he has done, Kate had gone
to the girl, stayed with her until her child was born,

and adopted the baby as her own. In the scene be-

tween Kate and Trix, after the girl knows the truth, the

art of the author touches high-water mark. With a

wonderful insight, she chooses the instant that Trix
knows Kate is not her mother for the girl to feel the

love of a daughter for the woman who had shielded

her for nearly twenty years. " Horace Blake " is one
of the most notable novels of the year, and the author

has achieved a remarkable success.

NOTICES

EDITORIAL COMMUNICATIONS
Communications for the literary department, books for review,

etc., must be addressed to

—

Dr. Sarolea,
Editor of "Everyman."

21, Royal Terrace, Edinburgli.

Owing to the very large number of contributions and articles

submitted, it is advisable that all MSS. should be typewritten.

The Editor cannot under any circumstances enter into corre-

spondence regarding unsolicited contributions. It must be under-

stood that these are sent at the author's risk, and that the Editor

is not responsible for their safe custody or return.

BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
All trade and business communications should be addressed to

—

The Manager, Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.

Telephone No. 2452 Central. Telegraphic A ddress : '

' Templarian Loudon.

"

ADVERTISEMENTS
Applications respecting advertisements should be addressed to—

The Advertisement Manager of "Everyman,"

Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION

United Kingdom, 12 months, 6s. 6d. ; 6 months, 3s. 3d. ; Foreign,

8s. id. for 12 months; "Is. 'id. for 6 months, post free. Remi^
tances should be crossed London County and Westminster
Bank, and made payable to Messrs. J. M. Dent & Sons, Ltd.,
Bedford Street, London, W.C.
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J. M, DENT & SONS, LTD.
GENERAL BOOKS.

The Republics of Central and South America. Their Resources,
Industries, Sociology and Future. By C. Kegixald Exock, C.E., F.R.G.S. With Maps and
Illustrations. Square Demy 8vo. lOs. 6d. net.

France To-Day: Its Religious Orientation; By Paul sabatier.
Translated by H. Bryan Binns. Crown 8vo. 6s. net.

The Masters of Past Time. By Eugene Fromentin. Translated.from
the French. With Coloured and Half-tone Illustrations. Medium 8vo. 7s. 6d.net.

Gothic Architecture in Spain. By George Edmund Street, •F:S.A.
Edited by Georgiana Goddard King. In Two Volumes. Crown 8vo. With Illustrations

and Plans. 6s. net.

Life and Thought in Japan. By Okakura-Yoshisaburo, Professor at the
Higher Normal School, Tokyo. Illustrated. Crown 8vo. 3S. 6d. net.

The Garden City: A Study in the Development of a Modern Town.
By C. B. PuRDOM. With Special Appendices on Land Tenure, Small Holdings, etc., by Hakoi.d
Craske, Cecil HAR.MsvvoRTn,M.P., Raymond Unwin, F.R.I.B.A.,etc. With 4 Coloured IllusUations

by T. Friedexson, and over 200 Photographs, Plans, etc. Square Demy 8vo. lOs. 6d. net.

Korean Folk Tales : Imps, Ghosts and Fairies. Translated for the first

time from the Korean of I.M Bang and Yi Ryuk by James S. Gaee. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

A Book of Fishing Stories. Edited by F. G. Aflalo. with illustrations
in Colour and in Photogravure. Demy 4to. £1 lis. 6d.net.

AMONG THE LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS ARE :—
The Rt. Hon. Sydney Buxton. M.P.
Lady Evelyn Cotterell.
The Rt. Hon. Sir Edward Grey, Bt., M.P.
Sir Henry Seton-Karr.
The Hon. A. E. Gathorne-Hakdv.

The Rt. Hon. Sir Herbert 'MAXWELL, -Bt.

H. T. Sheringham.
Lord Deshorough.
Dr. C. F. Holder.
Lt.-Col. P. R. Bairnsfather.
Sir Thomas Esmonde, Bt., M;P.

CHANNELS OF ENGLISH LITERATURE
Edited by Olii'HANT Smeaton, M.A. Large Crown 8vo. 5s. net each volume.

»,r,>,^ ^^^ : TWO NEW VOLUMES
LYRIC POETRY. By Ernest Rhvs.

THE ENGLISH NOVEL, By Prof. George S-MNtsbl-ry, LL.D., University of Edinburgh.

ALREADY PUBLISHED.

ENGLISH PHILOSOPHERS AND SCHOOLS OF PHILOSOPHY.
By Prof. James Seth, M.A.

ENGLISH EPIC AND HEROIC POETRY. By Prof. W. Macneile Dixon,
M.A., University of Glasgow.

Fcoi^ap THE COLLECTION GALLIA "oit

Edited by Dr. CHAS. SAROLEA X/- eet.

A SERIES OF FRENCH LITERARY MASTERPIECES,
beautifully printed and bound, with Froutispiece in Photogravure.

FIRST VOLUMES.
BALZAC. Contes PhiloSOphiques. Introduction de Paul Eourget.
ALFRED DE MUSSET. Poesies Nouveiles.

PENSEES DE PASCAL. Textc de Bruxschvjgg. Preface de ^mile Boutroux. Introduction
de Victor Gikald.

LA PHINCESSE DE CLEVES. Par Madame de la Fayette. Introduction par Madame Lucie
Felix Faur i: Gova i;.

GUSTAVE FLAUBERT. La Tentation de Saint-Antoine. Introduction, par £mile Faquet.

MAURICE BARRES. LEnnemi des Lois.

SEND POSTCARD FOR PROSPECTUSES AND FOR NEW AUTUMN LIST.

J. M. DENT & SONS, LTD., 137, ALDINE EOUSE, BEDFORD STREET, W.C.
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10,000 FREE LESSONS
IN

LATIN, ENGLISH, LOGIC, Etc
NEW "SIMPLIFIED" SYSTEM OF LEARiSillMG.

10,000 Free Lessons in Latin, English and Logic are

to be presented to readers of Evbrym \n.

This coarse has been decided upon by the Directors

of the SCHOOL Of SLMPLIFIKD STUDY as a
test-demonstration of the new "SIMiLlFIED"
system of acquiring a scholarly knowledge of Logic
and Languages, which are the very kej-Btones of out
present-day thought and speech.

To-day tliere are surprisingly few who have this

knowledge. WHY? Because of the difSculiies of the
older systems of teaching and
acquiring these languages. In-

stead of the path of the student
being made dull or monotonous
by the obstacles that hitherto
rendered his progress almost
impossible, there is now a sheer
delight in the very speed with
which a knowledge of Latin,
English or Logic may be
acquired.

Every lesson is a step on the
path of progress to efficiency. It

IS impossible for a student to sit

down to a "SIMPLIFIED"
lesson, even for five minutes,
without feeling that he has
literally absorbed into the
machinery of his brain that which will be for ever after a useful

part of his mental equipment.

A PLEASURE, NOT A TASK.
The method originated by the Rev. J. C. Wilcox, M.A. (of

St. John's College, Cambridge) is changing the study of Languages
and Logic from a task into a rare pleasure

,
Numerous students

under the system have written to say that they E.re quite sorry
when the course of study has been completed, for the lessons
had become one of the most enjoyable features of their daily life.

Students who are looking forward with anxiety to future
examinations in these difficult subjects will find the burden of

I've learnt more in four months than in years wtf/i the old methods.
If 1 had only hnou-n 0/ this simplified system be/ore, what drudgery

I minht have saved myself I

worry fall from their shoulders the moment they become acquainted
with this delightfully easy "SIMPLIFIED" system of mastering
all their intricacies,

WHAT 20 MINUTES A DAY WILL DO.
An additional pleasure attached to this system is that it can be

acquired in those odd moments which fall even to the busiest of
men. You can study it in your own home. You can learn it on a
railway journey. You can make all the slack minutes of yoar life

of value to you. You are not asked to devote hours of study daily
to the subject. By studying for twenty minutes each day you will
make surprising progress. Yon may study at your own convenience.
It is not necessary to complete a course within a definite period.

Never mind if you have been
disappointed after trying other
methods. Others have been the
same, and only as a very forlorn

hope have many decided to try
the "SIMPLIFIED" sysiera of
the Rev. J. C. Wilcox. The " SIM-
PLIFIED'' System is a science
in itself, at once the essence
of simplicity, yet an absolutely

thorough and
scholarly system.
It smoothes away all

_^ those diCHculties

S which are so per-
"^ plexing to the often

" disheartened student

HOW TO
LEARN TO
SPEAK,

WRITE, AND
DEftATE
SUCCESS-
FULLY.

You can take up
any one, more, or
all of the courses if

you desire. If you are at all ambitious, and wish to speak well
or write well, you should not fail to equip yourself by means of
these delightful courses of instruction.

The fee for the whole course in any of these subjects is quite
moderate, but if you do not wish to pay the whole fee in one
sum, special arrangements will be made for you to pay it by easy
subscriptions.

WRITE OR CALL FOR FREE LESSONS.
A full description of cacb subject has bten given in a special book. Witk

etLch book othex valuable informatioa and evidences of the succcu of Um
System will also be sent. These you caa obtain absolutely free by calUnc
or writing to

THE SECRETARY,
THE SCHOOL OF SIMPUFIED STUDY, Ltd,

(Dept. 27), St. Paul's Chambers,

19 and 21, Ludgate HiU, London, E.C.

Below io the FREE COUPON is givta also a list of the titlo» of «tlc
vartoiu Lessons.
Whca scttdiog io your FREE COUPON mark X opposite tie namej o{

the p.irlJ€ulair subjects in which you axe espcciajly interested.
Fill in Coupoa at once for your Lessom. They cost you wythinf,

but they will prove how you can acquire a knowledge of all or any of the
above subjects without tedious effort or heavy expense.
Many rckidcrs of this offer may be interosled to know thM the School alio

teaches Hebrew and N.T. Greek, and the Secretary will be pleased to «e>ad
to them, free of cost, full particulars aud the fir»t four lcs»ou of t)ic«e
iDtercsting courses of study.

10.000 FBEE LESSONS—"EVERYMAN."

FREE COUPON.
T» the Secretary,

The School of SrMPLiFiEo Study, Ltd.,
ig.ai, LuDGATK HiLU. London, E.G.

Sir,—I accept your offex of Free Lessons in the "Simplified " Study, and-
shall be pleased to receive per return post the Lessons indicated by X.

LATIN SIMPLIFIED

ENGLISH SIMPLIFIED

LOGIC SIMPLIFIED

N.T. GREEK SIMPLIFIED

HEBREW SIMPLIFIED

Nam*
(State sf Rev., Mr., Mrs., or Miss.)

Addreit

frinied by Hazcll, Watson «c Vinev, Ld., 4.8, Kliby Stieei, Hation Gaidcn, London, E.C, and Published by J. M. Dent 3l Sons. Ld.,
Aldiiie House, liedloru Street, Covcnt Garden, London, W.C.
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